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TO OUR READERS.

In some work oi lutioii—" Al)el Alliiut," it" we remember correctly—an old lady by way of variety

wore her cap revoi'scd, or "behind before," as is said in the nursery regions. The plan was

simple, and we were tempted to adopt it on the present occasion ; not literally' by so wearing our

caps, but by copying a preface to one of oui" ancient volumes, putting some of the last sentences

first, and some of the first sentences last; and one of us—for you know we arc dual—suggested

the proceeding, but the other gravely shook his head. The suggester rejoined, " There's nothing

new to say, you know."' Still the grave one shook his head. "Instead of shaking your head,"

J

retorted the suggester, "shake something out of it that will do fnr a preface : rvc tried without

success." This reply was elicited: "A gentleman proposed marriage to a 'damsel; her father

wrote a refusal, ])ut m the damsel's handwriting on the envelope was written -Stkipes.' Let us

take the advice rontained in that word."

We did so, and we will do so to the end of our career. That word transposed is '• I'ERSlf^T.'"

We have persisted, and have almost written already enough for an addiess to^you "[our Readers."

We will persist in the coui'se we have hitherto succeeded in pursuing, and that will enable us

to persist in pleasing you. We will persist in the endeavour to establish trutli in all that apper-

tains to our various departments. We will persist in linking our arms through tlie arms of old

contributors, and in holding out the hand of welcome to new ones. We will persist in gratefully

accepting information, and in courteously imparting that which we possess.





INDEX.

AltRRBEEN PorLTBV SHOW, TiS

Afcrinj^on Ponltry Show, 2K4
Atrhinn-nofl—wiiterintr, 243 ; select, 174

Acaricus timpntariiis, 39ti

.Vir-givinE. 15tj, 451)

AllamandaB— Scbotlii, 117: startinfr,

191
AUoplectus oapitatus culture, 340
Aniai-yUitj—cullurf, -2"

; PriTice Teck.
296

Amateurs. hinlH for, 21

American blit'bT. r»4

Atnericau planth — manasiliC. 394:
Watercr & Godfrey's, 408 ; at Regent'a
Park, 408

Ammoniacal li<iuor. vaporising with,
:166 ; for Vmes. 427

Andalusian fowl's mi^rita, 231
Aiiemniirs—manauement of seedlinp,
:a6; ftin^'le, 371

ViiimalH—sowinir half-hardy, 299 ; to

bloom in October, 41'J

Anthurium Scherzerianum culture, 356
Ant8~in a greenhouse, 157,31)5; on a
lawn. 229; banishins.', 284; destroy-
ing, 327

Ap)ielandra Portcaua culture. 381
Aphides — destrojing, 355 ; ou fruit

(reca, 386
Apples—for espaliers, 33 ; trees mossy,
magRots in.RO: training?, 157; eraft-

?ng, 262; for a trellis. 191; ahoots
diseased, 244; bite kitchen, 301;
Reinettc. 4t>J: bn.idinc. 460

Apricots — un walls. 281 ; rlpenint; of
orchard house, 453

April, plants flowered in. 342
Aqnarinm, fish failins in, 12.i

Aquatic plants for ponds. 54

Araucana—Cunninphamii 8inensiB,9I.
156: imbricata, 243

Arbutus propagation, 244
Arcade, evergreen for, 100
Arist<»lochia rtngena, 296
Amott's stove, 133. 157 ; experience
with, 27 ; for heating. 94

Arams, removing flower stems, 348
AsparuKus — culture, 22, 45 ; French,
200; beds, aaltinn. 174; from seed,
229 ; planting) 244 ; in damp aoili

263: planting and mQnuring.364
Asphalted roof, water from, 32
Asphalt ifardfu walks, 300
.\taccia cristata. 342
Ancuba japonica. Ifit, 199; berriee,

gathering,' and suwing, 229 ; sowing,
209: propagation, 1:37: grafting male
onf€male,316: berries, 300

Auriculas—why are they neglected"?
2"5; culture and list, 290; Colonel
Chiunpneys, 342 ; season for show-
ing, 361 : potting early, 390; potting,
436; sowing, 445

Australia, treatment of seeds from,
174; birds in, 1K(I

A^uleaa-sboots, aloppinir, 101 ; vary-
ing, 191; over-potted, 283; culture,
444

Hao-holder avd tunnel combined,
27H

Baits, poisoned, 226
Balsams to flower in August, 331
Hamboo plautini,*, 2h3

Banknia and (irtvillea cuttings, 880
KananiL cnlture, .KM)

Bangalore Hurticultural Fpte,257
BantamB— t'ar-Iobes of Black, 88; plu-
mape of Game, 106; dubbing Game,
122 ; weak-lecKed,268 : chickeoa, 416;
.arlobes of Black Red, 406

Bartie de Capuiin, 380
Barn-door fowls. 246
BitFketh— plants for. in a greenhouse.

IIH; for suspended, 229
Bath and Wrnt of England Society,
119; Poultry Show, 413

Beans, sowing, 133
Bedding plants, 379; that winter in a
eold pit, 5 : in a pit, 80, lift; yellow,
100; hardrnintr-off, 260. 263: for early
and late planting out, 336, 357

Ecdhngton Poultrv Show, 430
* Bee-keeping, Piolitable," 399
Bees—foul brood; Lijoirian queen

raisins, 1'.): doings in a small apiary
in 1867. 38, 63 ; honey harvest of 1W67,

cheap hive. Ligurians. 64; utilising

and uniting condemned, 87; bars
for supers, gratings to exclude
drones, nucleus boxes, comba be-
yond bars. 83; utilising and uniting
condemned. 105 ; decreasing: hives,
changing floor-boards, cork for,

106; utilising and uniting con-
demned. 121: feeding, dead ejected,
bar-frame hive, 122; an American
apiary, 145; f.ower for, 146; saving
condemned, feeding, 146 ; uniting
condemned, food for, management,
16'2 ; improved cottage hive for,

strange phenomenon in, price of
Ligunanandof frame hives, 178; ar-

tificial swarming in common hives,
179; flowers for, 180: adding Ligu-
rian queens, 195; who introduced
Litmrians successfully, 196; effects
of foul brood. 196 : house, removing,
excrement of, hives, drivinc. 196;
utilising condemned, 215; distance
of flight, artificial swarming in
common hives, transferring, form-
ing an artificial swarm. 216; conse-
quences of mismanagement. 231;
neglecting food, pnining combs,
forming artificial swarm in unicomb
hive,2:^2: Ligurian rjueen's wingtom,
250; early drones, 251 ; hive covers,
252 : consequences of miamanace-
meut, shif ' ing into a new hive. 267 ;

comb-construction in Woodbury
hives, hives, aspect for bee house,
Ligurianising, hives containing
empty combs, 268; artificial swarm-
ing, feeding, fulling. 288: Ekn-'ptian
in Americii. 304 ; Abyssinian, 305 ;

hives, dying, feeding, 306; painting
straw hives, utilising and uniting
c<mdemned, 319; early swarms, 320;
varieties in Ceylon, super left on
a hive, hives " turpentinv, Buck-
wheat as a bee flower. 334 : unjust
slaughter. 352 ; h«w to breed pure
queens, procuring artificial swarms,
frame hives, 353; early drones, 354

:

effects of chill on undeveloped
brood, management of, 369: breed-
ing Ligurians, Koehler's discovery,
temporarv support of combs, adding
queens, American collateral plan,
3H4 ; queen's feLundity, entrance to
uupers, 399; sttoni; r. weak swarms,
415; feeding confined, 416; capping
a hive, 416; strong versim weak
swarms, raising queens, 431; re-
moving hive to bee house, 432; hiv-
ing, 449; drivintr, weak s ock, feed-
ing confined. 45t); artificial swarming
in I'ciiiiiiinii lines, (ierman centri-
fugal boney-fxtructing machine, 465;
improved wax-melting apparatus,
not swanning, 466

Beet—Red, varieties of, 136 ; as a
flower-iiarden plant, as ft dessert or-
nament. 360; as a bedding plant,
385

Begonias—Veitchii and rosieflora, 71

;

fine-foliage.l. 30; elandulifera. 239;
falcifolia, 342 ; Sutherlandi, 170

Belladonna Lihes.255
Bt rberidopsis corallina culture, 445
Berry Hill. 26
Bignonia jasminoidcs not Qowering,
54

Bird'^-ne^it Fern blnckeoed, 381

Birds r. frvit bu<ls, 141
Birmingham Poultry Show, S32
Bliffhia sapida culture, 229
Boilers, 224. 271.395; setting a saddle-
back, 100 : Marriott's, 127 ; portable,
282; forst.»veH,30H

Bone dust li»r lawn, 191
Bones— dissolving, 14; by potash, 78
Bo^'^'^ for a young gardener, 117

Bo: I flowers, neglected, 341
Bn7-.->.i>Io—Melville's Improved Varie-
gi'-d, 167: as a dessert ornament,
360

Botanical spccimena, drying, 78
Botanic (Royal) Societv's Shows, 390,

404. 439
Bottom heat, hot water for. 243
Bongainvillea glabra, flowering of,

380; spectabilifl, 117
Bouquets, to make skeleton. 456
Box—propagation, 101 ; edging, clip-

ping', :392

Brahma Pootras— separate prizes for,

16. 102 ; Ught and Dark, 82, 120. 143,

15S. 175. 245 ; plumage of dark cock,
confined. 8M; plumage of Dark, 106;
points, ISO; )''/.>•»»; Hamburt:hs,I43;
merits of, 144; classes, 193; ma-
nasemeiit, 194 ; bearing down in,

lyfi; Light, 212; comba, 216; cross
with Dorkings, 246 : breeding Dark,
252; and Dorkint's, 264 : web-footed,
268; chicken;i' wings twisted, 2HH

;

chickenK. giowth of. 3H4 ; Light r.

Dark. 394; pri/es. 462
Breaking-ap common land, 283
Breasts, crooked, 88
British flowering plants, 453
Broccoli—not true, 95; late, 388; large,
408

Broom, cutting-in. 428
Brussels "prouts culture, 89
Buckwheat—sowjnff, 1!)2; for poul-

try. 232. 284, 303, 332, 416
Buddin;.', Thomsi^n's at.vptic for, 365
Bulbs after flowering, 263
Bullfinches—breeding, 196 : materials
for nest, 252; coughing. 416

Bush trainins. lyn
Butter— Beiidin;^ br rail, 146: becom-
ing rank, 384

Cacti—INFESTED by scalk, 245;
pruning. 301 ; not Howering, 428

Ciilah.-ir Bean. 282
Caladiunis—potting, 141 ; culture, 253
Calunthe ve^tita culture, 395
Ca]ceolari.ts, herbaceous, cuttings,

101 ; failing. 349
Caledonian (Royal) Horticultural So-

ciety'n shows. 170
Callistemon lanceolatus propagating,
2G2

Cambridge Poultry Show. 159
Camellias — select. 33; bloom buds

fallim:, leaves sticky, 54; culture,
141,261.2711; aphides (m, repotting,
348: M.iditme Ambroisc Verachaf-
felt. 423; in pots and borders. 444;
house for, 445 ; not flowering, 460

Canada, notes in. 8

Canaries. 63, iW : lice in cage, 88

;

with larl:. detecting sex, lOfi : asth-
matic and bald. 146; staunching
tileeding, 122; breedintf. a guide to,

195, 2:!1. 266. 287, 333, .398, 399 : Lizard,
'^n. 249; singiner, 232: Goldfinch
Mules, 2R7 : Lizard, are hvbrids
fruitful ? 319 ; hen while sitting, 334 ;

eating their eags, 400; breedingNor-
wicb.430; long-clawed. 410

Cannrv rhi)> proiect. 86
I Caiiki r in Iruit trees, lis. 'i:^:^

I
C:anii;n. riiUure ; for small trarden, 118

Caiitua ))uvil'olia culture, 316

Canvas protection for wull trees, 229

Cflponiaing, 100

Carbolic ncid, 376, IS;

Carrots. I'oile.l for fowls. IOC
Carter .t Co.'s Nursery. 74
Caterpillars on beddint,' plants, 94,

124, 167, 204 ; on Pelargoniums, 149.
158

Cattleya amethystogloasa.Tl
Cauliflower culture, 298
Caution to purchasers, 850
Cedru3,lhe genua, 102
Celeriac culture, 330
Celery, Henderson's Conqueror, 94
Celosias to flower in August, 330
Centaurea—candidissima from seed,

117; culture, 164, 267; propagaiion.
197, 219 ; its merits and defects, 254 ;

propagation and failure, 292; ragu-
sina propasiition, 118

CeraHtium tomentoaum—edging, 15:
cuttings, 262

Chamierops humilis, transplanting.
210

Charcoal—ashes for manure, 55 ; for
composts, 174

Cliiitsworth, new gardener at. 290
Clierries—trees decaying, 263 ; cater-

pillars on, 316: ripening of orchard
house. 453 ; falling, 461

Chickenhood. 463
Chickens— fattening. 162; marking,

216, 320; spring, 232: payment for
rearing, 25'^ ; checking yTowth of.

288; rearing spring. 318; rearing,
349 ; promoting growth of, deformed.
35-1 ; dving in the shells, 396; weak-
footed, 4(MI; malformed, 883; fat-

tening sprim;. 384 ; dying. 416
Christmas Rose planting, 261
Chrysantheinunis — propagating, 80;

for a RTeenhouse, ItH

Churchyard—shrubs, 15 ; planting, 192
Cider as a lest of Apples, 335
Cinerarias — losing flower stems. 3.'t;

flowers petalless, 80; culture, 141;
pottinj:. 174

Clarke, Major T.. medal to. 126
Clianthus Dampieri, duration of, 380
Clav, burninjr. 141

Clematises -lor training on trees, 80
proiniuatint,'. 428

Clerodendron Thomsona', 117
Clianthus Dampieri training, 101

Climbers—pruning, :il ; for stove, 33:

for north aspect, 243 ; for green-
house and conservatory pillars, 283 ;

in-tloor. 403 : for eastern aspect, 428

Cloche, the, 167

Cloudbeny, 4Ul

Coal, economy in, 146

Coburgia triciiroma. 71

Coccoloba platycla(4a lor table deco-

ration, 108
Cochin-chinas — jud{,'ing, 81 : scui-fv

legged. 122; hackle of Cinnamon
hen, 180 ; lees, scurf on, hocks of.

216; cock'a bead swollen, 252, 2H8;

meat for, 2.52; colour of egL's, 268:

chickens dWng in the shell, 820

Cockerels and pullets, sci)arating,

306
Cochliostema .Tacobianum, 342

Cockscomb culture. 237

Cocks fit,'htiiit;. not crowing. 41l.

Cu'log>ne ciiHtata culture, 21"

Crtla aemnioata. 239
'* Coleoptera Hesperidum, ' 223

Cokuses. sale of. 297, 312

Collinsia vema. 371

Colocftsia esculenta. motions. So.

Combfi—fallen. 146; cause and cure ol

crooked. 162

Combretum purpureum pruning, 1.>m

("omfrev. 64 ,- . ,

Comjiosts, injudicions complicated,

136
C'-niferx at Mr. Mitcbell's, W



INDEX.

Conifers—aoils and situations for,

124 ; on a clay soil, 126 : hardiness
of, 164 ; select, 800

ConBcrvatory — erectinor a small,
climbers for. 2i4 ; climbers and other
plants, 55. 428

Copinfis—boards for, 118; for walls,
154 ; tile, 209

Cordon ? What is a, 4, 43. 68 ; training.
71, 95,198, 107, 153; Btrainins wires
of, 154

Cork Poultry Show, 59
Correa culture, '228

Corynocarpus Ijevigatus, 33
" Cottage (jardenLUg.'' 259
Cotton — hvdridisation and culture,

126; culture. U7
Cotyledon veliitina, 71
Covent Garden Market. 14. 32, 54, 78,

99. 117. 140, 156. 173, 190. 209, 227. 242,

261, 281, 299, 316, 329, 347, 865, 879, 394,

412, 427, 444, 460
Cows—Kerry. 232; oilcake for. 216
Cracking of fruit, preventing, 110

Creve-Coeurs, 232; >*iekle feathers
broken, 306 ; described, 461

Crickets — destroying, 78, 158, 203;
in fernery, 830

Crinum capeuse culture. 101

Crocker, death of C. AV., 206
Crocuses—eaten by mice, 33; taking
up. 412

Crop, swollen. 196
Cropping kitcht-ii garden, 459
Cruqui't ground, moss and plantain

on, 158
Cross-impregnation, elTect on seed,
199

Crotun maximum, 296
Crystal Palace, 347; Bird Show, 160;
Flower Show. 338 ; Rose Show, 422,

454
Cucumbers—and Melons, house for,

79; frames, pain tintr, 102; moving
islants, 115 ; ridge, 142 ; early. 172 :

lorcing, 189 ; in flued pit. produce of
209; bed makin-i, 228; Dales Con-
queror, 243 ; without artificial heat,
:^: heating a hou^e small, 262;
not setting, 330; culture, 393: in
^vinter, 848; devoured by rats, 364;
woodlice attacking, 365 ; bitter, 365

:

growing in boxes, 365 ; leaves flag-

ging, 428; producing at Christmas,
460

Cupressus inacrocarpa, 66, 149 ; and
other Conifers, 6, 133

Currants, ti'aining Red, 42S
Curriers' refuse as a manure, 261
Custard Apple, cultui-e, 366
Cutbush's spring flowers, 237
Cutting— and seedling management.

19C; planting, 227; striking, 228:
over a flue, 233

Cyeas revolutu, soil, 15

Cyclamens— potting, S3; after flower-
ing. 243; varieties of PersiTin, 342:
africannm culture, 80; repandum,
culture, 365

Cymbidium pendiJum, var. atropur-
purea, 423

Cypresses, straggling, 33
Cytisus Adami, 428

D ACTYLIS GLOMERATA VARIEOATA,
373

Dahlias—select. 142; as a bedder, stor-

ing tubere, 269 ; imperialis. 278
Daisies, culture of double, 244
Dalechampia Eoezliana roeeaculture,

1

Damson trees, removing, 79
Daphne indica rubra n»t flowering,
283

Darlington Gardeners' Association,
206

Day, hottest period of, 284
Deciduous shrubs, list of, 80
Dendrobimn—cumulatum, 296 : uobile,
leaves brown. 395

Dessert, plants for omamentiug, 360
Dew, cause of on Vines. 244
Dicentranthera macpvphylla. 239
Dickson, Mr. J. H., 52
Dipladenia amoena. 296
Disa irrandiflora culture, 218
Dork'iiiiS — roloured, 38 : weight and
colour, 106; head and comb turning
bliick, colour oi ej-'t-'S, 180; with in-

flated abdomen. 19i'>: and Brahma
l-'notrrs. 246: their merits. 301;
LadvDorldnt-'s troubles, 206 ; roupy,
320 : White, death among Grey, 400

Dovts—young ejected from the nest,
252 : dying. 450

Drncienaa-afew notes on, 25 ;
propa-

gati ng, 92
Drit^ron tree of Tencriffe, 52
Dra.nage, wood for.ldO
Drainins—laud. 13 : th<*ory, 78 ; an oi*-

chard and clay land, 99
Duiilm Poultry Show. 176
Ducks—from Isle of Pern, 56 ; keep-
in?, 88; Aylesbury with Wild, 106;
classes for, 145; pinioned wiM, I'Jti :

prizes for. 23i> ; Black East Indian,
252: feeding', 268: eggs not hatch
inc. food ftu-, 288 ; eggs unfertile,-

inarking, 320 : es::s fertile thouLfh no
water, excessive layin;j, 350; points
ofCarolinaa. 354; layins irregularlv,
450 age of Rouen tor breeding, 416

Dumfries and Maxwelltown Ornitho-
logical Society's Show, 37, 61

Eaton, Mr.J.M.. 285
Edgings—slate, 324 ; Scdums for. 452

Eggs—for sitting, 64; marble nest,

106; selling. 146; packing. 146. 162,

265.302.332,384, 413,448, 462; distin-

guishing sex in, 180; double-yolked,
keeping, 196: yolkless, of pullets
for hatching, 252 ; selling boiled, 265,

350 ; with thickened skins, mis-
shapen. 288; not hatching, 302, 306;
pullet laying soft, 306; hens eating,
320 ; chilled, 351 ; protracted hatch-
ing, preserving, 354; excess of. 368;
hens la>'ing soft, 384; lro';enin the
hen, 416 ; moistening when hatching,
432

Emigrants, warning to, 201,342
Emigration, 239, 277 ; of gardeners to
America, 150

Entomological Society's Meeting, 112,

169,223,275,361
Epacrises — striking cuttiners. 101

;

treatment after flowering, 366
Epidendrum ibaguense, 423
Epimediums. 341
Epwi.rth Poultry Show, 3SA
Eranthemum aspersum, 423
Ervthronium giganteura, 423
Eskdale Poultry Show, 87. 61
Eucharis amazonica to flower in Au-
gust, 330

Eucudonopsis nEegelioides,396
Evergreens -list of, 80; in houses, 23;

for p\Tamid8. 100
Exhibitiuns, horticultural in 1868, 857

Fasciation, 461
Favourites, old, 293
Fi.'mery — gro\ving plants in, 174;
liquid manure for, 191 ; plants for
wall of. 348

Ferns—proliferous, 7; culture in
stoves, 79; propagating proliferous,
192; repotting, vaporising, 282;
nver-potted, compost for, propagat-
ing by spores. '."-:!: mn^t' ^v^d. 444

"Ferns and Lt. I,
i - ' I." 425

Fevtrfew. Gold. ... 395
Fife and Kinrui^^ i' Ui shnw, 59
Figs—falling, 282 : tjxes in a peachery.
209 ; casting their fruit, 300

Fir, sowing Scutch. 191
Fleas—in hen house, 88 ; driving awav,

26ft

Floors Castle. 113
Flower-garden— plan, 344; planting,
380

Flower gaxdenBi attractions in small,
65

Flower pots— paper envelopes, 229;
where to be had? 255; forms of,

361
'* Flower Garden. Handy Book." 204
Flowers— of other days, 199, 258;
lovely thouffh common, 238; too
much neglected, 278: drying, 816;
spring, at Mr.W. Paul's, 358

Foliaged (finf) stove plants. 101

Forget-me-not for spring blooming, 412
Fowl-sellers, caution to, 194

Fowls—soft food for, weighing with
head downwards, 38; for a clay soil.

119; with ulcerated livers, not lay-
ing, 180; dying suddenly, 216 ; mark-
ina". ulcerated intestines over fat,

232; chilled, pecking each other,
S54: rice as food for, 369; dying
without apparentcause, 370: hasten-
ing moulting, food requii'ed by, eat-
ing feathers. 432

Frames—utilising, 15; lining, 157;pro-
pasating. 192

France and Italv. notes from, 45
Frosterley Poultry Show, 332
"French Gardens, Gleanings from,"

404
Fruit—growintrfarnorth, 48. 149; trees
nnder-potted, 102; in pots, thinning
fruit of, 174 ; for north wall. 191 ; pro-
tecting pyramid. 193 : thinning blos-
soms, 243: bueh, 234, 291: on open
walls, at the Moat. 307: remo\ing
protection from, 366 ; removing in
November, 380 : lichens on. 433

Fuchsias—wintered in a cellar. 142;
growing for exhibition. 191 ; repot-

tins. shoots diseased. 317
Fumigating to destroy insects, 31, 355,
ogg

Fumaoe for floe-heating, 100
Furze for cover, 242

Galvanised wise teellises, 91, 151,

166, 204
Game coverts, shrubs for, 47
Game fowls, H17, 331, 350,367,381 ; wins
of Brown Paid euck. 64 ; prize sorts
and their colours, 31. 177; tails, 82,

1 42. 230 ; classes for, 264 ; plumage of
Indian, 288; judging, 302; diseased,
370: breeding, 397: cock's spur
broken, 416 ; in fonuer years, 429, 462

;

Gapes, treatment, 400
Garden, a chat about my, S22
Gardens, our, 294
Gardeners" Benevolent Institution^ an-
niversary, 279

"Gardener's Almanack, Poultry-Keep-
er's and Apiarian's Calendar," 44

" Gardeners' Year Book," 73
Gas—lime for manure, 54, 118; heat-
ing by, 79; Shrewsbury apparatus,
98

Gases, plants inhaling noxious, 275,
808

Geese—green, 55 ; management of, 180,
2li4

; hatching, 232 ; numbers bred in
Norfolk, 264 ; not laying, 306 ; weak-
ness of, 432

Geonoma magniflca flowering, 174
Geranium and Pelargonium defined,
460

Gesneras—for winter bloominc, 183;
cinnabarina not flowering, 117 ; cul-
ture, 149 ; exoniensis, 296

Ghent International Horticultural
Exhibition, 171, 256, 273

Ginger culture, 317
Gladioluses-and its culture, 4, 39,

147; bulbs keeping, 15; diseases,39:
on north aspect, 54; for decoration,
147 : list of, 164 ; notes on, 452

Glasgow Agiicultural Society's Show,
464

Glass— 1". brick walls, 67; structures
of for fruit and flowers, 254 ; for
fmit-growing, 237 : coiTUgated, 245 ;

colouring, 444 ; rendering opaque,
461

Gloxinias—select, 174; watering. 243
Gnaphalium lanatum cuttings. 262
Goldfinch, teaching to siult, 450
Gooseberry—bush caterpillars. 7. 164,

191 ; limewashing bushes, 54 ; liquid
miinurefor, 191

Gorse for cover, 242
Graft, cutting off stock above, 413
Graftin-,' wax. 54

Grapes—crossing early hardy, 2: set-

ting; air to be moist or dry? 42;
Frontignan, 71 ; to set the Muscat
of Alexandria, 92 ; Royal Ascot, 94,

148 ; atmosphere for setting Muscat,
125. 183 ; setting of Muscat, 153, 293 ;

Black Hamburghs at Christmas, 192;
rust on. 301 : keeping, succession of,

shrivellinc whilst younsr, 830; spot-
ted, 349, 365. 380 ;

preventing damp-
ness OM, 372; remaining on the
Vine, 380 ; fertilising shy-setting,

422; spot on. 427: cracking. Chasse-
las Napole -n; mildew on, 444

Grass—sowinc: seeds, 228: cutting,263
Gravel on walks not setting, 381

Green fly—(m fruit trees in bloom. 278,

281 ; destro>ing. 355
Greenhouse—heating and arranginEi,

100; plants to flower in June, 157;
ventilatimr. 245; removing, heating,
and paintintr. 192 : cistern iii, 300

Grubs, destroying. .395

Guano, applying to l.iwns. 366
Guinea fowls, detecting sex, 1b-^

Gutters and spouts, 53

Gymnostachyum Vcrschaffelti cul-
ture, 24

Halifax Poultet Snow, 159
Hamburghs— r. Brahmas, 148 : pre-
venting flyinff. 146 ; eeres of Golden-
BpauEled unfertile. 268; chickens,
Golden-spantrled. 416

Hand-lights, wooden framed, 238
Hanley Poultry Show, 56
Hants and Berks Poultry Show. 445
Hardiness of certain shrubs, 283
Harlaxton.325
Hatching—the season's, 318, 832. 396,

429; tieatment of lien. 396: results,
465

Hawk, life of a tame, 249
Havs's stove, charcoal for, 70
Heaths, twelve select, 330
Heating, 100 ; from a propagating
tank, 79; with hot water. 298. 444

Heekmondwike Poultry Show, 17
Hedgehogs and black beetles, 18
Hclges—and shrubs for them, 217,

236 ; plants for. 295
Henhouse, insects in, 432
Hens—picking cock's comb, 106 ; cock's
Sojourn with, 196; layin?. food for,

216 ; laving in winter. 280 ; ceasing
to lav,* 268; broody, 884; for laying
only, 450

Herbaceous plants—for cold locality,

244 ; from seed. 300
Hewitt, Mr., testimonial to, 193; its

presentation. 367
Hibiscus uiarmoratns. 296
Hollies—not producing berries, 248

;

gi-aftinir. 282
Home. 73
Honey-dew. 411
Honeysuckle—Variepated Japanese,
flowering, 210 ; blight on, 316

Horlicnltnral structures, patent im-
provements. 7

Horticultural (Roval) Society's sche-
dules for 1868, 40, 68; Committees
nnd Meetines. 69. 152, 185, 221, 271,

3lu. 338, 373.437 ; changes in Council,
70; Exhibitions, 110, 127: exami-
nations. 112, 117, 126; ballot for

plants, 114 : Batemau challenge cup,
115; Leicester Show, 95, 126, 187;
"Joumnl of Horticulture" Prizes
at, 394: General Meeting and Report
of Council and Ciswick Board, 128;

gardens, 150, 187 ; now Scientific
Committee, 185, 221, 312; trial of
flowers and vegetables by Com-
mittees, 20S ; First Spring Show,
220; instruction ito young garden-
ers, 223 ; drawing class, sale of
Coleuses, 279,312; Second Spring
Show, 809: florists' flowers at, 324

;

Third Spring Show, 359 : meetiuff of
exhibitors, 374; Summer Show, 405 ;

judging at, 419, 436; Special Prize
and Pelargonium Show, 437

Hotbeds—managing, 12; over a flue,

157; for propagation, 116; for for-
warding flowers and vegetables,
173 ; of dung, 828

Hot-water pipes, distance of plants
from, 119; length needed, 141

Houdan.s, 122 ; four-toed, 82, 102, 144,

151, 194 ; points in, 146 ; fifth toe, 176

;

their characteristics, 268; markings
of. 354; chickens, 416

Hull and East Riding Poultry Show,
368, 383, 432

Hull Botanical Garden, 424
Hurdles, painting, 210
Hyacintlis—compost for, 141; after
flowering. 282

Hybridising at the Chiswick Garden,
341

Hypericum patulum, 170
Hypoxis elata, 170

Ice not keeping, 141
Illicium religiosum, hardy, 380
Incubators — temperature, 146, 306
advantages of, 369

Inflammation in fuwls. 146
Influence of male bird,l06
Ingram. Mr., SO
Insects attacking plants, 355
Ipomiea hederafolia for a parlooi"

trellis, 316
Ipsea speciosa, 296
Ivies — planting. 79 : pruning, 101

select variegated, 380
Ixias, dividing, 348
Ixora culture, S66

Jakuary, plants in flower DUaiKO»
136

Jedburgh Poultry Show, 104

Jersey, Horticultural report of the
Island. 92

Jerusalem Artichokes for fowls, 830
Jesse, death of Mr. E., 279
Jungle fowl, 196

Kales, vaeiour, 328
Kendal Poultry Show. 84
Kidney Beans—culture, 155: forcing
Dwarf, 260; culture of dwarf, S80;
sowmtr, 346

Koehler'a discovery, 384

LABrRNUMS — PRrsiNG, 395; with va
rious-coloured flowers, 421

Langholm Poultry Show, 37
Lapageria rosea — culture. 90. 229
watering, 228 ; and splendens, 125

Lark with cinaries, 106
Latania borbonica, soil, 15
Laurels-New Zealand, 33: prunins,
348 : hardiness of common, the Col-

ehiau, 417, 453; striking cuttings,

428
Laurustinus transplanting, 124

Lawn mowers, sharpening, 262

Lawns—weeds on. 244 : mossy and
coarse. 330 ; applying guano to, 366

;

management, 426 ; mossy, 460
Layering, Indian mode. 313

Leaves—collecting. 12 ; forming buds,
282 ; skeletonising. 403

Leeds Gardeners" Friendly Society,

95
Lee, Mr. J. N.. 425
Leicester Horticultural Show, " Jour-

of Horticulture " prizes, ;i94

Leighton Buzzard Poultry Show, 35,

60
Leschenaultia culture. 381

Lettuce. so\ving forwinter and sprintr,

427
;
producing at Christmas, 460

Lice on fowls, i^
Lichens—on forest trees, 183; on fi-u\t

trees, 433, 456
Liliums and their culture, 181; ma-
nure water for, 300; auratum. Uil;

producing small bulbs, 32 : price of,

210; Brownii, 101: tigauteum cul-

ture, 80; monadelphum superbum.
54 ; description of speciosum va-

rieties, 123; Thunbergianum par-

dinum, 423
Lilies. Guernsey, &c., not flowering,
210

Lilv of the Valley planting, 142; pre-

paring for forciug, 293 ; forcing, 322

;

remarks on, 457
Lime-for fowls, 162; sulphate of as a
manure. 379

Limv rubbish. 174
Lindlev Library, 424, 441

Liquid manures, 443 ; smell from, 928

Lobelias—from seed, 54 :
propagating,

141; Bpeciosa as a decorative plant,

233: erinus speciosa, 291

Love Birds, 146



Lonicera Stiindihhii, 34"2

Loquiit, ;M0; culture. 850

Lyoaste HaniuKtoniie r. t'rundillora,

MaOSOLIA TRANftPI.ANTlNO.28R
M)Uden-h«iv Fi-rn—cuUutl^ 'J-IU, 3^1

;

fronds lU-stroyptl, 412

Maiden trf«'8, futtinir back, 348

aiult iluflt lor lowlH, SH

Miint'ht?Bter Horticultural Rxhihition,

notes on, 4'21 ; Sliow in IMiW. 421

Jilandovillu suavrolens, pnininj,', 52

ManBold Wurtgcl lor fowls. IM

Mannrt'— fora (irv soil, 11*; artificial,

fur lto\VLM-b».-ds.20it

Many tlilnsM and little about them, 137

Marcli, plants lilonniinff in. 27«

Mcdinilla magnillea. 300
Melons-Hoil lor, 80; hardy Rldpe,

101; solect, llH; plantiac. 220; cul-

ture. 315. 346. S4S. 387. 3113. 410 ; mode
of ftrowinR in a house, 326; turoine;

yellow and dro]tpintr, 365; leaves
scorched, stoppnis. -113

Melrose Poultry Show, 177
Meteoroloffy or 1867 at Lintou Park,

*^
Mitfnonette — eiiltnrc of tree, 42: of
standard, 24r»

Mislhtoe. 187; in Franee. 23, 4:.. 49,

(iH. 91, '220; in Turkey and America,
!U : onttie Oak and Poplar, 133

Mopiiifi pullet, 196

Mo88—drying arcen, Z7>; on walls,
preventing. 1.^8

Moulting, to hasten. 432
Mulchinj,' fruit trees, 15R

Musn Cavendishii culture, 821 : COC-
cinea culture, 118 ; sncker of, 157

Mnshroonis—bed duup, 12; preparinp
beds, 13 ; growing in a pit. 101 : bed,
in potting shed, 142 : culture, 1.">1, 172,

184. 200. 379 ; beds for, 172 ; destroy-
ing slugs and BnailB, 173; too thick.

880 ; diseased, 388
Myosotia azorica, 263

Napthalise v. insects, 336
Narcissus uniflorus. 453
Nash, testimonial to Mr., 11

Nectarines — trees out of doors. 271

;

thinning fruit. 39.'i ; leaves blistered.
412: watering. 413; fruit cracking,
444; forcing. 410

Nemophila insignis. 371
Nenthead Poulti v Show, S:.

Nepenthes ampullitcea culture, 79
Nepcta— nepetos for bedding. 220;

teucriifoliafor bedding, 203. 291,300;
nepetclla cuUure. 258; from seed,
2t)2; for bedding. 323

Nerinm culture, 412
Newark Poultry Show, 85
Neweliurch Poultry Show, S51
New plant—what is a, 445
New Zealand gardening, progi'ess of,

343
Night soil manure, 228
Norman forefathers, among the first

traces of our. 436
North ot EnglandOmithologicalShoW)

18
Notice to leave. 14
November meteorology. 8
Nuneham Park, spring flowers at, 387

ODONTOOLOSSCM — ORA?,-DB, PODS OV,
10!i; Alexandrte. var. Trianie, 170;
Alexandra, vav. guttatum, 239

Oiling trees. '220

Oldham Poultry Show, 104
Oncidium — calanthimi. 296; ruculla-
tum J', nubigenum.andmacnmthum
hastiferum. 812

Onions—Nuneham Park, 13G; Tree,
158 ; culture. 20S. 209 ; tinning soil
for. 228; maggot in, 414

Ophelia alata. 71
Ophrys insectifera aranifej-a,42S
Orange — culture of Mandarin. 32:
Oiaheite, leatless, 228 ; tree losing
its leaves, 4G1

Orchard house — management, 189

:

journal. 201, 219. 255, 341, 453 : venti-
lation. 32 ; successful culture, 66;
manaf?ement. 76.298,364,378; trees,
unfruitful, r>4 : prunine. 262 ; potting,
418; red spidtr on, 300; routine, 329;
doings. 393

Orchids — for a cool house. 33: from
seed. 7S; Mr. Bateman's prize for,
ll-i; corapo.st lor. 141; seed sowing,
219; wa'ering, 243: value of, 259:
KCf-'lectcd hardy, 420: sale of ill-. J.
A. Tunier's,424 ; snails on. 4fU

• Orehidgrowt-r's Manual," 205
OniameiiiaMoliaged plants. Bowing
seeds of. 210

Ornithological Association, a na-
tional li-k

Oliorhynchua vastator, 70

Paduans, 432
Painting a gi'cenhouse, 54
Paisley Ornithological Show, 30

;

Poultry Show, til

Paui-iefi-in winter, 15; propagating,
vi':!; vuriegatedj 300; Imperial Blue,

Paris Poultry Show.88R
Parrut-BoU-plucked, 216, 8M ; with
tumour. 2Ii2 ; subjoct to tits. 370

Parsnips - storing. 76; boiled lor

lowls, 106; eulture. 207
Pashiifbira - *|u;tdningularia culture,

lui ; liflhitt. I'ottiiig, 158; racemosa
purjiurea, 'J4:i ; edulis seed wowing,
282 ; manicata culture, 441

Paul's (W.) nhow of plants, 2".7

Pni supports, 244

Pearlies—forcing. 100, 139; trees m
pots, 14^i ; lor H»Muh wall, ir.7 ; prun-

ing. 158, 174; for foreing, 210; trees

injured, 243 ; thinning buds, 262 ; out

of doors,271 : double-blossomed fruit-

ful. 276; brown aphis on. 283, 348;

cordons, 335 ; leaves blighted, 348

;

scale and aphis. 365: raising seed-

ling, 376; tliinii.g llcwers of. 3.8;

falling in onimid houhc. white

blotch on. 395 ;
fientroying scale, mil-

dewed, 428; watering, 413; loaves

blistered, 444, 461 ; heading-back,

^61 .„ , ^
Pears—have patience with. 2 ;

have
mercy on, 42; scale on, 54; suckers,

80; protecting blossoms of i>yramid,

174: Ufting p-vraniidal, 282; injured

bv dressmg, 283: on Whitethorn.

283; blossoms. 283 ; insects on, and

leaves wrinkled, 316 ; blossoms not

setting, 380; uniruitiul. 348; leaves

injured. S48; destioye.l by iiisetts.

SSi:,; budding, blaekmed and drop-

ping. 460; Acnan, Ad;!m. Alexandre

bivort, and Alexandre Luinlire, U :

Adele Lancelot, Ad.U- de St I'.-nis.

\h' mon Dieu, and .Mnantline de

itouen. 134 : Althorp Crasanne.

Amadotte. Amande d'Ete. 29; Am-
brosia. vVinelieLeClerc. 326; Chau-
iHontelin Jersey, 78; Josephine do

Malines. 67 .

Peas - prulectmg, 172 : sowing. 138,

172,174: dwart, 174: staking. 328;

preserving from mice and birds,

359 ; leav.-s eaten. 366 ; early, 395 :

early ; Sutton's Ringleader, 420 ;
pre-

serving, 432

Peat. 118; eharccal, 14,94

Pelargoniums—propagating, 2. 2.-; at

Mr. W. Paul's, 8; ornamental-foli-

aged. 24: spots on tricolored, 32;

cuttings, 46; mildewed in a pit, 101;

wintered in a cellar, 142 ; Emperor,

Rob Roy, 170: forwarding seedling

Zonal, 192 ; temperature tor euttingfi,

1'I3 • hung in a room, 'JUt; Andrew
Henderson, 239 ;

.•rotL-etiug bedding,

261 ; notes on some. 270 ;
repottmg.

317: compost for Zonal, drying

leaves, 33o ; select list. 831 ;
reticu-

latum, 376; standard Nosegay for

winter blooming, 385: cuttings of

Golden Chain, 395; culture and
propagation, 401 ;

grafting, 412 : seed
sowing, 413; Variegated Zonal at

Royal Horticultural Society's Show,
419, 454, 460; Star of India, 423;

leaves diseased, 428; budding and
gi-afting. 451 : and Geranium detined.

cultiue, sowing seed, 460

' "Pelargoniums—Historyof Variegated
Zona^," 223

Perennials, propagatinir, 412

Pereskia aculeaia grafting. 15

Pergula odoratissima culture, 403

Penlla—and other seedlings, for edg-

ing, 263 ; nankinensis for flower

garden decoration, 360

Peru, Isle ol, 106

Phalienopsis Sehilleriana—propaga-
tion, 156; at Mr. Warner's, 240

Philoperisteron Society. S8, 104

Philoperisteron and National Coluiii-

barian Societies' amalganuition,

213,247
Hiloxes, removing, 192

1 Pioea piuMapo for an avenue, 300
*' Pigeons ;

'^ Pouters at Calne, 62

Pigeons—mating with mealy, 86, 161

;

roup in. 86, lfi3, 14.'), 162, 176, 180, 195,

214, 398; with incased l«:athcrs. 88 ;

mealv. 103; diseases, 120; Mealy
Pouters, matching colours, 121

:

breeding Yellow Pouters, 161;

Tumbler, 178; space required for,

floor of house, hen not laying,

laying imperfect eggs, ISO ; number
of crosses. 194; Sturling.196 ; breed-
ing Pouters, 214, 266; del'cctive-plu-

maged Pouters, &c., 248 ; laying age,
252 ; fleas on, 2,12 ; The Canier, 265 ;

defective Pouters, 285; deterioration
of fancy, 303 : Almond Tumblers,
SOS: remarks on Bomo varieties,

S51 : the Pouter controversy. Al-

mond Tumblers, 352; judging, the
Horseman and Dragoon, 414; SJiort-

faced Tinnbler diseased, unsettled.

416; not fitting, 432: judges, Aut-
werps, Dragoons, 448; long sitting,

450; entry fees and prizes tor at
shows, 465

Pimelea Hendersoni compost 228

Pine Apples—in a small house, Mnnt-
Bcrrat andlilack Jamaica, 243 ; fruit-

ing, 300 1830

Pine pit—erecting. 392, S81 ; heating,
Pits— cost of, 100 : for Cucumbers and
Llclons, creeling, 212

Plane, propagating the Oriental, 158

Plant-iianiini: in public gardens, 45<;

Plantain culture, 321

Plants— Bfmie old, 108; trees, and
Bhmba, 140: not thriving, 117;

old-fashioned, 166; in flower in May,
419

Pleroma elegans culture, 182
Plumbago eapensis, starting, 228
PluniH— grafting. 80; tri-es, unfruitftil,

101 ; eulture, I.'m ; tr<-es not blossom-
ing, 210 : in orchard house, 229

;

setting bloom, 229 ; in orchard
house attacked by insects. 365 ; bud-
ding. 395 ; leaves whitened, 445

Poinciaiia Gilliesii eulture, 445
Poinsettia pulcherrima culture, 102

Polish fowls. 162
Pollen, dispersion <»f. 226
Polyanthuses, 323 ; bird-injured, 282 ;

double, 881; culture, 374; cross-
breeding. 422

Potatoes—produce, influence of seta,

47; select, 68, 78; for exhibition, 100;

descriptive list, 108 ; for clayey soil.

117: early and second early. Jl8

;

weight of'a sack. 119
;
produce, 125;

Paterson's Victoria. 1.S5. 149. 203;
Milky White, 149, 163; disease, 149;

cutting ofl" haulm, 163 ; annual pro-

duce, 166: estimate of some va-
rieties, 182, for clay soil, 191 ; Car-
ter'sAsh-top Fluke, 223 ; dl-yiug sets,

229; disease, 233; planting. 241;
artificial manure for, 243 ; digging
up, 262 ; for light stiil, 300

Pots, painting garden, 418
Potting, in frenh leaf mould. 118

Poultry—judging, 17, 20; yard, 84;
year's account, 83 ; varieties in one
run. 88 : keeping for exhibition, food
needed, lv2 : profitable, 210 ; times
for exhibitions, 264; exhibitions in

general, 284 ; rearing profitably, 301.

303.306; feeding, 354; shows, com-
mittees, rules, 382 ; Secretary ex-

hibiting at Shows, 397 ; in confine-

ment. 416; entries in "variety"
class. 429; culture, 446

Primroses, changing colour of, 300

Privet propagation, 101
Prizes lor poultry, 17

Protecting fruit borders. OH: plants,

261; bedding plants, 229; to wall
trees. 229

Pruning. 157 : principles of, 380

Prunus—nmritima as a stock, 46; si-

nensis, propagating, 3C6
Pullets' laying age, 252
Puppy distempered, 196

Pyramidal training. 198

Primula—culture, 157; flowers, ferti-

lising, 262: propagating, 263

Quickset hedge, forming, lift

Quince stocks, raising, 283

RARBITS— PROTECTING TREES I'R'^ai.

at the Hanley Show, 86 : breeding
long-eared. 146; excluding, 189:

points of Himalayan. S.^^: Show.
"Woolwich, 304: Hare, 306; judging,

383; feeding, 400
Radish culture, 348
Railway charges, 103, 14;".. 176, 194, 212.

230
Eaphisterama ciliatum, 296

Raspberries — planting. 76 ; in damp
soil, 263

Red spider— its yvinter quarters, 184 ;

on Cucumbers. 413 ; desti'oying, 440,

459
Rhododendrons—in pots, 32 : for bedc.

80; propagation. 101; fonning bed.

117; cutting down, 244; tieatment
of after flowei-ing, 380; and their

eulture, 409.455
Rhubarb—forcing, 13. 68,98: for me-
dicine, 190; wine-making. 466

Ribbon border, Pelargoniums and
Viola cornuta.224

Rice as food tor poultry, 309
lliviiia ia;vis, 380
Itoekets, various, 108
Rnof uf wood, to render waterproof,

381
RookeiT- evergreens lor. 191

Rooks—aHuring. 301 ; scaring, 36G
Rootery — climbers, iIcc, for, 24o

;

plants for, 283
Rose Apple, fniiting, 873, 419,4.-3

Rose, Mr. H.. 70
Roses—working on Manetti, 3 ; at Mr.
W. Paul's, 8. 858 ;

pnming, for N.
wall, notes on some, 14 ; cutting off

blooms and pruning, 24 : gi-afting, to

bloom in winter. 55 : Moss de
Mcaux. in pols. Triomphe do Ren-
nep. Ac, 78; pruning on Blanetti ;

mulching, 100 ; repotting, 101 : un-
covering, 109; covering, 136; prun-
ing, manure for, 141 ; Marechal Niel,

J41, 142; pruning. 142 : grafting on
Manetti, 157 ; raising from seed. 107 :

lips and downs of one, 168; mulch-
ing and manuring, pruning Ayr-
shire, 174; pruning dw.arf Hybrid-
Perpctnal and Moss. 191 : select 'I'ea-

scented, l'.:3: pruning Tea-scented,
21:;. 2S3; supporting petals, 245: ;i::-

RosEH" Continued,
phiiig guano, *62

; torcni mildewed,
budding Manetti. \M'.i: iutt>.l<il bv
ajdiis, iilH); standard in liglit H»i\.

313 : gi eeii fly on, 317 ; watering with
HoapHinls, 880; new, ;;58 ; inonstrnus
growth on, 879: cuttings, 880; bnd-
iling in .June, 891, 895; fowls' dung
f.'r. 394; blighted, 394; with pen-
dulim^i l^ranehes. 395; green fly on.
mild.w "11 potted. 412 ; Mademoiselle
M;uie Laipin and l^a France, 418;
Duke: of Edinburgh, 423; manage-
ment of Manetti stocks, Itudding in
June, 427 ; flowering seldom, striking
cuttings. 428; at Paris: large fra-

grant lor pots. 445 ; budding Marshal
Niet on Gloire de Dijon, 453; at Ihw
Crystal Palace 454

Roup, sanitary measures, 820

Salt— I'oR manttre, 117 ; roR fowls,
252 ; as a manure, 316

Saltwood, 420
Salvias— two, 108; on the Col de
Tenda, 68. 100

Sainiisnn's Nursery, Yeovil, 390
Saponaria calabrica — sowing, 80;
edging. 263

Sa^\ dust for plunging pots in, 192
Saxifrage- for edging, 283; soysing,
46 J

Sea insect, 245 ; on Currant trees,
100 destroyed by paraffin, 278

Scarlet flowers scentless. 457
Scions, keeping for graftmg, 117
Sea-kale-forcing, 13, 98,241: blanch-

ing, 226 : culture, 298, 328. 393
Sednms as edging plants. 452
Seeds—sown g, 227 ; saving, 327
Selaginella olfsets. treatment, 33
Selkirk Poultrv Show, 58
Sermim, The Flower, 387
Sewage, 141 ; dtrodorising, 427
Shading^ 227. 4.59; a gi-eenhouse, 263:
by whitening glass, 460

Sheffield Fancy Rabbit Show, 38,429
Sheds, value of warm, 208
Shrubs—ornamental and flowering,
m, 165, 187,205, 239,295; removing,
428

Shutting-up stoves, &c , 282
Sieve of Apples, 80
Silk fowls. 820
Silkworm rearing in England, 2iJ 37,

179. 251. 305. 353. 399, 431, 256
Simplicities, a trio of, 371

Slugs—check to, 184, 238; in fernery,
330

Snakes and adders, 277
Snipes, rearing, 354
Solanum caprieastrum, 69; culture,

317
Soldiers' gardens, 52
Somerset Poultry Show. S3
Sonerila margaritacoa culture, 79
Soot as a manure, 118
Spanish fowls — trimming faces, 83;
pullet's face reddish ; cock's comb,
106; puUefs comb slirivelling, 122;

cock's comb falling over and purple.

180: cock's eyelids enlarged, 268;

cockerel's comb dropping, 320 : hen
diseased, 354

Spring-flowering plants, 348; propa-
gating. 428

Squirrels, 146. 252 ; food for, 384

Stapelia Plantii, 170

Statice Holfordi culture, 182

Steam, heating by. 192

Stephanotis floribunda, 141,380

Stobrea sphjerocephala, 423

Stocks—East Lothian Intermediate,
6 ; culture of. 219

Stoned and their utility in a soil, 402

Stove plants — chmbing, S3; culture,

54 ; seiect, 461
Stoves- flues, heating by, 14, 90

Strawberry- forcing. 55, 99, 100. 229.

260,379; culture. 76, 155, 189,281; list

of, 78 : leaves spotted. 100 ; house sew-
age for. 174 ; unproductive, 244: in

pots. SIC; forced, 364; baiTen, 365;

removing inmncrs. 366 ; fruiting

from previous year's runners, 385;

watering with liquid manure, 380:

flowers scorched, 418 ; from previous
year's rimners, 420 ;

gatheiing, 426 :

plants baiTen, 428; perfection of

type in, 434; beds, replanting, 460:

IJuke of Edinburgh, Early Perfec-

tion, Mndame Gloede. a variegated-

leaved. Pandora. Sir Robert Napier,

The Sultan, 434
Strelitzia ovata. 141

Strophanlhus capensis, 428

Sub-tropical plants, select, 209

Sulphate of ammonia. 229

Sulplnn—burning to destroy insects,

14 : Inmigating. SI

SuI]>hurouB acid among plants, 77

Sunderland Poultry Show, 35

"Synopsis Filicum." S4.'j

Syringing, 411

Tacsonia Van-Voi.xkmi. 31G

Tagetes. protecting from 8lng6,348
Tamarind, sowing wild, 101

,
Tanks—healing one, not heating,S2;

eUar.ili.T, C;:;
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Tea culture in India. 4C
Tpinple Gardens, 'ISH

'l"r.,iii'-oii"s NtjT)tit' for cuttui^s, 31G

;

I.-r l.u.Ulin^'. 365
Tiii-iUs. .'i;Hlti-atmg.46ti

'I'l.ui.r I'MiiltryShow, 4&4
'Ihiii'--, 4(IK: lUistrojiue:, -118

Tlnmia HciiHoniw, 23!*

rii\ 8;Mi()lii'^ !^-andiflorus calUirp, S30
r</l'acr()— tinnigation, 228, '^56: liquor

I", jiisei'ts. -192

Toinutoes, oonipoet for. 80

'ro'>ls. sriml the. 42S
Torfuia puloherriiHa culture, l'>3

Tfirrcvii firjiiidis.381

Town* garden — shrubs, kc, for, 102 ;

perenniijls for. 22H
Transatlantic .iottin^^s. id
Transplantin-; larpf trees. 202
• Trees of 01<l England.'' -204

Tn-es—reiimving large, *202, '^1 ; sinjjle.

in fxpo-^rd jdaces. '289 ; and liowers
HA friends, 323 ; remuviiiji lai-ge ever-

•Ci-<H-n, 42S
Irellises—of tralvanised wire, 112, 127;
on a wall. 188: fixing to a wall. 244;

wooden, 'J-iS; of wire for stout- wall,

Trichocentrum alho-piirpureum, 170

Tritnminc fowls for oxlilbition. nrj

Triteleia unillora culture, -09; dor-
mant, tios

Tropitolnuis—from seed. 54; Jarratti

not rtoweriuK, 210 ; Mrs. Treadwell,
842 : prolonging flowering. S4S

Tucker, death of Ml-. E.. 2ii:.. 262

Tnlip wood. loC: tree bleeding,

Turl—asiies as manure, 101 ; soil, 193

Tumins—stealing, 78: fly, check to,

•238

Tcriif.ye, rearing, Sr»l

Ulverstos Pol'i.try Show, S6, 60

VAI.r.QTA riPPrREA, POTTING, SS
Vegetahle Marrow culture, 398
Verbenas—select. 142. 2'2S; cuttings,
striking, •IbS; I'en-y's seedliiii;, 292 ;

varieties and prizes for, ^61 ; on poor
soil, 413

Vernonia Calvoanaj 239
Veronica Andersonivariegata for hed-

ding, iJH;

Vinca major elcgnntissiina, arrange-
ment and culture, 163

Vinerv—planting an early and late,

lOi) ;" plants lor wall, lis ; bonier in,

119: border. 141 ; eroun<i. construct-
ing, :W0 : watering. &c.. in ground,
348; steaming, :^0.'i ; munageniftnt,
411

Vines—growing and natural tempera-
tures, ;' : borders, covering' with
glass, 1.^. : bleeding, 14 : grafting, 2.'.

;

in an intermediate hoube, manage-
ment in a sniaU vinery, for a cold
pit, 32; mealy bug on, roots decay-
ed, 33 ; gi-aftiug and inarching, 47 :

American as stocks, id ; in a Fern
case, r»l : for forcing. 78 ; Lady
Downe's, 79 : with Cucumbers, 79 ;

time for stai'ting. 93 ; border for
Muscat, list ot late, fruiting, plung-
ing potted, for small vinery, in pots,
100 : management, grafting, 102 :

turfy peat for borders, 78; potted
in ground >'inery. for gi'eenbouse,
in a Fern case. 119; in pots, for or-

cliard liouse, pruning, 141 ; effects

of layering. I.tO ; lor e.irly forcing.
156; eyes failing, in pots, frui'ing
voung, l.'i7; for ground vinery and
cylinder, I'Jl : grafting. 191 ; late, for
greenhouse. KS; air-roots on, 198;

Vines—Continued,
planting, roots too deep, Koyal
Ascot, 209 : Lady Downc's, 3'_'3 : mil-
dewed. Muscats and llanifiurghs
together, red Hpi<U'r m suil ot puts,
eaten by rats, 2ti2: sloiipiiig i;it-Tal^,

263; hleedinj,. 2S4 ; mUdewed. bii^ud-

ing, 300; planting, 301 ; uncovering
border, 330 ; raising from seed,
^87 ; leaves turning brown, 348; thin-
ning the crop, 39.') : duration of a
branch's product ivriuss. li-aves

browned and liob'd I'losKoms in-

jured, 427 : cutting olt -.m old rod,
428: leaves diseased culture, 444;
leaves wart^d. bl<-»ssonis scorched,
461

Viola corimta. 291 : in winter, !.'> : from
I

setd, 118, 262 : propagating. 192: not
rtowering. 229: varietiea of, 423. 453 :

and its failure in dry seasons. 457
Viola lutes, from seed, 118,261: pro-
pucating. 192

Violets —planting, 112: the family of.

164

Vitis planicauUs. 71

Walks, okeev vitriol i'or destroy-
ing WEEDS ox. 366

WaUrtowcr,striking cuttings of doable,
,*i79

Wall fruit trees, insects on, 117
Walls, kitchen garden, 9, 49
Ward, N.B., 441

Wasp, early queen, 190
"Wasps. British Social." 205
Watering. 36:.. 426. 442: with water
from an asphalted roof, 32; in green-
house, 414

Water—weeds removing, 210; keeping
cleRr,262; and watering, 442 : tepid,
445

Waverley Poultry Show, 177
Weeds, destroying. 426
Week, work for, 11,30. 52, 75, 97,11.'-.

137, ir.4. 171, IHH, j()7, 225, 240,259. 27^.
•J',i7, ;iM. :;'J7. ;;i:., ;ui2. {177, 392, 409, 42.'..

111,4:,;; duiu-M of last, 12,81, 53, 7:u
9H. 11,-,. i:;s, i:,.-.. 172, lf^9, 207,226,241.
2611. tis;j. -j'.is. ;.i i, 328, 346, S68, 378,892.
411), 42ti, H-i, i;-s

Wells, Aineii'i.ii, 170
Wentworth I'oultry .Show, S4 lll«

Weston-sUDer-Marc Poultry Show, Ik!

Whai-fedale Poultry Show, 318
AMieat, dressing with arsenic, 171
White Flv. 141
Whiteliaven Poultry Show, $1
Wbitethoni. propagating, 380
Whitewash, 228
Wigamlia caracasana seedlings, ^i
Wild plants on roof of a London resi-
dence, 421

Window—plants for a north, 157 : gar-
deuing, 173; boxes, raising plants
from seed in, 174 ; gardening, 300

Winter and spring decorative plants.

Wire netting for protection, iA ; for
protecting glass roof, 174

Wirewoi-ms, 396 ; in Cucumber coin-
post, 229; destroying. 403

Wistaj'ia sine.isis on north aspect, 387
WoUaton Hall, 375
Woodcocks, rearing, SM
Woodlice—destroying, 330,365: in Cu-
cumber bed, 365; in holbjd, 414

Woolland House, 49

YSAR. THE PAST, .''il

Yew tree, old. 271

Yuccas and their propagation, 44

Zisc Linr.Ls, 120

W D C U T S.

PAGE.

170
Americao w«U3

Arnott'9 BtoTC modilieij ^
Eac-holder and tannel "'°

Bec-glass
*'"

Bet-hive, ImrroTed Cottage 1'^

Bees, fixintr rombs *
-^

Boiler, the Pocaet -•'*

simple form of -^^

Cordon Training 72,73.98,97,154

floors Castle Plant and Fruit Houses H*

ylower-garden Plans 163, •234.344

Hower pots
^^^

Hand Lights, wooden-framed -^^

Honey-extracting machine. German centrifugal 465

Hull Botanical Garden raised beds 424

Lavering, Indian mode of 313

„ . '^44
Pea supports - - ^^
Pear, Achan ^"

„ Adam 1"

„ Ad'le de St. Denis 184

„ Ad' le Lancelot 134
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„ Amandcd'Eti- 29
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„ Ambrosia **
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^'^^

Pelargonium reticulatum ^'^

Ribbon border " ^

Rose-budding in Jane "^^

Silkworm stages "'

Transplanting Sledge and Machine 202

Trellis, fixing on a wall
_

WaU-copings 51, lu4

Walls, hollow ^^

„ proportion of snn on

„ various modes of building

Wires, straining for Cordon Trees 1"'
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a curb in the stove, till the water has Boaked through the

soil, so that the whole body of soil and the drainage may be in

a good condition before plunging the cutting pots in the pro-

pagating frame. If the plunging material is in a proper state

as regards moLsture, no water need be givtn before the cut-

tings are struck. The soil is thus prevented from becoming
sour, and, as a consequence, the cuttings root more quickly,

and grow much more freely afterwards. A bottom heat of 70"

will be found sufficient.

As soon as the cuttings are struck, and their roots have
reached the sides of the pots, they may be shifted into 5-inch

pots, which should be again plunged in a similar temperature
until the roots have reached the sides of the pots. By this

time each plant will be from 5 to 7 inches high, and its stem
thickly studded with flower buds. The plants should then be

taken out of the plunging material and placed in a moist stove

as near the glass as possible, and after remaining in that

position a week or two may be gradually inured to the tempe-
rature of a cooler house. From there they may be taken into

the conservatory, or wherever they may be wanted.
Plants grown on in this way are fine objects for decorative

purposes ; and one of the most useful features in this most
beautiful plant is that it may be had in bloom from one year's

end to the other. Ko nobleman's or gentleman's establish-

ment, where a constant display of gay-blooming plants is re-

quired, should be without a hundred or two of these beautiful

plants in various stages of growth. I venture to predict a

brilliant future for this lovely Mexican. At present its price

places it beyond the reach of many, but I consider if ever any
plant was cheap at two guineas this is. I have no doubt but
in the course of two years it will be sold in Covent Garden
Market by the hundred or thousand at Is. each. What we
want now is the same plant with scarlet, ted, purple, and
white bracts.—J. Wills.

be glad if any grower could add some good early sort to the
above list, and more especially an early variety with only one
stone in the berries. 'The noblest black Grape we have, the
Damascus, has only one stone in the perfect berries, but it is a
late Grape, and rather a bad setter. The Sultana I do not
grow, nor any other seedless Grape except the Black Monukka.
This is a most interesting variety, producing very large bunches,
with Email, oval, heart-shaped, seedless berries, and the flavour

is very rich and vinous. When left to hang long on the Vine
it is delicious to eat, or put into jellies. As the flesh is so
crackling, the berries can be eaten skin and all. 1 intend try-

ing to cross this variety with some of the best of the early

sorts, and as the seedlings will be fruited in pots, three or four

years will suffice to prove a largo coUection.

Perhaps some other growers may try their hands at raising

some new varieties of hardy early Grapes, for there is a great

want of showy kinds with large berries both for early forcing

and for growing in unhealed houses. The list of late Grapes,
or varieties that require fire heat to come to perfection, is now
extensive, and it will require very good seedlings indeed to

equal our Muscats, Frankenthal, Alicante, and Black Da-
mascus.

—

William Tillehy.

CROSSING THE EARLY HARDY VARIETIES
OF GRAPES.

I HAVE recently had a letter from a gentleman in Lincoln to

the following purport :
—" I have seen lately in The Journal

OF HoKTicnLTUKE a paper from you relative to the crossing of

many kinds of fruits, but I do not see Grapes mentioned
amongst the number. I write to ask you if you ever do any-
thing in that way, because many thousands about London,
and, I may say, over the midland counties and south of Eng-
land, are growing Vines in cool houses, ground vineries, and
out of doors. These classes, at least most of them, being in

business, or much engaged all day, do not keep a gardener,

and, therefore, cannot attend to a furnace to heat their houses,

but love to cultivate the Vine—I say these classes feel the want of

a greater variety of early hardy Mnes, with large berries and
good flavour. Another acquisition for the above classes would
be the raising of an early Grape without stones, and of good size

and flavour. Perhaps the crossing of the Black Monukka or

Sultana with some of the best early kinds might bring about
this result. You may ask me. Why cross a stoueless Grape at

all '! but you are aware that all stone fruit stand still while the
stone is forming—the Grape amongst the rest. Now, I want
to save the three weeks, the average time the Grape is standing
still. By producing an early Grape without seed, I am con-
vinced you would be doing a great good to a very large class,

who would cause a very large and, I might say, a very profit-

able demand for it.''

Next year is likely to witness the " battle of the new seed-

ling Grapes," and by the flaming descriptions given of them, it

will be all up with our Muscats, Buckland Sweetwaters, Treb-
biano, Alicante, and Lady Downe's as soon as the new sorts

come into bearing. The new sorts, however, being described
as principally of the late kinds, and requiring fire heat to bring
them to perfection, I think that something new in the way of

hardy early Grapes is wanted for amateur growers with un-
heated houses.

I am at the present time forming a collection of the very
earliest hardy Grapes to plant in places in the border of an
unhcated glass-covered wall, and have the following planted,
or about to be planted out—namely. Early White Malvasia,
the very earliest of all white Grapes, and of excellent flavour

;

Madeleine Eoyale (Kivers), Early Smyrna Frontignan (Bivers),
Muscat St. Laurent, very early, with Muscat flavour ; Eoyal
Muscadine, Foster's White Seedling, Cbasselas de Falloux,
Early Sanmur Frontignan, and the true Esperioce. I should

PROPAGATING PELARGONIUMS.
I THANK Mr. Stewart for his reply to my communication,

and hasten to inform him the reason for coming to the conclu-
sion at which I arrived.

My firm opinion is (and I believe a great many propagators
of softwooded plants will bear mo out), that cuttings of soft-

wooded plants lequire a change of air every twenty-four hours
at least, to cany off damp and other impurities, which accu-
mulate in either a bell-glass or close-kept frame—damp which
is so destructive to Pelargoniums and other softwooded cuttings.

Mr. Stewart in his communication, page 41',), says that his

cutting beds are well watered before the cuttings are planted,

and that a thorough soaking is given after the cuttings are

inserted. I prefer letting the soil have no water until after

the cuttings are planted. Mr. Stewart also says that he shades

in very bright weather, and gives " no air " until the cuttings

begin to grow. It is here where " the mist " came over my
eyes, and I shall be glad if Mr. Stewart wdl make me see more
clearly by stating exactly how many cuttings per thousand he
actually loses by his plan.

We do not begin so soon as " E. E.,'' page 277, whose plan
is good, only it involves more labour ; but we begin during the

first week in August, and finish about the beginning of Sep-
tember, or very often the middle if other work is pressing, and
we do not cut away at the plants indiscriminately, but take a

cutting here and there from the sides as well as from the

middle of the beds, when a shoot can be cut ofJ without being

missed. By so doing the beds are not robbed of their beauty,

but, on the contrary, they are simply regulated and put into

shape.

As I before remarked, Mr. Stewart's plan may answer under
his own management, but I think a Pelargonium struck in

August will keep through the winter better than one struck in

September, unless the propagator can run to the coal heap just

as he likes. However, it Mr. Stewart will convince me that

he does not lose more cuttings on the close system than those

who place them in the open air, I will frankly admit that 1

have learnt from him a good lesson. Mr. Stewart was asked

to give his method, and he did so in a very kind manner, and
I am sure he will pardon me for commenting on his commu-
nication.

Does Mr. Stewart grow much of the Pelargonium Gold

Pheasant '> It is a much better grower than Golden Chain,

and a variety which I think will supersede the latter. If Mr.

Stewart does not grow it for borders, I should be happy lo send

him a bundle of cuttings.

—

John I'i-.eiuns, Thvmham.

HAVE PATIENCE WITH PEAR TP^ES.
I WANT to record a word in favour of a Pear tree—for the

sort in particular, and to encourage amateurs in a patient

waiting for good results.

I planted a small tree of Benrrt Clairgeau amongst many
others either eight or nine years ago. It grew vigorously, and

after four years bore a good crop of fruit, which it has con-

tinued to do since, but mealy and poor in flavour. This year
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however, it bas borne the crop as follows:—276 Pears safely

gathered on tbe 20th of September ; weight of tirst si/.e 7} lbs.

to the dozen ; second size 5 lbs. to the dozen. Some were fit

for table about the 20th of October, and some were in the

highest condition on the 12th and IftU of thi3 month (Decem-

ber) ;
quality very (,'ood, juicy, firm, very sound, and of very

good flavour, superior to most bought Pears of greater renown.

The tree stands about 11 feel high, occupies little space, is

a pyramid clothed from the ground, and as handsome as can

well be.

—

Charles Ellis, Up^er East Sheen.

VINE-GROWING AND NATURAL
TEMPERATURES.

I SEND you an abstract of the climate of .TeruRalera, as being

one that cannot fail to interest your readers. Tliis abstract I

have taken from the Journal of the Scottish Meteorological

Society for the quarter ending .Tune iiOih, 1807. It is accom-

panied by a most valuable comment ; but I do not propose

quoting from it. contenting myself with asking your readers

to turn to " H. S.'s " two letters, at pages 11:^ and 212 of the

last volume. I most sincerely thank him for having drawn

my attention to the practical lessons to be gained from the

stndy of this particular climate.

I will now turn to the other portion of my title. Vine-grow-

ing. I have been for more than a j'ear intending to send you

my views and practice ; first, I had not time, and then I waited

to see what " H. S." would say; but he states, in answer to

" G. S ," at page .S81, that he has " no mode of Vine culture,"

BO I will now send it in the form of a letter. I do this because

I am not prepared to write a treatise, nor even claim as " my
treatment" the plan I thus commend : it is pimply the plan I

follow. Let those whose eyes are not closed, and whose ears are

not stopped, think of these things as well as I do, and judge if

it will suit them. I cannot and do not say it will enable either

me or any one else to take the prizes given for Grapes at

the London shows over the heads of gardeners. Onlv the cost

deters me from makiug the attempt at present. When it is

worth my while I will try ; till then I leave this art out of the

question, and apply myself to the cheap production of Grapes.

Sluipe of Viiien/.— If there are no reasons other tlian cost to

bias the decision, the span-roof is the best ; but if you have

a wall, make the house a semi-Ieau-to with a tall front.

Ventilatinn.—By all means adopt the double ridge board with

the rising cap. I should also advise a front ventilator to be

used to put the Vines in the house to rest, or retard them when
required.

Glass not wider than 12 inches; 1-5-oz., except in doors.

Laps to be puttied.

Borders all inside, to stand on single brick arches made
half round, no mortar being put between the brick ends ; to

run across the house. The front foundation to bo put in after

the back, sides, and arches. No excavations required, but re-

move the soil, and if the subsoil is clay, slope it to the middle,

and there have a good drain. The door can be reached by an
incline either to the middle or end. The bed should be made
by filling the arches level with good drainage, this being

covered with sods wrong way up, and then with the soil, with a

due quantity of helps to drainage, and some bones.
Mode nf Flantinn.—If a span-roof, in two or fdur rows, as of

10 or 20 feet in width ; if a semi-lean-to of not more than
12 feet wide, in rows across the house 6 feet opart. With
wider houses more room is required to let the light down the

rows to the back wall. Vines should be put in at every 4 feet,

and planted after they have started fairly ; to have four starts,

each a foot apart, and when planted a good peg should be

put between each start or shoot. This is nothing less than
layering each young rod. Grow them as long as vou can with-

out any stopping, laterals included—that is, keep every leaf you
have room for. When they have grown as long as they can, cut

every other shoot halfway down. When these are well going

again, treat the remaining ones the same, and grow all up
again, thinning the first-cut-down to make room for the last if

needed. When you want the Vines to go to rest, let out the fires

and open all the ventilators, leaving them open all night. This
is sufficient anywhere in England, except during June, July,

and August. If you want tu start the Vines in these months,
do not require a rest from them

; prune them in, cutting all

leaves oft, and with young Vines shorten them to the first

cutting-down place. As the Vines become strong you can

reduce them to two rods each if you like, or cut them dcwj

in alternate years, grow a young cane on the border, or shorten

them in ; but grow a young cane by all means even if you cut

it otT again, to keep the roots going during the stoning and
ripening time ; from the beginning of the crop to the resting

time always have young growth.

Walerinfi.—Doit every week without fail, and feed your Vines
with what you thus wash in, changing the manure weekly,

and giving very little each time.

Syrim/ing.—With young Vines syringe night and morning,
and oftener in warm, dry weather, when plenty of air is

given, and the leaves are fairly grown—always with warm water.

Nothing is better to make the Vines grow tlian the syringe, nor
is there anything that helps them so much to swell their canes

when they are going to rest.

'I'emperaUires.—Take the climate of Jerusalem, and then you

will grow Grapes ten months in the year, and need not fear

cropping the year after planting.

I will not now occupy y«ur pages further, though to enter

fully into each of these heads page upon page could be written,

neither will I give examples lest I may seem to boast. I have
nothing to gain by giving my name to the public. I practised

gardening for pleasure, and now continue it for profit.

R'capUulation.—In taking out a patent you are required at

the end shortly to state what you specially claim as new. In

this case I claim nothing as new, so I will instead fill up the

place with what I consider the most important points. These
are—length of season of growth, and particularly after the crop

is gathered ; the use of the syringe more or less all through the

season, whether there is a crop or not, thus insuring continual

growth ; a dry, well-drained border, enabling you, without the

least chance of making it sad, or water-logged, to wash food

down to the roots each week, as suited to the wants of the Vine

at that particular period of its growth ; system of putting as

many Vines as possible in a house, and mode of obtaining as

many canes from one Vine as possible, and thus being able to

shorten or prune one cane without giving the roots any check

—a mode of quick returns, well suited to amateurs' wants and
patience.

" H, S." says he has obtained 1986 bunches from 1700 square

feet of glass. If planted in this way I am of opinion 8ozs. per

square foot can be obtained year after year.—G. H.

Abste.^ct of Mkteohological Observations made at Jerusa-

lem FROM 1st of March, 18fi5, to 28th of Februaby,

1867. Height above the sea, 2500 feet. Monthly means and
extremes on a mean of these three years.
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uaual way in the foUoning spring. I let tbem all grow until

the shoots are a foot hi(;,h—about Jane—I then soil them up
like a Potato ridge. In November I take the whole root up,
and divide the plant. I have thus three or four Manetti Roses
from one stool. By this means one can propagate many Roses
iu a small space. 1 have never yet heard of any other person
practising this system. I find it to answer well.

—

-Henkt
Tatlok, Fcncotc, Bedale.

THE GLADIOLUS AND ITS CULTURE.
The Gladiolus has long been a favourite flower with me, and

when I first grew it, G. insignis, one of the hardiest of the
tribe, was treated here as an exotic.

Had the melancholy but valuable communication of " D.",
of Deal appeared in November, 18CC, instead of 1867, I should
have had a cordial fellow feeling with him, for iu that year my
Gladioli were wretched. This year, with the exception of

Brenchleyeusis, not one of which has flowered, they have, with
the same treatment, in the same place, and in soil of exactly

the same nature, done remaikably well.

"D.'s" experience in ISti? is similar to mine of 18C6. In
that cold year many of the Gladioli never hloomed at all with
me ; and others, especially John Waterer, Madame Pereire, and
Madame Leseble, after blooming well, immediately began to

show signs of premature decay in the foliage, and when the roots

were taken up, they were black, shrivelled, and dead. The
bulbs of Clemence and Keine Victoria had so many black spots

that I almost gave them up, lut to afford them a chance they
were planted this year, and produced fine spikes of flowers, and
made good roots, without a black spot upon them. Another
grower near, who in 18GG was very successful, has this year
been equally unfortunate. Can any of your more scientific

readers sujjgest the reason, or better still, a remedy ?

Possibly my way of treating Gladioli may interest some of

your readers. I do not like them in beds. The Tulip, the
Ranunculus, and many other lovely flowers, are eminently
fitted for beds. I do not think the Gladiolus is. The borders
surrounding my little flower garden are raised, and broken-up
with pieces of limestone, with spaces of varving size between
each stone. These spaces are now filled wiih double Tulips
and Hyacinths in pots. As soon as their bloom is over, the
bulbs are taken up, put away to ripen, and their places refilled

with fresh compost, a little dung being placed about 10 or

12 inches below. The Gladioli, which have been reared as will

be afterwards described, are put out of their pots into the vacant
spaces. I use very much the same compost as for the 1 ilium

—

rotten turf or fresh soil, and as 1 obtain it from strong land, I

add one-third of a mixture of sand, charcoal, and cocoa-nut
fibre, sometimes a little peat.

The beet and most valuable kinds I always plant in 6iDeh
pots, one in each, about the end of March. They are then

placed in a frame with gentleheat. alongside half-hai-dy annuals,

and plenty of air given. By the time the blooming of the

Tulips is over, or soon afterwards, the Gladioli are about
G inches high and ready to plant-out. The bulb in the ground
is covered with i inches of soil, and as the leaves grow they are

moulded-iip with an inch or two of sand, or sandy loom. In dry

weather plenty of water is given, and, perhaps, oijce a-week
liquid manure. In one case I found a top-dressing of soot

useful. I hod a large, flat, indented bulb of Shnkspeare. When
its leaves appeared they were of an unhealthy whitish green

colour. I feared, and 1 was not alone in my fear, that I should

lose it. I placed at different times a litile soot round the plant,

and boon had the gratiticatiou of seeing it recover a healthy

hue. It bloomed and produced two good bulbs.

I wish I could ascertain the best time for planting in the

oi>eu ground. An enthusiastic grower, whose method I give

afterwards, plants in February, and his flowers do well. M.
Souchet recommends later planting. I had last November some
T6ty small bulbs which I did not care to store; they were planted

iu the border, a little protection given, and covered with a
hand-glass. They all stood the winter, and some of them
bloomed well and made fair bulbs.

I have found the flowers much improved by shading. I use

a cylindrical case, 9 inches in diameter, and 2-1 inches long, of

the ordinary 24-inch galvanised wire ; this is fastened firmly

to a stake, and covered with thin muslin. The flower is safe

from wind, rain, and sun, and its colours are both more vivid

and more perfect.

My friend referred to before pursues quite a different plan.

He grows his Gladiolus in a bed. The soil of his garden is very
strong ; he takes it out 3 feet deep, then throws in turf 4 inches
thick, next a layer of cow dung that has been well turned over
in winter, then rotten turf and loamy or sandy soil. On this

he plants the bulbs in cocoa-nut fibre, and covers with 4 or

5 inches of loam. I do not agree with this. I cannot see oj

what use the manure 18 inches below the bulbs can be ; the
rootlets never seem to penetrate more than G inches. I must,
however, admit he has splendid flowers.

Added is a list of the varieties we consider best here, and
that bloom well with us. Those marked with an asterisk (•)

are best.

White.—*Shakspeare, •Princess Mary of Cambridge, clear

flower, but petals rather pointed; *Reine Victoria, Marie Du-
mortier, ^Madame Leseble, and Madame Pereire.

Lilac.—'Imperatrice Eugfcnie, •Belle Gabrielle, *Madam8
Furtado, and 'Madame Vilmorin.

Hose.— "Dr. Lindley, Madame Basseville, Princess Clothilde,

Charles Dickens, and 'Penelope, flesh.

Cerise—Florian, Le Poussin, Lennf, *Duo de Malakoff,

*Madame De Sevignfi, and 'John Waterer.
iiVd.— Achille, *Meyerbeer, Napoleon III., *Prince of Wales,

*James Veitch. 'Marechal Valliant (very fine), 'Sir William
Hooker, and *Fulton.

This is not written' under the opinion that the treatment
here mentioned is the best, but in the hope of inducing those

who have been much engaged in the culture of the Gladiolus

to detail their experience, and to enumerate the varieties they
deem the most choice, and the best worth growing by those

who, having only small gardens, wish for the most select

kinds.—B., Darlington.

WHAT IS A CORDON?
In the course of the discussion which has recently been going

on about French and English Gardening, the term cordon
has been so frequently used, and in a sense so indefinite and
vague, that a few words on the subject may not at present be
unseasonable The English equivalent of cordon is a line,

and hence the French use the term in many different ways.
It is employed to signify a line, cord, or rope. It signifies also

the rim of a piece of money, the ribbon round a hat, and the

ribbon of the Legion of Honour is also called a cordon.

In the early part of last century, when geometric figures

were then, as they are now, so much in vogue in gardens, the

strips of grass between the beds were called cordons; but this

is the only sense in which it has been used in French gardening
till of late years, when the term was applied to the branches of

the Vine pruned on the 'i'homery or spur system, which were
also called cordons. It is about five and twenty years ago that

M. Du Breuil introduced the word to express certain modes of

training, which we have called " the spur system," in contra-

distincnon to " the laying-in sys-teui " of pruning, because of

its being in a continuous line, or like a rope. He defines cor-

dons as " the primary ramifications of the stem, and which
are generally simple," and in his work he speaks of many
forms of cordons, using the word generically, and not specifi-

cally ; as, for instance, the " cordon horizontal simple," which

is exactly the foim of the letter T ; the cordon oblique, which is

a simple branch trained obliquely at an angle of 45° against a

wall or espalier instead of horizintally ; and ihe cvrdonver-

tical. which is also a simple branch trained perpendicularly.

During the difcut-sion above alluded to, one of the disputants

Used the term cordon in a very limited sense, conveying the

idea that it referred only to the cordon simple manner in which

Apples and Peais are trained to form edgings to garden walks,

and to clothe tne bases of walls ; and a considerable amount
of misapprehension has arisen as to what a cordon is, from

this specific use of the term. Cordon tiaining in its general

sense means simply a tree with all its branches, no matter

how many, coming "directly from the stem, and all close-pruned

so as to preserve them perfectly simple. Thus, Du Breuil calls

our horizontal mode of training the Pear in successive tiers of

cordons, " palmette cordim." Mr. Brebaut, in his admirable

little work on cordon training, defines the system as " a cer-

tain number of leading branches carried out, and on them
spurs are developed, so that the branches look somewhat lik«

twisted cables or chains."

Cordon, therefore, means not any particular form of trained

tree, but rather a particular mode t.f pruning fruit trees, by
which any branch or number of branches acquire the form of a
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•ordon or linp. It is, in fact, what in English pardening we
call a branch pruned on thu npur Rystem, which every gar-

dener knows posBessos no novelty. Tlie only novelty connected
with cordon pruning are the fanciful forma in which the French
have of late years delighted to train their trees, but which do
not in any way contribute either to their health, longevity, or

fertility, more than our owu practice which has been followed

SO long.

BEDDING PLANTS THAT WINTKK WELIi IN
A COLD PIT.

ALTDouGn from time to time vigorous attacks are made on
the bedding system by those who wish for a return of the old-

fashioned mixed border, yet it is apparent to every one that the

system is still gaining ground. Whether a change is near or

(iistant, there can be no question that the present demand for

bedding phmts is a heavy tax on the means of many who have
to produce them, and the utmost ingenuity has to bo exercised

to furnish the necessary number every season ; as a conse-

quence, due attention is always paid to any plan which in

reality lessens the labour or simplilies the moans by which the

end in view is attained. The great object aimed at of late

years has been the wintering of a large number of plants with
the least possible assistance from glass structures provided
with artificial heat, and whenever glass can be dispensed with
go much the better. With some plants this cannot be done
without increasing the labour to an exteut more than equiva-
lent to the cost of employing glass, and of this class are the
bedding Pelargoniums, which occupy the po^t of honour among
bedding plants, but which are rarely met with in a tilting con-
dition to plant out in May without having in some degree had
the benefit of a heated glass structure during the i>recediug sis

months. Of these, however, enough has been said of late
;

and I will, therefore, confine myself to a class of plants
scarcely less important, but which may be kept through the
winter with much less trouble and expense. My object is to

enable the inexperienced to make the most of the means at

their command, and so to give to the more delicate plants the
most suitable positions, while to the others may be assigned
such quarters as can be afforded them.
In some communications which appeared in this Journal

early in the autumn, the ease with which the Calceolaria could
be propagated, and kept over the winter almost without the aid

of glass, w.is pointed out, and without either pots or artificial

beat. I wish that, in addition to the information then given,

some easy means could have been devised for ensuring the
success of this plant throughout the summer ; but I fear we
must employ such varieties only as jjossess greater constitu-

tional strength than most of those now grown, and in so doing
no doubt we must be content with either species or varieties

not so ornamental as those we have hitherto employed.
Amongst the plants, however, to which a cold frame affords

sufficient winter protection, the bedding Calceolaria stands
pre-eminent, and its capability of withstanding the influence
of long-continued moisture is of the highest order; even a
little frost does not effect its destruction when the change from
that condition to one of a contrary kind is gradual. A fort-

night or three-weeks seclusion from both light and air is also
harmless to this plant.

Ctutaurfaiiiimmicarpa.—This, though not hardy, is, like the
Calceolaria, not killed by a slight frost. It will also endure
the damp atmosphere and confinement of cold-frame treatment
without Buffering much. It is well to insert the cuttings by
the 1st of October, which is a month earlier than Calceolarias
are often put in ; but they will do very well even put in at the
same time as these. I cannot say that I have been f o success-
ful with C. candidissima ; but its failure did not arise from the
plant not standing cold, but from its not doing well witn us
during the summer. The plants became sickly, and decay set

in at the ends of the leaves ; the cuttings, therefore, were not
a fair sample, otherwise I expect this plant is much more
hardy than is generally supposed.

Gazania splcntUtis is almost hardy, and plants in a sheltered
position will sometimes live through a mild winter out of doors

;

but if cuttings are inserted in the cold frame early in October,
they make, in April or May, as good plants us can be desired,
and we have occasionally obtained cuttings in April from plants
so treated, which formed neat little subjects by the usual bed-
ding-out time. No plant that I am acquainted with does better
than this, and looks better when planted out.

SifrembiTijid gracilis.—This and its varietica, though hardier,
perhaps, than even the Oaznnia, do not strike bo freely from
cuttings put in about October ; indeed, the plant in often a
ccdlection of flower stems. I have sometimes taken plants up
and divided them, and planted rooted offsets in the cold frame
or pit, but the success was never so great as with the tlazania.
In sheltered situations in the open air, the Nierembergia often
withstands the winter, and furnishes cuttings in ]''ebrnary,

which strike fust enough in heat. In the cold pit it8 defects
would seem to be the absence of suitable cuttings, rather than
its not fltanding cold, for we have many instances of its sur-
viving the winter '

Cineraria marilima.—When well grown nothing can exceed
the beauty of this. It certainly excels Centaurea candidissima
in gracefulness of form, although the latter may surpass it in
whiteness, and in the property of not running to tlower; or
rather its commencing to do so does not affect its appearance
so much as in the case of the Cineraria ; but the facility with
which the latter is propagated, and the greater certainly of its

succeeding when planted-out, give it an importance not always
accorded to it. Cuttings put in early in October, make very
good plants in May, with no more attention than is given to
the Calceolaria.

Lolielia i^jiecicsa.—Although old plants taken up and palled
to pieces, with a little root attached to each, and so planted in
the cold pit, will, in some cases, do very well, they do not
always succeed. It is, therefore, better to raise seedlings in the
ordinary way, as this plant seems less hardy than those pre-
viously named. Occasionally, however, batches of plants may
be wintered in a cold pit, aud if some very late seedlings were
obtained, and planted before flowering, they would be certain
to succeed.

Veronica Andtrsoiii variegata.—This has not hitherto teen
adopted to the extent which it deserves to be, as it ia certainly
one of the prettiest of white-edged plants. It is readily pro-
pagated by cuttings put in at the same time aa the above, and
it is rarely that one fails to become a plant.

Enurii/mus jriponicux anreovarienatiis.—This plant lias with
me failed to thrive so satisfactorily as was expected, the growth
in summer being very limited. It is easily propagated, and
stands well in the culd pit in company with the other plants
named. I'lants out of doors also withstood last winter, but
they were under the snow. It is much to be regretted that its

tendency to run into the green state is so general.
Pentsti'mons.—These being thought hardy, are only mentioned

to state that autumu-put-in cuttings, treated the same as the
others, form good plants by spring.

Pi/rethruiim.—Like the Pentstemon, this is known to be
hardy, but, nevertheless, it requires to be propagated every
year. Slips or cuttings put in during October, furnish well-
formed plants by Apiil, from which other cuttings may be
taken, which root freely under hand-glasses out of doors, or in
any place where not too much exposed to the full sun.

Ciqilicas are certainly not so hardy, but will do in a cold
frame or pit. They will not endure so much damp as the
Calceolaria, and long confinement is apt to thin their n.imhers
very much, but they sometimes pass through the winter with
but little loss, and make good plants early in May.

Virhnm^.—Not being always successful with them, 1 .-annot
recommend them for cold-]iit culture in winter. Probably if

the cuttings were put in eailier tbey might do better, but this
is not always convenient, as the pit may have something else
in it at the time. Verbena pulchella is the most likely to prove
satisfactory, or Verbena venosa ; the latter, however, not by
any means so generally good as might be wished for. J^eailet

and other-coloured Verbenas in general use are seldom taken
up in time to jdaut here, and as none of them will end.ire the
long confinement necessary when cold weather is prolonged, it

is better to have a stock of plants elsewhere to propagate from
when spring conjmences.

Pftunias.—These will endure cold but not damp, so that I
have never done any good with them here, and, in fact, have
not tried them often.

Cerastiuni tvyiu-ntusum.—Plenty of this should be secnred in
cold pits

; not but that it will endure cold and frost well enough,
but long-continued wet weather and a cold wet situation are
sometimes fatal to it. This plant was not by any means plen-
tiful last spring.

Besides the above, there may be many other subjects to
which a well-constructed cold pit affords all the protection
necessary in ordinary winters. My worthy friend, Mr. R. Fish,
gives the preference to a turf pit over a brick one, and for
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summer purposes perhaps it may be better ; but I have often

thaagbt it harboured slugs aud other insect enemies more than
biickwoik does ; besides, the latter is neater. Generally speak-

ing, an ordinary light is a sufficient protection, excepting in

very sharp weather when there is no snow, then some addi-

ional covering may be put on ; but snow is a very good pro-

tection, and it is seldom advisable to disturb it when once the

pit is covered-up with this natural mantle. For some days
after it has disappeared, and mild weather has set in, it is not

advisable to let in the external air in too great quantities.

Thifl, however, will be best understood by the condition of the

plants, or rather cuttings, inside. It they appear fresh and
only covered with moisture they will sustain no injury, and
may be gradually inured to the air ; but if some are decaying,

and mildew is attacking them seriously, let such be removed
and drier air admitted, which, in fact, will be the case when
the work of removal is being done.

It must be remembered that the object of relieving the

heated structures of plants that will winter elsewhere is one of

the reasons for recommending the plants named to be con-

signed to the cold pit, which, indeed, is better for many of

them ; and as it is supposed that all are put into the ground at

once, and not into pots or boxes, only the hardiest plants are

enumerated. The little trouble they give must be apparent.

I need hardly remark that Verbenas, Petunias, and Cupheas
would be better kept elsewhere, as well as Lobelias raised from
seed in the ordinary way. All these, and even bedding Pelar-

goniums, will do very well in the cold pit, excepting during the

dark dull days, say for two months or more, beginning with
the 1st of December. A well-filled cold pit affords a greater

number of plants in spring than any other structure of a like

size, and that, too, with but little trouble or expense.—J.

RoBeoN.

EAST LOTHI.VN PUIirLE AND "WHITE STOCKS;
I WAS much pleased to observe that Mr. D. Thomson had, in

a recent number of this .Journal, directed attention to the

excellence for bedding and other purposes of what he calls the

East Lothian Purple and White Stocks. He most justly

ascribes the production of these to Mr. Campbell, gardener,

Traprain, a name well known in East Lothian in connection
with the culture of Stocks. Although it is several years since

Mr. Campbell, after much care and labour, succeeded in pro-

ducing these, still, as yet, his productions are comparatively
little known out of the district in which he resides. He was
generous enough, however, to distribute his small stock of seed

amongst his gardening friends in East Lothian, and time
enough has elapsed to prove and establish their constancy.

Several years' residence in the locality enabled me to see, at

the raiser's and other places, and to judge of the merits of

these Stocks, and I can fully corroborate all that has been
written by Mr. Thomson in their favour. Indeed, for the

decoration of the flower garden in autumn, whether grown in

beds or borders, they are invaluable. They continue to bloom
long after most of the bedding plants now used have been
removed ; thus having a twofold use—namely, affording a

supply of cut flowers at a season when the usual resources are

gone, and extending the season of bloom.
Having last autumn, through the kindness of the raiser,

been supplied with a few seeds of these Stocks, and the seed-

lings being duly cared for, two rows were planted under the

shelter of the mansion. These are still (December 20lb), won-
derfully gay and attractive. Others planted in an exposed
situation have only lately ceased to be so. The purity and
brightness of the flowers, the certainty of 70 or 80 per cent,

being double, and their compact bushy habit, are other high
recommendations to tbese Stocks.

Apart altogether from the Scarlet Stock, so much grown in

East Lothian, and mentioned by Mr. Thomson, I may state

that Mr. Campbell has also a scarlet of his own producing.
I have had the two varieties growing side by side last season.
The flowers of the latter are, I think, brighter, and the habit
is certainly more dwarf and compact. The per-centage of

double flowers is about the same in the scarlets as in the
Purple and "SMiite.

In pots for in-door decoration these Stocks also become
highly serviceable. The plan which I have adopted when I

want them for this purpose is to deprive of tbtir flower spikes
a few of those planted-out, and which have proved to be double

;

to lift them carefully, and to pot in October ; to water and
place them in a shady situation ; and on the approach of

severe weather, to move them under protection. Such will

flower at almost any season, but are better of being kept grow-
ing, and of their flower spikes being kept off till May or June,
and shortly afterwards they will be a mass of bloom, fit for

almost any purpose, making a display such ae few plants could
excel or even approach.—J. A., Walllwuee Gardens.

CUPKESSUS MACROCARPA AND OTHER
CONIFERS.

In Mr. Kent's excellent observations on the Cupressua ma-
crocarpa I wish to notice one point in which my experience
differs from his, and to give a word of encouragement to these
who live on heavy clay soils, as regards the growing of this

very beautiful Conifer.

I may say without fear of contradiction from any one ac-
quainted with the spot where I live, that it is on one of the
stiffest clays in England. In 18C0, I made a mound in an
open .ind airy situation with the clay dug out in making a
pond, some of it only being the top spit with a barrowload or
two of rather finer soil for the roots to settle in. In this I

planted a Cupressus macrocarpa from a neighbouring nursery-
man, which was then, I should imagine, about G feet high.
Two years ago it was nearly blown down, but it is now 26 feet

high, and 13 feet through in the widest part, and it would have
been much wider than this had I not cut off the tops of many
of the largest branches in the manner described by Mr. Kent
recently, as it was growing lop-sided. Notwithstanding the
severity of last winter, the thermometer here having been
down to zero, it only lost one branch, and is even at its

present age a very beautiful tree and growing vigorously, al-

though within a hundred yards or so of it Finns insignis was
killed.

Not far from this tree, but in a rather more sheltered situa-

tion, I have three specimens of Cupressus Lambertiana (which
is so similar in its character to macrocarpa, that as far as
fitness of situation is concerned, it may be considered identi-

cal),* which I raised from seed, I think, in 1857. They are all

growing in still stiffer clay than C. macrocarpa, as one of them
is in the blue clay which was taken from the bottom of the

new-made pond, and the other two are in the original soil which
has never been moved. They are all growing most vigorously,

none of them being materially injured except one, which lost

3 or 4 feet of its leader and side branches last winter, but as I

have not yet cut it, I measured it yesterday, and found it to

be rather over 10 feet, and nearly as broad as it is high. Of
the other two both of them are nearly as large as this ; one is

not injured at all, and the other has only lost one or two small
branches, but in other respects is perfectly healthy and of a

beautiful colour. In fact, I have never seen, hardly I think
in the Wellingtonia, such rapid growth, as they spread laterally

in the same luxuriant manner.
Now, at my father's place, only about a mile and a half

from this, a specimen of Cupressus macrocarpa of nearly the

same size as mine, and which was in a most luxuriant state of

growth, was killed, though it was protected on three sides by a

house, walls, aud trees, and tlie thermometer ranged a degree

higher than mine here, but it was in a lower situation and near

a river; whilst some plants of Cupressus Lambertiana, which I

raised from seed at the same time as those before mentioned,

were either killed or so much injured that they will never be
worth anything.

From the above, and observations elsewhere, I gather one or

two facts, probably well known to other observers, but which
moy be useful to those about to plant.

1st, That Cupressus macrocarpa will grow most luxuriantly

in a stiff clay with a " good heart to it."

2nd, That" it should not be planted, nor, indeed, any other

half-hardy Conifer, in a low damp situation, or near a river.

3rd, Tliat it should not be planted at the corner of a house,

nor in any place where there is a strong draught, as this is

even more deadly than severe frost.

I may add, that the only Conifers that I have tried that do

not seem to thrive in clay, are the Deodar and Pinus cembra,

the former especially looking very unhealthy, and making
hardly any progress ; the latter looks healthy, but grows very

slowly. Picea cephalonica grows very well, but making early

shoots, which are cut off by late frosts, it does not, therefore,

make much progress here. Wellingtonias grow most luxuri-

• Thev are the same.
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antly, as, I believe, thoy Jo almost everywhere, except in very

shallow and poor soils, and I Lave some which I raised from

cuttings, which it would bo impossible to tell from seedlings,

80 symmetrical is their growth.—A Soueesetshirk 1'akso.n.

CATERPILLARS ON GOOSEBERRY BUSHES.
In " Manures for the Many," ga3 ammoniacal liquor is

highly spoken of as a manure ; and in various parts of this

Journal, from time to time, tan strewed underneath the bushes

is recommended for the prevention of caterpillars. (las

ammoniacal liquor I know is a very dangerous agent for inex-

perienced persons to deal with. The way I propose to use it

is as follows:—To sprinkle over a cartload of tan, say 10 cwt.,

and well mix in it 5 gallons of ammoniacal liquor ; then to

spread the tan so mixed under the hushes to the depth of

2 inches. Would this injure the trees, and do you think it

would have the desired effect ?—B. Hammond.

(We are decidedly of opinion that spreading tan as you pro-

pose will effectually protect the Gooseberry bushes from the

ravages of caterpillars. It prevents the fly emerging from the

soil where it is in the pupa state, and it prevents the cater-

pillars descending into the soil to assume the pupa form ;
for

the insect in all its stages seems to have an antipathy to tan.

The fumes of the ammoniacal liquor would tend to check the

visits of the fly to deposit its eggs on the leaves. We thiuk

the proportions you propose are good, and would not injure

tlae bushes.]

PROLIFEROUS FERNS.
I HAVE read somewhere that it takes a higher order of gene-

ralship to make a well-arranged and orderly retreat than to

laarch on to an easy victory with drums beating and colours

flying ; but I have never j-et heard of a general who appeared

to relish recording his own defeat, and yet that anomalous
position is now mine.
Having built up a theory on seemingly good foundations, I

am now obliged to demolish it with the " stubborn facts " of a

far better pteridologist than I can ever pretend to be, and at

the same time I have to record my own defeat
;

yet there

is something so innately beautiful in truth, that I cannot but

be glad to have arrived at it even at the expense of a pet theory.

Mr. WoUaston kindly allows me to state his experience of pro-

liferous Ferns in general, which, it will be seen, sets at rest all

doubt as to their not being proliferous in a wild state; but

I had better give Mr. Wollaston's information in his own
words.

" BeHeving as I do," writes Mr. WoIUston, " that Ferns in

general have one common origin, it naturally follows that for

the same reason that exotic Ferns are viviparous in numerous
modiiied ways, so likewise are the British, varying in their

prolific tendency according to habitat, climate, culture, etc."

This is, then, if I may so say, Mr. Wollaston's theory or

reasoning, and it is borne out by the following fact ;

—

"I have found," says Mr. WoUaston, " at least a hundred
plants of Tolystichum angulare both normal and abnormal
(one a normal form as long ago as 1S05), that had bulbillai on
them in their wild state."

Mr. WoUaston then proceeds to the " possible causes of the
development of bulbill.T " on Polystichum angulare (which, he
says, he has found on the rachis of recent and one-year-old
fronds), in these words:—"A moist atmosphere is almost in-

dispensable for the development of bulbilla" ; and coupled with
heat, as in a forcing house, it is the greatest incentive.

" I do not agree in tolo with ' Filix-fixmina,' that it is ' an
effort of nature to throw off exuberant health ' (see Journal
OF HoBTicuLTDEE, Nov. 28th) ; but it is the nature of plants

in general, and more especially of Ferns, to reproduce them-
selves in some way, and one of the ways is by bulbilla;. This
is shown most strikingly if, by an accident, a Fern is trodden
on or injured ; it will then throw off numerous smaU plants,

or, if at all bulbiferous, innumerable bulbilhu.
" Arrestation is another cause of viviparous growth—that is,

if a frond of a Fern is broken off, or pierced by an insect, or

imperfect, as in the abnormal growth of the marginate or inter-

rupted varieties of Scolopendrium vulgare, one or more bul-

biUa; may be seen. In the variety of Scolopendrium vulgare
called Wardii I have seen more than one hundred young plants
on one frond.

" It may not be generally known, although it has been pub-

lished before, that from each old frond of Polystichum angulare,

Scolopendrium vulgare, and probably many other species, a

young plant may be produced by taking the club-shaped portion

of the stipes with a rootlet attached (each frond having at

least onci, and putting it into a pot of sandy peat with a little

bottom heat.
" A damp atmosphere and arrestation of growth I believe to

be the chief causes of the viviparous development of British

Ferns."
After this evidence from so high an authority as Mr. Wol-

laston, I feel that there is nothing lolt for mo to do but to

retreat as gracefully as may be, conceding to Mr. WoUaston the

honour of having settled beyond dispute that the capability o£

becoming proliferous is inherent in Ferns simply as Ferns.

Thus I would say. Ferns have the power of reproducing them-

selves from seed as well as from bulbill.i! or buds, the develop-

ment of this latter power being incidental to certain exciting

causes not yet thoroughly understood. I would at the same

time suggest that some better name than " bulbs," " buds,"

or " bulbillio" be given to the reproducing organ.

In the cultivation of proliferous Ferns my experience differs

from that of Mr. WoUaston in so far as regards " arrestation "

being a cause of viviparous growth. In those proliferous

Ferns which I have under cultivation I find that the healthy

fronds have the most bulbs.

I hope that all Fern hunters will look out for bulbillffi on

Ferns in their wild state, and make their success public as

soon as possible.

—

Filix-foimina.

IMPROVEJIENTS IN BUILDINGS
AND STnUCTURBS TO BK F.MM.OVED lOK HORTICCLTDRAL

PURPOSES.

A p.iTENT, entitled as above, has recently been obtained by a

gentleman very favourably known as a fruit cultivator. The
" Cylinder Vinery," described and figured at page 387 of our

last volume, is constructed on the principle detailed in the

following speciticatiuu :

—

" The object of tliis iuvention is principally to form glazed strne-

tnres for protecting Vines, Pears, Peiiciies, Nectarines. Apricots, Figs,

Strawberries, Potatoes, or other trees or plants, in snob manner that

the structures may readily he removed or the sheets of glass taken

away from them at such times as tbey are not required for protecting

the trees or plants. For this purpose I employ bars of wood in which

grooves are formed for supporting tbe sheets or panes of glass, or it

may be for supporting slates, and which bars are boiled in creosote or

treated with other preserving agent to retard their decay ; the sheets

or panes of glass or slates aro merely insei-ted into the grooves in the

bars of wood, and are so held without putty being employed ; tha

grooves are by preference made in all cases to pass diagonally into tha

bars from one or other of their edges, and I also form the groove»

which are to receive the sheets of glass or slate wider at the bottom

thau at the mouth or eutrauce ; this allows of a groove smaller

at the month beini; employed than could otherwise be the case, as

the wood at the month of the groove may spruig back on to the glass

after the edge of a pane of glass has been inserted into the groove ;

the grooves may be thus formed by first making a groove with a
circular saw and then widening-out the bottom of the gi-oove by a

plough plane incbned to one aide. The above plan also admits of

taming circles.

For forming a ridge roof I proceed as follows :—I drive posts into

the earth at intervals along one side of the row of trees or plants,

afterwards I measure-ont the space to be covered, and drive along the

opposite side of the row of trees or plants a similar row of posts, and

atUi to them a similar bar in which also a groove is formed leading

from its upper edge neartot to the row of trees or plants. Along the

centre between these two rows of bars I drive in a third row of posts

which are to project a greater distance from the surface of the ground

than the rows of posts on either side of them, and to the top of these

central posts I affix a bar having formed in it two diagonal grooves

which proceed from its two lowest edges ; the grooves in the rows o£

bars so fixed in position serve to carry the sheets or panes of glass

which ars to glaze-over the space between the rows. To insert glass

into the grooves the upper edge of each sheet of glass is first inserted

into one of the grooves at the bottom of the upper central bar, and the

lower edge of the sheet of glass is then dropped into the groove at the

top of one of the outer bars to allow of the sheets of glass being thus

slipped mto the grooves ; this is chiefly of nse in insertrnj? a new pane

of glass, supposing there be a breakage at any time. The grooves ia

the upper central bar are made deeper than the grooves in the oatet

bars. On the north side of a structure slates may be used ia a,

simdar manner. To form upright walls or screens of glass or slate I

drive into the ground at intervals apart from one another rectangular

wooden bars which have been treated with creosote, as above men-

tioned, and which have had diagonal grooves formed along them
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leading from two opposite angles. Tlie bars or posts are driTen into tbe

ground in snch manner that the grooves at the angles of one post shall

•ome opposite the ^ooves at the angles of the posts next to it. The
aheeta of glass or slate are then slipped down the grooves and are so

held in position. The posts may, if desired, be further secured by
wire tightpned by not and screw at one end. In order to keep the

glass (or slato used in the same manner on the north side) tight I

insert a small cord (soaked in creosote) into the groove ; I then place

the glass or slate in the groove against this cord, and I tighten the

whole work by means of a wire inserted throDgh all the bars and
sorewed-np at one end. Screens of glass or slate thus constracted may
be made into any shape required, being either made in straight lines,

circles, squares, zig-zags, or otherwise ; or in place of this what I call

glass hurdles may be formed of iron uprights which are to be driven
into the ground, and which carry grooved horizontal bars, into the
groove of ivhich the bottom and top edges of the sheets of glass are
inserted. To form moveable lights for covering rows of Vines, Straw-
berries, or other trees or plants, I take two pieces of rectangular bar
of some feet in length ; I insert the glass {slate for the north side)

into the groove of each bar, and draw the bars tightly to the glass by
means of a stout wire with nut and screw at one end ; if I wish to

.stiffen this tight I place two or three strips of sheet iron of the thick-
ness of the glass, flnd screw the bars tightly against thepe irons.

" For growing Peaches, Nectarines, Crrapes, or other fmit out of doors
on walls I employ for this purpose a building or structure formed in

the following manner :—On the north side I construct a slate wall
(on the same principle as I have described for constructing a glass

wall) ; about ?• feet in front of this slato wall I construct a glass wall
1 foot lower than the slate wall, against this glass wall I train fruit

trees : when the sun shines on the slate the heat is thrown on to the
trees on the glass wall, the heat being prevented rising from the slate

wall by a foot or more of glass being inserted diagonallv in the cap of

the slate wall, forming a cave ; my plan is then not only to give
greater heat to the fruit and more light all round it, thus securing
colour and flavour, sufficient air being admitted at the top to keep-up
a constant circulation, but also to prevent antnmn rains falling in too
great abundance on the roots and causing the plants to st-nd out un-
fruitful wood : besides that, the expense of erecting a structure of this

kind is only about two-thirds of that of a common brick wall, and the
materials are not subject to become decayed."

NOVEMBER, 1867

Before the freehness of the impression has faded from tbe

memory, it may he worth while to note some of the pecaliar

features of the weather in Guernsey during the above-named
month for the purpose of comparison hereafter, more especially

when the month of June again comes round.

These features are—1st, the very small amount of rainfall

Irom the 1st to the 29th of the month ; 2ud, the unwonted
predominance of N.E. and S.E. winds ; 3rd, the warmth of the

first half of the month ; and lastly, the slight indications of

the presence of ozone.

The readings of the thermometer from the 1st to the 15th

were, as it may be inferred, above the mean value ; but on the

morning of the ICth a strong gale from E.N.E. sprung np
suddenly, and continued with more or less violence, though
with slight variation in direction, nntil after midnight of the

18th. After this the temperature declined steadily, but not ex-

cessively, reducing the mean temperature of the whole month,
however, to lj° below the average of years.

From the 18th to the 29th tbe weather, although gloomy,

was pleasant and comparatively calm. Vegetation had received

no check, there having been no hail showers and no frost ; but

on the morning of the 30th another severe gale arose, accom-
panied by rain to the amount of nearly 2 inches in the suc-

ceeding twenty-four hours. This was followed by very unsea-

sonable weather during the whole of the first week of December.

Compared with corresponding periods, the mean temperature

of the air of these seven days was found to be considerably

lower than it had been during the first week of any December
for five and twenty years. Tbe minimum thermometer, how-
ever, did not fall below 31', indicating merely 1" of frost, and
that of transient duration, when showers of sleet and melting

snow were falling. This temporary frost does not seem to

have inflicted much injury even on Pelargoniums and other

tender plants—not so much so, indeed, as the severe gales

without frost of the middle of November.
As a remark, it may be stated that the general stillness of

the air, and the obscurity of sky noticed during the latter part

of November, reminded many persons as well as myself of the

atmospheric condition preceding a rather sharp shock of earth-

quake which was felt in this island on the 22nd of December,

1843. This shock, which is described somewhat in detail in

the " Proceedings " of the Boyal Society for the year 1814,

seems to hare been associated with an eruption of Etna. M*
sign of Tibration, however, was experienced here in November
last during the period of stillness alluded to ; but at that timg
the crater of Vesuvius is reported to have been in a state of

great disturbance. Another shook of earthquake was felt in

this island in April, 1853, and was concurrent with a violent

eruption of Mount Uecla. These coincidences, although not, per-

haps, of any importance, are curious nevertheless,—S. Elliott
HOSEINS,

CANADA AGAIN!
It is some time since I last sat down to pen a contribution

to the columns of " our .Journal," and I think I may truly be
called an " occasional writer." It was " Wiltshire Rkctor's "

robin that stirred me to join the fraternity, and it will soon be
time for master redbreast to carol again. 1 trust before old

King Christmas oomes to set foot again on my native laud,

and to see personally the genial Editors of our fireside com-
panion, as also some of my brother quill-drivere.

In this part of the world we have just passed through a Terr
extraordinary and discouraging season. Up to the middle of

May we were deluged with rain, so that both agricultural and
horticultural operations were quite set back. Since that time
I think I may safely say that not one inch of rain has fallen

until to-day (November 29th), in consequence of which our
crops of all kinds have been quite a failure, with the exception

I of -Apples : these, liowever, on account of the drought, have
ripened so thoroughly on the trees, that we experience great

' difficulty in keeping them, even the later sorts now showing
' symptoms of immediate maturation.
! The damp spring weather caused all the Peaches to cast

their blossoms. Cherries were dried up by the after-drought

;

Pears much diminished in size, and a very light crop ; Plums
none. Strawberries and other small fruits were almost a total

failure.

Vegetables, too, have suffered terribly, and my English
varieties of the Potato are, as the Americans would say,
" Small Potatoes, and few in a hill." The excessively dry

weather was even too much for Maize and Tomatoes ; the

former in many cases being quite bnrned-up, and the latter a

very short crop. I should say that we still find the Orange-

field Tomato the earliest and best variety we have, the result

of our experience thus coinciding with that of the Committee
of the Boyal Horticultural Society in the trial garden at Chis-

wick.

Little Gem Pea was, considering tbe season, simply grand.

Advancer maintained its former excellence. These two varieties

with us stand unrivalled, and by a succesion of sowings Peas

may be had all the season through.

The wells and streams in this vicinity have all given out,

and for months the farmers for miles around have been en-

gaged in drawing water in barrels from Lake Ontario. That

person of undoubted veracity, " the oldest inhabitant," does

not recollect such a season, and I sincerely hope I may never

again experience another like it. Unless we should have a heavy

rainfall before the ground freezes-up the result will really prove

calamitous. On the Atlantic seaboard, not four hundred miles

away, the summer was a wet one, and everything suffered from

too much rain.—W. T. GoLDsaiiin, St. Catlierine's, Ontario.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS AND ROSES
AT lin. WILLUM PAI;l'3 nurseries, WALTiUM CROSS.

The Zonal Pelargoniums, both with and without tricolor

markings, seedlings as well as named varieties, which I saw at

these nurseries, were especially beautiful ; and the manner in

which sports originate upon seedling plants, as there exem-

plified, interested me much.
Plants which as seedlings were perfectly green, save that a

faint zone was distinguishable upon them, now and then broke

forth into a variety of distinctly and beautifully marked shoots.

The same plant would have on one side a shoot with foliage

exactly resembling Mrs. Pollock or Luoy Grieve, and on the

other something as bright as Countess of Kellie ;
whilst amongst

all these leaves are constantly forming parti-coloured ones,

and others possessing many markings of great beauty. The
object with such plants is to fix any sport which is likely to

prove an advance in the right direction. With this view all

simply green leaves are constantly pinched-off as they appear,

those only being allowed to grow which by their distinct mark-
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ingB arc likely to aid the attainment of the desired result, and
sventnally a shoot possessing an aggregate of the necessary

brightly colonred leaves is obtained, and when obtained im-
mediately removed and struck as a cutting. If needed, the

former practice is repeated until the sport has become sufli-

ciently lixed to take its place as a standard variety.

In the house specially devoted to tliese Pelargoniums, Mr.

W. Paul has already two or three excellent novelties, of which,

doubtless, wo shall hear more in course of time. There is a

very distinct and beautiful variety of the Ouk-leaved Pelar-

gonium. Perhaps I may best describe it by stating that the

flower, though more striking and brighter-coloured, is not

nnlike that of the old Shrubland Rose variety. The plant is very

much more free, dwarfor in habit, and more sweetly scented.

It is named Waltham liiiby, I believe, and is suitable for

pots, vases, and, indeed, for general decorative display.

In another house was a very fine stock of Ericas ; hyemalis
and amabilis being especially not ceable on Hccnunt of their fine

healthy condition. Amongst Epacrises, Rubella and Ardentis-

sima wore very striking, being varieties with bright-coloured

flowers. The Variegated Pampas Grass does admirably as a

pot plant, and thus grown as a specimen contributes much to

the general embellishment of a house containing other plants,

«Qoh as Camellias and Azaleas, at this season. There is here
a large stock of Camellias, home-worked, and, consequently,

far superior for the cultivator than plants imported from the

Continent.
The house devoted to Roses, and in which they are turned

otit of the pots into borders, still contained fine blooms of

some of the most delicate Tea varieties. There is an especial

beauty about the Rose when chilling winds tell it is passing
away ; and much is it to be wondered, therefore, that many
more such simple structures are not raised for the purpose of

securing blooms full of sweetness and beauty when all the

plants without are leafless. Marechal Niel and Climbing
Devoniensis are two varieties well adapted to this form of

culture.—E.

KITCHEN GARDEN WALLS.
Gabdkn walls serve as a fence, afford shelter, present a sur-

face for training fruit trees upon, and accumulate heat. As a

fence a wall G feet in height is sufficient ; as regards shelter,

the higher the wall is the better it effects the object sought ; and
as to the .accumulation of heat, the higher the wall the greater ia

the amount of heat accumulated ; whilst as a surface for train-

ing trees upon, it must follow that the higher the wall, the less

necessity there will be for the annual lopping and restriction of

growth.

Peach trees upon a low wall do not in cold localities ripen

their fruit nearly so well as upon a higher one. This is due to

the surface of a high wall accumulating more of the heat from
the sun, and the heat accumulated during the day is given out
by the wall when the surrounding air is colder. Presuming a

wall to be G feet in height, the sun's rays obstructed, or the

oabic feet of air deprived of the solar heat, will only be one-
fourth the amount of that where the wall is twice as high, or

12 feet. It is not to be understood that a wall G feet high will

accumulate exactly one-fourth the heat that a wall 12 feet in

height wiuild do ; but notwithstanding the various circum-
stances that would interfere with the accumulation of the heat,

it is evident that a wall depriving a certain number of cubic feet

of air of the sun's rays must secure to the unshaded portion a

greater accumulation of heat, and give out a greater heat from
the surface, than a wall depriving of the sun's rays only one-

fourth that number of cubic feet of air. This will be readily

understood by the annexed section of a wall (see next page),

showing the eflHCt of the sun's rays falling upon a wall of 0, 9,

and 12 feet in height. The sun being at an elevation of 45°,

o, b, c, will represent il e shaded portion at the north sile of

a 6-feet wall ; !>, d. e. thbto' a 9feet wall ; and b,f, g, the sUade
caused to the north of a wall 12 feet in height.

It may be safely concluded that what holds good in respect to

a south wall, will also exercise the same or an approximating
influence with respect to east and west walls. High walls with
east and west aspects have a greater heat accumulated in their

immediate vicinity than low walls, and are better suited for the
trees, besides securing to them more heat, and, consequently, a
more certain ripening, and greater perfection of the fruit.

That this is not all theory, I mention a few facts coming under
Bay own immediate observation, and which cannot but hare
b««ii noticed by others. In the case of the wall on the north

aide of a kitchen garden, 1.5 feet in height, the trees ripened their
fruit a fortnight sooner than those upon the south wall, which
was 11) feet in height. The wall to the north was sufficiently
heated by the sun to ripen Grapes and Figs ; but neither of
these fruits against the south wall ripened perfectly. Peach,
Nectarine, and Apricot trees against the latter did not produce
nearly such good crops, the fruit did not always ripen tho-'
roughly ; and as to the tlavour, it was so inferior to that from the
north wall, that it was noticed at the dessert. Tlie difference
was not attributed to the difference in the height of the walls,
but to the south wall's age—so old, indeed, that ropoiuting was
considered impracticable, and it was decided to take the wall
down and rebuild it. The trees, mainly Peach and Nectarine,
were in fine health, having entirely covered the wall, and their
annual growths were being restrained, hence the wall was carried
up 3 feet higher, or made 13 feet in height. The only object
sought to be attained, so far as I am aware, by raising the wall,
was to give a greater extent of surface for the training of th»
trees. No one expected any extension of crop beyond that
likely to result from an extension of surface; but the crop was
not only larger, finer in size and quality, but the flavour so
altered for the better, that it was not known at table from which
trees, whether from those against the north or south wall, the
fruit had been gathered. The time, too, of ripening was marked
by little difference between them. The greatest eSeot of the
raising of the wall was that two Vines brought forth Grapes,
and a Fig tree its Figs ripe and luscious.
That the difference was caused by raising the wall, is in soma

sort confirmed by the results of raising the east and west walls,
the height of which was insufficient for the trees, these extend-
ing beyond it every year as much as 2 feet or more, all o£
which growth had to be cut away partially at the summer
pruning, and again completely at the winter pruning. The
result in this case was, that Pears that formerly on the same
trees cracked and spotted, ceased to do so, and they were larger
and better coloured.

I could give further illustrations of the greater certainty of
crops, and of the fiuer quality of fruit grown by trees against
high walls than against low ones ; but the beneficial effects of
high walls are so apparent, that any one having paid the slightest
attention to the subject must have been impressed with the
greater advantages afforded Vjy them.

^

In cold localities high walls are not only desirable, but essen-
tial ; for the fruit that would ripen against a low wall in a warm
locality, will, in order to come to perfection, require a high wall
in a cold one. In the south, walls 10 feet iu height answer very
well, and Peaches will, undoubtedly, ripen against walls of less
height ; but walls 12 feet in height are not too high for the
southern parts of the kingdom, whilst for the east and west,
and the least northerly counties, north and south walls of less
than 10 feet would he practically of no great use. In elevated
situations, and in the northern counties, walls 1.5 feet in height
are not too high ; indeed, they would be advantageous.

In disposing the walls in a garden, the wall to the north
ought to be higher than all the others, except iu cases where the
ai-ea enclosed is extensive, then the walls may be of one uni-
form height. The area to be enclosed by walls being one acre,
I would have a wall 15 feet in height to the north ; the cor-
responding one to the south might be 12 feet, and the east
and west walls of the same height as the south wall. Gardens
of less extent than one acre may have a wall to the north of
15 feet. If the garden is less than half an acre the height to
the north will not signify as to the wall shading the ground on
the north side ; but if the extent of ground is considerably less

than half an acre, a high wall will look very unsightly. The
height of the north wall in this case may be 12 or 13 feet, the
south wall 10 feet or less, and the east and west walls will look
well if of the mean height of the north and south walls. The
north wall being 15 feet in height, the south, east, and west walls
may bo 12 feet in height. In the south of England they will
answer if less in height ; in the north they might be higher.
As to the direction of walla, that will be to some extent over-

ruled by the ground ; but where practicable (and it is so in the
majority of cases), they should run north and south, east and
west, and the nearer their ends point to the four cardinal
points, the less waste there will be of surface. Care should
be taken to give as great an extent of south wall as possible,
that being secured by disposing the ground in the form of a
parallelogram, the longest sides being on the north and south.
The walls that run east and west are the most valuable, a«

they a&ord one surface to the south, which is the best possible
aspect, bat one face must necessarily present itself to the north.
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and this is of the least importance ; but the superior reauUt

obtained from the southern side more than counterbalance thi

loBB. Walls running north and south will have each a wesi

and east aspect, and the first is the more desirable. The facf

of a wall looking north has a north aspect, and whatever point

of the compass a wall presents its surfaca to at right angles,

that is the aspect therecf.

As regards the materials of which walls are generally built—

namely, bricks and stone, the first are the most suitable.

Bricks vary both in quality, softness, and hardness, and also

in colour.

As to quality, bricks should have an even smooth surface, be

ol uniform thickness, length, and breadth, as if not so it is im-

possible to make good work with them.

With regard to hardness or softness, that depends upon the

clay, and upon the burning. Some clay is so full of limestone

as to cause the bricks after they are sot to burst upon their be-

coming wet, and this produces an uneven surface, and such bricks,

therefore, are not to be recommended for garden walls. Ordi-

nary slop bricks if free from limestone are good, and being well

burned and made quite hard, are eicellent for a wall. If badly

burned they absorb too much moisture, and besides being

subject to injury from frost, very much encourage the growth

of moss, and soft bricks in this respect often become very un-

sightly. Fire bricks make excellent garden walls, but those

which are white are quite as liable to moss as soft slop bricks ;

indeed, well-burned slop bricks are superior to badly-burned

white fire bricks. Hard-burned fire bricks, when the burning

is to the extent of glazing them, are not desirable for garden

walls, as they absorb heat but slowly. Some idea may be

formed of the hardness of the burning of a brick by placing one

in a bucket and pouring over it a pint of water. If soft it will

absorb it all, and even more, whilst a havd-burned brick will

not do more than absorb two-thirds of a pint of water. The

latter will stand any weather, and such only should be selected.

A well-bumed fire brick will absorb nearly, if not quite as much

water as slop bricks, but it requires twice the length of time to

do it, and it retains the water absorbed a much greater length

of time. Well-burned bricks, then, should be used in the con-

struction of garden walls, but the extreme of hardness is as

much to be avoided as the opposite extreme of softness. A good

hard ringing brick is the proper sort.

As to colour, very dark coloured bricks, as blue fire bricks, or

blue bricks of any sort, are not good, for, from their near approach

to black, thev become hot during sunny weather, in consequence

of their absorbing the heat instead of refiecting it as white does,

and trees against them are unduly excited, and rendered more

susceptible of cold, and, therefore, a check is given when sun-

less weather intervenes. The blossoms of trees upon dark-

coloured walls open earlier than against either red or white
;

but the fruit does not ripen any earlier. The forwarding of the

blossoms is no advantage, but the contrary in our climate.

White has been highly spoken of as the best colour for a wall,

but that refiects more of the sun's rays than any other colour,

and it, of course, absorbs less heat. Bed bricks are great ab-

sorbers of heat, and of moisture also, and the colour is glaring.

Pale-coloured bricks arc best, but any light-coloured bricks will

prove eligible, preference being given to them over dark shades.

Stone is an excellent material for garden walls, but the stones

should not be large, as in that case it is difficult to train the
trees. The courses should be regular, and ought not to exceed

6} inches, or two courses of bricks when set, and this will be
found a convenient distance for the training of the trees. If

the courses are irregular, and the stones large, to have a well-

trained tree the wall must be wired longitudinally, or have a
wire trellis fixed against it, which is an expense that might,
by a little contrivance at the time of putting up the wall, be
saved.—G. Abbey.

(To be continned.)

PEARS.
Wf. propose, for facilitating identification, to publish out-

line full-sized portraits of the chief varieties of our hardy
fruits. Wo commence with the Pears. Our notes upon each
variety will be very brief, and those of our readers who wish for

detailed descriptions can refer to Dr. Hogg's " Fruit Manual."
1. AcHAN.—This is a truly north-country Pear, for though
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delicious in Scotland, it is of no merit, though much larger, when
grown in our southern counties. It is believed to bo a native of

Norway, and was shown under the name of the Bouchrefin, at

the International Fruit Show of 180'J, in a collection of Nor-

wegian fruits. Ilipe in November.

—

[Fruit Manual, p. 237.1

2. Adam.—An inferior variety ; speedily decaying at the core.

Bipe at the end of Octohei.—{Fruit Manual, p. 237.)

3. Alexandke BivonT.—A first-rate dessert fruit, raised by
M. Berckmans, and named by him, in 1848, in honour of

M. Alexandre Bivort, the Belgian pomologist. Ilipe from
December to February.

—

{Fniit Mamuil, p. 238.)

8. Alexandre BiTort.

4. Alexandre Lambrk.—Raised by M. Van Mens, and first

fruited in 18-14. It was named in honour of the grandfather

4. AltfXEtndre Lambre.

of M. Bivort, an amateur arboriculturist. Fruit rarely of any
merit in this country. Ripe from December to February.

—

{Fruit Manual, p. 238.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
At the annual dinner of the Society of the Associated

Seed Merchants of London, which recently took place at the
London Tavern, a handsome silver-gilt de.ssert service was
presented to Mr. Daniel Nash, as a testimonial of the high
respect in which he is held by the Association, over which he
has presided for a period of twenty-one years. The service
consisted of a centre plateau and four corner pieces, each piece
having emblematical figures in frosted silver, each figure
mounted on a silver-gilt base, representing the four operations
of agriculture—ploughing, sowing, reaping, and thrashing. The
plateau bore the following inscription :

—" Presented to Daniel
Nash, Esq., by the members of the Loudon Seed Trade, as a
token of their esteem and appreciation of his services. De-
cember, 1867." Mr. Nash is the head of the well-known firm
Minier, Nash, & Nash, which has for a period of nearly two
centuries held a high place in the wholesale seed trade.

"WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAUDKN.

All unoccupied ground ought to have been turned up by
rough digging, trenching, or ridging, regulating these opera-
tions according to the character of the soil, and the nature of

preceding and contemplated future crops. Artichokrs, protect

with any loose litter; also, Aapara^us, Sea-kalr, and Rhubarb,
not that the last three will be injured by frost, but they will

come in much earlier it the ground is not cooled to a low tem-
perature. Celery, defend it from frost. It will keep good for

a considerable time if taken up with balls, placed upright in

rows in a shed, and clean dry straw put between the rows so
that the heads may not touch each other. Caulijloircrs, keep
a sharp look-out after the plants in frames or under hand-Ughts,
and those fit for use, as well as Endive, J.cttucea, and Radishes
in cold frames or turf pits, protecting those in the latter with
straw or reed covers neatly made, or with hurdles thatched
with straw or spruce branches. Peas, if not already done seize

the earliest opportunity of mild weather to sow the first crop.
Ringleader, Dillistone's Prolific, or Dickson's First and Beat
are suitable varieties. Broad Beans, sow Early Mazagan, or
Early Longpod, choosing for the main crop such established
early varieties, and only small quantities of those sorts the
superiority of which is not sufficiently tested.

FRUIT GARDEN.
As to pruning, nailing, and planting, it is always advisable

to be as forward as possible with these operations before Christ-
mas. Protect newly planted trees with mulching. The wood
of Peach trees will not be over-well ripened this season in un-
favourable situations, and more especially in the case of those
trees that suffered greatly from frost last January and February.
The late frost, by checking vegetation, may help to ward-off
such another disaster. All the young shoots of Peach and
Apricot trees should have been nnnailed some time ago. In
consequence of being freely exposed on all sides the shoots
would be better hardened, and from not being contiguous to
the wall they would not be so easily excited, nor in so much
dauger of having their sap-vessels burst by severe frosts. In
addition to this, the stems might be bound round, not over-
closely, with hard-twisted straw bands, and a little long litter

thrown over the border to the width of 4 or 5 feet. This is an
excellent opportunity for moving soil, turning composts, and
wheeling manure. Do not forget a little of the latter as a
mulching or top-dressing to Strawberry-beds, if very superior
fruit are desired next season. Standard Apple trees, if not
already attended to, may now be pruned, taking care to cut out
all cross branches. Gooseberries and Currants if not pre-
viously pruned may now be gone over, so as to allow the
ground to be dug amongst them.

FLOWEK OAEDEN.
After the late frost and snow but little can be done here at

present except where alterations are going on, and then the
trenching of ground for planting may be proceeded with. Beds
containing autumn-sown annuals would be the better of a few
branches of evergreens stuck into them to shade the plants
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from bright sunshine after frost, and to protect them from

drying winds.
GKEENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Of all plant houses the conservatory requires the smallest

quantity of air in winter. In order to keep down dust, so in-

jurious to plants in winter, the paths should not be swept when
they are quite dry. Gardeners are often compelled to make
use of the engine, even in winter, to cleanse the leaves. Very

little water will do here now, and that should be 9" or 10°

warmer than the general temperature of the house, which may
be about 50°. Tbe temperature of the greenhouse should not

be raised much above 40° now. The watering ought to be

finished early in the day, and the plants should be constantly

looked-over to keep them free from dead leaves, insects, or

mildew in the pots.

STOVE.

The temperature of this house should not exceed 60° by fire

heat, and a fall of 10° may be allowed at night in very cold

weather. Although all plants now at rest should be kept com-

paratively dry, they will require to be looked-over daily to see

that they do not suffer from want of water, particularly those

nearest the pipes or flues. Orchids may be potted, tied-up to

logs, or fitted into wire baskets at any time when little can be

done in the open air, but they need not be watered or induced

to grow for a long time. This is a good time to prune and
regulate the heads of tbe specimen plants. Many, such as

Justicias, Poinsettias, Aphelandras, &c., had better now be cut-

down altogether and kept dry for a few weeks. It you have a

good stock of EiiphorbiajacquiuifEflora, cut down some plantsof

it also. This will enable them to make an earlier growth, and
come into flower three weeks sooner next winter. This treat-

ment equally applies to Juslicia speciosa, and Eranthemum
pulchellum, and, no doubt, to all our winter-flowering plants.

Look over Gloxinias and Gesneras on the dry shelves, and start

a few of each into growth, to produce a succession of flowers.

FORCING PIT.

It is only necessary to remark, that where forced flowers are

in great request two divisions are necessary ; one for such

hardy plants as do not succeed in a high temperature, the

other, with mean- for bottom heat, for Gardenias and other

stove plants. Almost all plants, however, in forcing are bene-

fited by a mild bottom heat.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Of all plant structures these have become of late years the

most important. Everything, from tbe finest Heath to the

humblest Alpine, finds a ready asylum in them during the

winter. They require the utmost attention at the present time ;

a slimy green pot, a speck of mouldiness on the surface, or

even a decayed leaf, if not instantly removed, may be the ruin

of the most favourite plant. Very little water will be required

here for some time. See that ample covering is ready for

nse during the long cold nights. A multitude of half-hardy

plants may be kept in these without any means of artificial

heating, but at the outset, notwithstanding all care, some of

them may be lost. Deaths, however, will occur in the best

plant houses. The young stock of plants in these structures

is in a growing state, and, therefore, will require to be securely

guarded against frost, but give them all the air and light

possible on fine da\s, and keep them from mildew and mois-

ture. AVhere Hydrangeas are required to turn into beds in

the flower garden in April and May, they must now be put

into the forcing house.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Much that was intended to be done remains still undone,

and in most departments we have chiefly confined ourselves to

keeping all going on in regular routine, aiming rather at having

all right than at doing much fresh work. As mind and body

become more settled we shall gain all the advantages ere long

of a little relaxation. After much observation and personal

experience we have come to the conclusion that the benefit

Irom cessation from or change in labour—in other words, having

so many hours or days as a holiday, is not so much seen at the

time as afterwards. Even looked at in the lowest sense in

which we can well regard it, the amount of labour to be ob-

tained from mere physical power, less or more regulated by

mind, the amount of the work performed wiU at first be rather

less after a holiday than before ; but in a few days the effects

•f the change and the relaxation begin to appear, and then,

provided these holidays do not come too often, we have no
doubt that they tell even beneficially on the side of the em-
ployer of labour, both as respects the quantity and the quality

of the work done. A day or two now and then, in the way of

cessation from nsual labour, is anything but lost time, as fresh

energy and a fresh stimulus to exertion are thus supplied.

Vegetables, forced and otherwise, received much the same
attention as has been detailed in previous weeks' notices. We
shall just refer to a few matters now demanding attention.

Collcctinrj Tree Leaves.— li is best, if possible, to colleot

these when rather dry, as then they may remain a long time
in a heap, will heat and waste but little, and can always be
made to ferment and heat sweetly by giving them a little water.

In many places, however, tbey must be collected in any condi-

tion, and scarcely at all until the game-shooting season is over;

and if for present or spring use the wet condition of the leaves

is of less consequence, only when placed in a heap they will

soon rot. They might, therefore, as well be giving out their

heat as not for the forwarding of early vegetables where glass

or other protection can be given, such as for Potatoes, Eadishes,

Lettuces, Carrots, Turnips, Asparagus, Kbubarb, and Sea-kale,

which last may be had in any place where a heat of 60°, or more,

and darkness, can be secured. Leaves when raked-up damp
will soon ferment, and may, therefore, be made into beds for

Buch purposes at once.

Hotbeds.—When a greater heat is required, as for Cucum-
bers, &c., it is not easy to obtain enough of bottom heat and
top heat at this season from tree leaves alone, unless, indeed,

the bed is very large, and, therefore, it is advisable to have at

least one-halt of fermented stable manure along with the

leaves. Those who are particular in sweetening such stable

manure thoroughly before using it, should turn it several times

in tbe course of tliree weeks, turning the sides into the centre

and the top to the bottom, and watering any that appears dry,

until all becomes of a darkish appearance, and so sweet that

the moisture that rises from it, when condensed against an iron

plate, or a square of glass, shall be not yellow-tinged, bnt as

clear as a dev.drop. This sweetening will be hastened by mix-

ing the dung with damp tree leaves ; but where economy in

material is an object, we would not mix until tbe last turning,

as, if done at first with fresh dung, the leaves will be consider-

ably wasted before the dung is sweetened. F.ir hastily-made

and very lasting, and therefore economical beds, we prefer

to have the dung as much heated as to be half sweetened, and

then cover that with a foot of fresh sweet tree leaves, through

which no deleterious steam will pass. This plan saves ma-
terial and time, and the beds when thus well made last and

keep a regular heat for a long time, and if made large enough

need little or nothing in the way of linings nil tbe spring and

summer. 'When we have a range of frames thus to supply

with fermenting material, and can only manage a two ora
three-light box at a time, we generally make the first bed in

the centre, and then the beds on each side help to throw fresh

energy into the heating powers of the first. By means of a

few drain tiles set upright in the beds we can always keep the

lower stratum slowly fermenting and decomposing, by adding

air and moisture to it as wanted. Where hot-water pits or

bouses exist; in plenty there will be less need for these dung

beds ; but they are of great benefit to tbe garden when the

summer crops are all gone, and they can be taken to the ground

as valuable dressings. Many have found out that it is possible

to have too much of improved modes of heating when little

else can be had for the kitchen garden, except the remains of

the vegetables grown in it, and such will not long be sufficient

in supplying a closely cropped garden.

Mmhroom-hed Dioi.?.—The remains of Mushroom beds are

first-rate dressings for almost anything, and especially for

flower beds ; the material is generally so light, and the greater

part of the strength is gone. We have for many years found

it an excellent top-dressing for Kidney Beans in pi ts and at

one time we used it largely for Cucumbers in pi.ts and boxes as

thin top-dressings, putting on another thin dressing as the

roots came through the last. It is also very useful for top-

dressing orchard-bouse trees in pots during the summer. But

for the corn growing, we would not mind fresh droppings for

this purpose if there were a little of this decayed used-up

Mushroom dung next tbe surface of the soil. For all these

purposes, however, we like such wasted Mushroom dung to be

rather thinly spread out of doors at first, before it is thrown into

a heap to keep it dry, in order that cold and damp weather may
destroy what active spawn may be left.

' Mushroom spawn is almost as bad as any other fungus vhea
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it Ukss poBBession of a place where it in not wanted. 'We
kare seen borders (or fruit trees ranch injured by MuBhroora
pawn, Bud we have found plants and trees much injured until

the upawn was all destroyed by strong fresh lime-waterings.

Hardly any of tbo Mushroom tribe will succeod or grow when
treated with quicklime under any circumstances.

Preparimi fur Mitihmom JSciU.—lu summer there is no difTi-

•alty in doing this, but there is more trouble in obtaining

materials for a bod in winter. Wo have already several times
stated how we have used almost every possible fermenting ma-
terial for such beds. Provided we could obtain a few inches of

good horse droppings, or good, sweet, hotbed dung for the sur-

face, we have had many line beds made with tree leaves,

with a few inches of such rich dressings on the surface ; but
for all shallow beds on platforms, shelves, or even in move-
able boxes and largo pots, we prefer horse droppings with
about a third of short dry litter, and from a sixth to an eighth
of dry fibrous loam mixed with it. The nearer the droppings
are being sufficiently dried—that is, to be neither wet nor dry,

without heating much, the greater will be the nutritive qualities

left for the support of the Mushrooms ; and it is compaiatively
easy to secure this dryness without much healing in the summer
months. There are no means in open sheds to dry such ma-
terials now without throwing them into a heap to ferment.
They will soon dry t^ullicienth' if the dropjiings were collected

at the stable ; but when they must be shaken-out from dung
that has lain out of doors, they will often be so wet as to rot

when heated, instead of drying, and in such a case we have cut
dry straw and mixed with the materials to great advantage.
When thus piled up in a heap from a week to a fortnight, the
inside of the heap will have a dry whitish aspect ; and though
we have lost much of the nutritive qualities, we are forced to

make that sacrifice to secure the amount of dryness which
will secure a long and continuous heat from the materials when
firmly beaten together in a bed. If damper, the heat would be
apt to be too strong aud not lasting, and the spawn dislikes

damp ground to run in. When our beds have been damper
than we liked them, we have had good crops by inserting each
piece of spawn in a good handful of short dryish litter before

fixing it in the bed. The general dampness of the bed then
acted much the same as a casing of damp cow dung over a
dryish bed—a plan, however, not to be adopted by those who
dislike very thick succulent Mushrooms.

Drainiwj.—No better time and weather could be found for

this work, and in gardens it can rarely be effected except in the
dull days of winter. It is hardly worth while draining if the
drains cannot le made frum ii to 4 feet deep. We have seen
much draining done with the common garden spades ; but
wherever a considerable amount of work is to be done, even a
week or two of such work, it will always be money saved to

procure a set or two of draining tools, so that tlie drain may be
easily made like the letter V, and the round drain tile easily

depo-ited in the acute angle at the base. If the cuttings of

Blackthorn, &c., can be had, a good layer of the.se above the
tiles will greatly assist them. We have lielped to examine
such drains filled for a foot in depth with Thorns alone, that
worked well after being deposited for a score of years ; aud
even then, except close to the outlet, they were remarkably
fresh. It is always well, however, to have tiles if to be had.
For mere surface water the drains may be much shallower,

but they will exercise but little influence in the culture of the
soil. We have known some cases, however, in which all the
work of draining was next to labour thrown away ; and therefore

it would be advisable to make sure if the ground really needed
draining. We recollect of a case where the soil was a rather
stiff loam, resting about 2 feet from the surface on what was
consideied to be a stiff clay—just such a soil as was supposed
would be much improved by draining. A good outfall was
obtained in the neighbourhood of a running brook, aud the
drains were made from 12 to 18 inches deep in the clay ; but
the wonder was that with the full, &c., scarcely any water ran
out of the drains. In fact, the draining was found almost
useless work. Holes were made 3, 4, and 5 feet deep, and yet
the latter seldom retained water long even in the winter months.
The truth came out that the supposed clay was plentifully

commingled with marl, as proved by the action of acids, and
the extra moisture escaped tasily by the veins of clayey marl.
Uaking a few holes involves no great trouble, and may well be
done before a great drainage work is commenced. If the sub-
soil is so open that the water passes freely, we may rest assured
that such moisture rising again in the shape of vapour will

rather be relished by the roots of plants in summer. If water

will not stand at a good depth, we can hardly have the lorfac*

soil too moist, unless there is some intercepting material be-

tween the surface and the subsoil.

Digging, Trenehing, and liidging have not with us received,

us yet, the attention they ought to have had, but we so far

please ourselves with the thought, that the surfaoe of the

ground has been pretty well frozen, and we rather like it to

be so, and thawed again, before we turn the surface down to

the bottom of the trench in ridging. Nevertheless, we would
have liked to have had more Boil ridged-up.

Frosty mornings furnished good opportunities for wheeling
manure, rubbish heaps, burnt earth, weeds, Sec. After break-

ing the dung fine, thrown over Asparagus rows, we gave a good
dressing from a heap formed chiefly of burnt pruuings, weeds,

and edging-parings, which will only be leaa beneficial than a

sprinkling of salt, whilst it will secure to our stiff soil a lighter

surface.

Sea-kale and lihuharh.—For the main crops out of doors we
prefer planting in well-trenched, well-aired soil, in spring, just

after the heads or buds begin to move, using young plants for

Sea-kale, and either young plants or dividing the roots for

Ivhubarb. Large stools are benefited in their produce when
divided into two or three pieces ; but as spring generally brings

enough of work with it, sueh work may also be done now with
advantage, and so may Asparagus be planted in a mild day,
when there is no danger of the tender fibres being dried-up or

injured. The best time to transplant this vegetable is when
the shoots have grown some 3 inches in length ; then scarcely &
single plant fails, whilst what we used to plant in the winter
did not grow quite so regularly.

Horseradish.—This we consider to be always beet, and fit for

use right up to the core, when it is transplanted every few
years, a few rows at a time. The worst of it is, the difficulty

of eradicating it from a piece of ground where it has once been
planted. The most secure mode is to pick up every bit as it

appears, and especially never to allow a leaf to grow. Few
plants will long retain healthy roots if no leaves be allowed to

grow. Constant cutting will beat the Nettle, the Thistle, and
even the more dread white-rooted Convolvulus. In cold weather
the easily-grown Horseradish might be more used than it is.

It would to many a working man be little lees serviceable than
the once famed " curry powder."

FIU'IT OAIIDEN.

Here the weather and other circumstances have prevented us
doing much out of doors ; and in-doors the chief work has been
attending to the fruit room, taking out all specked fruit, look-

ing over Grapes, which have kept well, but are becoming thin,

and prtining and cleaning fruit trees in vineries and orchard
houses. We had intended having some work with

Vine Borders, but as yet, have been unable to do anything.
Many questions have been put to us since we detailed the
simple plan of border-making, or rather no border-making, at

Messrs. Lane's, of Berkhampstead. Before going to great ex-

pense in draining, &c., it would be well to ascertain whether
there would be standing water ; and if the natural soil is

good, most likely the addition of some lime rubbi.-h, and some
boiled broken bones will be all that is necessary to secure fine

Grapes. We should like to have fresh fibrous turf and bones,
and use the means to keep the soil open, as it all soon be-
comes close here if left to itself. In all such cases, especially

for early work, much depends on having canvas or boards fixed

tile or slate fashion, to keep the late autumn and winter rains
off—a practice which has done wonders in many cases, though
we have seldom been able to resort to it ourselves, and, there-
fore, have had to be content with makeshifts.

ORNAMENTAL DKPAHTUENT.
When the day was at all open, proceeded with moving trees

and shrubs, taking care to place them in mellow soil before the
roots were injured by frost, or the soil caked. Cleaned and
rolled pleasure grounds, forwarded bulbs and shrubs, including
Eoses, for blooming. Put a lot of Cinerarias into a drier place
to open their blooms more freely. Shifted Pelargoniums and
other plants, aud potted some stove plants in small pots.

Damped the floor and stage of the cool house in frosty days,
but kept the tops of the plants, Ferns, Mosses, ic, dry, and in
cold days preferred a safe low temperature to making fires, to
give much cold air. Gave as little water to all greenhouse
plants as possible, so as to keep them healthy ; but took care
that Camellias, Cinerarias, Primulas, ic, did not suffer from
dryness. Epacrises stand a much closer and moister atmo-
sphere than the Erica tribe, and these last must have more air

and leaa heat.—E. F.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Jaxuart 1.

RocoB articles of produce hava made a Blight advance ; bat all the
rest remain nearly the same. Pearn are now becominR rather scarce,
and comprise Glou Uorveau, Ne PIub Meiiris, and Crasanne. Good
deseert Apples are in better request. The Potato trade is stationary

;

some fine samples of Regents hava como to hand during the past week.

FROIT.

P. d.

2 6t
U

Apples J Bieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Ghestnnts bush. 8
Corrants ^ aieve

Black do.
Figa doz,
Fiiberts lb.

Cobs lb.

GooBeberriea . . quart
Orapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

.Vrtichokes doz.
Beans, Kidney ino
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bms. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicmns 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each

pickling .... doz.
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
GarUo lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

B.
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jfiTAD In the enawera referred to nro attended to. The top of the atove
being flat will enablo you to set n pan of wntor ou it when much heat Ib

wanted. The dniught miiat be rc^'ulatod by the ashpit door.

Utilisino OinnsH Fkames (C).—Your choftpoHt way to mako your
six lightnof frames more u^icful, would 1)0 to makaapit. say from 18inchoB
to 24 iuchos deep all round, and of a width to suit your Iram<i» HtandinR
cloHo on tho walla, and tlie best way to heat such a placo would be by n
S-inch flue passioK throujjh it in front and along the ends, or a 5-inch
flue goiuR round it and coming to tho chimney. By such a mode, or
without tho frames, and havion a pit ^0 foot long, aiid tho back wall of

tho pit, if 6 feot wide. 18 inches higher than tho front, and heated the
eamo way. you could keep and grow many things, more enpecially if you
had ft moveable stiigo inside to i)laco the pots at a greater or less dis-

tance froni tho glass. You could boat such n place well with a small iron
stove, but then you could not force bo well. With one or more divisions
you could give each its suitable lomperaluro, and at an early period you
ooald nae fermenting material na lu a hotbed. Of course hot water, by
Mufwett's plan or otherwise, would bo best ; but dn as yon will, it is

always expensive for small places unless the simplest modes aro used.

Winter Treatment of Viola cornuta {Fred).~li would be well tn

ren.ove any long Btraggling stems now, and to give a mnleh'ng of half-
rotten leaves, which will act as a protection. Place it round but not over
the plants, and in spring point it in with a fork, removing at the same
time any d<*cayed stems or irregular growths, so as to give the plants a
neat appearance. Thoy will bloom finely in spring, and much earlier
than young plants. If you require mora stock you may take up the old
plants in spring and divide, or take off the rooted offsets, which last will

Sfive you a later bloom if planted in good rich soil and well watered in
dry weather.

Pansiks in Winter (Idem).~Tho old long stems which have flowered
ought to have been cut off early in autumn, but you may do it now, and
give a top-dressing of rich compost, say turfy loam and rotten manure
in equal parts, the ground having previously been cleared of weeds and
the surface of tho beds stirred, but not deeply, with a fork between the
plants. Tho top-dressing should be put between tho plants and close to
them, and it may be an inch thick.

Cerastium tcmentosuji Edgings C/dfm).—Last year's edgings will
do for this if they are not old; but if old it would be preferable to take
them up in March and replant. If you leave the old edginga, reduce
them in spring lo the required width, and cut-in the shoots closely, so
that fresh shoots may bo produced. On the freshness of these ihe
beauty of the edgings in a great measure depends.

Shrubs for Churchyard Depastured by Shfet (An Old Subscriber).
—You may plant the common and variegated Hollies largely. Evergreen
Oak, and standard Portucal Laurel, which we have seen in places de-
pastured by sheep; but the shrubs wero of good size when planted, and
had stems hi;,'h enough to place the foliage bevoud tho reach of the
aheep. Most of the Conifers would succeed, providing they were of good
size and tho upper part beyond the reach of the sheep.

CouposT FOR Cycas revoluta AND Latania borbonica f.4. B. J.).—
They succeed in a compost of two-thirds turfy loam, that from rotten
turves being best, an.i one-third turfy peat, adding sand liberally. The
compost shuuld be used rough, merely chopping it with a i^padc, or break-
ing it with the hand, which is best. Good drainage should be given.
Good peat can be obtained in so many districts, that we are unable to
say from whence the best comes. Coneult a nurseryman or gardener in
your neighbourhood who is Huccessful in plant culture.

Covering Vise Border with Glass {Beginnpr).—Instead of manur-
ing the border Jieavilv in autumn, we would, as tho roots are not to be
found, or with difficulty, remove the soil from the border to as great a
depth ns practicable without disturbing them, ond take it away. We
woidd then point-over the border, but without disturbing or injuring the
roots, and give a dressing of pieces of sandstone, from tho size of a wal-
nut up to that of the clenched list, scattering them over tho surface, but
not so as to cover it completely. Next we would give a scattering of dry
bruised bones, equal in quantity to tho sandstone, a like quantity of
lump charcoal and of mortar from an old building, placing them in the
order as named. Upon the charcoal you may give a sprinkling of cal-

cined oyster shells, and upon the lime rubbish place a layer of horse
droppings on inch thick, covering the whole to the depth of t> inches with
tunes cut 2 inches thick from an old pasture, where the soil is a rather

light loam ; tho turf cut Into pieces about 6 incliea pquaro. We would do
thin now, having Drat convinced ourselvcfl that tho border is well drained,

and particularly that there Ib nn Htagnant water lodging about the roots

at the bottom of tho border. A fortnight before applying Are boat, or

previous to tho Vinos commencing growth, cover the border with from
18 inches to 2 feet of hot dung, such as is used for hotbeds, ^» as to pro-

duce a gentle heat. This moy remain on until its heat is gone and the

woathor haa become warm, when it may bo removed. In tho meantime
we would prepare tho lights with which to cover the border, and wo
would put them on as soon as the Grapes wero ripe, or, if very wet
woathor, when tho Grapes wore colouring. LeavinK it on all winter yoa
ml«ht winter bedding plants under the glass, providing you could keep
frost from thom ; but if they aro kept-in late in spring tho drip in water-

ing will bo as injurious to the Vines as the Klass covering would in other

reapects be beneficial. We would not employ it for any such jmrpose as

the growing of Cucumbers or Melons, but, on the contrary, take it away
entirely after May, and during that month and April, or even March, itt

mild weather, remove tho li«htB whenever it rained, so that tho border

miaht have the benefit, replacing them after the border had become
suiilciently moistened ; or, failing rain, tho border would require to bo
watered, especially if tho lights were kept on constantly. At tho end of

May removo thom altogether, unless you have particular reasons for

keeping them on, as tho Grapes ripening, or cold heavy rains occurring

about that time, which it will be well be throw off. Wo would not put
them on again until the crop was colouring, and then we would keep
them on continuously until we wished the border to become moistened
on the Vinos again starting into growth. In place of heavy manunnga
in autumn a top-dressing of turves one-third, horse or sheep droppings

one-third, and one-third half-inch bones, charcoal, and cnlcined oyster

shells in equal quantities, would be preferable; a covering 2 inches thick

would be ample. GlasK-covered borders are good when the covering is

moveable; but we think them them quite aa bad as exposed borders if they

are used for plants in winter, and Cucumbers or Melons in summer,

GRAPTiNa Pkrkskia aculkata(.4 J? ).—You could not have a better

stock on which to graft Epiphvllum truncatum than the Peroskia—indeed,
it is the best of stocks. Take off tho head of tlie Pereskia at the re-

quired height, and make a slanting cut upwards, and about an inch long,

at the top of tho stock and on one side. You will cut off a stem or branch
from the Epiphyllum to be grafted upon the Poreskia, and pare one side

ftt tho lower end in a slanting direction downwards, making it quite thiu

at tho bottom, and so that the cut part shall fit that of the stock ex-

actly. About half wav down tho slanting cut in the stock make a cut

downwards, and about hall an inch long, and make a corresponding on©
upwards in the graft, which will make a sort of tilit or tongue in each ;

that of the graft should be introduced into the one in the stock, and
pushed downwards, so that the cut portions of both may fit correctly.

The graft may he fastened or bound to tho stock with a strip of bast

matting, still "keeping it in its place and tying tolerably tight, but not

very j.uch so. The junction may then be covered with moss, binding it

on with matting. It is not necessary to cover with clay. The plant may
be placed in a house where there is a gentle heat, and graft and stock

alike sprinkled with water twice a-day by means of a fine-rosed syringe.

When the graft begins to grow the matting should bo loosened. The best

time to graft is in spring, or a little before the Epiphyllum begins to

grow. The Ferns sent us were not numbered, so that we cannot refer to

them.

Gladiolus Bulbs {P. I. y.).—We should have preferred to have kept the

bulbs on a shelf until they had become dry and parted from their stems,

ana then have stored them away in dry sand on shelves. The ground
where they are to be planted should be well nnd deeply dug, leaving

it rough for the winter, and working-iu a liberil dressing of manure.
The bulbs should be kept out of the reach of frost.

Names of Fruits (//. A., London).—The Apple from Canada is Pomme
griso. (W. H. S.).—No. 1 is Crasanne, a melting Pear when proper!,

ripened; but in some seasons and in cold situations it does not ripeoy

and then it may be used for stewing. No. 2 is Black Worcester, one of

the best stowing Pearf. (If. hmith).—l. Eeurr.> Did; *2. Glou Monjeau;

3, Belle do Noel; 4, Hunthouae ; 5, Winter Pearmain ; 6. Crasanne

;

7, Marie Louise ; H, NePlusMouris ; 11, Beurrt* Dicl from a wall; 12, Vicar

of Winkfield. (A. H. G., Faversham],—Your Pear is Eeurre de Ranee.

Names of Plants {J. if.).—We cannot name plants from leaves

only.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the Nine Days en<lin? Dereraber 31st.

Mon... 23
Tues.. 24
Wed. . V5
Thurs. 26
Fri. .. 27
Sat. .. 28
Son... 29
Mon... 3')

Tuee. . SI

Mean

baboubteb.

Max.

30.199
S0.(lfi5

: 0,200

.1(1.210

30 170
30 133
30.150

30.187
3J.I40

30.17:3

Min.

30.189

29.990
30.000
80.040
29.9H9

30.024
30.OS0
30.090
30.040

SO 054

THERMOMETER.

sn
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Tnbietixid bachelor uncle, the looked-for of nephews and nieces,

with bulging pockets that told of treasures distributed but once
in the jear; the "irresistible," sporting a sprig of mistletoe
in lieu of a flower iu bis button-hole, and looking at the passing
beauties as though challenging them to come and kiss him, just
as we have heard of happy oountiies, illustrated by George
Cruikshank, in our early days, where roasted pigs ran about the
Streets decorated, with knife and fork stuck iu their backs, and
begging passers-by to eat them ; the poor pale woman carrying
a baby and leading a small child, and singing carols, cheered
by the continuous shower of copper money that fell from those
who wished others should be happy as themselves at the happy
time. All together seemed cessation of labour on a day that was
meant for joy, and all seemed to point to present happiness
and future hope. While we reflected that with many the rest,

and even the happiness, would be but for a day, still it was real

for the time, and we could but think how good it would be if

Christmas-day could last till the advent of the new year, and
all begin afresh with hearts and feelings enlarged by happiness,
and seeking to promote universal peace and joy.

We wished that all who read our weekly sheet might receive
it at a happy moment ; and we were thankful that in our
peaceful career we were not called upon to deal with those
questions that produce misery, and generate deadly strife

—

those things that rank among the great events of nations and
men, and that become historical landmarks.
Having to do with none of these, we meet our friends in this

onr first sheet of the new year with thanks for all kindnesses
received during the past. They go far to account for the suc-
•ess that still attends us, and for which we are thanuful. Our
•ourse is still improving and onwards. Our friends increase in
numbers. Giving expression to our true feeling, it is—first,

thankfulness that we are spared to address them again ; next,
gratitude that so many who have supported us during many
years remain with us still.

In reviewing the poultry year, we have little to note save an
onward and even progress. Much remains to be done before
poultry takes the place it should take as a question of food.
Our imports of eggs increase yearly, attaining an enormous
total ; the supplies from France and Belgium are very large.

The Ostend Eabbits from the latter country realise some-
times £5000 per week. We are still dependant upon France
for most of our Pigeons, and many Turkeys and Geese. They
are, however, of an inferior quality to our own. It is a matter
of regret that although many hundreds of tons of poultry
«ume from Ireland every year, its low quality, from want of

breed, and from bad feeding and packing, makes it of very small
value. We have often referred to it in our columns, and have
given the necessary instructions to make it sufficiently valuable
to double or even treble the returns, but the improvement has
not taken place. We do not hesitate to say that the same amount
of labour and outlay might easily, being better directed, pro-
duce three times the sum it does now.
While speaking of poultry as food, we may well mention the

fact that a salesman iu Leadenhall Market had this year a
•onsignment of Geese that averaged upwards of 20 lbs. each
in weight. Such a fact would have been deemed impossible
years ago, and may fairly be put down among the good that has
resulted from poultry shows.

Very large prices continue to be realised for table poultry in
the spring of the year. Last spring 5s. and 6s. each were
common prices for a fowl; they lasted almost from the
end of April to the beginning of July. Poultry will never be
cheap during that period, but from the 1st of March to the end
of June it will always be remunerative. It will pay after-

wards, but not at an equal rate. In poultry, as in everything
else, he who forestalls the market obtains the highest price.

It is the period of scarcity as compared with the natural season
of plenty.

Dorkings still supply large classes of almost perfect specimens.
If there be any difference the weight increases. New eihibitors
have appeared among the prizetakers, running the old ones
bard for many of their prizes. These come from all parts of
the country, and prove that this valuable breed will do well on
all soils, and in any climate. We believe this to be the best
of our many breeds. Much regret was felt at the withdrawal
of Lady Holmesdale from competition in this and other classes.

Her ladyship was deservedly popular. The jjrices realised at
the sale of her stock were very high, and may satisfy her that
while she was riding a hobby, she was at, the same time doing
Bnbstantial good by adding to the merit and increasing the value
of a breed already highly estimated.

Cochins have held their own well. They deserve to do so,

having qualities that may be sought in vain in other breeds.
They first solved the question of being able to keep poultry
profitably in the small back yard of a densely populated
town. Brahmas have increased in numbers, and have main-
tained a good position among the most important of the
classes at our large shows. They, too, deserve all the popu-
larity they enjoy. Game come nearer to perfection than any
other breed, and at most exhibitions form a show of their own.
This breed seems to have a charm for the English people. We
do not wonder at it ; none can see without admiring them.
The various Hamburghs have, as a whole, been well represented
during the year. If there has been a fallingofj in any, it has
been in the Silver-spangled and pencilled. The love of these
breeds seems confined to certain districts, principaUy the north
and north-west of England.

Spanish have decidedly improved, and have taken a step

towards returning to what they once were. They have also

increased iu numbers. We can also note progress in Polanda.
Silvers have become numerous, and all classes have improved.
We now approach some of onr few novelties—the French

breeds, Houdans. Crgve-Coiurs, La Flt-che. The fact of their

all being non-sitters will always prevent them from being
generally popular in England. We most unhesitatingly give

the preference to the Houdan ; we place the Creve-Coeur next,

and the La Flecbe last. The first are never sick nor sorry ;

they are excellent layers, and easily reared. The second are

often sick, but they recover. The hens of the third are
tolerably hardy, but the cocks die as fast as they can be im-
ported. They appear to have no constitution. Malays are

still where they were ; there is no increase of numbers. The
Sebright Bantams are becoming less numerous ; they want
help sadly. Game show by their entries how popular they are.

The Blacks aud Whites make large classes, and the varieties

bid fair to rival their larger brethren. Japan has been placed
under contribution. We shall look next year for importa-
tions from Abyssinia.

The star of the Aylesbury Ducks pales before that of the
Eouen. They are beaten in numbers and weight. The Rouen
have mastered the 10 lb. each, which seemed for a long time
to be the desideratum of the Aylesbury. The classes for fancy
Ducks hid fair to become most attractive and interesting.

Geese are still heavy and make progress, but they seem
to have reached their limit. The increase now is made-up of

all the birds in the class, rather than in two or three prize-

taking pens. This is right, as it shows practical good. Turkeys
do not advance much, and we think the American are not
shown so numerously or so good as they were formerly.

Poultry shows are still very numerous, but it is certainly true

they thrive more in the north than in the south. Entries are

well supported, and shows are well attended. The Poultry

Club has dissolved itself. It was never needed.

We have no more to say of poultry. We have a few words
to say of ourselves. It is seldom a man can speak justly of

himself. It is seldom a subject on which a man is eloquent.

It is that part which a man. would omit. But our task is easy
—it is one of returning thanks.

We have told you we are prosperous and prospering. Good
and increasingly numerous friends, we thank you for if. We
feel in the midst of our labours that we are strengthened, and
they are lightened by the thought we have to do only with
friends. We have only to repeat our old professions, onr
earnest desire for the success of the subject of which we treat,

our sorrow if one word we have written has caused pain, our
disclaimer of any wish to cause it, and onr unflinching care,

so far as is possible, to be guided only by truth and strict

impartiality. We meet, then, all our friends in this, the first

number of the new year, with hearty thanks for the past. Full

of hope for the future, we believe we are wishing them only
what they wish us, when we would say to one and all

A HArrv New Year.

SEPARATE PRIZES FOR LIGHT AND DARK
BRAHMA POOTRAS.

Will you allow me, as one who has stood by the Light
Brahmas through good report and evil, to thank Mr. Worth-
ington for his unanswerable letter in your number of Decem-
ber Iflth ? in which, writing as a breeder and exhibitor of both
varieties, he calls upon judges and secretaries of shows to do
equal justice to Light and Dark. I well remember, when first
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I set up Light Brahmas, being told by a great authority in the

poultry world, that they were not the sort to exhihit auJ win
prizes with. Matters have certainly improved eince the days

when Light and Dark competed together in one class, and
when, owing to fashion or fancy, very inferior Dark birds took

all the prizes, while the Light ones, however good, were left in

the cold shade of at best a high commendatiou. It was as if

horses, cows, and sheep had to compete in one class, and the

latter two, however good, had invariably to see all the prizes no

to their rivals. If such a state of things were to continue, as

in the case of the Brahmas for some time it did, with a horrible

monotony, it is obvious that the breeders of the unsuccessful

kinds would be discouraged and cease to exhibit, having the

certainty of defeat, however good their speoimens might be.

Such a fate would have befallen the Light Brahmas had not

their friends seen that there was no chance of justice for them
under the existing state of things, and consequently exerted

themselves to obtain that justice in the shape of a separate

class. This is now allotted to them at all the leading and most
of the second-rate shows. But alas ! there is still a vestige of

the old intolerance left, only betittiug the days when Light
Brahmas at an exhibition were like angels' visits, " few and far

between;" utterly unsuited to the present time, when any
respectable show can boast its flourishing class of those once-
rare beauties.

Mr. Worthingtou most truly points out that in oases where
a cup is given to bo competed for by Light and Dark it is

invariably given to the latter.

I can confirm Mr. Worthingtou's statement by a case in

point. I once had a Light Brahma cock, the like of which,
and I speak with the experience of some years, I do not ever

expect to see again ! He was never beaten by any bird of his

own breed, and prize after prize, awarded by the first judges,

attested his merits. One of these gentlemen told me subse-

quently that this bird was a " model of what a Light Brahma
should be ; that since his death he had seen ncne to equal him,
and that when taken out of his pen and compared with Dark
birds he dwarfed them by comparison." A second judge
declared " that he was the best Light Brahma cock he had ever

seen." Now this bird, although competing often against Darks
for a cup, never was successful

!

Among your numerous readers there must be many secre-

taries and managers of shows. Let them take a hint from Mr.
Worthingtou's letter, and instead of offering a cup or other
special prize between Light and Dark Biahmas, let them give

an extra prize or cup (less in value though it be), in fnc/i class.

By so doing they will add, not merely to the satisfaction of

exhibitors, but to the convenience of the judges; in witness

whereof let me appeal to a complaint lately made in this

.Tournal, by some one writing from the judges' point of view,

of the difficulty and invidious nature of the task imposed upon
a judge who has to award a special prize which is competed
for by several varieties. In cases where Mr. Worthingtou's
suggestion is not followed out, and the plan adopted of giving

separate prizes or cups, instead of one cup competed for by-

different breeds, there is still a remedy left for the injustice of

which Mr. Worthingtou complains.
Let it not be assumed as a matter of course that the Darks

are more popular, and should therefore have the cup. This
may have been very well once, when there were not, as now,
well-tilled classes of their rivals. Besides, " to go with the
multitude " is not always the best ! Still less should private
preference come into the questi<in. Nor, again, should it be
said, " the Darks are the biggest," which is often not the case

;

and if it were so, by no means decisive.

All these are wrong methods of arriving at a decision. And
here we come to the gist of the whole matter. The cup should
be given, not to the best comparatively of the two breeds, but
to the best relatively of its own variety. The Dark bird does
not deserve the cup unless he is better as a Dark bird than the
Light bird is as a Light one. The point to guide the judge
should be the comparison of the bird with the standard of his

own breed, and not of the other.

To make the matter more clear, take the case of a cup to be
given to the best pen of Geese or Ducks at a show. If the

Geese won, it ought to be, not because the judge thought they
looked larger kinds, or because he liked Geese better, but
because the Geese, as compared with other Geese, were better

than the Ducks, compared with other Ducks. And as in the

above instance it would be quite possible for the Ducks to

win the cup, so ought the Light Brahmas, if better of their

own sort, to win the cup also. From a neglect of this

principle, mistakes have arisen ; when it is followed juBtio»

is done.

What Mr. Worthingtou calls for, and what the Light Brahma
breeders want, is simple justice to the Light birds, not that

they should be preferred above Dark birds when less deserving,

but that they should not be tantalised with the seeming offer

of prizes they cannot possibly win, and be beaten by specimenB
of another breed relatively less good, simply on the ground of

the latter being Dark !

—

John Paiies, I'ost/ord near Guildford.

I AJT very glad to see, in " our Journal " of December 19th,

that Mr. Worthington has spoken a word for the Light Brahmas
in exhibitions when competing with Dark. It does seem very
unfair that they should have no chance of winning a cup, even
against Dark Brahmas, which are inferior of their class.

Surely both should stand an equal chance. Mr. Worthington'B
suggestion, that a cup should be given to each variety, seems •
very good one, and one that would overcome the difficulty.

At the Guildford Show the Light birds did for once triumph
over the Dark, Mr. Pares taking first, second, and extra prize,

and a high commendation ; while only one pen of Dark
was highly commended, but the rest of the Dark were very

inferior.

—

Philip Chowley.

JUDGING POULTRY—PRIZES OFFERED
ERRONEOUSLY.

Would not many errors and much fault-finding be prevented

by having a third judge? The one would not then have to give

way to the other in any opinion he may have formed on a par-

ticular pen of birds, the majority, two to one, carrying the

award. I think the plan of having a third Judge would in a

great measure do away with the grumbling and fault-finding by
disappointed exhibitors.

I greatly admire your remarks on the Guildford Show, especi-

ally in reference to the awarding a cup for the best pen in the

Show. This cup must always cause a large amount of jealousy

to the winners of first prizes, each, of course, thinking his or

her pen the best, and as best, of course in their idea entitled

to the extra cup. This prize must often puzzle the Judges.

I would also do away with the cup for the best cock or

cockerel in the show. Let the exhibitor of each single bird

be satisfied (when he wins it), with a first prize ;
increase the

amount of such piize if you like, and if the funds will allow it,

but do not offer the extra cup, as it causes much ill feeling. In
giving the cup for Bantams, I would also name the class that

it is to be awarded to, and not offer it for general competition

to any class of Bantams. At Bristol, a seven-guinea cup was
offered for the best ))en of Bantams, which caused no less than

sixty-six entries of Game alone ; some, I hear, costing fifteen

guineas a-pen, bought purposely to win this cup. What was
the result? a solitary entry of Pekins swept away the cup from
the sixty-six pens of Game, the fifteen-guinea pens included.

There would have been more satisfaction if the cup had been

offered to Game Bantams alone, as this variety evidently pays

best. At Letds Black Bantams took the cup, the same also

occurring at Newport.—G. T.

HECKMONDWIKE POULTRY SHOW.
At no previous meeting has tbere been so large an entry ; nor, as a

whole, such a gooJ tom|ietition as lit that held on the '2(;tli of Decem-
ber. This Show bus always been very popular, and it nppears to b»

the meeting of the year at which the "breeders in the district contend

for the premierBhip more than for the value of the prizes offered.

Aiwifi fowls were firat on the list, and every class contained splendid

birds. The first- prize Game fowls were equal to any seen at our large

shows. Game ISantmns as usual formed large classes, and the prize*

were awarded to birds of the real Game colour and style. Black

Bantams are always good at this Show. Sjmnish and Ilamhiirghs were

very good also. 'Ihe Single Game hen class contained many first-

class birds, the prize hen being one of the best Brown Reds we hare

seen for some time.

There was a good show of Pujcxma, and the prize birds were very

much admired.
The Exhibition was held in ft large and woll-lighted room, ue

person was allowed to enter until the Jadge had completed his.task,

which we know gave every satisfaction.

Game (Black-breasted).— First, G. Noble, Stnincliffe. Second, C. Smith-

son, Heckmondwike. „ *t i^
Game Brown Bed).—First, T. Buddick, Bradlord. Second, H. HattoB,

CIeckbeaioR.
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Game (Dnckwings nnd other GrevR and Blae).—First, B. Nttylor, Heck-
inondwike. Second, W. Felt, Adwalton.
Game (Any other viirielyl. — First, W. Turner, Drighlinglon (Piles)

Second, J. Brook, Goinersal (Elaek).
Game Bantams (Red).—First, G. Noble. Second, C. Clegg, Heckmond-

wike.
Game Bantams (Dnckwing).—First, J. Hirst, Heekmondwike. Second,

I. Goodall, Heckmoudwjke.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, J. Parker, Heekmondwike, Se-

cond. S. Schnfield, Heekmondwike.
Spanish (Black). — First, S. Newsome, Heekmondwike. Second, J.

Brooke, Gomersnl.
Hambdhghs (Any colour). — First, T. SwireE, Cleckheaton (Golden-

pencilledi. Second, J. F. Loverpedge, Newark. Notts (Gold-spangled).
Cochin-Chika (Any colour).— Prize, S. Schofield.
Any other Vahietv.—First, H. Firth, Bradford (Silver Poland). Se-

cond, A. Ffirrcr, StainclifiFe (Brahmns).
Game Hen (Any colour).—First, T. Snddick. Second, W. Fell.
Selling Clabs.—First, W. Walker, Gomersal (Piles). Second, S. Scho-

field.

PIGEONS.
Carriepr.—Prize, J. Firth, jun.. Pewsbury.
Antwerps.—Prize, A. Wilman, Dewshurv Moor.
Tr-MBLERS. — First, E. France, Heekmondwike. Second, H. Firtb,

Bradford.
Ow-LR.—First. H. Firth. Second, J. W. Horsfall, Dewsbury.
CosrMoN.—Prize, H Firth.
Dragons.—First, J. Nutter, Cleckheaton. Second, P. France.
Any othek Vapietv.—First and Second, J. Firth, jun. (Black Barbs

and Black Trumpeters).

Judge.—Mr. John Crosland, jun., Wakefield.

NORTH OF ENGLAND ORNITHOLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION'S SHOW.

This Exliibiliou of British and Forelgu Cage and SonR Birds was
held in the Npw Infirmarj', Snndcrlaud, on December 2(''th, 27th, and
liSth. This Show was very snccesKful, and pronounced by Judges the
*'be8t" ever seen in England for quality. The subdivision of the
Korwich classes was highly approved, and the successful birds were
ver}' superior. The stock shown by Mr. Omie and I\Ir. Walter was
admirable. Mr. Kuttcr's Belgians were something nmrvellons. Of
Mules there was a very large entry, and of very superior quality. The
epecimena sent by Mr. Ashton and Mr. Tull'y were remarkably fine.

The Show was opened by Earl Vane.
Mr. Ashton won prizes amounting to £5, and a £5 cup ; Mr. Rutter

wen the Committee's Cup.
We cannot too strongly applaud nor too pointedly draw att<>ntion to

the Society's attempt to develope the Norwich classes—they have
achieved a success ; and the Society deserves, and we hope in future
will obtain, more support from Norwich.

CANARIES.
Norwich (Clear Yellow),—First, E. Orme. Hiph Street. Derby. Second

and Very Hiphlv Comniendrd. W. Walter, Winchester. Third, Highly
Commended, and Cnmmendi^d, J. Beison, Derby.
Norwich (Clear Buffi.—First, Second, Third, "and Highly Commended,

E. Orme. Very Highly Commended, W. Walter. Commended, J.

BexBon.
Norwich (Variegated Yellow).—First, H. Ashton. Prestwich, near Man-

chester. Second, G. Parkiuson. Hnugbton-le-Spring. Durham. Tbird,
J. Baxter, Newcastle. Very Higlily Commended, E. Orme. Highly
Commended, J. Stainsby, Sunderland. Commended, G. Moore, North-
ampton.
Norwich (Variegated Buff).—First and Second, E. Orme. Tbird, S.

Tomes, NortJiamptou. Very Highly Commended and Highly Commended,
J. Bexson. Cnminended, W. Walter.
Norwich iMnrUed Yellow) — First. W. Walter. Second and Very

Highly Commended, E. Orme. Third and Commended, J. Eexson.
Highly Commended, O. Jfoore.
Norwich (Marked Buff).—First, Tbird, and Very Highly Commended,

E. Orme. Second ard Highly Commended, J. Bexson. Commended, W.
Walter.
Norwich (Yellow, with Green, Grey, or Yellow Crest). — First and

Third, W. Walter. Second, .T. Wilkinson, Numbers Garth, Sunderland.
Very Highly Commended, S. Tomes. Highly Commended and Cum-
meuded, J. Butter, Bisbnpwearmoutb.
Norwich (Buff, with Green, Grey, or Buff Crest).—First, J. TuUy, Monk-

wearmontb. Second, G. Moore. Third, J. Stainsby. Very Highly Com-
mended and Commended, W. Walter. Highly Commended, H. Ashton.
Norwich (Variegated-crested Yelluwl.-First, H. Ashton. Second and

Very Highly Commended, G. Moore. Third, J. Gibson, Ryhope. Highly
Commended. W. Walter. Commendnd. G. Shiel. Bishopwearmouth.
Norwich (Variegated-crested Buff).—First. J. Gibstm. Second. G

Moore. Third and Very Highly Commended, W. Walter. Highly Com-
mended, G. Shiel. Commended. J. Gibson.
Norwich (MarkedcieHted Yellow),—First, W. Walter. Second, F. W.

Fairbrass, Canterbury. Third, J. Bexson. Very Highly Commended, J.

Stainsby. Highly Commended and Commended. G. Moore.
Norwich (Marked-rrcsted Buff).—First and Very Highly Commended.

W. Walter. Second. T. Reid. West Sunniside, Sunderland. Third and
Commended, G. Moore. Highly Commended, G. Shiel.

Norwich (Any variety).—First, G. Moore. Second, G. Shiel. Tbird,
J, TuUy. Vei-y Highly Commended, J. Bexson. Highly Commended,
W. Walter.
Belgian (Clear Yellow).—First and Second. J. Rutter. Third, E Orme.

Very Highly Commended and Highly Commended, W, Bulmer, jun.,

Stockton. Commended, W. Inson, Redland, Bristol.

Belgian (Clear Buff.)—First, Highly Commended, and Commended,
J. Rutter. Second, E. Orme, Third, H. Ashton. Very Highly Com-
r&endod, W. Bulmer, jun.

Belgian (Marked Yellow).—First and Second, J. Rutter. Third, W.
Bulmer, jun. Very Highly Commended, H. Ashton. Highly Commended,
W. Inson.
Belgian (Marked Buff).—First, Second, Third, and Very Highly Com-

mended, J. Rutter. Highly Commended, H. Ashton. Commended, E.
Baker, Parkhnm, Gateshead.
Belgian (Variegated Yellowl.—First, Second, and Very Highly Com-

mended, J. Rutter. Third. W, Inson.
Belgian (Variegated Buff).—First, W. Bulmer. jun. Second. J. Rutter.

Third, J. Wilkinsim. Very Highly Commended, W. Richards, Bulwell,
Nottingham.
Glasgow Don (Clear).-First and Third, J. Forsyth, Elswick, East

Jarrow. Newcastle. Second and V<^'ry Highly Commended, G. Nicholson.
Highly Commended, W. Young. Belford. Commended, J. Greenleea,
Sunderland.
Glasgow Don fVariepatedor Marked^—First, Second, Third, and Very

Highly Commended, G. Park, Galashiels. Commended, J. Greenleea; W.
Walter.
Yellow Cinnamon. — First, W. Walter. Second. S. Tomes. Third,

Very Highly Commended, and Highly Commended, G. Moore. Com-
mended, E. Mills, Sunderland.
Buff Cinnamnon.—First. S. Tomes. Second and Tliird. G. Moore.

Very Highly Commended. W. W. Yeld, Bishopwearmouth. Highly Com-
manded, J, Bexson. Commended, E. Orme.
Yellot Cinnamon (Variegated or Marked).—First. W. Rogers, Sunder-

land. Third, E. Orme. Third, -T. TuUy. Very Highly Commended, S.

Tomes. HiRhly Commended, J. Galley, Newbottle, near Sunderland.
Commended, G. Moore.
Buff Cinnamon (Variegated or Marked) —First. J. Baxter. Second, W.

Rogers. Third. T. Tnlly. Very Hiehly Commended, G. Moore. Highly
Commended, H. Ashton. Commended. J. Oxberry, Bishopwearmouth.
Lizard (Golden-spangled).-First, H. Ashton. Second and Highly

Commended, E. Orroe. Third, J. Rutter. Very Highly Commended, J,

TuUv. Commended. Rev. V. Ward, Canterbury.
Lizard (Silver-spanclcd).—First and Highlv Commended, E. Orme.

Second, J. Tullv. Third. H. Ashlnn. Very Highly Commended, T.
Fairbrass, Canterbury. Commended, F. W. Fr.irhrass, Canterbury.
London Fancy (Yellow).- First and Third, T. Mann, Camberwell New

Road, London. Second, H. Ashton.
London Fancy (Buff.— First, H. Ashton. Second, and Third, T,

Mann.
Canary (Greenl.—First. G. Atkinson, Gntesbead. Second, M. Stelling.

Brancepeth Colliery, Durhrim. Third, J. Wilkinson. Very Highly Com-
mended, R. Robinson. Middlesborough. Commended. J. Wilkinson.
Canary (-f^ny other variety). — First and Very Highly Commended,

H. Ashton (Crested Belgian). Second. R. Hawman. Middlosborough
(Common Variegated). Third T. WRlter(Yorksbire). Highly Commended
and Commended, W. Heap, Bradford (Yorkshire).

Cage of Canaries akd Mules.—First, W. Walter. Second, J. Tally,

Third, H. Ashton.

Goldfinch Mdle (Variegated Yellowi.-First and Third, H. Ashton.
Second, J. Tully, Very Highly Commended, T. E. Colman, Clapham
Common. Highly Commended, K. Robinson, Middlesborough. Com-
mended, J. Bexson.
Goldfinch Mule (Variegated Buff).—First and Third, IT. Ashton. Se-

cond. E. Orme. Very Highly Commendod, G. Parkinson, Highly Com

-

meuded and Commended. G. Moore.
Goldfinch Mdlk (Marked Yellow).—First and Commriuded, H. Ashton.

Second, W.Heap. Third and Highly Commended, G. Shiel. Very Highly
Commended, J. Tullv.
Goldfinch Mule Marked Buff).— First and Tbird, J. Tully. Second,

E. Orme. Very Highly Commended and Highly Commended, G. Parkin-

son. Commended. W. Heap.
Mule (Dark).—First, J. Tully. Second, W. Rogers. Third. W. Walter.

Very Highly Commended, M.' Stelling. Highly Commended, W. Heap.
Commended, W. Yeoman.
Linnet Mule.— First. T. Peat. Second and Third, H. Ashton. Very

Highly Commended, T. E. Coleman. Highly Commended, J. Tally. Com-
mended, W. Walter.
Mule (Any other varictv) —First and Highly Commended, W. Walter

(Bullfinch aiid Goldfinch). Second, T. E Colman (Bullfinch and Gold-

finch). Third. \eTy Highly Commended, and Commended, II- Ashton
(Bullfinch, Goldfinch, Greenfijich, Goldfinch, Chaffinch and Bramble-
finch)

Bullfinch.—Prize, W. Walter.
Goldfinch.—Prize, W. Walter. Highly Commended, M. Stelling.

Linnet.—Prize, M. stelling.

Skylark.— Prize, J. Gibson.
Blackbird —Prize, W. Mann.
Pong Thrush.—First, J. Gibson. Second, W. Wrigbtsnn.

Starling.-Prize. M. Stelling. Very Highly Commended, W. Walter.

Any other Variety of British Birds.—Prize, H. P. Yeld, Sunderland

(Chaffinch).
Parrot (A.ny variety).-First, H. Ashton (Red-breasted Austrahan).

Second, G. Robinson, Durham (African Grey).

Love Birds.—Prize, W. Walter.
Parakeet (Any variety).—First, H. Ashton (Grass Parakeets). Second,

W. Walter (Grass Parakeets).
Any other Variety of Foreign Birds.—First, W. Walter (Nonpareil).

Second, T. Reid (Sitffron Finch).

The Judges were Mr. T. AUenby, Durham ; Mr. T. Clark, Sunder-

land ; Mr. G. J. Buruesby, Derby.

HEDGEHOGS AND BLACKBEETLES.
I CAN confirm, Messrs. Editors, bU that Mr. Frank Buckland

observes in Land and Water, as to the little elTect produced by

a hedgehog in the destruction of beetles. He tells us very

amusingly :

—

•' I have tried hedgehogs to kill beetles ; they don't act. A
hedgehog cannot possibly hold above a pint of beetles at a time.
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and in my kitchen there are gallons of thera. I once tried the

hedgehoK l'li"i ^^ "j" I'eancry, Weatminstcr. The first night

after his arrival the Abbey watchman was frightened out of hia

wita— it was the hedgehog. The next night, fast asleep, I felt

a, cold lOHO on my face, and then a prickly thing trying to got

into ) e bed— it was the hedgehog. The next night the ser-

vant] 'came trembling to say there was n burglar in the dining-

roo«, rattling the plate—it was the hedgehog. The next night

thetook put some soup away, and in the morning the soup

was gone—the hedgehog was found coiled up asleep in the

tureen. The next night nothing was heard of the hedgehog,

and for weeks we could not tell where he was gone ; the cook

was thankful, and the crickets sang, O, be joyful, while the

blackbeetles had the free run of the kitchen. • Years rolled on,'

as the novelists have it, and a skeleton was discovered in the

flue, which had smoked the whole of the house out for weeks.

The hedgehog again. Thank goodness, I have seen the last of

that wretch, and never wish to have another of his kind on the

promises. Unless, therefore, my friends wish to run the chance

of a hedgehog becoming the same pest to them as he was to

me, they will never introduce them into their houses. Hedge-

hogs will only eat a certain number of beetles, and the beetles

having good spawning ground behind the kitchen range, breed

much faster than the hedgehog can eat."

1 have, however, found that by the use of some phosphoric

boluses prepared by Mr. Chase, of 14, Holborn, the beetles are

destroyed very effectually. It is well, however, to give the

beetles a supper of these at intervals of a fortnight, so that the

successional crops of the young blacks may be also provided for.

—C. W. J.

FOUL BROOD—LIGURIAN QUEEN RAISING.
The majority of the readers of the bee department of " our

Journal " are aware that the breeding of artificial queens,

increase of stocks, and their welfare, are in proportion to the

abundance and length of the honey season. The absence of

the former, and short duration of the latter, limited the harvest

of honey from my stock hives, yet has not prevented my raising

a fair quantity of queens from the stock of Ligurians received

from Mr. Woodbury last April, and also a few from the foul-

breeding one obtained from Messrs. Neighbour & Sons, who, I

may here say, have since made me full compensation for that

unfortunate occurrence.

About the middle of May I commenced the interesting

experiment of making artificial swarms, as recommended and
described in this Journal by Mr. Woodbury. From the above

date to the 2nd of July I had made sufficient swarms to enable

me to raise twelve Ligurian queens, which were all out by the

12th of July. I had still another Ligurian queen, raised

naturally ; for the original stock, after all my manipulations

and the abstraction of five ripe brood combs for artificial

swarms, and the bees, to strengthen them, threw off a swarm
on the 14th of July, the weight of which was a little more than

lbs ! When looking over the original stock some days
afterwards I discovered unmistakeable signs of foul brood in a
frame that had come from a stock, the combs of which had been
exchanged with those of Messrs. Neighbours' diseased one before

1 was aware of the existence of that terrible malady. The
original Ligurian was the only stock I saw attempt to clean

out foul cells, which it did most thoroughly.

The last queen made thirteen queens, nine of which were
from Mr. Woodbury's stock, and four from Messrs. Neighbours'.
Eleven of these became impregnated, and seven of them bred

pure Ligurians. This I consider a good per-centag5 of pure-

breeding queens, considering that I had only three stocks that

bred pure drones. I still have five of those pure queens, which
were given to black and hybridised bees, as I shall presently

show. The rest I gave away or destroyed, with their bees, at

the break-up of my old apiary from foul brood, which caused
the destruction of sixteen stocks and nuclei, as well as the loss

of 120 frames of straight worker brood combs !

Before giving an account of how I succeeded in adding these

queens to populous stocks and driven bees, I may be permitted
to state the cause of these proceedings, which was this. When
I had increased my apiary to upwards of twenty stocks, I made
the unpleasant discovery of the existence of foul brood (as

described in the Journal of the 1st of August last) in all my
nuclei and first-formed stocks ; the black bees set apart to

strengthen swarms, and all, were eventually infected by it, with
the exception of three supered stocks, two of which were black

bees and the third hybrids.

My first step was, on the 11th of July, to put the diaeasad
stock through quarantine,* but I left matters generally much
as they were until my neighbours began to take tht^ir bees.
Such being the case, on the 7th of August I commenced
operations by driving the bees of two candomned stocks
separately, conveyed them home—a mile distant—taking from
them at once their queens, and putting them together in an
empty straw skep. Twenty-four to thirty hours afterwards I

offered thera the last-mentioned queen in the manner described
by " J. It. J.," in No. 337, on the top of the hive under a wine
glass, letting in the bees one or two at a time to see how they
received their future sovereign. They at once took to her, so 1

transferred them to a full-sized Woodbury hive with six frames
of brood from other condemned colonies. They were fed
liberally, and are now one of my stock hives.

My second essay was as follows :—1 drove two other stocks of
bees at once, and brought them to my trial ground, as I now
styled the old orchard, which is upwards of 100 yards distant

from the apiary. Being deprived of their queen as before, they
were also left twenty-four to thirty hours. I then drove all the
bees out of the two Stewarton boxes, taking them to the poor
unfortunates, knocking the latter out on a sheet, and setting

the heavy Stewarton boxes in front of them. They very soon
began a march towards them ; and as they entered them with
the song of gladness, I presented them with a young fertile

Ligurian queen, which was welcomed with excessive joy, as
they marched merrily into their well-furnished dwelling.

The next attempt was with a stock of bees in a frame hive
that had swarmed twice, and had one of those small queens
which I have mentioned before. She wos removed, and
another fertile Ligurian presented to them the same day,
towards evening, on the top of the hive. All went well with
this stock, for the next day they began to carry in pollen, and
killed-oft their drones.

In the same manner I continued my exchange of queens,

the driven bees of one stock that was healthy being ready for

the next. Simultaneously with the removal of the Ligurian
queens from diseased stocks, I destroyed them, and so con-

tinued until I had disposed of them all, principally intro-

ducing them at the top of the hive. At times I had a rebel

to deal with ; but I was in the end successful with the whole
six.

In the case of the seventh essay, both the theory and practice

of giving queens at the top, as described by " J. R. J.," and
which he seemed confident was never-failing, was thrown to

the winds.

Two other lots of driven bees were each early one morn-
ing deprived of their queens. They even were so good-
natured as to unite of their own accord. About thirty hours
afterwards my favourite queen was offered to them, precisely

the same precautions being taken, the same means used, and
all visible conditions being precisely identical. But, no, they
would not have her. One bee would fight, and a number soon
clung round her like a ball, which I separated, bee by bee, in

my naked hands without receiving a sting, until I came to the
unfortunate queen. They did not seem to try to sting her,

but only held her fast. After being rescued from them she
was placed over the hive until the fourth day, when matters

appearing a little more peaceable she was let in, but on the

eighth day was turned out dead, proving that in bee life there

is no rule without its exceptions.

The instincts of the bees are, no doubt, sufficient for them
in their native regions, and in their wild state. Here they are,

as it were, under foreign conditions—driven from their stores,

deprived of their queen ; and under such circumstances we
must not be surprised if we do not always find results in

accordance with our expectations. Further, if we could know
all the unseen causes that are at work, I believe we should
then find that they always do precisely the same thing under
the same conditions. Apparent are not always real circum-

stances. Apart from the accepting of queens, there is at times

the refusal of combs, the refusal of hives, and many other

apparent anomalies, all of which have their cause.

Lastly, as regards the best method of giving bees new queens,

with all due deference to Mr. Woodbury's plan which is, no
doubt, the best for his hives, let me ask how he would carry

it out in Stewarton boxes, without frames, and in common straw

hives. It is not my intention to offer any opinion of my own.
not, but that it is decided enough. In conclusion, then, I

must apologise for having taken up so much valuable space in

* I eventually destroyed it, keeping its Queen for future use;
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describing bow I succeeded, and where I failed in my manipu-
Utiona.—J. B., Bracken Hill.

[I may be permitted to remind my friend, that I stated at

ih* time that the mode of adding Ligurian queens, which I

described as being the best with which I am acquainted, was
adapted only to moveable comb hives. For hives with fixed

oombs, his mode of operating is probably as good as any that
can be devised.—A Devon.shire Bee-keeper.]

SILKWORM-REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. 4.

Japanese Sillacorim.—I must more especially notice these
worms, which have been introduced into Europe during the
last few years, and are becoming much cultivated on account
of their exemption from the " atrofia " so prevalent in other

breeds. These are small worms of four sleeps, or changes of

ekin, and produce yellow, white, green, or sulphur-coloured
sUk. There is what is called the annual kind, which produces
only one crop. This is the most esteemed. Then there are

the "Bivoltiui and " Trevoltini," sorts producing two and
three crops, but which are not much sought after in consequence
of their produce being uncertain in very hot weather, and the
difficulty of always having sufficient leaves to feed them ; for

it is injurious, nay, impossible, to gather the leaves twice

without spoiling the mulberry trees ; indeed, in England these

should never be wholly stripped.

On leaving Piedmont in August, 1867, I brought to England
with me eggs of the Trevoltini which were hatching on my
arrival in London, they being the third succession of eggs.

On reaching home I fed and reared the worms quite successfully.

The cocoons were .spun in October, and fresh eggs deposited

by the moths in November. I think, if for rearing in Eugland,
that the second crop would be the most useful, as it would be
produced in the hottest of the weather here, the first crop being
limited to the mere production of eggs, and in this way the
mirlberry leaves would remain tm the trees to grow large before

being used. I am not recommending the use of these silk-

worms rather than the annual kinds, but there are circumstances

in which they might be useful, especially in this climate. The
eggs of the annual breeds are to be kept, by proper management,
so as not to hatch too early in the spring, or until the mulberry
leaves are well advanced in growth.

I once laid a nearly full-grown silkworm on a yonng gentle-

man's hand, to look at. He started with fright on feeling its

coldness, and innocently said, " Oh, dear ! how cold you keep
yonr silkworms !

" He did not know that silkw o ms are cold-

blooded. Many persons do not know it. The heat of the

silkworm's yellowish blood is about equal to that of the air

in which it lives. The greater the temperature the quicker

the functions of the worms, and therefore the faster the food

ia consumed and the silk produced. Cold, on the other hand,

retards the functions, and consequently the final result.

When silkworms are within a day or so of their sleep, their

appetite considerably diminishes, which may be readily

observed by their not consuming the leaves so much as at

other times. During their sleep they eat nothing. After the

sleep and change of skin, which occupy two days, more or less,

they again begin to eat, although sparingly at first, but in a

•ouple of days they will be in full appetite. At each meal one
may readily judge what quantity of leaves to distribute over

them by the more or less rapid consumption.
Just before their sleep they spin over the leaves, or other

cbjects on the tables or stages on which they are, a fine web,

hardly perceptible to the naked eye, over which they firmly

station themselves, and thus their old skins are held while

they walk out, leaving them behind. Wherever worms station

themselves to undergo this operation, they must not be
touched or moved, but remain under what fresh leaves are

given to those not yet ready to sleep, for it rarely happens that

all will do so the same day. The insect, during the sleep, keeps

the head upwards, remaining fixed like a statue, and showing
no sign of life unless interfered with. Immediately after the

change of skin it is weak, and remains a short time while

gaining strength before again eating. At the moment the

change of skin is going on, there may be seen a certain humour
exuding from the insect's body, between the old and new skin,

which doubtless facilitates the shifting of the then useless and
burdensome skin.

The four changes of skin to which the insect is subject occur

at intervals of from six to eight days. After each of the first

three changes it increases in size to about double, but after the

fourth change it becomes several times larger, growing rapidly
during the period of ten days or so before spinning.
When the worm has arrived at its full size it ceases to eat,

and voids all excrements, becomes crisp about the skin above
the head, and transparent in the body. It then goes about in
search of a suitable place to produce the cone of silk. Mate-
rials for the purpose must be suppUed. It is usual on the
Continent to form a kind of hedge for the worms to work in,

by tying together branches in broom fashion with open heads,
and placing them upright on the worms' stages.
The silkworm's li/e is divisible into seven periods, or " seven

ages "—viz., the period from the time of hatching to the first

sleep, from that to the second sleep, from the second to the
third sleep, from the third to the fourth, from the fourth sleep
to the spinning, from beginning to spin to the conversion into
the chrysalis, and the change from the chrysalis to the moth
or perfect state. The time occupied by the worm in spinning
is variously estimated at from four to six days ; but the chry-
salis is generally perfectly formed on the eighth day, and the
moth may be expected out of the cocoon in about fourteen days
more. These transformations depend, however, on the influ-

ence of more or less heat.
The degree of boat most suitable in a silkworm-rearing room

is 70° Fah. ; I mean when artificial heat is employed, as it

must be ; but when the natural temperature is more, say even
above 80', it will not be injurious to the worms, provided
plenty of air be admitted to the room. I fix 70°, little over or
under, as the most beneficial for the worms during their entire
life. Sudden variations of temperature are hurtful, and much
of the success of silkworm-rearing is to be ascribed to the
correct regulation of the temperature, to the supply of the
leaves, to proper ventilation, and to cleanliness.

A colder temperature is not really hurtful, but only retards

the worms' development, unless when they are about spinnmg,
in which case cold hardens the silky matter contained in their

bodies, and they then cannot emit the silk. A suffocating

heat is in general much more injurious than cold to a certain

extent. A stagnant humid atmosphere is more prejudicial,

especially when accompanied by too much heat. Dry weather
is favourable to the worms, and for gathering the leaves, which
should not be used in a wet state. Smoke will suffocate the

worms, and bad rooms must be guarded against, as also mice,

pigeons, and chickens, which will eat them with relish if allowed.

Flies are also tormenting, and should be removed from the

room or caught by some means. Light exercises a beneficial

influence on the insect, and at night a proper illumination is

beneficial.

Care must be taken to avoid in the silkworm room putridity,

which may arise from various causes, such as neglect of clean-

liness, by allowing the excrements and waste leaves to accumu-
late on the stages where the worms are.

Various experiments have been made to test the degree of

cold silkworms' eggs and silkworms themselves will endure
without destruction. The eggs have been exposed to severe

frost in alpine districts without the least injury. The worms
have been laid on ice for several minutes, and have survived

the shock. They may be immersed in water, and even when
apparently dead will revive, if not left too long therein. To-

bacco smoke and snuff will kill them, and death occurs instantly

if their eighteen breathing holes be stopped.

Having said thus much by way of introduction, I think it

time to come to the more practical part, by noticing such

instruments and other articles as are necessary in rearing silk-

worms.

—

Leonard Harman, jdn.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Poultry Judges (A Subi^criber .—It ia sufficiently difficiUt already to

find well-qualified judges without our rendering it still more difficult by
casting suspicions on their decisions. If, as you suggest, "one hundred
first-riite judges" could be named, from whom a choice might be made,
there would be no difBeulty. We agree with you that judges sbonld not

be residents near the show ; but we otherwise differ from you.

Book (IT. H. H.).—" The Pigeon Book," by B. P. Brent. You can have

it free by post from our office if you lorward twenty postage stamps with

your address.

Aqcarium Masino [An Inquirer).—Wc know of no work that we can

recommend.
Island of Pero.—*' I notice that a constant advertiser in the Journal

speaks of White Peruvian Musk Ducks as "imported from the island of

Peru." It is some years since I went to school, and I have forgotten my
geography. Where is the place ?—T. C H."

Dark Brahma Cock (Fairplay).—It may have been a prizeta^er last

year. You had better write to the advertiser for particulars.
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It will be seen that I have refraiued as much as possible from
•enteiing upon cultural details, as the culture of all the plants
named has been fully given in past numbers of " our Journal."
I shall be glad, however, if these few remarks should call forth
any additional hints which others may have to offer on this
.fiubject.

—

Edward Luckuurst, Egertun House Gardens, Kent.

ASPARAGUS CULTURE.
(Continued from Vol. XIII., page 441.)

In marliing-ont the beds it is well to arrange so that some of
them shall run cast and west, and present their sides to the
sun's rays when these are most direct and powerful, for in this

way they have greater effect than when the beds run north and
tfiouth, and the consequence is the beads are produced some-
what earlier than in beds having their ends to the sun's rays
-at mid-day. The beds most hkely to afford an early produce
are those 3 feet wide, and they should run east and west. For
the general supply it is quite immaterial whether the beds run
•east and west, or north and south.

The beds and alleys being marked out at the requisite dis-

tance, a stout peg of some durable wood, as oak or elm (but
mot the sap wood, as that decays quite as soon as larch), should
he driven in at each corner of the beds ; the pegs ought to

be of sufficient length to be firm in the ground, and yet have
their tops G inches above its surface, and they will for a num-
ber of years indicate the position of the beds and alleys.

5Irom the stakes or pegs the distances for the rows are to be
measured ; and a line being stretched, a trench should be cut
out as for laying Box, only it wiU need to be made deeper, so
that the roots may be laid out straight without bending, or
doubling-up their ends. On the other side of the line a corre-
sponding cut or trench should be made, which will leave a
sharp ridge, both the cuts being made in a slanting manner
-from the line. The trenches will require to be about 'J inches
deep. The planter should fake hull the roots in one hand,
.and half in the other, place the plant astride the ridge, and
. spread out the roots like a fan against the sides of the cuts.

-A little fine soil should bo drawn over the roots, and the
-trenches or cuts ought to be filled level with the crowns of the
plants with some light sandy soil, enriched by mixing with it

an equal quantity of leaf mould and well-rotted manure. This
will prove rery beneficial to the plants ; but if the soil is na-
turally light and rich this compost may be dispensed with, only
it is well to cover the roots in all cases with some decomposed
vegetable matter, making it pretty firm about the roots. In
planting, -onmc are content to make but one cut, and spread out
the roots like a fan against the cut. This answers very well

;

indeed, there are many ways of planting, but the two named I
think best.

In planting, the crowns of the plants should be kept all on
'the same level, and they ought to be covered with 2 inches of tine
soil, or be kept that depth below the surface. The plants
ought to be carefully taken up with a fork, preserving the roots
as entire as possible ; and they should be kept as little exposed
to the air as can be, so that they may not become dried—indeed,
tliey ought to be immediately covered when taken up, and when
planted no time should be lost in covering them with soil. A
good watering should be given after planting, and the plantation
must be well watered for ten days or a fortnight, unless the
weather be showery. Planting ought not to be done when the
ground is very wet ; showery weather is best.

The best time to plant Asparagus is when the plants have
begun to grow, and have shoots from 6 to 10 inches in length.
The beginning of May is a very good time, and they may be
safely planted up to the middle of June. I am aware that
March is the usual time for planting Asparagus, and to doing
so then there is little objection if the soil is light and dry ; but
when it is cold and wet, as it very often is in March, many of

the roots perish before vegetation begins. 'When planting is

performed from May to the beginning of June, the plants'

juices are active and the soil warm : hence immediate growth
is encouraged. Planting in March, so far as my experience goes,

is attended with gaps in the rows, no matter how well the
operation is performed, and how great the after-care ; whilst
planting in May or June insures every plant growing and
making more progress than those planted twe months earlier.

In replacing plants failing in plantations made in March by
fresh plants in June, with shoots S inches to a foot in length,
there is a vast difference in the growth ; for although those

_ planted in Jime may wither and turn brown at the top, they

invariably make a better and stronger growth, and are easily

distinguished from the March-planted. Under these circum-
stances I am persuaded that Asparagus is best planted when
it is growing freely.

The best plants are those one year old, but two-year-old
plants succeed admirably in soils favourable for Asparagus cul-

ture, whilst in unfavourable soils one-year-old plants are best.

In light soils I would employ two-year-old plants, and in heavy
soils those one year old.

The plants are raised from seed, which should he sown in
good, rich, light, sandy soU in the beginning of April. It is

best sown in drills ; five in a 4-feet bed, the two outer drills

6 inches from the sides of the beds, and the three inner drills

9 inches apart. One-foot alleys will be sufficient to allow be-

tween the beds. The drills may be made from half an inch to

three-quorters of an inch deep, and should be covered or filled

with line soil when the seed is sown, as it ought to before the
drills become dry. Sow it thinly rather than thickly. The
beds should be kept clear of weeds, and the plants should be
thinned-out to 2 inches apart, the strongest being retained.

As to kind or sort, it is known that there is but one sort of

Asparagus. The Gravesend, Mortlake, Deptford, Reading, Bat-
tersea, Grayson's Giant, Dutch Eed-topped and Green-topped,
are all simple varieties of the same plant, due to the variation

of soil, situation, climate, and culture, one or other of which
induces different appearances.

Instead of sowing and rearing the plants in nursery beds, and
afterwards transplanting them when one or two years old into

permanent beds, seed m-ay be sown in the first instance in

shallow drills at the distances already named for the rows of

plants ; and the seeds being sown about an inch apart, they
should be covered with half an inch of fine soil. The seedlings

ought to be thinned-out, when 2 or 3 inches in height, to a
distance of 1 foot in the rows, the strongest plants being left,

and the weakest taken out. It will be the fourth year before

the plants will be of sufficient strength to furnish Asparagus.
Beds thus made are quite equal to those planted with one or

two-year-old plants, and come into bearing quite as soon, only

there is for the first year an apparently great waste of ground

;

but this may be entirely avoided by taking a crop of Onions
the first year, and a good row of Cauliflower may be had in

each of the alleys.

In the year of planting little will be required beyond keeping
the beds clear of weeds, frequently stirring the surface, taking

care at the same time not to injure the crowns with the hoe,

nor to go so deep as to injure the roots. In June the beds
may be well watered with liquid manure, and the application

may be repeated once a-week during any dry periods that may
occur in July and August. When the stalks are completely

yellow and withered in autumn, the surface should be lightly

stirred, and then receive a dressing of 3 inches thick of half-

rotten short manure, which ought to be covered about 1 inch
deep with soil from the alleys. Towards the close of February
the beds should be forked over carefully, not going so deep as

to injure the crowns, and the whole left rough. At the close

of March or early in April, according to the earliness or back-

wardness of the season, the soil of the beds ought to be stirred,

making it fine with a fork and raking, the rough lumps being

drawn off into the alleys. Line-oS the beds afresh, after

making them level for their full width, and fork over the alleys ;

and these and the beds having been made straight, the planta-

tion will have a neat appearance. This brings us to the end o£

the first year alter planting.—G. Abbey.

(To be continaed.)

WINTER-FLOWERING PLANTS.
It is very pleasing to observe the interest taken in winter-

blooming plants by the contributors to the Journal ; I think such
plants are an acquisition to any collection. Even Wallflowers

have come in for their meed of praise, and, humble as they are,

they have held a high place in my estimation for a number of

years. I cultivate the German varieties from seed, and several

of the old, many-coloured, double varieties, but especially the

orange. These I strike from cuttings in the spring in heat,

grow them on, stop them once during the summer, which
causes them to throw out side shoots, and pot them as may be
necessary, keeping them plunged in coal ashes, and supplying

them with water as they require it ; sturdy growth is thus

encouraged, and in the autumn they are placed in a cold pit.

As they throw up their spikes of bloom, they are removed to the
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greenhouse or conservatory to perfume the atmosphere. When
they have done bloominf^ in the spring I cut them down or
throw them away, but old plants when well cared for often do
well for years.

Another very desirable winter-blooming plant is Jasminum
nudiflorum, which can be made to assume any shape you please
as a bush or a climber. Though common, it is, nevertheless,
useful and ornamental, brightening-up any dull corner with its

lively orange blossoms.
Abelia uniHora is another very useful winter-flowering plant

of easy culture. It can be grown in a compost of turfy loam,
leaf mould, and sand, in well-drained pots, and will well repay
the cultivator for his care, by producing a profusion of lilac-

coloured Peutstemon-like flowers in succession all through the
winter.

TLiNTS IN FLOWEH IN BECEJIEEK,

Dec. 4. Malcnmia raaritinm
Uaminculus ivpeud
Lamium albmn
Jasminum uudiflurum
Beilifi peronnis

perennis, double
„ 7. Viola odorata plena

Daphne laureola
Senecio vulgaris
Polyanthus, vai-ious
Viburuuiu tinus

„ 10. Arbutus unedo
Small-leaved Box
Corydalis lutea
Luuiium purpureum

—M. H., Acklam Hall, MidiUcshorougli-on-Tees.

Dec. 10. Chimonanthus fragrang
„ 16. Garrya elliptica

Hamamelis virginica
Ruscus aeulcatus
Viburnum tinus lucidnm
Double lilec Primrose
Erigerou Villavsii

Hesperis matronalis
Ancbxisa sempervirens
Viola tricolor, various
Erysimum Peroffskianum
Helleborus niger
Fyrethrum partbenium
Antirrhinum majus, var.

20.

24.

EVERGREENS IN HOUSES.
When the days are at the shortest, and the long dark nights

herald in but little of sunshine, and the old year is near its

dying-out, then we think of an ancient almost universal

custom in Christian countries, that of bringing in evergreens

from the woods to adorn our houses. Not only our homes, but
churches, chapels, theatres, concert rooms, every place, we try

to make glad with the growth of the summer we have left

behind. We bring in the Ivy, the Laurel, the IloUy, and the

Pine—anything and everything that will not fade before the

bitter cold blasts of winter. We count nothing trouble, and
spare no expense according to our means, to brighten-up our
homes, be they rich or poor.

Varying taste and skill find expression in how we do all this.

Some gather the dark branches together and hang them up in

hall or corridor, a heavy, shapeless bundle, as if for it to be
there were enough, and with no feeling akin to that which
prompted the heathen in the old time to arrange for his gods to

see. Others put it here, and there, and everywhere, until

comfort is invaded, and yet no good effect gained. Others
make of it a work of art, with great care join dark leaves and
light together, relieved by scarlet berries, thus making a deli-

cate tracery for door, window, or arch, or small-leaved wreaths
for picture, bust, or statue.

All do not share in this home decoration with the same
enthusiasm, some think nothing of it, and so make little do, and
then only as complying with a custom. Save tor custom sake
they would not mind if their homes stood out bare and leafless

as the trees outside ; and what is worse, they have no sympathy
with those who do it, call it mere child's play and make-
work, and not worth the trouble and expense, just for a few
weeks ; yet the same people never count the cost of a ball or
banquet which is but for a few hours. Some content them-
selves with twining a few sprigs among the gas burners, not
minding if they darken the dinner table below, and throw
strange shadows on the faces of their guests; whilst some,
again, thrust sprays in the windows between the sashes,

making them holdfasts against the storms which are sure to

come.
Then there are some who object to decoration on the plea of

its spoiling their houses, like Mr. Butler, who, having bought a
new house for his bride, fears it will not last out their time,
and trembles at the sound of a hammer, lest a tack should be
driven into his boards, or a nail into his walls ; and is sure
that a Camellia from the conservatory would do just as well as
a cartload of evergreens. But his wife, unwilling that their
pretty home should be unadorned, and yet mindful of the
lately taken though low-spoken vow, brings all her skill and
ingenuity to work, and spends uncounted hours sewing small
pieces of Laurel, or Pine, or Ivy, to a broad strong band oi

calico, which is then passed in and out among the pillars sup-
porting the staircase handrail. A largo Kern crowns the
summit, and the whole ia done with the aid of a thick needle.
Though her husband admired her taste, seeing his wish Lad
been obeyed and his property was uninjured, yet her mother
thought it " very useless work, all very well if she had the
time. Married people did not alwaj'S have much to spare.
For her part she thought it quite enough to put a buneh oi
Holly with berries on the plum pudding."

" Yes," replied her sou, " and lot it burn away with tte
brandy."

There are, too, some people who overdo the decoration,
crowding every available corner with heavy branches. With
them it is quantity, not quality—like the Doctor up at the Old
Lodge, who darkens his windows, and spoils his paintings, and
laughs at his wife when she becomes cross, and declares " th€ie
is no good in it ; for no sooner is the house cleaned down than
in comes a lot of dirty, sooty evergreens, with which the whole
place is grimed over. Fingermarks, large and broad enough
for a day labourer, are left upon chairs, walls, and everything ;

and what ia worse, his poor patients are not visited. It might
be all very well to house-decorate down in the south about
London, where the plants are clean, and where the evergreens
are green, not black, as they are about the Old Lodge."
And then there are some who would not on any account take

evergreens into the homes of those who were suffering from a
near loss ; not that they are indifferent to the legend, or fancy
themselves beyond the reach of its blessing, but from a seem-
ing perverted idea " that it is not right do so."

Few are like the Scotch gardener, who used to spend many
evenings providing evergreen.'?, and would have no place go un-
adorned. It is said that in his enthusiasm he one winter hung
a large piece of Pine over the ale barrel. Fine pieces of Aucuba
he used to send in for the parlour, with leaves broad and
bright, and as beautifully painted as those of a Croton ; and
ho used to say, " They would be as much thought of if they
were less strong and hardy ; and for winter uses they were
worth a vast deal more, for they would brave all the tempests
that blow over our i.«land, while the Croton would not survive the

first breath below .32°." Nor did other places go unremembered ;

even the kitchen must have its huge bunch hung up over the

new bacon, "to flavour it as itdried-in." Stable, outhouse, and
greenhouse, everywhere was there some reminder of the festive -

time.

Then there was the little maiden who, a stranger to our
northern ways, ever took away the finest bunch of Holly tc

put over the bee hives, to let the bees know Christmas had
come, " lest there should be no luck in the coming summer,
for offended bees make no honey, and where she came from
they told the bees everything."
And then there is the Grange, a grand place enough in its

way, yet nearly squeezed in at its centre, certainly much air

kept out of it, by the big Portugal Laurels, and Hollies, and the

like, grown so near to it, that the wonder is their roots have
not moved it before this. Why the boys and girls hving there

care for no evergreens to decorate with, save the Mistletoe, and
no wonder, they see so much all the year round. Their good
mother ever affirms that the only berries that never stain,

however hard they be trodden down into the carpets, are the

white berries of the Mistletoe, and truly within its influence

we all make merry, if there is any mirth left in us, and would
not that our evergreens should ever miss their complement

;

though, as the youngest Grange girl says, " Kisses at Christ-

mas under the Mistletoe do not mean anything but fun, so she
is not sure she cares about thtm."

So with the thought that it is not only an old custom,
but a glad thing to do, may we ever brighten-up our homes to

their very utmost at Christmas-tide, for the sake of our friends

as well as our own. Let us to try to hang up our evergreens
with a deeper joy and a fuller reverence as the years pass. Ah !

hang them up in very gladness, whatever be our surroundings,
for they will show forth as brightly in road- side cottage as in

stately mansion.

—

Maud.

THE MISTLETOE IN FRANCE.
In Mr. Eobson's interesting paper on the Mistletoe, lately

published in the .Journal, I observe that he remarks—" I

believe that the Mistletoe is more plentiful in England than
in any other countrj-. I think I have heard of its growing in
the north-west of France, but less plentif liUy than in some of tis
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Boutli-weBtern counties of England." With regard to this, I beg
-to assure Mr. Kubson that the Mistletoe grows in this neighbour-
hood (St. Malo, Brittany), in such abundance, as, I believe, is
not to be equalled in any county in England. Vast quantities
are sent over from this port to Southampton by the London
and South- Western Company's steamers during the Christmas
sea^son. It is consigned to merchants in London as a regular
article of export; and one would suppose that more than
«nough of it is sent away from this country to supply all the
purchasers in that metropolis.

Its beauty is also equal to its abundance. We have cut from
a small plot of ground adjoining our house small trees of
Mistletoe, perfect in form, and with pearly berries as numerous
as the leaves. The country at this moment is green with the
Mistletoe; it affords an agreeable relief to the eye from the
otherwise bare and leafless aspect of Nature. It is to be re-
gretted that its growth should be so pernicious to the Apple
trees, which, in the depth of winter, it clothes with its deceit-
ful verdure.

I have seen it also in abundance in all parts of Normandy,
near Avranches, St. Lu, Caen, where it grows freely on tlie
trees bordering the canal, and at Honfleur, from which ex-
<iuisite neigbourhood it is also exported to England, although
not, I think, in such quantities as from St. Malo. Judging,
therefore, from its abuudanco in these last-named localities, I
am inclined to believe that the Mistletoe loves the sea breeze,
and that the vicinity of the ocean is, at least, not unfavourable
to its growth

; thus arriving at a conclusion exactly opposite
to that of your esteemed correspondent.
A certain degree of moisture in the air and in the earth seems

essential to its existence ; must we add, a certain want of cul-
tivation of the soil also ? In all the places that I have named
the standard of agriculture is far below that of England ; and
I shall be glad to learn from those better informed than my-
aelf whether the Mistletoe is ever found where the soil receives
high cultivation. I am myself an ardent admirer of this beau-
tiful parasite, and I fear that the appearance of the draining
machine will be the signal fur the extinction of this once
highly venerated and ever mysterious plant of •' merry Christ-
mas."—A True Bisiton, St. Mtdo, Brittam/.

[The Editors are very much obliged by this communication.
Will the writer oblige them by sending her full address ?]

GYiMNOSTACHYUM ^^RSCHAFFELTI.
PEKHAr.i a few hints upon growing this beautiful-leaved plant

may not be out of place for the guidance of the amateur.
The compost which we use consists of about equal parts of

turfy peat and loam, with a good mixture of silver sand.
It strikes very freely in river sand if afforded a bottom heat

of from 70° to 75°.

It requires a gentle bottom heat ; and covering the plant with
a hand-glass much improves its appearance, keeping the foliage
from lying so fiat, as it is otherwise very apt to do. The plant
requires a good supply of moisture. It throws out roots at
nearly every joint, and succeeds remarkably well in a propagat-
ing pan, as the young shoots can then be pegged-down and will
goon strike roots into the soil.

We planted a spring-struck cutting of 1867 last summer, in
a propagating pan, pegged all the shoots down excepting one
that was left for a leader, then covered the surface of the soil
with moss, and subjected it to the treatment above described.
This plant now measures about 8 feet in circumference, and
stands about 2 feet high.

—

James Taylok, Foreman, Womcrslcy
Gardens, Vorkslnrc,

CUTTING OFF BLOOMS AND PRUNING ROSES.
The following are queries from a correspondent (" Q. Q."),

with Mr. KadclytTe's replies.
" Mr. Badclyffe says he does not approve of cutting off the

blooms of Hybrid Perpetuals, as he has found that many of his,
cut for exhibitions and bouquets, have greatly suffered by such
treatment. Does this apply only to the Kose being cut down
to solid wood, or is it also bad simply to nip off the blossom
itself with its flower stem? I hope not, for one of the great
pleasures of Roses—having them in-doors—would be thus an-
nihilated. This question applies both to Briar and Manetti
Roses."

[There ia no doubt that in France seed-formation, and, in cold
Kngland, flower-formation and dropping of the flower, are Nature's

terminus, and conducive to maturity of wood. If first flowers are cut
o2, and a severe winter succeeds the summer without a a interveninp
autumn, as in IHOO, the wood would not stand the winter so well as if

the fir,st centre flowers had been allowed to drop ofif. You might take
off a bloom hero and there, and leave, iu the case of a truss, some one
or more blooms to expand and drop ; or you may let the centre bloom
drop, and when the other flowers of the truss expand cut o2f the whole
truss.

J

" After the whole truss of blossom has decayed, is it good to
cut the whole stemlet down to a healthy bud '!"

[It will do no harm, and perhaps hasten the next series of bloom
on that stem. The next series may be cut off the secondary wood at
auy time without harm, because it may be presumed that the first

wood, which will be for next year's performances, ia ripe. In short,
always try to have a certain portion of wood ripe. Manetti Eose wood
does not recjuire so much ripening as that of Briar Eoses. The most
immature wood will bloom on the Manetti. The object of obtaining
mature wood is to stand a severe winter. I do not trouble myself to
cut off the truss of bloom unless it is unsightly. My trees are' in such
condition that they ivill break below the truss, and bloom quickly again.
Nothing but frcst stops theui.j

" Are Tea and Tea-scented Noisette Eoses also injured by
cutting off their first bloom? The question applies both to
those on the Briar and Manetti stock."

[These families do not like much cutting at anytime. They re-

quire at times thinning-out, and the points of the main shoots to be
cut to a good eye, and the side branches shortened a little to a good
eye.]

" What mode of treatment would be best to adopt with the
March prunings of Eoses in order to make them strike ?"

[September is a better time to strike the cuttings of Roses out of

doors than March ; because in the former case the earth is stLU hot
and the air cool, whereas in March tbo earth is cold and the air hot.

I should advise taking off some shoots with a heel, daubing the base
with cow dung, which is very favourable to tbo formation of roots, and
then planting the cuttings under a north wall or shady place, as the
sun might dry them up before they could strike. Saud also greatly
promotes root-making. If I have a Rose root-sick I dig it up, cut its

roots back, and put a double handful of sand over the roots, and then
decayed dung and soil, and it generally makes an abundance of roots
in a little time. If this is done in summer I place a cloth over the

Rose. The hotter the weather is the quicker Manetti will strike. ]

" Will Mr. Eadclyffe name six Eoses of the General Jacque-
minot colour possessing advantages over that Eose, noticing

which he considers—Senateur Vaisse or Madame V. Verdier

—

the best Eose to have a number of for one bed ?"

[It is difficult to name Roses exactly of one colour. Senatenr
Vaisse is perhaps on the whole better than Madame Victor Verdier.

They are, however, both admirable. The nearest, perhaps, to the
General in colour are Maurice Bernardin, first-rato ; Senateur Vaisse,

Madame Victor Verdier, Madame Boutm. Duchesse de Caylus, Madame
.Julie Daran, and Martcbal ^'aillant. Darker than these aro Charles
Lefebvre and Lord Macaulay, both first-rate. If rosy or lighter crim-

son is not objected to. Lady Sutiield is very beautiful and excellent.

They are all fit for beds, and, of proven Roses, in their colour tbo

cream up to this time. A bed of Jules Margottin, hgbt ciimson, ia

fine.]

" Does Mr. Eadclyffe think that there is sufficient difference

between Celine Forestier and Triomphe de Eennes to admit
them on the same wall ?"

[Yes; the foliage of Celine Forestier ia distinct from all known
Roses. I have many of both these, 12 feet high, against my south

frontage. They are among the best Roses in the Rose kingdom. The
blooms are sometimes, but not usually, alike.]

" Would charcoal strewn over the surface of the ground pre-

vent mildew?"

[I should think not. The best way to prevent mildew is to give the

plants, in hot weather, plenty of water over their roots and foliage.

You never see much mildew or many aphides after a thunderstorm.—
W. F. Radclyffe.]

ORNAMENTAL-FOLIAGED PELARGONIUMS.
Vaiiious have been the suggestions of your correspondents

as to the classification of variegated Pelargoniums, yet no one

seems to have hit upon a proper term whereby to designate

them as a whole. That which I propose, " Ornamental-foli-

aged," is almost a household word with gardeners. I beg to

offer it for the consideration of perplexed floral and horticul-

tural committees revising their schedules for 18t)8 ; and if

adopted it will be the means of restoring Beauty of Oulton and
other varieties of that section, to their proper position of plants

grown for their foliage, and as such worthy to be placed on a
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par with Flower of the Day and Golden Chain. I have no
doubt there would be many a tine plant of IJuauty of Oulton,

Luna, and other kinds left at home, and, very probably, some-

thing more commonplace substituted, in consequence of the

decision of the Floral Committee of the Koyal Horticultural

Society on the 2nd of July last causing no little disappoint-

ment in various parts of the country.

I am unable to see aay benefit to be derived from separating

the section to which Beauty of Oulton belongs from the othera

at general exhibitions, but think there is much harm, espe-

cially at the smaller shows, where there will not be more than
one class for variegated Pelargoniums. At these exhibitions

the so-called Golden Zonals will be practically excluded ; and
where they may have a separate class assigned to them, I think

they present too great a family likeness to be properly appreci-

ated by the outside public. In fact, your remarks on the

Pelargonium Kxliibition held on the 17th of September pointed

this defect out.

I do not wish to depreciate these special exhibitions : far from

it. I think they are excellent as a means to determine the best

varieties in each section ; but when this is done we want to see

the best of each section meet on one common grotind, or under
one general term. This, I believe, will be best accomplished

by the designation I have suggested. It will admit all that

are out, and all that have to come yet, as varieties that are

grown for their foliage in contradistinction to those that are

grown for their flowers, be that foliage black, brown, yellow, or

white, or all combined.
To put the question in a more popular point of view : sup-

posing that I have ten specimens of the Golden Zonals, and
ton of what are called the true variegated Pelargoniums, would
not the general effect be greatly improved by judiciously ar-

ranging the twenty plants together in one lot rather than by
separating them into two, drawing the line at some supposed

difference between coloration and variegation?

—

JohxCotjpland

GRAFTING THE VINE.
There have been a few letters in the Journal on grafting

the Vine, and in all that has been written on the subject I

have been much interested
; yet it seems to me that a little

more information ought to be forthcoming from those who
have had experience in the practice.

Suitable stocks have been found for the Apple, Pear, and
other fruit trees ; those stocks are propagated by thousands,
and the different effects of the stock on the tree grafted thereon
are most surprising.

I have two Louise Bonne Pear trees growing in the same
row, one on the Quince stock, the other on the Pear ; and the
resnlt is that the Pears from the Quince stock are much larger

than they are from the Pear stock.

Again, the Marie Louise does not succeed on the Quince,
but does well on the Pear stock.

I hope some day to hear of a stock for the Vine which will

influence the plant as much as the Quince has the Pear, the
Paradise stock the Apple, and the Mahaleb stock the Cherry.
My experience of Vine-grafting is not very extensive. I have

never, however, been able to effect a union by performing the
operation when both the stock and scion were in a dormant
state. In the spring of 1867 I had a number of Black Ham-
burgh Vines in pots. These I grafted with Muscats and Gros
Gaillanme. At the same time and under the same circum-
stances I grafted Pears, Oranges, and Camellias. They were
then plunged in bottom heat, but the Vines failed and the
others succeeded. The Vines soon began to bleed, and some
of the scions made roots in the grafting clay, but in no case
was a union effected. However, not to be foiled, I grew some
stocks and plants of the variety I wanted to graft, inarched
them in the summer, and I found no difficulty in effecting a
union in that way. I placed both pots together, cut a shce
off the stock and another from the scion, and tied the cut parts
together in the months of June and July.

I beheve the Black Hamburgh to be a good stock for gome
varieties. The Canon Hall Muscat succeeds on it, and, as is

well known, so does the Black Muscat of Alexandria. I have,
however, seen the Red Frontignan and Chasselas Masque
grafted on it without perceiving any improvement. The for-

mer was as liable to shank and the latter to crack as they were
on their own roots.

(irafting Vines seems to have been well understood a century
aga. Speechly, the Duke of Portland's gardener at Welbeck in

1759, speaks of a Syrian Vine in the hothouse there, which

had on it sixteen different varieties of Grapes ; and he further

says that by grafting a weak and delicate-growing Vine, euch

as the Blue Frontignan, upon a robust and vigorous stock, as

the Syrian, it will produce well-sized handsome bunches as

large as the Hamburgh ; and that " the Syrian Vine raised

from seeds is greatly preferable to all others for stocks." He
must have had a good variety of Syrian, as it is recorded that

he grew a bunch of it weighing 20 lbs.—J. DonoLAS.

PEOPAGATING PELARGONIUMS.
In your issue of December 2Bth I noticed Mr. Stewart's reply

to Mr. Perkins. In course of his (.Mr. Stewart's), remarks, he

has made a reference to what appeared from me on page 277.

I wish to correct a mistake that Mr. Stewart has fallen

into—it was Golden Chain and it alone I spoke of, not the

strong-growing varieties of bedding Pelargoniums. I have no

wish to be implicated in the controversy, because I think it is

a mere matter of fancy and convenience, known only to oneself,

how, when, and where to put in cuttings of Tom Thumb, &0.

It is a well-known fact that there is nothing more easy and
simple than propagating the common bedding Pelargoniums.

I was truly pleased to learn from Mr. Stewart, on page 419,

that he found so little trouble in getting-up Golden Chain. I

wish I could say the same. What a boon it would be to me !

I fancy I can hear my wish passing from the lips of many a

gardener, but I am afraid the wish will be all that will fall to

our share.

Not having had an opportunity of seeing Mr. Stewart's

method as carried on by him at Nuneham, I must, of course,

take his word ; but can it be that he can put-in cuttings of

Golden Chain in the last week in August, and secure sufficienj

for his trouble, and have well-furnished plants for planting-out

in the following May ? It may be unjust of me to doubt the

authority of Mr. Stewart, for there are examples of men who
can solve a problem in an hour, wiiile it takes others years to

do so.

I wOl some future day put Mr. Stewart on a way of obtaining

cuttings of Golden Chain to keep up his stock, without at all

interfering with the plants in the flower beds, as that seems to

be the sole point that he is working on.—R. E., ]yomcrsley

Park, Yorkshire,

A FEW NOTES ON DRACHMAS.
Of all the plants which have from time to time been intro-

duced into this country from the tropical and sub-tropical

zones, those of the genus Dracaena are, perhaps, among the

most lovely ; for what plant surpasses in richness of foliage

the Drac:Tna terminalis (Ti plant), and its handsome variety

latifoha pendula ? The former expands a long tapering pendu-

lous leaf with a very dark ground colour, and marked with dis-

tinct lines of vivid crimson ; while the latter has leaves of a

pendulous and reflexed character, broader and more obtuse

than those of the former, with distinct lines running the entire

length of the leaf. Dracxna Cooperi is very similar to the

last-described.

The East Indies, as well as tropical Africa, appear to be

eminently rich in Dracaenas, many of which are valuable for

medicinal purposes, and as being farinaceous and edible.

Around the huts of the natives an extremely ornamental

fence is made by planting the Dracena terminalis, which is not

allowed to reach more than 5 feet in height. The tuberous

roots abound in starch and sugar, and a spirituous liquor is

likewise obtained from them by fermentation. The stems

when cut down and stuck in the ground soon send out new
roots.

In the gardens of the Marquis de Souzal, at the little town
of Oratava, is the celebrated gigantic Dragon tree, which ten

men by jeining hands can scarcely surround at the base. In
the year 1400, when the island was first visited by Europeans,

this great tree was, as it is now, a wonder. Precise accounts

of the dimensions of this great Dragon tree have been handed
down to us, and it appears that since the island of Teneriffe

was first discovered this tree has added but little to its bulk.

Indeed, the slow growth of young Dragon trees is a proof suffi-

ciently convincing that the age of this particular tree must bo

extraordinarily great. In the Palm house at Dangstein, near

Petersfield, is a plant 12 feet high, raised from a cutting taken

about twelve years ago Irom this venerable tree ; and ia tua
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musenm there is a true picture of the same, drawn on the

spot by Mr. J. J. Williams, which figures the tree with the

branch that was taken off expressly for Mr. Skinner, who after-

wards presented it to Lady Dorothy Nevill. The base of the

branch from which this plant was taken is preserved in the

museum at Kew.
Humboldt gives an accurate account of the famous Oratava

specimen, which he informs us is 75 feet high and 45 feet in

circumference. Sir George Staunton also described one he saw
(which I believe to be the same), as being 12 feet in diameter

at 10 feet from the ground.
The Dracaena draco is supposed to be originally a native of

the East Indies, and to have been subsequently introduced

into the Canary Islands, consequently, to quote Ehind's words,

"the high veneration in which it is held by the Gnanches of

these islands would intlicate its introduction there from the

Indian continent, as also the original country of the primitive

inhabitants of the Canary Islands."

The resinous matter called dragon's blood is yielded in great

abundance by this plant, from the surface of the leaves and
from the cracks in the trunk. It is of a fine jJark cinnabar
or Indian red colour, and is tasteless and almost inodorous.

Its fracture is glossy, and its powder of a deep crimson hue.

Having thus briefly noted the history of the Dracaena, I will

HOT offer a few cultural remarks.
The Dracaenas are usually cut down whenever disposed to

become too tall, because, being branchless, their beauty is lost

if the plants are allowed to grow till they lose their compact-
ness. Of course, in cutting them in, the natural height of

the species must be taken into consideration. Such plants as

DracTna bicolor, elliptica, striata, and ovata, are of dwarf
growth ; while Dracana terminalis, ferrea, and purpurea, attain

a height of from 9 to 15 feet. AH of these, with the exception

of Dracfena draco, when becoming unsightly through lankness,

should be cut back in order to obtain the former compact form.

Young plants are, however, much preferable to the old ones,

and these may be easily obtained by cuttings taken from
the summits of the old plants, and treated similarly to other
fine-foliaged plants. Large branches of the Dracaena draco

strike very readily when placed in a brisk bottom heat. The
pots should be well drained, and the compost should consist of

equal parts of rich fibrous loam, peat, and leaf mould, with a

good sprinkling of silver sand. The loam and peat may be
pulled to pieces by the hand, and the leaf mould sifted through

a coarse sieve.

In summer, when the plants are in active growth, they re-

quire an abundance of moisture, both at the root and in the

atmosphere, with a tolerable amount of air ; but in winter

these conditions must be almost reversed, preserving then a
moderately dry atmosphere, and no more water at the root

than just enough to maintain the plants in a healthy state. A
summer temperature of from C0° to 75°, with a rise from sun
heat, suits them ; aud in winter one of between 50' and 60',

or even less.

—

Geoege Newlyn.

EECOLLECTIONS OF A VISIT TO BEERY HILL.
Situated on a gentle acclivity about a mile and a half to the

south of the snug little town of Mansfield, is the compact
residence of Sir Edward S. Walker, Bart. I had the pleasure

of visiting the well-kept gardens attached to it on a lovely

morning during the last week in August.
The mansion is a plain unpretending structure, yet contain-

ing much more internal accommodation than would be sup-

posed from its outward appearance. The fruit and plant houses
are so arranged that they can all be traversed from the man-
sion without the visitor passing out of doors. A verandah on
the west side of the mansion communicates with the conserva-

tory and from thence to the other houses.

The conservatory was the first house to which my attention

was drawn, and, as might be expected from Mr. Speed, the

skilful head gardener, presented a charming picture. Among
the plants in bloom, the most deserving of notice were Erica

tricolor Wilsoni, E. Massoni major, E. delicata, jEchmea
lolgens, a choice collection of Fuchsias covered with a profusion

of flowers, and Zonal Pelargoniums. These were blended with
Ferns and plants with ornamental foliage, such as Paudanus
javaBicuB variegatus. Aspidistra lurida variegata, and Caladiums
in i great variety. Of Ferns I noticed pretty plants of Asple-

ninm bulbiferum, Polystichum angirlare, Pteris tremula, P. tri-

colojj fclystichum angulare proUferum, Adiantums of sorts,

and Dicksonia antarctica. The last-named ought to be ia
every collection of greenhouse plants, however limited. Grace-
ful Ferns, and plants with fine foliage or elegant habit, such as

Aralias, Dracainas, P.hopalas, Ficuses, Palms, &c., are much
more refreshing in their appearance, and produce a more
striking effect in the embellishment of the conservatory, when
skilfully arranged, and interspersed with plants in bloom, than
when dumpy and ungraceful flowering plants only are used.

On the back wall were fine Camellias, which promised a rich

display of bloom during the winter.

Passing out of the conservatory I entered the early vinery,

generally started in December, the first in the range of fruit

houses ; and as these are all in a continuous line, I shall notice

them in the order I passed through them. In this house all

the fruit was gathered except about one bunch, which had
been left on by way of experiment. The branch on which it

was growing had never been stopped, and had rambled away
5 or 6 yards. It has been stated in these pages, and I believe

the late Mr. D. Beaton tried to establish the theory, that by
allowing the shoot on which a bunch of Grapes is produced to

grow on the extension principle it would tend to increase the

size of the bunch. It had failed in this case, for Mr. Speed told

me that it was nearly the smallest bunch in the house. It is

worthy of remark that in the early period of the season the

shoot was very weakly, aud by allowing it to grow at will it was
at its base nearly as thick as a man's finger, which result could

not have been attained had it been stopped at the fifth or sixth

leaf, which is a very general practice.

From this house I passed through a Nectarine house, cleared

of the fruit, into a late vinery. Here the fruit was hanging iii

splendid bunches all over the house. The varieties cultivated

in this house are Barbarossa, Trebbiano, Lady Downe's, Mus-
cat of Alexandria, and Black Hamburgh. The Grapes were

very fine, and such as are rarely excelled. The bunches of

Barbarossa would average about 7 lbs. each ; those of the

Trebbiano were unusually fine ; whilst Lady Downe's, for size

and symmetry of bunch, left nothing to be desired. The
Muscats were also very fine, and the bunches would average

from 3 to 4 lbs. each.

The next house was devoted entirely to Figs ; it was a lean-to.

The Fig trees were cultivated in pots in the front, and those on
the back wall were grown in the border. From this house

Mr. Speed had gathered a continuous supply of fruit from the

middle of May until the time of my visit—the end of August.

On leaving this house I entered another late vinery, in which

was a very excellent crop of fruit. The bunches were very

even and regular in size, and, like those in the other houses,

bore ample evidence of Mr. Speed's superior skill in the pro-

duction of Grapes.
Passing out of the late vinery and through another Peach house,

I entered the new large vinery. It is 50 feet long, 19 wide,

and 15 high. The whole of the front of the house was planted

with Muscats of various sorts, and the back wall with Black

Hambnrghs and Lady Downe's. The front of the house is

buUt on arches to allow the roots to ramble in the outside

border. The border inside and outside is 30 feet wide, is

chambered tmderneath, and heated with hot water. In this

house there was a crop of Grapes worth going a long journey

to see. The Vines were planted one to each rafter, and one in

the centre of each hght in the front, and on the back wall they

were about 8 feet asunder. All the Vines carried a most

abundant, regular, and fine crop of fruit.

The last house in this range is set apart for Pine Apples.

It is 75 feet long and 19 wide, with a path running along the

centre. It was filled with a fine collection of Pines in all stages

of growth, and the plants were characterised rather by thick

sturdy foliage than by long lanky leaves, as are too frequently

met with. Up the pillars by the sides of the path, Mr. Speed

grows his pot Vines.

From this house I passed along a narrow walk into the

flower garden. It is bounded on the north side by the range

of houses just noticed, and on the south by a belt of fine

timber trees, which skirt the park. A broad gi-avel walk runs

from the mansion westward, parallel with the vineries, &c.,

and is terminated by a rustic summer house. Along each side

of the walk is a row of Irish Yews, which form an avenue ;
and

on each side beyond the Yews the beds are cut out in the turf

in the form of diamonds and half-diamonds. At the time

I saw them the beds were very gay ; and if I may remark on
the individual beauty of any bed, it must be on that of Coleus

Versohaffelti, one of the most gorgeous bedding plants at pre-

sent known, as recently stated by your correspondent. Mr. ..
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Kawbone. Nothing could surpass the richness of its velvety

{oliago ; and as I happened to call on one of the finest mornings
we had been privileged with during the summer, I saw the beds

in their very best trim. The most useful varieties of I'elar-

goniums out of the ordinary run were Lord Palmerston, with
lake-coloured (lowers tinted with crimson, and line bold trusses

;

also a variegated form of Stella. I suppose it to be a sport from
that popular variety. Its leaves were very much cupped, with

a very clear, broad, white margin ; the bright crimson scarlet

trusses of bloom were borne well above the foliage on long
flower scapes. Standing a little distance from the beds, the

broad white margin of the leaves being so prominent, very
little of the green surface of the leaves was to be seen.

I left the flower garden by a shady walk, bordered on each
side with rockwork, on which were growing hardy Ferns and
other plants adapted to shaded and moist localities. This
zigzag walk opens into a wide open space on the south side of

the enclosed kitchen garden. There is a walk, 1(30 yards long,

which runs the whole length of the garden, with a ribbon bor-

der on each side. The right-hand border was planted with
Cerastium tomentosum in front ; second. Cloth of Gold Pelar-

gonium and Purple King Verbena alternately, and Stella

Nosegay Pelargonium at the back. The left-hand border had
Cerastium tomentosum in front ; the second row was Lobelia

speciosa. Cloth of Gold Pelargonium, and Iresine Herbstii re-

peated the whole length ; the third row. Gladiolus. This border
was truly beautiful. Kehind the Gladioluses was a row of

standard and dwarf Roses alternately, and the stray Roses of

Gloire de Dijon, Souvenir de la Malmaison, General Jacque-
minot, tfcc, which overhung the Gladioluses relieved the ribbon
lines from that stiffness which too often prevails in this style

of planting. I had the gratification of seeing the Gladioluses
at their best, and they alone were worth my journey.

I must pass through the kitchen garden with a hasty glance.

It is two acres in extent, and surrounded with well-built brick

walls, and these were fnrnished with useful fruit trees, fine

examples of training. Indeed, I have not seen any in the
district trained with such exactness, except at Lord Middleton's
at WoUaton Park, under the superintendence of Mr. Gadd.
Round the kitchen garden were numbers of pyramidal Apple
and Pear trees in excellent condition for bearing. The garden
appeared very fertile, and fine crops of vegetables of every
description were plentiful. I noticed several rows of Veitch's

Perfection Pea, which had been nearly destroyed by the snake
millipede (JuJus pulchellus), which Mr. Speed had experienced
some trouble in exterminating ; other rows not attacked by
the millipede supplied plentiful gatherings.

Leaving the kitchen garden we entered an enclosure, in

which were a number of useful small span-roofed houses.

Some were occupied with suocessional Pines, others with early

and late Melons and Cucumbers, stove plants and Ferns, anp
one very useful house was filled with greenhouse plants pre-

paratory to blooming in the conservatory. There was a tem-
porary stage that could be readily taken away, and the house
filled either with tall-growing plants or with those of dwarfer
growth. Besides these there were numerous frames filled with
Cinerarias and other plants, all valuable in their respective

seasons of bloom. Many hardwooded plants, such as Azaleas,
Heaths, and Epacrises, were either placed on or plunged in

cinder ashes, all being in perfect health and vigour, fully prov-
ing the fact that Mr. Speed not only grows fine Grapes, but
developes superior skill in the cultivation of plants. I noticed
in particular in 1'2-inch pots a very fine lot of Chrysanthe-
mums all well grown, and every branch staked and tied-out with
the utmost care.

—

Qdiniin Reed, Gardener to W. Hollins, Esq.

MY EXPERIENCE OF AN ARNOTT'S STO\'E.
There can be little doubt that the amateurs and lovers of

gardening who are anxious to possess a glass structure of their

own, are each year increasing in number. There can be little

doubt also, that the most formidable impediment in the way of

carrying out their wishes is not the immediate outlay which is

necessitated in erecting the structure, but the yearly expense
which must be incurred for fuel. This, in the very nature of

the case, must have a powerfully deterring effect, and is the
Rubicon which many an amateur enthusiast hesitates to ford.

Now, in my remarks on this subject I can advance no new
theory of heating, my object being simply to take a practical

walk on an old, very old, and comparatively unused path, and
endeavour to clear it of a few briars, which, in these days of

hot-water travelling, have been suffered to ramble compara-
tively undisturbed across it, making it, if not unsafe, certainly
unpopular.
For long ranges of glass and houses especially devoted to

early forcing, the hot-water system of heating has no rival, but
for a solitary structure erected in the garden of an amateur for
the purpose of keeping bedding plants and growing a few
Grapes, I recommend Arnott'a stove, as calculated to answer
all his purposes efficiently, and more economically than any
other mode ho can adopt. This, I am aware, is only confirma-
tory of what has repeatedly been advised in the Journal, but
if my experience on this head can have the slightest re-assur-
ing effect, the purpose of my paper will be attained.
Under my charge are two vineries heated by Arnott'a stoves.

1 will instance one house : it is G feet high at the front, 11 feet
high at the back, 14 feet wide, and 18 feet long. This house
is heated by an Arnott's stove placed against and about the
centre of the back wall. The stove is 18 inches stiuare and
2 feet G inches high. The smoke pipe is carried 18 inches
horizontally ; it then takes a vertical position for about .5 feet,

turning again horizontally into a chimney in the back wall.
This is better than taking it upright through the glass, as being
out of the way of the foliage of the Vines on the roof. More
than twenty-five years ago this stove cost £4, and during this
period a few shillings may have been incurred in repairs, but
these have been extremely trifling. For a number of years
the gas coke consumed was carefully noted, and it never
amounted to 15s. per stove per annum. This is an outlay
which I apprehend the most economical need not be frightened
at. Even this first outlay of £4 may be reduced, for a handy
bricklayer and smith would, according to the ordinary charges,
put up one for a less amount than the sum named.
The mode of erecting a stove of this class I will endeavour

to describe.

Procure a plate of half-inch cast iron having a groove cast in
it close to and all round the edge, 18 inches square ; on this

stand the grate, which should be about 10 inches square, and
standing on four iron legs about 4 inches long. (See accom-
panying section and elevation.) The edge of this stand-grate
make the foundation for building ; carry up a few firebricks all

round to the height of 18 inches, which will give an interior for

the fire of 8 inches square by 18 inches deep. Over this space
bend an arch of sheet iron. Enclose the whole with a shell o£

sheet iron, which should fit in the groove in the foundation
plate; carry it up to the required height. The cavity between
this shell and the brickwork fill with dry sand, bringing it up to
and covering completely the top also. Over this place a square of

cast iron, cast in the same mould as the foundation plate, and
the stove is complete, excepting than an orifice must be left oa
one side and close to the top for the smoke pipe, and another
on the opposite side, only about G inches lower, for putting In
the fuel ; while, of course, at the bottom of the stove must be a
square into which the ash box slides, fitting closely under the
grate, the door of the box buttoning tightly to the side of the
stove, which here should be made additionally strong by rivet-

ting on a strap of one-quarter inch iron quite round the opening.
Have a ventilator to assist combustion in the centre of the ash
box door, and you have a E',ov"e cleanly, eilicient, and economi-
cal, infinitely superior to an ordinary iron stove, in being dust-

proof, and the bricks and sand retaining heat for hours after

the fire becomes low, or even after it has gone out altogether.

This, however, is a contingency which we do not calculate on
here, for by adding necessary fuel night and morning, and
paying due regard to the ventilator, the fire may be kept in for

weeks or mouths if required. It is well, however, to let it go
out sometimes, to take out any clinkers which will in time form
in the grate. This must be done by the hand ; if, therefore,

any one is afraid of touching a cold clinker with the fingers, he
must look to other modes of construction.

Now, as to the capabilities of stoves of this kind, I confess
when I first saw them I had not much confidence in their
power ; and on expressing shght doubts of their eflicieucy, the
proprietor very significantly pointed to the fine crop of Grapes
overhead, a mode of reassuring me that admitted of no contro-
versy. Therefore, thinking what had been done before might
be done again, I cast aside all prejudice and determined to
try what the stove in question really would do, and, indeed,
what it would not do, for the negative port of a question is

ofttimes instructive.

In the house above named are eight Vines trained up the
rafters. These eight Vines give annually about 120 bunches
of Grapes of a quahty which are appreciated on a nobleman's
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table
; indeed, I am safe in saying, that they are not inferior

to any grown in the neighbourhood under the most elaborate
Bystem^of heating by hot water. These Grapes we commence

o, Smoke pipe.

I), Evaporating pan (moveable).

c. Opening for fnel, door open.

d, ABh-boj door partly open.

EI.ETATIOS.

«?, Ventilator,

//. Buttons for fastening door.

(7, Moveable aeb pan.

d. Sheet-iron plate arched.

e e, Sand.

BKCTION.

a, Ponndation plate.

t, Grate,
c c, Firebrichs.

cutting in July. This is as early as it can be accompliBhed, but

is sufficient testimony of the capability of the stove to resist

frost ; and notwithstanding that it is placed at the back of ths
house, so well is the heat diffused and disseminated, that in
the most severe weather of winter. Cinerarias standing within
a few inches of the glass in front have been untouched by frost

;

but for additional safety, it is only the work of a few moments
to remove comparatively tender subjects further into the house.
It is, however, but fair to observe, for I wish to be very accu-
rate, that there is always more heat in the back and top part of

the house ; and notwithstanding every attentiou of airing and
bending the Vines from the immediate neighbourhood of the
stove as long a time as possible, the Grapes at the top of the
Vines are ripe a week to ten days before those at the bottom of

the rafters. The bunches, however, are very regular, and as
good at the bottom of the Vines as at the top. I have stated

what the stove will do ; the owner authorises me to say, that he
does not wish to see better Grapes, that he prefers some ripen-

ing before the others, and that he has previously sent you a
sample of what Grapes can be grown by an Arnotfs stove.

1 will now introduce the negative, and state what it will not
do, or rather what it does not do here, for I am aware there is

a list of objections against it.

1st, It fills the house with smoke on lighting the fire. No.
Unless it is out of order, the sheet-iron casing being worn
through in places, or improper fuel used, there is not the
slightest perceptible escape of smoke. Perfectly dry shavings
and split wood should always be used in lighting the fire ; no
harm will then result on this point.

2nd, On attending to the fire a dust is raised which settles

on the plants and obstructs their respiratory organs. No.
With ordinary care the plants in this house present as clean

an appearance as those in an adjoining structure heated by hot
water, and there is certainly not so much dust distributed in

an entire year from the stove as there is from sweeping the
paths and shelves once without the necessary damping pre-

viously.

3rd, The heat in close contiguity to the stove is of such a
parching and burning nature, that colonies of red spider will

find it particularly congenial to their taste, and will, as a conse-

quence, establish themselves in the house. No. The Vines
have not for two years had a single dash with the syringe, and
during this time not a single red spider has been seen. The
evaporating ]>an on the top of the stove is to a certain extent

a preventive of this pest.

4th, The stove in its combustion emits sulphurous and
deleterious fumes impregnating the atmosphere of the house,

and is in some degree hurtful to vegetation. No. My ex-

perience does not teach me this. I will state a fact relevant to

this point.

During the spring of last year, while the house was painted,

the occupants of a plant stove were transferred to this vinery,

in which the Arnott's stove was working. The stove was heated
to the utmost in providing a temperature suitable to this class

of plants, which consisted of Ferns in active growth. Begonias,

Caladiums, Dracanas, Gloxinias, and Gesneras in bloom, and
other plants of a very tender nature and susceptible of in-

jury from any cause ; but after a three-weeks sojourn not a,

frond of the most delicate Fern, or the texture of a flower bo

admittedly tender as a Gesnera or Gloxinia, was in the slightest

degree injured or discoloured. Indeed, I could have wished
they had remained a week longer, for they did receive a certain

amount of injury from the paint on returning to their esta-

blished quarters.

I need say no more on this subject. I say not a word against

hot water; I am fully cognisant of its value as a heating

medium, and cheerfully accord to it many advantages and
general superiority, but still it does not on all points meet the

views or requirements of every class, and as every class looks

for information through the columns of the Journal, the ex-

perience may suit some one. Therefore, for a small detached

house for general purposes, and where Grapes are not required

before August, I unhesitatingly recommend Arnott's stove as

safe, clean, efficient, and in a pre-eminent degree economical.

As an addendum to this communication, and in order that

everything bearing on the case may be made public, I may say

that when the greenhouse and plant stove were to be heated by
hot water, it occurred to my emploj-er, that instead of having

the nuisance of a chimney in the garden, the smoke might be
carried across a walk and along the front of the vineries,

escaping by a chimney in the back wall of the vinery. This

plan has succeeded perfectly. It adds a gentle warmth to the

front of the hou.=ies, and I have had no trouble from smoke.

This does not in the least degree detract from the capability of
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the Btove, as it answered every requirement for many years

before this convenient mode of getting rid of an unsightly

object was effected.

My employer says, that in an article on Arnott's stoves a

tribute should be paid to Dr. Arnott, who, having discovered

how by slow combustion the greatest quantity of heat can be

obtained from the smallest quantity of fuel, made known the

principle to the public, instead of turning it to his own ad-

vantage by a patent. JIany stoves called " patent " are con-

structed on this principle.

A stove similar to the one I have described burns in the

lobby of the hall, and distributes a genial warmth throughout
the house, and another warms our large parish church.

As gas is made on the premises, we have a constant supply
of good coke, but the value consumed in any one stove does

not exceed the amount I have named— los.—J. W.

PEARS.
5. Altuorp CiasANNE. — A dessert Pear of finest qnality.

Ripe from October to December. It was raised by T. A. Knight,
Esq., and first fruited in 1630.

—

(Fruit Manual, p. •2'6'J.)

5. Altborp CraBanne.

C. Amadotte.—Fruit medium-sized, 2J inches wide, and the
same in height, of a roundish obovate shape, and flattened at

the apex. Skin thin, of a pale green colour, which changes as

it ripens to clear lemon yellow ; but where exposed to the sun
it is of a deeper yellow, and faintly tinged with red. In some
parts it is thickly marked with rough, brown, russetty dots,

particularly round the eye, and sometimes it is entirely covered
with fine cinnamon russet, except on some parts that are
very much shaded, and then the ground colour appears. Eye
half open, with long acuminate segments, and placed in a
small and sometimes pretty deep basin. Stalk stout, Ij inch
long, obliquely inserted on the summit of the fruit, with a
fleshy protuberance on one side of it. Flesh yellowish white,
crisp and juicy, half melting like I'asse Colmar, and with an
nnuBually sugary, rich, and very strong musky or rather anise
flavour, which, as Diel says, " one seldom meets with."

It ripens in the end of October, and continues in nse till

about the middle or end of December.
The Amadotte has been long known in England. It is one

of the varieties. which Rea says "are choice Pears lately ob-

tained out of France by the diligence of Sir Thomas Hanmcr.
It is said to have been discovered in a wood in Burgundy,

6. Amadotte.

belonging to Lady Oudotte, and hence called Dame Ottdotte,

which has since been changed into Amadotte."

7. Amande d'Etr.

7. Amande d'Etk.—Fruit somewhat about medium-sized
2J inches long, and 2i wide. It is of an obtuse pyriforiu shape,
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rounded at the apex, and tapering gradually to the stalk, even and
regular in its outline. Skin smooth, pale green at first, but
changing as it ripens to a pale lemon yellow, without any colour
next the sun, and marked with a few traces of thin pale russet.

Eye quite open, with short segments, and placed in a very flat

and shallow depression. Stalk 1 j inch long, slender and woody,
inserted in a small round and narrow cavity. Flesh white,
rather firm, not buttery, nor very juicy, sweet, and with a
distinct almond flavour and perfume, but with no character in
it to merit notice.

An inferior Pear, ripe in the beginning of September, and
soon rots at the core.

The tree bears well and regularly, and forms a handsome
pyramid on the Quince.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are happy to hear that the Crown has decided to relieve

Me. Ixgbam from the care of the Eoyal Gardens at Frogmore,
an office which he has held with great credit to himself for a
period of fifty-four years, and that an ample retiring pension
has been conferred upon him. Four years ago, when Mr.
Ingram had completed his fiftieth year in the service of the
Crown, a number of his friends presented him with a handsome
testimonial, as a mark of their esteem for him as a friend, and
of their appreciation of those qualities which enabled him to

fill for so many years, and during so many reigns, a position
of high trust not unattended with some difficulty. During his
active career Mr. Ingram has rendered good service to the
profession he so much adorned, as is testified by the many
varieties of fruits which bear his name and that of the Eoyal
garden, as well as several florists' flowers which have taken a
prominent place in our gardens. We congratulate Mr. Ingram
on this termination to bis long and active labours; and we
know that he will carry with him into his retirement the good
wishes of his friends and of all with whom he has come in
contact in his professional capacity.

With the beginning of the year a new series of " The
Florist and Pomologist" was commenced,which in all respects,
as regards the i)lates, typography, and literary matter, is not
surpassed by any other pictorial gardening periodical. The
plate contained in the first number is worth all the money
charged for the magazine itself, and illustrates two extraordinary
Begonias, introduced by the Messrs. Veitch & Sons, the flowers
of which are as large as those of the Christmas Eose, and the
plants themselves perfectly hardy. The moderate price of

one shilling, at which the magazine is published, brings it

within the reach of aU who wish to keep informed of the in-

troduction and dehneation of the best novelties.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

At this season, when there is little cropping to be done,
everything should be made clean and neat. All vegetable re-

fuse may be collected into a heap to rot for manure ; nothing
of this kind should be lost. Vacant ground may be turued-up
roughly, to be fully exposed to the action of the weather.
This is especially necessary in the case of strong soils, in

order that the frost may render them more friable. When
manure is applied, a little at a time, and as often as an oppor-
tunity and the nature of the crops will allow, will be better
than when the ground is overloaded with dung. Peas and
Beans, defend forward crops from slugs by quicklime or coal

ashes, or strew tender leaves of Cabbages on the ground, and
examine them every morning. Early Radishes, Lettuces, Ilcrhf,

and Small Salads may now be forwarded on slight hotbeds.
The earliest crop of Potatoes may be potted in 48-sized pots,

placed anywhere in the stove till fairly up, and then be removed
to a cold vinery to harden. Afterwards turn out the plants in;

a turf pit, covering with reeds, and placing a little hot dung-
Under them.

FEUIT GARDEN.
Continue to prune any fruit trees if not done already, taking

care, however, to keep the spurs short and close, otherwise
they soon become long, and give the trees an unsightly ap-
pearance. Stirwhciries, it will be well to take some into a
cold vinery or Peach house, and place them on the shelves. j

FLOWER GARDEN.
If the weather is mild, the planting of shrubs and trees may

be proceeded with, as may also the pruning where pruning is

necessaiy. All the spare ground in the reserve garden, if not
already dug, should be laid-up in ridges, and where the ground
is heavy a good dressing of leaf mould and sand, 2 or 3 inches
thick, will improve it much. Take advantage of frosty weather
to bring in a quantity of sand, in which to plunge half-hardy
plants when hardening-ofi for the flower garden. Auriculas
require gi-eat attention just now. If healthy they will with-
stand intense frost with impunity. Care must be taken to
remove decayed leaves, stripping them downwards to avoid
wounding the stem. The surface soil should be kept stirred,

and the jjlants be allowed all the air possible, bearing in mind
tliat drip or too much moisture at this season is very injurious.
Polyanthuses must have all trusses of flowers removed as these
appear, if good blooms are to be expected at the proper season.
Tulips appearing above ground should be covered on frosty

nights with mats or hoops placed across the bed. If sand is

put on them it must be white or silver sand ; if covered with
pit sand impregnated with iron it will have a most deleterious
effect on the foliage. Carnations must have all the air possible

if they are well established and of a fine glaucous hue ; but
tbey require little attention in comparison with those that

have been potted late. If in frames, bricks ought to be put at

each coruer, raising the woodwork at least 4 inches from the
ground to secure good ventilation. Ranunculus beds, which
ought to have been prepared in the autumn, may have a dress-

ing of old cow manure and decayed leaves forked slightly iu

preparatory to planting in February. Examine Pink beds,

and where the pipings have been raised by the frost or worms
they must be carefully fastened. In bad weather labels ought
to be made, hand-glasses mended, leaden layer pegs straightened,

Carnation sticks made, and similar work carried on.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEIIVATOET.

A great step towards the proper management of stove plants
in winter was made when those in flower at this season were
found to do well enough in a temperature averaging 45° in the
conservatory. Euphorbia jacquinifeflora is the best stove plant

we have in winter, and the flowers are even more brilliant in

winter iu the conservatory than in the stove. Among the
forced flowers the Narcissi, Hyacinths, and early Tulips, with
some of the diiierent Eoses, are now the most prominent.
Sweetbriar is always most welcome in winter, and no place

should be without Mignonette in pots or boxes. Polygala

chamrrbuxus, a very dwarf plant, is excellent for forcing, and
will keep a long time in flower in any dark corner, where
little else would thrive. It requires abundance of water. Fre-
quent failures result from the careless watering of greenhouse
plants in winter, not by too much, but the contrary. The best

criterion is to have all the soil in the pot of equal dampness
throughout, and neither wet nor dry. Keep these and all

other plants free from dead leaves and insects, and neatly tied-

up to stakes, or trained according to the habit of the plant.

STOVE.

Many of the Orchids are now enjoying a comfortable repose,

while others, less fortunate, have to struggle on against our long

nights and comparatively dull days. Assist the latter class by
giving them as much light as you can, and do not excite them
to too rapid growth. Look also over the Hedychiums now
piled under the stages or on shelves, and start a few roots into

growth to prolong their season. No plants are more fragrant

or more suitable for the conservatory when in flower than
Hedychium maximum, coronarium, and Gardnerianum ; but

the flowering of the last is, unfortunately, of short duration.

All sorts of foreign stove seeds, or of any description from
abroad, may now be sown with safety. This is the best time

to sow seeds of fine Ehododendrons, Azaleas, and Kalmias.

If the paths, stages, plants, &c., are kept clean, and the heating

apparatus is m good working condition, there will be little

necessity for giving much air in dull weather at this seasoa

to stove plants at rest.

FORCING PITS.

These are now crowded with Eoses, Lilacs both common and
Persian, Sweetbriar, Cinerarias, Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus,

Jonquils, Anne Boleyn Pinks, Gardenias, Rondeletia speciosa,

Franciscea Hopeana and latifolia. Acacias, Chinese and other

Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Rhododendrons, Andromedas, &c.

These may be syringed once a-day and smoked occasionally,

and a temperature of from 55° to 65° should be maintained.

PITS AND FRAMES.

Take advantage of the first leisure hour to take stock of the

i plants for bedding-out in these structures ; and if you have not
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snUtlcient o( some kinds, introduce a few plants into licat to

supply cuttings for propagation. Where there is the advuntiige

of a little heat, a sowing of Ton-week and Intermediate Stocks

may be made ; and if strong plants of Clintonia and Brachy-

come are required for bcddingout, seeds of these may also be

sown.—W. Kkank.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
Tde weather has been a hindrance to much of the usual

routine of out-door labour, and many workers have been un-
able to pursue their usual employment. For all, and especially

for those frozen-out, it is good that " Christmas times " do
come once a-year.

KITCHEN GARDEM.
Wheeling, trenching, collecting ice, and preparing for plant-

ing have been the chief work out of doors in the severe

weather, little of the weather as yet being sufficiently stormy
to render house work necessary, which, therefore, has been
kept in abeyance. Fresh successions of Sea-kale, Rhubarb,
&c., were placed in the Mushroom house. The Celery was
allowed to remain covered-up, and hardly anything in the

vegetable way that was coming on and protected received light,

except Asparagus, which otherwise would have become very

white. The little snow has been a good protection to Cabbages,

Broccoli, and Greens in the open garden ; no vegetable seems
to have suffered as yet. It is advisable to go over early Broc-

coli, such as Snow's and Grange's, and not only turn over a

leaf, but place a little clean hay over the heads that are forming.

Our Cauliflowers heading in an earth pit will do good service if

we can manage to keep vermin at a distance.

FEUIT GARDEN.
Much the same as in previous weeks, only we gave, in a

snowy daj', when the glass was covered, a good fmnhjathm to

one of our orchard houses, with cut and bruised laurel leaves

and twigs. The smoke would enter every cranny where even
hot water might miss. Eight or wrong, we attributed our free-

dom from insects last year to this smoking. We do not mind
how dense and suffocating the smoke is, provided there is no
flare or flame, and the smoke does not become hot. Wlien
fairly lighted, therefore, we generally cover the laurel leaves

over with damp grass, to prevent anything like flame. These
houses are very open, no glazed laps, and therefore smoking
would be useless unless the glass was covered, and there is

no covering so good or so economical as snow.
We know it is not common to fumigate trees when thus in a

state of rest ; but it takes little time, and prevention is better

than cure. We might have used tobacco but for the price, and
we have not yet tried any of that exempt from duty, but mixed
with sulphur, as we do not know what quantity of sulphur

may be in the mixture. Most likely such a mixture might be
used safely for such trees and plants when in a state of rest if

the wood were thoroughly ripened, and there had been no
movement in the buds, as we have frequently used sulphur
al«ue, cove red-up with damp moss, to prevent it flaring ; and
for empty pits and houses such smoking is beneficial before

cleaning and filling them afresh.

As stated, however, in answer to correspondents lately, huni-

ing sulplnir with open flame, or flame smothered as above
stated, will kill every green growing plant, and it will kill wood
of a deciduous plant when in a state of complete rest, if the

wood is not thoroughly ripened. The late Mr. Errington used
it, mixed with sawdust, for vineries, &c. ; but it should never
be used by beginners, unless in empty houses and pits ; for if

the wood of Vines, even, is not thoroughly ripened, the burning
sulphur will seize on every part at all green, and kill as far as

it is green. We have had the bark of the young shoots of

Peach trees affected by it in spots, when we thought the whole
was sufficiently indurated to stand it ; and though it did not

injure the future swelhng of the fruit, these shoots thus
spotted we did our best to cut out and replace with fresh in

the following season. In answer to " Alpha," then, we say,

first, that we have not yet tried the Government-permitted
tobacco mixture ; secondly, that we should be chary of using
it in houses at rest, unless where the wood of Vines was
as hard and firm as the shoots of Oak trees ; and thirdly, that

for all green-leaved growing plants its use as smoke by burn-
ing would be ruinous, and that in proportion to the sulphur
contained in it.

Were we much troubled with insects we would be inclined to

try the strong tobacco water, advertised as manufactured from

untaxed tobacco. If sure that there was nothing in that but

tobacco we should know what wo were about, and wo could

make a smoking material from it, most likely much more
cheaply than we could cultivate and preserve home-grown to-

bacco, for if not properly sweated and cured it is of little use

for the destruction of insects. The worst that can be said

against tobacco paper, much of which is very good, is that not

knowing what it is made of, we are always somewhat uncertain

as to " how " to use it. We have seen smokings from tobacco

paper kill every insect and not injure a single leaf. We have
seen it used with equal care, and if it did not kill the insects,

it nearly destroyed the plants : hence the importance of pre-

vention rather than cure. In all smokings of green growing

plants two conditions are essential to safety and success

;

The leaves and stems of the plants should be dry, and the air

confined also pretty drj', and the smoke must be cool. Hot
tobacco smoke, however pure the tobacco, will injure any
growing plant, and just in proportion to the heat and the

vigour of the plant. As frequently observed, when plants are

covered with insects it is lost labour in general for that time

to waste tobacco on them. A smoking box is extremely useful

and economical in most places. A few plants may thus be

cleared as effectually by means of a pinch of tobacco as would
have required ounces or pounds in large houses.

Where the spade would penetrate the ground—which it would
easily do where the ground was carpeted with rough grass—no
time could be better for collecting the soil for composts, bor-

der-making, and similar purposes. We shall be more particular

in allowing our fruit trees to have the soil about them mostly,

if not altogether, to themselves, when we become thoroughly

convinced that many trees in small compass will yield a better

and more interesting return than a few large trees, for which

ladders and other appliances must be obtained to reach and ga-

ther the produce. As nothing can be produced beneath these

trees.we trust the time is at hand when, if kept, they will be kept

to themselves in the orchard, with long grass for the fruit to fall

on, and be completely banished from the kitchen garden. Even
dwarf fruit trees we would prefer to be planted in quarters or

groups by themselves, and then they could be easily protected

from frosts and their many enemies.
ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

Moving plants, potting, watering, cleaning, and placing soil

over furnaces and in stokeholes to warm and mellow, formed

om- principal work, in order to be ready for many purposes as

the weather improves ; confining the potting and top-dressing

as far as possible to the houses or the sheds adjacent, without

taking the plants out of doors, as in general the wind was very

cold for the degree of cold indicated by the thermometer.
CUmhcrs and Tiviwrs.—The dull weather has given us an

opportunity for regulating these. A considerable uncertainty

exists among amateurs as to cutting and pruning. In the great

proportion of climbers the flowers are produced on young
shoots of the current season's growth, as Passifloras, Tecomas,

Stephanotis, and Mandevillas. In young plants, therefore,

the aim should be to obtain one or more vigorous shoots, and
to have these well ripened, and then by merely shortening these

shoots a little, so as to remove the greenest part, the buds behind

will break into shoots, and be flowering shoots just in propor-

tion as the primary shoot was well ripened. Such climbers

may therefore be treated as Vines bearing on the long-rod

system, dispensing with all the small shoots and flowering

part, and supplying with fresh rods every season. This,

however, involves much trouble, and is chiefly useful to be

followed until the plant has filled its place, and then it wUl be

more easily managed on the one-main-shoot system—or rather

principle—like a spurred Vine. Some of the finest Passion-

flowers we ever saw were run as a main stem all the length of

a house, and were thickly studded with flowering shoots hang-

ing down all the way. These were cut back in winter, when
more light was requu-ed, generally at twice, with an interval

between the two operations, leaving only a bud or two at the

base, next the main stem. Next spring the flowering shoots

came again from these buds, just as in the case of the Vine,

and the pruning and treatment were thus reduced to the least

amount of trouble and supervision. In all cases free-flowering

shoots can only be obtained from well-ripened wood.—E. F.

TILiDE CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
James Carter & Co., 237, '238, and 201, High Holbom, Lon-

don, W.C.

—

Gardeners' and Farmer's Vade-2Ieanii. Part I.^
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Flower Seeds, Plants, and Bulbs, Part ll,~Vegetahle and Agri-
cultural Seeds.

E. & T. Lant, 7, Easy Row, Broad] Street, Birraingiiam.—
Descriptive Catalogue of Agricultural^ Flower^ and Vegetable
Seed&.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Januart 8.

ALTHOi'fJH the holidays maybe considered aa terminated, there is no
revival of business, and the slicht advance of last week has been barely
maintained. French importations comprise Lettuces, Endive, and As-
paragus.

FRUIT,

Applea 4 sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

ChestnotB bush.
Corrants ^ sievo

Black do.
Fica doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothonse. .lb.

Lemons IQO

Artichokes dnr.
Asparafrus 100
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlio lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

i. d. fl.

6to4 Melons each 2
0! Nectarines doz.

8
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) .. doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums i sieve
Quinces doz.
RaspborriAs lb.

Strawberries

.

8
I

lb.

d. 8. d
OtoS

10

4
6

Walnuts bush. 10
do per 100 1

VEGETABLES,
s. d. 8. d

to
10

6

4

6
3

3

Leeks bunch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.Jt Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doB.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz. 1

Sea-kale basket 2
Shallot3 lb.

Spinach bushel 4
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

1

3
fi

5
5

1

5
6
1

1

2
3

5

G

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Books (An Inquirn-).~\ volume with numerous plans nf gardens,

small and large, will be published at this office early in this year.
Ratn Water from Asphalted Roof (G. £.).—We would not like, for

watering plants, the water that came from an asphalt roof for at least six
months after it was laid down. After that, if the surface of the asphalt
was roughened with sand or gravel, our observation would lead to the
conclusion that the water would be pure enough.
VniES rv AN Intermediate HorsE U SKfeirrj^fj).—It will do noharm
-} !?*^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ '° * hou^e all the winter where fire heat is used, pro-

vided that fire heat does not raise the temperature of the house nmre
than from 40 to 4& . In an intermediate hou.se. where from 45- to 55^ of
temperature i^ maintained, the Vines should be brought to the front of
the house, and there managed so as to secure a lower temperature whilstm a state of rest. If the Vines, so healthv-lookijig, showed no fruit, we
fear that merely graftmg them would be of no use, unless thev were
some kmds of foreign origin that do not thrive under gUss. We suspect
your Vine wood has not been sufficiently ripened.
Strawberry— Vinery {Half-pm,).—For a sure and plentiful-bearing

Strawberry, there is none to beat Keens' Seedling. Six Vines are quite
enough for your 15-feet-long house. Your Vines are weak ; but if they
have commenced rooting pretty well, and if the kinds are suitable, we
would try them another year, cutting them as far back as would be con-
venient, just a little above a bnd. and allowing only one shoot to come
nest season, fastening it carefully as it grows. As you describe the
young growth to have made a head Uke a Currant tree, we presume from
this that the roots have made some progress, and that therefore the Vine
mil come stronger ne^t season when the strength is thrown into one
aboot. As you say you know nothing of pruning, we have given the
above advice to cut down to the lowest convenient part of last vear's
wood, take only one shoot from a Vine, and train that without stopping
it until it almost extends the length of the roof. As it grows, subsidiary
shoots will como from each joint; stop these when two leaves appear,
and allow them to remain until September, then cut them all off', and
atop the point of the main shoot. Keep the house dry and warm to en-
courage the hardening of the wood, and next winter, or by this time,
prone back your Vines, leaving from 1 to 2 or more feet, according to
strength. If strong, the Vines may bear from one to two or three bunchesm the following season. The leading shoot must be grown and treated
as last season, and the shoots that come from the buds beneath the top
one should be stopped a joint or two beyond the fruit, and, at any rate, at
the fifth or sixth jomt. By that time, if yon are not well acquainted
with them, we will enter into all the details of pruning, according to the
system adopted. If you prefer stronger Vines to plant, you mi-^ht take
up the present ones and pot them ; but the new Vines you would also
have to cut back, and tbey might not do much better than those you have,
if the roots are in good condition, as, in this respect, they will have an
advantage over fresh-planted ones now. If so weak as "you say you
could obtain nothing from them in the way ef fruit next summer. After
potting you would have to cut them down to the surface of the soil, and
srow a shoot or shoots from them, which, if well ripened and well grown,
J^oald frnit in another year. You do not tell us where the a-feet border
ea this 15-feet-long hoiuo is placed. If against the back wall a Peach

tree might certainly be planted there, and all the better if yon could raise
and place good soil under the flagstone ; but unless you had a large tree
that would fruit quickly, it would be of little use planting one or two
young trees, as wilh six Vinos up the glass in front, the shtide would be
so dense th;it nothing would thrive well under it. If you wished variety,
instead of planting out, we would have Peaches and Nectarines, and even
a Fig tree or two in pots, if you like Figs. They would come in early,
be set before the Vines wanted mnch heat, and then when the fruit was
gathered the plants could be set out of doors to obtain all the light
possible in the autumn. You would find much to suit you in the " Vine
Manual," which may be had from our office, free by post, for thirty-two
postage stamps. We have forgotten to say that if,'aa wo suppose, your
Vine roots are out of doors, you should protect them from frost and much
wet in winter.

Heating a Tank (A J^Tor/Vc).—See what is said to-day in answer to
"Half-pay" as to heating a small tank from the pipes in a hothouse.
Your tank is smaller. 6 feet bv2i leet, but fi inches deep— jnst double what
is necessary. You do not tell us how you heat your greenhouse, and, of
course, you conld heat your tank from a boiler heated by fuel, as you say

;

but it neems a large amount of work to have a boiler for such a small
aiTair. though, in our opinion, if the tank is secure, it matters but little

whether you hnve water in it, or pipes passing through water. If your
house is heated from a boiler you could do as "'Half pay" has done, take
a pipe from the pipes in the house. There is this objection to the plan,
that you cannot have heat in the tank witliout heating the house, whilst
you might want heat there when no artificial heat was needed in
the house. I'nder such circumstances small propagaiinp tanks or
cases in a greenhouse or living room are I)est heated separately by gas. or
II lamp, the heat passing through the water in pipes ; or, simpler still,

by having the tank about 2 inches deep, a plug or tap at one end, and an
o]iening or funnel at the other, and removing cold water and replenishing
with hot as necessary. A supply of hot water by moans of the garden
pail once in twenty-four hours, and twice in very cold weather, if hot water
can be easily had, would cost less trouble than having anything in the
way of a separate boiler and means of heating. We havefound water,
when surrounded outside with wood, keep warm frequently for thirty hours.

Tank not Heating (IT. .4. O.).—If you had shut-in 6 feet of vour flow
pipe you might have had enough of heat for your purpose. We under-
stand exactly about the tank you have cast, which is 6 feet long. 4 feet
wide, and 3 inches deep, and which you have connected with the flow
and return pipes in the house by raeuns of a 1-inch load pipe; but we
cannot be sure why. though the main pipes in the house arc so hot yon
can scarcely touch them, you have little hent in the tank, unless it is that
the tank is not placed right as respects its level with the flow pipe. There
will be a circulation if the tank is on the level of the top pipe; but if

other arrangements will permit of it, the hot water will circulate much
better if the bottom of the tank is at least as high as the top of the flow
pipe. That elevation secured, we would let the small pipe from the flow
enter at one end, and the return be connected with the return at the
other end of the tank. If these connecting pipes are striiigbt. without
bends, it will be all plain sailing, and work they must. We lay all the
more stress on this fact, because in several cases in our own practice, when
connecting such a tank to a higher level, with a flow 4-inch pipe beneath
it. and tn suit convenience we had bent the small connecting pipe a little in

form of the letter S, we found at times air accumulated nt the bends,
and impeding the circulation. A small air pipe inserted in the bend,
rising above the level of the tank, settled the matter, and if not so soon
as we wished, we had only to blow down to obtain a very rapid circula-

tion of the water, so that the water in the tank and the water in the pipes
was soon at the same heat. We say this mnch as respects level, because
the other day a tunk. formed at some expense, could not be heated, as it

was below the level of the flow pipe, from which the heat was to be
borrowed.

LiLiuM AURATiTM (Idem).—The numerous small bulbs loft after the
decay of the old bulbs, are something to be thankful for. Your treat-

ment seems to have been quite correct. Too much damp after the bulb
is ripe will sometimes accelerate such decay, and cause the bulb in

natural defence to put forth its last energies in a brood of young bulbs.

Mandarin Orange {Idem).—We would grow it in good brown fibry

loam, with a fenrth part of rotten dung, fibry heath mould, and a little

silver sand. We would merely stop the strong shoots, and if the others
are very thick thin them a little; but in most cases, if the shoots are
regular, and light and air can reach them, they will need little to be done
to them.

Potted Rhododekdbons (Wcm).—They should be encouraged to grow
freely when done flowering, and until the buds are set for blooming,
and then when pijttiug is needed they should be repotted, giving small
shifts, and so that the new soil may be well filled with roots before winter.

Pruning Mandevilla scaveolkns (Wtm).—The straggling shoots may
he pruued-in now. If used to it, the plant may be pruned like a Vine on
the spur system. If not used to it, and you have some good long shoots,

leave them to break all over, Uke a Vine on the rod system. See " Doings
of the Last Week."

Various (.4 Subscriber from the First).—'* The Florist and Pomologist "

begins a new volume this month—January. You might grow a Royal
Muscadine or a Black Hamburgh Vine in your narrow cold pit ; but you
would not do so well with the Alicante. There are not many of the small
gardens given in the "Horticultural Directory." unless distinguished
for something particular. The number given will, no doubt, be increased
every year ; but to give every garden would require a very large volume,
and then few would care about it.

Ventilating an Orchard House (A SubscTiber).—For an orchard house,
:^-feet in length by 24 feet in width, span-roofed, with side ventilation,

an opeoing at each end beneath the apex would be enough. For a
greenhouse or forcing house, the roof ventilation would be best secured
by having a double ridge board, with a space of 9 to 12 inches between
the boanis for wooden ventilators hung on pivots, and with that space
covered with a cowl of boards outside to let in the air and keep oat the
wet. These ventilators will be easily managed from the path in the
centre of the house. If the path is not in the middle, then it would ba
better to have two openings to shde, besides the openings at the ends.

Spots on Tricolored pELABrtONiuMs (9t. ZWtJiM).—They probably
have been kept too cold and too damp. More beat, more ventilation, and
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tcfls water will, probably, restore thom. Coratcsse do Jaucourt ifl ft very
superior Rusq.

Nkw Zkai.and T.acbel [O. .V.).—It ia the Corsnoocarpns lipvigatus, and
is thus raeulioned in the " Trea^un* *^' ilotany :"—" The tree, ftccordinjf

to Dr. Pennett. is vrxluod in New Zealand for the sake ol its fruit and
Heeds ; the former i» of the size of a Pluui, pulpy in the interior and
sweet. Tiie seeds are used iu times of scarcity, and contain a tasteless

forinaoeous subatanre. The raw seeds, however, are poisonous, and pro-

duce ypiiKUiodic pains, piddinees, and partial paralysis ; to obviate which
efl'octs they are atciimed for twenty-four hours, and then either buried in
the griiund, or allowed to snult in nater for some days."

TviNU-iN 8TnAc.e.LiNO Cyi'Ress Trkes {n. T.).—We should tr>* to tie-in

the bra'iches dittplaced by the snow storms of the winters of 1865 and
I86C. We would use strong tarred rope, equal in thickness to the brnnches
to be tied; and if the tyinf? be done effectually the branches will, pro-
bably, recover their erect and proper position in the course of a few years.
The tiirred rope will lust a lonf; time, but it may be necessary to renew
it in order to keep the strag.'^lint* branches in their proper p<isition. If

you con remove them without makiuj^ gaps, that will be the most certain
mode of gecurin{< tho symmetrical character of the trees ; but we fear

you cannot do so without disfiguring tho latter for a long time. It ia well
to do without tying if you can.

Vallota PURPt rea Pottino {,T. Lvck).—You may pot it if necessary,
l>ut it iri well not to overpot. as it flowers mure freely when its roots are
confined than when nven^otted. The dr.iinase should be good, and thero-
foro the plant should be turned out of its pot and tho drainage made
Cood, placing in a larger pot if tho roots are very much matted. Loosen
tho ball, and remove as much of the old soil as pussible, but be careful
not to injure the roots. If tlio plant has very few roots shako away all

tho old soil, and pluce it in a i)ot twice the diameter of the bulb, for thot
size is sufficient. If you have more than one bulb in a pot. the pot may
be larger in proportion. The book you name is a good one, but not tho
best.

Croccbes Eaten by Mice f.7. F. C.).—We think that the mice eating
the Crocuses in the beds and lea\ing those in pots untouched, is attri-

butable to the former not beiog planted so deeply as the latter, and being,
tliertjfore, more ef\sily attacked. When the mice have devoured those in
the beds they will find ont those planted more deeply. We are not aware
that mice devour the foliage; but they will, probably, att:ick the bulbs in
pots as soon as it appears above ground, if not before. You may trap
them wiih a figure-4 trap, baited with the half of a Crocus bulb, or a
whole small one.

Mealy Btg on Vines (Y. Z.).—We would remove all the loose bark,
especiallv that on the spurs, and it maybe done quite down to the
wood. Under the old bark you will find the insects in greater numbers
than you supposed. There they lurk until forcing is commenced. Any
dressing of the Vines will be of little or no avail, because it cnnnot reach
the bugs unless the loose bark lie taken oft. After clearing the Vines well
of loose bark you may wash them thoroughly with water at 140^, and
afterwards paint them with a solution of Gishuret Compound at the rate
nf 8 ozs. to the gallon of water. This strength will not injure the buds
if you only apply it before they begin to swell. The Vines slumld be
washed with a p.iint brush, and the solution of Gishurst applied with the
same, rubbing it well into every crevice.

Cinerarias Losing their Floweb Stems f7rfcm).~We are unable to
Assign a reason for the stems dying off. Probably their being eaten by
some insect is a cause for it ; but we are not able to form an opinion with
so little knowledge of the treatment the plants have received. There
must be some cause of the decay at the surface of the soil. Appleby's
"Orchid Manual" will suit you. You can have it free by post from our
ofSca by enclosing thirty-two stamps with your address.

Gardeners' Examinations (Idevi).—Write to Mr. Richards, Assistant
Secretary. Royal Horticultural Society's Garden, South Kensington,
London, \i.

Orciuds {A Qw-n/).—Of tbe list of Orchids sent tlie following would
succeed in a greenhouse with a temperature of 50^ in winter, a corre-
sjionding beat being given during the summer, with a moderately close
and humid atmosphere: Oncidium ornilhorhynchum, O. leucochilum,
O. crispum, and O. pulvinatum ; Odontoslossum grande, O. citrosmum,
O. pulchellum, and O. maculatum ; Trichopilia tortilis ; Epidendrum vi-

toUinum, E. aromaticum, and E. macrochilum album ; Brassavola glauca ;

'

Cattleya citrina; L:rlia albida, L.acamiuatu, andL. furfuracea ; Lycaate

Skinneri, ond L. aromntica : Sophronitis cemua ; Acinota HumlwldtiJ
and Ilarkeria LIndleyana. All theno we have grown »n ii cool house*
5 lower than the temperature you name. The otheru named we havo
tried to Home extent, but they do not Buccocd. They require a store
temperature.

Pottino Cyclamens {Calcnrin\—Seedling bulba of Cyclamens may h©
potted at this season, especially if of the pertiicum rare, «nd they aro
Udt expected to bloom befuro February. It is a good practice to arlopt

with gro\\ing, but not blooming, plants of Cyclamen persicum. especially

when a late bloom and extra-sized plants are required, the potting being
carefully perfumied without rtisturbiMg tho ball. Other Cychimons do
best if placed in their Ijlooming potH before, or when they are beginning
to grow. Disturbing them in any way when ahowing for bloom is bad,

as it more or less disarranges the lulijigo.

Selaoiweli.a Offsets (/"(/rm).—You could not have adopted abetter
plan, and there ia every reason to conclude they will do well. I>o not
keep the boil very wet, but let it be moist, and admit a little air every day,
but without reducing the moisture nnd temperature so much as to cause
them to flag. When they become rooted they will succoed in anight tem-
perature of 50\

Select Camellias (IT'. G. f;.i.— Mario Morren, Queen of Beauties,

Storyi. Rubens, Fimbriatn, Alba ]>lcnn, Benneyii. Mathotiaun, Jenny
Lind, Mrs. Cope, Giovaui Santarelli, and Carlotta Popudoff. We are not
a^varo that grafting Camellias on Onin^o and Lemon stocks has been
Itractised. and we do not think thoy would succeed. It is a matter for

experiment.

Vine Fibres Decayed {J. Ji. B.).—Tho roots sent havo many of tho
fibres quite dead, and, we think, owing to the unsuitable materials of

which the border is composed, which cannot be otherwise than too close

and retentive of moisture. Being principally clay, it has settled into a
close wet mass, which, inwtead of improving, must get worMc, there being
nothing to keep it open but the lime rubbish and bones. We cannot
understand how any one can be so stupid as to endeavour to drain a Vino
border by putting rubble over tlie bottom, and then concreting npon tho
rubble. How is the water to pass away ".' It ia only making a receptacle

for water to lodge in. Tho concrete ought to have been at the bottom of

the border to prevent the roots going do\Tn, and then the rubble 9 inches
thick, with a drain at the lowest point to carry off any accumulation of

water; tut as it is, the water cannot pass through the concrete into the
rubble and to the drain. The concrete where it is, is worse than if tbe border

had not been drained nnd no rubble put in. Clay is a bud material to

form a Vine border of. A little marl may do pood ; but clay should be
avoided. Good turf, cut '2\ or S inches thick from a pasture whtre the

soil is a light rather than heavy loam, is best for Vine borders. We do
notwouder at the fibres decaying ; it is only what might be looked for.

Climbers for Stove (Idem).—Allamanrta grandiflora, A. Schottif,

Thunbergia Harrisii, Manettia micans, Hoya carnosa, Clerodendrou
Thnmson.T, Bignonia grandiflora, Combretum purpureum, Passiflora

qundrangularis, and Stephanotis floribunda. The wall must not bo
shaded by plants or by climbers on the root, othertvise they will not

succeed.

Apples for Espaliers (A. F. i».).—Ashmead's Kernel, Cockle Pippin*

Corniah Gilliflower, Cox's Orange Pippin. Downton Pippin, Kerry Pippin,

Margil, Nonpareil, Pitmaston Nonpareil, Scarlet Nonpareil, Sturmec
Pippin, and Jonnetting.

Names of Fruit {J. D.).—Apple it : 1, Colonel Vaughan's ; 4, Court

Pendu-Plat; 5, Lemon Pippin; 6. Winter Greening ; 8, Winter Pear-

main, or Duck's-bill ; 9. Braddick's Nonpareil. (J. W.,.iun.) —I, Spencer's

Seedling, is a local variety; 2, Minchall Crab; 3, Nelson Codlln. (J. P.
Lvmbar'd, /hibfi/i).—Your Apple ia Cambusnethan Pippin.

Names or Plants (T, Brown ).—Gnflphalium arenaria. (.S.).—1, Euphor-
bia apocyneiefolia (?) ; 2, Euphorbia jacquinireflora ; 3, The leaf appears

to be that of Comnielyna or Aneilema. {R. F.).—1, Adiantum formosum ;

'2, Aspidium aculeatum ; 3, Coronilla pentaphylla ; 4, Ageratum cony-

zoides ; 5, Acacia Cipsia, var. (J. T.).—1, Erautbemum sanguinolentum ;

2, Chama'rauthemum Williamsii, var. (T. »'.).—!, Justicia {Ruellia>

assurgens ; 2, Acanthace;e, but not possible to determine without a flower.

{,Ja.<f.Luck).^\, •!, Aspidium aculeatum, vars. ; 3, Asplenium Filix-fo-mina,

var.*' 4, Aspidium aculeatnm, var.; 5, Lastrea Filix-maa ; 6, Aspidium

lonchit'is. N.B.—Several of these aro barren and in a young state, bo that

the variety cannot be determined.

METEOROLiOGICAIi OBSERVATIONS in the Subiirba of London for the week ending January 7tli.

Wad. .

Thars.
Fri. ..

Sat. ..
Son..,
Mon..

.

Tuea. .

Mean

BABOUETEB.

Max.

80.1S4
SO. 188
80.150
29.97fi

29-9fi6

29 880
80.000

Min.

30.100
SO.l.SO

30.n.S6

29.918
29.888
ii9.8I2

29.050

thbbmouetrb.

Mbx. Min.

80.042 39 979 33.71

26
19
25
25
31
25
25

25.14

1 ft. dp. 3 fL dp.

40
39
89
88
88
39

38.71

40
39

38

38
38

38.57

Wind.

NX.
N.E.
N.
N.K.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.

Ralala
inohei.

.00

.00M

.09

.00

.00

.00

0.00

Genebal Beuares.

Overcast; frosty; overcast; brisk wind.

Overcast with light clouds; fine; densely overcast, snowmg.
Densely overcast; fine with sunshine ;

overcast.

Overcast, slight fog; densely overcast, sleet ; overcast.

Overcast, ha/.y ; overcast; densely overcast.

Slight fall of bnow, overcast ; overcast ; thawing.

Densely overcast, frosty; fine with sunshine ; snowing.

FOITLTaY, BEE. and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

SOMERSET COUNTY POULTRY SHOW.
It 13 very rarely indeed that we have to record the holding of ao

excdllect a "tirst Show of Poultry and Pigeons as that which took place

on the Ist, •2nd, and Srd of January at Westcn-super-Maro. The

general arrangements, however, betrayed great inexperience in the

management of a public Poultrj- Show, and, from tbe fact of the prize

list reaching our reporter at bo late an hour, we can do little moro

than simply record the returns, though wo havo conect<d the list, an

printed by the Weaton-saper-Mare Committee, by the award book of

one of the Jadge9. We deeply regret there shonld have been any

hitch of tho kind, as tho Show was nnqueationably one of first-rate
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character, and we most sincerely hope the experience of another year
may prevent the lite again occuring.

Spanish.—First, H. Lane, Ashlcv Road, Bristol. Second, E. Jones.
Clifton, Bristol. Third, W. Roue,* Park Street, Bristol. Highly Com-
mended, A. Heath, Calne. Cli ickc it''.—Fir?,t and Cup, also the ten guinea
Cup for the best pen of Poultry in the Exhibition, F. James. Second. J.
Newton, Silsden, Leeds. Third, H. Lane. Hiftblv Commended. Hon. Miss
Douglas Pennant, i'enrhyn Castle, Bangor ; A. Heath ; T. Bamfield,
Brandon Hill. Bristol. Commended, E. Jones. Cock.—First and Second,
"Withheld. Thii-d. W. Smith, Weston-super-Mare. Cockerel.—First and
Cup for best single Cock or Cockerel in the Exhibition, E. Jones. Se-
cond and Third, A. Jones, Stapleton, Bristol. Commended, A. Jones;
Hon, Miss Douglas Pennant ; T. Bamfield.
Dorkings (Coloured).—First, D. C. Campbell, M.D., Brentwood. Se-

cond, L- Patton, Comeytrowe House, Taunton. Third, Mrs. F. S. Ark-
wright, Etwall Hall, Derby. Chickem.—First, Cup, and Second. Mrs. F
S. Arkwright. Third, D. C. Campbell, M.D. Highly Commended, L.
Patton ; C. Cork, New Slioreham ; Miss A. Willcox, Nailsea Court, Bristol.
Commended, Lieut-Col. H. B. Lane, Bracknell.
DoEKiNGs (White).-^Firflt, Rev. G. F. Hodson. North Petherton. Se-

cond, Mrs. Kartwell, Penleu, Bridgcwater. Third, T. P. Edwards, Lynd-
hurst, Hants.
DoEKiNGS (Any varietT).—C(iffr.—First, Withheld. Second, L. Patton.

Third, H. Walker, Shenfield, Brentwood. Cockerel—First, Lady M. Mac-
Donald, Woolmer, Liphoc.k. Second aud Third, L. Patton.
Cochins (Cinnamon and Bun).-First and Cup, H. Mapplebeck, Wood-

field, Moseley. Birmingham. Second, W.A. Taylor, Turner Street,Man-
chester. Third, R. White, Broomhall Park, Sheffield. Highly Commended,
J. H. Dawes, Moseley Hall, Birmingham.
Cochins (Partridge and Brown).—First, E. Tudman, Whitchnrch. Salop

(Pai-tridge). Second. T. M. Derrv, Gedney, Lincoln. Third, A. O. Wor-
thington, Newton Park, Burton-on-Trent.
Cochins (White).—First and Second, R. Chase, Balsall Heath Birming-

ham. Third, F. J. Shortis, Flax Bourton, Somersetshire.
Cochins (Any variety).—First and Second, H. Mapplebeck (Buff). Third,

E. Tudman (Partridgei. Highly Commended, W. A. Taylor; J. H. Dawes
(Buff). Commended. Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant (Buff) ; A. F. Worthing-
ton (White). Cocfc.—First, R.White (Buff). Second, Withheld. Third,
C. J. Lambert, Kingswood, Bristol (Partridge). Ct)f/i:(,>rf?.—First, Mrs. H.
Dean, Upton. Southam, Warwick (White). Second. Miss J. Milward,
Kewton St. Loe, Bristol. Third, H. Mapplebeck (Buff).
Brahsia Pootra (Dark).—First and Cup, R. W. Boyle, Galtrira House,

Bray, Co. Wicklow. Second, H, Lacy, Hebden Bridge. Third. Mrs. A.
Hui't. Highlv Commended, F. Crook, Forest Hill, London. Chickens.—
First, Lieut-Col. H. B. Lane. Secon.l, R. W. Bovle. Third, Mrs. A. Hurt,
^derwasley, Derby. Commended, Miss H. Attye, Ingon Grange, Strat-
iord-on-Avon ; L. Wright, Southwell Street, Bristol.
Brahma Pootra (Light).—Firbt. H. Dowsett, Pleshev, Chelmsford. Se-

cond, Miss Harvey, Salisbury, Southampton. Third, H. Lacy. Chickens.
—Fii-st and Third, J. Pares, Postford, Giuldford. Second, A. Herbert,
Egham. Highly Commended. A. Hurijert; H. M. Maynord, Holmwood,
Isle of Wight. Commended. A. Herbert.
Brahma Pootra (Any variety).—Coci.—First, R. W. Boyle. Second, J.

Hinton, Hinton, near Bath. Third, S. Felgate, St. Margaret's. Ipswich.
Cockerel.— First, R. W. Bovlc. Second, C. Cork (Dark). Third, J. K.
Fowler, Aylesbury. Highly Commended, L. Wright.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Cup, J. Fletcher.

Stoneclough. Manchester (Black Reds). Second. E. Aykroyd. Bradford
(Reds). Third, W. Boyes, Beverley (Reds). Highly Comnaended, Rev.
G. S. Cruwys, Cruwys More-hard Court, Tiverton; S. Dupe, Evercreech,
Bath; Rev. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory, Notts (Black Reds).
Gaite (Duckwings and other Grevs and Bluest.-First, J. Fletcher

(Duckwings). Second, W. Dale, Weston-super-Mare. Third, S. Dupe.
Commended, A. K. Briggs, Bradford.
Game (Any other varietv). — First, J. Fletcher (Piles). Second, S.

Matthews, Stowmarket (Pile's). Third, J. Vincent, Bromyard (Black).
Game (Any variety).—C/jicA-<:u<i.—First. J. Fletcher (Black Red). Second,

A. M. Forde, Castle Cary. Third, W. Slagg, Neatheravon, Pewsey (Black
Reds). Highly Commended, J. Fletcher i Black Reds); S. Matthews
(Black Reds). Commended, W, W. Pyne, South Lancing. Sussex. Hen.
—First, J. H. Williams, Spring Bank, Welshpool (Black Reds). Second,
W. H. Slagg (Black Reds). Third, S. Dupe. Highly Commended, E.
Aykroyd; J. Vincent; G. Clements, Birmingham. Cocfc. — First, J.
Fletcher (Black Reds). Second, Rev. J. W. MeUor. Third, W. H. Slagg.
Coctfj-c/.—First, A. K. Briggs. Second and Third, G. Clements.
Hameurghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon, Goitstock, Bingley.

Second. F. Pittis, Newport, Isle of Wight. Third, Mrs. Farquharson,
Wyck Hall, Stow-in-the-wold. Highly Commended, H. Pickles, jun.,
Earby, Skipton.
Hameurghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Preston,

Ollerton, Bradford. Thii-d, W. Bairstow, Fearncliffe, Bingley.
HAiffiCEGHS (Golden-spangled).—First and Cup, H. Beldon. Second,

T. Wrigley. Thii-d, W. Hyde, Hurst, Ashton-under-Lj-ne. Highly Com-
mended, J. Ogden, Hollingwood, Manchester; T. Walker, jun., Denton,
Manchester ; G. Walters, Worcestei-. Commended, H. Pickles.
Hameurghs (Siiver-spangledJ.—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles.

Third, G. Walters.
Hamburghs (Black). — First and Second, T. Wrigley, jun., Tonge,

Middleton. Manchester. Third, H. Beldon. Highly Commended, G.
Lingard, Snow Hill, Birmingham.
Hameurghs (Anv variety.

—

Cock.—First, J. Fielding. Newchurch, near
Manchester (Silver-spangled). Second, H. Beldon. '

Third, F. Pittis.

Highly Commended, W. A. Hvde (Golden-spangled).
PoLANDs (White-crested Elackj.-First and Second, T. P. Edwards.

Third, P. Unsworth, Lowton, Newton-le-Willows. Highly Commended,
H. M. Maynard.
PoLANDs (Gold or Silver). — Fu'st, H. Beldon. Second, J. Hinton.

Third, P. Unsworth.
PoLANDS (Any variety).—Coct.—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Hinton

(Silver).

French (Any variety).—First, Col. Stuart Woriley, Grove End Road,
London (French). Second, f. H. Wyndham, Ugford Cottage, Salisbury
(Creve-Cceur). Third, H. M. Maynard (Houdans). Cofi.-Fii-st and Se-
cond, Col. Stuart Wortley (French). Third, Rev. N, V. Ridley, Newbury.
Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler (Creve Coeur).
Ant other Distinct Variety.—First, R»Loft, Woodmanseyj Beverley

;

Rev. A. G. Brooke, Ruyton XI Towns, Salop fMalav). Second, J. R
Jessop, Hull (Negroes) ; H. J. Godfrey, Hammersmith (BliickShanghaes).
Third, F. Pittis; H. Leworthv, Newport, Barnstable (White Minorca)
Fourth, Col. Stuart Worilev (Frizzled Japanese); Miss S. H Northcote,
Upton Pynes, Exeter (White Spanish) : Highly Commended. S. A. Wyllie
East Moulsey. Surrey (Japanese) ; J. K. Fowler (Japanese Silkies) ; Mrs,
A. Tuckett, Shirehampton, Bristol. Commended, Mrs. E. Llewellyn,
Colman, Glamorganshire; Mrs. H. Dean (Cuckoo Dorking); J. Hinton
(Malayi ; W. P. Hndden. West To^\-n, Bristol : H. Leworthy (Anconas).
GAiiE Bantams (Black or Brown Reds).—First, Rev. A. K. Cornwall,

Bencombe. Durslev, Gloucestershire (Black Reds). Second. O. Drewry,
M.D.. Walsall, third, H. Shmunck, Southwell, Notts. Highly Com-
mended, Rev. W. J. Mellor (Block Reds) ; J. Crossland, jun., Wake-
field

; J. W. Kclleway, Merston, Isle of Wight. Commended, J. J. Cousins,
Allerton Park, Leeds.
Game Bantams (Duckwing. or any other variety).—First, F. Pittis (Duck-

wing). Second. H. Sbumack (Game). Third, F. R. Prideans,Bridgewater
(Duckwing). Highly Commended, H. Loe, Appuldurcombe, Isle of Wight
(Piles).

Bantams (Gold or Silver Sebright\—First, Rev. G. F. Hodson (Sebright).
Second, Third, and Highly Commended, Rev. G. S. Cruwys (Selirigbt).
Bantams (Black, White, or anv other varietv).—First and Highly Com-

mended. Messrs. Tonkin & Tuckey, Bristol (Black). Second. H. M. May-
nard. Third, Rev. P. W. Stoi-y, Charwelton House, near Daventry (Whitc-
fenthered-legged). Commended, Rev. G. S. Cruwys (Black and White).
Bantams (Any variety).— Cuefc.—First, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Second,

Countess of Ailesfurd, The Bury. Leamington Spa (Japanese). Third,
W. Dale, Weston.super-Mare (Black Red).
Any Variety of Cross-bred (For Cottagers only).—First and Third, J.

Cox, ButTington, near Bristol (Dorking). Second, G. D. Whereat, Weston-
super-Mare (Spanish Garnet
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First aud Second. H. Jones. Dinton, Aylesbury.

Third, J. K. P'owler. Highlv Commended, W. Pares, Ockbrook, near
Derby ; Lieut.-Col. H. B. Lane.
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second, L. Patton. Third, G. N. Hulbert,

Perrott Brook, Cirencester. Highly Commended, G. N. Hulbert; S. H.
Stott, Quarry Hill, Rochdale : J. K. Fowler. Commended, Mrs. N. Grcn-
ville. Butleiph Court, Glastonbury.
Ducks (Any other variety). — First and Second. Clifton Zoological

Society (Carolina and Mandarin). Third, F. Pittis (Black East Indian'.
Geese (Any variety).—First, J. K. Fowler (Toulouse), Second, S. H.

Stott (White). Third, Lady M. MacDonald (Toulouse). Highly Com-
mended, G. S. Hockey, Durdham Down, Bristol (Chinese Swan) : L. Pat-
ton (White) ; E. Bisdee, Hutton Court. Weston-super-Mare (Greyi ; S. H.
Scott (Grey) ; J. Coles, Manor House, Worle, Weston-super-Mare (Grey)

;

Lady M. MacDonald (Toulouse).
Turkeys (Any variety).—First, Rev. W, J. Mellor. Second, Lady M.

Macdonald (Cambridge). Third, L. Patton. Highly Commended, Mrs.
Dunn, Inglewood, Hungerford (Copper) ; R, Stubbs. Cliff Court, Frenchay,
Bristol (Norfolk). Commended, L. Patton (Cambridge) ; Mrs. Dunn.
Selling Class (Any variety).—First, R. W. Beachey. Kingskerswell»

Newton Abbot (Dorkingl. Se'conci, J. Hinton (Polands). Third, A. M.
Forde (Houdans). Highly Commended. Hon. Mrs. Sngden. Wells (Buff
Cochins). Commended, II. M. Maynard (Houdans); Hon. Mrs. Sugdeu
(Buff Cochins) ; G. Walters.

PIGEONS.
Carriers (.^ny colour).—First, H. Yardley. Market Hall. Eii-mingham.

Second, G. S. Hockey, Durdham Down. Bristol (Dun). Commended, E. M.
Watson, Worle, Weston-super-Mare (Black) ; J. E. Breward, Coventry.
Pouters (Any colour).— First, Second, and Highly Commended, A.

Heath (Wbitei. Commended, C. Eulpin, Riverside, Eridgewater ; J. E.
Breward, Coventry.
Tumblers (Almond).—First and Cup, A. Key. Second. J. Fielding, jun.,

Lark Hill House, Rochdale. Highly Commended, J. E. Breward.
Tumblers (Any variety except Almonds). — First, A. Heath (Blue

Beards). Second. W. Edge, Charlotte Street, Birmingham.
Runts.—First, H. YarcUey. Second,'Countes3 of Aylesford.
Jacobins (Any colour).—First and Second. C. Bulpin. Highly Com-

mended, J. Thompson, Bingley. Commended, Miss J. Milward.
Faktails (Anv colour).—First, H. Yardley. Second, Rev. W. S.Shaw,

Bath. Commended, C. Bulpin ; H. M. Maynard (White) ; J. Percivall.
Trumpeters (Any colour).—First, J. Thompson, Second, Rev. W, J.

Mellor. Highly Commended, C. BuJpin.
Owls (Any colour).—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, J. W. Edge.
Nuns.—First, C. Bulpin. Second, Rev. A. G. Brooke. Commended, J.

Thompson.
TuRBiTS (Any colour).—First, H. Mapplebeck (Yellow). Second, C.

Eulpin. Highly Commended, C. Bulpin; W. S. Loder, Bathwick, Bath.
Commended, J. Thompson.
Barbs (Any colour).—First, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Second, H. M. May-

nard (Black)l Commended, .T. Fielding, jun.
Dragons (Any colour).—First, J. Percivall. Second and Highly Com-

mended, CBulnin. Commended, H. M. Maynard (Blue).

Any other D.stinct Variety.—First and Second, W. S, Loder (Arch-
angels and Germans). Highly Commended, C. Bulpin ; W. S. Loder (Ice) ;,

H. M. Maynard (Ural Ice): J. Percivall (Brunswick): F. Pittis (Black
Magpies) ;' F. Broemel, Cumdon Town, London (Frillhacks and Monks).

The Judges of Foultnj were, Mr. Hewitt, of Bii-miugham, and Mr.
Teehay, of Preston ; and of rigeons, ISlr. W. B. Tegetmeier, of London.

WENTWORTH TOULTKY SHOAV.
The fourth Exhibition took phice in the Eiding School, "NVeutworth

Woodhouse, near Rotherham. on December 30th and 31st. Nearly
two hnudrcci pens were exhibited, consisting, except in tlie Selling and
UnduLbed Game cock classes, exclusively of birds of 1807.

Dorkings (Grey).— First and Second, Hon. W. H. W. Fitzwilliam^
Wentworth Woodhouse. Highly Commended, J. White, Warlaby ; Hon.
W. H. W. Fitzwilliam.
Dorkings (Any other variety).^Fiist, J. Stott, Healey, near Rochdale^

(Silvcr-Grey). Second, Rev. T. O'Grady, Hognaston Vicai-age, Ashbourne-
(Rilvcr-Grey). Highly Commended, H. Saville, Rufford Abbey, Ollcrtott

(White).
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Cochins.—First, C. gidgwick, Riddlcmlcn Hull, Kcigbley. Second,
Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant, Penrbyu Castlo, Bangor.
Braiimas. — First, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant. Second, K. Lacy,

Hebden Bridge. Highly Commended. M. BrookBbank, Mimchesterj H.
Lacy. Couiminded, C. Kastwood, Iliidwell.

Si'ANisii.— First, E. Comber, Miildkton Hall, Warrington. Second,

Messrs. Biirch & Boulter, Sheffield. Highly Commended, J. Thresh,

Bradford. "^ ->•«••

Game {Uodsl.—First and Second, C. Cbaloncr, Worksop. Highly Com-
mended, W. Neodhum, Dartlold, Barnslev; C. E. Rhodes, Rotherham.
Game (.\ny other variety!.—First. Kev. T. O'Grady (Dnekning). Se-

cond, W. J. Cope, Barnsley (Dnckwing). Highly Commended, E. Hall,

Brimington, Chesterrield (Duckwing).
HiUmunGiis (Silver-poncilledl. — First, Messrs. W. il J. Bairstow,

FearncUfTc, Biuglev. Second, W. Ilurvey, Shofliold.

Hamburi-.iis (Golden-pencilled).— First, W. Harvey. Second, Messrs.
lilirch & Boulter. Highly Commended, T. Wrigley, jun., Middleton,
Manchester.
Ha.mbcrghs (Silver-simngled).—First, Messrs. S. &R. Ashton, Mottrara,

Second, Hon. W. C. W. Fitzwilliam. Wentworth Woodhouse.
Hambuhoiis (Golden-spangled).- First, G. Haigh, Ogley Green, Holm-

tirth. Second, T. Walker. Highly Commended, W. A. Hyde, Hurst,
.^sbton-undor-LyHC ; W. Wood, Wiilkley, Shcflield. Commeuded, Miss
M. Bnrch.
Polish.—First, Mrs. Proctor, Hull. Second, J. Battye, Hill House,

Hnddersfleld (White-crested Black). Highly Commended, W. Harvey
(Silver and Golden) ; R. Cbarleswortb, Manchester.
French Fowls.— First, Hon. W. C. W. Fitzwilliam (La Fltche). Se-

cond, Hon. W. H. W. Fitzwilliam (Creve Coeurs). Highly Commended,
Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London; Hon. W. C. W. Fitz-

william (La FKche). Commended, O. E. Creswell, Hanworth Rectory,
Hounslow (floudau'^).

Any Varietv not Previously Mentioned.—First, W. Mason, Denton,
Manchester (Black Hamburglis). Second, Rev. G. Hustler, Stilliugfieet

Vicarage, York (Malays). Highly Commended, H. Saville (Japanese
Silkies) : C. Sidgwick i Black Hamburghs).
Game Bantams.—First, F. M.Tindall, ShefBeld. Second, J. Tomlinson,

Sheffield. Highly Commended, G. Smith, Stavely.
Bamta-ms (Any other variety).—First, J. Siddall, Sheffield (Black). Se-

cond, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton (White).
Ducklings (.\ylesbury).—First and Second, Hon. W. H. W. Fitzwilliam.

Highly Commended. R. "Chambers, Rotherham.
Ducklings (Rouen).—First, J. White, Whitley, Netherton. Second,
C Sidgwick.
Selling Class (Any variety".—First, Messrs. Burch & Boulter. Se-

cond, H. Saville (Cinnamon and Buff Cochins). Commended, Rev. T.

O'Grady (Golden-pencilled Hamburghs) ; .T. Crookes, Crookes Lloor Side,

Sheffield (Silver-spangled H' naburgbs) ; Rev. W. Elmhirst (East India
Ducklings) ; T. Houlker, Revidge, Blackburn (Rouen Drake and Duck)

;

Hon. C. W. Fitzwilliam (Silver-spangled Hamburghs and Wild Ducks)

;

Hon. H. W. H. Fitzwilliam.
Ga^ie Cock (Undubbed, Any variety).—First, C. Chaloner. Second,

G. Wostenholme, Sheffield. Highly Commended, Earl Fitzwilliam, Went-
worth Woodhouse (Brown Red).

SWEEPSTAKES FOR SINGLE COCKERELS.
GA3IE.—First, J. Cope. Second, C. Chaloner. Highlv Commended,

Rev. T. O'Grady.
Dorkings.—First, O. E. Creswell. Second, Hon. H. W. Fitzwilliam.
Game Bantams.—Prize, O. E. Creswell.

Judge.—Mr. Tegetmeier, Fortis Green, London, N.

LEIGHTON BUZZARD POULTRY SHOW.
The first Exhibition of the kind yet held at Leighton Buzzard took

Ijlace on the '2uA and 3rd inst. The following is the list of awards :

—

Dorkings (Any variety) —Cup, First, and Third, Mrs. Seamons, Hart-
well, Aylesbury, Bucks. Second, W. Denison, Wobum Sands. Highly
Commended, J. Haward. Ipswich, Suffolk; O. E. Cresswell. Hanworth
Rectory. Hounslow. Commended, Rev. A. N. Neumann ; W. Denison

;

H. Ridgway, Leighton Buzzard.
Si'ANlsH.—First and Second, P. .James, Peckham Rye. Third, W. R.

Bull, Newport Pagnell, Buc\a. Commended, W. R. Bull; Hon. Miss
Douglas Pennant, Penrhyn Castle. Bangor, North Wales.
Cochins (Buff).—Cup and First, G. Shrimpton, Leighton Buzzard.

Second, Hon. ^liss Douglas Pennant. Third, Mrs. Clarke, Bedford. Highly
Commended, Miss Hanmer, Stockgrove, Leighton Buzzard. Commended,
Rev. S. C. Hammerton, Warwick.
Local Classes.—Cup, G. Shrimpton.
Cochins (Any other variety) —First, B. S. Lowndes, Stony Stratford

(Partridge Cochins). Second and Third, Mrs. Cl.irke (White Cochins).
Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler, .Aylesbury (Partridge Cochins). Com-
mended, M. Ridgway, Dewsbury, Yorkshire.
Brahma Pootea "(Any colour).— Cup and First, Hon. Miss Douglas

Pennant (Dark Brahmas). Second, M. Leno, Markyate Street, near Dun-
-table. Third, F. James. Highly Commended, Mrs. Seamons. Com-
mended. J. H. Cufi", Metropolitan Cattle Market, London.
Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-pencilled).-Fii'St and Second, C. Havers,

ngatestone. Esses. Third, withheld.
Hamburghs (Gold and Silver-spunglcd).-Prize, Rev. F. Tearle, Gazeley

Vicarage. Newmarket.
PoLAXDS (.\ny variety).—First and Second, G. W. Boothby, Louth,

Lincolnshire (Silver and Gold Polands\
French Fowls (Any variety).—First and Third, Col. Stnart Wortley,

Grove End Road. London. Second, M. Leno (La Fb-che). Highly Com-
mended, :\Iiss Hanmer (Creve-Cceur) ; M. Leno (Creve-Cceur) ; J. K.
Fowler (Houd.ins and Cri-ve-Coeur).
Game (lilack-hreasted Red).—First, R. B. Stafford, Bedford. Second,

Rev. C. Mayor, Wavendon, Wobum. Third, J. Haward.
Game (Any other varietv).—First, Rev. C. Mayor (Erown-hreasted Red).

Second, Rev. H. C. Russell, Doncaster (White Game).
Game Bantams.—Cup and First, W. B. Jeffries, Ipsn-ich. Second, G. H.

Raynor. Third, W. Boucher, Blenheim Crescent, Netting Hill, London.
Highly Commended, J. Allen, Ampthill; T. P.. Willis, Winslow, Bucks;

M. Ridgivay. Commended, M. Leno; Rev. E. S. Tiddoman, Childerditcll

Vicarage. Brentwood, Essex.
Bantams (Any other variely).—First, M. Leno (Silver). Second, T. C

Harrison, Hull. Third, Mrs. Holmes, Shepherd's Bush, London (Brown-
breasted Bed Game). Highly Commended, Baron M. do Uothschild, Mcut-
morc, Bucks (Golden Sebrigbta) ; H. Bentley, Finningly Park, Bawtrj",

Yorkshire (Japanese) ; M. Leno (Gold-laced) ; -M. Ridgway (Black).

Ducks (Ajlesbury).—First and Third, Mrs. Seamons. Second, J. K.
Fowler. Highly Commended, F. Cresswell, Hanworth, Middlesex; J. K.
Fowler. Commended, W. R. Bull ; 3Irs. Clarke.

Ducks (Rouen).—First, J. K. Fowler. Second andThird, W. Donnison.
Ducks (Any variety).—First, T. C. Harrison (Carolinas). Second and

Third, Mrs. Clarke (White Peruvians). Highly Commended, M. Leno
(Black East Indians).

.

Geese (Any variety).—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, R. Bentley (White).

Third, Mrs. Seamons. Highly Commended, Mrs. Jary, Wobum (Hun-
garian); Mrs. Clarke (.^strachan and Toulou.se) ; Lady M. Macdonald.

Turkeys (Any variety).-First, J. N. Beasloy, Chapel Brampton, North-

ampton. Second and Third, Boron M. do Rothschild (Black Norfolk and
White Norfolk). Highly Commeuded, W. Denison (Norfolk and Cam-
bridge).
Any Variety.— Very Highly Commended, Baron M. do P^othscbUd

(Silver Pheasants).
PIGEONS.

Tumblers.—Prize, W. Denison. -- t^..
Carriers.-First, E. S. Smith, Boston, Lincolnshire. Second, H. Ridg-

way. Highly Commended, J. .\llen.
, - t-

Pouters.— First, Second, Highly Commended, and Commended, F»

Gresham, Shefford, Beds.
Fantails.—Prize, J. W. Edge, Birmingham (Blues).

Anxwerps.—First, J. W. Edge. Second, E. S. Smith.
Runts.—Prize, J. Allen.
Dragons.—First, J. W. Edge. Second, Rev. H. C. Russell.

Any other Variety.-First, J. W. Edge (Red Swallows). Second, J.

Allen (Black Swallows). Highly Commended, M. Ridgway (Black

Trumpeters). Commended, W. Denison (Mottled Trumpeters).

CAGE BIRDS.
Canaries (Dark Yellow).—Fir-st, G. Bamesby, Derby. Second, Kev. C.

Russell.
Canaries (Mealy).—First and Second, G. Bamesby.
Canaries (Belgian).—First and Second, G. Barnesby.

Canaries) Any other sort .—First, G. Bamesby. Second, and Highly

Commended, Rev. H. C. Russell.

Goldfinches.—Prize, Rev. H. C. Russell.

Bullfinches.—First, Rev. A. H. Glennie, Kirkby Lonsdale. Second,

G. Barnesby. Highly Commended, Rev. H. C. Russell.

Linnets.—First and Second, Rev. H. C. Russell.

Any Sort of Caged Birds.—First, G. Barnesby (Goldfinch and Canary
Mule). Second, G. Shrimpton (Goldtinch and Canary Mule).

Cage of Six Birds (Any variety).—First, G. Barnesby. Commended,
Rev. A. H. Glennie ; J. Webster.

The .Judge of Ponltry and Pigeons was Edward Hewitt, Esq., of

Sparkbrook, near Bii-mingbam ; and Mr. Baker, of Cambridge, awarded

the prizes for large birds.

SUNDERLAND POULTRY SHO-W.
(Froyn a Corrcapoiuleiil.)

This Show was held Januaiy 1st, in the Central Hall, John Street,

Sunderland. The arrangements were very good, and reflected great

credit on Mr. Toft, the Hon. Sec, and the Committee of Management.

Bantums formed the principal feature, and the show of these was very

good indeed. Black Beds bad the palm, Duckwings ranning them

very closely. We also noticed a very good pen or two of Sebrights.

The first-prize pen of Game Bantams, although suffering from cold,

were most beautiful biids. The first-prize single Game ben, a Brown

Bed, was very exceUeut. Blacks and Whites were a fair show.

Large birds formed a moderate show as to numbers, but the quality

was in most cases of a high order, Piilauds and JJurUnrjs bemg the

best. Altogether the Show was a decided success.

Mr. Hodgson, of Darlington ;
and Mr. Sim, of West Cramlmgtoti,

were the Judges. The following is the pi-ize list :—

Bantams (Black Reds, for Club Members only).—First and Second, C.

Grimshaw. Third, J. Clark.
, , „ „ o a r> r „

Bantams (Duckwings).-First and Third, J. BurreU, Second, C. Gnm-

B.\ntams (Piles and White).—First, C. Grhnshaw. Second, J. Moirhead.

'^

gI^e BaStIm -Cocl-.-First, D. Hunter. Second, W Dixon. Third,

T. Toft. Hen.—First, A. Bugdcn. Second, C. Grimshaw. Third, J.

Bantam's (Sebrights).—First, Messrs. Scott & Ackroyd. Second, T.

Bantams (Black and White, Rose-combed).—First and Third, W. Dixon.

Second, J. Muirhead. Hcn.-First, J. Clark. Second, W. Dixon. Third,

Messrs. Scott & Ackroyd. j t /n i >m,-.j
Any V.uilETY.—Old Cocits.—First, W. Dixon. Second, J. Clark. Third,

Messrs. Scott & Ackroyd. OU Ucm.—Tnai, A. Bugden. Second, J.

Mullens. Third, J. Muirhead.
. , „ ^ ,, o /i a

Game Bantams (Open to all England).—First, R. GouU. Second, A.

Sugden. Third, Messrs. Scott ,!t Ackroyd.

LARGE BREEDS.
Gajie (Black Reds).—First, Second, and Third, J. T. French.

Game (Duckwings).—Prize, J. Mullens.

Game.—Coct.—First, J. Black. Second, J. T. French. Hcn.-First,

J. Black. Second, G. Allen. Third, G. Carrocb.

HA5IBUEGH (Pencilled).-Fhst and Second, H. Whitfield Hellen.

PoLisH.-First, G. Allen. Second, J. Clark. Third, T. Hunter.

Cochins.—Prize, D. Rutter. mi • j t ^iT-ii-na
Dorkings.-First, D. Rutter. Second, G. Grimsbaw. Third, J. Mullens
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Ant OTHEn VAnrETY.— Prize, T. Toft. (These were very large birds,
across between Dorkintj and Brahmap.) Cock.—Firet, D. Rutter. Secund,
C- Grimshaw. Hen.— First, J. Clark. Second, D. Kuttcr.
Ducks.—First, Second, and Third, J. Black.

ULVERSTON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 1st aud 2nd iust., when the following awaiils

were made :

—

Cap to the most saccessful Exhibitor in the Show—H. Beldon, Goit-
stock, Bingley.
Cup for the best yen of Game—J. Fletcher, Stoneclongh, near Man-

chester.
Cup for the best pen of Cocliins or Brahmas-R. Smalley, Lancaster.
Clip for the best pen** of Ha,in>mr^hs— II. Beldon.
Spanish (Black).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. 'Wilkinson. Skipton.

Third, J. Thre&h, Bradford. Highly Commended. J. Sichel, Timperley.
Commended, L. O- E. Mackiunon, Kirkby ; 51. McMellon, GloBSOp, Derby-
shire; H. Wilflon, St. Bees; W. Ripley. Ulverston.
Dorkings (Any colour).—First, R D. Holt, "Windeimere. Second, J.

Sichel. Third. J. H.Wilson.
Game (Black-breasted or other Reds).—First, J. Fletcher. Second, J

H. Wilson. Third, G. Hall, Kendal.
Game (Dackwinps and other Greys and EluesK—First. L. Casbod,

Ulverston. Second, J. Pnole, Ulverston. Third, J. Fletcher. Highly
Commended, W. J. Cope, Barnsley.
Game (Any other variety).—Prize, W. Robinson, Old Park, near Cartmel.
Cochin-China (Cinnamon nud BufTi.-First, H. Beldon. Second, E.A.

Aglionby, Hawkshead. Third. .T. Poole.
Cochin-China (Brown nnd Partridge)-—First, J. Coward. Ulverston.

Second, E. A. Aglinnhy. Third. J Poolo. HighW Commended. B. Waites.
Cochin-China (White).—First, Second, and Third. R. Smalley. Hichly

Commended. J. F. F. ScholHck, Aldingham Hall. Commended, J. F. F.
Schollick ; J. H. Wilson.
Cochin-China (Anv varietv).—First. J. Poole. Second, A. E.Aglionbv,

Third, T. Thexton, Ulverston. Highly Comiacnded, T. Theston. Com-
mended, J. Poole.
BnAHMA PooTRA (Any cnlourl.—First, W, Hargreaves, Bacup. Second,

J. Poole. Third, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. Hijjhly Commended. F.
Powell, Knaresboroueh ; J.iPoole. Commended, E. A. Aglionby ; J. Sichel;
J. W. Harrison, Spalding ; M. IJrooksbank, Slaurhester ; W. Hargreaves.
HA3iBuni:HS (Golden-pencilled).—First. H. Beldon. Second. H. Pickles,

jun.. Earbv, near Skipton. Third, F. D. Mort, Moss Pit Houec, nenr
Stafford. Highly Commended, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven.
Commended, J. Sichel.
Haubi'rghs (Silver-pencilled\~First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Smith,

Kendal. Third, H. Pickles. Highly Commended, J. Walker, Knarcsborough.
Hambdrghs (Golden-spangled).— First, H. Beldou. Second. M. A.

Hyde. Ashton-under-Lyne. Third, J. White, Xetherton, Wakefield
Highly Commended, J. D. Nicholson, Hawkshead; W. McMellon; J.

"Walker. Commended, H. Pickles jun.; T. Wallter, Jan., Denton; S.

Burn, Whitby, Yorkshire.
HAMBrnGHs (Silver-Rpanplcd).—First, H. Beldon Second. H. Pickles,

jnn. Third, J. Fielding, Newchurch, near Manchester. Highly Com-
mended, J. Sichel. Commended, J. Walker.
Any other Distinct Brked.— First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Sichel.

Third, Col. Staait Wortley, London. Highly Commended, W. F. Dixon.
Game Bantamb.—First, G. Maples, jun., Wavertree, near Liverpool.

Second, G. Hall. Third. J.Poole, Highly Commended, J. Downs, Glossop;
F. Powell. Commended, T. Robinson ; J. Poole; M. Redbend, Kendat.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, R. Ashton. Second, H. Beldon.

Third, T. C. Harrison. Highly Commended, W. J. Cope.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).— First. Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Second,

D. Hardie. Third, M. Perrand,Dalton, near Hudderstield. Commended,
"W". F. Dixon ; J . W. Harrison.
Ddckr (Rouen).—First, J. White, Wakefield. Second, D. Hardie.

Third, T. Robinson. Highly Commended. S. Sattherthwaite, Ulverston.
Commended, T. Iloulker, Blackburn; T. Robinson, H. Dowsett, Chelms-
Jord.
Ducks {Any other variety).—First, S. & R. Ashton. Second, T. C.

Harrison. Third, 8, Bum. Highly Commended, T. Houlker. Com-
mended, R. Smalley.

CANARIES.
Belgian (Yellow).—Firpt, W. Jones. Second, J. Pastor, Ulverston.

Highly Commended, T. Woodend ; W. Jones. Commended. W. Jones.
Belgian (Bnffi.—First, T. Woodend. Second, W'. Jones. Highly Com,

mended, J. Williamson ; H. Gelderd, Ulverston.
Mules.—First, J. Baxter. Second, W. Bradley. Highly Commended,

T. Ward. Commended, W. Slater; M. Clarkson.
Piebald (Yellow or Buff).—First, J. Paxton. Second, J. Bonlton.

Highly Commended, .T. Williamson ; G. R. Martin.
Lizard (Gold or Silver-spangled).-First, M. Clarkson. Second, W.

Downham.
Common (Yellow).—First, T. Cockerton, Ulverston. Second, B. Kirkby,

Ulverston. Hipbly Commended, J. H. Matthews, Ulverston.
Common (Bufifj.—First, 51. Hunter, Ulverston. Second, Mrs. McLester,

Ulverston.
Goldfinches.—First, M. Clarkson. Second, H. Geldert. Highly Com-

mended, W. Bradley.

EXTRA PRIZES.
Game (Any colour).—Co<.-fc.~Cup, J. H.Wilson. Second, T.Robinson.

Third and Fourth, J. H. Wilson. Highly Commended, W. J. Cope,
Barnsley ; T. Mason; J. Fletcher. Commended, W. Henry, Mancbester.
Cock and Hen.—First, W. Bonlton, Parkhouse. Second. W. Boulton.
Third, E. Swaineon, Nibthwaite. Highly Commended, L. Casson ; M.
Satterthwaite, C/i«'A«ns.— Cup, J. Fletcher. Second, J. Barrow. Third,
J. Fletcher. Highly Commended, J. Pennington, Birkenhead ; D. Hardy ;

M. Graham. Commended, D. Tate; T. Robinson; J, Pnole. Pullet*.

—First, L. Casson. Second, T. Robinson. Third, M. Graham, Highly
Commended, .T. H. Wilson.
Game Bantam— r^cA,-.—First, Messrs. G, & C. Fnmess, Accrington.

Second, J. Wood, Chorley, Lancaehire. Third, O. Maples, jun., Waver-

tree. near Liverpool. Highly Commended, W, Boolton, Parkhouse; J.
Smith, Kendal. Commended, J. Poole.

JuDiEs.— Pmiltry—Mr. E, Hutton, Pudsey, Yorl;shire. Caiuines
—Mr. J. Hunt, Borrow,

PAISLEY ORNITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION'S
SHOW.

The fourteenth Exhibition of this Association was held on the Ist

and 2nd iust., in their Large Hall. "William Street. "We have only
room this week for the prize list, which is as follows :

—

Spanish.—First, J. Yuill, Airdrie. Second, J. M'Inne«, BroorolandS'
Paisley. Third, W. Neilson. Johu.'-tone Fourth, J. Cr.iwford, Beith-
Cocfc.—Medal, J. Yulll. CocA-crr?.—Mednl. J. M'Innes. Chickfn)t.—Vix»t
and Second, J. M'Innes. Third. T. Leitch, Cross ArLhurlie, Barrhead.
Fourth, J. Campbell, Ardrossan.
Dorkings (Coloured).—First, R. Brock, Claremont Lane, Glasgow. Se-

cond, D. Heggie, Glasgow. Third, W. Reid, Hayston. Kiikintilloch.
Fourth, R. Dickson, Airdrie. CotA.—Medal, R. Brock. C'tctens.—First,
G. Alston, Craighead, Hamilton. Second, Mrs. Martin, PaiBley. Third,
J. Gray, Airdrie. Fourth, W.Reid.
Dorkings (White). -First, Second, and Fourth, J. Aitken, Paisley*

Third, J. Pettigiew, Dalmellington.
Chinese.-First and Third, J. Stewart, Thistlebank, Helf nf^burgh. Se-

cond, Countess of Eglinton and Winton. Fourth, R. 'Jrou, Ualmellington,
Cock.—Mediil, J. btewart.
Brahma PooTRA.—First, J. .'^tc-wart. Second, .T. A. Dempster, Stirling,

Third, G. Alston. Fourth. Mrs. Gillisou. CorA.—Modal. J. Stewart.
Old Scotch Breed.—First, R. Blair, Thomhill, Johnetone. Second,

C. M'Diarmid, Glasgow. Third, J. Fulton, Beith. Fourth, W. Crow,
Busby. CycA;.—Medal, R. Blair.
Hamburghs (Gulden-Spangled).—First, -T. Jardine, Kilmarnock, Second,

H. M'Latcbie, Whiteford Hill, Ayr. Third, D. Eiack, Paipley. Fourth,
T. Walker, Fenton, Manchester. CofA'.-Medal, J Jiirdine.
Hambuughs (Golden-pencilled).—First and Second, J. Smith, Stewarton.

Third, H. Arndle. Stonefield. Paisley, Fourth, W. Bacop, Stonetield.
Paisley. Cocfr.—Modal, J. Smith.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, B. Gardiner, Anchencmive, Ayr.

Second, W. R. Menzies, Crossrayloof. Third, J. Stewuit. South Arthnrlie,
Ba»Thead. Fourth. A. Stirling, Barrhead. CofA.— Medal, B. Gardiner.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled),—First and Hocond, H. S. CoUigan, M.D.,

Puisley. Third, W. Bachop. Fourth, R. Ferric. CVc/v.-Medal, H. S.

Colliguu.
PoLANDS (Topped).—First. Countess of Eglinton nnd Winton. Second,

R M'Nab, Cardonald, by Govau. Thiid,J. Forsyth, Carmyle. Fourth,
G. W.Boothby.
Game (Black-breasted and others) — First, Pecond, and Fourth, P.

Alexander, Bridge of Weir. Third, J. M'Nab. Coc/:.—Medal, P. Alexande».
Game (Any other colour).—First. W. R. Menzies. Second, C. Johnatone.

Third, H. Goodall, Limehouse, Kirkcaldy. Fourth, J. M'lndoe, Gateside,
Barrhead. CocA.—Medal. W. R. Menzies.
Ant other Breed not before Mentioned.—First, W. White, Well-

meadow. Pnialey. Second, W. R. Park, Melrose (Cr» ve-Ctcurs). Third, J.

Allan, Kilhirnie. Fourth, T. Leitch, Cross Arthurlie.
Ducks (.\ylesbury).— First, J. Dryborough, Arkleston. Second, Z. H.

Heys, Barrbeiid. Third, J, Henderson, Cleckhimin, Motherwell. Fourth,
J. Robertson, Kilmarnock. Drake ami Duck. — Medal, J. Drvbrugh.
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second. J. Robertson. Third. J. H. M'Nab.

Fourth, 8. Young, Kirkton Mill, Neilston. Drake and Duck.—Medal, J.

Robertson.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, J. Robertson. Second, R. Dickson,

Airdrie. Third, W. Abercrombie, Castlehead.
Game Bantam.s.—First, W. Mabon, Jedburgh. Second, B. M'Gregor,

Sunnybower, Perth. Third. J. Harvie, Castlcgate, Jedburgh. Fourth,
D. K. MacKay, Chapelfield, Glasgow. CocA-.-Medal, VJ. Mabon.
Bantams (Black).—First, W. K. Menzies. Second. S. & R. Ashton,

Mottram, Cheshire. Third. T. C. Harrison, Hull. Fourth, W. Morris,
Paisley. Cocfc.—Medal, W. R. Menzies.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First and Second, W. Morris. Third,

T. C. Harrison. Fourth, A. Mitchell, jun.. Paisley.
Selling Class.—First, H. S. Colligan, M.D. Second, J. Walker, Bar-

shaw. Third, Mrs. Gilliaon, Milngavie. Fourth, W. R. Park.

PIGEONS.
PoUTKRS (Blue).-First, R. Fulton, Teptford, London. Second, W.

Lightbody, Glasgow. Third, J. Hawley, Bingley, Yorkshire.
Pouters (Black).—First, J. Sharp, Johnston. Second, R. Fulton.

Third, W. Lightbody.
Pouters (White).—First, W. Nelson, Johnstone. Second, R. FoltoD.

Third, J. Sharp.
Pouters (Any other colour).—First, G. Wallace, Bumbank, Glasgow.

Pecond and Third, R. Fulton.
Tumblers (Short-faced).— First and Second, R. Fulton. Third, J.

Hawley.
Tubiblers (Any other variety).—First, J. Sharp. Second, J. Hawley.

Third, A, Morrison, Glasgow.
Carriers.— First and Second, J. Hawley. Third. R. Wardrop.
Fantails.— First. J. Sharp. Second, G. White, jun,, LadyLum, Paisley.

Third. W.Crawford. Beith.
jAcoBi:<s.—First, J. Hawley. Second, R. Fulton. Third, J. R. Rennards.

Helensburgh.
NcNS.— First. R. Davidson, Jedburgh. Second, R. Patereon, Melrose.

Third, W. R. Park.
Turbits.— First, W.R. Park. Second, J. R. Rennards. Third, J. Field-

ing, jun., Pwochdale.
Pigeons (Common).—First and Third, J. Hawley. Second, J. Glasgow.
Any lther Distinct Breed.—First, Second, and Third, J. Fielding.
Pouters (Any colour).—Medal, J. Sharp (blacks).

Any VAKiETv'(Pouters excluded).—Medal, J. Hawley.

CANARIES.
Clean.—First, J. Mair, Kilmarnock. Second, T. Buchanan, Glasgow.

Third, A. Kelly, Paisley.
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YF.i.i.ow—Co'''i.—First, R. Houston. Kin>iriiie. Rocond, J. Grabaon,

Kilmiirnork. Thirfl. A. Kelly. Fourth, W. M'Lrnd, (llnspow. Hrv.—
First and Third, .T. Muir, Kilmarnock, Second, It. Turnbull, Glasgow.

Fourth, W. Weir, Paislev,

Ili,f-ij,_(;ocA-.—First. P. Allftn, Kilbirnio. Second. G. Graham. Third.

\V. Strtvons m, lukenuann. Fourth, K. ('nirdintT. GlanRow. HcTt.—First.

A. Kolly. St'cond, R. Houston. Third, J. Dunlop. Fourth, J. Mitchell,

Perth.
PiEB ALT).—First, A. Crawford. Second, M. Tode, Paisley. Third, R.

M*ood. Pa Id ley.

PiEUALD I Yellow V—Ctjr;-.—First, J. Dunn, Galston. Second. G. Hora-

hurgb, Glasgow. Thi'd, T. M'Murtrio. Kuockintiber. Fourth, J. Fislier,

Ortlry. //''«*.—Firht./l. B. M'Loau, Glu^tiow. Secoud, J. Fisher. Third,

•T, Grawford. Fourth, C. Gardner.
Pn-MiAi.n (Buff).— C'ocA-.—First, X. MLoan. Second, R. ITunter. Third,

.1. Glasyow. Fourth, A. Cochran, i/cii^.— First, W. Snnter, Paisley. Se-

cond. R. Muntor. Third. T. M'MTirtrJo. Fourth, W. Crawford.
'ioLDyiKCH MuLK.— Flrflt, J, Gray, Airdrie. Second, A. Kerr.
GoLDt-iNCii.—First, .J. Wutchraout, Stevenson. Socond. J. Crawford.
HoMT, OH FoUEKiN BiitDS.—First, J. Lambie, Paisley. Second, J. Barr,

Paisley.
Bkst Cecil Canauv.—Silver Medal, R. Houston. Hen.—Silver Medal,

A. Kelly,

The followinij wt>re the Judges :

—

Ponltrji—Messrs. "\V. F. Farqnhar,

Barrhead; .1. Patou, Stewartou ; i>. Brown, Perth; J. Milk-r. Ulas-

30W ; .J. Crawford, Glasgow; A. Patersou, Airdrie; J. M'Innes.

Pflisloy; auil IT. Todd. Paisley. Pi'i'-ons—Messrs. J. Huie, Glasgow
;

and A. Mitchell. Pai.slev. Small BlnU—Messrs. W. Taylor, Glasgow
;

T. Buchanan, Glasj^ow'; W. Orr, Bi;ith ; J. ^Yren, Pollokshaws ; W.
White, Kenfrew ; .T. M'Lean, Paisley ; A. Mitchell, Paisley ; ami M.
Wilson, Paisley.

THE ESKDALE POULTRY SHOW.
Thk sixth annual Exhibition of this Society was held in the

1'iskdalc Teiuperanre Hotel Hall, Langholm, on the 1st and 2nd inst.

We must (Iffer remarks till next week. Subjoined is the piize list :

—

DcuKiNcs fAuv colour).—First, Miss Malcolm, Milnholm. Second,
D. AYhitc, Driffield. Third, D. Hardie, Sorbie.

Gaue (.\ny colour).—First, D. Hardie. Second and Third. J. BrouRh,
Carlisle. Highly Commended, J. U. Wil:on, St. Bees. Commended, J.

Brougfa, Carlisle; A. Thomson, H.irraby Green; R. Robinson, Wif;ton.
DonKiNiJS (Silver).— First and Socond, D. Hardie. Chickens.—Yivsi,

D. Hardio. Seuonii, T. L. Jackson, Bush.
DonKiNOS (Dark).—First, T. L. Jackson. Second, R. Reid, Moat.

Highly Commcaded, J. Corrie, Lanjtholm. Cluckem.—First. G. Hodley,
U'olhernl. Socoud, D. Hardie. Highly Commended, Miss Malcolm ; D.
Hardie. Commtndi'd, R. Pweid.

Spanish.— First, W. Patersun, Langholm. Second, J. C. Wilson, Annan.
Chickens.—First, M. Tombull, Melrose Mills. Second, W. Paterson.
Highly Co ;u mended. W. Pnterson : Messrs. Bowman &Fearon,Whitehaveu.
Commendi'd, .T. H. \Vil3on ; W. Paterson.
Gamk I Black or Brown Red).—First, D. Hardie. Second, J. BrouRh.

Highly Commended, '>. Brou^h. Commended, A.Tliorason. Chickenst.—
First, \V. Ur.iuhTrt, Lanyholm. Second, J. Brough. Highly Commended,
W. Tait, Hfttherlie. Selkirk.
Game {.\ny colour).—First, J. Brough. Second, A. Thomson.
C-ochis-Chinas (Any colourj.^First, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Se-

coud, R. Ddl^liosb, Billholm. Highly Commended, W. Park, Abbotts-
moadow, Melrose.
Brahsea Pootra 1 Any colour).— First, D. Murray. Second, A. Paterson.

HiRhly CommoDdeii. V.'. R. Purk, Abhottsmeadow.
HAMBUKiiHs <Goldeu-3pangIed).— First, A. Hatelie, Selkirk. Second,

R. Dickson, Salkirlt. Highly Commended, R. Burrow, Lnnfjtown.
BUmbcroms (Gjlden-pencilled).-Firs', W. Bowe, Carlisle. Second, W.

R. Park. Highly Commended, J, Carruthers, Hopsrig; R. Burrow.
HARraun ms ('Silver-spangled'.— First, W. R. Park. Second, W. Bowe.

HiRhly Commended, W. Howe; Mrs. Byers, Burnfoot.
llAMUOEGHH (Silver-penci'led) —First. W. R. Park. Second, J. Piatt,

Oean, near Bolton. Highly Commended, Miss Malcolm, Burnfoot ; J.
Musgrave. Loudtown.
Any oTHiiP. Yariety.—First, W. R. Park. Second, D. Hardie (Silyer

Rolands).
BANTAM3 (BUck-br^ast or Brown Red).—First, T>. Hardie. Second,

Mf.M.srs. Bowiu I'l & Fwaron. Highly Commended, J. Scott, Castlegate,
AedbuTf^h ; J- ito'oerts, Selkirk.
Bant IMS iDnokwincs Plleii, «tc..).—First, W. Mabon, Jedburgh. Se-

ojnd, — H > l^s- ij, Wyjt Terrace, D.irlington. Highly Commended, J.
Lumi. Jedb fL^h.

BANTAsrs Any variety).—Prize, Messrs. S. & R. Aohton.
Ti'BKKVs.— First. T. "l*. JacUsou. S'^oond, D. Hardie. Highly Cora-

meuded, T. J. Harrison, Singleton Park. Pou/t(.—First, J. 'Smith,
Grantliam. Second. D. Hardie.
GEE3E (Grey or Mottled).—First, R. Reid. Second, D. Hardie.
Gf.KSK (Wiiiie.i -First, Miss Paterson, Terrona. Second, M. Tumbnll.

0( mmended, A. Grieve, Alhierigg.
Ducks (.\ylHtburyi.— Kirst, D. Hardie. Second. R. Latimer, Forgebrae-

IK) *d. Coiumoudrd, ft*. Bell, Ewes Mill ; D. Hardie.
DfCKs (Kouto).—First, und Second, D. Hardie. Highly Commended,— IJu,in, C'lveu-u 3i House, Keighley ; R. Dalglie^h ; A. Grieve.
Ducks (Any ot'it-r variety).—First, E. Huttou, Pudsev, Leed?^. Second,

J, U. Pdte Boa. Hiijhiy Commended, Miss Patersou ; Miss Palmer, Dash-
w«U Or-'iu ; A. Prfibin.-on, Longtown.
C'TiAO '.(•<' "'i.A'^ii roR THi: TOWN OF LANGHOLM fAuY Breed).—First,

*^'. Uf UU.I-: (3och-ns). S;cond, W, Bullantyne (Spanish). Third, W.
Bole (Bamhu ji ).

CoitaoerV Class for E'^rdale (Any Breed).-First, R. Latimer. Pe-
ooiid, M.v. Hirvey, Sorbie Cottag; lUorkings). Third, Mrs. Armstrong.
Kirktou (Dorkings). Highly Commended, J. Carruthers, Ilopsrig ; G.
Oliver, Millgillfuut (Cocliinsl; Miss Graham, Blisspath (Dorkings); C.
3;ualtie, Bus'<.
Sblli-iu Ci.\S3.—"^irst. G. Bell, High Street, Wilton. Second, D.

Harlie {D.r:iia3.-*). Third, W. Paterson tSpamshi. Highly Commended,

Miss Palmer (Wild Ducks); T.L. Jackson (Silver Duckwings) ; D. Hardie
(Dorkings] ; MissF. Johnson, Walton House; W. Urquhart. Commended,
W. R, Park (Silver Polandsj.

PIGEONS.
CnoPPERS.-First, J. Grant, Corstorphine Hill House. Second, J.

Campbell, Langholm Distillery. Commended, R. Irving, Langholm.
TuMDLERS (Almond).—First, J. Campbell. Socoud, R. Whittaker,

Delph Hill, near Bolton.
TuMiiLERs (Any other variety).—First, J. Campbell. Second, R.

Whittaker. Highly Commended, Dle.ssrs. Sibson &. flume, Carlisle.
.Iacobins.—First. J. Toworson. Second, J. Campbell.
Fantails.—First, W. K. Parlt. Second, J. Thomson, Bingley.
('arrieus.—First, J. Toworson, Egremont. Syuond, J. Campbell.
Nuns.—First, R. Paterson. Second, R. Davidson, Swinnie, Jedburgh.

Highly Commended. R. Irving ; J. Thomson.
Tup'ritp.—First, J. Thomson. Second, R. Paterson. Highly Com-

mended, W. R. Park. Commended, J. DuRdale, Carlisle.

Any other Variety.-First, W. R. Park (Owls). Second, J. Hardie
(Magpies). Highly Commended, J. Campbell.
Selling Class.—First, W. R. Parit (Fantails). Second, R. Paterson

(Fantails). Highly Commended, \V. R. Park (Turbits) ; J. Barton, Jed-
burgh (Carriers); J. Grant; J. Hardie.

CANARIES.
Scotch Fakcy (Yellow).— Cyt-Zi-.—First, J. Kemp, Galashiels. Second,

H. Donald, Galashiels. Highly Commended, J. Hope, Galashiels. Ucn.
—First, J Smart, Galashiels. Second, J. Hope. Highly Commended, J.
Cleghoru, Galashiels.
Scotch Fancy (BuIT.-Coc/.-.—First, J. Kemp. Second, R. Bell. Highly

Commended, J. Hope. Hcti.— First, J. Hope. Second, T. Scott, Gala-
shiels.

Belgian Fancy (Yellow).—Coefc.—Second, J. Kemp.
Belgian Fancy (Buff),— Cocfc.—Fir.7,t, J. Kemp. Second, T. Scott.

Hev.—Second, J. Kemp.
Fancy Flecked (Yellow).

—

Cock.—First, W Scott, Langholm. Second,
J. Cleghorn, Galashiels. Hen.—First, R.Kyle, Hawick. Second, J. Cleg-
horn. Higlily Commendei, T. Scott.

Fancy Flecked (Buff;. — Co(?A.-.—First, R. Kyle. Second. W. Finline,
Jedburgh. Hen.—Prize. J. .Smart.

Goldfinch Mole.s (Yellow Flecked).—Coct.—Prize, A. Graham, Row-
anburn.
Goldfinch Mlt-es (Buff Flecked).—Coct.—First, A. Graham. Second,

T. Wilson, Hawick.
CoiiMON (Yel]ow).—Cc>ct.—First, A. Graham. Second, P. Martin, Lang-

holm.
Common (Buff).—TocA.-First. M. Rome, Langholm. Second, J. Corrie,

Langholm. Hen.—First, T. Wilson. Second, J. Corrie. Highly Com-
mended, J. Steel, Langholm.
Common Flecks (Yellow).

—

9ock,—Prize, W. Hotson, IMilnholm. Hen.
—First and Second, W. HotL^on.
Common Flecks (BufF).

—

Cock.—First, J. Steel, Langholm. Second, R.
Warwick. Langholm. Hen.— Prize, J. Kemp.

SwEEP.=iTAKES (Greou Cock or Hen).-First, H. Donald. Second, R.
Kyle. Highly Commended, T. Brown, Harwick.
GoLDFJNcats.— Cock.—First and Second, A. Graham.

The Judges were Mr. Beldon. of Goitstock, for Poultni and Pif/eons

:

and Mr. Thomson, Hawick, for Ganmies.

DUMFRIES AND MAXWELLTOWX
ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETYS SHOW.

The ninth annual competition of I'oultry and Cage Bii'ds under the

anspicea of this Society, was held on the Ist and 2nd inst., in the

Mechanics' Institute Hall, Dumfries.

Gajie (Black Reds, Blacks, and other Red.? and Blues).-First, J.
Harding, Dumfries. Second, J. Brough, Carlisle. Highly Commended,
T. Parker, Kirkgunzoon. Commended. W. D. Dickson, Carroncroft,
ChickeTWi.—Firbt, T. MasweU, Sloan's Cottage. Second, A. Robinson,
Longtown, by Carlisle.

Game (Dnckwings, 'U'bitos, and other Greys).—First and Second, T.
Maxwell. Commended, T. Hill, Collin. ChickrvR.—Medal and First, J.

Brough. Second, J. Baird, Thornhill. Highly Commended, T. Maxwell.
Commended, C. Turner, Dumfries.
Spanish (Hlack).—liledal, First, and Second, J. Neilsoo, Eccl'ifecban.

C/i Iffccn*.—First and Commended, J. Kerr, Brocklehirst. Second, J. C.
Wilson, Anuan.
Dorkings. — Medal and First, W. F. H. Arnndcli, Barj.irg Tower.

Second, W. G. F. Lyons, Kirkmichael House. Highly Commended, R.
Reid, Loncjton, by Carlisle ; T. Parker; J. MilHgan. ' C/ih-ftrn«.--First,

T. Ferguson, Maxwelltown. Second, Mrs. Corrie, Heathat Hill. Highly
Commended, W. G. F. Lyons. Commended, Miss A. M*Holm.
Cochin-China (Any colour). — First, Lady J. Johnstone Douglas,

Lockerbie House. Secoud and Highly Commended, Mrs. Moffat, Kirtle-

hridge. ('ojnmouded, S. Cowan, CJlaronceficld. ChJckcnx.—Fir^t, Lady
J. Johnstone Douglas. Second, J. Neilson. Highly Commended, &.

Cowan.
HAMBCRGH8 (Golden-spangled).-First. Mrs. Corrie. Second. T. Mus-

grave, Longtown. Highly Commended, H. Currie, Ardrossan. ChickcTis.—
i-'irst and Second, Mrs, Lorrie.

Hamburoiis (Golden-pencilled).—First, R. Barrow. Second, T. Mus-
gravp. Highly Commended, W. Bowe, Carlisle. Chickens.—Medal, First,

und Second, R. Little. Highly Commended, W, Bowe.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).-Medal and First, J. Hunter, Gntelaw

Bridge. Second, T. Musgrave. Highly Commended, J. Douglas. Caim-
side. Chickcm.—First an'i Commended. J. Douglas. Hccond, W. Bowe.
Highly Commended, R. Kerr, Barjarg Tower, bvAuldgirih; J. Huutbr.
Commended, J, Douglas.
Hamhuhgiis (Silver-penciUed).—First, J. Muagrave. St cond, H. M.

JohnstoiiC, Broadholm. Chickens. — Fiist, J. Musgruve. f-ecoad. W.
Little, Dumfries.
Brahma PooTi{AS.~Fir<?t. G. Tnglis, Cargen. Second, Miss M. Gardiner,

Murraytou, Chickcn'i.—First, T. Johnstone, Terregles. Second, T. S.
Gladstone, Capenoch.
Any oxuf.r Vakikty.—Fir.-^, T. W. Campbell, Walton Park (Hoi:dans).
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Scconfl, Miss M. Gardiner (Silver Polands). Commended, T. W. Camp-
bell; G. Inglis, Corgen, Troqneer (Houdans).
Ducks {Aylesbury. — First, Miss Johnstone Douglas. Second, W. G.

F. Lyons. Commended, T. Johnstone, Waterside.
Ducks (Ronen}.~Medal and First, T. Parker. Second, Miss Johnstone

Douglas. Highly Commended, T. Parker. Commended, Miss M.
Gardiner.
TcRKETS (Black Norfolk).—First, G. Inglis, Gargen. Second, Miss A.

M'Gill, Rotchell.
Bantams ;GoH or Silver-laced) —First, T, Douglas, Thomhill. Second,

W. W. Anderson, Slofl'at. Commended, J. E. Richardson, Dumfries.
Bantams (Black I.—Medal and First, R. Murray, Max\vellto\\-n. Second.

Master W. Milligan, Millbank. Highly Commended, Mrs. Coupland,
Dumfries.
Bantams (White). — First, T. Hutchison, Mouswald. Second, J. Max-

well, Allanton Mill. Highly Commended, R. Teenau, Lochside.
Game (Black Reds).—First, J. Shai-p, Johnstone. Second, C. Harper,

Maxwelltown. Highly Commended and Commended, T. Maxwell.
Game (Duckwings and Greys).—First, T. Maxwell. Second, Miss S. F.

Munn, Rockhall. Highly Commended, T. Jardine, Lockerbie.
Any other Variety.—Prize, S. Darcey, Maxwelltown.

PIGEONS.
Tumblers (Common).—First, J. Sharp. Second, J. Love, Dumfries.

Highly Commended, J. Marchbank, Dumfries. Commended, R. Ken-.
Carriers. — First, J. Thomson, Maxwelltown. Second, J. Sharp.

Commended, J. Thorpe, Dumfries ; T. Maxwell.
Pouters.-First and Second, J. Sharp.
Jacobins.—First and Second, J. Sharp.
Fantails. — Medal and First, J. Shai-p. Second, Miss Knott, Essex

Park. Commended, T. Douglas.
Any other Distinct Breed. — First, J. Thomson (Barbs). Second,

J. Coupland (Barbs). Commended, J. Sharp (Spots); T. Maxwell
(Magpies).
British Birds.—Prize, J. Maxwell, Friars' Vennol, Dumfries (Crossbill)
Foreign Bibdb.—Prize card, A. Imrie, Auldgirth Inn.

CANARIES.
Scotch Fancy (Tellow).—CocJ:».—First and Third, J. Thorpe. Second,

J. Graham, Kilmarnock. Heiu.—First, J. Graham. Second, R. Davidson.
Dumfries. Third, J. Thorpe
Scotch Fancy (Buffi.— Cocfcs.-First, J. Thorpe. Second. J. Graham.

Third. R. Piirdie, Dumfries. Hc^s.—Medal and First, J. Thorpe. Second,
J. Little. Third, A. Hope, Maxwelltown.
Piebald (yellowi.—Coct-.?.—Medal and First, J. Thoi-pe. Second, J.

Little. Third, D. Gibson, Lochmaben. iTcfiK.—First, Master C. Grieve,
Dumfries. Second, John Thorpe, Dumfries. Third, J. Little.
Piebald (Buff).—Cock*.—First, J. Thorpe. Second, R. Edgar, Maxwell-

town. Third, R. M'Innes, Dumfries. Hen«.—First, J. Thorpe. Second,
J. Little. Third, R. M'Innes.
Belgian (Yellow or Buff) —Cocfr.—Prize, J. Thorpe.
Green.— Cock.—Prize, W. Pool, Dumfries. Jfcn.—Prize.R. Edgar.
Goldfinch Mulks (Yellow).—First, K. Bryden, Lochmaben. Second,

J. Kirk. Dumfries. Third. W. Welsh, Dumfries.
Goldfinch Moles I Buff).—First, R. Edgar. Second, W. Fleming.

Third, Master D. Broun, Dumfries.
Goldfinches.— First, John Thorpe. Second, J. Wilson, Dumfries.

Third, A. Martin, Castle Douglas Station.

Judges.—Puultri/ nnA Pif/eons: James Stevens, Esq. ; M.D.. Aril-

Tossan ; Mr. James Paton, Stewarton. Canaries : Mr. George Grant,
Paisley ; Mr. George Crawford, Beith.

THE SHEFFIELD OPJGINAL FANCY KABBIT
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

This Show was held at the Inierman Tavern, Alma Street, on
December '26th, '27tb, and '28tb. Nine silver cups were awarded in

the Young class. It was the largest and best Show ever held in

Sheffield. There were fifty pens of Rabbits exhibited, but the chief

attractions of the Show were three Rabbits, mei?.BUring in the order
named—W. Allison's Buck, 23^ inches ; Mr. Lindley's Buck, '22^ inches

;

and Mr. Maugham's Doe, 22 inches. The following took prizes in the
young Rabbit class :

—

Length of Ears.— First (Silver Cup), — Lindley, Buck. Length of
ears, 22g inches ; width, 6.i

inches. Second (Silver Cup), W. Allison, Doe
Length of ears, 22^ inches ; width, 6J inches. Third (Silver Cup), W-
Allison, Buck. Length of ears, 21.^, inches; width, 5A inches.
Black and White.—First (Silver Cup). — Manuham, Doe. Length of

ears, 21 inches
; width, 5 inches. Second, — Webster, Doe. Length of

ears, 19^ inches ; width, 4J inches.
Grey and White.—First (Silver Cup), — Frith, Doe. Length of cars,

19 inches ; width, 5i inches.
Yellow and White.—First (Silver Cup), — Lindley, Doe. Length of

ears, 21J inches ; width, 5j inches. Second, — Hay, Buck. Length of
ears, 19J inches ; width, 5J inches.
ToRToisEsHELL.-First I Silver Cup), W. .Allison, Doe. Length of ears,

19f iuches ; width, 5 inches. Second, — Elliott, Buck. Length of ears,
19 inches ; width, 4\ inches.
Self-Colodr.—First (Silver Cup). — Beaumont, Doe. Length of ears,

20Hnches; width, .'>^i inches. Second, W. Allison, Buck. Length of ears,
22 inches; width, 5i inches.
Weight.—First (Silver Cup), — Frith, Doe. Weight, 9 Ib5. Second,

J. Leigh, Doe. Weight, 8 lbs.

^V. Allison, Sic, S, Ckenei; Mow, Skcffidd.

Philoperi-steron Sooiett. — The grand annual Show of
Pigeons of this old Society will be held at the Freemasons'
Hall, Great Queen Street, on Tuesday, .January 14th, from 1 to

4 P.M. Admission by ticket only, to be had on application to

the Hon. Sec, Matthew Hedley, Esq., Claremont, Eed Hill, or

on the day at the above Hall.

DOINGS IN A SMM.L APIARY IN 1807.

Although the bee season of 1867 has been a decided failure,

I venture to give an account of some little doings in my apiary,

believing they may possess an interest to some readers of otir

Journal.

The spring found me in possession of three hives of black

bees, each in good condition. I had restricted myself to this

number, having in view the introduction of the Ligurian
species, on which some notes may not be uninteresting at a

future period. I have had no swarms, and no honey to appro-

priate.

Of my three hives. A, a two-year stock in a 14j-inch square
straw hive with a wood top, was very strong. Two bell-glasses

and a 9-inch square glass-framed super were placed on in May,
but not until late in June were they fully taken to. In July

the bees ceased comb-building, also the storing of honey. None
of the combs was ever sealed; the honey being of a very dark
colour, I allowed the bees to consume it, or remove it to their

stock hive. Besides this, in October I had to give the stock

II lbs. of syrup food, to make it up for wintering. The empty
combs are the only produce.

B, a two-year stock, in a common round hive, was used as a

non-swarmer in 18(5C, as also this year, by placing a nadir hive

under it late in May. By the middle of July there were only

three combs partially built, and little honey stored. Seeing

that I should obtain no yield of honey, I at once removed the

nadir, drove the bees into an empty skep, and transferred

them into a home-made, square, straw, bar-and-frame hive.

From their original hive I took 13 lbs. of very dark-coloured

honey. This, together with sugar syrup, was given them in

their new domicile, and they are now in fair order for win-

tering.

C, the tintortunate stock of 1866, wintered well. It was fed

a little in spring and was the most active of the three. A
13-inch glass-framed super was put on in May ; at the end of

July this was three-fourths full of combs very partially sealed :

the honey was of a very dark colour. Being unfit for table, I

have distributed it to make up my stocks for winter. In Oc-

tober this stock required 6 lbs. to make it up to 20 lbs. nett.

This autumn I have sought to extend the system of driving,

and have gained some converts, as well as effected a saving of

bee life. In all I have driven seventeen stocks successfully,

and have only to record being stung twice. Here, amid other

remedies for the sting of a bee, I would recommend the appli-

cation, immediately after extracting the sting, of a little—very

little—pure spirit of ammonia.
Of the seventeen driven stocks, some were added to other

stocks with varying success. A few, kept single, I have distri-

buted to be again fed up, and, so far as I now know, believe they

will succeed. The bees, in each case, I was allowed to have
for the driving.—J. G. C, Fiouth KortIianq>tons]iiie.

(To be continued.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Northern Potn-TRY Club's Show.—We shall give next week a report

of this, together with a list of the awards, both having arrived too late

for insertion to-day.

CoLoruED Dorkings {H. S.).—lf we had to choose, we should breed
frnm cocks and pullets with their second eggs. It does not at all injure

Grey Dorkings to be crossed with the Silver-Grey ; but the slightest mix-
ture of grey is fatal to the Silver-Grey, because any mixture of white,

however trifling, in the tail or on the breast, is a disquplitication. It is

easier to breed the pullets than the cocks, therefore the most scrupulous
care must be taken iu selecting the cock for breeding.

8oFT Food for Foavls {€.).—We do not for a moment believe feeding
on soft food has a tendency to make combs grow; but we are quite sure

feeding on potatoes has much to do with making them fall over, in con-
sequence of the lack of condition which such food induces.

Weighing a Fowl with Head Downwards (.Im^/fs/Vfc).—The cock
was snflering when you weighed Mm ; but there is no doubt the cause
of death was the rupture of a vessel from the downward floW of blood.

You should always weigh a fowl iu a bag or basket.

Space for Poultry (J. E. 3f.).—I'nder the trees will do very well. If

you will enclose seven postage stamps with your address, and order the
*' Poultry Book for the Many," you will have it free by post, and it con-

tains plans, &c., for poultry enclosures.

Buying Poultry (A Lover, rfr.).—Write to some adverlisers in our
.Journal, and buy a cockerel of one vendor, and the pullets of finother.

Buy the "Poultry Book for the Many" and the " Garden Manunl," both
to be had at our office. A poultry show in and near Loudon hna beeu
repeatedly tried, and as often failed.
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Bent out in 1867; Princess Mary of CambriJge, white, blotched
with carmine ; Sir W. Hooker, cerise, blotched with carmine.
Of the older flowers, without taking any notice of the year in

' which they were sent out, I consider the following as the best

:

White or Lif]ht Varieties.—Queen Victoria, Eurydice, Eleanor
Norman, Shakespeare, and Milton, creamy white and flaked.
Red and Scarlet.—Meyerbeer, Marechal Vaillant, Fulton,

Ensign, The Colonel, Comte de Morny, and Napoleon III.
Cerise.—Bernard Palissy, Le Poussin, John Waterer, and

Due de Malakoff.
Lilac.—Anais, Bella Gabrielle, Empress Engfinie, and Ma-

dame Furtado.
Yelloic.—El Dorado.
Ease. — Noemie, Princess Clothilde, Penelope, Charles

Dickens, and Madame Vilmorin.
The few I have grown of Mr. Standish's varieties, such as

Eleanor Norman, The Colonel, and Ensign, I consider better
shaped than the very best of the foreigners.

—

William Tilleet.

THE EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
SPRING AND SUMMER SCHEDULES FOR lso8.

These are now before the public, and, taken as a whole, are
ari'anged in a very liberal spirit and on an extensive scale. In
looking through them, however, there are a few things that
strike one as being open to improvement.

First, greater inducements are offered to the trade than
there are to amateurs and gentlemen's gardeners. Both of the
latter have to compete at a great disadvantage with the trade
for this reason—neither the amateur nor the gardener has the
stock to select from that the nurseryman has, nor have they
conveniences to produce plants or flowers, at an early period of
the season especially, such as the nurseryman has. In either
case, the amateur or gardener must have his houses filled to
overflowing with subjects suitable for his family or his employer's
purposes. There are very few places in the country where the
gardener will find houses for the express purpose of growing
plants, &o., for exhibition only—a thousand things are gene-
rally required from the gardener, whether he has few or many
glass structures for horticultural purposes.

In glancing over the schedule of the show of Hyacinths and
Early Spring Flowers, to be held on the Uth of March, the
highest prize is offered to nurserymen only, and Class 2 being
open, the highest in it is almost sure to go to the trade. The great
point in their favour is that as soon as their stock of bulbs
arrive in the autumn, they can at once select the very strongest
and most suitable for their purpose, whilst the amateur or
gardener must do the best he can with what he has sent him.
The wording of the schedule, in my opinion, should therefore
be reversed, allowing the gardener or amateur to compete on
more equal terms with the nurseryman. This could be done
by making a division for amateurs in Classes 1 and 2, which
should read thus : " Class 1 : 18 Hyacinths distinct, nursery-
men, £2, £1, 15s. Class 1, amateurs : 18 Hyacinths, distinct,

£3, £2, £1 ;" and Class 2, instead of being" open, should be
arranged in a similar way. This would give the amateur a
fair chance, and the consequence would be that the number of
exhibitors would be very much increased, thereby making the
Society's exhibition much more attractive to the public, and
consequently bringing together a much larger number of visitors.
A similar drawback again occurs in the schedule for the Show

of Eoses and Early Spring Flowers, to be held on the 18th of
April. Nine classes out of thirteen are open, thus giving the
trade nine chances to the amateur's four. Something similar
occurs in most of the succeeding schedules.
At the Grand Summer Flower Show, to be held on the 2nd

of June and three following days, in Class 1 there should
be provision made for the amateur as well as the nursery.
man, by giving another set of prizes of equal amount, thus
confining the competition to nurserymen in one half of the
class, and to amateurs in another. There are few amateurs
who could compete, with any hope of success, with the fine
collections of Messrs. Yeitch, "Turner, Eraser, Glendinning, and
others. The consequence is that many fine collections are
kept at home, and the exhibition loses much in effect and extent,
visitors telling their friends who may have made up their
minds to see the exhibition on the following day that it is

scarcely worth their going to see, as the competition is con-
fined to five or six exhibitors, and that on this occasion there
are only the same plants they have frequently seen before
exhibited again. Offer the amateur and gardener the same

advantages, and we shall see five times the number of plants
exhibited, and a much greater amount and variety of talent
and skill displayed by exhibitors. Fresh ideas will be intro-
duced at each exhibition, and instead of seeing large one-sided
masses of colour, we shall see plants that will be a credit both
to the managers of our exhibitions and to cultivators as well.
The schedule for the great Rose Show, to be held on the

30th of June, is much more equally balanced, and shows at a
glance that much more care and thought have been used in
compiling it. At this show the amateur competes on equal
terms with the nurseryman ; and if this can be arranged for
the lovers of the Kose, why is it not done for the lovers of
plants generally ? There are fully as many gardeners and
amateurs who are quite as enthusiastic in the cultivation of
other flowers. I need not here prolong my criticism, as, no
doubt, this letter will be the means of drawing out the opinions
of others who are more interested in the matter than I am.

I would remind the Council of the Eoyal Horticultural So-
ciety that greater punctuahty is necessary in the distribution
of their medals, &e., after they have been awarded to exhi-
bitors. If these have to wait six, nine, twelve months, or
two years before they receive their medals, much of the in-
terest they would otherwise feel is lost, and the employer is

apt to say, " It is of no use your exhibiting at the Eoyal Horti-
cultural Society, for you will have to wait a year or two before
you receive your prize."—F.E.H.S.

C0NIFERJ3 AT MR. MITCHELL'S, PILTDOWN.
In the latter part of the summer of 1866 I paid a visit to

Mr. Mitchell's nurseries at Piltdown, in Sussex, a notice of
which appeared in the Journal of September 18th of that year.
The duration of the visit being limited to a few hours, the
notes were necessarily restricted to a general review of the
nurseiy stock, among which some fine specimens of Conifers
were especially mentioned ; but there are also many others of the
same and different species that were then passed over. Among
them are some of the largest and most perfect forms of particu-
lar kinds of these beautiful and stately trees that can be seen.
Nor was it by the particular specimens only that my atten-

tion was strongly interested, for the stock of the different
kinds, in some instances to be counted by hundreds, was
similarly remarkable for healthy growth, colour of foliage, and
every essential requisite for forming fine specimens. I was,
therefore, very desirous of ascertaining as far as possible under
what conditions these invaluable subjects for the adornment of

our gardens and grounds could thrive so uniformly well. If

the Editors and readers will accept this as a sufficient reason
for again bringing these nurseries before their notice, they
will also judge how gladly I accepted an invitation from Mr.
Mitchell to again visit Piltdown, and make such further in-

spection and observations as my time permitted.
Doubtless, the soil and situation of Piltdown are the para-

mount influences in producing the free and perfect growth of

every kind of Conifer in cultivation there ; but to these must
also be added the vigilant care with which they are watched
over by the proprietor, .aided in no small degree by the intelli-

gence and superintendence of his son. Conifers of some kind
will grow almost everywhere. In situations less favoured than
Piltdown, if they do not thrive quite so satisfactorily, much
may be done by cultivation.

It is a mistake to suppose that having selected and planted
out cue or more of the many beautiful kinds now so easily to

be obtained, there is an end to all further care about it, except

to those easy-going people who are indiSerent whether their

plants become specimens worth regarding hereafter or not.

Our (the gardening) world is not so quietly ordered that we
can treat any class of subjects as an exhibition of waxwork, the

only difference being that the vegetable figures are expected to

grow larger. Such at least is not my limited experience as

regards Conifers, especially when the plants are young, al-

though admitting the great fact that the many thousands
planted out annually for ornamental purposes only, receive

little or no attention after planting, and that very many of

them do well. It does not follow, however, that many might
not do better, even if it is prudent sometimes to " let well

alone." They, therefore, in common with every class of plants

taken under man's care, require a certain amount of culti-

vation according to their habit and age ; it is a requisite to all

improvement, and even to the maintenance of the natural

condition of kinds brought from distant lands.
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To note in this place the different points of attention that

might be judicionsly applied to the various species of Conifers,

especially while the plants are young, would bo to digress too

far from the subject of this paper. I may, however, add that

having taken upwards of eighty kinds under my care, I have
found that the growth of young plants can be promoted, and
their symmetry improved, by carefully studying their require-

ments. This study mainly consists in knowing the kind of soil

in which they are found in their native home, the altitude

above sea level at which they thrive best, the mean annual
temperature, and the extremes of winter and summer. To judge

from these data (some of which may be easily ascertained fur

practical purposes from any of the excellent physical atlases that

have of late years been published) the probability of the species

succeeding or the reverse, will save much after-trouble and dis-

appointment. This is particularly applicable to the Cypress
and its allies (Cupressina;), as Thuja, Eiota, Ketinospora, and
Juniperus. Among these and some of the Pinus tribe the
liability to suffer from extreme cold, high winds, and unsuit-

able soil, renders more care necessary than for most of the
Abies, Pinnses, &c., found in latitudes corresponding to our
own, and which scarcely require any attention.

At Piltdown many of the most important ornamental Coni-
fers find the elements necessary to their well-being. The soil

is a deep, rich, friable loam, naturally well drained by the

gentle slope of the nursery on one side towards the S.E., and
in another direction towards the S. It retains sufficient

moisture in hot and dry weather to promote free growth, with-
out causing the temperature to sink too low in the cold weather
that proves so fatal in this country to the Coniferas of warmer
cUmes. Instances will be noticed presently. The pure bracing
air of the downs, tempered by the vicinity of the sea, less than
twenty mUes distant, is also an additional circumstance emi-
nently favourable. With these preliminary remarks I now offer

some notes of the principal kinds growing there.

Arancaria imhricata claims the first notice on account of the
size many of the specimens have attained, their number, and
their perfect growth. The largest, near the entrance gate to

the nursery on the east of the road opposite Mr. ifitchell's re-

sidence, is probably the finest specimen in England. Its height
is upwards of -10 feet ; the circumference of the trunk near the
ground is fi| feet ; its lowest branches springing from the trunk
are 11 and 12 feet in length, thence gradually and uniformly
diminishing in length towards the top. The ramifications of

each branch are similarly uniform and equidistant, most nu-
merous at the extremities of the main branches, and by their

weight give these a graceful curvature and somewhat pendulous
habit (the true character of the Araucarias), the curvature and
pendulous character becoming less and less towards the top in
proportion to the length of the branches. The tree bore cones
last year, but none this season. From its height and colour of
foliage, this magnificent tree is a conspicuous object from nearly
every part of the nursery. It was planted about twenty-six
years ago, and it is manifest that its progress has been unin-
terrupted under every circumstance of a variable climate.
The next tree, on the other side of the gateway, is about

30 feet in height, resembling the first in all respects. In a
line with these two grand plants is a continuous row of up-
wards of sixty others, varying in height from 20 to 30 feet. In
front of them, a well-kept roadway runs the whole length of
the Une ; on the other side of this roadway, and opposite the
first row of Araucarias, is another line of upwards of forty
more of like magnitude, thus forming an avenue of unexampled
interest. A single specimen of Arancaria is eminently pictur-
esque, always causing admiration when the specimen is well
grown. When, therefore, so large a number of this remarkable
South American Conifer is found at one place an extraordinary
feature is presented to view, so striking, so unusual in this
country, that the scene dwells in the memory as a strange sight
Been in a foreign land, or read of in books relating distant
travel. This impression is very forcible at a point where,
owing to the nature of the ground, the pathway and avenue
are diverted from the straight line ; the space behind the Arau-
carias on either side being planted with various other Conifers
and exotic shrubs, all traces of native vegetation are shut out
of view, and tho illusion of being suddenly transported to some
unknown region, if indulged in for the moment, is complete.
It is gratifying to record the fact that the intense cold of last
winter, so disastrous to many Araucarias, did not inflict the
slightest injury on these noble plants. Mr. Mitchell has many
other young plants in excellent condition.

Jiiota (Thuja) aurea.—This Conifer has become such a ge- ,

neral favourite, that plants of it are now met with almost every-
where, and in every nursei-y the stock of it is generally found
to be conspicuously planted, or in such numbers as to attract
attention. Piltdown is no exception to this rule, great num-
bers in different parts of tho nursery attest the universal de-
mand for tliis pretty ornamental shrub. Tho attention of
visitors is at once arrested by the two fine specimens near the
great Araucaria. These plants are now about 5 feet, or a little

more in heigh:, with a circumference of 18 feet ; their growth
is perfect throughout, and in form spheroidal almost approach-
ing globular, the diameter being but a trifle greater than the
height. Biota aurea is one of the handsomest lawn plants ever
introduced, being equally suitable for small as for large plots,

in the latter case more than one specimen might be planted.
It may be frequently noticed that as Biota aurea increases in
size and age, the bottom becomes thin, thereby exposing the
stems of the shrub. When this is the case, it will be found in
many instances that tho roots have penetrated deeply into a
barren subsoil, whence they can derive no nourishment. I
have found this defect to be partially checked by renewing the
soil around the plant. In nurseries this defect is almost en-
tirely avoided by the occasional transplanting of the stock.

Thuja glgantca.—There is a question of nomenclature affect-

ing this species which it is very desirable should be set at rest.

It has also been called Libocedrus decurrens. According to
Mr. Berkeley, the lamented Lobb, who discovered this and the
Thuja hitherto known as T. Lobbii, did not name these kinds
as we have them, but owing to some oversight the names became
as it were transposed, the specific "gigantea" being applied
to the kind Lobbii, and vice versa. Judging from the habits
of the two species, the rapid growth of T. Lobbii sometimes
increasing its height as much as 3 or 4 feet in one season,
would the more readily suggest " gigantea," than the slower
and more compact growth of the other. Every honour should
be paid to the memory of Lobb, who may be regarded as one
of the martyrs in the cause of botanical and horticultural
science. His name can with propriety be retained for one of
the kinds. Why Libocedrus should have been applied does
not yet appear sufficiently clear, unless there are points of dif-

ference in common with the other species still known as Li-
bocedrus. to warrant their separation from the Thujas, as a
distinct genus. The specific " decurrens " is objectionable, as
not expressing any property in the kind, nor of botanical usage
that I am aware of. Synonymes should, if possible, be avoided

;

and it would be an immense gain to botany if some competent
authority could be established, not only to revise, but to sim-
phfy existing nomenclature—a task well worthy of being under-
taken.

The large specimen at Piltdown of Thuja gigantea, or if we
are to call it aright, T. Lobbii, is now about 13 feet high ; the
circumference of the branches at half that height is much
greater than at the bottom. I am inclined to believe that this
is not the general character of the tree, having never observed
it nor any tendency to it in other specimens. This is, how-
ever, the largest I have ever seen. The deep glossy green of its

foliage renders it a most beautiful and picturesque object at all

seasons ; its hardiness has also been fully established. It ap-
pears to be shy of removal, probably on account of scarcity of
rootlets. I have to regret the loss of a good plant G feet high
from this cause. It might be overcome by grafting on a more
vigorous kind, but this process is very objectionable in many
Conifers.

Thuja sibirica, or plicata, for I believe them to be identical,

is too well known to need description. It is more valuable for
contrast with other Conifers in colour of foliage and formality
of growth than as single specimens. Mr. Mitchell's largest is

about 12 feet high, quite conical in shape—the characteristic of
tho species. I know of no Conifer so frequently planted where
it ought not to be as T. plicata, the colour of its foliage only
showing to advantage when contrasted with other species. A
dwarf variety of it, called T. minima, is deserving of a place
under similar restrictions.

Cuprcs.tus Lau-soniana.—The hardiest and most graceful Of
all the Cypresses proper, and therefore the most valuable of
them for ornamental purposes. From its readiness to produce
seed, even in a young state, it might become as common as
Larch if it possessed any economic value, but with the excep-
tion of some of the Junipers none of the Cupressina; yields
timber appUcable to any general purposes, being far surpassed
in this respect by many of the Pinuses and Abies. Like other
species of this family, it appears to be susceptible of change
under cultivation and on different soils, showing varions forms
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of variegation and colour of foliage. SpecimenB at Piltdown
are numerous, and seedlings from them occupy a whole quarter.

Jimijicrus ericoides is one of the specialities of ilr. Mitchell's
nursery. It is really a very pretty tree, and deservedly in-
creasing in favour. Less formal and rigid than the Irish or
Swedish .Juniper, the Heath-like form of its foliage during the
period of gi-owth gives it a very distinctive character. I have
seen this plant inserted in more than one nursery catalogue
under three different names. This ought not to be.

Jiiniperiis virt/imanu variegata.—Excepting the Holly and
Enonymus, the best, most distinct, and most beautiful forms
of variegation in hardy ligneous plants undoubtedly occur in
many deciduous ones. The variegation in Conifera? seems to
impart an unhealthy appearance to the plant that cannot
command even the ordinary epithet of "pretty," especially at
the time when the variegation is most wanted—that is, in
y?inter. .Such, at least, is my impression of it. Nevertheless,
it would be unfair to pass unnoticed the variegated form of
the old Red Cedar, which at Piltdown and in other nurseries
shows a marked contrast with other kinds, and is one of the
most distinct in cultivation.

Ccdrm deoilara.—If we were to assign social positions to
the different kinds of Coniferie, the Deodar would claim the
rank of royalty, as one of the grandest and most majestic trees
known. Yet its high rank would not have brought it under
special notice in this place were there not some evidence
respecting it desirable to be obtained. Its perfect hardiness is
now doubtful, for large plants of it 10 and 12 feet high in Messrs.
Ivery's nursery at Dorking were killed to the ground last
vpinter, and had to be dug up ; but there the temperature fell to
several degrees below zero. At other places we hear of its
having been much injured. My tree, about 18 feet high, had
scarcely a leaf browned, but it had not to endure much more
than 20° of frost. What is its limit of endurance?
Another question connected with it is of some botanical

interest. Is it a distinct species, or only a variety of C. Li-
baui ? As it increases in age it appears to approach more
and more closely to Libani, especially as regards foliage—

a

circumstance first pointed out to me at Linton by my respected
friend Mr. Kobson, and, I think, noticed by him in these pages.
At Piltdown the soil, i-c, doubtless influence its growth, but
the largest plants, 15 to 20 feet high, are forming largo spread-
ing branches precisely after the habit of C. Libani. Difference
of locality where found produces differences in kinds, wiiich
may disappear when both or all are brought together, as it

were, on neutral ground, remote from the original districts.
There is a problem to be solved which may not unlikely
diminish very sensibly the long lists of species, alike burdensome
to the memory of the followers of science as it is perplexing
to the uninitiated.

Ccphalotaxm Fortuni.—'H.ere, again, is a question of nomen-
clature, there being two kinds under this name—one called the
male, the other the female—but upon what grounds ? Mr.
Mitchell's largest plants of both kinds are well-grown specimens,
showing their habit and character very clearly. The species
hitherto known as the male has this year produced a quantity
of fruit, the berries being in size and form somewhat Uke those
of the common Aucuba, and, when I saw them, green and hard

;

the flowers were not observed at the proper time, otherwise the
sex of the plant would have been determined. Cephalotaxus
is a useful addition to our Yews, forming a compact and circular
bush of moderate growth, with foUage bolder, and in one
kind lighter in colour, than any other of the family. It will
be seen to best advantage in large collections, planted singly or
iu pairs apart from other trees. Like all the Taxads, it will
eyidently bear pruning to any extent.—Aoolphus H. Kent.

IS A DRY OR MOIST ATMOSPHERE THE MORE
CONGENIAL FOR SETTING MUSCAT GRAPES ?

Upon this subject many gardeners differ, the majority,
however, advocating a high temperature and dry atmosphere
when the Vines are iu bloom ; some few go to the reverse
extreme by even syringing the Vines when in flower.

Consulting what I consider the nearest approach to Nature's
laws in all my experiments in cross-fertilising varieties of fruit

trees, flowers, and vegetables, I have had the opportunity of be-
ing in search of pollen frequently in aU sorts of weather. These
experiments having been made in-doors and out, during bright
and sunny, dry and humid, cloudy and wet weather, I must say
I have not been so sensibly convinced of the effects produced

in-doors by a wet or dry atmosphere on the production of
pollen ; but I am decidedly convinced, from careful watching,
that in a dry hot atmosphere out of doors I could seldom obtain
pollen to operate with, whilst on a cool day, with a rather moist
atmosphere, I have found pollen always abundant. Therefore,
as pollen is the agent needed for fructification, I consider that
what holds good out-doors in producing the desired effects
should be the aim of the cultivator in an artificial temperature.
—WiLLiAii Melville, Dalmeny Park.

THE CULTURE OF TREE MIGNONETTE.
It is very easy of culture, and by exercising a little judgment

in the sowing of a few seeds at diiierent seasons of the year,
and care in cutting away the dead flowers as they appear,
it may be had in bloom in the conservatory every month in the
year. It may be formed into various shapes according to the
taste of the cultivator. Some prefer growing it in the shape of
a cone, with one plant in the centre of a pot, the stem of the
plant tied to a neat stake, the side shoots regularly stopped
and trained, and the flowers pinched-ofi as they appear, till the
plant has attained its desired height and size. Others choose
to have five or six plants in a 32 or 24-sized pot, and when
these are neatly trained they are very useful, and never fail to
be admired at this season and onwards for several months.

I have grown a few very pretty standard Mignonette plants,
and as they are generally much admired, I will briefly detail

their cultivation.

About the end of March seed was sown in several small
48-sized pots, placing three or four seeds in each. The com-
post used chiefly consisted of decayed turf pulled to pieces
with the hand, but not riddled, intermixed with horse drop-
pings passed through a fine sieve ; sand being added to keep
the compost open. In a mixture of this description. Mignonette
seems to thrive well and bloom freely. When the seeds were
sown the pots were placed in a cold pit, and as soon as the
seedlings were large enough to distinguish which were the
largest and strongest plants, the best were selected to remain,
and the others thinned-out, and thrown away. As soon as the
pots were filled with roots, but before the plants became pot-
bound, these were moved into 6-inch pots, and in this size

single plants will form good heads of bloom if occasionally as-

sisted with weak manure waterings.

Some prefer larger-sized pots in order to grow extra-strong
plants, but I rather like 6-inch pots, for they can then be
placed in a small vase, and used occasionally for dinner-table

decoration.

When the plants were several inches high, a neat stake
was placed to each to keep them erect. The side shoots as

they appeared were carefully pinched-off near to the main
stem, carefully leaving one or two leaves at the base of each
successive shoot to strengthen the plant, and keep the roots

active. This I consider rather important, as, if the plant were
denuded of all its leaves as the stem progressed, its health

would become impaired, and premature decay would set in.

Much the same course was pursued until the plants had at-

tained the desired height.

As the plants became established they were removed from
the cold pit, and placed on a bed of coal ashes out of doors.

They were stopped at heights varying from 16 inches to 2 feet,

and as the flower buds appeared these were regularly pinched-

out, to force the plants to form a neat bushy head, until about
the end of September, when each was furnished with a pro-

fusion of shoots, which were allowed to expand then- bloom.
By pinching-off the decayed blooms, the plants will continue

to flower throughout the winter months ; but to secure the

perfection of fragrance, they require both sun and air, and,

consequently, when convenient, should be placed in proximity

to the openings by which the air is admitted into the houses,

—QcrSTIN REiD.

HAVE MERCY ON YOUR PEAR TREES.
I MUCH regret to see, in your number of the 2nd inst., that

my old instructor in Eose-budding, Mr. Charles Ellis, of Upper
East Sheen, has been guilty of the great imprudence of allow-

ing 276 fruit to ripen on a young Beurie Clairgeau Pear tree,

only 11 feet high ; and, not content with this, actually pub-

lishes the fact, with the view of encouraging others to go and do

similarly.

After profiting by Mr. Ellis's instructions in Eose-budding,
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I went on to fniit-growing, and by diligently carrying out the

diroctions contained in M. Ba Breuil'a " Treatise on Arbori-

culture" (French edition), I have now an excellent collection

of Pears. I have received 18s. a-dor.en from a fruiterer in

Eichmond for Easter Leurri-, and never less than Vis. a-dozen

for those I wish to part with.

Quality, tested by actual sale, should be the object of .iU

amateurs, and " the quality of mercy must not be strained
"

by such an exaction as twenty-three dozen from a young tree

onlv 1 1 feet high.

When, next year, Jlr. Ellis's fruit room is destitute of

Beurrc Clairgeau Pears—as destitute it will be—I will endeavour

to supply his " ripe " wants from young and vigorous plants

of about the same size, which are permitted, and rarely fail to

produce, year by year, five or Bix dozen first-class fruit.—

•

Henky W'. Pownall, ,S'(. Margant'a, Twickenham.

WHAT IS A CORDON.'
As an article in your last impression attempts to answer

this question, and gives a definition of the term entirely at

variance with the commonly accepted one in France, you will

perhaps allow mo to state what a cordon really means in the

language of French fruit-growers generally. We know it is one

of those terms that have many meanings, and hence occurs the

twisting it has received of late. Clearly what we want is to

know the generally accepted meaning of the term. To say, as

you do, that it means any form pruned on the spur system, is

"quite erroneous, and so is Mr. Bn'haut's definition. The
Peach, when trained en cordon in France, has its branches

laid-in the same as those of trees of the larger forms. This is

true of Peaches whether grown in or out of doors, the only

exception being the system of Grin, in which an attempt is

made to do without the uailiug-iu. This is adopted in but

very few places, and is not liked by the French fruit-growers.

For us it will prove completely useless.

You quote Professor Du Breuil. I have now the last edition

of his vrork before me. You say he invented the term to

" express certain modes of training which we have called the

spur system,'' A-c. The truth is, he invented the form for a

purpose which he very clearly expresses. Struck with the long

time it takes to cover walls with the larger forms, even when
under the best management, and other difficulties and com-
plications which he enumerates, it occurred to him that the

adoption of a simpler form would be desirable. At page 339

of the very latest edition of his book {13(j8j, he says " Frapjxi

de ces inconvenient^ nous avonx cherche a y remedier en imagi-

nant dc nouielles formes qui, heaiicoup plus aisees a ctablir que

toutes les autres, promisscnt de couvrir regulierment toute la sur-

face du mnr dans un laps de temps Veaiicoup plus court, etjissent

donner aux arbres leur produit marimnvi heaucoup pilus t'lt, sans

abrener leur durce." These new forms he called cordons. The
spurring-in of these in the case of the Pear was exactly the

same as that applied to tho branches of the larger forms for

years before. Therefore it is quite a contortion of the author's

meaning, and tends, moreover, to confuse the mind of the

reader, to say that the term was introduced simply to ' express

what we call the spur system." I think the French language

contained a name for that a long time before the Professor's

appearance, and he certainly did not invent the term to sup-

plant what they were previously known by. At page 480 of

the work above quoted is a figure of the Peach en cordon, with

the wood laid- in in the ordinary way. From the greater degree

of vigour iuduced by the tree being confined to a single stem,

the wood to be laid-in is often more profuse than from a branch
of a large tree. At page 483 he even gives a figure of a very

neat mode of covering a wall for cordons, and in which there

is special and careful provision made for the tying-in of the
young side branches of the Peach.

I, " one of the disputants," did not use the term cordon
" In a very limited sense, conveying the idea that it referred

only to the manner in which Apples and Pears are trained to

form edgings to garden walks." I said especially that there were
many forms of cordons, but that that particular one was the

best for general use. With your general estimate of the cordon
system , I quite agree, but think you will yet find the low
edging cordon excellent when well managed, and am certain

that it has distinct merits for this country. Against walls, it

is true, the cordons cover the space quickly from being usually

confined to simple stems ; but then their energies are confined

too much, and, besides, the expense of planting trees so closely

together is objectionable. A better way to attain a consider-

able variety from a small space and cover the wall quickly, is

to adopt forms with four or five ascending stems. This has

been recently done on a large scale at Versailles, and with an
excellent result.

By the way, X have looked through Du Breuil and other good

French authors, and in none of them do I find the word cordon
applied to any large form of tree ; but I have just seen a very

clear definition of what it is in M. C. Baltet's book on the Pear
—" Le cordon est la forme rMuite a sa plus simple e.Tjiression

;

une seule tige garnie de brindilles fruitieres. L'avantage du
cordon est de simplifier la charpente ct de rfunir une collection

dr rarletes dans un espace restreint."—(Culture du Poirier,

p. 20.) Therefore the term cordon does apply to a particular

and well-defined class of forms, and is not a particular mode of

pruning, as is abundantly shown by the work of the inventor

of the system, who is, I may add, the leading professor of

fruit-growing in France. The French certainly do not apply

the term to indicate a tree pruned on the spur system ; and it

is clear enough that the English have never done so. That

they will adopt the term cordon in lieu of the old one is most

unlikely in either case ; but unless they depart widely from

what is generally accepted in such matters, they must call the

forms embracfd under that name by the expressive term given

them by their originator—a term widely accepted on the Con-

tinent.

—

One of the Disputants.

[We have only to repeat that M. Du Breuil uses the word
"cordon" generically, and not specifically. In the edition of his

book so long ago as 1846, he there defines it as " the primary

ramifications of the stem, and which are generally simple ;"

and in his edition of 1350 he says, " The forms of this group

[cordons], are ail composed of horizontal, obhque, or even

vertical cordons issuing directly from the stock of the tree, or

supported from a stem more or less elevated." The various

kinds he describes are the simple horizontal, the simple ver-

tical, the simple oblique, the horizontal unilateral, and the

palmetto cordon. Of the last a figure is given which represents

a tree with no less than tirimttj-tiro horizontal branches or

cordons upon it.
' What is that if it is not " a large form of

tree?" The quotation our correspondent has given above

from M. Du Breuil is most unfairly stated, inasmuch as he
quotes just enough to suit his own purpose, and then he says,

" These new forms he calls cordons." Now M. Du Breuil does

no such thing, as our correspondent well knows. What he
does say is, " We have given to this new disposition, contrived

by us for the Pear tree in 135'2, the name of cordon oblique

s'iv:ple." So much for M. Du Breuil, the eminent professor.

Then there is that skilful old pruner, M. LepiTe, who, after

all, we believe to be the originator of the term, and not M. Du
Breuil. If our correspondent will turn to his book he will find

eight pages devoted to "Pahnette Peach trees with horizontal

cordons," and the text illustrated on plate v. M. Lepere's

definition of cordons is, " these are the secondary branches of

the Peach tree formed en palmctte." Surely this cannot be

applied to M. Baltet's cordon, which is a solitary stem, furnished

with fruit-bearing hrindilks (elongated spurs), and which has

no branches at all.

M. Carriere, also, an author of note and of authority in

French gardening matters says, " Particularly in arboriculture,

every part of a plant trained a little horiz.ontally is called a

cordon, and on which branches are placed which are kept short

by pruning, and to which the name of branches coursonnes ig

given. In a handsome cordon the coursons* are well directed,

they are well displayed—that is to say, that they have no rami-

fications, and that they do not form what may be called bushy

masses. Cordon is appUed also to Pear trees, Apple trees, or

any other tree when it is subjected to this form."

bur correspondent has correctly quoted M. Charles Baltet, a

respectable French nurseryman, who, like himself, uses the

word in its most restricted sensr ; his cordon being the cordon

simple of M. Du Breuil. Whatever loose appUcation M. C.

Baltet or ' the French fruit-growers generally" may make of

the term, is not to the piu-pose ; our acceptation of it is not

I.L Baltet's, but that of those eminent arboriculturists who for

thirty years or more have devoted their attention to the inven-

• Catnons are in Peaches the analogues of the spurs in Pears or

Apples, produced by close-pruniog and pinchins in the same way as spars

are. We submit this note with great diffidence to car correspondent after

his authoritative assertion that our and Mr. Brehaufs deftnitions aro
" (inite erroneous ;" but wo cannot help informing him, for he does not

aeem to know, that the modem system of close-pruning the Peach in

branches coursonnes, inciu'ling the little laying-ia that is required, is

totally different from tho old system of "laying-ia" to which we referred.
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tionand perfecting of thismodem system ofprnning; and surely

neither M. Baltet nor onr correspondent will be inclined to

dispute the interpretation given of the cordon by the authorities

we have quoted, and by whom the term was defined and made
use of before either ef them could have_ given much or any
heed to the subject.

We hold, therefore, that a cordon is a simple branch close-

pruned or spurred, and not a tree, except when that tree con-

sists of one simple branch only, and then it is a cordon simple,

and not simply a cordon.

We will shortly furnish iUustrations of the various forms of

trees trained on the cordon principle.]

YUCCAS AND THEIK PROPAGATION.
I HAD lent me the other evening the last July number of

The JocRNAii of Horticulture. Mr. Kobson's remarks on
Yuccas (page 57), recalled to my recollection some experiments
relative to these plants, which were carried out here about
eight years ago. Having had no opportunity of seeing any
subsequent number of the Journal, I am at a loss to know if

any additional remarks have appeared in reference to their

propagation. As the results of those experiments, together

with my subsequent experience, do not correspond with Mr.
Eobson's assertion that "the Yuccas increase but slowly," I

send you some particulars respecting the experiments and the
results.

On each side of a long terrace walk there stood a row of

overgi-own, large-headed Yucca plants. Although some of

them produced flower spikes almost every year, yet from
having become top-heavy they never looked neat. Some were
kent one way, others another, and some were propped-up. At
last they became unmanageable, and were condemned, the
stems being sawn through just above the surface of the soil.

They were then planted, some with the stems entire, others

with the stems shortened. The operation was similar to

planting a post for a gate, a good ramming included.

The object of this experiment was to ascertain if the plants

would grow in that state, and, if they grew, to see if they
would flower more regularly. If those two points could be
gained we hoped to succeed in forming dwarf, compact bushes
of Yuccas, with a dozen or more spikes of bloom on each.

For some time the plants were sorry-looking, and some of

them were soon dressed in mourning. An occasional sneer

was indulged in when the operation was going on ; but now
the laugh was outright. Nevertheless, some of them grew,
others died, I fear from over-ramming, or careless ramming,
which bruised the bark of the stems and caused them to

rot. Those, however, that grew have not flowered as was
expected. Since then we have put in heads of plants with
naked stems more carefully, and they seldom fail to grow.
The roots come out thickly all over the stem. Those that

were planted so that the shoots which formed the head came
in contact with the soO, in two years furnished a good supply
of young plants. Some plants rooted in this way are now
3 feet high. In two or three years they will have an appear-

ance which I consider far more effective than that which they
will present after they have flowered, and have become large-

Leaded and top-heavy.
" How do you manage to obtain so many young Yucca plants ?"

said a nurseryman to me one day, " I find them very slow."

1 then related to him the following experiment, which proved
them not so slow of propagation as it would appear they are

generally imagined to be.

In digging-up the roots of the plants we had sawn off, it oc-

curred to me that they were likely to sprout if lightly covered

with BoU. I had, therefore, all the roots of the size of one's

finger, or larger, collected, cut into lengths of 3 or 4 inches,

and placed in a border, covering them with jast sufficient soil

to hide them. This was done in the month of May. My ex-

pectations were more than realised, for I had two and some-
times three shoots on a bit of root. We have had an abun-
dance of Yuccas ever since. Some plants thus raised are now
2 feet high to the tips of the leaves. Even some of the very
small bits that were thrown away grew, although several of

them were fully exposed. Any one having an old Yucca plant

can, by digging around it, and taking some of its largest roots,

soon secure a supply of young plants.

The Yuccas treated as above were plants of Y. gloriosa ; but
I have two or three other sorts, and I found them quite as

easy to propagate iu this way. I advise those who try this

mode of propagation to place a few twigs over the roots when
planted to prevent these being disturbed.—H. Mills, Eny^,
Pcnnju.

REVIEW.
The Gardener's Almanack, and Poultnj-Kccpcr'/ and Apiarian's

Calendar for the Year 1S68. Edited by G. W. Johnson,
E. Hewitt, and T. W. Woodbury. Jocr.siL of Hokticul-
ICEE Office, 171, Fleet Street.

In this Almanack we have a great desideratum supplied,

which is none the less valuable for its combining so much that

is useful to the confraternity of gardeners, poultry-keepers, and
bee-keepers, who are very often " iresjuncti in vno." Here, under
the same cover, and for the moderate price of one shilling,

each and all will find much valuable information special to

then- separate hobbies, besides the usual information given in

all good almanacks perhaps fuller than usual.

The " Gardening " calendar (if it may be so called), supplies

an essay every month on such subjects as the following :

—

" Vines in pots," " Fuchsias," " The Oleander," " Potting

and Kopotting," "Melons," " Vines in a Greenhouse," "Pelar-
gonium Cuttings," " Clerodendrons," " Koses in Pots," &c.

There are also "Lists of Flowers for Amateurs," the best ol

each kind, with descriptions.

Then there is an essay on " Poultry-Keeping," by Mr. Hewitt,
with remarks on " Prevalent Faults at Poultry Exhibitions,"

followed up by an admirably arranged table for memoranda for

every day in the year. Here at a glance the poultry housewife
can see what kind of fowl has been sat, on what number and
kind of eggs, date of hatching, number of chicks, and how
many reared, with a daily list of eggs laid by any and every

variety of fowl. The ai-rangement is completeness and per-

fection itself.

In the Bee-keeping department we have a Calendar of

Operations for every month in the year, with a blank page for

each month of the busy season for the jotting-down of memo-
randa. The calendar is moat complete and most carefully

written. Whoever foUows its instructions with docility can
hardly fail of success. It is specially designed for the scien-

tific bee-keeper, as we might expect from the pen of Mr. Wood-
bury, the first apiarian of the day ; but there is matter of

profitable instruction for all—learned or unlearned. There
are capital illustrations of the bottle feeder and of the mode
of securing and fitting combs to the frame bar.—B. & W.

METEOROLOGICAL NOTES AT LINTON PARK,
ICENT, 1807.

Rain in
iuchea.

J.anuary 3.05

Februai^ 1-53

M.arch 8-42
.

AprU 1-67

May 2.85

Jime 0.85

July 4.53

August 1-55

September 1.43

October ^.65

November 1.26

December 2.42

No. of No. ofJroUji
rainy days.

.... 18

.... 17

.... 23
.... 18
.... 11

9
.... 11)

.... 10

.... 12

.... 16

days.
21
5
23
3
5

18

1
7
10
19

Total 2G71 176 94

The greatest faU of rain in one day was on July 26th, when
1.51 inch fell. The greatest number of consecutive dry days

occurred from the 19th of June to the 2nd of July, and also

fi-om the 2nd to the 14th of November, both twelve clear days.

The hottest day was August 14th, thermometer 90'.

The coldest day was January 5th, thermometer 10".

The readings of the barometer taken at noon each day,

and, consequently, not likely to be either extreme, were as

follows :

—

Maximum, 30.42 inches, on March 2nd.

Minimum, 28.23 inches, on January 8th.

The winds, as taken at noon show during the year,

E, thirteen days; S.E., 24; S., 80 ; S.W., 72; W., 46;

N.W., 27 ; N.,Oi) ; N.E., 43 ; and two not determined.
_

As compared with former years, the rainfall of 1S67 is about

half an inch above the average of the preceding twelve years,

and the number of rainy days nine in excess. The winds from

S., and S.W., have been more prevalent, especially those from

the S., while the days on which it blew from N.E. were much
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fewer. The nnmber of frosty days is about tbe average, and in

May almost unprecedented. An early frost on September 25th

reduced the period between spring and autnmn frosts to exactly

lour months, an unusually short time. Certainly the frost of

the latter period was not quickly followed by others equally

sharp, but for the most delicate of out-door plants the autumn
was early. Pelargoniums, Gazanias, &c., continued tolerably

fresh up to the beginning of December.—J. Kobson.

ASPARAGUS CULTURE.
{Continued from page 22.)

The second year the plants cannot be too liberally watered
with liquid manure. Once every fortnight is not too often to

give a good soaking, and at every alternate watering 1 lb. of salt

may be dissolved in each three gallons of water. The waterinf,'s

may commence in June, and end by the middle of September.
Weeds ought to be removed as they appear. In autumn the

stalks, when withered, should be removed by cutting them oil

close to the surface, and the weeds being cleared off, the beds
should be forked over and the loose soil drawn off into the

alleys. The beds are then to be covered with 3 inches

of well-rotted manure, which by February will be considerably

reduced ; then soil from the alleys should be thrown ovit over
the beds so as to cover them 2 or 3 inches thick, and the alleys

ar'e tilled with half-rotten manure quite level with the beds.

In March the beds are forked over, not going so deep as to

injure the crowns of the plants. The alleys are to be dug, or
rather trenched, so as to bury deeply the manure put into them,
and when the ground is in good working order the beds are

raked and made level, and the edges straightened. A dressing
of salt ought then to be applied, so thickly as to render the
surface white, or it may be at the rate of 1! to 2 lbs. per square
yard. This completes the second year's culture, or brings us
to the end of the second year after planting.

In the third spring the Asparagus will be of a size fit to cut,

but I would recommend allowing the plants to grow untouched
another year, and more and finer heads will be secixred. The
summer cultm'e for the third year is not different from that in

the preceding season, only when the shoots are from IS inches
to 2 feet in height the weak ones are cut clean away, four to

sis of the strongest shoots being left on each pilant. The
strong shoots, having the lead, will thus attain more strength,

and will keep down the weak shoots, and the beds may be gone
over again early in July, removing any weak shoots that have
made their appearance since the first thinning. Early in May
another dressing of salt is given, and the beds are well watered
with hquid manure once a-fortnight.

In autumn, as soon as the ground is cleared of dead stalks

and weeds, all the loose soil is drawn oii tho beds into the
alleys, and the beds dressed with 2 or 3 inches of rotten

manure. In February soil from the alleys is thrown over the
beds, covering these 3 or 4 inches thick ; and the alleys, which,
from the removal of the soil to put over the beds, will be
considerably lowered, are filled up quite level with the beds
with the half-rotten manure usually found in the outsides of

hotbeds. This is trenched into the alleys and left until March,
when the beds are forked over, not going so deep as to injure the
crowns, and the soil is well broken and made fine. The beds
are then raked, drawing oH a considerable portion of soil into

the alleys. A dressing of salt is given, as in the preceding year,

and again towards the close of the cutting. The lieads will

be large and fine in the fourth spring, and the beds may be
said to be in full bearing.

In cutting, a little of the soil may be taken from beside the
shoot with the knife (an Asparagus knife is best), which is then
thrust down, but not so as to damage the crown or other shoots
pushing up, and turning the edge of the knife towards the
shoot, it is cut or sawn off. I prefer to cut off all shoots as

they appear, when of a sufficient length—6 to 9 inches, until

the end of May, unless the plants are weak, when a strong
shoot is left to each plant, and this promotes root action, and
is conducive to vigorous growth. Half the beds aro not cut
after May, and dependance is placed on these beds for the first

cutting in the following spring. From the remainder of the
beds the heads are cut until the 20th of June, when cutting
ceases altogether, but early in the month two shoots, or at
least one strong shoot, should bo left to each plant, but all the
others of any size are cut up to the time named.
The seasons have a great effect on the growth of Asparagus.

In early seasons cutting will commence early, and in that case

it ought to be discontinued sooner than when the season ia a
late one. The coming-in of i'eas is generally taken as the
time when tho cutting of Asparagus may cease ; but 1 fear there
is often more of convenience in this than any regard to the
benefit of the Asparagus, and in some places where tho demand
is of long continuance the heads are cut later than is good for
the plants. The vigour of tho plants ought also to have an
influence as to tho time when cutting should cease, for if weak
they ought to be allowed to grow early and make as much
foliage as possible, thereby acquiring greater vigour for another
year.

The culture in succeeding years is tho same until the beds
are worn out. Good culture and well-made beds at the com-
mencement will keep Asparagus in full bearing for twenty
years, and in some cases much longer ; but when the beds are
failing others should be made, so as to prevent a deficiency in
the supply.

The mode of culture described, I may be told, is a very old
one ; but by it good Asparagus has been and is now grown.
There are other modes of culture, which some may think I
might have noticed, rather than have placed before your readers
a system practised so long and so extensively ; but my object
has been to explain how good green or unblanched Asparagus
can be gi'own.

I omitted stating that the dressing of manure in autumn
may be of pigeon's dung, sand, and seaweed in equal quantities,
or the first and last without either of the others, in place ol
the dressing of rotten manure ; also that tho shoots should
be thinned early in July, leaving no more than four or six of
the strongest to each plant, these only being allowed to mature.
In order to produce blanched Asparagus the preparation of

the beds and planting are not different from the practice already
described, nor, indeed, is there any difference until the plants
are strong enough for cutting ; then a quantity of sand or very
hght soil is placed in the alleys, and the beds are covered with
it 3 inches thick. It is quite soon enough to put the sand on
the beds when the heads are just peeping through the soil

;

and when they show through the first layer of sand, put on
another and another as the Asparagus appears, until the sand
is about 8 or 'J inches thick. When the Asparagus again makes
its appearance cutting is commenced by drawing away the sand,
and cutting the heads level with the surface of the beds, or
about 8 inches long, and the sand is levelled again after each
cutting. In the autumn following, the sand or light soil is

drawn off into the alleys, and left until spring, when it is again
used as above described. The beds have in autumn a dressing
of rotten manure, and the rougher portion of the soil is raked
off in spring before covering with sand.
Another mode of blanching Asparagus is to cover the beds

in March to the depth of 8 or 9 inches with half-rotten leaves,
the cutting taking place when the heads are just peeping
through the covering, which should be carefully removed from
the stems, and after cutting replaced. In autumn the leaves
aro drawn oft' into the alleys and dug in, and the beds receive a
dressing of rotten manure 3 or 4 inches thick.

The plants for blanching are best grown in rows 30 inches
apart, and the plants 1 foot apart in the rows. The object of
blanching Asparagus is to have it white, tender, and finer-

flavoured.—G. Abbey.

XOTES FROM FRANCE AND ITALY.
Me. Eoeson, in writing on Mistletoe, stated, "It is snid that

it grows in the north-west of France." I may inform him that
if he journey by railway from Dieppe to Iljuen he will be
able to see it growing abundantly on the trees on his left. I
cannot tell him what the trees are, but I take them to be a
kind of Poplar.

Some time ago I was making a knapsack tour in the south

;

and on the hills above La Grande Chartreuse, on the north
side, I found a wild Dog Eose with a most remarkable perfume.
I had just come from the monastery, where I had tasted the
celebrated liqueur which bears its name, and I was so much
struck with the strong resemblance of tliis Eose's perfume to
that of_ the liqueur, that I felt satisfied (and my travelling
companion was of the same opinion), that it formed an impor-
tant ingredient in its manufacture. I obtained a good root,

which I carried for some weeks most carefully iu my sponge-
bag, and brought home in a healthy growing condition, but
the want of care or skill of tho gardener to whom I gave it for

planting, caused it to be lost. If you make this known to your
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readers no doubt some of those who go that way will procni-e

some plants for trial in this country. The climate on these

hills is much the same as that of England.
In northern Italy they sometimes servo a frnit, which,

though I cannot recommend it, is very pretty. I have seen it

growing wild between Turin and the Saperga, and it would be
highly ornamental in our greenhouses or for table decoration.

The name of the plant, as I understood it, is Gioinga (pronounced

Cidchinrja). When ripe both the fruit audits pod, or envelope,

are of a brilliant scarlet tipped with orange. In other places I

have seen another variety which is of a pale green, turning to

a dusty brown when ripe. I have no doubt it would grow
easily in a hothouse, or, perhaps, on a sunny border.

Again : in going down the southern slope of the Col de Tenda
I found plants of a species of Salvia with the terminal leaves

on the branches of a brilliant violet colour. Can you tell me
what is its name, and if it can be procured in England ?—D. S.

[The Kose, we think, is Eosa alpina. The Cicinga is Phy-
galis alKebengi, one of the Winter Cherries. It any of our
readers recognise the Salvia they will oblige us by sending the

specific name.]

TRANSATLANTIC JOTTINGS.
AMEEICAN VINES, AND PKUNUS MARITIMA AS STOCKS.

Mt impression is that stratified and expensive borders,

defective root action, and shacking Grapes, could aU be dis-

pensed with if a few of your progressive Grape-growers could

he induced to test some of our American varieties as stocks

upon which to work the varieties of Vitis vinifera. I do not

refer to grafting varieties of Vitis vinifera upon varieties of

jestivalis and labrusca, but to inarching green wood upon green

wood at such a point as to prevent the possibility of the in-

arched variety rooting, and thereby rendering it entirely de-

pendant upon the stock. Grafting the Vine is under all cir-

cumstances aa uncertain operation, and the scion sooner or

later emits roots, defeating the intention of the operator.

As stocks for varieties of Vitis vinifera, the varieties of

labrusca and jestivalis present many advantages. They are

the most vigorous growers in existence, and are uninjured by
heat or cold, or atmospheric changes ; some ripen late and
some early. It matters but little whether the roots are growing

in dry or wet soil, light or heavy, drained or undrained. They
are to be found flourishing under almost all circumstances in

every section of the Union ; battling with trees and under-

growth for root-room, and their tops clambering over the

highest trees of the forest. Some varieties Sourish best in

swamps, their roots revelling in sour clay and water ; others

on hill sides, seeking nourishment among stones and gravel,

where varieties of vinifera would starve. Those varieties that

have their habitat ia swamps, if removed to dry and sandy
positions, grow as luxuriantly as though they were revelling in

the swamp. All that is required to make varieties of labrusca

and a;stivalis flourish, and insure healthy root action, is to give

the roots work, plenty of top work, as an outlet for their

vitality. Give the tops work, and the roots will extend and
flourish in a wet or dry soil, in sunshine or shade, in stratified

or uustratified borders where varieties of vinifera would languish

and die. Without pruning, the varieties of vinifera, owing to

their weak vitality, soon succumb, even if planted in good soil

;

on the contrary, American varieties will seek nourishment in

thick undergrowth, and clamber from tree to tree, covering the

tops of the highest in the forest. It is common to find them
measuring from 12 to 18 inches in circumference at the surface

of the ground in many portions of the Union. In one instance

we measured a wild Vine 3G inches in circumference at 1 foot

from the ground.
. I am inclined to refer the vigour of some of the American
Grapes to the formation of their roots. Those that are tm-

aftected by mildew, and that grow luxuriantly, possess nume-
rous small wiry roots covered with fibres. In varieties of

vinifera the roots are large, few in nimiber, spongy, and with

but few fibres. A few days since I was much interested in an
examination of over four himdred seedling Vines which I

removed from their seed bed. About one-half were hybrids,

and they presented a few large spongy roots, with but few
fibres ; on the contrary, the seedling natives of pure race

possessed numerous, small, firm roots with a numoer of fibres.

A number of our new American Grapes are liable to mildew,

and upon examination I find that the roots of such are large,

spongy, and with but few fibres. My impression is that the

roots of our hardy vigorous varieties have much to do with
their growth, and their ability to succeed in adverse soils and
situations.

If American varieties were used as stocks, but little prepa-
ration of the soil for borders would be required, and for ground
vineries they would answer admirably, for they would grow
luxuriantly in any common garden soil. For pot culture they
would be a success, for they would flourish in a small space.
I have inarched a large number of the varieties of vinifera upon
varieties of ai-stivalis with the intention of thoroughly testing
their value as stocks, and, if acceptable, shall report progiesB
in the future. Inarching the Grape has under all circumstances
proved a simple and successful operation in my hands, and if

I thought it would interest your readers, I would describe the
process in detail.

I cannot resist the temptation of directing the attention of

your readers to the advantages to be derived from using the
Prunus maritima as a stock for Peaches, Plums, and Apricots.
Those possessing a hght sandy soil experience great diffieulty

in cultivating the Plum, and I see no reason why their efforts

should not be successful. All that is necessary is for your
nurserymen to test the Prunus maritima as a stock. Portions
of our sea-coast consist of banks of almost pure sand deposited
by the waves and winds. Upon these drifts, within reach oi

the ocean spray, flourish the varieties of Prunus maritima, a
dwarf-growiug species, varying from 3 to 5 feet high. This
year I raised a number of seedlings upon a rather heavy loam,
and they made a most vigorous growth, proving that it wiU
flourish in other soils besides sand. Although small, the fruit

is excellent, and produced in immense quantities. It seems
to me that this species would make an admirable stock for

Peaches, Plums, and Apricots for orchard-house culture and
for small gardens, more especially where the soil is so sandy
as to interfere with the growth of the usual Plum stock.

—

Al
Fr.Esco, LijiU, X.J., U.S. of America.

CUTTINGS OP PELARGONIUMS.
I a:j pleased to have an opportunity of replying to Mr.

Perkins's doubts in regard to my method of propagating th&
Pelargonium. I held for years the same opinion that Mr.
Perkins holds, and it was only after seeing the success that
attended the efforts of a first-class propagator in a large Lon-
don nxirsery, that I felt so thoroughly convinced that the close-

plan was so advantageous. At first I was careful to only
adopt it in a modified form, but I soon saw the full force of

keeping the cuttings close, and I only advise Mr. I'erkins to give

the system a fair trial, when, I think, he will bear out the greater

part oi what I have stated.

In regard to the number of cuttings I lose per thousand, I
may say that the loss is very small indeed in most cases.

Of Lady Plymouth, although it is generally considered to be
difficult to root, I find on the close system I do not lose twenty
cuttings, and it strikes as soon as Tom Thumb or any of the
strong growers, of which I may also state that I do not lose a
larger per-centage. The varieties most liable to damp-off with
me are the SUver-variegated Zonals, if not looked carefully

alter, in about a week or ten days after the cuttings are put in,

on account of the lower leaves decaying. The varieties of the
Golden section all do remarkably well, the loss being small,

not exceeding from twenty to thirty per thousand.

I would observe, that immediately after you find the cuttings-

rooted commence giving air, or damping-off will soon take
place.

Mr. Perkins says that my mode of treatment may do very
weD where the coal heap can be run to. Here I differ from-

him ; for I have found by experience that, although the cuttings

are put in later, they strike so much faster, that before the
winter sets in there is ample time to harden them oft', so as to

enable them to withstand the dull and trying weather we are

experiencing at the present time.

I beg to thank Mr. Perkins for commenting on my method,
and trust that he and numbers of the readers of the Journal

may see their way clearly to the adopting of my plan.

—

Jaijeb

STET,'Ar;T, Nunehaiii Fail;.

Tea Ccltcp.e in India.—To those interested in the cultiva-

tion of Tea in India the following information may prove

satisfactory :—In a letter just received from one of my sons iiL

Assam, he states that in his garden the plough is being used'
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with the best resnlts ; it is drawn by bullocks, and he Bays the

work done is quite as good as by the hoe, and the expense

trifling. I have four sons in Assam, three of whom are Tea
planters. I am a (jreat believer in the cultivation of Tea in

India.

—

Oesf.isvkii.

SHRUBS FOR GA.ME COVKRTS.
Refkkking to the inquiries relative to Game coverts and

injury to plants, I can state from twenty-five years' experience,

and with game of all sorts np to my doors, that hares and
rabbits will destroy any sort of trees or shrubs when young,
except the Rhododendron, Box, Privet, and Bramble ; that I

can now rear a yonng plantation on any part of my property

only by sunounding it with wire netting, and cannot enclose a

field escept with timber or wire fencing ; and that I have fre-

quently known Ash trees as thick as a man's thigh totally

ruined in spring by the hares and rabbits, though a com field

was in braird cloee to the covert, they appearing not to feed

upon the bark, but to do the mischief merely for amusement's
sake.

The plants mentioned I have had well tested, and never saw
them injured ; and no shrubs form a better or more beautiful

covert, or grow more freely on fairly good, rather dry, loamy
soil.

The Bramble will gi-ow under trees, close along the ground,
or as high as a man's knee, retaining its leaves all winter ; the
Rhododendron will grow close to the ground, affording an ex-

cellent low cover, and seldom rising above 8 feet, flowering

beautifully every summer ; the Privet will shoot np to 10 feet,

keep its green leaves far into spring, and flower very sweetly
in summer ; whilst the Box will grow 2.j feet high, is very
beautiful, and the wood of great value.

If a friend were to ask me how to make a game covert in his

park, I would recommend him cither of the following two
methods :

—

1st, Plough all parts possible in September or October ; sow
and harrow-in early in spring plenty of Bramble seed.

Barley, or Beans (the two latter for winged game in autumn)
;

plant on the same ground Silver and Scotch Fir, Oak, Hazel,
and Privet, in equal portions, 4 feet apart ; surround the whole
for six years with wire netting, and thin-out liberally every
three years.

2nd, Plant and sow as above mentioned, with the exception
of the Bramble ; and plant early in spring on the same ground
Box, Rhododendron, and Privet, but no trees or rabbit net
required.

Of course all must be well fenced from cattle, and rides may
be left, or cut out afterwards. The plants should not be much
dug about, as their roots are tender ; but the grass in July
should be torn np round them to prevent smothering.
Any one who has in his park five or six such coverts, of

about five acres each, is much to be envied, and he will find it

pay much better than deer.—W. G.

GRAFTING AND INARCHING VINES,
I CAN fully confirm what Mr. Douglas says (page 25), about the

inutility of inarching the Red Frontignan on the Black Ham-
burgh. A branch in my vinery so treated shanked this year
even more than the parent plant.

As to the Chasselas MusquC-, I fear that no stock will prevent
its cracking, for this cracking seems to arise from the texture
of the flesh and skin, which are impatient of moisture during
the final swelling-off, particularly if the temperature be low.
The same takes place in Green Gages against a wall when a
wet and cold August succeeds a dry July. The Chasselas Mns-
qufi is so unequalled in point of flavour, unless, perhaps, by
an unusually well-ripened Muscat of Alexandria, that one is

loth to dismiss it from one's collection. It has been recom-
mended to thin the Grapes severely ; but as the effect of thin-
ning is to increase the size of the berries, and as the largest

berries are always the first to split, I should rather recommend
that this variety be thinned less than others. If the roots
were so confined that they could not obtain any water except
at the will of the cultivator, if moisture were liberally sup-
plied during the growing season, and withheld during the
ripening period, with sufficient air and warmth I think few
berries, if any, would crack.

I wish I could hit upon any plan which would, with any
|

probability of success, prevent the shanking of Frontignane.

Is it true that they never shank against an open wall ?^Cx. S.

POTATO PRODUCE—INFLUENCE OF THE
SETS.

The following are the results obtained by Mr. May, of

Benthall, near Broscley, from experiments made in the year

186.5 on 129 trial plots. He endeavoured to ascertain

—

Firstly, The influence of the size of the set on the economic

results of the crop

—

i.e., whether any incre.ise, and to what

extent, ;.=! obtained over and above the extra weight of the set,

in the planting of large, in lieu of small, sets.

Secondly, The influence on the crop of the distance at which
the sets are planted ; or the results of close and wide planting

of various sized Potatoes.

Thirdly, The comparative results from planting similar

weights of large and of small Potatoes per acre.

Fourthly, The relative advantages of cut and whole sets.

Fifthly, The influence of thick and thin planting, and of the

size of the set on the proportion borne between the weights of

the sets and the weight of the crop, and the rate of increase

under various conditions.

Sixthly, The relative productiveness of different varieties of

Potato.

Much diversity of opinion seems to prevail in these points,

which are of economical importance in relation to both the

farm and garden cultivation of the crop.

The selection of the Potato sets appears commonly to be

more a matter of present expediency than prospective profit.

The general course is to appropriate the large.st for use, the

very smallest for pig-feeding, the tubers of intermediate size-

being preserved for replanting ; this method of assortment

results in the use of sets of from 2 to 3 ozs. in weight, and a

set of less than 2 ozs. is as often planted as one exceeding 3 or

4 ozs.

Our primary question is, whether an increase in the size of

the set win produce an excess above the extra weight of the

sets planted ; such extra weight going to increase the strength

of the individual sets without increasing their number.
The unequivocal results in favour of largo sets, obtained

from my experiments carried out in 18G4, as well as from those

which form the subject of this report, induce me to describe

carefully the conditions under which the experiments were

conducted.
Every precaution was taken to ensure the most perfect uni-

formity in the conditions under which the various experiments

were made. The manure was separately weighed out, and
distributed on each 20 superficial feet of ground. The distance

(2 feet) between the rows was the same throughout the trial

ground ; and to counteract the influence of any slight variations

in the character of the soil, the particular experiments that

would he brought into immediate comparison were placed as

nearly as possible in juxtaposition. External rows were

rejected for the experiments, and planted with part of the

ordinary crop ; and every individual set was separately weighed

and selected to the specified size, and planted to measure, at

precise distances.

The gross average return per acre of numerous varieties

was from

—

Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs.

loz.sets 10 19 3 17

2 oz. sets 12 15 2 15

4 oz. sets 18 9 2
6 oz. sets 16 13 1 16

8oz. sets IR 11 16

The following are the amounts of nett profit per acre for

each ounce in the increase in the weight of the sets from 1 oz.

up to 8 ozs. (each ounce in the weight of the set occupying

2 square feet, being equivalent to 12 cwt. 17j Ibb. per acre) of

seed :

—

Tons. cwts. qrs. Ibfl.

Fromlto2oz 1 13 2 71

„ 2 to 4 oz. for each extra oz 18 3 14

„ 4to6oz. „ 1 12 21

„ 6to8oz. „ 18 3 14

The average of a number of experiments with different

varieties planted 9 inches apart in rows gave very similarresnlts.

as follows :

—

GROSS RETtTRNS PER ACRE.
Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs. ozs.

loz.sets 10 12 23 or 14.21 per s«t.

2oz. sets 15 2 2 11 or 18.45 „
4cz.Bets 17 17 3 12 or 21.99 „
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After deiJucting the weight of the sets, the nett balances of

produce per acre stand thus :

—

Tona. cwts. qrs. lbs. ozs.

loz. sets 9 16 or 13.21 per set.

2oz. sets 13 10 21 or 16.45

4oz. sets 14 13 4 or 17.99 „

The average produce of a number of varieties planted at

intervals of inches in the row also exhibited similar advan-

tages in favour of the larger sets, viz. :
—

GROSS AVERAGE P.ETCnKS OF DliFERENT VARIETIES PER ACRE.
Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs. oza.

loz. sets 13 4 1 20 or 10.85 per set.

Soz.sets 15 19 12 or 13.15 „
4oz. sets: 22 2 S or 18.11 „

After deducting the weight of the sets, the nett balances of

produce per acre stand thus :

—

Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs. ozs.

1 oz. sets 12 18i or 9.H5 per set.

2oz. sets 13 10 1 27 or 11.15 „
4oz. sets 17 S 1 5 or 14.11 „

Every step in each of these three series of experiments gives,

without an exception, unequivocal evidence that each increase

in the weight of the set produces more than a corresponding

increase in the weight of the crop. The following statement

will, however, show that the advantage in the employment of

large sets is mnch less striking in the early than in the late

varieties ; out of the examples before given, the average pro-

duce of the early varieties, planted 1 foot apart in the row,

exhibit the following result :

—

Gross Crop. Nett.

Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs. Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs.

1 oz. sets 9 3 3 26 .... H 11 3 S-J

2oz.scta 10 14 2 17 .... 9 10 1 lU-i

4oz. seta IB 19 7*.... U 10 1 221

6 0Z. sets 15 C 22 .... 11 18 1 2J
8oz. sets 7 17 21 .... 2 19 3 23

Although there is throughout an inciease over an(J above

the extra weight of the sets, the advance between the larger

sizes is not very marked, and is much below that wherein the

early and late sets ai-e averaged together. There is even a

falling-off in the produce of the S oz. sets, in comparison with

those weighing C ozs. ; but this is partly from accidental cir-

cumstances, the S oz. sets being much sprouted before plant-

ing ; indeed all the larger sets of the early varieties were much
more advanced than those of smaller size. After separating

the early sorts from the general average results of early and
late, the average produce of the late varieties, taken separately,

will stand as follows :

—

Gross Crop. Nett.
Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs. Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs.

I oz. sets 12 15 .... 11 7 3 26
2oz. sets 15 8 1 19 .... 13 19 13
4oz.setB 17 IC 24 .... 15 7 2 11

6oz. sets 30 6 2 11 .... 26 13 2 19
8 oz. sets 31 3 3 24 26 6 2 26

To establish the influence on the crop of the distance at

which the sets are planted, I shall compare, separately, each
series o€ experiments on Potatoes of the same weight, planted

at different distances :

—

AVERAGES OF 1 OZ. SETS.

Bistance Gross. Nett.
Varieties, apart. Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs. Tons; cwts. qrs. lbs.

13 1 toot .... 10 9 3 17 . . 9 17 8
II 9 in 10 12 ' 23 .. 9 16
11 6 in 13 4 1 20 . . 12 13

AVEEAGE3>F 2 OZ. SETS.

18 1 toot .... 12 15 2 4 .. 11 11 1 7
12 9 in 15 15 2 11 . . 13 10 21
10 Gin 15 19 12 .. 13 10 1 27

AVERAGES OF 4 OZ. SETS.

12 Ifoot .... 15 17 2 15i .. 13 9 2}
6 9 in 17 17 3 12 . . 14 13 4
3 6 in 22 2 3 . . 17 3 1 5

AVERAGES OF 4 OZ. SETS (SlUHuUt VARIETIES).

3 1 toot .... 15 8 8 24 . . 13 1 11
8 9in 15 19 2 14 .. 12 14 S 6
3 6 in 22 2 3 .. 17 3 1 5

These comparisons all show an advantage in planting the
smaller gets at intervals closer than 12 inches in the rows ; but
the results are not very decided, and in one or two cases the
gain in the gross crop does not make up for the extra weight of
the sets planted.

The following comparisons refer to the eiiect of planting the
sets more than a foot apart in the rows :

—

Three experiments averaged together—viz.. Eight-ounce
Flukes, six-ounce Flukes, and four-ounce Late Red, gave a gross
crop of 23 tons IG cwts. 1 qr. 8 lbs., and a nett average of

20 tons 3 cwts. 1 qr. 17 lbs. The same sizes and varieties,

planted at intervals in the rows of 1 foot 3 inches, produced a
gross crop of 18 tons 13 cwts. 1 qr. 2 lbs., and a nett crop of

15 tons 14 cwts. 3 qrs. 20 lbs.—a falling-off of 4 tons 8 cwts.
1 qr. 25 lbs. per acre. Indeed, the produce of each set was
as nearly as possible the same, whether planted a foot apart or
15 inches, so that the additional distance was so much loss to

the crop. The average produce of six-ounce and eight-ounce
Flukes shows a similar falling-off when planted more than a

foot apart in the rows. The nett average produce per acre

was :

—

Tons. cwts. qrs. lbs.

Flukes, at 1 foot 17 10 1 25
„ at 1 loot 3 in 15 8 2 61

,, at Ifoot 6 in 12 16 5

This diminution of the crop, through reducing the number of

the sets per acre, is remarkably uniform, and as nearly as

possible proportionate to the distance at which the sets are
planted.

The general tenor of these experiments points to an interval

of 10 or 12 inches in the rows as being the most profitable

distance at which to plant large, full-sized Potatoes, of from
4 to 8 ozs. in weight. A moderate increase in the nett crop
may be expected from still further diminishing the distance
when the sets are below 4 ozs. in weight.

The general bearing of the results obtained is :

—

Firstly, Every increase in the size of the set, from 1 oz. up
to 8 ozs. in weight, produces an increase in the crop much
greater than the additional weight of the .set planted. The nett

profit, over and above the extra weight of the sets, in planting
four-ounce sets in lien of one-ounce sets, amounted, on the
whole series of experiments, to between 3 and 4 tons per acre

;

and the further profit, on the increase of the size of the set

from 4 ozs. to 8 ozs., averaged about 5 tons an acre ; all the
intermediate steps partaking proportionately of the increase.

Secondly, The advantages in favour of the large sets is more
marked in the late than in the early varieties.

Thirdly, In the use of small sets, of from 1 oz. to 3 ozs. in
weight, a larger balance over and above the weight of the sets

was obtained by planting from 6 to 9 inches apart in the rows
than at wider intervals.

Fourthly, Increasing the intervals at which sets are planted,

even of the largest size, in the rows, to more than 12 inches,

diminishes the crop ; and the wider intervals induce no increase

in the weight of the produce of the individual sets.

Fifthly, It may be broadly stated that the weight of the crop
is proportionate to the weight per acre of the sets, and that
small sets will produce the same crop as an equal weight per
acre of large sets. The fact is, however, of limited application,

as a weight of very small sets equal to a weight of full-sized

Potatoes could not be got into the ground, except by planting

them so closely as to be prejudicial to the crop. The advan-
tage, therefore, of large sets remains practically unimpaired.

Sixthly, Weight for weight, cut sets produce, as nearly as

possible, the same weight per acre as whole Potatoes ; but for

the reasons given above, the weight of the sets should not ba
reduced by subdivision.

Seventhly, Smaller sets give a larger produce, in proportion
to their weight, than the larger sets.

Eighthly, When the intervals between the sets in the rows
are diminished to less than a foot, the produce of each indi-

vidual set is proportionately diminished. Though this is not
necessarily accompanied by a diminution of the weight of the
crop, no increase in the produce of each individual set is

caused by placing the sets at intervals wider than a foot.

Ninthly, With reference to the relative produce of different

varieties, a late red sort takes the precedence throughout the
expei'iments ; and of the several varieties of Fluke, Spencer's

King of Flukes and The Queen of Flukes are much more
prolific than the ordinary variety.

—

(Joimml of lioyal Agricul-

tural. SocirtlJ.)

FRUIT-GROWING IN THE FAR NORTH.
A.-i we are now in the midst of our planting season, with the

time for propagating or grafting fast approaching, it may be
interesting to your readers to learn what sorts of fruits succeed

so far north as the shores of the Moray Firth, in Scotland.

Although our climate is so dry and sunny as to make Wheat
our staple crop, yet varieties of fruits that succeed here must
be endowed with a certain degree of hardiness. We have had
a rather extensive collection here for the last thirty years, and
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profiting ly our cxperienoe. Fomo of your readers may avoid
the disappointment attending experiments in growing new
fruits. Tliose that suecceii best here may reasonably bo ex-

pected to do well further south.

A great hindrance to the growth of good fruit in Scotland
and in the north of England, is the uncertainty and disappoint-

ment occasioned by planting varieties unsuited to the climate.

As Pears and Phims are the two sorts of fruit that have of

late received the most important additions of improved va-
rieties, I shall for the present confine myself to these.

The first-rato Peais that succeed on the wall here are—Jar-
gonelle, ripe in .\ugust and September; Sinclair, in October;
Marie Louise, Thompson's, Beurre Superfin, Beurri5 Hardy,
Van Mons LCon Leclerc, and Brown Beurre, in November;
Winter Nelis and Hacou's Incomparable, in December and
January; Easter Beurru, in P'ebruary and March; Beurre de
Ranee, in March and April ; Fortunoe, in April. Citron des
Carmes, ripening in July, a good second-class Pear, is a desir-

able addition to the foregoing.

The following are first-class as standards—viz.,—Benrri'
d'Amanlis Panache and Sinclair, ripe in October ; Beurre
Superfin and Aston Town, in November; Zephirin Gregoire
and Beurre d'Arembcrg, in December and January ; Monarch
and Beurrfi de Eance, from February to April. These have
not yet borne abundantly.
Good and useful second-class Pears as standards are—Sum-

mer Doyenne, ripe in August ; Beurre Giffard, in September
;

Williams' Bon Chretien, in October; Muirfowl's Egg, in
November ; Achan, in December ; Forelle, in January ; and
Lfion Leclerc de Laval, an excellent baking Pear, from November
to May.
Some of the varieties that do not succeed well here are

—

Passe Colmar and Beurre Bosc, hardly first-rate ; Louise Bonne,
Urbaniste, Fondante d'Automne, Glou Mor^eau, Dunmore,
Josephine de Malines, and Fjergamotte d'Esperen, all second-
rate ; Flemish Beauty and Duchesso d'Angouleme, third-rate;
Chaumontel, Beurre de Capiaumont, and Suffolk Thorn, fourth-
rate. Some newer famed varieties have not yet fruited.

Of Plums—July Green Gage, Jefferson, Bryanston Gage, and
Beine Claude de IJavay, are first-rate wall fruits. Coe's Golden
Drop is the best, but drops the greater portion of its fruit when
quite small.

Belgian Purple, Denniston's Superb, and Lawson's Golden
Gage are abundant-bearing, first-rate standard Plums.

—

John
McCcLLocii, Gardener, Duff'us, near Elgin.

amounted to about five hundred per stalk, did not ripen, as I

planted them two months after the prescribed time." This is

all he could tell me about it.—W. F. KAoeLYn-n.

[Unless the Chinese Sugar Grass is sown in a hotbed, and
the seedlings planted out, no seed is ripened by the plants in
this country, nor even then except in favourable localities.

—

Eds.]

HABITATS OF THE MISTLETOE.
I n.WE a plant of it here from seed sown on an Apple tree, and

now it is a bush about 9 feet in diameter. There are a few more
in Ireland, but none throwing naturally.

In France, the orchards one passes on the way from Calais tp

Amiens are loaded with Jlistlotoo. In the south of France it

abounds on the trees about Pau, chiefly on Poplars. I have
not seen it on the Oak ; but in the Pyrenees near Gabas I have
observed the Silver Fir loaded with it. It is also stated that
it grows most abundantly on Pinus sylvestris in the forests

of Germany, about Magdeburg. Query, Does it really live on
the sap of the tree, or only attach itself as a bai-nacle does to

the rock ? The Apple tree on which mine hangs seems c^udently
exhausted, as if by supplying its food ; but, then, is it not ex-
traordinary that the saruo plant should live upon the sweet sap
of the Apple and Poplar, and on the resin of the Pine tribe ?

The analysis of the 5Ustletoe (French Oui). from such different

species of trees would be curious.—C. W. H., IIaniv:ood.

WOOLLAND HOUSE. DORSET,
The Seat of MoNTAf^u Wn.i.iAMs, Esq.

To-day, January 0th, I visited my friend and neighbour, the
frost being hard, and the ground lightly covered with snow—not
a very favourable time for a review.

The honse is a fine mansion, commanding a magnificent
Borthem view of the grassy vale of Blackmoor for many miles.
It is situated under the same range of hills as my own house.
The views from the hills behind our houses is, perhaps, one of
the finest in England. I have never seen anything to equal
them, except the Weald of Kent, from the windows of Hors-
mondcn rectory, the property of the Rev. Hugh ilarriott.

On the west side of the house is a new church built by Mr.
WUliams, capable of holding the few parishioners and the
household. It is quite a model of its kind. In front of the
house is a lake stocked with carp, tench, and other fish. I
was asked to look over the gardens. Of course, with snow on
the ground, it was not avery propitious time ; but I saw one or
two matters of public interest, which are the main object of
this article.

I saw a galvanised wire trellis for Peaches, Nectarines, and
other wall fruit. I think in process of time of copying this.

Mr. Williams told me that it answered admirably. It is well
put up, the wires being (l inches apart, and strained so as to
fit closely to the walls. There is no need of nails or nail holes,
the habitats of woodlice, earwigs, and other pests.

The other subject of interest were specimens of HuUett's
Chinese Sugar Grass, hung up in the vinery. I refer to this
(see page 14), in compliance with the wishes of " H. C. S. G.

KITCHEN GARDEN WALLS.
(Continued from page 10.)

Garden walls are usually 9 inches, 14 inches, and 18 inches

in thickness. The thickness of a wall should be in proportion

to its height. A wall between G and 8 feet in height will, pro-

viding the workmanship is good, prove secure if one brick or

'J inches in thickness ; but if the height exceed 8 feet, piers

wUl be needed. A 9 inch brick wall 9 or 1(1 feet in height

should have piers 22; inches, or two stretchers and one header,

in breadth, and the piers should be 12 feet apart. They should
proceed from the foundation and be carried up to within 2 feet

of the top of the wall or coping. They ought not to project

more than half a brick, or 4j inches, from the wall. It is well

to have a coping on the tops of the piers. A 'J-incb wall sup-

ported by piers is unsightly, the trees are difficult to train

upon it, and they succeed better upon walls unshaded by piers.

In constructing the wall the piers may, indeed ought to be
built on the less important side, so that the more desirable

aspect may present a plane surface for the training of the trees.

A wall 14 inches in thickness is very substantial, and may be
carried up to a height of 12 feet without the support of piers.

Walls 14 inches thick are unobjectionable, and are as strong

as will be necessary in most instances ; but in particular cases,

as in bleak and exposed situations, whore walls are required of

a greater height than 12 feet above the ground level, a wall

18 inches in thickness will be much more secure. The thick-

nesses I would recommend, are for walls not exceeding 8 feet in

height, 9 inches ; 9 feet and not exceeding 12 feet, 14 inches
;

and 12 feet and not exceeding 18 feet, 18 inches; and in all

cases I would do without brick piers, which are imsightly.

A wall 14 inches thick built hollow will be found quite as

substantial as a 14-inch solid wall, whilst an 18-inch hollow

wall is stronger than a 14-iuch solid wall. Hollow walls are

drier and warmer than those which are solid, and being fully

as durable ought to supersede these entirely, more particularly

those built 9 inches thick, with piers.

All walls, more particularly garden walls, ought to have good
foundations ; in all cases these should be the depth of the

borders, so that in trenching these the foundations may not be
undermined, or the soil loosened. If the bottom of the trench

is firm it will not require to be concreted, but if soft it may be-

necessary to concrete it, if not its full length, at least in some
places where the ground is soft. In such places the trench

should be of a greater depth than where the bottom is firm,

and be filled to the level of the firm bottom with concrete,

which may consist of coarse gravel run with mortar. Bam
this quite firm, and then put on a layer of fine gravel. The

Mr. Williams pointed them out to me, and said, " These are !
bottom ought to be made quite level, and if the ground slope

the famous Sugar Grasses you have lately heard so mnoh I proceed by horizontal steps, short or long, according to the
about. I had ten seeds, which cost me 2s. Of these, three did incline of the ground. The bottom of the trench should
not come up, seven came up, two were cut off by the frosts, two exceed in width the thickness of the wall, for the base of this

grew 5 feet high, ftnd three grew 10 feet high. The seeds, which ' must be twice the thicknesa of the wall, or have two " sets-on,"
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on each side. A 9-inch wall will need an 18-inch base, a
14-inch wall one of '2'2! inches, and an 18-inch wall a base of

27 inches. When the ground is very firm, one-half of the
above breadths of base will do ; but in places where stone
is procurable the base may be of that material, commencing
with the width of base required for the wall, and battering
both sides of the wall upwards, so that at the ground level the
thickness will be that of the wall to be built. This is a great
saving of bricks, and affords a foundation quite as substantial
as these, if not more so. Stone, however, cannot always be
had, or its costliness is an objection to its use.

Fir/s. 1, 2, and .') are sections showing different modes of
forming the foundations of garden walls.

It will not be necessary to give further sections, as it will be
evident from those given, that the foun-
dation or base should project i^ inches
beyond both faces of the wall whatever its

thickness may be. In some cases, as where
the ground is soft, a wider base may be desir-

able ; then the base may be twice the thick-
ness of the wall, diminishing the width by
equal steps on both sides, each step or " set-

on " not exceeding 2; inches.

Sometimes stone is plentiful, but not of

a description suitable for forming a good
face or convenient courses for training. To
economise bricks, I have seen walls with
stone bases to the ground line, and the less
important side of the wall built of stone, the
other being cased with 4! -inch brickwork, l'^ 'S./JW/f ".

—

and they were very substantial. The bricks Fig. i. — Section of
(headers), should be well bonded with the ab-incbWaUwith-
stoue, and the stone with the bricks. »"' Piers.

Stone walls are necessarily of greater thickness than those
of brick, and it is customary to incline them upwards on both
sides so as to be wider at the base than the top ; for instance,

-if:wcHF.s.

IV.I'V

<-s.iri'->-i

1 T

J_T
-r

22.J inches. ~^i

Fig. 2.—Section of a 9-inch Wall throngh Pier, the dotted upright line
showing the line of 0-inch wall.

Fig. 3.—Section of 18-iacU Wall, with a stone base from foundation
to the ground line.

a wall C feet G inches high is made 20 inches thick at the
bottom, and rc-iluced to I'i inches thick at the top ; one 10 feet

high is made '24 inches thick at the bottom, and reduced to

IG inches at top. A stone wall from 12 to 15 feet in height
needs a base of 28 inches.

I have not noticed beaded and other descriptions of bricks

by which it is .mid that the necessity for nailing is obviated.

My experience of them is very limited, and I am not prepared
to give an opinion, only I do not like their projecting and
affording an uneven instead of a plane surface. The process
of tying, also, is more tedious than that of nailing.

I may here likewise state, that there is no objeclioa to a
stoneiwall, however uneven th.? courses, provided it be covered
with a trellis of No. 10 galvanised iron wire. The wires should
be fixed horizontally, from ! to 4J inches apart, being passed
tbrougli holdfasts entering the wall about 2 inches, and pro-
jecting from threo-quartors of an inch to an inch, bo that the
wii'es may be about half an inch from the wall. There must be
an iron plate nt each eud of the wall, through small projecting

eyes in which the wires can be run and fastened, straining
them at one or both ends according to the length of the wall.
The plates, therefore, ought to be made secure to the wall,
and to maintain the wires equidistant the holdfasts should
be put in 3 feet apart, or as near that distance as the joints in
the wall will permit. The appearance is good, the trees thrive
well against the trellis, the wall is not damaged by nailing, and
the wires are very durable. I know some iron trellises which
have been fixed nearly half a century, and are still almost as

good aa ever. Wood trellises are heavy, quite as expensive as
iron, and not half so durable. I have taken them away quite
useless not twenty years after they had been erected.

In constructing garden walls, good brick, or good durable
stones of a suitable thickness, are essential, and not less

important is good mortar in which to sot or lay them. The
quality and quantity of lime has a great influence on the firm-
ness of the work. Good lime, such as plasterers use for " run-
ning " to make "putty," is unquestionably the best for all

descriptions of brickwork, whilst for stone walls a hotter
description of lime will make better work. As to sand, it

should be sharp, in order to become hard when blended with
the lime, but for garden walls it may be too sharp ; hence river

sand is not good, nor pit sand approaching to gravel, but rather
sharp pit sand of a loamy nature. Two tons of sand and one
ton of lime make very good mortar, sotting sufficiently hard for

garden walls. Cement, or the adJition of any hard-setting

material should be avoided, as it is almost impossible to drive

nails into it.

Not only should good materials be employed, but these must
be properly disposed in building. The work ought not only to

have an even or plane surface, be plumb, but the bricks should
be well bonded. There is no question that the Flemish bond is

a
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the dimensioDB of tho brickH can to a certain extent be accom-
modated, but where Good work is wanted tho bricks cannot be
too regular in size.

In constructing 1 1-inch walls in Flemish bond, on one side

a half brick must be used for a header, whilst on tho other side a

whole brick is laid (seeyi,''- *^)- I" the next course (jiij. '.)), the
headers are reversed, so that they will lie on the course of

headers on the other side, and the third course (fiij. 10), is laid

with whole headers in place of half headers. The headers are

Fig. 9.—14-mch \S'all, Flemish bond. 2nd course.

made to cross the internal as well as external stretchers, and
there will be a thorough bonding of the work, but it is at the
expense of putting two cotuses on the same side of the wall

'

Pig. 10.—14-incIi Wall, Flemish bond. 3rd conrso.

with half bricks for headers. The headers in the next course
will cross the headers in the third course, and so on. If the
headers are carried up perpendicularly, the wall will have a
neater appearance than it would have if it were built in English

Fig. 11.—14-inch V. aU, Eaglish bond. Ist course,

bond, examples of the courses of which are shown in Jif/s. 11
and 12. In this mode of building the headers are laid in al-

ternate courEes, with first a row of headers and then a row of
stretchers, there being a row of headers on one aide, and a row

Fig. 13.—14-ineh Wall, English bond. 2nd conise.

of stretchers in every course. This makes a very good bond ;

but in ordinary building it is not usual to lay a row of headers
upon every course of stretchers, but to put four courses of

stretchers and then a row of headers, which is not so tedious
to build, but the work is not so good.
Hollow walls are built both in Flemish and English bond.

Fig. 13.—14-inch Hollow Wall. 1st course.

but the former is much preferable, hence it is the only kind of
hollow wall which I shall describe. As in the case of a 14-inch
solid wall, the headers and stretchers are laid alternately, tho
tirst header on one side being a whole brick, and all the others

Fig. 14.—14-inch Hollow WaU. '2ud course.

half; bricks, except every fifth header, which is a whole brick.
(See-figs. 13 and 14.) On the other side of the wall the third
header is a whole brick, and then every fifth afterwards, so
that every third header is a fuU-leDgth header, but on opposite
sides of the wall ; all the other headers are half bricks. The
hollow part may begin at the ground line, the wall being buUt
solid up to that, and then carried up hollow to within three or

T

^

four courses of tho top, which should be built solid the same as
tho base, as shown in _/;,<;. l.'i.

It is desirable that the joints in all brickwork should,
be small ; indeed, thej- cannot be
worked too closely ; that the horizon-
tal joints should be on one level,

which will be the case if the bricks
are laid on an even bod of mortar

;

and that the perpendicular joints in
l''lemish bond should not only cross
but bo quite perpendicular, though
separated from those above or below
by stretchers.

Walls are best built in mUd
weather, for should the nights prove
severe the mortar will, to a certain
extent, fall out from the joints on a
thaw taking place, whilst if built in
very wet weather, heavy rains beat-
ing against the new brickwork cause
the mortar to run, giving the wall
an unsightly appearance. In build-
ing in dry weather the bricks absorb
the water from the mortar too
quickly, consequently good work is

not then made, unless the bricks are
well sprinkled with water.
Good pointing i,s essential to a

good wall, and the bricks should be
so bedded that it will not be neces-
sary to force any mortar in, but
simply to dress the joints off with
the trowel. Fancy pointing is not
required for garden walls, unless
under peculiar circumstances, and
where a wire trellis is to be fixed ; for

nailing soon spoils the appearance
of a " dressed-off " wall.

Having now referred to most of
the essentials for a garden wall, I

will next notice copings. There is,

perhaps, nothing equal to stone for

copings, where it can be had at a
moderate cost. 1 have seen three
kinds of coping employed, the V, the
flat, and the dished, each having
its advocates, but I have no doubt
as to the dished being the best.

However, as tastes may differ, I give
examples of the three.

Fig. 16, is a high V-coping 18 ins.

in breadth, 6 inches in depth in the
centre, and 1 inch at the edges. This
is too high in the centre for garden
walls, unless they are required to be
ornamental.

Fig. 17, is a low V-coping 18 ins.

in breadth, 4 inches in depth in the Fig. la.

centre, and 1 inch at the edges. Both this and the preceding
have a small groove or throating beneath on both sides, to pre-
vent the diip running down the wall.

Fig. 16. Fig. 17. Fig. IS.

Fig. 18 represents a flat coping 18 inches in breadth, and
i inches in depth on one side, and 3 inches on the other, so that
water may run vS. On the lower side there is a groove be-
neath the projection.

Fig. 10 is a dished coping, the stone being 4 inches thick,

and dished-out in the centre 1 inch, having
an inoUne from tho centre inwards, and
also longitudinally along the wall or coping,
so that water will not only run from the
sides to the centre but .ilong tho wall ; the
channel, beginning at level, will at 12 feet

be 1 inch in depth, and it shoull incline

both ways. At every 12 feet there should be a pipe to convey
tho water away, consequently there will be no drip.

Fig. 19.
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The copings represented are for 14-incli walls, having a two-
inch projection on each side beyond the surface of the wall,

which will be ample. Greater widths are unsightly, and prevent
the trees receiving the benefit of rains and dews in summer.

Next to stone copings those of fire clay are good. They
should be 3 inches thick, have a groove on one side, and be set

80 as to incline to the side on which the groove is situated,

which should be the north side of a south-aspect wall, or the
east of an east or west wall. The copings, of whatever kind
they are, ought to be put on when the wall is built, so as to

protect the latter from the weather, and the joints should be
made good with cement, so that water cannot enter the wall by
the joints of the coping.
For particulars as to the construction of fined walls, see

Vol. X., New Series, pages 429, 430, and 431, where I have
stated all 1 know about them.—G. Abbey.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
It was only last week that one of our correspondents, in

writing of Dracajnas, entered into some particulars respecting
the great Dr,\gon tree (Dracsna draco), at Oratava, in the
island of Teneriffe. The news has just reached this country that
its immense head, which has withstood the tempests of many
hundreds of years, was levelled to the ground by a storm which
occurred last autumn. The gentleman who reports this loss

states that when he saw the tree in February last it was in
excellent health, and its immense crown was covered with
innumerable panicles of scarlet fruit, though the trunk was
completely decayed in the interior. A solid wall had been
built under a portion of the trunk where the ground is sloping,
and some of the branches were propped, but, it would seem,
very inefficiently ; and it must be a subject of regret to the
scientific world, and more particularly all interested in remark-
able specimens of the vegetable kingdom, that measures better
calculated to secure as long as possible the preservation of a
tree so extraordinary by its age and dimensions, should not
have been taken by the authorities of the island. According
to the latest accounts its circumference was about 78 feet, and
its total height about 3 feet less.

The following circular, which has been promulgated at
Aldershot, will prove of incalculable advantage to the troops in
the division, as there is a large quantity of ground that can be
easily cultivated, in addition to that already in the hands of
the soldiers :

—" Soldiers' Gardens.—The Secretary of State
has decided to allow the issue, at the public expense, of tools
for the cultivation of garden ground allotted to the troops under
War Office Circular dated 2d March, 1865. The tools will not
be issued to individual soldiers permitted to cultivate gardens

;

but each company cultivating a garden will, on application to
the barrackmaster, through the General or other officer com-
manding, be supplied with one set, consisting of one of each of
the following articles :—Spade, digging fork, large and small
rake, large and small hoe, trowel, dibble, line and reel, pickaxe,
mattock, grubbing hoe, large and small waterpot, wheelbarrow.
Barrackmasters will have in store one set of tools for each com-
pany the barracks where garden ground exists will contain.

—

Edwam) Lugard."

Among nurserymen the last of the old race of Scotch
Dicksons has passed away in the person of Mr. Jasies H.
Dickson, of Chester, who expired on the 28th ult. at his house,
Newton Villa, Chester, in the 72nd year of his age. Mr. Dick-
son and his cousin, the late Mr. Francis Dickson, established
the Chester nurseries in the early part of this century, and
through their enterprise their nurseries became among the
most extensive in the kingdom. A few years ago the partners
separated, and formed independent establishments, which are
now conducted by their respective famihes.

WORK FOB THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparagus, to keep up a succession fresh beds will require to
be started every three weeks. A temperature at the roots of
65° is sufficient. When fresh beds are made, and there is

danger of overheating, it is advisable to have some rows of
drain pipes across the bed, by opening the ends of which the
superabundant heat will escape. They will also be useful in
diffusing the heat of a lining when necessary. Cress, sow this
and Mustard once a-week in a little heat ; the soil can scarcely
be too dry. For all these purposes much fermenting material

is necessary, but there is always a quantity of refuse from'the
fiower garden as well as the kitchen garden, which, instead of
being taken to the rubbish heap, would be made available in

the frame ground. Carrots, a sUght hotbed should be prepared
for Horn Carrots and Radishes, to succeed the crops now
coming into use. Itlmbarb and Sea-kale will be most economi-
cally obtained at this period by taking them up and planting
them thickly in a sUght hotbed. Fresh plants will be required
every season.

frcit gaeden.
Gooseberries and Currants, if pruned, may now be washed

over with a mixture of cow dung, clay, soot, and lime, brought
with water to the consistency of thick paint. Plums and
Cherries will be benefited by washing with a similar mixture,
adding to it, if thought necessary, tobacco water and flowers

of sulphur. Where the planting of fruit trees is not yet
finished, it should be deferred a month or six weeks longer

;

meantime prepare the ground for their reception. It often'

occurs that in attempting to obtain a very early crop of Straw-
berries, the plants are subjected to too much heat and kept too
close, and failure is the consequence. They should be kept
cool at first, and have plenty of air daily, except during frost

or cutting winds. They should on no account be snijected, as

is often done, to the same treatment with regard t heat and
air, as Vines and Peaches, till after the fruit is set, when they
will do well on the vinery or Peach-house shelves.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Where any of the beds require the soil to be renewed, frosty

mornings offer the opportunity of doing the work cleanly and
expeditiously. By far too little attention is paid to trenching
and draining flower beds ; it is surprising how much better
tender plants support the summer drought in beds that have
been trenched than in those which have been merely dug.
Any of the annuals that have been injured by the late frosts

had better be cleared away ; and if the ground between the
plants can be stirred-up on a dry day with a small hoe, it will

do them good. Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, Hollyhocks, and
any of the more hardy bieimials, may be removed to the
flower borders. Wallflowers, if for their fragrance only, should
be planted abundantly in all gardens. Mice will often attack
Polyanthuses at this time of the year, especially when in

frames, and commit serious ravages by eating out the hearts,

and it will require some vigilance on the part of the grower to

prevent this. Snails and slugs are great pests both to Auri-
culas and Polyanthuses. A little fresh bran placed under a

flat tile, raised at each corner by small pebbles, is found to be
the best trap amongst the many reoommended.

GKEENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

The grand point to attend to in the greenhouse is to keep
the plants from growing till as late in the spring as possible

;

such plants as show a disposition to grow early should be re-

moved to the coldest part of the house or to cold frames in

mild weather—anything rather than an early spring growth,
unless for some special purpose. As fires are seldom wanted
for drying-up the house after this time, as little fire heat as

possible should be used, and any covering at hand to throw
over the glass in frosty weather will lessen the necessity for

strong fires. Besides saving coals, this will be much better

for the health of the plants. Pelargoniums and Cinerarias

require more heat than the woody greenhouse plants, and are

kept in houses by themselves in nurseries and large establish-

ments ; but where there is only one house for the whole, they

may be kept in the warmest end. Orange trees that have
been forced last spring, and kept in-doors all summer, will now
begin to grow ; and if they are in good condition they will

flower freely on the young wood and little side spurs. In order

to bring them into regular shapes, the strongest shoots ought
to be stopped occasionally with the finger and thumb, not,

however, until after the flowering is over. March is time
enough to repot established plants of these : but young ones
in small pots may be shifted now and turned into bottom heat
in the forcing pit. No plant delights in bottom heat more
than the Orange, and few plants which will live over the winter

in a low temperature like it will stand more stove heat at all

times when treated as a stove plant. Another peculiarity

noticed in the Orange is, that it requires less earth to grow in

to produce heavy crops of fruit than any other plant of the

same size. Bad drainage and too large a pot will soon injure

it. Ayoid as much as possible letting into the conservatory

strong currents of cold air at any time, even when going in or

out by the door ; but in mild weather you may give air for
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several hours in the middle of the day. Water early in the

day, and keep the plants constantly clean from dust and insects.

STOVE.

A few plants will now or soon begin to grow in large collec-

tions. Some time ago this used to be the first note of pre-

paration for potting, but now few gardeners will pot or shift

plants for the next six weeks. A good criterion for the time of

3pring- potting any plant is when the roots are observed to

grow freely. It follows, therefore, that plants which aro grown

in bottom heat will require shifting much sooner than those on

shelves. Pruning is more or less necessary for almost all

plants, and the time for this work is regulated by that when
the plant is expected to flower. The management will entirely

depend upon the time the plant is wanted to flower ; but he

who flowers his plants nearest their natural time will, of

course, have the most success. Little water should be given

this month, and the house should be kept at a comparatively

low temperatuie. Now that some of the Orchids are begin-

ning to grow, gi-eat .attention must be paid to tlie young and
tender shoots, to see that no moisture lodges in their centres

or inside the stems or bulbs.

FonCING PIT.

Roses of all sorts do better when first brought into a tempe-
rature of 53', with a bottom heat of 75', and not to pass CO"

till all the eyes are fairly started. A dry atmosphere is best

for very early forcing ; we can always supply moisture as we
think necessary. Recently built pits, and especially where
tanks are used, are troublesome for this branch of gardening,

owing to the amount of moisture they have in their atmosphere.

PITS AND FRAMES.
When the weather will not permit the lights to be taken off,

yon can improve and sweeten them very much by turning them
during the day—that is, let two men take hold of the light,

one at top and one at bottom, and then turn it over. The in-

side will thus be exposed to the air, and the inner surface of

the glass will be dried. All sorts of pits, whether for hardy
plants or for forcing, should occasionally have the lights turned
during the season, particularly in winter and spring.—W.
JCeane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^VEEK.
Much o£ the work up to and including the 11th instant was

done in-doors, except when such work as wheeling, turning
heaps of soil, and chopping wood for furnaces was carried on.

Many cuttings of bedding plants were put in, and placed where
they would have a little bottom heat. Plants were shifted,

houses cleaned, and orchard-house trees pruned, washed, and
regulated. We might have trenched and ridged but for our
reluctance to bury snow in the ground, which with us is gene-
rally cold enough without doing so, and as the house work
wanted attention we put off what might have been done out of

doors until more seasonable weather, making preparations to

sow many seeds under glass in the beginning of the next week.
The 11th was a very singular day with us. When the ther-

mometer against a wall, at 5 feet from the ground, indicated 5'

below the freezing point, rain was falling heavily ; and though
during the day the temperature rose to nearly 32°, the rain froze
almost as fast as it fell, rendering walks that had been pre-
viously swept like so many sheets of glass, and therefore
dangerous to traverse. Copings of walls, and even walls them-
selves, exposed to the south, as the wind was due south, be-
came a sheet of ice. Doors in garden walls that go very
easily were so frozen in their places as to become immoveable

;

and one or two which we could not well allow to remain shut,
we had to relieve by beating all round the sides with a mallet,
so as to break the ice. The covering of the wall and wood of
the trees with ice will do the latter no harm ; but when the
bricks are soft we have seen large holes show themselves after
a thaw. As to insects, none living could well escape, and even
myriads of eggs would be destroyed. We once noticed some
Pear trees that were much covered with the small scale insect

;

but such an ice covering as the above for a couple of days
left the bark almost free of them. The next spring they and
the injured bark fell off, or could easily be brushed off with
a hair broom. Since then we have sometimes syringed such
trees all over when we have anticipated a sharp frosty night,
and we have noticed that this was most effectual when warm
water was used to wet the trees and the wall.

Guttrr^ and SpoiiU of Hoiixes.—These wanted looking after,

even in gardens, and more especially in mansions, where the
rain from the rocfs passed to lead gutters surrounded by a

parapet. The danger in snch a day as Saturday arose from the
orifices of the carrying-off pipes being frozen up. We had
all ours cleared out on account of the snow ; but the pipes
were so frozen on the 11th, that if they had not been opened
with large weeding irons the water would have accumulated
in the gutters, and then have found its way through the roofs
and the ceilings below. Even in the garden wo found at the
top of the discharge pipes the little tanks that received the
water from the spouting filled with masses of solid ice,

though quite free and open in the morning. It is of compara-
tively little use crying out after the mischief is done ; but for-

getfulness of the tops of discharge pipes becoming firmly ieed-
over in such a day as the 11th might cause much discolouring
and faUing of ceilings in upper rooms. In the case of com-
mon spouts round buildings, we expect to hear of much in-

jury to them from the weight of ice in them, and hanging in
huge icicles from them. Whilst in such a state they could not
serve their purpose of taking the water away from the walls.

This reminds us that the whole subject of spouting requires
consideration, and those who have had much experience with
it would confer a favour by stating the best material to use.

On the whole we are inclined to favour zinc or galvanised iron,

only the galvanising renders it brittle. Tin is the most easily

managed, and when kept painted will last a considerable time
;

but if the painting is neglected it soon rusts out. Cast-iron piping
in lengths of 6 or 9 feet, well painted, is very lasting where it

is not likely to be interfered with ; but in places where work-
men come in contact with it, it is found to be very brittle in

severe frost. Even when placed in a lofty position, such pipes
are apt to chip and crack when filled with ice, which they are
very hkely to he, as spouting round buildings does not generally

have a greater fall than is necessary to take away the rain

water. This is all very well in weather that is not frosty ; but
in such weather as that which occurred on the 11th, and even
in circumstances less favourable for producing the same re-

sults, the pipes soon become filled with ice, even with the out-

lets from them all open. Iron pipes are more apt to crack and
break from frost if painting is neglected. In large establish-

ments, keeping the spouting in good order forms such an item
of expenditure, that any suggestions on the subject would be
interesting. One objection to cast iron is the weight, involving

the necessity for stronger brackets for fixing ; and when used
for garden houses or pits it is well to have the best hard
wood, in the shape of bricks, fixed in the wall for fastening the
brackets to by means of screws.

General work has been much the same as last week. All
things protected under hand-lights, and in cold pits and frames,

as Calceolarias, Cauhflowers, Lettuces, Endive, and Radishes,
have given little trouble, as they have not been uncovered for

eight days, and even what was uncovered, as Asparagus in a
hotbed frame, was little the better for it, as the weather was
too duU to green the shoots properly. The wind on the 11th
turning to the south-west, we may expect ere long the dis-

appearance of the snow, and brighter and sunnier weather,

when everything will be again exposed to the light. The snow
has been a great protection for all out-door vegetables, and
even Turnips and Wheat in the fields. Our best farmers have
long since secured their Turnip crops in heaps, protected from
frost and vermin.
Our window-gardening friends have had rather a troublesome

time, but there has been nothing to prevent success, if the
plants are kept clean, kept close to the window during the day
after the room was warmed by the fire, and placed in the

middle of the room in the coldest nights. Bulbs will now be
very attractive, and it will be well to have some in glasses

that the young scions of the family may be interested in see-

ing the rooting process. The fostering of such tastes in those
beyond babyhood often proves a source of enjoyment for a
Ufetime.—E. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEH^ED.
B. S. Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper

HoUoway, London, N.

—

Dcscriptirr Catalogue of Flmoer and
Virjctablc Scrds.

Lucombe, Pince & Co., Exeter.

—

Sckct List of Ncic and Rare
Plants, Conifers, Trees, and S/irwfcs, (Cc.

Robert Parker, Exotic Nursery, Tooting, Surrey.

—

Catalogue
of Agricnhiiral, Flower, and Vegetable Seeds.

Smith & Simons, 1, Buchanan Street, Glasgow.— CmJtera?

Guide and Descriptive Seed Catalogue.
James Cuthbert, Clayton Square, Liverpool,

—

Deseriptive
Catolngue of Vegetable and Fhv:cT Seeds.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—January 15.

There oro no alterations worth notice. A slight improvement may be

observed in the demand for a few choice articles, but that ig partial and
limited to country orders. Yerj' large arrivals of Oranges are reported,

and prices must recede.

PEUIT.

Apples i sieve 2
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 8
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseberries ..quart
3Tapes, Hothouse.. lb. 6
Lemons 100 B

e. d. e.

2 6to4

12

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums ^ sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts bush. 10 18
do per 100 10 2

s.
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snrfaco in the hoase should also bo kept moist, so ng to maintain a moiat
atmosphere. The temperature shoulU be from GO ' to fifj'^ at night, and
from 75 ' to 80" by day with sun. Care should bo tnlion not to overwater
the plautB, bat to keep the soil moiet uutil tho pbxntu are growing freely,

when liberal supplies of water will be ne^-dod. Clerndendron ThomMona;
will succeed with thu same treatment as des^cribed for the Allnmanda^.
Itougainvillea speciosa and spoctabjlia may have all the old bare shoots

cat out, preserving theltest woU-ripincd shoots, of which only the points

should be taken otT. The plaut may he potted in a compost of sandy
tibrous loam two-thirds, and one-third leaf mould, with a free admixture
of ahari) sand. Every encouraf-'oment should be given to ensure a good
growth, whidi hc-ing made, tho plnnts should have the lighteRt and mosit

airy situation that can he given, nud tho supply of water must be gradu-
ally reduced to just sutticient to keep the foliage frcFh. The Stepbanotis
will thrive if treated in the same manner as the AUamaudns ; only in

pruning, the shoots should not bo shortened, merely removing the long
bare shoots, and thinnini; tho others out if very close together on the
troUis. Leave the strongest, best-situated shoots with prominent eyes.

Climbers ani> Plants Fon Conservatory {Dplliii).—We cannot re-

commend annual climbers for a conservatory. They are of too short
duration, and leave g'lps when they are over. Permanent plants are far

better. \Vc would advise you to procure Kenncdya inophylla floribunda,
Jasminum gracile variegatum, Lapageria rosea, Maudevilla suaveolens,
Pftssiflora Newmanni, Rhynchospermum jasmluoides, and Sollya linearis.

If you reijuire any for tlie back wall, Luculiagratissima and Habrotham-
nna elegaus would" probably succeed, only the climbers on tho roof must
not be nearer thera than S feet. A few good plants for a conservatory
are Acacia armata, oleifolia elegans, longiflora magnifica, and gi-andis

;

Chorozcma cordata splendens, Citrus japonica (Otaheite Orange), and
C.nobilis (Mandarin Orange^, Coronillaglauca variegata ; Daphne indicn,
Erythrina crista-galli, Hibbertia Reidii, Indigofera decora, Kalosanthes
coccinea superba, K.miniata grandiflora, Lilium auratum.L. lancifoUum.
Linum trigynura, Monoehattim ensiferum, Blyrtus communis, Polygala
Dalmaisiaua, Rhododendron jasminiflornm, Statice lirassic re folia, H. pro-
fuea, Witsenia corymbosa, and Vallota purpurea. You will, of course,
have Camellias, Azaleas, Primulas. Cinerarias, Cyclamens, Calceolarias,
Pelargoniums, and Fuchsias ; and if you have a cold pit you may with
safety indulge in a few of tho hardwooded plants ; but unless you have a
pit to move them into in summer your success will be very indifferent
with them. We name a few :—Acrophyllum venosum, Aphelexis macran-
tha purpurea, A. prolifera Barnesi, Koronia Drummondi, E. serrulata,
Chironia glutinosn,Correaspeciosa major, Brilliant, auddelicata ; Crowea
saligna major, Dracophyllum gracile, Dillwynia Henchmanni, Eriostemon
intermedium, Geuetyllis tulipifera, Grevillea punicea splendens, Lesche-
naoltia formosa, Pimelea dccussata, P. Hendersoni, and the following
Epacrises— viz., hyacinthiflora, Lady Panmure, The Bride, delicata,
grautliflora rubra, rubella, and miniata splendens. They are very desir-

able for early spring and early summer bloom. After blooming they
;3hoald bo removed to a cold pit. A few plants having ornamental or
variegated foliage will add much to the efiect—Arundo donax variegata,
Chamferops Fortuni. Dracrena australis, Farfugium grande, Hydrangea
japonica variegata, Isolepis gi-acilis, Phormium tenax, Sanseviera carnea
variegata, and Sedum Sicboldi variegatum. We have, probably, named
many more than you will require ; but you may select from them what
you will have acc<jmmodation for. Do not obtain too many, but allow every
plant plenty of room, as a few plants well grown will be more satisfactory

than many crowded togfether and spoiling each other. Balsams, Celosia
argentea, C. pyramidnlis aurea, C. pyramidalis coccinea, Cockscombs,
Globe Amaranths, Sensitive-plant, Thunbergia alata, and its white variety,

are fine tender annuals for conservatory decoration, requiring to be
raised and grown in hotbeds. Achimenss would succeed, also Gloxinias,
if you were to forwax'd them in the hotbeds and grow them there until

showing for bloom. Clianthus Dampieri and Tacsonia Van-Volxemi
would most likely succeed in your house.

Strat.'peery Forcing (Jd^r/i).—Presuming the plants to be in pots
well filled with roots, yon may remove them to a shelf near the glass,

where they can have abundance of air. The plants should be carefully
watered until they are coming into flower ; afterwards they should be well"

supplied with water, and when the blooms are setting the pots may be
put in saucers kept full of water. You cannot give too much air and
light. StrawbeiTies will do well in any house having a greenhouse tem-
perature. We should prefer a well-grown plant of Pteris tricolor to
Blechnum corcovadensc, as the former can be kept in one-foui-th the
space, and is much richer in colour; but a well-grown plant of the
Blechnum is very ornamental from its graceful tree-Fem-like habit, and
the rich pink of its young fronds.

Grafting Roses (J. P.).—Mnnotti stocks grafted with Roses m Febrn-

ary or early in March, according to tho season {it being necessary to

trraft when tho sap in the stocks is rising, and before tho scione have

begun to grow), are in general successfu! ; but not ao much so as wh^jn

the stockH are placed in a frame over a gentle hotbcrd and kept <loee.

Grafting being p.-rrurnird by tho whip process, tho junction should be

claved ; and tho b.-t protcLiim that can be afl'ordod is to cover the union

firmly with soil, raising it uround tho stock in the f.mn of a cone, with

one or two of the eyes of the gi-aft only left aliovo tho surface. If the

grafts succeed thev will show bloom buds and flower the same year

at tho usual season, dependant, of course, on the vigour of the plautB

and the maturity of the wood used for graftintj. Bottom heat insurep a

more speedy and certain union of stock and graft. Stocks may be planted

in soil over a hotbed and covered with a frame kept close, and being

gi-afted they will succeed; but tho success is not so certain, nor the

growth so good, as when tho stocks are established in pots. The gi-aftecZ

plants may be removed in May, after thev have been well hardened-r^,

and if carefully removed and watered the check will bo slight. The

union of stock and graft will be complete in three or four weeks: but the

time is dependant on the temperature. In the open ground it will be

about six week=;. The best indication of the union being cllected is the

putting-forth of fresh shoots, and when these are a inches in length the

union may be considered complete. There is not, that we are aware, any

objection to the grafting of Briar stocks in February or March. It was

practised before the Manetti was known as a stock ;
but the latter is now

in greater repute, and, wo think, deservedly so. Tho number of eyes

left on the graft, or their being long or short, may not have any great

effect on the succes of tho operation, but it has on the plants' after-gi'owth,

for the shorter they aro the more vigorous will be the growth ol tbe

I

shoots made by the graft. Cuttings of the Manetti Rose will grow if put-

in in spring, but not so well as if planted in autumn.

Roses in DECEamEit and January [M. JI.).—"If Rosea are required so
'

late they must not be allowed to bloom moro than one previous series.

I Their flower buds should all be cut off by the 1st of August. The plants

I
should then be potted in C. R, or 12-sized pots, and placed aside. Beiore

! frosts set in thev should be taken into the vinery, a gentle heat bemg
I afforded in very cold weather, and air should at all times bo given them.

I do not practise this myself, as I have Roses sufficient for my purpose

I out of doors. I cut my Wst bouquet January 4th. In mild winters X

I

have them till February. The best Roses for glass houses are the Teas,

Tea-scuted Noisettes, and Hybrid Perpetuals. After a little time they

1 will supersede all others in or out of doors. BIoss and variegated Roses

I at present must be looked for among the summer Roses. The following

! is a first-rate list of Roses for the purpose required:— TcrtJ;o.^(-s; Adam,

Boug-^ re, Safrano 'these two are only good in a bud state) ;
Goubanlt,

peculiar scent ; Elise Sauvago, Devoniensis, Madame Margottm. y,icojm-

tesse de Cazes, Madame Willormoz, Souvenir d'un Ami; Souvenir d Ehse,

Rubens, and Sombreuil. The last is the hardiest of the race, dca-

scented Noisettes : Mart-chal Niel, Solfaterre, Gloire de Dijon, Lamarqne,

Celine Forestier, Isabella Gray, and Triomphe de Rennos. H<jbria

Pe}y€ti(als.—Rose-coloured : Comte de Nanteuil, William Gnftiths, h&-

ronne "Prevost, Comtesso Cecile de Chabrillant, Louise Margottm, Baron

Gonella, and Duchesse do Morny. Blush : Marguerite de St. Amand,

Caroline de Sansal, Souvenir de la Malmaison, Duchesso d'Orleans,

and Sceur des Anges. White : Madame Yidot, Madame Pvivers, Miss

Ingram, Madame Freeman, and Madame Alfred de Rougemont. Crimson .*

Charles Lefebvre, Senateur Vaisse. Madame Victor Yerdier, Victor Ver-

dier, Jules Margottin. Madame Boutin. Marechal Vailiant, Istadanie Johe

Daran. Duchesse de Cavlus, Lady Suffield, Baron Adolphe do Rothschild,

and Alfred Colomb. Dark Crhn:^Ofi or Mnrooii : Pierre Nottmg. Pnnce
Camille de Rohan, Empcrem- de Maroc, Due de Cazes, and Souvemr de

Dr. Jamain, a beautiful Rose.—W. F. Uadclyffe."

Charcoal Ashes IA Youm Gfirdcnrr].—They would not do as a sub-

stitute for peat ; but thev would be an excellent manure for any crop.

Spread them over any plot just before digging, at the rate of about forty

bushels per acre.

Drying Moss Green (.4. B.).—Cover it over half an inch deep with

dry sand, and dry thoroughly by exposure in an oven heated sufficiently

just not to burn it.

Names of Fruits ( Veritas).—.4pple3.—li Trumpeter; 2. Loan's Pear-

main; 3, Blenheim Pippin ; 4, Winter Greening; 5, Hollandbury j 7, Cos-

tard or Catshead ; Pear: 1, Verulam.

Names o? Plants {PrittlaveU).—lt is only a fasciated stem of Daphne
laureola, commonly called Spurge Laurel,

meteorological observations in the Suburbs of London for the week ending January 14th.

Dil%.
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are called Green Geese because they were formerly killed wbile

covered with their green down. Fifty years iigo they were

killed and scalded. The notinnets of that time used to say

Buch Geese were too eld if they had a bone ; others condemned
them unless they were young, and consequently soft and pulpy

enough to allow the meat to be sucked through a quill. Green

Geese are to be had in Leadenhall in February. The supply

only ceases when full-grown, naturally-reared birds supersede

them.]

DUCKS FROM THE ISLAND OF PERU.
A cor.p.EsroNDENT signing himself " T. C. H.," on page 20,

desires information about the island of Peru. Having, I

imagine, been at school more recently than he has, I am, per-

haps, better up in my geography. The island of Peru, from

•which the magnificent white Musk Ducks come, is in a diffe-

rent part of the world from Peru. If " T. C. H." will refer to

a map of the islands in the North Pacific Ocean, he will find

that close upon the equator is a group of islands, called the

Oilbert Islands ; and amongst these, in south latitude 1° 10',

and east longtitude 176° 5' (if the map is on a sufficiently large

scale), he will find the island of Peru. This island, let me
suggest to those whose curiosity has been excited, is noted for

the beauty of the Ducks which inhabit it, and is that which is

incidentally alluded to in the advertisement.—W. H. K.

HANLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The third annual Exliibitlon of Ponltiy, Pigeons, Cage Biiils, and

Rabbits was held in the Covered Markets "and Town Hall, Hanley, on

the 7th, 8th, and Vlth of January. The following is the list of award.? :

—

DoBElNGs (Colonreill.—First and Extra Prize for best pen of Dorkings,

Mrs. F. S. Arkwright, Etwall Hall, Derbv. Second, J. D. Hewson, St:if-

iord.
DoEKrNGs (Any other variety).—First, Witlihcld. Second, Eev. E. S.

Tiddeman, Brentwood.
Spanish.—First and Extra Prize for best pen of Spanish, Polish, or

French, F. James, Peckham Rye. Second, H. Beldon, Bingley. Highly

Commended, E. Comber, Warrington ; J. Walker, Wolverhampton ; J.

Mansell, Longton; J. Wright, Melton Mowbrny.
CooHiN-CniNA (Cinnamon and Bufl). — First, Col. Stuart Wortley,

Grove End Itoad. London. Second, H. Tomlins, Mosley. Highly Com-
mended. C. W. Brierlcy.
CocHiN-CniNA (Anv other varietyl.—First and Extra Prize for best pen

of Cochins or Dark "Brahmas, E. Tudnian, Whitchurch. Second, J. B.

Eodbard, Bristol. Highly Commended, H. Hobson, Walsall.

Bbahma Pootka (Dark). — First and Extra Prize, for best pen of

Brahmas, H. Lacy, Hebdon Bridge. Second, H. Lingwood, Buoklesham.
Highly Commended, J. Heath, Nautwich.
Bkahita Pootra (Light).—First, H. Lacy, Hebden Bridge. Second,

A. O. Wortbington, Burtun-on-Treut.
HisruCKGns (Black).—First, J. Walker, Denton. Second, W. Green,

Keighley. Highly Commended, W. Holt, Middleton ; Eev. W. Sergeant-

3on, Shrewsbury.
Hamecrghs (Golden-pencilled).-First, F. D. Mort, Stafford. Second,

G. Swift, Fulford. Highly Commended, W. Kirby, sen., Trentham.
Hambueohs (Silver-pencilled).—First and Extra Prize for best pen of

Hamburghs, Duke of Sutherland. Second, H. Beldon, Bingley. Highly
Commended, Messrs. W. & S. Bairstow, Bingley; J. Piatt, Bolton.
Hamburghs (Goldcn-spangledl.—First, H. Bagshaw, Uttoxeter. Second,

T. Burgess, Whitchurch. Highly Commended, W. A. Hyde, Ashton-
nnder-Lyne; J. Davis, Birmmgham
Hambdrghs (Silver-spangled).-First and Second Extra Prize for Se-

cond best pen of Hamburghs, Duke of Sutherland. Second, H. Beldon.
Highly Commended, Mrs. Flvnn, Kidsprove ; Duke of Sutherland.
Polish (Any variety).- Fir.st, J. Heath, tecond, P. Unsworth, Newton-

le-WiUows. Highly Commended, R. Charlesworth, Manchester; J. Per-

cival. Commended, H Beldon.
French (Any variety).-First, Col. Stuart Wortley. Second, H. Beldon.

Commended, K. Brown, Cheadle Hulme ; O. Drewry, M.D., Walsall.

Game I Black-breasted Red).-First, G. Swift. Second, A. O. Wortbing-
ton. Hiplily Commended, G. BagnaU, Draycott ; T. Biu-gess ; Eev. W. J.

MeUor, Colwick Eectory, Notts.
Game (Brown and other Reds).-First and Extra Prize for best pen of

IGame, ,C. Barnett, Nantwich. Second, Messrs. Chm-ch & Moulding,
Nantwich. Highly Commended, G. Swift.
Game (Any other variety).—First, H. M. Julian, Hull. Second, G. Lunt,

Market Drayton.
Game. — Cecil-. —First, T. Whittingham, Nantwich. Second, C. W.

Erierley. Cockerel. — First and Extra Prize for best Single Cock or

Cockerel, G. Swift. Second and Highly Commended, T. Burgess.
Dorkings (Any variety).—Coci.—First, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant,

Penhi*yn Castle. Second, F. S. Arkwright.
CocniN-CBlNA (Any variety).— CocJ:.—First and Extra Prize for best.

Cochin-china or Brahma Cock, E. Tudman. Second, F. E. Eiehardson,
Uttoxeter. Commended, O. Eewry, H.D. ; A. O. Wortbington.
Brahma Poctra (Any variety).— Coct.—First. L. Poiuton, Biddnlph. Se-

cond, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant. Commended, H. Dowsett, Pleshey,

Chelmsford; F.James.
Hamburgh (Any variety).— Cock.— First and Extra Prize for best

Brahma Pootra or Hamburgh Cock, Duke of Sutherland. Second, H.
Beldon.
Game Bastahs (Black-breasted Eod).-First, J. H.Lasbrey, Uttoxeter.

Second, W. Hodgson, Darlington. Highly Commended, Rev. E. S. Tid-

deman. Commended, W. Baker, Cobridge.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).—First and Extra Prize for best

pen of Game Bantams, H. Ashton, Prestnlch. Second, W. Hodgstn,
Darlington.
Bantams (Gold or Silver-laced).-First, Withheld. Second, H. Dray-

cott, Humbertstone.
Bantams (White, Clean-legged) .—First, Messrs. S. & E. Ashton, Mottram.

Second, H. Beldon.
Bantams (Black, Clean-legged).—First and Extra Prize for best pen of

Gold or Silver-laced White or Black, Messrs. S. & E. Ashton. Second,
Messrs. Tonkin & Tuckey, Bristol. Commended, Miss Bowden, Uttoxeter.

Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First and Extra Prize for best pen of Ducks,
Mrs. M. Soamons, Aylesbury. Second and Second Extra Prize for Second
best pen of Ducks, E. Leech.
Ducks (Eonen).—First, T. Dean, Keighley. Second and Highly Com-

mended, T. Burgess.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First, Rev. W. Sergeanton. Second, H,

Savile, Ollerton
Geese (White).—First and Extra Prize for beat pen of Geese, J. Lycett,

Statlbrd. Second, T. Burgess.
Geese (Grey or Mottled). — First, C. T. Dean, Aatbnry. Second, J.

White, Wakefield. Commended, W. H. Stott. Rochdale.
TUBKEYS.-First, E. Leech. Second, T. Burgess. Highly Commended,

Mrs. Dale, Scai-borough ; F. E. Richardson. Poults.—First, E. Leech.
Second, G. Swift. Highly Commended, F. E. Richardson.
Turkey.—Cock.—First, E. Leech. Second, A. O. Wortbington.
Selling Class.—First and Second, N. Cook, Chowbent. Third, G.

Lamb, Compton.
Extra Prize to the Exhibitor gaining the greatest number of Prizes for

Poultry, Doke of Sutherland.

PIGEONS.
TeMBLERs (Almond).—First, J. Fielding, Rochdale. Second, J. Hawley,

Bingley. Highly Commended, Messrs. Newbitt; J. Ereward, Coventry.

Tumblers (Any other variety).—First, J. Fielding. Second, J. Hawley.
Highly Commended, J. Grice, Nantwich ; T. NewiU, Ashton. Commended,
H. Yaidlcy, Birmingham.
Carriers.-First and Extra Prize for best pen of Tumblers, Carriers,

Pouters. Balds, Beards, or Runts, J. Hawley faecond, — Gamon, Chester.

Highly Commended, H. Yardley. Commended, — Skidmore, Nantwich.
Pouters.—First and Second Extra Prize for Second best pen of

Tumblers, Carriers, Pouters, Balds, Beards, or Runts, A. Heath, Calne.

Second, J. Hawley. Highly Commended, H. Yardley. Commended, A.

Heath.
Balds.—First and Second, J. Fielding.

Beards.—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Fielding.

KcsTS.—First and Second, H. Yardley. Commended, E. TomllnsoQ,
Birmingham.
Jacobins.—First, J. Hawley. Second, J. Edge, Birmingham. Com-

mended, W. Massey, ICeut ; J. Thompson, Bingley.

Fantails.—First, Messrs. Hewbitt, Lincolnshire. Second, J. Breward.

Highly Commended, H. Yardley.
Trumpeters.—First and yecond Extra Prize for best pen of Jacobins,

Fantails, Trumpeters, Owls. Nuns or Turbits, J. Hawley. ^"econd, W.
Gamou. Highly Commended, Mrs. T. Robson, Penkridgo ; J. Thompson

;

J. Hawley; Rev. W. J. Mellor.

Owls.—First and Extra First for best pen of Jacobins, Fantails,

Trumpeters, Owls, Nuns, or Turbits, J. Fielding. Second, J. Fielding.

Highly Commended, T. Newell, Ashton. Commended, Messrs. Newbitt,

Epworth.
j;0j,.g._First, J. Thompson. Second, J. Hawley.
Turbits —First aud Second, T. Eobson. Highly Commended, J. Field-

ing. Commended, R. Liddall, Sbefheld.

Barbs.- Fii-st, Extra Prize, and Second for best pen in the Barb and
subsequent classes. Rev. W. J. Mellor. Highly Commended, J. Hawley;

W. Massey, Bromley, Kent. Commended, J. Bromiley, Little Bolton,

Lancashire. tt. , , «
DRACo.-iS.-First, J. Percivall. Second, A. Boote, Crewe. Highly Com-

mended, Rev. H. J. Stokes, Leek; J.PercivaU.

MAGRiES.-First, J. Hawley. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended,
T. Martin, Manchester.
Antwerps.—First and Second, J. Hawley. Commended, J. Thompson

;

E. Hutton, Leeds.
ARCHANGELS. — First, S. A. Taylor, Sutton Coldfield. Second and

Commended, H. Yardley.
, .

ANY other Variety.—First and Second Extra Pnze for the best pen in

the Barb and subsequent classes, J. Hawley. Second, H. Draycott

(German Toy). Highly Commended, H. Draycott (frillbacks) H.

Yardlty.
, , . -

Extra Prize to the Exhibitor gaining the greatest number of prizes for

Pigeons, J. Hawley.
CANARIES.

Belgian (Clear Y'ellow).—Fir.st and Extra Pi-ize for best Clear Yellow,

Buff, or Variegated Belgian, S. Bunting, Derby. Second, — Warren,

Maccleslield. Highly Commended, J. Austin, Leek. Commended, —
Warren; — Green, Nantwich.
Belgian (Clear Buff).—First, — Warren. Second, S. Bunting. Highly

Commended, H. Ashton ; —Warren. Commended, — Massey.

Belgian (Variegated).—First, — Green. Second, — Bexon, Derby.

Belgian (Crested, to be judged for best crest irrespective of colour).—

First and Second, — WaiTcn. Highly Commended, H. Ashton; —

Norwich (Clear Yellow).—First and Extra Prize for best Norwich, —
Bexson. Second, — Orme. Commended, — Piercy, Hanley.

Norwich (Clear Buff).—First, — Bexon, Derby. Second, — Orme.

Highly Commended, H. Ashton. Commended, — Piorcy.

Norwich (Variegated).—First, H. Ashton. Second and Highly Com-
mended. — Bexon.

. , . ^ J, ,

Jonque.—First, H. Ashton. Second, S. Bunting. Highly Commended,
— Warren ;

— Bunting. Commended. — Orme, Derby.

(jiiEY —First and Extra Prize for best bird in this and the previous

class, s. Bunting. Second, — Warren, Macclesfield. Very Highly Com-
mended, H. Ashton. t 1 T,- J „T - TT
Pied Mule (Yellow).—First and Extra Prize for best Pied mnie, H.

Ashton. Second,— Bexon.
, „ „ .. ,.

Pied Mule {Buff).—First, H. Ashton. Second, S. Euntmg. \ ery

Highly Commended, — Orme.
, „ . , ^

Goldfinch.-Fu-st, — Piercy, Northwood. Second, H. Ashton.

McLE Canary (Buff).-Prize and Extra Prize, — Lowndes, Hanley.
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Linnet (Erowu).—First, — Knapper, Ilanlcy. Second,-- Perrj', Hanlcy,
Very Highly Coumiendcd, — WardJe, Hunley. Commended, — Perry

;

S. Bunting.
Extra Prize to tho Kxlubitor gaining the greatest number of Prizes lor

Birds,— S. Bunting, Derby.
Norwich (YuUow, bred in tho Potteries).—Prize, J. B. Piorcy.
NOEWicu (BulT, bred in the Potteries).—Prize, J. B. Piercy.

RABBITS.
HEAViEST.—First, C. Gravil, Thome. Second, W. Bedson, Xorthwood.

Highly Commondcd. T. Baker, Dresden.
LoNQEsr Ears.—First, W. AUisuu, Sheffield. Second, — Millington,

York. Highly Commended. — Driiycot, Leicester.
Any Vauiety (Irrespective of length of ears or weight).—First and Se-

cond, — Millington. Highly Commended, W. B. Etches, Salop; R. Wise,
Huntingdon. Commended, C. Gravil, Thome ; W. Allison, Sheffield.

The Judges were for Poultnj : Kev. G. F. Hodson, North Petherton,
near Bridgewator ; Mr. C. liulpiu, liiverside, Bridgewater ; and Rev.
T. O'Grady. Iloguaston Vicarage, Ashbonrnc ; Pi'jfons : Mr. C. Bulpin,

RiTersido, JUridgewater ; Cage Birds : Mr. Barnesby, Wilmot Street,

Derby; liabbits: Mr. S. Johnson, Eti-uria.

WHITEHAVEN POULTRY SHOW.
The number of entries at this Show, held on the 7th, 8tb, and 9th

inst., was scarcely so great as on some former occasions, this year

amounting to between six and seven hundred pens ; but the quality of

the birds generally was far superior to that of former years, most of

the classes being good throughout. The management of the Show
and the care taken of the poultry deserve our highest praise

;
green

food, a luxury to poultry at this time of year, and soft food, being

abundantly supplied.

The show of Cochin.'^vjs.s particularly good, Mr. Mapplebeck's Buffs

and the White ones of Mr. Smalley being tirst-rate ; and the classes

of these varieties were throughout far better than usual. Mr. Brier-

ley's Partridge Cochins were also vei-y perfect specimens. In the

Dorking classes the cup was awarded to a singularly large well-fea-

thered pen of Silver-Greys. The chicken Spanish class was far superior

to the one for adult birds, many of the old cocks having the great

defect of heavily con-ngated faces, rendering them entirely blind. The
Game fowls were very superior ; Messrs. Fletcher, Wetherall, Poulton,

"Wilson, Julian, and Weeks obtaining their well-earned laurels in a
very severe competition. In Ilamhur/Jts the Golden-spangled were
by far the most praiseworthy. Most of the Game Bantams were ex-

cellent, and some well-shown Peldn Bantams were most interesting to

visitors. The f»V(.yt', Tnrlays, and /)i/tZ.s were unexceptionably good,

as were the generality of the Pigeons throughout large classes.

OPEN CLASSES.
Cochin-Chtna (Cinnamon or Buff).—First, H. Mapplebeck, Woodfield,

Moseley, Birmingham. Second, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Third, Messrs.
Gunsoa Jt Jefferson, Whitehaven. Highly Commended. Mrs. A. Wilkin,
Bootle Rectory ; C. W, Erierley, Middlcton, Manchester ; E. "White,
Broomhall Park, Sheffield; G. Shrimptou, Leighton Buzzard ; H. Tomlin-
son, Birmingham. Commended, J. Poole, Ulverston. Chickens.—First,
H. Mapplebeck. Second, C. Sedgwick, Ryddlesden Hall, Keighley. Third,
Col. Stuart Wortley. tirove End Road, London. Highly Commended,
C. W. Brierley : Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson ; H. Tomlinson. Commended,
W. A. Taylor.
Cochin-Chixa (Partridge).—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, H. Ling-

wood, Bucklesham, Woodbridge, Suffolk. Third, J. Shorthose, Newcastle-
npon-Tyne. Highly Commended, Miss E. A. Aglionby, Hawshead.
Chickens.—First, J. A. Taylor, Manchester. Second, C. Sedgwick. Third,
T. M. Derry, Gedney. Highly Commended, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon,
Whitehaven.

Cochin-China (White).—First and Cup. R. Smalley, Lancaster. Second,
S. Sherwen, Whitehaven. Third, Rev. F. Taylor, Kiikandrew's Rectory,
Longtown. Highly Commended, Mrs. Ford, Harden Green, Dalkeith;
F. D. Johnson, Waterloo Street, Birmingham ; Miss J. Nelson. Eccle-
fecfaan, Blackburn; R. Smalley, Gillhead, Whitfthaven

;
{J. H. Wilson,

St. Bees. Commended, W. F. Dixon, Gillhead. Whitehaven. Pullets.—
First, C. W. Brierley. Second, C. Sedgwick. Third, J. K. Fowler, Ayles-
bury. Highly Commended. A. H. Verity, Northenden; Messrs. Gunson
and Jefferson ; Messrs. Bowman & Fearon ; J. Poole.
Bbahma Pootra.— First, W. Hargreaves, Bacux>. Second, H. Lacy,

Hebden Bridge. Third, Miss Aglionby. Highly Commended, K. Jopp,
Aberdeen. Chickens.—First, H. Lacy. Second, R. White. Third, K.
Jopp. Highly Commended, W. Hargreaves ; Col. Stuart Wortley. Com-
mended, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Pullets.—First, G. Dixon, jun.,
Whitehaven. Second, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Tbird,,W. Hargreaves.
Dorkings (Silver-Grey).—First, R. D. Holt, Orrest Head, Windermere.

Second, Miss Milne, Otterbum, Kelso. Thii-d and Highly Commended, R.
Smalley.
DoRKJNGS (Any other variety).—First, J. White, Warlaby, Northaller-

ton. Second, Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson. Third, W. W. Ruttlidge,
Shortend, Kendal. Chickens.—First, R. Smalley. Second, T. Rogers,
St. Helen's, Lancashire. Third, J. Parlett, Huntingdon. Highly Com-
mended, J. Fox, Ht. Bees; D. Geliatly, Meigle ; Messrs. Gunson & Jeffer-

son. Commended, J. White. Puik^s.—First, T. Rogers. Second, J. Fox.
Third, E. Smalley. Highly Commended, J. White; Messrs. Gunson and
Jefferson. Commended, D. Hardic, Langholm.
Spamish.-First, Miss Nelson. Second, J. Thresh, Bradford. Third,

Messrs. Burch & Boulter, Sheffield. Chickens.—First, Miss Pddpath, Edin-
burgh. Second. Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Third, J. Leeming, Brough-
ton, Preston. Pullets.—FixBi and Cup, Miss Ridpath. Second, J. Wilson.
Third. Messrs. Burch vt Boulter. Highly Commended, J. Newton, Silsden,
Leeds; E. Brown, Sheffield.
French.— First and Third, Mrs. Wilkin, Bootle. Second, Messrs.

Gunson & Jefferson. Highly Commended, E. Brown. Commended, J. K.
Fowler.
Game (Any description).— Cocft.— Cup, First, and Third, J. Fletcher,

Stoneclough, Manchester. Second, Ciipt. Wetherall, Loddington, Ketter-
ing. Highly Commended, J. H. Wilson ; J. Brough. Cockerel.—Yirst
and Cup, W. Boulton, Dalton-in-Furness. Second, J. Fhitcher. Third,
J. Geldurd, Kendal. Highly Commended, J. Poole. Commended, Capt.
Wetherall ; Mrs. Parker, Coalbtaith, Brampton ; J. Barrow, jun., Kendal.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).— First and Cup, J. H. Wilson.

Second, J. Fletcher. Third, W. Boulton. Highly Commended, R.Picker-
ing, Carhsle ; J. Barrow, jun.
Game (Any other variety).— First, H. M. Julian, Hull. Second, J,

Fletcher. Third, J. Brough. Pullet^.—First, J. Wcelts, Bootle. Second,
D. Gellatly. Third, J. H. Wilson. Commended, T. Mason, Green Ayre,
Lancaster ; D. Hardie.
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).—First and Cup, U. Pickles, Jan., Earsby

;

Second, H. Beldon, Bingley. Third, E. Brierley, Heywood. Highly Com-
mended, N. Marlor, Denton. Commended, J. ();^dcu. Hollingwood.
HAiTBCRons (Silver-spangled).— First, H. Beldon. Secomi, H. Pickles,

jun. Third. J. Fielding, Newchurch. Highly Commended, J. Smalley;
J. Walker, Knarcsborough. Commended, Messrs. S. & K. Ashton, Mot-
tram.
Hameurohs (Golden-pencilledl.—First, H. Pickles, jun. Second, W.

Eowe, Carlisle. Third, S. Smith, Northowram. Highly Commended,
H. Beldon ; T. W^rigley, jun., Tonge, Middleton ; R. Burrows.
HAiTBCRGHS (Silvcr-pencillcdj.—First, J. Preston, Allerton. Second,

H. Beldon. Third, J. Walker.
Hamburghs (Any variety).—Pui^ffs.— First, H. Beldon. Second, J.

Ogdeu. Thu-d, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Highly Commended, H.
Picldes, jun. ; R. Burrow.
Any Variety xot Named.—First, H. Beldon (Polands). Second, G. W,

Bootliby, Louth. Third, Mrs. Wilkin (Buff" Polands). Commended, R. H.
Nicholas, Newport, Monmouth.
Selling Class.—First, Messrs. GimsontS; Jefferson. Second, J. Thomp-

son, Bingley (Spanish). Third, J. Hilton, Boothstowu Bridge, Manches-
ter (Game Bantams). Highly Commended, Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson;
Miss Spedding, Whitehaven; J. R. Robinson, Sunderland (Bantams);
J. Cowman, Whitehaven (liouen Ducks); J. H. Wilson (White Cochins).
Commended, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon ; Miss Spedding; R. Smalley;
J. Smith, Keighley (Black Spanish) ; G. Bell, Wigton (Game) ; J. White
(Grey Dorkings i ; J. Hartley, Beckcrmont ; — Irmn, Whitehaven
(Polands) ; W. F. Dixon, Gillhead.
Game Bantams.—First and Cup, W. Greaves, Bradford. Second, W.

Parker, Clay Cross. Third, J. Parlett. Highly Commended, J. Gates,
Stoney Road, Halifax ; J. R. Robinson. Commended, S, Sherwen, White-
haven; J. Parlett; G. Maples, Wavertree, Liverj^ool. Cock.—First, W. A.
Taylor, Manchester. Second, W. Boulton. Thii-d, C. W. Brierley. Highly
Commended, R. J. W'ood ; J. R. Robinson; J. Poole. Commended, W.
Hodgson, Rochdale ; J. W. Morris, Darlington.
Bantams (.^v variety).—First, T. Burgess, Brighouse. Second, W. A.

Taylor. Third, J. R. Jessop, Hull. Highly Commended, Messrs. S. & R.
Ashton ; W, J. Cope, Barnsley ; A. K. Briggs, Bradford. Commended, T. 0-
Harrison, Hall ; W. A. Taylor ; G. Maples.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First and Cup, J. E. Fowler. Second, W.

Pares, Ockbrook. Derby. Third, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Highly
Commended, Lady J. Lindsay, Muncaster Castle. Commended, D. Hardie.
Ducks (Ronen).—First, D. Hardie. Second. J. K. Fowler. Third, A,

Dickinson, Whitehaven. Highly Commended, S. H. Stott, Rochdale;
T. Houlker. Revidge, Blackburn ; E. G. Joney, Parton ; Messrs. Gunson
and Jefferson. Highly Commended. Rev. F, T.aYlor ; J. J. Waller, Kendal.
Ducks (Any other variety^—Fir^t, T. C. Harrison. Second, C. W.

Brierley. Highly Commended, H. Beldou.
Geese.—First, J. K. Fowler. Second, Messr?. Gunson '& Jefferson.

Third, Mrs. Birkett, Workington. Highly Commended, J. Turner, White-
haven.
TcRKEts.—First, Miss BortMvick, Flimby. Second, J. Cowman, Third,

J. Fox.

LOCAL CLASSES.
DoRETJJGS —CocA-.-First and Cup, A Thompson, Whitehaven. Second,

J. Stirling, Bridekirk, Cockermouth. Third, Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson,
Highly Commended, J. Sterling ; J. Fox ; Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson.

Hens or Pullets.—First, J. H. Wilson. Second, Messrs. Gunson & Jeffer-

son. Third, J. Fox. Highly Commended, A. Thompson; J. Robertson,
Holmrook, Whitehaven.
Cochins or Buaioias.—Cock.—First and Cup. G. S. Dalsiel, White-

haven. Second, Miss Spedding, Whitehaven. Third, Messrs. Gunson
and Jefferson. Highly Commended, Messr:^. Bowman iV: Fearon ; J.Robert-
son; Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson. Conmaended. G. Dixon. Hens or
PH!ie(js.—First,Messrs. Gunson & Jefferson. Second, J. Richardson. Third,
W. IBumyeat, Jan., Corkicle. Highly Commended, Messrs. Gunson and
Jefferson ; W. Burnveat, Whitehaven : H. B. Lindsay, Muncaster Castle.

Commended, Mrs. Wilkin ; G. S. Dalziel.

Spanish.— CocA:.—First and Cup. J. H. Wilson. Second, J. Hartley,
Beckermont. Third, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Hen.^ or Pullets.—First
and Third, J. H. Wilson. Second, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Third, J-
H. Wilson,
Game.—Cock.—First and Cup, J. Brough, Blennerhasset. Second,

Messrs. Bowman tt Fearon. Tiiird. J. H. Wilson. Highly Commended,
Jefferson Brough ; J. H. Wilson. Commended, C. Fisher, Whitehaven.
6'ofA-ercI.—First andCup, J. H.Wilson. Second, Jefferson Brough. Third,
J. Mitchell. Egremont. Highly Commended, J. H. Wilson. Hens or
Pullets.—First, J. Weeks, Bootle. Second, C. Fisher. Third, J. H.
Wilson. Commended, ilessrs. Bowman & Fearon,
Hamburgh.—Cock.—First and Cup, E. G. Jones. Second, A. Briggs.

Third, Messrs. Bowman &. Fearon, Highly Commended, Messrs. Bowman
and Fearon ; J. Moore, Mireside. Commended, H. J. Nicholson. Holbom
Hill. Cumberland. Hens or PitUc^*.-First, J. H. Wilson. Second, H. J.

Nicholson. Third, A. Briggs. Commended, Rev. H. Fox, St. Bees.
Bantams— Cock.—First and Cup, J. Weeks. Second, Miss Spedding.

Third, G. S. Dalzell. Highly Commended. Messrs. Bowman A Fearon

;

S. Sherwen. Hem or Pullets.—First, Miss Spedding. Second. J. W'eeks.
Third, Messrs. Bowman and Fearon.
Ducks.—First and Cup, Messi-s. Bowman & Fe.aron. Second. Messrs.

Gunson i Jefferson. Third, A. Dickinson. Highly Commended, C.Fisher;
J. Cowman ; E. G. Jones.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—CocA.—First, R. H. Artindale, West Derb.v, Liverpool. Se-

cond. G. H. Roberts, Peawortham, Preston. Highly Commended, R. H.
Artindale ; H. Yardlcy, Birmingham. Hcns.—Fiiii, G. H. Roberts. Sc-
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cond, F. Else, Westbonme Grove, Loudon. Higlilv Commended, H.
\ardiey.
PoDTEEs.—Ccc?:s.—First nnd Second, C. Cowbom. CiUs, Leeds. Highly

Commended, H. Yardley. Hfjis.—Fii-st and Second, J. H.iwlev Bin"ley.
TottBLEns (.\lniond).—First, J. Hawloy. Second, F. Key.' Beverley.

Highly Commended, C. Cowburn.
Tctoslebs (.iny othcrvaricty).—First, J.HaivleT. Second, E. Whittaker,

Bo.tcn. Highly Commended, C. Oowbum.
Jacobixs.—First. J. Hawky. Second, R, Thompson, Moresdale 'HaU,

Kcadal. Highly Commended, J. Thomnson, Binsiey; J. Towerson,
Whitehaven.
Teumpeteus.—First, J. Hawley. Second, J. Thackray, York. Com-

mended, J. Thompson.
Babes.—Fiiit. G. H. Roberts. Second, J. Thompson. Hichly Com-

mended, T. Newall. Ashton-under-Lyne.
TOEBITS.—First, J. Thompson. Second, E. Thompson. Highlv Com-mended H. larJley.
Owes.—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Towerson.
Faktails.—Fjrst, J. Thompson. Second and Commended, H. Y'ardlcv.

» ANT OTHEE New on Distinct VAEiErr.—First, J.Hawley (Bine Priests').
Second and Third, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, J. Thompson; J.
Thresh (Rnff-Jooted Dutch KoUers).
Seeling Class (Any variety).—First, F. Key. Second, J. Thompson.

Highly Commended, J. K. Jessop (Pouters); J. Hawley; G. Biikett,
Whitehaven. '

AKT Vabiety (Three pairs to he shown together).—First and Second,
J. Towerson.

CANARIES.
Belgian iBu£f).—Fu-st, J. Thompson. Second, E. Hawman, Middles-

borocgh-on-Tees. Highly Commended, J. V.'iUiamson, Lnverston.Mole (YeUow).—First, Withheld. Second, J. Tyson, Frizington.Mule (Buff).-First, E. Havman. Second, J. Thompson.
Piebalds.-First, J. Boulton, Ulverston. Second, K. Bawman. Com-

mended, J. Rifg, Frizington.
LizABBS.— First, J. Hawman. Second. Capt. Doaoldsoc, Whitehaven.

Commended, J. Thompson.
RABBITS.

Lop-EABED.—First and Third, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Second.

p'?f„ "t, .; i,^2S.' "-"arlisle. Highly Commended, Miss A. Barker,
iiOiton Hall, Gosforth.

Aj,-t OTHER VABrETi-.—First ana Second, Miss A. Barker.
The Geese, Tnrkejs, Ducts, and Pigeons were iadged by Mr. E.

Piekenng, of Carlisle
: and the rest of the classes bv Mr. E. Hewitt,

of Birmingham, and Mr. E. Teebav, of Preston.

SELKIRK POULTRY SHOW.
Tr'*iP<F,'.''

^'"'^ °^ ""^ Selkii-kshire Societv was held in the Volunteer
itall, Sellnrl:, Jannai-y Sth and 9th, when'the foUowing awards were
made by the Judges, .James Dickson, Esq., North Park, Bradford;
anad. Walker, Esq., Knaresborough.
Spasish.—First, D. Wangh, Melrose. Second, Miss B. Ridpath, Edin-

burgh. Third. W. Patcrson, Langholm.
DoEKixGS (t-olonred).-First and Highly Commended. Lord Binning,

MeUerstain. .Second, G. H. Plnmmer, Dalkeith. Third, W. Snome,
PhiUiphangn Commended, J. Simson, Fauldshope ; W. Fairbaim, Whit-muir ; Miss M. Brown. Phillipbum.

TSM^^'S^i^-^'";^"'^'' ^"J"'' Dickson, Coldstream. Second, J. Stewart,
Thistlebank, Dnmbarton. Third, W. K. Park, Abbotsmeadow, MeL'ose.Hghly Commended, Vv

. R. Park ; J. Shorthose, Newcastle.Bkahma PooTEA.-First, ,1. Stewart. Second, V.". E. Park. Third, G. H.Plummer Highly Commended, D. Hurray, Selkirk. Commended, J.
>V audel, belkirk.

,,,^i^''^'?«^.(?°'^'=-pe'Ecilled).—First and Third, W. R. Park. Second,W.Bowe, Carlisle. Highly Commended, W. Scott, Galashiels; G.Walker,

«„?;?^^w ^c fSUv<!r-pencilIed).-First, J. Preston, Allerton, Bradford.
Second, W. E. Park. Third, G. Walker. Commended, W. Laurenson,

T ^f^P""^!. 'P°W«°-spanglea).-First. A. Heatlie, Selkirk. Second,

'hJ-l,i\l n^^' ^L- P'"^''^<'n. Selkirk. Highlv Commended, J. Ness,
Ljj^caldy. Commended, E. Dickson

; H. Carrie, Ardrossan.
Hu^CEG-HS (Silver-spangled).-First, W. E. Park. Second, W. Bowe,

^i^ W. France, Cnefl. Commended, J. C. Noble, Kendal.
faAiO: (Black or Brown Red).—First, D. Bardie, Sorbie Ewes. Langholm,

faecond H^ M. Julian, HuU. Third, W. Kiddle. Newtown. Highlv Com-mended, H. Goodall, Kirkcaldy. Commended, W. Brown, Sellork'; Lord
siniuzig.

^^J^^,^^^<^'^ varietyj.-rirst, E. GoodaU. Second, T. Davidson,imrd, H. il, Julian.

T ?P^,''^''o^-^'"^
(Black or Brown Red).—First and Third, W. Mabon,JeOburgh Secoiid, W. Hodgson, Darlington. Highly Commended, J.

Y»rfi?r 'i. e","^,'*^''^'
Selkirk; Miss Tail, HeatherUe, Selkirk; W.Scott,Jedburgh Black Red) ; J. Hardie.

^2if^^>^^':''^S^^;'^^ """" variety).-Fiist, W. Mabon. Second, W.
fecott (Piled). Tnu-d, T. Stoddart, Selkirk.

«»T^htf'^ k^°5'
^rii^ty '-^cept Game).-FL'St, F. L. Roy (SUver-laced

Sebright). Second and Third. Lord Binning (Sebrioht).

«„!^y„'if\;S^"*'.--*y''^^'""'5'—First, Sir J. M-orrav, Bart.. Phillinhaugh.

rt™S,„'r,-^"., ii^'^^-Ts^'^''' '• S- E. Fair, Overwell, Jedburgh. "Highly

vf^fZ t' ; 5:
Dryden. Commended, A. Hoggart ; B. MoUet, Leshe,

ilieshire; Lord Binning.
oo

»
» ,

vSSii^ '5?"'''f
'-First. D. Hirdie. Second, W. Edgar, Donsdalehaugh.

beUark. Thud, Mrs. Anslie, WoU.
> o

,
s

„,^°^^i'~;^''^?*',J-^-"''"-''^'>'»- 13ush of Ewes (Cambridge). Second

tlmericsui '
'' '^"'"^S (Cambridge). Commended, Mrs. Ainslie

COTTAGEES CLASS (Any variety).-First, W. Millar fDorkings). Second,
J-nmbuIl. Dunsdalehaugh, Selkirk. Third, J. Graham (Golden-

spanglea I Highly Commended, J. Judge, Selkirk ( Silver-spangled) ; E.
,-V?8g.(Sdver-pencUled)

; J. Gardiner (Broivn Red Game); W. Millar
(L>or.angsl

;
W. Inglis, Selkirk. Commended, A. HeatUe, Carter (Golden-

f^^f *''" ^- Etlgar, HeatherHe (Brown Eed Game) ; J.Taylor, Selkirk
(Gaiden-penciUcd;,

SsLLl'G Class.—First, T. L.Jackson i Dorkings). Second, T. Musgravc.
Third, W. F.dgar (Rouen Ducks). Highlv Commended, W. Linton,
(Brahma Pootra) ; J. Mnsirrave, Longtown ; 'F. L. Eov, Nenthom (Dock-
wing Game): W. T-jimbuU iGoIden-sp.ingled). Com'mended, G. Walker
(Silver penciUed); W. Tait (Bro«-n Eed); F. L. Roy (Black Red).
Sweepstake FOB Bantaji Cock.—First, J. L. Brown, Selkirk. Second,

W. Mabon. Third, F. L. Roy (Duckwing). Highly Commended, W. Scott

;

W. Easton.
PIGEONS.

TtJlTBLEBS (Short-faced).—Prize, J. E. Spence, Musselburgh.
TojlBLEEs (Any other variety cicept Short-faced).—Firsti' J. Bell, New-

castle-on-Tyne. Second, J. Simson. Equal Second, J. BaUantyue,
Selkirk.

Fantaxls.—First, W. R. Park. Second, W. Cbeyne, Selkirk. Highly
Commended, J. Grant.
Poc-ebs.—First, J. Bell. Second, J. Grant. Very Highly Commended,

J. Grant. Highly Commended, J. Simson ; W. Cheyne ; R. Paterson.
jACOBras.—First, R. Paterson. Second, E. Davidson. Highly Com-

mended, J. Spence ; J. Bell.
NcNs.—First. P.. Davidson. Second, R. Paterson. HighlyCommeuded,

R. Paterson ; F. L. Eov. Commended, W. Chevne.
Owls.—First. R. Paterson. Second, W. E. p'ark. Highly Commended,

T. Spence ; W. R. Park. Commended. J. Bell.
TpEBirs.—First, E. Paterson. Second, V,'. Chevne. Commended, T.

LitUe, Selkirk ; W. E. Park.
A;rv OTHEE Vaeietv.—First, J. Be'u. Second, W. Cheyne. Highly

Commended, W. Cbeyne.
Sellikg Class.—First, W. E. Park (Fantails). Second, E. Paterson

(Jacobins). Third, J. Grant (Pouters).

NORTHERN POULTRY CLUB S SHOW.
Tax5 EsIiibitioQ of Poultry and Pigeons was held on the 1st and 'Ind.

of January in the Artillery Gymnasinm, Qneen Street, Aberdeen.
The Show on the whole was admitted to be the best ever held in Aber-
deen, or the North of Scotland. The entries for Poultry and Pipeons
amounted in all to Oii, including competitors from all parts of England
and Scotland.

The Ga'me fowls were considered very good, both in nombers and
q^nality. Mr. Anderson's cockerel and puUet, which gained the first

prize and cnp, were very superior. Mr. Pashley's birds, which only, how-
ever, arrived the second day ol the Show, wonld have pressed very hard
for the highest honours. The Spam^h fowls were in fair feather and
on the whole remarkably good ; those exhibited by Mr. Ridpath, of

Edinburgh, were especially so. Dorkinys were a strong class, and,

although most of the silver breeds were short in feather, there were
many very good pens ; all the coloured birds were excellent. Cochins were

a fair class, the single cock which gained the cup being a very fine bird,

perhaps the best in the Show. We think the only error in judgment was
in the Cochin cockerel and pallet class, a ver}- fine pen of Mr. Stuart's,

of Glasgow, being passed over without even a notice. The Bi-aJimas,

however, were the great feature of the Show, being numerous and of

admirable quality. The birds shown by Mr. Jopp, who won, the cup,

were the finest we have ever seen exhibited. French Finds were shown in

considerable numbers, the most of the prizes falling to B. C. Urqahart,

Esq., of Meldrum, who exhibited some very fine specimens of Houdans
and Crcve-Cceurs. Harnhurghs were a show of themselves, ninety-one

pens being exhibited : the cup in this class was won by a very fine pen
of SiLver-spangled hens belonging to Mr. Beldon. In the class for

Any other variety, with the exception of Mi-. Beldon's first-prize pen,

the birds were poor ia qnality. Bantavis were a poor show ; exception

must, however, be made of the single Game Bantam cock belonging to

Mr. Anderson, of Meigle, which was a very fine bird.

DuCf:s were good, and Geese very good, the first-prize gander being

the best bird we have seen exhibited this season.

The show of Pujeciis was not equal in point of numbers to former

shows here, but the quality of the birds was superior. The classes of

Pouters were remarkably well represented, especially the Blues and the

White ; the hen in ilr. Mefi's medal pair (and which beat the first-

prize pair at the Glasgow Show), amongst the former, deserves special

notice. The Carriers were on the whole fair, Mr. Fulton's Don cock

which was first, and Mr. M'Crae's Black hen, were the finest

specimens of their kind ever shown here. The Fa>ttaih were very

numerous and good. Barbs also were a fine class, and the others were

all of fair merit.

The arrangements of the Show were of the most complete and
satisfactory character, and reflected much credit on the Committee

and Secretary.

Game fAny colour\—Cocit3.—First, T. V.'atson, Crieflf. Second, G.

Howie, Ewe Haughs, Blaira. Thurd. J. Anderson, Ruthven House, Meigle,

N.B. jffens.—First, J. Anderson. Second. W.Hay. Third, J.M'Pherson.
ChicJceTVi.—First and Cup, J. Anderson. Second, W. Roberts, Thomey-
holme, near Burnley. Third, W. Tait, Heatheriie, Selkirk. Commended,
J. M'Pherson ; S. Smith, Crieff.

Spanish.— Cocit.—First, Messrs. Brown & Cochrane, Perth. Second, J.

Ferrier, Woodside. Third, T, Kiiowles. Hens,—First, A. Ridpath, Edin-

burgh. Second. S. Mitchell. C:irden Place, Aberdeen. Third, W. Hay.

Highly Commended, Vv'. Meff; Messrs. Brown & Cochrane. Cnickeva.—
Cup. F. James, Peckham Rye. Second, A. Pddpath. Third, W. Meff

Highly Commended. S. Mitchell.

DoEKiNG (Silver-Grey).—Coc,V.—First, W. Meff. Second, T. Knowles,

]'un. Third, A. G. Pirie, Stoneywood, near Aberdeen. Hem.—First, W.
Meff. Second, T. Raines. Bridge Haugh, Stirling. Third, A. Farquhar,

Elsick, Highly Commended. A. F. Williamson, Caskiebeu Mains, Black-

bum, Aberdeen ; J. Gordon, M.anar, Inverurie. Ckickcrt.}.—First, Vy'. Meff

Second, T. Raines. Third, J. Milne, Haddo House.
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Do&KIVG (Any other colour!.—Cnft.—Firnt, J. Gordon. Second. T.

Kaowles, jun. Third, D. GcUatlv, Mcicle. Hrns.—First and Cup, J. Gor-
don. Second, W. Meff. Thii.l, ]>. (iellatly. C/iiclrrnj.—First, J. Ander-
son. Second. T. Raines. Tliird, J. Gordon, Highly Commended, J.

Clark, Fochiibers.
Cocnrx-C'His.v (Any colour).— '^oct.—Cup, G. irurrar, Aberdeen. Se-

cond, B.C. Crquhart.'Meldrum. Highly Commended, J.'Voung, Aberdeen,
if«nj.—First, Mrs. Carnegie, r.cdfaall, Fordoun. Second and Third. G.
Morray. Cftu'/.-cw.—First, ami Second, G, Murray. Tliird, L. Cr^uck-
shank. Old Meldmm.
BaABM.i PooTBA (Anycolour).—Cocfr.—Cup and Second, K.Jopp, Aber-

deen. Third, C. B. Fisher. Commended. Mrs. Farqiiharson, Invercauld
;

Mis, Stronarch, SunnybanU, Aberdeen, Hfns.—First, J. Stuart, Thistle-
bank, Helensburgh. Second, K. Jopp. Third. F. W. G. Gray, Aberdeen.
Highly Commended. T. Raines; K. .Topp; J. Chalmers. Granton Lodge.
ChickcKi.—First, Second, and Third, K. Jopp. Highly Commended, Lira.

A. Fisher.
HocDAN, CBi.vE-CfEUB, ou La Fli-che.—CocA".—First and Third, B. C.

Uxqnhart, Second, R. O. Fnrquhai-son, Haughton. Aliord. Highly Com-
mended, F. W. G. Gray. Hoii.—Fiistand Second, B.C. Urqnhart. Third,
K. O. Farqnharson.
Hasibcbgh (Gold or Silrer-pencilledl.— Coc-t.—First, J. D. Skene.

Second, J. StilMSpittal. Third, R. M'Gregor, Perth. Highly Commended,
D. Normand : E. C. Urquhart ; H. Pickles, Jan., Earby- Commended, D.
Normand. Bt-tis.—First, H. Pickles, jun. Second. J. Hay, jun., Aberdeen.
Third, J. Bowe. Carlisle. Highly Commended, K. LI'Gregor; D. Normand.
Haxbdhgh (Goldcn-spnnRled). —C'ocA.—First, P. Campbell, Oldwhat,

New Deer. Second, Mrs. Fnrquharson. Thii-d, H. Pickles, jun. Highly
Commended. D. Walker, Aberdeen ; H, Beldon, Goitstoek, Bingley ; T.
Mashgrove. Longton, Carlisle. Hens.—First, H. Pickles. ;un. Second, J.
F. Loverside, Newark. Third, Mrs. Farquhar^on. Highly Commended,
Mrs. Brown, .\bcrcaimev, Criefi"; H. Beldon.
Hakbcegh (Silver-srrinSled).—Coct'.—First. W. France, jun.. Crieff.

Second, J. Hay, jun. Third, H. Pickles. Highly Commended, H.Beldon.
Bsm.—Cup. H. Beldon. Second. H. Pickles, jun. Third, J. Hargreaves,
Carlisle. Highly Commended, W. France, jun.
Any oTHEr. Vakietv.—Fijst, U. Beldon. Second, W. ll'Intosb, Balna-

gask, Kigg.
Gaue Banta:is (Any colour).— CocA-.—Fii'st, J, Anderson. Second, J.

J. Cousins, -AUerton. near Leeds. Third. G. Robertson, Aberdeen.
GAjrE Baxtams (Any colour).—First, R. Macgregor. Second, J.Ander-

son. Third, G. Dalgamo, Springhill, Aberdeen. Highly Commended, P.
Campbell.
Bantahis (Any other variety).—First. T. Watson. Crieff. Second, H. T.

Paterson, Kenfield, Aberdeen. Third, Master V.'. H. Pople, Perth.
Docks (Aylesbury).—First. .J. Anderson. Second and Third, Mrs.

Stronarch. Highly Commended, A. Haggart, Leslie.
Docks (.invothervarietT).—Firsl, J. Anderson. Second, Mrs. Carnegie.

Third, D. Geilatly. Highly Commended, A. Farquhar.
ToECETS.— First and Second, Mrs. Carnegie. Third, Mrs. Stri-narcb.
Geese.—First, Mrs. Carnegie. Second, B. C. tJrquhart. Third, A..

Farquhar.
Sellisg Class.—First, T.Knowles, jun Second. P, Campbell. Third,

B. C. Urquhart. Highly Commended, W. Pyper, Belhelrie ; T. Musgrove.

PIGEOXS.
PocTEES (White).—First, P.. Fulion. DepUord, London. Second, F.

M'Crae, Aberdeen. (Blue).—Medal, W, Meff, Aberdeen. Second, R.
FoltoQ. (Any other colour).—Fii-st, Pv. Fulton. Second, J. Sharp, Joiin-
stone,
Caeeiees.-Medal, W. Meff. Second, E, Gunn, Dundee.
PoriEES (White).—Coc*.—First, R. Fulton. Second. W. Meff. Ben.—

First, i. Grant. Corstorphine, Edinburgh. Second, W. Meff.
PonrEEs (Blue or Black).—CocS-.-First, R. Fnlton. Second, J. Grant.

Hen.—First, P.. Fulton. Second, W. Meff.
PouTEES (.4ny colour).—First, R. Fulton. Second, J. Grant. Ecti.—

First, J. Grant. Second, R. Fulton.
Caebiehs (Any colour).— Cocit.—First, R. Fulton. Second, F. M'Crae.

Hen.!.—First. R. Fulton. Second, F. M'Crae.
ToiTBLEBS (-Umond).—First, P.. Fulton. Second, J. Baillie, BeUevue,

Aberdeen.
TcsiBLERs (Any other colour).—First, R. Fulton. Second, J. Grant.
Faktatls (.iny colour).-First, J. Grant, Second, J. Rae. Third, J,

Baillie. Highly Commended, J. Sharp
Jacobiks (Any colour).-First, J. Baillie. Second. E. E. M. Bovds,

Greenhill, Rochdale.
Baees (Any colom-).-First, W. Meff. Second, E. Fulton.
TEtlMPElEBS (Any colour).—First. J. Grant. Second. J. Baillie.
ToEBiTS (.Any colour).-First, J. Bell, Newcastle-on-Tvne. Seciad, J.

Simpson, Brigton, Dmn-is.
Owxs (Any colour).—First, J, Bell, Second, .J. Sham.
Dbagoxs (Any colour'.— First, J. Bell. Second. J. Sharp.
NtTNaoE Magpies (Any colour).—First, J. Sharp. Second, J, Bailie.
Akt othek Vaeietv (Any colour).—First, J. Sharo. Second, A. Cowie,

Crombleybank, Ellon.

Hon. ML-iS E. doFlabanlt. Coc/itn:—First, W. Morris, Aberdeen. Se-
cond, W. R. Park, Melrose. Third, Mrs. Oswald, Dunnikjer. 8panUh :—
First, J. Macaulay. Edinburgh. Second, D.Gellatly. Third,.!. F. Lovor-
sidgc, Ncwark-on-Treut. HamhurQh :—First, A. Pratt, Kirkcaldy. Se-
cond, B. Thomson, Mnttonhall, Kirkcaldy. Third, R. Stewart. 'Kelty.
Highly Commended, A. W. Penman, Leslie. Bant^'v: :—First, J. Harvey,
.Jedburgh. Second, Hon. Miss E. do Flahault. Tliird, D. Talbert. Highly
Commended, Mrs. Oswald.
Game (Reds).—First, A. Drumraond, Glasgow. Second, C. .Jamieson,

Forfar. Third, Withheld. Chfckem -First, O. Mustard, Alyth. Se-
cond, K. Stewart, Kelty. Third, D. Herd, Cluny.
Game (Grev and ot)jers).—First. H. Goodall. ' Second. T. Baird, Bank-

head, Kirkcaldy. Third, L. ChiffeUe, Kirkcaldy. CfttcJrfits.—First, H.
Goodall. Second, D. Penman, Dvsart. Third, J. Penman, Dysart.
DoEillNO.-First. Hon. Miss E.'de Flahault. Second, D. Talbert, Dun-

dee. Third, D. Gellatlv. Cftic*fr«.—First, T. Raines. Second and
Tliird, Hon. Miss E. deFlahanlt.
CocniK (ilny yarietj).-First and Second, Mrs. Oswald. Third, W. B.

Park.
Ebaiima Pootba.-First, T. Raines. Stirling. Second, withheld. Third,

Hon. Mrs. Montgomery, Rankeillor, Cnpar-Fife.
Sp.iNlsn.—First, J. Llacaulay. Second, J. Craigie, Fordel. Third, A.

Robertson, Burntisland.
HAsrBCEGH (Spangled).—First, W. Keddie, Cowdenbeath. Second, H,

Goodall. Third, R. Stewart. Eelty. Highly Commended, A. Penman.
HASiBtraGH (Penciiledl.—First, 'R. McGregor, Perth. Second, R. Thom-

son. Third, A. Pratt. Hig'::ly Commended, D. Korraand.
G.UTE BantajI (Any variety).—First, Hon. Miss E. de Flahault. Se-

cond, Mrs. Henderson. Third. A. Robertson.
Bantam (except Game).—First, J. Rutherford. Nocknarrie. Auchter-

muchty. Second, p. Brown. Third, G. W. Boothby, Louth, Lincolnshire.
Any otheb Eeeed.—First and Second, Hon. Miss E. de Flahault.

Third, J. L. Gow, Eaith.
Duces.-First, A. Haggirt, Leslie. Second, A.

Mollett.
Seeliko Class (Any breed).—First and Second,

D. Normand.

Couper. Third, B

H. Goodall. Third,

The Judges were, for Pov'tri/: Mr. T. Challoncr. Barlborongh.
Chesterfield ; and Mr. .Tohu Martin, Linton Park. Staplehnrst, Kent
For Piaeoiiis: Mr. J, H. Frame, Overtown, Carluke.

FIFE AND KINROSS ORNITHOLOGICAL
SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.

The annnal Exliibition of the Fife and Kinross Ornithological
Society was held in the Com Exchange, Kirkcaldy. The number of
specimens far exceeded that shorm in any former year, and many of
them were of very high merit. The Poultry consisted of upwards of
230 pens. There were nearly fifty cages of Pigeons, and 131 specimens
of Canaries. The prizetakers were :

—

Single Cocks (Any variety).—Gam«:—First, H. Goodall. Kirkcaldy,
Second, A. Penman, Kelty. Third, D. Lawrie. Markinch. Dorhinrj ;—
First, T. Kniues, Bridqe Haugb, Stirling. Second, D. Gellatlv, Meigle.
Third, D. Normand, Kenno-«Y:iy. Highly Commended, J. L. Gow, Raith

;

CORK POULTRY SHOW.
The eighth Exhibition of the Soath of Ireland Poultry, Pigeon,

Cage and Song Bird Association was held in the Athenseum on the 8th
inst., and, successfcl as the preceding Shows ofthis useful Society have
been, far exceeded them in the essentials of quality, variety, and nom-
ber. The prize birds were noble pairs. The Pigeon department,
always very full, was even more numerously represented than at any
previous Show. The song bird department included Canaries, Linnets,

Blackbirds, Tlirushes. Nightingales, Larks, Finches, &c., a collection

as beautiful as it was interesting.

The chief attraction of the Exhibition was the splendid collection of

birds exhibited by Mr. Corbett, of Castlcconnell. This gentleman,
whose well stocked avaries are so well known among connoisseurs, had
a selection including three Golden Eagles—magnificent birds—White
Pheasants, Golden Pheasants (exceedingly beantifnl birds). Kalege,
Silver, Bohemian, Chinese, Pied. Hybrid, and Common Pheasants, all

superb specimens of their several cla.?se3, besides a noble pair of Black
Australian Swans, a pen of Japanese Pea fowl, a number of Peregrine

Falcons, with hoods and bells; a Goshawk, an Iceland Falcon, a
Virginian Owl, a trained Cormorant, a laughing Kingfisher, and
a number of Bice, Red. and Yellow Macaws, Cockatoos, Parrots,

Parroquets, &c. Among the Cockatoos was one remarkable bird, sombre
and sage as Poe's raven, but of snowy whiteness, who sat thought-

fully on the highest perch in the hall, at intervals putting a series of

peremptory inquiries to his inspectors. This remarkable bird was had
by Mr. Corbett, twenty-five years ago in this city, from Mr. Hen^y
Keating, who stated the bird was then close on thirty years old, so that

the feathered patriarch must have seen a full half-ceutury. and was
yet hale and talkative enough to see many another year. The Gos-

hawk, a fine bird, hooded and belled, and, with an atmosphere of

chivalry and tournament about him. was presented to Mr. Corbett by
a hawking club in Paris, and has all the fierceness of his species, his

owner frequently kiiliEg Babbits with him. Air. Corbett offered

nothing for competition.

The arrangements of the Show were capital, and among not the

least attractive features of the Exliibition were the unique cages in

which the song birds were confined, some of these being remarkably

attractive in size and design. The following is the prize list :

—

Spanish.—First, A. Ccmyns, jun. Second, R. P. V/illiams. Commended,
J. C.Cooper. C/u'cfc^^n^.—First, Miss DeCourcyDrevar. Second, A. Comyns,
jun. Highly Commended. Miss De Conrcy Drevar.
DossxKGs' {Colouredj.—First and Second, E. P. Williams. Third, E.

Pike.
DoHSTiTG.^ (SHver-Grey).—First and Second, Mrs. Warbnrt')n. Third,

A. E. Ussher. Highlv Commended, Mrs. Warburton. Commended, Mrs.
Warbarton ; T-O'Gradv; Miss A. E. Pike ; F. Hodder.
DoEKrN<;?i (istito).— First, J. C. Perry. Second and Commended,

Countess of Bandcn.
CocmKs (Buffer Lemon).—First. F. W. Znrhorst.

Third. R. W. Bovle. Commended, H. L. Tivy.
Cochins {Partridge or Grouse).-First. J. C. Cooper. Second, C. F.

Staunton (Partridge). Commended, R. P. V/illiams.

Cochins (V.Tiite).—First, F. W.Zui-horst; Miss S. L. Pike ; H. L. Tivy,
Second, A. W. Shaw.
Gaee (Black or Brown Reds\—First, T. H. Markham (Black). Second,

R. Close. Commended, J. C. Cooper.
G^ZE. (Duckwing or other varietyj.—First, T. H. Markham (Pile). Se-

cond, A. E. Allen (Duckwing). Third, K. W. Roche (Dun PUe\
BEAHiiA PooTBAS.— First, T. Babington. Second, Mrs. V.'arburton.

Second, Mrs. Hay.
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Third, A. W. Shaw (Light). Highly Commended, R. W. Boyle (Dark).
Commended, A. W. Shaw (Light) ; Mrs. Dring.
Cekve C(EURs.—First and Cup, J. C. Fitzgerald. Second. J. C. Cooper.
HouDANs. — First, J. C. Cooper. Second, A. W. Shaw. Third and

Highly Commended, F. W Pim.
La FLtcHE.—First, A. W. Shaw. Second, J. C. Cooper. Commended,

C. Langley ; J. C. Conper ; C. F. Staunton.
Poland's (White-orested).—First and Second, Miss De Courcy Drevar.

Highly Commended, J. C Cooper. Commended, R. P. Williams.
PoLANDS (Spangled).—First, J. C. Cooper. Second, F. W. Pirn (Silver).

Highly Commended, Mrs. Dring (Gold) ; J. C. Cooper; R. P. Williams
(Gold). Commended. Mrs. I'ring; R. P. Williams.
Hajieueghs (Spangled).—First, J. C.Cooper. Second. R. P. Williams

(Silver, double-crested). Commended, Countess of Bandon.
Hajueueghs (rencilled).— First. C. F. Staunton (Gold). Second, A.

Murray, jun. (Gold-pencilled). Highly Commended, J. C. Perry (Gold);

T. O'Grady.
Gajce Bantaiis.—First. J. C. Cooper. Second. N. W. Roche (Duckwing).

Highlv Commended, J. Jem-cys (Black Red) ; N. W. Roche (Black Red)

;

A. E.'Ussher (Black Red); W, D. Allen (Duckwiifg). Commended, W.
T>. Allen (Duckwing).
Bantams {Sebright or other variety).—First, A. W. Shaw (Black), Se-

cond, Hon. A. C. b. Roche (Japanese). Third, Hon. A. C. B. Becber.
Any other Variety,—First and Second, J. C. Cooper (Malay and

Sultans). Third, C. F. Staunton (Black Breda). Highly Commended,
Countess of Bandon {Silky Bantams). Commended, Mrs. Dring (Grey
Gueldres) ; F. W. Zni-borst (Sultans) ; Hon. Mrs. H. B. Bernard {Sultans).

Turkeys.—First and Third, J. C. Cooper (Cambridge). Second, Mrs.
Clements (Norfolk). Highly Commended, Mrs. Clements (Norfolk) ; R.
Briscoe (Cambridge). Commended, J. C. Perry.
Geese (White),—First and Commended, J. C. Cooper (Embden). Se

cond, Mrs. Warbm-ton. Highly Commended, Mrs. Warburton; E. Pike
(Danubian).
Geese (Coloured).—First, A. E. Ussher (Tonlouse). Second, J. C.

Cooper (Toulouse). Highlv Commended, A. E. Ussher (Toulouse) ; Rev.
J. O'SulMvan (Chinese); E. Pike (Toulouse); J. Howard (Chinese); Dr.
Parker (Chinese).
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First and Third, J. C. Cooper. Second, J. T.

Wakeham. Highly Commended, R. P. Williams.
Ducks (Rouen).—First and Second, R. P. Williams. Third, J. C.

Cooper.
Any other Variety.—First, R. P. Williams (Pintail). Second, Dr. Par-

ker (Muscovy). Highly Commended, R. P. Williams (Shell Ducks); T.
Babington {Widgeon, Mallard, and Duck).

SPECIAL PRIZES.
The Society's silver cup, for the greatest number of points, ',J. C.

Cooper.
Silver medal presented by Mrs. Lyons, for the best pen of fowls in the

Exhibition, Hondans, La Fleche, and Creve Cceurs excepted, J. C. Cooper.
Silver medal presented by F. W. Zurhorst, Esq.. Dublin, for the best

pen of Criive Cceur, Houdau, or La FlC-che, — Fitzgerald.

PIGEONS.
Pouters (Elack).—Cocts.—First and Second, J. Montgomery. Highly

Commended, Dr. Harvey; J. H. Perrott. Commended, Dr. Harvey.
Hffw.-First, Second, Highly Commended, and Commended, J. Mont-
gomery.

PoTJTERS (Blue or Silver).

—

Cocks.—First and Second, J Montgomery.
Highly Commended, Dr. Harvey; J. Montgomery; J. H. Perrott. Com-
mended, Dr. Harvey. Hens.—First and Second, J. Montgomery. Com-
mended, J, Montgomery ; J. H. Perrot.
Pouters (Red or Yellow).— Cocks.—First and Second, J. Montgomery.

Highly Commended, J. Montgomery ; Dr. Harvey. Hens.-First, Second,
and Highly Commended, J. Montgomery (Red and Yellow). Commended,
J. H. Perrot {Red).
Pouters (White).

—

Cocks.—First, Dr. Harvey. Second, J. Montgomery.
Highly Commended, J. H. Peri'ott. Commended, J. Montgomery. Hens.
—First, J. Montgomery. Second and Commended, Dr. Harvey.
Pouters (Mealy or other colour .—First, Second, Highly Commended,

and Commended, J. Montgomery. Hc7i.s.—First and Second, J. Mont-
gomery.
Carriers (Black).

—

Cocks.—First and Second, Dr. Harvey. Highly
Commended, H. L. Tivy ; G. A. Wherland. Hens.—First. Dr. Harvey.
Second, J. Montgomery. Highly Commended, G. A. Wherland. Com-
mended, G. A. Wherland.
Carriers (Dun or other).

—

Cocks.—First, G. A. Wherland. Second, J.

Jefferies. Hens.—First, Dr. Harvey. Second and Highly Commended, G.
A. Wherland.
Tumblers (Short-faced Almonds).—First and Second, Dr. Harvey.
Tumblers and Kites (Short-faced).—Prize, Dr. Har\-ey.
Tutmblees (Mottles or other colour).—Prize, J. F. Elennerhassett.
TuiiBLEEs, Balds, or Beards (Short-faced).—First and Second, J. F.

Blennerhasset (Blue Beards).
Tumblers, Balds, or Beaeds (Common),—First, J. F. Blennerhassett.

Second, J. Pike.
Tumblers (Common, any other colour).—^First, H. L. Tivy. Second, J,

H. Perrott.
Bares (Black or Dun).—First and Second, J. Montgomery. Highly

Commended, J. H. Perrott. Commended. R. Lane.
Bares (Any other colour).—First. J. Montgomery (Yellow). Second,

G. A. Wherland. Highly Commended, J. H. Perrott (Yellow). Commended,
J. Jefferies; J. F. Blennerhassett ; R. Lane (Red).
Jacobins (Red or Yellow).—First, J. H. Peixott (Red). Second, J. Pike.
Jacobins (Any other colour). Prize, T. O'Grady.
Fantails (White).—First, R. Lane. Second, T. O'Grady. Highly Com-

mended, E. & J. M'Crea ; J. H, Perrott. Commended, J. Pike.
Fant.uls (Any other colour).—First and Commended, J. F. Blenner-

hasset (Black). Second, J. Pike.

Owls (Blue or Silver).—First, J. Jefferies (Blue). Second, J. Pike.
Highly Commended, J. F. Blennerhassett. Commended, Mrs. Warburton.
Owls (Any other colour). — First, J. Montgomery. Second, J. H,

Perrott.
Teusipeters (Mottles).—First, J. H. Perrott. Second, J, F. Blenner-

hassett.
Trumpeters (Any other colour).—First, J. Montgomery (Black). Se-

cond, J. H. Perrot.
Tdreits.—First and Second, J. F. Blennerhasset, Commended, E. Lane.

Nuns.—First and Second, J. F. Blennerhassett.
Magpies.—First, T. O'Grady. Second and Commended, J. F. Blenner-

hassett.
Any other Variety.—First and Second, J. Moutgomen' (Lace Fantails,

and Silver Runts). Highly Commended, H. & J. ai'Crea (Austrian
Pouters): J. F. Blennerhassett (Maned). Commended, J. F. Blenner-
hassett (Brunswiclis and German Ice).

Silver cup for the greatest number of points won in all classes, J.
Montgomery.

Silver medal for the best pair of Pouters, J. H. Perrott.
Sweepstakes for Pigeons Hatched in ISiyj.—Poiitn:—Prize, J. Mont-

gomery (Red). Highly Commended, Dr. Harvey (White). Carrier.—
Prize, Dr. Harvey.

SONG BIRDS.
Canaries (Yellow without Crest). — First and Second, J. Hodder.

Highly Commended, J. Hosford. Commended, M. McCarthy, jun.
Canaries (Yellow with Crest).—Prize, Mrs. Hoddor.
Canaey (Green Coloured or other).—First. A. Veitch. Second. Mrs.

Hodder. Highly Commended, M. M'Carthy, jun. Commended, J.

Hosford.
Goldfinch Mules.—First, Mrs. Hodder. Second, W. P. Harris.

Highly Commended. P, Cronin. Commended, Hon. E. B. Roche.
Linnet Mules.—First, J. A. Ross. Second, M. I^PCarthy, jun. Highly

Commended, W. P. Harris. Commended, T. Walsh.
Blackbirds.—First. D. Sullivan. Second, Mrs. Hodder,
Thrushes.—First. Mrs. Hodder. Second, D. Sullivan.
Woodlares.—Prize, J. O'Connor.
Skylarks.-First and Second, J- Lennio. Highly Commended, Mrs.

Hodder. Commended, J. Lennie.
Bullfinches.—First, Mrs. Perry. Second, Mrs. Hodder.
Goldfinches.-Prize, Mrs. Hodder.
Linnets.—First, Mrs. Hodder. Second, E. Linehan.

The Judges were for Poitlfn/ : Mr. Togetmeier, of London ; Pif/eoiis :

Mr. P. H. Jones ; Other Biich: Mr. Parker.

—

[Co7-h Examiner)

LEIGHTON BUZZARD POULTRY SHOW.
The Corn Exchange, in which this Show was held, is evei-j-thingthat

could be desii'ed for a poultr\' show, and the arrangements throughout
were good. The Ipswich pens were engaged, and the Exliibition was
exceedingly well supported ; in fact, the attendance quite exceeded the

hopes of those gentlemen through whose endeavours this meeting.origi-

nated. The silver cups given as principal prizes were very chaste in

design, and certainly were quite of the value represented.

On referring to the prize list, which we published last week, omitting

this report from want of space, it will be seen that the competition

embraced many birds of the very highest character from the most
noted breeders ; and, as a whole, it very rarely happens that in a first

show there is so much merit in the generality of the classes. In Grey
VorJciiif/s the Show was especially good, Mrs, Seamons taking the first

and third prizes, and W. Denison, Esq., the second position. The
Spatiish class was extraordinarily good, Francis James, Esq.. exhi-

biting two pens of birds that together proved one of the most attractivf

features of the Show. The Coc?iin.<i were exhibited in one general

class, open to any variety. Mrs. Clai-ke's White ones were of especial

merit ; in fact, "this lady's very large contributions of poultry ex-

clusively of white feather met with the approbation of every one.

The peculiarly good condition and spotless purity of plumage that,

without a single exception, the iivhole of this lady's birds possessed,

was most creditable to the home management, and formed a re-

markable feature of the Show. Brahmas were well shown, the Hon.
Miss Douglas Pennant securing the silver cup, in rather a large class,

with a very superior pen that had travelled from so distant a spot as

Bangor for this meeting expressly. The Hamlmrfffis were the most
deficient in merit of any classes in the Show, though the Polands and
FrcnOi fowls made ample amends. The Bautnni classes were excel-

lent, a pen of very perfect Black-breasted Reds belonging to Mr.
Jeffries, of Ipswich, being the Bantam cup-winners.

One of the greatest points of excellence in the Exhibition was the

very close competition in the TurJxi/, Geese, and DiicI: classes; and

when we add that Mrs. Seamons, Mr. J. E. Fowler, and Lady Mar-
garet Macdonald, with many others of our most noted breeders, had

contributed their best birds, it is scarcely necessai-y to remark that the

birds were first-rate. Of Pigei>iis there was a very good general col-

lection, the Carriers and Pouters being especially good.

In the Extra Stock classes the Silver Pheasants exhibited by Baron
Rothschild were in extraordinaiily fine feather, but proved so exces-

sively wild as to detract sadly from the pleasure of visitors in seeing

them. It was evident they were quite unaccustomed to strangers.

Among the Pigeons were shown some Ited and some Black Swallows,

worthy of a position at any meeting. The weather was cold but bracing,

and the novelty of the sigbt kept the Com Exchange constantly well

filled.

ULVEESTON POULTRY SHOW.
This was held on the 1st and '2nd inst. in the Victoria Concert Hall,

and in point of entries was a success, though, owing to other shows

occurring at the same time, it doubtless suffered to some extent.

Sjmnitih formed a moderate clnss, the hens in all the pens being

much superior to the cocks.

Dorhings were few in number, and rather poor.

Cainc fowls were the leading feature of the Show, there being Beren
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classes, aud upwards of ('i^lity entries. Of these many pons were moat
excellent, lu Reds Mr. Flctt-Uer won with an excellent pen of Brown
Reds, to which also was awarded the silver cup for the bfst pen in the

claesea for Rods, Dnckwings, and Any otlicr variety ; Lut the other

birds in this class were not of any note. The ftrst-pri/.o Duckmngs,
thouRh best, wore not jjood in colour ; the second wore good ; hut those

forming tlio third-prii^ts pen were so very small as to almost destroy

their chance, though of rare excellence in colour. The class for Game
of any other vai'iety was a decided failure, and only one second pnze
was awarded, and that to a Muffed or Bearded pair. One pen con-

tained a pair of birds beautifully bedaubed with magenta about the

eyes and face, doubtless to destroy tho sickly appcaranco of tho flesh ;

but the operator had overshot his mart, aud the result was a dis-

<lualiGcation.

In Buff Coiliin-Cldnas the first-prize pen contained a remarkably
fine hen, and the second a cock which ought to be mated to the former.

Of Brown and Partridge there were some fine pens, but many of tho

others suffered fi-om diseased legs and feet. White Cochins were such
a class as is seldom seen ; and so good was the first-prize pen that

the silver cup for the best Cochins or Brahmas was awarded it. The
second and tliird-prize pens were little inferior in point of merit. The
Cochin chickens wore numerous, and the first-prize pen was especially

noteworthy.
There was a good muster of Brahma^^ and the competition was very

close. The whole class was commended.
Golden-pencilled Hamhurghs were good, as were also the Spangled

of both colours ; but among the Silver-pencilled were birds sadly out
of condition, though the cup for tho best pen of Hamburghs was
awarded in this class to Mr. Bel don's birds.

The Variety class contained Polands, Crcve-Cceurs, and Houdans.
In Game Bantams the prizewinners were of gi'cat beauty, aud the

class large. A neat little pen of Black took the first prize, a pen of

miniature Cochins was second, and a jiretty pen of Gold-laced third.

In Duels Aylesbnrys were poor aud very badly shown in most cases
;

but the Rouen were much better, aud the Ducks in the Variety class

exceedingly fine.

In the following Game classes many of the apparently best birds

proved defective on handling, both in respect to softness, want of con-

dition and crookedness of breast ; and many had Duck claws, though
in other respects good.

In single cocks two silver cups were awarded, and two money prizes ;

the first prize going to a Black Red, and the secoud and third positions

wore secured by two very good Brown Reds shown l)y Mr. Robinson.
In the class devoted to local csliibitors a cup was given by the Hon.

Secretary, and the competition was very close ; in fact, so good were
the biids. that they would have stood well in the general classes. Of
Game chickens there were birds as good as cordd be desired, and the
cup was carried off by Mr. Fletcher's Black-breasted Reds. One of

the best birds in the Show was, perhaps, the single Game Bantam
cockerel which won the first honours. Some very good Game ptillets

were shown in pairs, the first and second-prize birds being especially
tine. "We gave the awards in our last week's number.

ESKDALE POULTRY SHOW.
The arrangements at this Show, of which we published the prize

list last week, were excellent. The entries were scarcely so numerous
as last year, owing to the fact that throe other Shows, TJlverston,

Aberdeen, aud Paisley, were held on the same days ; however, the
deficiency in numbers was more than counterbalauced by the superior
qualitj' of the bii-ds shown.
The single DorL/.iff/ cock class, cousidermg the prize of a silver cup,

we thought a very moderate lot, with the exception of the first-prize

bird of Miss Malcolm. The Ga7nc coch prize of a silver cup was com-
peted for by a capital lot of birds, chiefly from the neighbourhood.
The first-prize bird was a splendid Black Red belonging to Mr. Hardie,
good alike in hand, style, and feather; the second and third prizes
went respectively to Brown and Black Reds, scarcely equal in form
to the first bird. The Silver-Grej- Dorkimjs were a very fine

collection, the nrst-prize birds being very noticeable for their size

and tmeness to colour. The Dark Grey DorHmjs, old and young,
were a good lot, especially the first-prize chickens. The adult Spanish
class was good, tho first-prize birds of Mr. Paterson were a fine pair

;

and in chickens, the first prize cockerel was decidedly one of the best
that has ever teen exhibited in that part of Scotland

; the pair was
immediately claimed for £5. In the old Game cock and hen class

there was a fair collection. Black Reds taking the first prize ; and
in chickens Black Reds were again in the front, a vei-y fine pen
being first ; Brown Reds were second ; and in Any other variety
of Game, good Piles were first, aud Duckwings of fair quality
second. In the Cochin- Gkina aud Brahma Boofra classes there was a
small show, but among them were severalgood lots. Ilainbiu-ffJis appear
to be the breed at present most cultivated in Scotland. The first-

prize Silver-pencilled, first-prize Golden-pencilled, first prize Silver-

spangled, and first-prize Golden-spangled, were birds of great merit.
In the Varirtif class, good Crcve-Cceurs were first, and capital silver

Polands second. Game Bayitams mustered strongly ; the first-prize

Black Reds were a fine pen, and the first-prize Duckwings were also

very stylish and good. TurTceys were a fine lot and of great weight.
Qecse were large, and beautiful in both shape and colour. In Ducks^

tho Aylcsburya were a fine collection, especially tho first-prize birds :

tho Rouens were largo, and of good colour, Mr. Hardie again taking
first and Hccond prizes. Of otlior varieties of Ducks there was a good
show. In the cottagers' class the birds would have done credit to any
show ; in fact, many of the birds would have competed successfully in
tho general classes, there being scarcely an indifferent pen in the lot.

Bigrons mustered strongly, and some of the specimens were of great
merit, conspicuous being the first-prize Nuns, Almonds, Kites, Turblts
and Fautails.

PAISLEY ORNITHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS
SHOW.

In regard to tho quality of tlis apecimena which competed, this was
the most successful Kxliibitiou that this Associatiou has yet held.

Of tho iJ94 pens of poultry, Sjiiini^h occupied forty-five. A f^eat

number of the old birds were rather over-faced, but the young class

showed plain and pure faces aud lobes. Mr. M'Innes's second pen was
universally admired. Coloured Dorhw'js have greatly improved in

weight. The young Silver-Grey cock of Mr. Alston was a beautiful

bird. In Cochin- Cliinas, Mr. Stewart was again successful with Buffs,

but was hard pressed with the Countess of Egliugton's Whites. There
was a great improvement iu the Brahma Pootras, especially in the

colour and markings of the hens. The old Scotch Breed was well re-

presented in twenty pens. The ffamlnirgJis as usual came out in large

numbers ; seventy-tlu*ee peus were occupied by them. The Silver

specimens were better than at previous Shows. The first Pencilled

cock of Dr. Colligan was much admired. The Polish fowls were extra

good. In the forty-three pens of Gallic, some fine specimens were

shown by Mr. Alexander and Mi-. M'Nab. Mr. Menzies' Dnckwing
cock was very superior. The Game Bantams occupied thirty pens.

The Brown Eeds were perfect in colour. Black Bantams were not so

numerous, thirteen pens competed, but the quality far surpassed what

is customary in this quarter.

The Bif/eon department numbered 123 pens. In Pouters, Mr.

Sharp's Blacks, and Mr. Sutton's Blues were good. Fantails and

Jacobins were well represented. The Nuns, although not numerous,

were good.

The Canary depai-tment was all that could be desired. The entries

have been more numerous, but the specimens were never so good.

The names of the Judges, and a list of their awards appeared last

week.

DUMFRIES AND MAXWELLTOWN
ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.

L.iST year pens were provided for the large fowls ; on this occasion

pens were also procured for Bantams and Pigeons. The arrange-

ments of the Show were most excellent, and were admirably carried

out by the indefatigaWo Secretai-y, Mr. John Maxwell, aided by a very

efficient Committee.

This flourishing Society has already done much good in stimulating

the breeding of poultry of a superior quality. Each successive year

shows an improvement in the character of the poultry exhibited.

The entries were 38.'), as last year ; scarcely any pens were empty,

Tho Show, for the superior quality of the poultry exhibited, was the best

ever seen in Dumfries.

Game fowls headed the list. The Black Reds, &c., were very

superior. The first-prize cock belonging to Mr. J. Harding, MasweU-

town, is a very handsome bird—he was also first at Dalbeattie Show.

The young birds in the class were not so good as the older, but the

first and second prize pens were excellent. Of Duckwings and Whites

there was a capital show, Mr. Thomas Maxwell taking both first and

secoud prizes with two pens of fine fowls. In the Young class the first

prize and silver medal were gained by Mr. John Brongh, Carlisle.

In SjKinish fowls. Miss Neilson took both first and second prizes,

and the silver medal in the Any age class. In the class for young

birds, Mr. John Kerr was first with a superior pen.

The Doriiiif/s were the pride of the poultry department, being nearly

all of a high character. The first prize and silver medal in the Any

age class went to Mr. ArnndeU, and a capital pen from Mr. W. Lyons,

Kirkmichael House, was second. The class hatched in 1867 was

excellent, the first pen, belonging to Mr. Thomas Ferguson, being

very good ; and the second, from Hcathat Hill, closely rivalling them.

Only four pens of Cochin- China fowls of any age were shown, hut

tho whole were remarkably good. Lady Jane Johnstone Douglas

gained tho first prize with a pen of white birds, of Braes House blood.

Mr. Moffat gained the second prize, and was highly commended, for

two' pens of the same strain of blood. Of young birds there was a good

sIjow—tho best pen being from Lady Jane J. Douglas, Lockerbie

House. There were some good birds among the Brahma Pootras.

The Aylesbury Ducks, though few, were very good—the birds being

largo and of handsome shape. Those from Lockerbie House were

first-rate, and the second-prize pen from Kirkmichael House were

nearly equal in merit. Piouen Ducks were more numerous, and most

of the pens contained very choice birds. Mr. Thomas Parker gained

the first prize. The Bantams were very good.

The entries of Pigeons were numerous, and there were many very

' beautiful birds in all the classes.
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The competition in Cage Birds -was first-rate, Mr. James Thorpe
gaining seven of the first prizes for Canaries.
We gave a list of the awards last week.

POUTERS AT CALNE.
Not having seen Jlr. Heath's Pouters for two years, and

inowing that ho had greatly increased his stud during that

time, I paid him a visit recently. I was fortimato in having a

bright, sunshiny, mild winter's day, which the birds enjoy,

and upon which they show up well ; also, I arrived when all

the stock was at home, and before Mr. Heath had sold off a

number, which he does annually before the breeding season.
I was prepared to see fine birds, as not only Mr. Heath

bought some of the stock of the late Mr. Bult, bat he has
risen in the fancy, frequently taking prizes at the largest

shows. Nor was I in the least disappointed, but exceedingly
gratified.

A house for Pouters should be set differently from that for

any other Pigeons. It ig best on the ground floor, with lofty

and roomy pens, in front of which the fancier can walk, his
pets being thus easy of access for taming and caressing. Hence,
a loft above a stable or coach house is unsuitable, as in such
a man often cannot stand upright, and the Pigeons' nests are
on the floor. Mr. Heath has made an excellent house for his
birds by advancing a building from the south side of a high
wall. The pens are arranged chiefly with their backs to the wall.

The floor of the house is well boarded, and all very clean ; there
is plenty of air and light, and every ray of sun is admitted.
A large sash window is in the centre of the front, which in the
daytime is opened, and the birds come out into a square wired
court, in the middle of which is a fountain, the basin being
kept the right depth for the Pouters to wash ; and a pretty
sight it is to see the elegant birds wading about, splashing,
drinking, and enjoying themselves.

I found Mr. Heath particularly strong in White Pouters.
They are long fine-shaped birds, of apparently great constitu-

tional vigom-. He has also Red Pieds, Black Pieds, Yellow Pieds,

and Mealies. Even those not long enough to secure a prize would
be famous birds for a beginner, or one keeping Pigeons only
for amusement. Mr. Heath has invented a machine for mea-
suring Pouters, which is a great improvement upon the old
plan of stretching them along the front of a pen.

After spending much time in examining the birds, I fed them,
and it was a beautiful sight to see the floor covered with weD-
jbred Pouters of good contrasting plumage. The feeders were
mingled with them, and, I own, did take off a little from the
beauty of the scene, but when it is possible, I incline to the
plan of hand-feeding.
The stock of Mr. Heath is well worth seeing, and I might

travel many miles before I saw one equal to it. May he long
prosper, and may his careful and judicious management of that
noble variety of Pigeon, to which he is devoted, bring him all

the success he desires. And I hope his example (and that of

a spirited fancier is always contagious), may stir up others to

cultivate that finest and most striking of all Pigeons—the
English Pouter.

—

Wiltshire Eectoh.

PIGEONS.
At the request of several of our principal Pigeon fanciers in

Glasgow and in Edinburgh, I have been induced to examine
the merits of the book entitled " Pigeons : their Structure,

Habits, and Vaiieties. By W. B. Tegetmeier."
When first advertised I looked forward to its publication

with no small interest, the breeding, rearing, and study of
" domestic Pigeons " having been my principal pastime from
boyhood. Having read all the old works on " fancy Pigeons,"

all the books I could lay hands on pointing in any degree to

that subject, and knowing that these books were open to all

inquirers, I felt hopeful that Jlr. Tegetmeier would offer to

the present generation something new, if not important,

founded on his own experience ; that now the long-felt want
was to be supplied—a work so composed as to excite the in-

terest of general readers, to unfold fully the beauties and pecu-

liarities of that handsome class of birds, and thus aid in

creating a love for them, and possibly swelling the ranks of

our fanciers and breeders.

In the first part of this book we have an account of the struc-

ture and general character of Pigeons, and, in connection with
flight, a quotation from the Duke of Argyll's " Eeign of Law,"

and Chapter I. closes with a needless quotation from John
Hunter, and a page of remarks on the Doves indigenous to

Great Britain.

Chapter II. consists of two quotations : one from MacgU-
livray, and the other from Henry D. Graham, on the Bock
Dove.
In the Introduction to this book a very interesting statement

is promised us—something really new to me—viz., " The evi-

dence which proves all our varieties to have been derived from
one and the same wild species." This statement Mr. Teget-
meier is to consider. The so-called evidence occupies twelve

pages. Ten of these pages are quotations from Darwin, Hux-
ley, &c. (and Mr. Tegetmeier here introduces himself very in-

geniously as "a great authority"). This so-called evidence

—

the mere opinions of two or three scientific men (all of which
we have read before), amounts to nothing as far as proo/ is

concerned. The most guarded, and, I think, sensible writer

on this subject, quoted in the pages referred to, seems to bo
Professor Huxley. He says, " I daresay there may be some
among yon who may be Pigeon fanciers, and I wish you to

understand that in a))proaching the subject, I would speak
with all humility and hesitation, as, I regret to say, that I am
not a Pigeon fancier. I know it is a great art and mystery,
and a thing upon which a man must not speak lightly.''

Mr. Tegetmeier, however, shows a bolder front than the

learned professor does on this subject, and among the few re-

marks he makes we have the following :
—" Some Indian fan-

ciers in distant ages (for Pigeons have been kept as domestic

pets many hundreds of years in India), observing that cer-

tain Pigeons were produced with extra feathers in the tails,

mated them together, and again selecting those of the offspring

that showed the desired characters, succeeded eventually in

creating the Fantail." (The ancient Indians referred to seem
to have had nothing to do with the " creating " of the tremu-

lous motion in the neck of this bird). I do not know whether
Mr. Tegetmeier intends to offer this as a fact, or merely as his

own idea ; but really it reads like some baby story, such as we
have heard in the nursery, beginning with " Once upon a time,

long, long ago," &c. However, I speak with reserve ; Mr.
Tegetmeier may have the advantage of me. It is possible he
has in his possession, or may have obtained a sight of some
unpublished manuscript of our old friend Baron Munchausen

;

if so, I give up this point. No one can find fault with, or for

a moment doubt the correctness of the information Mr. Teget-

meier gives us regarding his own paternal parent : what he
was, and where he lived ; but when he attempts to father all

the beautiful varieties of our domestic Pigeons on the small

Blue Fiock Pigeon, it comes to be quite another question.

There is no intention, nor is this the place or time to argue

this subject ; but at a future period I hope to be able to enter

fully into it.

Part III. of this book, with the exception of two pages, is

on the " Pouter." The principal portion of it is made up of

quotations, and of the few remarks made by the compiler,

some of them had better have been left out. I refer more
particularly to the matching of colours. Mr. Tegetmeier re-

commends matching a " Black Pied with a Mealy." If this

be done the consequence would be, in the produce, a sooty or

blue black, showing the bars on the wing. Then a " Bed Pied

and Mealy, but with some risk to the bright red." Of course

in the produce the fine colour would not only be destroyed,

but the bar would also appear. Then " Yellow Pied may be

matched with Mealy with advantage." The produce would be

mostly Mealy Yellows, with strongly-defined bars. If yellow,

pale in colour—lemon, in fact, showing the bar. And again,

worst of all, " Blues may be matched with Reds." Here,

again, would the colour be destroyed, and the bar introduced

where it would be most objectionable. Lastly " Blue Pied and
AVhite are not a desirable match, as very white pied birds, or

white-splashed, or speckled with other colours would most pro-

bably result." This last is a most desirable match; it wiU
sometimes produce perfectly marked Blue Pied, and at other

times perfect Whites ; but if splashed or speckled with other

colours they will prove the finest stock birds for both Bine

Pied p.nd Whites that can be had. See the Pouter? bred in

Scotland. But I fear Mr. Tegetmeier does not icnow the colour

in Pigeons termed " Mealy," as no one who understood colours

would advise such combinations.

The compiler talks of the " slavish fear of breeding away
from some one particular colour," and refers to " the late Mr.

Bult," an ardent fancier, ,"who rejected this practice" of

conficing himself to one particular colour in matching, or even
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to separate breeds ; "and it was to bis freedom of action that

hia fjreat success was mainly to be attributed." I knew Mr.

Bult well, and as well do I remember when he destroyed his

stock of Pouters by crossing them with a Mottled Kant, and

finding it hopeless to support his position as a fancier and

breeder cf Pouters by the produce of this unfortunate cross,

he applied for and received birds from his friends in Scotland,

which were the origin of his " celebrated strain." The cross-

bred Mottled birds were runtish to the last. The chapter on

the Pouter is lengthened-out by accounts of two sales of Pi-

geons by auction, of not the slightest interest.

In Part IV. we have the Carrier and Dragon ; nothing new,

principally quotations, and then follow twenty pages, five of

them running into the following part, on " Homing Birds," or,

in other words. Mongrels, bred for flying, shooting matches, or

the table. I fear these twenty pages will be lost to those whom
they most concern, as the class who keep this sort of bird can,

as a general rule, seldom afford, and are as little inclined

to pay the sum of 8j-. for any book. Mr. Tegetmeier's " ex-

perience of the habits and management of these Homing
birds dates from a distant day " he says ; and this class of

birds seem to have been his " fancy," which in a great mea-

sure accounts for his want of knowledge of the distinct breeds

from theii' origin downwards.
We have in Parts V., \'I., VII., and VIII. the Tumbler, Barb,

Fantail, Trumpeter, &c., an array of quotations, many of

them useless, and, according to the compiler's own showing,

absurd. The only original remark in thote parts, which I feel

constrained to notice, appears in page 152, in connection with

the Fantail. The compiler writes, " The author of ' The
Dovecote and Aviary,' in his facile and pleasant manner,
plays, as usual, round about his subject, without giving us any
new or even accurate information respecting it." I confess I

do not understand the purport of this paragraph. If nothing
" new or accurate," why give us a full page quoted from this

author ? Why, would the last part without it appear too thin ?

I do not personally know either the compiler of " Pigeons," or

the author of " The Dovecote and Aviary ;" but certainly the

latter is an " author," and one of no small merit ; and although

I cannot agree with him in all his ideas and remarks, still his

work alluded to is written in an original and popular style, and
its pages tell us that the author is one who writes from subjects

studied by himself.

This book closes with the " Laws relating to Pigeons," and
" The Diseases of Pigeons." The former is not worth the

time occupied in reading it, while the latter leads me to the

conclusion that Mr. Tegetmeier has never kept a Pigeon worth

attempting to cure; if so, he gives us none of his experience,

does not say when or how he succeeded or failed, or even it he
tried. He tells us, " If birds are kept in localities where they

are permitted to fly at large, housed in well-sheltered lofts,

having a sufficient supply of wholesome food, clean water, &c."
.... "that disease will be almost if not entirely unknown
among them." I have fourteen paks of Blue Antwerps, kept

for feeders, fljing at large in a fine airy locahty outside this

city ; they are well sheltered in a large clean loft, and have
the best of everything. Almost daily, sometimes two or three

times a-day, they will take a flight of from three to six miles

at a stretch. During this past year X have had four cases of

wing disease among them, one of fallen gizzard, four of roup ;

and three young Pouters being fed by some of them, died of

purging. Mr. Tegetmeier talks of " scrofula " among Pigeons,

and of its being "hereditary." No such disease ever attacks

Pigeons, nor is there one that is " hereditary ;" not one disease

to which they are liable is even infectious. "Roup," the most
likely of all to be infectious, is not so, as any fancier of e;:-

perience must have discovered long ago. As for the prescrip-

tions for the diseases, what does Mr. Tegetmeier recommend ?

" Copaiba balsam " and " nitrate of silver," ancient prescrip-

tions, indeed. I have tried them twenty-five years ago, and
found them to be worse than useless—the best drugs for irri-

tating the diseases and killing the birds.

Mr. Tegetmeier is evidently a disciple of Darwin, and pro-

fesses to adopt the theory of that autliior, as far at least as the

present fuLject is concerned; but although aspiring to scien-

tific attainments, he does not attempt to give us any experience

of his own in support of this theory, or any reason why he
should insist, as he does, upon those who may read his quota-

tions adopting it also. This style may suit Mr. Tegetmeier's

purpose, and that of all copyists and compilers—those who
write from what others have written, but who have not taken

their observations from the subject itself ; but I feel convinced

that neither the theory, which ia so constantly introduced, nor
this book-making, can be acceptable to the inteUigent and
educated Pigeon fanciers of the present day.

No one can write on this subject satisfactorily, even to him-
self, however scientific he may be, unless he be a "Pigeon
fancier " and one of practical experience ; and Mr. Teget-

meier shows himself throughout this book, to say the least of

it, ignorant of the subject he has taken in hand.

The volume is, with the exception of a few pages, composed
of quotations (Mr. Tegetmeier actually quotes himaelf more
than once) ; and although void of anything new, I find on the

covers of the last two parts he ia advertised as " author of
' Pigeons.'

"

The coloured illustrations, as a whole, are a failure ; some of

them are certainly near the mark, and I rather think the ori-

ginal outline of others may have been destroyed by the
" printing in colours." The Pouter is the best ; but no one
ever saw a Pouter blowing in the position represented—stand-
ing on one foot. If the bird is meant to be represented as

walking, the raised foot is much too high ; otherwise it is well

drawn and beautifully printed. The Almond Tumbler is the

worst. The woodcuts, with some exceptions, are truthfully

drawn and spiritedly engraved. The principal exceptions are

the front and back views of the Fantail. The former looks

like an apoplectic chicken issuing from a lady's muff, and the

latter reminds us of something like the footprint of an unshod
horse, both being monstrous caricatures of that graceful Uttlo

bird. The artist, like the writer, must be a practical Pigeon

fancier, to do his work perfectly in this very peculiar depart-

ment, for without doubt it is "a great art and mystery."

—

James Huie, Roivan Cottage, Crosshill, Glasgow.

CANARIES.
Allow me correct an error that has crept into your report of

the Sunderland Ornithological Association's Show. Instead of

£5 in money, Mr. Ashton won £11 10s. iu money, and also

sold two Goldfinch mules for £20. This is almost the highest

price, if not quite, ever paid for Canaries at shows. I men-
tion the fact to show that the interesting study of breeding

Canaries and mules is, I am glad to say, on the increase. Why
cannot we have a standard of excellence and a Canary club just as

poultry fanciers have theirs ? I am quite willing to work if

somebody wUl help me. We could have a large exhibition every

year at some of the principal towns in England, and show
the public generally that Canary-breeding is as pleasant and
instructive a study as breeding Pelargoniums or bees ; and
when properly carried out, and good specimens bred, as profitable,

if not more so. I will subscribe £20 towards a club, and work
willingly if, as I said before, anybody will help me.

—

Heket
Bedwell, PoUfidd Hall, Presticich, Manchester.

DOINGS IN A SMALL APIARY IN 1807.

(Concluded from jiage 38.)

In connection with driving, I may mention a singular circum-

stance which happened to two of my stocks. On the 13th

of July the morning was fine, sunny, and rather calm. About

two o'clock in the afternoon clouds gathered in the west, and

distant thunder was heard. Between 4 and 5 p.m. a heavy

thunderstorm came on. The bees, acting on their instinct,

returned to their hives in vast numbers some little time before

the storm broke in force, and only a bee occasionally could be

seen at the entrance. At this period I had left the garden and

sought shelter. During the storm I observed a stream of

bees suddenly issuing from a hive vthich I had casually cast

my eye on, as I passed the window. My curiosity being excited,

I looked at a second hive just within sight ; there, too, the like

occurrence was taking place. At each of the alighting boards

cluster after cluster gathered and fell to the ground. The poor

bees were actually being driven out of their hives by the heavy

rain beating incessantly on the sides and roof of the casing.

After the storm abated, I went and inspected the hives, and

found them about as effectually deserted as though I had

operated on them with a view to that end. There was a large

cluster of bees under the bottom board, also a mass of bees

on the ground, many of which were buried from the heavy

splash. By night, "most had betaken themselves to their

hives, end the following day all went ou much as usual.

In 18GG I asked the question, if common coarse brown sugar
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would answer for feeding driven bees. Its not being affirmed

that it wotild do so, I had resolved to try it myself. Out of

nine driven lots of bees on the 31st of July I kept thiee, and

designate them thus : D, beat-outs (two joined, 5 lbs. weight),

placed in an octagon, straw, bar-and-frame (3), hive, home-made,

and inducted at the same time as driven ; and E, beat-outs

(single, 2* lbs.) placed in a 13-inch square box hive with bars and

frames. To feed these, I purchased a quantity of the cheapest

coarse brown sugar I could procure, made it into syrup, and

commenced feeding therewith from the top of the hives, keep-

ing the supply constant. This was readily taken by the bees,

and in fifteen days D's hive was nearly combed, and a little

food stored. E had six combs about halfway down, also a little

stored. The weather being warm and open, and the scent from

the syrup being strong, wasps were very troublesome.

I discontinued feeding for three weeks, when I again began

with the same kind of food, but now I could not in any way in-

duce the bees to take it. Day after day a few bees might be seen

at the full feeder, apparently indifferent ; store the food they

would not. I tried adding honey to it, but with no better success,

and after a week's farther trial I was still no nearer my object of

inducing them to store their combs, so I gave up the attempt,

and tried the best brown sugar. This they at once began to

store; also to extend their combs. Theywould store any amount

—in fact, the two hives have been made up to weight with

this. They have a fair share of sealed comb. I weighed them

on the 4th of December, and found that each had con-

sumed 2t lbs. from the 17th of October. To establish each

hive of bees cost 8s. 6rf. They are healthy, and, I believe, will

be found all right in the spring.

From this trial it would appear that the coarser sugar will

not answer, except for the first week or two of comb-building.

The combs are remarkably white. Personally I should object

to its use, as from the very strong scent emitted wasps are ex-

ceedingly troublesome to the bees ; besides which, bees from

other hives attempt to rob, causing fighting and restlessness at

hives.

A few further notes relative to the driven single lots of bees

of the autumn of 1866 may not be without interest (for their

previous history see vol. si., page 399). From the time of

driving, each hive of bees was rapidly fed up to weight. They
wintered well, and became active and strong. Of the two given

away, one threw a swarm on the 11th of last June, and a cast

on the 23rd. From the other a swarm issued on June 16th,

and from some cause returned ; but on the 1st of July it threw

off a very large swarm, which was retained by myself, and dis-

tinguished as C. At its head there was a fine and prolific

queen. This did not swarm ; it became, and stUl is, very

strong, and had the season been favourable would, I have little

doubt, have given a handsome super : even as it was, it gathered

more than either of my old stocks. I now dismiss them, merely

expressing confidence in the experiment, and assure other bee-

keepers who may desire to ti-y the like, that they need have no

fear of the result.

The year 1867 leaves me with sis hives of bees, one being

Italian, and I think all are in favourable^condition.—J. G. C,
South Northaiiq'tunshire.

departed ere its full blossom was shed, and to this cause

must be ascribed the deficiency of the honey harvest in the

locality where I reside. However, with glasses well filled, one
of which weighed 25 lbs., and stocks sufficiently stored to

carry them through autumn and winter, I have not much room
for complaint. There were also a few fine days in August,

during which considerable progress was made in honey-
gathering.

Though the season, therefore, has not been equal to many
others, it can bear most favourable comparison with 1853,

1851, and 1862, when the collection of honey was nil.

The same thermometer, in the same situation, which
this year indicated 70° for upwards of several days, never rose

above 58° during June and July in 1862, and I had not a

single swarm. With Mr. Lowe I regard a " swarm on the

wing " as one of the most beautiful sights that the eye can
behold.

There is this year, in my immediate neighbourhood, a

peculiarity in the character of the honey from which I am
happily exempt—viz., it is dark, treacly, and insipid, and so

offensive to the eye as to repel many from eating it. The
aphides bear the blame, and perhaps they deserve it.

December, now closed, has been a very ti-ying month to bees,

owing to the sudden and frequent changes of temperature. The
10th proved a most destructive day. It was fine and mild till

about 2 p.ii. The hives felt the influence, and sent out their

inmates in myriads ; but an unexpected cold set in. Bees on
the wing were chilled before they could return to their homes,
and they perished in vast numbers. I was from home at the

time, but on the following day I collected about three thousand

immediately in front of the hives, and succeeded, by the appli-

cation of a little heat, in recovering a good many. The consti-

tutions of resuscitated bees that have been subjected to any
lengthened exposure are, however, always to some extent under-

mined, if not destroyed.

In common with those readers of the Journal who wel-

come it for the apiarian page alone, I perused with much
interest the account given of the Egyptians' doings in Edin-

burgh. The short interval between first and second swarms,

and the vast numbers of young queens reared to supply the

place of the old one, are features quite new in our past ex-

perience.

No one has yet responded to Mr. Woodbury's request for

'

suggestions as to how humble bees might be conveyed to Aus-

tralia. I have found their queens during winter hybemating
in a mound of garden earth, apparently without any protection

save what the earth afforded.

Might not mould, mixed with moss, be put into a small jar,

and the jar be deposited within a Syrian water cooler, and be

thus made to answer the purpose of an ice room ?

I throw out the suggestion, which may be worth nothing, in

the hope that others wUl follow.—E. S.

HONEY HAIl^^3ST OF 1867.

Eepop.ts of the honey season of 1867 from dift'erent parts

of the kingdom have now appeared in the Journal, but, so far

as I have observed, not one has been sent in from Dumfries-

shire.

Here, as in Edinburgh, the bees came through the winter

splendidly, being injuriously afi'ected neither by the severe

frosts of January nor the mild open weather of February. On
the 15th of the latter month pollen-gathering commenced, and
when March arrived the apiary was fuU of promise ; but from
that time forward the weather became cold and ungenial, and
during the early part of June the most flourishing hives were

found to be retrograding, and would soon have perished from
their stores becoming exhausted, had not a favourable change
taken place on the 17th.

The last week of June and first thirteen days of July were

all that the apiarian could desire, and the bees were not slow

in taking advantage of the opportunity offered of collecting

from such flowers as could be fonnd. Had the white clover

been as abundant as in former years, the yield of honey would
have been large, but it was both late in making its appearance.

and very scant when it did appear. The fine weather had

OUR LETTER BOX.
WrNG OF Bkown Red Ga.ve Cock {An Inquirer).—k dai'k russet brown

bar is the proper colour on the winjr of a Brown Red Game cock, and not

black. There is often a pi-een bar across the middle of the wing, bat not
always. The lower end of the winf? should be of a dusky, dark, smoky
bro^-n, and not black. A Brown Red cock should show no black at all,

except in the tail, legs, nails, beak, and eyes: and should "cut out" very
dark, with dark flufl' at the root of the tail.—Newmarket.

Turkeys at the Han-ley Show^ (.4 Lool-er-on).
—'We are not acquainted

with the weight of the birds. You seem to overlook the fact that great

weight is not the only qualification for success. Birds in best condition

at Manchester might be not in high condition at Hanley.

Geoo-d Oats (Buneim).—Write to Mr. Agate, Slaugham Mills, near

Crawley, Susses.

Egg Testers (C. i.).—'We have no faith in them. We certainly would
not place eggs a month old under a hen if we could have others more
fresh. "We do not mean that some of them would not produce chickens ;

but, as a rule, eggs not more than a fortnight old produce the strongest

chickens.

Man-gold W'crtzei, ron Fowls (TF. GoUing).—lt boiled it is a veiy

good addition to their food.

Makdaets and Caeolixa Ducks (S. B.).—They would not succeed in

a space G feet square.

Cheap ErncrEXT Htve—Ligitbiaks (.Ycio Sutsmicr).—Try Payne'3

Improved Cottage Hive, described in page 5 of "Bee-keeping for the

3Iany," but of a rather larger size, say 16 inches diiuneter by 9 inches

deep, and adopt the storifying system in place of the colLateral.
^
Write

to Mr. Woodbury, Mount Radford. Exeter, for information regarding Li-

gurians. You will find in "The Gardener's Almanack ' for the present

year, published at this office, price Is., or free by post for fourteen stamps,

a bee calendar from 5Ir. Woodbery's pen, which is prououaced by com- ,

peteut authority to be the most complete.
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they should always be taken into consideration when planning
improvements or alterations, and at all times tacitly respected.
'—^ArESHIBE Gabdeser.

SUCCESSFUL ORCHAED-HOUSE CULTURE.
About four years ago the thought occurred to me how much

I should like to erect an orchard house ; so, after having made
myself thoroughly acquainted with Mr. Kivers's little book on
this particular subject, I consulted the advertisement pages of

the Journal, and soon found the very thing I believed would
Buit me—namely, a tree cover, manufactured at Birmingham.
After a correspondence with the firm that advertised, I had a

length of 40 feet C inches erected against a south wall in my
fruit garden, in Wiltshire. It was finished on Christmas eve,

18C4, and so pleased was I with it, that I immediately applied

to the same firm for 40 feet more ; but on receiving a reply that

what they had done for mo was merely an experiment (a most
happy one for me), and that they could not add more except at

a very considerable advance in price, I wrote to a respectable

firm in Bath, who contracted to add what I required at much
less coat, and I have now an elegant structure 80 feet long, 9 feet

high, and 8 feet wide, with ample ventilation at the top and
bottom. And now for the results.

Fruit trees had been previously planted in the border against

the wall, and the consequence was a good crop of Peaches and
Nectarines, and also of Strawberries in pots, the first season.

The second year I had a very fair crop of fruit, and the last

season, 1807, more than seven hundred Peaches and Nec-
tarines of exquisite flavour, besides a large quantity of Plums
and Cherries grown in pots, and a few well-ripened Apricots.

I should also state that twelve choice Vines were planted at

6} feet apart, with the view of securing a partial shade, the

thermometer during the last two summers having frequently

ranged from 95° to 100'. From these Vines I have cut fifty-five

bunches of well-ripened Grapes, most of them well coloured,

some of the bunches of the Alicante weighing just 2 lbs., and
ipiown without any artificial heat.

The thought often occurred to me. How is it I so frequently

read of failures in orchard-house culture? Surely there must
be some cause why fruit should not succeed under glass, and I

have come to the conclusion that it is this : Either the master
does not understand the management of the structure, or the

gardener may, perhaps, think that he has quite enough to do
without the additional work which an orchard house is sure to

entaU if properly attended to. I have the good fortune to have
»a old and confidential gardener, who has lived in the family

for nearly half a century, and takes and feels as much interest

in his work as if all under his care were his own property. I

gave him Mr. Eivers's little book, with this remark, " Do not
attempt to fill your head with too much at a time, but read a

little, and follow the directions as nearly as possible, and I

think we shall succeed ;

" and he has done this to my entire

satisfaction, as the trees, after a heavy crop, are all looking most
promising and full of blossom-buds for this year.

The border where the tree cover stands had plenty of trench-

ing mould put into it when first made ; and as the space is

limited we frequently top-dress with rich manure, as the roots

are always seeking nourishment from the surface. All the

trees in pots are top-dressed twice every season with malt dust

ami sheep manure, and manure water of some sort is always

used twice a-week. The Vines have likewise bones and char-

coal ; but two most essential points to insure success are

free ventilation, and plenty of water which has been warmed by
the sun's rays. All the plants are syringed before sunrise and
after sunset.

Mr. Elvers, as well as Mr. Pearson, and others, have given

some valuable receipts for smoking orchard houses, but I can
assert that mine has never required this treatment, nor has it

ever been done. We have found it an excellent jilan to have
the wall and fruit trees whitewashed during the winter, and
early in the spring to have all the plants and Vines done over

with a solution of lime, soft soap, soot, and sulphur, the latter

being freely used in a dry state, and placed about the border in

tins. It keeps the house thoroughly healthy, and it is an
effectual preventive of the depredations of wasps, &c., as they

do not like its fumes when the sun is shiuing ; but it is removed
just at the time the trees are in blossom, or my special friends

the bees would decline to pay their always-welcome visit.

We have for some time given up using shreds, as on ex-

amining them I have frequently found a deposit of the eggs of

insects, &c., using as a substitute small hooked nails, and
tying the shoots to them with matting.

I was often much amused, when first commencing, by some
persons telling me, " You may grow Grapes if you like, but yon
are sure to find it an utter failure with other fruit trees ; the
leaves will all blister and curl up ,and yon will have no fruit"

—

more than a slight mistake most assuredly, as it has been often
remarked by my friends that they never saw a better crop, or
trees in finer condition, and as regards the flavour of the fruit,

all have said who have tasted. Give me a Peach or a Nectarine
grown under glass.

I can never mention Mr. Eivers's name without a feeling of

gratitude for the immense amount of pleasure and gratification

I have derived through him and his writings. May his shadow
never grow less, and his substance ever increase.

—

Bath.

CUPRESSUS ]\L^CROCARPA.
It is to be regretted that this beautiful and fast-growing tree

should be liable to the mishaps described by Mr. Kent and
" A SoMEKSETsniRE Pakson," but I fear their complaints of

its shortcomings will be too generally confirmed to leave much
hope of its attaining the dimensions of a large tree. Still, we
ought not altogether to despair of such a result. The fact of

its doing well on a very stiff clay, as stated by " A Someksei-
sniEE Pakson," is weU worth knowing, especially as those
having so obstinate a soil to deal with are not always ac-

quainted with the ornamental trees which there thrive, al-

though they may know what common trees succeed. I, as one,

therefore, thank him for his communication, and beg to oiler

some further remarks on this handsome tree.

In the autumn of l.s.j'2 a small plant of this Conifer was
sent here in a pot, and as it was reported to be not hardy, it

was kept in a pot the whole of the following year. It was not
until May, lH'tl, that it was planted out, but it had been out of

doors a great part of the time, though sheltered in severe

weather. In planting it out, the roots were carefully dis-

entangled, and extended at their full length before being covered

up ; even one or two of the largest roots which would not give

way were fractured rather than they should remain coiled

close to the collar. Fortunately the plant had several roots all

springing from its base, and did not consist of one or two
large roots with all the others proceeding from them, as I have
seen in other specimens, and which is much to their disadvan-

tage. It is to this circumstance that I attribute in a great

measure the after-success. Planting, I need hardly remark,

checked growth much. Part of the season was spent ere the

plant recovered, and in the following spring, that of 1855, it

was about 2J feet high. Its progress then and afterwards was
most rapid, for some years in succession averagiag 3 feet

annually ; and last autumn it was .36 feet high, the growth in

the past season having been less than in any previous year,

owing to the plant having suffered so mueh from the frost o£

the previous winter.

Surrounding the tree there are specimens as high as itself

of Picea cephalonica. Cedar of Lebanon, and Spruce firs,

which have, no doubt, had the effect of sheltering it from
high winds, but whether they will be of service when this fine

tree overtops them, time alone will deteriaine. So far it has

withstood our highest winds without further damage than a

slight inclination towards the north-east, our highest winds

coming from the opposite direction, bat younger trees have
succumbed to the gale. We all know that very high winds find

out even sheltered places. An old friend of mine, a forester of

long experience, used to remark that in general more trees are

blown down in valleys and sheltered places Ihan on hill tops,

and I believe he was right.

The sheltered position of the tree no doubt preserved it in a
great measure, and its hardiness appeared to be equal to that

of the Scotch Fir and Cedar of Lebanon up ia January, 1867.

Indeed, I may say until May, for, unlike many other species of

Conifers and shrubs, no token of injury appesvred till in that

month the foliage on all the lower branches and for a consider-

able distance up the tree became discoloured, and much of it

fell oS ; the growth being in consequence more feeble. The

foliage now, though still existing on the tips of most if not all

the branches, is so thin that the interior dead twigs and naked

stems can be seen all around. This was not the ease before, for

on walking round the tiree no twig thicker than the finger could

he seen without putting the bransies aside, so dense was the

foliage, siad so long Aid it hang. The top »i She tree was
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Boaroely affected, the damafre boinR, as I )iavo stated, chiefly

lower down ; but I have no donbt the partial injury to the top

ohecked the energies of the plant, and the summer growth was
therefore less than usnal.

In comparing the hardiness of this plant with that of others,

it ia diflicult to arrive at anything approaching a definite con-

clusion. A Piuus insignis between 50 and (10 feet high and
nearly -tO feet in diameter was scarcely in the least injured,

although only Do yards or so from it ; while another specimen

of the same species, about 40 feet high, and almost touching

the Cnpressus, was nearly killed, every leaf exhibiting that

reddy brown colour so common last May, but it promises in a

year or two to recover. Some other specimens of 30 feet in

height or less were but slightly affected, and several smaller

plants of C. maciocarpa in another place did not appear to

have suffered at all. A plant of Cupressus Uhdeana, about

15 feet high, situated near the tall Cupressus, was completely

killed, being almost the only specimen of any considerable

size with which this was the case. Thuja Lobbii, 25 feet high,

was not in the least injured ; and Thujopsis borealis, 14 feet

high, was almost improved by the cold.

1 think " A Somersetshirk Parson," or any one whose .soil

is of a very stiff clayey nature, might plant Taxodium semper-
virens, which I have growing freely by the side of a piece of

ornamental water in soil as stiff as can well be imagined, and
it did not suffer more than a larger specimen growing near the

Cnpressus macrocarpa, in a moderately dry stony soil. I am,
therefore, inclined to think, that it Taxodium sempcrvirens
be not actually benefited by moisture, it will endure it. The
effects, however, of the frost of January, 181)7, appear in many
instances so different in different cases, that we ought not to

arrive at conclusions too hastily. Only a short distance from
here, on a gentleman's lawn which is accompanied with apiece
of ornamental water and a waterfall, a fine healthy Araucaria

growing within 10 feet of the water's edge, and the turf at its

collar absolutely lower than the water level, passed through the

winter without injury, while Taxodium serapervirens and Gryp-
tomeria japonica only a short way from it, but boih higher in

the ground and farther from the edge of the water, were much
injured. The Araucaria was growing close to the waterfall, and
if any water did escape through the cemented embankment, it

would quickly bo drained into the stream below. The tree

looked remarkably well, although near it an Evergreen Oak,
thirty or more years old, was all but killed. The effects of the

frost of January, 1SG7, were so capricious that it would almost
appear as if some cold wave had settled irregularly on certain

places, altitude not being always the law regulating the degree

of cold.

I should be glad to hear favourable accounts of the hardiness

of Cnpressus macrocarpa, which I would place in a list of the

best twenty Conifers known, and before last year I would even
have included it in a smaller list. The past twelvemonth,
however, has proved that in addition to its liability to be blown
down by high winds, its hardiness in questionable. This is

nnfortun&te, as few plants of any kind present such a dense
lively green ; and in point of symmetry, quickness of growth,

and other features, it seems indispensable where speedy effect

is required. The fact of the tree having attained the height
which it has done here, coupled with that of its not having
been in th€ least injured by the winter of 1860-61, will, I hope,
with the corroboration of other parties, weigh sufficiently in its

favour to cause its being retained in the list of ornamental
trees saitable for all places in the south of England, and for

all but the most exposed situations in the north of England
and in Scotland. The eccentricities, if I may call them so, of

last winter's frosts may not be repeated for many years, and
those places that were then so severely affected may escape next
time. For my own part I fear danger to this plant more from
vrind than cold ; and I iraagine the misfortune Mr. Kent
Teeords has had many parallels, for, in a sailor's phrase, a
plant carrying so much sail is in constant danger of being laid

on its side. A careful bracing at the bottom at planting time
is the only means of preventing such accidents, and even that
•does not always succeed.

—

S. Eodson,

lay low what a few months before had added much beauty to
the place. The situation is high, and the soil of a light peftty
texture.

A neighbour had eighteen fine plants varying from 12 t*
20 feet high. We had tlie misfortune to lose seventeen ; but
the eighteenth, being in a warm situation, escaped.
One of our plants was within 10 yards of a line plant of

Araucaria imbricata, which withstood the frost, and is now
doing well.

I think I have said enough to show that C. macrocarpa is not
hardy enough to stand such winters as that of 1x07 in all situ-

ations.—E. CniiTY, Oallands Park, Walton-un-TlMiiics.

THE .JOSEPHINE DE MALINES PEAR.
TnEKE is a peculiarity in the tree of this charming and ex-

cellent Pear which cannot be too widely known—viz., its perfect

and enduring health when grafted on the Whitethorn (Cra-
taegus oxyacaiitha) ; so that any one possessing a good White-
thorn hedge may grow abundance of this valuable late Pear
by selecting some clean stems and grafting them, so that the
heads of the trees are clear of the hedge.
A tree now growing in a hedge on a hill of gravel close to the

town of Hertford is now some fifteen or more years old, and it

seldom fails to give some pecks of fine clean fruit, equal and
sometimes superior to those from trees on Pear or Quinae
stocks. My attention was very recently drawn to some trees of

this kind grafted on the Whitethorn, and growing in a stiff

clay. To my surprise, I found the junction of the graft with
the stock scarcely to be distinguished, so perfect is the union.
The trees are remarkably clean and healthy, and bear very fine

fruit. Unlike some kinds of Pears when grafted on this stock,

the cores of my Whitethorn Josephines are not hard, neither

is their flesh gritty, but nearly always perfectly melting, and
of a rich perfumed flavour. I have had thirty years' experience

of this most distinct variety, and no winter Pear has varied go
little in its character, and no late Pear in my opinion more
deserves extensive culture. Every farmer with a healthy
" quick hedge," as a Whitethorn is called in Essex, should
train up some stems and graft them with Josephines, and every
industrious cottager should do the same. I fear it will not
ripen well north of the Trent, but there are large districts in

the warmer parts of England where it may be made a valuable

product.

The only kind of Pear that succeeds well on the Whitethorn
for a long term of years is the Passe Colmar, of which I know
a tree some twenty- five years old ; but this sort does not as a
rule ripen well, although it bears abundantly. Josephine de
Malines is of the same race. Last season (ISiiG), my fruit of

this sort were in perfection all through March and April, 1867.

This season they ripened towards the end of December. Such
is the subtle inlluence of climate on the ripening of fruit, abo«t
which we as yet know so little.—T. E.

I HAVE read with interest the articles on the hardiness of

Cnpressus macrocarpa, but my experi-enee tells a different tale.

We had here four fine specimens varying from 18 to 24 feet

high, and frcm 12 to 15 feet in diameter, which were entirely

killed by last winter's frost. Not a green branch was left to

tell us of the beauty thait had perished, or to give the faintest

hope of recovery ; and tbs axe and saw had to be employed to

GLASS VERSUS BRICK WALLS.
A FEW weeks since Mr. Eobson, in his article on garden

walls, stated that 1000 square feet of wall would produce more
fruit—say Peaches, than 1000 square feet under glass.

This assertion induced me to look into the question. On
referring to Thompson's " Gardener's Assistant," I observe
that he states twenty dozen of fruit from a wall Peach tree of
a mature age are as many as a tree ought to ripen, although
that number is often exceeded by injudicious cultivation to the
great injury of the tree. We thus have a basis as to the pro-
duce of a wall tree, say seven years old, and in full bearing.
A wall 10 feet high and 100 feet in length (1000 square feet),

will give training space for five Peach trees, which will in the
course of seven or eight years cover the face of the wall ; and
they will, or ought, in good seasons to give a hundred dozMl
of fruit.

We must now look at the 1000 square feet covered with
glass. This space will give abundance of room for sixty fine

Peach trees in 15-inch pots ; at the age of seven or eight years
these trees will each produce five dozen of fruit, giving an
.aggregate of three hundred dozen. On a wall protection from
spring frosts would be required, and pruning and naiUng in
winter and summer. Against this work must be placed the
watering and care required by the trees under glass. A 14-inch
wall 10 feet high and 100 feet in length, would cost some £30
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or £10 in excess of 1000 square feet covered witb glass. Brick
walls to enclose gardens are necessaries, I have no wish to

enter into that part of the question ; it is the assertion of Mr.
Bobson that has caught my attention. It is, I thimi, worthy
ot some little consideration by cultivators of fruit.

—

Inquibeh.

THE PtOYAL HORTICULTUR/VL SOCIETY'S
SCHEDULES OF PRIZES.

I AM glad to see at last a plea put forward for more encourage-
ment to amateur exhibitors at the Royal Horticultural Society's
Shows.
The Council, composed as it is of amateur h»rticwlturists,

with an admixture of noblemen and gentlemen, representatives
of the great body of the Fellows, cannot be suspected of a
bias in favour of nurserymen ; but it is very possible, not-
withstanding, that amateur horticulturists may not receive
their fair share of encouragement. The Council may, for in-

stance, be of opinion that a greater number of plants will nut
he exhibited with a schedule such as " F. R. H. S." wishes

;

and those best acquainted with the art of making shows, in-
cluding Mr. Eyles, believe that the richest exhibitions are pro-
cured by the system of large classes. Still, procuring effective

shows ought not to be the only object to be aimed at in the
exhibitions of a horticultural society ; and it is most desirable
to bring out the " greater amount and variety of talent and
skill" which " F. R. H. S." believes will be the results of

smaller classes.

It would, however, be interesting to know what professional
horticulturists think of these schedules and of "P. R. H. S.'s

"

views, and especially what they think of the schedule for the
Rose Show. In this amateur influence has, doubtless, had
more weight than in the other schedules. It is always ad-
visable to hear both sides of a question, and though I am not
one of those who desire to be constantly meddling with the
arrangements of those whom we have selected to manage our
affairs, I submit that the Council would do well to invite dis-

cussion on this question, and thus either assure themselves
that they have nothing more to learn in schedule-making, or
else ascertain and correct their errors. In every society matters
are apt to fall into a groove ; and the arrangement of the
schedules has, probably, fallen into the hands of one or two
men who may, perhaps, have crotchets of their own, or who
may not be advised for the best. I suggest, therefore, that
the Council name one of the Tuesday Meetings, after the Lon-
don season is over, for the free discussion of their schedules
for the present year. We shall most of us be perfectly satis-

fied with the decision they arrive at when we are sure that
they have all the requisite data for forming an opinion.

—

liTDiGATOIt.

MISTLETOE.
In 18G6 and 18C7 I made a journey in the fowl districts

ot France, in order to study the varieties, &c., and was
particularly struck with the exuberant growth of Mistletoe

at Houdau (Seine-et-Oise), and at Lo Mans and La FlOche
(Sarthe). The trees at the roadside in these districts were
literally covered with Mistletoe, and I was surprised that

the parasitic growth in no way appeared to check the vitality

of the trees.—H. L. F. C.

I nxvE seen it in its glory in the neighbourhood ot Weobley,
and other places in Herefordshire. Some of the finest speci-

mens I ever saw were on some Poplar trees in the above
locahty, and at 13 or 20 yards from the ground. These could

be seen miles from the place. In that neighbourhood I have
seen the Mistletoe on Apples, Crabs, Thorns, Poplars, Limes,
and I am not certain whether I did not see some on Willows,
along with Polypodium vulgare.

With regard to finding it in the northern counties, it may
be met with in the neighbourhood of Nunappleton, a few miles
from York. Not long ago I saw it at a place called Ormesby,
among the far-famed Cleveland hills. Near the mouth of

the Tees, a few miles from Redcar, I saw it growing in an
orchard.—M. H., Acklam Hall.

Col de Tenda. It is in all probability Salvia violacea, com-
monly catled Purple-topped Clary ; it glows here, and seeds
itself very freely, also rubra, the Red-topped—two very old
annuals rarely met with at the present time.—W. Gkiffiihs,
Guy's Cliffc, Wancick.

Salvia on the Col de Texda.—In your last impression,

page 40, you ask if any of your readers recognise the Salvia

your correspondent "D. S." saw on the southern slope of the

A SIMPLE WAY of GROWING EARLY RHUBARB,
AND A QUESTION ON POTATOES.

I AM a poor man fond of gardening, and try to improve my
knowledge by practical experience on a few hundred yards of
garden ground. I was desirous of having a little early Rhubarb
this year of my own growing. I tried one of Shirley Hibberd's
plans two years ago, but failed ; so this year, or rather iu the
first week of December last year, I took the bottom half of a
broken earthenware bowl, 18 inches in diameter, and a cast-

away " set pan " about the same size, and planted in each a
large old Rhubarb root, shut them up closely in a recess near
the kitchen fire on the oven side, and watered as required. I
hare to-day fourteen stalks of nice pink Rhubarb, and I am
likely to have a great many more soon. Some of the stalks are
14 inches long, exclusive of leaf. As this is better than I ex-
pected, I thought many other poor readers of your Journal
ought to know how to grow cheaply this delicate vegetable at

this season.

And now, will any one of your numerous readers be good
enough to give through your columns the names of one or two
varieties of White Round and the same of White Kidney Pota-
tatoes that are really handsome, fit for any show table, and
prolific as well ? In trade catalogues almost every Potato has
some remarkable quality ascribed to it, as a reason why it in
particular should be bought, and as I cannot afford to test and
try every kind, I am anxious to know which is best from those
who have sought and found the above desirable qualities. In
the beginning of last year I planted some Early Oxford (Soden's),

and the few that grew to a size suitable to show—some two or

three at a root, the rest, though very numerous, were only fit

for pigs—were beautiful, and were awarded the first prize at

a good show ; but as I do not keep pigs, but have a family of

children, I want to know of some more equably-tubered va-

riety.—YoEKSniRE.

[We recommend you to grow the following Potatoes :—Cold-

stream Early, Daintree's Early, Lapstone Kidney, and Royal
Kidney.]

WHAT IS A CORDON?
When you made the statement " that M. Du Brenil introduced

the word corduii to express certain modes of training which we
have called ' the spur system,' in contradistinction to the

laying-in system of pruning," I wrote to you in the interest of

truth. I quoted the same author to show why he introduced

the forms that go by that name, and how the word came to be

so much used amongst French fruit-gruwers. I gave his own
language, and indicated precisely where to find the passage, so

as to guard against all possibility of mistake. You reply by
stating that I have " most unfairly " quoted him ; that I well

know M. Du Breuil does not say what anybody who refers to

his book can readily see that he does say ; and that I have

quoted just enough to "suit my own purpose." These are

hard words, and if I deserved them I should be unworthy o£

an inch of space in your paper. I have the greatest contempt

for anybody who misquotes an author for any " purpose," and
if you do not acknowledge the injustice of your remarks on this

point I shall be more surprised than I was at your statement

of Jan. ind that, " cordon, therefore, does not mean any par-

ticular form of trained tree." (!) With this note the work from

which you say I have quoted so unfairly shall be left at your

office, with the passage marked in which M. Du Breuil says

distinctly what you deny.

The clearest proof of what I assert is afforded at p. 323 of

the latest edition (1868), of the author for whose definitions

and labours you have such high and just respect. There he
deliberately divides the various forms into two groups—one the

large forms, such as the jx'linettes, erantails (fan-shaped), and

canililabres, the other the " httle forms or cordons. ' It is

needless excess to state and to repeat, as you have done, that

he " uses the word cordon generically and not specifically."

As there are vertical cordons, oblique cordons, spiral cordons,

horizontal cordons, and various other kinds of cordons, he

must of necessity use the term generically. If your definition
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1)0 correct, M. Da Breuil woiild use tlie term cordon to express

tho spurreJ-in branches of any frnit tree. He does nothinf!

of the kind, bnt uses the term branch just as we do, as I could

prove to you from many passages in his works. Can you point

out any proof in his book that he invented tho terra to express

what we called " spurring-iu ? " The definition that you have

given of the term is most certainly an exceptional one, as may
bo seen from the highest as well as lowest French authorities.

In the instance which you give is it not stated that tho tree is

a,pal""'tleft« regards the /'mm .' In that case the term is used

in its exceptional sense ; and in the new and excellent edition

of Du Breuil which I now leave with you the name cordon

does not occur in connection with the large and compound
fonns. The simple truth is, that the French would no more
think of calling a tree rn cordon because it had spurred-iu

branches than wo should think of calling a revenue cutter a

frigate because both vessels happened to bo built of the same
Idnd of wood! The term was used long before Du Breuil's

day, and especially in connection with tho Vino trained after a

horizontal fashion, as expressed by JI. CarriC're, of the value

of whose definition in connection with tho present use of tho

term your readers may judge by his defining it as " every part

o{ a plant trained a little horizontally," whereas many of

M. Du Breuil's cordons are perfectly vertical, and perhaps tho

most popular form of all for walls is the oblique cordon.

With regard to the gratuitous footnote in your last, in which
you offer me the meaning of the word conrsoii, I have merely

to remark that our correspondence has afforded me several

opportunities of forcibly indulging in that kind of " reasoning"

if I admired it, and to add that the cordon Peach trees in

Uvmdreds of French gardens have their side branches long and
eveiy one laid in ! Does not this alone prove the value of your
definition ? As accuracy is desirable in speaking of such
matters, I may add that this may be seen under glass in a long

Peach bouse in M. Hose Charmcaux's garden at Thomery, and
in the open air in Baron Rothschild's fruit garden at Ferriures.
—One of the Disputants.

[We take the earliest opportunity of withdrawing the charge

we made in our last against our correspondent ot having un-

fairly quoted from M. Du Breuil's book just as much as suited

hia purpose. Our correspondent has sent us the last edition

of the book, dated 18G8, and there we find his quotation com-
plete and perfectly correct. Our quotation, equally correct,

was taken from the edition of 18(i0, and the edition of 1868

we had not then seen. The application, then, of the term
cordon, so far as M. Du Breuil is concerned, resolves itself

into an appeal "from Philip drunk to Philip sober." What
M. Du Breuil considered a cordon in 1844, 1850, and 18G0, he
considers something else in 1868; for there is no shadow of

doubt that, in this last edition of his book, he confines the
application of it entirely to those simplest forms of trees con-

sisting of a mere stem with spurs or coursons, and no ramifi-

cations on them, and the various kinds of which our correspon-
dent so accurately describes in his present communication.
Whatthenisto be done? Are we to abandon the idea we have
held for the last quarter of a century, and which was obtained
from LepOre and Du Breuil, and follov/ the latter in his new
nomenclature, or are we to hold fast by the old V For ourselves

we shall adhere to the old until we see M. Du Breuil himself
more decided in his application of the term than he even now is

;

forin this very edition he represents a tree, on page 346, with two
parallel diagonal cordons, which on page 345 he caUs an oblique
doxMc cordon tree. Then at page 480 {jig. 33G), in the illustra-

tion of his cordon uhliquc siiiqdc, he introduces a tree witli a
perpendicular stem and./'o«;- cordons upon it. If, then, M. Du
Breuil can so accommodate his meaning of the word as to make
it applicable to a tree of a single, a double, or even a greater
number of cordons, then we decline to accept his last definition

of a cordon, and fall back upon that much more rational and
comprehensible one of JI. Lepure and Jl. Carriere, which is

that cordons are the secondary branches pruned close, and of

which there may be as many on a tree as suits the convenience
or taste of the cultivator.

In admitting tho douhlr cordon figured on page 34G as a cordon
tree, we are at a loss to conceive by what process of reasoning
can M. Du Breuil or his disciples refuse to admit a triple cordon
also in that class. And if he cannot reject the triple cordon,
how can he Umit the number of cordons a tree shall bear to

exclude it from being classed as a 'cordon tree ?

But there is no reason why we should confine ourselves to
the French idea of what should constitute a cordon tree. The
word itself is good EngUsh, from a Welsh root, cordcn being

the term in that aboriginal language having tho signification of

a rope or string ; and as there seems so indefinite an idea as

to what coiptitutes a French cordon tree, lot us have a nomen-
clature of our own, based on tho rational principle that a

cordon being a continuous simple branch issuing directly from

the stem, and close-pruned, trees trained on that principle can

be distinguished in specific terms by which each form may be

known. In our present number Mr. T. F. llivers has made a

very successful essay on the subject, and one which may be

accepted as sufficient for the purpose of fixing a cordon nomen-
clature.]

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Januaby 21.

Floilil Cousiittee.—Tho exhibition of plauts on this occasion

was limiteil, but somo ot those produced wero of considerable interest.

Mr. Wiggiais, gardener to W. Beck, Ksq., of Isleworth, received a
siiei-ial certificate for a nomerous and most beautifal collection of

C'vclamcas, the strong robust plants composing which, though little

more than fourteen months old from tho seed, that having been sown

on the 14th of November, 186G, were profusely covered with large and
fiue tlowers. Mr. Wiggins is well known as a very successful cultivator

aud exhibitor of Cyclamens, aud fine as these were, we may expect

yet finer from him in the course of the spring. Some particulars as

to his system of managing this highly ornamental plant were given in

our pages in a notice of one ot the exhibitions in the early pai-t of last

year. A special certificate was also awarded to Mr. "Wiggins for a col-

lection of Chinese Primulas of a very fine strain. They were in

beautiful bloom, and some of tho flowers measured fully 2 inches in

diameter.
From Mr. Salter, Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith, came a col-

lection of cut blooms of the new Japanese Chrysanthemums, which

have already been more than once noticed as exhibiting a variety of

curious forms, and which are likely to prove very useful for con-

servatory decoration, especially as they wUl yet continue in bloom for

six weeks. In colour the blooms sent were white, yellow, bronze,

aud lilac. A special certificate was awarded for the collection. A
similar award was made to Messrs. V. & A. Smith for a collection

of Tricolored Pelargoniums. Mr. Wills, Huntroyde Park Gardens,

also sent a small basket of Ecunty of Calderdale, which though good

for (his season, was not iu a condition to show its full beauty. It was

accompanied by the following note ;
—" My object in sending the plants

up at this early season is to show the value of the Bronze and Gold

Zonal Pelargoniums for consenatory decoration during the winter

months. The plants sent will show bow well they keep their colour

during the dull season of tho year. For the last three months they

b.ive had scarcely three hours' sunshine on them. Some large plants

I have of Beauty of Kibbledale, Beauty of Calderdale, Perilla, Model,

Her Majesty, and many others have been fiowering veiT freely all

through the winter ; the flowers they produce are of fine shape and
substance, and the trusses large and of fine outline. When we take

into consideration the beauty of the fohage and the richness of the

flower as well, and their adaptabiUty for winter decoration, I think it

wdl he admitted by all that they are a most valuable class of plants,

suitable aUke for "bedding-out purposes in the summer, and for con-

servatory decoration in summer or winter. Fvou the winter store-

house may be made to assume a very gay and neat appearance by

judiciously intei-mixing the Silver Tricolor aud Ught and dark green

Zonal Pelargoniums with these beautiful varieties. I have no donbt

the Bronze aud Gold Pelargoniums will be vei7 extensively used for

all of the above-named purposes as soon as they become more generally

known."
Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., received a special

certificate for a small but verj- interesting collection ot rare plants,

including Mouacanthus Henchmauui, from Bahia, with yciy singularly-

shaped greenish yellow flowers ; Goodyera discolor, with seven very

ornamental spikes of flower ; Oncidinm abortivnm, a botanical curi-

osity ; Coburgia trichroma, figured and described in the "Botanical

M.agazine " of the present month, by no means a new jilaut, however,

though rarely seen ; likewise a very ornamental Adiantum from Brazil,

aud Authuiiiim species from Bahia, with glossy leaves '.) inches in

length by 6 in width at tho broadest part, and of which the foUage

is even more ornamental in a younger slate, having then a coppery

hue. Messrs. Backhouse, of York, bad a special certificate for a small

collection of Orchids, consisting of Odontoglossnm Hallii from the

Andes of Ecuador, with richly blotched flowers ; La'lia albida,

Odontoglossum nebulosum, very pretty, white spotted with brown ; and

the little bright-coloured O. roseum. Mr. Slandish, of the Koyal

Nurseries, Ascot, sent two well-bloomcd specimens of Loilia furfuracea

;

aud Mr. Sherratt, gardener to J. Bateman, Esq., Knjqiersley, a very

fine aud beautifully coloured cut spike of Eeuanthera coccinea ; also

Ipsea speciosa, from Ceylon. For these a special certificate was

awarded, and one was .also given to Mr. Hodges, gardener to E. Wright,

Esq., Gravelly HUl, Bii-mingham, for a small coUectiou of cut Orchids.

The same exhibitor also received a first-class certificate for LicUa

anceps Dawsoni, a fine variety.

Mr. F. E. Kingborn. Sheen Nursery, Richmond, again sent the

Japanese Juniper and Thuja, from Nagasaki, which had been shown
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at the December meeting, but the Committee deferred coming to any

determination respecting them for the present

Mr. R. Weatherill, norservman, Finchley, sent two new varieties of

Solannm, the results of a cross between S. hybridnm antl^S. psendo-

capsicnm, and named respectively S. psendo-capsicum Weatherilli, and

S. paeudo-capsicum ri^dum. To each of these, on acconnt of the

size, abundance, and ornamental character of the fruit, a first-class

certificate was awarded. The variety called rifiidum is very compact

and erect in habit. A special certificate was also awarded Mr. Wea-
therill for a collection of Solanums finely fruited.

Messrs. Backhouse also contributed several specimens of Beet with

ornamental foliage, similar in colours to those shown by Mr. Salter

at previous meetings.
Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.E.S., in the chair. Mr.

Higgs, gardener to Mrs. Barchard, Putney Heath, sent a seedling

Apple of more than average size, ovate shape, and of a fine golden

yellow colour, prominently ribbed on the sides and round the eye.

The Committee considered it a good kitchen Apple. Mr. Carter, gar-

dener to W. Brookes, Esq., Mistley, Essex, sent an Apple he found

there, and which was raised by one Adam Scott. It is of good size,

roundish or cylindrical in shape, and with a brownish tinge on the

side next the sun. The flesh is yellowish, tender, and with a flavour

resembling that of the Blenheim Pippin. It was considered a good

dessert Apple, but not superior to other varieties now in use. Mr. B.

Fenn, of the Rectory, Woodstock, exhibited a dish of Cox's Orange
^ Pippin in fine condition and of excellent colour ; the desh was tender

and of good flavour. Mr. Stewart, of the gardens, Nnneham, sent

fruit of Ribston Pippin, also in tine condition. These two dishes ext

hibited great skill in the preservation of the fruit. Mr. Fenn also sen-

a dish of Knight's Monarch, which were beautiful samples of that

variety. Mr. Tillery, of Welbeck, sent a fine dish of Winter Nelis,

the fruit being vei-y large, and so well kept they were still not quite

ripe.

Mr. Fairbairn, of the gardens, Sion House, Isleworlh. exhibited two

specimens of Cocoa Nut grown in the gardens of the Duke of North-

nmberland there. They were perfectly ripened, and one was full of

milk. The Committee awarded them a special certificate, and recom-

mended the exhibition to the Council as a proper object on which to

bestow any medal they may have at their disposal. The Council de-

termined to award Mr. Fairbairn a gold Banksiau medal.

Mr. Stevens, of Trentham, sent a dish of Black Hamburgh and one

of Lady Downe's Grapes, both bf which were fine specimens of their

varieties. Mr. Tillery, of Welbeck, sent dishes of West's St. Peter's,

Trebbiano, and Alicante ; and Mr. Standish sent small bunches of

Royal Ascot. The bunches of Mr. Stevens were unusually fine at this

season of the year ; and Lady Downe's was considered superior in

flavour to the Black Hamburgh, and a special certificate was awarded

them. The Royal Ascot, being fresh Grapes, were not put in compe-

tition in regard of flavour, but the fiavour was much fresher, and by

many who were present they were considered superior to the others.

Alarge collection of fruits from Canada, consisting principally of

Apples and Nuts, was exhibited by Mr. W. T. Goldsmith, Mildmay
Road, Stoke Newington. BlackGilliflowerisalougdarkfruit, with tender

flesh, and good flavour. King of Tomkins County, a large handsome
Apple, was also of superior fiavonr, and with a fine firm flesh. Rhode
Island Greening was firm in flesh, and had fine flavour. Baldwin had

tender flesh, of good flavour, but rather musty from being in contact with

straw. Green Pippin was tender in the flesh, but past. Yellow Bel-

lefienr is a very nice Apple, with a fine delicate flavour—a delicious

Apple. W^ageuer is a fine Apple of excellent flavour, and with a

peculiar aroma. jEsopus Spitzenberg was also fine. OfPommed'Api
the fruit was small, and not remarkable for flavour. Grantham Sweet

was not remarkable for flavour. Twenty-Ounce was tender-fleshed,

but not of mnch flavour, being already passed. Norton's Melon is a

good firm-fleshed Apple, but with not a gieat deal of flavour. North-

em Spy was so musty from being in contact with straw as to be dis-

agreeable. The Nuts consisted of Black Walnut, Hickory Pig Nuts or

Large Hickoi-y, and Chestnuts. The Coaimittee awarded a special

certificate. Mr. Goldsmith also exhibited tins of preserved Peaches

and preserved Tomatoes, and a bottle of Tomato jam. The Tomatoes

and Peaches were very fresh and excellent, and the Tomato jam was

most delicious. A special certificate was also awarded to the jam.

Mr. Pottle, of Little Bealings, exhibited his patent Cucumber box,

which the Committee considered was useless. A box of very tine fruit

of the Guava was received from Mr. Taplin, of Chatsworth ; but it

came too late for the meeting.

(SENi;R.i.L Meetikg.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

The meeting was purely of a formal character. Eight new Fellows

were elected, and the proceedings closed with the Chairman's announc-

ing that the Annual General Meeting would be held February 11th, at

3 P.M.

SOLANUM CAPSICASTRUM.
This is one of the most useful plants for conseiTatory

decoration during the winter season, especially plants of it the

Becond or third year from seed. I planted-out some one-year-

old plants last May ; they flowered and set fruit freely. I took

them up in Octobf r, potted them, kept them in a close pit till

they commenced rooting freely, and they are about 8 inches

high, with about a hundred berries 'well coloured, making them
perfect gems for table decoration.

VisitiDg Mr. Weatherill's nursery a few days ago, my atten-

tion was drawn to a Solanum, a cross between hybridnm and
capsicastrum, in habit a little like hybridtun, but much snpe
rior, being darker in the foliage ; consequently the contrast
between the berries and the leaves is much more distinct.

The berries, too, are much larger than those of hybridum, and
much higher-coloured.—T. N.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
We are informed that the following changes in the Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society will be submitted to the

General Meeting of Fellows on the 11th of February:—Lord
Sandon, Mr. W. W. Duller, and the Eev. .Joshua Dix retire,

and their places are to be filled by Mr. J. Russell Reeves, Mr.
W. Marshall, and Mr. John Clutton. That these gentlemen
wUl be generally acceptable to the Fellows there can hardly

be a doubt ; the names of Mr. Reeves, and of his father the

late r^Ir. John Reeves, have been so early and so intimately

associated with the Horticultural Society and with horticulture,

that no more fitting person could occupy a place on the Council.

Holding a high position of influence in the East, to one or other

of them our gardens are indebted for some of the earliest and
best introductions from China. Among these are the 'Wistaria

sinensis, the Chinese Primrose, and numerous kinds of Ca-

mellias, Tree Pseonies, Chinese Azaleas, Chrysanthemums, &c.

;

and all these were procured at a time when the country was
sealed against Europeans. As a successful cultivator of Orchide,

and a liberal patron of gardening, Mr. Marshall comes with a

fitting qualification ; and Mr. Glutton's well-known business

habits and shrewd counsel, qualify him to reoccupy the position

he a few years ago resigned.

Many of our readers will be pleased to hear that Mr,
Rose, who, we announced, had been appointed to succeed Mr.
Ingram at the Royal Gardens Frogmore and Windsor, is Mr.

Hector Rose, gardener to his Grace the Duke of Roxburgh, at

Floors Castle, N.B. Mr. Rose was previously under Mr. 'William

Thomson, at Dalkeith Park, where he so distinguished himself

in the position of foreman, as to justify Mr. Thomson in re-

commending him to Floors. That this recommendation was
merited is now fully proved by the appointment which has

recently been made.

CHARCO.VL FOR HAYSS STOVE.
Like many of your correspondents, I have been disappointed

in not being able" to procure peat charcoal, and so last spring

I was induced to try common charcoal, and was much gratified

to find that it answered even better than peat charcoal, gi'ving

out more heat. Its price is, I believe, a little above that of the

peat. I have, however, recently purchased some from a char-

coal burner living at Datchworth, near 'Welwyn, Herts; his

price is from 1-s. to Is. 'id. per bushel, according to the quantity

ordered. I regret I cannot give his name, but I should suppose

there are not many professors of the grimy occupation in the

small village I have named, and so perhaps this addresB-

" The Charcoal Burner, Datchworth, near Welwyn, Herts," "><>

find him.—T. R.

'may

OTIORHYNCHUS VASTATOR.
Cur.Tis, in his work on the insects injurious to the farm, says

this beetle cannot fly. It seems so contrary to what we might

expect, to find a beetle with elytra fully formed without the

power of flight, that I felt quite unable to accept the fact with-

out investigation. Having nothing but dried specimens to

examine, it appears to me that the elytra are joined together,

and that there are no true wings under them. Would the

Professor who so kindly answers our inquiries be good enough

to let us know what we ought to find when we know how to

look ' There are so many persons who have suffered from the

attacks of the larvaj of this and its allied beetle, the Otiorhyn-

chus sulcatus, which are known to gardeners by the name oJ

ringers that any information wUl be welcome.

Jlany persons who have had young Vines, Rhododendrons,

Azaleas Yews, Camellias, &c., destroyed by these grubs, which

remove the bark from the stem just below the ground, do not

know of what insects they are the larvie ; others who .haye
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seen the eyes eaten out of their atanJartl Ivoses and young fruit

trees, or who have seen the shoots and leaves of their young
Vines eaten, either do not linow the cause, or, if they are ac-

quainted with the beetle, do not know it as the parent of the

ringer. These are the reasons why I thinlc a good paper on

these destructive weevils would be so useful.

It appears to me that what gardeners want, is a cheap liquid

to kill the grubs in the soil, without being injurious to the

plants. The grubs are now in a young state in warm houses
feeding on the roots or stems ; later in the season they will bo

found out of doors. If plants could now be watered with some
liquid such as I have indicated, the mischief would bo pre-

vented. As these insects particularly affect peat soil, such
liquid must not contain lime, which not only destroys peat,

Ijut is injurious to most plants which grow in peat. As soon
as I have an opportunity I shall try Fowler's insecticide, to see

if it will kill the grubs in soil. Some time ago, as a prelimi-

-nary trial, I soaked a Camellia and an Azalea by letting the

pot stand in a vessel of this preparation for some minutes, and
the plants appear quite uuiujared ; so if it will kill the grubs
when surrounded by soil it may answer the purpose.

If the above few remarks direct attention to these injurious

insects my object will have been gained. — J. E. Pearson,
Cliilirell.

PROTECTING TREES FROM RABBITS.
In your number for December 2Cth " Monticola. " is at a

loss to account for rabbits, and he might have added hares,

always attacking plants newly put out. Surely he himself

supplies the solution when he says, " No rabbit will touch

gi'owiug trees if it can find a prostrate one at which to nibble."

The check to growth given by planting-out is no doubt the

same in kind, though less in degree, as that which follows cut-

ting-down. He will probably find mixing grease with gas tar

for smearing the stems a good plan ; it prevents the tar from
cracking and peeling off. In the Duke of Sutherland's planta-

tions at Trentham I used to see three or four small sticks

dipped in tar set close round the young trees, and we have
tried the same with good effect. It appears that the rabbit,

like the rat, with which the Germans generally couple it, avoids

soiling its fur with tar, or perhaps it dislikes the smell. By
this plan all injury to the plant, by smearing its stem, is

avoided.—J. P. 0.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Cattleya amethtstoglossa (Amethyst-lipped Cattleya).

—

Nat. ord., Orohidacea?. 1,'inn., Gynandria Monandria. Native

of Brazil. Lips reddish purple, and petals and sepals spotted

with the same colour on a white ground.

—

{Dot. Mag., t. 5C8.3.)

Cotyledon \-elutina (Velvety-leaved Cotyledon).

—

}iat. ord.,

Crassnlacea;. Linn., Decandria Pentagynia. Native of South
Africa. Flowers pale green at the base with yellow above, and
the limbs edged with crimson.

—

[Ibid., t. oGHl.)

ViTis planicaclis (Flat-stemmed Vine).

—

Wat. ortZ., Vitaceae.

X,inn., Tetrandria Monogynia. Native of the Sikkim Himalaya.
—(Ibid., t. 5G85.)

CoBUBGiA TRicHEOiiA (Tricolorcd Coburgia). — Kat. ord.,

Amaryllidacea;. Linn., Ilexandria Monogynia. Native of the
rocks of the Peruvian Andes. Flowers scarlet outside, pink
inside, and limbs of corolla purple.

—

(Ihid., t. 568G.)

Ophelia alata (Winged Ophelia), 0. angdstifolia (Nar-

row-leaved 0.), 0. PANicuLATA (Paniclcd 0.).

—

Nat. ord., Gen-
tianacea;. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia. Natives of the

colder regions of the Himalaya. O. alata has greenish yellow

flowers spotted with purple. O. angiistifolia, flowers purple

spotted with blue ; and 0. panicuhila, flowers white with semi-
lunar purple band in the middle of each lobe.

—

[Ibid., I. 5G87.)

Begonias J'citdiii s.-ail rns,rjlora.—" Both these species are,

it will be observed, dwarf herbaceous plants ; and even if it

should prove that, whilst enduring the cold, they require some
slight protection against the vicissitudes of our variable climate,

we must welcome them as amongst the most valuable and im-
portant of recent acquisitions, since they are not only remark-
able for the size and beauty of their blossoms, but also for the
facility with which they may be cultivated. Both are natives

of the Andes of Peru, and grow at an elevation of from 12,000 to

12,500 feet.

*' Though presenting a certain amount of similarity in their

aspect, the two sorts are abundantly different both as to foliage
and flowers, li. \'iitc)ui has thick concave leaves of an
obliquely ovate or roundish cordate outline, two-flowered scapes
8 to 10 inches high, and largo flowers of a bright cinnabar red
colour, one being female and rather smaller than the male.
IS. rosif/lora has also thick concave leaves ; but they are of a
more rounded outline, with much deeper basal lobes, and the
veins are so deeply impressed as to render the surface bullate

;

while the scapes, which are red, like the petioles, are three-
flowered ; and the largo flowers are of a clear rose colour, one
of tho three being female. They are thus abundantly distinct

as decorative plants, and out of bloom have more the aspect of

some broad-leaved Saxifrage, such as S. ciliata, than that with
which we have hitherto been famiUar amongst Begonias."

—

(Flori.-it and Pomologist, 1868.)

FRONTIGNAN GRAPES.
I RECOMMEND Mr. Tillery (see page 2), to add Primavis [Early

White Frontiguan] , to his other Grapes, which succeed perfectly

well without fire heat. I also grew this year with it the Early
Smyrna. The last is the most musky and the best of the race
that I have tasted. The former is musky, the largest in berry
of the race, and very good. I have added three more of each,
and also one each of Foster's White Seedling, Farly Golden,
Early Silver, and Chasselas Musqui- de Sillery. The first two
and last three are Frontignans. I believe Foster's White Seed-
ling is a Muscadine or Sweetwater. I recommend persons with
orchard houses and cool vineries to buy some of these delicious

Grapes. Mine were grown in 15-inch pots with a surface dress-

ing of fresh-dropped cow dung, which they seemed to like.

My little stock of Grape Vines now consists of two Black
Hamburghs, or rather Frankenthal, and the above Grapes. I
will describe, if permitted, in the autumn, the Early Golden,
Early Silver, and Chasselas Musqui de Sillery, for Mr. Tillery's

information. Foster's White Seedling and Early Smyrna I see
are in his list.—W. F. Eadclyfi-e, Okeford Fitzjiaine.

CORDON TRAINING.
The introduction of the system of training fruit trees, called

by the French cordon training, leads me to suppose that a few
outlines of description may not be unacceptable. This system
of training is remarkalle for simphcity, and I propose to give
the necessary directions in as few words as possible.

The preparation of tho ground is so well understood, that it is

not necessary to say much on this point. To form the oblique-
cordon orchard, a trench should be dug about 2 feet wide,
the first spit of soil being thrown out as if for a Celery trench

;

the under spit should then be broken up and left with the top
soil, a good proportion of well decomposed manure must be
mixed, and the ground is ready for planting. The trench
should, if possible, be made about a fortnight before planting,

in order that the soil may be thoroughly pulverised. If there
is any deficiency of lime in the soil, it is as well to add lime
rubbish cr chalk. For horizontal double cordons a trench is

not necessary ; holes should be dug about 2 feet in diameter,
and the soil mixed with good compc-^t. Tlie double-cordon
trees should be from 12 to 15 feet apart ; the horizontal single

cordons (j to 8 feet. At this moment there are at Sawbridge-
worth two horizontal double-cordou Peach trees, under a
ground vinery, which measure 21 feet from end to end, and
promise, from their remarkable vigour, to be models of cordon
calture next year, every spur being full of strong fruit buds.

Fiij. 1 represents a double horizontal cordon. This may be
made by cutting down a dwarf maiden tree to within four or
six buds of the base, the two topmost buds of which must be
selected to form the cordons. The highest on the stem are the
most eligible ; but the operator can, of course, select the two
shoots which are the most convenient for his training wire,

and they should be as nearly as possible opposite. When
sufficiently advanced in growth to be flexible, they should be
carefully bent down and fastened to short sticks, unless the
training wires are used. As the whole energies of the tree are
directed into these shoots, they will make rapid growth, and
as they advance fresh sticks and fresh tying will be necessary.

As any lateral or upright shoots are put iurth they must be
stopped at four or five leaves from their bases. The first year
few of these will be made, but the tree will most probably, if

j
there is a favourable growth, be studded with fruit buds. In
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November, or, indeed, any month from November to March,
the tips of the main Bhoots should be shortened three or four
bnds from the ends, and unless a few lateral Bhoots have been

left, which should be removed, the pruning for the first year
will be accomplished.
The second year each cordon, or branch, will produce many

^MiJ&^tMIjut^ . ^

Fig. 1.

lateral shoots, and as these are snoceSBively produced they
should be pinched. The first pinching must be done when the
shoot has formed five or six leaves, and, as a general rule,

three leaves from the leaflets should be the stopping point.
This primary shoot will form the bloom buds, and the shoot
made from the terminal bud must be stopped in the same

manner as the first. Puring the summer many of these
growths will be made, and pinching should continue until the
end of August. After this month pinching should be discon-
tinued, and the remaining growth left for the winter pruning.
The tree after the second year will assume the appearance

of a cordon

—

i.e., a thick rope of closely-studded shoots, anS

the pruning must be left to the judmient of the operator.
Many shoots must be removed ; and as the size and strength of

the tree must regulate the number of fruit-bearing spurs, a
sufiicient number of these being left, the operator should prune
all others to wood buds, in order to produce year by year an
alternate succession of fruit-bearing wood.

Firi. 2 is a half-standard double horizontal cordon. This is

very useful for low walls in gardens ;
where the border is occupied'

by flowers or other plants the part of the wall exposed to the sun
may thus be used. A standard cordon with a stem C feet high
may also be used for the top of a wall, the main surface being
occupied by other trees. A cordon fringe, or cornice, will be

found exceedingly orn.imental, and may he carried the entire

length of a wall, the standards being planted at intervals of

20 feet or more.
Many other forms of cordon training will, doubtless, be dis-

covered as the system becomes better known.
Single horizontal cordons {Jifl. S), require the same pruning

as the double, but the dwarf maiden tree does not absolutely

require the cutting-back necessary for double cordons. The
tree may be planted in a slanting position, against the train-

ing wire, and the shoot tied down. The first year after plant-

ing most of the buds will break and produce shoots ; these

must be treated in the same manner as the double horizontal

cordons. If a single cordon is required for a special height,

the shoot should be shortened to the height required, and a
single horizontal shoot selected to form the cordon.

Single oblique (./;'.'/. 4j, cordons may be planted to training wires

by the sides of walks, or in rows in the garden devoted to their

cultivation. The space given up to them wiU yield an. ample
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and quick return in (rnit. They may be planted Ij foot apart,

and if the cultivator doea not object to wait a year, dwarf
maiden trees are the best to plant, as they may be bought
cheaply. The trees should be planted upright, and the shoots,

which are generally very flexible, should be bent to an angle of

about 45°. It is not necessary for the angle to be quite acute ;

but, as a general rule, this angle may be adopted. If the

shoots are not Uexible enough to bend, plant the tree in a

slanting position.

Fig. 4.

The principle of pruning given for double horizontal cordons

must be followed in the cultivation of single oblique cordons.

They will the first year after planting be found covered with

bloom spurs. Single oblique cordons in rich and fertile soils

will, probably, require root-pruning as well a? spur-pruning,

and, if necessary, this should be done every second year. The
tree should not be taken up, but the spade pushed down at a

sufficient distance from the stem to avoid injury to the main
roots, and the tree gently heaved. If a tap root has been made
it should be cut. The proper time to perform this operation

is near the end of October, and any time afterwards to the

middle or end of February ; but it is better done in October

and November, as many fresh shoots will be formed after the

operation, even during what are called the dead months of the

year.

Single oblique cordons may be carried to the height of 10 or

12 feet ; in fact, there is no limit, except the will of the planter.

A fresh string of wire may be added annually as the cordons
increase in length. They may also be limited to the height of

4 or a feet.—T. Fkaxcis Bh-ers.

(To be coatiaued.)

REVIEW.
Tlie Gardeners' Year-Booh, Almanack, and Directory, 1868.

By RoEEitT HoGo, LL.D., F.L.S., &c.

Tuis is the ninth year of this excellent manual, and, if pos-
siole, it improves on its predecessors. It contains the most of

the general information usually supplied in almanacks—as,

transfer and dividend days at the Bank, assessed laxes, regula-

tions as to income and property tax, receipts, agreements, &c. ;

arrangements as to the Post Office, money orders ; British and
foreign monies, weights, and measures; London market fruit

and vegetable measures; useful tables for wages, iuturest, and
housekeeping purposes ; also tables showing the contents in
gallons of tanks whether round or square ; tables for ground-
work, cost of digging, trenching, excavating, according to the
character of the soil ; tables for sowing, planting, and the quan-

tity of plants or seeds wanted per acre ; also tables for ascer-
taining the average weight of produce per acre ; and finishing
by giving rules for changing the scales of the different kinds of
thermometers into each other. Fahrenheit's tliermometer is

the one chiefly used in this country ; but as licaumur's and
the Centigrade are much used on the Continent, it is of im-
portance to know exactly how the different thermometers stand
in relation to each other.

The book, besides, has three distinguishing features : First,

a list and description of new and notable fruits ; a list and de-
scription of the new plants figured, described, or exhibited
during the past year, the descriptions being as full as possible

;

and the new flowers of the year, with certificates awarded to
them, embracing Antirrhinums ; Auriculas, alpine and show

;

Azaleas, Camellias, Carnations, Chrysanthemums, Cinerarias,
Clematis ; Dahlias, fancy, bedding, show ; Fuchsias, Gladioli,
Gloxinias, Hollyhocks, Hyacinths, LobeUas, Pansies, Pelargo-
niums of all sections, occupying about eight closely printed
pages, Pentstemons, Phloxes, Roses, Verbenas, &c. This part
of the book seems to have been done with great care and full-

ness, and is to many of us a very great advantage, as we are
thus enabled to see in imagination many of the beauties which
we will never be able to look at or handle physically. In the
first division connected with new or notable fruits, outlines are
given of the Grand Duke Constantino Apple ; and of Beurrfe de
Begnines, Bergamotte de Millepieds, Beurrf de Jonghe, Emile
d'Heyst, General Todtleben, and Madame Appert Pears.
The second feature is the garden directory. The horticul-

tural directory used to be the grand feature of this serial ; but
it became impossible to compress all that was necessary to
meet the wishes of nurserymen and societies in one serial, and
this season it has here been confined to a garden directory,

giving the names of the principal gardens, names of proprietors,
names of gardeners, and the nearest post towns, in the counties
of England, Scotland, and Ireland. So far as we have been able
to examine, this list is more fiiU and complete than that given
last year. In the enlarged horticultural directory to be pub-
lished in March, the nearest railway station to the gentleman's
residence and the distance from that station will also be given

;

and though we have no doubt that that directory will be as
cheap at 2s. as this Year-Book is at Is., still, it this garden
directory is to form a part of the Year-Book in future, we
should like the railway stations and their distance from the
gardens to be given, even if some things else which appear year
after year were left out. We have often been sadly disap-
pointed when, on arriving at a railway station, we found we
were many miles from our destination, and no way of reaching
it except walking it or hiring—and hiring is a serious affair in
country places in England. In such matters Ireland beats us
hollow. We have paid as much to be driven a few miles in
England as we have had a car for a whole day in Ireland.

The third feature is, in this year, an excellent out-door gar-
dening calendar for every month in the year. Last year there
was no calendar. In the three years previously there was
respectively a kitchen-garden calendar in 1864, a flower-garden
calendar in 1865, and a fruit-garden calendar in 1866, and
there were calendars in the two first issues of 1860 and 1861

;

but the present out-door calendar of 186K is the fullest and
best that has yet appeared. We presume that next season
there will be an in-door calendar ; and then there will be a few
seasons without a calendar at all—a matter of no great im-
portance to those who keep the serial as we do as a book of

reference. In short, our opinion is, that the faithful descrip-

tion of new fruits, plants, and flowers, and the garden directory,

are the features of the work ; and to make either of these more
efficient we would excuse the want of the calendar now and
then, most excellent though the present one is.—R. F.

HOME.
What myriads of associations, some painful, others joyous,

cluster round this single word, for after all, "no matter when
or where," " there's no place hke home." To one long an exile

and a sojourner in foreign lands, release from " that wasting
pang, heart sickness," as good " Wiltshire Rector " ex-

presses it, is indeed joyous. None but they who have under-
gone the torture can fully appreciate the blessings a lifelong

residence at home conveys.
A year ago at a choral meeting in a simple Canadian church,

I met an English gentleman, who had taken American orders,

and was then the incumbent of an American church in the far
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west, in the State of Wisoonsin. He took a very prominent part

in the service, and joined so heartily that he was noticed by all.

At a pleasant reunion in the afternoon, during conversation

with him, he unbnrdened himself, and said to me, " I begged
Mr. ," mentioning our clergyman's name, "to let me take

part in the service. I wanted so to pray once more for my
Queen and my country—my home ! " And so he did, and with
a fervour unknown to those who had never experienced " heart

sioknesB."
" WiLTSHiEE Rector " is correct in his belief that this is no

time for emigrating. Sixty thousand men are now lying idle,

aye starving, in the city of New York alone, and the horror of

an almost Arctic winter aggravated by want and misery, may
well make one tremble at the mere contemplation. The English
labonrer and mechanic, although they have their trials and
troubles, are far better off and happier at home than they

would be in any colony or foreign land. The colonies offer but

a poor field for the gardener, and the farmer finds he has again

to learn everything, and in the majority of cases his experience

is dearly bought. My advice is—and it is the advice of one
who, to nee an Americanism, " has been through the mill "

—

Stay at home. Practice economy ; but above all, cultivate a

contented mind. The dreams of fortunes to be made by emi-
grating seldom prove realities ; and many a poor heart that

otherwise might now have been beating, has throbbed its last

in misery, uncared-for and unknown, a stranger in a strange

land.

It is true that we of the Journal fraternity have a tie which
mutually binds us to each other, and which makes home seem
nearer to the dweller in far-off countries; and although it is

pleasant to exchange courtesies, and to stretch hands to one
another across a broad ocean, yet it is pleasanter still to drop
into 171, Fleet Street, as I have lately been privileged to do,

and to shake hands personally with the highly esteemed Editors
of " our mutual friend."

And now one word about " errant writers." " Although
science and direct instruction come from other pens," who
among our circle would be willing to lose " Madd," or " Wilt-
shire Rector."

" All work and no play
Make Jaoli a dull boy,"

And although we all admire and enjoy the exemplification of
" The Theory and Practice of Horticulture," as set forth by the

host of scientific and practical contributors to the Journal, yet

would not some of its brightest pages be wanting were the
" errant writers " to discontinue their favours, and much
moral instruction be lost?—W.T. Goldsmith.

VISITS TO GARDENS PUBLIC 'AND PRIVATE.
MESSRS. CARTER & CO., CRTST.AL PALACE NURSERY, FOREST HILL.

It was on the day of the Crystal Palace Autumn Exhibition
that, through the kindness of the Messrs. Carter, I was enabled
to take a look over their grounds. September is not at any
time the best month in the year for seeing gardens, still less

BO was it last year ; but notwithstanding this, and that the
firm had sent a large stand of plants to the Crystal Palace,
there was abundance to recompense one for the visit. I was
accompanied by Mr. Boston, the manager; and I can only say
that if any visitors to the nursery could get him to tell them
Ms own history, they would come away, as I did, heartily ad-
miring the perseverance and determined energy which had
characterised it. He could tell them of Italy under the old
regime, and of the Crimean war ; and I would ask no better
incentive for a young man than the success which has attended
him by adhering to the principle of using every fair and honest
opportunity of improving his position.

It would be useless to attempt a description of the nursery,
for it is similar in its outward appearance to many others
near London. There are several large greenhouses, a stove,
and pits, with a large space out of doors devoted to the harden-
ing-off of bedding plants, the object being to make as much
of the space and in as short a time as possible ; and as the
market gardener pushes on to see how many crops he can
obtain from the ground, so here it is how many crops in pots
can be obtained out of the houses. There is a house 130 feet

long by 18 feet wide, which was filled with about 800 Vines
in pots, well-ripened excellent canes of the very best kinds, a
large proportion being the Black Hamburgh—after all, perhaps,
the most useful Grape we have ; but in the spring this house
was filled with 120,000 pots of bedding plants, among them

abont 10,000 plants of Mrs. Pollock. Another honse, holding
about 400 "Vines, had formerly held about 60,000 pots (60'b).

The plan here is to plunge the pots in spent hops, which afford

them moisture, and do not harbour vermin.
Bedding Pelargoniums, which are every year driving other

bedding plants out of the field, are largely cultivated, and the
race for new varieties bids fair to open out fresh fields of
beauty. In this race the Messrs. Carter are not behindhand,
especially in the more select class of Tricolors and Bicolors

;

in the former they have two sweetly pretty plants—Titania
and Oberon, while Red Gauntlet is a striking plant. They
have, moreover, in their Prince of Wales a plant which, if it

bear out the promise it has given as a seedling, will be one of

the very finest Tricolors ever raised. The leaf is very large

and most vividly marked, while the habit of the plant is of the
most luxuriant character. Again, in the class of Bicolors,

there is one here which, the moment I saw it, struck me as
being the very best of its class that I had seen. This variety

is called Egyptian Queen, and is to be sent out in May.
It has a bright yellow ground, with a beautifully marked bronze
zone, which gives it a most striking appearance. It begins
now to be felt that most probably these Bicolors will be more
serviceable as bedding plants than their more refined neigh-
bours the Tricolors. I can quite conceive what a grand display

a bed of Egyptian Queen must make. It has, too, such a thick-

ness of leaf, that it cannot fail to be, as it has been proved
this summer, one that will stand weather a great deal better

than most of its compeers. Another very beautiful variety is

Madeleine Schiller; while Dr. Primrose, with a plain yellow leaf,

is also excellent. Of course, all the best varieties of other
growers are to be seen, and in large quantities ; but my interest

was mainly in those sorts which are peculiar to this establish-

ment.
There is the nnclens of a good collection of Orchids here,

and a plant of Pbalaiuopsis amabilis was as fine a specimen of

good culture as I have seen anywhere. Here also I noticed a
nice collection of a charming little plant which every one ought
to have—the curious little Australian Pitcher-plant, Cephalotus
foUieularie. I say advisedly every one, for it is every one's

plant. I have had a neat little specimen of it growing in my
dining room for some months, and although it does not grow
so fast as in a stove, yet it thrives well and looks healthy. 1

have it potted in sphagnum and peat, and covered with a bell-

glass to exclude dust ; this is tilted a little at the bottom. The
plant is kept well watered, and is always an object of attraction

to visitors.

Eucharis amazonica I found here treated very differently

from what I had seen it anywhere else. It was grown in a
cool house and allowed to dry off in winter. The plants were
small, but were evidently thriving. That fine Fern Lomaria
gibba is evidently in great request ; and well it deserves to be,

for this is another plant that stands well a sitting-room window,
as I have a plant which has grown admirably under my wife's

care, and has now attained a good size ; so that here are two
valuable plants for those who wish to try their hand at window
gardening.
Where there is such an extensive seed business as that of

the Messrs. Carter, great care is needed in the selection of

seeds, that they may be good in quality and true to name.
Hence the necessity of their trial ground ; for they are not

only obliged to have their own seed farms, but many persons;

throughout the country grow various seeds for them, and these

must all be tested before they can be sent out. In one border

I saw two thousand different kinds of flower seeds in small

patches. These are subjected to two trials—first to see if the

seed will germinate, and then if it be true to character. If the

seeds fail in either of these respects they are at once discarded,

and a supply from some other source has to be obtained. On
another long border were samples of the various vegetable

seeds undergoing the same sifting process. Here were rows of

different kinds of Beet, there of Turnips, there again Savoys

and the different varieties of the Brassica tribe. The samples

are impartially drawn, and hence it is not much within the

verge of probabihty that seeds not true to name will be sent

out.

Just previous to my visit Mr. Boston had been through parts

of France and Belgium searching for novelties, and had formed

the same conclusion that I came to—that never were there

fewer to be seen abroad than in 1867. He mentioned an Ire-

sine, which I have since seen at Ghent, of a dark copper colour,

that may be useful—more so than the golden-leaved variety

of I. Herbstii, which, however pretty for the dinner table, will
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never, I fear, be of any Fervice in the garden. I saw a row of

it here alternately witli the ordinary type, but it did not look

very attractive.—D., Deal.

WORK FOE THE WEEK.
KIICnEN OiEDEN.

Dili, ridge, and turn up all vacant giound
;
give plenty of

air to all advancing crops in frames ; clean and stir the soil

among all growing crops in the open ground, and remove all

decaying leaves. Keep the walks and borders in good order,

and the kitchen garden clean and neat. Aspanigus, if you

have plenty of plants and command of dung and leaves you

can have Asparagus from Clu-istmas-day till it is cut from the

open ground. Cauliihni'eiv, seeds for the eai-liest crop may be

sUghtly forwarded, together with Radishes, I.ettuccs, and I'uia-

. toes, also Feas and Beans for transplanting. Onions, by sowing

these now on a slight hotbed, or in boxes in any house at work,

much time and seed may be saved, and a surer crop may be

obtained next summer, to bo transplanted when fit.

FRUIT GARDEN.

Prepare the ground for those fruit trees, the planting of

which could not be effected in the autumn, by thoroughly

draining the borders, and forming a substratum through which
the roots will not easily penetrate. In the absence of paving

stones, tiles, &«., a good substitute may be formed of coarse

gravel and finely sifted quicklime, in the proportion of six

parts of the former to one of the latter, mixed well together

with sufficient water, and laid down to the depth of 5 or

6 inches. From 15 to 18 inches of good loamy soil will be

sufficient for Peach and Apricot trees ; much less will do if the

borders are mulched and cropping dispensed with. No ma-
nure ought to be mixed with the soil. In pruning Gooseberry

and CuiTant bushes, care must be taken to thin these well out

in the centre, so as to admit plenty of sun and air. The same
remark is also applicable to standard Apple trees ; the middle

of the tree must be kept quite open, taking care that all the

branches lead outwards, and preserve a regular distance from
each other. Pear trees should also be thinned well out, and
the produce will be much better in quality.

FLOWEK GARDES.
A part of this garden should in all large establishments be

devoted to the rearing of evergreen shrubs, such as Laurels,

Rhododendrons, Kalmias, Yews, Auoubas, and Laurustinus,

which may be propagated at home, or bought in from the nur-

sery when a year or two old at a very trifling cost. They
come in very useful when making improvements, and are sure

to grow from being accustomed to the soil and climate of the

place. There are not many places where a few hundreds of

these might not be planted with great improvement to the

grounds. Auriculas may now be top-dressed, removing care-

fully the surface soU, and substituting some two-year-old

decayed hotbed manure and leaf soil. Avoid all hot stimulat-

ing composts, for although they may increase the size of the
flowers for the present season, yet they are food so uncongenial

to the plant, tlaat the foundation of futiue disease will most
assuredly be laid. Polyanthuses grown in pots may be kept
moderately moist, and a similar top-dressing to that recom-
mended for the Auricula will be of much service to them.
They are, however, grown on beds with a north-east aspect

with great success. A cool bottom, either artificial or natural,

is necessary for their perfect cultivation. Continue to give

Cai'uations all the aii' possible. If the green fly begins to be
troublesome, remove it with a camel-hair brush. As spring
advances the wireworm becomes more active and is mischievous
to Pinks. If there is reason to suspect that any lurk in the
bed, cut a Potato into quarters, inserting a skev.er in each

;

place them in various parts, just below the soil, and examine
them daily. They form effectual traps. In selecting roots of

Ranunculuses for blooming, choose those with a high crov,-n in

preference to those of large size.

GBEENHOCSE AND COKSERVATORY.
This is a good time to remove any Camellias that have no

flower buds, to the stove, vinery, or any place whero a gentle

heat is kept up, and as soon as they begin to grow give plenty
of water every day till their growth is finished. They may be
kept in the stove till their flower buds are formed. Then, if

they are kept in a cold frame all the summer, shaded for a
few hours in the middle of the day while the weather is hot,

and brought into the greenhouse by the end of August, they

will come into flower about the beginning of November.
Another lot now in flower may be commenced to bo forced a
month hence for a succession. A third lot might be so treated

in April, and the remainder of the stock may be kept unforced.

When forced flowers are introduced into the conservatory less

air should be admitted than for the collection of conservatory

plants. See particularly that Orange trees, Neriums, and other

plants are clear of insects before they begin growing, as young
wood and foliage are very difficult to clean without injury.

Most conservatory plants, being in large pots and boxes, require

leas water than those in smaller pots in the greenhouse. Rho-
dodendrons and Azaleas are amongst the finest and easiest

plants to force for the conservatory.

STOVE.

This is also a good time to place in a forcing pit dormant
bulbs and tubers, such as many varieties of Hippeastrum. If

these have been put to rest in their pots, it is best not to dis-

turb their roots at present. If they want larger pots shift

them when they are in full growth next month. Some of the
Gloxinias are apt to damp-off if water lodges in the crowns of

their tubers. Gesnera elongata is an excellent winter flower,

which may be had from October to April with a little manage-
ment. When this has done flowering it should be kept rather

dry until it is pruned, and this should be done in succession

till the end of spring. Those pruned now should flower next
October. Prune the young shoots close to the main branches,

and keep them in the stove with but little water till all the
eyes are beginning to grow ; then shake the mould from their

roots, repot them in a light rich compost, and force them
gently for three months. After resting in the greenhouse
during the summer they should be again potted in August, or

in succession throughout the autumn, and returned into heat

;

they will then begin a fresh growth, and will continue to flower

for a long time. Leonotis leonurus treated thus, only being
turned out of doors in the summer, may be had in flower from
August to the end of November. There are two species o£

a half-Orchid genus from Brazil, which thrive exceedingly

well in the conservatory in .Tnly, August, and September if

now set growing in a brisk bottom heat and very rich soil.

These are Dichorisandra thyrsiflora and gracihs, both with
beautiful spikes of light blue flowers. The old Costus specio-

sus, by the same treatment, will come in very useful late in the
autumn. As these plants, like the Gloxinia, require to be dry
in winter, and may be kept where nothing else would grow,

they are useful where room is scarce, and that is the case

almost everywhere. Seeds of stove plants, or from foreign

parts, may now be sown in well-drained pots, in peat and sand.

Look over all plants regularly, and let everything be clean

about them.
rORCIN'G PIT.

As soon as the blooms are ready to expand the plants should
be removed from close heat to a more airy situation for a day
or two before they are brought into the conservatory or sitting-

room. Syringe this pit at least once a-day. Keep the plants

free from insects. There are many plants, probably, that will

force well which have not yet been tried.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Protect securely through the night, but give all the air

possible during the day. Calceolarias and Heliotropes may be
potted-off preparatory to being hardened for the flower garden.

The whole of the Verbenas, Petunias, Salvias, and all the soft-

wooded plants for bedding-out in the flower garden are best

from spring propagation. Those in store pots may now be
introduced into heat for that purpose.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AVEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

What Saturdays ! The 11th distinguished by a rain that

froze as it neared the ground, followed, as we expected, by open
weather ; and now, on the 18th, a deluge of rain and a hurricane

that has tried trees, glass, verandahs, spouting, slates, and
chimney pots, and sent them careering in many cases as if they
had been so much gossamer.
The weather during the week enabled us to bring up to some

extent arrears of out-door work—trenching and pruiung, and
even planting and transplanting, though we had rather have
finished that some months previously. We would have planted

a lot of Cabbages out, but the ground was still rather wet, and
as we have at least three successions of young spring ones, and
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a good number of Coleworte, which we protected a little from
the frost, we have no occasion to hurry in the matter. The
frost has as yet done us no harm in the vegetable way. We
wish we could say the same of vermin, as mice and even rabbits
attacked our Endive and Lettuce under protection. We are
almost resolved in future to lift and protect no more Endive in
winter, under similar circumstances. A fine lot placed in an
earth pit, with old sashes over it, and covered with litter during
the severe frost, has had the hearts nipped out most unmerci-
fully, whilst much that was left where it grew with just a slight
protection, has not been touched at all by the marauders. We
have long found that whatever is taken extra care of, is more
valued by mice as well as birds. The very idea of protecting
makes them anxious to see and taste what is thus cared for.

As to sowing out of doors, our ground is as yet too wet.
Parsnips.—We have just taken these up, as we wanted to put

the ground in order, and a fine crop they have turned out. It
may be fancy, but we always think that Parsnips are the better,
and keep the better, when not taken up too soon. On the
whole, we think the roots are more saccharine when used
after the New Year, if taken up in November ; but then we do
not think they are so juicy, or so rich in flavour. The
Parsnip, however, is one of those rich vegetables that, like
the Vegetable Marrow, we cannot partake of often, and there-
fore we would be glad to receive opinions whether there is any
valid reason, except its hardiness, for allowing it to stand in the
ground long after Carrots and other roots must be housed.
We allude to this all the more, because very much may often

depend on very little things. A very clever farmer, who is very
fortunate with his Mangolds, and uses them largely for his stock,
takes great care to have them home dry, and built in triangular
heaps, and thatched, but so that they shall not heat much. Slight
heating, however, he considers of importance. Before Christ-
mas the heads were just shooting a httle, and there were little

roots, about one-eighth of an inch in length, coming in little

bundles here and there on the Mangolds, and he assured us
that after they came to be in this slightly moving state, the
cattle partook of them more eagerly, and throve much better
on them. The matter is suggestive.

Varieijated Kale.—How is it that in many cases a prejudice
stOl exists against this beautiful vegetable, as tender when
cooked as it is beautiful ? Many grow the white and the red
variegated varieties, but chiefly that they may use it for gar-
nishing and di-essing. Cooks say it is neither " one thing nor
the other," looks sickly when cooked, and comes anything but
the right colour. Now, we dislike ourselves to see sickly yellow
Greens on the table, when they should be green, and when in
all softisb water a pinch of carbonate of soda, that will do good
rather than harm, will keep Greens quite as green as they need
be. A pinch of the same will secure a fine red or crimson-
coloured dish of these red variegated Borecoles, quite as good
to eat as the green ones after they are frosted and properly
cooked ; and but for prejudice, a red or a white dish of these
Greens might pass muster where the blanched Sea-kale is such
a general favourite.

Spinach Beet.—This reminds us of another vegetable, and
a very profitable one, that great numbers of families never
use—namely, the Silver Beet. The leaves make an excellent
Spinach all the summer, and the broad white footstalks, when
separated from the leaves, and cooked when rather young,
make an excellent continuation of and substitute for Asparagus
and Sea-kale.

We have kept on successions of Sea-kale, Rhubarb, Mush-
rooms, ttc, in the Mushroom house, and made a bed for sow-
ing Cucumbers. We would have made beds under glass for
Radishes, early Carrots, and Potatoes, but the weather pre-
vented our collecting leaves, and without them we could not do
much towards forwarding these crops. After February we
have had them early by merely covering with a frame, and
husbanding what sun heat there was. They are all the better,
however, of a little heat below them. A little bottom heat is

useful for almost everything that is wanted early. Were we near
a coalpit, where small coal is to be had almost for the taking-
away, we would have shallow well- exposed borders heated
beneath for many early vegetables that we are obliged to raise
now with cumbersome unsightly dung beds. The dung, how-
ever, makes up for much of the labour and unsightliness

;

what gardeners would do without it in close-cropped gardens
is more than we can tell, for even artificial manures will not
answer always, or for every purpose.
We have sown little as yet in heat, except Cucumbers and

Celery. It is bad policy to sow many crops early, and not be

able to find room for the plants. If they are not well treated,
or suffer from confinement, they would have done better if

sown a month later, when more room and attention could have
been given them. Celery comes on so slowly that to have it

early it requires to be sown thus soon. When we have sown
even in December we have not had a run head. In fact, the
running depends more on checks given to the roots than on
early sowing. What is sewn early grows very slowly ; for mere
general crops we have seen sowings in the end of March come
in as early as plants from seed sown in February.

FKCIT GARDEN.
Looked over Grapes now becoming thin. A few bunches

still hang in the orchard house, and would have been better,

but some robins during the severe frost found a hole big enough
for their little bodies. We are loth to meddle with them, for

they are generally so innocent of wrong-doing to us.

Easpberries.—Took up and replanted a piece of Raspberries
that was a little the worse of wear. We had previously secured
a bearing plantation, so as to have no break in the supply. We
had the white-flowering, large white-rooted Convolvulus amongst
the old plantation, and it had become so plentiful among the
roots, that it beat us in summer to arrest its growth ; and when
once it was allowed to twine among the Raspberry stems it was
vain to hope to paralyse the roots, the smallest piece of which
will grow, and if not taken out of the ground it can only be
killed by incessantly cutting off every shoot that appears.
This is one of the most beautiful of our climbers in a wild
state, and one of the worst of weeds to eradicate. We made
sure that not a bit was left about the Raspberry roots, and
where these were tolerably large we planted them so as to take
a crop in the usual way ; and when the roots had to be divided

we planted and cut down, so that if they bear at all it will be
on the young shoots in the autumn, which they are likely to

do. They were pUulcd in ground well trenched and manured,
and mulched along the rows. The rows are 4 J feet apart, and
stakes are driven in, and long shoots or rods are tied along for

the canes to be fastened to. This plan is as good as any ; but
as Raspberry plantations, if annually manured, last a long
time, the best plan is to have a stout post at each end, and
small iron posts between, and connect them with strained wire

to fasten the canes to. At that width little will grow between
the rows of Raspberries. We often plant in spring a single

row of Cabbages that come in early in summer as the spring

ones begin to fail, and then they yield a fine lot «f sprouts in

winter. No plantation of Raspberries thus treated will yield

in proportion to a single row with plenty of room on each side,

and therefore single rows, like single rows of Peas, will ever

be the most profitable ; but when much is wanted single rows
round or in different parts of a garden, would be difficult to

protect from birds, and that may be done when the plantation

is all in one place.

Stmu-beiries.—We have as yet done little with these, except

securing all in pots, and keeping a lot under glass, with just a

little heat below them to bring them on gradually. Some of

our friends are vexing themselves that the old leaves are be-

coming withered, spotted, and anything but pleasant to look

at. They need not trouble themselves on that account, for

as growth commences and the flower trusses begin to show,

fresh vigorous leaves will be produced. During winter we like

aU the old leaves to remain, as they act at least in the way of

protection ; but when we wish to start the plants for forcing we
twist off these old withered leaves, allowing only the smallest

and freshest in the centre to remain. For the same reason we
do not give the final dressing to rows and quarters out of doors

unto fresh growth is commencing, when the old withered

leaves are dressed-off and the surface mulching levelled, broken,

and made neat. Ground may now be put in readiness for

fresh plantations, bearing in mind that as it most likely will

be unbroken again tor two or three years, it wiU be advisable

to trench it well and enrich it with rotten dung ; and then if

there is a good bed of young plants pricked-out in rich soU last

autumn, these, if lifted with balls and planted carefully, will

often fruit better than if planted-out finally in the previous

autumn. All young plants do better when placed thickly, as it

were, in a nursery at first, as the one protects the other ; and
in such a nursery bed it is easier to attend to their wants than

when scattered over a quarter or a border. Putting the ground

in fine order for the well-established plants to grow in at once

in the spring is a consideration ; so that in stiff soils especially,

the first pricMng-out, say 5 or 6 inches apart, and then raising

again with balls, will be anything but labour lost.

Orchard Houses.—Most of our Strawberry plants are in the
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openest orchard house, and, thanks to the snow, we did not as

yet require to cover them there with any Utter, nor yet the

fruiting trees in pots, as the frost did no more than crust the

surface lightly. We took advantage of the unfavourable weather,

first to smoke the house most at liberty with Laurel leaves,

and then, before the Strawberries were put in, we syringed the

whole inside with hot water, in which a little soap was dis-

solved, about 2 oza. to four gallons, using tho water as hot as

we could well do—from 1(50° to 180', throwing it over the glass,

woodwork, walls, and trees. Of course it would become cooler

in passing from the syringe. The other house we could not

do so thoroughly, owing to its containing things in a growing

state, and there we washed the trees with a brush and warm
water, with more soap in it. When dry we washed or painted

again with a weak solution of Gishurst, about 2 ozs. to the

gallon, thickened a little with clay, and a little lime to give it

a light colour. We have frequently used limewash, rather

mild, alone, and with the best effects. We use the lime, how-
ever, chiefly for the colour, in order to keep the buds as back-

ward as possible. We have had buds injured by using Gis-

hurst at the strength of from 4 to (5 07,s. per gallon, and tliere-

fore we like to be careful. If the trees are thoroughly clean

nothing is wanted, besides the washing, except in the way of

precaution. A httle clay thick enough to adhere is just as good

for daubing up any inconspicuous eggs that may escape the

brush, as anything else ; and as on the closest scrutiny we did

not detect a trace of an insect, but for making sure we should

not have painted at all. The light colour imparted is, how-
ever, of some importance, as the blossoms will open later ;

and from this time forward, until they do open, the great point

in these cold orchard houses is to keep them back as much as

possible by all the air that can be given, unless when stormy

or frosty. If there are not other subjects in the house, a few

degrees of frost before the buds swell much will do good rather

than otherwise.

We finished top-dressing the trees tnjjofs, taking oS all the

mulching and a considerable portion of the surface soil with

the fingers and a pointed stick, replacing it with fibrous loam
and about a fourth part of sweet decayed duug, firming it well

with a stick and mallet, and filling to within half an inch of

the rim, or rather less, giving a little water only to those pots

that were dry. We should have liked to have finished all the

top-dressing before Christmas ; but we did it as the weather

was suitable for iu-door work.

A few plants that were in small pots we shifted into others

a size larger, using similar soil, but with less dung in it, and
ramming it hard round the ball. We advise, however, that

all such shifting be done at the end of October or the begin-

ning of November if the plants are to stand in the house
after shifting. No plants in pots are to be thoroughly depended
on for fruiting well unless the roots kiss the sides of the pots,

and this should be thought about in all potting.

If this can be secured, the mere time of potting is of less

consequence ; but the plants must be established under ordi-

nary circumstances. For instance, we once had a nice crop of

Cherries from plants in pots that had been grown in the open
ground in a nursery during the summer, but were pinched-in

and treated on i\Ir. Kivers's system. They had been taken up
with good roots near home, but with nothing worthy of the

name of a ball, and came to us in a neat package, the roots

done up well in moist htter and fern, as far as we recollect,

about the middle of March. We potted them carefully in

rather small pots, laying out the roots carefully, and firming

the soil as we proceeded, doing the most of it with our own
hands. We then made a bed of warm litter and leaves from
18 to 24 inches deep, and plunged the pots into it, covering

them over several inches, and putting in trial sticks so that

the heat should not exceed at the hottest from 80° to 85°,

giving no protection to the top of the plants except a net to

keep the birds from the buds. By the time the buds began to

swell, the heat of the bed was little more than the earth in the

open air, and by that time the pots were becoming filled with

fine roots. The pots were partly raised out of the bed, then
altogether, and then removed to and plunged half way down
in the soil of the house, and the crop was everything that

could be desired.

We may here mention, that our pots are thus all partly

plunged, chiefly for saving water, that these are allowed to let

the roots out a little in summer at the bottom of the pots, are

raised to break these roots in October or November, and that

though we would wish to reshift, that most of our trees have
been a number of years in the same pots, and have borne

heavy crops by the help of top-dressing and mulching in sum-
mer. If pruning and pinching were attended to in summer.
little will now be required, and beginners should wait a month
longer that they may see the wood buds better.

The above example will show what may be done, oven now
;

but in the generality of cases, and where no such extra care
can be given, we would advise those wishing for fruit in small
pots, to let the plants remain in these pots for the season ; but
if very small make the hole large at tho bottom, and either set

the pot in the border of the house, or into a larger pot or
box, so that the roots may pass through, and still those in the
pots press against the pot. IMuch also may be done with re-

peated mulchings above the level of the pot ; but of this and
other matters in other departments, we must treat on another
occasion.

SiitpJiurotis Acid.—Wonders will never cease. We had hardly
written the remarks lately on the deleterious efieots of

burning sulphur on all kinds of growing plants, than in the
" People's Journal," of Dundee, we saw a notice of two pam-
phlets, issued by Dr. James Dowar, of Kirkcaldy, and Dr.
Pearman, of Biggar, the one in the fifth, and the other in the

seventh edition, both having had a large circulation, on the
pre%'ention and the cure of diseases by sulphurous a3id, either

in the way of fumigation or inhalation. While it is stated to

be generally efficacious, it is particularly suitable in colds,

catarrhs, diptheria, fever, ifcc, and it is hoped it will be of

much benefit in consumption.
According to Dr. Dewar the system can be conveniontly prac-

tised as follows :
—" Take a few red cinders on a kitchen shovel,

and set this on a stool in the middle of the room. Then sprinkle

flowers of sulphur in successive small quantities upon the cinders

until the atmosphere is filled with fumes, but not disagreeably

so. If fumes are rather strong the window or door may be
opened. The process may be repeated ; but a slight constant
taint is recommended in the sickroom."
We presume that even such an amount of sulphurous acid

as would be thus felt would make short work of any window
plants. In this respect we believe that animal life is much
hardier than plant life. We have designedly killed every green
leaf in a pit with burning sulphur, and then on clearing out we
have found toads and mice alive. When we produce sulphur-
ous fumes in our plant and forcing houses, we are obliged to use

a low temperature, not liking even water to be above 470°, but
rather lower than that, so that we can have the acid without
the sulphur burning ; and even for sickrooms it might be ad-

visable to produce the fumes from the outside of a hot-water
vessel instead of burning cinders, and then the same thera-

peutic effects might be secured with less annoyance.
Be this as it may, in the chief district of the straw plait

trade, and where much cleaning and, bleaching of the straw
was done by burning sulphur in close rooms, whilst the little

gardens showed the prejudicial efi'ects of the sulphur fumes,
they seemed to exercise little prejudicial influence on the work-
people. Indeed, when Luton, the great mart of this trade,

had not as yet come under the management of a Board of

Health, the comparative general health of tho inhabitants,

though the town was not very favourably situated otherwise as

to sanitary matters, was often attributed to the sulphur used
in the manufacture. In these days many are partial to tracing

the accordances as well as the contrasts between vegetable and
animal life ; and we would merely wish to lay it down as a
proved fact, that if men and women can stand a small dose of

burning sulphur, and even be benefited by it, no growing plant

can be exposed to such fumes without being injured, and often

irreparably. We shall never forget the look of dismay pre-

sented by an old friend of ours, who, after benefiting by sul-

phur in rheumatism and lumbago, put a little of it among
tobacco for smoking, to kill the insects on a potful of Cinera-

rias. If he did not kill all the fly, he did kill all the large

leaves of the Cinerarias, rendering them useless.—B. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
~ Wiiiiam Paul, Waltham Cross, London, N.—Select. List of

Veflctahles, Flotcer, ami Farm Seeds, Gladioli, <tc.

Charles Turner, Royal Nurseries, Slough.

—

Catalofiiic of Seeds

ho- the Kitchen, the Flower Garden, and the Farm.
AV. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, London, H.— Catalogue of

Select Vefletable, Floner, and Farm Seedx.

John Scott, Yeovil, Somerset.

—

Catalogue of Vegetable,

Floieer, and Agricultural Seeds.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Januaky 22.

We can barely Itcoii u^i last week's prices as regards the best articles,

owing to n coiipiderablG quantity of late Orapes being thrown on the
market, ebiefly Lady Dowue's and Gros Guillaume. Pines are quite

aofficient for the demand. Foreign importations continue heavy. Cornish
Broccoli is now very good.

FEU IT.

n. d. B.

2 Gto4Apples i sieve 2

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb. i)

Chestnuts bush, rt

Cm-rants ^ sieve
Black do.

Figs doz.
Faberts lb. 1

Cobs lb. 1

Gooeeberries .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. G

Lemons 100 8

d
I

s

I

Melons , each 2
. Nectarines doa.
• Oranges 100 3

14
I

Peaches doz.

I

Pears (dessert) ..do?:. 2
' Pine Applea lb. 4

I
Plums i sieve

I

Quinces doz.
n e

I
RaspberriR9 lb.

, Strawberries Ih.

8 Walnuts bush, 10
12 ' do per 1(J0 1

a. B.

0to3

6

VEGETABLES,

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve

Cabbage doz.
Oapbicums 100
CaiTota bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Eudivo doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Borseradish .. bundle

8. d. 8. d
OtoO

7 20
3
3
1 6
3 6
2

8
6
2
2

4

Leeks bunch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions.... perbusht-l
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

K-idney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rbubai*b bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes .... per doz.
Turnips bouch

d. a. d
3to0

16
8

2

2
3

4

6

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
»*» We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticultm-e, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman.'* By so doing they

are Bubjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture^ d/c, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
We also request that correspondents will not mix up on the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to pet them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate commimications. Also never to send more than
two or thi-ee questions at once.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until nest
week.

Books (E. 1-\ W.).—'" The Garden Manual"' contains what you need
probably about Roses. If you enclose twenty postage stamps with your
address, you will have it sent to you free by post.

SuGGEBTioNH {Ambrose). — Wo are obliged by yom* suggestions, and
gratified by your kindly wishes. You will see, as the year progresses, that

we have arranged for some of the addition^; you suggest, but to adopt them
all would oblige us to enlarge che Joiuual ami increase the price.

Heating (Bn)i/;//f/07im»).—You have .arranged the piping, &c., quite
correctly, and according to the usual mode.

Chinese Suoin Grass [W. Chisholm) —Your experience of this agi'ees

with that of all others. " It is neither useful nor ornamental " in this

country, and may be numbered vrith Mr. Hullett's other " Mangosteen
affaii'."

GRonND Vineries {F. J. C.>.—Yes, that which you refer to and all

others are to be closed at the ends.

Drying Botanical Specimens (Jlf. J. H.).—To take specimens home in

good condition you must have a botanist's tin collecting box, or vasculum.
You cannot preserve the specimens so as to retain their colours. Spread
the specimens so that the leaves do not touch each other between two
sheets of your paper ; and press gently with a laundi-ess's hot flat-iron.

Afterwards pbice the paper under a gentle pressure until the specimens
are quite dry.

Strawberrie.^ and Potatoes (f. A. jr.). -The following twelve Straw-
berries will suit you.—Knight's Princess of Wales, Eclipse, Oscar, Premier,
Rivers's EUaa, Viscomtesso Hiiricart de Thury, Sir Chai-les Napier, La
Coustante, British Queen, Carolina Superba, i)r. Hogg, Frogmore Late
Pine. The three early Potatoes you should grow are Coldstream Early,

Royal Ashleat and Walnut-leaved Kidney.

Dissolving Bonesby Potash lA Subscriber).—No one can tell the exact
quantity of causUc potash needed, for bones vary in the quantity of

phosphate of limo which they contain. Let every bono be coated with
potash ; and if they are not entirely dissolved add more potash until they
are dissolved. The manure will benefit rather than injure fruit trees.

(W. B. C.\—In our Journal published on the 2nd inst., and the pre-

ceding note, directions are given for dissolving bones by the agency of

canstic potash.

Vines ( W. 0. Z).).^We qnite agree with your gardener about the Vines
which you have for early forcing, with the exception of BUck Prince,
which wo, in opposition to the opinion of some, regard as an excellent
Grape. Lady Downe's is not adapted for early forcing, and what you say
of the other two is very just. It is a very dangerous matter to advise the
grafting of Vines, as the influences that various stocks exert on the
scions are so ditferent, and in some cases so very detrimi;utal, Muscat
Hamburgh is an excellent Grape and might do ; you should get the Royal
Ascot which we have just seen quite ripe, and most deliciously flavoured,
on Vines which were plantod out from -li-inch pots in May last. This
will prove the must valuable of all Grapes I'or early work.

Newly-enclosed Giiound 'H. II'.).—If you enclose five postage stamps
with your direction, and order "Allotment Farming," yuu will have a
bonk sent you free by post, which details the information you wish for.

TiTEoRY OF Draining (B. A. of B.).—How it benefits soils is fully ex-
plained in Johnson's " Science and Practice of Gardening." Thatearthen-
ware pipes do admit the surplus water through their sides is proved by
the quantity poured out from the pipes ; and as they exhaust the 8uri)lus
water iu their neighbourhood other and more distant surphis water sub-
sides thither, just as an open ditch or drain carries off water, and the
excess of water in the soil near continues to ooze into the ditcli or drain.

Ivy {li. PidUin).—W)iviX you requii-e we think is in our No. 201, pub-
lished on January 31, 1865.

Destroying Crickets in a Cucdmber Pit (J. E.).—Try placing phos-
phorus paste spread on slices of bread in the pit, as recommended on
page 4C7 of our last volume, or 1 oz. of arsenic and a little ground aniseed
and caraway seed mixed with half a pint of oatmeal, of which they are
very fond. Mix and lay on pieces of paper, but take care tnat no domes-
tic animals partake of the poisoned mixture. It is a good plan to tempt
the crickets with the oatmeal and aromatics, without the arsenic, for a
night or two before using the poisoned inixtui'c.

Orchids from Seed (.(. H.].—Many species and many hybrids have
been raised from seed in this country. Mr. Dominy, at Messrs. Veitch's
Nursery, has been especially successful in raising hybrids. Mr. Williams,
in his " Orchid-Grower's Manual," says ;— '• Many kinds seed freely if the
flowers are set, producing many seeds in a pod. When ripe the seed
should bo sown ; but it requires great care, as it is not so easy to raise as
that of many other lands uf plants ; some of the kinds are a long time in
germinating ; I have Imown Orchid seeds to He twelve months before
they made their appearance. To watch their progress when up is, how-
ever, highly interesting-— first, the formation of pseudo-bulbs, then their
advancement towards flowering, are processes full of pleasure yielding
anxiety. The best place to sow is on the top of an Orchid pot, where the
seeds will not get disturbed; let the peat be in a rough state: do not
cover the seed, but give a little water with a fine-rosed pot, just to settle

it in the peat ; some rough blocks of wood on which another plant is

growing alford a capital situation to sow upon ; they should always be
kept a little moist; and of such as are sown on pots in the same way,
when the plants are strong enough, pot them off into separate pots, or
lilacc them on blocks in the material recommended fur the parent. In
putting and taking them up caro must bo taken not to break the roots.''

CiiAuaioNTEL Pears in Jersey {0. P.)-—We quite agree with you la
thinking that the pyramidal form is much more graceful than the bush
form, but the latter is as certainly less liable to have the fruit shaken off

by high winds. Bush-formed trees shelter one another, but pyramids do
not. The most prevalent and most powerful winds in Jersey we presume
are from tlio S.W., and as your walls are 15 feet high, you may have
some pyramids on that side near the wail.

Turfy Peat for Vine Borders (.4a Inquirer).—li the soil of the Vijie

borders is very stifi", such as a clayey loam that adheres in large clods,

then turfy peat or rathei- turfy heath soil w^ill bo beneficial. Such peat
formed mider water as that cut for fuel, will be of no advantage, but
quite the reverse.

Stealing Turnips {S<imre Bcdford).~li is equally a theft whether you
cat the Turnip in the field where it is gi'own, or take it away uneaten. A
bush was formerly hung up where wine, &c., were sold ; and the proverb,
'* Good wine needs no bu:5h,'' implies that where goods are excellent they
attract attention without any public announcement.

Rose (Cj/r/i)-—"^ossy deMeaux" is the same as DeMeauxor Pompon.
Mr. "W. Paul or any other florist can supply it. It is only fit for edgings.

Roses in Pots (Ca!»?«ruO.—" The Roses in 3-inch pots must necessarily

be weak. It is best not to bloom them in theii" weak state. They should
be shifted into 6 or S-inch pots, and the growth of wood should be
encouraged. As they are to be placed under shelter in winter, ripeness

of wood does not signify so much ns if they were to be wintered out of

doors. The sooner they are put in larger pots the better. They may be
sunk in the ground in the pots. Put some rotten dung under the ijots

for the roots to enter on passing through ihe holes in the bottom. When
the plants are taken up to be housed in winter, their roots may be cut oft'

level with the bottom of the pots. Roses planted out do better in sum-
mer than Roses in pots. Usrally there is no diflerence in the treatment
of Roses on Manetti stocks and Roses on their own roots. Roses on their

own roots have this advantage, they may be cut down close if their wood
is not good. The Tea Roses you named are good. Add these—Bonton
d'Or, a beautiful little golden yellow Rose; Souvenir d'Elise, Adam,
Rubens, Somhreuil, Elise Sauvage, Vicomtesse de Cazes, Souvenir d'un
Ami, Homer, Madame Joseph Halphen, President, Triompbe de Rennes,
Culine Forestier. Tea and Tea-scented Roses are the best for house
cultm-e. As they are deficient in deep colours, add some of the Roses
named on page 55. Bom'bons and China lioses ai-e scentless, and
Hhould not be retained except for distinctness. If Roses are to be kept
in pots continually they must be annually potted in fresh mould.—W. F.

Radclyffe."

Rose TRioaiPHE de Rennes, &c. (Jj. C).—" I have a gi-eat many plants

of Triompbe de Rennes. I have never known the blooms crack or be

defective. A north-east wall is not a good place for a Tea-«ccnted

Noisette. Put it against your south-east wall. Perhaps a little root-

pruning may stop its craclting. I have a small plant of Chmbing Devo-
niensis which T have not yet bloomed. Mr. Curtis gave me two fine

Briar plants of it when I was at Rushtou, and both died. I do not

believe it to be a humbug. I should not cut it much, but prune it as if it

were a Hybrid China polo Rose. It must have room to gi-ow. It will

most Ultely bloom well this summer, if not much cut with the knife,
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Put ynnr Marcrhal Niol Rpainst your pnnth-east wftll, spread it out, fliid

nail it nffsinRt the wall as if it were n fruit treo. I>o not put ftny manure
to ynur ClimbinR Devonionsis till it has formed its luids, and then
mftnnre accordinc to products. To overdo ia Bomettmes to undo. It

rarely occurs In ihei matter of manuring.—W. K. Hadclyffr."*

Pl \NTiN« Ivv (Wcm).—If rooted in potg the plants may bo turned out
nnd placed where they are to remain now.

Gas Heating (TV. r/ir/^-i/i.—You may heat yonr vlnei-y with pas, if you
hav a Bufflcient ijunntity consumed, and the fumes carried out of the

house, as we have often pointed out.

Hrativo by Gas (O. H.\—The whole subject of heatinp stoves by pns

for jilant houses has lately been treated on, and plans, &c.. given. We think

it likely that the rensons why tlie pas in your case comes back into the
honst' and will not co out at the pipe in your friend's house are these :^
First, most likely tlie burners are too near the floor, tlie plnro where the

burnt rs are. not'suffieiently shut in, and the l-ineh pipe coiumunieatinf*
with the burners from the ontpr air may he too nineli at times. If the

burners are raided afoot above the floor, nnd the chamber, when the bumers
are liphtod, is kept close, a small hole near the floor will ho suflieient for

combustion. Secondly, The burned k^^ '^'ill ff'"* away most efVoetuallv

when the burners act on a concave bottom lilto a reversed funnel, and
the discharge pipe si^es from its centre, and after passing through the
stove boiler goes at once perpendicularly out of the house. Let your
friend first ti*y the perpendicular pipe as an outlet, and do away with the
horizontal one. \W are glad your stove acts.

House fou Crci-^reERs and 3Iet,ons (J. 7i.).—Your plan will not suc-

ceed, proposing as you do to grow Melons and Cucumbers over your bed
in front, with hot-water pipes beneath it. and also have a Peach and
Apricot tree trained against the back wnll, and Peach and Plum trees in

the nne-stem or cordon style up the rafters. Apricots will scarcely stand
any ai-tifielal heat until after the fruit is set and swelling, and, therefore,

to have Cucumbers and Melons moderately early, you must give up all

thoughts of Apricots. Peaches and Plums wouM only succeed if yon
were satisfied with late Cucumbers—thrt is to say, the temperature of

your house must not he above fO^ with artificial heat until all the fruit is

set. and the second swelling must commence before the heat is much
above 5^>- at night ; but then that would not Jo for 5Ielons and Cucnm-
hers, which would need some 10 more heat. This moderately early
crop of stone fruit, and late crops of Melons may be the object ; nt any
rate with two 3-inch pipes in the chamber beneath the bed, and outlets

from it into the atmosphere of tlie house, there will scarcely be
half heat enough for early Cucumbers and Melons. With that house
merely 8 feet wide, if Melons and Cucumbers are to be trained under the
glaps, there will be no light for anything after the plants are established.
Such a house with present arrangements would do for medium early Cu-
cumbers, Strawberi'ie*:, Kidney Feans, i-e., on the hack wall, and then
would come in for keeping bedding plnnts in winter; or it would do
admirably for a stone-fruit house, especially for Peaches and Nectarines,
planted out or in pots, but we have little faith in the Cucumbers and
stone fruit together.

IlEATrsG A Rmaix House by a PROPAr.ATiNG TANK (A Noince).—'We
surely must have made a V'istako in our references, but as you spoke of

healing your tank from a boiler, it is probable wc meant to refer you to
the answer to " W. A. O.,'' which follows the answer to yourself in page
32. Wo have read your letter over twice, and we feel at a loss, keeping
economy in view, and your t^wn planp, how to advise you better than we
have already done. For a house 12 feet by 8, with a walk in the centre,
and a platform on each side, half of the back platform to he appropriated
to a propagating tank, and ns yon tell us, yon have as yet resorted to no
mode of heatinp,onr great difficulty is, Jiow to reconcile your own proverb,
"Poor people must have poor weddings," with yonr proposal to erect a
boiler and a chimney nt the west end of this house, for hoatitg this fi-feet

tank, dnd by means of that heating the house when it was required, and
when not used for propagating purposes. As to thus heating the t.^nk

there can be no question; the question is the great labonr for such a
small return. We recommended a tank much shallower, because in a
deep tank the bottom water is never so hot as that at the top. Your pro-
posed arrangement as to making the tank of wood lined with lend, and
covering it with slate, is all right enough, so far as giving heat to your
cuttings is concerned. These cuttings we presume you will enclose with
a wooden case at the side?!, that again covered with glass, nnd wo would
recommend you not to have these gli'^ses hinged-on, hut in 18 or 24-inch
lengths, so that yon can lift them off and reverse them when you think
proper, presenting the dry side to the cuttings when there is too much
damp on the under <5ido. .At times the glass might even require a cotton
clolh over it, especially nt night. So far, provided the tank is heated for
yonr cuttings, there can be no question of that answering, but formed of
world as you propose, and cnvered-in with glass—sav from February to the
middle of April, yon would not obtniu heat from that tank to keep spring
and late winter frosts out of your house. The matter would he difTerent
if your tank were of iron, or even of bricks and cement, but little heat
wonld come through lend nnd wood, and not enough would paf^s through
the glass unless the tank v;ere over-hot. If you heit the tank in the wav
proi)osed,yon wonld reqiiire two 3-inch pipes in the house besides, with
valves so as to nse them or not. If near a kitchen fire, the svipplying the
tank with hot water is a good plan, and then you might have a small flno
below the pathway. We think we could do all you want by means of a
brick or an iron stove in the house, the heat from the top to be made
avnilflble for the propagating bed. To secure cleanliness, and as you do
qot care abont a fireplace outside at the end of the house, we would dis-

pense with the tank. pipe=;. .ind boiler, make a hole in the wall outside,
innke a small fnrnaee there, take a flue from it 6 feet long, return it to a
pmall chimney inside or outside the wall, covering the fine with strong
tiles or stone, and leave the outsides of the flues exposed, so as to give
heat to the house. If there is a space between fill up with clinkers, and
plaster smoothly over. Then lay a course of bricks all round the outside
of yonr flue in Portland cement, cover the tops of the flue with a layer
of the same cement, and thus yon will have what will act as a shallow
tank, and the bricks round the side will do for setting your little boxes
on. Place brickbats, ftc, in your tank, cover with rough clean gravel,
then with finer, and then w^th some inches of clenn sand ; and provided
yi«u can pour water when needed into your tank, you will have a first-

rate propagating frame, and at less expense than Hie boiler. Ac, would
cost you. If the place is warm and close, deep plunging is unnecessary.
We should say from 3 to 4 inches of sand—nothing is more cleanly—a pipe

and a funnel to gtd- water at tinio^< to the bottom of the bed above tin;

flue is all that will he necessnry. When you want more heat In the bod

than wonld suit the house, leave air on night and day. When not wanted

for propagating, then the (ronies of glass being moved, a very little

fire would mako all right. If you still, however, resolve on your boiler

and wooden tank, let us advise you to have a small boiler and a small

fireplace, and to take pipes through the house as well, and so that yon
can heat tank or house independently of each other, a very easy matter

to do even economically, iu a -'.0 or 60-feet house, but not in a 12'leet one.

Nepenthes ampullacea Cvj.rvnr^iE. M. />.).— Pitcher-plants, though
delighting in moisture, require good drainage. The pot ought to be filled

with broken pots to one-third its depth, placing tbe largest pieces at tTue

bottom and the smallest at the top. A suitable compost is formed of

fhopped sphagnum and fibrous brown peut in equal pnrts, adding one-

sixth of charcoal from the size of a hn'/.L-l nut up to that of a walnnt,

and a like proportion of silver sand. The compost should be made firm,

and raised in the centro of the pot in the form of a cone rising above the

rim. Like Orchids, the Nepenthes require large pots for tbe size of

the plants, and their fibres only should be f^overed with the compost.
The plant may he thus potted in March, nnd should be carefully watered,

the compost being sprinkled with water tbmngh a fine rose occasionally

to keep it moist. The atmosphere should he kept moist and rather close,

bat a moderate amount of nir should be given in favourable weatheT,

without lowering the temperature or making the atmosphere dry. When
the pl ant is glowing freely the pot may be set in a wide shallow sancer,

which may be kept full of water all summer. It is well to keep the at-

mosphere moist by sprinkling tbe paths, walls, and every available snr-

face twice or thrice a-day with water, and by means of evaporation

troughs. Moisture thus supplied is better than liea\-y syringings, at all

times injurious, or even lightly syringing the foliage ; but an occasional

light syringing will do good, and may be given twice a-day in hot weather,

more especially if means for creating a moist atmosphere are confined to

the evaporation of water sprinkled on the floor and walls. When p-owing,

a brisk heat of 60- to 65^ by night in spring, and of Vn " in summer, with
an increase of 10^ by day without sun, or when cloudy, and 15"" to 20' on
clear days, is necessarv for a good growth. The winter temperature may
he 6Q'' to 70 , and at that season theplant should have a considerably drier

atmosphere, hut not so di-y as to aSbct its foliage. Slight shade from
bright sun is necessary.

Sonerila mahgaritacea Culture iIdf'm).—Thc pot should be wel
drained, placing a large crock over tbe hole in the bottom, and then solne

rather large pieces of broken pot, and enough small pieces to fill the pot
I to one-third its dsptb, and over this drainage a little moss may be placed.

A compost of two-thirds sandy fibrous peat, nnd one-third turfy loam,
with a little leaf mould, and enough silver saud to make the compost
light, will grow the plant well. The compost should he broken and rbade

fine, and well mixed. Pot in spring, removing aS much of the old soil as

practicable without disturbing the roots much ; and in potting keep the

centre slightly elevated, and make the soil firm hut not very tight. Be
careful not to overwater. merely keep the soil moist until the roots are

working in the fresh soil ; but when established give liberal supplies,

taking care not to make the soil sour. The shoots when sufliciently long
may he pegged down, and they will root from the joints. Do not syringe
overhead, hut keep up a moist atmosphere by sprinkling the floors, walls,

&c., with water twice daily. Afford a light situation nenr tbe glass, and
one which is also moderately airy. In winter he careful not to ovenvater.

An ordinary stove temperature is suitable, or from GO to 75° in wintei,

and 65° to 85^ in snmmer.

Vine Leaves Rcstv IA Yoiuifr GarAeve.r).—Without seeing the leaves

we cannot form an opinion as to what is the cause of the appearances.

Fern Culture {IJrm>.—Adiantnms rnrdiochl?enn,concinnum, macro-
phyllum, and trapeziforme. and Pteris tricolor succeed admirably in a
stove temperature. We should conc'nd?, from tbe young fronds perish-

ing as they unfold, that the atmosphere is not wnrro enough, and that
the plants are syringed overhead. We should advise you to pot all of

them early in March. The plants being turned out of the pots, take away
as much of the old soil as can be done without injuring the fibres, and
place them in clean pots with a Inrge crock over the hole or holes. '2 inches
deep of r'^ther large crocks over that, and then small pieces snlBcient to

fill the pot altogcthei one-third its depth of drainage. Over the drainage
a thin layer of cocoa-nut fibre refuse or sphacnum may be placed. X'se

for potting a compost of two-thirds fibrous brown pent, nnd one-third

turfy loam, pulled to pieces with the hand nnd made fine, to which add
equal parts pieces of sandstone, from the size of a pea up to that of a
hazel nut, and silver sand equal to one-fourth the peat niul loam, mixing
all well together. In potting make tbe soil rather firm, but not very
tight, and do not bury the plants deeply ; at the same time avoid potting

high. Give a gentle watering, and do not syringe the plants over the
foliage, but sprinkle the pnth?. walls, Ac, with water twice or thrice a-day.

Assign them a position near the glass, with room between the pots and
the glass for the fronds to develope themselves. Be cnrcfnl not to over-

water until the roots are working in the fresh soil ; but when the soil

becomes dry, and before the foliage flags, give a good supply, sufficient

to show itself at the drain.Tge. When growing freely tbev will need to

he well watered. Give a moderate amonnt of air. but avoid cold draughts
and an excessive amount of air, so as to suddenly cool nnd dry the at-

mosphere. A temperature of from 60 to 65" at night, and of 70" to 75^

on cloudy days, and 75" to 85- on clear days, with air, will grow them
well. They must bo shaded from the sun daily, from 8 a.m to 5 p.m.,

from March to October. The atmosphere must be kcnt moist.

MovTNG Damson Trees {J. A.).— If you can lift the trees with a good
bill, we should recnmmend your moving them into the orchard; if you
cannot make sure of a hall leave them where they are. give each tree a
mulching of well-rotten manure, and avoid dicging the ground in future,

as it injures the roots. Digging the ground about fruit trees is bat*.

Planting Vines (hieing.—In planting a new house we should certainly

plant a Vine or two of Ladv Downe's. It succeeds in the snme honSe
with the Black Hamburgh, but requires fire heat. Tb^ T,»dv I>o^vne's is

a good hearer ; the berries not so large as those of the P.lnck Haniburgb.
and the bunches are not so heavy; but in weight ptr Vine it is nearly
equal to the Hamburgh. The Vines you have will do for planting if well
ripened in wood and healthy.

ViNEB WITH CncvMEEES [W. A'.).—You i^fiy gTOW Cucumbers nnd Vines
together ; hut it is not desirable in your cnse, as the Vines will, if they
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grow well, reach to the full extent of the rafters the first season, and to

encumber the rafters with Cucumbers would tend to foster red spider

and thrips. Unless you can keep the Cucumbers distinct from the Vines.

do not attempt them ; but it pays best to grow one thing well rather

than two or more indifTerentiy. Give the Vines every chance, and if

you have Cucumbers let them be secondary to the Vines.

Sieve of Apples (J. ^.).—A sieve contains seven imperial gallons.

Cineraria Flowers Petalless (J. W. B.).—We do not think all the

buds on the specimens sent would not have had petals—indeed, some of

them have, but many of them are blind. The specimens are fully a

month from the blooming state. We should attribute the flowers having

no petals to defective impregnation of the flowers producing the seed,

and we aliould think the fault lay with the pollen. The specimens show

the plants to be very healthy and fine, and we think if you will have

patience that you will yet have a fine bloom.

Apple Trees Covered with Moss (B. Fi?m).—The chief cause of the

stems of fruit trees becoming covered with moss is the soil being wet

and undrained. Moss will also luxuriate on trees in poor light soils if

not liberally manured. To free the trees of the moss you should make
them quile'wet bvsATinging with water, and then, or after a heavy rain,

when the branches are wet, sprinkle each tree with quicklime, covering

it as equally in everv part as possible. A rather thick coating should be

given, and lime of the most caustic quality is best. We cannot account

for your not being able to grow Parsley, having no data.

Propagating Chrysanthemums (B. Sa7idown}.~Th0 best way to pro-

pagate Chrysanthemums for out-door purposes, is to take off' the well-

rooted sliort-jointed stiff suckers and pot them singly in small pnts.

Place them in a cold frame, keeping them close for a time, or until they

commence growing, when air should be given and the plants well
j

hardoned-off before planting out. The suckers may be taken ofi' from I

now up to April. In frostv weather the frame should he covered with

mats. Failing a frame, the' suckers may be planted about 3 inches apart
;

in light soil in a sheltered situation, planting them out with a ball in

April, or when they become well rooted.

Pear Tree Suckers (Hem).—The suckers that rise from old Pear-tree

roots ought to be eut off quite close to the roots, the soil being removed

for the purpose. If cut ofl' at the surface they only increase in number

;

either dig or pull them up.

Saponaria calabrica Sowing (Hem).—Ton may, if your soil is light

and the ground not very wet, sow the seed early in March ; but you will

gain nothing by sowing early if the ground is wet and cold. The plants

will grow much bettor if the seed be not sown until the beginnmg of

Pldm Grafting (H. L., Ojon).— Grafting is not a desirable mode of
j

propagating the Plum, for, should the grafts take, gum or canker is apt

to ensue. For success the scions should be taken off early, now bemg a
|

good time, and it ought not to bo deferred beyond the beginning of Feb-
]

mary The stocks, too, should be headed down now near to the place

where the scion is to be put on. If the stock is headed down, or the

scion taken at the time of grafting, or both, success becomes very uncer-

tain The proper time to graft is when the sap is rising freely in the

stocks which is generaUv in March. Budding maybe performed in July,

when the bark parts freely from the wood. In grafting, if dry weather

follow success is rendered more certain by drawing the soil up in the

form of a cone over the clay. You will not succeed with grafting the old

Green Gage Plum tree. You might probably succeed if you were to in-

sert some buds on the young wood.

Maggots in Apple Tree (7don)—We think the fleshy white grub is

the larva of the Apple-borer (Saperda bivittata), a brown and white-

striped beetle that deposits its ecgs in the coUar of the tree in June and

July The grub takes two or three years to go through all its transfor-

mations, penetrating the stem, and causing the death of the tree by con-

suming the alburnum. You operated just at the right time. Any re-

maining may be destroyed by thrusting a piece of wire into their holes.

It is said that washing the stems with a solution of 1 lb. potash in four

quarts of water will prevent attacks. We should cover the stem from

which the bark is gone with clay, which, no doubt, would encourage the

formation of fresh bark more speedily than wore the stem left bare.

Grafting clay will do.

Liquid Manure for Forced Rhubarb (Wnii).—In the forcing of

Khubarb on dung in a frame, watering with liquid manure, if not power-

ful, could not do any harm. We are not certain it would do good.

Bedding Plants in Pit (Man of A'e nf).—Your Pelargoniums that were

cut back and now have small leaves about the size of a shilling, will not

give you any cuttings in spring. They will not do more than make good

Blants by bedding-out time, and if you take cuttings you will spoil the

Dlants for making a good display in summer. You could not force the

old plants without spoiling the cuttings, and we would, therefore, con-

tinue the plants in the pit, and let them become fine plants, which arc

far better for making a display than a lot of late-struck cuttings. You

could make up a bed for cuttings, and some of the plants would certainly

afl'ord a supply ; at least the cuttings in boxes will need heading-down.

and they wiU afford excellent cuttings. One frame could be used for

this purpose, and the other would serve admirably for your Pelargonium

cuttings in boxes when you pot them. It is much too soon to pot them

off- March would bo a good time with you. The Calceolarias would do

admirably in the cold frame, and are better without heat, but will need

protection from frost. Calceolaria cuttings now put in will make hue

Dlants by beddingo-at time. Thev succeed without heat. The fibrous

loam would answer admirably for potting off the Pelargonium cuttings

and for the potting of the old plants in April; but we would take equal

Darts of the fibrous loam, of the half-decayed turf chopped fine, and leal

mould adding a liberal admixture of Reigate sand. The turf will be in

fine condition by autumn. You will need aU spare frame room for the

Verbena cutting.s. Lobelias, ic. The Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium not cut

back will afford you cuttings, but we would not take them off until you

can give them a gentle heat, and it will do when you make up your bed

for cuttings in March. The cuttings would not succeed it put in pots

and kept where the old plant is stationed. The old plant would do better

in the pit, and the cuttings in a hotbed.

Begonias (Jiidi/).— We think Marshalli, Lewi, President Van den

Hecke, and Pearcei are as handsome as any of the flne-foliaged Begonias.

They will do fairly in a room, but to succeed will require to bo kept in

a glass case and in a warm room, or heated plant case.

Compost for the Tomato (J. H.).—The Tomato succeeds in a com-
post of two-thirds turfy loam and one-third leaf mould or well-rotten
manure, well incorporated. To obtain strong plants for planting out in

May it is necessary that the seed be placed in a hotbed, and the pUnta
potted-off when large enough, and forwarded in heat, hardening them
well off before planting out.

Soil for Melons {LUm).—The best soil for Melons is a strong unctuous
loam, the top 3 or 4 inches of a pasture. Cut in autumn and placed in a
heap, this will bo in fine condition in spring.

Select Rhododendrons for Beds (ilf. H. R.—We would not have
groups of one kind unless there were a number of beds, then a group of
each of the following would he very effective:—Blandyauum superbum,
light crimson, dwarf habit; Comet, scarlet; Atro-sanguineum, blood red;
Barclayanuni, reddish rose ; John Waterer, crimson ; Maculatum pur-
pureuni, purplish rose, spotted ; Victoria, plum ; William Downing, dark
puce ; Lady Lopes, waxy rose ; Alarm, centre white, edged with light

scarlet ; Blanche Superbe, waxy white ; and Papilionacea, pale lilac,

changing to white. If you require more variety you may add Neilsoni,
rosy lake; Madame Titiens, vivid rose; Toward!, rosy lilac; Ninon de
I'Enclos, rose ; Picturatum superbum, white, dark spots ; Princess of
Wales, magenta edge, white centre; Leviathan, pinkish white; Jenny
Lind, rose ; Duke of Cambridge, crimson scarlet; Chloe, crimson bike;
Lady Dorothy Nevill, purple spotted with black ; Hogarth, rosy crimson

;

and Faust, lilac blotched. We should prefer plants one or two years from
the graft set with bloom buds.

Select Evergreen Shrubs (Zdem).— Cotoneaster Simmonsii, C. mi-
crophylla ; Daphne olcwides variegata; CoUctia bictonensis; Viburnum
tiuus, V. tinus atrovirens, V. tinus strictum ; Double-flowering Furze;
Spartium junceum, S. multiflomm, S. scoparium ; Raphiolepis ovata

;

Skimmia japonica ; and variegated and green-leaved Hollies in great
variety. The following are good ;—Ilex latifolia, I. Tarago, which have
very large leaves and do not stand wind well, therefore require a sheltered
situation; I. altaclerense, I. balearica, glabra; Hodginsii, madereusis,
nigrescens, and Shepherdii, which have fine broad leaves; I. crassifolia,

myrtifolia, cihata, and angustifolia have small leaves; I. Doningtoneosis,
which has long narrow leaves, and I. Fisheri ; Gold-edged, Gold Queen,
Gold-blotched, Handaworth New Silver, Silver Queen, Silver-edged, Silver-

blotched, Gold-blotched Screw-leaved, and the Gold and Silver-elged

Hedgehog. In addition to the above there are Aucuba japonica ; Arbatus
unedo ruber ; Berberis Darwinii, B. japonica, B. Bealii, and B. trifoliata

;

Buxus marginata, sulphurea, aurea, argentea, and Handsworthi'.ina

;

Desfontainea spinosa; Escallonia macrantha; Eurya latifolia variegita;

Ligustrum japonicum; Cerasus lauroccrasus, and vars. colchicus and
foliis variegatis; C. ilicifolius, C. lusitanicus myrtifolius ; Cham-xbiitia

foliosa ; the gold and tilver variegated varieties of Euonymus japonicus ;

and Berberis aquifolium. If you wish for Coniferie you may plant Abies
canadensis, A. morindn, A. Menziesii, and A. Douglasii ; Araucaria imbri-

cata; Cedrus deodara, C. Libani ; Cryptomeria japonica ; Cupressus Law-
soniana, C.macrocarpa, C. majestica ; Chama'cj-paristhurifera; Juniperus
chinensis, J Sabiua, J. excelsa, J. suecica, and J. virginiana, and virgi-

niana glauca ; Picea nobilis, P. Nordmanniana, and P. pinsapo ; Pinus
iiustriaca, P. cembra, P excelsa; Taxusadpressa, T.fastigiata ; Thuj jpsis

borealis ; Thuja Lobbii, T. occidentalis, T. Warreana, T. orientalis, and
T. aurea; Wellingtonia gigantea.

Select Deciduous-flowering Shrubs iLU^m).— Double-flowering

Peaches ; Calycanthus lioridus ; Cerasus japonica multiplex ; Chimonan-
thus fragrans, should have a wall with south aspect, as the flowers are

produced in winter ; Cratipgus oxyacantba. Double Red, Double Sc irlet,

Double Pink, and Double White ; Cydonia japonica alba, and C. japonica

rosea ; Cytisus alpinus ; Daphne mezereum, and its white variety

;

Deutzia gracilis, D. scabra, D. crenata flore-pleno ; Forsythia viridissima ;

Genista tinctoria flore pleno ; Hibiscus syriacus, double and single varie-

ties ; Hydrangea japonica ; Kerria japonica flore-pleno ; Leycesteria for-

mosa; Magnolia conspicua Soulangeana ; Myrica gale; Pffionia Moutan
varieties; Philadelphus corouarius, and its double variety ; Prunus spi-

nosa flore-pleno, P. triloba flore-pleno; Rhus cotinus, R. elegans ; Ribes

aureum, R. sanguineum album and atro-mbrum ; Spirffia caUosa, S. co-

rymbosa, S. ariffifolia, S. prunifolia flore-pleno, S. salicifolia panicalata

alba, and S. hypericifolia omenta ; Syringa persica alba and laciniata,

S. vulgaris alba ; also Lilacs Charles X., Dark Blue, Double Purple, and
Dr. Lindley ; Viburnum opulus, V. opulus nanum ; Weigela rosea, W. ama-
bilis alba, and W. Van Houttei.

LIHUM oigantedm (C. it.).—You have done right to give but little or

no water during the winter. In February we would advise you to shift it

into a pot a size larger, in a compost of turfy loam two-thirds, and one-

third very rotten manure or leaf mould. In potting you may remove all

the loose' soil, but do not disturb the roots more than can be helped.

Good drainage is essential. When it is growing water it abundantly, and
set the pot in a saucer of water. After growth keep dry and expose fully

to light and air. Do not throw it away, but give every encouragement to

grow-th ; let that be well ripened, and your plant will assuredly bloom.

Cyclamen afbicanum iSaiidou'n).—Y'ou would have done well to have

potted it so that the corm would have been covered with soil. It com-

mences growth in autumn. Your bulb will probably remain dormant

until next autumn. We would plunge the pot out of doors in an open

situation, but shaded from the fierce rays of the sun at midday, pluagmg
so that the rim of the pot will be level with the surface, and cover the pot

and for some distance around it with leaf mould or cocoa-nut fibre refuse

2 or 3 inches thick, leaving it there until next autumn. If you grow it in-

doors you should keep the soil moist. No supplement to the " Cjttage

Gardener's Dictionary " has been pubUshed.

Clematises for Training on Trees ( M. H. B.).—The new Clematises

are not suitable for such a purpose, but need open situations. C. montana,

C. montana grandiflora, C. florida plena, C. vitalba, C. viticella. and

C. viticella flore-pleno and major would probably succeed, and so will all

if the situation be open, or but partially shaded. All are quite hardy.

Names of Fruits (.4 Novicei.— l, Beurre Diel; 2, Passe Colmar;

3, March Bergamot.
, ., .,t , , .

Names of Plants (J. W. W.).—Calceolaria rugosa. (W. W.).—\, As-

plenium sp. ; 2, Sonerila sp. ; 3, Eranthemum leuconeurum ; 4, Gymnos-

tachvum Verschaffeltii ; B, Selaginella i bad specimen) ; 6, Selaginella

Mttrtensii;6, Asplenium nidus!?); 8, Adiantiun cuneatum, var.
; 9, A

garden Peiargonium ; 10, Doodia sp. Send better specimens. It is not

possible to identity Ferns from barren fronds in a young state with

precision.
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ftHiateur who has experienced this same difficulty would give
roe his advice on the subject I should feel grateful. Can it be
due to diet or climate, or any preventible cause, or is it usual
for straight-combed birds to be in the minority ?

Of one fact I am very certain—that it is a mistake to send
valuable pullets to a sliow which is lighted with gas before the
comb has assumed its adult development. Theie can be no
doubt that the heat of the gas draws up the comb with unna-
tural rapidity ; so that, too weak to bear its own weight, it

becomes twisted or falls over. I have seen many instances of
this, and have heard of still more. 1 did not see the last Bir-
mingham Show ; but in that of the previous year there were
cases both of prize and commended pullets, with, to say the
least, suspicious combs, where the birds referred to could
scarcely have occupied the position they did had their combs
presented the same appearance to the judges which they pre-
sented to the public during the later days of the Show.

In one of my former letters I ventured to criticise a judgment
of one of our deservedly most esteemed poultry judges. It has
only just come to my knowledge that the statement which I
made at the close of my letter is entirely erroneous. It there-
lore becomes my duty to make the only reparation in my power
to Mr. Hewitt, by offering to him my most sincere and heart-
ielt apologies for having made an unfounded charge calculated
to give him so much annoyance. I am taking an opportunity
of_ privately explaining to him at large how I was myself
misled ; but though he has expressed no wish whatever to me
on the subject, I feel that I cannot do less than endeavour to
make my acknowledgement of my mistake as public as the
mistake itself.

—

Delia.

THE GAJIE COCK'S TAIL.
" Newmakket " does not seem to recognise more than two

styles of tail, which he designates the drooping and the upright,
and he advocates an upright tail well fanned. There is another
Style of tail which many other breeders and exhibitors of Game
fowls besides myself prefer, and that is the "whip " or "switch"
taU, composed of shorter, narrower, and harder feathers than
any other, and in the general opinion it is far more elegant, and
more in keeping with the fine head and neck of a Game cock.
Birds with the switch tails do not, when in health and condition,
droop them, but carry them well back at a slight elevation ; and
from personal knowledge I can affirm that I have found such
birds the quickest, hardest, and most enduring of any.

I very much prefer the close, tight, and narrow tail of a
moderate length in a Game hen, to the open or fanned tail, how-
ever good and sound its feathers may be.
Another point which has struck me is that " Newmaeket "

condemns as " cross-bred," and "not pure enough for cup and
prizetakers," all the Brown Red Game cocks with any black
Stripes in the breast, and all hens with black bodies and striped
liackles, although he acknowledges these to be the favourite
colours.

While reading these remarks I thought. Are we not, then, to
endeavour to improve any breed, to cultivate any better or
handsomer style of marking and colour, and are we to confine
ourselves to the oldest style we can find ? How would the
Spanish of twenty years back look in competition with the birds
of the present day, whose faces have received the most careful
attention at the hands of their breeders ? or how would the
originals of several other breeds of poultry stand comparison
with their more cultivated descendants ?

Another point, and the last I would call attention to to-day,
is the designating of the Black-breasted Red breed " Partridge"
Lens. We might with as much propriety call Duekwing hens
" Partridge "-feathered, as Black-breasted Reds. The Dark
Cochins are also frequently called "Partridge," but often
" Grouse," which I thiuk is far nearer the mark.—Exetek.

[There are both.—Eos.]

FOUR-TOED IIOUDANS.
Houeans increase in favour day by day—a good article always

speaks for itself, and such they prove themselves everywhere
to be. One correspondent says many of his hens laid from 200
to 250 eggs last year ; another that a Houdau is as good eating
as a hen Pheasant ; while everybody admires the total dis-
regard they have for dirt, damp, and cold.

I want to alter one point—that is, to do away with that
wretched fifth toe. Of course, every one wants five-toed birds,

because " our judges " say it is right ; but let the question be
well ventilated, and let it be understood that a well-matched
pen of four-toed birds is quite as perfect as one of five-toed
birds. Put in the thin end of the wedge first

;
put four-toed

birds on an equality with five-toed birds, and the latter wiU
gradually vanish. No man, I suppose, in hia senses, will say
that five toes are preferable to four toes, as the making of a
foot. 1 take it that does not admit of an argument. As for

saying that Houdans are only pure when five-toed, it is sheer
nonsense. Numberless birds come four-toed, and many with
four toes on one foot, and five toes on the other ; and, more-
over, four-toed birds breed five-toed, and the reverse ; so there
really is no rule. It is, however, certainly most provoking to

see a fine bird in all points put on one side because he has four
toes, which ought instead to be to his benefit.

I want to see Houdans perfect, and I am certain that with
four toes only they will be less liable to feet diseases than they
are now.—F. H. Schroder.

LIGHT AND DARK BRAHMA POOTRAS.
As an old breeder and exhibitor of Light Brahmas, I hope I

may be allowed a word on the above point. Mr. Worthington
and Mr. Pares, both very enthusiastic admirers of the Light
birds, seem to me to forget that the committees of shows are

not blessed with unlimited means for the bestowal of cups. On
the contrary, in a great many cases the attempt to lay the

foundation of a permanent show, especially amongst us
southrons, results in loss to the originators. Take Bristol and
Clifton, for instance, with its liberal schedule, its beautiful

show room, the wealthy inhabitants, and teeming population,

still the result is a loss more or less pronounced. Under such
circumstances it does seem too hard to expect that in lieu of a

cup to the best pen of Brahmas, one should be ofi'ered to Light,

and another to Dark. At this rate, why should not the dif-

ferent varieties of Cochins ask each for a cup ? More pointedly

still, why not the various breeds of Hamburgh? The dif-

ferences between them are surely as marked as those existing

between Light and Dark Brahmas.
At the great majority of shows Brahmas have been divided

into Light and Dark. What an advance this is on the time

when, some three or four years ago, I urged in our columns the

claims of Brahmas generally to a class. Is it to be, that having

obtained this class at every show worth the title, having even
obtained the division of this class at many exhibitions. Darker
Light breeders are still to be dissatisfied ? Mr. Worthington,

and Mr. Pares, and the Light breeders say, that it is all very

well, but the Dark birds always take the cups. My reply is,

Do they not always deserve them? I have but few opportu-

nities of seeing shows ; but wherever I do go, I am struck by
the degeneration of the Light birds, while it must be allowed by
all that the Dark have improved. This opinion must go for

just what it is worth, but it is my honest opinion, written with

no unkind feeling towards my old love. In the mere matter of

leg-feathering, how infinitely inferior are the Light birds gene-

rally to the Dark. In the matter of legginess, again, I think

all will allow that generally the Dark class shows less of this

failing. I recollect well a gentleman writing to me for Light

birds some years ago, in which letter he said he had once asked

Mr. Hewitt whether if two birds were equally good, he would

give the prize to the Light. His reply was. Yes ; but he had
never seen the Light bird that was equaUy good. With this

verdict from Mr. Hewitt, in the palmy days of the Light birds,

when Mr. Pares's old cock was alive, what is to be expected

now, when, as Mr. Pares says himself, he has never seen his

equal since ?

1 cannot at all agree with the plan on which the decision of

a cup should rest, according to Mr. Pares—viz., " The best

relatively of its own variety." Does not this proposition carry

on the face of it an admission that the Light birds are gene-

rally inferior to the Dark ? What is the difference between the

Light and Dark birds ? Ought there to be any other difference

than that of colour ? Geese and Ducks are two distinct breeds ;

a cup given to these might be decided on the "relative"

merits, one between two varieties of the same breed on the

"comparative" merits.

So far as I can see, the Light birds are beaten by the Dark
in size, substance, depth of breast, length of leg, and leg-

feathering ; at least, as the generality of each variety are ex-

hibited at the present day. Will my Light Brahma friends feel

hurt if I endeavour to reply to the question, Why is there this
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inferiority? My old Light Brahmas, fonrtcen years ap;o, came
from Garbanati's challenge birds. The pair of hens must have
weighed 19 lbs. to '20 lbs., the smaller I showed at Newport
weighing over 10 lbs., the other was a larger-framed bird ; but

on the score of colour they were vastly behind the present

Light birds. Both cock and hens were darker, the white colour

far less clear. At the present day, you may run over pen after

pen of Light birds, and in colour they are perfect as to white-

ness—often the hacldo is too light. The rage has been to breed

for colour, to discard birds however good, if the plumiige is at all

spotted with black. This has been carried out in some degree
in the Dark variety, but there less damage has resulted ; but to

the Light birds, as I see them, it has proved ruinous, more or

less, to all those points that should mark a good Dark or

Light Brahma. It is possible that the two colours, and the
other points, may hereafter be found united. Whenever that

does takes place, I prophesy that the cup for the best pen of

Brahmas will be found awarded to Light birds. Even now
they are beautiful, then they would be amongst the very
handsomest of our domestic poultry.—Y. B. A. Z.

I AM pleased to find the position of Light Brahmas in the

prize lists being discussed in " our Journal," and have pur-
posely waited the result of the Somerset County Show before

offering my opinion upon the truths contained in Mr. Wor-
thington's letter of the 19th of December, which is so much
strengthened by the able communications from Mr. Pares and
Mr. Crowley in the Journal of the 2nd inst.

It is, undoubtedly, true that the Light Brahmas have often-

times been most grievously wronged at poultry shows, where
cnps have been awarded to Dark Brahmas of a most inferior

description, when really first-class Light Brahmas have been
shown against them.

In some instances that have come under my own notice, the
jndges have, on the other hand, been annoyed at not having
the power to award the cnps to perfect pens of Light Brahmas,
instead of giving them to second-rate Dark Brahmas, because
of the prize schedule announcing cups for Dark Brahmas only.

With regard to the general merits of both Dark and Light
Brahmas, and their individual beauty, I think there can be no
doubt but that the prevailing opinion will be found in favour of

the Light Brahmas, as to the latter point ; as to size, shape,
laying qualities, and as fowls for table use, Light and Dark are

equal at present, although I most firmly believe that as the
Eouen Ducks have surpassed the Aylesbury in weight and general
excellence, so will the Light Brahmas beat the Dark.
With regard to any difliculty judges may have in deciding

as to which should win the cup ef those two varieties, I will at

present take the Somerset County Show as an example, upon
which I have some of the best opinions, that the cup should
have gone to the Light Brahmas, as the winning Dark were by
no means superexcellent.

May we, the exhibitors of this most valuable and heantiful
variety of fowl, hope you will use your powerful influence in

our behalf ? Place them upon an equal footing with their Dark
relations, give them separate cups to win, and judge them im-
partially, and we have no fear as to which will come to the
front.—F. Ckook.

As a friend of the Light Brahmas, I trust yon will permit me
to corroborate what has been lately written in your columns
respecting the dissatisfaction which exists at the custom of

combining Light and Dark in competition for the cup at

ponltry shows.
The custom is likely to be injurious in more ways than one.

It must render the duties of the judges more difficult and
onerous ; for if it is notoriously often difficult to avoid giving
dissatisfaction in judging birds of the same class, how much
more difficult must be the judginj; of birds of diiiereut classes ?

Better, surely, to ofier no cup than to offer it on conditions that
foster discontent.

Then, as regards the exhibitors. They are forced to com-
pete with birds of a different class from their own, which
many will consider unsatisfactory, whether they win or lose

;

and they have the additional annoyance of knowing that, as the
cup is nearly always adjudged to their rivals, their chance of

success is almost hopeless.—K. Hae\-ey, Suutliamptoii.

It gives me much pleasure to observe that the friends of the
Light Brahmas have at length determined to make a stand
against the treatment their beautiful pets are and have been

receiving at the hands of the judges. It is quite preposterous
that Dark Brahmas, merely because they are Dark, must beat
all Light, no matter how great their merit. I find it useless

to send Light to exhibit in a class for both varieties, as
"Brahmas, any variety;" for Dark, even when relatively in-

ferior, sweep off all the prizes. I trust that this state of things

will not continue, but that there will be in every show a class

'for each variety ; also, that when competing for a cup and
medal, the Light will be put on an equal footing with the
Dark.

—

Alexakdeb W. Shaw, Limerick.

TllIMMING SPANISH FOAVLS' FACES.
I AM not a dloappointcd caviller, though, if honesty is the

ruling principle, I am, I tbinic, a hardly-used exhibitor. I
know all the complaints made against judges, (fcc, to whom, I

think, great praise is after nil due ; but I have never heeded
them, taking them to be, as in part, perhaps, they are, simply
the complaints of the discontented. Whether this my letter is

the same I leave you to decide.

Now, I ask any disinterested person to take one class o£

fowls—viz., Spanish, and examine critically the faces of the
birds at any show, and then to give me a candid answer whether
in his opinion the faces of any, and generally the prizetakers,

are trimmed or not? Again, I ask, supposing the answer in
the affirmative. Is this honest ? If it is honest, let it be under-
stood that it is so, that all may have the advantage (and a great

one it is), of sending their birds trimmed; but if it is not
honest, let it be held as such, and condemned accordingly.

That it improves the bird's appearance no one, I think, can
doubt ; and I say nothing as to whether birds should be sent

as they are, or as they ought to be ; whether they should be
the real or the ideal ; but let all the honest and (I will not say

dishonest) "those who see no harm in it," have the same
advantages.

I do not think the exhibitors are alone to blame ; I strongly

blame also the judges. For if they do not, they ought to know,
when to distinguish a natural from a non-natural face. I

maintain that they, by not condemning this practice, virtually

encourage, and, therefore, are themselves sharers in it.

Again, not only is it dishonest in these individuals, but also,

I maintain, that the managers of the shows are to all intents

and purposes obtaining money under false pretences. If I

send my bird untrimmed, but in every respect good, I expect
him to have as good a chance as one that is trimmed—nay, I
should say, even a better ; but it has not as things exist at

present, and, therefore, I pay my money under a false impres-
sion. If, however, it is a recognised principle that all may do
so, I have done ; my point is gained. I do not myself see, in
fact, why it should not be so.

Of course, some one will exclaim, " Oh ! here is a mannder-
ing complaint of one who sends bad birds and expects prizes."

Perhaps it is so ; but that is not the question. I ask him to

judge for himself. As it happens, I have a somewhat sub-

stantial proof that it is done, and that accordingly the judges

wink at it, and so the more tender-conscienced suffer. Of
course this is supposing the judges are competent persons
(and their names ought to be sufficient guarantees for this) ; if

they feel they are not, they have no business to judge. To one
who knows anything about the matter at all, such things ought
to be clear.

I shall suggest no remedy, it is simple enough, and shall say

no more, but leave it in the hands of those more competent
than myself to judge. One thing I ask, Let it be strongly de-

cided either that all may trim or none, though this latter is

nominally the rule even now; and let also the judges, who have
it in their power, enforce honesty, remembering that it deceit

is practised in one class it is probably done in another. It is

as dishonest, under existing circumstances, to pick feathers

from a Spanish fowl's face as from a Brahma's hock. Do not

let poultry-fanciers be the contradictors of the apparently

somewhat selfish motto, "Honesty is the best policy."—A. H.D.

POULTRY ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR' l^(i7.

Bkeed—Pure Dorkings, and cross-bred Brahma and Dork-
ings. No. of eggs, lofil. Chickens hatched, 157. Chickens
reared, 124. Average No. of hens, 24. Out of 124 chickens

reared, 52 were destroyed by rats and dogs, and during the cold

and humid months of October, November, and December, my
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fowls ceased to lay altogether ; kowever, my balance sheet will
staud thus :

—

£. s. d.
133 dozen of eggs at Is. per dozen ^ 10 o
52 Cockerels iind Pullets killed for the house, at 3s. each'.'"'!! 5 4
6 Pullets sold fit :u. esit-h 18 U
20 selected Pullets aud Cockerels remaining in stock,' at dfi. each 6

18 12
Cost of corn at one bushel per week 10 H

Front 8 4

I have charged the house with eggs at I5. per dozen, for
which I could have readily obtained much more had they been
sold; and many of the chickens killed would have realised
OS. or Gs. per pair.—Powis, Liverpool,

MY POULTRY YARD.—No. 3.

With my French fowls I was successful. I began by pur-
chasing a sitting of eggs ; but at first my hopes were doomed
to be frustrated—not an egg hatched. I next procured another
sitting from the same vendor, and hatched two birds ; I then
bought one more dozen, and hatched four : so altogether I had
six Creve-Cceurs. The chickens all lived and did well. There
were four hens and two cocks. I saved the most promising of
the cocks, and then with a cock and four hens started again.
My hens were all black, and so was the cock till six months

old, when gradually silvery white feathers appeared in the
hackles, and they went on increasing till the cock had a silver
collerette. He was a very handsome bold-looking bird with a
fine crest and comb, and the hens were good birds too. They
commenced laying in December, and laid in the twelve months
643 eggs—namely, December. 15 ; January, 68 ; February, 87

;

March, 82 ; April, 49 ; May, 57 ; June, 88; July, 81 ; August,
62 ; September, 45 ; October, 7 ; November, 2.

I sat many of these eggs, and hatched good chickens, which
did well for the table in spite of their blue legs. My hens
never showed the least inclination to sit, but after stopping
laying eleven or twelve days began again. They laid good-sized
white eggs with yolks of a pale yellow colour. I did not think
the eggs quite as richly flavoured as those of the Hamburghs
and other breeds, but they laid well. They bore confinement
well, though rather spiteful birds. They had the fault of
their crests getting wet by the early dews, the feathers then
massing together and falling down on either side, disclosing the
flesh. When they did this I used to comb their crest feathers,
and they would then recover their proper posture in a few
hours.

I eventually gave up this breed, because the cock died and I
could not obtain another easily ; and then I took to Dark
Brahmas—that most perfect kind of fowls—that breed which
will supply you with eggs when other fowls are cut up by the
cold. They are truly hardy, useful, clean fowls.—R. S. S. W.

KENDAL POULTRY SHOW\
The thirteenth annual Exhibition was held in Albert Buildings,

Kendal, on the 16th, 17th, and ISth inst. There were upwards
of 700 entries. The followmg is the list of awards :—
Game (Whites and Piles).—First, R. Pashloy, Worksop. Second, R.

Butcher, Chcf^terfield, Third, J. Brouph, CaHible. Highly Commended,
J. Phihpson, Lyth, Milnthorpe ; A. Dawson, Kendal.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds;.—First, Duke of Newcastle,

Clumber. Second, W. J. Cope, Barnsley. Third, T. Robinson, Ulverston.
Highly Commended, J. Fletcher. Stoneclough ; C. W. Erierlev, Middleton,
Manchester; J. Wood, Wigan ; A. Dawson. Commended". E. Akroyd.
Bradford; J. H. Wilson, St. liees. Chickens.—First and Cup, Duke of
Newcastle. Second. T. Burgess, Burlevdam, Whitchurch. Third, A. K.
Briggs. Bradford. Highly Comm.;nded, J.Hodgson, Whittington, Burton ;

J. H. Wilson. Commended, T. Mason, GreenAyre, Lancaster; D. Tait,
Hawkshead.
Game (Any other variety).—First, W. J. Cope. Second. Duke of New-

castle. Third. J. Fletcher. Highly Commended, J. Wilson, Penrith.
Commended. W. Pooley.Benthwaito Green. nenrMilnthorpe. He;;.—First,
C. W. Brierley. Second. W. Hodgson, Darlington. Third, J. C. Bell,
Kendal. Highly Commended, J.Barrow, Kendal ; E. Aykroyd, Bradford :

T. Robinson.

^
Hamburghs fSilver-spangled).—First and Third, H. Beldon, Goitstock.

Second, J. Fielding, Newchurch, near Manchester. Highly Commended,
J. Fielding; J. Smalley, Livcsey ; H. Pickles, jun., Earby. Commended,
J. Robinson, Garstang ; J. Wild, Waterworks House, Ashton-under-
Lyne ; T, C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth.
HA3I3URGHS (Golden-spanglcd).—First and Cup, H. Pickles. Second,

H. Beldon. Third, J. Walker. Knaresborough. Highly Commended, E.
Brierley, Hey^-ood; T. Burgess; H. Beldon. Commended. T. Stuart,
Staveley, Kendal: A. A. Hyde, Hurst, Ashton-under-Lj-ne : J. Munn,
Stackstead. near Manchester; N. Mnrlow. Denton, near Manchester.
Hambdrghs ( Silver-pencilledk—First and Cup, H. Beldon. Second, J.

Walker. Third, H. Beldon. Highly Cummeuded, J. Preston, Allerton,

near Bradford ; J. Smith, Earby. Commended, W. & J. Bairstow, Fem-
cliffe, Biugley.
Hamdurgus (Golden-pencilled).—First and Secnod, H. Beldon. Third,

W. Parr, Patricrolt. Higblv Commended, B.Bee,Bullsnapo; J. Robinson;
W. Eowe. Carlisle ; T. D. Mort, Stafford ; H. Pickles. Commended, J. R.
Jessop, Hull ; F. Pittis, jun., Newport, Isle of Wight.
Dorkings (Coloured).— First, J. Robinson. Second, J. Clift. Dorking,

Third, J. White, Warlaby. Highly Commended, J. Copple, Eccleston,
Prescot; D. Parsons, Coerdou. Commended, Duke of Newcastle.
Oiickens.—First nnd Cup, J. Copple. Second, W. Ruttlidge, Storthend.
Third, Dulte of Nowcastlu. Highly Commended, J. Robinson ; J. Clift.

Commended, D. Gellatly, Meigle; G. Hoadiey, Wetheral Abbey, Carlisle.
Dorkings (Silver-Grey).—First. H, D. Holt, On-cst Head. Second and

Third, R. Smalley, Lancaster. Commended, W. Ruttlidge.
Cochin-china (Cinnamon and Bulf)—First and Cup, C. W. Brierley.

Second, Hou. Miss Douglas Pennant, Peuhryn Castle, Bangor. Third, T.
Stretch, Ormskirk. Highly Commended, H. Beldon; J. Mapplebeck,
Moseley ; Messrs. Gunson <4 Jetfi^rsou. Whitehaven.
Cochin-China (Brown and Partridge-feathered).—First, T. Stretch.

Second, E. A. Aglionby, Estwaite Lodge, Hawkshead, Third, C. W.
Brierley.
Cochin-China (White\—First and Second, R. Smalley. Third, R.

Chase, Ealsall Heath. Birmingham. Commended, S. Sberwou, White-
haven. Chickens.—Filial f Second, Third, and Highly Commended, R,
Smalley. Commended, J. W. Carter, Prcbton.
Spanish (Black).—First, H. Beldon. t^econd, Burch &. Boulter,

Sheltield. Third, J. Thresh, Bradford. Commended, A. Fulton, Sedgwick.
Chickens.—First and Cup, H. Beldon. Second, Messrs. Bowman and
Fearoui Third, J. Newton, Silsden, Leeds. Higlily Commended, Messrs.
E. ti H. Comber, Warrington; R. Brown, Stockport; J. H. Wilson ; Hon.
Miss Douglas Pennant.
Brahma Pootras (Light).—First, H. Lacy, Lacy House, Hcbden Bridge.

Second and Third, J. Pares, Postford, Guildford.
Brahma Pootras (Dark).—First and Cup, \V. Hargi-eaves, Bacup. Se-

ond, H. Lacy. Third, Hon. Miss I'ouglas Pennant. Highly Commended,
Miss E. A. Aglionby ; Rev. H. Monsarrat, Kendal.
French.—First, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London. Se-

cond, H. Beldon. Third. R. Brown, Cheadle, Hulme-
Anv other Distinct Variety not Previously Mentioned, except

Bantams.—First, H. Beldon. Second, W. Mason, Denton, Manchester,
Third, S. Taylor, Ibbotsholme. Highly Commended, G. Hustler, Stilling-

fleet ; W. Robinson, Garstang; D. Parsons ; J. R. Jessop ; F. Pittis, jun.
Selling Class (.\ny variety).—First, H. Beldon. Second, N. Cook,

Chowbent. Third, .1. Thompson, Bingley. Highly Commended, J,

Walker, Kendal; T. Taylor. Commended, J. Walker; J. W'ilson, Penrith.
Game Cock.—First, C. W. Brierley. Second, J. Fletcher. Third,

W. Boulton. Fourth, E. Ackroyd, Bradford. Highly Commended, Capt,
Wutherall, Loddington ; W. Boyes, Beverley. Commended, J. Fletcher.
Cockerel.—First and Cup, B. Jarvis, Mansfield. Second, It. Pashley.
Third, J. Fletcher. Fourth, W. J. Cope, Barnsley. Highly Commended,
W. Boulton. Commended, R. B. Riley, Ovenden, Halifax.
Any other Variety except Game and Bantams.—{Cock).—First, Mrs,

Moffat, Ecclefechan. Second, H. Beldon. Third, Hon. Miss Douglas
Pennant. Highly Commended, A. Fulton, Sedgwick.
Bantasis.—First, J. Wood, Chorley. Second, C. W. Brierley, Third,

J. Buckley, Melton Mowbray. Highly Commended, Rev. A. K. Cornwall,
Bencombe; Messrs. Funiess &, Bomber, Wood Nook, Accrington ; Mesara.
W. & H. Buckley, Accr.ngton.
Game {Black-breasted and other Reds).—First and Cup. J. Parlett,

Huntingdon. Second, Mrs. Dale, Scarborough. Third, J. Buckley.
Highly Commended, W. Boulton; F. Powell, Knaresborough; Messrs,
Bowman u: Fearon.
Game (Any other variety).—First, B. Jaiwis. Second, R. Swift, South-

well. Third, J. Pnrlett Highly Commended, J. R. Robinson ; H,
Sbumacb, Southwell ; K. Pashley.
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, W. J. Cope, Barnsley. Second,

Messrs. Tonkin & Tucker, Bristol. Third, C. AV. Brierley. Highly Com-
mended, A. K. Briggs, Bradford, '

Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First and Cup, Mrs. M. Peamons, Hartwell,
Aylesbury. Second, E. Leech, Rochdale. Third, Mrs, M. Seamona.
Highly Commended, Rev. G. Hustler; D. Bardie, Langholm.
Ddcks (Kouen).—First. W. W'illison, Highgate. Second. Rev. G.

Rustler. Third, D. Hurdie. Highly Commended, E. Leech ; T. Noble,
Natland Parks ; J. Robinson. Commended, A. Suart, Staveley, Kendal;
J. White, Whitley Nctherton, near Wakefield; T. Robinson.
DCCKS (Any other variety).—First, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. Second,

E. Longton, Woolton. Third, D. Parsons. Highly Commended, Messrs.
J. B. & R. B. Cockerton, Cartmel Fell. Commended, Mrs. T, W, Simm,
Watercrook, Kendal.

PIGEONS.
Carrier.-First, J. Hawley, Bingley, Second, W. Jackson, Boltou-le-

Sands. Commended, J. Cragg, Kendal.
Tlsiblers (Almond).-First, E. Brown, Sheffield. Second, F. Key,

Beverley. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, juu., Rochdale. Commended,
R. Whitaker, Bolton; J. Fielding jun.; Messrs. T. C. &. E. Newbitt,
Epworth.
Tumblers (Any yariety).—First, R. Whitaker. Second, J. Fielding,

jnn. Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun.; T. Newell, Ashton-under-
Lyne ; J. Hawley. Commended, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Owls.—First and Second, J.Fielding. Highly Commended, T. Newell;

J. Towerson, Egremont. Commended, Messrs. T. C. & E. Newbitt.
Pouters and Croi'Pers.—First, T. Kew, Burton, Westmorland. Se-

cond, H. Yai'dley. Highly Commended, J. Hawley. Commended, J,

Towerson.
Babbs.-First, T. Kew. Second, B, Thompson, Moresdale Hall.

Highly Commended, H. Yardley.
Fantails.—First, J. Hawley. Second, Messrs. T. C. & E. Newbitt. Com-

mended, Mrs. Arnold, Aikiigg End.
TuRBixa.— First, J. Hawley. Second, T. Rutherford, Thirsk. Com-

mended, J. Fielding.
Trumpeters.—First, J. Thomx^son, Bingley. Second, J. Hawley.

Highly Commended, J. Hawluy; J. J. Wilson, Darlington.
Jacobins —First, Second, and Highly Commended, R.Thompson. Com-

mended. T. Newell; J. Thomi)Sou ; J, Towerson.
Any other Variety.—Firbt, R. Thompson. Second, H. Yardley,

Highly Commended, H. Yardley ; J. Rutherford. Commended, J. Hawley.
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SCLLtNO CLAsa.—First. Mosars. T, C. \ E. Nowbltt. Second, J. Thomp-
8oa. Hifjlily ComuieudoU, W. JucLsjd ; F. Key.

LOC.\X CLASSICS.
Game (Any variety).

—

C/kcAcjis.—Firat, M. Gnihnm, Kendnl. S>?cniid,

J. Barrow, Kendal. Third, G. Robinson, Higbgate, Kcudul. ilijihly

Commended, M. Graham.
Oame (Any variety).—Hens.—First, R. Woof, Old Iliilton. Socond, J,

Harrow. Third, H. Mattinsou, Kendal. Uighly <Jummoudtid, J. Gcldurd,
Kondal ; M. Graham.
Hambdrohs (Any variety).— Chic>''ns. — First, W. M. Maun, Kendtil.

Second, S. Noble. Third, T. J, HaiTison, SinRloton Park. Hi-jhly Co:u-
mendcd, T. Smut ; W. Mann. Comniondcd, J. Hutchinson, Kondil.
Spanish tIilacU).— f7/(iV;;(-n3.— First and Third, J. Goth, Woodsido. Se-

cond, J. P, Harrison, Kendal. Highly Cnmmondcd, -I. Hateman, Kendiil.
DoRKINOS {Any variety).— C/iicAvJn —Fir.^t and Hii,'lilv (JonimiMulL-d,

R.D. Holt. Second, \V. Rattlidcie. Kendal. Third. F. WiUon. Knn.bil.
Bantams (Any variety).

—

Chickem.—Firat aud Sucond, J. Gulderd.
Third. "W. Caton, Kirkby Lonadalo.
Ducklings (Any variety).—First. J. Goth. Second and Third, R.

Willison. Highly Commended, A. Suart. Commended, R. W. Simpson,
Keudi;!.
TunKEYS.—First and Third, T. J. Hai-rison. Second, C. W- Wilson,

Oxenholm.
Geese.—First and Third. T. J. Harrison. Second, R. Riwlinson,

Kendal. Highly Commended, C. W. Wilson; C. Elenkhorn, Whinfoll.
Barndoor (Cross-bred). — first. T. Bradley. Second, J. Harrison,

Bui-neside. Third, J. Cragg.

Judges.—Mr. T. Challoner, ChesterfioU ; Mr. Sergencsou, Liver-
pool ; and Mr. 11. Teebay, FallwooJ, I'reston.

NENTHEAD POULTRY AND CANARY SHOW.
The third nnnnal Show took place iu tho village schoolroom at

Nenthead, Cumberland, on the 17th inst.

The prizes were not sucli as to encourajre competitors from a dis-

tance, but many of the pens shown wero very creditable to the local

exhibitors, especially the Game, which seem to be general favourites,

some of the pens aud many unmatched bii'ds being of great merit.
The pen of adult birds shown by Millican '.t Browu were fine birds iu the
hand, though the cod: had suffered the loss of most of his tail. Messrs.
Waltou ifc Rutherford's pen of Black-breasted Red chickens could not
be easily beaten at any show.

Golden-span pled Ilamlnirghs were veiy poor, but the Silver-spangled
were better. Many good pens of both Gold and Silver-pencilled were
shown. In fact these birds far excelled the Spangledin point of merit.

Dorhin/fs were few but good. la Bantams^ Gamewon both in the
adult and young class. The first-piizc pen of chickens was of unusual
merit. Some vei-y good Cochins were also exliibited.

Li the class for lieus a line pair of Game was first, and an excellent
pair of Spanish second.
Duxks and P/'f/cons did not muster well, for unfortunately the dele-

terious quality oi the water from the lead mines, and the quantity of
poisonous matter ou the roads, prevent their being kept in any numbers.
The show of cage birds was large and well wortli seeing. Canaries,

especially, receive much attention iu tho neighbourhood.
A most perfect pair of Himalayan Habbits was tirst, and two Lop-

cared of dissimilar colours were second. The clergj-mau of the village

is President of the Society, takes great interest therein, aud can bear
testimony to its beneficial influences in a moral as well as pecuniary
point of view.

The following is the prize list :

—

Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).--Fir3t,Millican & Brown, Nent-
head. Second, W. Walton, Cocklake. Highlv Commended, Walton and
Rutherford, Greenends. CUickeji't.—FiTsi, Walton & Rutherford. Se-
cond, J. Stephenson, Nenthead. Highly Commended, W. Liverick, Nent-
head.
Game fAnyother variety).—First, Jlillican & Brovm. Second, J. Gibson.

Ckickenx.—First, W. Wiilton. Second. Millican & Brown.
Hamdurghs (Golden-spangled).—First, R. Pickering, Frosterly. Second,

T. Home. C/i/c/.-<'n.s\—First, R. Pickering. Second, T. Home.
Hambcrghs (Golden-penciUcd . — First, J. Stephenson.

Millican A Brown. Cockerel.—First, J. Stephenson. Second,
and Rutherford.
Hamburuhs (-^ilver-spangled). — First, E. Hudspith. jun.

Walton & Rutherford, atickcvs.—First, J. Taylor, Frosterly.
Walton & Rutherford. Highly Commended, W. Graham, Pryhonse.
Hamborghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, M. Ridley. Second, J. Stephen-

son. C7i(V/.<HA\—First, J. Taylor. Second, M. Ridley.
Doeeinos (Any colour).—First, M. Ridley. Second, J. Walton, Galligill.

Chickens.—First, Walton & Rutlierford. Second, J. Percival.

Spanish.—First and Second, T. Storey. Commended, I. Walton,
POLANDS,—Second, Wilkinson & Henderson.
Bantams.—First, T. Home. Second, F. Clementson. Chickens.—Fir^t,

Millican & Brown. Second, J. Gibson.
CociirN-CniNA.—First, J. l-ryden. Second, T. W. Dickinson. Com-

mended, J. Pickerimr ; J. Dryden.
Ducks.—First,— Kirsopp. Second, I. Walton.
Ant Variety.— JffHt.—First, Millican i4 Brown. Second. Wilkinson

and Henderson. Highlv Commended, Millican & Brown ; T. Brown.
Pigeons.—First, W. Graham. Second, R. Walton.
CakARIES.

—

Belgian.—First, J. Douglas, Stanhope. Second, J. Nicholson,
Alston. Noncich.—First, R. Milburn, Tow Low. Second. J. Douglas.
Lizard (Any other variety).—First and Second. J. Douglas. Com/non
(Yellow).—First, B. Dryden, Nenthead. Second, J. Nicholson, Common
(BuffJ.—First, J. Hind, Nenthead. Second, T: Wilkinson. Common
(Yellow).—First. T. Wilkinson, tiecond, W. Thompson, Nenthead Common
Bii/f.—First. R. Walton, Nenthead. Second, J. Douglas Coinmon (Green\
—First. R. Milburn. Second, T. Wilkinson. Common (Cinnamon Dun).

Pccond,
Walton

Second,
Second,

—First and Second, .1. Stephenson. Highly Commended, J. Doaglas.
Common.—First, T. Wilkirmon. Second, W. Thomp^jou.
Goldfinch. - First, G. Hopkins, Nenthead. Second, R. Milburn.
Bullfinch.-First and Second, W. Hotherington, Nenthead.
McLE [Nearest a Canary).—Fir^t, R. Milbm-n. Second, W. Hodginson,

Nenthead.
E.XTRA Prizes.—Firat, T. W. Dlcldnsou. Second and Highly Com-

mended, J. Stephenson.

The -Tudge was Mr. E. Hutton, of Pad-^ey, Leeds.

NEWARK POULTRY SHOW.
Thi-: Newark Poultry Society's first Show was helil in the Com Ex-

chan.^e on the IGth and 17th inst., when upwunU nf -lUO pcu3 of Poultry

and -GO of Pii^eons wore shown. Tho S/iuiu.ih, Dui-L!.n;/s, OochLi-

Chiiuni, and Jirahna Pootras were all very good, (tome were also veiy

su])erior, especially those in tho class for Black-breasted and other

Heds. Of Ilaiiifjuiy/is tho Golden-s])angled were poor iu quality, but

the Silver- spangled were good. Of the Silvers the entries were few,

but there wero gome good pens among the Silver. Tho Iluudans were
good, and the first-prize pen one of the best wo have seen. Of Game
BanUniis there was a brilliant gatherini^, and the first-prize pen of

Sebrights was beautifully laced. The White and Black Bantams were
good, especially the first-prize pen of I'lackg.

The Ducks were good, but the Rouens as a class sni*passed the

Aylesbarys. J'arleijs were very good, but Ocae few, and nothing

superior.

Of all the varieties of Pu/iwis there were very superior birds ex-

hibited. It was on the whole a most excellent Show, and great praise is

due to Mr. H. Tomlinsou, the Hon. Secretary, for his exertions, to

which the success is greatly attributable.

SPiNlsH (Black'.—First and Seconil, F. James, Pccldmm Eye. Third,
J. Walker, Newark. Highly Commended, J. K. Rodbard, Wrington,
Bristol. Commended, Messrs. Burch & Boulter, Sheffield; Hon. Mies
Douglas Pennant, Peurhyn Castle. Bangor.
DoTiKlNGS (Any colour).—First, Duke of Kewcastlo, Clnmbor. Second,

H. Liiigivood, Barking, Xocdham Market. Third, G. Clarke, Long Sutton.
Highly Commended, If. Savilc, Ollcrton, Notts. Commended, 0. E.
Cresswell ; J. Smith ; J. Elgar, Osmanthoiije Hall, Newark.
CocarN-CBiNA(Buffor Cinnamon).—First, H. Map[ilebeck, Moseley, Bir-

mingham. Second, K. White, Sheffield. Third, Duke of Newcastle.
Highly Commended, Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road, London; G.
A. Crewe, Etwall, Derby ; A. P. BurneU, Southwell.
Cochin-Chin-\ (Any other variety.— First, T. IVI. Derry, Gedney. Se-

cond, J. F. Loversidge. Highly Commended, J. Staley, Colliogham,
Newark; F. D. Johnson, Birmingham; R. White.
Ba.iHMAS (Any colour).— First, Jliss A. Hurt, Alderwasloy, Derby.

Extra First, H. Lacy. Hebden Bridge. Second. R. W. Boyle, Galtrim
House, Brav, Co. Wicklow. Highly Commended. H. Lacy ; M. A. Dixon,
Cotgrave ; W. Pares, Ockbrook, Derby ; W. O. Quibell, Newark.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, Duke of Newcastle.

Extra First. B. Jarvis, Mansfield. Second. Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick
Rectors'. Highly Commended, Rev. W. J. Mellor ; R. Swift, Southwell.
Gami! (.Iny other variety).—Firat, R. Swift. Second, R. Pashley, Work-

sop. Highlv Commended, W. H. Wheeler, Carlton, Notts. Commended,
Rev. W. J. Mellor ; Miss E. Crawford. FarnsUeld, Southwell.
Hambdrghs (Gold-spangled).—First, J. White, Whitley, near Wake-

field. Second, S. & K. Asliton, Mottram. Commended, H. E. Emberlin,
Oadby.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First, H. Pickles, jun., Earby. Second,

S. & R. Ashton.
Hambobghs (Gold-pencilled).—First, E. J. Boulton. Second, W. H.

Tomlinson.
Hambcbghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, E. Comber, Warrington. Second,

J. W. George, Beeston Padge. Third, Duke of Newcastle, Clumber.
Crkve-Cceors (Any colour .-First, Col. Stuart Wortley. Second, Hon.

H. W. Fitzwilliaui,'Wentworth Woodhouse. Third, National Poultry
Company.
La Flecke (Any colour).—First, National Poultry Company. Second,

Col. Stuart Wortley.
Hoodans (Any colom-).—First, W. O. Quibell. National Poultry Co.

Third, J. Elgar.
IIGame Bantams (Any variety).-First, J. Crosland, Jan., Wakefield.

Extra First, R. Swift. Second, Rev. E. C. Tiddeman, Childerditch Vicar-

age. Highly Commended, E. Toder, Little Carlton, Newark ; Rev. W. J.

Mellor; E. Crawford; G. Ueafford, Loughborough; W. Parker, Clay-

Cross ; E. BuUimore, Foston.
Bantams (Gold or SUver-laced).—First, W H. Tomlinson. Second,

H. Draycott, Humberstonc. Highly Commended, J. Smith ; T. Davies,
Newport, Mon.
Bantams (White, Clean-legged).—First, Bev.F. Tearle, Newmarket. Se-

cond, Rev. O. E. Cresswell, Hanwortb. Highly Commended. J. R. Jessop,

Hull; S.& R. Asbton.
Bantams (Black, Clean-legged). — First, W 11. Tomlinson. Second,

J. H. Bradwell, Southwell. Third, H. 5t. Maynard, Ryde, Isle of Wight.
Highly Commended, H. Draycott ; W. H. Tomlinson.
Any Varietv.—CocJ;-.—First. Miss E. Crawford. Second, H. Savile.

Third, National Poultry Company. Highly Commended, Hon. Miss
Douglas Pennant ; R Pashley : T. Baker, Leicester ; Mrs. E. Cross,

Appleby Vicarage, Bi-igg; M.A.Dixon; B. Middle-ton. Newark.
Decks (Rouen).—First, M. A. Dixon. Second, J. White. Highly Com-

mended, J. W. Han'ison, Spalding.
Ducks (Aylesbury). — Firat, J. W. Harrison. Second, J. Hornsby,

Grantham. Highly" Commended, Rev. G. Hadler ; W. Pares.

Geese (Any variety).—First, It. Bentlev. Second, Key. G. Hustler

Highly Comm"endod, R. E. Toder; National Poultry Company ; H. SayUe;
T. Houlker, Penridgc.
Turkeys (Any variety).—First, Rev. W. J. Mellor, Colwick Rectory. Se-

cond, W. Sanday, Holme, Picrrcpoint. Third, J. H. Braikenridge, Chew
Magna. Highly Commended, Miss C. Fillingham, Newark.
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Selliwg Clabs.—First, Hon. MIrb Douglas Pennant. Second, Rev. J.
Chapman, Elkesley Vicarage. Third, T. Rogers, Walsall. Fourth, R.
Swift. Highly Commended, R. E. Toder; National Poultry Company;
Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant; Duke of Newcastle ; R, Panhley; H. Mar-
shall, Cropwell Butler ; J. J. Berry, Sheffield ; J. Johnson, Newark ; Lieut-
Col. Eyre, Newark; H. Savile ; A. H. Verity; J. Marchant, Halifax: W.
O. Quibell ; W. H. Tomliuson.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.— Corts.— First and Second, P. Crossley, Elian d. Com-

mended, J. Dcakin, Sheffield. Kf/if.—First, J. Hawley.Bingley. Second,
H. Headly, Leicester. Highly Commended, F. Crossley.
Footers.— Cof t-.i.—First, F. Crossley. Second, C. Biilpin, Bridgewater.

Highly Commended, H. Dr.iycott: J. Jaylor. Commended, J. Hawley.
Hen£.— First and Second, F. Crossley, Highly Commended, .J. Hawlev.

"

Tumblers (Almond).— First, F. Crossley. Second, J. Hawley. Highly
Commended, C. Martin, Chorlton Grove. Manchester.
TuMREERs (Any other variety).—First, F. Crossley. Second, J. Hawley.

Highly Commended, .1. W. Edge.
Beards.—First and Second, W. U. C. Gates.
Barbs. — First, Kev W. J. Mellor. Second, T. Hives. Highly Com-

mended, Rev. W. J. Mellnr ; F. Crossley.
Jacobins.—First, W. H. C. Gates. Second, C. Bulpin. Highly Com-

mended, F. Sales. Commended, J. Hawley.
Owes.—First, F. Crossley. Second, J. 'Fielding, Jan. Highly Com-

mended, T. Hives ; J. Fielding, jun. ; H. Vardley ; F. Crossley ; li. Siddall

;

F. Sale.
TRmiPETERS (White).—First and Second, W. H. C. Gates. Highly

Commended, F. Else ; C. Bulpin ; W. H. C. Gates, Commended, J.
Hawley.
Trdmpeters (.\ny other vai-iety).-First, Rev. W. J. Mellor. Second,

C. Bulpin.
Pantaies.—First, J. Hawley. Second, J. W. Edge. Third, C. Bulpin.

Highly Commended, C. Bulpin ; H. E. Emberlin.
TuRBiTS.— First, H. Mapplebeck. Second, J. Thompson. Highly

Commended. C. Bulpin.
Any New or Distinct Variety.—First, H. Draycott. Eitra First,

National Poultry Company. Second. J. E. Hodges. Highly Commended,
H. Draycott; J, Hawley; H. Yardley ; C. Bulpin; F. H. Paget; W. H. C.
Gates.
Winner of most Points.—Cup, F. Crossley, Ellnnd, Halifax.
Seeling Class.—First, J. Hawley. Second, S. A- R. Ashton. Com-

mended, J. W.Edge; C. Bulpin; T. C. Marshall; J. Taylor; C.Martin;
F. H. Paget ; J. Walker.

Judges.—Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier. Lonclon ; Mr. T. J. Charlton,
Bradford ; and Mr. W. Harvey, Sheffield.

THE RABBITS AT THE HANLEY SHOW.
Allow me to make a few remarks as to the regulations of

the classes for Eabbitg. There were three classes, one for the
heaviest weight, another for the longest ears, and a third for
" any other variety, irrespective of length of ears or heaviest
weight." In all these classes Lop-eared Ilabbits took all the
prizes. Of course they have a right to do so in their own class

;

and at present I believe they are the heaviest kind of Babbits.
They have, consequently, as good as two classes devoted to

them, and against which no one can say anything ; but I do
not, and I think exhibitors will agree with me, think it fair to

admit Lop-eared Babbits into the " any other variety class," for

it is well known amongst Babbit-breeders that any variety of

Babbit has little, or no chance against the beautiful Lop-eared
Babbit. I therefore hope that the Committee of the Hanley
Poultry Show will make some alteration in their schedule as to

the classes for Babbits before another Show.

—

Bcnnt.

PIGEONS.
MATING WITTt :iIEAr,y KOUP.

Mr. Huie's article on " Pigeons," in last week's Jonrnal,
contains some valuable information, and I think the thanks of

fanciers are due to him for it. I believe, however, that he is

mistaken in some of his statements, especially where, speaking
of matching Yellow Pied Pouters with Mealies, he says, " the
produce would be mostly Mealy Yellows, with strongly defined
bars." Now, I think this requires qualifying a little, for it

surely must greatly depend on how the Yellows are bred. Last
spring I matched a Mealy cock with red bars to a Yellow hen
bred from a Bed, and the produce were three Bed cocks, with
scarcely any sign of a bar, and a good colour. Besides, are
there not such birds as Mealies without any bars at all ? If

not, I shall be glad to learn what is their proper name.
I can confirm what Mr. Huie says with regard to matching

Blues and Whites. It strengthens the constitution of the
latter, and the produce will frequently be Whites with blue-
splashed tails, which birds, matched to pure Whites, will

throw more pure Whites than splashes. I think this is what
Mr. Tegetmeier wished to illustrate when he spoke of "the
slavish fear of breeding away from some one particular colour."
I should not fear, either, to match a White with a Pale Bed

;

of course some splashes would be among the progeny, but they

would be capital birds to match to Whites again. In my
opinion this intermixture of colour is the only sure way o(
getting strength and vigour in one's birds ; but I would never
cross a Bed with a Blue. I should think it the worst cross
of any. The produce are smutty Beds, with the edge of each
red feather tipped with a bluish grey, which gives the birds
a sort of pencilled appearance on the wings. Then the pro-
duce of such birds are worse still, even when matched to Beds—Mealies, smutty Blues, Chequers, and Beds, with the traces
of the Blue strain still left.

I find roup in Pigeons easily cured by administering a pill
every night, about the size of a bean, made of equal parts o£
gentian, ginger, Epsom salts, and flowers of sulphur, misedl
together with treacle to make it bind. This will also cure it in
poultry, unless a very bad case. I found the recipe in the
" Diary for the Dairy, Piggery, Poultry Yard, and Apiary," by
an Essex amateur, which used to be published annually.

I hope Mr. Huie will be induced to give us more of his
experience in Pigeon-breeding.

—

Alfred Heath, Calnc.

THE CAXARY club PROJECT.
The very excellent remarks of your correspondent, Mr.

Bedwell, upon this head must, I feel assured, meet with the
hearty concurrence of the large body of Canary exhibitors who
contribute these beautiful specimens so extensively at the
principal shows in the kingdom, foremost amongst which are
the Crystal Palace, the Southampton (Hampshire Ornitholo-
gical Association), the Sunderland (North of England Ornitholo-
gical Association), and other shows heldin the midland counties.

Your correspondent asks some one to assist him in this work,
and very handsomely augments his worthy suggestion witb
the offer of a substantial subscription towards carrying ont the
object in view. As a secretary of some ten years' experience
in the management of these annual displays, I am induced to

offer one or two suggestions, which I hope will not be lost

sight of should the subject contemplated be carried into effect.

In the first place, a club established on a good, sound, and;

popular basis would naturally assist local exhibitions in many
ways, such as issuing a code of rules for general management
of shows, and the adoption of a " Standard of Excellence,"'

whereby exhibitors may be made fully acquainted with the
important points of excellence necessary to success. This
course, once adopted, wiU undoubtedly bring under the
notice of those interested in the management of shows
of thi-i haracter gentlemen competent to adjudge the Canary
prizes, at present unknown to many. I make these remarks
without the slightest reflection upon those gentlemen upon
whom this difficult and oftentimes unthankful office falls, but
in the hope that we shall obtain an infusion of new blood in

the list of Canary judges, which, I believe, is acknowledged
by men of no small experience in these matters to be a subject

quite necessary to the progress of this branch of ornitholo-

gical study.

Your correspondent refers to one of the most important
features of a Canary club—that of holding exhibitions in one
of the principal towns every year. Now, to make the holding

of these shows a matter of sure success, they should not be
held too close together. For instance, they should be held in

various parts of the kingdom, adopting some towns where
local committees of known experience can be formed to carry

out the necessary work.
Another suggestion is that the club be made as self-supporting

as possible. One source of its income could be derived from
sums being contributed by the innumerable committees of

local shows, who, in return, should be allowed the privilege of

electing members from their respective committees to co-operate

with the principal managers of the club. And further, each
subscribing committee should be furnished with copies of the
" Standard of Excellence," and be granted such privileges in

accordance with the contributions, which should, in my
opinion, be on a sliding scale, commencing, say, at 10.<., and
for each additional 10s. subscribed the greater benefits should

be given.

One oflice I certainly should like to see the club should be

called upon to perform,—that in case of any extraordinary

dispute arising between a committee and exhibitor, which
could not be settled by the local committee to the satisfaction

of both parties, that the matter in dispute be referred to the

stewards of the club, whose decision should be final. These
and innumerable other matters of more or less import could.
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be introduced into the management, and, I believe, would
conduce to tlao success not only of the club itself, but of the

societies who would be in union with it. I therefore venture

to hope that the largo body of Canary exhibitors throughout

the country will avail themselves of this opportunity, and
assist Mr. Bedwell to carry into effect his excellent suggestion.
—Philip Wauuen, Soutliampton (Hon. Sec. JIanqtshirc Oi-iu-

tholojj ical Association).

SILKWORM-REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. r,.

TnE most essential requirement in silkworm-rearing is a

STiitable place to contain the worms. Such a structure in

Italy is called II casti'Iln, or the castle, and may be manu-
factured after various designs. One of the most simple and
useful is formed by means of four upright posts, which support

any given number of stages or shelves, on which the worms are

kept. Such a structure must be adapted in size not only to the

room in which it is placed, but also to the number of worms
to be reared. It is customary to have one for every half-

ounce of eggs to be hatched, and most writers allow to the

same, in a general way, from five to six stages.

I shall describe one of six stages of full size, allowing some-
what more space than usual ; for I am fully convinced that

silkworms require more room than they ordinarily obtain.

Persons who rear worms from many ounces of eggs should

Lave a castle or two to spare.

My castle has six stages, 12 feet long and 4 feet wide. Each
shelf thus contains 48 feet of space, and the whole six 288.

Half a dozen such castles could stand end to end, thus making
one, if required, or in any other way suited to the room.
The easiest and best way of putting together the tables or

stages is to take two splines, 1 inch by 1
! , to form the sides.

These are placed parallel to each other at 4 feet apart, and
are to be connected by nine cross half-inch splines, let into the

sides at the bottom, naUing them securely with IJ-inch wrought
nails, so as not to spUt the wood. Thus the stage will be
formed into eight compartments, each 18 inches wide, the

distance at which each cross piece will be from the other.

This frame thus finished should he strong and firm, with its

inch edgings upwards, which will servo to prevent the silk-

worms falling off.

The next proceeding is to cover the inside with some mate-
rial, which, though tolerably close, will yet admit the air. For
this purpose bamboo canes, split up, are much used on the Con-
tinent. Some people only put on thinnish wire, forming meshes
about 3 inches square, and then cover with rather stiii paper.

This kind of netting is very suitable, hut I do not like the

paper covering, for it will not last much more than one season.

I substitute canvas, or some cheap grey calico, which can be

tacked on. This, when dirty, can be removed to be washed.

The next articie I shall more particularly name for covering

these tables, instead of the wire, &c., would be reeds, which
can be bedded over the cross pieces and secured down by

twine or thin laths nailed to the splines. The table thus

covered will present one even surface for the worms, and the

cross pieces below will be out of sight, hut will be useful, not

only to hold the frame together, but as supports over which

to place the materials when the worms spin. If desired, the

ends of these tables could have cross pieces like the aide rails
;

thus there would be a protection against the worms faUing

from thence, and equality all the way round. Where, how-

ever, these castles are erected to stand end to end, this precau-

tion is not required.

It now remains to prepare four square or round posts, very

strong and straight, about 3 inches in diameter and the height

of the room, which for this castle should be at least lOJ feet.

These posts are each to have six holes, 1 inch in diameter,

drilled through them, all in a perpendicular Une up their sides,

to receive O-inch pegs—viz., 3 inches will be inserted in the

posts and 3 inches will project from them. These pegs are to

be about 18 inches apart, 18 inches from the floor of the room,

and rather more from the ceiling. These prepared posts are

then placed upright between the floor and ceiling, and rnade

quite secure by wedges if necessary, or if they could be let into

the ceiling, and fastened to the beams there, all the better ; at

any rate they must be secured firmly.

The posts are placed upright in pairs, with the pegs facing,

at 4 feet apart, or the width of the stages they have to support,

and which rest on the pegs, one above the other, at 18 inches

apart. The ends of the stages may project beyond the poles

nearly a yard, and be secured to the pegs to avoid the danger

of shifting. Some persons instead of pegs put pieces of wood

or rails entirely through from post to post, forming a kind of

ladder, on the staves of which the stages are laid, but either

mode will answer the purpose well if stability be insured.

The above description of a silkworm house will answer for

all systems generally adopted, whether on a large or small scale.

Some are erected to swing by ropes from balks in the ceiling,

without touching the floor ; some are suspended from the walls,

and others have the posts provided with feet, which are very

necessary when the castle is small, and does not extend up to

the ceiling. Such a structure of half the size I have described

could be made for even parlour use, with any polish and

embellishment desired. I have studied economy and use, and

leave all decorations to the will of my readers.

In case of erecting stages round the walls of a room, to which

there is no objection provided the ventilation is not impeded

and the walls are dry, they must not be above 2 feet in width ;

for, unlike the castle I have described, no person can go round

them to perform the necessary work in attending the worms.

Two feet is a su£6cient distance for a moderate-sized person to

reach without incommoding the insects.

There is a custom among many silkworm-rearers to make use

of boards for these stages, but they are not so suitable. Ex-

pert rearers condemn them. The air cannot penetrate to dry

the worm's excrements, &c., which, collecting, soon putrefy,

producing an unhealthy fermentation beneath the worms, giving

off carbonic acid gas, w'hich is very injurious, laying the founda-

tion of all the direful diseases which attack silkworms. I must,

therefore, impress fully on my readers the necessity of using

stages, of whatever material constructed, through which the

air can pass.

—

Edwaed Habman, jun.

UTILISING AND UNITING CONDEMNED BEES.

Oke of the most interesting, and certainly not the least pro-

fitable modes of turning a moderate amount of practical apiarian

knowledge to account, is, during the autumn, to sally forth and

collect all the condemned bees from farmers and cottage bee-

keepers within a radius of from four to five miles, and having

expelled them from their habitations by driving, convey them

to one's own apiary, there to be appUed either to the strengthen-

ing of such of our own colonies as may happen to stand in

need of a reinforcement, or to be established as new stocks,

and by a liberal supply of simple syrup fed up to a sufiieient

weight to stand the winter. It is, of course, to be hoped that in

process of time there will remain but few bee-keepers who
have not attained such a very moderate amount of practical

bee knowledge as may enable them to drive and unite bees for

themselves ; but pending the arrival of that golden age, whose

advent I am always ready to assist in bringing about, but

which still appears to remain so very far distant, the more

advanced bee-keeper may find both pleasure and profit in

devoting some of the glorious afternoons with which we are
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favoured during tbe autumn to bee-driving expeditions—

a

pleasure whicli must be increased by the reflection that he is

thereby rescuing countless thousands of industrious little

labourers from a violent and untimely death, and by profits, the
value of which can scarcely fail to be enhanced by similar

humane considerations.

When about to start upon one of these expeditions, I secure

beforehand the services of a small boy, who propels before him
a nondescript kind of trap, composed of the wheels, lower
frame, and springs of a child's perambulator, from which the
Beat has been removed and replaced by a horizontal platform,
formed by ahght wooden frame nearly 4 feet long by 15 inches
wide. Upon this are ranged four common straw hives, tied

up in as many bee cloths, and a small leather travelling bag,
the whole being well secured by a piece of stout patent sash-
line, passing from front to rear, and strung through a loop in the
top of each hive and through the handles of the bag. This latter

contains the following articles : A piece of coarse towelling

1^ yards long by 8 inches wide, rolled up, with the end secured
by a stout pin, .and 6 yards of small cord wound round it, a
fumigating tube charged with cellar fungus, a box of matches,
a short iron skewer, a small packing needle, threaded with a
yard or so of stout twine, two or three little boxes made of

perforated zinc, and fitted with sliding covers, a set of three
honey knives, a couple of sheets of newspaper, a piece of half-

inch wood, 13 inches long by 8 inches wide, one or two strong
quill feathers, half-a-dozen pieces of small cord or stout twine,
each from U- to 2 yards in length, and a veil for shielding the
face in case of necessity, which latter is, however, but seldom
used.

Arrived at the scene of action, I first ascertain what stocks
are to be operated on, mark every one distinctly, either by at

once removing the straw hackle or in some other equally
nnmistakeable manner, and obtain the loan of an empty bucket,
with a couple of kitchen chairs, all of which are forthwith
conveyed to the apiary.

And hero, whilst repeating the confession which I made in
page 188, that 1 know of no mode of uniting adult bees, which
is free from the chance of an occasional failure, 1 may be per-

mitted to acknowledge ray belief that we are indebted to the
Bev. P. V. M. Filleul for the first discovery of a fact upon which
are based all my more recent modes of uniting bees, and by
which it seems to me that the risk of failure is reduced to a

minimum. It is, I believe, some eighteen years since that

accomplished apiarian, writing under the nom <Il' 2>hi>iie of "A
Country Cdkate," informed the readers of The Cottage G.iK-

BENER that he had found that if the inhabitants of two or

more stocks of bees were driven in succession into the same
empty hive, a peaceful union would be the result. A very
considerable amount of experience having satisfied me of the
general truth of this axiom, it will be found that the manipu-
lations which I am about to describe are substantially based
upon it.—A Devonsuire Bee-keeper.

(To be continued.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
Lice on Fowi,e (D. H.)-—Complaints of lice always come after a wet

time. When all the laud is saturated, birds cuunot find their dust hath,

and that is the only remedy or preventive for this infliction. Every
poultry run should bo provided with some sheltered place, and this

should be supplied with fine dust, road-Rrit, and briclUayers' rubbish in

heaps. To these, or to either of the first, should be added some black
fcrimstone, of the commonest sort, in the proportion of a pound to a

Jjushel of sand. The birds will show their need of it by running to it, as

a thirsty man does to water. There are otlier parasites besides lice, aud
some of them are visible only throuKh microscopic agency. By that

help they may bo seen clustering round the poll of a chicken in heaps, or

suspending themselves in hunches. The immediute cure for that is to

rub oil on tbe poll, along the backbone, and under the wings. They nre

Ihe parts specially chosen by these pests. We believe this will cure

yours. Wo have treated your question generally, because we think that

By making proper dust baths you should have no such plague amoug
adult fowls. Chickens whi^n out of health will he subject to them. We
do not think cinders or ashes, except wood ashes, make good dust baths.

Cinders are worse than nothing, as they stick in the feathers and tor-

ment the birds. If you have given such they may partly cause the dis-

comfort manifested" by the birds. Partridge? will teach you a lesson on
dust baths. When we have had long wet weather you will find in every
light-soiled beetling bank under the naked roots of trees, regular recesses

Jormed by the birds using it for their baths, and the traces left of its

constant use.
Plumage of Dark Erar^ia Pootra Cockerel (Johu Milton).—Black

feathers tipped with white are not objectionable ou the thighs of a

Brahma cock.
Poultry VARrETiEs in One Ruk (J. fl".).—The effects of promiscuous

intercourse we believe not to cease until a hen has laid her whole season's

eggs and become broody. Some poultry-keepers, however, think that

after three weeks the effects have passed away.

Brahma Pootras {E. B. ir.).—There are no such birds as "White"
Brahmas. They are called "Light;" the body is white, but the hackle,
tail, and flights are black. Coloured Brahmas will do very well in con-
finement, quite as well as or better than Cochins. Dorkings will not do id
confinement. We always shudder when we hear of fowls in a yard. We
picture to ourselves one paved with flagstones. Some years since we
were staying in St. Leonard's, in Eversfield Place, and looking out of the
back window could see half a dozen melancholy birds standing about oir
one foot on large flagstones that were carefully washed every morning

—

flat-footed birds that had lost the habit of scratching, that only saw the
8UU for half an hour in the twenty-four, that turned with loathing from
the '^toiijours perdrix" of the clean barley lying on the stones to the
variety of the dust heap. Fowls will do ou anything but flagstones,
bricky, or hoards.
Earlobes of Black Bantams (B. H. A/.).—Black Bantams must have

white deaf-eurs. They are by no means ueceisary for White or other
colours.
Crooked Breast \(R. B. J.).—Thi-^ deformity in fowls usually arises

from constitutional weakness—like the rickets in children. The chickens
are stimulated into rapid growth, so that their amount of muscle is far
out of proportion to the growth of tho houes. These being in a gristly
state, and the muscles on one side being more developed than on the
other side, tho breastbone is soon pulled into a crooked form. Nourishing
but not stimulating food, rusty iron in the water trough, plenty of greecj
food, and a good run, are the best preventives. Kever breed from a
crooked-breasted fowl—"like begets like."

Malt Dust (A Constant Reader).—You may generally obtain malt dust
at any corn-dealer's in the countiy. It may bo given as a stimulant mixed
with bailey meiil.

Dlxks (.4. 3'.).—Yon can keep Ducks in any place, where you can give
them an outlet either into a yard, or to gi-ass or garden land. They re-

quire but little water, and are by no means dainty. It is not necessary
to keep a drake, unless you intend to set the eggs. If you send to our
office seven postage stamps with your address, and ord^r " Poultry Book
for the Many," you will have it sent free by post. It contains directions
for keeping Ducks.
Incubator {A Subscrihi'i).—There are several makers of them, and we

cannot venture to recommend one more than the others. You will see
the advertisements in some of our back numbers. Write to tho makera
for information and select for yourself.
Isle of Peru.—" T. C. H." will be much obliged by " W. H K." stating

in what atlas or work this inland is mentioned.
Canary Seed (Hfrfford).—Retailers must have a large profit, or it would

not be worth tlieir attention. The portraits you refer to never appeareiJ
before in our columns.
Canaries {Lncicn).—If you send twenty postage stamps with your

address, aud order "The Canary," the hook will be sent to you free by
post. It contains full directions for their management.
Red Lice in Canary Cage IBumlen).—Lime will not destroy them,

but flowers of sulphur rubbed into all the openings, aud a little mixed
with the sand on tbe cage floor, will extirpate them.
Hen House Fleas (A. D. E.).—Several of the feverfews, especially

Pyrcthruui roseum and carneum, if dried aud powdered, and sprinkled
about tho house, are said to drive away fleis.

Pigeons uaving Incased Featheks {B. }V.).—Your Pigeons have not
moulted freely, a general complaint this season, caused by the protracted
damp and cold weather after harvest. It is well tho feather has fallen

out, aud if the bird lives it will be replaced by a new one during spring.

Indian corn is good feeding: add, if possible, a few small tick beans and
vetches, but spare your wheat till the breeding season ; the harder the
food the better during winter. The short breathing proceeds from weak-
ness, and often appears in Pigeons that have not moulted freely. Keep
your birds warm and dry at night, this is of great consequence. Give
them plenty of clean water to wash in, daily if possible. Use a large
vessel about 3^ inches deep. Washing is life to all birds that do wash.
Fill an 8-inch 'flower-pot saucer with fresh gardener field earth, free

from manure or chemicals, and mix well through it lialf a tea- cupful of

salt; all your birds may peck freely at this mixture, of which they are
very fond, you will find this improve them quickly both in health and
plumage. Should the salt appear to purge (as it may do at first) remove
it for a few days. Give pleuty old bruised mortar, and let your birds fly

if convenientin dry weather. Your sick birds may have a handful of

hempseed once or twice a-week, but if the seed is not digested by
morning give no more of it.

Bars for Supers (C.A.J.).~'V,'c use tbe same bars in supers as in

stock hives, but place them a little wider apart, using only eight instead

of nine bars in a 13-inch box.
Gratings to Exclude Drones (Wcwi).—Gratings with .apertures

three-sixteenths of an inch wide arc used to exclude the queen and
drones from supers.
Revolving Frames (Idcin).—Vi'e believe that the German centrifugal

machine extracts all the honey from combs without inj uring them in any
way.
Size of Nucleus Boxes {Tdevi).—Our nucleus boxes are 6^ inches

wide inside, and accommodate four combs in each at equal distances
apart.
Combs Beyond the Bars (Wcjh).— When there is an overflowing

honey harvest bees will crowd every available cranny in their hives with
combs, even the space which is left between the ends of the frames and
the sides of a Woodbury hive. The occasional slight obstructions thus
caused to the removal of the combs can readily be cleared away, aud are

a much more trivial inconveiiieuce than would be esiJerienced in mani-
pulating frames in an unduly contracted hive.

POULTRY MARKET.—January 22.

The suprly of the market is small, but small .as it is. there is scarcely

trade enough to consume it. There is gi-eat depression in every branch.
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WEEKLY CALENDAR.

Day
of

Month

30
31
1

2
3
4

6

D»y
of

Week.

Tn
F
S
SCN
51

Tn
W

JAN. 30—FEB. 5, 1868.

Meeting of Royal Society.
Mectintr of Royiil Institution.

Royal Horticuitnr.Tl Society, Promenade.
4 SUN-DAV AFTER EPlPHANY.
Meeting of Entoniologi»;al Society.
Meeting of Institute of Civil Engineers.
Meeting of Society of Arts anti Geological

[Society.

Average Temperature
near London.

Rain In
last

41 years.

Day.
4-1.4

44.7
4H.n

44,;!

44.;i

44.5

45.5

Niaht.
82.2
30.5

31.0

31.0

BO.y

30.4

33.3

Mean.
.S8.8

37.6

87.5

87.6

87.6

37.5
89.4

Days.
21
in
13
15
20
19
19

Sun
Rises.

m. h.
•46 aJ 7
43 7

Snn
Sets.

in. ta.

44af 4
45 4

Moon
Rises.

Moon
Sets.

6aflO
!
SSatlO

31 10
58 10
28 11
after.

SI

48 1

morn.
4

15 1

25 2
86 3
42 4

Moon's
Age.

7

>
9
10
11
12

Clock
before
Snn.

13 S3
13 42
IS 51

13 59
14 6
14 12
14 17

DST
01

Year

30
SI
32
S3
84
35
36

From observations taken near London daring tho last Jorty-ono years, the average day temperature of the week is 45.1°; and its night

temperature 31.3'. The greatest heat was 57", on the Ist, 1852 ; and 3rd, 1850 ; and the lowest cold 8', on the Slst, 1857. The greatest fall

of rain was 0.75 inch.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

O <jrow this useful winter vegetable snccess-

fuUy the seed should bo sown in the first or

second weeli in January in pans or boxes, and
placed in a cold pit, late Peach house, vinery,

or any place where there is sufficient warmth
to cause the seeds to vegetate, and where the

young plants may have abundance of air at

all times without being injured by frost. The
seeds should be scattered thinly over the sur-

face of the soil in the pans or boxes, and just

covered with any light soil. If the seed is sown too thiclcly,

and the pans should have too much water at any time

during the dull and sunless weather generally prevailing

at tliis season, tliere is danger of the seedlings damping-
off. The pans should have only just sufficient water to

keep the yoimg seedling plants from flagging ; if the soil

is tolerably moist when the seed is sown no water will be
required before the end of Januaiy or the second week in

February.
About the end of February the young plants should be

pricked-out, about -3 inches apart, into other boxes or pans.

and placed in a position wliere they will have the benefit

of a Httle more wannth till the end of March. During this

time they should be kept rather dry, giving them water
only when they show signs of flagging. The soil into

which they are pricked-out should not be pressed too firmly

into the pans or boxes, and should be composed of two-

tliirds leaf soil and one-third loam. In this the young
plants will root very freely without making very much
gi'owth ; the scanty supply of water will also prevent then-

gi'owing very rapidly. During tliis time they will be gain-

ing strength and maturity, and wOl show the benefit tliey

have derived from their early treatment.

On planting-out in the open ground, about the second
week in April, the young plants should be carefully shaken
out of the soil they liave been gi'owing in, when it will be
found that each plant has a fine mass of roots attached to

it. Ha\'ing selected as many plants as will be considered
necessary for the purposes of the famil}', they should be
carefully planted-out m an old pit or frame, about fi inches
apart, in good soil. Here they should have all the au-

that can possibly be given them. After they have been
planted a week or ten days, about the first week in May
tlie point of each plant should be pmched-out, and as soon
as the plant begins to push-out side shoots, three or foiu-

of the most prominent should be selected to form the futiu-e

stems, and all the others should be removed. This is the

most important point to which I wish to direct attention,

for the adoption of the practice will enable one to grow
four times the quantity of sprouts of first-rate quality on
one plant that could bo obtained in tho ordinary way of

cultivating Brussels Sprouts. The plants may remain in

this position till the first week in May, when they may be
removed to the open gi-ound. and be permanently planted.

Having described the early spring treatment from the
sowing of the seed to the period for planting-out in

the permanent beds, I will proceed witli the after-treat-

ment. It is necessary that the soil should be good and
NO. 357.-V0I,. xrv.. New Series.

deep. Having selected the piece of land in wliich the

plants are to be grown, place regularly over it a good layer

of manure about 2 inches tluck. This should be worked

into the bottom of each trench as the ground is trenched

or dug. The gi-ound may be thrown up in little ridges or

left in rough spits, but it is important tliat it should be

prepared in this way for the crop as early in the autumn
or winter as may be convenient. In the first week in May,
when the plants are ready for planting-out, the ground

may be slightly dug over for tho purpose of levelling it

:

drills should then be drawn at 4 feet apart, in which the

plants may be planted after taking them from their spring

quarters with good balls. They should be carefully planted

with a trowel, not witli a dibber, o feet apart. The soil

must be pressed firmly about the roots, and the operation

of planting should be finislied by giving them a good water-

ing, and placing a stick to each plant.

The stick should be pushed into the ground to a proper

depth to enable it to support the four stems when suffi-

ciently advanced. It shoidd be about 4 feet long ; this

will admit of a length of 1 foot being pushed into the

ground, leaving •'! feet of it above the surface, to which
part tlie four stems may be made secure. Each shoot

shoiUd be tied to the stick as soon as it has grown
4 or 5 inches long ; this will cause the shoots to grow
perfectly straight, and prevent their being split off from

the parent stem by high winds ; and as the shoots mature
their growth, they should be gone over occasionally, and
fresh ties added to keep them in theii- places.

During the summer months the plants should be co-

piously supplied with manure in a liquid state ; the decay-

ing leaves should also be removed. This will allow the

small sprouts to develope. and wUl also permit the air to

circulate freely amongst them, causing them to assume
that dark p-een colour which adds so much to their appear-

ance and flavour. If Brussels Sprouts are wanted early

in the autumn, tlie tops should be broken out of a score or

two of the plants, tliis will cause them to mature their side

sprouts much earlier than they would otherwise do.

To have a regular succession of Brussels Sprouts from
August to April it will be necessary to make tkree sow-

ings—namely, the first in the first or second week in

.January ; the second in the first week in February ; and
the third in the first week in jMarch. The first two sow-

ings should be treated as previously recommended, but the

tliird may be made in the open ground, The plants from
tlus sowing should not be stopped, as there will not be
time for them to matm-e their new stems and to clothe

them with young buds before the winter sets in, except in

very warm localities.

Many advantages will be gained by cultivating Brussels

Sprouts in tlie way I have described, and the trouble is not

so great as at first it may appear. I feel confident that

even market growers would find it would pay them to culti-

vate then- Brussels Sprouts in this way, for each plant

may be made to produce four times the number of sprouts,

and these of a much superior qualit}- to what we commonly
see. Generally a large number of the plants in every

piece of Brussels Sprouts will be found either blown oyer

No. 1009.-VOL. XXXIX., Old Series.
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by the wind or borne to the ground by their own weight ; the
censequence is that one-third of the sprouts is rendered use-
less and unfit for sale, whereas if grown in the way I recom-
mend not a sprout need be spoiled, and all are rendered sale-

able. Besides, for a gentleman's garden, when we take into
consideration the neat appearance of a plantation of Brussels
•Sprouts grown as described above, I think I may safely call

the attention of cultivators of this useful vegetable to the
system of culture I have described, well Imowing that the result
to be gained v.-iU more than repay them for the additional
trouble they may he put to.—J. Wills.

CULTURE OF LAPAGERIA ROSEA.
Lapaoeeia rosea is one of the finest greenhouse climbers in

aultivation, and, what adds to its value, it flowers during the
winter mouths, when almost any flower is welcome. It is,

however, not so universally gi-own as it deserves to be, and
when it is to be found in collections of plants it is not always
in such good health as desirable. A few years ago plants of it

were expensive, it being generally propagated by layering ; but
now seeds are ripened in the London nurseries, and hundreds
of seedlings are raised. This is a much preferable way of

propagation. Plants can now be purchased at half a crown
each—a price which places it within the reach of the most
humble cultivator of greenhouse plants.

I shall suppose that a small plant has been obtained, and
that it is growing in a 60-sized pot. It ought to be placed at
once in the warmest part of the greenhouse, for although it is

a greenhouse plant, it will do with more heat and less air than
most. I have cultivated Lapagerias in the plant stove, but I
do not recommend stove culture for them, as the plant is more
liable to be attacked by parasites. That most difiicult to
dislodge after it has gained any degree of ascendency is the
mealy bug. of which the strips of matting that the shoots have
been tied-in with are favourite hiding places, and the ties

must all be undone that the plant may be washed, much
damage resulting to the plant during the operation. In the
stove it is also liable to the attacks of thrips, which can easily
be destroyed by smoking with tobacco, and the sort I find
most effectual is shag, at Ss. Gd. per lb., which is cheaper than
most tobacco paper at Is. 6d. I have also found that in a stove
neither the flowers nor leaves exhibit the same bright healthy
appearance which they have when the plant is growing in a
greenheuse temperature.
"When the plants are well established in 60-sized pots they

ought to be shifted at once into pots 6 inches in diameter, in-
side measure, taking care that plenty of drainage is placed
carefully in the pot first, and over the drainage a little rough
tm'fy peat, from which the finer particles have been sifted.

The materials in which the plants are to be potted ought to be
tntfy peat torn to pieces instead of being chopped up with a
spade, and used without any admixture, except some silver
sand if the peat is deficient in sand, which some sorts of peat
require, and of which others contain enough naturally. The
addition of a little charcoal is also sometimes beneficial.
The Lapageria requires plenty of water during the growing

season, but it can be overwatered ; and if the material in
which it is potted becomes sour, either from careless watering
or bad peat, it will soon become unhealthy. There are some
sorts of peat which retain the water until they are converted into
a soapy mass, from which every particle of fibre will have
disappeared ; and if a handful is taken up and squeezed,
the inky water will ooze out between the fingers. In peat of
this sort no plant wiU thrive, hence the importance of select-
ing good peat ; if on squeezing it in the hand it leaves a stain
it may be safely rejected as unsuitable for any gardening pur-
pose.
The Lapageria is a slow-growing plant, and will not make

much progress the first year; but in twelve months, if the
pot is full of roots, it may be shifted into a 9 or 10-inch pot,
and when it has filled that size with roots, which may be in
twelve months more, it may be shifted into any size ranging
from 12 to IS inches, and a trellis must be provided for it.

That which I admire the most is one I have seen in use for
the purpoce at Messrs. Veitch's, of Chelsea, and which is

somewhat umbrella-shaped. The shoots are trained up what
may be called the handle of the umbrella, and under and
around the framework. They ought to be trained so that the
greater part of the flowers may hang from the outer circle,

and in this way the plant has a most charming effect.

I have proved from experience that the Lapageria sneeeeds
well when cultivated in pots, hut it does equally well, if a
suitable position can be obtained for it, when planted out in
the greenhouse or conservatory. A border ought to be pre-
pared for it by excavating the soil to the depth of 3 feet,

placing at the bottom of the border 1 foot of broken bricks,
and over these a layer of turfy peat with the grass side down-
wards, filling up with the same material as previously recom-
mended for pot culture, only using it rougher. The lumps
of charcoal should be from the size of a pigeon's egg to that of

a man's clenched fist. Treated in this way it will grow freely,

and will require little attention, except training the shoots,
not allowing them to twist round wires. It is also much
benefited by being occasionally syringed during the stimmer
months.—J. Douglas.

HEATING BY STO^^S.
I, AS well as other readers, feel indebted to " J. W." for his

interesting article on stoves for small greenhouses, vineries,

and other structures, more especially as many who have small
houses are deterred from using them, by many reported failures

of those who have tried them, and given them up because they
found the simple management too troublesome. I have fre-

quently stated that for small or even moderate-sized single
houses there is no mode of heating that will compare with the
stove, as respects economy of fuel. I do not even object to an
iron stove, but I would like these two conditions to be fulfilled

:

First, the stove should be so large as to have the firebox lined
with firebrick, and an open space for fire of 8 or mere inches
square ; this box to stand an inch or two free of the sides of

the stove. Secondly, the top should be flat, or level, so as to

receive a vessel of water.
" J. W.'s " plan seems to combine most of the good points of

the iron stove and the brick stove. There is just one point on
which I should like to have a little more information, and that

is the length of time the arch of sheet iron {d. in the section),

may be supposed to last. I am sure that " J. W." will give

his assistance here, especially when I assure him that even
from my own correspondence such a mode of heating small
places is very much considered by those who are able to afford

no other mode of heating. From my own experience all plate

iron exposed directly to the fire very soon burns out. When ii'on

stoves are used in chui-ches and chapels, and sheet-iron pipes
are used to carry off the products of combustion, two or three

new pieces are generally required every winter. In this case

the smoke and soot as well as the fire eat into the metal, and
there would be little or no soot on the arched plate in the section

on page 28. True, the plate could be easily replaced, but it

would be as well to have an idea of its probable duration.

I have not a doubt but that the plan answers admirably; and
it will save the smoke pipe being seen when it can be taken
into a back wall, but 1 do not think the heat will be so equally

difl'used as when the stove is near the front, or the middle,

instead of the back of the house. Other circumstances, how-
ever, being favourable, I would prefer even a little larger stove

against the back wall of the house, as it interferes less with
the internal arrangements.

In the desire for simplicity, the iron casing may even be too

complex for some who would like a mellower heat than can be
obtained from an iron stove, without extra care and trouble,

unless the firebox is free of the sides of the stove. For their

sakes, without in the least depreciating the plan of " J. W.,"
—quite the reverse—I would say, that they will succeed by
following his plan of a firebrick firebox, &c., substituting brick

for the sand and iron, carrying the walls up square, and having
a plate of iron one-half to three-quarters of an inch thick over

the top. This may be let into the bricks with a sand joint all

round. If I wished to be particular I would here borrow from
" J. W.," and do just what we do with an old iron stove—have
a piece of sheet iron over the top, resting at least on 2 or

3 inches of the brickwork, and therefore all that larger than
the opening above the fireplace, on this place from 1 to

2 inches of sand, and the heavier plate—say, from a quarter to

half an inch thick, above that. In this way, merely by moving
the upper loose plate, and taking off the sand, the interior of

the stove could be examined at any time.

By such a simple mode, and that also so well followed out by
" J. W.," the principle of the Arnott's stove, whether of iron or

formed of brick, is so tar departed from that after the heat from

the fire has come in contact with the top of the stove, there is
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no mode resorted to for preventing that heat finding its way to

the smoke vent. This ooiild be easily done by fixing a fire-

brick or himp iu front of that opening, but from 1} to 2 inches

from it, which would causa the heat to beat more against the

sides of the stove before escaping by the chimney. So far

the theory is right and feasible enough ; but in practice, if the

smoke pipe goes out at the side of the stove, and if that open-

ing is or more inches from the inside top of the stove, and

if the ashpit door is close, from whence the air for combustion
almost alone must come, then such partial bIocl;ing-up of the

outlet is of little or no consequence. Anything of the cliaracter

of a damper in the smoke chimney would also prove an an-

noyance.
Some time ago I wrote on the importance of such matters as

those above referred to, and without experience I would not

have credited that heat could bo so regulated and economised

—

that is, kept in the stove, merely by regulating the air admitted
at the ashpit opening. On lighting an old iron stove here,

the ashpit drawer is generally pulled out. As the fire burns it

is put partly iu, and when the fire iias fully taken hold the

drawer is put iu altogether, and three small slits one-eighth of

an inch wide and an inch long are left open until the stove

and the ."J-inch metal pipe through the roof become tolerably

warm. A length of about 7 feet of that 9-feet pipe is upright

in the house. With air on at the ashpit door, even with
these three slits open, the pipe close to the roof will be almost
as warm as the stove, showing clearly that then a good portion

of the heat from the fuel is escaping into the open air; but

when we close two of these air-slits, it is a long time before

the heat is at all diminished in the stove, but the upper part

of the pipe soon becomes cool, showing that but little heat is

escaping into the open air. The regulation of air by the ash-

pit door has, therefore, a great effect in economising heat, and
does, in fact, what otherv.-ise might be effected by blocks and
dampers. Every ashpit door left open when the fire is esta-

blished, proves incontestably, whether connected with a stove,

furnace, or boiler, that the fireman is either ignorant or too

careless to practise what he knows. Such a simple matter as

leaving ashpit doors open in the case of common furnaces is

only of little importance where fuel is of little value. I hope
that all who have commenced, or intend commencing with
these stoves in their small houses, will carefully note the state-

ments as to successful management iu " J. W.'s " excellent

article.—R. F.

canker on some of the .shoots in the Poach house, and I re-

marked to Mr. Wilkie that I thought it was owing to galvanised
wire being used, which, although it had been painted, wag
worn in places.

I should like to know if I am wrong in my impression, as I
have never since used galvanised-iron wire as a trellis.—J,
DOUGL.VS.

ARAUCxVRLV CUNNINGHAMII SINE^'SIS.
We have here three plants of this very ornamental variety,

which Mr. Smythe informs me have been planted out on the
lawn, and withstood the severity of our winters uninjured
for eleven years. It is of a very gracsful habit, and a much
faster grower here than Araucaria imbricata. The tallest is now
6 feet high, 6 feet 6 inches in diameter of branches, and during
the last two seasons the leader has made a growth of IS inches
each season.

As this Araucaria is said by some to be tender, I should like

to hear the experience of any of your correspondents who may
have tried it.

—

Thomas Winkwokth, Elmham Gardens, ThetfonI,
Norfolk.

GALVANISED WIRE FRUIT TRELLIS.
In the Journal of January IGth Mr. Kadclyffe recommends a

galvanised wire trellis for I'each and Nectarine trees ; and in
the same number Mr. Abbey also recommends galvanised-iron
wire for garden walls. On the contrary, I had arrived at the
conclusion that galvanised-iron wire is injurious to Peach and
Nectarine trees, causing canker in them.

I first saw galvanised wire used some six years ago. It was
stretched horizontally in front of the wall at the distance of
about 2 inches from it, and had a very neat appearance. I had-
the management of the trees, and I found wherever any of the
shoots were tied too tightly, so that the shoot was pressed
against the wire, it would most likely be cankered ; and I was
confirmed in this on reading an answer to a correspondent in
another periodical, wherein it was stated that galvanised wire
is_ injurious to Peach and Nectarine trees. Painting the
wires was recommended ; but if wires are intended to be
painted they ought not to be galvanised first, as wire is made
exceedingly brittle in the process.

Further, being on a visit to my friend, Mr. Wilkie, gardener
at Oak Lodge, Kensington, only a few months ago, I saw

THE MISTLETOE IN FRANCE, TURKEY, AND
AMERICA.

Allow me to add a few particulars to those given by yont
correspondents respecting the growth of the Mistletoe in France.
I can speak from experience, for I have travelled through the
country in almost every direction where there is anything o£

interest.

The Mistletoe is abundant throughout the east, west, north,
and centre of France, and more especially so in the districts

where fruit trees are grown (chiefly Apple and Pear trees), and
in the valleys of rivers. Nowhere is it so plentiful as in the
valley of the Loire and those of its tributaries. At Indre,
Nif-vre, Sarthe, Loiret, and some other parts, it occurs almost
exclusively on Poplars in moist places ; and the Black Italian

Poplar (Populus virginiana), and the Carolina Poplar (P. an-
gulata), are more favourable than any other to its growth.
This circumstance is easily explained. The seeds of the Mis-
tletoe are contained iu a white berry, of which the viscous
matter adheres to them even after having been digested by the
thrushes, which are very fond of the berries. The birds in
winter often leave the woods for the borders of the rivers and
streams, to seek for insects, which are more numerous in the
sheltered valleys than in the open fields and the woods. At
nightfall the birds perch on the tops of the tallest trees (Pop-
lars), and the droppings which fall on the branches frequently
contain Mistletoe seeds, which stick to the bark. In the fol-

lowing spring the parasite germinates, and grows rapidly at the
expense of the abundant sap of the Poplar. Iu orchards it is

likewise the thrushes tliat deposit the largest number of Mis-
tletoe seeds on the Apple and other fruit trees ; but this is

chiefly dono when the fruit is ripening, that being the time
when the birds take up their quarters in such places. Other
birds assist the thrush in disseminating the seeds, but thrushes
are the principal agents.

I may add that everywhere in France this parasite is sought
for and destroyed, as it is very injurious to the trees on which
it grows, by feeding on the sap.

It has been observed that the Mistletoe is much more abun-
dant on trees with spreading branches than on those of fastigiate

or pyramidal habit, such as the Lombardy Poplar. It is also

found on Lime trees, the Ash, Willows, and softwooded trees,

but very seldom on hardwooded trees, such as Elms, Beeches,
and Hornbeams ; and still more rarely on legumiBous trees,

such as Cytisus, Eobtnia, and Sophora.
Botanically the Mistletoe is not affected by the different trees

on which it grows ; that question has long since been studied.

That the Mistletoe does grow on the Oak cannot be disputed

;

but its existence on that tree is exceedingly rare, not more
than two or three instances being known in France.
The Salvia of which the name was lately asked is Salvia

horminum, which is common on the Pic du Jlidi and Col de
Tenda.

—

Edouakd Andke, Paesij.

One inquiry I would like to make of your St. Malo corre-

spondent, and that is, Is the Jlistletoe found on the Oak in
any quantity in the part of France she writes from ? In Eng-
land, as mentioned in my former note, it is very seldom found
on that tree, although at an earher period of our history it may
have been more plentiful. It would be interesting to know if

it exists in western France on the Oak in any quantity, and if

so, possibly cultivation may have had some part in driving it

away.
Your correspondent's picture of its abundance in Brittany is

at variance with the idea of good fruit being pilentifully pro-
duced there, as the healthiest and most vigorous trees are not
likely to support this parasite ; at least, it is not so in England,
where the best cultivated districts produce least Mistletoe

—

in fact, I may say that it is but rarely met with on Apple
trees under twenty years old, and many healthy trees of double
that age are free from it. It has, however, its favourite loca-
lities,_ and in such places attacks trees of a younger growth
than it does elsewhere. The questions would naturally arise,
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Does the lack of vigour in the stock, as we may properly call
the Apple, favour the growth of this singular production, or is

it due to some climatic influence, as healthy free-growing fruit
trees and abundance of Mistletoe are not often met with close
together ? The scarcity of Mistletoe in some districts is also
due, in some measure, to the care taken to remove it, as many
Imit-growers have it destroyed, as far as possible, in winter;
and the purveyors for the London public, by legal or clandes-
tine means, for both are adopted, contribute "much to the same
result before Christmas. This destruction of Mistletoe, im-
proved cultivation, and other causes, tend to render it less
plentiful than it was in the past, and, perhaps, when western
France shall be as carefully and industriously cultivated as the
home counties in England, the Mistletoe may, like many other
things once plentiful, disappear by degrees, especially when
the old fruit trees are replaced by young ones, and encouraged
by manure and good cultivation to retain their vigour to a later
period than their predecessors.—J. Robson'.

Peemit me to inform Mr. Robson, through your paper, that
the Mistletoe grows most luxuriantly in the orchards round Scu-
tari, many of which are within a mile of the sea. I have seen
pieces brought into the hospital there in the winter of 1854,
which were as much as two men could carry.

—

John E. Barnes,
Clare, Suffolk.

Mb. Robson states in his letter that he believes that the
Mistletoe is more plentiful in England than in any other
country. I would most respectfully state that I have foimd
the Mistletoe more abundantly in some parts of America than
in any part of England in which I have been, although I have
seen it growing very fine in some districts in England, but not
equal to what I have found in the States.

In the spring of 1862 I was travelling from St. Louis, Mis-
souri, to Vicksburg, Mississipi, down the Father of Waters, as
the Mississipi is called over there ; and after leaving St. Louis
some distance I noticed what appeared to me to be a continual
rookery, but could not see any rooks ; so at one of the nume-
rous wood yards where the steamer stopped for fuel I with
several others went on shore, and to my surprise and dehght
I found the supposed rooks' nests were masses of our dear old
iriend Mistletoe. Many a noble bough was there, which, had
it been in merry England, would have been greatly prized, but
it is thought httle or nothing of by onr fast and go-ahead
cousins.

I find the Plane tree (Platanns occidentalis), its greatest
favourite, although it grows abundantly on the Eed-flowering
Maple (Acer rubrum), and Carya alba, the Hickory ; but I have
never found it on the Oak. It is found for several hundred
jniles down the Mississipi river, and in some parts of Arkansas,
on White River, and St. Francis ; also near the seacoast in
North Carolina, especially near Wilmington on the Cape and
North-East rivers, both of which are noted for swamps, and in
ihese the Mistletoe seems to dehght.

I am of opinion that the sea breeze and saline atmosphere
are not detrimental to the growth of the Jlistletoe, as I have
seen it growing near the seashore a Uttle above Fort Fisher,
N.C., quite as luxuriantly as on the Mississipi, a thousand
miles from sea.

—

Alpha.

[We think the species thus noticed in America was Yiscum
flavescens, or Yellowish Mistletoe.

—

Eds.]

TO SET THE MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA LIKE
THE BLACK HAMBURGH,

Keep the day temperature at 75° by fire heat, and 85° with
sun heat. Keep the night temperature at 70°. Damp the
paths at 7.30 a.m. and at 4 p.m. Keep the whole of the atmo-
sphere of the house in perpetual motion, night and day. When
the blossoms are fully expanded give each bunch a shght shake
onoe a-day. This is all that is necessary to insure well-formed
banches.—R. Budd, Gardens, Cobham Hall.

PROPAGATING DEAC^NAS.
I WAS much pleased with Mr. Newlyn's notice on the genus

Dracsena, but he appears not to be aware with what great
facility the genus may be propagated.
Any plant that has become too leggy may be cut down to

the pot, the stem cut into 1 or 2-inch lengths, and planted the
same as Vine eyes. If placed in a good bottom heat they will

make nice httle plants in one season either for the decoration
of the stove or ilower garden. In the latter situation a few of
the species do tolerably well, and are highly ornamental.

—

W. Robins, Oakley Park, Suffolk.

REPORT ON THE PRESENT STATE OF
HORTICULTURE IN THE ISLAND OF JERSEY.
The Royal Jersey Agricultural and Horticultural Society

appointed a Committee to visit during last August various
parts of the island, and to report on the state of its horticul-

ture. That report is now before us, and is highly interesting
and satisfactory.

The Committee visited many gardens—BeauUeu, the resi-

dence of F. Bertram, Esq. ; Clifton House, Misses Ainge's
;

Government House, Major-General Burke Cuppage's ; Spring
Grove, Capt. Howell's ; The Vineries, J. Pond, Esq's., where
four tons of Chaumontel Pears were grown last year ; Belle
Vue, Col. Le Couteur's ; Oak Walk, the Rev. P. A. Le Feuvre's

;

Trinity Manor, C. P. Le Comu, Esq.'s ; Rozel Manor, the Rev.
W. Lempriere's, and La Chaire, Mrs. Fothergill's. We cannot
spare space for a detaUed notice of more than one of these
well-cultivated gardens, and it shall be the last named.

" La Chaire, the property of Mrs. Fothergill, formerly belonging to

her father, the l.ite Samuel Cnrtis, Esq., F.L.S., Editor of the
" Botanical Magazine," and a well-known botanist and horticulturist,

is perhaps the most extraordinary triumph of horticultural skill in the
world. Ml'. Curtis took jileasure in telling, with a well-remembered
smile, the small outlay originally required to purchase this now valu-
able property, and how his neighbours and friends congratulated him
with irony on his acquisition. But the eye of genius saw the capabili-

ties of this apparently useless and barren hillside. This unique
garden has been visited by some of the most eminent men of the day,

amongst others by the late Sir W. Hooker, Curator of the Royal Kew
Gardens, by Mr. "Babington, F.L.S.,' and by Mr. Bentley, F.L.S.,
F.R.H.S., and Professor of botany at King's College, &c., all authors
of standard works on botany, and is with unnsual liberality always
open to visitors, thousands of whom, during the season, avail them-
selves of Mrs. Fothergill's kindness ; and your Committee learn with
pleasure that it is very rarely that any damage is done by them.

" The trees and shrubs whieh now cover the whole surface of this

once unpromisint^ spot, are. from their rarity and luxuriance, the

admiration of all visitors. Many shrubs, which in England require

protection, grow here without it ; and are now so large, that it would
be impossible to house them. Many of the rarities were sent to Mr.
Cnrtis, by Sir W. Hooker, in exchange for specimens from here. Of
Acacias, "fifteen varieties are grown, some of them large trees, which
in early spring are masses of bloom, and perfume the whole air of

the valley : of Magnolias, four varieties ; of Rhododendrons, oyer

twenty varieties, including most of the mnch-pi-ized Himalayan varie-

ties and many hybrids ; of Eucalyptus, or Australian Gum Tree,

four varieties ; of Hydrangea, four ; besides, thirty-six other species of

forcif^n trees and shrubs, prominent among which are the well-known
Weilingtonia gigantea and the Cedar of Lebanon.
"The gardener. Mr. Beckford, who, single-handed, keeps this romantic

spot in perfect order, deserves the highest praise for its cleanliness,

and for the vigorous health and symmetry of all under his care.
" Your Committee were glad to see that all the shrubs and trees

were carefully labelled in bold characters,—except when the names of

the plants were unknown, even to the eminent botanists before men-
tioned, thereby proving their great rarity,—thus enabling visitors to

become acquainted with the ditferent subjects cultivated, without

trespassing on the time of the gardener. One specimen Dacrj-dium
cupressinum. New Zealand Cypress, your Committee greatly

admired. Nor are herbaceous plants neglected ; Mesembryanthe-
mums are here grown in large numbers, and stand the winter withoat

protection.

"Mr. Beckford drew the attention of the Committee to a seedling

Zonal Pelargonium, called ' La Chaire,' raised by him, which gives

promise of being a valuable acquisition."

We will conclude with an extract from the Committee's awu-
mary :

—

" Not only were the places visited remarkably well and carefully

kept, showing evidence, too, of habitual good management ; but through-

out the island there were signs of taste and care observable, altogether

wanting a few years back, which elicited the admiration of the strangers

who joined the Committee.
" AVhere formerly, in front of many a farmhouse or cottage, was to

be seen a patch of grass, rough with molehills and full of weeds, the

pasture of a tethered cow or goat, was now found a weU-mown lawn,

ornamented with flower beds and shrubs. This betokens an improved

* Mr. Babington is the Author of a Channel Island Flora, entitled

"Primltije Florie Samicffi."
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taste, an increasing lovo of hortiraltnro, an appreciation of the beauti-

ful, and a pleasure sought in retiued and domestic oruamoutution far

less observable on the Inst occasion of a visit made by your Conimitteo.
'• What has greatly contributed to tliis progress has been the iuiro-

'iluctiou of variegated plants and shrubs, aud of the bedding system of

Hower-garden nrrangement. Not only was the progress evident in

the ornamental part of the gardens, but the vegetable portions were

cleaner, aud showed unmistakeablo tokens of good management. The
places open to inspection were undoubtedly thu property of the older

aud leading horticultmists
;
yet it was evident to your Committee that

their example was influencing the community for good, and there was
no lack of imitation, not to say rivalry, in garden cultivation.

" Your Committee must not fail to notice one garden, which for the

iadicious and beautiful combination of colours deserves gieat praise.

It was not on their list for inspection, but the taste displayed in the

an-angement of the lawn and the surrounding flower borders, induced

your Committee to stop and notice it. Mr. F. Gaudin. the proprietor,

had admirably dispot^ed his Zonal Pelargoniums, Verbenas, and
Calceolarias, whilst a simple line of white Pelargoniums, backed by a

row of Golden Kuonymns, running along a low wall, proved most
effective.

" Next, it is encouraging to notice how great are the returns of in-

telligent and systematic labour. Your Committee's attention was
especially directed to this point. In many cases the results seemed
extraordinary, when compared with the amount of wages expended in

labour. Such are the effects of well-organised and systematic arrange-

ment that comparatively large gardens can be and are kept in good
order by the proprietor with the occasional aid of a farm servant, pro-

ducing surprising effects and most eatisfactoi^y results, when in the

care of a painstaking horticulturist.
'* In an island in which limited incomes are the rule, it was gratify-

ing to find how much was done at a small outlay, and to this your
Committee wish particularly to call attention, as a means of encou-

raging, as a recreation, a more general devotion to horticultural pursuits

and tastes.

" One pleasing feature noticed by your Committee was the long

connection, in many cases, between proprietors and their gardeners,

cases of thirty years, twenty-one years, fifteen years, and eight years

service ; nor was there any observable relaxation on the part of the

gardeners in the endeavour to do their duty to their employers ; on
the contrary—it seemed to have created as great an interest in the well-

doing of the place under their charge as could possibly be felt by the

proprietor.
" It particularly strucV your Committee, and it is a well-known fact

among the members of the Society, that wherever the gardener is

*' encouraged " to exhibit, a spirit of wholesome rivali-y is engendered,

the effects of which, as a rule, are manifest throughout the whole of

Ms work. Y'our Committee failed to notice that there was a lack of

attention in any one department, or that one object was attained to

the detriment of another.
" The effects produced by the judicious combination and contrast of

colour, whether in the leaf or flower, was most noteworthy, the two
most striking instances of this were the one at the Misses Auige's, the

other at Trinity Manor.
" The wall fruit with the exception of that at the Misses Ainge's and

Colonel Le Couteur's, was very much below the average. Indeed, it

may be said, with few exceptions, that it is a failure this season ; on
the other hand, the Pear and Apple crop promises to be a plentiful

one.
*' The Committee noticed with much regret, that the mildew on the

Grapes showed signs of having been very prevalent, owing, in most
instances to the presence of plants in the greenhouse. Still, your
Committee think this is not a necessary adjunct to the growth of plants

in the vinery, and that it may be avoided by adopting judicious treat-

ment, aud suggest the timely application of artificial heat, as soon as

there appear indications of the disease, admitting air freely on all

favourable occasions. It is stated by a gentleman of much experience

in the cultivation of this fruit, that if the plants are turned out for a

few days whilst the fruit is stoning, and heat supplied as above directed,

that the disease may be entirely prevented, without the necessity of

having recourse to sulphur, which, as frequently applied, does much
injury to the Vines, by choking up the pores of the leaves. It is

perhaps needless to remind growers that drought, insufficient nourish-

ment at the root, and over-cropping, axe predisposing causes of this

disease.

*'Iu the Vegetable department there was much to admire, both as

regards the varieties cultivated aud the high state of perfection to

which they were grown. Here the progress was very marked, and it

is evident that the periodical Shows held by the Society, have unosten-

tatiously, but surely, attained the object the Society had in view—viz. ;

the encouragement of the cultivation of such newly introduced varie-

ties as were marked improvements upon the older ones ; some of the

indirect results being the abundant and beautiful daily supply to be

seen in our local markets, and the yearly increasing exports to the

English markets. The rotation of crops was, in most instances^

rigidly attended to.

" This leads to the consideration of a topic which cannot be over-

looked by your Committee—viz., the growth and return during the past

season of the early Potato crop. In one instance which has come
under their notice, the yield has been Bis tons per acre, and has sold

for .£'25 per ton, giving a total return of .£1.50 per acre* besides tho
availability of the land for a second crop. On making inquiries, your
Committee learnt that the total quantity exported during thu past sea-

son has amounted to ;J'J20 tons, which at £8, wouhl give a return of

flSl,8tiO from this branch of island produce alone. This crop, though
not heavy, is quite an average one, and with the high jirico realised,

may be said to have given good returns for outlay. But it ia feared

the store varieties will prove much diseased and yield a poor crop."

TIME FOR STARTING VINES.
A HAS a vinerv planted with Vines, from pots, in May last,

in a border in the centre of the house, one Vine up the rafter,

and the other down. The Vines are chiefly Muscats. They
grew very well, but. of course, ripened-off quite late (Novenaber).

Well, A is advised by B to start these Vines early this season
by the assistance of artificial heat. C recommends quite the
opposite, he says that the Vines ought to start '* of their own
sweet will." Between the two opinions A is bothered, and
would be obliged to the Editors if they would decide for

him.—X.
[We agree thoroughly with C, and as the Vines ripened their

wood late, we would let them start almost naturally, and then
encourage growth and early ripening, so as to start earlier in

1869.]

CUPRESSUS MACROCARPA AND OTHER
CONIFERS.

As Mr. Rohson has asked for accounts of Cupressus macro-

carpa, I am tempted to tell you what my experience has been

here. Two plants in strong, hut well drained clay, near a

brook, were killed root and branch in the spring of 1867. Three

on higher ground, in loam, Kentish rag lying beneath, were un-

touched. In this case I think we may attribute the cause of

death to the clay, and the damp rising from the water. Cu-

pressus Uhdeana in this same low ground is unhurt.

Some years ago I planted two trees of Tasodium semper-

virens, one in fairly dry ground, the second in soil so wet that

the hole had to be kept open by spades till the tree was planted.

The second grew feet, while the first grew inches, and the case

is still the same, only in a minor decree. I give you under-

neath the dimensions of my best Wellingtonia. Height,

27 feet 2 inches ;
girth of stem at about 1 inch from the ground,

feet 10 inches ; circumference of branches, 43 feet 6 inches.

—

J. EiDSWAT, Faiiiaicn, Tonhridgc.

SHREWSBURY'S NONPAREIL GAS-HEATING
APPARATUS.

Wherever gas can be obtained as the source of heat, this is

the simplest and most efficient mode of heating that we have

yet seen. For entrance halls, conservatories, greenhouses,

offices, harness rooms, and elsewhere it is most appHcable, for

when not required for heating purposes it may be removed

until the cold season returns. Several of these apparatuses

would heat a large conservatory or a church, andwould bo

more desirable than more expensive methods of heating.

The apparatus is a boiler with a flow pipe into a pedestal tank/

and a return pipe from this to the boiler ; the whole less than

5 feet long, 2 feet high, and 8 inches wide. They can be had,

however, of larger dimensions.

The gas furnace and the actual boiler are enclosed in a stout

sheet iron case, and the gas flames are so disposed that their

heat is profitably expended in raising the temperature of the

water, and cannot act directly on the outer case or on the pipe

through which the products of combustion are conveyed ; con-

sequently the external parts of the contrivance never get too

hot.

The boiler itself is cylindrical, and has a tube or several

tubes running through it. These tubes are bottle-shaped,

wide below and contracted above. The boiler and its tubes are

of cast iron. The gas-burners are placed directly under the

bottle-shaped tubes, so that the greater part of the beat must

be expended in raising the temperature of the water surround-

ing these tubes. To prevent any serious loss of heat by the

• "A second instance has been reported to your Committee, in which

fifty perches of land have returned .£70. This last is almost incredible.

but seems well authenticated. The variety cultivated was the Early

Fluke (a fixed sport from the old Fluke)."
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escape of the hot air through the contracted orifices of the
tubes, a separate case containing non-conducting materials is

fitted above the boiler. The amount of heat that eludes this
ingenious trap is so small that the pipe provided for the escape
of the products of combustion never becomes unpleasantly hot.
The burners are constructed on the principle of the Bunsen

burner, and give perfectly smokeless and intensely hot flames.
Unlike the ordinary air-burner, however, llr. Shrewsbury's
patent burner requires no attention, and always gives a pure
blue flame, free from any unpleasant smell. The holes for
admitting air at the bottom of the burner are so constructed
that the gas cannot be ignited in the tube by holding a light
close to these holes. The burners are screwed into a flat gas-
tight iron box at equal distances from the supply pipe, so that
there is the same pressure of gas in each burner. This gas box
is an important part of Mr. Shrewsbury's invention, for when
several burners are fixed in a coil of tube in the ordinary way
they necessarily give flames of difi'erent magnitudes. The box,
with its burners, is made to turn on a swivel, and swing out of
the door in the outer case for the convenience of lighting.
Some of the larger boUers have six tubes, and as many burners,
or groups of burners. The smallest size has only one tube.
With such an apparatus an equable temperature can be kept up
in a conservatory or room at the cost of about 3d. a-day for gas.
We have one in our outer office, where it may be seen in

operation.

HEATING APPARATUS.
A CHEAP and elficient mode of heating is so useful to gar-

deners, that I was much pleased with the description of the
Amott's stove (in page 27), more especially as its powers have
ieen brought to the test of experience.
Some years ago I heated an orchard house with a brick

Amott's stove, and, as regards economy of fuel, no contrivance
could have been more frugal. Had the hoiise been employed
as a vinery, with the plants trained under the glass, it would,
probably, have remained to the present day; but as it was
devoted to Peach and Fig trees in pots, it was fomid that
the stove took up too much space, and I was desirous of a
mode of warmiug which would afford bottom heat. Mr. C. W.
Martin, M.P., had then published the account of his revival of
the Roman hypocaust, and it appeared to me that an arched
flue under the border would be better still. A flue was thus
constructed in my house, and the border made level with
cinders. A long account of this flue, with diagrams, was pub-
lished in the Gardeners' Chrnnicle of the 'iOth of May, 1865,
to which, as also to the preliminary article of the 13th of the
same month, I beg to refer such of your readers as may be
desirous of learning further particulars.

The subsequent experience of three years has not modified
the favourable opinion I had then formed ; but if I were about
to build another flue I would make it a few inches deeper, in
order that the sweep might have more room to turn himself
about ; and if the small escape of heat, which, undoubtedly,
takes place through the outer wall, be thought important, this
could be remedied by making the arch of the flue spring from
an internal wall built for the purpose, instead of making it

spring, as at present, from the external wall ; and if a few
inches were left between the two walls, all escape of heat
would be prevented, and the direct flue might run under the
front border, and the return under the back one.—G. S.

THE ROYAL ASCOT GRAPE.
We have on several previous occasions drawn the notice of

our readers to this new Grape, and have spoken of it in the
highest terms as being one perfectly distinct from every other
early Grape, and possessing a richness of flavour which is not
foxmd in any early variety except itself. Our present object

in noticing the Royal Ascot, is to introduce a new character it

possesses, and as this is one which adds greatly to its value, it

is desirable it should have the greatest publicity. As we have
witnessed the facts we are about to relate, we speak with the
most perfect confidence. This new character it has shown is

its great prolificacy, and its pertinacity in keeping up a suc-
cession of fruit without going to rest. There is in Italy an in-

significant little Grape grown under the name of " Uva di tri

Tolte," the bunch and berries of which are not bigger than
the Black Cluster, and which possesses this same properly, so
that by stopping the shoot two or three joints beyond the last

bunch, just as the flower has fallen and the berries are set, it

may be made to produce three crops in the year. The Royal
Ascot, unlike the little Italinn variety, has bunches and berries
as large and handsome as those of the Black Hamburgh, and
the vigour of the Vine is unusually great.
The Vines that produced the new Grapes shown at the last

meeting of the Fruit Committee, were not more than a foot
high, and turned out of 5-inch pots in the first week of May
last, being planted out in a Pine stove 18 feet wide, with a span-
roof, and a 3-foet path up the centre. Mr. Standish states,
'• It was at the front of this house, on each side, that I put a
little soil kept up by a dry 4 J -inch wall of bricks. At the back
of this were Pine plants plunged in dung and leaves. The Vines
grew very rapidly, and soon got to tjie top of the house, about
12 feet. They were then topped, and about the middle of
August they threw out bunches all down the Vines. At first

we pinched these off, but they came thicker and faster from the
young growing wood. At last, about the middle of September,
I left from four to six bunches on six plants, and although
they were grown under such adverse circumstances, I send yo'U
a bunch to form your own opinion, and judge what the Vine is

capable of doing under b^'ti-r culture. Just as the Vines set
their fruit I found that their roots were out in the plunging
material, where the Pines were growing. I thought as they
must be moved, the sooner this was done the better, so they
were taken up and laid into another lot of soil, but there was
such a quantity of roots that the leaves on the young Vines
flagged. So you see they had a rough time of it."

As a Vine for winter work it is unequalled.

HENDERSON'S CONQUEROR CELERY.
I BELIEVE this distinct variety of Celery was first issued to

the public by the Messrs. A. Henderson, and after two years'
experience with it, I am of opinion that it is the best white
variety in cultivation. I have not formed this opijjion hastily,

for, having to grow Celery largely, I have tried all the white
varieties I could procure, and I do not hesitate to recommend
this sort to all those who require Celery of a superior descrip-
tion, and particularly for early sowing to come in for late

summer and early autumn use.

I have proved that when sown in heat in January, and grown
on without receiving a check, not 1 per cent, will run to seed.

It is distinct from other white varieties in being more branch-
ing in habit, and having a rich green and rather curly foliage.

It is also a rapid and robust grower, with solid, yet very tender,
leaf stalks, so brittle that the stalk can scarcely bear the weight
of its leaves ; it blanches so well that every stalk is fit for use,
and of a pearly white colour. It has a nice walnut flavour, and
is remarkably crisp.

—

Thomas Record, Lillcsden, Hawkhurst.

CATERPttLARS ON BEDDING AND OTHER
PLANTS.

I FOP.wAr.D for your inspection a caterpillar which I have
found by hundreds on my young stock of Pelargoniums, Ver-
benas, Calceolarias (shrubby and herbaceous). Cinerarias, and
Primulas. A short time ago I was induced to look very closely

into my boxes of bedding plants, the foliage becoming nearly

perforated all over. I at once set to work to hunt for slugs,

which I thought to find, but to my astonishment it was a large

green caterpillar, which I discovered in myriads. I am glad to

say I caught them in their early state of working, otherwise I

do not know what the consequences would have been.—R. E.,

Tl'omcrslcy Park, Yorkshire.

[The cp^terpUlars were crushed by the post office punches-

The portions uncrushed were hke the larva of the Brimstone
Butterfly. The eggs must have been deposited late last year

;

and hatched early by the warmth of the house.]

PEAT CHARCOAL.
As a constant reader of your Journal, I see and have before

replied to inquiries on peat charcoal. " T. C." wishes it for

Hays's patent stove. It was manufactured near Carlisle (twelve

miles from it), for some years, but from mismanagement did

not succeed as a manure. The Company (now guaranteed),

have discontinued to make it. The mode of calcining it is

troublesome and expensive. The peat has to be placed in an
iron vessel enclosed in a brick arch, with a flue throwing a

blaze around it. There is a receptacle at the bottom, with a pipe
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for discharging, to separate the grease from the peat before it will

oalciue. The cover of the iron vessel must have a double rim,

to be filled at top with water to keep it air-tight. The most
Ukely place now to procure peat charcoal will bo in Dublin.
Write to Jfr. .1. Smithson, Messrs. Gouldiug's Manure Manu-
factory, Dublin. If particulars are required for manufacturing,
I shall be happy to afford them in detail.—H. Okilvn-, Grins-

dale Manure IVorks, Carlisle.

LEEDS PROFESSIONAL GARDENERS'
FRIENDLY BENEFIT SOCIETY.

Some time ago the advisability of establishing a gardeners'

friendly benefit society met with several advocates in the
columns of the Journal. It also received the support of the
Editors, who kindly took the trouble to publish a code of rules

for the guidance of such societies ; notwithstanding which, the
project fell through. The want of such a society has long been
felt in this neighbourhood, and to meet it several of the leading
gardeners around here met ami adopted the necessary measures
towards establishing one, and drew up for its guidance the
rules I herewith beg to forward you.

I scarcely expect that the rules will have your entire ap-
proval, for, in the first place, they do not conform to a gradu-
ated scale of contribution, as insisted on in your code. That
important matter, I believe, received due consideration at the
formation of the society ; but the conclusion come to was, that as

the society was to consist entirely of professiDnal gardeners, and
the majority of the older members being head gardeners whose
wages are very rarely stopped during temporary sickness, they
would not, therefore, relatively be so likely to apply to the
society for assistance as the younger members, the majority of

whom are under gardeners who have not generally the same
consideration shown them by their employers. Tho society is

now having some proof of the soundness of the above reasoning.

There are at the present time three or four members sick who
might lay a just claim for assistance ; but only one who is an
under gardener has the necessity to do so, and his is a case of

extreme prostration. Vv''hilst, therefore, admitting the equity
of a graduated scale in almost all other benefit societies, ours
has some cause to show why it should be an exception.

Some of the above reasons also apply as regards our rates of

contribution being lixed lower than with most other societies.

An additional one is, that we shall have a much larger propor-
tion of honorary members. We already have nearly 10 per cent.

of such without having made any solicitation ; but when, as we
intend doing soon, we bring the objects of the society before

the notice of our employers and others, and solicit their support,

we have every confidence of meeting with a very liberal re-

sponse from them.
It has been thought .advisable to alter Eule 2(5, so as to admit

younger members. Originally members were not admitted
under twenty-one years of age, and they were required to sign

a declaration that they had worked five years successively as a
gardener ; whereas now members are admitted at eighteen
years of age, providing they can affirm that they have worked
three years in the capacity of a gardener.

I also wish to call attention to the rule which gives members
the privilege of bringing any extraordinary flowers, fruits, or

vegetables before the President, who submits them to the notice
of the meeting, and invites any remarks or discussion there-

on. We have found it greatly to enhance the pleasure and
instruction to be derived from attending the meetings of the
society.

It is also proposed to invite members to contribute short
papers or essays on subjects connected with our profession,

and to read them at our meetings after the usual business be-

longing to the society has bean transacted. By so doing it is

hoped that some inducement will be afforded young men to

join, partly for the instruction to be gained therefrom. To aU
of us it will make the meetings more interesting, and tend to

make the society a worthy one, around which all may rally,

and from which shall emanate both help to the aged and af-

flicted, and pleasure and instruction to the young and strong.

The society has now been established a little over twelve
mouths, and the first annual dinner was held on t'ne loth inst.

at the Leopard Inn, Briggate. A very large number of the
members were present. Mr. M. Baynes presided, and the vice-

chair was occupied by myself. " Success to the Society" was pro-
posed ; and the Secretary, Mr. W. Sunley, in responding, stated

that the Association was formed in 18C7, and that the rules

were passed and registered under tlio Friendly Society's Act ia
March of that year. Each member paid JJrf. per week, and in
siokuesa received 10.?. per week for half a year, and 5.s-. for the
remainder of his illness. At the death of a member £10 were
paid over to his widow or relatives, and on the decease of the
wife of a member £7 were paid over. A levy of Is. each is

made at the death of a member, and of i>d. each at the death
of a member's wife, towards tho funeral allowance. When the
society commenced there were 70 members, and at present the
number was 10,3, exclusive of six of the honorai-y class. The
funds had a balance of .£51 9s. id. now at the credit of the
society.—E. Featherstone.

BROCCOLtS MALFORMED AND NOT TRUE.
Something appeared a short time ago in the Journal about

the malformation cf Winter Broccolis, I am sorry to have to

complain of the same evil. Instead of having heads in the
form of Cauliflowers, a great many of mine have degenerated
into a kind of branching Broccoli, not equal to Lee's White
Sprouting. Now, this is very provoking after being at the
expense of seed, labour, and land, to say nothing of the dis-

appointment, and it is not the ease only with Snow's Winter
White and Backhouse's V/iuter Protecting, but with other kinds
as well.

I am beginning to think that the Broccoli tribe is fast de-
generating. Often from an ounce of seed I can scarcely see

half a dozen plants alike. I think these diversities ought not
to be. When I order a certain kind of Broccoli, I am inclined
to think that I ought to have something Uke what I order, and
what its name implies. There must be a fairlt somewhere, but
where it lies is not for me to say ; whether it is with the
grower, the importer, or the seedsman, I am not prepared to

decide. The seedsman must sell such as he buys, the grower
must sell such as he grows, and the importer such as he
imports.
When I was a yor.th we could procure Miller's Dwarf Broccoli

and Dwarf Russian Broccoli something like themselves—little

compact subjects about 1 foot in height when grown on a north
border, and ready for cutting in April and May, but now they,
though called by the same name, reach much nearer the sun.
Perhaps they are called the " Improved !

"

I am afraid that I must say to the original of the above
" farewell." For sixteen years I have tried, but tried in vain,
to procure Miller's Dwarf as it was twenty-five years ago. I
have a kind sent bearing the name, but that is all ; what should
have been Miller's Dwarf, has merged into some giant form,
and I am as usual doomed to disappointment. It ia time that
some one came to the rescue.—M. H., Acklam Hall, Middles-
horough-on-Tees.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The Proprietors of The Jouun.\l of Hokticultuke have

determined on offering at the Royal HoRTicnLTUKiL Societt's
Show, at Leicester, to be held on July IGth and following

days, Special Prizes of the same value and for the same sub-
jects as they did last year at the Bury St. Edmund's Show

—

viz.. Two First Prizes of the value of Ten Guineas each for

the two best Desserts, consisting of not less than Seven kinds
of Fruits of 18(18, arranged as for the table, combining Quality
of Fruit with Taste of Arrangement. These prizes are to be
competed for by Gentlemen's Gardeners and Amateurs only,

and but one prize to he taken by the same person.

CORDON TRAINING.
[Contimtedfrom page 73.)

Fig. 5 is from a photograph of an upright trained tree, with
five vertical cordons springing from a common base. Trees
may be purchased already trained in this form, but the double
horizontal cordon may at pleasure be changed into this form
by selecting strong sheots at regular intervals, fastening them
to stout stakes, and summer-pinching them as practised for

oblique cordons. No central stem should be permitted in an
upright trained cordon ; it wUl absorb an unfair proportion of

the strength of the tree.

Fig. G is a fan cordon, and the advantage of the simple
method of summer-pinching will at once be seen. Instead of

a iwall being perforated all over with nails, a few only are
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required to fasten the shoots selected for cordons. This form
may consist of five, seven, or more cordons. The symmetry of
the tree Bhonld be the point most strictly attended to, a sym-

metrical tree being more pleasing to the eye than one irregu-
larly shaped. The same method of pruning is reiuired as for

oMique cordons.

Tig. 5.

Fan cordons can be managed by an unscientific gardener,
hut to produce one well shaped on the usual plan requires a

skilful and practised hand. It is possible that in the northern
and westerly districts Peach and Nectarine trees will produce

Fig. 7.

too many unripened spurs, but probably by attention and strict

thinning this difficulty will be surmounted. Plums, Pears,
Apples, Apricots, and Cherries are all amenable, and no hesi-

tation need be felt in subjecting them to Bummer-pinching.

Fig. 6.

Fill. 7 is a double oblique cordon, formed by cutting down the

dwarf tree to two buds, and proceeding as for oblique cordons.

Fiff. 8 represents a compound horizontal cordon. This

should have a central shoot and branches trained from it as
nearly opposite as possible. This system has long been used
for Pears and Apples, but not so generally for stone fruits.
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It is well adapted for Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries,

and Plums. All of these may be trained as compound horizontal

cordons in the colder climate of Yorkshire.

A very skilful cultivator of fruit has trained Peaches and
Nectarines with complete success, to counteract the tendency of

these fruit trees to produce much unripened wood. Wlien
under cordon training ho leaves on every branch a shoot which
lie calls an exhauster. This shoot forms an outlet for the super-

fluous energy of the tree ; and the fruit spurs, being deprived of

the superabundance of the vital lluid, do not break into growth.

This theory will be found to be very sound practice, and should

be used wherever there is a tendency on the part of the tree

to produce many unripened spurs. This mode of training for

the Pear and Apple is already well known ; and when applied to

Peach and Nectarine trees, the only deviation from established

practice will be to treat every horizontal branch as a cordon,

and to practise summer-pinching instead of allowing grosp

upright shoots to be made.

._^>^

'^T^

'5^

Kg. 8.

Fit). 9 is a single vertical cordon in a pot, and if an orchard
house or glass shed is available these will be found very useful
and interesting trees. Pear, Apple, Cherry, and Plum trees
may be potted into 8 or 10-inch pots, and moved into a glass
shed, or, indeed, any shed open to the sun, while in bloom,
and kept under cover until all danger from spring frost is past.
They should then be removed to a border prepared for them

—

the warmer and more sheltered the better. The pots must be
plunged to within 2 or 3 inches of the rim. Stable litter partly
decomposed should then be spread over the pots and the soil

;

and as these trees will require watering, they should he placed
near water. One-year-old dwarf trees may be bought at a cheap
rate and potted. The fruit will be produced in the second year
after potting. The soil for the trees should consist of good,
strong, calcareous loam mixed with a third of its bulk of de-
composed manure. An old Cucumber or Melon bed may be
used ; or, if not convenient, stable manure thrown up and
fermented for some time will answer very well. The soil must
in all cases be made very firm and solid in the pot. The
border or bed for their summer quarters should be G feet wide •

Fig. 9.

this will take four rows of trees. This distance is perhaps the
most convenient for pruning and watering, but it may be in-
creased or diminished at the will of the cultivator.

Under this system trees which appear to be walking sticks
in the winter will become wonderfully fertile ; and if protection
in spring can be afforded the crop is almost certain. As it is
possible and probable that during the summer some of the
roots will have passed through the bottom of the pots into the
soil beneath, it will be necessary, after the fruit is gathered
and the trees are at rest, to detach them from their anchorage
by taking up the pots and cutting off all the roots that protrude
through the drainage hole of the pot. As this operation wiU
break up the summer quarters of the trees, there will be no
necessity to replace them at the distance requisite for their
summer cultivation. They may be much more closely packed
for their winter quarters, plunging them as mentioned before,
and during winter covering the pots thickly with straw or stable
litter. In this position they may be left without any further
care or attention until the returning spring urges them again
into fresh activity and fruitftUness.—T. Francis Eivebs.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The general preparation of the ground for the spring crops
having been delayed later than usual, no time should be lost in
forwarding the necessary digging and trenching, preparatory to
a more thorough manipulation of the soil before sowing. The
principal causes of success in growing vegetables are a fine tilth,
and as great a depth of earth as can be obtained without inter-
fering with the subsoil, if the latter is of a sour nature. Clayey
and retentive subsoils should, however, be forked over, loosen-
ing the ground for some depth. This will facilitate the passage
of water from the roots, and by degrees the subsoil will become
improved. There areibut few vegetables that do not require
a medium depth of 2 feet to grow in, some more, and hence the
necessity of deep, well-pulverised soil for their successful cul-
tivation. l''or the present the dung may be dug in as trenchin"

goes on, and its thorough incorporation with the soil will be
best effected when the ground is again worked over with a
three-prouged fork. It is now necessary to determine what
the different quarters of the garden shall be filled with during
tlie season. Though one vegetable may bo grown on the same
ground for years, yet such a method involves a greater ex-
pense for manvire and labour than when a regular system of
rotation is adopted, as the culture of one vegetable often pre-
pares the soil for the growth of another. The chief rule to be
observed with all annual vegetables, is never to have two crops
of the same class directly following each other. Though ex-
cellent plans of rotation may be laid down, yet the period that
will elapse before the ground is again occupied by a similar
crop, will depend upon the wants of the establishment, and the
extent of ground at the disposal of the gardener. Garlic should
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be planted
; also Shallots, in rich ground, in drills 1 inch deep,

and ti inches apart every way. To prevent the attacks of maggots
it is recommended, when digging, to mix a good sprinkling of
salt and soot, or wood ashes, with the soil ; or, if any signs of

maggots appear, water with soot dissolved in water, the soot to

be put in the bottom of the tub, a little water to be added,
and then stir the whole well, and fill up with water. The
liquid will settle in a few hours, when the top should be
skimmed oS, and the rest will be fit for use. When hoeing
draw the earth away from instead of towards the bulbs, to pre-
vent the attacks of mildew. Slacked lime strewed along the rows
will prevent the worms from drawing the bulbs out of their
places. Potatoes, plant Ash-leaf Kidneys on a bank or border
sloping to the south, or at the foot of a south wall or hedge.
The middle-sized whole Potatoes should be planted 'J inches
apart in the row, and covered with -4 inches of soil. When
they appear above ground they should be protected with straw
or litter every night nntU all danger of frost is over.

FRUIT GARDEN.
If any fruit trees still remain not pruned, it is not yet 'too

late to perform that operation, taking care to keep the branches
thin and regular. When Peach and Apricot trees are just

ready to open their blossoms, 3'ou must be ready, too, with a
wash composed of lime, soot, sulphur, and soft soap, to paint
the trees all over. The later this is done the better. For the
other trees, on the walls, or in the orchard, sis weeks hence
will be time enough to wash them ; but for those on which you
have noticed any red spider for the last season or two, you
must mis a portion of sulphur with the soot and lime.

fi:,o\vi;e garden.
In gardens where the ground was thrown up roughly in the

autumn, it will by this time be pretty well mellowed, and,
therefore, if the weather is dry it would be well to dig the beds
over again, so as to bring some more of the soil under the direct

action of the atmosphere. When the ground is poor enrich it

by adding some fresh compost, such as leaf soil, peat, and
loam mixed together, but avoid fresh stimulating manures, or
you will have strong, rampant plants at the expense of a fine

show of flowers. A few days might be advantageously spent in
regulating shrubs, such as tying misshapen plants into good
forms, pegging down branches to cover the naked ground, and
planting a few evergreen trailing plants where such are neces-
sary. Examine landscape scenery, and see whether by taking
down a tree here and there, or lopping a few branches, you
cannot let in a distant object or two that may he worth seeing.

As the time is rapidly drawing on for potting Carnation?,
look well to your compost heaps, turn them over, and parti-

cularly in frosts. Examine your turfy loam, break all lumps
with the back of the spade, and destroy every wireworm you
see. It is bad economy to be negligent in paying attention

to your soil, as a single insect of this description will often
destroy Carnations to a serious extent if overlooked. Should a
Irost ensue, gather cow manure from the pastures, and pile it

in heaps to decompose. All vegetable refuse ought to be
collected whenever an opportunity offers.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Established plants in the conservatory should about this

time have the soil well stirred at the tops of the pots. The sur-

face of the border should now be removed altogether, the soil

stirred with a fork a few inches deep, and a layer of fresh earth
put on ; more air should be given for the first weak after the
operation to sweeten the house. Fast-gi'owing climbers that
exhaust the soil in a few years and become stunted, ought to

be transplanted now into fresh soil. As large quantities of air

are admitted to the greenhouse, more attention to watering is

necessary. Many greenhouse plants would be much benefited

if they could now be turned out into cold pits where frost could
be kept from them. Our long nights are not favourable to

very early spring growth ; indeed, nothing can be more in-

jurious to many woody plants than to allow or encourage them
to grow early. Softwooded plants that are annually cut down
or close-pruned, do not suffer so much from growing out of

season.

STOVE.

Any plants that flower in winter are valuable. Clerodendron
splendens, Centradenia rosea, and Manettia bioolor, are of this

class. The Manettia requires less heat than the other two.

They wiU do well in an intermediate house, aud flower freely in

a conservatory with 45' of heat. Dendrobiums which had their

shoots well ripened last autumn, will soon be beginning to

bloom ; some of them might now be forced, aud others removed

to a cold place and kept dry, in order to prolong their flower-

ing season. Maxillaria aromatica ought to be grown largely for

forcing, it is one of the easiest Orchids to cultivate. A few Stan-
hopeas might also now be forced. All of these plants that have
been kept dry through the v.'iuter, should be plunged in tepid
water to soak the moss, peat, &c., in which they are grown,
preparatory to regular watering. It is yet too soon to encourage
plants in general to grow ; many would be benefited by a layer

of fresh soil or top-dressing. Give air freely on fine sunny
days.

FORCING PIT.

There is considerable room for speculating on the causes
which render plants liable to the attacks of insects. In the
forcing pit we see hardy plants infested on v.'hich an insect is

never seen in the open air. Moist heat being essential for

this pit, less watering is needed. Over- watering is a frequent
cause of failure in hardy plants, and a dry atmosphere and
sudden changes are nearly as bad. Primulas, Auriculas, Ane-
mones, PiEonies, and almost all plants that flower in April,

May, and June, out of doors, will force and flower two months
earlier if not put into too much heat at first. The whole race

of papilionaceous plants will force with less risk than other

tribes.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Scarlet and other Pelargoniums planted out in pits for the

winter may be potted and placed in a little heat. The first

opportunity make up a gentle dung bed for a propagating
frame.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST 'WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Asparagus.—Just now we like an Asparagus frame to have the

woodwork at the back and ends white, and the glass clean, to

let the shoots have all the light possible. There is no chance
of the sun being so bright for a month or two, as to injure any-

thing by the light and heat reflected from a white surface. We
are obliged to deaden the white colour on many walls in summer,
but it is scarcely possible to have walls where plants are grow-

ing too white in winter, as the rays of the sun are in general

too oblique for their light and heat to be reflected powerfully.

Hence clean glass is of more importance in winter than in

summer, when a little shade is often an advantage. Our forced

vegetables we have merely kept succeeding each other.

Uhuhaih.—We are glad that " Yorkshire " has it so good
close to his kitchen fire. It is many years since we told how a
clergyman used to give treats to the ailing of his flock by re-

sorting to similar means. Nothing suits better for the purpose

than an old barrel of convenient size for removal, packing the

Fihubarb roots in the bottom, in soil, giving a good water-

ing out 01 doors, and covering with an old cloth if there is

not a lid. Wherever a heat of 50° to 55° can be secured,

rihubarb can be had all the winter after Christmas. It does

not come so well when taken up before December. If the roots

become too dry the barrel may be rolled outside, watered, and
when drained brought in again, without causing dirt. 'Vie would

bo afraid to mention the number of stalks taken out of a barrel

30 inches in height and 15 inches in diameter, and it should

not be forgotten that PAubarb thus forced will be better when
from 12 to 15 inches in length than when of longer growth.

There are few who have a garden and lihubarb roots in it, but

may thus have a tart in winter and spring if they like. If

desired, the roots when done with may be divided and planted,

and according to the treatment given they will be fit to be taken

up to force again in two or three years.

Sca-lialc may be grown in a similar way, and in boxes or

barrels 18 inches deep. Nothing is easier to grow in summer
;

and young seedlings a year or two old, planted in rows 9 inches

apart, and Is inches from row to row, would bo in a fine state

for taking up after the beginning of November. We would

prefer boxes for this purpose, adopting the same treatment as

forPihubarb, but keeping dark, aud cutting the heads when from
i; to 7 inches long. We have filled a 12-inch pot with roots,

leaving the crowns level with the rim, and covered with

another pot of a similar size, closing up the hole, and tying a

piece of list round where the two pots joined, and from that pot

obtained two good dishes, or three middling ones, without

counting on a second gathering of smaller shoots. Not to

speak of many manufactories, there are often recesses near fire-

places where such pots or boxes could be placed, and thus a

great delicacy and luxury could be obtained at little trouble,
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and hardly any expense. If only gathered from once, or partly

twice, the roots will be useful for plantinR again ; but if allowed

to produce a forest of small shootg, tho roots will bo of no
further use, but should bo thrown away when done with. Sea-

kale, like Rhubarb, is easily obtained over hotbeds in Mush-
room houses—anywhere, in fact, where tho heat, from 50' to

00°, would bring it on ; but it is well to note that it can also be
had in good condition wherever there is a garden to get tho

roots from, and a fireplaoo neai' which they may be placed.

After the end of March we have seen fine pearly white Sea-kale

in a dark cellar. With the dung necessary for a small Mush-
room bed in such a cellar, we have started Sea-kale in pots

before the dung was mild enough for spawning.
In the open ground, trenching, ridging, &c., was proceeded

with in suitable weather, and a piece of ground was prepared

for Peas and Celery, following after Parsnips, Carrots, dec, the

ground being laid out in 5-feet .and 4-feet widths ; the 5-feet

spaces being well dug, and the i- feet spaces being made into

bed trenches, by throwing a good spit from them on the S-foet

ridges. These ridges will have the second crop of Peas along

the centre. Radishes and Spinach at the sides ; and the trenches,

before the Celery is ready, will come in for bedding plants.

Lettuces, and Potatoes. A little shade from the Peas will do
much good to the Celery.

FEUIT GAEDEN.
Proceeded with pruning out of doors, and will follow with

lime-syringing to keep the birds away. The lime also tends to

keep the bark clean and free from moss and lichens. Covered
a Vine border with about afoot of fermenting material, inches

next the soil being hot. This border had merely a few inches

of litter to keep out the frost previously. We would have
given a little heat earlier but for being short of material. We
would also have kept the heavy rains oS, but had not covers

;

but when a border is well drained the water soon passes away,
and if a little litter is put on, it acts so far as thatching.

Covered also the border of a Peach house with a few inches of

litter, as the trees are beginning to move, not to give heat
to the soil, but to prevent it being cooled. A slight sprinkling

was over the border all the winter, enough to prevent frost

affecting it much, if at all. A very little on the grouud keeps
heat in and cold out. Even Strawberry plants and tender sub-

jects in pots out of doors, although unplnnged, will not be in-

jured if a Utile litter or clean Etr.aw is laid over them, so as to

leave no openings. Even Vines with roots entirely out of

doors, and near the surface too, ma}' be forced tolerably early
;

and there will be no want of a mutual, correlative action be-

tween roots and branches if, without throwing any heat into

the soil of the outside border, from li to 12 inches of dry litter

has been placed over it in the end of October to prevent the
heat accumulated in summer radiating from it in winter. In
such a case it is as well to let the litter extend Iseyond the
border some feet. One advantage of this plan of conserving
heat is that there is no danger of doing any injury by extra

heat from fermenting material.
When it is intended to grow Vines in pots from single buds,

no time should be lost in having them placed singly in small
pots, and then set in a sweet hotbed. The advantage of the
single pot is that no iujury or check is given to the roots when
shifting into larger pots ; and growing these buds now into

strong-enough canes to fruit early in 1869 depends on growing
them on, placing them early this season in their fruiting pots,

and ripening the wood early.

Strawberries.—The weather has been dark for early Straw-
berries. Those coming on must be carefully watered, fo as not
to be long dry nor wet. No water must ever stand in the
saucers until the fruit is swelUng, and even then it is not ad-

visable. For beginners it will be better to set the plants in

reversed turf, en moss, or anything that will keep a little

moisture at the bottom of the pots, and yet prevent moisture
standing there. If the soU become very dry the fruit buds wiU
be dried-up and decay ; if the soil be kept moist, so as to par-

take at all of the character of a morass, the buds will rot from
an opposite cause. After March shall have come there will be
less occasion for being so very particular ; but for want of such
care in early forcing many plants become blind that otherwise
would have produced a good crop. For somewhat similar
causes those plants brought on now, plunged in a little

bottom heat in pits and frames, must be prevented rooting

through the pots. If tho heat below is strong, and the roots

much encouraged in the plunging material, there will be too
much encouragement to mere growth, and the leaves will be
60 Hable to excessive growth, that the flower trusses will be

left behind and come to nothing. This is chiefly of import-
ance in early work, and tho rooting-below is of less consequence
after the trusses have come boldly, and have opened their
blooms. They would then be more independent of particular
watering. Rooting through tho pots in a hotbed fchould be
avoided in early forcing.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Jam uary 29.

We have no change worth notice in our quotations of laat wcok. Preucb
saladiKg is much improved.

FKUIT.

F1. d. B.

2 6 to 4Apples i sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Uhe.^tnuts bush, 8
Cun-:xnts .* sieve

Black ".. do.
Fiffg dox.
Fiiberts Ih. 1

Cobs lb. 1
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, liothonse.. lb. fi

Lemons 100 8

». d. 8.

Melons each 2 0to3
Nectarines doz.
Oranges IGO
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums .J sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb,

Walnuts bush. 10 18
do per 100 1 2

Artichokes doz.
AsparaRus ICO
Beans. Kidney ....100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bros. Sprouts J sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

s. d.

VEGETABLES.

e. d
I

too
I

Leelis bnnch
20

I

Lettuce per score

I

Mushrooms pottle
I Mustd.^i Cress, punnet

6
3 6
1
1

1

8

i

6 I Onions per bushel
6 ' Parsley per sieve

1 Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
P.hubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz,

I

Turnips bunch

d. s. a
3 too

1

3
s
5
5
1
5
6
1
1
2
S

4

<i

TEADE CATiVLOGUES EECEIVED.
•Downie, Laird, &: Laing, Stanstead Park, Forest Hill, Lon-

don, S.E., and 17, Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

—

Catalogue of
Garden, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds, dc.
Hooper & Co., Covent Garden Market, London.

—

General
Catalogue.

P. & A. Dickson & Sons, lOG, Eastgate Street, Chester.

—

Catalogue of Vegetable and Flower Seeds.

T. Eunyard & Sons, Maidstone, Kent.

—

Catalogue of Vege-
table, Flower, and Agricultural Seeds.

Wheeler & Sons, Gloucester, " Little Book," cr Selected Seed
List.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,•» We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental 'svriters of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." Ey so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of tke Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Violets {J. S.).—Tbe Giant, Czar, and Queen are all single and aU
hardy.

Draining an Orchard (Neio Subscriber).— Three-inch pipes would be
much less liable to choke than 1-inch pipes. Place them 3 feet below the
surface. You may root-prune the trees at the same time if you drain now
and the trees require the operation.

Dr.uning Clay Land {E. Jtf. L.}.—As far as we can judge from scanty
information, the best course for you to pmrsue would be to drain at inter-
vals of 15 feet, and 3 feet deep, and to pare and bui-n 9 inches of the
whole surface. Mix the manure with tho burned clay, spread it, and
plough it in. It ought to render the land fertile. If you send five postage
stamps with your address, and order "Manures lor the Many," you will

have it sent free by post. It contains information about tho manures
you name.
Battersea Park (L.).—V*'e have no doubt the plant you mean is Sem-

pervivum cahforuicum, which is green tipped with reddish brown, and
makes a first-rate edging.

Gladioluses and Liliuh lancifolium iLinorain-.L:).—They may be
sown in collections of herbaceous plants, although there are t^eparate

classes for these bulbs, unless there is a special rule to the contrary ia
the schedule of prizes cfi'ered.
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Salvia ON THE Col oe Tknda.—Several correspondents suggest that
it IS Salvia herminum, or Purple-topped Clary.

Cyclamens (Woohton).—!! you enclose twelve postaM stamps and
order Nor 297, 298, and 299 to be sent to you, vou will find in them a luU
essay on tho culture of Cycl.ameus.

Scale Insect on Cohrant Boshes IT. Oarnett, aill,eroe).—Tbe scale
insect, with white wooUy envelope over the eggs, is the Vine scale (Coccus
vitis). We do not remember seeing it on the Currant bclore. Scrapeaway the rough bark, and paint all the stems with a creamy mixture of
half a pound of soft soap and 1 lb. of flowers of sulphur, boiled for a fewminutes m two gallons of water.

Roses on Manetti Stocks-Molching {J. G. B.).-" You had better
Eot prune at all the Manetti-stocked Roses just planted, than cut themdown to four or hveeyes. Such short pruning usually causes them to
push from the neck of the stock. Thev rarely send forth suckers from
the roots. Thin out useless wood, cut the shoots to a good eve at thosummit of the plants, and shorten the side branches a little to a good
eye. Prune them nt once, and place litter over their roots. This should
have been done be. ore. As soon as blooming is over I shorten my plants
a Uttle, and cut them pretty much as above. Sanders's book on the
Vine 13 puWished at the office of this Journal. The author was Mr
Ashton Smith's gardener. If you enclose is. Id. in postage stamps with
your addi-ess, you can have it free by post.—W. F. Radclyffe."
Cost of a Pit (E. 7!.).-Whetber i8 would be too much or not for the

budding of your pit. would depend very much on the quality and size of
the stones you used for walls 2 feet in height beneath the surface, and
the thickness of the brick walls above the ground. At first si^ht thesum seems fair; but, then, much depends on these considerations. In
aU such matters, where the proprietor finds lime and stone, and clears
out the ground, it would be better he found also the bricks, tiles for flue,
4c., and then contracted for the mere workmanship ; or, better still, had
it done by day wages by a good workman. You will know better thanmy one at a distance how many bricks you wUl use, according to the
thickness of the walls, and if you calculate the expense of this you wiU
easily see what is left for labour. In general, it rarely suits either party
to have so much material provided, and the workman to find tho rest and
the labour. It is better to give no materials, or all, and in the last case
contract for the labour, or, which would be as weU in such a job, have it
done by day wages.

Steawbekry Leaves Spotted (G. Pinet.-The leaves of vonr Straw-hemes are spotted by the frost and other ungcnial weather, those leaveswiU aU decay, but fresh ones will come, and you need not trouble about
them. It is just as natural for Strawberrv leaves to become thus dis-
coloured in winter as It is for an Oak leaf to turn yellow and fall. Wo
hope that the leaves are old ones, as we believe them to be. If young
leaves of this year in houses, we should judge they had smlered from ex-
tremes of wet and drj'ness.

.J'^''f'^\ ^fJ"'?" ^^'^'^ {Savannali'n Winding Shore).—-Ke do notthmk the half-hardy annual, Venidium calendulaceum, so good as Gazania.
It belongs to much the same class, is orange in colour, and about 12 inches
in height, but generally goes ofl' in the autumn.
Setting A Saddle-eack Boiler (U-.)._if saddle-back boilers aresmaU we like to set them 2 or :; inches higher than the fire bars,

or Rrating, on fire bncks or fire lumps, and wo used to have a block
of fire lump at the farther end, so that the fire should go over it at
the top, come round the outsides of the boiler, and then along the top
to the smoke shaft; but, latterly, if the boilers were large we do not
care about this break-draught lump, but let the end of the furnace
servo the pnniose. One object is thus gained without a lump-there
IS no chance of a careless stoker choking-up the space or flue be-hind it. Terminal saddle-hacks save all this trouble. We hardly know
what you mean by hollow bars or burs. If you mean pipes for grating, thev
J?".°.?^

^''
"-f^

'^'',"' fO'inected with the boiler, and w-e do not think
that they are of much advantage, as they present a coolish surface at thebottom to the fuel, and therefore there at least the combustion is less
perfect. If by ' burs' you mean fire lumps, we see no objection to their^eing^hoUow, though when the hollow was reached in wear they would

Heating and AnnANOixG a Greenhouse (B. JB.).—To do what voupropose-namely, heat a propagating house, 8 feet long by lu! feet wideand a greenhouse adjoining, 12 feet by 2U feet, by a flue," we "would pro^oecd as foUowb: -Having due regard to your doorways, so that the flue
will not interfere with them, nor descend below them, at the north-west
corner of the propag.atmg house place the furnace and chimney, and take
the flue along tho end and front of the house and back again, which willpve you heat enough there for a propagating bed, as alluded to in answer
fl . r'S?. i" .T'^K'

^'''^ y"" '"'° man^se by a circular turn to the
flue, but fitted with a damper, to be used when required. With the ex-ception of this curve, which will enable you to heat the propagatin"house only, we would continue and return the flues straight, which willplace them in the middle, or nearly so, of the greenhouse, and dampersm the flues there will enable you to let the heat in there when wanted.Ton should have a tank inside the house for rain water, with an overflow
to a dram. The greenhouse will do admirably for Grapes; six Vines

'hints"'
" '^^"'^ ^''8'^ '° ""^ middle, and a shelf all round for

Fdrnace of a Flce-heated Greenhouse (J. B.).-We do not think
the fuiTiace much too large if your furnace bars do not occupy a spacemore than 15 inches long by from 9 to 12 inches wide. If for such a
amall house you find the space is too large, then brick-up the f.irther
end, merely leaving space above for the draught to pass into the flue In
a case similar to yours we advised a fire lump to be jilaced at the farther«nd of the furnace to lessen the bulk of tho furnace fully one-thii-d, and
it answered perfectly.

h?^'''^^? \ ^'"i^^ ^"F'"!"^ ^°^f^ '^ Rfader, B.).-Ia the forcing

^;?? on ",''.'
^Z-^-' "H!* '." '°"^ ^'"'y' y" will need for heating it from

60 to 80 feet of 4-inoh pipes. A flue well made would cost you less at
fir.st, and less for fuel afterwards, but it will not be so safe and pleasant
as hot water. ^

V'iNE Border for Muscats—Wood for Drainage, &c. IA Subscriber
io the Journal).~Ttxo Muscats will keep well in winter without heat at
the roots, and more especially as the border is inside the house. Wood
and old roots do not do so well for drainage as stones, &c., as they are apt

to produce fungus. Why not use earthenware drain pipes ? The old
Vines outside will not interfere at all with the Muscats planted inside, if
you give the Muscats light and room enoush, and cut away the old Vines
as the young ones become established. The Muscats would ripen and colour
better if you had more glass, larger squares, and less timber and laps in
the house. -^

Late Vines—Royal Ascot Vine (H. S.).—As a selection of the best
late Vines, you cannot do better than take Muscat of Alexandria, Muscat
Hamburgh, Lady Downe's, Alicante, West's St. Peter's, and Trcbbiano.
The Royal Ascot was e.'thibited at the Great Show at Bury St. Edmunds
last summer, and obtained the first-class certificate of the Fruit Com-
mittee. Y'ou will also see notices of it in our report of tho meeting of
the Fruit Committee in our last number, and in another column to-day.
It is a valuable Grape, particularly for " winter work."

Fruiting Grape Vines (£. ^.).—If you grow young Vines strong and
ripen the wood well, you may take a crop from them the following sea-
son ; but in proportion to the crop taken you injure the Vines forever
afterwards. When you want to obtain a crop at once in your house, turn
out well grown canes from pots, and keep some in pots, and fruit these ; but
those you wish to have as permanent Vines, treat in the way recom-
mended, and only take full crops after three or four years from the plant-
ing. The latter plan w-iU be the more economical in the end. To gain
both purposes we have planted double the number of Vines—one half
to fruit, tho others to be established, and then the first to be cut out.

Vinery 15 Feet Long {A Yotmn Amateur).—If you do not want to
grow much below the Vines, then have five Vines—vi:;., one Royal Musca-
dine, one Buckland Sweetwater, two Black Hamburgh, and one Trentham
Black.

Plunging Pot-teo Vines (Broijle Plaee).—'The Vines will be safe
I enough treated as you propose ; but, of course, they will do little good if

left in the border.

Planting an Esrly and a Late Vinery (S. E. H'.).—In the early
vinery you might have all the border (17 feet in width), inside, and plant
2 feet from each side ; or plant in the middle and train down. As you
can have a border outside on the west side, you might, as you propose,
give the most of the inside border to the Vines on tho east side of the
span roof, and, planting the Vines on the west side for that side, allow the
roots to go out beyond the wall, protecting the outside border in winter.
For the late house ve would plant the Vines inside on both sides of the
house, and, .allow the roots to go out into a border on the one side, and
beneath the lawn on the other side. Little protection will be needed for
these borders, except protecting them from wet in autumn and winter. For
each house we would have eight Vines—four on the side. In the first
iiousewe would pl.ant one Dutch Sweetwater, one Royal Muscadine, four
iilack Hamburghs, one White Frontignan, one Black Muscat of Alex-
andria. For the late house we would have two Muscat of Alexandria,
two Bo'wood Muscat, two Lady Downe's, one West's St. Peter's, one
Trebbiano. These will want heat, especially when coming into bloom,
and they will keep well.

Vines in Pots {Youn(i Bcfjinncr\.—Did we wish to obtain what fruit wo
could from these rather strong Vines in 8-inch pots, we would leave
them in the pots, but set them inside of your 12 or 14-inch pots or boxes,
make larger holes in the bottom of the smaller pots, fill up with good
compost, and give rich mulchings. However, if you do as you propose

—

repot at once into 12-inch pots, we should merely loosen the roots a little

outside the ball, and place the fresh compost firmly between the ball and
the pot, on the clear understanding, however, that success will be greatly
owing to the practice you propose—namely, plunging these repotted
plants in warm manure, whilst the tops are kept cool or exposed, so as to
encourage fresh rooting before the buds swell. See " Doings of Last
Week " in last number.

Forcing Strawberries {Idem).—In the new house, 60 feet by 18, in
which you propose having a central bed and two side ones, wo cannot
say that in these beds you will be able to make StrawbeiTies in pots pay,
as we fear they would be too far from the glass for early work. After
March and April they would do. The sorts we would recommend are
Keens' Seedling, British Queen. Oscar, Sir Charles Napier, and Sir
Harry. We have not much faith in the plan of clearing ofi" the Straw-
berries in the middle of April, and filling with 150 Vines in pots, so
far as making money from the plan is concerned. You may use pet
Vines for a season or two before other Vines grow ; but if you want the
house to pay, you should plant Vines to continue at once. Vines in pots
if fruited heavily will do little more good.

Potatoes for Exhibition (Murphy).—The earliest Potatoes for a
show in the middle of June, whether from frames or from the open borders,
are Hogg's Early Coldstream and the Early Handsworth (Round). Tho
former is a first-rate variety for eating, and the latter, though handsomer,
is inferior for table use. Soden's Early Oxford is a variety that will give
tine round tubers by the above date, but " few in a hill." Of early Kid-
neys. Sutton's Racehorse, o^rts Mitchell's Early Albion; Menu's Pride»
alias the old Early Ashleaf ('.'); Almond's First Early, olJo* the old Walnut-
leaved Kidney!?), and Webb's Telegraph, are four Kidneys which will

prove the best for the early show table. The first three cannot be beaten
for quality. For show varieties in the first week of September, Edgecote
Second Early and Almond's Y'orkshire Hero—superior strains of the
Lnpstone family, as being very handsome and very first-rate for eating.
It is doubtful if Wheeler's Milky White could be in perfection thus early
in the open ground. It is first-rate. Of round kinds, Transell's Seedling
and Daintree's Seedling Round.

Evergreen for Arcade (A. G.).—Crataegus pyracautha will suit you,
and so will the plant you name.

Evergreens for Py-ramids (An Old Subscriber).— Thuja Lobbii,
Cupressus Lawsoniana, and Thujopsis borealis aU form pyramids, and
will bear cutting, but it spoils their natural elegance and gracefulness.

Forcing Peach Trees in Pots (Grefjorij).—Your plunging the pots
in a bed of leaves will be proper, providing the heat is not violent, and
the pots are gradually withdrawn from it, so that no check may be given.
You must not keep them plunged until the roots strike thi-ough into the
leiives and then withdraw the pots, as the check may cause the fruit to
fall or be poor ; but it will be lieneficial if you can leave the pots in the
leaves until the fruit is ripe, otherw-ise you had better not plug e t hem.
The only danger of plunging is a check being given to the trees by the

^ loss of the heat and moisture, or the destruction of the roots that Bifty
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lind Ihoir wtiy through tho holes iu tho pots. Trees planted in borders
and traiued to a trclUa aro proferablc to thoae grown in pots, lor thoy
;{ivo loss trouhio iu watering, but good Peache.s may bo obtained from
troo.4 in puts, and from tho trees being in potti they aro more convenient
and Huit:iblt' (or pbices where it is not desirable to have a house whoHy
devoted to them. Many can find room for a few trees in pots, but cannot
devote a house exclusively to thcni, and even in places wlicre there aro
Peach houses with trees iu borders, and it id not desired to force early, a

few trees in pots are very useful. Good Peaches are ffrown, both with
and without heat, ou trees in pots, and wo have no doubt of your buc-
ceeding.

PASSiFLonA QUADRANOULAnis (
!('. I(. i/.).—Therc is no need for setting

Iho fruit. It does f o rather freely naturally when the plant is not loo
vigoroue, but is rather shy when tlie plant is grown iu rich soil, and has
abundance of room for tho roots. Contiue tho roots more, give abundance
of air, all tho light possible in a position near the glass, and in the early
part of the day apply pollen to the stigma with a cauiel-hair pencil.

Books (Ti(moiisc).~Tho "Vine Manual" will suit you. Yuu can have
it free by post from our oftice if you enclose thirty-two postage .stamps
with your address. [A. 6'.).—No supplement to the " Cottage Gardeners'
Dictionary " has been published.

Striking Epacris Cuttings (Titmouse).—The best time to propagate
Epacrises is from the beginning of March to the end of August, and the
earlier the cuttings aro struck the better it is for the well-being of the
plants, as they can be potted-off and become established before winter.
Take a 4 or C-inch pot, half fill it with crocks, place over these a thin
layer of moss or very fibrous peat, and then fill to within an inch of the
rim of the pot with a compost of two-thirds silver sand and one-third
sandy peat ; then make level to the rim with silver sand. This done, take
another pot a little deeper and wider, and put into it as many crocks as
will raise the rim of the smaller pot to the level of the rim of the larger
pot, and the space between their sides fill halfway up with small crocks,
next put in a layer of mo^s, and then fill to the top with silver sand. A
good watering having been given, the pots should bo placed aside for the
water to drain ofl', which it will be by the time the cuttings are prepared
for insertion. In selecting cuttings preference should bo given to those
that have begun to grow, the young shoots being an inch or two long

;

take them off with a small portion or heel of old wood, some of the old
wood being cut or taken off, and the heel smoothed with a sharp knife.
If cuttings are taken from the young growth entirely, the shoots must be
somewhat firm, more particularly the base. The cuttings should be put
in around the sides of tho small pot, and in circles towards the centre,
not allowing them to tiuch each other. They should have a gentle water-
ing and be allowed to dry; the pot should then be plunged in a mild hot-
bed or where there is a temperature of 65-, a bell-glass being placed over
the cutting pot. with the edge resting on the sand between the two i>ota.

Shade from bright sun should be afforded, and tho sand must be kept
moist, for if the cuttings droop for want of watersuceess is very question-
able. The bell-glass should be taken off once a-day and wiped di-y. When
the cuttings have struck root, the bell-glass should be gradually removed
in order to harden them off before potting.

Pelakgoniums in a Cold Frame Mildewed (^maieur).—Yonr only
remedy is to keep the atmosphere drier by giving more air. It is hardly
possible to keep the more tender kinds in a frame, on account of tho
frame having to be for a long time closed during severe weather. A little

fire heat is necessary. Pick off the worst leaves, cut away any dead
or mouldy stems, and daub the mildewed leaves and stems with flowers
of sulphur.

Privet, Box, and Rhododendron Propagation (J. H.).—Privet is

best propagated from cuttings, which if put in in autumn in the same
manner as cuttings of Currants, root well and become good plants in
twelve mouths. Privet may be raised from seed, which should be sown
when ripe, in beds of good, rich, light soil Bos, tree Box. being the only
suitable sort, is propagated by cuttings, which should be put in early in
autumn or spring, in a warm sheltered situation in sandy soil. Seed may
be sown iu spring, and trees from seed grow tho most rapiuly and make
the straightest best wood, which is very valuable. Tho Rhododendron is

best propagated from seed, which may be sown in boxes or pans well
drained and filled, or nearly so. with sandy peat and a layer of very fine
sandy soil on the top. The surface should* be made level and be watered,
and the seeds scattered thinly and pressed in, covering them very slightly
with silver sand. Tho pans may then be removed to a cold frame, where
attention should bo paid to shading from bright sun, and keeping the soil
moist by watering thrnugh ii very fine rose. A little moss may be placed
over the pans ; this will lessen "the necessity for frequent waterings, but
the moss must be removed when vegetation commences. The seedlings,
wheu large enough to handle, ought to be pricked-off 3 inches apart, shad-
ing and keeping them close until they have again struck root; then
gradually admit air until they are fully exposed. Keep tho soil always
moist, and protect the plants from frost and powerful sun.

Wild Tamarind Seed SownJG (W. H. S.).— The Wild Tamarind
requires tho heat of a stove in this country, being a native of Sierra
Leone. The seed may be sown now in sandy soil and placed in a stove,
the pots being plunged in a hotbed of from bo to ilD . When the phmts
appear give a moderate amount of air, and keep the soil continually moist.
The nearer the plants are to the glass the less liable will they be to be-
come drawn up. When large enough to handle they may be potted singly
in small pots, and grown in the stove. A compost of one-third sandy
peat and two-thirds loam, with a liberal admixture of sand, will suit them
welL Afford plenty of light and air.

Cutting Ivy (W':m).—When Ivy reaches the top of the wall its
growth should be cut off. This will cause the shoots lower down to
spread. If you wi^h to cover the top of the wall, then you will let the
shoots grow over it. To cover a wall well with Ivy the first branches
should be trained over the lower part, stopping them frequently so
as to cause enough shoots to be produced for covering the wall. This
effected, the covering of the upper part is a very easy matter, as the
energies of the plant are chiefly directed to the top.

Mushroom-growing in a Pit (G. P.).—The space, 30 feet by 3 feet,
would answer admirably for growing Mushrooms. We would fill the space
to within 1 foot of the top with any description of rather dry littery
manure, and make the top foot of horse droppings with most of the
straw shaken out. The droppings should be iu a moderately dr>* state
when used, and put on in layers, each layer being beaten quite firm before

another is putou. The bed cannot be made too firm. A gentle heat will

bo produced, and when this has declined to 1)0 . you may insert pieces of
spawn It or 2 inches square in the droppings, jn.it placing the spawn so
deeply as to co\er it half an inch. The lumps of Mpawn may he put in

6 inches apart every way. Within a week the surface should be covered
about an inch deep with good, rich, turfy loam, and it should be beaten
and made quite firm. No water should be given for six weeks, and then
tho bed ri.hould have a gentle sprinkling, and be covered with a little hay.
The soil after this should be kept moist, but avoid making it very wet.
Protection from frost should bo afforded.

Plum Trees Unfruitful (/rfcnt).—The Plum trees which make vigor-

ous shoots, but do not bear fruit, may be root-pruned, and the Pear trees

as well. It will only be necessary to return into tho trench the old soil,

which is, no doubt, quite rich enough, if not too rich. In that case you
may fill the trench with two-thirds loam from a p;iMturc, taking the top

S or 4 inches witli the turf, which may be chopped, but not made very
fine. The soil should be of a rather light sandy nature. To this add
one-third old mortar from an old building, the older tho better, well in
corporated with tlie loana. The soil for the Pears should be a strong loam,
but avoid the lime rubbish.

Turf Ashes as Manure (J(?c;n).—They aro excellent for manuring all

kinds of soils, and would do well for a flower garden, and in the kitchen
garden especially for Onions and all the Brassica tribe.

Crinu&i capense Culture {St. Dennh).—This plant succeeds admir-
ably, grown in pots. Do not put them into large pots now, but shift them
into pots twice the diameter of the bulbs, providing good drainage, and
using a compost of loam from rotted turves two-thirds, and one-third
leaf mould or sandy peat, adding sharp sand liberally. Pot so that the
neck of the bulb may be covered with soil. Deep pots are best. Water
liberally when growth commences, and copiously when the plants are in

full growth, gradually diminishing the supply when the growth is per-

fected, and in winter keep dry. After a good growth has been made
expose fully to light and air, and keep dry, but not so as to affect tho
foliage. Probably your bulbs will flower, but that depends on the ripen-
ing of the growth the previous year.

Clianthus Dampieri Training {Tf'(cm).—li may be trained to upright
stakes or to a wire trellis ; but we consider upright stakes put in round
the sides of the pot the best, the shoots beingcoilod round them. Train-
ing to a wall is bad, as walls are generally shaded ; but the plant will do
trained to anything, whether a trellis, globe, or wall, only do not train it

in too thickly, nor keep it too close and shaded.

LiLiusi AURATUJi vcrm-i LiLiu?! Brownii iTdem).—The flowers of

Lilium auratum are much larger than those of L. Brownii, and it is a
better kind, but both are very desirable. The wood of Victor Verdier

Hose is nearly thornless.

Repotting Roses [A Correspondent).—The best time to repot Roses is

earlyin autumn (September! ; but it may be done now. In potting.most

of the old soil should bo removed ; but it is well not to injure the roots

more than can be avoided. If the plants are required to be kept in small

pots, then all the old soil may bo shaken away, and any long straggling

roots shortened. For soil, use two-thirds Inam from a pasture, the top

2 or 3 inches, with the turf, and this slightly charred, chopped rather fine,

and mixed with one-third drj* old cow dung, will form a most excellent

compost. Thoroughly decomposed hotbed manure or leaf mould may be

substituted for the co"w dimg if the latter cannot be had. One-sixth of

sharp sand may be added if the loam is not sandy enough. You may
prune standard Roses on the Briar stock from this time up to the middle
of March during mild weather, and you may cut weak shoots back to one
eye. the strong to two or three, and the very strong to three or four buds,

cutting-out the very weak and those dhoots crossing each other.

Hardv Ridge Melons (/J^rn)-—Wa have grown the American and
several! other varieties of these so-called hardy ridge Melons, and have
had them of good size ; but we found the flavour, though fair, not equal to

that of Melons gro^vn in frames or pits. They succeed best in a cold

frame, with a slight bottom heat at the commencement. We fear yon
will not succeed with them without glass. Your mode of furnishing

bottom heat to plants in pots is Ci^rtainly novel ; but we think the heat

thus afforded will be too uncertain, aud so liable to fluctuation as to do
more harm than good. You may grow Melons in pots in a greenhouse by
clearing out all "the plants aiid converting the house into a stove, by
shutting it up closely and economising sun heat, giving about one-fourth

the %entiiation you would were it used as a greenhouse. Your plan is

certainly worth a triaL The Melons cannot have too hght a situation.

Fine-foliaged Stove Plants (F. G.).—The following will succeed in

the same house with Alocasias, Begonias, and Ciladiums:—Maranta
Veitchii, Croton pictum, C. variegatum longifolium, Pandanus elegantis-

simus, P. javanicus varieg.atus, Sphrerogyne latifolia, Pavetta borbonica,

Maranta roseo-lineat.i, M. regalis, Hoya carnosa variegata. Hibiscus

Cooperi, DracEcna stricta, D. draco. D. nigi-escens, Dieffenbachia Bara-

quiniana, Cyanophyllum maguificiim, Cissus discolor, Anthurium Lin-

digi, and Ananassa sativa variegata. Alocasia macrorhiza variegata yon
should have kept dry. and if you do that it will assuredly become dor-

mant. The leaves w'ill come all right after a time ; bat a brisk heat must
be given in spring, also a moist atmo,jphere and slight shade from bright

sun.

Herbaceous Calceolaria Cuttings [C. ir.).—They are not worth the

trouble of propagating by cuttings, and never make good plants, at least

not equal to those from seed. You may slip off any of the side shoots not

showing f'^r bloom, making the base smooth with a sharp knife, and
trimming ofl" the lower leaves for half the length of the cuttings, and
then insert these in pans in a compost of loam two-thirds, and one-third

leaf mould. The pan should be well drained and filled to within an inch

of the rim vith the cmpost named, and then to the rim with sand. In-

sert the cuttings romid the sides, and at about 11 inch apart, give a slight

watering, and place them in a house where there is a gentle heat. The
atmosphere should be kept moist and close, and shade from sun must be
afforded. If the cuttings are taken in summer they may be inserted in a
cold frame, and kept close and shaded from sun. When rooted they

should be hardened-uff.and potted-off .>ingly in small pots.

Stopping Azalea Shoots (Idcm).—\<>u must not .stop or remove the

shoots that come beside the flower buds, as upon theii- preservation de

pend the plant's after-growth aud future flowering.

Marbiott's Self-begulating Boiler.—" Rose " wishes to know if any
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of the readers of the Journal have tried the above for the heating of hot-
houses, and with ^vhat success.

POINSETTIA PULCIIERBIMA CULTURE (S. B.).—It IS a StoVC plnut. It
may now be cut down, ond cuttinss of the shoots form excellent fimall
plants for floweriuRin autumn and v.inter. Cuttings with two juiuts are
quite long enough. They should be inserted in "sand in a hotbed, and
have a brisk heat. The old plant, when it has made fresh shoots an inch
oj two lonp. should be repotted. Afford the plants a lisht and airy situa-
tion near the glass, so as to have them strong and dwarf.

Vine Managehtent (A Novicc).~'ntQ Vines with phoots from 4 to 6 feet
long, which we presume is the length they are up the rafters, should be
shoi-tened to two-thirds their length; but if but recently planted you
should cut them down, so that they may just reach the hottom of the
rafters. When they begin growing rub off all but two of the uppermost
shoots, and v.-hen these are a ftiw inches long select the better and rub
the other off. That left you may train up the rafter about 15 inches, not
9 inches, from the glass, and let it grow to the top of the houf^e without
stopping, then take out its point above a joint. The laterals may be
stopped on the second leiif half way up the rod from the bottom, and at
the first leaf at the upper part of tiic rod. Tliey may bo allowed to make
shoots a foot loug, and then be stopped, removing them by degi-ees in
autumn. Do not have any side shoots at the upri-ht part of the glass.
You will not have any side permanent shoots until the second year, un-
less you have left the Vines to some extent up the rafter, then you will
leave a shoot as near the bottom of the rafter as possible, another
9 inches higher up the cane on the opposite side, and so on, leaving the
shoots 9 inches apart, but on opposite sides of the rafter, consequently
the spurs will be 9 inches apart on the cane, and 18 inches from each
other on each side.

Charcoal (Idem).—The sample of cliarcoal enclosed to us is the i-ight

kind for garden ijui'poses, especially for plants in pots, and is v.hat we
recommend.

Shrubs and Plants For. a Small Town Garden {Stepnei/).—For a
emoky town garden the following will succeed ; two of each will be quite
sufficient for the (>pace you name:—Aucuba japonica maculata, Minorca
Box, Berberis Bai-winii, Gold and Silver-edged Hollies, Eerberis aqui-
folium, Ruscus racemosus, and Skimmia japonica. Of plants that re-
quire peat soil, plant Khododendrons Blandyonum superbum, Gem. John
Waterer, Lefevreanum, Victoria, macnlatum purpureum, coriaceum,
and Everestianum, one of each; A2alea hirsuta and A. amcena. Erica
vnJgai-is Hammondi, aurea, Alporti, tenuifolia aliia, and elata; Kalmia
glauca and K. latifolia. Vaccinium ovatum, and Ledum latifohum. Of
deciduous shrubs, plant liibes sangnineum, white and yellow varieties,
and Lilacs. Hepaticas do well ; also Snowdrops, Primroses, Crocus, Nar-
cissus, Tulips, Hyacinths, herbaceous and tree Pseonies, Polemonlum

cierulcum, and its variegated variety. Columbine, Papaver bractcatum,
Phlox vcrna, and the herbaceous varieties; Pyrethrums, Pinks, Clove
Carnations, Pulmonaria officinalis, Saxifraga umbrosa crenata. S. palmata,
Scilla sibirica, Spiraia filipendula plena, Viola coniuta, Trollius enropiEus,
Lytbrum roscum superbnm, Lilium aurautiacum, L. c.indidum, L. mar-
tagon, Hcllcborus nigcr, Erauthis byemalis, Draba aizudes, and Dielytra
spectabilis.

Strawberries—Roses (.4 Novtcc).—li you refer to oui- last volume y»u
will find the information you seek.

Painting Cucumber, Frames fS. L. H.).~By painting the inside white
more light is reflected upon the plants, and by painting the outside white
less heat is absorbed, so that the woodwoz-kxs lesshable to be warped.

Grafting a Vine (3/. H. F.).—We have no knowledge of the effects

consequent on gi-afting a Muscat of Alexandria on a Trentham Black*
and the results from Vine-grafting have been so anomalous that we
cannot venture to express an opinion. Can you not plant a Muscat by
the side of the Trentham Black, and graft too ? You would then be able
to add to our knowledge, and yet lose no time

The Genus Cedrus.—*' If your con-espondent, Mr. Kent, will consult

the ' Natural History Review ' 'for 1S62. page 11, he wiU find the question
of the specific difference of Cedrus atlantica, Libaui, and deodara fully

treated by Dr. Hooker. To decide whether they are distinct species or

not would be to solve the slightly knotty question of ' What is a species ?*

Until this is done they appear to have as much right to be called distinct

species as a vast number of other ti-ees and iilants.—A, O. W."

IiiiPEBiAL Blue Pansy.—'• What are the merits of this Pansy as a bed-
ding plant ? It was sent out last year by Messrs. Downie, Laird, & Laing ;

shortly afterwards I had a single plant of it, and the few flowei-s that
escaped the propagating knife wert; really very fine, of a dark blue, yet

not so dark as to bo confounded with purple. How does it succeed
when gi'own in soil not specially prepared lor it, and what are its bloom-
ing capabilities? Would the result of a cro:-s between it and Viola cor-

nuta be likely to combine something of the profuse-flowering habit of

that plant, with the greater breadth and substance of petal of the Pansy ?
—Ayrshike Gardener."'

Fruit Trees Under-potted (2/. Frji).—Fruit trees thrust into pots

which just hold them, leaving no space "unfilled, and which trees cannot
be repotted, may have a i*iin of zinc 2 or 3 inches deep inserted inside

the pot, to hold some top-dressing. We fear that the drawings you kindly
offer would not be decorative!

Names of Fruits (Scv. Mr. M'CalmonV.—Your Apple is Pearson's
Plate. [W. Crowder).—The small Apple is Sam Young, the larger and
gi-eener we do not know. Probably it is a local variety, and the name by
which you say it is known may be the con"ect oue.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London or tlie week endin? January 28th.

Date.
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of a breed is to open the door to mongi-cls of every description,

canaing vexation to the real amateur, and often bringing a good
breed into disrepute.—A Sometime Dweller in Fiunce.

I HOPE I may be allowed to enter a strong protest against

fonr-toed Houdans. The pure Houdan breed is as clearly five-

toed as the Dorking, and where the four toes come out it is

due to attempts at crossing with Drahmas and Cochins in hopes
of getting more size. This I think has been a great mistake'

and the French poultry farmers themselves now find it so.

The Hondan is not naturally a large fowl ; it is an excellent

layer, and puts on a great deal of ilesh on ivery small bones
;

and the attempts at crossing, by wliich four-toed Houdans are

produced result in many cases in bad sitters, and in fowls with
large bones and less flesh, though a certain apparent size may
be gained.

—

Sangke Azul.

I WAS very glad to see Mr. Schroder's remarks in your last

number relative to the fifth toe in Houdans. It is not yet too

late to get rid of this ugly and troublesome deformity, and I

believe most breeders would be well pleased to do so, if they
were not deterred b}' the fear of disqualiiication at exhibitions.

In my experience of this valuable breed I have found that a
large proportion of the chickens, especially the pullets, come
with either four toes or with the fifth toe very imperfectly
developed, though the birds possess all the other qualifications

of the breed in just as great perfection as their five-toed sisters
;

and it is mortifying to be obliged to consign promising young
birds to the cook merely because they are without a member
which can be of no conceivable use to those that have it.

I believe the fifth toe in Houdans is derived from a Dorking
cross in some previous generation, thrown in for the sake of

improving the size. Many of the imported birds are without
it ; and I hope yet to see the day when the fifth toe will be
considered, as I believe it is, a mark not of purity but of cross-

breeding.

—

Eblaxa.

ARE PIGEON ROUP AND CANKER INFECTIOUS?
CROSSING WITH MEAI.Y BIRDS,

I CANNOT but think, with all due deference to so great an
authority, that 3Ir. Huie is mistaken when he says that " not
one disease to which they (Pigeons) are liable, is even infec-

tious," and that " roup, the most likely of all to be infectious,

is not so."

I have been a breeder of Pouters for some years, and during
that time the only two serious diseases that my birds have ever
been troubled with have been cancer in the mouth and roup,
but as far as my experience goes, both of these complaints are
most decidedly infectious, the former especially so, and I

think most fanciers will bear me out in this.

Mr. Huie also strongly condemns a cross between a Yellow
and a Mealy Pouter. I possess a few good Yellows, and one of
the best birds of this colour that I bred last year was obtained
by crossing a Yellow cock with a mealy-barred hen, not a sem-
blance of a bar appearing in the young bird. I also obtained
some good-coloured Blacks from a Black and a Mealy, the latter
being bred from a Red and aBlack.

—

Vf.R.BoBZjCraiwleyHall,
7iear Kettering.

[I am glad Mr. Rose gives me the opportunity of proving
my assertions in regard to the diseases of Pigeons, which time
would not admit of in my previous communication to the
Journal.

During my experience in breeding domestic Pigeons (over
thirty years), canker, or cancer, in the mouth has been rare
with me. Some years ago I had a young Trumpeter, and just
before its being able to leave the nest, I discovered, from the
bird's hard breathing, that something was wrong ; looking into
the throat I found it almost closed by a large lump like a fungus,
caused by this disease. The bird not being of much value,
with the broad end of a pencil I pressed the lump downwards
into the crop. Profuse bleeding followed for a few minutes,
and the bird was well, as it flew about for years after without
any return of the disease. Neither of the parents of this bird
was ever affected. The year before last I had a pair of Mottled
Trumpeters, a different strain from the former; the hen had a
bad mouth from this disease, yet her mate was never affected
by it. They reared four fine birds of their own, and being
pressed at the time for feeders, I placed under them a pair of
my young Pouters, destroying their own eggs just hatching.
This hen and her mate reared the Pouters, and they became

fine, large, healthy birds, all unaffected by the dieoase. The
Trumpeter hen is still alive, and now well.

Roup is a very troublesome disease, still I do not coneidor

it infectious. At present I have a pair of Red Pouters, the

cock ten years old and the hen three years, also a pair of Yellow

Pouters about nine years old ; botli pairs were matched all last

year, and, strange to say, both hens have been ill with roup

since the moulting time in IStifJ. Sometimes for three or

four weeks, or longer, at a time they were quite well, then the

disease would return bad as over, and I have sometimes found

in the morning lumps of yellow mucus adhering to the par-

tition boards close to where they had been sitting during the

night. The mates of these two hens are, and have been all

along, in perfect health and fine show. Both hens laid during

the season, and notwithstanding all the " billing and cooing "

that went on, their mates never were once affected in the

slightest degree, nor even one other bird in my whole collection,

from thirty to forty pairs living in the same house.

I hope that Mr. Rose and our other brethren in the " fancy"

will consider that I have proved to a demonstration my former

assertions; were it necessary I could furnish many other

instances.

It is from observations and upon experiments such as these

that I found my assertions ; and if our friends would only come
forward and candidly give us their experience, although in a

few lines at a time, we should rapidly advance in our pastime,

not on theories or nightmare remembrances, but on a pathway

paved with facts "true as steel."

My remarks on breeding the various colours in Pouters were

as a matter of course only general. What we want is detail,

but that we cannot obtain, unless writers understand the sub-

jects on which they write. In breeding for yellow we want a

rich, solid, deep orange colour, not a light, or pale, or streaked

colour, with or without light or slight touches showing where

the bar should be if it were required. Five minutes' considera-

tion will bring us to the conclusion that no bird showing a

bar should be introduced, or any bird of such blood. A rich-

coloured Bed and a Yellow should be matched to breed from for

Yellows, the Yellow being the younger bird. The mealy colour

of itself is too light, leaving the bar out of the question. I

have seen good Yellows bred in the manner Mr. Rose names,

but they are seldom up to the mark ; besides they are few and
far between, and what is most provoking, the birds that are

worst in colour, or showing a slight or defined bar, are as a

general rule the most handsome.
When I talk of breeding Yellow Pouters, or Pouters of any

colour, I point to a strain that will not fail to breed true,

marking excepted, in colour. I am not surprised at the colour

of the birds Mr. Rose has bred, and in corroboration of this I

may mention thet I produced a most elegant Blue-pied, and in

the' following nest a Chequer, from the largest and, I believe,

most handsome pair of Black-pied Pouters that were ever seen

;

the male bird was known by Scotch fanciers as the " Black

Prince." These facts show bow colours have been mixed, but

vre have been working for size and shape ; these being attained,

we shall by-and-by arrive at the desired colour.

Mr. Rose omits telling us what reason he has for thinking

the diseases in question infectious.—J. Huie.]

RAILWAY CHARGES.
The excessive railway charges that poultry exhibitors have

to submit to are a great annoyance and injustice. The most

curious circumstance is that I invariably am charged more

—

in fact, nearly double carriage for my birds on their return

joui-ney from any exhibition than I pay when I dispatch them
thither. Can any one explain this ? or will any one kindly say

it he is troubled with the same grievance? For instance, the

other day I sent some birds to a show, and pre-paid 2s. 9d.

;

on their return journey I paid for them 4s. 2rf. Cannot we
oblige the companies to charge equally for birds both to and

fro ?

—

Pakieidge Cochin.

PHILGPERISTERON SOCIETY.
This Society held its twenty-first annual Show on Tuesday the

14th inst. at the Freemasons' Hall, Great Queen Street, Liincoln's

Inn. It was a soarce of regret that on the day of its coming of age,

owing to a mistake on the part of tlie manager of the Freemasons'

Tavern, the Society had to be content with such a poor substitute for

their usual rendezvous—the Grand Hall ; as many of the birds, al-

though shown in the mahogany pens of the Society, were seen to a dis-
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advantage, wMch we conld not help regretting. We therefore simply
give a list of the names of the exhibitors of the birds. Most of the
exhibitors are generally foremost at oar shows where prizes are com-
peted for, and their names are a guarantee of tho quality of theii-

birds, though many members who do not exhibit for prizes showed
birds of superior quality.

Pouters were shown by Mr. Volclnuan and Mr. Thacln-ay; Carriers
by Mr. Crossley, Mr. Else, Mi-. Betty, Dr. Square, and Mr. Hedley ;

Almonds by Mr. Esqnilant (the President), Mr. Thackray, Mr. Cross-
ley, Mr. Merck, and Mr. Lucy ; Short-faced Balds, Beards, and Kites
by Messrs. Ksquilant, Mr. Percivall, Mr. Merck, and Mr. Lucy ; Jaco-
bins by Mr. Morris, Mr. Carrell, Mr. Merck, and Mr. Betty ; and
Owls by Mr. Hedley and Mr. Crossley. Dragons came from Mr.
Crossley, Mr. Percivall, and Mi-. Betty ; Long-distance birds from Mr.
Hudson : Trumpeters, Turbits, Brnnswicks, &c., from Mr. Thacln-ay,
Mr. Hedley, Mr. Else, and Mr. Percivall ; and Barbs from Mr. Cross-
ley and Mr. Hedley.

OLDHAM POULTRY AND PIGEON SHOW.
This Exhibition, which opened on the 24th inst., is the first that

has been held in Oldham, so that an enti-yof upwards of four hundred
pens must be deemed a qi-eat success. That even a far greater num-
ber of entries might have been obtained is beyond all doubt, as the
Committee felt themselves compelled to decline the applications of

very many intending exhibitors, on the simple ground that all available
space -was already engaged. The Co-operative Hall at Oldham is

spacious and well ventilated ; but when densely filled, as it was in this
case, it is not nearly so well lighted as could be desired for the purposes
of a poultry exhibition. In fact, no inconsiderable number of the
birds were placed in positions so unfavourable that it was difficult to
determine at first sight even their respective varieties. The feeding
and attention paid to the specimens were most satisfactory, but from
being a first show, some of the minor details would be considerably
improved by a gi-eater amount of promptitude and dispatch. However,
when in future years the Committee, aided by tho experience now
afforded them, contemplate other meetings, no doubt these shortcomings
will be rectified.

The Spanish and Corhiits were very good classes, some of the White
Cochins being particularly good. Many of the Game fowls were excellent,
but from over-exhibition some were fast lapsing from good condition.
The Iliiinlmrijlis were also superior, bat the great want of light pre-
vented them being seen to advantage. The Puhiiuh wore unusually
perfect, and embraced a liberal entry. There was a very considerable
collection of the new varieties of Firnch fowls, and the classes of
Pigeons throughout were particularly good, a great variety of the newest
breeds proving generally attractive. In spite of an extremely high
wind, combined with a bitterly cold state of tho atmosphere, the
attendance of visitors was remarkable, both as to numbers and
respectability. Mr. .Tames Dixon, of Bradford, being prevented by
the sudden illness of a member of his family from officiating, the
whole of the judging was completed by Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Spark-
brook, near Birmingham.
Special Class—First.P.Unswortb.Lowton (Silver Polands). Second,

K. Dawson, Oldham (Golden-spangled). Third, Mrs. S. Lancashire,
Tonge (Silver-spangled Hamburgh;^). Highly Commended, W. Hargreaves,
Bacup (Dark Brahmas) ; M. E. Wringley, Middleton (Gold-pencilled
Hamburgh) ; J. Andrew, Abhton-under-Lyne (Golden-spanj-'led Ham-
burgh); J. Clegg.jiin., High Crompton, Oldham (Black Hamburch. Com-
mended, Mrs. A. Bamford, Tonge Lane, (Cinnamon and BulTCochins) ; S.
H.Stott, Rochdale (Toulouse Geese). (This was for the Mayor's Prizes.)
Spanish (Black).—First, Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant, Penrhya Castle,

Bangor. Second, Mrs. Clifl, Hanley. Thiid, W. & F. Pickard, TLorner,
near Leeds. Highly Commended, N. Cook, Chowbcnt ; H. Wilkinson,
Earby ; J. Thresh, Bradford. Commended, M. Saxon, Manchester.
Dorkings (Any variety).-First, R. Charlesworth. Manchester. Second,

3. White, Warlaby, Northallerton. Third, T. Tatham, Kingsthorpe.
Highly Commended, W. H. King, Rochdale. Commended, J. Stolt,
Healey; Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant; J. White.
Cochins (Cinnamon and Bufl'l.—First, C. W. Brierley, Middleton. Se-

cond. T. Bott, Bury. Third, W. Bamford, Manchester. Highly Com-
mended, T. Maxwell, Salford ; Miss E. Hanmer, Leighton Buzzard ; J.
T. Berry, Sheflield ; Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant ; C. W. Brierley. Com-
mended, S.Harrop, Middleton.
Cochins (.\ny other variety).—First and Third, C.W. Brierley, Second,

T. Bott: Hifhly Commended, W. T. Ascroft, ; Oldham (Partridge
Cochins) ; .T. Cooper, Oldham (Pai-tridge Cochiiis). Commended, J.
Artinstall, Tonge, Middleton (White Cochins).
BRAH3IA PooTHA (Any vanety).—First, W. H. King, P.ochdale. Second,

T. Pomfret, Preston. Third. B. Carlisle, Rithton, Blackburn. Highly
Commended, Col. Stuart Wortley. Commended, W. Bamford.
Game (Black Reds).—First, ll. M. Julian, Hull. Second, J. Mason.

Worcester. Third, W. Biney, Manchester. Highly Commended, J. Jack-
Son, Bury. Commended, C. Tr.avis. Thurcoland, .Micliield.

Game (Brown Reds).—First .-md Second, C. W. Brierley. Third, E. Close,
Kingstown, Dublin.
Game (Any other variety).—First, C. Travis. Second, M. Julian.

Third, C. W. Brierley. Highly Commended, T. Dyson, Halifax ; J. Mason.
Commended, B. Consterdine, Littleborougb.
HAiTBuRGns (Golden-peucilled).—First, J. Merrall. Second, H. Pickles,

inn. Third, W. Parr, Patricroft. Highly Commended, Mrs. Farquhor-
son, Stow-on-W-old.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, W. Wilson. Second, J. Preston*

Allerton. Third, J. bmith, Coolam, Earby. Highly Commended, T.
Sharpies, Crawshaw Booth, Rawtenstall ; J. Piatt, Dean, Bolton ; W. tt J,
Bairetow, Fearncliffe, Bingley.

Hambdeghs (Golden-spangled).—First, S. Bum, Whitby. Second, T.
Ogdcn, HoUinwcod. Third. R. Simpson, Chaddcrton. Highly Com-
mended, K. Dawson ; H. Pickles, jun.; F. Greenwood, Rochdale ; R. Simp-
son, Chadderton. Commended, T. Ogden; V. Warbrick, Oldham; J.
Preston ; J. Andrew.
HASmuRGHS (Silver-spangled).-First, S. Lancashire. Middleton. Se-

cond, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. Third. W. Parr, Patricroft. Highly Com-
mended, J. Preston ; J. Jackson, Bury. Commended, J. Lancaafiire,
Tonge. Middleton.
HAMRrRGiis (Black).-First, J. Hope, Chadderton. Pecond, Rev. W.

SerjeantBon, Act m Bumell Rectory. Third. Mason & Walker, Denton,
Manchester. Hijrhly Commended, C. F. Copeman, Birmingham ; R.
Fitton, jim.. (Jidiiam; J. Lancashire; Mrs. M. Lancashire, Middleton.
Commended, J. Hope ; J. Jackson; W. Parr; Mason & Walker, Denton,
Manchester.
Polands (Any variety).—First and Second, P. Unsworlh. Third, W.

and T. Pickard. Thorner^ Leeds (White-crested Blackl.'Highly Commended.
R. Charlesworth, Manchester (Black with White Crests) ; W & T. Pickard
(Silver-spangled). Commended, E. & H. Comber, Warrington (Silver-
pencilled) ; R, Charlesworth (Black with White Crests).
Bantams (Black or Brown Reds) —First, R. Charlesworth. Second, J.

Allen, Oldham. Third, W. Biney, Manchester. Highly Commended. S.
Harrop, Middleton; J. Butterworth, Blackley, l^Ianchester ; J. Davies.
Oldham; C. Outram. Sheffield; C. W. Brierley. Commended, J. R.
Robinson, Simdcrland ; R, B. Rilev, Ovenden.
Bantams (Anv variety),—First, Tonkin & Tuckev, Bristol (Black). Se-

cond, (Mason i- Walker lElack). Third, S. S R. Ashton (Black).
Any OTHER Variety kot Named above.—First, Miss E. Hanmer,

Leighton Buzzard (Creve-Coeur). Second, Col, Stuart W^ortley (La
Fleche). Third, N. Cook, Cliowbent (Houdans). Highly Commended,
S. H. Wood. Dig^le, .Saddleworth (Andalusians) ; T, Uobertshaw, jun.,
lUingworth (-\nd ilnsians) ; R. Charleswortli (Malays).
Docks (Avlesbun-).— First and Third, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second,

M. Farrand. Ualtou, Huddersfleld.
Docks (Roueui.— First, J. J. Stott. Second, T. Bott. Third, E. Leech.

Commended, T. Wakefield, Golburu, Newton-le-WiUowp.
DncKs (Any other Tarietv).—First, C. W, Brierley (Shell Ducks). Se-

cond, S. & R. Ashton (Carohnas). Third, T. C. & E. Newbitts, Epworth
(Buenos Ayi-ean). Highly Commended. S. Burn, Whitby (Rlack East
Indian); C. W. Brierley (Carolinas). Commended. J. Rol>inson (Wild
Duck and Drake) ; T. C. Harrison, Hull (Carolinas) ; R. Charlesworth
(Black East Indian).
Geese (Any variety).—First, S. H. Stott. Second, E. Leech. Third,

and Highly Commended, E. Brooks, Oldham (Spanish). Commended, J.

Wrigley.
Selling Class.—First, S. & R. Ashton (Golden-spangled Hamburghs).

Second, P. W. Story. Daveutry (White feather-legged). Third, W. & F.
Pickard (Silver-spangled Poland). Highly Commended, K. Dawson,
Cowlishaw, Oldham (Gold-spangled Hamburghs); N. Cook, Yew Tree
House, Chowbent (White Cochins) ; J. Holt, Middleton (Black Ham-
burghs). Commended. Mrs. Bamford, Manchester (Buff Cochins); J.

Horrot-ks (Partridge Cochins); T.Grafton, Rochdale (Golden-spangled
Hamburghs) : J. Buckley, Weroeth (Golden-pencilled Hamburghs); J.

Andrew (Golden-spangled Hamburghs) ; K. Dawson (Black Spanish) ; H.
W. Illincwnrth. Idle, Leeds (Buff Cochins) ; H. Wilkinson, Earby (Black
Spanish I ; C. W. Brierley (Rouens).

PIGEONS.
Carriers (Any colour).—First, J. Waterhouse, Oldham. Second, H.

Yardleyj Market Hall, Birmingham. Commended, H. B. Whittaker, Mid-
dleton.
Tumhlers (Any variety).—First, J.'Fielding, jun., Rochdale. Second

H.Whittalier, Delph Mill, Bolton. Highly Commended, R. Whittaker

:

T. C. & E. New-bitts (.ilmouds) ; H. Yar'dley. Commended
,
.T. Netrell

-4shton-under-Lyne.
Fantails (Any colour).—First and Second, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended, R. B. Chowler, Bolton Park, Sldpton ; J. Waterhouse ; T. C. and
E. Newbitts,
Owls (.\ny colour).—First, J. Fielding, jun. Second, T. Newell.

Highly Commended, H. Whittle. Newton Heath; J. Waterhouse; J.

Walsh, City fl'heatley. Halifax; J. Fielding; F. Sale, Derby; H.
Yardley.
Barbs i Any colour).—First, T. Newell. Second, H. Y'ardley. Highly

Commended, J. Fielding, jun.
Dragoons (.\ny colom).—First, S. Shore, Newton Heath. Second, F.

Sale, Rose Hill, Derby. Hichly Commended, J. Waterhouse ; D. Bromi-
ley. Over Hulton, Bolton ; H. Yardley. Commended, S. Dronsfield, Old-
ham ; J. Hill, Droylsden.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First and Extra Third, H. Yardley

(Ice Pigeons, Black Fairies, and Blue Swallows). Second, T. Newell
(Fairiesl. Highly Commended, T. Taylor, Oldham (Antwerps) ; H. B.
Whittaker (Black and White Trumpeters); F. Sale (Yellow Jacks); H.
Yardlev (.Archangels, Monks, and Swallows). Commended, J. Fielding
(Red Turbits).

JEDBURGH POULTRY SHOW.
For the last ten years this Show has held a high position among the

poultry exhibitions of North Britain, and it is a matter of congratula-

tion to find that this year's meeting, which tookplace on the'21at, 2'2nd,

and '23rd iust., has been more signally successful than any of the

preceding ones. The entnos numbered about sixty pens more than

last year, and birds from the first poultr}- yards in the kingdom added

much to the interest of the meeting. The Committee are most zealous

and united in their exertions to promote the welfare of their Show, and
the great additional support this year received in the way of subscrip-

tions shows that the public appreciate the value of the undertaking.

It was a somewhat unexpected feature to find the Sj/anish so well

Bho\yn in a district so far north as Jedburgh, for certainly, even as a
whole, they would hold favourable comparison with the majority of

shows, even in the south of England ; and the Jhih'iiffs, for the most

pai-t, were scarcely less creditable, the " SUver-Greys " being evidently

the mc^t popular variety of this useful breed in this particular district.
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Of Cochin-Ckina fowls, and Ura/unus, there was a most excellent

display. Jfamburghs mustered very strongly, and were mostly exhi-
bited in first-rate condition. The Itaittam^ were the only variety that
scarcely held so high a position as they have formerly at this Show.
The uufavonrabic weather of late, it must be remembered, is especially

unfavourable to thcne smaller breeds. Qccsf, DiicLs, and Ttirb-'/s verc
shown by the most noted of our breeders, and a better display could
not be wished for. Carolinas, Mandarins, Shell-Ducks, and other
scarce breeds made the Variety class for Ducks especially interesting.

It was at Jedburgh, some few years back, that " selling " classes

proved themselves so popular, and judging from the great number of

birds entered and the large amount of sales effected, they still stand
well in the good opinion of amatcnrs generally.

Tlio collection of Fiijtons was far in advance of tliOaC of preceding
years, the competition in most of the classes being unusually close ;

and altlioagh it may api>eflr invidious when all are so good to select

any varieties especially, we cannot avoid mentioning the Pouters. Owls,
Jacobins, and the Vanety class, as being throughout of most extraor-
dinary merit.

Fine bright weather gave additional zest to the Shew ; and the com-
pany embraced most of the nobility and gentry of the neighbourhood,
together with an attendance on the last day hitherto quite unexampled.

Spanish.—First, J. Taylor, Morpeth. Second, J. M'Innis, Broom,
lands. Third, J. Nelson, Ea^lesfield. Commended, Capt. Scott Chickens.
—First, Miss B. Ridpatb, Edinburgh. Second, J. M'Innis. Third, J. H.
Wilson, St. Bees. Highly Commended. W. Paterson ; J. M'Innis. Com-
mended, W. Paterson ; D. Gellatly, Mciglc.
DoE'^iiNoa (Coloured or Silver).— First, T. L. Jackson. Bush Ewes. Se-

cond, Lord Binning, Mellerstaia. Third, Lady Baird. Newbith (Silver).
Chickens.—First, Sv. Snowie, Philiphaugh. Second, Lord Binning
(Coloured). Third, J. H. Wilson. Highly Commended, Miss Milne,
Otterbum ; T. Raines, StirUng. Commended, T. L. Jackson (Dark) ; D.
Gellatly. PulUts.—FinU A. Curie, Meh-ose (Silver). Second, T. L. Jack-
son. Third, M. Brooksbank, Manchester (Coloured). Highly Commended,
Miss Milne (Silver) ; Lord Binning (Silver).

Cochin-China (Any variety) —First, J. Shorthose, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Second, E. A. Aglionby, Eastwaito Lodse,Uawksh2ad 'Partridge). Third,
E. A. Aglionby (BufT). Commended, W. Morris, Aberdeen ; Bowman and
Fearon, Whitehaven; Gunson & .TetVerson (Buff). Chickens.—First,

Gunson & Jefferson, Whitehaven (Buff/. Second, J. Nelson (White).
Third, J. H. Wilson. Commended, W. K. Park, Abbotsmeadow, Melrose.
Bp-AHMA Pootra.—First, J. Shorthose. Second, J. A. Dempster, Stir-

ling. Third, T. Raines. Commended, J. Craw, Jedburgh ; J. Poole,
L'lverston. Chickeiui.—First, Mrs. Waugh.Lochmaben. Second, K. Jopp,
Aberdeen (Dark). Third, D. Murray. Back Row, Selkirk. Highly Com-
mended, E. A. Aglionby. Commended, K. Jopp (Dark); W. R. Park
(Dark) ; M. Brooksbank ; J. Craw.
Game (Any variety).—First, G. Spalding, Ktngennie. Second, H. M.

Julian, Hull, Third, J. Broueh, Carlisle. Highly Commended, J. H.
Wilson. Chickens.—Fir^t, W. Urquhart. Langholm 'Black Red). Second,
H. M. Julian. Third, W. Tait, Ht-atherUe, Selkirk fBrown Red).
H.^MBUROHS (Silver or Goldon-spangledj.—First, A. Heatlie, Selkirk

(Golden). Second, W. R. Park (Silver). Third, Bowman & Fearon
(Silver . Highly Commended, W. France, Crieff (Silver). Commended,
J. F. Loversidge, Newark-on-Treut (Golden).
Hamburohs (Silver or Golden-pencilled i.—First an.i Second, W. R.

Park (Gold and Silver). Third, R. Burrow. Longtown (Golden). Hifihly
Commended, Bowman & Fearon tGolden). Commended, W..i J. Bairstow,
Fenrncliffe, Bingley (Silver).

Game BASTAM8 (Any variety'.—First, J. R.Robinson, Sunderland (Black
Red). Second, W. Mabon iDuckwings). Third, T. Raines (Black Redj.
Highly Commended, Mis'^ E. Oswald, Auchincruive (Black Red); Akroyd
and Scott, Sunderland (Blank Red); R. Macgregor, Perth (Black Red).
Commended, W. Mabou, Jedburgh (Brown Redj ; W. Eiiston, Jedburgh
(Brown Red).
Bantams (Any other variety).—First, T. Wr.tson. Laners House. Crieff

(Golden SebriRht). Second, J. R. Jessop (White Booted). Third, F. L.
Roy. juu., Nenthome, Kelso (Silver Sebright). Highlv Commended, T.
C. Harrison, Hull (Gold Laced) ; S. & R. Ashton, Mottram (White) ; J. R.
Robinson (Black).
Geese (Any variety),—Firtst, ?Jrs. Birkett, Ainstaple, Penrith (Toulouse)

Second, R. Keed, Longtown (Greyl. Third, Lord Binning (Toulousej.
Commended, R. Sbortreed, Relso .

Ducks (White Ayiesbmy).— First, W. Hood, Jedburgh. Second, D.
Hardie, Sorbie Ewes. Third, Bowman & Fearon. Higlilj* Commended,
t<ittle & Davidson, Canobie ; A. Hoggart, Leslie, Fifeshire.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, D. Hardie. Second, R. Shortreed, Attonbum.

Third, Capt. Scott. Highly Commended, J.Gray, J. U. Somner, Jeciburgh.
Ducks (Any other Distinct Breed).—First, T. C. Harrison. Beverley

Road, Hull (Mandarins). Second, J. Jennison (Shiel Drakes). Third,
J. Jcnnison (Carolinas). Highly Commended, T. O.Harrison (Carolinas);
J. Craw (Black American) ; J. Jcnnison.
TcRKEva.—First, J. Smith, Or.:ntham. Second. T. L. Jackson. Third,

H. Merkin, Driffield. Highly Commended, Lord Bicriing.

Akv other. Distinct Breed not Befork Mentioned.—First, W. R.
Park (Creve-Creur). Second, J. Sword, Jedburjrh (Gueldres). Third,
J. A. S. E. Fair, Overwells, Jedburgh (White Dorking).
Single Cocks.—Dorkin{}.^Fni-i, J. Y. Craig, Kirkcaldy. Second, Miss

Milne. Third, T. Raines. Commended, D. Hardie. Game.—First, A.
Thom3on, Carlisle. Second, H. M. Julian. Third. J. Brough, Carlisle.

Commended, T. Watson, Cneflf (Brown Red). Hamb-jrak,—First, Bowman
and Fearon Second, J. U. Somner (Silver-spangled). Third, W. Bowe,
Cjrlifele (Silver-spangled).
Sv.EEPSTAKEB FOB Bantam Cocks.—First, J. L. Brown. Selkirk (Black

Frfd).—Second, J. Scott, Jedburgh Black Red). Third, J. Baillie, Belle
Vue, Aberdeen Black ReJ . Hii^lilyCommended, J. Park, Jedburgh (Black
Red;; G. Yule, Mellowlees;(Eroun Red) ; A. Wight. Jedburgh (Black Red*
Commended, ^. Scott, Jedbargh (Grey) : R. MacGretror (Black Red);
v;. Easton, Jedburgh (Brown Redj ; G. Pringle, Jedburgh (Black Red);
-T. Hcrvey( Black Red?.
Sfleing Class.—First, Gunson & Jefferson (La Fltche). Second, J.

A. S. E. Fair (Aylesbury Ducks). Tijird, T. L. Jackson iDcrking*). Highly

Commended, W. R. Park (White Cochin) ; R. Benson, Darlington (CocWn-
China Partridge) ; G. Bell, Wigton, Cumberland (Black Red Game);
J. Masgrove (Silvt-r-peucilled); W. Sinton, jun., Muuklaw, Jedburgh
(Turkeys). Commondod, W. Bowe (Golden-pencilled Hamburghs) ; W-
La\\Ton8on,Eagle3cliiro (Silver-pencilled) : R. Burrow (Golden-pencilled).
CoTTAOEEs' Pri/.es.—Firbt, W, Sword (Guelderlands). Second, H.

Purves, Hawick (Duckwing Game). Third. J. Scott (Black Red Game).
Highly Commend(-'d, W. Scott (Red Pile Bantamsl; W. Laidlaw, Sharp-
law, Jedburtzh (.Silver-spangled Hamburgh). Comnionded.T. Brown, Jed-
burgh {Silver-jii)flngled Hamburghs); R. Ruthurford, Jedburgh (Silver-
spaugled Hamburghs); G. MacMillan, Jedburgh (Duckwinga Game
Bantams); J. Hervcy. Jedburgh (Black Red Bantams); W. Mudie, Jed-
burRh (Spanish). Highly Commended. W. Scott (Pile Bantams); W,
Laidlaw, Sharplaw, Jedburgh (Silver-spangled Hamburghs).

PIGEONS.
Tumblers (Short-faced).—First, R. Whittaker. Second, C. Cowbnrn,

Calls, Leeds. Third, J.Hawley. Highly Commended, J. Hawley; F.Koy,
Beverley. Commended, T. Rule, Durham ; C. Cowbum ; J Fieldang, jun.
Tumblers (Any other than Short-faced).—First. J. Pringle. Second, J.

Hawley. Third, G. Fawdon, Gateshead. Highly Commended, J.Hawley;
H. Yardley

; J. Fielding, jun.
Fantails.—First. W. R. Park. Second, J. Thompson, Bingley. Third,

H. Yardley. Highly Commended, W*. Martin, Ayton ; W. R. Park; A.
Crosbie, Melrose; J. Sharp, Johnstone. Commended, J. E. Spence,
Musselburgh:
Pouters.—First and Third, J. Grant, Corstorphine. Second, F. Key.

Highly Commended, W. Martin ; C. Cov.bui-n; J. Grant. Commended, J.
Hawley ; H. Yardley ; C. Cowburn,
Nuns.—First. R. Davidson, Swinnie, Jedbnrsh. Second, W. R. Park.

Third, W. Veitcb, Jedburgh. Highly Commended, F. Key.
Owls.—First and Second, J. Fielding, jun. Third, J. Thompson.

Highly Commended, R. Patterson ; T. Spence, Musselburgh ; W. R. Park;
J. Grant. Commended, W. R. Park.
Turbits.—First, R. Patterson. Second, J. Fielding, jun. Third, W. R.

Park. Highly Commended, J. Thompson; G. Fawdon; J. Scott; R.
Patterson. Commended, J. Thompson; J. Campbell, Langholm ; F.Key ;

G. Y'ulc,

J.1C0BIN9.—First. J. Thompson. Second, G. Yule. Third, J. Spence.
Highly Commended, J. Campbell ; C. COwburn ; J. Sharp ; P, A. Benwick,
Kelso. Commended, J. Hawley; P. A. Renwick.
Any other Variety.—First, W, Martin (ivhite Dragons). Second, J.

Hawley (Starlings). Third, H. Yardley (Ice Pigeons). Extra Third. J.
Thompson (Isabels), Very Highly Commended, C. Cowbum (Archangels)

;

J. Campbell (Black Magi^ies). Highly Commended, J. Fielding, jun.
(Carriers) ; J. Bell, Newcastle-on-Tyne (Carriers) ; W. Robertson, Glas-
gow {Black Carriers; P. A. Renwick (Black Barbs) ; J. Grant (Rough-
legged Tumblers). Commended, H. Yardley (Toys) ; J. Sharp (Ice
Pigeons).
Selling Class.—First, R. Davidson (Victorias). Second, J.Thompson.

Third, J. Hawley. Highly Commended, R. Patterson (Turbits) ; J. Hawley ;

A. Goodfellow,'jun. (Blue Pouters) ; J. Thompson; F. Key ; P. A. Ren-
wick (Turbits). Commended, A. Goodfellow. jun. (Black Carrierfl); J.
Thompson ; W. R. Park (Owls).

CANARIES.
Scotch Fakcy (Yellow).—CucA-.-First, R. Bell. Second, J. Kemp:

Highly Commended, R. BelL Commended, W. Hardie. iffn.—First, J.
Hope, Galashiels. Second, J. Blaikie.
Scotch Fancv (Buffj.—Ci'oct.—First, J. R.Thompson. Second, G.Park.

Couamended, R. Scott, Jedburgh. Hen.—First, R.Bell. Second, J. Kemp.
Commended, W. Tinline, Galashiels.
Belgian Fancy (Yellow).—CocA.—First, G. Park. Second, B. Gilchrist,

Eerwick-on-Tweed. Hishly Commended, D. White, Leith. iffn.—First,
J. Kemp. Second, W. TinUne.
Belgian Fancy (Buff .—Cocfc.—First. H. Donald, Galashiels. Second,

J. Kemp. Commended, W. Tinline. Hc/i.-First, 1>. White. Second, B.
Gilchrist. Commended, W. Tiuhnc.
Flecked (Yellowj.—Coct.—First, J. Hope. Second, W. Forrest,

Galashiels. Highly Commended, J. Cleghorn, Galashiels ; A. Ferguson,
Kelso. jHcr..—First, J Dalgleish, Galashiels. Second, W. Tinline. Com-
mended, G. Walker, Kelso ; J Cleghom.
FiLECKED (Buii).— C'oct.—First, J. Keith. Second, J. Dickson, Leith.

Highly Commended. T. Darling, Hawick; G. Hollands, JedburRh. Com-
mended, S. H. Jeffrey, Jedburgh. Hen.-First, J. Hope. Second, G,
Hollands. Commended, W, Tinline ; J. Wallace, Jedburgh,

Judges :—For Pmdtry and rif/cohs : E. Hewitt, Esq., Eden Cottage,

Sparkbrook, Birmingham. For Canorics : J. Robertson, Esfj., Bumtis-
bnd.

UTILISING AND UNITING CONDEMNED BEES.
[Continued fiom i^agc 88.)

Havi>;g unpacted my empty hives, and all thingg being

ready, I proceed either by close or opeu driving as may be best

suited to my purpose. The first being the most rapid and
certainly the least formidable to a beginner, whilst it answers
every purpose when it is not desired to capture the queen, I

will begin by describing it. Commence by standing the bucket
firmly on the ground about a yard from the stock to be operated

upon. Unrol the cloth and cord, taking care of the pin, and
lay them, with two empty hives and a bee cloth, on the ground
beside the bucket. Next light the fumigator, and blow a little

smoke into the hive's mouth. As soon as the bees retire the

hive must be slightly raised from its floor board, and a few

whiffs of smoke blown under it all round. Then boldly lift

the hive altogether from its place and steadily invert it on the

bucket, covering it immediately with one cf the empty hive?',

and closing the junction of the two by first winding the cloth

round tiiem, and teroporarily fastening it by means of the pin^
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and then firmly securing it by four turns of the small cord,

taking two turns round the upper and two round the lower hive,

and tying the two ends together. The bees within being thus
safely ensconsed, the floor board should be swept clear of

stragglers, and immediately covered with the bee cloth, upon
which the second empty hive may be placed to amuse those
returning from the fields, and the united hives with the bucket
conveyed to a shady spot at a little distance. Here it will be
found very convenient to stand the hives and bucket upon one
of the borrowed chairs, whilst the operator seats himself upon
the other, and then a smart and regular rapping of the full

hive with the palms of the hands should take place. In about
ten minutes the great majority of the bees will generally be
so alarmed as to quit their own domicile and take refuge in the
empty one—a fact which may be ascertained by listening to

the noise made by them in ascending. At the expiration of

from ten to fifteen minutes the cloth may be removed, and the
hives sufficiently separated by raising one side of the upper
one to admit of inspecting the interior. Few bees will be dis-

posed to escape, and very rarely will they commence an attack.

If nearly all have ascended into the hitherto empty hive, it

may at once take the place of the decoy hive on the floor

board, and the few remaining bees having been brushed out
with a feather, the full hive may be conveyed in-doors. If, on
the other hand, many bees still adhere to their original domi-
cile, or if, as is sometimes the case, only a few stragglers are
found to have quitted it, the one side of the upper hive should
be upraised a few inches, and, being prevented from slipping
by the iron skewer being stuck into the edge of the lower hive
on the opposite side, kept gteadily in that position with the
left hand, so as to permit an unobstructed view of the interior,

whilst the under hive is rapped smartly with the right. Be-
lieving, as I do, that the jarring of the combs is the principal
cause which impels the bees to ascend, I disregard the dictum
of authority, and always rap on one side of the hive which is

opposite to the sides of the combs, endeavouring so to regulate
the force of my blows, that whilst the vibration of the combs
is so great that a bee can scarcely keep its footing on them, the
concussion shall not be sufficient to detach them from their
foundations. Such energetic measures admit of little delay
on the part of the poor bees ; a cry somewhat analogous to
that of " Sauve qui pent /" speedily arises among them, as with
vibrating wings and uplifted tails they " skedaddle " into the
cheerless and ungenial shelter of an empty hive. During this
rush upwards it is well to moderate the violent rapping into
gentle tapping, just sufficient to keep the bees moving. If, as
will probably be the case, the first exodus should not be suffi-

ciently general, recourse must again be had to vehement rap-
ping, and in this way a succession of panics may be produced
until scarcely a bee remains in the hive.—A Devokshike Bee-
KEEFEB.

CHANGING FLOOR-BOARDS—come FOR HR^S.
In changing the floor-board is it necessary to loosen the

hive from its board with a knife, or is the hive forced upwards
with a screwdriver ?

Is there any advantage or disadvantage in using a sheet of
cork for the sides of a frame hive instead of the usual pressed
straw? Of course all the edges of such a hive must be made
of wood as usual. If there is no disadvantage, what thickness
should the cork be ?— C. A. J.

- [An exchange of floor-boards should be effected with as little

disturbance as possible. It would, therefore, be better to loosen
the hive from its board with a knife the day before making the
exchange.
"We are not aware that cork has ever been made use of as a

material for frame hives, although we think it would be a good
one, and should, therefore, hke to see it tried. The usual
thickness of a sheet of cork would probably do very well.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Oakham Show (An Exhibitor).—Too many circumstances are unknown

to U8 to justify our giving an opiniou.

Newark Poultry Show.— We are informed that by an error in the
catalogue, the Rev. J. Chapman was stated to have taken the second
prize in the Selling Class, whereas it was given to the White Cochins of
Mr. F. D. Johnson, of Biiminghaui.

Marble Nest Eggs (A. E. F. C.).—They arc white or of a light cream
colour and answer perfectly. They arc to be boaght of statuaries. There
are composition eggs almost as hard to be bought at Mr. Bailj'e,

113, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square. We believe eggs ot this sort are
the only real cure for egg-eating. We have watched hens pecMng at
them pertinaciously, but they, of coni>:e, gave up the task in despair.

Weight and Colour of Dorkings (C. X. if.l.—Nine pounds are a
capital weight for a Dorking cook in stock condition. Two hens that
weigh 15 Iba. are excellent birds. There is no standard of colour for
Dorldng bens. The white in the cock's tail is not of the slightest im-
p..rtance. The weights we have quoted above are not the heaviest that
are ever met with, hut they are good enough for success, and are hard to
beat in running condition. Any practical breeder, or any one conversant
with Dorkings as a breed in counties where no others are kept, will tell

you the talk about colour as an index to purity is nonsense.

Hens Pecking the Cock's Comb (G. C.).—You will do well to remove
the cock for a few days till the comb is healed. The sight of blood and
rav.' meat is so tempting to the hens, that they will continue to peck at it

till they have eaten thi-ough it. When it is quite dry you may put hirn
back again, but in the meantime let the hens have plenty of green food,
lettuce if possible. If, as we suppose, your fowls are not at full liberty
(as we seldom meet with these cases save where the birds are in confine-
ment, though not necessarily in a small space), let them have, if they
have it not, gi-ass in a growing state cut with heavy s-ids of earth ; they
will eat it all. Feed them also very sparingly. Cases like these often
arise from over-feeding, and from a fat and craving condition of stomach.
We have never known this treatment to fail in effecting a cure. You caa
rub the cock's comb either with citron or compound sulphur ointment.
While we are on the subject we cannot help noticing that the cocks seem
to like the process uf having their combs and faces eaten. We have seen
a Spanish cock stand still while the whole of the white sac that forms " the
face " has been eaten, and when the hens had to jump to reach it, he has
complacently lowered his head, to suit their convenience.

Aylesbury Drake ^^^TH Wild Duck (Old Ditcfc).—The cross yon
mention produces a very good Duck when you have it on the table, but it

is open to one objection. The Aylesbury, if she sit at all, is a very bad
sitter. It is generally considered a mistake to breed between sitters and
non-sitters. You need not doubt the fertility of the union. Wo speak
from experience when we say it is a certainty.

Boiled Parsnips and Carrots for Poultry (iJosa).—Fowls will eat
both can-ots and parsnips boiled without injury, but they are not profit-
able food. If ^ven at all, they should be given raw and chopped fine.

Boiled potato is better food, but that is unprofitable if given unmixed
with meal. Where fowls are kept largely on vegetables, as in Ireland, we
invariably find they become very fat, but make no flesh, and always have
diseased livers. You will do better and keep your fowls more economi-
cally on really good food, than on these poor substitutes. It is impossible
to make badly-fed poultry pay its expenses, but where it is generously,
not extravagantly fed and kept, we believe you may eat eggs and
chickens for little or nothing, being paid for by those that go to market,
or are otherwise sold. Ground oats, barleymeal, occasional boiled potatoes,
kitchen and table scraps and sweepings, with sometimes Indian com, are
the best food.

Plumage of Dark Bhahmas and Game Bantams (X. T.).—You do
not say in what part of the plumage th3 white feather shows. We cannot
understand that it would be objectionable in any part of a Dark Brahma.
It would be fatal to success in Black-breasted Red Game^ The eggs may
be set after three days, having previously ascertained that the cock is

attentive to the hens. At this time of the year, especially, they sometimes
have strange fancies and dislikes.

Red Tinge on the Face of a Spanish Pullet (W. and W. C.).—

•

It is never safe to discard a Spanish pullet eight months old because
she has red over the eye. We have known such to become quite white
after a few months more ; but if it is the dark deep red that looks as
though it laid on a black under ground, we have little hope.

A Spanish Cock's Come {Idem).~lt should be of medium size, begin-
ning near to the nostril, and going well over to the back of the head, not
only upright, but stout enough to warrant the belief it will remain so-

Tho spirals should not be long, and the entire surface should be smooth ;

there should be no indentation or thumb marks in front.

Neither Money nor Cockerel (W. F. C).—Wo should write to the
pohce, and then either deal with Mr. White before a magistrate or in the
County Court, according to the information we received. We have your
second letter. On no account send more money, but instruct your soli-

citor to sue at once. The P.0.0. ought to be returned, deducting 3d. for

the office charge.

Influence op Male Bird {H. B., Limerick).—"Vie are of opinion that
the influence contiDues until the hen is broody—that is, has laid her whole
clutch of eggs. Some persons think three weeks having elapsed after

intercourse has ceased is a sufficient time.

Almond Tumblers (L. F. Ferrin).—The hook is not sold by the book*
sellers.

Lark with Canaries (S. G.).—A lark would do no harm in an aviary,
but we would not advise keeping one along with the Canaries, more
especially if they are expected to build. The materials for building may
be given to Canaries about the 20th, or end of the nest mouth,

Se?: of Canaries (TT. A. J.).—The bird being hatched so late in the
year, will not be old enough to breed from until about nest May. As to
sex, it is difficult to decide when the bird is so yoxmg. Place the bird in
a separate cage, and you will soon see whether it attempts to bing, if the
male you speak of be in song.

Payne's Cottage Hive {An Ardent Lover of Bee^).—!! you purchased
one, and there is a straw-hive maker near you, he must be very dull if he
could not copy it, and thus supply your cottagers cheaply. We do not
know the wholesale price.

Bees Decreasing in Nuiieer (.-i Working Cahimt jyafccr).—The pro-
bability is that the weak colony is dwindling away, owing to the death
of its queen, and in this case it will be better to unite it to the next stock.
It is only under veiy exceptionable circumstances that it becomes neces-
sary to confine bees whilst snow lies on the ground.

Isle of Peru.—If " T. C. H." will refer to map 30 in A. Eeith John-
ston's *' Handy Royal Atlas," in the position I before indicated—among
the islands in the North Pacific Ocean—he will find the email igland of
Peru.—W. H. K.
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trained, evenly balanced, and with close summer-stopping as
a prominent feature in all its modifications.

If we consider M. Grin's idea of a cordon as being unsuitable
to our sunless and humid climate, we must remember that, like
M. Du Breuil, he ha.s advanced since he began years ago to the
point of merely bisecting the stipulary leaves. His original
pruning was not so close as this, but the idea was the same—an
idea, as Professor Gressent says, "founded on the normal
principles of fructification "—viz., that of suddenly arresting
and condensing the sap at the base of growing shoots and
spnrs.

I well remember, years ago, being at M. Andre Leroy's nur-
sery at Angers pruning with M. Levard, one of the very
best_ pruners I ever saw. After a hard day's work, as we were
leaving the gardens M. Leroy met us, and said he was thinking
of sending Levard to Chartres to study a new system of close
pruning, of which he, M. Leroy, gave us some few details.

M. Lovnrd did not like the new system, and never went to
Chartres, and years after I found him still at M. Du Breuil's
first style

; but immediately on my return to Guernsey I cut
back the whole of my Peach trees in every form to the new
system, and have ever since carried it on, modifying it as
occasion seemed to require, and never seeing M. Grin's trees
till much later. The result of these experiments induced me
to publish the " Modern Peach-Pruner," in which pruning to
four leaves is recommended for the Peach, and working by
alternate shoots. This was a combination of the coursotmes de
Montrndl with the close pruning of Chartres, and this last
extended to four leaves, as a minimum, being of these regiUar
systems a modified and combined view which contains the
idea o( a pure cordon, taking care that the leading branches do
not fork, and be in some geometrical form. It is, however,
the oldest regular cordon-training in this country.

This much may suffice to supplement, as I said before, the
excellent work of the Editors ; but does not the thought strike
every one that it is owing to the poverty and confusion of our
horticultural terms that much of this doubt as to the meaning of
" cordon " has arisen ? What, for instance, shall we say of
snch a teim as the " irregular fan," when we know that a fan
is not irregular, but the contrary? Why this dread of the
introduction of foreign terms when we have the word espalier

in such common use ? What have we as an equivalent for
" cordon," understanding it as we do ? What word shall we
empkiy, so as to be universally understood, to describe a tree

with u single main stem and with horizontal branches and the
ends turned upwards ? Nevertheless, every one abroad would
at once say a jalmHtc ^'errie}. But should the tree have a
double-central leader (as we saw at the Paris Exhibition, and
which is one of the neatest modes possible to control the sap),

and the branches be trained obliquely, horizontally, or ':i la

Terrier, how should we designate it?

The word jiiibm'tte is scarcely very happy, and we need not
retain anything beyond a few expressive words borrowed from
the French, but it is high time that horticultural terms were
settled on some recognised basis.

We may rest satisfied that the orchard house of the future,
if a lean-to, will have diagonal cordons planted against the
back walls. Spiral cordons (one of the purest forms of cordon),
will supersede all others but bush trees in pots for borders,
when planted in groups of three or five. If the house is a
span, then diagonals parallel with the house cannot be sur-
passed for beauty, or produce, or simplicity of training. On
the open walls diagonal cordons of Pears and choice Apples
will soon occupy their share, while low horizontal cordons
for edgings for the borders will also be generally adopted.
Some portions of a large garden being thus devoted to cordons,
need not interfere with larger forms trained in other ways.
In a good garden of suitable size something of every style of
any pretension should have a place.

When cordon- training has leen once fairly tried, its merits
cannot fail to be recognised by English gardeners, who, in
reality, are so superior in most things that any prejudice is

out of place with a spirit of investigation and of fairness. For
amateurs cordon-training is admirably suited. Its simplicity
must recommend it. As to its injuring the life of trees, I can
only say I have not found it so after these many years of heavy
cropping.—T. EiiLnArx.

SOME OLD PLANTS.
In page 40 is a query about a Salvia with the terminal leaves

o! a violet colour, found by " D. S." on the slope of the Col de

Tenda. I have no doubt that the plant is the Purple-topped
Clary (Salvia sclarea), once so common in our gardens, but
now rarely seen. It is a native of Syria and Italy. The in-

florescence of Salvia bracteata has purple bracts, but it is a
Russian plant, and cannot be the one alluded to.

There is another query, I believe, unanswered, about the
plant called the Double Yellow Rocket, which is very fine. If

those wishing for the information will look into any book on
English botany they will find a plant called Earbarea vulgaris,

or Yellow Rocket, of which the flower in question is a double
state ; the plant is, therefore, Barbarea vulgaris flore-pleno.

It is a great favourite in cottage gardens, and deservedly so.

The Red Rocket, a neat, beautiful plant, is Lychnis flos-

cuculi, or the Double Ragged Robin, which is rather scarce.

This, however, must not be confounded with the purple variety

of the Garden Rocket, which is Hesperis matronalis purpurea
plena, and is so apt to die off that few can keep it. That truly

beautiful plant the old dwarf Double White Rocket is plentiful

in some localities. Cottagers about here who know how to
manage it grow it profitably for market, as it is keenly looked
after as a trade plant. The larger sort called the Giant, in-

ferior, though fine, is often substituted for it, but a practised

eye will detect the true sort at a glance.

—

Thojias Williams,
Or)iiskirk,

COCCOLOBA PLATYCLADA ior DINNER-TABLE
DECOIIATIOX.

Plants for the decoration of the dinner table at the present

time are in such great request that every one suitable for that

purpose is made use of. There are few plants better adapted
for the purpose than that which I have named. It is an ex-

ceedingly interesting and curious-growing plant, introduced
from Solomon Islands, with singular flattened branches, bearing

oblong or hastate leaves, small whitish flowers, and fleshy

fruits, at first red and then purple. Having used this plant

myself, I can highly recommend it to those who may not have
it. It succeeds well in an intermediate house. In colour it is

of a lively green, and its habit is very graceful. The long

flattened leaves are covered or rather edged more or less with
small leaflets in an irregular manner. I never placed a plant

on the dinner table that caused so much interest, or that looked

better. It is also very useful for bouquets as it stands so well.

J. Gaiuinek, Aston Hall Gurdiiis.

POTATOES.
Evert year convinces me more and more how very ignorant

we are on the subject of the Potato disease ; at the same time

it seems to me that we do gain some insight into one fact

—

viz., that atmospheric causes, and especially wet, have much
to do with it, and that to speak of any one particular variety

as being free from disease is simply a fallacy. Some may be

of hardier constitution than others, but given the conditions

favourable for the development of the disease, and no variety

will be then able to withstand it. I am strengthened in this

impression by observing the condition of my own stock this

year. Last season (18GC), I had a most disastrous time, and
came very short in my supply. This season (1807), we were
favoured in this part of England with a very fine August, which
tended to make our harvest an excellent one ; and as I took

my Potatoes up before the September rains set in, I was saved

the annoyance of seeing them spoiled, and have not had cer-

tainly a gallon of bad ones up to this time. Had I tried some
of the many nostrums recommended, or grown one particular

sort, or cultivated them in any exceptional way, I might have

laid it to one or all of these things ; but as I did nothing out

of the way, and went on in the old routine, I can ascribe this

result to nothing but the favourable weather that we had.

Amongst other varieties I had a piece of the Salmon Kidney, the

best late-keeping Potato grown, and this in August was seized

violently with disease iu the haulm. I immediately cut it

down, much to the amusement of a market gardener (and a

good one too), near me, who said it was no manner of use

—

that would not stop the disease. Fortunately for me it did, and

so I hope to have good Potatoes until the new ones come in.

I should add that I have for tho last two years well hmed my
roots when I have taken them up, and I rather fancy that this

has tended to keep them dry ; dampness is, I believe, most
favourable to the development of the disease.

In giving my estimate of varieties it must be borne in mind.
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first, that T do not epcak aa a market gardener, do not take

into account the cost and productiveness of the crop, but what
is best suited for a gentlemnn's table—that is then, that I place

flavour uii J quaUty lirst, appearance second, and proiliictivoness

third. The second point is that to which I have already al-

luded—that I do not hold up auy variety as free from disease.

Perhaps I should add that I grow my Potatoes in two separate

places.—one is an enclosed garden with rich friable loam, the

other an open field with a somewhat heavier foil, but dry and
open ; and that hence, probably, my estimate is very different

from that of others.

The varieties thus grown were

—

wHF.rns

VARIETY. OROWV. WHERE OBT.VINED.

1. Koi'ly Ashlcaf Garden Home-grown.
•J. Myalt's Prolific AsMeaf ditto ditto

3. Early Don Field Downie, Laird, & Laing.

4. Coldstream Early ditto Hogg & Kobsrtson.

5. Ross's Early ditto Mr. Thomson, Diom.
6. Lapstonc Garden Sutton & Sous, Reading.

7. Late LapstoueorDaiii-
trce's Seedling ditto Home-grown.

8. Milkv White Field Wheeler & Son. Gloacoster.

9. Yorkshire Hero Garden Rev. W. F. Radclyffe.

10. Feuu's Onwards ditto Mr. Fenn, Woodstock.

11. Premier ditto ditto Thome-gl-own

12. Salmon Kidney Field Rev. W. F. Radclylle, and
13. Coomb s Favourite (iarden J. Dickson & Sons, Chester.

14. Patersou's Victoria ditto E. Banks, Esij., Sholden.

15. Silver Seedling ditto ditto

1. Kartij Ashleaf.—There is little need to say anything about

this well-known totato. Its only fault is that it is a poor

cropper ; but I am told that Veitch's Early Ashleaf is of the

same quality and mtich more productive. Much dependance
can be placed ou it for the first new Potatoes.

•2. UijaU's Prolific Asldcaf.—kn excellent Potato, Tery nearly

of the same quality as the preceding, and a very good cropper.

It is extensively grown about here by the market gardeners,

and always commands a ready sale. Those who, like myself,

prefer Kidney Potatoes, will give it preference to the early

Round Potatoes.

3. lUii-li/ Don.—I received this from Messrs. Downie, Laird,

and Laing, and consider it to be au excellent Round variety.

It comes in about the same time as Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf, is

very prolific, vfhile in colour, very floury, and of excellent

flavour.

4. Coldstiram Earhj.—Another Eiund Potato, very similar to

the foregoing, equally mealy, and well flavoured ; it is also

very prolific.

5. Ross's Eiidij.—This was very kindly sent to me by Mr.
Thomson, of Drem, with a statement that, as he had to supply
Potatoes for baking, he had found this to be the best variety

for that purpose. He advised me to plant some large tubers

whole, and said that I should be astonished at the result. I

did so, and certainly the fine large tubers clustering round the

stem were a sight. It keeps well, and is especially desirable

for baking.

6. Lapston:'.—I see nothing to alter as to what I have already

said concerning this, the best of all Potatoes. It doubtless

requires, to grow it in perfection, a light rich soil and a good
climate, and would not probably succeed well far north ; nor
does it like wet. I have grown it very successfully this year,

and have no hesitation in saying that there is no Potato that

comes to my table at all comparable to it. For a main crop

it is especially dependable.

7. Late Lapsioue »# Daintrce's Seedling.—This partakes very

much of the character of the preceding, but is not equal to it

in flavour. I may be wrong, but it seems to have a little of

the Fluke blood in it. and all that race I think very little of.

8. Milktj U'liiti'.—This now-celebrated Potato needs no com-
mendation of mine. It well deserves its name, for it is the

very whitest Potato grown. It is also prolific and a fair keeper.

'J. Yorkshire Hero.—I do not see, either in growth of the

haulm or in the tuber, the least difference between this and
No. 7, and have heard the same remark made by other growers.

10. Fenn's Onwards.—An early Potato, kindly sent to me by
" Upwabds and Onw.uids." The seed was Round, but the pro-

duce was pebbly—neither P^ound nor Kidney. It is exceedingly

floury, and so very delicate in texture that it is not easy to

peel it after it is boiled. It is, for a Eonnd early Potato, an
admirable sort.

11. Premier.—An early Kidney Potato ; but I do not consider
it as good as Myatfs Prolific, and have discarded it.

12. Salmon Kidnei/.—Known here as Deene Ilall Kidney and
Iri.sh Kidney ; the best of all late Potatoes. It is veiy peculiar

in shape, being very full of eyes, but it keeps good up to the

middle of June.
13. Coomb's Favourite.—This is nothing bnt a selected strain

of the Lapstone ; a very good one, but still nothing more than

this.

14. Paterson's Fictorm.—The beet of all Mr. Paterson'a much-,

vaunted seedlings, bnt withal no great thing. It is large,

rampant in growth, prolific enough, but not mealy—in fact,

like all Mr. Pater.son'.s, it is a field and not a garden Potato.

1.5. Sili-cr Seedling.—X beautiful-looking Potato with a silvery

skin, hut watery.

Such is my e.stimate. And now to the practical results.

Plant early, and take up early. The disease generally comes

on about the first week in August. If the weather be fine after

that I should have no hesitation in leaving the Potatoes in the

ground until September ; if it set in wet I should bo equally

determined in taking them up. They will make no growth

after the haulm is attacked by dipease ; and they will not be

injured if taken up on a dry day and well limed before being

stored. For my own use I intend for the future to grow the

old Ashleaf, to be followed by Myatfs Prolific Ashleaf, Lap-

stone for the main crop, Salmon Kidney for late crop, and
Ross's Early for baking.

I hope it will be distinctly understood that I only speak

from my own experience, and that I believe locality and soil

have a great effect on Potatoes, as with fruits, vegetables, and

flowers of all kinds, varieties which succeed in one locality

being utterly worthless in others. A notable example of this

occurs in a contemporary a week or two ago, in which an
amateur writes from Ireland of Lord Maeaulay Rose as a flabby,

dingy-coloured, badly opened, badly constitutioned General

Jacqueminot, while we regard it as one for which Portemer

deserves a medal for raising.—D., Deal.

UNCOVERING ROSES.
Following Mr. Radclyfie's directions, I covered my Roses in.

December with fern, and placed stable litter over that. We
have had a most unusually mild season, and the Koses so far

need not have been covered at all. I examined some of them
the other day, and found them all making fresh shoots under-

neath the covering. Culine Forestier has shoots 3 inches long.

Would it be well, as long as the weather continues mild and
wet, to uncover them gradually, replacing the covering when
the cold spring winds commence? I am afraid of the young
tender shoots rotting-off beneath the mass of damp covering.

-Q.Q.
[The season is comparatively mild, and Roses are forward

kere. I presume the Roses covered with fern are Teas and
Tea-scented Noisettes. They may be uncovered this mild

weather gradually ; and if the frost return severely, they must
be covered again till danger is over. I do not anticipate any
more frost severe enough to injure Roses. In a few days I

think of taking oft' the Asparagus haulm—a capital protection

—

from my Teas and Tea-scented Noisettes. If the new shoots

are rotted " Q. Q." must have excluded the air, which should

never be done. The Roses have three eyes ; and if the centre

eye, which breaks first, rots off, or is killed by the frost, it is

of no consi-quence. The two other eyes will break in due time,

and the best branch can be suffered to remain, and the other

may be shortened back,

Celine Forestier here has a new flower foi-med. Roses wiU
be early this year. The National Rose Show in my opinion

is fixed too late, especially for amateurs and nurserymen who
have small stocks. Hence the large stockholders carry off the

prizes every year. In 18C1 Mr. Turner wrote to me saying

(June '201. "I am bloomed out." This does not conduce to

national Kose-growing, the main object for which the Society

was originated by the Bev. S. Reynolds Hole.—W. F. Eadcltffb.1

THE SEED PODS of ODOXTOGLOSSUM GRANDE.
A PL.iNT of this Orchid, after producing five spikes of bloom

in 1866, showed a pod, which grew to the size of a hen's egg.

This continued ou the plant all last year, and the blooms of last

year have produced another pod, both of which appear quite
green at this time, and have no appearance of ripening,
although the plant is in robust health and preparing to bloom
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next season. What I wish to know is, Whether the pods will

perfect seeds, and bow long I ought to allow them to remain :'

—H. M.

|_One of the most experienced of Orchid-cultivators informs
ti3 that the seed pod of the Odontoglossum should be left on
the plant until it bursts. As the pod in the above instance
is still green, there seems to be no doubt it will perfect seed.

The time occupied in ripening it varies from ten to twelve
months, or even more.]

CRACKING OF CHASSELAS MUSQUE GRArE
AND STANWICK NECTARINE.

It may not be generally known, that the cracking of Chasse-
Sas Musquu Grape can be prevented bv making a notch in the
wood between the rod and the bunch. The operation should be
performed immediately after the stoning of the berries, and
the notch should be cut at least half way through the wood.
The border at ripening time should be rather dry, and the
usual amount of air ought to be given.

This Grape does with less stimulant at the roots than many
other kinds ; indeed, the Vines re(iuire soil specially prepared
for them.
We have for several seasons past been successful in securing

good crops of the Stanwick Nectarine, almost free from cracking, i

by applying the knife to the fruit-bearing wood. Immediately
j

the fruit has begun the " second swelling," a notch is made
into the pith, the same as with the wood of the Cbasselas
Musque Vine. The fruit ripen-off of a golden colour, the side
Dext the sun is of a deep crimson tinge, and the flavour is of

the finest description.

Last season a few of the fruit were allowed to crack before
they were observed ; the notching of the wood was then resorted
to, and the wounds in the fruit soon healed up, and they
swelled to a fair size, ripening equally well with the general
crop, and being little inferior, except that they exhibited some
scars where a little gum oozed out, and which was carefully

taken off after it became hard. The wood thus notched is, of

ootirse, cut out at pruning time, to be succeeded by shoots left

for bearing the following season. The tree thus receives no
injury from the use of the knife. Previous to notching, to

prevent the Ftanwick Nectarine cracking, we tried every means
we could devise, such as lifting the tree, placing it in a position
on the back of a Peach house where the sun had greater power,
keeping it dry at the roots, and giving an extra circulation of

air, but with no apparent beneficial results. The crop always
set as thickly as Gooseberries ; all the fruit became cracked
when of the size of Walnuts.

I should be glad to learn the experience of others with this

excellent Nectarine, as it is seldom to be seen. It may be
moire successfully managed in orchard houses.—M. Temple,
Gardener, Balbirnie, N.B.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITIONS FOR IHOH.

At the risk of appearing captious in finding any fault with
the just and interesting review by your contemporary of the
programme of the Eoyal Horticultural Society for the coming
season, I will venture a few observations upon it.

It recommends certain additions to the rewards offered by
the Society to exhibitors, but I feel confident that this course
will not secure the permanent and mutually beneficial arrange-
ments which are aimed at. Better results may be obtained
by some course in which the exhibitors and the Society shall

iiAve an interest in common, and by which exhibitions shall

be self-supporting. We have evidence that such a course is

possible.

Mr. Paul receives no prizes for his show of spring flowers,

but the exhibition must repay him in some way. He finds,

probably, that his reputation as a man of skill and enterprise

is advanced by it, that Fellows and other visitors go to see it,

6Ui<i that trade naturally follows. Messrs. Waterer & Godfrey
are also willing to show their plants without direct money
reward ; and I see in the Society's Almanack that Messrs.
Iiane are about to follow in the same footsteps. Here, then,
are exhibitions, and very fine ones, made without any induce-
ment in the way of prizes.

Nor is this all. In June a glorious display of Zonal Pelar-

goniums is to be anticipated, this being the growers' own day

when the "subscription prizes, in u-Jiich tltoj naturalbj take
more tlian a passiun interest [the italics are mine], will be
competed for."

In these two classes of phenomena—the desire of nursery-
men to exhibit without prizes, and the readiness of exhibitors
to subscribe for their prizes, is the best hope for the future of
exhibitions. Without much examination of details, it is pretty
clear that shows as at present managed do not pay. The Royal
has now one great show in lieu of three, and throws out hints
of discontinuing even this one ; and the Botanic has cut off

all its spring shows. If more shows are cut off, Fellows wiU
cut off their subscriptions, and then cultivators in their turn
will be cut off' from the opportunities now afforded to them of
exhibiting their horticultural successes. The only safety lies

in making shows self-supporting.

.Judging from the Pelargonium example (is there not also a
Potato sweepstakes coming off ?) it appears not unreasonable
to expect that wherever much interest is felt in the cultivation
of a particular flower, whether on account of the profit it may
bring to the seller, or by reason of the pleasure it may give to

the grower, it is only necessary for the Society to provide the
arena, and the competitors themselves will be ready to con-
tribute the prizes ; and in prizes contributed by themselves,
the competitors will, as is truly observed, " naturally take
more than a passing interest." People value most that which
costs them something.

I have, therefore, written to the Council to propose that they
shall invite the Tulip fanciers, the Pansy fanciers, and the
fanciers of Carnations, Picotees, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and
Chrysanthemums, and their respective growers, as well as
cultivators of Strawberries and Cucumbers, Peaches and Peas,
to make up so many friendly matches among themselves,
offering them every facility for contesting the championship
in these various subjects. The Society ought to stand the
expense of the bands, provide the judges' fees, and make all

the arrangements, as their contribution to the entertainment,
and perhaps it might not be too liberal a measure on their

part if they contributed towards the expenses of the exhibitors,

u-/:etlicr 2>ri:etakcrs or not, one-half the receipts at the doors.

Such a plan would be safe both for the exhibitors and the
Society. Each exhibitor would invite all his friends to the
Show ; some part of their expenses at least would be recovered,

and the Society would run no risk. And the Society ought not
to run risks. Some ten or twelve years since it would venture
everything on the chance of a fine day, and we all know the
result. I hope that it has now grown wiser. I trust that the
Council now feel that the worst misfortune that can befaU a
body is not to be able to pay its way, and that their imperative
duty is to assure themselves that the arrangements they pro-

pose will not entail difficulties and disgrace upon the Society

for which they are acting. To send round the hat periodically,

and take the sense (ought I not to say, take advantage of the

weakness?) of the subscribers concerning their mismanagement
amounts to dishonesty, and the liberality of Fellows has been
more than once thus imposed upon in days gone by.

If the Council, then, are persuaded that they already venture

enough on prizes, I, for one, am for letting them alone. I

greatly respect Mr. Micawber's maxims on revenue and expen-
diture. Income, £1. Expenditure. I'Js. Gd. Eesult, happiness.

Income, £1. Expenditure, 20s. tij. Kesult, misery.

Have patience with me while I observe upon one other

feature of your contemporary's recommendation. I have no
wish to depreciate the value of the labours of the Fruit and
Floral Committees. I beheve them to be doing good service,

and to be an essential portion of the Society's organisation,

but I cannot help remarking, when it is suggested that the addi-

tional minor shows recommended shall be tacked on to the

Floral and Fruit Meetings, that the general body of the

Fellows cannot enter the Exhibition room until the Committees
have finished their labours and their luncheons, and that

immediately after the eating is done, the talking begins. The
consequence is, that unless one is sufficiently bold and rude to

walk about the room whilst Mr. Bateman is lecturing, one must
rest content with the distant view of the flowers from the seat

one happens to occupy, for no sooner is the lecture over than
the plants are seized away from under one's eyes or nose, and
there is such a general scramble to get them back into the

vans again, as to suggest that somebody disagreeable may be
expected to catch the hindmost.

Lectures are all very well ia their way, and I have no doubt

of their being very useful to good listeners and inquiring

horticulturists.
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The Fruit and Floral Committees have their own propar
work to do. They were instituted to judRO of, and to certifi-

cate, new and rare plants and fruits, and subjects grown at

Chiswick. Add ordinary flower-judging to their work, and their

apeciality ceases. On the other hand, the Society has its gala

day each week, and for this day such minor exhiljitions would
be suitable attractions. It already shows on that day examples
of its own culture at Cliiswick. Why should it not endeavour
to supplement its own little shows with an occasional com-
petition on the sweepstakes principle, and give us the oppor-

tunity of judging by comparison how far the Society is leading

the world in gardening ? If it cannot join in the sweepstakes,
which, perhaps, it ought not, it can at all events stimulate its

own cultivators to increased exertion by some little bonus each
time that the merit of its own productions is pre-eminent.
But the majority of the Fellows prefer small talk; and their

daughters love to see and be seen, to listen to the band, and to

listen to compliments, and these Mr. Berkeley never pays
them. Mr. Bateman is more gallant, I own, but even his

pretty speeches are, of necessity, too general to be very telling.

Now, although I flatter myself I am too good a horticulturist

to desire to convert our fine old Society into a mere fashion-
able resort, I confess to a weakness for pretty faces as well as

for pretty flowers ; and as I cannot think the brave old horti-

eulturists of the palmiest days of the Chiswick fries could
have feared any ill results to their loved pursuit from bright
eyes and gay dresses, from music and flirtations, I propose a
time and place for the new shows whicli will secure these at-

tractions.

Let us, then, Mr. Editor, have your support for holding minor
shows of florists' flowers on Saturdays, or if not on Saturdays,
on ^yednesdays. On these days there is " no House," and
surely our Senators are entitled to some consideration ; there
must be a goodly sprinkling of flower-lovers among them.
The time, however, for holding the shows might, if they

provide the prizes, well be left to the exhibitors. If they think
that snatched glimpses of their flowers in the Council room
will serve their purpose better than prolonged examination of
them in the conservatory, there is nothing more to be said,
and I shall regret that I have already said so much.

—

Another
F.E.H.S.

ORNAMENTAL AND FLOWERING SHRUBS.
KoiHiKG in gardening is more remarkable than t'.ie immense

number of Roses, Dahlias, Hollyhocks, Pansies, Chrysanthe-
mums, Antirrhinums, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias—but I must
stop—"The Gardeners' Year-Eook," under the heading of
" New Flowers of the Year," is conclusive as to the futility of
enumerating all the genera, to say nothing of the varieties
following in battalions. True, there are no species in " New
Flowers of the Y'ear," but the species which we see one
year iu the list of " New Plants," we may find in the next with
a host of varieties all advancing by rapid marches from the
"starry" to the "circular" and "globular outline;" some
" excellent," others " distinct," " very fine," " beautiful."
Then we have " Vice-President, a decided improvement on
Chairman," " a colour much wanted," " a superb and beauti-
ful introduction," " fine variety for exhibition," " well adapted
for bedding," and, to crown all, the " gem of the season."
Indeed, so numerous are the varieties, so curious in name, and
iu garb so very rich, pretty, splendid, beautiful, delicate, and
dazzling, that we are truly astonished at the assemblage,
and wonder whence they have come and whither they are
bound. The whence is found in " The Year-Book," biit the
whither who can tell? and we should never, perhaps, know,
only sometimes among new flowers something is not equal to
thedescription.or itmay be worthless. I think it will be agreed,
without a dissentient, that the number of new flowers raised
and sent ont every year by the trade in this country, as well as
in France, Belgium, Holland, and Germany, is very remarkable.
Even the Japanese Chrysanthemums, though the idea of those
'_' Bagged Jacks " ever being of any use was ridiculed upon their
introduction, on being subjected to British improvement have
been influenced by it, and the " first fruits of a rich harvest "

have resulted from Mr. Salter's labours. Many interesting
varieties have been raised at the Versailles Nursery, and are
there to be seen ; some, " D., Dial," says, being like " penny
spiders," paper cuttings, or having spots hke Orchids, and ail

curious, which latter I should think they must be if at all like
the parents. They will, most probably, supply a gap, but I
doubt if the gap will yet be well filled.

It was in 1834 or 183.5 that the Chinese Chrysanthemum, at

that time a " Ragged Jack," was subjected to British improve-
ment, and many fine varieties wore raised at Oxford and at

other places in Kngland, and in the Channel Islands, especially

Guernsey, and we have seen this once starry flower brought
to a state of great perfection by the persevering skill and in-

dustry of the hybridiser, whilst the splendid specimens seen at

our winter exhibitions, show the improvement not to be confined
to the raising of new varieties, but to be equally manifested in
the art of culture. The consequence of this improvement, not
only with the Chrysanthemum but with other plants as weU,
is a demand for new plants, which is met in two ways :— First,

by importations from the Continent ; and secondly, by the vast

number of hybrids and cross-breds raised by nurserymen,
amateurs, and gardeners in this country, as well as by our
neighbours on the Continent.
From the date of the establishment of flower shows this

demand has gone on increasing, and developed such extensive
ramifications that many think it would be well if all new
varieties were subjected to a strict scrutiny before being sent

out, thus saving money, time, labour, means, and disappoint-
ment. This, however, would not prove of any great avail in
stopping the rage for new flowers. The new and rare is the
prize most coveted, and, no doubt, is a most lucrative business
to those most intimately connected with it. So long as the
fashion is all for new plants, so long will all lovers of garden-
ing seek to possess themselves of something more rare and
beautiful than their neighbours. Thus flower shows by exciting

in gardeners, professional and amateur, a spirit of emulation,
have done much towards improving the science of floriculture.

Now, without wishing in the slightest degree to discourage
or diminish the prevailing and increasing taste for flowers (for

their care is a great source of health and enjoyment to many
not as yet imbued with the same ardent taste for shrubs
as they have for flowers, because a like spirit of emulation hag
not been provoked by the metropolitan, still less by the pro-

vincial flower shows), I am in the firm belief that the agency
so productive of a taste for flowers, would be equally effective

in promoting a taste for ornamental and flowering shrubs. I
am certain that the offering by the Loudon societies of prizes

commensurate with the object, would secure a response
worthy of the occasion, and secure a highly instructive and
desirable exhibition. There cannot be a doubt, that once a
spirit of emulation excited, a taste for shrubs equal to that for

flowers would spring up, and spread by the provincial societies

throughout the country. Once create a taste, and the demand
will increase, and proportionate supplies will be forthcoming.
This we know to be a fact, as only last spring Mr. William Paul
exhibited a splendid collection in the Royal Horticultural

Society's gardens, thereby proving that wo have only to en-
courage a taste and demand for shrubs, and we shall have
caterers ample for our wants.
Though the principle of hybridisation or cross-fecundation

was known in 1717, in the time of Bradlej', yet it was not until

the year 1830 and subsequently that any one thought of ap-

plying it to produce new and more beautiful varieties of flowers,

notwithstanding that through its agency remarkable results

with Apple, Pear, and other fruit trees had been obtained by
practising it in times prior to 1830. Florists, even, before the
establishment of flower shows never thought of cross-fecun-

dation as applicable to the production of new and beautiftJ

varieties of fiowers, but by the most extraordinary and xm-
exampled patience were content to wait till in self-coloured

varieties some accidental combination of favourable circum-
stance of soil, climate, and culture induced a " breaking " of

colour in the parent, and a variation thus attained was trans-

mitted iu a greater or less degree to the progeny.
The march of improvement in flowers dates chiefly from

the establishment of flower shows. The attention paid to the
raising of fruits bears no comparison to that bestowed upon
the raising of new and beautiful plants or flowers ; it has for a
long time slept as regards the majority of professional and
amateur gardeners. Though it may at times have made itself

active, yet it is only now beginning to arouse itself from the
long sleep it has taken since the days of Knight ; but we now
have the taste for fruits revived, not to any great extent mora
than formerly by horticiUtural societies, but by the introduc-

tion of orchard houses, and the greater facilities afforded by
cheap glass for proving the seedlings. It is true there has
been a great influx of Pears and other fruits, but many are
utterly valueless, all our old varieties stiUjholding their ground,
and every day becoming more prominent. That we are sadly
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deficient or have been much behind our progenitors in the art

of raising new fruits, I think the Email additions of improved
varieties (as compared with flowers), that have been made to

the lists until very recently afford abundant testimony.
Happily we are commencing what I believe to be quite a new
era in fruit culture, having Mr. llivers's results with Teaches
and Nectarines ; Mr. lugiam's and Mr. Husyhe's with Peara,

and numerous others. That we owe much to such men as the

raiser of Lady Downe's, the Duchess of Buccleuch, and other

Grapes, the raisers of the Victoria Nectarine and the Victoria

Pear, we must all admit, but there is room for still greater

results. I think we have only to wait a short time ere we
have an equal abundance of improved fruits, as we have of im-
proved plants and flowers, of which there is none too many.

It is hardly necessary to point out the small amount of

favour shown towards shrubs by the different floral and hoi'ti-

cultural societies. There is not a prize for hardy shrubs in

any of their schedules : hence the spirit of emulation has not
been excited in gardeners, and they have not begun to think of

improving the different kinds of shrubs. It rests with the

horticultural societies to create a taste for arboriculture, by
awakening the attention of those skilled in hybridisation to

the great improvements which may be effected in shrubs ; and
were the same favour accorded to shrubs as to plants, I thiak,

notwithstanding all that might be said against them on account
of the ragged and starry outline of their flowers, the taste for

them would spread, and that improvement would be the result.

Prizes might be offered for the best collection of hardy
shrubs in flower, for those remarkable for their foliage, and for

those producing fruit, according to the time of year, they being
in pots of a certain size, for it is desirable that good cultivation

and not means should receive encouragement. The majority
of shrubs can be grown in 11 or 13-inch pots to a size sufficient

to show their characteristics quite as well as if seen in the
open ground. It is not necessary to bring a tree in order to

exhibit its fruit, hence it would answer quite as well to exhibit

a branch to show a tree's foliage, and a branch would serve

equally jwell where the beauty consists in the flowers. Prizes,

then, for shrubs in pots and for cut specimens are all that is

required to promote a taste for arboriculture, which I would
like to be more on a par with floriculture than it now is

;

indeed, I should like to see every owner or possessor of a

garden have a border or shrubbery of choice shrubs, which
would be a source of lasting pleasure.

It is not my intention in this communication to treat of sub-

jects that attain the dimensions of a tree, but I shall confine

myself to shrubs which usually do not exceed from 10 to

15 feet in height, though they may in a favourable soil and
chmate attain much larger proportions. They are those that

should stand nearest the dwelling, and be of the dwarfer and
most beautiful kinds. They should be selected so as to accord

with the style of the building, and in planting particular at-

tention should be paid to the shades of green, and the effect

that the plants will produce when they are in flower. The
effect will be in a great measure produced by the contrast of

the shades of green, but if the appearance at the flowering

season be not also considered, the effect at that time will not

he good. Shrubs having a grey or bluish tint when behind or

amongst those of a yellow or bright green hue are thrown into

the distance, whilst those with light and small foliage are best

planted beyond those whose foliage is broad and fixed.

Those with variegated foliage should be employed to relieve

the sombre and uniform appearance of evergreens, and those

that flower or retain their berries in autumn and winter may
he used for a like purpose. Sombre-looking shrubs should lead

to the most beautiful or gay, and light coloured foliage should

appear among evergreens. The most beautiful shrubs should

have the most conspicuous and prominent positions, the shrub-

bery where it projects being planted with those most distinct

and briUiant. The design, though bold, ought to be rendered

free of all harshness and abruptness by a judicious arrange-

ment of the colours, blending easily one into another, and not

a shrub should be planted that will not add to the effect and

harmony of the whole. In planting in regular order and at

equal distances it is not desirable to form a shrubbery of recur-

ring varieties ; it more than one of a sort be planted, it would

tie well to group it in one place so as to give effect in various

parts by a mass of one colour whether consisting of foUage or

i)loom, ,**^y-^. f^'-

A shrubbery should not be too much crowded, as the beauty

of the plants cannot be displayed when they are planted so

closely together as to be drawn up into unnatural shapes.

Attention should be paid to height, for it is destructive of

effect as well as to the plants' growth to place the tallest next
the wtilk or nearest the eye, and the dwarfest at the back or
behind them ; but much may be done towards giving an un-
dulating appearance by planting the tall shrubs together in

clumps, and the dwarf ones as well, proceeding grndiially from
the lowest to the highest shrubs, and again from the highest
to the lowest. It is desirable in planting to bear in mind that

effect does not depend on the rarity of the plants, but on a
selection of those succeeding each other in their blossoming
or the ripening of their various-coloured fruits, which latter

add materially to their beauty when the flowering is over.

—

ti. Aeeey.
{To be continued.)

ROYAL HORTICULTURM. SOCIETY'S
EXAMINATIONS.

The result of the last examination of g.arden;rs for certifi-

cates, held at the Royal Hi Ituial Society, South Kensing-
ton, on the 17th of December, is as follows :

—

, Spinlis
Wynne ....

Hiirdesty
. Steward
lIcArdle ....

W. Burbi-idge
. Middleton .

.

Intilis

Stormont .

.

L. Keenan .

.

J. Bull

Chiswick
Students.

J. H. Hart

Roberts ...

Bradley . . .

.

Williamson

.

Kew
Kew
Kew
Kew
Regent's Park .

.

f Benham Pari,
I Newbury .

.

Eiidge Castle ..

Court Yard. Elth;

Eattersea Park.

I'cfjelable and Fruit
Culture.

/•First Class
ditto

J Extra Second Class
"l Second Class

ditto
vExtra Second Class

. Tliird Class
ditto

. Extra Second Class
ditto

. . . Second Class .

nm Extra Second Class

Floriculiiur.

First Class
ditto

Second Class
ditto
ditto

First Class
Second Class

Second Class
First Class

ditto

ditto

ditto

Second Class

G-\LVANISED AVIRE TRELLISES.
The trellis of Mr. Williams, of WooUand, that I wrote of

showed no sign of wearing, neither was there any sign of canker
or gum. If Peach and Nectarine trees are tied tightly to wires

or nails, they will throw out gum or canker. Two inches from
the wall is too far for a wire trellis. Peaches and Nectarines

do not like draughts of air behind them. I tie all my Peach
trees with bast instead of shreds, which harbour pests. The
plan is inexpensive, and neater than shreds. I use cast-iron

nails ; and instead of drawing them and leaving holes I break
them off. They are very cheap.—W. F. Eadclitfe.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETING.
The first meeting for the present year was held at Bnrlinston House

on the IHb of .January, Sir John Lubbock, Bait., F.E.S., President of

the Society, being in the chair.

Amongst the donations received since the last meeting were the

"Proceedings" of the Essex Institute of Natural History held at

Salem, United States ; the FerJinaudean Institution of the Tyrol
;
the

Netherlands and Moscow Societies ; the Linnean Society of London, &c.

The Rev. Douglas Timins exhibited three interesting varieties of

the Queen of Spaiu Fritillaiy Bnttertiy, Argynuis Lathoma, m two of

which the wings were of abnonual form and size, and in the tku-d the

black markings were greatly suffused ; also a specimen ot the ma^l-

iicent Charaxes Jasins reared in England. Mr. F. Smith exhibited

several specimens of a large species of Wasp belonging to the exotic

genus Polistes (and closely allied to P. biguttatus and versicolor,

natives of Brazil and the West Indies), of which five individuals had

been taken alive in the course of the summers ot ISbb and lbb7 at

Penzance, by Miss Carne, in the window of the same house. JUr.

Smith was unable to conjecture how such insects could have been m-

troduced into this country.
, , , ,i i-

A note was read from Mr. Colville as to the geogi-aphical locahty ot

the two species of Papilio, Phorhanta and Epiphorbas, natives oJ

Mauritius and Madagascar. A note was also read from Captam

Lendy as to the introduction of the eggs of Bombyx Atlas from Chma,

with the view to their beiug employed in sill; culture. A letter trom

Herr Schiekenilauz was commnuicatedbyDr. Burmeister from Buenos

Ayres, containing a description of a new and remarkable genus of

Lamellicorn Beetles in Brazil, belonging to a group hitherto only

known as peculiar to the shores of the Mediterranean, its position

bein" between the genera Macrophylla and Pachy|ras. It had been

captured on the flowers of a legximiuous plant, and it was proposed to-

be named Burmeisteria mirabilis.
, „ „ , , a , , ,

A report by the Key. G. Ilichter, Governor of the Central School at
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Koorg in the I'lftst luJies, ^-aa reatl on the dcstraction of Coffee trees

by the larvie of a licetlo uouied the ColTec-tree Boror, and on the

means of preveutiug its rrtvaj,'os. Siiccinieus of the injured wood and
insect were forwarded : the hitter proves to hulonR to the family Ce-

ramhyeida?, and has been described under the name of Clytas nia-

cacusis.

The Secretaiy made some observations on tlio law of priority in

nomenclature as apydicablo to certain Hiiecies of Buprcstidie from
Australia, of which short descriptions liad been printed and circulated

by the Ilcv. K. W. Hope, but wliicii had never been ref^ularly pub-

lished and sold : the insects havin;^ subsequently been described and
ti|rared by other authors with other names, which under the circum-

stances Mr. Dunning considered as entitled to priority over Mr. Hope's
names.

Mr. MacLachlan exhibited a very beautiful species of Caddice Fly
new to this country, which had been taken at IJishops' Wood, in Staf-

fordshii'e, by Mr. Chappell, of Manchester. It is the Nouronia clath-

rata of Kolcuati.

Mr. Howitson communicated a critical revision of Mr. Wallace's
memoir on the Pierideous Butterflies of tlie Malayan Archipelago,

recently published in the Society's Transactions.

A new part of the Society's Transactions was announced to he ready
for delivei*y to the members.

FLOORS CASTLE.
[The following notes on this magnificent residence were

written by one of our correspondents in the autumn of 18()5,

and should then have appeared. I'ublio attention, however,
has recently again been directed thither by Her Majesty's visit

to its noble owner, and also by Mr. Kose, the very able gar-

dener there, being appointed to the management of the Royal
Gardens at Progmore ; so we now place before our readers au
account of the garden and grounds, and would more especially

call attention to the fine range of glass houses, presenting
features not often met with, and well worthy of being copied.]

To the tourist from England who enters Scotland for the
first timo by the East Coast route, the lameness of the scenery
.at the boundary of the two countries is disappointing, the
town of Berwick itself having little to recommend it, while the
Tweed, the stream of whose beauty poets have so often sung,
seems only to resemble a wide shallow canal, especially when it

is low water. The country, too, is more interesting to tho
farmer and utilitarian than to the lover of Nature, as good farm-
ing, large fields, and straight fences, with few or no plantations
of any importance, give rather a bleak than a clothed appear-
ance. But follow that river up its course, and then its real

character and beauties appear—its clear limpid stream, now
expanding itself between meadows of the richest green, now
hemmed in between high banks overhung by woods, both
natural and artificial, with ever and anon a rock opposing its

rugged base to the onward course of the stream, which murmurs
at the impediments in its way. The scenery on the banks is

likewise ever changing. Now and then is seen a modern mansion
replete with all the comforts the wealth of the nineteenth cen-
tury can command ; while, e-xternally, well-dressed grounds, trim
fences, and good roads, attest the advance which taste and in-

dustry have made ; and probably not more than a gunshot from
this residence may be descried the remains of some feudal
fortress, with its keep and ponderous walls, interesting
by its historical associations. Farther on a less imposing
memento may remind the traveller of au encounter between
the people of the countries on the opposite banks of the river,

or, perhaps, most interesting of all, he may meet with the re-

mains of some religious edifice, which even in its ruin shows
that the skilled artizau of the present day is in many respects
inferior to his brother craftsman of some four or five centuries
ago, as the adornments among the ruins of Melrose Abbey, for
instance, bear witness. Leaving the tourist, however, to journey
through a district of such historical and poetical interest, let us
retrace our steps a few miles downwards from Melrose, and we
find ourselves in the immediate neighbourhood of a residence
almost regal in its proportions and remarkable for its beauty.

Floors Castle, the principal seat of the Duke of lloxburghe, is

beautifully situated on the left bank of the Tweed, and about a
mile from the thriving town of Kelso. The present structure
is a castellated building of large dimensions, which was con-
siderably improved and enlarged a few years ago, the original
structure having been built from designs by Vaubrugh, soon
after the beginning of the last century. The approach from
Kelso partly passes through and partly skirts a wood of large
and healthy Oaks, Silver Firs, and other trees, ample space
being allowed for the carriage road, as well as for its margins.
The mansion stands on a gentle eminence, the ground receding

from it towards the south and east, the approach alluded to

being from the latter direction. Making a slight clrtuur the
visitor is carried to the north side of the building, which, as in
most other residences of a like character, is made the carriage

entrance ; but my object being to visit tho garden, which is

a little to the west of the mansion, I contented myself with a
hasty glance at the noble residence. I was astonished at its

extreme freshness of colour, the pale freestone looking as if it

had not been more than a week out of tho quarry, and this cir-

cumstance, coupled with the emerald green of the turf, and the
healthiness of the vegetation arouud, would imply a purity of

atmosphere and fertility of soil not often met with.

At a convenient distance to tho west of tho mansion is the
new kitchen garden with its various appurtenances. Some
fine timber trees, interspersed with shrubs, form a sort of link
between it and what may be called dressed ground. There is

also a very extensive area on the north side of the mansion, and
a much larger space on the south and south-eastern sides; in
fact, the extent of what may truly be called lawn would
appal any one not conversant with mowing machines, for ap-
parently every inch of the space seemed excellent grazing land,

capable of producing any number of good crops without dimi-
nutiiin from the dry weather, which in the south of England is

sometimes such a drawback ; but here winter only would seem
to cause any cessation of growth. Leaving this beautiful scene,

a very few minutes' walk brings us in sight of a garden wall,

and the first look confirmed what I was led to expect from
preceding objects—that the kitchen garden and all its accom-
paniments are entirely new. I now made the acquaintance
of Mr. Kose, the highly intelligent gardener, a difficulty easily

overcome where courtesy and hospitality are so abundantly
exercised as it is by him.
A cursory survey enables us to see a kitchen garden of four

acres or more in extent, of a long rectangular shape, and sur-

rounded by high walls, on each side of which are planted suit-

able trees ; while the southern side of the south wall is covered,
or partly covered with glass. Some intermediate ground, partly
dressed, unites this part of the garden with a wood a short dis-

tance still farther to the south, but too remote to do any harm
by its shade. Mr. Rose's cottage, situated at the north-eastera
corner of the garden wall, is well placed, so as to look into

the kitchen garden, a new tlower garden, and an extensive range
of forcing and plant houses, as shown in the plan, and of

which the top is the north side.

The kitchen garden, with its slip on the south side, forms
the western portion of what may he called the gardener's
domain, his cottage being at the north-east corner. Separated
from the north garden wall by a convenient space is the range
of glass structures referred to, the house at the back. No. 8,

being about on the same line as the north garden wall, and
tlie other houses all at right angles to this. Some trees

shelter the whole, as well as conceal the heating apparatus
and various back buildings. These glass structures are all

span-roofed, and excepting the back of the long one. No. 8,

which is a blank wall, all the sides of the others, as well as
the front of the long house, are glass almost to the ground

;

and being all of a size in both length, width, and height, they
unite to each other and form a noble and attractive whole.
From what few observations 1 was able to make, it would ap-
pear that a multiple of 20 is the ruling figure in the arrange-
ment, each house, including the back one. being 20 feet wide;
the interval between the houses is also 20 feet, and the length
of each (JO feet, making the back one 200 feet long. I am not
sure whether the doorways to the long house. No. 8, are en-
closed by ornamental porches or not ; but 1 believe they re-

semble those entering the other houses from the front, each
being simply a good-sized door in the centre of the gable, which
also exhibits some suitable ornamentation, but not such as to

detract from the appearance of the structure as a whole. The
lantern at top gives sufficient air at that part, and ventilation

is also afforded by openings at the sides. The houses are heated
by hot water, and from the number of pipes in each house the
heating, no doubt, is very effective.

A broad path passes through the centre of each of the
houses numbered from 1 to 7, and communicates with the back
house ; and to support the roof, a series of cast-iron '

piUars, arched at top, and imited by braces to the
|-<J]>,

rafters, as shown in the accompanying section, give f]
both strength to the building and beauty to the in-

terior, for they form a sort of archway on wliich Vines or
climbers are trained, and as they are only underneath alternate
rafters, they are not too numerous to bo in tho n-ay. I am not
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certain whether this arrangement existed in the back house or

not, as the pathway there is of a serpentine character, but so

arranged that the curves approach (lie south side at each place

where a door enters into one of the other houses. This path-

way is upwards of 4 feet wide. The house is planted entirely

with hardwooded plants of large size, as Camellias, Acacias,

Azaleas, and New Holland plants of an ornamental character,

the back wall and roof being covered with climbers, and the

whole in the most excellent health, forming a shrubbery which
at no distant day threatens to block up the path ; but judicious

pruning will, no doubt, keep it in order for very many years.

The extent of this house, 200 feet in length, by 20 feet wide,

will enable the reader to judge there was ample space for a

great variety of plants, and the serpentine form of the path-

way brought the visitor in presence of a fresh set of plants

at every turn, which would not have been the case had the

path been as straight as in some corridors leading to conser-

vatories or other objects at a distance. The curves are uni-

form and easy.

The space between each house is just the width of the house
itself

—

i.e., 20 feet. This space constitutes the Vine border,

where the houses are devoted to the culture of that fruit

or of the Peach, and probably the climbers of the plant

houses luxuriate in the like open space. Where Vines are

grown they are planted inside, the whole of the floor of the

house being also reserved as a border. 1 am not sure whether
any bottom heat was supplied or not, but a drain ran along

the centre of each outside border, and rubble stone al-

most to the top received what superfluous water might fall on
the borders. These slightly inclined from each house to the

centre, where the drain and rubble stone existed, and I am not

sure but shutters were provided to carry all the rain water

there. Be this as it may, the excellent condition of the fruit

gave unmistakeable tokens that the border and all its accom-
paniments were just such as the Vine delights in, as most ex-

cellent fruit were hanging in great abundance in all the houses

where the Vines were growing. The Peaches, of course, were i

over ; but the condition of the trees showed that they, too, i

were in the best possible health and bearing. I regret that the

liun-ied manner I passed through this fine range of houses in I

order to again reach a train prevented my inquiring into tlie

various details as I otherwise would have done, but Jlr. Rose
kindly furnished me with the following :

—

No. 1 was a plant house devoted to hardwooded plants,

many of which were, of course, out of doors at the time of

my visit, and their place for the time being was occupied by
showy flowering plants suitable for the season.

No. 2, Peach house. Of course the crop here had been
gathered some time, but there were plenty of excellent fruit

from a glazed Peach wall, forming the southern boundary of

the kitchen garden.
No. 3, Muscat house. Excellent fruit of several varieties.

Mr. Rose was trying some experiments on stocks. His

opinion that the Muscat of Alexandria would always retain

as high if not the very highest place in collections of Muscats,
seems to be generally confirmed by that of other growers.

No. 4, Plant stove. There were some good specimens ol

plants of various kinds, including Marantas, Crotons, Alocasias,

and Allamandas, all in good health and weU arranged for

effect.

No. Ti, Vinery. The Vinos were mostly Hamburghs, of which
there was a considerable variety, all in excellent order, and I

noticed the Black Muscat of Alexandria, or Muscat Hamburgh,
as it is commonly called, in better condition than we had ever
before seen it. A white Grape, called Catawba, was also a
favourite with Mr. Rose ; but I regret not remembering pre-

cisely its features. Calabrian Baisin was in promising condi-

tion to ornament a dessert at Christmas.
No. 0, was a late vinery. Here Mr. Rose had Lady Downe's,

West's St. Peter's, and Alicante iu excellent order, and one or two
others on trial; but he considered that a very good supply
might be had by growing only three or four kinds—namely,
Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, Lady Dawne's, and
another. He was of opinion that each variety should have a

house to itself, and considered that none more wanted this

than Lady Downe's. The Vines in all these houses were yoimg.
All were bearing full and heavy crops, and were healthy, luxu-
riant, and without the least appearance of red spider or any
disease. The house, having a span roof of such an cxteat
covered with fruit, had a very fine effect.

No. 7. This, like No. 1, was a plant house, but for the soft-

wooded plants. It was well filled at the time of my visit with
plants in flower, for tlie great bulk of the Chinese Primulas,
Cinerarias, and Pelargoniums were in cold pits elsewhere.

Having roughly and imperfectly described these houses and
their contents, I should remark that a broad terrace walk 10 or

18 feet wide passes along the front of them, the doors in the

ornamental gable end of each house opening upon this walk.
To the south of this walk is a geometrical flower garden on
grass. The panel containing the flower beds is somewhat
longer than the front of these houses, 2G0 feet, by gaining some
feet at each end. This panel, a square, or nearly so, is sunk
on three sides, so that the terrace walk commands a good view
of the flower beds ; and as the extent affords ample space ba-

tween each bed, their contents were seen to every advantage.

I need hardly add that the beds were all planted with the
choicest plants used for such purposes, and that the only

failure, or partial failure, was in a Verbena of that intermediate

class related to Velvet Cushion which only succeeds well in a
few places. i

The terrace walk just mentioned unites with others, carrying

the visitor forward to the mansion. Groups of choice shrubs
were judiciously planted by the way, and these and the

rich verdure of the turf, as well as of the timber trees left

in groups here and there, promised that the present appear-

ance of new or rather extended grounds, will cot be of long.

E> n--'';'-""'"Sn.
8
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Plant and Froit Housl-s at Floors Castle.

duration.~ As it is, there is no lack of anything to give im-

portance to a place that is connected with so many historical

associations. The ruins of Roxburghe Castle are but a short

distance from the front of the mansion, and in the park be-

tween the two, a Holly bush is said to mark the spot where
James II. of Scotland was killed by the bursting of a cannon.
A little higher up the Tweed, the EUdon Bills, are seen peep-
ing over the trees.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

At the Royal Horticultural Bociety's meeting on the 18th I These consist of seedling hybrid Caladiums, Peperomia mar-

inst., there is to be a ballot for twenty-five lots of plants. |
morata, Bertolonia guttata, Cissus porphyrophylius, and several
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other stove plants with ornamental foliage ; Camellia reticulata,

Lilium auratum, a few other choice grec-nhouse and hardy

plants, together with Berberis steuophylia, u hybrid ahrub with

very ornamental rich apricot-coloured tlowers ; and of Conifers,

Thuja compacta, Thujopsis boreahs glauca, and lletinospora

pyramidalis. Fellows intending to take their chance in the

baUot should send in the numbers of the lots they may select,

on or before Tuesday, the 11th inst., which, we may remark,

is also the day of the Annual General ifeeting.

The Challenge Medal or £20 in money at the option of

the winner, offered by Mr. James Bateman, F.E.S., to the

exhibitor gaining the greatest number of marks for Orchids at

the meetings of the lloyal Horticultural Society during 18C(J-(i7,

has been won by Mr. James Anderson, gardener to T. Dawson,
Esq., of Meadow Bank, Uddingstone, by a largo majority of

marks.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Attend to the due preparation of ground for crops in general,

but beware of carrying on any operations while the soil is wet

;

better be a fortnight too late with any given crop. \Yhere
kitchen gardens are composed of light fandy soil they are

better dug or trenched some weeks before tlie ground is wanted
for certain crops, especially Broad Beans, which like a firm hold

of the gronud. CaulijUmeiis, have hand-glasses readj* for the

plants in pots ; enrich the stations very much, adding fresh

loam if it is at hand. Under each hand-glass turn out four

strong plants from the pots, one in each angle, soaking well

with liquid manure previously. Cucumbers, as there are many
amateurs and gardeners who have not the advantage of a pit

for growing their Cucumbers, the following way of forming a

bed may be new to some, and will be found much better than
making one wholly of dung, as it will not sink so much, nor
take so strong a lining to keep up the heat. Mark off on the

ground a space 1 foot longer and wider than the frame, next

build up to this size with faggots of stout brushwood to the

height of 2 feet, then lay a row of faggots IB inches in di-

ameter along the back, front, and ends for the frame to rest

upon, placing them close and firm, leaving the interior space

to be filled up with fermented dung and leaves as a foundation

for the soil. Ilorsiradiah, plant if not already done, dibble it

in in rich light soil from 1 foot to 15 inches deep. Sea-Icalc,

let this and llhuharh intended for next year's forcing he planted

immediately in rich trenched ground ; throw up a hillock of old

tan, ashes,' or sand around each crown to coax it on through
the vicissitudes of the weather during this month and March.
Thoroughly drain any portion of the garden which exhibits the

least appearance of requiring such an operation. Where water
is apt to stand on the surface through the puddling properties

of heavy soils, try to improve the texture by a dressing of

sand, ashes, lime rubbish, charcoal dust, &c.

FRCIT GARDEN.
Finish all pruning in this department without delay. Goose-

berries, Currants, Filberts, and all standard fruit trees ought
to be kept clear in the centre, so as to have a full surface ex-

posed to light inside as well as outside.

FLOWER GABDEN.
As before observed, see that all planting is completed forth-

with. Improve as much as possible outlines of every kind.

Plant fresh masses or groups where necessary, and introduce
specimen plants where fitting opportunities offer. Much mis-

chief is done by planting single specimens in recesses. These
should be carefully preserved as a general rule, to give deep
shadows and to throw the prominent features into bold relief.

If frosty weather should set in every available means must be

adopted to protect Tulips and Auriculas. At this season mice
are apt to be very mischievous amongst Polyanthuses when
kept in frames by eating the hearts of the plants ; they must,

therefore, be trapped. When the weather is sufficiently fine lose

no time m planting Kanimculuaes. These beautiful flowers

delight in a cool subsoil. Seed may now be sown in pans or

boxes ; the compost of decayed leaves and sand having been
well watered the night before the seed may be scattered

rather thickly, pressing it gently on the surface ; cover very

sUghtly. If a proper quantity of compost is not prepared lose

no time in mixing it, at the same lime keeping a vigilant

watch for all injurious insects. It will soon be time to place

Carnations and Picotees in their blooming pots. Plant out

biennials in masses where requisite. In borders the re-arrange-

ment of perennials had better stand over until the latter begin

to bud in March. A calculation should now or soon be made
as to how far the inmates of cold frames will supply the

demands to be made upon them. Bauip, no doubt, will be

found to have reduced tlie number of some kinds. Strong

plants, or store plants, of Verbenas, Fuchsias, Petunias, Helio-

tropes, Salvias, and Calceolarias, which had become well esta-

blished in the autumn, should be removed forthwith to some
of the houses or pits at work. These will quickly furnish

abundance of early cuttings, which should be slipped off and
propagated.

GREENnOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

As the season advances give more air to these houses. See

that suitable composts are ready under cover for potting and
sowing seeds. Some of the hardwoodcd plants may now be

propagated by cuttings where a gentle bottom heat can be kept

up. As charcoal is now allowed by all to be of use to plants,

endeavour to have a supply of it at hand for mixing with the

soil before the potting season arrives. The early-forced bulbs

will now be out of bloom in the conservatory, and should be

removed to some sheltered place, from which frost is excluded,

in order to ripen their foUage, and other plants may be in-

troduced from the forcing pit. Hibiscus, Clerodendrons, JuB-

ticias, and other half-stove plants which flower in the con-

servatory may be pruned, and some of them placed in a higher

temperature, but they should not be potted until they begin

to grow freely. A few Neriums and Hydrangeas may be forced

into early growth for this house. A gentle heat would now
benefit the Chinese Azaleas for early flowering. Continue to

give as much air to the- greenhouse daily as the state of the

i
weather will admit of, and see that all the plants are watered

i

regularly. The great point is to keep these plants from growing

early.

1

STOVE.

Many of the Orchids that have been kept di-y during the

winter should now be prepared for a fresh growth, by picking

out as much of the dry materials in which they have been

growing last year as can safely be done without injuring their

roots. All decayed roots should he cut back to where they are

I

fresh. Let the "dry pieces of peat be well saturated before you

I

add fresh. The following stove plants will flower freely in a

temperature of i^i" :—Poinsettia pulcherrima, Aphelandra cris-

;
tata, Justicia speciosa and coccinea, Eranthemum pulchellnm,

Begonia octopetala, Phajus grandifolius. Euphorbia jacquinise-

flora, Echeveria gibbiflora, Gesnera elongata and lateritia,

Pancratum aimt-num, and Ardisia crenulata (for the berries).

FORCING riT.

Continue to introduce fresh suppUes of plants as the former

ones are removed to the conservatory ; also other plants from

which you wish to obtain an early crop of cuttings. Common
plants that do not promise much bloom should be at once die-

carded to make room for others. Failures of this nature always

occur more or less in early forcing.

PITS .iND FRAMES.
Here, if the number of plants required for bedding-out is

considerable, there will be plenty of employment for aU hands.

The whole of the autumn-propagated plants must be pottcd-off

without delay, so as to have them well rooted and turned out

into temporary pits by the 1st of April, in order to set the pots

at liberty for a second lot of plants, which should now be

coming forward in the propagating frames. Sweet Peas, if

wanted to bloom early, must now be sown in pots, in heat, for

transplanting.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST 'W'EEK.

KITCHEN AND FRCIT DEPARTMENTS.

The weather being stormy, potted Cucumber plants in a

dung frame, carrying them covered up in a basket into a warm
shed and back again, and used water at a temperature of about

100", in addition to warmed soil, so as to give them as slight a

check as possible. A chill or a check now will often affect the

plants for the season. These are more easily managed in

places heated by hot water ; and where the work can be done

inside of a house, or in a pit large enough to work in, such care

is not required, but we often raise the spring plants in a small

hotbed, as we could not afford enough of heat to a hot-water pit

without giving more heat to other places than we want, and

we therefore would have to use more fuel than absolutely

i necessary, but which would be all very well when the place was
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filled with large plants of Cucumbers. In their young state, a
good many can he kept in a dung frame until they have attained
a fair size ; and though we have not a word to say against hot
water, etill we think that young Cucumber and Melon plants
come more robust and healthy in a dung-bed frame. Of course,
there is the sweet heat to be secured, and steams and damps
to be avoided ; but then there is no firing to be given, and
somehow there is that in the heat of dung and leaves when
perfectly sweet that no other heat can give so efficiently. The
best way for securing plenty of sweet top heat is to have the
outside of the frame well banked-up, so as to make the sides of
the frame conductors of heat. Wood is, no doubt, a bad con-
ductor, but still when a warm substance is long enough against
it, it will conduct in time, and continue to do so, so long as the
heat remains in the banked-up material. To secure this in
front, means should be taken to throw the rain oft' that falls on
the glass, otherwise that will go down by the sides of the frame
and even penetrate into the bed. For want of a better, two
slips of wood fastened together at an angle, make a tolerable
spout for taking away the moisture that falls on the glass.

In the Peach house as the blossoms opened, and as the wind
was too boisterous to give any but the least air, the fire was
allowed to go out during the day, and a broad piece of wood
with a handle to it was waved over the trees in sunshine. In
quiet weather, when plenty of air could be given, this would
be less necessary.

Proparjatiiig Ueds.—Many inquiries have been made as to
the best mode of securing these in small places by means of dry
or moist heat, and very minute answers have been given. For
small places and especially a living room, nothing can be
simpler than a glass-covered ease with a double bottom, the
upper one of Jjlate iron, or other conducting substance, and
a space of 2 or 3 inches between the two bottoms for hold-
ing water to be put in hot and partially or wholly removed
when cold. After some observation and experience we have
come to the conclusion, that as a covering to such upper floor,

whether on a large or a small scale, nothing on the whole is

hotter than sand. That will conduct the heat slowly and
always be clean, and when once heated it will keep the heat a
considerable time. Cocoa-nut refuse, especially when dry, is a
first-rate non-conductor. All coverings over a heated bottom
diffuse their heat best when the covering is moist. In such a
propagating case the atmosphere of the case con always be kept
moist enough if the sand en which the pots stand or are
plunged in is kept damp. If the atmosphere is apt to become
too damp the sand should be allowed to become drier, and
more air should be given when there is no sun, as when the
sun shines the case must be kept rather close. When the
tipper floor of such a case is perfectly close—air and water-
tight—then the owners should recollect that the heat given
off will be dry heat, unless modified by a damp covering. Some
peopletalk of the moist heat from hot water ; but if the hot
water is enclosed in an air-tight vessel from which no moisture
can exude, then the heat given off will be just as dry as if it

came from a stove or a fJue. The heat will be purer, because
freer from those exhalations that, if it is not very well attended
to, will proceed from a stove or Hue, but as respects dryness
there will be no difterence, as the degree of heat is the same.

In a case with a close upper bottom, or a bed over a tank or
chamber similarly closely covered, a moist heat can always be
secured by allowing the bottom to be moist ; a dry heat by
letting it be comparatively dry. Under such circumstances
another simple mode may also be adopted. In the close cover-
ing have some holes left, to be covered with upright tubes, as
small round drain tiles, furnished with plugs at the upper end.
These pipes will give a dry heat to the atmosphere of the place
when wanted, and wholly or partially opening the plugs will
allow moist heat to escape just in the proportion in which it is

wanted. Almost all cuttings, except very succulent ones, like a
moist atmosphere, as the moisture in the shape of vapour
prevents the evaporation of the juices of the cutting—in fact,

keeps the cutting from feeling much its severance from the
mother plant, by forcing it to absorb, as well as perspire.
When the cutting becomes rooted and a plant, there is a danger
of its damping-off from an excess of moisture.
When a propagating pit, or case, is heated by a flue, with a

rough chamber over it, or the bottom heat is secured by hot-
water pipes and a shallow bed of rubble over the pipes, the
rubble making a kind of rough chamber, it will often happen
that the obtaining suitable heat from these bottom pipes will
depend on the air .ibout them not being close or sealed-up,
as it were, from the outer air, and also on that air not being

kept dry. An upright pipe at back and front of the pit-
say in each light, with its lower end among the lower rubble,

and upper end in the atmosphere of the pit, and to be open
and shut at pleasure, will, by pouring water down when neces-
sary, always secure bottom heat, and moist heat in the atmo-
sphere of the place when requisite.

Many of our readers, however, will have none of these con-
veniences, but will want to increase their stock of Pelargoni-

ums, Verbenas, i'C, by means of a common dung bed, and to

make the most of but little dung too. V/here dung and leaves

are abundant we need not say anything, as there will be most
likely time and opportunity for sweetening it properly before

using it, and there will be no difficulty in putting up a sweet
bed of from 2 to ii feet in height, for to do much at this early

period the bed ought to be 2 feet in height ; and to secure

plenty of top heat the frame should be banked round, and if

there is not enough of material for that, it should be neatly

covered a couple of inches thick with straw tied firmly against

the boards.

Where the material is scanty we would not work or sweeten
it too much, if there were either tree leaves or the material of

an old hotbed to place on the surface, to take the heat from
the fresh material, and keep all noxious steam down. This
plan is peculiarly applicable to beds for cuttings and seeds sown
in pots, as by moving the pots, which will be a work of neces-

sity, we can stir up the bed afresh at any time. Perhaps we
shall make the matter plainer by two instances in which spe-

cific directions have been required.

A has three small cartloads of stable litter, very strawy and
rather dry, and two fair loads of tree leaves collected from
different places, a considerable quantity of bits of dry grass

along with them, and he wants to know how to make the most
of them for his bed as quickly as possible, and with as little

reduction of material as possible. Well, then, first pile the

tree leaves in a heap, and cover over with a few inches of the

long litter, and they will soon heat well. Then take the stable

litter and mix it into another heap, making the droppings go
as equally through it as possible, and water well as you go,

so that every bit of the straw shall be damp. Make the heap
tolerably firm, and just cover it with a slight casing of the dry
litter. In mild weather this will heat well in a week. In
eight days, if the heap is tolerably uniform as to moisture and
heat, we would use it directly ; if not, we would move the

outside covering and turn the heap, moving the top to the

bottom and the outsides to the centre, cover again, and
leave it for the best part of a week, letting the leaves alone.

In either case we would make the bed with as little delay as

possible ; and as the material is scarce we would merely make
the bed a foot or so larger each way than the frame, protecting

it and the sides afterwards as adverted to above. Then we
would thus proceed : take all the litter from the outside of the

dung heap and the outside of the leaves, and with that make the

bottom of the bed ; then on that build all the dung, shaking it

out well but quickly, so as not to let more heat escape than
can be prevented ; and on that we would place the leaves in

a similar manner, keeping them all by themselves, and if some
dry ashes or sawdust were placed over them there would be an
excellent propagating bed.
L has rather more dung, but has no leaves, yet he has

the remains of a summer hotbed, which has a good piece of

material about half rotten in the centre, after all the rotten

part round the sides has been set apart for growing some fine

Celery. In this case, save carefully all the half-rotten material,

and after shaking it well pile it into a heap the same as the

leaves, and it will heat mildly, and will make a first-rate cover-

ing when the dung is used, as in the case of A. When there

are two small frames much work may be done with but little

material, as then there is no occasion to make the beds large,

and the one would succeed the other, and the first could easily

be renovated by taking off the surface covering, turning the

material below, and adding a barrowload or two to a light, and
replacing the suiface material again. We often do this with
a two-light box, renovating merely one light at a time, and
for such beds it is astonishing what a barrowload of fresh

warm dung will do when mixed with what was at the bottom
before. Nothing more than the leaves would be required for

covering, if sure that they were free from slugs and fungus

;

therefore, a little ashes and powdered lime may be necessary.

If sawdust is used, the bottoms of the pots should not stand on
it, or in it, for reasons several times given.

We have only room now for a few remarks on sowing seeds

and on the management of cuttings.
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1. For emnll seeds sown on the surface, dust with srinj,

cover the pot with a square of glass, and keep it dark until the
seedUngs appear.

2. For most seeds, have the pots within '.) to 12 inches of Uie
Rlass. Every seedling is a perfect plant, and, tlierefore, should
have nil the light possible to make it sturdy and strong.

3. To secure economy of managomeut, we prefer now to have
cuttings from ir, to 20 inches from the glass. At that distance
they will scarcely need shading—a matter of importance, as the
more shaded cuttings are, the more they will lengthen upwards
without making roots downwar.ls. Diffused light is very dif-

ferent from shaded light. The first will not draw cuttings, the
latter will. The lirst, tlierefore, until roots are formed will

promote robustness, the latter will produce weakness.—K. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—FEimuAHY 5.

SUPPLIES hero have Romowhat dirainishcd, iiud n rat-her better demand
soems springiufj up. (lood Enqlish Pears are becnniing scarce, and fine

French ones command a hifjh pi-ico. They comprise Easter }!enrrt',

Reurre do Kance. and Ne Plus Mexiris. Forced produce is much improved,
and the supply of French salading is excellent.

Apples ^Bleve
Apricots doz.
Cherriea lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Oarrauts j sieve

Black do.
Fips doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. Ih.

Lemons 100

Artichokes doz.
Asparapiis 100
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bru9. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

FTIUIT.

8. d. R. d
I

S.

a fito4 Melons each 2
I Nectarines doz.

I

Oransjes 100 3
8 14 I Peaches doz.

i

Pears (dessert) ..doz. 2
I Pine Apples Ih.

'

d. 8.

Oto.T

1

1

7

7

4
6

Plums
.J
sieve

I
Quinces doz.

I Raspbcrrios lb. fi

1«
2

I
Quinces doz.

I Raspbnrrios lb.

I Strawberries lb.

10
I
Walnuts bush. 10

8 12 1 do per 100 1

VEGETABLES.

8. d. B,

to

20

G

4

6

6

d

3
8

3
8

2 6

2
3

Leeks bunch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.Jt Cress, punnet
Onions.... per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunchoa
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
Turnips bunch

2

9

d. H. d
StoO

1 6
2

9
1

2

6

6
G

3

4

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Barr & Sugden, 12, Kinj* Street, Covent Garden, London,

W.C.

—

Descriptive Priced List of Choice Seeds for Flower and
Kitchen Garden. Illustrated Sheet of Elegancies^ with List of
Garden Requisites.

Kichard Dean, Ealing, London, W.

—

Catalogue of Vegetable,
Farm, and Flower Seeds. Catalogue of New and Choice Veget-
able and Flower Seeds.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• •* We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the *' Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." Ly bo doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed solehj to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture^ d;c., 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

"We also request that correspondents will not mis upon the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once,

Gahdeners' Examinations {J. <?.;.—Tbe Iloyrtl Horticultural Society
have two—viz., one at Midsummer, the other* in December. Of the
precise dates due notice will be given.

Books (Hor(t«).—Loudon's " Hortus Eritannicus " with its supplements
gives the particulars you require, and the "Gardeners' Year Book " pub-
hshes annually descriptive Usts of the new plants, &q., introduced during
the previous year, Appleby's Orchid Manual you can have free by post
from our office if you enclose thirty-two postage stamps with your address.

{H. C.).—The report can be had. wo believe, of Mr. C. Lo Fouvre, Book-
Heller, 18, Bcresfurd direct,.I erscy. {Jiroitifht njt a l'loiighbaii).-A\'c tiliould

advise TOur not undertaking too mucli nt once, nor studyint^ more than
one subject at a time. *' Tho Garden ^Iiinual " contains much valuable
information o:i practical gardening', and it may be had free by post from
our oilice for twenty postage stamps. Al:io the following' work.s free by
lM)st at the prices named :

'• Out-door Gardening," U. iid. ;
*' In-door

(ianlcnin;?," U. &il. Having inaHtercd tbcso thoroughly you may add
" Science and Practice of Gardening'." :U. lad, which will furnish you
with enough of the thcoiy of gardeniiig. The " Cottngo Gardeners'
dictionary," contains the popular and scientific names of plants ; th.at yon
t-liould have, and when you have mastered it, take Thompson's " Gar-
dener's Assistant.'' But to become thoroughly proficient you will need
Ixtuks treat ug on particular subjects ; for instance, to bo well acquainted
with fruit nomenclatm*e you must study sucth works as the "Fruit
Manual," and upon any subject respecting which you require very full
particulars, wor'KS treating solely on the iiubjoct miist be procured. You
will learn enough of botany and chemistry from '' CasscU's Popular
Educator."

Potatoes on Clavey Sorii {F. Z-aiw).—Ridgo the grround; plant on the
top of the ridges during dry weather in March. Plant Hogg's Early
Coldstream.

History oy Plants (C. TT.).—Allamanda Scliottii was introduced in
18i(i by Blessrs. Hendcrwon, it is a native of Brazil. Olerodendron
Thtimsona;, native of West (loa^t of tropical Afiica, sent thence by the
Kev. Mr. Thomson to the Edinburgh Botanic Garden in ISfil. Bou-
gainvillea spectabilis. native of Brazil and Pens, introduced in 1829, and
in ls44 it bloomed at Cbatsworth.

Chinese Pri^ihoses (J. B.).—The flowers were all bruised by the post-
oflice punches.

Patent (An Old SHbacrt&er).—Messrs. Kewton, Patent Office. Chancery
'

Lane, will send you particulars if you ^vrite to them. We warn every one
against patenting horticultural articles.

SiinEWSBURY's Gas-heating Apparatus {A Suhxcriber, ITnU).— Mr.
Shrewsbury's auvcxtisement is in this Journal weekly. His direction is
"Wholesale Ironmonger, Lower Norwood. Surrey." Yon had better tell
him what sized house you wish to heat. You must have a tube to carry
the fumes from the bm-ut gas into ihe outer air.

Salt for Mandp.e [E. E.).—I( yuu put 1 lb. on each square yard yon
would destroy all vegetation ; 1 lb. on ten S(iuare yards would be quite
enough. Apply it, and dig it in a month before you plant your Potatoes.

HyuniDisiXG AM> Crossing (G. H. TV.).—We Icnow no work specially
devoted to this subject. It is noticed at some length in Johnson's
" Science and Practice of Gardening."

Cotton [A. B. />.).—It can be grown in our glass structures of a quality
as good as that giowa in America. ^lajor Trevor Clarke, Weltoa Place,
near Daventry, has had great success in so cultivating it.

Gesnera cinnaearina not Flowering {A.).—As your plants grow well
up to tlie blooiuing state, your treatment is good ; all ynu require is more
heat. They should have a light situation and a temperature of 60^ at
night and of from 7U^ to 75- by day at this season, but the temiierature
will, of course, be somewhat higher with sun and air.

Rhododendron Bed (.Su&scrrfcer).—You may make and plant a bed of
Rhododendrons at almost any season, as the plants lift with such good
balls. We should prefer doing it before the close of April, and as early
after February as we could, in order to save watering. A depth of from
15 to 18 inches of soil is ample.

Wall Trees Infested with Insects {Brought up a Plou(jhboy).—Yon
may wash the wall with brine and soft ^oap, 8 ozs. of the latter beiiig put d
evi;i-y gallon of bruie, and dissolved. The brine may be made by dissolvirg^
2 lbs. salt in every gallon of water used. The solution should be applied to
the wall as hot as possible, wetting it thoroughly, using a brush as in white-
washing. From your description we should sayyour trees are iufested with
scale, to remove which dress the trees now with train oil, being careful to
brush it well into every crevice, and not to dislocate the buds, which it is as
well not to paint with the oil, unless thej are covered with scale. The in-
sects on the points of the shoots, and which make the leaves curl, aud these
and the fruit sticky and black, are some species of a])hi-s. which may be
destroyed by gyriiighig the trees upon a calm evening with tobacco juice
diluted with ten times its volume of water, 2 ozs. of soft soap being^
dissolved in every gallon of the diluted tobacco water. The trees should
be thoroughly wetted in ever>- part, and well syringed two ereuings
afterwards with clear water. The trees ought lo be frequently syringed
with water during the insect attacks. It may be necessary to repeat
the syringing with the tobacco and soft soap solution. We cannot state
the cost of dressmg a wall and trees with the above.

Centaurea CANDiDissoiA FROM Seed (C. M. C).—Centaurca argentea
and C. candidissima are the same. It is the best white-foliaped bedding
plant, and will do well t^ mix with Scarlet Pelarponiums. Plants from
seed sown now in a hotbed and kept in heat until May. will, when well
hardened-olT. be of tine size to plant out in June. The best way of pre-
venting plants damping-off in a heated pit is to take care that there is na
leakage or drip from tlic lights, to give no water beyond wliat is necessary
to keep the plants healthy, and to give abundance of air on all favour-
able occasions, a gentle Tire being employed even in mild periods to dry
up damp and promote a circulation of air. You cannot give too much
air if you only exclude frost.

Keeping Scions for Grafting (M. 5.).—You may keep them with
their ends thrust in clay and half covered with soil'in a noi-th border,
(irafting wax is better than grafting clay, but the former is much more
lroublt!>ome and expensive. Grafting clay should have some cow dung
mixed with it, which keeps it from cracking.

Plants not Thrfving (Sttbscriber) —It is veiy likely you have been
giving your plants too much heat. Bedding plants do not require more
heat than is neces£.ary to keep out frost; from -40- to -1.^- from fire heat is
quite warm enough. Another essential is air. Yon cannot afford too
umch ventilation, only do not give air when the external temperature is
at or below 32 . Water but sparingly in winter, no more being given
than is sufficient to keep them slowly growing. Perb.aps you give little
drops and often ; that is bad. Let the soil become dry before watering^
then give enough to show itself at the drainage, or come through the
bottom of the pot ; but do not let the plant flag for want of water before
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qiving any. You may water the plants overhead after this on fine days ;

bat Rive air, of which we think you do not afford enouRh, and employ no
more fire heat than is necessary to keep out frost and dry up dump. You
would have done wrong to have had a vessel \\ith water upon the flue in
winter. The great danj^er to bedding plants in winter is damp, and you
may keep the atmosphere damp cnouph hysprinklingthe floors and walls
with water once or twice a-day, whicli, along with syringing the plants
once a-day, will secure sufficient moisture.

Eap.ly and Second Early Potatoes (Ba8.^etlaw).~Youv Holburv Kid-
neys are no doubt worn out from the continuing to grow them on the
same land of soil for so long a period as a quarter of a century. We
should advise a change of sort. Rivers's P.oyal Ashleaf is an excellent
early sort, and Lapstone will suit you as a second early. Your sprouting
the early Potatoes is correct. If you have them with sprouts from one-
half to three-quarters of an inch long, plantiug may he deferred imtil the
middle or end of March for the earlv ones, aud the last week in March
or first week in April for the second early.

FoRinNG A Quickset Hedoe (Idcm).~In order to make a good hedge,
close from the bottom, the quicks should be cut down—if strong, the same
season as pUnted ; but if planted in autumn it is well not to do so at that
time, but in spring. If the quicks are small they should be allowed to
grow one year, and then be cut down to within 3 inches of the ground.
Peat (A Subscribtt),—The peat of which you enclosed a sample is too

dark and soft for Camellias and Azaleas Such peat is liable to become
a close muddy mass, and is not desirable on that account for plants re-
quiring frequent supplies of water. By adding one-fourth sandstone in
pieces from the size of a pea up to that of a walnut, using the fine as
well as the rougher particles, you may make the soil more open, which is
all you have to do with the compost, and then the peat will answer very
well. It should be thoroughly mixed with the soil, and a liberal addition
of silver sand ought to be used along with it.

IcE-HousE Making (Eir).~ln No. 343 of The Journ.vl of Horticui.-
TCRE, published on the 28th of November, there is a sketch of and full
directions for forming a cheap ice house. You can have the number if
you enclose four postage stamps with your address.
CHRTSANTHE3IUMS FOR A GREENHOUSE adrm].~lt is uot desirable to

keep Chrysanthemums from year to year without taking cuttings. They
make far too many shoots, and do not grow freely enough to foi-m hand-
some, well-flowered plants. Fresh cuttings should be put in every year,
and the old plants should not be kept bevond the second year v.-ithout
taking cuttings, or pottiug-off singly the strong suckers ; but' plants from
cuttings are the best.

Plants for Baskets in a Greenhouse (Tdrm).—A. dozen goorl plants
for baskets in a gi-eenhouse are :—Saxifraga sarmentosa, S. Fortuni
variegata. Nierembergia gracilis, Lithospermuni fruticosum, Trades-
cantia zebrina argentea, Lysimachia nummularia. Platycenum nlcicorne,
Adiantum setulosum, Selagiuella dcnticulata, S. ciesia, the Gold and
Silver-variegated Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, and Convolvulus mauri-
tanicus.

Bedding Plants in a Pit (Man of Kent).~~Yon will be doing well to
keep youi- plants in the pit as cool as you can, taking care to exclude
froot. A temperature of from 40^' to 45= at night, and of 45^ to 50^ by
day, with air on all favomable occasions, is quite wann enough. Be
careful of the watering pot, and do not water oftener than is necessary,
as every time you water you must make the pit more or less damp, and
that is objectionable at this season. Do not water so long as the plants
will continue without flagging; but when the soil becomes very dry give
them a good watering, enough to show itself at the drainage. When
they commence growing, water should be given more freelv. but only
when required ; the soil should be dry before any is given. The bed for
cuttings should be covered with 3 inches of sand or fine soil, and if
sav.dust can be had, a covering 6 inches thick will answer admirably for
plunging the pots in. The bed should be covered so as to keep down the
rank steam, whicli will not only injure, but destroy the cuttings. A
bottom heat of from 70- to 75-, and a top heat of 65^ to 75^ are necessarj-,
and the cuttmgs will bear a higher temperature. The temperature of the
bed for the first ten days or a fortnight will range from 70' to 75-, which
is not too much. In the day the temperature will, of course, be some-
what higher in consequence of sun heat. The cuttings should be inserted
in pots, and the pots plunged in the bed, taking care that it is not so hot
as to burn them. The bed will answer for seeds of Stocks, Asters, and
half-hardy annuals

; but these ought to be sown after the cuttings have
struck, as if sown at the same time as the cuttings are put in the frame
will be too close for them, and they will become drawn. AVhilst the
cuttings are striking a little air should be given to prevent an accumu-
lation of damp, otherwise the frame should be kept close and moist, also
Shaded from sun, imtil they have struck. The autumn-struck cuttings
will not need to have heat after potting. Thev should be placed in the
pit after potting, aud be kept close and shaded for a few days, until they
recover. If you can give them gentle heat they will the sooner recover
alter the potting. In that case thev should be well hardened-ofl'and be
returned to the pit. Do not keep them in heat.

Raising Viola cornuta and Viola lctea from Seed (J/7^m).—You
may sow the seed of both these verv ornamental and neat edging plants
early in March in a hotbed, and continue the plants in heat so as to for-
ward them. When large enough to handle they should be pricked-ofF,
about an inch apart, in puns, and be retiuTied to the hotbed, keeping
them near the glass, and giving them a moderate amoimt of air, so sis to
prevent their becoming drawn. Harden them off well in Mhv. They
will be fit to plant out in June, and will bloom in autumn : but' for sum-
me -lowering, plants fr<im division or cuttings are much better than
seedhngs, which are not at their best uutil the second year. They will
succeed under the shade of the hedge, but not verv close' to it, as the soil
may in that case be too dry. They require moisture as well as shade-
indeed, where the soil is strong and moist, shade is not desirable.

Cannas (Idem).—The tuberous roots should be potted and placed in a
hotbed. You may divide them before uotting. and it will he well to have
the plants strong and well hardened-oflT bufore planting them out, which
should not be done before June.

MusA coccinea Culture (A DuhUn Snhncriher).~We vronld advise you
to repot it, removing most of the old soil, and placing the plant in a pot
just sufficiently Inrge to hold the roots without cramping them. The pot
should be well drained, aud for noil use tui-f 1^ to 2 inches thick, cut from

a pasture where the soil is a good yellow loam, light rather than heavy.
This should be torn in pieces by the hand, and ©ne-third loaf mould
may be mixed with it ; likewise one-fourth of drj* cow dung, and enough
sand to make the compost porous. Plunge the pot in a hotbed of 75' or
SfP, keep the atmosphere moist, and maintain a top heat of 60^ to 6o' at

night, and 70 to 75^ by day, with an increase of from 10'^ to 15"^ on clear
days. The plant should have a hght situation, and be carefully watered
until it is growing freely, when it should be very copiously watered.
Weak liquid manure may be given alternately with pure water. Do not
water until the soil becomes dry, then give a good supply—enough to

come thr.tugh at the bottom of tho pot. When the pot Ijecomes full of

roots shift the plant into a larger pot, and continue shifting aa the plant
increases in size. We would not cut ofi' the stem at the ground but
leave it as it is. If you cut it down, the plant would pi-obahly throw up
suckers ; and if the stem, now 4 feet high, has lost its centre, it will put
out suckers. You have been keeping tbe plant too cool. It is a stovo

plant, requiring all the light you can give it, and a moderate amount of

air. One half the Musas in tlie country are starved for want of support,
aud are miserable objects ; otherwise they are the most stately and hand-
some of omamental-foliaged plants.

Pelargonium Seedlings Attacked by Insects {Tom T/iumb).—We
are not aware of any insects such as you describe that eat through the
leaves. We should tliink they are thrips, which will yield to fumigation
with tobacco on a calm evening.

Cannas for a Small Gauden (Idevi).~Ka.\t a dozen with green
leaves are—Canna bicolor, C. Sellowi, C. lutea picta, C. Warscewiczii,
C. mncrophylla. and C. patens Esperen ; and of dark-leaved sorts—
C. zebrina, *C. floribunda, rubra x^erfecta, C. Van Houttei, C. rubri-

caulis, and C. Warscewiczii Chasei.

Applying Soot (Cornuhia).—Soot may he applied with advantage to

all descriptions of plants. It may be strewn overground before digging,

be scattered round fruit trees and allowed to wash in, or be spread be-
tween the rows of all growing crops, and the stirring of the ground with
a hoe will be sufficient working-in. It is best applied in spring. It is

an excellent manure for lawns, and should be applied in sufficient

quantity to make the surface black. Prior to earthing-up is a good time
to apply it. A peck to thirty gallons of water makes a most excellent

liquid manure for all growing crops, giving the ground a good soaking
once or tivice a-week in dry weather.

Gas Lime {Idem).—In preparing ground for fruit trees and vege-
tables, we should not recommend gas lime unless there was some reason

for its application, as the grouud being infested with wireworms, and then
thirty bushels will be sufficient for an acre. If more be applied the

g]-ound will not be fit to plant or sow for six months. We should drain

and trench the ground, and if the soil is strong give a dressing of lime at

the rate of one hundred bushels per acre, spreading it when fresh slaked

and hot over the ground after trenching, and pointing it in with a fork.

During dry weather in March is a good time.

Manure for a Dry Soil (A Reader).—yVe have had considerable ex-

perience of such a soil as yours, light on a gravelly subsoil, and we find

tho best manure to he cow dung. It is cool and more retentive of mois-

ture than ordinary farmyard or stable dung. You will grow good crops

if you enrich the groimd well and often, and in dry weather water freely

with liquid manure. Do not give a heavy dressing aud seldom, but a
moderate manuring and with every crop. The most lasting benefit is

derived from a good marling, putting on ft dressing in autumn so a.'i to

cover the ground about an inch thick, and allowing it to become frozen ;

on a thaw taking place it will fall and may be spread over the ground and
dug in. You should plant the Shallots and Garlic during this month, and
the earlier the better if tho weather be favourable.

Plants for a Vinery Waij, (J. W.).—For plantinfi oui—Luculia gra-

tissima, Habrothamnua elegans, Oestrum aurantiacum. Camellia fim-

briata, Camellia Monarch, Citrus aurantium (Orange). For 2>ots.—'H.oya.

carnosa, Jasminum gracile vaiiegatum, Mandevilla suavcolens, Rhjucho-
Bpermum jasminoides.variegatum, Sollya linearis, and Mutisia decurrens.

Potting Plants in Fresh Leaf Mould {A. J. ^.).—Your plants will

not suff"er from being potted in the fresh leaf mould. It would have been
better if tho leaf mould had been more decomposed. We would not dis-

turb the plants potted with it. We presume it was thoroughly mixed
with the other soil, and in that case you will not have anything to fear

from the soil being too open. We think the plants will grow well. Your
other plants should have a temperature of 50^ at night, be kept nearer the

glass, and have a moderate amount of air, being careful not to overwater,

although keeping the soil moist. We would not repot the Vine, that

should have been done in autumn immediately after the leaves had turned

yellow. Remove as much of the surface soil as you can without disturb-

ing the roots, and give a top-dressing of .an equal quantity of half-inch

bones, sheep or horse droppings not veiy old (three or four months), and
turf cut ii inches thick from an old pasture where the soil is a good
rather light loam. The turves may be placed on iron plates over a fire,

so as to slightly char them and so destroy the vitality of tho grass.

Melons ( Youn>j Gnrrfcrn^r).-Three Melons of good size and flavour are

Beechwood (Green-fleshed), Malvern Hall (Scarlet-fleshed), and Con-
queror of Europe (Green-fleshed.)

Fruit Trees Cankered (Ha{f-pcin).~y^'e should attribute the canker

in your fruit trees to the roots being in bad soil. If not old we would re-

commend their being lifted and planted on the level giound, raising the

soil about them in the form of a cone, so as to cover them with 3 inches

of soil. The draining of the ground efficiently is yom- only true remedy.

Coping Boards (.7. B. J3.).—The coping boards are excellent for the

protection of the blossoms and young fruit in spring from frost, but they

should be removed afterwards, or towards the close of May, as they shut

off the rains, and it is not necessary to replace them until the blossoms

are expanding. We would not now remove them, but defer it until the

end of May. Ammoniacal liquor from tho gas works will destroy slugs,

and about the trees you name it may be used now with advantage,

diluted with six times its bulk of water. A few dressings with fresh

lime in the evening after a showery day will soou free a garden of these

pests. The best lime to apply it is soon after dark, the ground being

made white each time.

Centaurea ruousina Propagation {D. TT.).-The shelf of an early

vinery, or the shelf of a Cucumber house heated by hot water, we prefer

for cuttings put in now.
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Pot VrvE in a Ground Vinery (Jlu.flbj/).—Your Vine wonM have dnno
better if planted out under your ground vinory in the autumn, nod tbo

ground mulched over it. To obtain us much fruit us possihhi from the

Viuo this year, wo would break hoU^s in the pot. plun^'o the bitter over-

head, andpbice good, fresb, rifh soil nil round it, to let the roots ro out.

To do tho l)e>^l for tbo Vine penuaneutly, but nt a loss for this season,

turn it out of tho pot and epread out tbo roots, bueh a Vine may bo

raised at the time you name, but we would prefer a young Vino from a

rutting now. We would keep the ground vinery over tho Vino all the

winter.

Forming a Vine Bordeii—Vines for a GBEENnonsE (0. W. 0.).~

You mav make the border as wide ns tbo house, or \lh feet, but half the

width w'iM do at ftrsl if that is an oLjc-t. With nuch uuitminl, wo would
to every 2 yards, or two loads of soil, add two bushels of lime rubbish
and half a bushel of charcoal and broken bones. In sufb a bouso wo
would plant ten Vines—namely, 1 Buckhmd Kweetw»tor. 1 White Fron-
tiRniiu, 3 Uoyal Muscadine, H Bbick IIambnr^;b!3, 1 libick Muscat of

Alexandria, and 1 Esptrionc. These will ripen with little Hro heat.

Distance of Plants from Hot-water Pipes f.f. /).).—There will be
no danger from the hot-water pipes if tbo shelf is 12 inches from it. Mr.
Robert Pettit, of the Botanic Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds, had a fine

collection of succulents.

Weight of a Sack of Potatoes (J. K).—In the London markets a

sack of Potatoes is required to weigh lUH lbs. Consequently, in answer to

5'oui' query, it contains 21 stones, of 8 lbs. to the stone.

Flower Garden Planting (Fred].—AW wo would Ruffgest ia moro
unity and completeness, by edging all yonr beds instead of part of them.
Thus—as 2 is edged with Xobelia, we would edge 3 with Cerastium,
4 with purple, 5 with lilac, and so on. Without such arrangement there
will bo a want of completeness.
ARAUCAniA CuNNiNGHAMii SINENSIS —" Mr. Thomas Winkworth (see

page 91), states that it baa withstood tho t>ov»'riLy of our winters unin-

jured. He would oblige by stating if it has wiLbstood tbo severe wiutera

unprotected.—L. X." " lu'itead nt being tbo tiillcRt of this Conifer at

Elmham Gardens ' is now C feet high,' as stated at page 91, it should have
been * the tallest is now 10 feet high-'-Thomas Winkworth."
Vine in a Fern Case (A*. D.).— It is quite possible to raise the Vine in

a Fei-n case 2 feet high, and 12 or 1:J inches wide ; l)Ut, then, of what ns©
would it be except for foliage :• and a more moderate-growing plant would
be better. Even for such a case you could not have less than G inches of

s<.il—in fact, the Vino would be better kept in a pot. Tho Iloyal Musca-
dine would be as good as any. To do any good with a Vino the case
ought to be from 6 to 10 feet "in length, and oven then we would prefer

tho Vine to be at one end in a box that would bold at leai^^t three-

quarters of a bushel of soil, instead of turning it out in the case. Loamy
soil is the best.

Nasies of Plants {A. D.).—Mesombryantberaum gracile (narrow-

leaved) ; M. crystallophanes (broad-leaved). {F. W.).—As the Moss is not
in fruit, and a bad specimen also, it cannot bo named. {tV. R. Hoisell).—

1, Cephalautherapallens; 2. Orchis incarnata ; 3,0. variegata; 4, Pro-
bably Orchis latifolia in a yuung state.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending February 4th.

Date.
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Mare ? I sent three pairs of Pigeons in a small box (carriage
from London 2s. Gd.). I wag awarfleil the first prize for Dragons
(£1|, and much to my surprise the Committee in remitting the
money deiliicted no less than -U. iil. for railway charges to and
from the show yard. I hclieve it customary on the part of
railway companies to deliver goods free of eliarge on arrival at
their stations, provided the distance is inconsiderable, which I

believe it to be in this case ; at any rate, it appears to me a
most exorbitant charge for the company to make, being only
id. less eaeli way than for the carriage from London.—J. Pek-
CIV.U.L, recJcluim.

PIGEONS' DISEASES.
I AM glad to find that the doubts I expressed as to tha dis-

eases of Pigeons being non-infectious have produced another
most interesting letter from Mr. Huie. I have several reasons
for believing that roup and cancer in the mouth will spread if

not attended to ; among them these two :—Early in last summer
I purchased all the forward birds of a breeder iu this neighbour-
hood, one of the best of them a Red Pouter hen having the
roup badly at the time. This bird I cured, but not before five

out of the seven others had taken the complaint more or less

severely. The place iu which 1 kept them was particularly dry
and warm.
Two years ago nearly half my young birds were attacked with

cancer in the mouth. They were separated entirely from the
breeding stock, neither of them at that time being allowed to

fly. However, the disease seemed to spread so much that I gave
the birds their liberty, which did them a large amount of good,
but at the same time I permitted them to perch on and about a
wired court to which the old birds have access during the day,
and in a very short time afterwards the same complaint
appeared in the breeding loft, how or by what means I am at a
loss to conjecture, unless it was passed by the young birds to
the old ones.

I am surprised at any one considering these diseases to be
non-infectious, but should be only too glad to think that such
was the case.

Would Mr. Huie say what number of crosses he considers
sulScient between two birds, in order that fine healthy Pouters
may be produced ?—W. R. Rose, Cramley Hall, Kettering.

DARK AND LIGHT BRAHMAS.
Havint, long taken great interest in both the varieties of

Brahmas, I would like to add a few words upon the subject of
the alleged monopoly of all the cups by the Dark birds, " what-
ever be the merit " of the Light ones ; and I must first express
my opinion that " our Persian friend " has hit the nail on the
head in more respects than one.

I have been, I think I may say, a keen observer of both
varieties, and I can unhesitatingly corroborate the assertion of
" Y. B. A. Z.," that hardly ever do we see a pen of Light
Brahmas that can be at all compared to even a fair average
pen of Dark iu the real characteristics of the breed. The
combs of the Dark birds are often bad enough, but the Light
are generally execrable. The legs are clothed with what may
be compared to " unmentionables " in more ways than one

;

the whole " style " of the birds is usually far iuferior, and the
head has too often nothing of the true Brahma expression
about it. This expression is pecnlier to the Brahma race alone,
and once caught by the eye is never forgotten. It is ditficult
to describe, but the head of a true-bred Brahma pullet is al-

most exactly similar in shape, taper, and expression to that of a
Grouse, and is one of the best signs of purity of breed. In Light
Brahmas, however, scarcely one bird in four possesses it now.
Mr. Pares's celebrated cock I remember well, and I admit

that a better Light bird has never beeu seen of late years ; but
I have during the last two seasons seen more than a score of
Dark cocks quite equal in size, shape, and style, and at least
half a dozen more or less superior.
With regard to the causes of this superiority, " Y. B. A. Z."

has al^o stated the truth, but very far from the whole truth.
So far as his own opinion goes, I can give a curious corrobora-
tion of it. I was in company at Birmingham with one of your
correspondents and another well-known Light exhibitor, both
noted first-prize winners iu their favourite variety, and we
were discussing the merits of the first-prize Light Brahma
cock. Both breeders complained of the award, although made
by Mr. Teebay, and appealed to me if a cock of " such bad
coloni- " ought to have had the cup. Now, the fact was, that

the bird had such a decided grey bottom colour (as a true
Brahma should), that having been much knocked about it gave
him a decidedly dirty or dull appearance—certainly, I must
admit this, though any one could see that in good condition he
would be clean enough ; but, as to the style of the bird, his

carriage, his shape, his tail—it was the old Teebay model come
to life again The bird was really grand, and I could only
wonder his splendid proportions should be overlooked by two
such noted breeders.

I have remarked that " Y. B. A. Z." has stated very far short
of the whole truth in this matter, and I think I can point out
the chief reason of the deterioration he alludes to, and which
no amount of legitimate breeding for colour can fully account
for, though in part it may.

I have still in my posses-^ion somewhere a letter addressed
to me by a celebrated exhibitor of both Dark and Light
Brahmas, who has taken m-any a " first " at Birmingham and
elsewhere, but whom, as the letter was in confidence, I cannot
of course name, expressing his opinion that the Dark is the
original and true Brahma, and that tlie Light variety was pro-
duced from it by crossing with the White Cochin. With this

opinion of his I have, of course, nothing to do, save to say
that it is quite untenable ; but the essential point is the fact

which the writer proceeded to state, that a large proportion of
his -own Light birds, which had won numerous prizes, were
thus bred between a Dark Brahma cock and White Cochin
liens. Now, it is not necessary to suppose that all or most
Light breeders adopt such a plan to account for a cross of this

kind causing general deterioration. Birds from any noted
breeder are continually being purchased, and thus the taint

is carried into other yards and indefinitely propagated. The
result is what we see.

The evidence, apart from the letter I refer to, is undeniable
to any who understand the Brahma fowl in its proper charac-
teristics. The head I have already alluded to. The comb is

another point equally conclusive. Very few Dark strains now,
if pea-combed, ever throw a single-combed bird ; but in Light,
if you pick your stock from any yard, and choose the very best

birds, you will have a large proportion of single-combed chick-

ens, showing a tendency to revert to the Cochin type. The
narrow deficient breast is a third proof, and occurs in half the
pens now seen. And not to mention more minute character-

istics obvious to keen inspection, I will adduce lastly the under
colour of the plumage. In nearly halt the Light Brahmas as
now shown the colour is white down to the skin ; whilst I

have the fullest conviction that no pure Brahma, of any colour,

was ever bred that had not a grey bottom colour, whatever the
surface might be. To sum up all, I have seen scores of so-

called Light Brahma hens, which, except for their black-tipped

tails, could in no possible way be distinguished from inferior

or degenerate White Cochins.
As to the relative merits, per se, of Dark and Light I shall say

nothing. The Dark will always be more kept on account of

their looking so much cleaner in confinement, but no one can
be blind to the exquisite beauty of a really good and pure-bred
Light bird. Were I judging a mixed class I should place the

birds with regai'd simply to their merits as Brahmas, weighing
well the shape, the size, the build, the comb, &a. These being
equal, the cup should go to the pen most perfect in colour ac-

cording to its own standard ; but I can never agree to a cup
going to pens, however snowy white, if so weedy, narrow-
breasted, bad-combed, and Cochin-crossed, as generally meet
the eve. The remedy is iu your correspondents' own hands.
Let them breed again for size, shape, comb, and feather, and,.

above all. shun a Cochin cross or taint as they would the

plague. I have seen recently a hen belonging to one of the

complainants, said to weigh 12 lbs., and she looked it. Her
shape, comb, and colour could hardly be surpassed, while her
leg- feathering was good, and she had the genuine head—rarest

of nil. I venture to assure her fortunate owner, that if h&
will perpetuate that kind of bird, or if he can obtain a cock
worthy to go with her, he will not long be " left out in the cold."

While I thus contend, however, that the Dark birds are

geuerally far superior iu size to the Light, it is worthy of re-

mark that white birds always look small in comparison with
darker; and this fact must be kept in mind by judges in esti-

mating size.

—

Nemo.

I UAVE been much gratified at the able way in which the
claims of the Light Brahmas to equality with the Dark have
been vindicated in your .Journal during the last few weeks by
Mr. Worthington, Mr. Pares, and others.
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The growing popularity of the Light birds, and the increas-

ing numbers exhibited at all shows where there is a separate

class for thera, would, I feel sure, malio it highly renuinerative

to secretaries of shows to insist upon that equality whenever
the two classes are competing for the samo cup. They would
immediately gain a great increase of entries, as Light Brahma
breeders will not exhibit their birds in a mixed class as long

as it is a notorious fact that these cacnot be first, however ex-

cellent they may be.
" At tlio great majority of shows Brahmashave been divided

into Light and Park," as " Y. B. A. Z." WTites in your Journal
this week. Such, uo doubt, is the case ; and encouraged by
the concessions already made. Light Brahma breeders wi.sh

still further to establish the claims of their birds. Dark
Brahma breeders are not likely to be dissatisfied when they are

always at the top of the tree. Light Brahma breeders will not

be dissatisfied when the just merits of their birds are allowed.
" Y. B. A. Z." writes, " Wherever he goes he is struck with

the degeneration of the Light birds." Can he have been at

the late Birmingham Show? and can he make this assertion

after having inspected the fifty-eight pens of Light Brahmas
there exhibited ?

I trust that there are palmier days in store for the Light
birds than any that have gone before, and I do not see why the

death of one " old cock," however beautiful he may have been,

should daunt the efforts of the Light Brahma breeders.

—

Bengal.

[We have several other communications on the same sub-

ect, but we can only insert them by degrees.

—

Eds.]

MEALY POUTERS—MATCHING FOR COLOUR, &c.

The correspondence in your columns respecting Mealy
Pouters and their use as crosses appears to be proceeding on
a wrong basis to some extent. The question for the breeders
of to-day is not so much what may be done in crossing, but
what really should be done under the present aspect and con-
dition of Pouters as a class.

I have not had the pleasure of reading Mr. Tegetmeier's
work on Pigeons, and therefore approach this subject wholly
irrespective of his book or its reviews ; but I have had the
great advantage of a long practical experience with this class

of birds, and for the last two seasons have very carefully studied

the great annual Show at Glasgow, the stronghold of the Pouter
fancy. On each of these occasions upwards of three hundred
Pouters, contributed by the most experienced breeders, were
exhibited, and my observation of these birds has led me irre-

sistibly to the conclusion that, in order to obtain great size,

vigour, style, and length of feather, a most deplorable deterio-

ration of colour and marking has been permitted; and that, if

a radical change in the system of matching be not shortly ac-

complished, the English Pouter will soon be the worst-plumaged
bird of all the Pigeon varieties. Almost any kind of matching
promising good results on the side of size, vigour, &c., has
been the fashion : hence a very free, not to say reckless, use
has been made of Mealies, Chequers, Splashes, and pale birds,

for these are commonly to be found of great size and handsome
proportions ; while colour has become impoverished, the mark-
ing more and more wildly inaccurate, and the limb in many
instances far too short for the increased length of feather.

Now, what is the remedy for this state of things ? and as
"colour" is the main feature of this useful discussion, how
are we to obtain Blacks of raven brilliancy, Beds rich and
lustrous. Blues pure and untainted with chequer, and with
bars free from kite marking ? Surely by importing into the de-
partment of colour those processes of " selection " and mating
which have proved so effectual in the domains of size, contour,
and vigour; and just as birds have been selected and mated
for the production of the one set ol properties, must they now
be selected and mated for the other, and indeed for any pro-
perty that may require attention.

While fully valuing advantages already gained, future pro-
gress demands that birds of defective plumage should be for a
time rigorously discarded ; that the soundest colour obtainable
should be exclusively used for breeding and crossing ; and that
the utmost circumspection must be exercised to avoid dilution,
or any confusion calculated to impair the coloirr in richness,
smootlmess, or lustre.

The revival, purification, and establishment of the standard
colours will be a prelude to many interesting experiments and
crosses at present wholly impracticable in the very impuie

state of the useful strains ; and in this revival the Mealy is

destined to play but a very subordinate part. His work has

been done, and for a while he must be mainly conspicuous by
absence. Nevertheless, the cliject proposed can be accom-

plished without impairing the Pouter in constitution, size, or

symmetry ; for in every colour there are many families of grand

birds sufficiently unrelated to supply crosses for some time to

come, so that little or no plea remains for the continued and

direct infusion of doubtful elements, especially as every strain

is completely saturated already with Mealy and Chequer blood.

Size and strength exist in profusion, our lofts teem with

birds of unsurpassable vigour ; it only remains now for the

sound fancier to maintain advantages already acquired, and to

superadd those properties hitherto neglected and deficient,

bearing in mind that bis real triumph can never be in one-

sided excellence, but in accumulating in one specimen as many
or all of those properties which give charm and character to

the Eughsh Pouter.—W. A'olckman, London.

riGEONS, THEIR COLOURS AND DISEASES.
I CANNOT refrain from adding my meed of praise to Mr. Huie

for his able article on Mr. W. B. Tegetmeier's work on the

domestic Pigeon.
I think it would add considerably to the benefits conferred by

your Journal, if some of our most experienced fanciers would

insert an article occasionally on matching, breeding, and rear-

ing the high class fancy Pigeons, their diseases, cures, &c.

This would be a great boon to amateurs, and fill a want that

has been long felt by young fanciers, seeing we cannot supply

it by any of the latest productions published.

I quite coincide with the remarks Mr. Huie made in your

Journal of the Kith ult. I purchased a bird on the Continent

in August last. On its arrival here I found it suffering from

roup ; 1 kept it confined in a cage for six weeks, giving it roup

pills, and washing its mouth and nostrils with alum water. I

found it made little progress. I caught hold of it and threw it

into the loft where upwards of fifty more birds were. It has re-

mained with them up to the present time, taking its food from

the same hopper, and drinking from the same fountain as the

others, and am glad to say not one bird has caught the disease.

With regard to matching for colour, it is certain, and must
be patent to the most obtuse observer, that on matching Yellow

or Red, and Mealy together, it is a thousand to one but the

produce will be worthless mongrels as far as colour is concerned,

while by proper selection of colours you can in every instance

depend on obtaining good colour, whatever the colour of the

progeny may be. I have seen, I may say, all the best birds

in Great Britain, and venture to say I never saw twenty good-

coloiu-ed Beds and Yellows in the whole collection, which must
account for so many bad-coloured birds, if the system in ques-

tion bo persevered in by some of our largest breeders.—A. H.

Stewaut, 4, Andcrton Street, Birmlmjliam.

[Our columns are open to Pigeon fanciers, and we will

readily insert their communications, for we wish to make this

Journal their organ for obtaining and imparting information.

—Eds.]

UTILISING AND UNITING CONDEMNED BEES.
{Continncd from jm./jc 106.)

Open driving is somewhat slower in its operation, as the

bees can ascend only from one side of the hive ; but it is by

far the most convenient when it is deemed either advisable or

essential to secure the queen. In this case it will be well for

the beginner, before commencing operations, to pass the

threaded packing-needle just through the crown of the empty
hive from the inside, leaving the string hanging. Then com-

mence as before by blowing a few whiffs of smoke into the in-

habited hive, invert it on the bucket, put the bee-cloth and
decoy hive in their place on the floor-board, cover the inverted

hive with the one in which the packing-needle has been in-

serted, and stand the whole on one of the chairs in some shady

spot. Having ascertained in which direction the combs run,

stick the skewer into the edge of the lower hive opposite that

end of the centre comb towards which the bees appear most to

congregate, and turn this part away from the operator, who,

with the left hand supporting one side of the empty hive,

keeps it upraised in such a manner as to afford a clear view of

the interior, and raps away with his right, whilst his gaze is

intently fixed on the point of junction between the two hives,
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where the bees will soon begin to ascend, and which it is certain

the queen must pass. If, as is very generally the case, a num-
ber of bees gradually form a thick cluster at this point, under
cover of which the queen may, perchance, slip past unper-

ceived, the upper hive should be lifted and bo far turued round
as again to present a clear surface, which her majesty will

scarcely be able to traverse without being perceived. And here,

probably, many will be inclined to ask if the queen is not in-

variably amongst the foremost, since we are told in bee-books

that she is always one of the first to ascend, and it is a popular

idea that the queen leads the workers on these and similar

occasions. All this is, however, a mistake ; the queen may
make her appearance at any moment, sometimes with the van-

guard, oftener amongst the main body ; sometimes with the rear-

guard, and occasionally, although very rarely, she lingers among
the last few stragglers remaining in the hive. As soon, how-
ever, as she is perceived she should be adroitly seized by the

wings, popped into one of the little perforated boxes,* which
is then tied to the loose end of the string, and by means of the

packing-needle drawn up to and secured in close contact with
the inside of the crown of the upper hive.

The desired object havingbeen attained, the operation may be
brought to an end as rapidly as iiossible. either by close or open
driving, and the deserted hive conveyed iu-doors. Should the

queen escape detection, and it be merely intended to drive the

inhabitants of two hives into one with the view of establishing

them as a new colony, the same look-out may be kept for the se-

cond queen, whilst the bees are being driven in a similar manner
into the same hive. If, however, she also escape, it is probable

that no great harm will have been done, since bees generally

dispose of a superfluous queen under such circumstances with-

out much loss of life. There are, however, exceptions even to

this rule, and sometimes both queens are sacrificed. It is

precisely to guard against such casualties that I always take
the trouble of at least endeavouring to secure the first queen
in the manner I have described, and when I miss her (which,

however, occurs only in a minority of eases), I do not drive a

second colony into that hive, but reserve it for a purpose which
I shall afterwards describe. I have stated that a veil or bee-

dress is but seldom used, and however extraordinary it may ap-

pear to many, it is, nevertheless, a fact that an adept will pre-

fer to practise even open driving with exposed face and unen-
cumbered hands, whilst it is equally true that he but rarely

receives a sting. I do not, however, commend this example as

one to be immediately emulated by the beginner, who should
not disdain the protection of a veil and india-rubber gloves,

unless he happens to be constitutionally impervious to the
effects of bee stings.

When the inhabitants of two hives are driven into one, it is

better, as soon as the operation is completed, to confine the
bees by standing the hive containing them on the floor-board

of the strongest of the two stocks, and tying them up in the
cloth with which it is covered, without regard to the stragglers

from the other colony, which are not likely to be very nume-
rous. It is, in point of fact, advisable to adopt this course in

all cases if the operator intends to quit the scene of action

before nightfall, as the bees will congregate more completely
within their new dwelling a few minutes after it has been
placed on the old stance than they are likely to do until dark-

ness begins to close in. The safe custody of the bees should
be farther insured by a string or small cord tied tightly around
each hive and outside the cloth between 1 and 2 inches from
the bottom, whilst ventilation should be cared for by standing
the hives on an uneven surface, or raising one side an inch or

two by means of a stone or block of wood.—A Devonshire
BeE-KEEPEK. (To be continued.)

FISH F.ULIXG IN AN AQUARIUM.
STAUNCHING A CANARY'S BLEEDING.

I HAVE a large aquarium with an almost constant fresh supply
of water flowing into it. It contains about ten gallons of water,

and I am unable to keep fish of any kind alive in it beyond
two or three weeks. Its contents are a brass lacquered tube

for the pipe, shingle, washed sand, and the following plants

—

Potamogeton oblongum, V. gramineum, Ilauunculus aquatilis,

Vallisneria. The fish almost at once become affected with

some fungoid growth, and seem to shrink and wither. They
are fed occasionally with the small red worm, but soon die. Is

• As the object of imprisoning tbe queen is generally to Itoep her nlive
for a few days in case of accident, it is desirable that a few workers
Bhould share her captivity.

this explained by any improper plant, or is the brass tube the
cause of my trouble ?

I will mention one other subject before I close. I called in a
noted bird fancier to cure a deformity in the leg of my Canary.
His remedy was to amputate with a pair of scissors close to

the joint. Considerable bleeding followed, and he suggested
a hot wire, but this I considered adding one barbarity to

another, and instead I applied the perchloiide of iron, which
immediately arrested the hemorrhage. Therefore I recommend
it with full confidence as being a potent application in case of

injury to the combs of fowls by operation or accident, and one
free from pain.

—

Wm. Soi'Er.

[We know a similar sized aquarium similarly managed, and
in the water of which similar plants vegetate, and in that

aquarium Gold and other fish, small tortoises, &c., are long-

lived. Is there not something deleterious in the water yon
employ for the aquarium ?]

FEEDING BEES.
Please to inform me if I had better feed my bees now (.Jannary

2.5th), or what I had better do. No. 1 weighs, exclusive of hive,

17 lbs ; No. 2, 19 lbs. ; No. 3, 11 lbs. ; No. 4, 18 lbs.—G. J.

[We should consider the stocks amply provided with food,

with the exception, perhaps, of No. H, which, however, will doubt-

less do well enough until the latter end of next month, when
spring feeding may commence and the deficiency be made good.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Polish Fowls' Eggs (Sf. Edmuiiffi).~Vic recommend you to consult

our advertising columns, and to write to any one of the advertisers who
has taken prizes with birds of the variety you require.
HouDANS (Jfmimre).—Write to Mr. Baily, 113. Mount Street, Grosvcnor

Square, f^. B. C).—We think you may safely keep Houdans if your
wall is 5 feet high. We do not find them disposed to stray or to fly.

Spanish Pdllet's Comb Dbying-up ( ).—Your Spanish pallet is

failing in condition. Nothing is more certain evidence of it than tbe
di-ying-up of tbe comb ; but judging from what you say, wo should look
for a quick return to health. If she has not a grass run, she should be
welt supplied with sods of gi-owing grass, with lettuce if to be had, and
with cooked meat chopped fine.

I>UBBiNG A Game Bantam Cockepel (H.).—The skin under the throat
should not be touched at all. The comb, gills, and deaf ears must all be
taken off closely—as closely as possible, but the skull must not be laid

bare. The gills' must bo taken oil' so that when the wound is healed
there is nothing to show where they were. They should be cut off the-

skin under the throat.
DOEKINO Cock (J. B. J. S.b—Tbe bird requires no other treatment

than that you are giving him. We do not for a moment believe he is

otherwise than a useful bird. Such complaints are common at this time
of year, but a little patience proves them to be groundless.
Keeping Poultry for Exhibition (.Udji.^ic).—If you want to breed

prize poultry you must have a larger space for rearing chickens than that
you name. You have room for the parents, and sufficient to breed any-
thing of perfect quality; but the chickens want more space than 20 feet

square. You may rear good useful birds, but we fear there would be no
prizetakers among them. Your other arrangements are good. You will

find the knowledge you require in any of the poultry books. Be careful

by some means or other to provide your fowls with growing grass.

Amount of Food for Fowls and Dccks (Constant Reader).—We
cannot say what amount of food your Ducks and fowls require, because
we do no't know how much they find in the farmyard—for instance,

whether threshing is always going on, whether hogs are being fed—in

fact, whether food is to be bad for tbe looking-for. Ducks do well on oats.

The fowls will want barley. Their appetite must guide you as to quantity.

As a rule they require more in winter, and less as the weather improves
in temperature, and the nights become shorter.
ScUHF ON Legs of White Cochin-chinas (.5«rrry).—The scurf of

which you complain is caused by the action of snow on the legs. It will

soon disappear from the legs of the pullets ; it will [remain much longer

on the legs of the hens. In some cases it becomes chronic. Time will

cure it, but stimulating ointment accelerates recovery.
Oldham Show.—" In last week's Journal the Messrs. Newbitt are ?e-

presented to have taken the third prize in Any other variety of Ducks.
My Buenos Ayrean Ducks were by mistake penned in their pen, which
should have been empty, as they did not send tbe Ducks they had entered.

Mr. Charlesworth's pen of Brown Call Ducks were by mistake put into

my pen. They were highly commended, and mine took the third prize.

—'Samuel BuitN, Whitby."
Chinchilla Rabbit Skins (TT-L,).-WV do not know the present price ol

Chinchilla Rabbit skins. They are articles of export, and vary in price.

LlGURlAN Bees {Novice).—We do not know any one on the Continent to

whom you could apply. Advertise for the information.
Dead Bees Thrown out of a Hive (.1 Subucriht-r).—The mortality,

about two hundred, is rather large, but so far does not appear to be serious.

Wo presume your bees do not want for food, but a few ounces of diluted

honey or simple syrup presented to them in an inverted bottle on fine

and mild days may be of service, and can in any case do no harm.
Bar-frame Hives—Centrifugal Machine (A Lover of Ifecs).—We

believe the only English patent ever gi-anted for bar-frame hives was
obtahied by Major Munn, We do not know the date of this patent, but

have little doubt that it expired long ago. Mr. Woodhurj' promises a

description of the German centrifugal machine. If you write direct to

him at Mount Radford, Exeter, he will furnish the required particulars

as to price, &c. We readily answer all queries on apiarian subjects, and
record all that is new.
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well-formed flower of very delicate colours, but rather dull-

looking. Habit bad, and a sby bloomer.
L. spcciosvm conjmhijjonim punctatnm (Laurentius).—This is

oneof the monstrous varieties, with the flowers all in a heap,
a Btyle which I do not admire, but the freshness and delicacy
of colour ill this flower induce me to tolerate the hideous stem.
,'" ii. spaciosum macranthum (Laurentius).—Good, large, dark
flower, but dull in colour.

L, speciosmn covipartum (E. G. Henderson).—Flower small,
very dark, but dull-looking. Very dwarf habit. Erect flower-
ing. Sby bloomer.

L. xpecivtitni nibnim Extra (Tan Geert).—Good-shaped me-
dium-sized flower; ground flushed with rose, dark spots.

L. r.peciotiinii album (Van Geert).—Medium-sized flower of
good shape; beautiful, pure colour. Fine habit; the bud not
liable to twist as in the old album. It is also much earlier

than that variety.

There appears to be great confusion in the trade respecting
the varieties of Lilium speciosum, and when you order from
any list it is very uncertain what sorts you will obtain. There
are so many different strains of Lilium speciosum album,
rosenm, rubrum, and some others, that it appears to be quite
impossible to keep them distinct.

AUh'>ugh there are many other species to dilate upon, I

most conclude this paper, hoping that some other Lily-grower
will give us the benefit of his experience, and let us know what
choice varieties he has the happiness to own. I'erhaps some
raiser of seedlings will tell us the results of his labours, and
describe the beautiful "bairns" he is the father of, and how
many years passed before they showed him their lovely
faces.

—

Hespekus.

SOILS AND SITUATIONS FOR CONIFERS.
Notwithstanding all that has been written on Conifers, the

question is still often asked. What position should this or that
Conifer occupy ? Failing to secure correct data to guide us in
tiiese matters, except the teaching of Nature, which all of us have
not the opportunity of obtaining, perhaps the nearest approach
to it would be a statement of the experience and observations
oi yonr readers, the particulars of which could be condensed
into tables, and, perhaps, the various subjects could be arranged
in classes, having regard to situation, soil, <tc. An arrangement
of- this sort would do good service—it would prevent much
disappoiutment, and be far more valuable in my opinion to

future planters than details of the effects of frost without such
Jjarticulars, because in many instances it is more than probable
that the soil has caused the mischief and not the frost, and
that the position is at fault when trees are blown down, and not
the wind. I believe it is often the case that the very prepara-
tion of the soil for planting some of the best Conifers is only
laying the foundation for their death ; not because they refuse
to grow in the soil, but because they are forced to an excessive
growth.

The havoc made by frost in the case of Pinus insignis is in

many instances attributable to the soil it is planted in ; in
short, the soil is too fertile, and, like an overfed child, the tree
succumbs to the first attack of cold.

I have seen pits dug deep and broad, and filled with rich
compost for this tree. I question if this practice would answer
even where the temperature is never below the freezing point.
What is the consequence? Long shoots, which before they are
properly hardened start into growth again, and before this

growth is completed grim winter is upon them. What chance
llSB a tree in such a state to pass through a severe winter ?

Again, I have seen this tree treated in a way quite opposite—i.e., having no preparation of soil beyond the breakiug-up of

the' natural cue, which was stony and poor. The tree made
short shoots yearly, but became thoroughly hardened, and
seemed to stand cold or wind as well as P. austriaca. Here
was an exemplification of consulting Nature, while tho other
case was an unwise interference with her laws. If a tree is

adapted by Nature to grow on rocks and between rocks, adapted
to entwine its roots around stones and bore deep down after

moisture, why should it be placed in a moist soil prepared
with hi-jli-fceding ingredients?
The Pjm-.ses, as a class, ought to occupy an elevated position

on stony ground, and if it is found necessary that they should
be fed, let it be done by mulchings on the surface. The Spruce
family, according to my observation, will do best iu lower
positions ; indeed, the best pLintatiou of Spruce I ever saw
was in wet clay with a fall sufficient to carry away the water.

which ran out of it through the winter. The trees will take a firm
hold in deep soil though it be poor, so long as it is damp ;

while Larch, for instance, although it seems to penetrate a
rock in some situations, will not go through wet clay. I have
known the Larch grow to a good size and be at last blown down
because it had no hold in the soil, none of its roots being
found more than a foot beneath the surface in such situations.

The Arbor Vitic and Junipers will succeed in low places where
the soil is rather damp, better than iu high dry places. I am
speaking of the natural soil. There is still some doubt as to

where the Taxodium sempervirens should be planted. Much
has been said against low damp situations for planting this

tree, and that it will not thrive there. Now, my experience and
observation are opposed to this assertion

; provided the tree

is not overfed with rich matter in the soil, I believe it would
even grow in a bog. The first tree I ever saw, which is nearly
twenty years since, was planted very near a piece of ornamen-
tal water, and it did so well that I have always thought it out
of place in any other but low damp situations. Its rusty appear-

ance in elevated positions tends to confirm this view. I have
seen it since in similar damp positions doing equally well, and I

could point out some trees growing so near the water that

many of the roots must be under water all the year round. It

is in company with the Osmunda regalis, a Fern which dehghts
in moisture. That circumstance alone would at once give suffi-

cient evidence of the nature of the situation ; but there is more
clay here than is commonly found where this Fern abounds.
The appearance of the tree just alluded to is everything one
can desire, not in the least drawn-up, but short-jointed and
dense, with a dark green colour seldom seen iu trees in higher

positions. I shall, therefore, put this tree in the class for

damp situations.

The east wind is a great enemy to Taxodium sempervirens.

Having several trees under my daily notice in almost all kinds
of situations, I find those exposed to that wind are always
brown on the east side, and one-sided besides. The east wind
seems to singe the young shoots as they appear, and the trees

are miserable, irregular subjects destitute of beauty. Others

in a moderately dry soil, although they always look brown in

spring, do grow a little every year, but are very poor trees

compared with those planted in moist situations. One feature

I have noticed in trees in high dry situations, not open to east

winds, which I have not seen in those in lower places—is

that they blossom ; and I have picked a few cones from them,
but the seed has not grown. This Taxodium is a beautiful

tree when well grown, and the timber, I am told, is also valu-

able; it ought, therefore, to be extensively planted.

I have not had the opportunity of testing the Wellingtonia

gigantea in wet places, but the tree being from the same
locality and so much resembling the Taxodium in some respects,

I have no doubt it will do in moist situations.

I have found the Cedars do best on high stony ground, while

the Cryptomeria japonica will grow in a very wet soil. I have

seen some trees so near the water that unless the Cryptomeria

was fond of moisture the roots? must have rotted, but this has

not been the case, the top of the tree having every appearance

of health. Not far from the Taxodium alluded to above as

being near the water, there are some Cryptomerias growing in

a manner I have never seen in trees planted in high positions.

In colour and character the trees are so different from many
growing in similar positions, that one might be excused for

taking them to be another variety. Some Cypresses are also

flourishing in the same soil. A Silver Fir which is, I should

imagine, a self-sown one, is growing in an island in the middle-

of the water ; although it is no better that many others, yet it

is a proof it will stand wet soil.

I might enlarge these notes by citing instances which tend

to prove that many of the Conifers will not only do well in

damp places, but there succeed the best ; but my object when
commencing writing was to condemn high cultivation, or over-

feeding of Conifers, which is often the cause of failure where

the trees are iu low places, and not the situation. If this

matter be attended to, and care be taken to give room, air,

light, and as much sun as possible to the top of the tree, there

will be less complaints respecting the failure of Conifers.

—

H. Mills, Emjn, Penrhyn.

Cateepillaks on Bedding and Other Softwooded Plants.

—My bedding and other softwooded plants having been seri-

ously injured by caterpillars, I was induced to feed up several

specimens, and found them to be the caterpUlur of a moth
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which I have no doubt is the cabbage moth (Mamestra bras-

sicn;), very destructive ami common everywhere. The perfect

insect appears in May ami .Time.

—

Fiiank Fowler, liavcnfulalc

Park Gardens, .Wwry, Ireland.

rOTATO PRODUCE.
Tnn extract which you gave from tho .Journal of the Royal

Agrioultiiral Society on Potato pmilnco was excetnlingly inter-

esting. The experiment.-! having been conducteil on so large

a scale, nnd with tho great care and attention which Mr. May
bestowed upon them, are, doubtless, entitled to great weight
and consideration, and are very important. Very possibly I

am wrong; but, still, tho deductions derived from tho result of

his experiments are, to my mind, somewhat contradictory, and
it would be a great boon to Potato-growers in general if some
of your correspondents would be good enough to give us their

experience, or tho result of any experiments they may have
made in tiie culture of the Potato. 1 Ciinnot help thinking
that it would have been useful if Mr. May had enumerated tlio

varieties experimented with, tho nature of his soil, the quantity
and nature of the manure used, and whether the plants were
earthed-up or not.

I cannot quite reconcile in Mr. May's rcsnmi: of the results

the following deductions :

—

1.—" Every increase in the size of the set, from 1 oz. to

8 ozs., produces an increase in the crop much greater than the
additional weight of the sot planted." .5.

—" That the weight
of the crop is proportionate to the weight per acre of the sets,

and that small sets will produce the same crop as an equal
weight per acre of large sets." The remainder of the deduc-
tion as to the fact being of limited application, is, of course,

indisputable. 7.—That " smaller sets give a larger produce in

proportion to their weight than the larger sets."

Deductions 1 and .5 do not, according to my interpretation of

the experiments, coincide with 7 ; for it would appear that if

an acre were planted with small sets, which Mr. May admits
may be planted with advantage at less intervals than larger ones

(3 and elsewhere), and also assuming that each of tho small
sets would give a proportionately larger produce (7), would it

not clearly be a profit in the produce of the acre, and be par-
ticularly important to small growers, who purchase their Pota-
toes by measure, and who would thus obtain a greater number
of smaller sets, and also to those who do not keep pigs, and
might thus utilise all their sets, which were too small for the
table ? The word " produce " may possibly, as used in 7, refer

to the number of tubers, which would, of course, alter the
case ; but the experiments beiug conducted in general with
reference to weight, I should not think that an exception was
made in this instance.

I will now state one or two facts which bear upon the sub-
ject, and are derived from experiments, or rather the trial of
some different varieties in 186(5, the following year to that in

which Mr. May's experiments were made, and which year was
in our neighbourhood rather a good one for Potatoes. It was
then that I first tried Potatoes without earthing-up, but my
gardener was wedJed to the old system ; each plan was
tried with several varieties, and on the same piece of ground,
but although the result was in favour of the old plan, I was
convinced that the sets had not been planted deeply enough.
In 18G7 I took care that they were planted from 6 to 8 inches
deep, and the result effected a complete conversion of opinion
on that point. I should bo glad to hear your opinion, though
I feel almost sure you will advise deep planting and not earth-
ing-up. The Potato which succeeded best in this way was
Wheeler's Milky White. This is a first-rate Potato. A few
Flukes came up the next year, small sets which were over-
looked, having remained in the ground, and the average crop of

these was 18 ozs. per set. Now, no small sets in Mr. May's
experiments could well liave produced this weight, none but
small sets could have well escaped notice in my case, and the
highest average in his experiments with *2-oz. sets was about
16j ozs. I tried the following Potatoes :—Uivers's Royal Ash-
leaf, two varieties of Flukes (I do not know their names),
Gloucestershire Kidney, Baron's Perfection, Flourball, Phea-
sant's Eye, and Snowball. According to my experience, small
seta of the Gloucestershire Kidney produced a larger crop than
the larger ones, and the same with Snowball ; but I do not
care about this variety, it is not sufficiently mealy. Baron's
Perfection gave the largest crop at about 4-oz. sets.

I intend to mike some more extended and careful experi-
ments this ytar; but at present I cannot help thinking that

the best size to plant is frora 2 ozs. to 5 ozs, that it is best
not to earth-up, and to plant S) inches from set to set in the
rows, each row being froiu 18 to 20 inches apart.—W. S. R.,
Tlit't Florence, Cole furd, Gloucestershire,

LAPAGE1U.\ UOSEA AND LAPAGERIA
SPLENDENS.

I AM glad to seo that Mr. Douglas has been the first to write
on the culture of tlieso splendid plants, and I hope his remarks
will be followed by others. I am tho fortunate owner of two
as line plants as any in England : so says one who ought to
know.
They have been left almost to themselves, and had plenty ol

water summer and winter. Many of my friends recommended
rest ; but the fact is, tliey would not rest since 1804, and were
growing up to last May. I then experienced a sad fright—

I

thought my best plant was going to die, but no ; it went to rest

until the end of June, and in July began to show flower buds,

and continued flowering up to Christmas. I bought it in 1857
when a very small plant.

Mr. Douglas speaks of seedlings at '2s. M., but I am afraid

our friends will have a long time to wait before they flower.

My plant above mentioned did not flower till ISUIi. It is

Lapageria rosea. It evidently makes strong wiry roots down-
wards, and likes its crown kept high. I have seen a good many
plauts of it, but none of the vigour of mine. I do not find

that it is subject to the attacks of any of the greenhouse pestg

mentioned, but in its younger years slugs were sure to find it

out ; it defies them now, for its stems aro as tough as wire. I
have just finished repotting one of my plants into a pot "2 feet

in diameter—the largest I could obtain—and I carried out Mr.
Douglas's advice with respect to soil. I should mention that

occasionally I put a little Coudy's patent fluid into the water.
It sweetens the soil and stimulates the plant ; and if any of

your readers would try it on their Primula plants that have
nearly done flowering, they would bo astonished at the effect. I
put in enough to make tho water of a pretty pink.

As to the mode of training, I have the pots sunk into the
table at each end, which is 14 feet long ; a light wire arch is

thrown across, so that one plant meets the other, the flower

buds coming through and hanging down like so many scarlet

bells. Any one purchasing a plant I recommend to buy a good
plant well established.

Lapageria sploudens flowers in clusters, whilst L. rosea has
only one flower at tho end of its stalk. The former has a long
sharp leaf, whilst that of the latter is more round and some-
thing like ttie leaf of Lapageria alba. Any of our friends
having plants of either must not lose heart at the growth not
beiug rapid at first, for they will be astonished some day by
seeing them throw up something like the head of an Asparagus.
Mine last year threw up four the size of a man's little finger,

and they are now 10 feet long.

I never knew a flower last so long as that of the Lapageria
after it is cut. I gave a flower of it to a lady who wore it in

her hair at a ball, next night at the theatre, and had it fresh

still hanging on its stem a fortnight longer. It does not turn
brown at the tips like the Camellia.

I have sent you a photograph of my plant. You can make
what use of it you like. I should say that sometimes in winter
the thermometer in my house has been as low as 32°. The
plant seems to live in extremes.—W. A. 0., Sunderland.

[The photograph shows a very superior specimen of Lapa-
geria rosea ; and beneath it sits its owner, looking as bright as
if care had no chance with him.

—

Eds.]

IS A DRY OR MOIST ATMOSPHERE THE MORE
CONGENEVL FOR SETTING MUSCAT GRAPES?
On looking over your .Journal for January 16th, I saw some

remarks on the above-named subject by one of your able and
experienced contributors. It has often occupied my thoughts,
but I trust that the readers of these few remarks will not sup-
pose that I am about to give a direct answer to Mr. Melville'*
question, but siiaply to state a few facts that have come under
my special notice at different times
At my present situation we have a house containing twelve

Vines of Muscat of Alexandria, which every year are in flower
in the month of .\pril. I have noticed that during the whole
time these Vines were in flower we have had dull wet weather;
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this I have noticed for two successive years. There would be
an occasional outburst of sun for a few minutes in the course
of some chance day or two during the time, but nothing worthy
of note

;
yet notwithstanding all this unfortunate, bad state of

the weather, as many would term it, we never failed in obtaining
a good regular crop of Muscats with well-formed bunches.
Another simple fact I wish to state is this. One end of the

house is much warmer than the other part, on account of some
extra piping branching from an adjoining house, consequently
four of the Vines are rather earlier than the rest. These are
in flower from a week to ten days before the others, and
daring this time the atmosphere of the house is kept in the
same condition in respect to moisture as it was previous to the
flowering, moisture being only slightly withheld just beneath the
four Vines in flower, and these set their bunches much better
than the Vines to which a rather drier atmosphere is afforded.

Again. I have particularly noticed that in a dull humid
day, on gently shaking the Vine or bunch, the pollen will be
seen falling in large quantities to the floor ; whereas, on a
bright clear day with a breeze blowing, the pollen will scarcely

be perceived on shaking, and it appears much lighter, escaping
upwards. Whether the pollen is as potent on a dull day as on
a drier one is another question. I should for my own part say
it is, if we are to take the setting of these Muscats into con-
sideration.—H. Battram, Foreman, Cyfarthja Gardens.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETYS
EXAMINATIONS.

Last week we announced the various success that attended

the candidates at the last examinations of the Boyal Horticul-

tural Society. We now supply the number of marks which
each candidate obtained.

Fi-uH and
Vegetable
Culture.
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{orcing bouses, stove. Orchid bouse, greenhouse, and pita and
frames, toaethor with directions for the management of window
plants. There are in addition remarks on pruning and train-

ing fruit trees, with several illustrations ; on orchard-house
management, on the preparation of Mushroom beds, and soma
other subjects.

MARRIOTT'S SELl'-REGULATING BOILER.
In reply to " Rose," we have two of the largest-sized of this

boiler at work here. My experience of them only extends to

last November, during which time they have done their work
60 satisfactorily that I have formed a very high opinion of

their capabilities and simplicity. I have bad a fair share of

experience with other boilers, and consider Marriott's superior
to any I have before had in giving; a more regular heat if at-

tention is paid to the regulator, ^'ou can then have the water
at the ooiling point by opening the regulator to its fullest

extent, or try closing it you can completely stop combustion,
and, therefore, stop the circulation of the water in the pipes.

The economy of fuel is also great in comparison with the
old saddle boiler, as we are enabled to prove by having three of

them at work as well. One of Marriott's boilers can work
17lX) feet of 4-inch piping as well as our largest saddle boiler

can work 500 feet, and not consume any more fuel, although I

must acknowledge that the former is rather more particular in

regard to the quality than the latter. On the other hand,
Marriott's when tilled-upin the morning, if the weather is mild,
requires no more attendance till about nine o'clock at night,

than to set the regulator at whatever degree of temperature you
require ; whereas the old saddle-boiler may bo set down as re-

quiring to be looked to at least from eight to ten times in the
course of the twelve hours.
Another great advantage of Marriott's boiler is its requiring

Eo brickwork in the setting, as the tubes are encased in sheet
iron and merely set down in the stokehole. Many thought the
casing would become so hot that there would be a great waste
of heat, but we find it quite the reverse, as so much heat is not
given out as by an old furnace.
There are, however, a few drawbacks to this boiler. The

first is the great depth of stokehole required ; the second is,

where coke is scarce, that I am afraid it will be difficult to burn
coal in the furnace, but of the latter fuel for it I have had no
experience.

—

James Stewart, Niiiii'ltam Park.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY S
EXHIBITIONS.

I HAVE read with much interest flic observations of "Another
F. K. H. S.," in last week's Journal, on the Royal Horticidtural
Society's Exhibitions for 18G8, and although I do not agree with
him in all he has said in his conununication, there is a groat
deal in which I quite concur, and which is in my opinion well
worth the consideration of the Council and FeUowa of the So-
ciety. The point to which I mainly refer is the encouragement
that the Society has for some years past given to horticultural
exhibitions.

Now, there are two views in which these exhibitions are popu-
larly regarded—the one is as a som-co of revenue, and tho other
as an encouragement to horticulture. Let us see how far these
popidar views are correct. The foimer so long as it is success-
ftil is defensible ; but whenever exhibitions become unremu-
nerative, and a burden to a Society, then not only prudence but
common sense would dictate their obandonmeut. So long as
the Horticultiu-al Society's Exhibitions were without a rival,

and had the advantage of novelty ;md fine weather, they con-
tributed very largely towards the Society's prosperity and use-
fulness, and after a successful season it awoke like "a giant
refreshed," full of vigour, and, no doubt, well-uitentioned
designs. But the evil days uf rivalry and competition arose, and
from that time the Exhibitions both of the Society and its

rivals, while they became important features in their consti-
tution, were b\it the insidious flush that betokened disease and
decay. All experience has proved this, and hence the popular
idea that great i xhibitions, as at pnscnt conducted, are advan-
tageous to any society, is an erroneous one.
With regard to the second idea, that great exhibitions, as at

present conducted, are an encouragement to horticidtiue, I hold
it to be to some extent also erroneous. I should be sorry to say
that they have no beneficial elfcct on horticulture, because I
believe they have ; hut the question that suggests itself to mo is,

WoiJd not smaller exhibitions, such as yom- correspondent ad-

vocates, he equally as stimulating to horticultural taste ? If we
take the magnificent specimens that constitute tho collections

exhibited at our great shows, wo find that very few of them are
grown by private individuals, but are shown by nurserymen and
others with a view to trade advantages, and without any feel-

ing whatever as to tho advancement of horticulture, except in

so far as thoy themselves are advam-cd also. 'J'hoso that are

generally shown from private gardens will on investigation be
found to have very nmch of the same stimulus infused; the

prizes obtained forming not unfrequently an important element
in the gardener's wages, while the employer derives both the
pleasure and the merit of having produced them. So far as hor-
ti(;uUure, therefore, is affected by these large (and bear in mind,
I am .speakingonly of metropolitan) exhibitions, I am of opinioa
that this second popular view is also erroneous. I am of opinion

that smaller and less pretentious exhibitions would have even a
gi'eater effect in diffusing a horticidtural taste, and cncouraginor.

the spread of practical horticulture than these groat exhibitions

have. When it is considered at how much cost and trouble

the gorgeous plants exhibited at these great shows are pro-
duced, I am inclined to believe that so far as the masses o£
amateur horticulturists are concerned, they are rather deterred

from following the example than encouraged to imitate it.

Hence it is that I agree with your correspondent in advocating
smaller shows, where smaller growers would have a field suited

to their means, on which to enter the lists with each other, and
contest the honour of having produced exhibitions not less meri-
torious, because they are less demonstrative and produced at a,

smaller cost.

It is upon this ground that I always advocate, while I admire
and derive so much more pleasure and instruction from, thes

minor shows of the Fruit and Floral Committees, and the spiing
shows of the Royal Horticultural Society, than I do at any o£

the great exhibitions ; and I am sure that if the shows indicated

by your correspondent were to bo submitted for the approval of
the exhibitors, they would meet with a large measure of success.

I refer more particularly to those which have been distinguished

by the name of " Sweepstakes," and I venture to say that the
forthcoming "Pelargonium Sweepstakes" will be the most ex-
citing, as it will be one of the most interesting competitions of

the season. And why should wo not have more of these sweep-
stakes, augmented it may bo in some way or another by the
Society, in the same way as is done at horse races ? There is

something analogous to this practised in most provincial horti-

cultural societies. Before an exhibitor can enter his plants, he
must pay his "entry money," which goes towards the prize

fund of the society. To me it is as unreasonable to expect the
Royal Horticultural Society to bear the responsibility of all the
prizes, as it would he for the Jockey Club to bear that of the
Derby Stakes, which are weU known to attain the enormous
amount they sometimes do by the subscriptions of the owners
when they enter their horses being added to tho amount offered

by the Race Fund.
As an amateur ardently devoted to the pursuit of horticulture,

and one deeply interested in the prosperity of tho Royal Horti-

cultural Society, I hope that the time has come when something
will bo done to promote the extension of the one, and to secure

the permanency of the other, and it is with the hope that both
may be secin-ed that I have ventured to trouble you with my
views on the subject.-—S. T. P.

GALVANISED WIRE TRELLISES.
Wherever galvanised wire trellises are attached to walls

and employed for the purpose of training fruit trees upon, I
think it may be safely stated that they have always given the
utmost satisfaction to the fruit-grower. I have seen the trellis

in use in several fruit gardens myself, and in not one instance
did I ever hear it condemned ; but, when the number of fruit

gardens that there are in the kingdom is taken into considera-
tion, how seldom is the trellis used for the above purpose.
This consideration prompts me to ask the question—Why is

it so seldom employed ? I have tried to find a suitable answer,
but without success. Its many good qualities make it appear
to be almost faultless, for in whatever way it may be viewed, it

shows a decided superiority over tho other systems of training.
To those who have not given tho subject any consideration,

I hope it may be of service to them if I first say that the prin-
cipal methods of attaching fruit trees to walls are by nailing
with strips of cloth, and by fastening the branches to studs,
which are fixed in the wall ; and, in the second place, I will
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mention a few of the points of superiority possessed by the
trellis, and then compare it with the other methods.

I think I shall not do much wrong in mentioning the points
of excellence in the trellis, if I begin by speaking of its ap-
pearance, for at the present day appearance goes a long way in

almost everything. Now, no one can say that a well-wrought
trellis neatly fitted and properly fixed to a wall, has other-

wise than a neat appearance. For my own part I consider
that it tends to improve the look of a wall rather than the
contrary; but, independent of my own opinion, let a number
of persons compare a well-trained wall of trees on a trellis

with a wall of trees trained in either of the other modes, and
I venture to state that the majority would be in favour of the
trellis. However, as it is a point of taste, I will proceed to

speak of the cleanliness of the trellis.

Every fruit grower makes cleanliness a most important ob-
ject ; for we all know that without cleanliness in fruit-growing
success cannot be expected. Among fruit-growers it is a
well-known fact that the strips of cloth which are required in
nailing form excellent harbours for all kinds of vermin, their

eggs, nests, and the like, all of which give the fruit-grower
who trains his trees in that way continual work in order to

keep them from overpowering him, while the trellis aifords

not the least shelter for anything of the kind. In this re-

spect studs stand on about the same level as the trellis.

I will say no more about the cleanliness of the trellis, it

would be useless after pointing out its excellence in that re-

spect, but I will follow- the subject to the next step, which
will be the advantage the trellis possesses in assisting the
trees to ripen both wood nnd fruit. In the first place I will

mention that trellises are fixed about an inch, and sometimes
more, from the wall, according to the kind of fruit cultivated.

We are all taught that if well-flavoured and well-coloured fruit

is expected, a good supply of air and light is es.;ential. Now,
by having the trees fixed a short distance from the wall, a
good passage is allowed for currents of air to flow, and from
the reflection of heat from the wall the air becomes nicely
warmed, and this is highly favourable to the fruit and wood.
This advantage is entirely lost in both the other methods, and
the consequence is we find green, unripe blotches on one side

of our fruit, as well as soft unripe wood on the hack of the
shoots.

At the present day economy of time and labour is so much
studied, that a few remarks on the subject in connection with
the trellis cannot be out of place. The use of the trellis in

this respect is admirable. A great many persons, I know, hold
as their firm opinion that the trellis is very expensive ; but a
well-wrought trellis may now be bought for a trifle, and when
bought and fixed it is ever afterwards almost inexpensive

;

while in nailing, every year the nails are drawn and a fresh

stock is required, as well as cloth, and it takes much time to

cut up the cloth to the proper lengths for nailing. I feel sure
that our young men could get through much more work in a
given time by tying to the trellis than by either of the other
modes, so that in this respect it maybe justly said that the
trellis is superior. As far as expense goes, the trellis amply
repays the outlay in the excellence of the fruit.

—

Agkestis.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The second Tuesday in February is always an eventful day

io the history of the Royal Horticultural Society. Like all

mundane things, societies never really stand still, but are

either getting better or worse, and unless they be subjected to

the process of reparation, there is no permanence or stability in

their constitution. In these particulars the Royal Horticul-

tural forms no exception. It is, however, to the elements
infused in this process on which the healthful and enduring
character of reparation depends, and hence this day on which
the Society makes choice of the new elements that are to enter

into its composition is one fraught with good or with evil for

the future. That the choice which has been made is a good
one, we believe is generally admitted ; and with a Council so

constituted, and with a statement so cheering as was on Tuesday
submitted to the Annual Meeting, we look forward very hope-

fully to a career of great and lasting usefulness in days to come.
It must have been apparent to all who have given serious

heed to the course the Society has recently been pursuing, that

for some time past far more consideration has been given to

subjects of a purely horticultural character than had for years

previously been the case. Horticulture is in itself, perhaps,

the cheapest and the most easDy attainable of all luxuries, and

does not require a very large income to indulge in its pursuit
;

and so long as all superfluous expenditure is strictly watched,
and no extravagant accessories indulged iu, horticulture itself

will never bring either a society or an individual to beggary.
This the Society has found to be the case, for during the past
year it has done more to identify itself with its legitimate
object, and expended more money on purely horticultural

matters, than it has done for years before ; and yet in looldng
at the state of the finances as they are presented, to us iu this

year's Report, we find that it has actually, taking the assets of

the year into account, a balance in hand to begin the world
afresh. This is, indeed, a novel state of matters, and indicates

the beginning of a new existence. Three years ago—that is,

at the close of 1864, there was a balance due to the Treasurer
of i;278i lOs. -id., and liabilities amounting to £3000 on the
revenue of the year ; or, in other words, the expenditiure

exceeded the income by £5784. In that year £1'J84, including
rent, rates, taxes, and insurance, was allowed for the main-
tenance of the Society's horticultural garden e^ Chiswick,
while £3702 was the portion allotted to the keeping of the
ornamental garden at Kensington. At the close of 1865, there
was a balance in hand of £42 3.s'. '2d., with outstanding lia-

bilities of £369 2s. 8(Z. ; and in that year Chiswick received

£2230 ; and Kensington £3323. In 18BB, there was due to the

Treasurer, £203 17s. Id., with assets to meet it of £375, and in

that year Chiswick received £247.'), and Kensington £3238. And
now we come to this last .year—1SG7, in which we find that in

addition to the current expenditure, no less than nearly £1000
of old debts have been paid off ; and although there is a balance

due to the Treasurer of £373, there are assets on the year of

£420 to pay it with. In this year £2387 was allotted to Chis-

wick, and £2526 to Kensington.
Nothing can be more cheering to the Fellows and to the

lovers of horticulture than to see the old Society emerging
from its long-enduring difficulties and again making its

influence felt in that direction in which its mission lies. In
giving these financial statements, we have done so, not with
the view of making any invidious comparisons between the

two garden establishments, for we consider that each has
its own special object to efiect, and we would not depreciate

one at the expense of the other ; but there is no disguising the

fact, as wOl be seen from the statements we have made, that in

former years the grants that were made to the one were out of

all proportion to those of the other ; and when it is considered

that Chiswick is in fact tlic garden of the Society where its

legitimate operations are to be carried out, and the results of

its agency exhibited, where the whole of the plants are pro-

pagated and grown for the ornamentation of Kensington, and
where so much is derived from the sale of the produce to the

Fellows themselves, it did seem strange that a sum so paltry

should have been doled out to it, while its more aristocratic

sister received so large a portion. These facts show that so

long as the Society confines itself to its own legitimate work,

and limits its expenditure to those objects which come most

within its province, there is no inducement and less tempta-

tion to fall into difliculties than when trying experiments on

the best methods of amusing a miscellaneous multitude.

And now, after what passed at the Meeting, it is our duty

to refer to the agency by which this new condition of things

has been brought about. It would have been a pleasure to

have done so even if the question had not been so publicly

raised ; but after the observations which Mr. Liggins, for his

own sake, so unfortunately made, it is only justice to Colonel

Scott that it should be ptibliely known that all this beneficial

change in the Society's condition is due entirely to his hard

work and skilful administration since he was elected its

Honorary Secretary in the spring of 1865 ; and when we have

said that, we consider it a sufficient reply toMr.Liggins's inquiry

as to Colonel Scott's qualification to hold the office which for

the Society's interest he fills so well. If Mr. Liggins has,^ as

he says, been " a Fellow for years," and has manifested during

all that time the interest in the Society he now professes, it

should have been part of his duty to have at least been able to

identify Colonel Scott, and to have assured himself of the ser-

vices he was rendering, before he made such allusions towards a

gentleman who gives so much of his time, and, as we know,

sacrifices much of his comfort to serve the Society.

Mr. Liggins, in his speech, said " they wanted to know if

he was skilled in horticulture," and " they wanted a man at the

head of the department who was practical." He did not state

in what sense he intended his observation to apply, nor what

direction the practice should take. If he meant it in a general
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sense, we do not know any one to whom the term ia more
applicable than it is to a highly educated Engineer officer,
whose training in science and administration, as much as in
engineering, is essentially practical. But if he meant it to
have a professional signification, and tliat the Secretary of the
Royal Horticultural Society ought to be a professional horti-
culturist, he is asking for what, during the whole existence of
the Society, has never been. One of the most popular and
useful Secretaries the Society ever had was a brother of the
present General Sabine. This gentleman was not a profes-
sional, but an amateur horticulturist, as Colonel Scott is ; and
his profession, we believe, was that of a Surveyor of Taxes.
Dr. Henderson was not a professional horticulturist, and we are
sure that neither Mr. Bentham nor Dr. Eoyle wou'.d acknowledge
to be "skilled in horticulture;" indeed we doubt very much
if either of the latter knew as much about horticulture as the
present Secretary does. But we need not go through the lists for
the purpose of showing that the office of Secretary need neces-
sarily be filled by a professional horticulturist. What the So-
ciety really wants is a gentleman of administrative ability, who
can and will bring that ability to bear on the management of its

afi'airs, and particularly on its finances ; and we have no hesi-
tation in saying that never since the Society was instituted has
It been so highly privileged in this respect as it is now, not
even excepting that period when its affairs were under the
direction of the much-lamented Mr. Sabine.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
The Annnal (ieneral Meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

was held ou Tuesday, and there was a rather smaller attendance of
Fellows than usual.
In the unavoidable absence of his Grace the Duke of Bucclench,

K.G., President of the Society, the chair was taken by Mr. W. Wilson
Saunders, wbo was supported by General Grey, Lieut. -Col. Scott
(Secretary), Major Trevor Clarke, Rev. J. Dix, Messrs. T. Brandreth
Gibbs, G. F. Wilson, A. Murray, and H. Cole, C.B.
Mr. G. E. Blenkins and Mr. R. Fortune were appointed Scmtineers

of the ballot for the election of members of Council and officers for the
ensuing year.

The Assistant Secretary, Mr. .Tames Richards, read the minutes of
the last meeting, which were approved and confirmed. The Assistant
Secretary then, at the request of the Chaurman, read the Annual
Report.

The Chaikman said it became his duty to move " that the Report
just read be received and adopted ;" but before doing so he would be
glad to hear anything which any of the Fellows might have to say
npon it.

Sir RonKRT Moxtgomery, Bart., observed there was a notice given
of a Horticultural Exhibition at Leicester, and it would, he con-
sidered, be necessary for the Fellows to have some details.
The Ch-UUman was anxious to alford all the information in his

power, and begged to inform the hon. baronet, that as regarded the
Exliibition at Bury St. Edmunds, the Council were very much satis-

fied with it. although, as set out in the Report, there were several
drawbacks. The weather was very bud, but at the same time the num-
ber of people that docked to the Horticultural Show was so large, that
a great deal of money was taken, and some i,''2UI) or fiillO added to the
funds of the Society. There having been a good profit there, it was
thought by good management a similar show might be can-ied out at
another place, and, with increased experience, at a less expenditure.
The Council, therefore, did not liesitate to throw themselves in with
the good people at Leicester, and there they were received with open
arms. They (the Royal Horticultural Society), had made evei*y pre-

paration to cany out the Show, and tlie thanks of the Society were
eminently due to one member of tlic Council, Mr. Brandreth Gibbs ;

and they believed it would be, and should be glad to see it, up to any
show hitherto held [hear, hear]. The Leicester people have come
forward in a vei-y handsome ninnner. The Society had received a
letter from tliere, which he (tlie Chairman) would read, and which
would show the earnestness that was being thrown into the matter.
The letter was as follows :

—

" Leicester, 10th February, 1868.
*'My Dear Sm,—We have a meeting to-day to receive the collecting

books for special prizes for the I^iyiil. The totaiamount to the present time
is £2'25, and ni.any books have yet to be returned. I intended to have
went a copy ut" the prizes by to-night's post, but the meeting lasted so long,
and I find it will take some time to arrange, that I must defer it. Several
of the collectors asked fur more time. I told them that it wasimperative
that the Schedule should be issued at once. I intend having something
for the Chronicle this week, to stir up our Nott'nghamshire neigh^lour^.
I invited Mr. Lowe to be with us to-dny, but he did not turn up, uor did he
write. Messrs. Ingram, Sage, and Henderson gave us a good account.
The guarantee fund is complete.—I remain, yours truly,

(Signed) " Wjl. P. Cox.
*' James Richards, Esq., Royal Horticultural Society."

So that the Society would see that at the present time they had more
prizes already than last year, and he (the Chairman), believed that
the £225 spoken of in that letter would be largely augmented. As
far as appeared to the Council, all the arrangements at present seemed

very satisfactory ; but there was another letter, which he (the Chair'
man), would lilce to road to the Meeting, as it would show still farther
how well the affair was working. That letter was in the following
terms ;

—

"Slidland Railway, General Manngcr's Oftlco, Derby,
loth February, 1868.

" .Sin,—In reference to your letter of the IHtb December, addressed to
the Secretary. I have pleasure in informing you that in the case of plants,
«S:(!., intended for exhibition at the ensuing wliow of the Royal Horticultural
Siiciety.the Midland Company will be able to afford the usual special
facilities granted on snch occasions—viz.. the full ordinary rates to ba
charged to the Show, but the plants, &c., to be returned free, providing
they remain the property of the sender.—I am. your obedient servant,

(Signed) "James -Vllpout, Manager.
"James Richards, Esq., Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington."

All that showed a great desire on the part of those connected with the
Show at Leicester in any way to make tlie visit of the Soeietv as satis-
factory as possible, and ho (the Chairman), had no doubt it woiild tend to
the production of horticultural exhibitions in other parts, which must
do great good, for it would extend into the provinces a knowledge of
many of the Society's finest plants ; it would enlarge their sphere of
usefulness, and increase their funds. He (the Chairman), should add
that these Shows were held on the principle of taking an equal risk
and dividing an equal share of the prohts with the local Society. This
course would bo adopted at Leicester, so that the members would see
the Local Committee were as much interested as the Horticultural
Society themselves in promoting and extending the usefulness of the
Show.
Mr. Henry Liggins rose to make a few observations on the Report-

They had had before them a report of considerable length, embracing
many features, and there were also voluminous accounts. These he
considered might very easily, and without any great stress of work
upon the ofhcials, have been circulated among the members some time
before that meeting. That not having been done, he did not think
they were in a position to criticise the accounts ; and these ought not
to have been put into their hands at that meeting for the first time,
thus leaving them without the opportunity of perusing them. He
thought that in future (and he was not placing the shghtest opposition
to the passing of the Report), the Report ought to be cii'culated a fort-
night at least previous to the meeting. It was the practice at railway
meetings to do so, and he thought it would be more satisfactory in
their case. With regard to the monoypaid to their officers, he did not
see a single reason in the world why thev should not appear on the
balance sheet. Ho should like to know what they [aid their Secretary
(Lieut.-Col. Scott, of the Royal Engiteersl, who might be in the room
and yet had not the courtesy to read the Report, but placed it in tba
hands of the Assistant Secretary. The latter gentleman he always
found doing arduous, important, and serviceable work for that Society.
They wanted a man at the head of the department who was practical,
and who should consider it his duty to attend tlie meetings and read the
Report. For what he knew, the Council might have got the best man,
but he (Mr. Liggins), did not know anything of him. They wanted to
know whether he was skiUed in horticulture, and whether he was
skilled in general management. What were his avocations and
salary ? At present there was an unfavourable silence about them
out of doors, and be felt he could not answer that silence. He
shonld like to speak in the higuest praise of every otlicer of the
Society, and that was the reason why he asked his present
question.s. It behoved them to take care of their resources. They
stood on a very precarious footing, and they should not allow
themselves to be lax in their dealings, seeing that they were opposed
so strongly by the Crystal Palace, the Botanic, and other Societies.
They might find themselves in an unpleasant position with their great
work at Cbiswick, which, however, at present was in a state highly
creditable to the Council, to whom they were also much indebted for
the great diligence they had displayed in getting up those very charm-
ing afternoon meetings.

Mr. Henry Cole. C.B., said he was not sure that they had had the
advantage of the last speaker's presence before : but at all events he
(Mr. ColeJ, had been p;-esent at a gi'oat many meetings of the Society,
and if he was not mistaken he had never before seen him at the
meetings, so that it was not surprising he (the last speaker; had not
seen Colonel Scott.

Mr. Liggins.—I have been a Fellow for many years.
Mr. Cole did not know whether his observation was apt or not, but

he was stating a fact that he did not know whether they had had the
benefit of that gentleman's experience. He dared "say if the last
speaker had been present on other occasions he would have seen that
they were following the ordinary precedent with respect to reading the
Report; and v.ifhin bis (Mr. Cole's) experience, the Society's accounts
had always been presented in the way they were now. Ho rather
agreed with Mr. Liggms.'that if they had not all been great conser-
vatives it might have been expedient for them to issue the accounts
before the meeting ; but so long as he (Mr. Cole) was a member of
the Council he should vote against any change in that respect. Mr.
Liggins had objected to there being nothing in the accounts about the
salary of Colonel Scott, of whom he very properly said he " knew
nothing." They were asked why they took Colonel Scott as Secretary,
and what was the stupendous salaiy they paid him. It was very
desirable to have a gentleman who would pay a great deal of attention
to his duties

; and he also might consider, as probably Mr. Liggins
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did, tliat paid services T^ere nincb better than nupaid services. Mr.
Liggins had considered it right to throw a slight upon their Secretary

because he had left the reading of the Report to the Assistant Secretary-.

If his (the speaker's) memory was not bad, the Assistant Secretaiy

had always read the Report, and he recollected that Dr. Liudley when
Assistant Secretary always read it. Xow, he would give a reason why their

Secretary should not read the Report, and it was this—Colonel Scott

bad been doing them the favour of looking over their affairs, and they

paid him nothing for doing so [applause "!. They therefore had no
right to call upon him to do anything. Of his own good will and com-
petency Colonel Scott was prepared to do anything for them : and
instead, therefore, of asking inquisitorial questiouR of " What duties

did he discharge ?" and " What amount of salary was he paid ?" Mr.
liigginfi ought to have informed himself whether he wrt.v paid, and,

ascertaining the fact that he was paid, Mr. Liggins might then have
been justified in asking how much. But it happened that Colonel

Scott was paid nothing, and he did not think Mr. Liggins was entitled

to ask any questions about the duties discharged. He (Mr. Cole) had
no doubt that services to be responsible should be paid for. They
had been asked why they had chosen Colonel Scott to fulfil the duties

of Secretary. He answered. Because Colonel Scott was the best man,
and he was willing to give his services unpaid. Colonel Scott was a

man of science and administrative ability. " The proof of the pudding
is in the eating;' and he (Mr. Cole), did not hesitate to say that,

long as the Royal Horticultural Society had been established it had
never as favourable a balance sheet as at the present moment, and it

was the first time in his recollection that the Society had cleared off

a great deal of its liabilities. He was much obliged to Mr. I^iggius

for being inquisitive and giving bim (Mr. Cole) an opportunity to

vindicate the character of his friend. In the matter of elections they

had followed the course adopted for a great number of years. Their
Secretary was not a paid Secretary, and it had been the custom for

years for the Assistant Secretary to read the Reports ; and if they

spent a fortnight in investigating the accounts he did not think they
would be in a more satisfactory position than at present. He thought
it would be sufficient to take the fact as it stood, that during the past

year they had paid off £900 without incurring any liability [applause J.

Mr. iiioGi.Ns did not think it was right of a fellow " Fellow "

[a laughj, to stigmatise his inquiries as " inquisitorial." He thought
be had a right to ask questions ; aud really he knew no more about

Colonel Scott tlinn " the man in the moon." He (Mr. Liggins) had
always found their Assistant Secretary a gentleman of intelligence,

energy, and activity, and who was always at his work. He did not

like honorary sei-vice ; and he should like to have a paid secretary.

He wanted a gentleman who was able to draw up a report : and he
did not see any pai-ticular merit in the drawing-up of that Report.

"What he (Mr. Liggins! wanted was that the accounts should be fur-

nished earlier, so that the members might see what was in them, and
the same with the Report. It was no use telling him that things were
as good as they used to be, he wanted them better than they were [hear,

hear] even at present, and it was clear that others on his (Mr. Lig-

gins's) side of the room adojited similar views. He remembered Dr.
Lindley, who was a very able scientific man, giving lectures some
twenty-five years ago, and he thought it was quite proper that he
should have the assistance of a younger man to read: but, if he was
not mistaken, he had heard their "late Secretary read the Report. By
llis previous remarks he did not intend any offence, as he was entirely

ignorant, aud was simply asking for information ; therefore he did not
think it right for a member of the Council to say that he was im-
pertinent.

The CH.\rRM.\x said they had never had a more efficient Secretary.

Colonel Scott was a man of science, capable of mastering accounts, and
thoroughly devoted to the advancement of horticulture.

Mr. Blexkiss had been present at nearly all the Committee Meet-
ings, and he only knew their Secretary to "be once absent from his

post.

Mr. Liggins.—I do not know Colonel Scott ; I never knew him,

nor do I know any gentleman on the platform.

Mr. Blexkins wished to say a few words respecting the report of the

Chiswick Board. He observed that the Directors said " They would

have desired to have effected something more than has been found

possible in regard to the keeping of certain portions of the garden

;

but the labour rate at their disposal has proved iusuflicient for the

purpose, and they therefore recommend a slight increase of expendi-

ture under this head." He (Mr. Blenkins) had no doubt—indeed,
there could be no doubt, they had all enjoyed their visits to Chiswick;

hut whenever they had done so they would not have faUed to observe

the quantity of waste land at the sides, which might have been brought

into successful cultivation. He thought it was extremely desirable

when the finances of the Society were better, that something more

should be given to the support of Cliiswiuk Garden. They would

be glad to see that waste land cultivated, and they would find it

to be a remuuerative step. He saw the revenue was greater than on

former occasions, and he thought a few hundred pounds spent on the

•waste land that was now perfectly unproductive, would bring in a

good amount of funds to the Society. Those who made periodical

visits to Chiswick Gardens would appreciate the advantages of such a

step, and be therefore tmsted that the recommendations of the Chis-

wick Board would receive the support they deserved.

The Chairman said as far as their means went they would endea-

vour to carry out the recommendations of the Chiswick Board. They,
as a Horticultural Society, would not be able to carry out their la-

bours without Chiswick, and the more money they expended on Chis-

wick the more they would advance horticulture. He should be glad

to see them have the means at their command to do so. If they were

successful (and their funds were gradually iucreasing, so that they

would have more at their command), he thought the Council would
put to the Chiswick account more than ever.

Mr. Edgar Bowking. C.B., was anxious to say a few words as to

the admirable way in which the duties of Secretary were fulfilled by

Colonel Scott, although he (Mr. Edgar Bowring), could not go quite

the length of some previous speakers, implying that the gallant

Colonel was the best Secretary they ever had. for he remembered the

able tenure of that office by their esteemed friend and Chairman, Mr.
'Wilson Saunders [hear, hear] : but that the duties were most effi-

ciently performed by Colonel Scott no one could for a moment doubt.

He (Mr. Edgar BowringI, was glad to be able to speak of the amicable

arrangement that had been como to with the International Horticml-

tnral Committee, and the satisfactory proceedings which had resnlted.-

but had hardly seemed probable. Both parties had done him the

honour to invite him to attend, iimiriis ntiiir, in which capacity his

first advice was to let bygones he bygones. All agreeing in that spirit,

the upshot had been the investment of the bulance of £1850, which

had been devoted to the purchase of the library, which he said would

prove of the greatest possible service to the Horticultural Society.

It had been invested in trustees, and would remain their property as

long as the Horticultural Society remained tenants of their present

grounds. He hoped they wonld have its contents added to by gifts

and bequests. Refening "to the accounts, he did not see any balance in

their favour, but they had got off a great deal of debt. Their receipts

had been influenced by th(! doubtful weather aud the coutinued effects

of the financial panic. He trusted that their future financial position

would be satisfactory. He presumed the Coimcil had not been able

clearly to see their way whereby the debenture-holders at 4 per cent,

couldbe altered in favour of the Society by giving more tree adinis-

sions ; bnt he (Mr. Edgar BowringI, had no doubt that if anything

could he done it would [hear, hear]. The only item of expenditure

that he took exception to was that for repairs, which he considered a
good deal too small, and they might depend upon it that if they did

not keep up their repairs thcii- negligence would find them out some

day. He might remark, adverting to some observations by a prior

speaker, that according to their bye-laws, the accounts were to be

ready a week before the day of meeting, when any gentleman, by

applying, could have a copy of them supplied to him.

The CiiAinMAx said the "sending-out to the members a copy of the

accounts before the meeting wonld be taken under the consideration of

the Council-

Major Trevor Claeki; in referring to what fell from Mr. Liggins,

said he had no doubt that gentleman had spoken in honest ignorance

of what Colonel Scott had done for the Society ; but when allusion was

made to a certain number of persons behind him ha^-ing a fellow

feeling, he (Major Clarke), would say that the vast majority of that

Society knew Colonel Scott veiT well, and they would endorse the

opinion that the Society were much indebted to Colonel Scott for the

financial and social posi'tion they enjoyed, and they must feel convinced

that he had saved the Society a' great deal [applause].

Mr. Liggins wonld merelv observe that there could be no difficnlty

in the accounts and Report 'being sent to the members, as they were

ready, it now appeared, a week before the meeting.

Mr. Murray.—It was purely a question of expense of postage,.

and whether it was necessary.

The Scrutineers then delivered in the balloting papers, and the list

of officers declai-ed to be elected for the ensuing year is as foUowa :—

President, His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch : Treasurer, Mr. John

Clntton; Secretarv, Lieut.-Col. Scott, R.E. ;
Expenses Committee-

men Mr. .John Clutton, Lieut.-Col. Scott, K.E., and Mr. Henry Cole,

C.B. ; Anditors, Mr. James Nicholson, Mr. John Gibson, and Mr.

Robert Hudson, F.R.S.

The retiring members of Council being Viscount Sandon, Mr. Went-

worth 'W. Euller, and the Rev. Joshua Dix, the gentlemen elected

to succeed were Mr. John Clntt.m, Mr. J. Russell Reeves, F.R.S.,and

Mr. WiUiam Marshall, of ICnfield.

Mr. Liggins having seconded the motion for the adoption of the

Report, it was carried unanimously.

Mr. Liggins then said he had mnch pleasure in proposing a vote ol

thanks to the Chairman. Council, and Lieut.-Colonel Scott, the

Secretary [cheers], for the adv.intages which the Fellows had derived

from their services. .

Captain Do^bman seconded the motion, which was earned by

acclamation. .^ i. i, t j
The Chairman, in acknowledging the compliment, said he believeo

the interests of the Society were well cared for by the Council, who

spared no trouble to fulfil their duties.

The business of the Meeting then terminated.

Report of the Coi-ncil to the CiENER.iL Meeting.

1. The Council is happv to be able to make, on the whole, a satis-

factory Report to the Fello"ws of the present state and future prospects

, of the Society. The subscriptions received from Fellows during the
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past year amount to £8027, as eomparod with t'8176 in 18GG, £7975
in 1H(;5, and £7S'10 in 18tJ4. Oho Rratifyiuj; wi^n of growing conti-

(louco in tlio fntnio of tlie Society is the fact of twenty-tive okl FuUows
of the Society, who Iiml rosiguixl, liaving again become members.

*2. A new and must Ifgitiniate and promising source of future in-

come has also been opt'in-d, \vliile a wider splicro has at tlic same time

been given to the npuratioiis of the Society. The Kxhibition at Bury
St. Kdmuuds, which was announced in last year's Report, has moro
tban answered the most sanguine expoctations of its promoters. In
spite of unpropitiou« wcatlior, it proved not only eminently successful

as ft Horticultunil lOxhibition, but also as a linancial speculation.

The Council eonliiUntly anticipates a still more decided success from
the Show which it is proposed to hold this year at Leicester ; for there

is no reason to doubt that tho interest, groat as it was, which was
taken in tho snecoss of their Show by the horticuUnrists of Bury St.

Kdmuudsand its neighbourhood will be at least e(|ualled at Leicester,

while tho population of the latter town is very much gi-eater. The
deputation whicli was sent by the Society to maku the necessax-y

arrangements there met. moreover, with the most gratifying assurances
of support; a guarantee fund was raised in the town without any
diiUculty, and sp.x^ial prizes to a large amount have already been
promised. The Autumnal Provincial Shows thus bid fair to become
one of the most effectual and popular means of fuvthuring the objects

for wliich the Society is incorporated ; and, while they may be ex-

pected to add considerably to tho funds of the Society, will tend to

t'ucourage and promote tho study and lovo of horticnitnre throughout
the country.

'^. Tho Council refer also with the mor^t lively satisfaction to

another evidence of the increasing usefulness and spreading influence
of the Society. There are now no less than fifty-two Floricultural and
Horticultural Societies in anion, and of these twenty-foui* joined during
the past year.

4. The accounts of the Society, which have been placed in tho
hands of the Fellows, will further show that the Council didnot take too
hopeful a view of the affairs of the Society when at this time last year
they expressed the opinion that, though requiring strict economy, its

affairs were in an encouraging position ; notwithstanding all the draw-
backs arising from the serious monetary depression of the last two
years, it will be seen that its revenue for 1S07 has considerably exceeded
the outlay necessary to cany on its work. The only items on which
the Conncil have pei'raitted any increase of expenditure over that of
former years are those relating to Chiswick Garden ; and the Fellows
will observe that the Chiswick Board state in the annexed Report that,

even with this increase, moro funds are wanted to bring the Society's
working at that place into full offieieno}-. The Council, therefore, in
tho belief that a judicions outlay in the manner suggested in the Re-
port alluded to will result in increased produce, as well as increase of
general usefulness, have made some further additions to the Chiswick
labonr item for this year.

5. The labours at Chiswick daring the past season have met with
much success. M. Bausc, the foreman of the Floral Department, has
succeeded in the production of an entirely new race of golden-leaved
Caladiums ; and in the Pomological Department many interesting
trials of vaiieties of Fruits and Vegetables have been carried out, in-

cluding one of a valuable collection of Figs. The Fellows are referred
to tho Report of the Chiswick Board of Direction for fuUerinformation
on these subjects, ani their attention is particularly called to the request
of the Board that any Fellows of the Society who may possess uacom-
mon and attractive species of hardy herbaceous perennials will aid the
Chiswick collection of plants of this character by contributions of such
us they can spare, or by gifts of seeds.

H. The Council call attention to the annexed Repoi-t of the Ex-
aminations in Horticulture for the past year. The success of the
Chiswick students is particularly gratifying ; and the Council have
now, in compliance with the recommendation of the Horticultural
Directors, an-anged for proriding a few Lectures and Demonstrations
in aid of the practical studies of these young men.

7. The Meetings of the Fruit and Floral Committees have been as
nsual very well attended during the past season, and the Council have
reason to believe that the valuable labours of the gentlemen composing
tliese Committees greatly inflneuce the progress of Horticulture
throughout the country. The Afternoon General Meetings, also,

which follow the Committee Meetings, have been most successful, both
as respects the appreciation of them by the Fellows and the subjects
which have been discussed. The results of the various Meetings and
Exhibitions of the Society will appear in the forthcoming number of
the Journal, edited by the Rev. M, J. Berkeley.

8. The four days' Show of June last, held in the Great Tent, was
a great success in a Horticultural point of view. Various opinions for
and against the continuance of a Show beyond the first or second day
liave been offered ; but as yet the Council see no reason to regi-et that
they have made the experiment, and they propose to repeat it this

year. The Exhibition of June last was iudeed continued for a whole
week, the greater number of the Exhibitors having at onee (in many
cases at considerable inconvenience), acceded to the Council's wish to
have it kept open on the ^Vhit Monday, The Council have also added
a second day to the Special Prize Sho'w. The only other alteration of
the last year's programme is the breaMng-up of the two Spring
Shows into three, with a slight addition to the total amount offered in

prizes. The charming fortnight's Show of Spring Flowers will be re-

peated on an incrcasod scale. The Society is under great obligations

to Mr. W. Paul for tho spirit and energy he displayed in this Exhibi-
tion, which has now become so prized a feature of the Society's yearly

arrangements. Messrs. hn.no it Son. Berkhampstead, will also make
an Exhibition in the Arcades of their Plants and Flowers during the

uionth of April ; and Messrs. Waterer iV' Godfrey's Exhibition of

Rliododendrons, discontinued last year in consequence of the damage
done by tho severe frosts, will, the Conncil hope, again bo counted this

year among the attractions of the Gai'dens.

i). The Council have, iu former Reports, made known to the Fel-

lows that the Exhibitions of the Society are no longer a source of in-

come as formerly, but now involve a considerable loss. Each season
renders a recovery from this condition of tilings more unlikely. The
expenditure on last year's Exhibitions was £1727 18s. 3;/.; tho re-

ceipts only £1402 7s. ^^d. It is manifest, therefore, that the Society

must proceed with cautiou in again attempting any increase in their

number. Nevertheless, the Council think very well of the proposition

that has been made to them to add to theii- programme some small
Shows of special subjects, which would otherwise escape competition,

owing to their timo of tloweiing not coinciding with the London season ;

and tJiey will be quite prepared to give facilities for holding such minor
Shows as may appear to liave interest for a suthcient number of culti-

vators and admirers to give a probability of success. The best test of

such interest would be n proposition on the part of horticulturists to

make special Shows, as has already been done by the cultivators and
admirers of Zonal Pelargoniums. The Zonal Pelargonium Show oi

last season, will this year have gi'own into a very important Exhi-
bition.

10. The Committee of the International Horticultural Exhibition

have geuoi'ously applied the whole of their remaining surplus funds to

the acquisition of a Library, to be held in trust for the use of the Society.

The only condition annexed is one which tlie Council are vei-y glad
to accede to—viz, that the Library, under proper restrictions, shall

be open for consultation to all Horticulturists and Students who may
wish to refer to it. The Trustees consist of three officers of the Com-
mittee and three officers of the Council, who are to appoint a seventh

member. The arrangements of the Board include the purchase from
the Society of the Lindley Library. This Library, and also a col-

lection of works the property of the Society, will shortly be placed in

the Conncil Room.
11. In their Report, presented in the year ISOG, the Council made

allusion to the contemplated erection of the Royal Albert Hall of Arts
and Sciences, as likely to add an additional attraction to the gardens
of the Society. Daring the past year the foundation stone of the build-

ing was laid by Her Most Gracious Majesty tho Queen, and its walls

are now fast rising. The Council are making arrangements with the
Provisional Committee of that undertaking, from which mutual ad-

vantages will he derived. These arrangements will include convenient
access to the Hall from the Society's Conservatory.

12. In conclusion, the Council have pleasure in announcing that the
claim put forward by them for the recognition of the important
services to Horticulture of the old and valued officer of the Society,

Mr. Thompson, has resulted in a subscription which at present amounts
to £360. Some account of his labours, and a list of the subscribers,

were given in the Proceedings of the Society issued last month.

Report to the Council from the Chiswick Board of Directors^
December 1867.

1. The Directors have the satisfaction of reporting that the Chis-

wick Garden has been thoroughly utilised during the past season, and
that the cultural results, under the eilicient superintendence of Mr.
Barron, have been fully equal to those of former years. They would
have desired to have effected something more than has been found
])ossible iu regard to the keeping of certain portions of the garden, but
the labour rate at then- disposal has proved insufficient for the purpose,

and they therefore recommend a slight increase of expenditure under
this head.

2. The experiment which has been made with reference to the
employment of Students for the performance of a portion of the work
of the garden has, so far fairly answered the expectations of its promoters

;

and the Directors, but for the outlay involved, would willingly extend
it, so as to offer its advantages to a larger number of young men anxionp
to use the best means of advancing themselves in tlieir profession.

They, however, having past experience in view, think it would be ad-

vantageous to provide for the entiy of somewhat younger men than the

present regulations will admit. They also think that a few Lecturer

and Demonsti-ations in aid of the practical studies of these youngmen.
such as were originally contemplated, would now prove a valuable aid

to them.
3. Tho Directors trust that the Society may rely on a continuance

of the aid which has been so generously and efficiently afforded to the

Chiswick collection by those gentlemen who have obligingly contributed

novelties for the various trial collections, since they believe that those

experimental trials have more effectually and widely diffused a correct

knowledge of the recent acquisitions for the Flower, Fruit, and
Vegetable gardens than could have been brought about by any other

ready means. They are highly gratified to he able to state that these

trial collections, and the standard sorts grown for comparison with them,
are sought for with much interest by numerous visitors at the proper
season.
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4, As regards the Floral Department, some new houses have been

fom^leted, and others efficiently repaired, sothatthe Superintendent has

uoiv better accommodation than formerly for growing lowering plant-,

thechief demand for which is to aid in the decoration oftheconservaton.'

at Kensington throughout the year. With this latter object in view,

various additions haTe been made to the collections of stove and green-

house plants.

T). During thepastyear. 'P.71 plants have been prown for distribution

to the Fellows by ballot, and 1'25..^>1'2 packets of vegetable and flower

seeds have been also made up and distributed ; besides 1714 plants

and 12,512 packets of seeds which have been sent out to the various

Societies in union.

6. The provision of materials for the decoration of the garden at

^^oath Kensinston hai been greatly extended, and has correspondingly

increased the expenditure at this establishment, both as regards labour

and glass accommodation. No less than ir>,227 plants thus reared have

been contributed by Chiswick ior this purpose during the present

year.

7. In addition to the plaiits referred to in the foregoing paragraphs,

!)27 varieties of plants, old and new, such as Pelargoniums, Verbenas,

Troprpolums, Calccolaria-.i. &c., have been grown forjudicialexamination

by tho Floral Committee The groups of the older kinds, grown as

standards for comparison, were very attractive in their season ; but the

nerfCT varieties have been less successful, owing chiefly to two causes

—

the late date and weakly condition in which, in too many cases, the

plants are received, and the uupropitious weather of the past summer.

It IB hoped that in fntui-e the plants may be obtained earlier in the

season, in better condition, and that more extended and useful results

may be obtained.

a. Attention has been given to Hybridising, and the rearing of

iiovelties for the use of the Fellows ; and the Directors are lughly

.^ratified to he able to report that M. Bausr, the foreman of the Floral

Department has won for himself the credit of having produced an

entirely new race of golden-leaved Caladiums. A very large number
-:f hybridised Caladiums has been reared, showing great variety in the

colouring and marldug of the leaves, and including amongst them
several highly ornamental novelties ; but the production of the golden-

loaved forms (which include some three or four distinct variations),

has been the most marked instance of success. Besides these, some
promising Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums have been obtained ; as well

as a crop of hybridised forms of Coleus, and of some other plants,

which, however, are not as yet sufliciently developed to show whether

any improvement has been gained.

ft. Sympathising heartily with the expressions of regret which are

fregneiitly heard as to the neglect into -which hardy herbaceous

(Kironniais have been allowed to fall, to the curtailment of the beauty

;ind interest of English flower gardens, the Directors have set about

tiie formation of a collection of these plants, with the view to revive

the taste for them, by facilitating the selection of those best adapted

for particular seasons and particular situations. To this end, they

Ivopeto secure examples of all the more ornamental and really interest

-

lag species. As plants of this character are frequently preserved in

country gardens after they disappear from general cultivation, and thus

become difficult of access, the Directors trust that the Council will urge

cpon any Fellows of the Society who may possess uncommon and
attractive species the advisability of adding to the Chiswick collection

by contributing plants or seedi^ of any such which they can spare. The
Directors anticipate that much interest will he excited by this collection,

and that it may induce many Fellows to introduce into these Gardens

that much-maligned institution, "the mixed border," from which,

liowever, they feel satisfied that a large amount of interest may be

ii3i-ivcd by the lovers of rfowcr.s.

LO. A collection of subtropical plants has been brought together,

:i.ad daring summer forms a very interesting feature along one of the

principal walks in the garden.

11. In the Pomological Department, the Board have to report that,

by the removal of the house from South Kensington to Chiswick l-.ist

spring, the valuable collection of Figs has been properly accommodated.

and almost the whole of the varieties are in full bearing. During the

past season several new und excellent varieties have been discovered,

and numerous synouymes have been detected. A report on the varie-

t;eB which havo fi-uited i;> in preparation.

The collection of Stniwberries. to which reference was made in last

year's I'eport, as having recently been acquired and planted, is now in

a- most satisfactory condition. Last summer the greater number of

the varieties produced frait ; but as it is anticipated that from the

vigerous condition of the plants, and the encouraging prospects for

next anmmer, the whole wUl then be in bearing, it will he better to

luako a report on the whole after comparing them with each other and
ascertaining their relati\ e qualities and merits.

12. During the past year the Board instituted a trial of all the

varieties of Grj-pes that arf- included under the group of Chasselas.

These were gvov.Ti in pot? ::_ a heated pit, but the experiment was not

.sufficiently succ.is.^Ful to warrant a report being made on the various

varieties forming tlie collection. It is, however, intended to repeat

the e:-:i>eriment next suuLmer.

i15. A trial of all fUe varieties- of garden Peas was highly suc-

cessful, and tended to the acfiuisition of much valuable information

relating to the different varieties, and especially to those of recent

jjjtrodxTction. The same .success attended the trials of Tomatoes

and Lettuce. On all of these subjects complete reports have been
prepared.

14. Another of the most important fnnctions of the Chiswick
Garden has been liberally worked in the distribution of grafts of fruit

trees, of which no less than l,.50O parcels have been received by Fellows
of the Society during the past season.

!.''>. The demolition of the old and diseased fruit trees which occu-

pied some of the belts in the kitchen garden having been attended with

beneficial results to the garden, the Board would sugge.=;t to the Coancil

that the greater portion of the old orch.ird of nnproductive standard

trees should be trenched over; and the ground appropriated to the

reception of the young trees raided from scions of those which had
been destroyed, along with others forming a numerous collection which
have been obtained at various times from the pomologists of tho

continent of FiUrope and tho United States of America. These old

orchard trees, as they at present exist, are perfectly worthless, and
occupy a large extent of ground, which is thereby rendered nnpro-

ductive. If this were done, not only would there be room for tho

young plantation of pyramidal and bush fruit trees, but space avail-

able also for the production of vegetables and the more common fruits

for which there is an increasing demand by the Fellows ; while there is

less inquiry for Grapes and tht- higher class of fruits.

16. The Peach wall, which at one time was the pride of the garden,

has for some years been gradually losing its interest ; the trees, many
of which are coeval with the wall itself, having fallen into the decre-

pitude of age, and occupy space which might he more aerviceably em-
ployed. The Board would suggest that these old trees ba removed,
and their places filled with young trees of choice varieties, which will

serve not only as a source of income by the sale of the fruit, but as

examples of the different methods of training and the most approved
modes of pruning wall-fruit trees. As the trees at present exist, they

afford uo instruction in this latter respect ; and it is most important in

an establishment like the garden of the Society, in which experimental

and educational purposes form so important a feature, that the train-

ing and pruning of fruit trees should be on thf mo^t approved and
modern principles.

EXTRACT FROr-T THE EEPOET OF THE I'O^IOL')^.U AL KX.VMiriER.

The examinations of gardeners as candidates for the Society's cer-

tificates, which were commenced in 1866, have been continued during

the past year with the most satisfactory results. One of these took place

at Midsummer last, when seven candidates presented themselves, six

of them being students at the Society's garden at Chiswick, and one

from Battersea Park. Of the former, three tooh second class in fruit

and vegetable culture, one a third, and two were unsuccessful.

At the examination in December last the number who presented

themselves had risen to fifteen, and this shows the growing popularity

of these examinations. In this case six of the candidates were Chia-

wicl: students, four were from Kew. and the remaininj^ five from various

gardens throughout the country. Of these, two (Chiswick studenta),

toot fixst-class in fruit and vegetable culture, five took extra seconds,

three seconds, three thirds, while the remaining two did not pass.

The marked improvement that the Chiswicli students exhibit at the

successive examinations shows that, a> ;t school for horticalture,

Chiswick supplies all the requirements necessary for that purpose ; and
the steady progress that the yonng men have made who entered the

school when it was instituted it^ an evidence of the earnestness of

purpose with which they are actuated, as well as a proof that the

instruction communicated is of such a character as to enable the young
men to take a high position in the gardening world.

I have to observe with pleasure that the great national establishment

at Kew has sent up so large a proportion of the candidates at the last

examination, and that the endeavour of the Society to establish a
sound horticultural education is so well seconded by the authorities of

that establishment. It is very desirable that not only in all public,

but in all private establishments where young men show indications

of ability and a desire to distinguish themselves, the heads will use

their influence to induce the young men to prepare for these examina-

tions, thereby affording them a stimulus which cannot fail to operate

for their advantage. The establishments from which the other young
men have come up are, the gardens of tho Uoyal Botanic Sociely,

Regent',^ Park; Battersea Park; J-larl of Abergavenny's, at Bridge

Castle ; Benham Parh. Newbury : and Court Yard, Eltham, Kent.

EXTFL\CT i'ROyi THE EEPOUT OF THE EXAIIIN'EP. IN" FLOEICULTUBE

.

In the department of Floriculture the students have shown that they

possess a very satisfactory amount of practical information. Their

answers generally indicate an intelligent, and in some cases a thorough

and intimate acquaintance with the subject propounded, especially

if it be of a practical nature. T-^xjierieuce has shown tiiat questions

on practical subjects are more fully and clearly responded to than

those which have a more scientific bearing. Thus, for example, it is

found that a more complete au=;wer will be given as to the mode of

treating any particular plant or family than when the question relates

to sncli points as .an enumeration of the species of that particular

family, or the popular features of difference between them. While it

is thn5 gratifying to be abb/ to report that thess young men are

acquiring a good practical icnowledge of this branch of their profession,

which will fit them hereafterto occupy situations -where such knowledge

would he caUed 'nto activtj exsrciss. it is to bo obr.erved thnt it would
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bo well for thorn also in their youtb to master as far ob possible the

elomenls of theoretical horticnltnro.

Accounts fiom 1st January to 31st December, lHtJ7.
Statement

REvEIPTS.
i! S.

To Lite CompoiiiiioDS ,?SS ij
„ Admission Pecs

a nm J2
„ Auniial Subscriptions 8,W7 1-

„ Ga-den Proilnccana Churgos... MH 3

„ Daily Admissions niid Promonadcs . . 4^1 u
' Rent of space in Arcades 827 4

Exhibitions and Kites 1.439

„ Exhibition at Bury St. Edmunds
„ Advertist-nionts in Journal

„ Special Prizes

„ Miscelhnicous

1,416 17

42
C8

Chiswicli Miscellaneous 31

•Balance .

Subecriptions due,
but unpaid . . . . £300

Garden Pnduee
unpaid 1*^0

EXPENDITURE.
£ I-

By Balance from 186C

By Chiswiek Oarden Expenses—viz.

:

Rent, Rates, and Taxes , ?SX ;5
Labour • • • •

^'^SS ?r
Implements, Manure, Coals, and Coke .

.

^^ }^
Repairs 96 17

Trees, Plants, Seeds, 4:c f« '

Miscellaneous ____
By Expenses oj Management, vU. :—

Salaries '

Printing and Stationery (.Umanacs, &c.). 160

Journal 234 It

Fruit and Floral Committee
ii i

Foreign Importalious 19 »

Eiamiuation of Gardeners ^0 U

Postages 71 *
Distribution of Seeds and Plants 213

Keading-Room 28 7

Gas *'

Horticnltaral Directors '?3.}t
Wages 2^213
Miscellaneous '•* °

13,326 17 10
373 11

13,699 18 U

J. £ d.

203 17 7

7
3

2

- 2,381 6 2

4 10

B 7

1,088 1 S

By Expenses of Exhibitions, vis. :—
Advertising and Posting , „? H S
Prizes and Medals ^'?5? *„

,,

Bands • *9* ' "

Judges' Fees, Luncheons, Labour and
Sundries 273 IC 10

Expen..ie3 of Permanent Exhibition

By Provinci.d Exhibition at Bury St. Eimunds :—
General E^xpcnses, Advertising, &o 230 IS

Judges' Fees, Luncheons, and Labour .. S57 12 2

S^;:::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::: i& % c

Half-Profits to Guarantors (say) 200

2,063 14

122

1,209 18 7

By Kensington Garden Expenses, »t3. ;—
Labour HOf 6 B

Rent, Rates, Taxes, and Insurance 878 6 i

Engineer
.^2 11 10Repairs j, ,i r

^(iter 41 lo u

Implements, Manure, Coals and Coke 1SS 17 7

Gravel 7 IC

Trees, Plants, Seeds, &c 74 b 5

Superintendent's Salary 200

Miscellaneous 50 1 10
2,526 1 1

188 14 11Conversazioni
By Special Prizes

i oti ,« {o
By Interest on Debentures ''2?i S I!

By Liabilities of 1666 paid off 716 6 b

By Liabilities on Current Account im u u

3rd February, 1868.
Examined and found correct.

John Gibson,
ROEEBT HDDSON

£13,699 18 9

,\
Auditors.

them was slightly injured, but has now recovered. Pinua m-

sionis still exhibits a reddish brown tinge
;
but a tine speoimon

of Thuja Lobbii, 22 feet hifili (I have been told by nurserymen

who have seen it that it is the finest they had evar met with),

did not suffer in the least. Araucaria imbricata, 'Aj feet 8 inches

hiah crowing on higher ground a little way off, had the bottoni

branches somewhat injured. Picea pinsapo, 19 feet high, and

covering an area 3',l feet in circumference, was unhurt
;
and on

high ground and in a very evposed situation, Wellingtonia

gigantea, 20 feet high, and with a stem measuring at the liase

5 feet 8 inches in girth, was likewise uninjured. CupressuH

Lawsoniana, 14 feet high, Thujopsis borealis, 12 feet higt,

Picea nobilis, and 1'. Nordmanniana were uninjured; and our

Retinospora pisifera aurea and K. lycopodioides were injured

at the points. Thujopsis dolabrata variegata was hurt a little.

The situation is considerably exposed to winds from the east

and west, and more injury is done by wind than frost Last

week a line Cedrus deodara had '.: feet of the leader broken

off I think C. maoroearpa is safe here, having withstood the

winters of 1860-61 and 1806-67 uninjured. It is a beautiful

tree, and succeeds well here. The soil is heavy, on a hard,

red, marly subsoil.-J. G., Gantsum,^ Casllc, Herefordshire.

CUrRESSUS MACUOCARPA AND OTHER
CONIFERS.

I AM glad to be able to give Mr. Eobson and your other

readers a favourable account of Cupressus macrocarpa. There

are two specimens of it here, one of which is 41 feet high, and

in point of symmetry is nil that could be desired. The frost

of January, 1867^ did not haim them in the least, while Taxo-

dium sempervirens, 50 feet high, growing a few yards off, was

much injured. Cryptomeria japonica at a short distance from

ARNOTT'S STOVE.

I TBANii " E. F." for his practical review of my article on

Arnott'B stoves. Criticism and comment when prompted solely

by a desire for increased information seldom fail in tbeir ob-

ject. With this motive ever in view, the pointing out the

weak parts of a proposition is the soundest mode of adding

strength to it, and if its weakness is so great that it civnnot

stand the test, the service rendered is equally useful. On a held

of ice safety is best insured by breaking in the weak parts. In

this case the issue is a sheet of iron instead of a sheet at ice

When I sent the section and elevation (see poge 28) of the

stove Il-md no idea that the Editors would have them engraved.

I sent them merely for comparison with the written descrip-

tion of the stove, and wasnotquite so accurate m my drawings

as I might have bee;i. The section shows too much sand, and

withal is not engraved in exact accordance with the drawing

sent. The sheet-iron arch is moveable, and simply rests on

the edfe of the firebricks. A new piece of sheet iron has just

been put in the stov-.'. The old piece had been in use seven or

eight years.

The stove in another vinery is somewhat different Irom tnat

just referred to. Inside, and 2 inches from the top of the sheet-

iron case which encloses the stove, is a lip or flange, half

an inch wide, on this rests a flat square of sheet iron, which

may be termed a false top. This V,-inch space is filled with

sand, and the cast-iron or top proper of the stove lests on the

sand fitting tightly over the top of the case. There is not the

slightest escape of smoke here. The firebricks being only

carried upwards 18 inches there remains about a foot of the

sheet-iron casing which would be exposed to the action of the

fire but this is shielded by another piece, which is bent from

just underneath the lip which supports the false top of the

stove to the inner edge of the fireurieks, simply enclosing eo

much air. This shield has not to my knowledge been replaced

since the stove was put up twenty-five years ago. In less than

five minutes after the stove is lighted, the upper part of it is

quite hot, ajid, indeed, continues so long after the fare has

gone out, from the naturally ascending heat from the firebricks

being enclosed in the space between the outer case of the stove

and the sheet-iron shield. Thus the heat from the outer wall

and the top of the firebricks has no direct outlet to the chimney.

This stove is only used to give sufficient heat to exclude frost

in winter, to dispel damp, and to ripen the wood of the Vines

in autumn. The square of sheet iron on the top of the stove

has not been replaced for at least fourteen years, and it is now

sound. The greater or less perishability of the sheet iron ex-

posed to the fire, doubtless, depends to a great extent on the

quality of coke used as fuel. Here it is very good. In con-

structing a stove certain modifications may suggest themselves

to those interested. The firebricks, or what are preferable, fare

" logs," moulded about 2 inches in thickness, may be taken

the entire height of the stove, and a square "log" put oyer

the top. This stove is the same size, and the house m which

it is placed is of the same dimensions as that figured m page 28.

The stove also occupies the same position in the house, and is

quite large enough for its work. To ripen Giapes m July, a

larger stove would be preferable. It is easy to calcnlate pro-

portions to any extent on the date given. The baoli wall js
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certainly not the best position against which to place a stove,

so far as the equal and economical diffusion of heat is con-
cerned.

Much depends on the construction of the house, as to where
the stove is placed. To say that it answers well in a bad
position, is to say that it would answer better in a good one.
A long horizontal pipe must, however, be avoided, or the per-
nicious products of combustion will not escape freely. An im-
portant point to be attended to in construction, is to make the
stove air-tight. No air should find its way to the fire except at

will, and through the ventilator in the ashbox door. The
ventilator then serves the purpose of a damper. For five or
ten minutes after the fire is lighted, to insure quick ignition of

the coke, the door is left quite open ; there is then a corre-
sponding escape of heat up the chimney. The coke once well
alight, and the ventilator duly regulated, the bricks will absorb
the heat, which is again extracted by the atmosphere of the
house, and the pipe above the stove will gradually cool to a
lower degree than the stove itself. The ventiLator thus acts

efficiently as a damper. My experience is the same in sub-
stance as "K. F.'s," and from what has been written there
can be no difficulty in constructing a stove to act admirably
and economically. I may add that economy was not neces-
sarily the cibject of the proprietor in adopting this mode of
heating. He had thought much on the subject, and saw his
way clearly that it would answer. Prognostications of failure

-were made by gardeners and others, and in order to determine
whether they or himself were right, the stoves were and are
retained. Twenty-five-years trial has proved him right. The
system has answered well.—J. W.

TEARS.
8. Adelk Lancelot.—A seedling raised by M. Van Mons,

tut not brought out until after his decease. Not superior.
Ripe in October and November.

—

(Jlogfs Fruit Mamial, 237.)

3. Adele Lancelot.

9. ApiiLE DE St. Dekis.—Of good quality, and ripe from
early in October until early in November.

—

(Hogg's Fruit
ilaniml, 238

)

9. Afli-le de St. Doai3.

10. Ah ! MON DiEU.—Its original name. Belle fertile, is ap-

propriate and unobjectionable, and tbat now applied ought not
to be tolerated. It is said to have been bestowed because
Louis XIV., when he saw the superabundant crop it bore, ex-

.4h ! Moa Diea.

claimed, "Ah 1 mon Dieu." Kipe in September, but does not

continue good longer than a fortnight.

—

[Uonq's Fruit Ulanual,

238.)
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11. Amandine db Eocen.—Fruit mcdium-eized, SJ inches

lors, and "2! wide, pjriform, rounded towards the eje, and
tapering towards the stalk. Skin at first of a briglit green

colour, dotted with grey, but changing to lemon colour as

it ripens. Eye half open, with small, stout, often blunted,

segments, and placed on a level with the surface of the fruit-

11. .\mandine tie Roueo.

Stalk about an inch long, slender, woody, and firm, obliquely
inserted on the apex of the fruit. Flesh fine-grained, very
juicy, and melting, with a rich sugary iJavour.

An excellent and rather richly-flavoured Pear, ripe in the end
of September and beginning of October, but not superior to

many in season at the same period.

It was raised by M. Boisbunel, a nurseryman at Rouen, from
seed sown in 1846, and the tree first fruited in 1857.

MISTLETOE ON THE OAK AND POPLAE.
Pebmit me to inform your correspondent, Mr. Eobson, and

your readers generally, that there is growing in the park here
a large Oak tree, on the thick branches of which there are
several pieces of the above-named parasite.

The tree in question had several limbs blown off about four
months ago, on which were some pieces of Mistletoe. I also

noticed some young shoots, apparently of one season's growth.
I may add that there are quantities of Mistletoe growing on

old Hawthorn trees close by the Oak referred to ; and although
there are other Oak trees whose branches nearly touch that on
which the Mistletoe is growing, I have failed to discover the
parasite on any but the first-mentioned tree.—H. J. Clayton,
HackiLOod Park, Basingstoke.

[In the rectory house of Ashley, in Buckinghamshire, lives a

rector, genial and pomological, qualities when combined ren-
dering a man irresistible. The said rector tries many ex-

periments, and among them on the Mistletoe. His details of

some of the results are in the following extract from one of his
letters to one also genial and fond of asking questions of

Nature.]

" My Mistletoe is certainly a most extraordinary specimen.

There are fifty-three bunches, varying in size from 18 inches to

7 or 8 inches in diameter, and thirty-seven others about an
inch, and half an inch long in their shoot, now starting in dif-

ferent points of the Poplar. The same answer you received

from Professor Lindley, or one very like it. Professor I'aubeny
gave to me, when I mentioned to him the circumstance of the

Mistletoe breaking out in so many places on the tree (they then

numbered forty-six). He said, ' Oh, yes, deposited by birds.'

I replied, ' No, Dr. Daubeny, had it been so I should not have
troubled you on the subject.' The fact is, the young plants

for the most part show themselves underneath the branches of

the tree. No birds could place a seed there. I have never
been in counties where the Mistletoe is very abundant. It

may break out more or less on Thorns and Apple or Crab
trees there. Some few years since, Mr. Adams, a clergyman
in Warwickshire, sent to the Times a description of a Mistletoe

growing on one of his Apple trees. He thought it wonderful
that he could count some fourteen distinct plants. ^Yhat would
he say to my specimen ?

" Directly opposite my Poplar, about 15 yards distant, is

another plant growing on the same sort of Poplar. This is a

male. The seed was rubbed on at the same time with the other.

I mean the same day. The lower branches growing in the

neighbourhood of this plant I cut off, and there is no branch
within 4 or 5 feet of it. This bunch of Mistletoe, though of

twenty-years growth, is not larger, or so large, as the finest

plant on the other tree. The seed was rubbed on the north
side of the tree. I rather think I rubbed two on. I certainly

did this on my wonderful specimen tree, one seed east, the

other west. I allowed the lateral branches of this tree to re-

main, and it is on these that the Mistletoe is playing such
pranks.

" You will be glad to hear the tree is healthy, while the other

one gives signs of decay. This may be owing to locality. It is

closely surrounded by evergreen trees and shrubs, such as Firs,

Arbor Vita;, Portugal Laurel, &c. I keep the latter cut back so

as net to conceal the Mistletoe growing upon the Poplar. On
my grand tree there are male plants mingled with female

;

at least, there are those which produce no berries, and as they
are of considerable dimensions, I conclude from their giving no
fruit that they are male plants.

" It is somewhat curious that I have rubbed some hundreds
of berries from my finest bunches on Thorns and Apple trees,

but have failed in getting them to grow. I have succeeded
only on three Whitethorns. Thousands of seeds have I given
away, but still I only know of one instance in which a plant

has appeared. Last year I rubbed seed in each month from
•January to April, and even May. I shall repeat the experi-

ment again this year. Can there be any imperfection in the
fruit, think you ? I have a few fruit on a Thorn, I shall try

these, as well as the fruit from the Poplar. In point of siza

there is no difference. Both are fine.
" You are wrong about the variety of Poplar on which my

Mistletoe is growing. It is not the Ontario Poplar, but, as I

think, though you did not when you saw it, Populus tremula,

or certainly a variety of it."

PATERSONS VICTOPJA POTATO.
Such reports as that in the Journal last week cannot fail to

be of great service and interest to every one who grows » Po-
tato ; and as " D." of Deal's account in one particular differs

so much from my trial, I should like to know the circumstances
under which the trial was made. Were the sorts grown in a
close-walled gardeu with shading fruit trees ? also what is the
nature of the soil ? I believe both these conditions have much
to do with the crop and quality of Potatoes, and to give them
a fair trial ought to be considered ; and, if we are to gather any
good from reports, these circumstances ought to be mentioned.

"D.," of Deal, states that Paterson's Victoria "is the best

of all Mr. Paterson's much-vaunted seedlings." I agree with
him in this (excepting Economist, which I have not yet tried)

;

but when he says " it is no great thing," I entirely differ.
" D.," of Deal, says "it is large"— quite true; "rampant in
growth "—also true ; and if grown in a close warm garden with
shady trees, or on very heavy stiff soils, it is very rampant.
"Prolific enough"—also true, every tuber keeping close at

home (a considerable advantage), " but not mealy." I could
wish " D.," of Deal, were nearer the west of England ; I would
ask his acceptance of a dish, not caring whether they were
cooked by a professional or a kitchen maid. I am positive he
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would at onoe confess, that if tha Victoria did not possess the
good quality of being mealy in his own garden it obtains it

somewhere, for a dish of mine i? a sight lit for the moat fas-

tidious to see, and having seen, makes one long to taste, but
having tasted—well, good-bye to the meat.
Now, is " D.," of Deal's, opinion of this Potato borne out

by others who Lave tried it in and around the neighbourhood
of Deal ? for any kind may not do well in one garden, and yet
succeed well in the neighbourhood in general. Having a good
opportunity to find out, I must say that the Victoria is not
only liked, but very highly prized by hundreds who have tried
it in Somerset, Dorset, and Wilts. I believe I could in these
three counties procure samples from almost every parish, ex-
cept North Wilts, equal in quality to my own, and from persons
who would endorse my high opinion of it. My description of
it is, It is large, a strong grower, very free from disease, exceed-
ingly prolific, crops very close at home, keeps well, is very
mealy, of finest flavour, and a fii-st-rate sort for the garden or
field.

I was going to say something about Priuce of Wales Kidney,
but enough at present. I took some trouble last season in
testing the worth of some fourteen sorts ; and if my report
would be of any interest to the readers of the .Journal I shall
be happy to give it.—D., of Somerset, Dorset, and Wilts.

[We shall be glad to receive yoar report.

—

Eds.]

PLANTS IN FLOWER DURING JANUARY.
NUNEHAM PABK ONION—VAUIETIES OF BEET-ROOT.

There has been much said and written with respect to the
Nuneham Park Onion, and, as is often the case, some speak
well of it, whilst others are of a diSereut opinion. Be this as
il may, and whether it is identical with Trebons as some say,
or with selected White Spanish as others alifirm, or whether it

is related to the Giant of Madeira, or whatever else they may
assert, it is a fine Onion. The only fault I find with it is

having too little seed for my money. I have no objection to
sealed packets, but iu this case I should like to see a little

more in them.
We are having a move among the Beets, too. We have some

fine kinds in the market now. So far as I am concerned,
Dewar's has the preference : it is a fine-sized compact root. If

we had it of a deep crimson instead of a crimson red, I should
like it still better. I hope the stock will be selected and im-
proved in colour. There are many more kinds of Beet that
are really good, such as Nutting's Dwarf Red, Henderson's
Pine Apple, Garter's St. Osyth, Govent Garden Improved, and
Whyte's Black, which is the darkest Beet I have seen.
The following are a few plants I have noticed in bleom

during January :

—

Jan. 4. Arabia ulbida
Erica ramectacefi
Helleborus niger

10. Ulex enropxus
Daisy
Roae Fabvier

17. Alyssnm compactum
Erica raedittTr.iiiea

20. Rose Geant des Batailles
Viuca minor

Jan. 20. tlheirautlius, German)
„ li4. Corylus avellana

JaBminom nudifiornm
Omphalodes vema
Double Wiiita PrimroBe

,. 28. Rose, Crimsou Chirft
Viola odorata
Eranthis hyemalie
Erica camea
Galanthns nivalje

—Mi H., Acklam Hail, Middlesbiough-on-Tees.

COVERING FOR ROSES.
Perdaps 1 can render some assistance to •' Q. Q." (page

109), as to the covering and uncovering Roses and other half-
hardy trees and shrubs. Many persons, probably, are familiar
with and able to make what is used to ornament stable floors
iu front of horses' stalls, in the ."shape of tailed-straw braiding.
Well, dixririg a wet day in the autumn, I and my man Friday
set to work .ind made lengths of this, though not caring to
throw the very perfection of art into our proceedings, but
using, according to the thickness of protection which the trees
might require, a layer of from three to twelve straws. For
out-door protection wheat straw is preferable to oat or other
softer descriptions of straw, as it does not absorb and retain
moisture. My man grasps a layer, or weft of, eay, a dozen straws,
and to them 1 attach a piece of tarred cord around their centre,
loop it on to the key-handle in the lock of the door, or to a
hook in the wall, and bend part of the right-hand half of the
straws upwards, and part of the left half of the straws to the '

latter. Now, a fresh feed of straw is brought and laid centrally, '

having the ears to the right, and the remainder of the first

weft of straw is brought over the second weft, and then the
top remainder over it, and another v?eft immediately handed
by my man to continue the woof of braid, thus forming a tail

from every weft, remaining out obliquely from the centre of

the braiding, and so on. Without assistance the operation
can be performed by one person by previously placing the
wefts of straw to the right hand of the worker. It is well also

in the latter case not to form the braiding much longer than
S yards for each piece, and to finish off at the ends by tying
with about IJ foot of tarred cord. Thus proceed with both
thick and thin braids, and stow them away in a dry place
till wanted, which they will be in the beginning of November.
Then prepare to put them on by collecting the branche'^ of

the trees or shrubs requiring protection into loose cones, to be
first secured in this shape by tarred cord, and attach a thin
braid at the bottom of—say a Fig tree, and wind it around
and obliquely upwards, and tie again at the apex of the tree

with the piece of tarred cord which is attached to it. Next,
wind a thick braid of straw similarly over the thin one, and
then you have a dry, perfectly frost-resisting protection, and
a very respecta'ole-looking thatch, placed there without litter

and with all the ease imaginable, and il the operator lives in

the outside edges of all the cyclones, as we appear to do
here, a lashing around of tarred cord will make all quite secure.

When the danger from winter frosts is over, unwind .the

thick braid from the tree, and there remains the thin one for

all the air to circulate through, and yet sufficient to ward oflf

the spring frosts without weakening the young growing shoots.

Store the braids away in a dry place, and they will last for

years.

As wheat straw is expensive and difficult to procure in this

place, I take care to harvest my Pea and Asparagus haulm.
The former is stored in large long bundles, which I sever

across with a large sharp knife, and then form it into coarse

braiding after the manner specified above, and during periods

of sharp frosts I place these braids along the tops, on each
side of my orchard-house pot trees, and take the tails of

the braiding down by their sides ; a few pieces of string and
a packing needle secure the braids together upon the surface

of the soil, and the roots never become frozen. The braids are

quickly placed and taken away without litter, and the Aspara-
gus haulm during severe frosts takes its light, dry, and airy

position amongst the branches in my orchard house, without
injury and with perfect protection to the blossom.

—

Upwards
AND Onwards.

INJUDICIOUS COMPLICATED COMPOSTS.
Is times long gone by, when the mysteries of our calling

were held in high estimation by those who assumed to possess

them, an acquaintance with the exact proportions of the in-

gredients necessary to form a compost favourable to the growth
of a particular plant was considered by uo means the least im-
portant. Receipts for the mixing of the proper soils for the

growth of the Carnation, Ranunculus, Tulip, and other plants,

were regarded much in the same light as a druggist's know-
ledge of compounding liquid and solid medicines for the benefit

of mankind. Fortunately the day for such secrets is gone by,

so far as the gardener is concerned ; it is well that it is so, for

at the present day we can afford to lose some of the secrets

which those of the past age refused to bequeath to us. In this

way it is said we have lost a compost f^r growing Auriculas,

which was known to one eminent grower, and of which nothing
further is known than that it consisted of nineteen different

substances. Perhaps it is as well that the secret did die with
him. Other secrets have existed concerning various classes of

plants, but occasionally the possessors were much disappointed

on finding that greater success was achieved by those not
initiated, or who adopted other means. All that is really worth
knowing respecting the cultivation of most plants and fruits is

made known from time to time, and although now and then
mixtures more or less complex may be met with, these and
other matters have been very much simplified.

Although the mixing on the day it is to be used of a mass of

materials fjr the growth of a particular plant, is now gene-

rally abandoned, the practice still exists in many cases, but its

propriety is doubtful. An appeal to Nature would certainly

appear to condemn all mixtures but what she had made herseU

;

and although it would not be judicious to entirely abandon the

practice of mixing together two substances differing chemieally
as well as mechanicelly from each other, in order to form a
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useful whole, can we hope to balance the materials so nicely

a? they are when tlie mixture is effected by natural agencies '

Take, for instance, our best examples of peat or alluvial soils
;

both are in a condition more favourable to the growth of cer

tain plants than any ordinary mixturo artificially prepared.

We ought, therefore, to pause before wo attempt to blend into

one mass substances incompatible with the effect desired to be

attained. That great results sometimes are attained by arti-

ficial compounds, there can be no question, but are we certain

that such results are to be permanent :' Most likely not.

Nature alone stands pre-eminent for the durability of her
works, and be assured the nearer we can approach her in '.'opy-

ing her works, the greater the success will be : and in no in-

stance, perhaps, is this more apparent than iu the mixing of

soils, and their failures after a period of years.

Ab an exemplification of what is meant by the .above, let the

reader refer to a paper on Vine borders, by Mr. D. Thomson,
which recently appe.ai-ed in the Journal, and it will be seen
that Jlr. Thomson formed his borders entirely of the ordinary

soil of the garden, and the results are such as any one might
be proud of. In like manner other Vine borders have been
formed out of unmixed soils, or rather of soils already prepared

by Nature for the purpose. Contrast this with such mixtures
as are too often formed on the potting bench. A mixture of

peat and loam is recommended, but the latter varies more,
perhaps, than any soil. Many loams contain a large amount
of chalk or lime, and though eminently fertile, and rich in the

substances necessary for the growth of a large number of

plants, are, nevertheless, unfit to mix with peat with advantage.
Perhaps, too, a siliceous sand may be used as a mixture with
both, and this is more frequently done than it ought to be.

Possibly when our knowledge of chemistry shall be farther ad-
vanced, the impropriety of mixing certain substances will be
better understood. It is, however, certain, that at the present
time composts are too often thoughtlessly made up, and with a
total disregard to those natural laws which cannot be violated

with impunity. It would be well to bear in mind that when
we can use a material already prepared to our hand, it is not
advisable to tamper with it by any addition, and when, as for

instance, in the case of a Vine border, it is expected to last a
good many years, it would be advisable to have it of a porous
nature, so as to receive enrichment by liquid or solid sub-
stances, without getting into a stifif, sour condition. Some of

the very best borders receive very little assistance indeed, and
in their formation a material mixed by Nature centuries ago,

forms the basis. By-and-by we may get to adopt the same
practice on the potting bench.

—

Johk Bobson.

MANY THINGS AND LITTLE .\BOUT THEM.
Toccnrs of practice make the whole world keen. We have

. heard something lately about the " perpetuity " and " non-
perpetuity " of fibrils ; also about cordons, their forms
and nomenclature. I am glad of it, because the correspon-
dence must tend towards progress. I have enjoyed the " chaff-

ing," although it was occasionally slightly flavoured with gall.

I remember poor Beaton's remark the "last time I spoke to
liim on his way from a Committee Meeting, South Kensington.
the last time, I believe, he ever attended there. In the course
of our conversation I felt he was sore at heart, and he said,

"They say my writings are all chaff.'' I placed my hand upon
his shoulder, and replied, " They say your writings are all

chaff, do they ? Well, youi- writings enliven us, and I am very
thankful to you for it ; but besides all that, you may depend
upon it, amongst your chaff there can be found a measureful,
and running over, of uncommonly good sound wheat." Mr
answer sent my good old friend on his way rejoicing.

Now, among recent contests was one about root fibrils. I
know Hardwicke Hall, near Bury St. Edmunds, and I am
known to the writer who so often instructs us from thence. I
saw some young cordons iu a border at those gardens a few
months ago, and the fibrils were then alive, and fulfilling their
transitory offices unharmed by delvings, which brings me to a
point. Probably you are aware of my success in fruiting or-
chard-house trees iu pots. I have from the beginning adopted
Mr. Ilivers's advice (pins syringing my trees with heated
sewage), as given iu the successive editions of his work, " The
Orchard House," as well as by going and taking hints with my
own eyes at Sawbridgeworth. Now, contrary to his usual prac-
tice, some are advocating surface-dressing in the spring, versus
" tcp-dressing " in the artumn. 1 liave determined to try the

result of surface-dressing, and did not "top-dress" my pot
trees last November. The buds are now becoming plump, and
are very satisfactory in number, and it is time for me to think
about watering the soil in the pots. So after what Mr. Fish
and Mr. Elvers have lately written, I thought it might prove
interesting if I sent you some examples of what the fibrils

aud young roots are now in reality, as a touch of practice and
as proving the " non-perpetuity " of the fibrils plainly enough,
The inference I am at present able to draw is this : the fibrils

of my pot plants being as dead as so much cocoa-nut fibre, and
the young roots just pushing out fresh tiny spongioles—fibrils

in nonage—would not fresh compost applied in November prove
better for them than the soil wherein the dead fibrils have been
revelling, exhausting it of itn properties, during the last year?
We shall see, but you may foel certain that I shall not neglect
surface-dressing under these circumstances.

Every tree and bush in this garden is, and has been for

years, made to undergo the pinching, or cordon plan in shapes
most questionable, and I could refer to many to inform you
whether they considered any Frenchman, who cultivates his

soil, would be likely to produce more or better flavoured fruit

from a given space. It he could, then so much the better for

France. Here the females of the household have taken to do
all the pinching part of the business within their reach, as a
pleasant recreation. It is highly satisfactory besides, for they
are so led to take more interest in garden matters, and the

trees always look clean and neat. Nothing contends against

the aphis tribe more effectually than the constant deprivation

of the points of the young succulent laterals.

It was curious to hear the plan so much talked about, as if

it were something new, when I was in London. The cordon
system and Mr. Standish's new Itoyal Ascot Grape—and what
a capital Grape it is !—were the decided horticultural lions.

I have yet another subject, of which I am fain now to unburthen
my mind. At the Koyal Horticultural Society's Show, at Bury
St. Edmunds, last .^uly, there were three cups not competed for

—viz , the Ladies' of Bury fiist and second-prize silver cups for

Orchids, and the Town of Bury silver cup for Ferns. It was
at my tongue's end at the time to beg of the subscribers and
the authorities to consider whether those cups could not be
given to others, worthy exhibitors, in connection with the
then Show, and I now ask whether cups or medals not com-
peted for at the great shows of the Eoyal Horticultural Society

in the provinces, could not in good faith be awarded to those
who are worthily competing in other classes.

—

Upwaeds iND
Onwards-

WORK FOE THE AVTEK
KITCHEN GAKHEN.

Ga'uiiaje, where there are not plenty of autumn-aown ones,
sow some seed on the warmest border you have, or in a Kadish
frame. Celery and Caulifluwerx, sow on a slight hotbed, the
latter to succeed those sown iu the autumn. A pot of Celery
may be put into the Cucumber frame, as but a small quantity
of seed will be required to be sown thus early, if fine heads
are expected in September. Carcof,,-, the ground intended for

them should be well turned over and pulverised before sowing.
Cvcmnhrrs, sow seeds or procure a few plants from those who
force early. The temperature should range from 65° to 75°,

allowing 5' more for sun heat. Potaimg, plant in a frame, and
forward tubers by putting them in any warm place for planting
under straw covers and hurdles. iVd.--, a sowing of these and
also Broad ISeanx should be made during the present favourable
weather. IladUlicx and other salads, with Cauliflower plants,

must be looked over occasionally, to see that no failure occur
from damp or vermin.

FEUrr fiARDEN.

The Apricot and Peach trees have received a most seasonable
check without sustaining any injury. No time should be lost

in having them pruned and nailed. Look out what netting,

canvas, or bunting you have to protect them with by-and-by,
and if yon are short of these materials, have spruce boughs or
fern ready in case they should be wanted. These trees seem
in a ripe and healthy state this season, and if wet weather do
not occur at the time they are in blossom, a few degrees of
frost will do them little injun-. Where there are inferior sorts

of Apples and Pears, or too many of one sort, procure scions
of superior varieties, aud keep them in a cool situation till

wanted. Strawberries in succession wiU be brought into frames
and houses according to the means at command. The whole
stock for forcing this season should be looked over and placed
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in some litter at the foot of the houses or south walls, if they

have not indeed been there all the winter.

FLOWER G.UIDEN.

As soon as the ground is a little dried it will be a good plan

to fork over all the vacant beds in the flower garden, so as to

have the soil properly pulverised prior to planting out the

autumn-sown annuals. Preparation must also he made for a

general sowing of the more hardy kinds, such as Larkspurs,

Godetias, Clarkias, Nemophilas, &c., which should be made
on the first day the ground is sufficiently dry to admit of sow-

ing them. Proceed with the pruning of shrubs and common
Bases, but leave the more tender kinds until you are sure they

will not be injared by frost. Proceed with planting out bien-

nials, and prepare a little grouud in a warm corner for sowing

Stocks and some of the best of the annuals for transplanting.

As a matter of course, all floricultural calendars must, to a

certain extent, be acted on only as the weather is favourable

for the operations therein detailed as necessary. Daring spring

and summer the experienced florist finds it comparatively easy

to point out in the previous week what is requisite to be done

the ensuing week ; but at this uncertain season we must be

guided by circumstances. If the weather continues mild draw

the lights completely off the Auricula frames during the day,

examine the plants minutely, and see that all is going on well

;

should any mild rains fall during the week they will be bene-

fited in the middle of the day. When the lights are drawn on,

tilt them, so that the grass may become as dry as possible

before night. Still cover Tulips with sand as they appear. It

the beds for Kanunculuses are sufliciently dry, they should be

immediately planted.

GREENEOUSE AXD CONSERVATORY.

Orange trees it now removed to an early vinery or stove and

kept in-doors all summer, will come into flower next Christmas

with very little forcing. Camellias that have not formed

flower buds may also be introduced in succession from this

time. Some of them may be expected to flower about the end

of next September. Plants of Fuchsia eorymbiflora, it cut

back last autumn and preserved through the wintei', will flower

in May if they are removed to a forcing house. The night

temperature of the conservatory should now be lower than

through the winter, say about 40°, in order that the plants

may be started slowly at first. This should be attended to

by all who regard the proper cultivation of their plants.

There is nothing more injurious to the blooms in this house

than currents of cold damp air. The Camellias are the first

to indicate this. When forced hardy bulbs are done flowering,

cut off their flower stems, remove the bulbs to the reserve pit,

turn them out of their pots, plunge them in a light moist

compost, and protect them in cold weather. In the greenhouse,

if you guard against frost there is no danger of the tempera-

ture of this house falling too low, and air should be admitted

on any fine day in order to keep the plants from growing too

rapidly at this season. Owiug to a drier atmosphere being

thus produced, the plants will require constant attention witlr

regard to watering.
STOVE.

Many plants will be soon fit for repotting ; and fresh label-

ling, tying, and training pot plants and climbers will require

attention for some time.
FORCING PIT.

That variety of the common Lilac, called Charles X., is the

best of them for forcing, as it retains its high colour better

than the old purple Lilac. The following plants may be ob-

tained now from this structure :—Azalea indica alba and varie-

ties, Khodora canadensis, Acacia armata, Calla a-thiopica ;

Pelargoniums Album multiflorum. Admiral Napier, General

Washington, Ne Plus Ultra, and some Scarlet varieties ; Tulips,

several early varieties ; Narcissuses, Soliel d'Or and double

Roman being the earliest ; Hyacinths, Jonquils, Crocuses, Lily

of the Valley, Violets; Ros'es, Fairy, Chinese, Tea-scented,

Bourbons, and Hybrid Perpetuals. Fabvier, a Chinese Rose,

is one of the best for bouquets at this early period.

FITS AXD FRAMES.

Here there will be no want of work for the next three months.

Some of the Stocks and other annuals sown some weeks back

will require potting-off, putting three or four plants in a pot.

Pot-ofi Verbenas, and put in cuttings of kinds of which you

have not enough. Divide and make root-cuttings of Bouvardia

triphylla and angustifolia, and get the plants forward and strong

for planting out. Put Salvia patens into heat to produce

cuttings, and see that everything is in order for the spring,

which will soan arrive. After such a comparatively mild
winter, the plants here are not in a condition to be shut up
closely during damp or rainy weather. All you can do is to

give air at the top and bottom of the sashes. If any amateur
wishes to try experiments in inarching Camellias, this is a
good time to remove his stocks into gentle heat to set the sap
in motion before the operation is begun. It is also now a good
time to graft little Orange trees for forcing and blooming in
the drawing-room or conservatory. The growth of the young
stocks for this purpose ought to be pushed in advance of the
scions by a gentle heat. A few Wallflower seeds might now be
sown to raise plants for forcing next winter, for which purpose
they are well adapted, as they may be had in flower from
Christmas until they bloom in the open ground. Another
good forcing plant is the Philadelphus coronarius, or Mock
Orange, which forces as well as the Deutzias.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
KITCHEN- G.VRDEX.

Sowed a lot of Peas on banks, covering them with a little

fine soil, and then strewing the ground thinly with ashes as a
preventive, and covered with a width of wire netting to each

I
row, as without that we should expect few seeds to be left after

I being sown forty-eight hours. This season in sowing we
have resorted to a plan we adopted with advantage many years

ago. Instead of one shallow trench for Peas, we drew one on
each side of the line, so that these two rows would be about
(j inches apart, and sowed the Peas in both, but more thinly

I

than it one row were used. We thought long ago that with
the same quantity of seed the gatherings were thus larger, as

the seeds had individually more room, and the staking was the

same. Were it not for the enemies that attack Peas at this

i

season before they appear above ground, and afterwards before

j

they can yield their produce, we would sow much thinner than
we do, or is generally done. When the seeds and the young

'

pilants could be secured, we have gathered heavier crops from a

I

row with the seeds 2 inches apart, than when three or four

1
seeds occupied that space. We use the thicker sowing to meet

;
casualties ; not because we consider it to be the best in other

respects. When we hear from some gardeners, we cannot help

I

thinking they are so far fortunate whose work chiefly consists

in sowing, planting, and gathering. In how many other places

have these operations and the due preparation of the soil be-

come of less importance than taking means to protect from

many enemies which now find a comfortable home about the

I
garden ?

Beans.—Sowed a piece ; and we mention this chiefly that

those with small gardens may be induced to try the Royal

Dsvarf Fan or Cluster. A heavy crop of small delicious Beans

may be gathered from rows only U or 15 inches apart. The
Dwarf Gieen Gem is also a sweet Bean when used young, as

it ought to be, and occupies less room than the Mazagan Bean,

also valuable for its earliness. We like to see the fine indi-

vidual seeds of the Windsors, and the noble pods of the Won-
derful and the ilonarch of the Longpod race, but the produce

is not in proportion to the great size of the pods. These huge

Lougpods when Uttle more than half grown, green, and. brittle,

and the beans inside not half their full size, make a rich dish

when boiled and used in the pods, just as Kidney Beans are

treated.

Cauliflowers.—Stirred-up the soil under glasses, and top-

dressed" a little. Notwithstanding the severe frosts, owing to

the dustings of snow, a number of rather large plants have

stood on a bank uninjured, and did they go on, would come in

before those under hand-lights. We fear, however, that some

check will cause them to button prematurely, and then they

will be worth little or nothing. We have still a good supply

for use from the plants raised in the end of October and pro-

tected in an earth pit.

Celerij has stood well, but we protected with litter in the

coldest weather, and removed it when the weather was fine.

When Celery is grown in beds, a little long litter or dry clean

straw put on before a heavy snow, is also an advantage, as, if

the snow lies long, and there are changes of thaw and frost

before the snow disappears, the weight is rather much for the

Celery, and the leaves are broken, and the moisture finds its

way more readily to the heart of the plant. The slight cover-

ing of litter equalises the weight of the snow, and when re-

moved there is Uttle breakage of the leaves. When such leaves

, are much frozen without any protection, the exposed part de-
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cays, anil tlie decay extends downwards until the eatable part

is injured or lessened in bulk.

We will not sow much iu the open air for several weelis,

except Parsnips, which we will sow in a week or so if the

ground is iu good order. This is much hardier than most
of the roots wo cultivate, and is always the better of beinR a

long time in the soil. Wo have lind fine crops, however, that

were sown at the end ol Murdi. Wo will turn over and re-turn

our heavy land on all favourable opportunities.

For Sea-kale, Rhubarb, Asparagus, and Cucumbers, see

previous notices. Tinned over ground intended for Carrots

and Potatoes. Prepared for planting the latter under shelter

or protection, and sowed Radishes, Horn Carrots, and Lettuces

in a bed under glass, tadihhes sown late iu autumn and
protected in winter are becoming rather hard now. Just

like late Turnips, their tendency now is to throw up a flower

stem, and after that the roots lose their crispness and sweet-

ness. As to hotbeds we would have done more, but a press of

other matter, as planliug trees and shrubs, has prevented our

collecting leaves on which we much depended, and in cold

places it is scarcely possible to obtain early crops of some
vegetables without a little bottom heat beneath them. In
warm places with borders of dark-coloured light soilwellexposed

to the sun, crops may be had nearly as soon as those helped with

a Blight heat beneath them iu colder places. Potatoes will

produce much earlier on warm borders, such as those referred

to, if the tubers have been placed in small pots, or thinly in

shallow boxes, with rough leaf mould and soil about them, and
sprung strong for a couple of inches before planting with all

the roots. In doing this place a little warm soil round the

roots, and choose a warm suuny day for the operation. In all

such planting it is important that neither the roots nor the

tops should receive any check, or as little as possible. The
plants, therefore, should be well hardened before planting, and
a suitable time as respects the weather chosen for the operation.

The principle of avoiding checks is one of those simple
matters which are not yet sufficiently considered. With Cucum-
bers and Melons at this season, it often makes all the difference

between success and the want of success, between the plea-

sure of looking on clean healthy plants, and the pain of

seeing them the prey of insects uncountable. Growing such
tender subjects in houses heated by hot water, however good in

itself, is apt to lessen the care in this matter. When all the
operations of shifting, planting, &c., can be done inside, there

is less need for extra care, and in process of time less care will

be manifested. We have seen Jlelon plants left for an hour in

a cold shed in March, a proceeding which would have horrified

one of the particular old gardeners. He would as soon have
gone out in a frosty night without clothing. They succeeded
with their frames and pits so as to be little behind those with
the improved appliances now, but the care they took in shifting

and training, so as to give no checks, would be a good lesson to

the moderns. We have helped to pot and arrange many Cucum-
ber plants in frames, when it would have been impossible with-
out injury to have carried them even into a close shed, but a man
attended, covering us and the open space of glass with double
mats, so that no keen draught should reach the plants before
it was heated by passing through the moister and warmer air.

Air-giving was also a matter of more consideration, than in the
slap-dash routine often seen at the present day. Except in the
dead of winter, when the hot water beats the dung, unless
there is almost an unlimited quantity to fall back upon, we
like to see even now the common frame beat the hot water

;

and where there is enough of material it will often do so with
moderately early Cucumbers and Melons.

TRCIT GARDEN'.

Pruned in favourable weather, and as, after settling a good
many bullfinches which have come in wonderful force this

season, the fruit buds of Pears were disappearing, we washed
a number of bush pyramids over with lime, clay, and a little

soot, not enough to take off the whitish appearance when dry.

We like lime very well by itself, as the white appearance is a
great annoyance to the birds. A little soot makes the buds
more unpalatable. We have seen no tomtits of late, but two
months ago they visited us in flocks. We fastened on the trees

some parings of meat slit up the middle, had arsenic placed
between, sandwich-fashion, and though but little of it was
eaten, and we found no dead birds, we have seen none of them
since. Wo never can be sure, hosvever, as the tomtits gene-
rally come in flocks. We have often noticed that, though one
will not be seen for months, some day we have the pleasure

Of seeing them on almost every tree. When the bloom is

set we let them do as they like ; we would not even begrudge

their nibbling a few of the best fruit, if they would only let the

buds alone. Last year we put some boughs over an curly Pear

full of buds, and next day there was nothing but the remains

of the buds below the tree.

The Vine border which we covered having yielded a gentle

heat which it was a pity to lose, we made a wall from the

material, back and front, about 10 inches in height, on that

laid a rail llat, and on the rails put some old sashes, and

then filled the space beneath with fresh-potted Scarlet Pelar-

goniums. It was in a similar place the jdants did so well last

year in pieces of turf reversed, about 8 inches sciuare, with a

hole scooped out in the centre, and the roots put in along with

some light rich soil. These were planted turf and all. In

such a case the plants should be moved, and placed on a hard

bottom when the roots have extended an inch beyond the turf.

Cut the Grapes iu the late vinery as we wanted the room very

much, and when thoroughly cleaned, as respects glass, wood-

work. Vines, &c., it will be filled with jilants, that other places

where more heat is now wanted may bo freed. Grapes keep

longer on the Vines than by any other plan, though they may
be kept a considerable time with the wood stuck in beetroot,

aud suspended in a place neither damp nor too airy ; hut in

most places where every inch of glass has to be made the most

of, it will not do to keep a house comparatively empty for a tew

bunches of Grapes. A week or so ago we cut the last Grapes

from the forward orchard house.

j

Peach Iwiisi'.—We mention here one simple fact for the

benefit of beginners, who become nonplussed with the directions
' about giving plenty of air, &c. The trees being in bloom, of

course air was very essential, but during cold frosty days we
gave only a Httle very early, and that kept the temperature

j

from rising much, or suddenly, and we did not give more

I

unless the thermometer rose to about 7.5' or 80', but let the

' heating apparatus become cooler instead. In the late terribly

!
boisterous days we gave no air at all, as plenty would find its

way in at the laps, aud gave no more heat than was merely

j

sufficient to keep the house at a temperature of .50', or a little

' more, when there were a few gleams of sunshine. Obtaining

early Peaches economically in a great measure depends on

using as little fire heat as possible, and taking advantage of the

cheaper and better sun heat. Thus the fire heat at night may
average from 45° to a little over 50°, and in dull, sunless days

may rise to from 50° to 55°, and even to nearly C0°; but when
there is the prospect of a sunny day, it is best to dispense with

fire heat, and give a little air early, so that the temperature

shall rise gradually, but not greatly to increase the air until

the temperature rises above 75°. Provided there is air regularly

on, a temperature at midday from sun heat almost alone of

from 75° to 80°, will in every way be much better for the plants

than a temperature ol 00° at night from fire heat. The great

point is to give heat in proportion to sun light. Sun heat

with air on, however small the quantity, to prevent the accu-

mulation of confined vapour, will never draw or weaken

plants if kept at all moderate.

Amateurs tell us that they are puzzled because they see good

crops of Peaches obtained by the following plau : The house

is shut up late in the afternoon, good fires are put on, and at bed-

time the temperature is G0°, and higher before morning. Nest

day, if dull, fire is kept on to maintain the heat, with air given,

and if the day is sunny the house is nearly half open, so great

is the quantity of air given. WeU, we know such a plan often

answers, and amateurs must adopt it if so determined. To
our mind the great quantity of air in a sunny day is necessary

to counteract the mere extension produced by a high tempera-

ture at night, not to speak of the inroads of insects thus en-

couraged. We merely wish to show that by a more natural

system they may save their coal heap, take advantage of sun

heat, and secure longer-continued health to their plants with

less labour and expense.

We would just advert to two principles in early forcing, where

no great heat, as in the case of Peaches, is required, but which

have several times been alluded to. First, avoid allowing a-

strong heat from fuel and a bright sun heat to occur at the

same time. Second, be more particular that air shall be always

given, however sparingly, early in the morning, than about the

mere quantity admitted. These points are chiefly important

to amateurs who must leave their pet houses for many hours

during the day, as by breakfast time they can calculate with

tolerable correctness what the character of the day will be.

When we first managed houses on our own account we went

regularly out to attend to them every Sunday forenoon, and we
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never bad a single mischance from overheating, or too little or

too mnch air on these occaBions. Just let cultivators watch
how gradually the thermometer mounts in a house when air is

given early, and how gradually it falls if the sun should be
clouded when there are only a few inches of air-opening.

Or.NAMENTAL DEPAETMENT.
Besides planting in pleasure grounds, etc., heavy work with

plantuiji for cover and timber has been going on. This would
have been better done in November, but the time has not come
when it is possible to do everything at the right period. A few

remarks may be useful for those engaged in or contemplating
such work.

1. Unless where very large plantations are to be made, it

will always be more economical to purchase trees than to rear

them at home, because those whose chief work is to attend to

them, will do it better than those who have much and various

other work to do.

2. Where much is to be dore in succeeding years, and trees

are to be brought from a distance, the best plan is to obtain

the trees young, plant and grow them in rows for a year or two,

and then plant them as wanted, by this means insuring that the

trees shall not be long out of the ground ; or the latter should
be mulched, and the roots properly secured from drying. It is

a great drawback when the roots are as much dried in the air

as the branches are. Then, of course, every fibre is destroyed.

3. When small young trees are used, and the roots are small,

planting by merely making a double slit with the spade,

slipping the roots in and treading firmly, will be the most
economical method ; but when the roots are good and the trees

from 3 to 4 or more feet in height, it will be the best plan to

make holes from 12 to 15 and 18 inches square, according to

the size of the roots.

One great advantage in taking trees up at home, even when
obtained young from a nursery, is that the roots can be some-
what eared for. We have seen good-sized holes made for trees

4 or 5 feet or more in height, and for all the roots they had
they might have been inserted by slit as well as by holes.

4. Whatever arrangements may be made for preparing the

ground and making holes, unless there is a sharp overlooker

constantly present, we would not be inclined to make a piece

job of the planting, as the object of the hole being made is to

give justice to the roots, that these may be spread out, and the

best soil placed immediately about them, and, whilst firmly

secured, that the stem of the tree should be scarcely lower in

the ground than it stood before being raised by transplanting.

When the work is paid for by the number of trees put in,

there is a temptation to let the roots be huddled together, and
to bury the stem considerably above the collar, as thus the tree

is more securely and easily fixed in the ground, something in

post fashion. If the collar of many plants is much buried

—

that is, the point whence roots descend and a stem ascends, it

often proves a great drawback, if not ruinous.

5. For profit.able planting, quick growth, and quick returns,

the old rule holds good, " Plant thick and thin quick," but in

doing so the permanent trees need not be too close together, nor

jet when perching is required, andfor that nothing is better than

the Spruce for concealment from the sharp eyes of marauders.

This, either at first or by suitable thinning, should be so treated

as to allow the lower branches healthily to cover the ground
;

and therefore undergrowth, as Privet, Bramble, Hornbeam, &c.,

would be of no use near them.
6. AVhere game, especially rabbits and hares, abounds, it is

mere waste of money to plant to any extent, unless the animals

are kept out until the plantation is established. It is of little

use to talk of keeping them down. The only effectual plan is

to keep them out, and the most economical plan we know is to

surround the whole with wire netting, and keep it round the

plantation for several year.s. Daubing the trees with nasty

washes will be some preventive, but not thoroughly deterrent.

Wire netting kept upright by firm sticks, and an inch or

two in the ground, as lately recommended, will keep them out,

unless when blocked with snow, and then the place must be

hunted.
For small plantations and particular trees, we have seen

nothing so effectual as a small handful of wheat straw put

round the stem close to the ground, brought upwards the

length of the straw, and fastened round with two or three small

bands of the same. A small ball of cord would do some hun-

dreds of trees in the hands of those not accustomed to bind-

ing with straw. The plan is none of ours, but that of a young
gentleman greatly interested in planting, and all we can say is,

that the Oaks thus treated are growing well, and though the places

are swarming with rabbits and a good many hares, not a tree

ihus treated has been touched; no attempt has been made to

go through the thin layer of straw, and in most cases the
straw seems as likely to remain as when it was put on three
years ago. What is rather singular, we have not noticed that
even mice have touched them, though they have barked Laurels
and other trees near them. In the case of a few hundred Oaks,
they may thus be quiclily, and so far as we can judge from
three years' observation, effectually secured ; but in all cases
where many acres are to be planted, and four-footed enemies
to the young trees abound, we know of nothing alike so econo-
mical and efficient for protection as wire netting, about 2 inches
to the mesh, and less if small young rabbits abound.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—FEURnAuy 12.

In coDsequence of the fine open wentlicr we nro well supplied with

both home-Rrown .ind foreign produce, and tlievo is very little varifttion

in prices Excellent Broccoli continues to come from Cornwall and the

Channel Islands.

FRUIT.

B. d.

Apples A sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
PUberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouso. .lb.

Lemons 100

6 to 4 Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Pluma i sieve

Quinces doz.

Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

Walnuts hush. 10

do per 100

VEGETABLES,

d]

Artichokes doz.

Asparagus lOO
Beans, liidney 100
Beet, Red....' doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts i sieve

Cabbaae doz.

Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.

Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs hunch
Horseradish . . bundle

d. 8.

0to4
20

Leeks bnnch

I

Lettuce per score

so' Mushrooms pottle

8 Mustd.& Cress, punnet
6 1 6 ^ Onions per bushel

2 6 I
Parsley per sieve

4 2 1 Parsnips doz.

I

Potatoes bushel

6 8
[

Kidney do.

6 I Radishes doz. bunches
6 2

I

Rhubarb bundle
3

I

Savoys doz.

Sea-kale basket

3 !
Shallots lb.

8
i

Spinach bushel

3 I
Tomatoes per doz.

6 4 1
Turnips bunch

s. d.
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Pruning Roses (J. O. il.).—" Whoii Roaos arc worked on a Briar stock
the shoots must bo cut hard—sty, to two, tlu'oe, or four oyos. This
applies to ttieui whether they aro for polos, walls, or standards. If tlicy

aro on the Mmetti stock, m a rule (not abHolutel, cut tbo sbooti but liltlu

—say. to ont'-third tliOT hoitjht or ovun loss, accoi-dinR to tho (ihar tctcr of

tbo wood. If tho Manolti pi uits are highly cultivated they will t>r(j«.k from
the brt'^o and all over abuudiutly without tho necessity of cuttin;^ them
hard at planting time. If thoy aro uut hard at tlio head, they must he
cut very hard at the roota. This obaeryation applies to all trees.—W. F.
RADCLVFt'K "

Pruning NKWLV-rLANTRO IIyurtd Perpetcat. Koses (J. H.).—" Merely
thin out smill usehns wood, shorten tbo niiin atoms to tho first good eye
on linn wood, and cut-in tho sido wood a little to a Rood eye—in sliort,

when you plant, and over afterwards, prune them as if they were llyl)rid

Ohiu6=-o Roses.—W. F. Rvdclyi've."

Manure for Roses—Pruning Mari'chal Niel (St. Denis).—" yi'^hi
soil when fresh is d mji-n'ous unless tbo uric acid in it is destroyed. You
must mix it with earth I-irgely if used at once. A sm-iU quantity of tlio

mixture would bo sulli-^ient. I should mix it with earth, turn it once or
twice, and put it on next Xovoniber. Cut tho Jlareehal Niel Rose slipr'itly.

You may leave 1-Z iuche^, or all tho wood if you like. Toa-sopnti-d
Noisettes require but little pruninii. I am uncovering' mine here, and
ahall prune tboni at oneo.— \V. b". R\Dcr.YFFE."

Shrewsbury's GAS-nEATiNG Apparvtcs (fi. //. F.).—You had better
write to Mr Sbrowsbury, stating what you want. Y'ou will see his ad-
vertisement in tho Journal.

White Fly (E. F.).—Tbis is a very active insect, and not easily de-
stroyed by fumigation ; but that is tho only means we know of koepinij it

in check. In fumigation with tobacco smoke, the insect, after the first

few puffj of smoke, f ills to the oround. wliere it lies comparatively out of
harm's way, .lud nftiu" tho house is clonr of smoke it is as active as ever.
Previous to funiitriti^n the floors and other surfaces should be madeqiiite
wet. but avoid wi-UiuL; the folia£re of the nlants. Tho house shouM then
be filled with tob ^.c^''^ smoke, which will destroy all it roaches ; but as the
insect muUiiilios vi-i-y fast, tho fumigation should be ropuatedtwo orthree
times, and again m iienever one is seen. If the insect do not yield to a
second fumigation tho plants may bo dipped in a solution of 4 ozs. of
soft soap to two gallons of water, to which has been added one pint of
tobacco juice.

Potting Caladiums (D. 7?.).—In potting, one or more rhizomes may be
put in a pot according to the n'v/.n of the pot and of the rhizomes. One
large rhizome i;^ sufficient fur a pot of moderate size. Of the smaller sorts
three or more rhizomes will be required to make a good potful.

Compost for Orchids 'I'lum).—Most Orchids succeed in a cr>mx)ost of
equal parts of chopped sphagnum and fibrous brown peat torn in pieces
with the hand, but not made very small, with the addition of about one-
fourth part nf lumps of charcoal from the size of a hazel nut up to that
of a hen's egg, and a little silver sand. Tlio pots should lie half filled
with crocks, and the compost raised high above the i-ims. The compost
for Orchids in baskets should be woU rounded, and made rather high,
hut not so much as for pots.

Propagating Lobelias (Idem).—A stove will answer well for propagat-
ing Lobelias if they aro kept moist and shaded from bright sun. When
pi'icked-ofi" they should be continued in heat until established, and may
then be moved to a greenhouse, and hardened well off in a cold frame
before being planted out.

Cineraria Cdlturr (Broughton).—Cinerarias may be had in bloom in
January by potting-ofi'the offsets early in summer and growing them for
that purpose. Plants from seed grow more freely than those from cut-
tings or ofi'sets. and are best for early flowering. One ofi'^et or plant from
seed should be thrown in a pot. By stopping, dwarfer and bushier plants
are produced. The sorts now grown are superior in every respect to those
grown some years ago. being dwarfer and Iirger in flower, and better-
coloured. Cinerarias bloom best in March and April.

Camellia Cct.ture (Idem).—In a house where no more fire heat is
given than is sutficient to exclude frost Camellias bloom from Februnry
to April inclusive. Young plants bloom quite as well as old plants, but
being smaller have fewer flowers, but the^c are equally tine. Plants
infested with scale may, with superior cultivation, be expected to recover
aad bloom well, but we cannot say whether they will do so in a year or
not, but it is probable. Camellias', instead of being improved by being
placed ont of doors in summer, aro in most cases thereby injured. To
name early and late-blooming sorts would be useless, as they vary so
much with the temperature, and as a rule there is but little difl'ereuce ;

two plants of one lund do not always bloom at the same time. There
are few. if any, basket plants that bioom at tho times you name. Somo
of the Tropreolums might. Triompho de Gand is one.

Birds Eating Fruit Buds (Vexatus).—Yon may to somo extent render
the buds distasteful to theljirds by making the trees or bushes thoroughly
wet by watering or syringing, and then scattering fresh-slaked lime and
dry soot npon them, which will adhere to the trees or bushes. A better
plan is to string the bushes or trees with worsted from branch to branch
in all directions, forming a network with largo meshes, which, though
irregular, will scare the bii-ds.

Compost for Hyacinths (Caroltwl.—A good compost for Hyacinths is
loam from turves six months old, cut 2 inches thick from a pasture, and
torn in pieces by the li;inii. with the addition of one-fourth part of very
rotten old cow dung, and plenty of sharp sand. There is no particular
culture required for the production of show Hyacinths, and the subject
has been frequently treated of fully in our columns. The bulbs that are
very firm and heavy are those most likely to produce the best spikes, and,
as a rule, the moderate-sized bulbs are best. Lnrge bulbs that are soft
and light, with the scales open, are the least desirable, for they invari-
ably have open spikes of bloom.

I^STORY OF Plants (d Sul>scriher).—Sie\)hanoiis floribunda is a native
of Madagascar, introduced by Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealiug Park, in 18-12.
Strontzia ovata was introduced in 1777 from the Cape of Good Hope;
Pergularia odoralissima from the East Indies in 1784. Of Clerodcndron
Xallax we have no notes.

Cdcomber-growing {PuUborough).—'ilT. Hamilton died many years
Bmce.

Ei-ACEis MAGNiFicA (It. .U.).—The flowers are pink, tipped with white.

Vines in Pots {A. Z. V.).—Your Vinos in No. O-nots wo would advise
you to top-dross and start as soon as you like. Tlioso in lli-sized pots,
if you wish fruit from them, we would plunge, or partlv plunge, or (dace
the pots, after making holes in thoui, in others of larger size. If yott
wished to bring them in late, you might pot into VI or 8-8ized pots, pacli-
ing the soil firmly, and tlien plunr-'e the pots in a bottom boat of from
li>^ to ttl)^, whilst you left the tops e-tposed tu the cold for six wooks before
y»u put them into heat.

Klower Garden Plan (JuvenU).—You may sow all the Heeds you
mention, and have fio^^'ers in time. Of course you liave the Pelargoniums
of which you speak. Wo would make your three little beds more inter-
esting, say the circle !J filled with Bijou, w ith a band of purplo Verbena ;

and ti, 2, scarlet Verbenas, with a string of C'erastium, or blue Lobelia.
Xo. 1 we would plant witli l>elphinium formosum and Agoratum mixed,
then a b;in(l of Calceolaria, then Amaranthus, followed by liijou and
cdgtid with Calcndriiiia umbellata. No. 4, pbmt as proposed, and if you
use Lobalia for 2, 2, use your I'ansies instead for edgings.

House Sewage (LifHf).—Wo would not use chamber slops for a lawn.
If diluted with five times their bulk of waterth(>y will benellt all growing
crops if applied to tbf roots and kept from the foliage. When used at
nil strong on lawns, those will bei-omo brown and patchy. All the Cab-
bage tribo will ho much benefited by tho application.

VisERV Border {Lara).—A 12-fect border will do for a 12-fcet-wide
house. Plant inside if you can manage il, and let the routs go out.
Every day we find the inconvenience of outside planting. In making
nn outside border, raise it as much as possible above the general level.

However made, havb a drain in front; if there is a cold clay bottom,
concrete it, and place from to 9 inches of open rubble over it, and on
tliat turf reversed, if not straw, to keep the soil from the rubble. If the
natural soil is good add fresh to it. If all is to be new. choose the top
sjiit from a pasture, or such fibry loam as may be obtained from the sides
of tho highway. To every cartload, or cubic yard of this, add a barrow-
load of rotten dung, a bushel of lime rubbish, nnd a peck of broken
Iiunes. li too much at once, you may make tho border in three pieces
instead of all at once. Many garden soils, with the help of a few broken
boiled bones and a mulching of dung every year, the old being taken
away before the new is applied, wilt grow Vines as well as the new soil.

For such a late houso wo would rceomuund of white Grapes—Royal
Muscadine, White Frontignan, Buckland Sweetwater, and Trebbiano

;

and three Black Hambm'ghs, one Black Champion, one EsperZone, and
one Trentham Black.

Vine-pruning (.f Kovice) —In your case we would take up your Vines
G inches from the front glass, rub off all tho buds on the stems, and only
leave one or two at the top— i.e., at tiie bottom of the rafter, cutting back
to that length when longer. We advise this on the supposition that you do
not mean your Vines to fruit in front, hut to have a clear stem as far as
the loiver end of the root rafter. This is desirable when the front glass
is to be used for other puii)ose3, as plants, Strawberi'ies, &c. If you
meant to fruit your Vines from the front border up the front glass as
well as under the roof, then, as tho Vines have been planted only six
weeks, we would cut to within 6 or 8 inches above the border, and take
only one stem from each in summer. By this means you will have bear-
ing wood in front next season. Tho treatment in either case will be
good just in proportion as you wish the Vines to bear in front or not. If
to bear in front, the stems there should be a foot from the glass.

Length of Hot-water Pipes {Smscx T'/t-ar).—We have had little ex-
perience with 2-inch pipes ; wc like H-iuch better, and would say that un-
less made hot youi- 2-iuch pipes will not be sufficient in severe frosts if

you cannot cover up part of the house when such severe frosts occur,
say from 20^ to 30- below freezing point. Instead of your 42 feet we
would prefer CO feet of 2-inch piping, as then the piping would not re-
quire to be so hot. Little piping soon becomes waste, as you need more
fuel to make limited piping warm. For having a boiler in the house we
do not think you can better Riddell's. Wo presume you light it out-
side. For such a small house, merely to keep out frost, a brick stove
would be sufficient ; but wo have no doubt the pipes and boiler would
answer. You can easily add another pipe if necessary.

Ice not Keeping [A. McA.).—'We presume that your house, like
No. 2, as shown in the number for July 19th, 1864, is all below ground.
If so, and your roof is thick enough, and you have double walls, with a
space of 12 inches between them, we cannot tell how it is the ice does
not keep if you put plenty in. At the first readingwe thought your house
was above ground, and in that case the keeping will entii-ely depend oq
tho walls being air-tight, and the roof double, or thick enough to keep
heat out. In one such case the outer wall became open, holes made
ingress for air, and then the advantage of the double wall was destroyed.
Care should be taken to have such an ice well open as short a time as pos-
sible in summer. Wo do not advise you to fill up the 12-inch space be-
tween the walls with charcoal, cocoa-nut fibre, &c., or even sawdust,
which would do as well, bt-causo if the house is of any size it would re-
quire a large quantity of material to do so. To keep the ice, to prevent
the ice being exposed as now to a temperature in summer of from 50'^ to
5r)^, and from being encircled in such a steaming vapour as comes out of
the door every time you open it, we would ad\ise the following : 1, Make
sure that all melted ice in the shape of water shall pRss ofl' from the
bottom without letting air in, by means of a trap always tilled with water.
2, Make sure that the walls are sound, especially the outer one, bo that
in no point, above or below, shall air enter the hollow space. 3, Pack
the ice well, but use no straw at the sides. 4, As soon as tho ice sulisides
a little, say by March, cover the surface of the ice with a foot of clean^
dry straw, and change when it becomes damp. 5, Have a pipe of li-inch
bore passing through the roof or over the doorway, with a cowl over it to
keep moisture ont, and fitted with a cork or plug, which you can open in
close, warm, moist weather, so that all vapour shall escape freely.
Nothing melts the ice quickbr than such vapour.

BrnNiNG Clay (J. N. S.. Vor/j).—It is easily practised. Farmers call it
"paring and burning." Gardeners call it "chan-ing," and under this
title, at page 310, of the 5th volume of our First Scries, you will find full
directions.

Vines for Orchard House (Orchard Bouse).—There is no better
variety for growing in pots in an orchard house than tho Black Ham-
burgh. White Muscadine or Buckland Sweetwater %rill succeed planted
outsidf and trained up the rafters inside. Lady Downe's would not
ripeu GraiJc in such a house.
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Peach Trees in Pots /TV. S., Cheh€n).~We nro not much surprised
that your Peach trees in pots did not fruit last summer, after being taken
ap and potted from the open pround in the previous winter. To succeed,
you would have required to have assisted the roots out of doors with a
little bottom heat before the tops were excited, as lately detailed by Mr.
Fish in "Doings of the Last Week." We like at least to Jiqlf-pl'unRe
such pots in a cool house, as it saves watering. It is never a bad plan to
set the bloom

; but tbe best security for that is soil not wet nor dry, but
genially moist, plenty of air, and tbe absence of frost. If these little
matters are attended to we have no doubt the trees will be fruitful this
season if the wood is matured. Wc are not sure of tbe Black Grapes.
For Mrs. Pollock PeIar^,'onium, fibrous sandy loam and a little rotten
sweet leaf mould and silver sand bring out the colours well.

MusHROoir Bed in Potting Shed (A Very old Subficriber).—If the
potting shed is exposed and has no artificial heat, the bed should he at
least from 15 to 18 inches in thickness. For this, horse droppings will be
best. If these are scarce, dung such as is used for a Cucumber bed well
worked will do admirably, and uU tbe better if 2 or 3 inches of droppings
can be placed on the sm-face. Whether the bed be made at once or in
several layers, with an interval of yome days between putting them on, it
is important that the bed should not heat violently, and one of the best
means of preventing that is to make it as firm as possible ; and the
spawn should not be inserted until the heat has declined to H5', and is
Ukely to remain at that. Then insert pieces of spawn of the size of
a walnut, about 7 inches apart, an inch under the surface, and beat firmly
down again. Watch that tbe heat does not rise ; if not in a day or two,
cover with 1^ to 2 inches nf fresh loamy soil, and Ijgat firm, leaving the
surface quite smooth. If the trial-stick shows the heat is gently dechn-
ing, then cover with a little clean litter, or old useless hay, and before the
Mushrooms appenr regulate the covering so that the bed in tbe centre
Shall be about 70 , the surface of the bed from 60- to 65-. and tbe air
around at from 55= to Go-. Many minute directions, and ^\ith different
materials, have been given,'and if you tell us exactly how you are situated
we will advise you.

Ridge Cucusibers (Jf?<:m).—These will in many seasons gi-ow out of
doors m the open ground. The dung from a Rhubarb or Sea-kale bed.
thrown mto a heap and fermented, and then placed in a trench with the
soil over it, will generally give boat enough for out-door Cucumbers.
Lately the atmosphere has been more in fault than want of heat. If the
locality is cold we would keep hand-lights over the centre of the plants
all the summer.
Twelve Select Verbenas (W. H. A/.).—Mrs. Deans, Foxhunter, Le

Grand Boule de Neige, James Walton, Goliath, Inimitable, Reine des
Roses, Champion, Rose Rendatler, Monsieur Gom-dauU, Mrs. Wood, and
De Precy.

Twelve Select Dahlias (Mrm).—Imperial. Fanny Purchase, Beauty
of HUperton, Edward Spai-y, Bob Pvidley, Andrew Dodds. Anna Kevnes,
Criterion, Paradise Williams, Vice-President, Lotty Atkins, and British
Triumph.

^Marechal Niel Rose (R. S. 5.).—You should at once shift your small
piants into larger pots, using a compost of rich light turfv loam, enriched
with one-fourth part of thoroughly rotten manure or leaf mould. Afford
them an airy, light situation. It will not be necessary to prune them,
but you may. if you wish for a better, stronger growth, cut the shoots
back to within two or three eyes of the old wood.

Lily of the Valley and Violet Planting (C. L. E.).—Yoxi may
procure plants of any nurseryman. You may plant them in Rood, rich,
ligbt soil in an open situation, ti inchc;-; from pl^^nt to plnnt, in rows 1 foot
apart. The earlier they are planted the better. The Violets you should
also procure at once, and plant in rows 15 inches apart, allowing 1 foot
from plant to plnnt in the row. The situation should be partially shaded,
and a liberal addition of leaf mould may be made to the soil.

Transplanting Laurcstinus (Nemo).—Yon may remove the Laums-
tinus at the end of March or early in April, taking care to lift it with a
ball, and to water if the weather prove dry afterwards. In May it may
be cut-in if at all iiTegular in gi-owtb, and will grow all tbe better for it.

Portugal Laurel Naked at the Base (Idfm).—You may cut it in
as you propose, but not to the extent you name. In cutting it back leave
as many of the small shoots us you can, for they will put out fresh shoots
more freely than tbe stronger branches. Early in April would be a good
time to move the Myrtle.

Various (C. E. .S.),—Your Pelargoniums that have been kept dry through
the winter should not be watered until next month, and then you must
not supply moisture in excessive quantities, but by degrees, increasing it

as the plants grow. It is too soon to bring Fuchsias and Pelargoniums
from a cellar. Early next month will be a good time. We would mix
the horse droppings with the straw from the stable, throwing them into a
heap, and turning over once or twice before forming a hotbed, and at
each turning sprinkle with water if the materials appear likely to be-
come dry. In this way the beat will be milder and more lasting, and
the rank steam will be dissipated. Separately the horse droppini^'s will

not do well, nor tbe straw, but mixed they would answer well. Fowls*
dung is an excellent manure, and you may use it in your garden. Yotf
cannot sow Calceolaria deed now and have tbe plants in bloom this year
for bedding purposes. Cuttings put in now would do well. {A Youngi
Giirdcncr).—*' Kitchen Gardening" will suit you, and Keane's ** Out-door
Gardening." You can have them free by post if you enclose five postage
stamps for tbe tirst, ond twenty postage stamps for the second. There
is no better chance for a gardener in the island of Jersey than iu
England. If you need employment there you must advertise in a
Jersey paper. If you write to Mr. Richards, Assistant Secretary, Royal
Horticultural Society, South Kensington, asking for information, he will

send you particulars. Any gardener can go in for examination.

Pruning Roses {h!e and B., DarUn'jton).—*' Cut tbe Manetti-slocked
Roses to tbe first plump eye in sound wood at the tops of the shoots;
cut-in the side wood to a sound eye, and thin-out all useless wood. Do
not let the centres of the plants be crowded. A free circulation of air

promotes health. Cut back at once the Manetti stocks which are budded.
Mr. Gill, at Blandford, cuts back his budded Manetti stocks at the fall

My Manetti Koses were thinned-ont and shortened after the blooming
season. Very little need be done now. I cut back very short this week
what few Briar-stocked Roses I have. The sap is very abundant in botk
Briar and Manetti Roses here. Eoses in England "generally are not
pruned early enough. Much depends on tho character of the year.

—

W. F. Radclvffe."

Names of Fruits (J. S.\—Apples: 1, Scarlet Nonpareil; 4, Embroid-
ered Pippin; 5, Royal Russet; 6, Hunthouse. Pears: 1, Gendebien.
2, Beurre Diel.

Names of Plants [T. JScran).—The specimens were not numbered, so
we cannot refer to them.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending February 11th.

DlTE.
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favourites at tbe present time. The close form of tail has

nothing to do with hardness or closeness of body and hackle

feathers in my opinion. To call the Duckwing hens Partridge-

coloured would be, indeed, an absurdity, I think.—NEWMAKiiET.

P.S.—In my description of the cup and prize Brown Red
hen, at page 81, I omitted the colour of tail, which should be

of a dark blackish brown colour.

LIGHT AND DARK BRAHMAS.
" The exception " is said to " prove the rule." The chorus

of just dissatisfaction at the treatment of the Light Brahmas
is interrupted by a solitary voice, raised by one who has left

his old love, the Light variety, for its rival, and who is well

contented with the present ri'utme under which the cup in-

variably goes to the Dark Brahmas.
" Y. B. A. Z." is a doughty champion, and one may well

admire his pluck as, wearing the honourable scars of so many
combats, and dealing, as he has done, with such a variety of

subjects, he places lance in rest for a tilt at the Light Brahmas.
Having expressed, through your kindness, my views at some

length, and seeing no reason to change them—being, moreover,
fully convinced of the justice and ultimate success of the
cause of the Light Brahmas, I would not trouble you again
were it not that I feel it courteous to " Y. B. A. Z.," as he has
appealed to me more than once, to make some reply to his
letter, and this I will do as briefly as I can.

I do not take exception to your correspondent speaking of

Mr. Worthington and myself as enthusiastic admirers of the
Light Brahmas ; but I would remind him that Mr. Worthington,
as well as Jlr. Crook, who wrote so ably in page 83, are breeders
of Dark Brahmas as well as of Light, and therefore are not likely

to be partial to the sne breed over the other, and that both
these gentlemen are loud in denouncing the present system as
unfair to the Light birds.

" Y. B. A. Z." says, that as shows are sometimes not success-
ful, it is hard upon secretaries to expect them to give cups to
both Light and Dark. Mr. Worthington and I both meet
this difKculty by suggesting separate prizes, less in amount if

need be, for each variety ; in other words, the same money given
as now, but more fairly divided.

" Y. B. A. Z." asks why, if both varieties of Brahmas have a
cup, should not all the breeds of Cochins and Hamburghs have
one also ? forgetting that these latter have a far more equal
chance in competing one variety against another for a cup,
than the Light Brahmas have against the Dark.

" Y. B. A. Z." goes on to speak of the improved position of
Brahmas in the prize lists, and asks, quaintly enough, whether
Dark and Light Brahma exhibitors are to be still dissatisfied ?

The answer is obvious : the Dark which always take the cup
have no cause for dissatisfaction, the Light which never take
it have much ! He goes on to speak of the " degeneration " of
the Light Brahmas. The judges will tell a very different tale.

In numbers, in correctness of points, in beauty, they are far
ahead of what they once were. I shall not forget Mr. Hewitt's
pleased comments on the class (of over twenty pens) at South-
ampton last autumn, when such was the general excellence
that birds which had won many a prize had to be content with
commendations !

I am grateful to " Y'. B. A. Z." for his allusion to my old
cock, which was indeed declared by the judges to be as near
perfection as possible, but I am bound to say that the general
average of Light Brahmas is much improved ; and were he still

alive, he would have to compete, though, I doubt not, still

successfully, with a larger class of " foemen worthy of his
steel."

"Y. B. A. Z." objects in the case of the Brahmas to the
judging of two or more classes competing for a cup on the only
true and possible principle of equity—namely, the comparison
of each specimen with the standard of its own breed. He
candidly admits the justice of the principle in the similar case
of Geese and Ducks.

Lastly, he imputes inferiority in many respects to the Light
Brahmas, and then builds upon this supposed inferiority a
tiiTOry that the breeding for colour has done all the mischief.
He trill forgive me, if I say that he does not seem to see that
by so doing he puts himself out of court in the (luestion at
issue between the two varieties, for how can he be a judge of
the comparative merits of Light and Dark Brahmas who sub-
stantially denies that there should be any difference of colour
between them, or, at all events, makes colour a matter im-

material, and who looks upon them aa one and the same breed ?

Clearly he would not bo the best judge of the relative merits of

blue and green who deemed blue and green one and the same
colour !

Before concluding, let mo say how delighted I am to see

what sympathy Mr. Wortliington's appeal has met with ia

your columns. From England and Ireland, from London and
Southampton, from Alton and Limerick, from breeders, ex-

hibitors, and secretaries of shows alike, comes the same
unanimous voice, that Light Brahmas ought to be placed on au
equal footing with the Dark.—.John Paiie.s, I'ustfurd,

P.S.—Since writing the above, I have read the letters of

"Nemo," and "Bengal," in the last Journal. The remarks

of " Benoai. " are most just and forcible. Secretaries will be

wise if they adopt his advice, and that of Mr. Warren, the able

Secretary of the Southampton Show, and establish equality

between Light and Dark, giving, if possible, cups to both

varieties, and, in any case, separate prizes.

" Nemo " is, I think, right in maintaining that the under

fluff of Light Brahmas should be, not white, but of a bluish

grey. My old cock, Sampson, so often mentioned, and whose

merits all your correspondents seem to have recognised,

possessed this characteristic. Plenty of good birds at the

present time possess it also.
" Nemo" is also right in saying that the theoi^ of the Light

Brahma being a " cross " originally, is utterly untenable. The
original imported birds depicted in Miss Watts's book, were

Light Brahmas, not Dark, and may connect the latter variety

with the Coloured Dorking in origin ; the similarity has fre-

quently been pointed out to me by careful observers at shows.

Be this as it may, I should be very sorry to introduce White
Cochins into my yard, with a view of " improving " what
"Nemo" most justly calls such "exquisite beauties" as pure

Light Brahmas. "Nemo" concludes with a most valuable

remark—ho most wisely calls the attention of judges to the

fact that Light birds lojk smaller than Dark ones, when thej

really are not so.

Though a breeder of neither the Dark nor Light birds, and
therefore writing without favour or aflection, may I be allowed

a few words on the question now agitated in your columns ?

When Mr. Pares speaks of " the best relatively of its own
variety," I imagine he means the same thing as " Y. B. A. Z."

does by the " comparative merits ;" for if a cup be given to

two varieties, we may fairly assume that there is one ideal

standard of excellence for both—that is, if A represents such

standard for Dark, jt does also for Light'; for if we say the

standard for Light is a — n, then an inferiority on their part is

assumed, and it is a farce to offer a prize to the two varieties

when one is assumed to be necessarily superior to the other.

It is as though a competitive examination were open to black

and white boys, and a certain number of marks allowed to the

black ; or as if a cup were offered to black and grey horses,

with an understanding that the grey must be the worse ; in

this case the dark horse would he sure to win, and no one

would " bet on the grey," no one would even enter a grey.

But in point of fact it appears that judges will assume this

superiority on the part of the Dark birds. The fairest thing

would therefore be, instead of giving a cup, to divide the money
between the varieties, or what would, perhaps, be better, to give

the cup in alternate years to Dark and Light, and then we
may say to the breeders of both

—

Why ee Afiuid?

HAMBURGHS renin BRAHMAS.
It requires some audacity in the face of the prevailing

worship of the feathered Brahma to come forward and pro-

claim him as great an impostor as his Hindoo namesake, but

if you care to have the experience of a convert you may insert

this communication.
At the commencement of last year I was red hot for Brahmas.

I spent a fair amount of money in purchasing a cock and ten

hens and pullets of various strains. Of the hens six were

allowed to run with the Brahma cock. The remaining four,

with three half-bred Cochin hens, were put in a separate run
with a Dorking cock. I also had a third run, in which I had a

Golden-pencilled Hamburgh cock, two hens, and a pullet. The
runs were side by side, and the fowls all had exactly the same
treatment, each lot being let out alternately for a run in a large

field, generally for half the day. As I could not always dis-

tinguish the eggs of the Brahmas from those of the half-bred
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Cochins I must class them together, but as far as I could judge
the latter were the better layers. By the end of the .year the
three Hambuighs had laid 476 eggs, and the thirteen 'Brahma
and half-bred hens 734 eggs— i'

,>., the H&mburghs averaged
158.66 eggs per hen, and the Brahmas, &c., only .56.46 eggs
per hen. Of course, some of the latter were occasionally
occupied with sitting and rearing chickens ; but allowing for
the time it would have required to break them off from sitting
if they had been wanted for laying only, this would not have
made very much difference in the result.

I may add, that I reared a good many chickens of both
breeds, and could not discover the slightest difference in the
matter of hardiness. I do not think I lost a chicken of either
breed from disease.

_
As for the superiority of Brahmas for winter laying, the

simple fact that for some time the only eggs I have had are
from my Hamburghs, while the Brahmas content themselves
yrith consuming vast quantities of barley and afford no return,
is the best answer I can give.

Undoubtedly Brahmas are larger fowls for the table than
Hamburghs, but as they eat at least in proportion to their
greater bulk, there is not much economy in that. They are
also decidedly superior in every respect to Cochins, which I
have also kept, and where the poultry-keeper is compelled to
keep his unhappy fowls in a small back yard, he cannot do
better than keep Brahmas, especially as they resemble nothing
BO closely os a small heap of cinders on two "legs, and can, con-
sequently, be warranted not to show dirt.

If, therefore, the amateur who keeps fowls principally for
their eggs has sufScient space, I should strongly advise him to
keep Hamburghs

; if he has room to keep two kinds separate,
or prefers pure breeds, then Brahmas also, as they will do the
hatching and rearing part of the business as well as any fowls.
If he wants a pood and handsome table fowl, he will find a cross
between a Brahma cock and a Silver-Grey Dorking hen first-
class. The hens from this cross are almost exactly like the
parent hen, except in the shape of the comb and in having a
few feathers on the legs. I have seen an old hand deceived
by them, thinking them to be pure Silver-Greys. Of course,
they are vastly more hardy than pure Dorkings. The opposite
cross of a Dorking cock with Brahma hens is not so good, as
the chickens are more leggy.

—

Oophilus.
P.S.—Not the least objection to Brahmas is the appalling

ugliness of the chickens, contrasting strongly in this respecl
with Hamburghs.

"FOUR-TOED HOUDANS.
Mb. Schroder has suggested what I have no doubt will

appear to many, including myself, a step " forward," by breed-
ing out the " backward " toe of the Houdan. Is it niDt, how-
ever, written in chronicles immemorial that the Dorking must
have the useless monstrosity too, and how can his Houdau
offshoot want the same ? Did the supernumerary create speed,
like the " seven-leagued boots," or strength as in the six-
digited giant of Gath, or delicacy of taste, or beauty of form,
then indeed the excrescence would be tolerable; but failing all
these, is this wonderful member to be venerated and conserved
as a relic of the primeval and barbaric age of poultry:'

—

James
C. COOPEK.

MERITS OF BRAHMA POOTRAS.
Is this, my first epistle to the Journal, I will just jot down

the doings of a few of my strain of Dark Brahmas ; it may,
perhaps, interest some of your thousands of readers.

I coincide with your remark, that a fowl cannot lay eggs
and make feathers at the same time. I have one that has laid
ever since the .SOth of October, 1806, only excepting the time
she batched and reared nine chicks, which process occupied
just seven weeks and two days. Now, up to to-day she has laid
279 eggs, all good, but she has been in moult for the last five
months, and at the present time she is without feathers under
the wings and breast ; notwithstanding, she looks hearty and
well, and to all appearance is hkely to go on laying for some time
yet. Our clergyman thought, although she was so good a layer,
it did not follow that her produce would be as good. Now, to
show that she has been beaten in her first fifty, we possess one
of her pullets which has laid fifty-five eggs in the same number
of days—that was from the 1st day of September up to the 1st
of November, just two months. She then took to clucking, and
sat for a few days, and strange, as it seema to me, took to

moulting when only about eight months old. She has had a
thorough shift, has recovered from it, and has laid ten eggs
since. I also possess a pullet which laid ever since the 10th
of November, with the exception of missing four days in the
time. One more is worthy of mention—the smallest hen we
have laid forty-one eggs in forty-one consecutive days !

Time will not allow me to further transgress, only I would
like to remark that we never see an advertisement for the sale
of Brahma eggs, except of those of some strain that has taken
a prize. Now, if such a thing as a competition were to take
place for the best DaiK Brahmas for egg- producing, I should,
perhaps, stand a chance, although , probably, it might be a small
one. However, all who see my fowls declare them very good

;

whether they are judges or no I will not say.—J. P.

A NATIONAL ORNITHOLOGiaVL ASSOCIATION.
I HAVE read with much interest the article emanating from

Polefleld Hall, which appeared in your issue of January
16th, as well as that by my coadjutor in the south. The
idea of forming a—what shall I call it ?—perhaps, an All Eng-
land Ornithological Association—has long forced itself upon
my mind as being an object to acconaplish which no effort

should be spared, and I hail with great satisfaction the muni-
ficent offer which accompanied ilr. Bedwell's pithy but most
expressive suggestions.

I am not writing officially, but I think I can safely say that
the Committee of the Association I have the honour to repre-
sent will supplement Mr. Bedivell's offer with another £20, and
I am open for any amount of work to assist in giving this
project some tangible form. With this view I shall be glad to
hear from Mr. Bedwell his idea of the framework of such an
Association, with some details of its objects, and the best
methods of giving effect to them. Till then I feel as though it

were, perhaps, rather premature to offer any suggestions ; I

will, however, follow up Mr. Warren's remarks if you can
spare me a little more space.

I regard the formation of an All England Association as a

great means of doing what very few, if any, isolated societies

in England can do unassisted—that is, offer year after year to

the United Kingdom a complete schedule, and a liberal scale

of prizes. I do not think it fair that any one society should
be called upon to do so from its own immediate resources,

should find the sinews of war, and throw the doors of its ex-

hibition open to all the breeders in the kingdom ; but a com-
bination of societies can do this, and do it on a very grand
scale too ; they would be in a position to issue a schedule-

embracing all varieties of birds; they would not be hampered
by considerations as to whether such and such a class would
pay, but rather by supplying such a prize induce exhibitors

to compete for it. This would of necessity give an impetus to

breeding, and it would soon be patent to those concerned that

commercially it would pay as well as " breeding Pelargoniums
or bees." I need adduce no plainer proof of this than th&
fact, that the introduction of certain classes into the schedule

of the North of England Ornithological Association at the

last Sunderland Show created a position for birds hitherto

comparatively worthless, and that many were claimed at

prices from £6 6.s. downwards. The idea of being able to do
collectively what cannot be done individually is to me the most
prominent one. The mode of organisation, method of govern-

ment, Sea., will soon suggest itself if gentlemen who take an
interest in our feathered favourites will assist in ventilating

the subject in these columns.
A " Standard of Excellence " and a method of judging by it

will each be aslne qua hoh, nor do I see any difficulty in arriving at

such. If the most celebrated breeders of any given class of birds

had each cf them a certain number of points to divide among
the different properties of such bu'ds, the mean result of the

aggregate would give a standard at once. That there are men
fully competent to judge upon sound principles I am confident,

and an extension of the basis of operation would as a natural

consequence develope their talents. I am not acquainted with
many public judges, but those I have come in contact with
appear to be men quite up to the day, and thoroughly able *o

perform their duties—to mention names would be invidiond.

I should like to call the attention of all likely to tako a part

in furthering this most interesting scheme to one very impor-

tant matter, and that is to the imperative duty of enacting the

most stringent laws to insure common honesty in showing
birds. Perhaps that is rather too Btrong, and a libel on the
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many sterling exhibitors who would scorn to tamper with a bird.

Well, I apologise, as a friend of mine always says after uttering

a disagreeable truth. " But until managing committoos and
hon. secretaries act resolutely," writes a gentleman to mo who
was victimised at the Crystal Palace last February, " do not

look for support from those who would esteem it a privilege to

help you."^William Axthony Blakstox, Secretary, North of

England Ornilliologicul Axfocialion.

CLASSES FOIl DUCKS—RETURN CHARGES.
Is it right that Mandarins, Carolinas, Shell Ducks, Wild

Ducks, &c., should bo exhibited at shows which are only for

domestic poultry, and are in most schedules so entitled ?

We find that the prizes are mostly given to these varieties,

and that tame domestic varieties, such as Black East Indians,

which breed well, and are such splendid birds not only on the

pond but on the table, where it is said nothing can equal them,

are now never looked at. I think it is time some attention

should be devoted to this matter.

Again, is it right that in the Any other variety class judges

fihould give the prizes all to one variety, ignoring the presence

of first-class specimens of another variety '.' I find much written

now in "our Journal" with respect to separate classes for

Brahmas, but in my opinion the time has now come when a

separate class should be given to the Black East Indian Ducks.
At only two of our best Shows is this done—Birmingham and
Manchester. At the former I have noticed that the amount of

the entry fees exceeds the prizes offered by pounds, thus proving

that a separate class would pay committees of shows ; and such
is, I think, the due of the large numbers who now keep this

variety. Much more to the purpose it must be to give more
varieties in a schedule than to subdivide the varieties already

named in schedules.
I quite agree with the letter signed " Pahteidge Cochin."

I sent two pens to Oldham Show ; they cost going. Is. and
i<. lid. ; coming back. Is. t'id. and 2s. (W., and in every instance
of lixte have found the same thing. Surely something ought to

be done to remedv it.— S. B.

CANKER AND ROUP IN PIGEONS.
_H.iViSG read the inquiries made whether the diseases of

Pigeons are infectious, I may mention that I have been a
Pigeon-fancier for the last thirty years, although I think that
this will be the first time my attention has been so attracted
as to cause my name to figure in print, and I do so now merely
to state my experience.
Some time ago I purchased a lot of twenty birds from a

gentleman who advertised in your Journal. I had ten the
first time all right. I afterwards sent for five other pairs,
which were duly delivered in three days, they having to travel
150 miles. When I received the last lot they were, as you may
imagine, more dead than alive. I had them all cleaned, and
put them by themselves until they recovered from their late
travelling. After they had been some time mixed with my
stock, which consists of high-flying Tumblers, several pairs of
Carriers, and Antwerps, I found one or two moping about. I
immediately examined them, when I found to my sorrow that
they had the canker. I took them away from the stock, and
endeavoured to cure them, which I did by using the only way
that I think they are to be cured. I had a stick furred out at
the end, and I removed all the yellow matter which collects
where canker is, and which would, if not stopped, spread, and
in a very short time suii'ocate the bird, such being the termi-
nation of the disease. I then procured Johnson ifc Son's
improved mounted caustic No. 8, in wood ; with plug or screw
tops, they are to be obtained at any chemist's, and excellent
they are ; no fancier should be without one, which he can
carry in his waistcoat pocket without annoyance. With the
caustic I touched the parts affected, taking care to cleanse the
mouth with a soft cloth.

_
I was very unfortunate, for out of the ten birds I destroyed

six, the others I made a.cure of ; but, worst of all, many others
o£ my stock caught the canker, which I attribute to their drinking
out of the same fountain, and they were all very healthy birds
and in fine feather, and that denotes a Pigeon's being in good
health. X have lost ten or twelve birds since, and I have taken
every care ot them, but the canker has spread among them :

therefore I \\rm\y believe that it is infectious. If time would
permit I could relate many such cases.

As regards the cause of the disease, I think the birds being

penned up so closely, and being short of food, they naturally eat

thair own droppings ; and probably there may have been food

put in the hamper in the first place, which had become mixed

with the droppings.

Of roup I have not the same dread as I have of canker, for I

believe it is not infectious. I have seen dozens of cases similar

to that which Mr. Huie has pointed out, in which one bird haB

had it, the other not, and all the billing they did. did not affect

the healthy bird. I am trying the recipe Mr. Utath recom-

mended for it, hoping it may be the means of curing many of

my birds at present suffering from it—a circumstance I attri-

bute to the very damp season and to my Pigeon house having

a stone floor, instead of a boarded one, which is very much
better.

I think there is another cause of birds having the canker,

and that is drinking from out of leaden spouts on the roofs,

where the water lodges.

About five years ago I had a stock of 1'20 birds, consisting

of Tumblers, Carriers, and several pairs of first-rate Antwerps,

which were imported to me direct from Antwerp. Jly fountain

is a self-feeding one, holding about three gallons of water. I

took upon myself to clean it one day. My shot-pouch being

at hand, and thinking that would just do, I emptied it into the

fountain, and after giving it a good shaking, took out all the

shot, as I then imagined. After some time my birds began to

shnw signs of sickness—no apparent disease, but a gradual

falling away, and many of them fell dead when in the act of

thing. I am sorry to say I lost upwards of thirty birds before

I found the secret out, which was I had left some of the shot

in the fountain, and if I had not found it out in time I believe

that I should not have had one bird left.

I have always through the moulting season, and, in fact, all

through the winter, used the herb rue ; taking a handful, and

letting it remain covered with water in an earthen vessel by

the fire, afterwards pouring it into the fountain, and it assists

the birds to moult freely, and keeps them warm in winter.

Weak birds when moulting I always assist by pulling feathers

from both their wings and tails, and always with success. I feed

my birds on broken Indian corn mixed with barley, and I have

them always in good feather.—B. Pkitchaed, Ludlow, Salop.

AN AMERICAN APIARY.

I HEREBY make. a statement of the proceeds of an apiary-

owned by myself and son. We had at the time the honey

harvest began about 115 swarms, very lightly stored with

honey ; in fact, three-quarters of them had none, for we fed

them daily on cheap sugar to keep them from starving through

the spring. They began swarming June 14th, and ended

August 1 1th, the Italians taking the lead by at least two weeks,

and swarmed later by three weeks ; the last one that came out

was from a young Italian swarm, and gathered honey enough to

winter. We now have 204 swarms, and sold one, making ninety

young stocks, worth 10 dols. each, and 7225 lbs. of surplus

honey.
The account stands thus :

—

Honey sold in glass cap', to date 6155 lbs.

Honey Rtr.iincii and sold, to date 350 „
Honey strained, and on hand, to date 240 „
Honey in boxes and on hand, to date 380 „

Honey used in the family, and given away 100 „

Makinginall ''225 „

I think the above statement is not far from correct, as_ we

kept the account. Our bees are mostly Italian, and I believe

are as pure as can be found anywhere, bred by Wm. W. Carey, of

Coleraine, Massachusetts who possesses superior advantages for

keeping the Italian bees pure, and is a man perfectly trust-

worthy in all respects.

I think we have greatly increased the value of our bees by the

introduction of the Italians; it seems to give new life and

energy to all their movements, however slight the mixture. I

have given the amount of honey our bees have collected ;
and

now I will give the product of a'single swarm of hybrids I have

in a large box hive, which cast a swarm June 20ih, that I put

in a hive in which I use four glass boxes, and from which we

took fourteen full boxes, of 7 lbs. each. The mother stock cast

a second swarm, from which we took four boxes, making

eighteen boxes, or 126 lbs. from the two. I then transferred

the old stock, and should think it would weigh 100 lbs., there

being no young to hatch. I think the contents separate from
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the hive wonld weigh 75 lbs., which, added to the surplus above,

made 201 lbs., and three good swarms for wintering. We had
other Italian swarms that did equally well ; one cast a swarm
and made fourteen boxes, and the new swarm made five boxes,

besides some parts of boxes, and cast a swarm ; another came
off July 2nd, and filled twelve boxes. Our honey was mostly
from white clover, and sold for 30 cents a-pound.

—

Doty
Brimmee, Iloosick, N. i'., December, I'ilh, 1867 {Boston Culti-

vator).

A BEE FLOWER.
As excellent bee plant is the Phaoelia tanacetifolia, or Tansy-

leaved Phacelia. It is a tolerably hardy annual, some seeds of

which were brought into this country from California in the

year 1832. Although but little cultivated, it is remarkable for

its elegant foliage and fascicled spikes of violet flowers, which
continue to blow during the greater part of the summer and
autumn months, but chiefly in June, July, and August.

This plant is easily raised from seed, which should be sown
in the spring in ordinary garden ground, and it requires no pro-

tection after the severe frosts are over. Besides being a great

acquisition to apiarians and to amateur bee-keepers on account

of the special attraction of its numerous flowers for bees, it is

highly ornamental, and deserves to be generally grown in flower

gardens, and in the neighbourhood of apiaries.—W. T. C.

ECONOMY IN COAL.
Last spring {vide No. 318, vol. xii.i I brought before th®

readers of '• our .Journal," the plan of flooring grates with sheet

iron, which I had then, on good authority, recently adopted.

My notice was supplemented by a few approving words from
the Editors, and some lines which conveyed in rhyme a speech

of Serjeant Warren, who was the originator of this plan for

economising coal. I am now, having practised the plan one
full year, able to speak of results.

In the years 1866 and 1867, I have had the same number in

family, and the same fires in the house, and when examining
the two coal bills, I find that for 1867 just one-quarter less

than that for the former year, and the coals have been the

same price per ton each year. Thus a decided advantage is

gained, the expense of fuel being reduced one-fourth, con-

sequently a coal bill of £12 would be reduced to £9 ; one of £8
to £6 ; one of £4 to £3. I have been particularly careful in

my calculation, in order that there should be no possible ex-

aggeration. Newspapers and common report stated that the

cost of coal would be reduced one half ; but this is not the case,

but a reduction of one-fourth is certainly worth obtaining by so

small an outlay as 2s. for a piece of iron wherewith to floor

each grate. I press this plan, therefore, upon our readers,

whether wealthy or poor ; the former to adopt it in order to in-

crease their charity purses, the latter foi- the sake of economy.
I have found during the last year that we have had as much or

even more warmth, and that the fires do not go out for hours.

Even occasionally a fire lighted at noon one day, has without

any intention been found still burning the next morning. In
this case, most probably, it was packed together, and added to

late in the evening.

Now I am speaking of economy, let me add, as an old house-

keeper, I have found that the pig tub and the cinder pit are

the two receptacles for the extravagances of the cook and the

housemaid. If the master is known to have an eye over both

these (the pig tub and cinder pit), he will prevent a great many
things being made away with, which ought to be eaten or used

in the kitchen, which said things too often are put in a pig tub.

And, oh ! the large cinders that are thrown into the cinder pit.

In this new plan of flooring grates with sheet iron, not a single

cinder ought to remain, except those taken off before going to

bed, and which serve to make a fire with in the morning, and
light more readily than coals. Except these lumps there ought

to be only ashes.

—

Wiltshire Hector.

OUR LETTER BOX.
PnEVENTTNO Hamburghs Flying ( T, II. N.).—It is One of the amuse*

ments of Hamburghs to fly over any wall. .Vnythinp is preferable to cut-

ting their wings, as that not only disqualifiep, but it spoils their appear-

ance. You must either put an upright netting on the top of your 8-feet

wall after the manner of a tennis ground, or you may, and we think it a
more effectual remedy, put up the netting leaning OTer towards the inside.

We have known birds confined by this that would have flown over any
upright fence.

Fowls Dying of 1kfi.au:matiok (Sur6)7on).—We think boiled liver
chopped-up with pepper is enough to account for any inflammation. We
can give no better advice to any poultry-keeper than to follow nature.
Where would a fowl tiad boiled liver dressed with pepper? and what
state of body would require it ? All such feeding is bad, and will cause
only sickness and disappointment in your yard. Feed on meal, slaked
with milk or water; vary it with barley, Indian meal (rarely), kitchen
scraps, table sweepings of crumbs. Supply garden refuse, especially
lettuces, freely ; if the fowls' run does not afford it, let them have some
heavy sods of growing gra?s, cut with plenty of fresh earth hanging to
them. Kschew stimulating and unnatural food. ,

Points of Hocdans {Lrit'cstrr],—We give you the points of Houdans
t.aken from the best French authorities and endorsed by our best judges.
We will answer your questions as they occiu-. They must have five toes,

and beards, and small top-knot or lark crest. Yellow feathers are a dis-

advantage, but red ones are a disqualification. Amateurs should insist

on all these points. To ignore or overlook the lack of them, is to open
the door for the introduction of crosses and nondescripts, the drafts and
refuse of yards, that cause disappointment to amateurs, and bring an
otherwise good breed into disrepute.

Prize Poultut (A'., Hull).—It is quite possible to rear prize-taking
Brabmas or Cochin-Chinas in a space 8G feet by 40 feet, with the run ol a

quarter of an acre for si:; months annually. The earlierthcy are hatched
the better.

Temperature of IxctiBATOR (i?. B.).—The temperature needfnl for

hatching eggs is 105".

Poultry Farm Company (J. Wn(iht).—If such a company exists it is a
simple contract debt, and you must sue them in the County Court. If

the company does not exist, then goods have been obtained under false

pretences, and you ought to employ the police.

Selling Eggs tHemnft).—The price you speak of is a retail famine
price. Few can aflbrd Zd. for an egg, and there is only sale for a limited
number at such a sum. In addition to this, the scai'cest time is past.

Y'ou could have sold for a fortnight before Christmas, and for a fortnight
after, at high prices, but the supply now increases daily. If none of your
friends can buy a fresh egg for less than 3rf., it will pay for three or four

to club together and have them from you. A basket of eggs will come
from a long distance for less than a shilling.

Sending Butter and Eggs by Rail (i>. B,),—Put the butter in an
earthenware i.or, and the eggs in bran.

Fallen Comes {A Xoiiliampton Bcc-kecper),—Slightly raise one side of

the crown board and blow under it a few wbifls of smoke from a cigar-

charged fumigating tube, or a smouldering roll of linen rags. Then in
about a minute boldly lift off the crown board and take out all but one or

two of the frames and detached combs, brushing the bees ofl" them and
back into the hive with a stout feather. Having replaced the crown
board the abstracted combs should bo conveyed in-doors, and thpro

secured in their frames in the manner described in page bt of the
" Gardener's Almanack." When all are fixed they may be r«J<iced in

tho hive, and the operation repeated on a smaller scale with the one or

two remaining combs. Keep a sharp look-out for the queen, and care-

fully protect her from injury during your manipulatious. Select a fine

mild day for the operation, and do not on any account resort to fumi-

gation,

SAvncG AND I'TlLisiNG CONDEMNED BEES {E. H.).—No honey runs

out of the cells, and, consequently, none is lost by inverting a hive for

the purpose of driving.

Feeding Bees (QumM).—There was an error in the reply to " G. J.,"

in our last number. The latter end of this month (February), should

have been the time named for the commencement of spring feeding, in-

stead of " next month," as therein stated.

LoNG-EARED Eabeits (T. IT.).—If you refer to our No. 337, published

on the 12th of last September, vou will find stated the essentials f05

breeding them. You know that "warmth is essential, yet you " expose

them to all kinds of weather !
" Their hutches should be kept in a warm

outhouse ; and if it be kept artificially warm—about 60'. all the better.

Asthmatic and B.u.d Canary (M. C. Dixon).~Tbe asthma and bald-

ness from which the Canary is suflering is the cause of cold, or most
likely it has been kept in too warm a place, and not had suflicient water.

If it has been hanging too near the ceiling, and gas or coke has been

burned in the room, the .'^ame efl'ect would be produced. Change its situ-

ation, and gi%-e some egg boiled hard, chopped fine, and mixed with a

little mawseed; also give a little green food, such as water cress, and

plenty of fresh water, in which put a little saffron, and the feathers will

most probablv appear when the moultingseason comes round. The finest

singing birds" for the cage are the German, but they generally do not con-

tinue in song so long as a good Norwich bird. If you refer to other cogo

biids it remains entirely a matter of fancy, they are so numerous.

Love Birds (.4 Constant Subscriber).—l,oyc birds are to be purchased

at Mr. Hawkins's, Bear Street, Leicester Square, or of Mr. Judd, Newing-

ton Butts, and most of the respectable bird dealers in London. The

price is from 2os. to 30*. a-pair.

Squirrels.—" L. R." wishes to know if Sqninels eat the grub con-

tained in the oak-gall. His gardener assures him he often sees them

doing so, and the ground under the oak trees is covered with the remaiBS

of the oak-galls.

POULTRY MARKET.—February 12.

We have still a very short supply. The conclusion of the Game season

and the near approach of the Porliamcntary season, make us hopeful

that our long period of depression will lighten, if it do not disappear.

Large Fowls 3

Smaller do 2

Chickens '-^

Goslings tJ

Ducklings 3
Pigeons ^

d. B.
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COW dung. I then have the cow dnng forked up with a portion
of the soil below it, turning this over frequently to temper it

•thoroughly, at the same time turning over what had been
previously laid out. When planting time draws near I add a
little more rotten cow dung, and then fill in the soil that has
been thrown out. This I have done for three years in succes-
sion, and have never been disappointed with the result.

When leaf mould is introduced, let it be leaf mould, not
rotting leaves. Nothing to my mind is more injurious than
decaying sticks or timber. Pieces of rotten sticks are invari-
ably mingled with decaying leaves, and as invariably fungus is

produced. Of all edgings for beds, avoid wooden ones ; the
boards and stays employed are almost certain, sooner or later,

to produce fungus, a consequence of all others to be feared. I

Ao not know of anything else which has such an injurious effect

upon bulbs.

The disease of the Gladiolus is n perplexity to all cultivators
who have suiiered by it. From c'ose observation, however, I

attribute it maiuly to the followiu;} causes :—1st, Too tender
nursing; 2nd, Atmospheric influence; 3rd, By manure being
brought into close contact with the bulbs: 4th, To a fungus,
which may be introduced by manure, rotting leaves, decay-
ing timber, &e. Of these the first two are, in my opinion, the
principal. Bulbs started in bottom heat are more subject to
become diseased than those planted in the open ground, espe-
cially if not properly hardened in a cold frame previous to
planting-out ; when so stimulated, they are incapable of sus-
taining the severity of the shock to which tbey are subjected on
being planted-out. As soon as the growth of a plant is from
any cause checked, it at once becomes the prey to atmospheric
influences. If your readers will take the trouble, when they
observe a plant becoming unhealthy, to examine its foliage with
a microscope, they will find it minutely specked or blotched.
On continuing their observations daily, they will find this
appearance extend gradually, till ultimately the plant sickens,
the disease having then penetrated the bulb. I have some-
times tried sulphur dusted through a fine muslin bag, and
haje thought with success, but have not sufficiently tested
this to recommend it as a remedy.

There appears to be some doubt as to how far the roots of
the Gladiolus penetrate into the earth. I should recommend
those who are desirous of proving this to introduce, when
planting, a piece of thin, common window glass, about 18 inches
long by 10 wide, perpendicularly into the soil, close to a
medium-sized bulb, and when the plant is in full bloom, to
take away 4 inches of the soil from the centre of the outer side
of the glass, taking care not to disturb it; they will then have
Skn opportunity of deciding how deep the roots really penetrate.
Any of your readers who think proper to try this experiment
will be somewhat surprised at the result. This will also afford
proof as to whether the disease commences at the root or above
ground. I have been in the habit of employing this interest-
ing method upon various plants for years.

Since writing the above, I have read with much interest the
article by Mr. Tillery, for which I beg personally to thank him.
I fully coincide in many of his views, but the means at his
command are evidently so extensive that few can act upon
some of his suggestions. I therefore still offer my more
humble experience for the benefit of amateurs and others who,
like myself, are in a less favoured position.—M., Durham.

THE ROYAL ASCOT GRAPE.
I HAVE had frequent opportunities of seeing the Vines and

fruit of this variety at the Royal Nursery, Ascot, from the time
the Vines were started in December, ISfit!, until now, and have
been much pleased with it. I am glad it has gained the appre-
ciation of the Editors of The Journal of HoKTicuLTnEE. I

am not quite certain, however, that it ought to be classed
amongst our earliest Grapes. It is perfectly true that it colours
earlier than any other Black Grape ; and being the blackest of
all Black Grapes, and having fine large berries, it was acceptable
in market before the Black Hamburgh, and brought 'is. per pound
more than the latter. I did not, however, think it quite ripe

;

and it possesses so many extraordinarily good qualities that
I should much regret to see it recommended for what I am not
certain that it is. Having thus e>;pressed a doubt whether it

ought to be classed amongst our earliest Grapes, I must state
that the jjlants ot it which Mr. Standish has grafted on the
Chasselas Musque, and which produced the fruit to which you
refer at page 94, seem to have done their work in maturing and

ripening the bunches in so short a lime that I am quite prepared
to believe that, grafted upon the Chasselas Musque, the Royal
Ascot will prove the earliest Black Grape we have seen. I
must also state that I have noticed the temperature the fruit wa3
produced in has been low. From what I have seen and the
inquiries I have made, I believe the average temperature in
which the Grapes shown at the last meeting of the Fruit Com-
mittee were grown did not exceed 55°, when the temperature
had to be kept up by means of fire heat, and this has of course
been the case for months. This is an exceedingly low temperature
for a first-class Grape to attain the state of perfection in which
the Koyal Ascot was when shown before the Fruit Committee.
I think I can safely say that the bunches did not make their
appearance until towards the middle or end of August.
You say it possesses "a richness of flavour which is not

found in any early variety except itself." I would add to this
that it is in all respects, when fully ripe, the finest Black Grape
I have ever tasted. It possesses the firmness of flesh of the
finest ripened Muscat, more briskness and piquancy of flavour,

without the luscious richness of properly ripened Muscats. I
decidedly prefer this Grape when fairly ripe to the most per-
fectly ripened Muscat I ever tasted.

To what you say about the prolificacy and pertinacity of this

variety in yielding a succession of fruit without going to rest,

or showing any disposition to do so, I can honestly add that the
Vines seem as if they could be kept growing and showing fruit

continually ; and I have no doubt that this variety can, with
proper management, be easily and cheaply ripened, and had in
a fresh state any month in the year. I do not think that the
ripe fruit now is quite equal to what this Grape was in June
last, but in its present state I do not know where to find its

equal at this season. It is fresh, crisp, and perfectly delicious.

I have no right to expose Mr. Standisb's treatment of this

Vine, but a few words as to how the plants which produced the
fruit shown before the Fruit Committee were treated may
account for the berries not being of the size they ought to have
been. The Vines which produced the fruit shown were planted

last May in a border of soil not more than 18 inches wide, and
on the surface of this were four 4-inch hot-water pipes in two
sets of two. The poor little Vines— for they were very small
when planted out—seemed to me in great danger of having
the little life they had in them roasted out of them. Then
they were smothered up with Pine plants ; and the house was,
for the sake of the Pines, kept much too hot for the Vines to

have any chance to make a strong growth. After the fruit

shown before the Fruit Committee made its appearance, Mr.
Standish determined to give the Vines more soil for their roots

to work in ; but in doing this he found that the roots of the
Vines had made their way amongst the materials in which the
Pines were plunged, and to accomplish his object he had to all

but transplaut the Vines, and this after they had shown their

fruit. The Vines flagged, dropped some leaves, and showed
clearly that they did not like the treatment ; but next time I

saw them the fruit had made wonderful progress, and the
Vines seemed to have quite recovered from the check they had
sustained through the transplanting. If the Vines had been
planted in anything like a fair border, and left to help them-
selves without being transplanted, I have no doubt that the

berries would have been much larger than they are. I think

they are something wonderful, considering the treatment the

Vines have received.

1 beg to thank you for the information that there is in Italy

a variety of Grape which possesses the perpetual-bearing cha-

racter which the Royal Ascot has shown. This character was
to me so extraordinary that I was inclined to fear it might not

be lasting, or rather that it might be less strongly exhibited

in the course of a few years ; but now I know that there has
long been a variety with this perpetual-bearing character in

cultivation, there can be no fear that the Royal Ascot will not

retain this most valuable characteristic. The Royal Ascot

requires no such attention as you say is bestowed upon the

Ij va di tri volte, for it never produces a lateral that does not

.-how one, two, or three bunches according to the strength of

the Vine.
The constitution and vigour of the Royal Ascot Vine are

very remarkable. Mr. Standish allowed the Vines which were

planted in the autumn of 1865, in his house of this variety, to

carry a heavy crop, which they perfectly matured in Jlay and

June, 1866.
' Then the perpetual-bearing tendency forced itself

into notice, and a goodly number of bunches which showed

after the first crop was cut were thinned and left to take their

chance, the house being kept open and cool. These coloured
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and were excoodingly haudsome fruit, Init they did not ripen

nor noaily altiiiu pcrfpction. Later in tlie season tlje Vines
pushed a fresh set of laterals, and tho show of fruit on these

was wonderful—two and three bunciies on many of the laterals
;

r.nd this swarm of bunches, or a great part of them, was loft

until tho Vines were pruned in November, and then these

seemed as if thfy would have ripened a fair third crop if they
had been fairly treated for this purpose. If I am not Rreatly

mistaUen the li lyal Ascot will prove to be the best ipiality of

Black Grape wo have seen, and its perpetual-bcarint; cliarjcter

will render it the most accommodating and valuable of all

Grapes.

—

Wili.ia?j Ogsios, Gardener to Lord Annaly, Titness

Park.

MILKY WHITE AND PATERSOXS VICTORIA
POT-\.TOES—THE DISEASE.

I SEE you recommend (see page GS), four kinds of Potatoes.
I have grown all the same varieties, aiso abovit twenty kinds in

nil, but-I find none so good for general use as tho Milky White
for early and Patersou's Victoria for late use. I can highly
recommend those two kinds as the very best for good croppers,
and not so liable to the disease as must other sorts. Last
season almost all my Potatoes were diseased, but Milky White
and Pafersou's Victoria were very little di-seased.

One fact is worthy of note—namely, that on a plot of ground
near where these kinds were grown was a crop of 0:iions.

These Onions were sown on ground that Potatoes occupied in

the previous season, and many of the tubers were left iu the
ground; consequently they became troublesome, and the tops
were kept constantly cut off until about the middle of June,
and after this date the3' were allowed to grow. In the autumn,
during digging the ground, we found very good sound Potatoes,
although tho same varieties that we planted were almost rotten.

This seems to indicate that the disease will not attack Potatoes
after the middle of June.

1 remember some years ago planting Potatoes in July, and
had a fair crop, and no disease, but those planted early were
much afjfected. Has any correspondent found late planting
good? or do you suppose that the Onions would have any
effect in preventing the disease ?—H.iWKixs.

FRUIT-GROWING IN THE NORTH.
Allow me to correct a small mistake in my letter published

in your number of January Kith.
After enumerating the first-rate standard Pears the following

sentence occurs, " These have not yet borne abundantly." It

ought to have been, " The last two have not yet borne abun-
dantly"— namely, Beurre de Ranee and Knight's Monarch.
The others bear freely. Althorp Crasanne, a Pear commended
in one of your late numbers, although ripening freely on the
wall, is quite second-rate here.—Jous McCulloch, DuiJik.

CATERPILLARS ON PELARGONIUMS.
TuE large green caterpillar which your correspondent " R. E."

finds so destructive to his young stock of Pelargoniums, Ver-
benas, and Calceolarias is the larva of the Angle Shades Moth,
Phlogophora meticulosa.

The moth appears in September and October, and lays a vast
number of eggs on almost any garden flower that comes to
hand. It is very fond of finding its way into the greenhouse,
where, in the warm atmosphere, the eggs soon hatch, and the
young larv;c keep feeding on the florists' treasures all the
winter.

The best plan to destroy the larvrc is to go round the house
with a lanthorn at night, when they will be found feeding on
the topmost shoots. They generally conceal themselves during
the day.

The Brimstone Butterfly (Gonepteryx Rhamui), always de-
posits its eggs in the spring, and upon the buds of the Bujck-
thorn, Rhamnuscathartious.—H. Harpl-r Crewe, Tke Bcctory,
Drayton-Bcaucltaiiq).

is light, consisting of decomposed granite. It succeeds far better
than the Wellingtonia, which, unless well sheltered, does not
thrive here. Tliis is the experience of—An Imsn GAunuNER,
Ciimilij M'lclduic.

'^'^''"'^ssus 3IACR0CARPA.—Mr. Eobsuu may be glad to hoar
that trees of Cupressus macrocarpa, both large and small (one
-4 feet high), do remarkably well in this situation, which is 800
feet above the level of the sea, much e.^jposed to wind. The soil

RAMBLINGS—GESNERA CINNAEARINA.
Or the innumerable subjects which owe allegiance to Flora,

which are ever laying their beauties at her feet, and seek-
ing for the occupation of a niche of honour in her temple,
some base their claims on the brilliancy of their flowers,
others on tho beauty of their f.dinge, and a third group on sym-
metrical form and proportions. Some of these subjects,
though heralded by a flourish of trumpets, stand but for a
moment before the practical g(;ze of the world, and in obedience
to the fiat of public opinion fall into the rear and there re-
main. Oa the other hand a few, by a combination of good
qualities, hold their own in the front ranks, seeming proof
against the ordeal of criticism, and only step back as if in
courtesy to their younger followers, being confident that their
intrinsic merits will not suffer them to remain iu obscurity.
But few aubjects possess in combination these elements—viz.,

brilliancy of colour, beauty of foliage, and symmetry, and still

fewer which unfold them in the floral night of winter. There
are, howe.'er, some. I take for tho moment the Gesnera
cinnabarini as a representative, and will pay a passing tribute-
of admiration to its qualities in the columns of the Journal,
where neither old nor new are refused admittance so long as
their merits entitle them to rank as subjects of general useful-
ness. It is not that I have selected this especial branch of the-
extensive family of Gesnerads that I wish it to be held in
higher estimation than others of its fraternity, there are
many kinds which I have never seen, and which, for aught I
know to the contrary, may possess equal or greater distinctive
features of merit. I am not instituting comparisons, but
simply testify to that which I see, and from which I derive
pleasure—a pleasure which I am desirous should be participated
by all who have it within their reach.
Gesnera cinnabarina is not only a plant of great beauty, but

of easy culture and great traotabiiity. It may be had in succes-
sion for many months of the year if required ; but it is in the
dull months of winter when it seems to shine the brightest
and last the longest. It is here regarded as a staple plant for
stove decoration at this season of the year, and is grown in
quantity proportionate to the size of the'house. In order that
my small resources may contribute to a lengthened display of
brilUant colour, I make it a point to have the Gesneras coming
iu when the Puinsettias are goinir out. Being more dependant
on the weather than those who aie provided with properly con-
structed houses for preparing this and kindred subjects, I can-
not always hit a given time with exactness ; but I am happy
in having an employer whose practical mind can comprehend
the entire routine of supply, and who exercises a just discrimi-
nation in these circumstances. I am led into this ramble from
the fact that other employers more inexperienced may be at
times a triffe too exacting, drawing comparisons and arriving
at conclusions without giving full regard to conveniences or
altered circumstances.
To resume. In the culture of the Gesnera, as in the case of

other subjects, I have recourse to improvised expedients deter-
mined by requirements. The tubers of the plants now in
bloom were potted in July, a little bottom heat being provided
for them by digging the soil out of a frame, which had been put
up for seeds and cuttings, and in which had subsequently been
grown a crop of early Cucumbers, putting in place of the soU
mowings .from the lawn mixed with a few leaves, the whole
being covered by 2 or 3 inches of sawdust to absorb the gases
evolved by the decomposition of the grass and leaves, and tc
plunge the pots in. The pots used are the same as those in
which tho plants are now blooming

; one tuber being placed in
the centre of a 5 or 6-inch pot, three or more tubers being put
in pots proportionally larger. The pots were about two tli ds
filled with soil, and top-dressing added as the plants progressed.
A fefe tubers were put in small pots for shifting-on, but these
have not done so well as those which have not had their roots
disturbed by repotting. 5The soil used is one-half good turfy
loam, the remaining (half peat, leaf mould, and thoroughly
decayed cow dung, in equal proportions, liberally mixed with
sand, plenty of^broken charcoal being added to keep the mass
open.
The plants remained in the frame until September, the sun

supplying the sole atmospheric heat, which was economised by
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carefally giving air and early closing, and in nights when the
sky was clear, and radiation consequently rapid, a mat was
thrown over the glass. At this time, the bottom heat being all

gone, and the plants starting, evidently requiring warmer
quarters, they were transferred to a shelf near the glass in the
plant stove. But why not have brought them in here sooner ?

Simply because the shelf was occupied by a few late Gloxinias
and other plants of a like nature, which I could not dispense
with ; and herein is the necessity that gardeners should and
must at^ all times exercise their mental faculties in looking
ahead—it may be for months, in providing for, to the casual
observer, unseen wants, and in avoiding contingencies un-
known except to the initiated.

But I am rambling again, and hasten back to say that with
the treatment here described the plants flourished, and are
now in fine bloom, conspicuous in their scarlet costume amongst
their more sober friends the Ferns, and giving an ample return
for the trouble bestowed on them in their somewhat chequered
career. I doubt not there are hundreds of people throughout
the country who have the beauties of this fine old plant
bronght before them

; on the other hand there are many plant
stoves into which it does not enter. To the owners of these I
say. Get it, and grow it by the dozen, or hundred if you
like

;
grow it well, and then if you are not satisfied with it

Wame—J. W.

EFFECTS OF LAYERING A VINE.
Some time back I observed a remarK in the Journal by a

writer, to the effect that he would never allow a branch of a
Vine to be bent down so as to root itself into the border at a dis-

tance from the main root. What harm can this do ? J should
have supposed that so long as the branch was not severed from
the parent, it could not be injured by the additional new roots,
and that the parent could be as little injured by the extra
roots to feed the branch.—F.

[This is a disputed point. Vfe have seen Vines layered in
all directions, until it was impossible to know which was the
original root or stem ; but as a general rule, the result of ex-
perience and observation, we have found that Vines do best when
all the roots proceed from one part. It is easy to obtain roots
from any part of a Vine stem, but in general they are long, and
not well furnished with fibres. Even Vines raised from layers
on this account are not so much hked as those raised from a
single bud, where stem and roots proceed from the same small
space. In particular cases the plan you allude to may be
adopted, when it is desired to keep on old Vines a little longer
without a fresh border and fresh planting.]

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND
ITS GARDENS.

I AM a horticulturist in the sense of being always pleased
with pretty flower.^. I watch with interest the little groups
brought up week after week from Chiswick to Kensington for
the decoration of the conservatory or by way of a show. I ap-
preciate the good work which is done at Chiswick in the elimi-
nation of many supposed varieties of Peas and Beans with
high-sounding names ; I even read with interest striking phe-
nomena of vegetable physiology ; and yet I am heretic enough
to protest against Chiswick being kept up as a neat and trim
show garden, and to this end, as it appears to me, your remarks
of Thursday last on the Society's operations are directed.

I think it would be a great mistake to " keep up " Chiswick
in any other sense than as an experimental garden, and as a
nursery for the decoration of Kensington, her " aristocratic
sister," as you are pleased to call it. South Kensington and
not Chiswick, as you state, is in fact the place where, as far as
possible, the results of the Society's agency are to be chiefly
oxhibited; and unless what you term the Society's "legitimate
work " is made to conduce to the amusement of the " miscel-
laneous multitude " you hold so lightly, the diminished amount
which will be forthcoming for horticultural pursuits will soon
make itself felt.

People of Kensington and its neighbourhood find a large
proportion of the funds of the Society ; but whilst they praise
and neglect the scientific meetings, as we complacently term
our horticultural reunioni', and talk of, but never visit, our
horticultural treasures at Chiswick, they think with me, that
all the jewels •nhich will bear the translation should be b; ought

np for the decoration of the aristocratic sister, especially when
she holds her Saturday " at home."

Might it not serve the purpose of some more of our flower-

growers to show us their specialities occasionally, as Mr. W.
Paul does ? Could not the Council make it worth their while
to do so in some way ? I see that one of your contemporaries
thinks that the band is a suflicient attraction to bring visitors ;

but this is a mistake. People get tired of a band, and want
the eye gratified as well as the ear.—H.

[Our correspondent has mistaken the object of our remarks,
which were intended to show that through the present excel-

lent management of the Society, horticulture, and especially

the horticultural garden at Chiswick, has received much
more aid and attention than formerly, and yet the garden at
Kensington looks none the worse, and the finances are very
much the better. We are far from depreciating the importance
of the garden at Kensington, which, doubtless, now forms au
important part of the constitution of the Society ; and while
we rejoice to see Chiswick maintained as the experimental
garden, we would deprecate the neglect of Kensington, which
must always be regarded as the show or promenade garden,
and which contributes so many enjoyments to a large body of

the Fellows.]

EMIGRATION OF GARDENERS TO AJIERICA.
I HAVE been a subscriber to your Journal for some time past,

and hope to be so for a long time to come. It would be strange
indeed, if, in your many pages, I did not now and then find

something quite at variance with my ideas regarding various
matters, and about which I should like to say a word or two.
This desire is especially strong with me just now, since reading
" A Few Words Suitable for this Christmas," by " Wiltshire
Eector," in which, after speaking of the manful struggles of

some '• gardeners by profession," to make both ends meet, he
says, " Nor is it a time for encouraging emigration
Many have recently gone abroad with a little capital, and that
being soon spent, have become labourers in a land where a
labourer has fewer comforts and more hardships than he has
in England."

I have lived where I now am for eleven years, and having
had during that time never less than twenty, and often more
than forty labouring men in my employ, I am competent to

speak of what comforts and what hardships a labouring man
usually finds in this country.

This winter the times are especially hard, and so an account
of the workman's present condition cannot certainly be con-
sidered as putting it in a too favourable light. I have now
twenty-nine men employed, each of whom receives for his

day's work 1 dol. 00c. in our currency, or about 5s. sterling.

This makes the week's wages 30s. If a man has a family he
takes this money home and uses it as he may think best ; but
if he is a single man, he obtains good board and lodging for

5 dels, a-week, or a trifle more than 15s. sterling, thus having
half his wages left as clear profit, except such part as he may
need for clothing.

Some people are in the habit of saying, that although the
wages are so much more in the United States than in Great
Britain, still the difference in the price of provisions more than
makes amends ; but this is entirely untrue. The chief articles

of food, although dear, are cheaper here at this very time than
they are in England. American flour, and American Wheat,
and Indian Corn, are being continually shipped to England,
and so are American butter and cheese, and hosts of other

American provisions. If, after paying freight and all other

expenses, these shipments did not generally prove profitable,

this exporting would soon come to an end. In addition to

these articles of food that are among our exports, beef, mutton,
and most other meats, are cheaper here ; indeed, so is almost
everything else that we use to maintain life.

The enclosed slip of paper is cut from the New Tork Daily
Times of yesterday (January 27th). The freight engagements

to Liverpool for the previous day were, as this will show, 7,500

bushels of Wheat and Indian Corn, 2'3,500 bushels of corn,

50 tons of provisions, 300 boxes of bacon, 2,500 boxes of

cheese, Sta.

"Freights.—For Liverpool there were taken 2,150 bales of

cotton at 7-16(f. to id. by sail, and lil. to ^^ by steamer, per

lb. ; 7,500 bushels grain, by sail, at ^id. for corn, or <Jld. for

wheat; 22,500 bushels corn, by steamer, at 12ti. per bushel;

50 tons provisions, by sail, at 30s. to 33s. ; 300 boxes bacon.
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by steamer, at 50s. ; 2,500 boxes cheese, by Bteamer, at fiOs.

J)ei" ton. For GlaBgow, 100 tea. lard, by steamer. For
a port in the United Kingdom, a briij, with 21,000 bualicls

corn, at 7s. per quarter. For Havre, 65 hhds. tallow, at Ihl.

peril)."

Doubtless, those whom tho " Wiltshire Eectok" mentions
as having gone abroad with a little capital, and having spent

it, were prodigal sons, who wasted their money in riotous

living, and were ashamed to confess it, turning their faces

homeward without ever looking for a day's work. Or else,

perhaps, some of them were " gardeners by profession," who
without any experience whatever as to difference of climate,

put all tlieir small capital into a piece of land bought at a dear
rate, and went to work to make a living out of it, but before

the experience was gained, the money was all gone. I must
confess, though, that generally they manage to make some-
body else pay for their experience. For instance, I myself
helped to pay for one fellow's instruction last summer. He
<;ame early in the spring, and wanted me to give him a job. He
said he had worked fourteen years for a Mr. Edmonds, near
London, and told me he understood all about the business;

that he had been hero some time, and knew all about the
climate. He talked so well about what he coulj do, and was
so desirous of a trial, that I agreed to give him wages amount-
ing to Gs. C)d. aday in English money, a man to help him, and
the control of the chief part of the garden. He procured what
seeds he wanted, and was all ready to begin operations, but he
did not quite like the shape of the spade, and some of the other
tools. I got other spades and tools until he was pretty well
satisfied. "Now, John," said I, "have you all you need'?"
Only one thing more was wanted, he was to have all his own
way, as tho splendid results he promised could only be obtained
by his being perfectly at liberty to do what he chose. This
privilege I conceded, not with great readiness, however, but
fitUl wUling to make the necessary sacrifice in view of the
benefits to be obtained. Once or twice only I was about to

make a suggestion or two, but recollecting the promise of non-
intervention, I kept silence, and allowed the "fair trial" to

go on.

A pretty business John made of it. The mind of man can
hardly imagine a more dismal failure. With the exception of

the Eadishes and the Peas, none of the vegetables we had
proved worth the price of the seed that was sown, and the time
required to sow it. The early Cabbages have not headed yet,

and as this was expected to happen last June, and it is now
midwinter, it may be fairly said that they never will.

One day .John came to me and said he thought he ought to

have some " llowers."
" Why !

" said I, " John, I never knew yon cared anything
for flowers. I never see you looking about the greenhouses."

" Oh, not those llowers," replied John, laughingly, " Cauli-
flowers I mean. We gardeners call 'em flowers in the old
country for short."

So he set out several hundred plants, " to be sure of having
enough." " Well," thought I, " what in the world shall I do
with such a lot, unless I sell them'? At any rate I'll send some
regularly, as long as they last, to the rector of the parish, to

Captain Jim, and all my other friends." To my sorrow I record
that all this forethought was wasted, for not a single Cauli-
flower came to anything but leaves.

At last, one fine afternoon, John came to me and wanted to
know if I would pay him what he had coming to him, as he
wanted to go to New York, about thirty miles distant, and put
his money into the savings bank. He would be back on the
following day, he thought.

"John,'' said I, as X handed him his money, "it is lucky
for you that you are not obUged to take your pay in vegetables.
Is it not?''

John gave a feeble smile, but made no reply. He never
came back. About a week after he left, I said to one of our
men that I thought it rather strange John had not returned
yet. The man laughed and told me he " guessed " John was
" kind o' discouraged, and not coming hack no more." It was
even so. Several months have gone by ; but I still think of
him at times, and mentally give a quiet blessing, remembering
that we are told to bless and curse not.

So this is the way of it. If John had come from England
with some money to spare, he would, no doubt, have gone to
work on a piece of ground of his own, and have wasted his
money for himself, just as he wasted mine forjme.

In this country any iudustrious labouring man is sure not
only of a good living, but of something more ; and, with us, the (

,

idea of a man studying economy to the extent of depriving

himself of the comfort of a pipe of tobacco, is simply ridiculous.

It any man can do more than an ordinary labourer, he can also

obtain additional payment for this knowledge. Many a young
follow who has in England only swept out tho greenhouses,

and carried soil and pots, comes here as a " professed gardener,"

undertaking the care of Orchids, stove plants, or anything else

that may come in his way. How many notable examples o£

this could I give, were not my letter already too long. But let

any gardener who really understands the care of a good col-

lection of plants come to the United States, and ho may be
sure of a good place and rapid advancement. Very many, if

uot most of the best florists in this country, men who are

living not only in plenty, but in aflluence now, are English,

Scotch, or Irish, and little capital did many of them bring to

these shores, except shrewd heads and willing hands.

As some may think that I over-estimate the advantages of

living in this country, I make this offer. I will give a house
rent free, and two guineas a-week to any sober, industrious,

first-class gardener who desires to try his fortune in our far-off

land. He must thoroughly understand the care of Orchids,

stove, and greenhouse plants, and must bring a recommen-
dation for capacity from Messrs James Veitch & Sons, or soma
other parties equally reliable. The above wages I do not consider

high, but I am not really in want of any more help, and make
the offer merely in proof of good faith. I will make this

arrangement for one year at least, and as a further proof of

sincerity will deposit ten guineas in the hands of Messrs.

Veitch & Sons, to be held by them until the year expires.

—

George Such, South Amboy, New Jersey, U.S.A.

MUSHROOM CULTURE.
I SEND a few Mushrooms merely as a sample of the produce

obtained by a mode of culture somewhat different from the

general practice.

I make the bods 1 foot deep in front, with a slight rise at

the back, and in three layers, the middle one of fresh droppings

from the stable, the bottom and top of droppings prepared ia

the usual way. The top layer is rather dry than otherwise. Aa
soon as the bed is made and well firmed, the pieces of spawn
are inserted 1 foot apart, level with the surface, with a slight

spriukhng of loam. The bed is then earthed, watered with

sufficient warm water to wet the soil through, and sprinkled

two or three times a-week to keep it from becoming dry.

Till the beds come into bearing, and even while in bearing, I

give a gentle dewing if the surface shows signs of becoming
dry. With a temperature of from 50' to 55°, the beds generallj

come into bearing in five or six weeks.

I have used short litter and droppings shaken from the dung
heap after sis months for the bottom and top layers with

equal success.—G. Er>GERT0N, Strawberry Hill.

[The Mushrooms were an example of very successful cul-

tivation. They were very crowded, and being of various sizes

insured a succession.—Eos.]

GALVANISED WIRE TRELLISES.
I CAN confirm Mr. J. Douglas's opinion as to galvanised wire

injuring fruit trees, having had some Peach trees tied to gal-

vanised wire, and they cankered at every place where they

touched the wire. The same result occurred to some ycun£
Vines tied to galvanised wire. They -were similarly cankerecl

at every place that touched the wire.

I have never tried galvanised wire out of doors ;
having ex-

perienced such bad results, I should never think of trying it

again in any way.—W. SniTON, Scrivdsby Court Uarde7ts,

Ilorucustle.

In the gardens at this place there are upwards of 150 yards

of wall furnished with galvanised wire, to which Peach, Necta-

rine, Apricot, Pear, and Plum trees are trained. I have never

observed any injurious effect caused to the trees by it, and it

has now been in use upwards of thirteen years. I have heard

it stated that it will injure trees if used iu-doors, but of that I

have had no experience.—H. Petrie, JilsJiam Uall,

Allow me te add my experience of tho efficacy of galvanised

iron wire strained to walls for the purpose of training trees.

lu ISIM and succeeding years I was engaged in superintend-
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ing the making of a new kitchen garden, pleasure ground?, and
terraces, with walls for the purpose of growing different kinds
of climbers, and we used galvanised iron wire strained abont
half an inch from the wall, in some cases perpendicularly, and
in others horizontally. As regards fruit trees of every descrip-
tion, I never found any injurious elYect produced by it ; in
fact, I am so thoroughly satisfied with it, that in my present
situation, where we have been carrying out similar work, we
have used it to all the walls both inside the houses and in the
garden.—GEORGK Lamb, Cohtvu Ba^actt, Biufjham, Nntts.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
February 18tb.

Fruit Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq-, F.R.S., iu the chair.
Messrs. Stnart and Mein, of Kelso, sent a tall Sproutiug Cabbaj-e,
which the Committee considered was not of sufficient merit to be re-
tained in cultivation, Mr. K. Tanton, nurseryman, Epsom, exhibited
a Bccdlinfj Potato, called Red Surrey Kidney, being a cross-bred be-
tween Bratten's Kidney and Napoleon III. "When cooked, the tubers
were of a deep yellow llesh, close texture, and indifferent flavour, and
altogether were considered very inferior.

Mr, Earley, of Digswell, sent a dish of Scorzonera, and one of
Salsify, both of which were unusually tine. The mode in which Mr.
Earley produced them was by putting a good dressing of manui-e,
abont 3 or 4 inches thick, at a depth of 10 or 14 inches. Mr. Earlev
also exhibited fine specimens of White Spanish Onion, and a dish of
Mushrooms containing the white and brown varieties. Messrs. Wood
and Son, of Maresfield, sent what was supposed to be a seedling
Apple, but which proved to be the Winter Pcanuain. or Duckbill, an
Apple extensively gi-own in Sussex. Mr. Alfred J. Clarke, of Long-
wood House, St. Ebbe's, Oxford, also sent a seedling Apple, which
proved to be Franklin's Golden Pippin. Messrs. J. C, Wheeler and
Sons, of Gloucester, sent a dish of fine specimens of Ashmeads
Kernel, which were most delicious iu flavour, and iu fine condition.
Messrs. J. A; C. Lee, of Hammersmith, exhibited a fine large Apple,
similar in appearance to the White Calville, and with the same deli-
cacy of flesh, but without the flavour. There was some doubt as to
its being the White Calville, and the determination of the name was
xeseiTed. Mr. John Cox, of Eedleaf, exhibited dishes of Josephine
de Malines, Knight's Monarch, Passe Colmar, and Old Colmar Pears,
Mr. Tillery, of Welbeck, sent magnificent bunches of Gros Guil-

laume and Trebbiano Grapes, each weighing about 4 lbs. They were
sent to prove that the Vine, grown on the restrictive system, was not
deteriorated after nineteen years' growth, which was the age of the
Vines producing these bunches. When twelve years old, the Vines
pere lifted from the borders and transplanted into the new gardens
seven years ago ; they have grown full crops for thn last five years,
and have continued to produce large bunchss similar to those exhibited.
Mr. Miles, gardener to Lord Camngton, Wycombe Abbey, sent speci-
mens of old Lady Downe's and new Black Hamburgh Grapes, but the
former were much superior to the latter in flavour. Mr. Myatt, of
Deptford, exhibited three pots of preserved Plums, Strawberries, and
Cherries, to show how weU jams of these fruits keep by covering the
pots with paper dipped in a sohation of isinglass.

Floral CoaiMiTTEE.—This meeting was one of the most interesting
that has taken place. Bearing iu mind the early season, and its being
the fix-st Tuesday meeting of the Society's session for the present year,
it must be considered a gi-eat success. The Orchids exhibited so
numerously were of the highest order ; there were specimens of unusual
splendour and rarity, Messr.s. Backhouse, York, sent Oucidium ca-
ianthum (?), said to be excavatum ; and W. Brackston, Esq., a large
specimen of Gardenia radicans variegata, Mr, Sherratt, gardener to

James Bateman, Esq., exhibited three spikes of Orchids, among them
Odontoglossum cordatnm ; and Mr. J. Hodges, gardener to E. Wright,
E^q., Gravelly Hill, Birmingham, four cut spikes of Orchids, Cattleya
Walkeriana bulbosa was very fine. A special certificate was awarded
them.
Mr. C, Allen, gardener to Capt, B. Glegg. exhibited a box of fine

cut flowei's of Camellias, among them a seedhng named Miss B. Glegg,
a pretty white flower with broad carmine stripes, but deficient in out-
line and form. A special certificate was giveu to the collection, Mr,
Forsyth, gardener to Baron De Rothschild, Gunnersbnr}-. sent three
fine specimens of Dendrobiums in full flow .r, for which he was awarded
a special certificate. Mr. Graham. Cranford sent a specimen of a
Violet called Victory, a seedling from The Czar ; it had been trained
as a tree Violet, and bore large, purple, extremely high-scented
flowers of good substance, with broader petals than any yet raised.

The Committee much wished a specimen of The Czar had been sent
•with it to have compared their merits. How very interesting it would
he if, at the next meeting, any person whose speeiahty is the Violet
would bring a named collection of these s%veet flowers. We see many
new names of Violets advertised, but they never appear at any of

these meetings. Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent a very pretty gi-oup of
plants, containing a specimen of a variety of Odontoglossum Alexan-
thap. The flower of this with a rosy shade is not equal iu form to many
varieties that have been seen. In this collection were a variety of

Hippeastrum pardinum with confused spots ; Camellia Florentine, with

a soft rosy tint, something like Valtevaredo ; and Cypripedium Lowii.
A special certificate was giveu for the gioup.

Messrs. Veitch sent a large collection of plants, perhaps the most
beautiful group we have yet seen. It contained many specimens of
Orchids. The following were selected as vei-y fine specimens, and
were awarded special cei-tificates :—Lycaste Skinncri, with thirty-
four flowers; AngriEcura eburueum

; there was also a Cypripedium,
probably venustum, with twelve beautiful flowers ; Lsclia PUcheri. one
of Mr. Dominys hybrids ; C^-pripedium villosum, which also received
a special certificate ; DendroLium Hillii ; and Hippeastrum pardinum.
The whole collection was so good, and the plants so well gi-own, that after
the complimentary award of a special certificate had been given, the
Committee recommended that a medal should be awarded to this very
superb group of plants.

Mr. WeatheriJl. nurseryman, Finchley, exhibited a collection of
Cinerarias of all shade? of colour, some of them of great beauty ; also
some fine Primulas, and a fine lot of seedling Cyclamens covered with
flowers, most admirably grown. A special certificate was awarded to
eacli of these collections,

Mr. B. S. Williams sent an excellent gi-oup of plants; among them
were Gongora species, which was much admired, Saccolabium Huttoni,
Cj-pripedinm villosum. Hippeastrum pardinum. and Calanthe vcstita
nivalis, which received a first-class certiticate. A special certificate

was awarded for the collection, Mr. Stevens, lOaliug, sent a small
group of Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums, some of them of great pro-
mise, but at this season no one could presume to decide u])on their
merits ; also so\uc Primulas and Cyclamens, A special certificate waa
awarded for the three collections, Mr. Woodward, gardener to Mrs.
Torr. Ewell, Surrey, sent a small group of plants of great merit, con-
taining Lycaste Slrinneri, Gleichcnia speluucte, Lomaria gibba, and
Odontoglossum pulchellum. A special certificate was awarded for
these plants.

Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, brought specimens of Thujas for com-
parison. They came under the different names of Thuja Zuccariniana,
T. fnlcata, T. viiidis. and T. pyramidalis, Mr, Kinghorn also brought
specimens of the same. The Committee was of opinion that these
apparent varieties were all forms ol Thuja Zuccarmiana, to which
was awarded a first-class certificate, as a handsome and hardy ever-
green. Mr. Wm, Paul exhibited Juuiperus japouica nana, which
received a first-class certificate. Inquiry was requested to be made as
to its history. Messrs. Lee also sent Euonymus japouicua elegan-
tissimus argenteus, which received a first-cluss certificate, being a vei-y

ornamental and bartly plant. Messrs. Smith, Duhvich, sent a speci-

men of a double red Azalea, Fraut,-ois Desbois, the colour rather
dingy; also, some curious seedhng Primulas, which it was requested
should be sent again, and a dwarf double reddish variety. Mr, Wilson,
gardener to W, Marshall, Esq,, sent a very nice, though small, col-

lection of Orchids, Among them was a fine specimen of Odontoglossum
Alexandra', the spike of which, by Mr. Marshall's kind permission,
was cut after the meeting, and sent to Her Royal Highness the Princesa
of Wales. An unusually fine spike of "N'anda gigantea was sent with
these Orchids. Oncidium leopardinum received a second-class certifi-

cate ; others being Odontoglossum Marshallianum, nearly resembling
Odontoglossum radiatum, and a most beautiful Orchid, and Cattleya
amethystoglossa. A special certificate was awarded them. Mr. Taplin,.

gardener to the Dulie of Devonshire, exhibited the finest specimen Ccelo-

gyne cristata ever seen. This most superb specimen was recommended
for the Lindley medal. Mr, Taplin also brought a small raceme of
Amherstia nobilis, a splendid flower. Mr. Standish, Ascot, exhibited

a ven,- handsome seedling Rhododendron, from Bootan. Some doubt
existed about its origin and name. It appeared to be much like

argcnteum, or veiy nearly allied to it. A special ceriificate was
awarded. Mr. Mills, gardener to Dr. Pattison, sent a specimen of

Odontoglossum Bluntii roseum. a very pretty variety ; and Mr. Earley,

gardener to F, Pryor, Esq,, of Digswell, a cut specimen of an old

plant, Teucrium fruticans.

Gexeral Meeting.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair. After the election of twenty-seven new Fellows, the Chaii'man
remarked that the Society had on that day commenced a new session,

and under circumstances more favourable than in pre%-ions years. If

in these greater advances had not been made, it was no fault of the

Council, for they had not the necessary funds, but this year it would
be found that tlicre was every disposition on the part of the Council to

spend as much as they could in the encouragement of good cultivation

and new plants. Much of the scientitic part of the work of the Society

was brought out at the Tuesday meetings, and at these the Fruit

Committee and the Floral Committee did their work well, and these

meetings were also the means of dravriug from the Society's botanical

adviser, the Rev. Mr. Berkeley, much u.^eful information in connec-

tion with the subjects exhibited. He (Mr. Saunders), on the part of

the Council, would urge the FeUows to bring to the meetings all that

might be interesting in their gardens, and especially out-door plants,

to which of late years it had not been the fashion to pay the same
amount of attention as to the inmates of the stove and greenhouse.

Many herbaceous plants, for instance, are of exquisite beauty, and,

requiring very little care in their cultivation, are suitable for the gardtc?

of the muhitude, and he was very anxious that they should be more
generally grown. Numbers of beautiful out-door plants formerly in

gardens, had been allowed to go out of cultivation, and were now
only to be found iu books, but he would be glad to see them back
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again. Among hardy plants not met with at exhibitions were climbers,

of which many irs voiy beautiful. Ho admitted there was great difti-

culty in brinRing theiu to shows ; still, lie believed that might be over-

come. There were no plants, however, wliieh he wished more to see

brought to tlio meetiuf^s than those stove plants whi<rh mi^ht be
used for bcJdin^-out in the summer mouths, as at Buttersea Part.
Already a lurgo number of stove plants were so employed, but many
more mifjht I)o added, that required little more trouble in their culti-

vation than A Scarlet Pelargonium. They would not stand the winter.

but why mi'^ht we not enjoy thorn in summer? They would be a
good addition to our coloured plsints—a direction in which wo had
gone a liitUi too far in flower f^ardcn^. Pie did not want to run down
the beautiful beddiii;^ plants now employed, but the eye becomes
satiated with colour ; and what we want is variation, and that we
miglit obtain by elet^ance of form. The number of plants capable of

being broui^ht to bear on thia object was wonderful.
There was one other subject to which he would allude—namely, the

better education of young ;^ardeuers—a Kubject of gi-eat importance at

a time when so many new plants are beiuR introduced every year. The
higher branches of horticultural knowledge wero particularly necessary
for those who had to grow them. Without a kuowledfije of plants,

without a Icnowledtte of temperature and the hygrometrical state of

the atmosphere, it was impossible to cultivate these plants properly,
and many of them were conseipioutly lost. The Council would do all

in their power to promote the better education of young gardeners, but
he would urge masters to allow young meu time, and especially those
of them who exhibited a taste for hinh-class horticulture, to gain a
knowledge of the important subjects connected with it as far as prac-
ticable. »

The Rev. ]\I. J. Berkeley congratulated the members present and
the Society at large on the exhibition of that day. He was present at
the meeting of the 19th of last Februai-y, but the present display far

excelled it in point of variety, beauty, and interest. Among the plants
at the present meeting Orchids took the lead, and foremost among
them was the noble specimen of Ctelogjne cristata from Chatsworth,
which for size and beauty was the finest ever exhibited before the
Society. As compared with another specimen of the same species in

the room it was in a high stateof vegetation, the pseudo-bulbs showing
great luxuriance of gi"o\vth, while in the otlier plant they were dwindled
and angular. Next came the collection of Messrs. Yeitch, in which
it would be dilKcult to point out one plant better grown than another.
He would, however, especially notice the magnificent specimens of

Angnecum eburiieum and Lycaste Sldnneri, the latter with thirty or
more tlowers. Of Oucidium abortivum a fine specimen was shown at
the other end of the room. There liad been on several occasions
small specimens of this sent, and they attracted vei-y little attention

;

bat any one seeing the plant as shown that day would agree that it is

most elegant. The peculiarity of this Oncidium was that a few of

the Howers were normal, but the rest were without a trace of the
column or parts of fructification. The beautiful Deudrobiums from
Baron Rothschild, at Gunnersbni-y, were then spoken of in liij^'h

terms, after which Mr. Berkeley referred to a specimen of Cypripedium
villosum almost entirely destitute of lip, and said that he had met
with several instances in which this species had produced flowers exhi-
biting this peculiarity—that of the lip being reduced to a little curl

beneath the column. From Mr. Williams came another plant of
extreme interest, and to him (Mr. Berkeley), of extreme beauty, a
species of Gongora in which the flowers were like carved ivory. There
was also from the same exhibitor a little plant of Saccolabium Hut-
toni. which is the same as Aciides Huttoni, figured in the " Botanical
Magazine." Attention was then directed to the Violet, called Victor^-,

from Mr. F, J. Graham, and Mr. Berkeley remarked that though The
Czar, which has coarse foliage, long stalks, and large Howers. was
extremely sweet, VictoiT was even sweeter, and most persons who
were conversant with Violets considered it an improvement on the
Czar. Leucocarpus alatus, a plant \vith wliite berries, shown by Mr,
Wilson Saunders's gardener, was n«xt noticed, and it was stated to be a
native of Vera Cruz and the West Indies. It was not a new plant, having
been figured manyyearsago in Sweet's " Flower Garden." If one of the
berries were cut across it would be found to be similar in structure to
those of Digitalis. The plant, from the long time it continues covered
with its berries, would be valuable for spring decoration Two other valu-
able plants for the same purpose were Lopezia racemosa and coronata,
which had been introduced more than forty-five or fifty years ago, and
of one of which he held up a plant to show how ornamental it is when
covered with its numerous red flowers. The plant did not flower in
the open ail', but cuttings taken of it in autumn and struck, made
extremely pretty plants for spring decoration. The splendid collections
of Primulas and Cinerarias from Mr. Weatberill were then adverted
to, as well as the Thuja referred to in the Floral Committee report,
and which proved to be Thuja Zuccariniana, an extremely hardy and
very beautiful species.

Mr. Berkeley then read an extract from a letter from Lord Dun-
raven, stating that he was in great trouble, owing to a grey lichen
which oveiTan the Oaks in his woods to such an exU'ut as to'do them
great injury, and not only Oaks, but Kims and Thorns as well, in every
part of his domains. The lichen, Mr. Berkeley said, was probably
Evernia prnnastri, and in all probability if tlie gi-ouud were well
drained it would disajjpear. Another matter to which he wished to
refer was of interest to those who are fond of Anajctochils, and who

know how difficult it is to grow them, except under shaded bell-glasses

or glass cases. When at Kow lately ho found there practised a mode
of cultivating these beautiful plants which is different from the com-
mon one. They were grown under bell-j^lasscs, one half of which was
green, the other lialf white ; the preen-coloured portion uf the glass

affording the necessary shade, while thronyh tlie transparent portion
of the bell-glass the beauties of the jjlauts could be seen. This mode
of treatment, he added, had proved extremely satisfactory.

The Chairmen of the Floral and Fruit Committees having reported
the awards,

Mr. Wilson Saunders said that in connection with lichen covering
trees, ho would mention that ten years ago be took an orchard in

clayey ground, and finding the trees covered with lichen like the wool on
.a sheep s buck, he saw there were but two courses open to him—cutting

down the trees or experimenting. He employed some ordinary labourers
to take all tlie moss and lichen off the stems and branches, and had
the whole of the trees painted with a mixture of lime and soot ; he had
the sod taken off round the trees, and the soil manured well ; he then
di-ained the prchard, and last year and the year before it had pro-
duced excellent crops.

Mr. Berkeley said that a short time ago he had received from Italy

a specimen of a lichen which was destroying the Pines there, and which
proved to be Usnea barbata articulata. It hung down from the trees

in pieces lA foot long. Referring then to the mode of destroying the
lichen adopted by Mr. Wilson Saunders, he said that though applicable

to an orchard it was not so to a largo forest like Lord Dunraveu's,
He recollected the case of an orchard in which were some scarce sorts

which it was desirable to save, and the lichens being scraped off the
trees, even from every little twig, the result was the entire rejuvena-
tion of the trees.

Even although the afternoon was anything but favourable, there was
a better attendance at the Meeting than usual at this early season, and
the only refijiet expressed by those present was that so many of the
Fellows had missed so excellent and instructive a display.

IS A DRY OR i\rOIST ATMOSPHERE THE MORE
CONGENIAL FOR SETTING MUSCAT GRAPES?
One of your correspondents advocates the keeping of a

Muscat house very moist—in fact, to withhold no more mois-
ture at the blooming period of the Vines than at the growing
season. I think that ia different from the usual practice of

our great Grape-growers ; I know it is contrary to my practice

and experience. Another will guarantee a well-formed bunch,
and of course finely set with berries, with a house kept dry,

!
except in respect to a slight sprinkling morning and evening.

I
Which is the road to succesa, a dry temperature or a humid
one ? At what time does the adherent to the steaming process
have his Grapes ripe? Perhaps he will give some further

light on his system of Muscat-growing.

—

Nemo.

CORDONS.
The introduction of this word into our fruit-tree vocabulary

will puzzle many gardeners who are unable to see any difference
between it and our old espalier system of training. No amount
of quotations from Da Breuil, or any other French horticul-
tural writer, will make them believe that a branch of a spurred-
in fruit tree, whether trained horizontally or vertically on walls
or espaliers, is anything else but a cordon. I have no wish to
disparage our ingenious neighbours across the Channel for the
many fanciful modes of training fruit trees which they indulge
in, but some twenty-hve years ago there was a great furore
about a new system of fruit-tree training, introduced from
them, and called " c/i queiiouUle.'' Fruit trees trained on
this system looked very graceful, and bore good crops in favour-
able years ; but young trees are seldom now trained so, either
in nurseries or gardens. Whether the name was too difficult

of pronunciation, or the training took up too much time,
matters not ; the fact is as I have stated it. The only use of
the so-called small cordons, whether single or double, would
be to plant at the bottom of our fruit-tree walls, and I have no
doubt that the very best of Pears and Apples could be grown
on them. These small trees could be planted between the
existing wall trees, and would not interfere with them when
trained so low down. I had specimens of Beurre Clairgeail
1 lb. in weight each, grown last autumn on a small double
cordon, and from being so near the ground they were beauti-
fully coloured. As to growing cordons as edgings to fruit
borders, as they do in France, I am afraid our climate is not
suitable, from our late spring frosts.

A mode of training Pear and Apple trees was practised by
the late Mr. Mearns when gardener at Welbtck, which 1 believe
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would be fonnd preferable to the small cordons for the sides

of borders in the kitchen garden. Three larch poles were
driven into the ground, and at about 4 feet high the tops were

sawn off level, and a piece nailed

on, as in fin. 1. The Pear and
Apple trees were planted at the

middle stake and trained up
with one stem to the top, and
then stopped. In the spring

and summer three branches
were trained down the stakes

and tied by willows, and the

side shoots pinched-in to form
fruit buds. When planted in

rows about 18 inches from the

Box edging this line of trees

looked very neat, and shaded
nothing in the borders. The
Pears were on the Quince stock,

and the Apples on the I'aradise,

and all bore good crops of fruit

in favourable summers. I have
since used manv of these little

Fig. 1. Fig.i

Pear trees to plant on the square pillars in the new kitchen

garden, where they are trained as in jig. 2.

There is no finer sight in a kitchen garden than a long range
of walls well covered with fan-trained trees of Pears, Cherries,

Plums, and Apricots. Perhaps for low walls, trees trained

horizontally are the best adapted, and on dwarf-growing stocks.

As there is such a rage at the present time about training fruit

trees, allow me to conclude with the following triplet in rhyme,
which I think is particularly adapted for the subject :

—

—W. T.

' How strange that such a difference should be
'Tween tweedle dum and tweedle dee,

In naming, pruning, and training a tree."

STRAINING WIRES FOR DIAGONAL CORDONS.
Foe a length of 100 feet of diagonal cordon wires, the two

end posts should be of stout oak about 4 feet out of the ground,

and sunk to a depth of 2 feet,

strongly supported by an auxihary

stud as' iu ihe accompanying re-

presentation. Midway between

these two straining pests another

stout oak post should be put in,

to give strength and solidity, and

at intervals of 7 or S feet light

iron supports are necessary to

keep the wires in position.

For posts 4 feet high three rows

of wires only are really necessary,

and these should be placed 1 foot

from each other, the lowest being

2 feet from the ground line ; but

a fourth wire 18 inches from the

surface of the soil may be added

with considerable advantage to the planter. This supplementary

wire will sustain bilateral or double cordons without any pre-

judice to the diagonal cordons. They should not, however, be

planted in the same row, but inserted at intervals on the oppo-

site side.

A space of gronnd 100 feet by 6 feet will hold three rows of

straining wires for diagonal cordons ; and the distance between

each being 3 feet, a sufficient space is afforded for the passage

of an ordinary-sized wheelbarrow, which is required for the

purpose of surface-dressing the trees in spring and autumn.

The number of trees which can be successfully planted as

diagonal cordons would appear to an old-fashioned planter

incredible and absurd ; 300 feet of wire will hold 1.50, and a

supplementary row of bilateral cordons. Supposing that dwarf

Pear trees on"the Quince stock one year old are planted, the

produce wUl be gathered the second year after planting ;
and

if the season is favourable each tree will at this early period

average one dozen fruit each of very fine quality—not a bad

return for good cultivation.

I ventured daring the summer of last year to write a short

letter to the rimes, which the Editor did me the honour to

publish, pointing out that fruit trees might be planted by the

thousand in spaces of ground now given up to hundreds ;
but

in this letter I suggested the planting of pyramidal trees on a

arge scale, and I did not allude to cordon trees for gardens.

Your readers can calculate the number of diagonal cordons
which may be planted per acre in rows :> feet apart, and 2 feet

tree from tree in a row. I do not, of course, suggest the advi-

sability of covering acres of ground with training wires; but I

think the system may be adopted by, and will prove very pro-

fitable to, many a small market gardener iu the neighbourhood
of large towns who cannot afford the ground requisite for plant-

ing pyramids, and who will find that by exerci.se of judgment
ia selecting the positions, and care in cultivation, unproductive
borders may be made to contribute their share to the returns,

of the year.—T. Francis Eiver?.

W.VLL COPING
As you say that you wish correspondents to give their expe-

rience of wail copings, 1 beg to send you a slight sketch {Jiij. 1),

and section {jifj. 2), of a wall coping that my father put on his

wall some years since. As he
could never depend on having
any Peaches before it was done
(the wall being raised at the

same time), and now with the

aid of a wash painted on the

trees in March, he never fails

in having a plentiful crop, it

is, I think, worth while to draw
your attention to it.

The wall is 12 feet high,

and is roofed with Bridge-

water tiles resting on a rafter

running parallel with the wall,

and supported on brackets

built into the wall as shown
in the section. The projec-

tion of the roof is 10 inches.

The wall is wired, and the

shoots are always tied with

the Golden Willow. This
plan certainly has the advan-
tage of keeping the wall very Fig.

sound and affording no harbour for insects, as is the case in

the old nail holes, where nails are used. The crop of Peaches

last year, when in this neighbourhood there were a good many
failures, was a perfect sight.

I may also add in reference to the subject brought forward

by your correspondent " H. B.,'' in page 414 of the last volume,

that we fence round young trees in the plantations with short

pieces of Elder stuck into the ground to prevent them being

injured by rabbits, and the plan has been found very success-

ful.—A Somersetshire Parson.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Broad Beans, as soon as the plants of the early crop appear

above ground the soil should be carefully ridged-up round

them, and branches of evergreens stuck in rather thickly on.
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each side o{ the rows to a.fford protection from frosty winds.

Carrots, sow some approved early sort now, if the ground is in

fair working condition, on a warm, sheltered border, /.fcfc, to

grow them to perfection, a deep and rather strong loamy soil,

highly enriched with manure, is essential. Heavily dress the

ground, therefore, with rich, well-rotted manure, and trench

to at least a depth of 2 feet. Some growers dig out narrow

trenches and fill-ia with manure, as is done for Celery ; but

except with very light, poor soil this is unnecessary. Sow
now, if the ground is in good working order, on a bed of rich,

well-pulverised soil, scattering the seeds very thinly, and
covering them lightly. Choose a well-shellerod sunny situa-

tion, and in cold localities it would be advisable to raise the

plants in a cold frame, and transplant them in April. Oniujis,

the main crop should bo sown now that the ground is in good

working condition. A rather deep and rich loamy soil is most
suitable for this crop ; where very large bulbs aro desired, soil

of this character is necessary. Onions grown in a strong soil

are much less liable to be attacked by the maggot than in light,

dry, sandy soils, rarxnips, sow now in lines from 18 to

20 inches apart, scattering the seeds thinly, and covering them
from half an inch to an inch deep with the linest of the soil.

Parsnips succeed best in a deep rich soil ; and as the application

of manure tends to produce forked and badly-formed roots,

ground in good condition which has been manured for the

previous crop should be selected. The ground should be

trenched 2 or 2i feet deep before sowing.

FEUIT GARDES.
Take every favourable opportunity to finish pruning, nailing,

and washing or painting all sorts of fruit trees, with the ex-

ception of Peaches and Apricots. In the case of the Vine, if not

cut in autumn, pruning must not be delayed.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Auriculas may be kept moderately moist ; if top-dressing has

not been done as before directed, let it be done immediately.

Look well to Polyanthuses. As spring advances the snails

become proportionahly troublesome ; diligently trap them.
Plant Ranunculuses without delay. The compost necessary is

equal parts of leaf mould and loam which has been previously

exposed to the action of heat to destroy the eggs uf insects,

itc, contained therein. Should any soil have lodged in the

axils of the leaves of Carnations, it is necessary that it should

be removed. A quill, with the feather stripped off on one side

and cut half off on the other, makes a simple but effectual

brush with which to perform this operation, and by timely

looking through the stock disease may be prevented. Edgings
of various kinds may now be planted, sucli as Box, Thrift,

Daisies, London Pride, or Gentianellas. If a few forward

patches of Crocuses, Van Thol Tulips, or Anemones in the

borders are taken up about this time and carefully potted with-

out much disturbing the roots they will flower beautifully.

Hyacinths in glasses will now be showing bloom, and must be

carefully attended to. Instead of growing these in glasses I

would prefer raising them in pots in the usual way until the

flowers begin to show colour, when the bulbs may be gently

shaken from the soil, and, the roots having been washed in

lukewarm water, placed in glasses filled with water of the same
temperature. The bulbs will flower as strongly and well as if

they had never been moved, and this practice prevents the

flower from being drawn, the bulbs from rotting, and the roats

from decaying, as often happens when they are grown in water
from the commencement.

GREENHOCSE AMD CONSERVATORY.
Where large collections of house plants aro cultivated, re-

potting takes place every month in the year, but from this

time till August is, in general, the principal period for this

work. Many plants may now be safely repotted ; early in

spring the rule of seeing the roots growing freely is the best

guide for beginners. Many plants will begin to grow at the
top before their roots are in action, yet they do not require to

be repotted ; they are either too much confined, or under a

higher temperature than they require at this time. Orchids
from the more temperate regions are often much injured by a

high temperature when they begin to grow. Epacrises, Heaths,
and others of the more hardy plants, in or coming into flower,

should be kept near the source of ventilation ; while Roses
and other forced flowers fresh from the forcing pit require the
warmest part of the house, and ought to be kept free from
currents of air at first. This is a good time to make memo-
randa of the best varieties of forced bulbs, especially Hyacinths
and Tulips. The nights are still too long to allow any syring-

ing in the conservatory in the afternoon, but such plants as

are not in flower, and all vacant spaces in the house, should

be sprinkled two or three times a-wcek, and this should be

performed early in the day. The plants in the greenhouse

may now have a slight syringing in the afternoon, and air may
be freely admitted in all fine nights. Some young plants may
want repotting. If some are growing freely at the top, and
the roots are not in action, the houFO is too hot for them and
you must remove such plants to a cooler place. Attend to

neatness in all the houses:, and make it a rule never to pass a,

pot-plant through your hands without removing all yellow or

injured leaves if there are any, also all insects that may exist on.

it, as well as weeds growing in the pot. Pelargoniums that are

growing rapidly may now be repotted ; the tops of the young
shoots should be pinched off so as induce them to throw out

laterals that they may be rendered dwarf and bushy. Old plants

of Musk may now be turned out and repotted in fresh soil,

using rich, rather stiff loam for the purpose. A few of the old

roots that will be found on the outside of the ball should be

placed regularly over the surface of the pot and covered about

half an inch deep, leaving room for water, which must be

given freely when the plants begin to grow.

STOVE.

Another crop of dry bulbs and roots might now be started

into growth for a successional bloom. It is too soon yet for

potting to any extent if the Orchids are finished. A few plants

here and there may, indeed, be so forward in their growth as

to require fresh pots.

POECISG PIT.

This is a good time for propagating many plants by cuttings»

by grafting, and by seeds, and the forcing pits are the best

places for this work. Seedlings already up ought to be potted-

cff as soon as they can be safely handled. Foreign seeds had
better be sown in 32-sized pots, putting four or more kinds

into one pot, and placing labels in the middle facing the dif-

ferent seeds. Less water will then be needed than if each

kind were sown in a small pot, and the less water given to

doubtful seeds the better chance they will have to germinate.

Let every shelf and corner of these useful pits be tilled with

plants as others in flower are removed from them.

riTS AND FRAilES.

Gardenias, Roses, and other plants for forcing will be re-

moved from these to the forcing pit as they are wanted for suc-

cession, and their places may be filled-up with return plants

from the conservatory which have done flowering. The rest of

the permanent occupants require only to be protected frorQ

frost, cutting winds, and heavy rains.—W. Ke.ane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST AYEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The work has been much the same as in previous weeks
with one exception, that of potting a lot of Dwarf Kidneij Beans,

and placing them on shelves in a pit, so as to be equally

distant from the glass. For early forcing we prefer pots,

as they can be moved as may be necessary, and we prefer

planting to sowing at once, as room is saved in the first in-

stance ; otherwise time is saved by sowing or planting five or

six seeds in a 10-inch pot. three parts filled with fresh light

rich soil, and earthing-up afterwards. In growing Kidney Beans

in a pit we frequently plant first in rows 2 feet apart, when the

plants are strong earth-up a little, when they are producing

sow again in the furrows, and by the time the latter plants are

up and becoming strong, we pull out the first crop and give the

second the room, and so sow for four or more crops, giving

some rotten dung after the first two crops.

The advantage of growing Kidney Beans in a heated pit is,

that there is no chance of introducing thrips with them into

such structures as vineries and Peach houses. We find in pits

that soot water, clear, and at times weak clear sul))hur water,

used as syringings, will generally keep them free of this their

great enemy when fire heat is used, and the syringing cannot

be so well done in bouses where the Beans are merely a very

secondary crop.

It is difficult to decide at times where the thrips come from

that will attack the foliage of a Kidney Bean plant. In a pit

thoroughly cleaned previously as far as we know how, with

smoking, washing, lime-washing, and all heated alike, we have
put temporary divisions of thin wood, or even of calico, or a

mat, and given a different temperature to each division by
merely a different regulation of air-giving, and in these difte-
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xent divisioriB we have bad Pelargoniums, Strawberries, Pota-

toes, and otber crops, and all perfectly bealtby and clean ; still

the tbrips would begin to show on the Beans by the time they

began to produce. We have known instances of gardeners

placing a few pots of Kidney Beans in a house as a sort of

test or trap for thripp, and whenever any showed themselves,

moving the pots out with extraordinary care. When the insects

are young this may be safely done ; but when full grown it is

difficult to get rid of them, they jump so when approached or

disturbed. Tobacco smoke in repeated doses will kill them
;

but it is better in every way to keep them away, than to destroy

them after they appear.
Forced vegetables and out-door work much the same as last

week, only we have learned that it is desirable to have frequent

successions of Sea-kale and to grow it rapidly, as we hear

that when it is a long time growing it requires much more boil-

ing becauFe it is much harder. This is a matter that was
rather new to ns, as Sea-kale in winter was more found fault

with on account of being soft and watery, than fur its hardness

or compactness.

KEUIT DEPAETMENT.
In addition to the matters alluded to last week, we may

mention that from frames and orchard houses we introduced a

good many Strawberries into the houses and a brick pit, placing

the pots on a shelf, where drip would be unsuitable in small

saucers, and the others on reversed turf on shelves, or on a

little leaf mould, with moss below it. From frequent ex-

perience, and, perhaps, more especially from that of last year,

we would advise that all Strawberry pots for the best part of a

month to come, be placed on shelves with merely a thin turf,

or a little moss below them, instead of in a raised bed, with a

good thickness of mild fermenting material beneath them.
From the force of circumstances, we were obliged to use a bed,

with a good thickness of decayed leaves on the surface last

season, and no plants could have looked better, but the fruiting

did not meet our expectations. To keep such plants right they
would require to be lifted every day. They very soon root

through the pots, and if in bloom, and not lifted for weeks,
they would be checked if lifted, and after that the rooting in

such material is apt to encourage fine foliage instead of large,

well- swelled fruit. Such a bed does admirably if the plants

are set on boards, slates, or tiles, with a sprinkling of leaf

mould on these to hold a little moisture about the bottom of

the pot ; but we have often proved that the free going out of

the roots into a bed of leaves or leaf mould in January and
February, does more to encourage foliage than fruit. When
the days grow longer, the sun more powerful, and the plants
are not too close together, the plan answers very well after the
middle of March. We have found it answer especially well
when the fruit was set, or setting, before the plants were thus
placed in a material in which they were tempted to root freely.

In such a case the fruit had the benefit of the increased vigour,
at least a fair share of it.

A irga-'uiij.—We allude to this, because in the last line of the
second column, page 139, we meant to say, "When we first

managed houses on our own account, we went regularly out to

attend divine service every Sunday forenoon, and we never
had a single mischance from overheating, or too little or too
much air, on these occasions." There could be nothing par-
ticular in this result, if we attended the houses regularly in the
forenoon. We wanted to show to .amateurs, that by propor-
tioning heat to light, preventing strong irre heat and powerful
sun heat acting on a forcing house at the same time, and
giving air early in small quantity, rather than a larger quantity
later, the heat of the house would rise and fall gradually within
the points of perfect safety, and no casualty would occur, though
left to itself for hours. Vineries were often thus left, though
forced early, from 'J. 30 to 1 I'.m., and often no change was made
until the houses were shut for the night. Of course, they were
looked to, and the heavens scanned just before leaving, and
immediately on returning ; but although like others we could
see our failures, wo never had one then from that cause. So
long as the expense of fuel prevents many of us from keeping
on a little air at night even, we would say that air-giving early
in the morning is more important than the quantity during
the day.

0r.NA3IF.NTAL DEI'AKTMEKT.
Will turn over the flower beds already ridged, and dig over

larger beds and borders on the first opportunity, and will take
the chance to divide stools of herbaceous plants.

Planted Pinks and Carnations well established in a border
in the kitchen garden, being afraid to trust them beyond the

walls, as hundreds or thousands of Wallflowers in the pleasure

grounds show nothing but a stump of their stems. Dahlias

we shall place on the floor of a vinery to come on gently, as

we cannot spare a bed for them, though a slight hotbed is the

place when much increase is desirable, so as to have fine shoots

quickly. Tulips appearing should be protected with little

mounds of sand or burnt earth. Crocuses are not beyond the

nibblings of the mice ; when more grown they seldom touch

them. Mice are more easily poisoned than rats. We destroyed

a good number of the latter lately by placing poisoned mashed
potatoes and oatmeal in holes, and under litter and branches,

where no fowls or pheasants were likely to go.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Februart 19.

We have no alterations to report. Supplies eontiuuc good, and the
demaud is fair. •

B. d. 8. d
2 6 to 4

14

Apples ^ Bieve 2
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 8
Currants i sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
FUberts lb. 10

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseherries ..quart
Orapes, Hothouse.. 11.. 7 10
Lemons 100 8 J2 I do per lUO 1

Melons each 2
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 3
Peaciaes doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz. 4
Pine Apples lb. G
Phims i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries lb.

d. B.

OtoS

Walnuts. . hnsih. ]0 18

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus ICO
Beans, Kidney ....100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts ^ sieve

Cabbace doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

VEGETABLES.

S. d
,

B. d.

8 0to4 LeekB bunch
20 Lettuce per score
3 Mushrooms .... pottle

3 Mustd.& Cress, punnet
1 6 Onions.... per bushel
2 G Parsley per sieve
2 Parsnips doz.

Potatoes bushel
8 ,

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. hunches

2 j
Rhubarb bundle

4 ' Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket

' Shallots lb.

i Spinach bushel

I

Tomatoes per doz.

1
Turnips bunch

d. 8. d
3 too

1

a

9
6

9
1

2
8

4

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
,». We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to imjustifiable trouble and expense. AU
communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dec, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

Books {R. M. H. P.).—The volume on layins out Hardens will be pub-

lished this coming sprini!. We cannot tell where the Phacelia is to be

obtained. Apply to the leading seedsmen.

Galvanised Wire {H. H.).—Any one of those who advertise it in this

Journal can supply you.

RocKWORK [Idem).—In Nos. 214 and 216 are directions for making rock-

work. In 321 is a list of rock plants. If you enclose twelve postage

stamps, ordering them, and stating your direction, you can have them
free by post.

TcLiP-wooD (t. i?.).—We believe that the wood so called and employed

by cabinet-makers for veneering, is the wood of the Liriodendron tulipi-

fera, or Tulip Tree. At all events the wood of this tree is used for

carving and other ornamental work, and for house furniture.

Vises foe Early Foeciho (I'orl-).—Have two Vines of each of tha

following: -Black Muscat of Alexandria, White Frontignan, Mack Ham-
burgh, and Buckland Sweetwater.

.taArcARlA CuNNiNGHAMil sisEKSis.—" In auswcr to your correspon-

dent '• L. X.," (see page 119). I am informed by Mr. Smythe that during

the first five years the tree in question received no protection whatever,

but the severe winter of ISCO killed to the ground large plmta of Arancaria

imbricata, together with Portugal Laurels, the latter .supposed to have

stood for at least one hundred years. It was then the wish of the pro-

prietor (Lord Sondes), that they, with otber Email plants of Araucaria

imbricata, should have the protection of a few spruce boughs which they

have since annually received, not that their hardiness is in question, but

as a precaution and to make assurance doubly sure.—Thomas Winewokth,
Elmham Gardens."'

Garden Plan (A Constant Huhserihcr).—Virile to Mr. Chapman, Land-

scape-gardener, Hermitage Road, Richmond, S.W.

PHAL.iiNOPSis Schilleeiana 'H. 11. G.).—By putting a little damp moss
to the excrescence at the joiut on the stem, your hope of a young plant

would amount to a certainty. The spike is a very fine one. You can

have covers for the last four volumes of the Journal, which will be sent

on receipt of it. lild. in postage stamps, along with youi- address.
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ViNF. Eyfs FAii.iNt.1 (An Auriou.t Inquirer).—To root suceossfiilly tlioy

mnnt lie pat in bcforp the time yr)u namo, niid have bottom heiit. We
Bboiild attril>ntc t!ic fnilure to their boiiiK put in hitc, nnd to a i\ct\cicncy

of beat. We would n.Jviso you to ti-y euttiuK-J witliout, loss of time. If

vou ran hnve n hotbed put in eyes now, nnd i)hingo the pots ia it, and

then wo think you will bo successful.

Api'i,k Ti:f.k Tkainish (/dcml.—To form pyramids, you should in

ai.iiinin hoaddowu tlie tree ffriftcd in spriuR to within 12 inches of the

pl-ice where it ispniftt-d. Trom the shoot thus cut back eeveral shoots

will proceed ; triiiu the uppermost erect, and allow the others to grow ;

but if disposed to rvow ereet they siiould he tied down, and so as not to

have all the ^liootson one side of the tree, hot equally disposed all round.

In tyinn be t-ireful not to break the yount; shoots. When the lea<ler has

j^-own 12 inelies you may take out its point at that height, nud it will push

ajiaiu. In September tbo side .''hoots, if they are more than 1 foot in

len-th. may bo shortened to tlmt; but shoots of less lensth than 12 inches

should not in any way be interfered with beyond tyiufi them do« u so thnl

they will appear "to proceed from the stem nearly horizontally, but with

then* ends iiiclinint:; upwards at an anfjlc of about -15-. In nutuuin, after

the leaves have f.iUen, cat back the leader to 12 inches if it has made
more than thai lenslb of fresh growth since it was stopped in summer,
otherwiso it must not be cut back, but in the summer foUowiuf; the lender

must be stopped when it has grown 12 iuches above the last side shoot.

liy the above process you will Ohtain ample side shoots for a well-shaped

tree, caro being taken'to train them judiciously with nn eye to the pro-

ducing of a true well b.ilanccd as retjards its shnpe from whatever point

it be viewed. You must not rub off the blossom buds on the central shoot

or loader, but leave them, and let them fruit, taking care not to allow too

many fruit to remain upon a tree. Half a dozen will bo ample, hut not

too many. If your trees have no side shoots beyond one here nnd there,

your best plan' will be to head the central shoot back to a wood bud
12 inches above the place where there is a sufficiency of side shoots, and
proceed as stated above.

MusA Sdckeu f.VHtn).—You may with safety to the parent plnnt remove
the sucker 3 feet high, and instead of its injuring the old plant it will

contribute to its vigour. In taking off the sucker be careful not to injure

the roots of the old plant, but take awny as much soil ns you c;tn. so as to

remove the suekcr with some roots, and without breaking it ; forcibly and
sharjily pulk-d, it will Knap off at the surface like a carrot. The sucker
should be potted, and if possible give it the benefit of a mild hotbed,
otherwise it will succeed in a house with a brisk heat and a moist atmo-
ephere. The sucker may fruit in two years, more or less according to

treatment; the old plant should fruit within twelvemonths,

Asparagus Ccltcbe (C H. S.).—The culture of blanched Aspnrigus,
such as the French send to market, is treated of in page 45, and instruc-

tions are given for preparing and plantiug tbo beds in page 22 of our
present volume, and pages 440 and 441, No. 350, of our last volume.

Frasie Lining (LiTtoramus).—Instead of an outer wood frame to keep
up the litter, we would advise a hole to be made 2 feet wider than the
frame all round, and 2 feet inches deep, and then to run a 4t-inch wall
all round up to the ground line. You can then make your byd for the
frame, leaving for a lining a cavity all round, which can be filled at will

or as required, and as it sinks it may be added to. Wood is too liable to
decay to be used where bricks can with greater advantage be employed.

Pruning (S. D. R.).—You should not lase any time in pruning the
Gooseberry bu?be?. and all kinds of fruit trees should be pruned at once,
and completed as soon as possible. The Gooseberries, having been much
neglected, we presume are very full of wood, which we would advise your
thinning well out, cutting all the side shoots on the branches left to
within an inch of their base, and reducing the terminal shoot of each
brunch two-thirds its length "Fruit Gardening for the Many" would
suit you. Yuu may have it free by post from our office if you send five

postage stamps with your address.

Peach Trees for South Wall (I<Z^m1.—Three good Peaches are Early
York, Grosse Mignonne.and Barrington. In ordering the trees we should
state that we required good, dwarf, fan-trained trees of the sorts named,
and to be two or three years trained, clean, and healthy. We would ad-
vise fab-trained. We recommend short priming— i.e., summer-pruning
lor the Peach. Y'ou may practise short pruning on all your old Peach
trees with advantage, thinning out the old branches, and leaving the best
of the yoang shoots for training in their place if necessary.

Plums and Pears (IJcm).—Three good Plums : Jefferson, Coe's Golden
Drop, and Green Gage. Two Pears: Marie I*ouise, and Glou Mori,-cau.

The old Plam trees we would not cut down, and you must not cut back
the old spurs to within a short distance of the branch whence they
proceed, uiilfss you leave some young wood below the point where cut.

We would thin the spurs and shorten them to some extent, leaving, how-
ever, a number close to the branch, and always a gi'owing point or shoot,
though short, bcluw the pruning. If the trees are worn out replace
them with others. You may cut back CuiTant bushes against a wall

;

but you must do it to where there is a young shoot, or young wood to

furnish a shoot or shoots to train in place of the one removed.

Forming a Hotbed over a Flue {Subgc.riber).—YouT chance of strik-

ing outtings in pans placed over the flue would be small, but you might
have a box made to place upon it, say 2 feet wide, 15 inches di;cp, and of

any convenient leufith, and cover this with a glazed light, hinged .it the
back, so as to be easily raised. This box we have uo doubt would answer
well, indeed we have used such with good results. If the flue is hot at

the part where the box is to be fixed, a flagstone ahouhl be placed beneath
the latter; or if the box is too wide for the flue, you may place it upon
slates or flags. At the bottom of the bos, you may put from 4 to 6 inches of

stones on pieces of bricks or crocks, and cover them with a thin layer of

moss or cocoa-nut fibre, and then with 4 inches or so of sawdust or other
loose materials wherein the cutting pots or pans can be plunged. In a

day or two the box will be ready for the cuttings, and these being inserted
the Hght may be closed, and the atmosphere of the box kept close and
moist. With shade from bright sun you will have well-rooted cuttings of

Vcrb»2nas in a fortnight, and of bedding Pelargoniums in from three weeks
to a month. A little air should be given if necessary, to keep them from
dampiug-off, and to regulate the temperature, which maybe from 65 to 'iS\

Primulas fW'Tm).—Primulas should be kept moist, but they ought to

require water before any is given, and then affurd a good supply, and
before they flag. As a rule they should be kept rather dry in winter, but

still the soil should be moi^t enough in ivj-ouu-te a healthy slow growth.

They succeed admirably in a eoul airy greenhouse, having a nigltt

temperature of from 40 to 45 iu winter, and should be kept near the

ghiss, and not bo watered ovetlicad. A compost of one-lmlf turfy light

loam, one-fourth sandy peat, nnd one-fourlh leaf mctuld, with one-sixth

silver sand will grow them well. Tbe leavi-s rotted from being frequently

wetted in watering, and ultimately the plant from tbo same cauKC. They
are liable to do so. Y'ou may prt-VLut it to a considerable extent, by

placing pieces of sandstone from the fi/.e of a hnzfl nut, up to that ol it

small walnut, upon tbe surface of the soil iu which tlie plant is growing,

and close to the collar, making thtni qnite level with the rim of the pot,

or slightly raising them above it.

Ants in Greenhouse (.4. A. 3'.).—You may drive them away by sprink-

ling guano over their haunts, or poison them with arsenic nnd honey,

mixed in equal parts, and placed thinly iu saucers. Care should be takeu

to keep the paste out of the reach of animals.

Treatment of Vines in Pots for Fruiting (OW ShWriter, D»f'^trt)»

—You would see much ia recent numbers, and iu "Doings of the Last

Week *' as to the treatment necessary for fresh-potted trees when
thev are wanted to fruit the same season. In your case, and as you can

f^ive no .artificial heat, we would advise you to lot the Vines remain in

the same 11-inch pots, nnd to set the pots, after enlarging the hole at the

bottom, into larger pots, with rich compost at the bottom and between

the pots, or if you did not mind moving the plants when in fruit, to set

the pots in rich compost on the pronnd floor of the vinery. You will

thus gain all the advantage of repotting without tlie checlis and the risks

that aceompany it. Eve^'thing that fruits in pots docs so best when the

earth in tlie pot is full of roots. In the case of your Vines, make up your

mind that if you obtain a good crop from them it will be the only crop

they will bear. As these canes are strong and 6 feet long, we would not

shorten them at all, but would fasten three or four sticks in the pot and

twist the canes round them, which will cause the Vines to break more
regularly. As there is no heat in tbe place, you can do little more tb.iu

supply with rich watering.';, give air as needed, thin the Grapes when
set, and attend to air-giviiig, allowing them to have no suddeu

changes.

Fruiting Young Vines (Adam).—We would not advise you to take any
except a small bunch fi'om Vines raised from eyes and planted out la-t

autumn. If you were to plant out those you have now bought, we would

advise the same caution to be exercised, or if you obtained more and
planted them we would advise the same. You may fruit the strong Vines

in 11-inch pots, and take what you can from them ; but if they bear a

crop we would not advise you to think of planting them out then for

future service. Y"ou cauuot take a crop from such a young cane, and yet

make it of much service afterwards without u loss of time that would
make a young Vine better in every way.

Plants for a Window with a Northern Aspect (H. B. Leed?).—

Plants require much care to make them succeed in a northern aspect.

Such bulbs as Snowdrops. Crocuses, and SciUas do well in \rinter and
spring, and so do Chinese Primulas. ^All floweriug plants will keep
longer in bloom there, but it is not so ea'sy to induce plants to come iu

bloom in a north window. We would recommend instead such sweet-

scented plants as Aloysia citriodora, and the sweet Oak-leaved Pelav-

gouiums, and variegated-leaved plants, as the variegated Cobiea, or the

tiner variegated Ivies, which are very beautiful.

.Twelve Greenhouse Plants to Flower in June (yl Constant Sub-

scriber .—The following hardwooded plants will bloom in June; their

being in perfection on tbe 24th of that month will depend on the manage-
ment:—Boronia deuticulata, B. serrulata, Crowea saligna, Pimelea Hen-
dersoni or rosea, Hovea longifolia or Celsii. Polygala latifolia, Acacia

Drummondi, Daviesia latifolia, CoiTca speeiosa and others, Eossisea

tenuifolia, Lescheuaultia formosa, and Platylobiiim ovatum.

Six Greenhouse Bulbs to Flower in June (L/^m.)—For flowering

in the end of June, not to speak of Gladioli, not properly bulbs, of the

Colvilli and blandus group, we may mention the following :—Vallota

purpurea, Brunsvigia Josephin;e, Ciinum riparium, Nerine versicolor.

Pancratium canariense, and Cyrtanthus btriatus.

Twelve Greenhouse Ferns (W/'ttO. — Adiantum capillus-Veuerih-,

A. pedatum, Aspleuium marinum, Blechnum hastatum, Cystopteris

tenuis, Davallia canariensis, Gleiehenia dicarpa, Hymenophyllum dila-

tatum, Lomaria Fraseri, Onychium lucidum. Pteris sen'ulata, and Tri-

chomanes radicans. These are mostly ^mall but beautiful.

Arnott's Stove {II. C. T.).—We do not quite understand your inquiry.

An Arnott's stove of brick 2 feet 10 inches square, >i feet 10 inches high,

with a firebox of 10 inches square, and as much in depth, made with fire-

bricks, would heat your house 45 feet by 12 sufficiently to keep out frost j

but you speak of an Arnott's boiler. If the circumstances suited, you
might have in the house a small Arnott's stove 2 feet 4 inches in height,

and fed from the outside, and have fixed on the top one of Mr. Hughes's
boilers 10 inches square, which is 4 inches deep at the sides, and 2 inches

where concave in the middle, and with socket joints for S-inch pipes.

This or any small saddle boiler with a common furnace will heat your

house ; and to keep out frost you would need at least 40 feet of 3-inch

pipes, and 50 more if you intended to force. By the Arnott's stove in the

bouse, !lnd the small flat boiler used by Mr. Rivers, you may heat the
house without making stokeholes, &c , outside. Tbe chief point is, that

you must avoid above 18 inches iu length of a horizontal smoke pipe.

Planting a Flower Bed {C. W. 31.).—Vou do not say what tbe size

of your oval bed is. but the ftdlowing will look well in double or single

bLiiids, beginning at the eircumffcrtnce :— Cerastium, blue Lobelia. Aurea
liHribuuda Calceolaria, dwarf Scarlet Pelargonium, such as Little David,

('jneraria maritima. or Centaurea caiididissima ; and the centre Coleus,

Amaranthus, or Perilla. The Coleus will be best if it thrives in the plflce.

A -qilcndid bed at Wobm-n was filled with Coleus and edged with Cine-
raria maritima.

Grafting Manetti Hose STorns [Idem).—If we were to graft Manetti
stocks now, we would take them up out of the ground, cut the stems so

low down that they would be under the soil in the pot, and graft before
potting. The union would be sooner eft'ectcd if the pot were set in a
close place, or plunged in a very gentle hotbed. This will answer the
tbird inquiry as to how much of the stock shonlil he left above the pot

—

namely, as little as possible ; and also the toiu'tli inquiiy, as to starting

the stock, in heat first, as what would be gained by doing so would he
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lost by the greater trouble of grafting, so as to graft low enongh after
potting. If the plants had previously been in pots, then we would say,
Prune back and excite the stocks gently before grafting. The shoots cat
off will grow if inserted in the ground, made, say, 9 inches long and
one bud left above the ground. The shoots of the Roses now in a cool
greenhouse will do for grafting the Manetti stocks. See answers about
Manetti Roses and stocks in page 14.2.

Destroying CnicKET.s (An Old Subscriber).—Try phosphorus paste
spread on slices of bread, laying these down in the house at night, and
remo%ing them in the morning ; or mix 1 oz. of arsenic, and a little ground
aniseed and caraway eced, with half a pint of oatmeal. Lay the mixture
on pieces of paper, but take core that no domestic animal shall touch it.

It is a good plan to tempt the crickets with oatmeal and aromatics, with-
out the arsenic, for a night or two, before using the poisoned mixture.

Caterpillars ox Pelabgonicms (W. B. 2I/.\—Your box arrived in a
dilapidated state, and one of the three insects had escaped. The other
two caterpillars are tliofe of two distinct species of Noctuida', the large
being that of a Graphipbora. They should be looked for after dark with
a light when they come out of their retreats imderground, or among the
leaves to feed.—\V.

Tree Osion (B. V. G.).—We consider it quite worthless as compared
with others of the same genua. You will be often deceived if you accept
as a guide the work you name. No seedsman keeps the Tree Onion. It

does not produce seed, but a bunch of very small bulbs on the top of a stem.

Mathematics (A Subscriber). — Buy the Treatises in Chambers's
''Educational Course." Loudou's " Self-instruction " contains some
elementary information.

Peach Tree Pruning (A Novice).—The fruit is borne on the spurs.
The leading shoot imtil it has attained its limit will not require stopping'

Preventing Moss on Garden Walls (Subscriber, E. P.).—The best
way to clear a wall of moss is to wash it with a strong brine made fully
strong enough to support an egg on its end, but not to raise it. This
should be applied to the wall with a brush, the trees being unnailed,
drawn from the wall, and covered up if the buds have begun to swell, as
is likely at this season. V.hilst wet the wall should be dusted with fresh
lime, making it quite white, and in two or three days it may have a coat
%f whitewash, subdued iu colour by the addition of 1 lb, of flowers of

sulphur to fcvery gallon of whitewash, and 1 lb. of lamp black or soot to
every ten gallons.
Propagating the Oriental Plane (Wfm).—The best plants are those

from seeds ; but the plants are liable to be cut off by the frost, from the
growths not being si^ciently ripened. They should be grown in a warm
sheltered situation in dry ground, where the shoots will be better per-
fected, and able to withstand frost. Layers partake of the tree-like

liabit of the parent, and are more hardy than seedlings. Lime trees are
increased by layers, and they make splendid trees, and bo would the

Plane from layers, only oar climate is in most localities too cold, and oar
summer too short for the full maturation of the wood. We would advise
you to try grafting on the Sycamore.
Al Fresco (A. TroUope).—We never state the real address of corre-

spondents who adopt anonymous signatures. If you will send to us a
letter undirected, with the six postage stamps requisite for the American
postage, we will forward it. The same reply will applv to the query of

"B. W. Royston," except that one postage stamp will suffice.

Moss and Plantain on Croquet Ground (Jfc/fcoiirnfl.—The best way
to eradicate the plantain is to grub it up by the root, which may be done
now when the ground is soft, or during showery weather. The produc-
tion of moss is caused by the poorness of the soil, and the consequent
poor growth of the grass. We would advise you to remove the plantains
from now up to the clo^e of March, and then to give a good dressing of

very rotten manui'e or rich fine compost. After a heavy rain rake tho
surface well with an iron rake, and with a grass or daisy rake clear off the
rough particles, if any, by the middle of April, and give a pood rolling

after sowing 4 lbs. Suckling Clover, 4 lbs. White Clover, 4 lbs. Cynosurus
cristatus, 4 lbs. Festoca duriuscala, and 2 lbs. Poa neutoralis, in mixture,
for one acre of ground. Any remaining roots of plaintain may be de-

strtyed by applying a drop of sulphuric acid from the end of a small
stick to the heart or crown of each plant in dry weather.

Potting Passiflora Belloti (J. Bayift/).—Your plant having been so
long in the same pot, we would not only repot it, but remove aa much of

the old soil as possible without destroying too many roots.

ToBENiA PULCHERRiMA CULTURE (Irf^m).—You sliould havc good wcU-
rooted cuttings of this plant potted-off and established in pots before
autumn. They should be kept on shelves near the glass and moderately
dry during the winter. In spring they should be repeatedly shifted into

larger pots as the pots become filled with roots, giving the last shift in

June. The shoots may be stopped up to this time, and doing so will tend
to make the plant bushy. With a light, airy situation, and a position
near the glass, this plant flowers freely in autumn and winter. It re-

quires the temperature of a stove, but will succeed in a vinery in summer.

C0MBRETC3I PURPTJREUJI PRUNING (J(/<'m).— In pruning, the side shoots
1 only should be cut back to withiB two or three good eyes of the main,
stem or shoot from which they take their rise.

Mulching Fruit Trees (E. A. S.).—The mulching put on in autumn
should now, if of excessive thickness, be reduced by taking some of it

away ; but if it does not exceed 3 inches in thickness it may remain, and
will gradually disappear. You are quite right; the less the ground is

stirred close to the stems of fruit trees the better ; but the spaces between,
not being occupied with the roots of the trees, may be forked over with
advantage. Never dig so as to interfere with fruit trees' roots.

Names of Pl.vnts (A. B.).—Polytrichum undulatum. (71. D. Bolton).—
1, Pteris serrulata; 2, Salicornia herbacea. (R.L.).—Crata;gQ3 coccinea.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending February 18th.

DATS.
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tare shall beopmo indelibly stamped upon tho breed, tlie great
bane of the Dorking race will begin to appear with it. At this

period it may easily bo bred out, and I am glad one so identi-

fied with the breed has had the courage to contend for its being
done ; and I ask any of our exhibitors who may share the
opinion, to give weight to it with theirs, and \va may then,
perhaps, ask Mr. Hewitt and other judges to publish in your
columns their permission that, concerning this point, all shall
compete on ciiual terms.

I would like to ask Mr. Schroder if he has yet known any
cases of real typical " bumble foot " in tho Iloudau breed?

—

Nemo.

Mn. ScHRilDKR wants to do away with the filth too in Houdan
fowls ; I think tho proposed reform comes too late. Pure
Houdans from the yards of good breeders in the Houdan dis-

trict breed so small a per-centage of four-toed chickens that
the fifth toe must be considered a settled feature in this race of
fowls.

Oar poultry judges in insisting upon the fifth toe, have only
followed the French standard of judging Houdaus, made long
before we in England knew much about these fowls. I have
examined hundreds of them in the Houdan district without
finding a single four-toed bird. I have imported a large num-
ber of them, and never received a four-toed one. lu my last

year's breeding I had only four chickens with four toes, and I
traced them all to one hen, bought from a yard in the vicinity
of Eeauvais, quite out of the Houdan district. I have found
this strain very impure. There are many of them in my
neighbourhood, and they are as noted for the absence of the
crest and muffling as for having mostly four toes. 1 believe
that pure-bred Houdans will produce very few four-toed
chickens, and should expect to find more or less an absence of
muffling and crest in many four-toed birds—at least, such is

my experience up to the present time.—F. B. Heald, White-
'noor, iwar Nuttinr/liam.

CAMBRIDGE POULTRY SHOW.
This Sliow was remarkably well arranjied, more especially when it

13 borue in mind it was the tii'st effort of the acting Committee, whose
desii-e to fulfil every duty was very obvious. The weather fortunately
proved very favourable, and the Show was most successful. Although
many of the birdsexhibited bore evidence of the necessity of rest after

the long season of e>:hibitiou, now so rapidly drawing to a close, the

generality of those shown were in good comlition, and many were
i-emartably so.

The Grey VorHnff classes were very good ; the Ganie classes scarcely

less so, bat in the latter, with the exception of few besides the winning
pens, they were not well shown, the bulk being not of sound bard feather.

In Brahmns, the prizes were open to either Light or Dark-feathered ones
and a good competition ensaed, though not a single pen of the Light-
feathered birds was entered. A few good pens of llambiirghs were
shown, but the majority were not high-class specimens, the Hamburgh
being a variety of fowls but little kept in the districts around Cambridge.
Some really splendid specimens of Spauish fowls were shown, and were
greatly admired. In Ijantams, all kinds competing in one open class

brought togetlier about forty pens. The Game Bantams were very
good, some vei-y small Red Piles being particularly worthy of mention.
The Sebrights were very indifferently represented. Some few nicely

feathered pens of Pheasants seemed general favourites.

lu Duck^, the Aylesbury were by far the best breed shown. The
collection of l'ifjcm'< was uniformly good, so much ao that many
additional prizes might have been justly awarded had the funds
permitted it. Many of the newly imported breeds in the Variety class

of Pigeons were well shown, and were very unusual varieties.

In Rahhits, a sooty fawn-coloured doe took the premium for weight,

being IG^ lbs, when brought to scale, aud of that colour she was a truly

handsome specimen. The longest-eared Rabbit measured 21 inches.

Dorkings (Any variety).—First, Rev. O. Crosse, Cambridge. Second,
J. Elgar, Osmanthorpe lljill, Newark. Chickena.—First, Mrs. Seamons,
.\ylesbury. Second, Rev. C. Crosse. Highly Commended, J. Haward,
Great Blakenhara ; F. Parlctt. Great Baddow ; G. S. Hall, Ely.
Game [kxiy variety).— First, W. B. Jetlries, Ipswich. Secoud, S. Mat-

thews, Stowmarket. Hi;,'hly Commended, J. Jekin, EUliain, Kent ; H.
Martin, Sculthorpe, Fakenhani ; W. Boyes, Beverlev ; S. Matthews;
R. Hall. Commended, W. Dale, Westou-super-Mare" ; R. B. Stafford,
Bedford. C/iicfcc/ts.— First and Secoud, S. Matthews. Highly Com-
mended, J. Jeken. Commended, Rev F. Watson, Messing, Kelvedon

;

W. Freeman, Cambridge ; R. Hall.
Best Gamo Cock in Town or County of Cambridge.—Prize, R. Hall.
CocHiN-CniN.i (Auy calour).~First* Mrs. J. Clarke, Eedlord. Second,

B. S. Lowndes. Hi^'bly Commended, B. S. Lowndes; W. Turner, jun.,
Ipswich; E. Shearman, Chelmsford; Mrs. Clarke; W. H. Tomliuaon,
Newark. Commended, F. G. Philips, St. Leonards-on-Sea.
Bbabma Pootra (Any colour).—First, Mrs. Seamons. Second, J. Dring,

Gedney Marsh, LongSutton. Highly Commended, W. O. Quibcll, Newark.
Commended, Col. Stuart Wortley, Lomlon ; Rev. E. G. Dawson, Otton
Belchamp, Sudbury ; G. A. Shippey, Cambridge.

HAMBURona (Gold and Silver-pencilled).—First, H. PickloH. jun., Earby,
Second, T, Coulson, Milton. Commended, 0. HuvcrHj J. Clarke; W. U.
Tomlinson.
Hamhuughs (Gold and SJlvor-spangled).—First, Rev. F. Toarlo.Gazo-

Iry, Newmarket. Second, H. Picklos, jun. Highly Commended, J. F.
Leversedge, Newark. Commended, E. Hills, Ely.
Spanish (Any colour).— First and Secoud, F. James. Highly Com-

mended. H. Lingwond ; W. B. JelTrios.

Bantams (Any variety).— Fir.st, W. B. Jeffries. Second, J. Parlett,

Huntingdon. Highly Commended, Rev. F. Toarlo; \V. Palo, Wentoii-
Huper-Mare; Mrs. J. Clarko ; E. Toller, Littlo Carlton, Notts; W. H.
Tumlinson. Commended, W. Easy, Miltou ; W. Mansfield, Cambridpe ;

E. J, Drew, Weston-super-Mare ; S. Rowley, Hibton, Camb.-i; W. Moyae,
King's Lynn, Norfolk.
Any other Variety.—First, A. S. Rae, Ely (Silver-spanglod Polish).

Second, Col. Stmrt Wortley (Crevo Coeur). Highly Cummeniled, T. H.
Windham, S;ilisbuiy (Creve-Camr) ; G. W. Boothby, Louth (Silver
Pulands) ; J. El^ar (Houdans) ; W, O. Qnibell (Houdnnt*). Commended,
W. Manafiiidd. Cambridge i Padua Chamois) ; J. Elgar (CiLVc-Ctiiur) ; Mrs.
J. Clark (White Minorca and Peruvian) ; S. Stanley (DnrldiiK Bantams).
Pheasants (.A.ny variety).—First, Mrs. Sumpter, Histon Hall (.silver).

Second, H. Dench, Ely (Tame). Commended, W. Freeman, Cambridge
(Common).
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First. Mrs. Seamons. Second, Rev. C. Crosse.

Higblv Comrcended, Mrs. J. Clarko ; Rev. C. Crosse. Commended, Rev.
W. J. Tilbrook.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, H. Dowsett, Plesbey. Second, H. Frost, West

WrattingHall. Commended, J. V. Fetch, Cambridge.

PIGEONS.
TcsrBr.ERS.-First, P. H. Jones. Fulham. Second, L. Wren. Lowestoft.

Highly Commended, H. Yardley, BirmiuRham ; J. Braid, Cambridge.
Powters.- First, P. H. Jones". Second H. Yardley. Highly Commended,

P. H. Jones; F. Sale, Derby.
Carriers.—First, J. W.Addison, Cambridge. Second, L.Wren. Highly

Commended, H. Yardley.
Barbs.—First, P. H.Jones, Second, J. W.Addison. Highly Commended,

P. H. Jones : J. W. Addison; H. Yardley; J. Percivall.

Fantails.-First and Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, G. S.

Hall, Ely. Commended, J. Porcivall.
Runts.—First, T. D. Green, Saffron Walden. Second, H. Yardley,

Highly Commended, T. D. Green; H. Yardley,
Jacobins.—First, P. H. Jones. Second, F. Sale. Highly Commended, H.

Yardley.
Any other Distinct Variety.—First and Second, H. Yardley (Fairies,

Ice Pigeons). Highly Commended, P. H. Jones (Dragons and Foreign
Owls); J. W. Addison (Turbits) ; H. M. Hale, Croydon (Baldheads); F.
Sale (Dragons). Commended, L. Wren (Trumpeters) ; J. Percivall (Bruns-
wick).

Rabbits.—Zfn.7 i/t of Ear.—First, M. Millington, York, 21 inches. Se-
cond, J, Mellor, Cambridge, 19^ inches. Weight.—Yir&t, M. Millington,
lfi,l lbs. Second, W. EUerby, lU lbs. Any Breed.—First, M. Millington
(Fawn). Second, R. Wise, St. Ive^s (SUver Grey). Highly Commended, J.
Allen; C. & R. Freeman (Himalayan) ; J. Mellor, Cambridge (Angola);
G. Comins, Ely i, Silver-Grey).

CANARIES.
Belgians (Any variety except Pied).—First, R. D. Lenton, Cambridge.

Second, G. J, Barnesby. Commended, E. Tyler, Cambridge ; G. J,

Barnes by.

Belgian (Pied).—Prize, G. J. Barnesby.
Cinnamon.-First, E. Tyler, Cambridge. Highly Commeuded, G. J.

Barnesby.
Norwich.—First, G. J. Barnesby. Second, W. R. Jeffries, Ipswich,

Highly Commended, G. J. Barnesby, Commended, E. Tyler.

Norwich (Pied).—First, G. J. Barnesby. Second, W. B. Jeffries,

Hitihly Commended, E. Tyler.
Yorkshire.- First, G. J. Barnesby. Highly Commended and Com-

mended, J. Mellor.
Goldfinch Mule.—First, G. J. Barnesby. Second. W. B. Jeffries.

Highly Commended, G. J. Barnesby. Commended, E. Tyler.

Cage of Six Canaries (Any "variety).— First, Hon. Mrs., Neville,

Cambridge. Second, G. J. Barnesby. Commended, E. Tyler.

BRITISH BIRDS.
Goldfinch.—First, E. Tyler. Second, R. Hall. Highly Commended, J,

Mellor. Commended, W. Freeman, Cambridge ; R. D. Lenton. Cambridge.

BcLLFiNcn.— First, B. Hall. Second, J. Mellor, Cambridge. Highly
Commended, J. Baker, Cambridge ; G. Bond.
Nightingale.—Prize, J. Mellor.

Thrush.—Prize, J. B. Hopwood, Trinity College. Commended, H.
Spinks.
Blackbirds.-Prize, J. Mellor. Commended, J. B. Hopwood.
Parrot.-Prize, Rev. F. Tearle (King). Highly Commended, R,

Callaby (Green).

Pidward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook, near Birming-

ham, awarded the whole of the premiums for FonUri/j ri<jconSy and
liabhits ; Mr. C. Pashler those for Cage Birds.

HALIFAX POULTRY SHOW.
Tms Show was held in the Odd Fellows' Hall, Halifax, on the 8th

and 9th inst., and was well attended both by exhibitors aud visitors.

Camr, Gtnne Bdufavis^ and Brahvms were very good, and the Ham-
hurffhs were excellent. The Judge was R. Teebay, Esq., Fullwood,

Preston.

Single Gabie Cock (Anv variety).—First, J. Brough, Carlisle. Second,

J. Wilson, Ovenden. Tb'ird, A. K. Briggs. Houshton Place, Bradford.

Highly Commended, C. Chaloner, Chesterfield; E. Brough, BaU Haye
Park, Leek ; E. Akroyd, Bradford. Commeuded, J. T. Beanland, Goos-

bill, Bowlmg; F. J, Astbury, Prestwich; J. Mason, Kenwick Hill,

Worcester,
Single Gajie Hen (Any variety).—First, J. Barrow, jun., Bardley Field,

Kendal. Secoud, T. buddick, Bradford. Third, E. Brough. Highly
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Commended, J. Pickles, Mytholmroyd ; E. Holland, Ovcnden; E. Akroyd.
CoiTimended, J. Spencer, Queensbtiry.
Game {Black-breasted aud other P-'l-^) —First nnd Cnp for best peu

of Game, E. Akrcyd Second, J. Flet'her. Stoneclougrb. Tliivd, W. Boyes,
Beverley. Highly Commended, J. Fletcher; J. Silencer. Commended,
C. Chaloner : R. Hemin;?w.iy, Shelf.

Gamk (Any other variety).—First. J. Fletcher. Second, A. K. Bngas.
Third, W. Eoyo?. Hi^'hly Commended, J. Erongh. Commended, W.
Dale, Weston-siiper-ilare; J. Thumpaon, Southnwram.
Spanish 'Bl^ck).—First and Cup, J. Marehnnt, Halifax. Second. Hon.

3Iiss Dougla? Pennant, Penrhyn Castle, Bangor. Third. Messrs. V/. and
T. Piekard, Thomer, Leeds. Highly Commended, E. Elamires, Horton,
Brodfnrd; J. Thresh, Bradford; J. Marchant. Commended, J. Thomp-
son, Eingley.
Cochin-China. — First, T, Stretch, Ormskirk. Second. Hon. Miss

Ponglas Pennant. Third, H. Crossley, Broomfield, Halifax. Commended,
Hon. Miss Douglas Pennant.

Brah:.ia Pootua.—Fii*st and Third, Hon. Miss Donglas Pennant. Se-
cond. J. Walker, Maya Park, Knaresborough. Highly Commended, W,
H. King, pLOchdalc.
Hamburgiis (Golden-spangled).—First, S. & R. Ashton, Mottrara. Se-

cond, H. Pickles, jun, Earby, Skipton. Tliird, J. Pearson, Bradford.
Highly Commended, W. A. Hyde, Hurst, Ashton-nnder-Lyne.
Hawburghs (Silver-spaDgled).— First, H. Robinson, iSaildon, Leeds.

Second and Highly Commended. J. Walker. Third, H. Pickles, jun.
Commended. W. H. Sutcliffe. Wadsworth.
Hambdrghs (Goldec-pencilled).—First, J. Preston. Allerton, Bradford.

Second and Third. H. Pickles, jnn. Commended, J. Hollings, Bradford.
Hamburghs (Mlver-pencillcd).—First and Third, J. Walker. Second,

J. Preston. Hghly Commended, H. Pickles, jun.
Game Baktams.—First. J. Bamber, Accrington. Second, E. A. Toder,

Little Carlton, Newark. Third. J. Rhodes, Wakefield. Highly Commended.
E. Blumires ; G. Noble, Dewsbury ; R. B. Riley, Ovenden. Commended,
J. Rhodes, Southowrani.
Bantams (Anv other variety).—First, Messrs. Tonkin & Tuckev, Biistol.

(Black). Second, T. Burgess, Brighouse. Third, Rev. P. W. Biorey,

Daventrv (White Feather-legged). Highly Commended, J. Walker
(Sebright) ; R. B. Riley. Commended, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton (BlacV).

Any OTHER Variety.—First, J. White, Northallerton (Grey Dorkings).
Second, T. Eurgess. Third, A. Tidswell, Ovenden (Blue Andalusians .

RABBITS.
Spanish.—Medal, First, and Second, M. Millington, York (Fawn and

Black and White Does). Highly Commended, A. H. E.isten, Hull (Knwn
and White Buck) ; M. Milliuglou tTortoiseshoU Buck) ; W. Allison, Shef-
field (Fawn Buck).
Himalayan —First, C. E. Marchant, Halifax. Second, F. L. Jones,

Eootham, York.
Angora.—First, J. Alderson, Claremount, Halifax. Second, C. Rayson,

Prestwich.

CRYSTAL P.VLACE BIllD SHOW.
"We have mncli pleasure in again recording the annual exhibition of

Canaries and Britisli ami foreign birds at the Crystal Palace, -whicli

opened on Saturday last, and will continue until l-'riday. The SIiow

is being held in the new tropical portion of the Palace ; hut we question

whether it would not have been advisable to have had it in the room
in which it took place last year, as we fear that many of the little pets

will return to their oivners somewhat the worse for theii" temporary

change of residence.

The show of Cauarks is quite up to the standard of prerioua shows,

the most choice amongst which are the Loudon l''ancy and the Nor-

wich and Jomiue London Fancy, as well as the Lizards. The Gold-

linch and Linnet Mules are most exquisitely beautiful and fine.

Among the British birds there are some most beautiful representa-

tives of the Bullfinch and Goldfinch, and also of our Song Thrush
;

aud in the Variety class are noticeable some extraordinai-y and most

novel examxdes of the freaks of Nature, consisting of a most deli-

cately coloured Bullfinch, a Goldfinch perfectly white, with the excep-

tion of a tinge of yellow on the wings and pink marking over the beak,

and a cream-coloured Lark, aud a white Sparrow.

The Forei'fii hij-ds are not so well represented this year. There are

some very beautiful Parrots, Cockatoos, and Paroquets. There is

also a pair of Java Sparrows pure white, belonging to Mr. Hawkins,

which attracted much attention. "SYe likewise observed two most ex-

quisite specimens of the Leadbeater Coclcatoo, which deservedly ob-

tained a special prize. The King Parrots and Paroquets are objects

of great attraction, as also a covey of Partridges, exhibited by Mr.
Stevens, of Netley Abbey, which was awarded a special prize.

The following is the list of awards :

—

CANARIES.
Norwich Clear YeUow).—First and Third, Collinson & Hayden, Nor-

wich. Second, W. Walter, Hyde Street, Winchester. Very Highly Com-
mended, J. Bexson Derby; J. Judd, Newingtnn Butts; Collinson and
Hayden ; W. Walter. Highly Commended. Collinson & Ha:- den ; ^
Mackley, Norwich- Commended. J. Judd ; Collinson &. Hayden ; W. Bar-
well, Southampton ; G. Barrett. Peckham ; R. MaclUcy ; E. Coke, Derby.
Norwich (Clear Buffi.—Fjrst, E. Bemrose, Rotten Row, Derby. Se-

cond, .1. Bexson. Tkird, Collinson & Hayden. Very Highly Commended,
W. Walter; J. Judd; Collinson & Hayden. Highly Commended, W.
Walter; Collinson & Hayden; W. Barwell. Commended. E. Mackley;
E. Coke; W. J. Toon, Kettering; J. Bexson; Collinson & Hayden; G.
Tuckwood, Nottingham.
Norwich (Evenly Marked or Variegated Yellow) —First and Second,

Collinson & Hayden. Third, J. Judd. Very Highly Commended, W.
Walter; J. Bexson; Collinson & Hayden; G. Tuckwood. Highly Com-
mended. G. Moore, Northampton; Collinson & Hayden. Commended,
G. Tuckwood.
Norwich (Evenly Marked or Variegated Bufl\—First and Second, J,

Bexson. Third, W. Walter. Very Highly Commended, S. Tomes, North-

ampton; Collinson & Hayden. Highly Commended, J. Judd; CaUinson
and Hayden. Comuiended, W. Walter; R. Hawman. Middlesbro-on-Tees.
Norwich (Ticked or Unevenlv Marked Yellowj.—First, J. Bexson.

Second, W.Walter. Very Highlv Commended, J. Judd; Collinson and
Hayden ; H. Warrea, Norwich ; W. Wwlter. Hishly Commended, J. Bex-
son ; CoUnsou & Haydou; \V. Walter. Commended, CoUiusou and
Hayden ; W. Bftrwell ; R. Mackley-
NoEWTCH (Ticked or Unevenly aiiirked Buit'l —First, H. Wrtrron. Se-

cond, Collinson \ Huydeu. Very Highly Commended, W. Walter: W. A.
Blakston, Sunderland. Highly Com;:iended, V/. Walter; J. Bexson;
Collinson & Hayden. Commended, J, Judl ; Collinson & Hayden.
Norwich (Viuiegated Created Yellow).—First, G. E. Baker, Clapham.

Second and Third, Collinson & H-iyden. V«ry Highly Commended,
Collinson & Hayden. Highly Commended, G. Moore ; Colli'nsoa & Hayden.
NoRwrcH (Variegated Crested ButF).—First. Collinson & Hayden. Se-

cond. G. Moore. Very Highly Commended, W. A. Blakston ; Collinson
and Hayden. Hichly Commended, G. Moore ; Collinson & Hayden. Com-
mended", W. Walter ; Collinson & Havdeu ; J. Judd.
Belgian (Clear Yellow).—First, s. Bunting, Derbv. Second. H. Ashton

,

Prestwich. Very Hiyhly Cornrnended, E. Hawkins, Bear Street, Leicester
Square; -T. Bex:^on ; W. Buhner, jun., Stockton-on-Tees. Highly Com-
mended, E. Hawkins ; \Y. Bclmcr, jan. Commended, E. Hawkins.
Belgian (Clear Buff).—First, S. Bunting. Second. H. Ashton. Very

Highly Commended, E. Hawkins ; W. Buhner, jun. Highly Commended,
J. Doel, Stonehouse ; W. Buhner, jun. Commended, J. Baxter, Ncwcastle-
on-Tyne.
Belgian (Variegated or Ticked Yellow).—First, W. Bulraer. jun. Se-

cond. J. HanisL'n, Lindport. Very Highly Commended, W. Buloier, jun.
Highly Commended. E. Hiiwkins.
Belgian (Variegated or Ticked Buffi.—First. J. Baxter. Second, E.

Hawkins. Very Highly Commended, H. Vine, East Cowes ; W. Bulmer.
jun. Highly Commended, H. Vine ; R. J. Troake, Bristol. Commended,
J. Doel.
Belgian (Crested or any other Variety).—First, H. Ashton. Second,
W V/alier. Commended. \V. Walter.
JoNQUE LoxDO.N Fancy.—First, T. Mann, Camberwell New Pa)ad. Se-

soud. J. Waller. Tabernacle Walk, Finsburv. Verv Highlv Commended.
J. Waller. Highly Commended, J. Waller; W. Brodrick, Chudleigh.
Commended, J. W.iUer; H. Ashton.
Mealy London Fancy.-First, T. Mann. Second. J. Waller. Vei-y

Highly Commended, J. Waller. Highly Commended, J. Waller ; H
Ashton.
Lizard (Golden-spangled.—First, H. Ashton. Second and Third, G.

Tuckwood. Very Highly Commended, J. Burning, Derby; T. Fairbrass,
Canterbury. Highly Commended, F. W. Fairbrass, Canterbury. Com-
mended, F. W. Fairbrass ; E Hawkins.
Lizard (Silver-spangled) —First, E. Bemrose. Second, G. Tuckwood.

Third, E. Hawkin.. Very Highly Commended. J. Waller; F. W. Fair-

brass ; T. Smith. Coventry. Highly Commended, H. Vine ; Collinson
and Hayden. Commended. E. Hawkins.
JoNQUE Cinnamon.—First and Second. H, Vine. Very Highly Com-

mended, J. Wyuii, Northampton; J. Waller; W. Waller, Finsbury ; G.
Moore. Highly Commended, J. Stainesby. Sunderland; G. Goulter, Nor-
biton. Cotniuendod, G. Goulter ; H. Ashton.
Buff Cinn.uion.—First, II. Ashton. Second, W. Walter. Very Highly

Commended. G. Moore; G. Goulter. ^Highly Commended, G. Moore;
S. Tomes. Commended, R. A.. Simpson, Brixton.
Any other Variety.— f-irst, s. Tomes. Second. G. Moore. Extra,

W. Heap, Bradford. Very Highly Commended. H. Vino; H. Ashton ; E.
Hawkins. Highly Commended, J. Wynn ; G. Moore; J. Baxter. Com-
mended, W. Walter.
Mule (Yellow Goldfinch).—First, H. Ashton. Second, J. T. Tally,

Monkwearmouth.
Mule iBuff Goldfinch).—First. J. T. Tullv. Second, H. Ashton.

Commended, J T. Tuliy ; H. Ashton.
Mcle (Variegated Yellow Goldfinch).-First and Third, J. Doel. Se-

cond, J. T. TuUv. Extra Second. H. Ashton. Very Highly Commended,
F. E. Colman. Clapham; H. Ashton. Highly Commended, H. Peake,
Dover; J. Doel.
Mule (Vurieijated Buff Gddfinch).—First and Second, J Doel.

Third, J. T. Tnllv. Verv Highly Commended. T. Carrington. Derby; R.
Hawman; H. Ashton. Highly Commended. G. Moore; J. T. Tully; G.
Shiel, Sunderland: H. Ashton. Commended, W. Walter ; G.Moore.
Mule (Dark Goldfinch).—First, W. Walter. Second, H. Vine. Very

Highly Commended, H. Vine ; S. Tomes ; J. Baxter. H ighly Commended^
J. T. Tully. Commended, W. Walter; P. tlexuey, Market Street, Cale-

donian Road.
Mule (Linnet).—First and Second, H. Ashton. Very Highly Com-

mended, J. T. Tully.
Mile (Anv other Variety) —First, W. Walter. Second, S. Tomes.

Extra Second, E. Hawkins. Very Highly Commended. E. Winspear,
Northampton ; S. Tomes Highly Commended, J. T. TuUey : H. Ashton.
Norwich (Six in one cage).—First and Second, W. Walter. Third, J.

Judd. Very Highly Commended, W. Walter. Highly Commended, J.

Judd.
Belgian (Six in one cage).—First and Third. E. Hawkins. Second, J.

Jones, Manchester. Very Highly Commended, R. J. Troake. Highly
Commended, J. Doel; W. Waller.
Lizards (Six Gulden- spangled in one cage).—Fii'st, J. Judd. Second

and Third, E. Hawkins.
Lizards (?is SUver-spaugled in one case).—First and Second. E. Haw-

kins. , X m
Mules (Six Goldfinch in one cage).—First, H. Ashton. Second, J. T.

Tully. Third, J. Doel. Very Highly Commended, W. Walter; J. T.

Tully. Highly Commended, W. Heap".

Miscellaneous.-First and Second, H. Ashton. Very Highly Com-
mended, W. Walter ; F. E. Colman ; H, Ashton. Highly Commended^
J. T. Tully.

BRITISH BIRDS.
Bullfinch.—First, H. Vine. Second, J. Judd. Veiy Highly Com-

mended, J. Wynn. Highly Commended, Mrs. T. Rose, Langham Place,

Northampton"; D. Simmonds, Winchester; S. Hinds; E. Hawkins.
Goldfinch.—First, H. Vine. Extra, W. L. Chapman, Northampton.

Third, Rev. H. C. Russell, Doncaster. Very Highly Commended, G.

Moore. Highly Commended. J. Judd ; J. Doel. Commended, W. Walter ;

J. Partridge, p"eckham ; A. Rettich, Brixton.
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Linnet.—First, Highly C'omniondod, iiiid Conimcudod, S. Hinds.
Skylark.—First and Verv Highly Coiumeadod, J. Judd. Commended,

S. Hind3.
WooDLARK.—First, J. .Tiidd. Coramcndod, C. Obermiiller.

Robin.— Prize, J. Smith, Lower Norwood,
Blackbird.—Prize, A. Isjincs, Prince's Street, Leicester Siiimro.

Higbly Commended, W. Bnrnnrd, Anerley. Commended, L. Corti, Bath
Street, City Road.
SoNtJ Thrush.— Firflt, K. J. B.ildwin, Noi-thampton- Second, F. P.

Cuddon, Croydon. Very Highly Commended, K. A. Simpson. Com-
mended, \V. Barnard.
Stabling.— Prize. .1. Judd. Highly Commended, J. .Tudd ; E, Haw-

kins ; G. Mustoe, Upper Nort?ood. Commended, VV. Bicknell, Ebury
Street, Bclgrftvia.
Magpie.—Prize, A. Von Glchn, Sydenham.
Any Oticer Variety.—First. J. Adams. Eastbnurno, Sussex (White

Goldtlnchi. Second and Third, E. Hawfcins. Fourth, T. Carrington.
Fifth, J. B. H. Oxley. Higlilv t'omniended, E. Hawkins iWliite Sparrow)

;

Rev. H. C. Rnssell (White Pled Linnet).

BIRDS OF PASSAGE AN'() MIGR.\TORY LIRDS.
Blackcap.—Prize, C. Ohennuller. Very Highly Commenjod, S. Hinds.

Highly Commended, C. A. P.owdler.
NiOHTiNGALE.—Pri'/e. G. Miller, New North Road, Hoxton.
Siskin or Abehdf.vine. ^ Prize, W. Walter. Very Highly Com-

mended, J. Judd. Hi(,'hly Commended, H. Ashton ; E. De L. Simmonds,
Winchester. Commended. ^. Winspear.
Any OTHGit Variety.—Prize, E. Hawkins (Waxen Chatterer). Very

Highly Commended, E. Hawkins. Commended, W. Walter (Waxwing).

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Cockatoo (Lemon or Orange-crested).—First, M. George, Upper East

Smitbfield. Secoud, K. H. Douglas, Dalston. Very Highly Conimended,
J. Partridge.
Cockatoo (Lcadbeater, or Rose-crested),—Fii-st and Second, A. Isaacs.

Special, F. Ashley.
Cockatoo (Any other variety).—Prize, J. Judd. Highly Commended,

A. Isaccs.
Grey Parrots.—First, C. Thompson, Upper Norwood. Second, J.

jQdd.
Lo^*E Birds.—Prize, J. Judd. Highly Commended, E. Hawkins.
Parakeets (Australian GrussL— Prixe, H. Vine. Very Highly Com-

mended, J. Judd ; E. Hawkin.s. Highly Commended, J. Judd ; W. Walter
;

A. Isaacs.
Parakeets (Ring-necked or Bengal).—Prize, G. Hurs:.
Parakeets (Rosebill).—Prize, J. Judd.
Parakeets (Pennants).—Prize, W. Walter. Commended, J. Jones.
Parakeets (Any other variety).—Prize, J. .ludd.
Kino Parrots.—Prize. A. Isaacs. Very Highly Commended, J. Jones

;

J. Jndd.
CocKATEals.—Prize, Mrs. O. Reckitt. Very Highly Commended, J.

Jndd; Commended, A. Isaacs.
Lory (Any variety).—Prize, J. Judd.
Sparrows (Diamoudl.— Prize, A. Isaacs. Highly Commended, W.

Walter. Commended, S. Hinds.
Sparrows Coral-necked).—-Prize. J. Jndd. Very Highly Commended,

A.Isaacs. Highly Commended, E. Hawkins.
Sparrows (Java).~Prize. E. Hawkins. Very Highly Commended, W.

"Walter. Highly Commended, E. Hawkins.
Indigo Blue Birds.—Prize. E. Hawkins.
Waxbills (Any variety).—First, A. Isaacs. Second, W. Walter. Very

Highly Commended, J. Judd. Highly Commended, E. Hawkins; A.
Isaace.
Cardinals.—Prize, E. Hawkins. Very Highly Commended, E. Hawkins.
WiDAH Birds.—Prize, W. Walter.
Any OTHER Variety.—First and Third, E. Hawkins (White Java

Sparrow). Second. H. Ashton (Scarlet Tanageri. Very Highly Com-
mended, W. Walter (Grenadier Bishop). Highly Commended, W.'Walter
(White-headed Manakin) ; S. Bunting (Saffron Fiuchi; W. P. Junes
(Senegal Canaries) ; A. Isaacs (Black Manakinsj. Commended, E.
Hawkins (Glossy Oriel).

Group of Partridges (Cross between English and French).—Special
Prize, J. S. Stevens.

Judges.—Camines.—^r. T. Moore; Mr. A. Wilmore ; Mr. G. J.
Bamesby. Britiak and Forriijn Jjirds.—Mr. W. Goodwin.

PIGEONS—:\IATIXG WITH :MEALY, &c.

I NOTICE with pleasure ilr. Heath's remarks in the Journal
of the 23rd ult. on my notes on the hook entitled "Pigeons,"
and I have no doubt that by means of such communications
we shall bj-and-by reach a real " standard of excellence."

In my experience in breeding and observing the breeds of

Pouters, the greater number of Yellow birds bred from a Mealy
on either the one side or the other have shown strongly
defined bars. By this I do not mean to say that the bars are
necessarily dark or solid in colour, but '"strongly defined," or
plainly marked. When this has not been the case many
of the birds have been pale in colour, some of a dappled or
clouded yellow, others having the edges of each or most of the
feathers marked with a lighter shade, and, as a rule, showing
indications of the bar. Thus it is that Mr. Heath's " three
Ked cocks, with scarcely any sign of a bar," do show it, I am
led to presume, in a degree—perhaps in a very small degree,
but the indications are there. A pood judge, looking along the
line of Yellow Pouters in one of our exhibitions, will seldom
fail in pointing out birds bred from Jlealies.

I trust it will be understood that I do not condemn the birds
bred in this way ; they are to my eye all beautiful, and many
of tbem, without doubt, very handsome in form, and when the

bars are strong in colour they add a very pretty variety to the

Yellow class. It is the rule for breeding Y'ellow Pied Pouters

that I condemn, and more particularly when recommended as

possessing an " advantage."

This is one of the points I was desirous of pressing upon
the attention of my brethren in the fancy ; for now that we
have attained to size and length of feather, we must give to

colour more attention. When a book of such pretentions as
" Pigeons " is put into our hands, we naturally expect to find

at least plain directions founded on past experience, and if

perused by a fancier of little or no experience, he as naturally

looks upon it as an unerring guide. Fortunately or unfortu-

nately, I must not say which, I have been born a Pigeon-

fancier, and I did feel annoyed at finding a book on our pastime
so well " got up," setting forth rules of this kind.

As the question of matching colours is now raised, allow me
to ask. Why breed for Y'ellows from Mealy at all ? We want
a rich solid yellow colour, without bars on the wing. This
being the case, it seems folly t/> introduce the bar or any other

objectionable mark. We can mtroduce such marks by one cross,

the bars more particularly ; but how many crosses will it re-

quire to breed those marks thoroughly out ? The bar will ap-

pear every now and then for generations. A pure-bred solid

Ked is the colour of bird to match with a Y'ellow, and from
Mr. Heath's remarks I feel sure he will agree with me in this.

I have only seen one or two specimens of Mealies without bars,

I think only one ; they are very rare, and the reason is that

the Mealy comes from the Blue Pied ; it may have been a
distant cross, but Blue is the origin. Hence a Mealy is the

best colour to match with a Blue (if a cross of colour is re-

quired), as it tends to give that softness to the blue colour so

much prized, and certainly most beautiful. To a fancier^of Blues

a Mealy bird is valuable, t hey being generally of very fine shape.

The Mealies Mr. Heath refers to as " without any bars at

all," are, I suspect, what are properly called Sandies. They
are of a reddish sandy coloui", not of that soft solid tint of the

Mealy proper. The feathers are streaked with a dull reddish

sandy or blackish red sandy colour; it so, the proper name is

Sandy. Birds of this colour are of mixed blood, principally

Black, and a most valuable bird to breed with Black Pied ; as a

rule, they are handsome in form, and often very fine in limb.

The prescription Mr. Heath kindly gives for roup I shall

try the first time my birds are afiected with that dire

disease, and report the result. The diseases of Pigeons might

form of themselves a study ; the causes seem almost unknown,
and the cures very uncertain. I have had upwards of twenty

young Pouters carried off in one season from roup and purg-

ing, perhaps the following 3'ear only one or two ; some years

the old birds only are affected, and in other seasons the whole

collection seems to enjoy perfect health.

In reading over the pages of The -Joubnal of Hoeticcltcee,
teeming with interest to every admirer of Nature—a publication

I find almost everywhere—I meet with articles on horticul-

ture in every department, on singing birds, fowls, bees, and silk-

worms, and even on the insects and dust that prey on or dis-

turb each or all of them. But what of the Pigeon fancy? So

far it is undeveloped in the field of letters, for few come for-

ward to give us their experience. A pastime full of interest,

requiring as much art and care as any other, year by year gaining

on the attention of the public, and yet it is left iu the back-

ground. We must bestir ourselves.—J. HuiE.

BREEDING YELLOW POUTER PIGEONS.
Havixg read with pleasure the letters upon matching Pouteri

for obtaining Y'ellow ones, I wish also to state the results of my
long experience and success in breeding that rare colour, of

which I have bred some of the best birds both for richness of

colour Dud style.

To use the words of my friend, Mr. Huie, in breeding for

Yellows we want a rich, solid, orange colour, not a light or

pale colour, or streaked at the edge of the feather with white

or a buff tinge. Mr. Huie says, that five minutes" consideration

will bring us to the conclusion, that no bird showing a bar

should be introduced to breed the desired orange colour, and I

fully indorse that opinion.

For obtaining Yellows, nearly in every nest of young birds

the first need is to have a rich- coloured Bed cock bird, and as

nearly of a blcod colour as possible. Mate him with a Y'ellow

hen as rich in colour as possible.

Next mate a Y'ellow cock bird, of course as near as possible

to the desired orange colour, with a blood-red hen.
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From the produce of these two pairs of birds, pick out for

stock next year some of the best young birds of the rich blood-

red colour.

Now, to the practical part of obtaining that orange colour.

Pick out a cock and hen both of the rich Ked and mate them,

of course taking care that they are not brother and sister, but

from the different pairs of birds. This will insure your obtain-

ing Yellows of the desired orange hue, and not only so, but

nearly all the young birds will be Yellow.

Never put two Yellows together, for if you do you will lose

the desired colour.

I will on another occasion treat upon matching the other

colours of Pouters, also upon style and leg.—H. SiJiPSON,

Heekingham, Ncwarh, Notts.

ROUP AND CANKER IN PIGEONS.
PiGEON-FANCiEns Will, no doubt, feel grateful to you for the

lind facilities you offer to them in the last number but one of

your valuable Journal.

I have read Mr. Huie's review of Mr. Tegetmeier's work on
Pigeons with much satisfaction. I trust the book before us

does not presume to be offered as an authority on the rearing,

&o., of these beautiful birds. A work entitled on its own merits

to rank as a standard work upon Pigeons is much wanted, and
would be hailed with delight by the fancy ; but something
other than a compilation of extracts and quotations from
former authors is wanted.

I am a little surprised that none of the great Scotch or Irish

Pouter-fanciers has come forward in support of Mr. Huie in

this controversy, " Matching for Colour, &c." Mr. Yolckman
has in your number of the 6th inst., given to the fancy a valu-

able article in favour of Mr. Huie ; the suggestions therein con-

tained fully meet the case, and if fanciers would only endeavour
to follow out his ideas, we should, ere long, see a marked im-
provement in Pouters of all colours.

I am of Mr. Huie's opinion, that canker and roup are not

infectious. I speak from an experience of four years, during
which time I have had only one case of the former disease

which proved fatal to a young bird. Of the latter disease I

have had many cases, more especially among young birds, and
the majority of the attacks proved fatal. Last week I de-

stroyed a cock Stomacher on account of his having become
very much reduced from the effects of this disease. His hen is

in perfect health, and so are their offspring, now one month old.

Two years ago roup proved most disastrous to my young birds,

and after careful observation I came to the conclusion that

the state of the weather, which was very damp, and a want
of proper attention in feeding, accounted in a great measure
for the spread of the disease. Last season I lost very few birds

from roup, and none from ' canker,' and I feel convinced it

birds are kept free from damp, and are otherwise properly

cared for, that fanciers would have less frequently to lament
the loss of promising birds. Perhaps Mr. Eose will kindly

communicate to the fancy his recipe for the cure of roup.

—

—A. B. Bo^D, Eichinond Lodge, Trinity, Edinhurgh.

UNITING CONDEMNED BEES.
1860 was the worst honey year in my recollection. After

bringing my bees from the moors, my study was not how to

obtain honey from my hives, but bow to put honey into them,

and how to carry the greatest number of stocks through the

winter at the least cost.

Having twelve hives in all, I selected six, which I considered

would make the best keepers, then took the bees out of the

six weaker hives, and put them into four of the keepers, leav-

ing two undisturbed. I then gave all the honey taken from
the condemned colonies to the keepers, with the view of

securing more stocks in the following spring and at much less

cost than by feeding them all separately. I was rewarded in

spring by possessing three excellent stocks, which survived,

although three died, whilst my neighbours for miles round lost

nearly all. I have followed the same system ever since—that

is, I take the bees out of my condemned hives and strengthen

my weakest keepers with them. I do not think it any ad-

vantage to add bees to a strong hive.

I consider it unpractical to drive bees into an empty skep

after the honey season is over in this district, the chance of

their surviving the winter being too small to counterbalance

the certain heavy cost of feeding. Having, therefore, in 1860,

resolved to transfer all the bees I could from six hives to other

four hives, I thought it necessary to devise some plan a little

quicker than the old-fashioned system of tying two hives to-

gether and tapping at them until the bees ascend into the top
hive. My hives being l(i inches square outside, I made an
apparatus of the same diameter, standing 3 feet 4 inches
high, with an inclined plane of perforated zinc fixed in it half-

way from the bottom. Standing the hive on the top I fold a
sheet round the whole to confine the smoke, and rap the hive
in order to disturb the bees. I then drawjup a slide at the back
of the apparatus and set fire to a quantity of paper prepared
with a solution of saltpetre, previously put in the bottom of the'

apparatus, and shut down the slide. The smoke ascending
through the zinc into the hive, the bees become powerless, fall

on the zinc, and roll out through an aperture cut across the
apparatus into a box placed against it, and made to fit close to,

and above the apparatus, so as to keep the bees from ascending.
When I have smoked all the bees I can out of the hive, I

detach the bos containing the bees, carry them to the stock to

which I intend to unite them, open the top, and take an empty
hive with the top also open, turn it upside down on the crown of

the fixed hive, turn the bees into it, cover them with a board,
and then give the fixed hive a few puffs of smoke to stop fight-

ing. When the stupified bees have recovered and mixed with
the others, I remove the empty box, and close the top of the hive.

I have constantly used this apparatus ever since 1800, and
now my neighbours borrow it, and use it both for destroying

bees, and preserving them. When sulphur is used to kill the
bees the apparatus is much cleaner than a hole in the ground,
and when it is used to preserve them the process is simple
and quick, and few bees are destroyed, although a number
always cling to the combs, to which I administer a dose of sul-

phur to put them out of pain.

—

Geo. Wilson, Wlmlton.
[No one who has once mastered the art of driving is likely

ever to have recourse to fumigation. The difference, if there
be a difference, in point of time, is very trifling, whilst we have
proved by actual experiment that the vitality of bees is de-

cidedly lowered by fumigation.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Polish Foavi.s {St. EdmunrU).—We do not consider that Polandg arc

among the birds which best endure L-onfinement. We believe much more
is known now about poultry than there was fifteen years ago. This arises
from the fact that there are ten times as many poultry-keepers as there
Nvere; and the necessity for having birds that vill thrive under unfavour-
able circumstances has caused their habits and merits to be inquired
into. The history of cnntinement is not a history of actual space, but of
provision and management. It iLS possible by good catering to give in
15 feet square almost all that can be found in fifteen acres. Growing
grass, fresh mould, animal life, light sand, lime qrit—all these remedy and£
counteract the confinement, and almost aay fowls will do well; but
Spanish, Cochins, Brahmas, will do well without them. Hence the dif-

ference. To these last Houdans may be added ; they will thrive where
their companions, Creve-Coeurs, will pine.
Cause and Cure of Crooked Cohibs \Lemon Bitff").—We have always

hope of a comb gettinj^ up if it has not fallen over from being too large
and too weighty. A meat diet stimulates growth in the comb, and if

withheld the effect is often visible in the gradual diminution and rising

of the comb. (Some use a strong solution of alum in water, with which
they bathe the comb. Another plan i^ to take some silver wire, to tie the
comb in the desired position, and to fasten through the thick fleshy base
of it. The last is generally effectual. A less expensive plan is to cut
narrow strips of diachylon plaister, and to strap it according to desire;

It is desirable thnt Buff Cochins should be entirely buff all over. There
are few without some mixture of mealy or white feathers. Both are less

objectionable than black, but a little black in the tail or on the flights

does not amount to a disqualification.
Package for Eggs [U. C.).—Eggs pack in a basket as well as in a

bos. If you prefer the latter, you must be guided by the size of the eggs ;

for instance, eight Spanish will take more room than twelve Hamburghs..
The best material ia which to pack them is dry moss. It keeps them in
position, and does not move from joltiag. In the grouml oats, nothing
must be taken away; that is the advantage, the whole mast be ground
sufficiently fine to mix readily in water.
Fattening Chickens (B. B.).—October chickens should be fit to put

up now to fatten, if they are for market. If for home consumption, they
should be f;it enough running about. Houdans bear contiuemeutiperfectly.
Linnet's Beak (G.Jlf.D ).—File away the excessive length of the upper

mnudible.
Lime for Fowls [E. A. S.).—As you cannot obtain bricklayers' rubbish,

you may calcine oyster and other shells, or even bones, and scatter the
white powder remaining after the bm-ning about the poultry run.

Powdered chalk, or powdered whitening would do even better, but not

quicklime.
Dormice {C. A. J ).—Nuts and acorns are the best food for them. The

book you mention has not been published.

Poultry bv Rail (fioHt.4.^).—Under the circumstances, we considep

that you have no legal remedy.
Bee-food—Directions for Management (L. il.).— We always use

burnt sugar and water in the proportion of three parts by weight of the

former to two of the latter, and boiled a minute or two. You will find'

the best and simplest directions for management in the bee-keeper'3

calendar of "The Gardeners' Almanack," published at this otliee, price

Is., or free by post for fonrteen stampp.
Error.—On page 143, hue twenty-eight, for "may,"' read " many."
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snre, thongh not in so striking a manner as the former.

-

Edwabd Lucehukst, Egerton House Gardens, Kent.

HARDINESS OF CONIFERS.
As everything just now relating to^he hardiness of different

kinds of Conifers is of interest, and being asked by a subscriber

at Uttoxeter to state through The Journal of Horticultuke
the plants that stood the winter of 1807 here, I will now do so.

The following Conifers withstood the winter well—viz.,

Cupressus Lawsoniana, C. argentea, C. gracilis, and 0. erecta

;

Pioea nobilis, P. Nordmanniana. P. lasiocarpa, P. pinsapo,
P. magnifica, which is almost identical with Picea nobilis ; Cryp-
tomeria japonica, Ketinospora lycopodioides, Araucaria im-
brieata, Cedrns deodara, Wellingtonia gigantea, Thuja Lobbi,
Abies Albertiana, and A. Douglasii. The last three grow rapidly ;

the Thuja grew between 4 and 5 feet last season.
Taxodium sempervirens, 36 feet Irigh, lost 3 feet of its

leader by weight of snow, but has started another, otherwise it

was not injured. Pinus insignis shared the same fate as Cu-
pressus macrocarpa.—E. Chiity, Oatlands Park.

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA PROPAGATION.
This is generally admitted to be one of the best, if not the

very best, of silvery or white-foliaged plants grown for bedding
purposes at the present day ; and though there are few gardens
in the country where it is not to be found, still, as a rule, it is

so in more limited numbers than its great beauty and utUity
entitle it to be. Placed in conjunction with flowering plants
either in or out of doors it forms a striking contrast to them,
while it has also the good quality of being effective from the
day of planting till the end of the season. There are several

reasons, however, to one or other of which may be mainly at-

tributable the plant's not being more plentifully grown. There
is, first, what many have found to be its difficulty of propaga-
tion. This I believe to be more imaginary than real. At certain

seasons and under favourable circumstances this plant is quite

as easy of propagation as most other bedding plants. I have
on several occasions attempted to increase the stock of this

Centaurea by putting in cuttings in September from strong
plants growing in the flower garden ; and although I was rather
particular to have a small piece of " heel " attached to the
cuttings, and to treat them afterwards in strict accordance with
my ideas of their several requirements, I was wofuUy disap-
pointed in the result, for only a very small per-centage of the
number emitted roots, and of those that did so the majority
feU an easy prey to damp during winter. This, to me, very
galling circumstance might have been averted had some other
treatment been pursued. I should like to know if success has
crowned the efforts of any who may have attempted the propa-
gation of this Centaurea so late as September, and, if so, by
what treatment, as autumn is the season cuttings are to be had
in the greatest abundance.
From repeated trials made at different seasons of the year,

I have come to the conclusion that the spring and early summer
months—say from March to July, are the best time to attempt
to increase the plant. For this purpose it is necessary to have
some old plants in pots ; if several years old, all the better.

If it is not intended to grow such in pots for another season,
let the points be taken out of the strongest shoots ; and if the
plants be placed in just a very little heat a luxuriant crop of

excellent shoots will soon be produced all down the stems. As
soon as a number of these attain the length of 3 inches cut
them off close to the stem, or, better, secure a small heel to

each. With a sharp knife smooth the ends of the cutting, and
remove carefully the larger and undermost leaves by cutting,

not tearing, them off. Plant the cuttings either singly in small
pots, or a number in larger ones, using soil of a light nature,
with about halt an inch of silver sand on the surface. Plunge
the pots in a gentle bottom heat, where the top temperature
may range from 60° to 70°

; give no more moisture than is

necessary to prevent flagging ; and in two or three weeks, if

due attention has been paid, there ought to he as many plants
as there are cuttings put in.

As other young shoots become strong enough for cuttings
sever their connection with the old plants, and treat similarly,
until enough be secured, or the old plants cease to produce.
The strongest and earliest-struck plants will be ready for

planting out by the end of Mny; the weaker and late-struck

ones should be grown in pots all the year. Such will be excel-

lent for conservatory decoration during the winter months, and
will make splendid plants for planting out of doors by the fol-

lowing May.
Another reason, as I think, which partly accounts for the

comparative scarcity of this plant, is depending too much upon
plants lifted from the ground in autumn for the following

year's supply. This is a plant that does not generally succeed
well when lifted. The woolly leaves and stems retain so much
moisture, that it is with difficulty that a general decay by
damping can be prevented. If the lifting of plants from the
ground has to be resorted to, let it be done early in the autumn

;

endeavour to secure a ball to each, and pot carefully, as the
roots are brittle and liable to breakage. If it is not foimd
practicable to follow the advice given by Mr. Fish in a late

number of the Journal—viz., to plunge such in bottom heat,

lot the majority of the leaves be cleanly cut off, so as to admit
as much air as possible to the stems and necks of the plants,

place in an airy position in a cool house, and give water only

on the appearance of the stems becoming shrivelled.

The Centaurea will thrive well in any soil that is not too

much exhausted.—J. A., WaUhottse Gardens.

A SELECTION OF GLADIOLUSES.
RED, CREMSOK, &C.

*Meyerbeer
•Marechal Vaillant
*EmpL-reur Napoleon
* Prince of Wales
•Bernard Palissy

*Sir W. Hooker
James Veitch
Fulton
Newton
The Colonel (Standish)
John Waterer
Ensign (StanJish)

Samuel Wcjmoutli (Standisb)
Carminata (Standish)
Byron
Achille

Madame Engrne Verdier
.Julia

Dr. Hogg (Standish)

SHADES OF ROSE AND PINK.

Adolphe Bronguiart
Milton
Eelicien David
Nocmie
Rev. Mr. Berkeley
Madame de Sevigne
Sir Josepli Paston
*A})ollou

Madame Vilmoi*in

Leonardo da Vinci
Madame Bassevillo

Comte de Momy
Le Poussiu

The above list of sixty varieties contains the cream of all the

Gladioli at present in cultivation—not, of course, including the

novelties of the present season, and not yet tried in our country.

The thirty marked with an asterisk are, as far as my experi-

ence goes, the most choice of all. It will be seen how very short

we are of good straw-coloured and yellow flowers. I am longing,

and indeed hoping, to see an irruption of yellows some day,

something akin to that glorious burst of yellow Picotees and

Carnations which emanated some seven or eight years ago from

Mr. Smith.—J. F. Lombard, Ihtblhi.

Linne
Due de Malaioff
Stuart Low

SHADES OF VIOLET AND LILAC.

Impcratrice Engenie
Thomas Moore
Walter Scott

Cherubini
Adtle Sonchet
Flore
Peter Lawson
Lady Morgan (Standisli)

Blair AtLol (Standisli)

STRAW AND ORANGE SHADES.
James Carter

Opliir

WHITE GBOUXDS.
Shakespere
Eorydice
Madame Furtado
Eeine Victoire

Madame Kabourdin
Princess Mary of Cambridge
Lady Franklin
Anais
Princess of Wales
Belle Gabrielle

^

Ednlia
Madame de Vati-y

Malie Dumortier
Madame Binder

THE VIOLET FAMILY.
We are beginning to see and hear something about Violar

lutea and montana as hedders for the coming season. I have

tried Viola eoruuta Purple and Mauve Queen, and have put

quietly a patch of each in their proper place, the herbaceous

border. Mv experience of them tells me that is the place

for them. It may be that I have not hit upon the right treat-

ment of these wonderful Violas, or it may be that our northern

latitude is too much for their delicate constitution ; at all events

they are of no use here as bedders. I intend to try Viola

lutea and montana. Should they serve xae as the above-

named have, I shall put them along with tie others aad let

something else occupy their plase.
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Unassuming as the Violas are, yet tbcy are worthy of far

more oxtonaivo cultivation as border and rock plants than

they Renerally receive. Take, for instance, Viola palmata with

its beautifully-striped flowers as a rock and border plant in

a sheltered Bituation. It is an acquisition to any coUoetion.

Erecta, growing IH or 20 inches higli, is another desirable bor-

der plant, to Bay nothing of obliqua, pedata, suavis, pinnata,

pennsylvanica, ond that gem of Violets, striata. ^ M. H.,

Acklam Hall, J\Iiddlcsborough-on-Tecs.

of the most desirable, I shall be guided solely by my own ob-

Bervations, and I shall mention none but what I consider good
and worthy of every care. Soil and climate exert a great in-

fluence on plants, and if I omit Bome Bhrubs, or give a wrong
estimate of others, it is through their not succeeding with me,
or from my not having had Fufllcient experience of them to

warrant an opinion. I should be glad to learn from your readers

or correspondents the names cf any really good shrubs in

addition to the following.

ORNAMEXTAL AND FLOWERING SHRUBS.
[Continued from page 112.)

The distance shrubs should be planted apart of course de-

pends on their growth ; if of dwarf, spreading habit, they ought

to be planted twice their height apart; if neither erect nor

diffuse, a distance equal to the height they attain will su£lice
;

whilst those of pyramidal or conical habit may be a distance

equal to halt their ultimate height apart.

Evergreens are best planted during mild weather in autumn,

and before the ground becomes very wet, and has declined much
in temperature ; indeed, the earlier it is done after the growth

is complete the better, and I should in all cases prefer Septem-

ber for planting to any of the later months of the year, which

are not untrequently eoUl, wet, and unfavourable to rooting

before severe weather sets in. Early in autumn and spring

are the most eligible times for planting evergreen shrubs, and

it is not certain which period is the better ; only if planting is

performed late in summer, or early in autumn, the necessity

for watering is much less than when it is done in spring, a free

use of the watering pot being necessary at the latter season.

Winter planting is bad, even summer planting is more suc-

cessful, there being a less per-centage of failures by the

latter than the former mode ; indeed, with careful planting

and judicious watering summer planting is safe, but unless the

shrubs have been but recently transplanted, and the growth is

complete, there is a danger of their partly losing their foliage

;

hence planting early in autumn is to be preferred. The greatest

drawback to shrubs succeeding, is their losing the shelter they

enjoy in nurseries from close planting ; hence when planted

late, or in winter, the plants are destroyed if the winter prove

at all severe, whereas the same kind succeeds if planted at

an earlier season, owing to its becoming hardened by exposure

for a time before severe weather sets in.

Deciduous shrubs may be planted at any time from the fall

of the leaf up to the time of their commencing growth ; but

the sooner it is done after the leaves commence falling in au-

tumn the better is the prospect of a good growth in the following

year.

Previous to planting the ground should be well and deeply

trenched. It is the art of securing a good and speedy growth
;

besides, the shrubs withstand the drought of summer and the

cold of winter much better than in groaud very little prepared

for their reception. It may not be desirable to bring up much
of a bad subsoil to the surface, but it is well to remove some
of it, and to loosen it as much as possible, so that water

may enter it freely. Stirred ground is warmer, and though
drier absorbs water more freely. In planting, a good-sized

hole, large enough to admit the roots, should be made, and
some good turfy loam enriched with an equal quantity of de-

cayed vegetable matter, as tree leaves, will prove highly bene-

ficial, a little being placed around and over the roots. Avoid
deep planting ; it only leads to an abundance of suckers, and
makes their remnval more difficult, besides retarding the growth

of the plants. If the weather is dry, a good watering may be

given at the time of planting, and it would materially acce-

lerate fresh rooting and after-growth, if a mulching of partially

decomposed leaves 2 or 3 inches thick were put round to the

extent of the hole made for planting. The plants should be

staked immediately after planting, and otherwise made secure

against winds.
(Shrubs that require a particular soil for their successful

growth should have that peculiar to them, if not to the extent

of the whole of the ground, at least to that of the hole made for

planting. It is of little use planting such as bog plants in

sandy soils; proper provision should be made for them, other-

wise planting is only so much labour and expense thrown
away.

ShrEbs may be classed as—1st, Evergreen ; 2nd, Deciduous
;

and 3rd, Those thriving in peat soil and consisting of ever-

.greec end decidooEs epeoies. Za-endeayonring to describe some

e\t;rgrf.en shrubs.
AcccBA JAPO'SIOA.—Lcaves large, of a pale green, mottled and

blott'lied with yellow. Growth sprcadini^, foliage dense and compact.
One of the best cvergi'eun shrubs, thriving well under deciduoue trees;

indeed, for planting under these it has no eijuul. I have planted it

where Yews, Hollies, and Laurels would not grow, and have found it

succeed. I have also planted many hundreds and never lost one
during the summer from drought, which is one of the chief causes of

the want of success which attends the planting of shrubs in plan-

tations of large, full-grown, deciduous trees, the roots of the latter

making the soil almost liko dust during dry periods. The Aucuba is

also invaluable as enduring the smoky atmosphere of towns, of which

I have no inconsiderable experience, and has no rival in that respect

except the Rhododendron, which succeeds better than any other shrub

in a smoky atmosphere.
The Aucuba generally attains a height of from 4 to G feet, but may

be seen of much Larger proportions when growing under favourable

circumstances. It does best in sh^dtcred situations, but is very hardy,

though it does not endure a very bleak position. It is increased by

cuttings, which strike if put in during August or September in sandy
soil in a warm situation ; but does best when inserted in a cold frame

at the end of August, or earl}' in September, and kept close for a fort-

night or so, afterwards giving air and di'awingoff the lights in showery

weather. They are rather slow in rooting, especially in the open

ground, and their growth is slow for the first two or three years.

Layering is also a successful mode of propagation. It may be prac-

tised early in autumn, which is to be preferred, or in spring. These
remarks apply to the old female Aucuba, now A. japonica maculata, to

distinguish it from recent introductions, two of the most important of

which are

—

Aiicnha japonica vrra fa^nuna (Female Green-leaved

Aucuba). Leaves gi'een, contrasting well with the red berries which this

plant produces in great profusion, on which account it is very desirable

both for the garden and for cool greenhouse or conservatory de-'ora-

tion ; and Aucuba Japonica iiiascida (Male Aucuba), not particularly

ornamental, but indispensable for the fertiUty of the female plants.

These may both be raised from the seed of berry-bearing plants,

sown when ripe in pans or pots well drained, and filled with good light

soil. Place them in gentle heat, pot the young plants when large

enough, grow them in an airy greenhouse, and harden them off in a

cold frame previous to planting out. Both kinds may also he increased

by cuttings and layers in the same way as the old Aucuba.
Arbctcs usedo.—Leaves oblong, green, and shining; flowers white,

drooping, and sweet-scented, produced in winter, succeeded by red

berries having a resemblance to Str.awberries, heuce its name of the

Strawberry Tree. The varieties known as rubra and Croomii, have

reddish flowers. It is propagated by cuttings inserted in sandy soil in

a cold frame at the end of summer, or when the wood is ripe or

hardened ; by layering in autumn or spring ; and by seeds sown in heat,

the seedlings being grown in a frame and hardened well off. It

requu-es a sheltered situation, and in cold localities a south or west

wall. Height, 10 to 15 feet.

Arbctcs andrachxe.—Flowers white, in March and April. Leaves

shining, oblong. The tree attains from 10 to lu feet in height, and
has a smooth, reddish bark, which peels off annually. Seeds, layers,

and grafting. A. uuedo making a good stock. Needs protection when
young, and in cold situations a wall.

Aralia StEBOLDi.—Leaves large. Fig-like, glossy, green, clothing

the plant to the ground.

ARTEin5L\ abrotaxcm.—Leaves small and finely divided. This is

the Southernwood, cultivated on account of the fragrance of its foliage.

Height ?j feet. Slips or cuttings in spring in a shady border, or shade

for a few days from bright sun. Thrives best in a sandy soil. Not
particularly ornamental.

BEXTHAiTLi FEAGiFERA.—Its flowers are its great attraction ; they

arc large, yellow, produced in June, and succeeded by red fruit re-

sembling a Strawberry. 10 feet. Requires a south or south-west wall.

Seeds sown in heat, and cuttings of the half-ripened wood inserted in

sandy soil on a hotbed.

Berberis aquifolicm.— Leaves pinnated, shining, bright green ;

flowers yellow, abundantly produced in .April, succeeded by a pro-

fusion of bright purple berries that have a fine bloom. It will grow

in partial shade, but not well in vei*y shady positions. Very desirable.

Seeds, layers, and suckers.

Berberis arist-ita.—Leaves oblong, shining ; flowers yellow, suc-

ceeded by red berries. A very desirable species of rapid growth. 6 to

10 feet. Seels and layers.

Berberis Darwinu.—Leaves small, shining, dark green ; flowers

yellow, in Mai'ch and April, abundantly produced. Whether in or

out of flower vei-y beautiful, having a profusion of shining bluish

purple berries, much relished by birds. Thrives well in partial shade.
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3 to 6 feet. Seeds sown in spring in sandy soil in a sheltered situ-
ation, and layers.

Bep.beris F.^scicFL-iRis.— Leaves prickly and glaucous; flowers
yellow, in dense racemes, succeeded by purple berries. Flowers in
spring. 6 feet. It requires a wall in cold situations. Seeds and layers.
Bebberis dulcis.—Leaves small, entire, deep green ; flowers yellow,

in spring. C feet. Grows well in shade, forming a handsome bush.
Seeds and layers.

Berbeeis tkifoliata and japonica have bluish green leaves, con-
sisting of three leaflets. Flowers yellow, in spring. Very fine, re-
quiring a warm situation, good rich soil, and partial shade. Layers.
4 feet.

BuPLErRUM fruticosum.—Leaves glaucous, oblong ; flowers small,
yellow, in umbels, in July and August. 5 feet. Cuttings of haK-
ripened wood in sandy soil in a frame, layers in autumn, or seeds
sown in spring in a gentle heat or on a wami border.
Bcxus BALE.ARicA (Minorca Box).—Leaves larger than the common

Bos, very ornamental, succeeding in partial shade. 15 feet.
Buxus SEjiPERViBENS.—Many varieties differing only in the leaves

being broad or narrow, plain or Variegated The taller sorts, growing
from 8 to 15 feet high, thrive well in plantations not too much shaded.
All bear cutting well, and make handsome globes or pyramids. There
is a very dwarf variety much used for edgings, and there is, likewise,
a narrow-leaved sort that makes a verj- good cdgiug for walks in
plantations, where it thrives better than the broad -leaved. Plants for
plantations or shrubberies are best raised from seed, as they grow the
straightest, tallest, and quickest. The seed should he sown in light
soU when gathered. Cuttings succeed if put in during the autumn or
spring, and all the kinds maybe propagated by layers.

Ceeasus L.1UE0CERASUS 'iLaurell.—Height 15 feet. Well k-nown
as being the commonest and probably the most useful of evergreen
shrubs. It succeeds in most soils, and under the shade of large trees,
but not where the shade is very dense. It is well adapted for a screen,
and may be used for the covering of banks, the shoots being pegged
down, and cut-in in summer ; in such situations the effect is good.
There is a variety with nan-ow leaves, and also one with variegated
leaves. The variety colchica has paler and more shining leaves, and
is very handsome trained as a pyramid. Laurels will bear cutting to
any extent. Cuttings of the shoots of the current year taken off at
the end of September or early in October, with an inch or two of the
preceding years gi-owth, succeed in an open situation if inserted two-
thirds their length ia the soil, and :i inches asunder in rows (i inches
apart. The cuttings should have the base made smooth below a joint

;

it is immaterial whether the leaves are removed or not if the soil is

made firm about them. The following autumn they will need to be
planted out in rows 1 foot apart, and 6 inches from plant to plant.
Seeds may be sown when the berries are ripe, and propagation may
also be readily effected by layers.
Ceeasus LnsiT.^NicA '(Portugal Lanrel).— Bushy, spreading, and

tall
;
dark green foliage ; a most valuable evergre'en succeeding in

partial shade. Bears cutting well, and is verv desirable as standards
and pyramids for terrace aud architectural gardens. Cuttings, seeds,
and layers. Height 15 to 20 feet.

Chajlebatu foliosa.—Leaves fem-)ike, much divided ; flowers
white, produced in great abundance. A very beautiful shrub.

(To be continued).

ANNUAL PRODUCE OF POTATOES.
Just two centuries ago the cultivation of the Potato was in-

troduced into Lancashire, aud just one century ago it was un-
known to the rustics of Herefordshire, whilst the number of
acres devoted to its growth in those counties were as follow
during the last two years :

—

18G6. 1867.
I

18'6. 1867.
Lancashire .... 33,090 . . 37,509

| Herefordshire .... 2809 . . 2508

The number of acres on which Potatoes were grown in
various countries of Europe during those years were as follow :

—

'""~ """
1867.

. 67,500

. 3,418,610

1866.
England 311,151
Wales 44.266
Scotland .

Ireland . .

.

Jersey
Guernsey .

Isle of Man
Sweden . .

.

143,426 .

1,050,853 .

1,368 .

677 .

4,302 .

186'.-

289,611
45.077

157,529

1,001,545
2,062

789
4,011

350,000

84,809

1866.
Norway —
Denmark
proper

Prussia

—

Wurtemburg 169,045
Holland 273,380
Austria 1,308,148
United Sts. — 964,614

GALVANISED WIRE AN INJURER OF PEACH
TREES.

I WAS visiting a neighbour a few daj-s ago, and was admiring
a fine range of wall covered with galvanised wire, and planted
with, as I thought from a distance, fine young healthy trees

;

but on close examination I found that the wood, where per it

was tied to the wire and came in contact with it, was dead for
a few inches above and below the tie, and the other parts be- '

tween the divisions of the wire were quite fresh-Ieoking. I at
once came to the conclusion that it was the wire that caused
the evil, and I then thought that painting the wire might have
some eft'ect if tried.

It seems that at first the shoots have the appearance of
being scorched, but that cannot be, as the destruction com-
mences on the side next the wire and wall. To what do you
attribute the mischief ? The trees were well and properly
planted, and the border is well drained and under practical
hands.

—

Rustic.

[ We believe that the cause of galvanised iron wire injuring
the branches of wall trees trained to it is the friction caused
by the wind against its hard and sharp surface. It was once
suggested that the two metals united to form galvanised iron
might be a weak galvanic battery, the constant action of which
upon the branch might cause the wound, but we have seen the
same injury where common iron wire was used as a trellis.

—

Eds.]

I nivE for many years used galvanised wire trellises for Peach
and Nectarine trees. By twisting the matting round the wires
where the shoots are tied, they do not come in contact with
the wires, and this prevents any injury to the shoots.—J. C.

OLD-FASHIONED PLANTS.
Ix reference to Mr. Williams's letter in your impression of

the 6th inst., allow me to state that the only way of keeping
the Purple and other so-called Rockets is by frequent trans-
planting and by constantly raising new plants.

I have preserved the Double Dark Purple and Double Light
Purple Rockets now for many years on the worst of all soils

for that purpose—an extremely cold, damp, wet clay—by these
methods ; as also the Double Red and Double Pink Ragged
Robin, the Yellow Rocket, and what are more rare still, the Tall
Double Scarlet and Double White Lychnis. The last-named I

have never seen in England except in my own garden.

With regard to the propagation of the Dark and Light Purple
and of the White Rockets, besides occasionally dividing the
plants at the time of transplanting, I also raise a great many
every year by simply cutting up the flowering stems into lengths
having four or five eyes each, when the blossoms have gone off,

and planting them by themselves as cuttings in a small bed of

light made soil. Many of these throw out nice young shoots,

and to this plan I mainly attribute my having so long been
able to grow, and to help others in growing, these valuable
perennials. If half the trouble were taken with these really

interesting plants which is bestowed upon the ephemeral bed-
ding-out class, the difficulties in keeping them would soon
vanish.

Of all this family of plants the Double White Ragged Robin
is, perhaps, the most delicate, and in its case I fear there is no
safety but in potting a few young rooted offshoots from time
to time in case of accidents. It is a gem amongst perennials.

—W. J. Mbllish, Orston Vicarage, Notts,

Will yon admit a few words of remonstrance from a very

cruelly treated, ungratefully used, and persecuted race ?

I am a poor old-fashioned plant, though as " every dog has

its day," I 've had mine ; for I remember years ago hew. I used

to be watched and watered, divided and subdivided ; but now
I suppose it is all up with me, unless you will allow some
powerful voice to be raised in my behalf, for I have lived to

see all my old friends and neighbours, who used to rejoice the

heart in "many a day gone by, ungratefully and even cruelly

uprooted from the soil, to make room for those horrid " par-

venus " and gay upstarts, and I fear my own time has also

come.
This is the conversation I heard to-day :

—

Master.—" John, I must have all these old-fashioned flowers

removed ; they don't suit the present system of gardening."

Jolm.—" Where shall I plant them, sir ?
"

Master.—" Oh ! plant them—let me see. Oh, John, after

all you can throw them on the rubbish heap. I want nothing

here but bedding plants, and I have no room for anything

else."

John.—" Lor, sir, it seems a pity ; we sha'n't have a single

flower soon, that poor old master used to love so ! I don't like

these new-fangled ways."

And so you see, kind Editors, my doom is fixed, for these

are the very words I heard this morning; and I thought directly
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I '11 write to those kind gentlemen, and toll them, and then,

perhaps, before we are all exterminated, they will let Bome
one say a word in behalf of a onco-loved but now neglected

—

OLD-iAsnioNED Flowkr.

RAISING KOSES FROM SEED.
Now, as Mr. Rivers tells us in his charming " Hose Guide "

—now is the time for sowing Rose seeds—" in February or by
the first week in JIarch ; the young plants will, perhaps, make
their appearance in April or May." Mr. W. Paul in his '• liose

Garden " advocates autumn sowing :
" So soon as gathered let

them bo sown ; they will then break through the ground in

the following March, and, probably, some of the Autumnals will

flower the first year." But bow very little is done in England
in the way of raising Roses—not because our climate is un-

suitable, for some of our best Remontants (all honour to their

originators), are English seedlings. What a comfort, too, it is

when in the catalogues one meets with an English appellation,

although this is not alsvays a sure sign, such as sturdy .John

Hopper ; Beauty of Waltham, our best red climber ; the Tea
Devoniensis, which still holds its own against all comers ; and
our new friends, charming Princess Mary and not less charm-
ing Miss Ingram, who is just going to have her first season

under Mr. Turner's auspices.

It is not a task of any great difficulty to raise seedling Rases.

I do not mean to cross ; this would require careful study of

the great Rose authorities' instructions ; but any one can
collect the seed pods that every season form on some of the

good Roses, and have them sown, and then there is a chance
of something good resulting. The older and common Roses
are hardly worth taking ; but such as General Jacqueminot,
Jules Margottin, Geant des Batailles, Coupe d'Hcbe, Prince
Camille, and Safrano, ripen seed readily in our southern coun-
ties, and out of the vast quantity of seed that is allowed to

waste every year, surely something might be raised that would
be worth keeping and caring for. It would introduce, too, an
interesting novelty into the Rose garden for each enthusiast to

have his seed plot to show his friends, and excite their envy
;

and even the privates in our Rose army would then feel like

Napoleon's veterans, that they, too, each carried a possible

Marochal Niel in their knapsack.
If the man is to be accounted a benefactor to his race who

makes two blades of grass grow where but one grew before,

how much more the originator of a really good Rose ? And
then the delight of naming it !

" Glory of somewhere," of

course ; or, if white, what a delicate compliment to some fair

lady ! or, if red, to some red coat ! or, perhaps, the happy
owner prefers giving it a title ; for it is pleasant to have people

with handles to their names connected with us—say a Mar-
quis at least—let us say the Marquis of Carabas I as poor Bc-
ranger sang

—

" Chapeau has ! Chapeau bas '.

Gloire au Marquis do Carabas t"

-A. C.

THE CLOCHE.
Much has been written on the subject of French and English

gardening of late, and it seems to have been generally admitted
that while in the broad features of horticulture we are far

beyond the French, there are some points on which they are
equally in advance of us, and that one of these points is the
production of good winter salading. Now in this verdict I

most heartily agree. While they are admirable theorists in

every department of horticulture, good experimentalists, and
careful manipulators, yet they can show nothing comparable to

some of the grand achievements of practical gardening of

which we are so justly proud. Their private gardens, whether
those of the nobility or wealthier merchants, are not to be
named with ours, while their nurseries are very far inferior.

Take the very best of those about I'aris, and what are they to

some of our great metropolitan establishments ? "A molehill

to Olympus ;"—badly kept, confined in space, and limited in
their collections. The public gardens in Paris are certainly
fine ; but here the lavish expenditure of Emperor Haussmann,
a greater man than Napoleon himself, supplies those sinews of

war which are so grudgingly given in most private establish-

ments abroad : and even here I question if we are not rapidly
treading on their heels. They have nothing, not even the Pare
de Monceaux, to compare with Mr. Gibson's wonderful achieve-

ment at Battersea ; and if the improvements in the Regent's

Park and other public gardens go on, and the roughs allow

them to remain, we may hope that we shall not be so very far

behind them.
As regards the salading, go when you will to the Halles

Centrales—(oh I that we iiad such a place instead of dear, dirty,

dingy Covent Garden)—you are sure to see fine blanched En-
dive, splendid Lettuce, and at this season harhi' de cnpucin

and other salading. Why cannot we do the same ? Mr. H.
Knight, of Pontchartrain, has given in a contemporary an in-

teresting account of the manner in which all this is done. But
the groundwork and foundation of all is the cliche, or large

bell-glass, of which you see hundreds in all the market gardens
about Paris ; and unfortunately we cannot manage the cloche.
" Not manage it!" some one will say; "why, I thought we
could do everything!" Well, it is just this—it will not pay.

Full of zeal on the subject, and thinking it afforded a fair

opportunity for some of our glass merchants to do a "stroke
of business," I went the other day to the head of one of our
leading firms^Mr. Phillips, of Bishopsgate Street, and had a

talk with him about the cloche. He had tried it, and doubtless

if it could be managed it would suit their purpose, as the liquid

glass which remains in the bottom of the vessels after the finer

material is run off would do, and it could be made by boys ;

but he assured me that the straw for packing to send away
cost more than the cloches themselves ; that if a person were
living near the factory where he might carry them away, it

might answer, but that it would never pay to have to pack them
and send them any distance from the manufactory; so that

I fear it is hopeless for us to expect to obtain them.
In the course of conversation Mr. Phillips also mentioned

that he had failed in endeavouring to make a glass suitable for

putting over bunches of Grapes on a wall. Here the difficulty,

as I understood, was that in seeking to make it of the oval

shape necessary, it was impossible to avoid making the base

(if I may so call it) convex, and so prevent its lying close to

the wall. Perhaps some one may suggest a means whereby
this difficulty can be overcome.—D., Veal.

CATERriLLARS ON BEDDING PLANTS.
I SEE one of your correspondents (Mr. F. Fowler, page 12-1),

has been troubled with caterpillars on his softwooded plants,

and that he thinks they are the larvae of the Cabbage Moth. It

would be well if he could settle the question satisfactorily, as

it is an interesting one. I have my doubts on the subject.

In common with many of your readers I have suffered from
this caterpillar plague. Having this year more than five

thousand seedling Pelargoniums of the bedding class, with

almost an equal number of named varieties, I found it a serious

business to have them all looked over plant by plant several

times during the winter, to search for green caterpillars resem-

bling in colour so closely the leaves on which they feed. Wish-
ing to know to what moth I was indebted for this pest, I fed a

number of the caterpillars, which varied in colour from green to

brown. I had little doubt they would turn out the larva> of the

Yellow Underwing, as they exactly resembled the figures o£

that caterpillar in Curtis's " Farm Insects." Out of eight,

varying from bright green to dark brown, six moths have come
to perfection, and they are all Angle Shades Moths (Phlogo-

phora meticulosa). The colour of the caterpillars depends, I

think, on their age, the eldest being generally the darkest.

Though I am quite satisfied all the caterpillars I have seea

feeding on Pelargoniums are of this kind, another species may
have troubled your correspondent.—J. R. Peaf.son, Chilwell.

IMPROVED MELVILLE'S VARIEGATED
BROCCOLI.

Foe winter decoration we find these varieties very valuable.

Last spring we had a bed of them mixed with Hyacinths, and
they were the admiration of all who saw them. At this season

one of the bright-coloured heads, surrounded with a few hardy
spring flowers, and a sprig or two of Box tree, make an excel-

lent bouquet for table decoration.
We could have sent you a good many more varieties, but

those now sent will give you some idea of the strain. We hope
still further to improve these, and have had some really bril-

liant colours selected for seed.

—

Stuart & Mein, KeUo,

[We received about twenty specimens, each differing from

the others, all beautifully ourled, and varying in tints of creamy
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wiite and pink xip to the darkest green and purple. Kept
dwarf, and used as Messrs. Stuart & Mein state, we have no
doubt they are very decorative.

—

Eds.]

UPS AND DOWNS OF A ROSE.
I DO not know from what ancient stock I came, it was a very

old and honourable one I am sure—nor whether I was budded
or grafted, or grew on my own roots, not that it can be of

much importance, for I have heard one authority praise one way,

and another authority equally good praise the other ; so I do

not believe it is of much consequence, though if I could have
had any choice in the matter I would rather have been on my
own roots. Que matter I am very confident about, that is my
appearance. I was very beautiful, I say it blushingly, for one

does not like to praise one's self ;
yet everybody who came near

me said the same, or thought it; bright eyes looked brighter,

and sad ones lost their sorrow when they gazed upon me.
I cannot tell you what colour I was, for some named me

yellow, others buff, one said I was the colour of flaxen hair

with plenty of golden threads in it. I was very vain, and
spread out my dark green glossy leaves, so as to enhance to the

utmost the charms of my blooms. I was greatly admired

—

called the most beautiful thing on the face of the earth, the

queen of all flowers, worth hundreds, nay thousands of common
cousins living out in the open borders, that sort of country

cousins who put on their best attire just for a few midsummer
days, then settle down into shabby greyness for the remainder
of the year. I was lovely, as I heard a little maiden say every

day of the long year, for even when I had no blooms to show I

had soft delicate green leaves edged with carmine, and even
my scattered petals were worth gathering up for the sake of

their sweet perfume.
My place in the world was in a roadside cottage window, one

of those old-fashioned windows that appear to be built on
purpose to suit this cold sunless England of ours, for it had
looks-out every way but to the north ; so that whenever the

sun shone, I could revel in its warmth. My house, but a few
inches in circumference, was built of the poorest, commonest
material—burnt clay, and even of the burning it had had too

much, for there was black in patches where all should have been
red. This little house, unworthy as I thought it, was well filled,

every inch of space upstairs and down was occupied ; sometimes
in the hot summer I fancied I could have done with a larger

place to live in. My prospect from this old window was into
|

a country lane, a lane with high hedges, and under the shelter

of which Primroses and Violets grew, making the early spring

months fragrant with their sweetness, and when they were over

out came the rambling l">og Rose—our relationship is very

distant I assure you, I would deny it altogether if I could

;

yet I never used to see this poor Dog Rose, that I did not wish

I had been something else. My ambitious choice would have
been, to be a CHmbing Devoniensis. growing up among the

rafters, and sunning myself in the pure out-door air, and
throwing forth my golden flowers—I like best to be called

yellow—beyond the reach of envious eyes, or kleptomaniac

fingers, or of that cruel instrument I dread still more, the gar-

dener's knife.

My home surroundings were of the poorest kind, a stone

flagged floor scoured over with another stone, then sanded over

with red gravel ground up very fine, all very fresh and clean to

look at, but, dear me ! when the sweeping day came I was very

thankful I could breathe without lungs. This sanded floor

served for carpet, and hearth-rug, and drugget. A table, a few
hard wooden chairs, and a chest of drawers made up the furni-

ture; there was neither blind, nor curtain, nor shutters; all

day long I could look out into the lane, and all night up at the

stars.

My master was a worker in a quarry, and I was his pride

and pleasure ; much care he took of me. However tired he

came home in the evenings I was never overlooked or for-

gotten, or thrust out of the way. All my wants were duly

supplied ; though never overfed, I could not imagine what hunger
or thirst meant.
My food was not of the richest, nor prepared on the most

scientific principles, yet it supplied all my needs, and gained

the desirea end, growth with strength and beauty. Simple as

this food was, time and thought were necessary for its manipu-
lation. Parings from a common, half soil and half dying grass

roots, were mixed up with white sand ; my master never would

use the red, though he had large quantities close by, and for

the white he had to walk miles. This soil and sand were then
incorporated with decayed te i leaves, not the proper material I
have heard say, but then it was the best my master could
obtain, and I was too full of vigorous growth to care much,
it I had enough. 'Water, and without it none of our family
can live long, came from a running brook ; it was soft, and cool,

and clear, and seemed to possess a renewing power as it was
gently poured over me night and morning. I did not like it

any the less because I knew the tadpoles had played in its

shallows, and the swallows cooled their blue wings in it as they
fleeted over it. It was better in every way forme, than the hard
spring water which used to chill and damp, but never refresh.

Yes, great store did my master set upon me, always giving

me the best place, the lightest, airiest, sunniest corner ; never
shutting me up alone in a heated smoky room, often for my
good opening the window when he could better have done with
it closed. But, though I had a merry pleasant life, it was not
all sunshine, there would come days of rain and coldi east

wind, when the window could not be opened, and I had to live

on as best I could. Then ihc enemy I hate most would be
sure to make his appearan • . it e transparent-winged but yet

deceitful green fiy ; how it came in used to puzzle me, it must
have been on my master's jacket which he hung up close to my
stand, but come in as it might, it was sure to find a speedy
lodgement under one of my leaves, and was sure to choose

the youngest and tenderest. In great terror lest my beauty
should be spoiled, I was vain enough to care for my appearance.

I rolled and twisted up my leaves, making myself as disagree-

able as possible, in the vain hope the unwelcome guest would
be driven to take its departure

;
yet nothing I could have done

would have produced the desired eSect if my master had not come
to the rescue, with his pipe of tobacco, of which he was very

fond. Luckily for me, darker and rougher the weather was,

and more and more he smoked, until at last the little parasite

not feeling well in a tainted atmosphere took its leave. But,

I always came off the worse for its visits, however short they

might be, for my twisted-up leaves never opened out again in

a proper manner, and the rough usage I underwent to force

back my good looks was often nearly my death. I was_ deluged

over and over again with cold water thrown at me with great

force, just like the bursting of a waterspout, then followed such

scrubbing, and rubbing, and shaking of my little house, that I

trembled lest its very foundations should be disturbed.

Patting all together, the world did not use me ill, and my
master thought so much of me, and took so much care of me,
that in return I could but be and do my best. So I grew and
flourished, threw out strong shoots, and leaves, and flowers,

and filled that old cottage window with a rare beauty, at which

passers up and down the lane stood, and looked, and wondered.

One day in the full glory of my regal beauty I was carried

away from my master's humble cottage. No word of warning

was given me. I did not dream of the new honour to be con-

ferred upon me, however much I might have desired it. Strong

arms deposited me safely among the soft cushions of an open

carriage, the amber lining of which was very trying to my wide-

open blooms. I rocked about sadly, and many of my petals

were shaken off as we jostled up the narrow lane. A little girl

and a King Charles spaniel were my only companions, and

they were too much engaged listening to the ponies' silver bells,

which made music wherever they went, to think of me, or to

trouble about the falling flowers, aud I did not much care for

the teasing and blowing of the wind, which with the sun and the

hot dry dust injured me not a little ; but then we cannot have

everything, and the change was grand for me. It is not often

the iowly born drive out in state, and I could not help wishing

my German cousins might see me and be envious. 'What a

miserable life it must be out in the hedgerows, winter and

summer, exposed to every turn of the fickle weather.

'When the drive came to an end, the same strong arms

carried me into a large mansion, and placed me on a marble

stand in a window of a room full of costly ornaments. This

window opened out into a garden full of gay, scentless flowers,

on which the midday sun was shining. I could see the bright-

ness though I could not catch one of the beams, for blind and

curtain were down, shading from the out-door light, lest inits

strength it should enter and injure carpet, or pictures, or gild-

in" I thought of my nearly always open window at the

cottage in the lane, and of the sanded floor which the quarry-

man's busy wife ground to dust all day beneath her heavy shoes

;

but then no sun or air could injure it, so the door was seldom

shut from morning until night. Here, in this my new place,,

there was a still, close, as it were, used-up atmosphere, any-
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thing but good for growth and life, and there might be dust,

too, of a finer though not less subtle kind.

I was greatly admired—how they all thronged around me,

father and mother, and little girl ; how they counted up my
fully open flowers and growing buds, and looked at me as

though they had never seen a Devoniensis in bloom before.

My httle red house looked poor and mean in the stately

mansion, did not suit it, did not harmoniBe with anything

about it ; so it was to be taken away, or at least put out of

sight. No better way suggested itself than that of slipping the

ugly old house inside of a new and handsome one. A strange

one was chosen as ever any poor Itose lived in, a kind of vase

with red figures sprawling on a black ground, and into this I

was put ; but thrust down as much as they could thrust me,

there was still a broad cornice of rough red to be seen ; that, of

course, would not do, so my house must be thrown away, and

I must be removed into the now one. I had strong affections

{or the house from which I had not been absent for a long time,

and every inch and corner of which was familiar to me ; so the

more they tried to hft me out, the more tenaciously I clung.

They pulled and dragged, and thrust every way but the right

one, to compel me to remove, and at last succeeded, but I was

torn out, not taken out, and many of my valuable roots and
much good soil were left behind. I was planted in the new
house in a rough disorderly manner ; no care was taken of the

few roots left me, some were pulled away, others put in any

way. Then proud of their work they bid me go on and flourish
;

live and be thankful they said, "then left me sure that all

would be well, left me in a beautiful new home, much too good

for me, and yet not meeting any of my requirements, for it was

a house without drainage, and without ventilation, and beyond
the reach of the vivifying sunshine, for though my window
looked to the south, blind and curtains and plate glass ex-

cluded all brightness. I lived, or rather existed, in a perpetual

shade. At first I wondered at the long nights and the short

days, and wished the sun could find its way in to me. I did

my best to live, but found it hard to do so, for every effort I

made was checked or hindered.

My new master did not understand my peculiar nature as my
old one had done. My greatest sufferings came to me from

his ignorance. I do not believe he cared for me much, for

sometimes days would pass and I did not see him ; he never

came to give me anything I might need, or to feast his eyes

upon my beauty. I was slowly pining away tor the fresh air,

and the sweet sunshine, but every inlet, every avenue was
tightly closed up, as if poison and plague were floating in the

warm breezes. My leaves appeared to lose their tissue, and
my blooms their colour. Thinking I was going wrong my
master pulled up the blind, and placed me close to the glass

in the middle of an August day. That was too much for

me, my hold of life was too weak to sustain me beneath its

strong heat, so I drooped and drooped, and hung down more and
more. Then, thinking I was tliirsty, he flooded me with cold

water—I think it must have been from an ice store—house

and cellar and surrounding moat were all brim full ; I was
chilled, I thought I never should be warm again. A few of my
buds slowly opened—they were but dull, faded malformations of

my old self. Then I pushed out little green shoots to supply

the place of the dead buds ; but they never came to any size,

for the aphis, that great enemy of mine, found them, and soon

covered them thickly over. So there was nothing left but rnin

and death, for relief could not come to me as it did in the

cottage, because tobacco was a forbidden evil in ;the newly
done-up drawing-room.
Then my master thought he would try if the out-door air

would bring about any change for the better, for there was no
doubt I was dying. So he chose a day with a keen wind blow-

ing—a north-east wind, from which every living thing turns

away in dread ; and he stationed me just where its full force

would beat upon me. He did not p.ause a moment to see how
it would fare with me when left, but in great fear of the cold

from which I had no escape, ran into the house, and I daresay

soon forgot me. And no wonder, for the poorest hybrid that

ever opened-out a few thin petals and called itself a Rose was
lairer and better.

Next day my master came to look at me. My beautiful green

leaves edged with carmine were soft and black with twenty-four

hours of battering ; the buds were all gone—there was no hope
left for me. He had killed me though he knew it not; would
not believe it, probably, if told. He stood over me in amaze-
ment, his hands thrust far down into his pockets. He was
thinking of the piece of gold he left at the cottage only two

months before, or of the splendid Rose tree he had made his
own by a dear purchase. And then with a " Well, it is over
with it !

" he pulled me light up, and with a great swing threw
me to the rubbish heap ; and taking up his showy vase, he
carried it to the marble stand in the drawing-room in safety

—

Maod.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETINGS.
The Anniversary Meeting of this Society was held ou the 27th

Jauuarj', wheu Sir John Lubbock retired from the chair, bis period of

oflicc having expired ; and Mr. II. \V. Bales was elected President in

his stead. An address ua;s delivered by the former gentleman, giving

an account of the progress of the science during the past year, and it

was ordered to be printed and distributed among the members.
The February Meeting was beld on the 3rd inst. at Burlington

House, when the newly elected President took the chair, and returned

thanks to the Society for his election, and nominated Sir John Lub-
bock and MesHrs. W. Wilson Saunders and Stainton as Vice-Presi-

dents for the ensuing year. Amongst the donations to the Society's

library received since the last meeting were the publications of the

Nutnral Histoi-y Societies of Vienna and Bremen.
Mr. Frederick Bond exhibited a lar^e swollen Coleopterous larva

found by Mr. Harting within the shell of Helix ericetortim, the inha-

bitant of which it had devoured, and which was considered to be the

larva of the female of Drilus flavescens ; also the cast skins of a num-
ber of the larvie of a species of Dermestes, which had not only de-

voured the bladder coverings of a number of jam pots, but had also

eaten the jam. He also exhibited a A-en,- curious specimen of the large

moth, Lasioeampa Querci, the wings of which exhibited the colours

and markings of both sexes mixed in a veiy irregular manner. He
also communicated a notice of the attacks of a species of larva upon a
living Elan antelope, into the horns of which it had burrowed. Mr.
Mcl-iachlan also mentioned an instance in which the timbers of a
vessel had been greatly burrowed into by the lanae of a species of

Dermestes ; and Professor Westwood mentioned that the same insects,

which are ordinaiily animal-feeders, had greatly injured a cargo of

cork.

Dr. Wallace exhibited specimens of the Japanese Silk Moth, Bombyx
Yama-mai reared in this country, where they had deposited eggs ; also

the B. Pernyi, which feeds on Oak in China ; and the South African

Paehypusa effusa, which feeds on Acacia, from which an attempt was
being made to obtain silk in that country ; likewise the cocoons of the

Liquidambar Moth from China, the larvic of which are used for fur-

nishing the silk gut used by tishermen, and of which the perfect moth
is not yet known. He also made some obseiTations on the progress of

silk culture iilthis connti7, in South Africa, and in Australia.

Dr. Gray communicated a letter from Dr. George Bennett, of

Sydney, containing extracts from Australian newspaper?, giving an
account of a sui-prisiug swarm of a moth known under the name of

the Bugong, which is eagerly devoured by the natives, and which is a
species of the genus Agrotis, A. spina. They had appeared in Sep-

tember in such vast swarms, that the houses were hlled with them,
and divine seiTJce in the churches had to be suspended. It was men-
tioned also as a remarkable fact, that the swarms were almost entirely

composed of males. A swarm of butterflies of the Australian form of

Cynthia Cardni had also been obsen-ed at sea three hundred miles

from laud, the vessel being literally covered with them.
Mr. Frederick Smith exhibited a number of interesting insects,

chietly Hymenopterous, from Brazil, accompanied by notes on their

habits communicated by Mr. Peckholt, of Cantogallo. Amongst them
were several species of honey Bees of the genus Trigona ; and the

writer had distinctly noticed that they swarmed like the European
honey Bee, a fact not previously ascertained. A species of Pepsis

provisions its cells with Spiders ten times its own size. Tiypoxylon

albitarsis builds a loug cylindrical mud nest, which it also provisions

with Spiders. A species of Tripeta, called the Bema Fly, deposits its

eggs in the skin of various animals, as well as in the nostrils of persona

whilst sleeping in exposed situations.

A heautifu] species of Oryssns Irom the Gold Coast of Africa was
exhibited by Mr. Swanzy. and the rare Apatura Ionia from Asia Minor
by Mr. Tiimen : the latter insect had been donbtiugly reft-i-red to the

genera Pyrameis and Vanessa. Letters were read from Mr. Hewitson

and the President relative to the question of priority of the names
published in the second part of the voyage of the *"Xovara" by Dr.
Felder.

Mr. McLachlan communicated a monogi*aph on the British species

of Neuroptera Planipennia.

Mr. Daniel Haubury communicated some further notes on the

economy of the Coffee Borer of Southern India supplied by Dr. Bidie,

who had been appointed by the Madras Government Commissioner for

investigating the ravages of the Borer in Madras aud Mysore.

The Hon. T. De Grey exhibited Opostega Silacieila and Acidalia

rubricata from Norfolk, and Hypcrcallia Christiemaua from Kent;
and Lord Cawdor sent a specimen of Pholcus phalangioides (Black-

walei. from Stack-pole Court, Pembroke. A letter was also readfrom
Dr. Signoret, of Paris, requesting specimens of different species of

Coccus, especially males, for a monogi'aph on that family of insects

on which he is engaged. The specimens should be placed in tubes in
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weak spirit, since when dried it was impossible, from tbeir small size

and soft delicate structure, to examine tlieir forms with sufficient

precision.

AMERICAN WELLS.
We have seen tried at Levallois, near Paris, a simple, in-

genious, and expeditions method of finding water in the depths

of the earth, and bringing it to the surface. It consists in

striking vertically into the ground iron pipes, screwed to each

other, till they meet a spring, at the top of which a pump is

placed which sucks up the water. The process, which is simple,

is thus described :

—

The apparatus is comprised of a number of iron pipes about

8 feet 2 inches long and the diameter inside about 2 inches, the

sides about one-third of an inch thick, with a screw at each end,

external on one and internal on the other, so as to screw them
together, and thus to form one long tube the sides of which are

air-tight ; also an iron ram, a {Jirj- 1). of 8-Etone weight, for

driving the pipes into the ground, and a suction pump, h (firj. 2).

The pipe which should first be put into the ground to open the

way has a sharp, well-tempered steel point. Immediately above

this steel point, about 2 feet of the sides of the pipe is pierced

with a number of small holes for the purpose of letting the

water inside the tube. First the pipe is sunk in the groimd

about 18 inches deep, the same as a bar of iron or a stake,

then about 15 inches from the ground it is bound with a large

iron pedestal, c (jig. 1), strongly secured with bolts ; it is on

Fig. 1.

this pedestal that the LIows of the ram are given to sink the

pipe into the ground. The ram is an iron cylinder about

8-Btone weight, with a round hole through the centre large

enough to admit of its passing up and down the tube, which

it surrounds, and rests on the pedestal ; at the upper end of

the tube there is an iron collar, d, to which two pulleys, r, are

fastened, and by means of cords attached to the ram it is drawn

up and let fall on the pedestal.

Such is the apparatus that we have seen working at Levallois ;

each blow of the ram falling on the pedestal drove the pipe

about 2 inches into the ground ; after eight or ten blows it was

driven to the pedestal. Another pipe was then screwed on, the

pedestal was raised about 18 inches and the iron collar and

pulleys the same ; the ram then commenced to strike to such

an extent that in less than twenty-iive minutes the pipes were

driven more than 13 feet into the ground. A ball of lead

suspended by a cord was then put into the pipes ; by means of

this sounding line it was discovered that there was about 3 feet

of water in the pipe; this quantity having been eonsideredi

sufficient, a small suction pump was screwed to the top of the
pipe, and after working it for a few seconds the water came
dirty and muddy at first, then clear and limpid like a spring.

Such is the experiment that we saw at Levallois ; it took
place in the middle of a sand pit that was worked by a builder

named Doucet ; the ground appeared hard, with a clay bottom.
A similar experiment took place a few days previously not far

from there, upon the ground around the quarry. The pipes, at

least 2'.i feet long, had to pass through a bed of fJinty pebbles

about 13 feet thick; the experiment lasted three hours; the pipes
were then in their place, and the pump gave plenty of clear

fresh water. The pipes can be drawn out of the ground by
means of a simple wooden lever.

This process and the apparatus for putting it into practice
are of American origin, and have been improved on by an
Englishman named Norton, who has a patent for it. A French-
man (Comte de la Fete) took an active part in the experiment.
Having read this you will say to yourself, as we did after see-

ing the experiment. What is the use of this process, and in what
cases can it be applied ? The indisputable merit of this in-

vention is that in many instances water can be procured in a
few moments and at very little cost. In all alluvial ground, in

clayey or sandy soils, iron tubes can be put into the ground in

a few hours and American wells made. They are easily made
on low grounds and table lands. If steam tillage is one day
estabhshed in the world, as we think it will be, the Norton
pump will become an almost indispensable auxiliary to the
steam apparatus. In a word, we believe in the practical utility

of this operation, and have faith in this invention.

—

(French

Jotmtal of Ar/riculture.)

PORTP.iVITS OF PLANTS,
FRUITS.

FLOWERS, AND

Triciiocentrum albo-purpubeum (Purple and White Tricho-

centrum).—A"(i(. onl., Orchidacea>. lAitii., Gynandria Monan-
dria. Native of the Eio Negro, in North Brazil. Petals ma-
roon brown, tipped with yellow ; lips white, with two purple
blotches at the base.— (Bo(. Mail., I. ,5088.)

Begonia Sutheklanpi |Dr. Sutherland's Begonia).

—

Nat.
ord., Begoniaceip. Linn., Monacia Polyandria. Native of the
western mountains of Natal. Flowers coppery yellow. ,Stalks

and veins of leaves crimson.

—

(Ibid., t. f (3811.)

Hypoxis elata (Tall Hypoxis).

—

Nat. ord., Hypoxidacea^.

Linn., Hexandria Monogynia. Native of Natal. Flowers
golden yellow.— (/(/a?., t. 5690.)

Odontoglosscm Alexanpk.e, var. Teian.t; (Dr. Triana's

Princess of Wales's Odontoglossum.)

—

Nat. ord., Orchidaeea'.

Linn., Gynandria Monaudria. Native of the New Granadan
Andes, near Bogota, at elevations of 7000 or 8000 feet. Sepals

white, with one circular rosy spot in the centre
;
petals white •

lip white, barred, and spotted with rose.

—

(Ibid., t. 5691.)

Stapelia Plantii (Mr. Plant's Stapelia).

—

Nat. ord., Ascle-

piadace.-e. Linn., Pentandria Pentagynia. Native of Austra-

lia. Flowers purplish brown, barred transversely with yellow.

—(Ibid., t. 5092.)

Hypericum patulcm (Spreading St. John's Wort).

—

Nat.
ord., Hypericinaee.Ti. Linn., Polyadelphia Polyandria. Native

of Japan. Flowers large, and bright yellow.

—

ilhid., t. 6QS3.)

Pelargoniums.—" In i-.'/«;)C?'o)' wehavewhatis incur opinion

the premier flower of the season ; for in regard to its size, its

symmetry, its colouring, its outline, and its centre, it ap-

proaches as nearly as it seems possible to attain towards per-

fection, and it appears to have also the constitutional vigour

which is necessary to secure the full development of these

good qualities. The variety must be classed among the sal-

mony rose sorts—a group which contains many other kinds of

remarkable beauty. Itob Hoy is quite distinct in colour, being

one of the purplish rose group ; it also is a flower of first-class

properties, not so large as Emperor, but in regard to form and
colouring equally perfect. Both sorts have gained first-class

certificates at the hands of those lynx-eyed and severe critics—

the London censors of flowers, which is a sufficient indication

of their merits."

—

(Flori/t and Pomulogisi, 3 Series., i.,25.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The Koyal Caledonian Horticultural Society is to hold

three Exhibitions in the Music Hall, George Street, Edinburgh,

during the present year. The first of these is to take place on
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April Ist, the principal Bubjecte being IlyacinlliB and otlier

spring flowers, Camellias, Azaleaa, and forced sliriibK ; but

prizes are also offered for Tine Apples, Grapes, Strawberries,

Apples, and Tears, and for Vegetables. Altogetbcr there are

sixty-three classes, in each of which two prizes are offered, and

in some three. The second Show is lixed for the 10th of June,

and is to consist of Stove and Greenhouse I'lants, Koses,

Pelargoniums, Heaths, and other flowering plants, for which

there are twenty-three classes, whilst for Fruit and Vegetables

there are nineteen classes. The two last-named have at the

Autumn Show, to beheld on the 2nd of September, thirty-five

claeses, whilst to Flowers twenty-five classes are allotted. There

are, in addition, classes for amateurs and cottagers; and special

prizes of £5, £:!, and .i:2 are offered for six bunches of Grapes

of not less than four varieties.

The li'Jth inst. is the last day on which entries can be

received for the Inteu>j\tional Hobticultural ExmniTioN at

Ghent, and which is to bo hold there from March 'i'Jth to

April 5th. Intending exhibitors have, therefore, no time to

lose in sending notice of their intention and tlie amount of

space which they will require to the Assistant Secretary,

if. Edmond Claus, Bue Digue de Brabant, 20, Gand, Belgique.

We may mention that the classes are about the same in num-
ber as at the London International Horticultural I'Jxhibition of

18(3("i, and consist of various classes for New Plants in and out

of flower. Orchids, Palms, Cycads. Pandanads, Ferns, Lycopods,

Arads, Caladiums, JIarantads, Bromeliads, Stove and Green-

house plants, bi-tli flowering and ornameutal-foliaged, Bulbs,

Trees, Shrubs, Fruits, and Vegetables, the last two, of course,

much limited in the number of the classes by the season.

Altogether, for the above and other subjects too numerous to

mention in detail, there are 241 classes ; and from the high

pesitron which the Belgians have talien at similar Exhibitions,

we may expect a very fine display.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAnDEN.

The increasing temperature of the atmosphere will now
communicate warmth to the soil sufBcient for the vegetation of

all kitchen-garden seeds, therefore no fine day should be allowed

to pass by without sowing some of the many sorts of seeds as

follows :

—

Ilnissi-lti Sprnuti', sow thinly on beds of rich well-

prepared soil, and cover the seeds evenly and lightly. C'lh-

baije, BOW the Covent Garden Superfine Early Dwarf, also the

Dwarf Green Curled Sacnij. Let the soil of the beds be well

pulverised, scatter the seeds thinly and evenly, and cover them
lightly with fine soil. Cauliflower, sow the Covent Garden
Improved, or the Frogmore, on a slight hotbed, or under the

shelter of glass. Peax, sow the Champion of Enizlaud and Ne
Plus Ultra, as the best early kinds of Wrinkled Marrows.
Parsh'ij, this of all vegetable seeds requires the longest time to

vegetate, and therefore it should be one of the first sown.

Slight hotbeds may yet be made to forward liadixlies, Ciinotf^,

Potatoes, T.etfiicis; and CauUtloircrs ; also Pens and ISranx, and
some sweet Ilnbx if wanted early. It these auxiliary beds

are hooped over and covered with mats they will answer well

enough after this time.

FRUIT GAKDEN.
Attend to the protection of the blossom of Apricot and

Peach trees, and see that the recently planted standard fruit

trees are staked, to prevent their being injured by high winds.

FLOWER GAKDEN.
Many of the spring bulbs will now be showing bloom ; it

will, therefore, be necessary on a dry day to hoe the beds over,

BO as to freshen them up and make them a little neat. After

the late frosts the lawn should be raked over with the daisy

lake, to clean the grass of wormcasts or stones, and be rolled

with a heavy roller at least once a-week. Where the grass is

coarse it is a good plan to have it mown, cutting it close to the

ground at this season ; and where the herbage is thin, and does

not cut well, a little Dutch Clover seed should be sown, and
afterwards thinly covered with some rich soil. To those parts

of the lawn which soon burn up in dry weather apply a dress-

ing of wood ashes and soot, with a little sand, or, if more con-

venient, give a good soaking of liquid manure. Belay and re-

pair Box edgings and grass verges, so as to have everything

ready for trimming the walks as soon as the weather is favour-

able. Most of the hardy Koses being now pruned, the beds
may receive their spring dressing. Xightsoil is said by Mr.

Bivers to be the best manure to use, and if disinfected is not

objectionable ; but if not disinfected it will be better to trust

to tlie drainage of the dunghill, or to a dressing of guano.

Plants that were much infested with green fly last season may
be cleared of the eggs of that or any other insect by syringing

them with water at a temperature of 100', or by painting them
over with lime, soot, and cow dung, mixed to the consistence

of thick paint with strong soapsuds. This is a certain remedy.

The whole of the pleasure grounds should now have a regular

cleaning—grass, gravel, borders, beds, and all. except, indeed,

where alterations are going forward. Let all planting be

finished as soon as possible, if other parts of the alterations

have to stand still for a time.

GREENHOCSE AND CONSERVATOKY.

Old-established specimens in the conservatory need not be

potted for the next six weeks ; old plants in general do not re-

quire to be so early potted as the young portion of the collec-

tion. The varieties of the Chinese Primrose are very useful

from September to May, on account of their flowering so early

in the autumn. A small quantity of the seeds may now be

sown, and three more sowings of them made in April, May,
and June will carry on the succession. Cuttings made now
from forced Anne Boleyu Pinks will be ready to be planted out

by the end of April or beginning of May, as will also cuttings

of other Pinks and Picotees now being forced. Be careful of

bulbs when they have done flowering ; the best mode of treat-

ing them is to take them out of the pots and plant them in a

cold frame in any light soil ; afterwards they come in useful

for spring flowers in the borders. Those who want their

Passion Flowers, Ipoma'is, and other strong-growing climbers

to flower late in the season, when families return to their

country seats, will now begin to prune their conservatory

climbers. Of all ornamental plants, beautiful festoons of free-

flowering climbers excite the greatest interest. From this

time to the end of Jlay some of the tribes in the greenhouse will

want potting, beginning with seedlings and store plants. The
greatest care is necessary in the selection of proper composts

for different families. Good friable loam, fibrous turfy peat,

leaf mould, and sand are the proper materials from which com-
posts for all kinds of plants may easily be made ; one-third

peat, one-third leaf mould, and the other third of loam and
sand, will make a suitable compost for young plants of most
species in cultivation. Older plants will require the proportion

of peat lessened, and that of the loam increased. Sandy peat

alone is used for Heaths, Epacrises, and the like ; but the more
robust of these and all the Chinese Azaleas, ought to have one-

third leaf mould added to their compost. Two-thirds loam
and one-third leaf mould, charcoal, and sand, form a good

compost for Orange trees, Neriums, and many other strong

woody plants. Charcoal and ground bones make the best

drainage for all plants, and a greater quantity of them may be

used in that way than of potsherds, thus making the drainage

more efficient, "and yielding a greater store of nutriment for

the more active roots.

STOVE.

Orchids and other plants which have been kept in a tempe-

rature of B0° during winter, will require a gradual increase to 65°.

Young or weak specimens of Orchids had better be kept in the

coolest part of the house till all their buds or eyes are fairly m
growth, otherwise the more forward buds may take the lead,

and the rest may not start at all. Cuttings made now of the

strong tops of all the showy Clerodendrons will make hand-

somer plants than their parents. They are very useful and
showy as late summer and autumn plants for the conservatory.

Continue to pot as the plants begin to grow.

FORCING PIT.

Gardenias and young Orange trees forced for their blossoms

will now require a strong moist heat of 75', with a bottom heat

of from 80° to 90' Many of our common border plants will

force from this time if taken up with balls, potted carefully,

and kept in the shade during the first week. Common Auri-

culas and Polyanthuses will answer well in this way ; leaf

mould is the best material for them under this treatment. The
evergreen Berberises are good plants for forcing, and they are

much sweeter when they are forced. Daphnes do not like leaf

mould so well as poor sandy loam, in which they may be easily

forced. All the herbaceous P:ronies may be forced in pure

sand, or any refuse from the potting bench, and they require

no preparation beforehand.

PITS AND FRAMES.
The plants here, which hitherto have been kept quite dry.

may now receive a gentle watering on some fine sunny morn-
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ing, and be eneonraged to grow a little. Give plenty of air in
the daytime, but cover securely at night. Proceed with the
potting of the autumn-struck jjlants, and the pricking-out of
tender annuals, which should always be attended to before
they become crowded in the seed pots, and encourage the plants
afterwards in a close gentle heat until they are established in

the new soil. Pot Tigridia pavonia and conchiflora in light

turfy soil, putting two bulbs in a IB-sized pot, and placing
them in a warm frame or forcing house until they begin to

grow.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST \TOEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Feas.—We lately instanced how the open galvanised wire
netting would protect from larger birds, but of course would
not protect from rats and mice, for which trapping and other
means must be resorted to. A new Pea seemed to have quite
a run of intruders upon it. Very simple remedies are often
efiectual. One of our men, who has a garden, says the mice
never burrow after his Peas, as he always sows some soot on
the ground over the rows, and draws a spade gently over it.

We have tried it with several rows, and not a single hole
has been made in the course of a week. We presume that
it will be effectual so long as the ammonia is given ofi strong.
"When other rows with stokehole ashes thrown over the sur-
face have been visited, though little injured, not a single dig
after a Pea has been made as yet in these sooted rows. No
better surface-manuring could be afforded the Peas, and we
hope, if not more generally known than it was to ourselves,
that some sufferers may receive benefit from the soot-sprinkling.
In many gardens now, the due preparation of the ground is not
of more importance than the securing seeds and young plants
after sowing or planting.

We have not previously grown Maclean's Little Gem Pea, but
we are much pleased with its appearance, as it is coming on iu
pots. AVe tasted some of the Peas after germination had com-
menced, and, so far as we could judge, it seemed superior in
flavour to any dwarf Pea suitable for pots. When grown in
pots or in the open ground, it looks as if every Pea should have
2 or 3 inches. Our plants are now in 5 -inch pots, three plants
in each pot, under the glass of a frame, and by the time we
shut up moie closely our first orchard house we will transfer
these Peas to S-inch pots, rendering the soil firm at the sides.
On the whole, we prefer sowing in the pots iu which the Peas
are to produce, but large pots take up much room, and we only
bad the seed lately, and wished to forward the Peas for early
gathering. Room for three months to come is a serious matter
with most of us, with whom every inch of glass must do its

utmost. The being oWiged to cram, keeps the inventive facul-
ties ever on the stretch, and frequent movings involve a great
amount of labour, which would be mostly saved were there a
place for everything. Early vegetables must often now be ob-
tained, and large flower gardens supplied, though in summer
it would be difficult for a stranger to find where the plants came
from.

Cucinnhers.—Most of the plants intended for early spring
work are under a frame on the top of a common hotbed, made
with materials as lately detailed, with but Uttle preparation,
and the plants look well and strong, filling the pots with roots

—

after the second potting one plant in a pot. We have managed
to clear a five-light pit supplied with hot water, have taken the
earth in, and early next week, after having everything ready,
we will turn the plants into the pit in a fine day, when the soil
is nice and warm. Most likely we will try some in the seed
fcox, and others as soon as we can obtain materials, and then
there will be a race between the hot water and the frame. At
an early period raising plants in the frame is the most econo-
mical, unless high temperature from hot water is required some-
where else. Our frame is very shallow, but that is no great
disadvantage, for as the leaves of the Cucumber plants were
coming too near the glass, we raised the frame the thickness of
three bricks at the corners, just removing the banking-up to
place a flat piece of board as a rest across the corners, and then
the bricks were placed above the boards. Two bricks might
have done, but we did not want to be troubled again, and it

was as well that on the bright days at the end of the wtek the
leaves should not be too near the glass. In all such raising it

is of importance that sweet material should be packed at the
back, and for at least 6 inches up the frame. That done, we
banked fii-mly as high as the boards with what we could find
iiindiest.

There is another advantage in raising the frame and thus
keeping it banked outside with fermenting material. More top
beat is thrown iu through the boards, and the bottom heat in
the bed is rendered more moderate. This helps to remedy the
chief drawback in frames and pits heated by fermenting ma-
terial only. In this bed there was no difficulty, by means of
covering, in keeping the atmospheric heat up to 70°, and even
much higher, at night it we wanted it ; and in sunny days we
could have just what temperature we liked best ; but in very
cold, stormy, sunless days, even with little or no air given, the
atmospheric temperature would fall to 65°, or even lower. Now,
here the hot water would so far have the advantage, that ac-

cording to what was said the other week, we could easily
have a temperature of from tJO° to 65° at night, and up to 70°

in a dull day. The old plan of increasing the atmospheric
heat over a dung bed by sending heat by linings through the
fermenting material, had a tendency to increase the drawback
in two ways—first, by unduly increasing the bottom heat

;

and, secondly, by making the atmosphere when the bed was
covered up at night warmer than duriug the day, if the day
was dull and sunless. This prolonging at night of vegetation
by heat—for it can hardly be called growth, as then there can
be little or no solid addition—is fruitful of many evils which
can be so far counteracted when we can obtain atmospheric
heat, by banking-up outside, in a bed or pit, without that extra
heat passing through the part where the roots are growing. By
proportioning covering at night, and air-giving during the day,

according to the weather, we can regulate a dung bed as we
would one heated by hot water, so as always as a general rule

to have the highest temperature when there is the most light.

Miishrooms.—Earthed-down a fresh piece of a Mushroom
bed just as the previous bed was becoming like a sheet with
small Mushrooms, and larger ones were still coming rather

plentifully on older beds. In making a bed at this season we
are forced to lose some of the strength of the dung in order to

have it in a dry mellow state for the reception of the spawn.
We pile the droppings and shortish litter in a heap, covered

over with long litter, and if the material is so wet as not to be-

come somewhat dry by this process, we cut some long litter

short with a billhook, and mix it with the rest, and that, by
causing it to heat, will dry it enough for our purpose. In
making our shallow beds we have them as firm as possible,

making firm again by beating after spawning, and on putting

on from li inch of fresh rather stifi soil we beat firmly again,

and then, watering the surface, draw firmly a clean spade along

it, so as to have the surface smooth. This secures the easy

cleaning of the bed, and more especially when a little covering

of hay and Utter is used for maintaining an agreeable tempera-
ture. In large ridge beds out of doors the firmness, though
important, is not bo essential as in shallow beds in-doors.

SVe may here state that A tells us that, obtaining no Mush-
rooms, he gave his beds a good watering with water nearly at

the boiling point, and iu a few weeks had plenty of Mushrooms,
but after one good gathering there were few more. B tells us
that he followed the example of A, and has never had a Mush-
room, and our opinion of the practice is asked. We reply that

it must ever be looked upon as a hit-or-miss practice. We dis-

like to water much in winter if the air is moderately moist

;

or if not, we would have a sUght sprinkling of hay on the bed

in preference to much watering in the short dull days. When
wanted we often prefer making a few holes and watering the

bed back and front, instead of watering all the surface. We
never use boiling water, except when troubled with woodlice,

which we seldom are until the end of March or April. Then
with a little dry hay we entice them to the back and front of the

bed, and when we pour hot water there it sinks down, and
does not extend far from the back or the front. Had we a bed

cold, the spawn in dry material, and were sure none had begun
running in the soil, we would not hesitate, if the soil was rather

dry, to give it a good watering with water near the boiling

point, because that would heat the soil, and the heat would
decline to about 80° or 100° before it reached the dry material.

If, however, the spawn was already running in the soil, and
coming near the surface, we should expect it to be killed out-

right by such warm waterings. If we would be safe, then, we
should keep from such scalding work. It is better to secure

moderate moisture and an equable temperature by a slight

covering of the beds. In heated houses it is more pleasant to

see the beds bearing without any covering, but in that case it

is easy to apply atmospheric moisture, or to give waterings

judiciously when necessary, not using the water warmer than

from 80° to 100°. In such a case a watering from manure
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water maJe from old cow dung, deer dung, sheep dung, &c.,

often Joes wonders. We have never ventured on very hot

water, except in the cases indicated, for the destruction of

woodlice, and, unless in some extreme case, we should never

think of so heating a bed, having often proved that tliough

spawn will remain fresh a long time in a low temperature, it

becomes weak, and perishes in a high temperature. From 90°

to 100° may be considered the highest limit of safety.

To another correspondent, troubled with slugs and snails,

and who proposes dusting with lime and watering with lime

water, we would say. Never let your bed have quicklime either

in a solid or liquid form. Nothing, not even the boiling water,

will be more ruinous to the spawn and the young Mushrooms.
Trap with greased cabbage leaves, brewers' grains, hunt with a

candle at night—anything or everything except the lime water
;

for we know of nothing more certain to spoil a bed, according

to the strength and tho time it is applied. If merely used on
the surface before any Mushrooms appeared it might do no
harm, but then it could do no good, as it would soon become
as mild as a piece of chalk, and if it did no harm then to the

Mushrooms it would as little inconvenience the slugs and
snails.

OENAMENTAIi DEPAETMEXT.
In fine days Ranunculuses and Anemones cannot be too soon

planted ; all manure for them should be placed a good depth from
the roots. Carnations and Picotees in pots, if well established,

should ere long be turned into their blooming pots. Three plants

of a sort look well in a 12-inch pot. Where flowers without much
dressing are required, one twisted wire support in the centre

would do for the three. Nothing suits them better than fresh

sandy loam, with about one-eighth part of sweet rotten hotbed
dung. All the nostrums of half a score or more of ingredients

for composts may now be numbered with the things that were.

The finest Auriculas we ever saw were grown in sweet mellow
loam, with a little very sweet, well-aired, leaf mould, and then
in the spring they were top-dressed with sweet dry cow dung
from two to three years old, and were watered with clear ma-
nure water as wanted. The Auriculas should still be protected

from frosts and heavy rains, but have air back and front in all

mild weather.
From the forcing pit bulbs are coming in ; and shrubs, as

Rhododendrons, Lilacs, Deutzias, and Roses, are adding their

attractions. These should be all raised out of the bed and
kept in the coldest end of the house before being taken to

the conservatory, and they and bulbs taken thither, or to the

dwelling house, should be moved before half of the flowers are

open, that they may cominue longer in bloom. Manure water,

though clear, and bits of charcoal, will help bulbs in glasses.

Camellias in bloom want a considerable amount of water,
and those finished blooming may as well have a little more
heat in a vinery, or in a corner of the conservatory where they
can be kept by themselves. Heaths now require more air in
iine weather. Epacrises will do with less until the long days
come. Any plants of these, and of winter-flowering Heaths
done blooming, should be kept stationary for a few weeks before
pruning them back to make new wood for another year ; the
resting a little seems to suit them better than pruning them
back at once. All young plants in the greenhouse and stove
beginning fresh growth may now be repotted, especially when
a little additional heat can be given to them.
Our window gardeners who kept their boxes or vases of

Scarlet Pelargoniums in their spare room or garret, should
now examine and give them a little water if very dry. Never
mind if they are almost leafless if the main part of the shoots
are sound. By March place them in the light

;
prune any that

are decayed
;
give a little water at a time, making holes with a

wire or pointed stick in the soil ; and as soon as growth com-
mences, and the leaves are the size of a shilling, remove
what you can of the surface soil, and dress with equal parts of
loam and rich compost, as sweet rotten dung. Thus managed,
these plants, though never repotted, wiU bloom better and
better every year—we cannot tell for how long ; but we have
seen some never turned out of their vases for nearly twenty
years, and, if possible, the last summer was always the best.

Could we find room we would have a large number of cut-
tings of Verbenas, &c., inserted, and Pelargoniums potted. It

must not be forgotten to sow Lobelia, Perilla, Mignonette, all

tender annuals, especially of the Cockscomb tribes, and Ama-
ranthus melancholicus in a gentle hotbed. The Mignonette
to be hardened a little when an inch in height. This, if well
tended, will cost httle labour and come almost as soon into

bloom as that sown in autumn and protected all the winter.

To have good rows of young Lobelias from seed it should be
sown before the end of tho month, and tho earliest sowing
prieked-off and kept in a slight hotbed until established. Pe-

tunias sown now with such help will make fine beds in the
flower garden, and so will Verbenas, if any of our readers will

be satisfied with a great variety of seedlings, instead of groups
of one colour. Such plants as Antirrhinums, and I'anties

English or Belgian, will bloom early in summer if thus assisted

a little now, and that help may easily be obtained where stable

dung or other fermenting material may be had, and there are
leaves, fresh or half decomposed, or the remains of an old hot-

bed, to go to. Secure the heat and do not trouble much about
its rankness if you can cover with from 8 to 12 inches of sweet
material through which no noxious steams or gases will come ;

but make sure of that if you do not sweeten your fermenting
material. With the best part of old hotbeds we are never long
in want of a genial bottom heat when we can obtain a few
loads of dung from the stableyard. W'hen mowing commences
in the pleasure ground there is still less diiTiculty, but there is

more danger without carefully keeping down the steam, and
grass itself soon flares out its heat, but it will yield a regular

heat a long time when mixed with strawy litter. When using,
with a great saving of labour, such rough-and-ready materials,

we say, Be sure that nothing but the heat comes up into the
atmosphere of the place ; and though we often find a covering

of 6 inches quite suflicient, and have many tender plants in a,

similar bed under a frame now. we would advise beginners not
to trust to less than inches at first.

We cleared out the beds from two frames the other day that
had not been quite bottomed for two years, and thus had a
fine lot of rotten decomposed material for our flower beds ; but
we picked enough rather dry half-decomposed litter and leaves

to make a covering over the fresh litter as brought from the
stable, placed in the hole, trodden, watered, &c. ; and the bed
being thus covered, the heat which otherwise would have
escaped in the iJrocess of fermentation will be brought at once
into use, and after various crops and sundry turnings, the bed
will probably end in being planted with Cucumbers and Melons.
Such extemporised beds, where nothing better is to be obtained,

will always be of use for securing produce earlj' from the kitchen
and flower garden. Some people now expect Celery at mid-
summer, and without the help of heat now it is impossible to

have that and many other crops at all early.—R. F.

CO"V^NT GARDEN MARKET.—Februahy 20.

There is a sliglit improvement in business, and prices have an up-
wnrd tendency for best articles in general consumption. French imports
comprise .\sparagus. Potatoes, Radishes, Artichol^es. Lettuces, aud En-
dive. Home-sjrown produce from the market gardens is largely supplied,
and meets with a steady sale. Of Apples and Pears the quantity is
limited. Retarded hothouse Grapes are very good.

FKUIT.
B. d. s. d I s. d. e. d
3 0to5 Melons each OtoO

7

8
10

6
o

Apples ^ sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, -lb.

Lemons 100

Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 S

8 U
I

Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz. 4
Pine Apples lb. 6
Plums J sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries., per oz. 3
12 I Walnuts buah. 10 IS

8 12 I do per ICO 1 2

1

1

^EGETABLES.
S. d.

.\rtichokea doz.
Asparagus ICO
Beans, Ividney 100
Beet, Red doz.
BroceoU bundle
Brns. Sprouta ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
CftiTots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bimdle

3
7

2-0
6

2
1

6
3
1 6
3
1

3
8
8

a 6

0to4 Leeks bunch
0- 20 Lettuce per score

3 Mushrooms pottle
3 Mustd.& Cress, punnet

6 16 Onions.... per bushel
2 6 Parsley per sieve
16 Parsnips doz.

! Potatoes bushel
8 Kidney do.

[
Radishes doz. bunches

I

Rhubarb bundle
' Savoys doz.
' Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bnnch

B. d. s. d

6

fl
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Ballantyne tt Son, Dalkeith.—Catalogue of Forest and Orna-
mental Trees, dc.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
* •• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture^ ttc, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C,

We also request that correspondents will not mix upon the
same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on
Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-
swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than
two or three questions at once.

Books iHraton HaU).~\\hcn the volame on layinj?-out gartlens is

ready for publishing, which it will bo in a few weeks, its title and price
mil be advertised. It contains so manv plans, that the printing is delayed.
(C. J. D.).—Mr. W. Paul's " Rose Garden," price 6.t.6<;.

Wild Flowers {T. J.).—There will be various indexes, so that the
plants can be at once refened to, for the plates are all numbered.
Wir.E Net for Protecting Glass Roof (T?'. Z>.).—There are no notes

on the subject. You can obtain wire net of any of the makers who ad-
vei'tise in our Jourmil. Unleb3 small-meshed it would not protect the
glass, and il small-meshed then it would shade too much.
Dressing Wheat with Arsenic [G. G.).—Many farmers mix this

poison with their seed Wheat, with the intention of destroying the spores
of the smut fungi that maybe upon the grain. It is a dangerous prac-
tice, and we believe does not effect the desired purpose. A much
more certain dressing is to wet the grain with strong biiue, and then dust
it thoroughly with lime.

Gardeners' Examinations (Alpha).—Ty:o examinations are held an-
nuallv. Any gardener may be examined. If you write to Mr. Richards,
Assistant Secretary, South Keuj>ington, he will send you full particulars.

Geonoma magnifica Flowering (If. C\nric).~\ie are informed by
Mr. Smith, Curator of the Kew Gardens, that the Geonoma magnifica
flowered in the stoves there last year, and is now showing flower again.
He does not consider it at all a rare occurrence, as all that is wanted is to
have the plant in goud health, when it will flower almost continuously.

House Sewage for Strawberries {Oiu Who Wii*hf, tf'c).—As your
soil is light and diy, cover the surface of the bed with cocoa-nut-fibre
refuse an inch deep You may apply the sewage, diluted with eicfht times
its bulk of water, once a-week, hut not until the blooms of the Straw-
berry plants are ojien.

Small Farming {Yardlry).—If you forward thirteen postage stamps
with your addi-ess, and order " How to Farm Two Acres Pi-ofitably," you
will have a email book sent you free by post that will give you the infor-
mation you need. It includes the management of cows and pigs, and if

you have twenty acres you have only to multiply by ten every space of
ground particularised.

Mulching and BIanuring Roses (G. H. ilf.).—" Roses like mulching
at all times. If the mulching is not objected to as unsightly, it may be
allowed to remain. Peruvian guano may be used lightly; one handful
may be dissolved in a stable bucketful of water, and some of the liquid
poured over the pi-ound for an 18-inch radius round the stem. After the
first series of flower.s this may be practised with good effect, especially
where the cultivation is not high, or where the staple of the soil is

inferior.—W. F. Radclvffe."

Round Plants at Battersea Park (L.).—Your query was answered
in our Journal on Januarj- auth, page 99.

CoccoLOBA PLATYCLADA.—J. Biijaii wishes to know where this plant
can be obtained.

Protecting Pyramtd Pear Tree Blossoms (H. F. JFoi/).—Your mode
of protection will be excellent if the stakes be made firm, and the protect-
ing material be put on so as not to touch the blossoms ; it should be se-

cured by string to the stakes. It will not be necessary to put on the
covering until the blossoms are far advanced towards opening, then you
may place it over the trees at night, and remove it in the moiniug if the
day be fine ; but if frosty it may remain on. When tlie weather is mild
and fine the protection should be removed by day—indeed, it should
only be used when the air is frosty. Protection will not be required after
the trees are furnished with leaves. Of the materials you name, tiffany
would be the best.

Salting Asparagus Beds (Hal/pay).—iinlt is best given to Asparagus
over the surface as a top-dressing. Employed in the making of the bed
it would be merely thrown away. Bishop's New Long-podded Dwarf and
Advancer are excellent dwarf Peas for early crops, and Hairs* Dwarf
Mammoth is very good for a main or late crop.

Select Achimenes (JJ-;//fV^i.—Ambroise Vcrschaffelt, lilac white with
radiating lines and carmine spots; Baumanni hirsuta, violet purple;
Margaretta, white ; Longiflora major, blue; Sceptrum, vermilion, with
rich markings ; and Carminata elegans, rosy carmine.

Select Gloxinias (/(/cm).—Robert Fortune, rose belt and lips, tube
white, finely mottled ; Cjerulea variegata, porcelain blue, streaked with
wiite: Striata maculata, rosy salmon with white stripes; Thomas Lobb,
pink-spotted tube, dark violet belt, margin blue: Georgiana, freckled;
Princess Alice, reddish tube with spotted base, and crimson belt. From
your description we should say the Rose is Souvenir de Malmaison. The
Fern is Pteris cretica albo-lineata.

Cineraria Potting (C. ir.).—In potting it is not desirable to give
large shifts, but to proceed gradually, and pot frequently. You may, how-
ever, place an established sucker in its blooming pot at once without
giving two, three, or more shifts. AVe have tried both methods, and ob-
t:iin the best plants from increasing the pot room as soon as the roots

become slightly matted round the sides of the pot. The same remarks
apply to Chrysanthemums.
Sowing Peas in Small Pots (.4 Comtant IifnfhT).—K:iU a dozen Peas

will be sufficient to put in a 6t)-sized pot. The heat munt be very mild,
and they should bo kept near the glass, and be well hardened-off before
planting out. You may sow three or four more Peas of Tom Thumb in a
pot tJian of Dickson's First and Best. You may turn the plants out in

the ojien ground when well hardened-off, so as to make a good row. A
quart of Dickson's First and Best Peas will sow a row 33 yards long ; a
quart of Tom Thumb, iiO yards.

Peach Pruning [Idem).—You will find full directions in the book you
name for the futm-e management of the spurs. They wlU admit of the
alternate shoot-cutting.

Charcoal {H. C. J.).—It may be used with advantage in the compost
for all descriptions of greenhouse plants. It would benefit Bignonia
radicans. Charcoal, however, is chiefly used in composts that have a
tendency to become close, and especially for subjects having very delicate

fibres, as New Holland plants and the generality of hardwooded plants.

Pruning Ayrshire Roses (Kate).—You may peg down the shoots now,
cutting clean out any weak shoots, and the old if auj*, and limit pruning
to merely taking off the ends of the shoots, for the less these Roses are
pruned the better they bloom. Only the old wood and the very weak
growths should be removed.

Plants in an Out-door Fernery (Idem).—We would advise your
leaving well alone. No plants whatever look well in a well-arranged and
flourishing fernery. We have tried it, and find the plants introduced
have an anything but pleasing effect. Nothing can add to the beauty of

the gi-aceful and delicate forms of the Ferns. The plan you propose for

protecting the Fenis from frost will answer admirably, only make the
protection strong to withstand wind. You could not employ anything
better than tiffany.

Manuring Roses with Guano fI(Z<'ml.—There is no advantage in ap-

plying so many Itinds of manure at once ; one sort will be quite sufficient.

A sprinkling of guano round each tree in April and again in July, so as

to make tbe smface yellow, stirring the gi'ound lightly with a fork,

will be sufficient. Bone dust is excellent for Roses. A couple of good
haudfuls may be scattered around each tree and neatly pojnted-in with a
fork. It may be apphed now, and you may then give a dressing of guano
during moist weather iu May. Wood ashes may be ajiplied in the same
manner as bone dust, and probably a dealer iu artificial manures would
supply them to you.

South Australian Seeds (A Leaimcr^.—Sandy loam, or loam and a
little peat, will grow the Mimosas, or Wattles, from Australia, and a green-

house or conservatory will suit them. From what you say we suspect you
have some of the strong-growing Acacias, and they will require much
room to do them justice.

Thinning Fruit of Pot Tref.s (Idem).—You do not state the size of

the Peach and other trees in 11-inch pots; but on an average you had
belter not take more than from twelve to eighteen fruit from them if you
wish the fruit to be good. See what was said iu " Doings of the Last

Week" lately, and any specific information we shall be glad to supply. If

in an orchard house, keep them as late in blooming as you can, and be-

ware that the soil does not become too dry, or the blossoms may drop.

Wake sure that there is no stoppage to drainage, or the plants will suffer

from stagnant moisture.

Raising Plants from Seed in Boxes (D. Rj/nn).—We think you will

obtain tbe gieater part of the desired information in " Window Garden-
ing," which you have ordered. We do not think you will do much good

in the backyard enclosed by walls and houses, and the space so small;

but to give you a chance of succeeding, you should raise your plants in

pots in your box that faces the south, and when tolerably well established

plant them out in the yard. Mignonette and Stocks would do as well

as anything, with Nasturtiums to climb up the wall. For your front

box few jilants would beat Mignonette and Stocks, and a fine display

would be made with Ncmophila, and Na.->turtiums hanging over the sides,

and Canary plants (Tropjeolum canarieusc) climbing up by the sides of

the window ; we would prefer it mingled with twining Convolvulus out-

side instead of inside the windows. You could have all these earlier by
sowing iu pots next month, and placing them in your box and covering

with a square or two of glass. We do not approve of your proposed soil

—that taken from an old shrubbery, an equal part of horse stable dung,

and a third part of sawdust steeped in urine. We would not much like

the sawdust, but would not dislike it so much if previously heated and
decomposed with the dung. In all towns old shrubbery soil is the worst

for such boxes ; and we are sorry to say that the soil srpplied from nur-

series, which you say is so expensive, is very frequently not much
better, being a mixture of old composts that have done work previously.

To all amateurs who can by anv means manage to do so, we advise ob-

tainjig a barrowful of soil from the sides of a highway, if nowhere

else. If j-our boxes are shallow, say 7 or 8 inches deep, we would use but

little of your prepared compost. If a foot or more in depth, and you

tura the "mixture over several times before using it, then you may fill the

boxes one-half full, and procure better soil lor the remainder. If yea

have a kitchen garden, or a flower plot that has been dug up roughly or

ridged during the winter, then scraping-off as much from the surface in

a dry sunny dav as woulil do, would answer admirably ; verj- likely better

than what you could purchase. You had better have a few holes in the

bottom of the boxes fur drainage. Your sandstone over them will do

very well, and so would oyster shells. A little moss over all would do

well, and so would half an inch or an inch of chopped straw or Utter

before you place the soil in.

Limy Rubbish {J. Anderson).—We should spread the mortar and plaster

rubbish, after reducing it to powder, over the surface of the black loamy

soil and dig it in.

N\MES OF Plants (T. A. Allen).—li is quite impossible for us to name
plants from their seeds, (if. 3*.).—1, Cornus mas ; 2, Daphne mezereum ;

a Deutzia gracilis ; 4, Heliotropium peruvianum (garden variety) ; 5. Jas-

minum nudiflorum. {A Constant Reader).—Both specimens are varieties

of Sela-^inella Brauuii. (A. if ).—Lonicera, fruticosa ('.'). [A. B. C.).—

Nothochliena squamata. [ W. M.).—l. Cheilauthes fariuosa ; 2, Adiantum

pubescens • o, Pteris argyrea ; 4, Aspleninm marinum ; 5, Pteris cretica ;

6, Nephrodium moUe. lA'areJ.—Pteris argnta, (H. Brtr(on).—Iresine

Herbstii.
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morning I managed to devour, without preventing the digestion
of that meal, Mr. Pares's reply. I have no objection to Mr.
Pares's lance, especially with the courteous "button" that
sheaths the point, neither with my lance have I any desire to

nnhorse the Light Brahmas. Before I can do this, they must
get on horseback, or, in other words, win a cup ; and if I am
there to see, and they do not deserve it, well, then, lance in
rest, " I'm in," as poor Artemus Ward would have said.

What I said in my former letter referred only to a cup offered

to the best of the two breeds. I quite agree with the admirers
of the Light birds, that they deserve equal money prizes with
their darker brethren. The entries are nearly equal at the
general run of shows, Birmingham, however, being markedly
an exception ; still the entries deserve equal prizes. Mr. Pares
will, I think, bear me out, that I have often in these pages ad-
vocated the same prizes to be given to all classes, as secretaries

can never tell which breed will pay best. This was not, I

think, the point at issue, but the fact that the cups were al-

ways awarded to the Dark Geese and Ducks are two different
breeds

; Dark and Light Brahmas two varieties of the same
breed. It would be just in the former case to award a cup to the
best specimens of their breed, whether Geese or Ducks ; but
when it is offered to the best pen amongst several varieties of

the same breed, then, other points being equal, surely it ought
to be awarded to the pen showing the best general character-
istics of the breed—for instance, in Brahmas, size, depth of

chest, breadth, shortness of leg. heaviness of leg-feathering and
fluff, comb, &a. All these points ought to be as good in the
Light birds as in the Dark. Mr. Pares, Mr. Worthington, Mr.
Crook, and others, must forgive me, but in all these points, the
distinctive points, in fact, that mark a good Brahma, whether
Light or Dark, the latter appear to me by far the better. Sup-
posing these points equal in two pens, then the decision would
hinge on the best-coloured birds, and then the characteristics
of each variety, as to colour, etc., would turn the scale.

Mr. Pares seems to consider he has quite unhorsed me by
the " blue " and " green " idea ; as it was always allowable
for the unhorsed champion, who, possibly like " Y. B. A. Z.,"
did not know when ho was beaten, to renew the battle on foot,

BO I reply " blue " and " green " are but qualities of a certain
something. Suppose it cloth, then if the material were equally
good, the choice hangs on the colour according to the fancy

;

but if the material were faulty in one, as I contend the ma-
terial is faulty in the great bulk of Light Brahmas, then it

is the Light Brahmas who are "out of court," and not
"Y.B. A. Z."
Light Brahmas were, I believe, the variety that first appeared

in this country, but if I have understood Mr. H. Lacy correctly,

he had long before kept Dark Brahmas in America, and, there-
fore, the Dorking parentage falls to the ground. Shall I say
that I am disposed to believe that the Brahma in true character-
istics of the breed cannot be improved by the Dorking forDark
birds, any more than by the White Cochin for Light?

—

T. B. A. Z.

EXCESSIVE RAILWAY CHARGES.
I THINK I can throw some light on the reason why fowls are

charged so much more on the return journey from shows than
when going.

At Bristol Show, in January, 18G7, I was charged Hs. more
for my fowls returning than going. I remonstrated, and was
told it was the carriage from the Show to the station. Cal-
culated on the number of pens shown, this was £10 or £50
nett to the Great Western Railway. At Weston I am charged
5s. Sd. from the Show to the station, by the Secretary of the
Show. This is £30 clear profit to some one out of the pockets
of exhibitors.

—

Bkahma.

also sent to that Company's offices at Leeds, pnt the same
question, and have their reply, stating the charge to be 3s. 9rf.,

so that according to their own statements I am asked double
the proper rate.

I am told by the Great Northern Company's servants here
that my proper course is to pay them and sue the London and
North-Western Company for the difference—a course which I

feel reluctant to pursue, though I am determined to make a
stand in this case, it being the largest amount of four hampers
which are similarly charged, and all occurring in the same
month, three of them being in the hands of the Midland Com-
pany from the Birmingham Show to Leeds.

I believe from what I have seen, that most of these heavy
charges are caused by the gross carelessness of the officials in

neglecting to examine their scales of charges when booking
parcels ; and unless determination be shown by those receiving

poultry by i-ail not to be overcharged, we shall look in vain for

any reform in this respect.

For the benefit of myself and many I know to be often in

the same difficulty, I should feel it a favour if you will kindly
say whether it be more advisable for me to pay the whole, and
sue the London and North-Western Company, or to refuse to

pay till the account be corrected?—E. Hutton, Pud.-:ey.

[Were we similarly treated we should refuse to receive the
birds, unless the railway officials agreed that if we did receive

the birds it should be without prejudice to our resisting pay-
ment of the excessive charges. As your case stands we should
refuse payment to the Great Northern, and then, if the Com-
pany sued you in the County Court and recovered (which we
doubt), you might sue the London and North-Western for the
overcharge. Ton had better consult a sohcitor.]

When' at the Newport Show in December last I claimed a
pen of Crcve-Cocur fowls, which were forwarded per London
and North-Western Railway in due course. On the arrival of

the parcel I found the charges so excessive that I refused to

pay them. The weight was 36 lbs., and was charged 7s. G<1.

from Newport to Leeds ; and fjom Leeds to Pudsey by Great
Northern Railway lOd., the proper charge. The Great Northern
Company had "paid on " the 7s. ChL, and demanded the total,

8s. id., from me, and the dispute still exists.

A friend of mine at Newport made the necessary inquiries
for me, and sent me the reply of the London and North-Western
Company, which stated the charge from Newport to Leeds for

a hamper of five fowls weighing 36 lbs. to be 3s. Sd. ; and I

THE HOUDAN'S FIFTH TOE.
Ail poultry fanciers should thank you for your answer to a

correspondent in your issue of the 13th inst., headed " Points
of Houdans."
The only points in which " improvers " suggest " improve-

ments " in Houdans are—1, By getting rid of the fifth toe,

which predisposes to lameness ; 2, To obtain hardier birds.

To this I answer— 1, Of the many hundreds of Houdans I have
had and bred, I have never had a case of lameness ; 2, Houdans
are very hardy and bear confinement wonderfully, and I do not
believe there is any cross that could make them hardier. Why,
then, ^tiive to obtain "crosses and nondescripts, the drafts

and refuse of yards," when the pure stock is so good?

—

Saxgee Azul.

ROUP AND CANKER IN PIGEONS.
I HAVE been much interested in the various correspondence

that has lately appeared in your columns relating to Pigeons,

and think much credit is due to Mr. J. Huie for his able
critique on Mr. Tegetmeier's " Pigeons ;" also for his remarks
on the supposed contagious diseases of roup and canker.

So far as my experience goes I have never found roup to be
infectious, but cannot say the same regarding canker. Last
season I lost several feeders through this malady ; and as my
birds are kept scrupulously clean, I am inclined to attribute its

origin to the fighting of some of the cocks, one of which was
affected with canker. I may mention that I found a strong
solution of alum very efficacious.

The fancy now stand in need of a practical work on Pigeons,

as publications similar to Mr. Tegetmeier's have no weight
with fanciers. I would propose that some of our leading

fanciers favour us with an occasional article in your columns
on the different varieties of fancy Pigeons, and thereby elicit

the opinions of others. By so doing I think we are likely to

obtain much useful information, and a volume so compiled
would, I am sure, be most acceptable to every class of Pigeon-

keeper. Perhaps the members of the Columbarian Society will

favour your readers with articles on the subject, and by so doing
will greatly advance the objects of the Society.

—

Amaieuk.

DuELiN PouLTEY Show.—As this is to be an Irish Session

in Parliament, may I hope the same attention may be drawn
to Irish Poultry Shows in your Journal, to notice the forthcom-

ing Dublin Society's Show? The poultry department is divided

into classes for Dorkings (Silver- Grey and Coloured), Spanish,
Game, Brahma Pootra, Coohin-China, La Fleohe, Hondan^
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Crove-Coenrs, and Hamburghs (Spangled and Pencilled), witL

prizes of £2 and £1. Turkeys, Geese, Itouen and AylesLury

Ducks have each three prizes allotted to them, varying in value

from £3 to 10..-. There are eight classes for single cocks. Un-
fortunately no efforts hitherto of exhibitors have been successful

iu inducing the Society to add a variety class, and also one for

Bantams. The objectionable rule of requiring exhibitors to pen

their birds, will, I fear, prevent distant exhibitors competing;

otherwise I see no reason why this should fall behind the late

excellent Shows at Limerick and Cork, where the care and
attention bestowed on the birds, as well as the general good

management, must be appreciated by all exhibitors, among
whom is included

—

Eblana.

CUP AND PRIZE GAME FOWLS—SORTS AND
COLOURS.—No. •.'.

3. Pile on Pied.—CocA.^General colour a bright red piled

on a white ground. Beak light. Comb, face, gills, and deaf-ears,

bright red. Head bright red. Neck-hackle chiefly red with
white streaks, but white underneath. Back bright red, a little

pied with white. Shoulders and the upper wing bright red.

Lower wing chiefly white. Breast well marbled with red on a

white ground, as better than all white. Thighs chiefly white, a

Uttle red. Tail white with red feathers at the base. Legs, feet,

claws, and nails, white or whitish
;
yellow legs come next, and

yellowish willow legs third. The reddest and brightest red

Piles are the best birds as a rule. As to the eyes of Pile

Game they must invariably be bright red, as yellow and all

other colours of eyes are very inferior, as are dull-coloured

Jbirds.

Hen.—General colour white thickly veined and streaked

with bright red all over, the tail included. Breast also veined

with bright red. The other points to match the cock.

4. DncKwiNGS.

—

Cock.—General colour either birchen grey,

yellow birchen, or silver grey. Comb, face, gills, and deaf-

ears all bright red. Eyes red for cup birds. Neck-hackle the

same as the general colour, striped with black stripes under-
neath. Back the same as general colour, or coppery. Upper
wing the same as back. Lower wing cream colour. Blackish
butts. Wing with steel-blue bar. Breast dark bluish black.

Tail dark greenish black. Legs, feet, and nails, willow for cup
liirds.

Hen.—General colour a bluish grey thickly frosted with silver

ill over. Neck-hackle silvery striped with black. Breast a pale

or silvery fawn colour. Thighs the same. Tail of a dark
greyish black. The rest to match the cock. Red fawn breasts

look coarse for these hens. Birchen Greys, willow legs or olive.

Xellow Bircheus, yellow legs, yellow eyes. Silver Greys, white
or blue legs if pure.

5. Black.—These have taken a few cups ; they should have
large, bold, full black eyes, and blackish beaks. Legs bluish
black, very dark. Cocks either brassy- winged or all black. Hens
entirely black. Bed combs are preferred, but gipsy combs are

as good. The blacker the legs and beaks are the better. Olive-

green legs are bad. The nails should always be blackish.

6. Dark Gkey (Dark combs).—These should be cup birds,

being the very gamest sort of all, but being classed with Duck-
wings at exhibitions are not enough noticed by Judges, and are

not common, Duckwings being greater favourites, though not
with the cockers. Hens should be much darker above than
the cocks, though not so under the feathers. The eyes, large,

bold, and full, and jet black. Black legs, feet, beaks, and nails.

Dark Bircbens much the same, though not so game. General
colour in cocks dark silver grey or birchen grey. In Birchen
cocks, dark birchen. The hens dark blackish grey, iu the
Greys, and as dark with birchen hackles in Birchens.

7. WniTEs sometimes take prizes before the Piles, and should
be entirely white with no yellow tinge. Bright red eyes and
white legs, feet, and nails are essential. Yellow and willow legs

and yellow eyes are inferior, usually being accompanied by a
yellow tinge in the plumage.

—

Newsiaeket.

WAVERLEY POULTRY SHOW.
This Exhibition was held on the 19th and 20th inst., in tho Com

Kxcbange, Melrose. It is only a year ago since it was establitlitd, and
-on the first occasion there were about 250 entries. Whether or not it

1)6 dno to the historical associations connected with the place, or to the
fancy for domesticated fowls which prevaiLs iu the distiict, we know
not, but this year the entries were nearly doubled, there being about

450 pens. But it was not the numbers so much as the excellence and
variety of the fowls whicli commanded the attention of visitors. We
tliink there have been few better exhibitions in Scotland than that at

Melrose, although, in other years, it would bo advisable to divide the

ohl from the young classes.

Tbere was a splendid display of Pipemis, the best we have seen out

of Rii-minfrham ; and the exhibition of f 'diiancs, although not the best

that has taken place in Scotland, was at least highly creditable to an
institution of such recent origin us the Waverlcy Ponltry Association.
— [SeGtsmait.)

The following is the list of awards :—

Dorkings.—First, J. White, Warlaby (Grey). Second, Lord Binning,
Mellerstain. Third, A. Curie, Melrose (Silver). Highly Commended,
Duke of Buccleuch (Silver) ; D. Hardie, Sorbie, Ewes, Langholm (Dark)

;

D. Gellatly, Meigle. Commended, D. Hardie (Silver); R. liced, Long-
town, Cumberland (Coloured) ; Lady G. Montgomery, Stobo Castle, Peebles
(Silver).

Spanish.—First, H. Beldon, Goitstock. Second, W. Veitch, Dinglcton.
Very Highly Commended, A. Redpath, Edinburgh. Highly Commended,
J. H Wilson, St. Bee's ; J. Taylor.
Cochin-China.—First, Gunson & Jefferson, Whitehaven. Second, J.

Elgar, Osmanthorpe Hall.

Beahma Pootba.—First, .1. Shorthoso, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Second,
J. A. Dempster, Stirling. Highly Conimended, G. H. Plummcr, Dalkeith ;

J. Sborthose. Commended, Marchioness of Queensberry, Kinmount

;

Miss Aglionby; W. R. Park ; J. Anderson, Meigle.
Game.—First, J. H. Wilsou. Secoinl. H. M. Julian. Hull. Highly Com-

mended, Mrs.Tumbull. Jedburgh iBlack Red) ; W. Urquhart, Langholm ;

J. McGregor, Crieff. Commended, Miss Aglionby; A. Robinson, Long-
town.
Hameceoh (Goldon-poncihed).—First and Second, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended, W. R. Park.
HAjrBCRGH (Golden-spangled).-First, A. Hatelie, Selkirk. Second,

S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. Highly Commended, Mrs. Brown, Abercaimy,
Crieff; S. Burn, Whitby.
Haitbuegh (Silver-pencilled).-First and Second, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended, W. R. Park.
Hambcbgh (Silver-spangled).-First and Second, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended, Bowman & Fearon, Whitehaven ; W. B. Park.

Any othee Vaeietv.—First and Second, H. Beldon. Third, D.
Gellatly (Padue Chamois). Highly Commended, Hon. Miss E. de
Flahauit (Creve-Cceur) ; Gunson & Jefferson ; W. R. Park (Creve-Ctenr).

Commended, J. Elgar (Creve-Cceur).
Game Bantam.—First, W. Scott, Jedburgh (Black Eed>. Second, W.

Mabon (Duckwiug). Highly Commended, W. Mabon, Jedburgh (Bron-n

Red) ; W. Easton, Jedburgli (Black Red); J. Hervey. Jedburgh (Brown
Red); J.Wood, Chorlev (Duckwingl. Commended, Hon. Miss E. de

Fh-.hault (Black Red) ; J. Hervey (Black Red).

Bantams (Any other variety).—First, W. B. Graham, Melrose (Black).

Second, H. Beldon. Very Highly Cmmendcd, J. Hood, Lintalee, Jed-

burgh (Golden Sebright) ; T. C. HalTison, Hull ; S. & R. Ashton (Black) ;

Lord Binning (Gold-laced); T.Watson, Crieff (Golden Sebright).

Bantam Cock.—First, Bowman & Fearon (Game). Second, W. Scott,

(Black Red). Commended, R. Paterson, Melrose.

DccKS (Aylesbury).— First, Bowman ,1 Fearon. Second, Lady G. Mont-
gomery. Very Highly Commended, D. Hardie. Highly Commended, D.

Hardi<3; Lord "Binning ; J. A. S. E. Fair, Jedbmgh ; J. Scott, Newhall.

Commended, G. Dryden, Selkirk.

DcCKS (Rouenl.—First, Gunson & Jefferson. Second, D. Hardie.

Highly Commended, D. Hardie.
Docks (.iny other variety).-First and Second, T. C. Harrison, Hull

(Carolinas and Pintail). Highly Commended, Hon. Miss E. de Flahauit

(White Call); H. Beldon; S. & R. Ashton (Carolinas); S. Burn (Black

East Indian). Commended, A. Thomson, Mainhill (Muscovy).

SuLLiNG Class.—First. H. Beldon. Second, D. H.ardie (Dorking).

Third, W. R. Park (Silver-spangled Hnmburghs). Highly Commended,
W.R.Park (Golden-pencilled); J.A.S.E. Fair (Aylesbury Ducks). Com-
mended, Miss Aglionby (Pile Game Bantam) ; T. L. Jackson (Dorkings)

;

J. Sword, Jedburgh.
Cottagers' Prize.—First, W. Hart, Melrose (Erahma Pootra). Se-

cond, D. Waugh, Melrose (Spanish). Third, W. Miller, ^ellurk. Highly

Commended, L. Thompson (Golden-spnngled Hamburghs).
_

Toekevs.—First, Lord Binning (Cambiidgo). Second, Mies Borthwick,

Flimby, Maryport (Cambridge). Highly Commended, T. L. J.ackson;

Geese'.—First, Mrs, Birkett, Broom Rigg, Ainstable (Toulouse). Second,

W. Paterson, Langholm (White). Highly Commended, Duke of Buccleuch,

Dalkeitli.
PIGEONS.

Fantails.—First, J. Thompson, Bingley. Second, H. Yardley, Bir-

mingham. Highly Commended, W. R. Park ; R. B. Chouler ; J. Hawley,

Bingley, Leeds ; A. Smith, Broughtyferry ; J. Grant, Corstorphine, Edin-

burgh. Commended J. Spence, JIusselburgh.

Poeters.-First, J. H.awley. Second, J. Grant. Highly Commended,
H. Beldon ; H. Yardley ; J. Grant ; J. Towerson, Egremont. Com-
mended, W Slartin, Ayton.
KcNs -First, R. P.aterson. Melrose. Second. J. Thompson. Highly

Commended, R. Davidson, Swinnie, Jedburgh; H. Yardley. Commended,

W. R. Park. „. , , „
Jacobins—First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Thompson. Highly Com-

mended, Hon. Miss E. de Flahauit ; J. Hawley ; J. Thompson ; G. Yule.

Commended, J. Spence. ^,
TcRElTS. — First, J. Waddell, Carnwarth. Second, J. Thompson.

Highly Commended, R. Paterson, Melrose ; W. R. Park ; J. Towerson.

Commended, R. B. Chouler. „ , „ j j
Owls.—First, H. Yardley. Second, J. Towerson. Highly Commended,

E. Paterson ; H. Beldon ; J. Thompson. ,,,1,..

TcMELERS.—First, J. Baillie, Bellevne. Aberdeen. Second, R. Whit-

taker, Delph BiU. Highly Commended, J. Hawley; H. Beldon; H.

Yardley. . ,

,

Anv other VARrETY.—First and Second. J. Hawley. Highly Com-
mended. A. Goodfellow, jun., Jedburgh (Victorias); Hon. Miss E. de

Flahanlt (Runts); H. Beldon; .T. Campbell (Magpies): J. Thompson;
P. A. Renwick, Kelso (Barbs) ; H. Yardley ; J. BailUe ; J. Towerson.
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Selling CLiss.—First, J. Hawley. Second, J. Thompson. Highly
Commended, J. Spence (FantailB) ; P. A. Renwick (Torbits) ; H. Yardley.
Commended, J. Hawley ; H. Beldon ; J. Thomson.

CANAEIES.
Don (Yellow or Boff).— Cocti. — First, W. Boggic, Priory. Second,

J. Kemp, Galashiels. Commended, J. Dodds, Weirhill, Melrose. Henf.—
First, W. Tinlin (Yellow). Second, W. Boggie (Buff). Commended, J.

Kemp (Buff) ; W. Fairbaim, Joppa (Yellow).
Yellow, Bcff. or Flecked.—Cocks.—First, J. Cleghom. Galashiels

(Flecked). Second, W. Balmer, Hawick (Baff Flecked). Highly Com-
mended, J. Kemp, Galashiels (Buff Flecked), ifens.—First, W. Balmer
(Yellow). Second. J. Kemp (Buff Flecked). Highly Commended, J. Ken-
wick. Melrose (Yellow Flecked).
Cage Bisds (Canaries Excepted).—First, Miss Paterfon, Melrose (Gold-

finch). Second, W. Hart (Goldfinch Mole). Third, W. Balmer (Gold-
finch).

The Judges were Mr. Teebay, Fnlwood, Preston ; anil Mr. Jolin
Yotrng, Hawick.

TUMBLER PIGEONS.
Havin-g for some time past seen notices about Gronnd or

House Tnmbler Pigeons, and their modes of turning, I last

summer procured a pair from the widow of the late ilr. B. P.

Brent. Mrs. Brent was most anxious to send me good birds,

and took much trouble to select the best she could spare at the
time. The hen is not very different in appearance from an
ordinarv Black Tumbler Pigeon of small size. The cock bird

has large, one might almost say clumsy wings, and a large,

heavy head ; the neck leaving the skull more in the line of the
beak than in other varieties of Pigeons, and it may be that the
form of the brain gives rise to this most singtilar power of

tumbling close to the ground, for it certainly does not arise

from disease. In some cases it amounts to a defect, for a
Pigeon tumbling so much as the old cock does, could not live

without protection. The hen seldom tumbles in the aviary

;

but if the cock is forced to fly, he rarely rises a foot from the
ground without turning over on his back, and apparently
hitting the crown of his head on the floor.

These birds breed well, but the nest is made on the gronnd,
as they cannot or will not rise to a shelf only 18 inches above
it. Two pairs of their young were allowed to fly at large, and
all did well for some months, one pair being still at liberty.

They all flew well, rising high in the air, and tumbling most
dexterously. After a time the older pair were helplessly

attacked with tumbling fits, and often lost all control over
their own movements, and were therefore shut up.
Wind appears to excite all Tumblers to roll, whether Air or

House kinds, and the cleverest feats aie generally performed
against the wind. On a breezy afternoon last autumn, I saw a
House Tumbler en one of the walks at some distance from the
house, and thinking it had rolled to the ground, I started it to
send it home. It rose a few yards, and then rolled tail over
head to the ground. It was raised a second time, and got
higher, but when it felt the wind above the trees it rolled again
and alighted in a maple tree. When driven off the tree it did
its best to reach its home, but was again attacked by a fit of

tumbling and rolled away down over the lower lands where I

lost sight of it, and it was not seen till the next day, looking
somewhat the worse for its adventure, but was soon well again.

I find that when these birds roll to the ground they must
not be started at once, but left to themselves, when they are
more likely to calm down, and then they often fly well, and
like ordinary Pigeons. I therefore conclude that the rolling

arises from a nervous affection, which differs very much in
different birds of this breed.

I mentioned the effect of wind en these birds in causing
them to tumble to such an extent as to make them so far

powerless for the time ; but the effect is still greater with wind
and snow together. During an east wind, with a little snow, I
found a young cock, a healthy strong bird, standing on the
snow in an open part of the gronnd. where he had remained
nearly all day, and in the afternoon I tried to make him fly

home, but his motions were most singular and erratic, and he
got still further from where he wished to fly to, and after

several trials he rolled with some force into a thick holly bnsh,
Tshere I secured him. Since being shut up his powers of

tumbling Lave increased, and he now makes a very complete
wheel on rising only a foot from the ground, yet possesses
strong powers of flight, and is unusually perfect in plumage,
and very healthy.

Such an affliction as this excess of tumbling could only con-
tinue in a race of domestic birds well cared for, as one roll to

the gronnd in sight of a cat would be the last one. Yet the
Hawk does not appear to take advantage of the weakness. A

hen Sparrowhawk used to pass over the place twice daily ; her
approach was known by the Starlings and Pigeons rising in
the air, but I have never known her strike a Pigeon, although
I have often seen her pass a flock of Tumblers, and take a
Sparrow beyond them. I fear a cat would not be so considerate
to the Pigeons, nor would the Hawk, if she saw that the tumb-
ling arose from disease or a defective power of wing, for she
more than once did her best to strangle my poor pinioned
Peeseweeps running in the garden.—A. J. A.

IMPROVED COTTAGE HIVE.
We have not used the hive, but the best answer we can give

to our correspondent is to extract what Mr. S. Bevan Fox
stated in a contemporary Journal.

" Mr. Taylor, in some of the later editions of his ' Bee-keepers'

Manual,' gives a description of aflat

wooden-topped straw hive, which
I have fonud, after many years'

trial, to be one of the simplest,

and at the same time one of the

most remunerative hives I have
ever possessed.

" I have made some alterations

in the dimensions and mode of

construction, but the main features

of the hive are taken from Mr.
Taylor. There are three cone-
shaped holes for communication
with supers ; they may be covered
with simple blocks of wood on a
plain surface, or slides made of

zinc may be adopted.
" The chief advantage of the

pointed aperture is, that when the slides are pushed in from the out-

side, the bees are gradually urged out of the way ; the risk of crush-

ing the bees being thus reduced to a minimum, as certainly not more
than one bee can be injured. These three apertures are intended for

communication only with one super, whether of glass, straw, or wood,
although, if preferred, three can be worked at once ; but this is a
plan I cannot recommend when large supplies of honey are desired."

We know that it is manufactured by Mr. Lee, Windlesham,
!
Surrey, and probably by Messrs. Neighbour, and ilr. Pettit.

STRANGE PHENOMENON IN THE BEE.
The bee, though generally supposed to be almost dormant

in winter, has the peculiarity of sounding at twelve o'clock at

night on the 6th of January. A single bee appears to give the-

signal, sometimes one, sometimes two, and I have even heard
three distinct sounds as signals ; then a sort of melancholy
harmonious sound is emitted by the whole hive, and continued
for a minute or two, however frosty the night may be. This
year I had eight hives watched, in two gardens two each, and
four in another ; the gardens about 200 yards from each other.

The first hive sounded at seven minutes to twelve o'clock, and
the last at twelve o'clock by gun time, all the eight hives having
sounded in the interval. How the little insect marks that

minute of time once a-year is certainly a poser for the scientific

class.

—

Geokge Wilson, 'iVhalton.

[It is essential to the very existence of bees that the tem-
perature of the cluster shall not fall below a given point, and
as they are only able to evolve heat by increased activity of

their respiratory organs, it follows that whenever the interior

of their dwelling becomes too cold for them, quickened breath-

ing, producing a " melancholy harmonious sound," is the ne-

cessary- consequence. This is, perhaps, more likely to ocevir

about twelve o'clock during a January night than at any other

time, and is probably the true explanation of the supposed
phenomenon.]

PRICE OF LIGURIAN BEES, AND OF FRAME
HIVES.

So many applications reach me, both in my own name and
under the non df plume of " A Devonshire Bee-keepek,'' with

regard to the prices of Ligurian bees, and the cost of frame
hives, that I am induced to state that my price for healthy

stocks, including frame hive of the best description, is four

guineas, or persons sending their own " Woodbury " hives may
have them furnished with bees, combs, and frames, for £3 5»'.

i Swarms during May and June, two guineas and a half, after
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that time two guineae, exclusive of hires. I have also made
arraufiementa for importing queens from the best locality in

the Italian Alps, which will enable me to supply them through-

out the season at one guinea, and in the autumn (October), at

half a guinea each. Frame hives, either in straw or wood (the

former recommended), one guinea.

In all cases the purity of queens, and the safe transit ol

queens and bees to any part of Great Britain and Ireland, are

guaranteed.—T. W. Woodbuky, Mount Radford, Exeter.

ARTIFICIAL SWARMING IN COMMON HIVES
As many of your readers still keep bees in the old-fashioned

straw hives, or in hives without bars, it may interest them
to know that artificial swarms can be made from them without

difficulty, and quite as protitably and successfully as out of the

most approved bar-and-frame hives. All that it is requisite to

know is how to drive bees efficiently. The mode of operating

mast first be mastered according to the instructions so lucidly

given by " A Devonshire BEE-KEEPEn " in recent numbers of
" our Journal." To anyone familiar with the art of driving,

the further process is easy, and can rarely fail of success ; in

fact, 1 have never jet known an instance of failure with ordi-

nary care.

My plan is to make one swarm out of two hives ; and it is

carried out as follows :—Let A and E represent two strong

hives (strong in numbers they must be), standing side by side

or far apart, it matters not which, although success will, per-

haps, be tho surer as they are more remote from one another.

I generally prefer to make these swarms somewhat early in the

year, so as to anticipate the natural issue of swarms, but not
earlier than the first week in May, and later, of course, in

backward seasons. Begin by driving A into an empty hive.

As soon as the queen is secured with a tolerably large swarm
of bees, put the driven bees on the stand lately occupied by
A. Remove A to some distance, say 20 yards or so, allowing

the bees to come out of it if they please. They will naturally

find their way to their old stance, and remain v.ith their queen
and companions in the new hive. The next day remove B to

a new stand in the busiest part of the day, and put A on the

stance vacated by B. The last-mentioned hive should be per-

manently located at some distance ; in fact, it will be advisable

to have your apiary divided into two, with as much space inter-

vening as you can conveniently allow, so as to lessen the

chance of too many bees returning to their old hive. The
work is now done. It only remains to see that the swarm is

not starved in bad weather, which, by the way, often destroys

many natural swarms, when the bees are uuable to go out
foraging.

The principle of this method of making artificial swarms is

not original. It is that which Langstroth, the eminent Ameri-
can bee-master, published to the world years ago. Its merit lies

in its great simplicity, which it has in common with many
greater inventions.

By this plan we have the greatest chance of success with the
minimum of risk. First, natural swarming is anticipated, and
the grievous disappointment occasioned by the flight and escape

of swarms is avoided ; secondly, all excessive swarming is put
a stop to ; and lastly, there is the greater hope of an abundant
honey harvest, for the swarm being early and strong (as it

always must be by this plan), it has the whole season before it.

If honey abounds, supers will soon have to be given. If, ou
the contrary, the season is an indifferent one, these early and
strong swarms will have so much the better chance of sur-

viving.

At the same time some attention must be paid to A and B.
As the former will have to rear a new queen, there will be
some chance of its sending out a swarm in the course of three
weeks or so ; but this will rarely happen except where a very
large quantity of brood was left by the uld queen when the first

swarm was made. In this case the former process may be
repeated, by driving a swarm out of B, locating it on B's stance,

and the fullowing day, when the population of B has been
thinned, putting B in place of A, and moving A to a new
stand.—B. & W.

SILKWORM-RE ARINCx IN ENGLAND —No. 0.

The preparation and conatructinn of materials for silkworms
to spin in require the attention of every Biikworiii-rearer some
time before the worms commence woik. The method of

twisting papers thimble-form, practised in England, is all verj-

well for the amateur with a few score worms, but would not do
where hundreds of thousands have to be provided for

; a more
simple and expeditious way is then requisite. I shall describe
three or four of the best systems, and one of recent invention
by Count Delprino.

The broom system is that most commonly adopted ; it is an
ancient method, and answers very well when properly carried

out. It consists in preparing small brooms, formed of branches
and stems of various trees or plants without thorns. Half a
dozen or more such stems are tied together within an inch of

their bottoms, leaving the top expanded and open, er full of

spaces an inch or more across. The diameter of the top or open
part is about 4 inches, and that of the bottom where tied little

over an inch. They can be tied with garden matting, twigs of

the willow, or thin iron wire previously made pliable by being
heated red hot. They must be made fi inches higher than the
distance from stage to stage, or about 2 feet, their tops being
easily bent ; for when stood on a stage they should be made to

curve beneath the stage above them, by which means they are
secured in position. At 6 inches apart about eighty, set in

single rows, will fill such a stage as 1 have described, but if in

double rows, each alternate broom being curved in opposite
directions, and placed on the cross pieces at 4 inches apart,

about one-third more will be required. The double row is,

perhaps, to be preferred, as the worms are better distributed,

having extra room to work in. On finding the foot of a broom
they crawl up into the open head, and mostly to the very top,

directly under the stage above, and there begin to work. The
materials for forming these brooms should be thoroughly dry
before use. I have found the most suitable to be the common
broom found in woods and about commons, garden cress which
has run to seed, twigs of oak with the leaves, or of elm, radish

and turnip tops, the stems of various woody weeds, garden flower

stalks, and mixed therewith, pea straw in which the insects

readily spin. Nothing of a thorny or prickly nature, or with a

disagreeable odour, should be used. Into the head or centre of

the brooms it is an excellent practice to place a small handful
of shavings, straw, pea haulm, &c.

The above is the most pimple and generally adopted system,

but I find it defective, inasmuch as many worms pass between
the brooms, nnable to find and mount them, and thus sufier

;

often so losing time, wasting their silk over the leaves, and
eventually spinning a cocoon with little substance. To remedy
this evil my plan is to fix edge upwards across the stages laths

on which to stand the brooms, making these steady by opening
their bottoms to admit the laths. The silkworms go by the laths

to the brooms without loss of time. The laths should be made
secure in grooves formed in the inside of the side rails of the

stages, and carried to within a quarter of an inch of the paper
thereon. By this means they will be supported just above it, and
the paper can be removed along with the dirt and excrements
without disturbing the brooms.
Another system, more expeditious than making brooms, is

to lay the materials across the stages, in rows about 8 inches

wide at their base, and 18 inches apart, carrying them up to

within 4 inches of the stage above. Then pieces of branches

or sticks are laid from top to top of the rows quite up to the

stage, thus making the whole steady, and forming as it were so

many bridges, sutficiently high not to be disturbed or touched

when feedmg the worms or performing other necessary work.
This method is excellent, for the worms arrive quickly at their

spinning quarters, and may please themselves about remaining
at the bottom or going to the top. I have found many sluggish

worms which spin sometimes even among the leaves on the

stages, and I particularly noticed it with the Japanese breeds,

so that this system is especially adapted for them.
An excellent method also would be arranging the materials

on the under part of every stage except the bottom one, and
securing them by means of twine run over and laced to the

cross bars before putting the silkwonns' castle, or house, to-

gether— viz., to lay the stages bottom upwaids on the ground
;

to throw over all a sprinkling of shavings or pea straw, or both,

then stems of broom, and flower stems, and over all a few oak
or elm shoots, and to fix all together by lacing the twine to the

cars. The materials may be about inches thick in the centre,

gradually diminishing to almost nothing at the sides of the

stages. When the time arrives for the worms to spin, it is only
necessary instead of brooms, Ac, to stand up twigs or stems of

plants for the worms to crawl up by to the materials already

prepared. These twigs, can be slit at the bottom and placed

over laths as for the brooms. As the chief preparation is made
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at the time the eastle is put together, consequently in spring

before stems ofanykincT are sufficiently grown, they must be

procured and well dried during the previous summer or autumn.

As this method involves a difficulty with the top stage of the

castle, 18 or 20 inches above which is the ceiling of the rearing

room, there must be some preparation there to secure the

materials, which is not the case in the broom system, for by

that the brooms find support from the ceiling itself. The best

\ray would be, when putting the castle together, to nail a 12-foot

spline on each side to the tops of the supporting posts, on the

inside of these, and .O inches from the ceiling. Across the

splines lay sticks, branches, or laths, and on these the spinning

materials right up to the ceiling.

I must notice the invention of Count Delprino, member of

the Chamber of Commerce and Arts of Alessandria, who seems

to have introduced a novel and advantageous method of pre-

paring the spinning materials, and which was to be seen in

use at the late Universal Exhibition at Paris, where it appears

to have attracted much attention. It is called the cell system,

because each worm works by itself in a cell, with only just suf-

ficient space to complete the cocoon. As I have not seen it in

operation, I can only judge of the arrangement by having read

an ingenious work of the Count's on the subject ; but although

my idea of it may differ from the reality, still the system is the

same. It simply consists in thin boarding being lixed, on each

side of which little cells are formed all over, from 1 to li inch

square, by gluing laths across, and filling up with thin pieces

between. These prepared boards are set up instead of brooms,

others being fixed to the under part of the stages. Doubtless,

it requires some time to prepare such a series of cells, but the

advantages are shown to be various. Each worm having only

just sufficient room for itself, the production of double cocoons,

the work of two or more worms, is to a great extent prevented.

Less silk is wasted in outside work to attach the cocoon in a

firm position, greater cleanliness is insured, with, in the end,

a saving of expense. The worms lose less time in mounting

and fixing on the place where they can spin, whereas in the

old broom system they often fall, and either perish or produce

defective cocoons.

This contrivance is easily managed, and put in position by

one perFon. It is cleanly in use, expeditious, and will last

many years. It effects a saving of from 10 to 25 per cent, of

silk, economises work 6 per cent., and is productive of more
uniform cocoons. It can be put up in any room without causing

dirt or even dust, thus facilitating the rearing of silkworms even

by ladies, of whom not a few would dedicate themselves to

this amusing and profitable occupation. To facilitate ventila-

tion the cells should have holes not larger than peas through

the boards, which are not required to be thicker than a quarter

of an inch. Very large silkworms require cells at least 1} inch

square, while cells 1 inch square will suffice for the small

Japanese breed. I confine myself to these few observations,

until I shall have myself proved the system practically.

—

Leonaiid Haesian, jun.

Birds in Australia.—The stock of birds belonging to Mr.

L. Underdown, at the Hindmarsh Hotel (Adelaide), is well

worthy of a visit, and forms both a novel and interesting sight.

The most prominent are two long cages containing about

35,000 pairs of beautiful Shell Parrots, most of them this year's

birds. 'The noise and activity amongst them are sometimes won-
derful. There are also no less than 1000 pairs of the well-known

Cockatoo Parrots, besides small numbers of White Cockatoos,

Magpies, and the much-admired Port Lincoln Parrot. A beau-

tiful and delicately-marked little bird, of which Mr. Underdown
has about 7000 pairs, is the Zebra Finch, so called from the

> striped coloured feathers appearing on the breast. We are in-

formed that already the proprietor has sold 9000 birds of

various kinds for exportation, most of them being purchased by
captains of vessels going to England, to whom no doubt the

establishment will prove a great convenience, while probably,

with care and managsment, it may be made exceedingly profit-

able to the enterprising bird-dealer. The total number of

birds in the yard would be not far short of 50,000 pairs.

—

{South Aiislralian liegUter.)

OUR LETTER BOX.
SlLVEU-SPANGLED HAMBDRons {W. Chnjne).—Yo\ihRve not been treated

liberally; but we canuot interfere. We have repeatedly warned oui"

readei-B not lo pay for fowls until they have seen them. A post-cffice

order payable ten aays after date enables Ibis to be done.

Grouto) Oats.—" Mrs. L. P." wishes to know of any place besides
Sussex where she can obtain these lor her poultrj'.

Fowls with Ulcerated Livebs (J. T.).—If all yonr fowls are similarly
affected, young and old, the disease must, we suppose, be constitutional,
and we should advise change of blood. Many of these diseases are here-
ditary. Supply the fowls freely with green food, and if yuu can, let them
have gi'ound oats instead of baiieymeal. Oui' cm"e, would, however, be
fresh blood.

Management of Geese (T. M. L.).— Almost all points in Goose
management are disputed. To your first question we say, shut them all

up together ; second, the most successful Goose-rearer we know always
leaves the eggs in the nest. We always leave one or two and take the
others. These answers are in accordance with the ideas of the old women
who rear Geese in the neighbourhood of largo commons.
Dorking's Head and Comb TtTRNiNG Black (Idem).—Turge the hen

freely with castor oil. It is the only remedy you can adopt. Such cases
often occur from poultry drinking snow water for a time.

Fowls not Laying (Kate).—You cannot eat your cake and have it.

You cannot have the chickens for dinner in September and October, and
for layers in December and January. Last year you had more pullets
and more eggs, and that wa?i as might be expected. It is not the property
of any breed to lay in the ^vinter ; it belongs only to pullets. Directly
they have passed into the mature state of hens they give up such childish
habits, and lay only in the natural season. Nature has made their laying
time to come on at that period most favourable for rearing the chickens.
Thus, a hen just beginning to lay will be broody in or about April, will

hatch out her chickens towards glorious May, when there are long days
and short nights, genial air, and lots of insects. The lusty little things
gi'ow freely, and are very different from the winter chicks. This is

why the hens do not lay. Your yard is badly made up for early eggs.
You have thirteen hens and three pullets—" ail this sack to a halfpenny-
worth of bread." The laying element is sadly in the minority. Reverse
your arrangements nest year, and you will not complain. Have a very
little patience now, and all will be well, though rather late.

Dorking's Eggs {H. C. J.).—The colour of a Doi'king's egg has no
more to do with the plumage of the bird it produces than that of a man's
hair has with bis height.

Hackle of Cinnamon Cocftin-Chixa Hen (North Devon Suhacriher).—
There was formerly a description of Cinnamon Cochin hen, which was
re^juired to have a dark rim at the bottom of a hackle. We have seen
none of tbera for years. We know no Cochin hen or pullet in the present
day to which it is not ft disadvantage, but it is not a disqualification.

Spanish Cock's Comb Falling over and Turning Pubple (Black
Spanish).—Wc could answer with more certainty if we knew the age of the
Spanish cock. If he is young and his comb is still growing, there is little

hope of improvement ; if he is an adult, andtbe comb has only lately gone
over, it may be only a question of condition. Bathing with vinegnr and cold
water, and nourishing diet, will probably bring it up. High bred Spanish
fowls are constantly playing pranks in moulting, and throwing white
feathers ; sometimes in two moultings, they will tura from black to

entirely white, they will then become black again, but will always breed
black cbickeus.

Distinguishing the Sex jn Eggs (Idem).—There is no plan for dis-

tinguishing the sex in eges. An old theory was that the cocks came from
pointed eggs, and the pullets from round ones. W^e do not believe in it.

We have tried one plan, and it answered. We were told the early eggs of

a sitting give nearly all cocks, and the late ones pullets. So far as we
have tried it we are bound to say we find there is truth in it.

Brahma Pootras (G. W.).—We never knew the time when Light Brah-
mas were required to be vulture-hocked. All the books give the points
of the breed, and that appendage is not among them. The production of

a Brahma from the cross you name is an accident. The produce took
after the father. To prove anything the same result shouM always
follow. We were struck, as you were, by the continuous laying. Our
correspi u Lt "J. P." will no doubt give lull explanations to bis brother
amateurs.

Space Pigeons Require—"Flooil (Captain).—If yourbirdg fly at large

or into an aviary, you may keep twenty-five pairs of Nuns and Trumpeters
in a space 11 feet long, 6 feet vdde, and 7 fett high, having plenty of

room for their breeding. If constantly conliijed in the hipaoe named,
eight pairs will re'juire the room so as to lie kept m good plumage. A
wooden floor is preferable for Pigeons. If raised off the ground only 6 or
8 inches, and if cleaned every morning as it ought to be, it will always
keep drj'.

Pigeon Hen not Laying—Food (Idcvi).—If the Carrier hen was bred
last season she will not likely lay for a mouth or six weeks yet. Young
hens do not sometimes lay before the end of April or during Mny. Feed
your birds well twice a-day

;
give Indian corn, taren, and a few tick beans,

and keep a constant supply of old bruised mortar and fresh w iter. The
strongest birds never fare better. Clary is an herb related to sage. Give
your Pigeons plenty of clean water to wash in. daily if possible, and a
little salt mixed with fresh earth from a garden or ti«ld for tbem to peck
at. Let the liirds have the food we have named. Give no wheat except
during the breeding season, and no barley at any time, as they both
cause purging during winter. The harder the food at this season the
better. Read our reply to " H. W." in the Journal of the 23rd ult.

Pigeon Laving Imperfect Eggs (A Yovng Fancier).—The probable

cause is tbat she is too " well fed." Less food and more exercise would
restore her to health.
Pigeon Diseased (Amateur).—We fear your bird will die, as the canker

is so very bad. Try to remove the diseased piece with a little smooth
thin bit of wood, and then rub the part with caustic, doing this thoroughly

but carefully.

Bee Flowers (ITosp).—Sow borage, mignonette, and Nepeta Mussinii.

Be assured, however, that fields of clover, saiutfoin, and buckwheat,
heaths, lime trees, &c., are the best sources of huney. iA. T.).—To the

above answer we can merely add that there is no single flower known
that does uot yield honey; ana the bees' harvest depends upon the

country witbiu a radius of five miles round their hive. Flowers near the

iipiary contribute slightly to their store, but on the country at large de-

depeuds their chief store of honey. The seed of Fhacelia tanacetifolia

is in the seed lists of some of the chief London seedsmen, and there-

fore can be readily obtained.
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the eupply of moisture should be slightly increased, and im-
mediately there is any appearance of growth the pot must be
brought up to the light. I have shelving boards put beneath
the stages to prevent the drip from the other plants reaching
the Lilies. Drip is death.

Most persons advocate repotting in the autumn, but I prefer
doing it in the spring. AMien shifted in the autumn there
is no root action going on for months, and there is great
danger of the bulb suflering either from the soil being too dry
or too wet ; but if potted in January or February, the roots
lay hold of the soil at once, and grow vigorously. Last March
I had some choice Lilies from Prussia ; they were shaken out
of the pots, and sent to me packed in damp moss. I potted
them carefully, and although some of them had made con-
siderable growth when received, none of them suffered from
the late removal ; in fact, they ^^erJ some of my healthiest and
best plants.

I have said nothing about keeping the plants clean and free
from blight, and properly tied. Lovers of the beauty of the
Lily cannot be tolerators of filth and deformity.

I am neither an artist nor a botanist, and, therefore, fear
that my attempts to describe the various Lilies noticed, will
not convey a correct idea of their forms and colours, but I ask
pardon for all my errors and shortcomings.

—

Hesi'erus.

8. Cheshire Piuk Eye.
9. Prince of Wales Kidney.

10. Somerset Keds.
11. Ash-top Fluke (Carter's).

12. Fortjfold.

13. Patersou's Victoria.

14. Flake.

ESTIMATE OP SOME VAIilETIES OF POTATO.
Befoee stating the result of my trial of fourteen sorts of

Potatoes, I must describe the garden and soil. The garden is

about half an acre in extent, or a little larger, surrounded with
huildings and walls, yet well exposed to the sun ; medium
garden soil, rather poor. It grew a good crop of Potatoes the
season before, and received no fresh manure for the trial crop.
All the sorts were somewhat injured by the late frost in May,
l)ut being all near together were injured aUke. The sorts were

1. Albiou AsMeaf Ividnev.

2. ilivers's Eoyal Ashlcaf Kidney.
3. Ashleaf Kidney (old variety), a

very iine true stock.

4 Mona's Pride Kidney.
5. Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf Kidney
6. Milky White (Wheeler's).

7. Early Oxford.

Of each of the above fourteen sorts I selected four good,
medium-sized tubers, taking great care of them. This is a
point much neglected by Potato-growers. From my experience
and observation, I fully believe that if growers would pay
more attention to the seed they plant, they would obtain far
larger crops than they do. I have at this moment received a
sample of four tubers from a person who has bought a ship-
load from France or Ireland, with a message that they are only
fit for planting ; but on examination I should say they are
very unfit, being so terribly bruised. Parties are buying these
at 12s. per sack, because they are cheap, without a thought
of the crop in future. However, say what one will, some
people will throw away a pound to save a shilling. To proceed,
then

—

1. Albion Ashleaf.—The four tubers yielded 2 lbs. 2 ozs. of
produce of good flavour and quahty. The yield of this sort
where not touched by the frost was much larger. It is a first-

class kind, being good in quality and very prolific.

2. i.'iivcs's Hoyal Asldraf.—Yield only 1 lb. of small roots,
quality only moderate. Somehow this sort varies very much ;

on some soils it is almost worthless, takes the disease, is a
poor cropper, and almost flavourless ; while on other soils it is

quite different, being good in crop and quality.
3. Ashleaf (old variety).—Yield 2 lbs., very good in quality,

but not so dry as or equal to Albion.
4. Mona's Pride.—Yield 3 lbs., not quite so early as No. 1,

but a first-class prolific Potato, and a sort that seems to suit
all soils alike.

.5. 2Ji/atfs Prolific Ashleaf.—Yield 2\ lbs., but badly diseased.
A well-known second early Kidney, which certainly does better
on some soils than others. On mine it is of very "poor quality.

0. ililki/ IVhite.—Yield 1 lb. 5 ozs., of first-class quality and
appearance. It was very weak iu growth, and in consequence,
I believe, the frost had more eilect upon it, hence the light
weight ; and while we ought, I think, to grow the strong kinds,
yet this is a favourite with me, and I mean to continue growing
it, as the yield of other plants not injured by the frost was
very good.

7. Early O.vford.—Yield 2.5 lbs.; quality only second-rate.
This being yellow, and preferring a white Potato, I have dis-
carded it

;
yet to those who do not object to a yellow Potato, it

is a passable sort.

8. Clieshire Pink Eye.—Yield 1.J lb. First-class in point o£
quahty and whiteness, but weak in growth, and variable in
crop on different soils.

0. Prince of tVales Kidney.—Y'ield 5 lbs. This possesses
one good quaUty and two bad ; its good quality being, that it

is a very heavy cropper. It is certamly the heaviest cropping
Kidney I ever knew, but this will not compensate for its two
bad qualities—namely, that it is one of the kinds most liable
to the disease, which spreads most rapidly ; and, secondly, it is

worthless in point of quality. Presuming this is its true
character in the eastern counties as well as in the western, I am
not surprised that we see no advertisements of the raiser this
season.

10. Somerset Beds.—Yield 7 lbs. Extremely white, and equal
in flavour and every other good quality to the Early Fortyfold,

but a much heavier cropper. It is a strong grower and resists

the disease ; a truly first-class second early sort.

11. Asli-top Fluke.—Yield 3J lbs. I wish Messrs. Carter had
sent a " new thing," better worth the high charge than this.

In quality I do not consider it anything like equal to either of

its reported parents, and a much weaker grower than the Fluke.
If we are to have a second-early Potato, let the Early Forty-
fold be a standard of quality.

12. Early Fortyfold.—Yield 3 lbs. A well-known first-cIaSS

sort, if true, needing no comment here.

13. Paterson's Seedlinri Victoria.—Y'ield 9 lbs. Having given
such a full report of this sort recently (page 135), nothing more
need be sai4, excepting that I have sent the Editors a sample
to try and report upon.

14. Fluke.—Y'ield 33 lbs. Very good in quality, but stringy

at the tail end, and a poor cropper unless it has a change of soil

every year.—D., of Somerset, Dorset, and Wilts.

TLEROMA ELEGANSAND STATICE HOLFORDI
CULTURE.

All who love gardening have their own favourite flowers
which are more carefully watched and tended than the general
collection. The best positions in the greenhouse are assigned
to them ; they are more carefully handled in the potting shed

;

and on busy days, if the others are indiscriminately watered,
more care is besiowed on the favourites. But some sorts of

flowers are general favourites, and the two I wish to make a
few remarks on are of the number.
The first, Pleroma elegans, is admired for its noble appear-

ance as a greenhouse plant, its glossy green leaves, and its

large, circular, purple flowers. The other, Statice Holfordi, ia

distinguished for its handsome branched spikes of bright blue
flowers, and the length of time it continues in flower. They
are generally considered greenhouse plants, but both of them
are benefited at certain times of the year by a higher tempera-
ture than is generally kept up in a greenhouse ; I will, there-

fore, describe the system of cultivation by which I grow them
successfully.

Pleeoju elegans is increased by cuttings of the half-ripenecl

wood in August ; and a good way to manage this, as well as

numbers of other greenhouse plants, such as Azaleas, Fimeleas,

Leschenaultias, and others, is to place a 5-inch pot within a
larger pot, filling the intervening space with sand. After care-

fully placing the drainage in the 5-incli pot which is to contain

the cuttings, spread over the drainage a little moss or fibre of

some sort, to prevent the soil from mirdng with the drainage ;

then fill the pot three parts full with the following compost

—

viz., two parts turfy peat chopped fine, one part loam, and
one part silver sand, witli a layer of silver sand on the top.

After pressing the whole down rather fiiaaly insert the cuttings ;

then place the pots on a shelf near the glass, but shaded from
the sun, and water them until the water runs through the hole

in the bottom of the pot. Do not give the water in the potting

shed and then carry the pois into the greeahouse, as the cuttings,

being inserted in sand, will be loosened and thereby injured.

It is also necessary to place a bell-glass over the cuttings ; the

rim of the bell-glass will rest on the sand which is contained

in the space between the two pots. This system of propagating

greenhouse plants is the best for those who only re(}^uire a
limited number. The bell-glasses will require to be taken off

daily, wiped dry with a cls>Jh, and replaced almost immediately,
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first removing any mouIJ or decayed leaves, and watering the

outtinKS if they require water.

As soon as the cuttings are rooted they onght to be shifted

into large (iO or small -IS-sized pots, and in February the young
plants ought to be placed in a growing temperature of from 50'

to 55°. An intermediate house is the best for them. Not
having the convenience of an intermediate plant house, I gene-

rally place such subjects in a vinery started on the 1st of

February; they deliglit in such circumstances to bo syringed

with tepid water daily. In order to keep the plants bushy, and
ultimately to raal;o them handsome specimens, they ought to

be staked out, and have the points of the young growing shoots

pinched out. In June the plants will require to be shifted

into larger pots. In July they may be placed in the green-

house, and should be kept there throughout the winter. In

February place the plants again in a temperature of from 50°

to 55', increasing the temperature, of course, as the season

advances. As soon as the first flowers begin to expand remove
the plants to the greenhouse.

I treat the Pleroma from year to year in the manner de-

scribed, and under this treatment it blooms profusely. I gene-

rally repot, if the plants require repotting, as soon as the flow-

ering season is past. The compost I use consists of two parts

turfy peat and one part loam, with a little sand and charcoal to

keep the whole sweet and porous.
Statice Holfokdi is another distinct and valuable plant for

the decoration of the greenhouse during the summer and au-

tumn. One excellent quality which it possesses is, that the

flowers continue two or three months in perfection. It is also

of a very free habit of growth, and must not bo stinted for pot

room. It is propagated by cuttings, which may be readily

struck in a little bottom heat. I generally place ,.ono cutting

in the centre of a GO-sized pot, using the same compost as that

recommended for the Pleroma. The cuttings must receive every

attention, shading them from the sun, and keeping the leaves

moist. They will soon root, and will require to be shifted into

pots a size larger, so that they may receive no check to their

growth. Scarcely any plant will become a fine healthy speci-

men if it be stinted for water, or have not sufficient pot room ;

and this rule is especially true of Statice Holfordi.

I use the same compost for this plant as for the Pleroma, with

the exception of a little rotted cow manure and a few crushed

bones. The Statice is also benefited by being watered with

weak manure water occasionally when the pots are full of roots.

The preceding remarks may be useful to those who have had
any difliculty in growing the plants referred to. Pleroma
elegans assumes a sickly appearance if it is continually kept in

the greenhouse, and the Statice will damp-off in pieces, and
the plants be rendered unsightly, but treated as above they

wiU not fail to give satisfaction.—J. Douglas.

the name is Q. Hibbertii ; this makes a very charming contrast

to the other two. In point of foliage alone, the three (lesneras

named, if judiciously mixed, would make a very pretty picture

without a flower. Hibbertii will endure more cold than any of

the family, and we find it very useful for our conservatory

during September, October, and November. It grows about a
foot in height ; the leaves are nearly circular, ehaded with diffe-

rent tints of green, and, having the velvety appearance peculiar

to many of this family, render the plant very desirable. Tho
flowers are produced in great profusion ; they are orange scarlet,

and very effective.

—

William Payne, Fir Vale, Sheffield.

GESNERAS FOR AVINTER BLOOMING.
In reference to Gesnera cinnabarina, I most confidently

endorse all " J. W." says respecting it. There are also several

other most desirable kinds ; we grow one we call (resnera

ignea, which is far better than G. cinnabarina, having finer

foliage, and the flowers are extremely beautiful and bright in

point of colour. For contrasting with such plants as Ca'-

logyne cristata, Dendrobium nobile, D. Pierardi, and Eucharis
amazonica. it is remarkably fine, and as a single plant it is very

striking. We have at times filled large dishes with from eight

to ten pots plunged in cocoa-nut-fibre refuse ; such masses
are very effective.

We also grow another winter-blooming Gesnera, called re-

Julgens, and by some resplendens. This is very distinct from
cinnabarina, growing very much larger in the same time, and
with the same treatment as ignea. We have now plants of it

from 3 to 4 feet high, which have been gorgeous objects ; the

leaves are about a foot in diameter when well grown, and in

the earliest stages of theii' development they are really lovely.

Theu- colour is very distinct from that of tho foliage of Gesnera
cinnabarina and ignea, being mostly of an exceedingly rich

maroon. For foliage alone these plants are well worth their

room. The flowers are also very fine, large, and numerous, in

colour a deep rose. We bring the Gesnera refulgeos into

bloom in the middle of October, and the plants continue good
for three months. We theu remove them to make room for

the cinnabarina or ignea section. When in a small state these

plants are most handsome and efjective for table decoration.

There is another Gesnera which should be generally grown,

LICHENS ON FOREST TREES.
I AM anxious to know, through the pages of The JonriNAL of

IIonTicuLTUiiE, if any of your readers have observed the Lichen,

so common to forest trees, on the increase of late.

Here it is increasing every year so much, that fine healthy
young Oak trees are fast dying. It has also attacked the Beech,
common Spruce, and Silver Fir, but not to the same extent as

the Oak and Whitethorn, on which it is causing wholesale

destruction. My attention being called to it about two years

ago, I suggested open drains, as I thought it might have arisen

from moisture at the roots, for at the place where it was then
so bad the soil was a stiff retentive clay. Although these

drains have now been open upwards of two years the Lichen
has not in the least decreased, and now I find it has been
spreading very extensively within the last twelve months. This
day I had some drains, which have been made more than seven
years, opened, thinking that they might be choked by roots or

some other cause, and that the water was consequently pre-

vented from flowing off by them ; but I found them working
most satisfactorily. They are stone drains from 2J to 3 feet

deep, with from l» inches to 2 feet of stones.

On looking at the trees here which are so very much infested

with Lichen, one would be inclined to think that tho cause is

damp or water about the roots ; but now, seeing that drainage

has done no good, end the trees are fast dying, the evil is really

alarming. To use lime, ito., or any of the remedies for moss
on trees, would involve endless labour and expense. I feel

anxious to know if any of the readers of the Journal have
observed Lichens so much in other places as we have to com-
pain of here.

I enclose pieces (each separately named), of the young shoots

of several sorts of trees severely attacked for your inspection.

—J. Laidley, Adare Manor, Adare.

[The Lichen on the Oak and on some other trees is the

Evernia prunastri ; but there are also other Lichens, as Borrera
ciliaris and Usnea plicata. Wo would deepen the drains and
thin the trees. The drains ought not to be farther apart than
12 feet in such a heavy soil. If the trunks and liain branches
could have the Lichens removed by scraping it would benefit

the trees. After the scraping, wherever practicable, we would
pare and burn the top spit of the soil, and spread the ashes over

the surface.]

IS A DRY OR MOIST ATMOSPHERE THE MORE
CONGENIAL FOR SETTING MUSCAT GRAPES ?

In accordance with the request of your correspondent,
" Nemo," I will endeavour to answer the questions asked by
him, though it may be in a somewhat simple manner.
He asks, in the first place, at what time the adherent to the

steaming process has his Grapes ripe. I think, if he look care-

fully over my communication again (see page 125), he will find

nothing there about a steaming process for Muscats while in

flower. The Muscat Grapes referred to are ripe in the month
of August ; the first bunches that are cut are generally for

exhibition.

The next question he wished to liave answered is regarding

the system of Muscat-growing practised here. On starting

the Vines, in the first place we commence with a temperature
of from 45° to 50°, rising gradually as the Vines advance in

growth, at the same time going through the usual process of

syringing and damping. When the shoots have grown from
an inch to 3 inches in length, the syringing is discontinued,

steaming being carried on till the first flowers are perceived to

be opening, then it is discontinued altogether. During bright

days, whilst these Muscats are in flower, the passages of the

house are occasionally sprinkled. When we see the Grapes
are sure to set, then moisture is increased. The temperature
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while the Vines are in flower is from 70° to 75° by fire heat,
raised to 90° by sun heat.
But we have strayed from the principal part of the question

first raised, which was, whether a dry or moist atmosphere is

the more congenial for " setting " Muscats ; not for the growth
or ripening of the Grapes.
We have also another large Muscat house, in addition to that

named in my communication already referred to, and which
contains eleven large Muscat of Alexandria Vines. These are
in flower in the month of May, and the house has the same
treatment as the other. Each Vine has to support twenty-four
bunches as a fixed number every year, the rest being cut off,

and I am sure no one could wish to see a finer house of Muscats
for regularity of bunches and berries. The last of the bunches in
this house were cut on the 21st of last January, and were fine
in condition, but the berries rather shrivelled, although not
having the appearance of raisins.

These few remarks and the others previously made by me
are not oiiered for the sake of argument, but merely as facts
coming under my notice. It would be as diflicult to convince
gardeners which is the right road to success—a dry or a moist
atmosphere, as it is to convince many which is the right system
of Grape-growing, the extending or the restrictive mode.—H.
Battram, Foreman, Cijfartha Gardens.

AUCUBA JAPONICA.
I DO not know why, but it is so, that frequently the plants,

shrubs, and trees, which are so very much belauded on their
introduction, seem soon to go out of the thoughts of the gar-
dening fraternity, and I often find that plants there is a rush
for at guineas, when they fall to half a guinea or less are heard
of no more, excepting when now and then there is a grumbling
letter from some disappointed purchaser.
Now, there is the Aucuba with its varieties, great things were

promised in its name ; no one even writes about this beautiful
shrub now, and we are quite in the dark about what is being
done with it. When the male plant first arrived in this country
we were told it would show itself to be a most valuable acquisi-
tion for the arboretum. Perhaps it has not quite come up to
the expectations formed of it, and I am told the berries of the
female plant do not set well out of doors. Has any one tried it ?

I will give my experience of it. In the year 18G0 I put out two
small plants of the female with the berries set. They did not
make much progress until about November, when they began
to swell ; they completed their growth in January, and in spite
of the very severe weather, ripened into a beautiful orange
vermilion by the end of February, 18(j7. I sowed the seeds in
May, and have now some young plants from them.
Having a young male in bloom in my sitting-room at the

commencement of the year 18(37, I shook the pollen from it on
some writing paper, and then put it from this into a small glass
bottle, and when a large female plant that I have had some years
in my garden came into bloom some time after, I touched the
flower lightly over with a camel's-hair brush, dusted with the
pollen from my bottle. The result is that I have now many
cymes of large berries just becoming of a fine scarlet colour.
What I wish to draw attention to is this, that we have now

the opportunity of making some of our fine old plants of the
Aucuba look perfectly beautiful in the spring with so little

trouble, as the cold (and I think 18G7 should be a test), does
not seem to affect the ripening of the berries in the least ; mine
not only ripened but grew after one of the most severe winters
of late years.
Has any one planted out the male and female side by side,

and, if so, will they inform me with what success as regards
the setting of the berries ?—Haret.

WINTER QUARTERS OF THE RED SPIDER.
Ik your number of the l!Hh of December, 1SG5, the above

question was asked by " T. G." As it is one of vast import-
ance to the Peach-fancier, any solution must be acceptable

;

and the present time being recommended by Mr. Rivers as the
most seasonable for amateurs to prune their Peach and Nec-
tarine trees, much of this work will now be going on amongst
growers, and I have no doubt that many will by a little observa-
tion be able to corroborate my statement.

Last season a few of my Peach trees in 11-inch pots were
much infested with the red spider. In December I gave them

all a good dressing with Gishurst compound, 4 oza. to the
gallon, and examined every part of them, and everything about
them most carefully, which led me to discover at least one of
the winter quarters of the enemy. My trees being young, and
trained as perpendicular cordons in pots, of course required
stakes, for which I used bamboo split to the proper size, with
bast for ties. In taking the old ties off, I found in each piece
of bast, just where the knot was tied, myriads of the red-coated
rascals, and in every crack in the bamboo they swarmed. I

gave a sigh of relief, and was thankful, for I intended to have
used the same stakes this year.

I hope the relation of these facts will throw some further
light upon the subject, and induce others while looking over
their trees and plants not to forget to give an eye to the appli-
ances used about them.—T. L. C.

CATERPILLARS ON GOOSEBERRY BUSHES.
AuoNo the many receipts which have been given in your

pages from time to time for the cure of this pest, I have not
observed one that I have known, and seen used with good
effect, and that is fine sea sand. This, if collected fresh every
year from the beach, kept from being washed by rains, and
sprinkled over the bushes when the grub begins its ravages,
will effectually put a stop to them. Any person who may try

this simple remedy will r'd the bushes of the caterpillars, and,
if it be persevered in, will finally prevent all injury.—J. Laid-
LET, Adare Manor, Adarc.

MUSHROOM CULTURE.
Amonc. the plans for securing Mushrooms described in your

pages, I have not noticed the simple one of spawning Melon
beds at the time of earthing-up. Where there are Melon pita

heated by hot water, it is a certain method of securing a con-
tinued succession from Christmas to the end of March, a time
when they are very welcome. The plan adopted here for I may
say the last twenty years, is to insert four or five pieces of

spawn along the back and front of a three-light pit, at about
1 foot or 15 inches from the wall. Of course the spawn is covered
with the soil used for earthing-up. The pits are filled with Varie-

gated Pelargoniums in the autumn, and aU there is to do is to

move a few of the pots to give the Mushrooms room when they
begin to come through, not much trouble where Mushrooms
are an object, and far less than the ordinary care required for

beds in a Mushroom house.
This method has always succeeded, even when the beds in

the ordinary house have failed.— J. W. K.

[There is nothing new in the method you describe. We have
adopted it often in the case of Cucumber beds, as well as

Melon beds. When, either from linings of dung, or hot water,

the spawn is not subjected to an over-high temperature, when
the roots of the Melons or other plants do not run into the

spawn, and when the bed does not require to be touched all

the winter, then the plan will always succeed tolerably well.

Our objections to its use are the injury done to Melons when
the roots penetrate into ground occupied with spawn of fimgi ;

the danger of too much beat to the spawn when linings are

used ; aud the necessity of keeping the bed of soil untouched
in the winter mouths, when otherwise that bed might be used

for many purposes. When a bed is so left we have frequently

spawned it all over, and kept plants a foot above it on a stage,

so as to have access to the Mushrooms easily. As Mushrooms,
however, do not require glass for their culture, our own opinion

is, that where glass is scarce, it is best to keep the glass for

plants, and have a separate bed for Mushrooms. The practice

detailed might, however, be suitable to many.]

CHECK TO SLUGS.
Like your correspondent, on page 457, December 19th, I have

proved the inefficiency of lime, soot, itc, as preventives of

the depredations of slugs, but I have never known them pass

Barley chaff, haels, awns, or beard, as it is variously termed in

different parts of England. From the littery appearance of the

material it cannot be used for every purpose ; but, of course,

every gardener knows where it can be employed. Wherever a
circle of it is placed round a plant, inside the rim of a pot, or

on the ground, no slimy-coated intruder will pass. When a
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neighbouring farmer is winnowing Barley, I beg as much as I

think will be necessary, have it run through a sieve, and use it

sufticiently thick to prevent any of the slug tribe attacking a

plant.—F. Flitton.

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
TiiE lloyal Horticultural Society ban not unfrequently been

reproached with a want of sympathy for science, and charges

have at various times been made that it neither prosecutes

nor encourages it. Tliese charges may or may not be true, and
their value depends very much on the quarter whence they

come, and the standpoint whence the accusers regard the object

and operation of the Society. That there is wide scope for the

Society to prosecute a course of scientific investigation there can

be no doubt, and that the field has not been cultivated as it might

have been is equally doubtless ; but to say that the Society

either ignores, neglects, or discourages scientific investigation as

regards horticulture and the laws of vegetation is contrary to

fact, as may be shown by a reference to its published Trans-

actions and Proceedings in bygone days, and by the appoint-

ment of the Rev. M. J. Berkeley as one of its present Horti-

cultural Directors. It is true that in those latter times, now
happily past, when the Society was struggling through a tran-

sition state to a new existence, neither practical horticulture

nor scientific research received their due attention ; but it is

unfair, now that it is working with a will in its legitimate field,

and doing its utmost so far as its means will allow, to recall

the days of its distress, and endeavour to establish against it

charges which, however true then, are entirely unfounded now.

For the last two or three years the Kev. 51. J. Berkeley has

been labouring exclusively in the interest of science in connec-

tion with the Society, and how useful his work has been is

known to many, and indeed to all who have taken the trouble

to inquire.

By way of developing more fully its scientific character, the

Council announced at the meeting on Tuesday last that they

had decided on forming a Botanical, or what may be regarded

S3 a Scientific Committee. As is well known, there have been
for many years the Fruit and Floral Committees in full opera-

tion. These deal with the subjects that severally appertain

to them ; but hitherto there has been no similar body engaged
in scientific investigation, and it will be gratifying to our
readers to know that there will now be associated in the Society

a body of men competent to deal with the abstruse and difficult

questions which are constantly arising in horticultural practice.

The subject will be understood from the following paper issued

by the Council :

—

" 1. The Fruit and Floral Committees of the Eoyal Horticnltaral

Society have for their objects the encourageme ut of the production of

new and improved varieties of fruits and vegetables, plants and flowers,

and the examination of the poraological and floral subjects submitted
at the Sfeetiugs, or grown in the Society's garden at Cbiswick ; and
these Committees have dealt with the results of hoi-ticulturiil practice

hrouRht under their notice in a mauuev which leaves little to be desu-ed.

''The Fruit Committee have also disseminated reliable information
respecting the adaptability of particular kinds of fruits to the varied

conditions of soil, locality, tt'c, throughout the United Kingdom.
" 2. At the general Meetings of the Society, the objects of scientific

interest which have appeared before the Fruit and Floral Committee
Meetings, together with other points bearing on physiology, and the

culture of plants and trees, have been regularly brought forward, aud
occasionally discussed.

" 3. The Council now consider it advisable to invite the co-operation

of physiological botanists and of chemists in the formation of a Com-
mittee, whose special functions shall be, to promote and encourage
the appUcation of physiology- and botany to purposes of practical cul-

ture, and to originate experiments which may assist in the elucidation
of horticultural subjects.

'' 4. The Committee shall consist of a Chairman, who shall be a
member of Council, three Yice-Chairmen, and any number of gentle-

men, whether Fellows or not, interested in vegetable physiology aud
horticultural chemistry.

" The three Horticultural Dhectorg are to be considered ex-officio

members of the Committee.
" 5. The Committee shall sit on the days fixed for the general

Meetings of the Society at such times and places as may bo found
convenient.

" The foregoing resolutions shall, as a preHminary step, be cora-

mnnicated to botanists, physiologists, and chemists, with a request for

their co-operation as members of the Committee, or as corresponding
members."

It will be seen that these resolutions deal with the subject in

general terms, and we presume that in a subsequent announce-

ment the details will be gone into more fully. We are glad to

see that the constitution of this Committee will not be confined

exclusively to botanists and vegetable physiologists, but that

chemists also are to be associated. The microscopists also

ought to form an element in this new Committee. The reve-

lations of the microscope are not less important than those of

the laboratory, and when we consider how valuable both are in

union with physiological research, wo shall hope to see great

results from such a combination.
Among the subjects which come within the province of the

new Committee we may instance— 1, The examination and
elucidation of abnormal structure ; 2, The principles and prac-

tice of hybridising and cross-breeding ; 3, The investigation

of sports in form, habit, and colour, and the agencies by which
these are produced ; 4, The theory and practice of grafting,

and the influence of the stock on the scion, and the scion on
the stock; 5, To inquire into the origin, nature, and treat-

ment of the diseases to which plants are subject ; C, To regu-

late and correct the nomenclature of garden plants, and to

determine their synonymy ; and finally. To institute experi-

ments based on scientific principles, which may tend to secure

certain results in cultivation, and to avoid the repeated failures

which occur through ignorance of the fundamental laws which
govern all organic as well as inorganic matter. These, and
many more subjects which will suggest themselves after the

Committee is in operation, when subjected to the consideration

of such a body cannot fail to have a most beneficial effect on
practical horticulture.

This movement has our heartiest support, and we trust it

may be successful. _______

FOETNIGHTLY MEETINGS.—J/<t>ofe 3,;J.

FamT ComnxTEE.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., in the chair. Mr. Daviff,

market gardener, Starch Green, Hammersmith, sent two punnets of

Mushrooms, such as he has been supplying to Covent Garden from the

same bed since the 1st of September last, at the rate of twenty bushels

a-week. They were remarkably handsome and of fine substance, and
were much admired by the Committee. Mr. John Glen, gardener to

Mr. Palmer, Elmstead, Chiselhurst, Kent, sent very good specimens

of the Potato Onion. Mr. Davie, gardener to the Marquis of Huntley,

Orton Longueville, near Peterborough, sent dishes of handsome speci-

mens of Beurre de Ranee and Easter Beurrc Pears, neither of which,

however, was of good flavour. Mr. Bull, of Chelsea, exhibited speci-

mens of S( veral varieties of Melville's Curled Borecole, which are re-

presented to be jierennial ; but as they did not appear to differ from

other varieties of coloured Borecole in cultivation, and as there was

no evidence before the Committee that they were perennial, the Com-
mittee decided that they should be gi'own in the Society's garden at Chis-

wick before a proper examination of them by the Committee could be

made.
Floe.1L CoMJnxTEE.—This was the finest exhibition the Society

has seen at the fortnightly Tuesday Meetings, and it is most gratify-

ing to witness the increased interest taken in these Meetings, both by

the exhibitors and the Fellows, many of whom are con\'inoed that

these gatherings have quite as much, and to some more, interest than

the fonnal great shows.

F. .J. Graham, Esq., again exhibited his seedling Violet Victory;

he also brought specimens of The Czar for comparison, but they were

so badly grown that The Czar was scarcely recognised. The seedling

must be seen better gi-own before it can be noticed. Messrs. Veitch

again sent a very choice collection of plants, chiefly Orchids ;
there

were twelve varieties of Lycaste Skmneri. an exhibition in itself
;^
a

pretty plant of Dendrobium Klumacenm. also fine examples of Hip-

jieastrum pardinum. A special certificate was awarded. W. Marshall,

Esq., sent one of the largest and finest collections of Cattleyas ever

seen, it was magnificent ; the varieties Juno, Cleopatra, and Tricolor

respectively received first-class certificates. A special certificate was

voted for the group, and the Committee recommended that a medal

be awarded for the excellent cultivation of the plants.

Mr. James Atkins, Painswick, Gloucestershire, sent a very interest-

ing collection of hardy spring-flowering plants ; among them Iris reti-

culata, a well-known but extremely pretty flower, also a hybrid Cy-

clamen—coum album, which was awarded a first-class certificate-

Messrs. E. G. Henderson's collection contained many very pretty

plants ; among them an Acanthopanax with variegated leaves

;

Primula denticulata Horibunda ; Daphne altemifolia, new ; Iris reti-

culata ; Galanthus plicatus, or the Crimean Snowdrop ; and two pans

of Pyrethmm Golden Feather, one of cuttings, the other seedling

plants, proving that the seedlings come true, and are equal in colour

to the parent plant. A special certificate was awarded. Mr. Hannan,

gardener to E. B. Evans, Esq., sent a large branch of BongainviUea

spectabUis with highly coloured bracts. Mr. Cross, gardener to Lady

Lousia Ashburton, brought a cut spike of Lielia elegans Turneri, very

beautiful, with deep rosy puqile flowers. A first-class certificate was

(riven for it ; also from the same exhibitor came a spike of Oncidiam

Batemanii.

Mr. 'William Paul sent a very extensive collection of plants n very
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fine condition ; also a box of cut Camellias. His Variegated Zonal
Pelargoniums were extremly good specimens, and in great variety.

He also exliibited some Aacubas well coyered with berries, some fine

specimens of Erica Willmoreana, and a collection of Polyanthus
which originated from the common Primrose. These flowers will be
foond most useful for spring decoration, and are worthy of attention,

for by perseverance in their culture a gi"eat improvement may be
expected. The two varieties, Waltham Primrose and Waltham "White,

with their circular flowers were very neat and showy. A special

certificate was awarded for the Camellias, and auother_was given for

the group of plants.

Messrs. Smith, Dulwich, brought 'a small collection of their Varie-

gated Zonal Pelargoniums, and among them were some seedlings of

first-rate quality. Comet, a yellow ground with broad bronze zone,
was very much noticed and admired. A special certificate was
awarded. Mr. Standish exhibited three seedlings of Aucuba japonica
—namely, quercifolia, ilicifolia, and crassifolia. When larger plants
these will most probably be considered worthy of notice. There
seemed to be much distinctive character belonging to each. Mr. B. S.

Williams, of Holloway, sent a fine collection of Orchids, containing
many fine specimens—among them a tine Oncidium abortivum, the
curious flowers of which give a great elegance and delicate chai-aoter

O the whole plant. A special certificate was awarded for the collection.

Mr. Dobson. of Isleworth, sent a large collection of Primula sineu-
sia in every shade of colour. The plants were remarkably well grown,
and densely covered ^rith flowers. A special certificate was awarde d
them. Mr. Richards, gardener to Lord Londesborongh, exhibited On-
cidium macranthnm hastigerum with large yellow flowers, marked all

over with brown spots or stripes. A first-class certificate was awarded
it. Mr. Moore, gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbui-y and Talbot, tent
a collection of cut t)rchids, among them a tine spike of Odontoglossum
Alexandrse, for which a special certificate was awarded. It was pre-
sented to Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales. J. Day, Esq., sent
some very fine Orchids, among them Odontoglossum Bluntii, O. glori-
osum, and O. intermedium, which received a first class certificate

;

also Cattleya Mossiie superbissima, a fine purplish rose flower. A
special certificate was awarded the collection. Major T. Clarke
brought some cut specimens of flowers, Orchids and others, among them
Pelargonium semperflorens, a very pretty delicate flower—a special
certificate was awarded. Messrs. Osborne, Fulham, exhibited a pretty
group of well-grown plants. A KhoJodendron covered with flowers
was very beautiful, and the collection of spi"ing flowers, exhibited in a
basket of moss, was much admired. A special certificate was awarded.
Mr. Dean, Ealing, brought a plant of the dark-red flowering Prim-
rose, not unlike many other seedlings.

Gener-U. Meetikg.—"W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the
chair. After the usual formal business, and the election of eight new
Fellows, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley proceeded to notice some of the
most remarkable subjects exhibited.

Mr. Berkeley said that at the last meeting he had directed attention
to an extremely pretty Gongora, which was unnamed, and he had
since found it to be a variety of Gongora maculata, described by Dr.
Lindley in the "Botanical Register" in 1847 under the name of

G. bufonia leucochila, but at the end of the same volume identified as
a mere variety of G. maculata, being there named G. maculata tri-

color. There were also at the same meeting two or three Thujas—viz.,

T. Zuccariniana, T. falcata, and Juniperus japonica, about which his
opinion was asked. The other evening he was at the Linnean Society's,

and there he saw a collection from Dr. Hooker, and in it he could
find no trace of such a plant as T. Zuccariniana. Juniperus japonica
be believed to be the same as J. chinensis.

With reference to the beautiful collection of Cattleyas from Mr.
Marshall, the whole he believed were varieties of Cattleya Warsce-
wiczii. He next directed attention to Dendrobium glumaceum,
with a spike resembling that of a Grass, and to the fine example
of Oncidium macranthnm hastigerum. from Lord Londesborough's
gardens at Grimstone Park, and Mr. Pierce had infonned him
be had found the same variety some years ago in the neighbonrhood
of Quito. The white Cyclamen coum and Iris reticulata, from Mr.
Atkins, were then mentioned, also the Crimean Snowdrop, to the
beauty of which, however, the specimens sent did net do justice.

After noticing the very elegant flowers of Hotteia japonica, plants
of which were shown by Messrs. Veitch, Mr. Berkeley remarked
of Primula denticulata floribunda, shown by Messrs. E. G. Hender-
son, that the size of the trusses depended on the lateral fusion of the
footstalks. A plant with vei-y ornamental leaves 14 inches long and
9 inches wide, and supposed to be a Begonia, exhibited by Mr. Wilson
Saunders, was then refen-ed to as being one of the most interesting
plants in the room, and, tliough nearly allied to the Begonias, probably
belonging to a distinct genus. With regard to Skimmia odoratissima,
of which a plant was also shown, Mr. Standish had informed him that
in raising plants fi-om seed he had found that the male plants were iden-
tical with odoratissima, and the female with oblata, and the conclusion,
therefore, is that the two are merely the different sexes of the same
species. Mr. Berkeley then brought under notice some cut Rhodo-
dendron flowers, pioduced in the open air in Denbighshire, and which
bad been sent by a fi-iend of his, with whom on the slate the Rhodo-
dendi'ons were a sheet of beautiful flowers, whilst at Abergele, on the
mountain limestone, they failed almost entirely. At the last Meeting

he had read a letter respecting the damage done to the woods at Adare
Manor, in Ireland, by Lichens. People naturally wish to know bow
it is that Lichens do so much injury to trees. Their mycelium does
not enter much into the tissues, or when it does, seems to be on ex-
tremely good terms with them. In Cinchonas, for instance, which
were so attacked, the medicinal properties of the bark were stronger.
The popular opinion was that Lichens injured trees by feeding on
their sap, and Shakspeare, in the Comedy of Errors, has

" Usurping ivy, brier, or idle moss,
\Vbo, all for want of pruning, with intrusion
Infect thy sap, and live on thy confusion,"

by idle moss meaning Lichens. For his own part he believed that
though, like some parasites, they obtained certain substances from the
hark, the injury whirh they did was chiefly by their depriving the
plants of the access of air and light.

Another subject which he wished to mention was that at the last

Meeting he was shown a piece of wood affected, it was thought, by
dry rot. Now, there were two forms of dry rot, the one produced by
a fungus, Merulins lachrymans, the other not ; and in the one case
there was a remedy, in the other none. The fungus could be destroyed,

or rather its progress checked for some years, by corrosive sublimate,
although decay, as in the case of kyani^ed timber and railway
sleepers, would ultimately take place. The other fonn of diy rot

was a kind of slow combustion, called eremacaosis, in which oxygen
combines with the combustible portion of the wood, namely hydrogen
and carbon. Now, taking wood to consist of thirty-six equivalents of
carbon, twenty-two of hj'drogen, and the same of oxygen {Cse. H22, 022,)»
the withdiawal of one equivalent of carbon and two equivalents of

oxygen for the formation of carbonic acid, and of one equivalent of

oxygen and one equivalent of hydrogen, forming water, would reduce
the proportion borne by the oxygen and hydrogen to the carbon ; and
if the withdrawal of the last two elements were continued, it was a
question whether carbon only would not be left. After referring in con-
nection with this subject to the recent discovery of a new acid, called

xylic acid, in the decayed matter of the trunks of trees, Mi'. Berkeley
read an account of some trees on a wall covered with a galvanised wire
trellis, and in which it was stated that the shoots appeared scorched,

and were killed where they came in contact with the wire. One ex-

planation of this occurrence might be the variations in the temperature
of the wire at different times ; another, that galvanised wire being
rough, would, no doubt, fretthe shoots where they touched it, and the
expansion and contraction of the wire would alone be a constant cause
of this fretting. In confirmation of the latter view, it was mentioned
that at Chiswick, where smooth, painted wire is used the trees were not
injured. After notioiug a fine branch of Aucuba japonica covered witb
berries, sent by E. A. Brande, Esq., Sulhampstead House, Tumham
Green, as justifying the prophecies made on the introduction of the male
plant, Mr. Berkeley directed attention to some exceedingly well-

executed water-colour drawings of plants, maile by Mr. F. W. Bnr-
bidge. one of the Chiswick students, and which showed that the So-

ciety had taken an important step in the right direction when they

had determined on admitting students at the Chiswick garden.

Mr. Wilson Saunders said that before the Meeting closed he wished

to draw attention to Sempervivum holothiysnm, on account of its

handsome spike of yellow flowers being so showy at this time of year.

The plant was of verj- easy culture—in fact, it was almost impossible

to kill it, in proof of which he said he had put a stem of it aside to

dry for his museum, and though it dwindled for awhile it again grew
after several months. There were five or six other Sempervivums,
which came from the Canaij Islands, and he would be happy to give

to the Fellows cuttings of the one his gardener had shown. Referring,

then, to the fine collection of Cattleyas exhibited by Mr. Wilson, Mr,
Marshall's gardener, he said they were all imported I'lants, and though
it was not known why they produced such different coloui-s in their

native country, it was necessaiy to be very careful of attributing any*

thing specific to colour, for it was very unsafe to do so. All who were

present at the Meeting must feel vei-y much indebted to Mr. Marshall

for bringing such a collection ; but however different the flowers wera,

he (Mr. Sannders) thought he could discover five or six so-called

species, which would have to be cut out of the list of species. After

remarking that a peculiar and fine tint of yellow had made its appear-

ance among variegated plants lately, and that he could not tell why
we were getting this peculiar colour, he said that he had now to direct

attention to the fact that the Council, in their desire to promote

scientific horticulture, bad, in addition to the Fruit and Floral Com-
mittees, both of which did their work admirably, resolved on having a
third Committee, the objects of which have already been fully set

forth in a previous column. By the next Meeting (March 17th), Mr.
Saunders hoped that the organisation of the Committee would be suffi-

ciently advanced for the names of the members to be aunoimced. It

was not intended that they should exclusively consist of Fellows of the

Societv.

Major Trevor Clarke said there were two Lichens growing on the

front of his house, one of which coiTodes the stone, whUst the other,

if scraped off, leaves the stone intact
;
probably Mr. Berkeley could

tell him the names.
Mr. Berkeley declared his inability to do so without examining them,

but named two which were likely to be found in such a position.

Major Trevor Clarke having offered a few bulbs of Calanthe vestita

for distribution, the proceedings came to a close.
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Althouf^b not annonnced at the Meeting, we may add that the

amount alrondy BubHC-ibed as special prizes for the Society's Great
yhow ut Leicester iu July next, akeady exccuJs £370.

THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY AND
ITS GARDENS.

I WAS at lirst somewhat taken with a measure proposed in

your contemporary's issue of last Saturday week (Gurdi'iu'i.t'

Clironiclr, page 181-2), to convert the greater portion of the
Chiswick establishment into a ' utilitarian " or market garden

;

but I doubt if it would do. It may be asked, Why not convert
it into a nursery garden ? Trees, shrubs, and plants would
prove more remunerative than Apples, Gooseberries, and Peas,

and therefore " iu the naruo of common sense," as your corre-

spondeut says, why not go in for the most paying trade '.' This
shoe, however, would manifestly pinch somewhere, and the
Society would soon find out that it had put its foot into it ; for,

whilst your correspondent thinks that market gardening is a
perfectly legitimate aud praiseworthy occupation for it, he ob-
jects to the gift of a few tritliug packets of seeds to the Fellows,

on the ground that " it is entirely unworthy of its high cha-
racter that it should compete, as it were, with nurserymen for

the supply of the private gardens of the Fellows with common
seeds for the kitchen or flower garden." But surely, Mr. Editor,
it is equally unworthy of the Society's position that it should
scramble with market gardeners, either for the supply of the
tables of the Society's Fellows or of any other fellows 1 Aud
therefore I fear that the market-gardening business cannot be
thought of as an opening for the discharge of its " high func-
tion of teaching the art and science of horticulture by precept
and example " any more than the nursery business, though the
remark of your correspondent that " respectable nurserymen
abound," suggests that seed and plant selling must be an un-
commonly good trade.

On reconsideration, then, it appears pretty clear to me that
the Society must neither grow Orchids nor Potatoes simply
with a view to sale, hut contine its energies (while giving a fair

field and no favour both to market gardeners and nurserymen
for competition with each other), to such measures as will

advance the highest interests of horticulture. Nobody will

object to the Society's disposing of such produce as the garden
yields in the legitimate way of its work, either to Fellows or in
Covent Garden Market ; and I can hardly believe that our
Kiverses and PaiJs, our Veitches, Lees, and Standishes, grudge
to the Fellows the privilege of receiving a few packets of seeds
annually, because a few pounds are thereby lost to the trade.

If these gentlemen think of the matter at all, they probably
regard what your correspondent terms such " excessive liber-

aUty " rather iu the light of au incentive to horticultural tastes,

and in the long run as productive of benefit to their business.
I like to have my seeds, I confess. I watch their growth, and
talk of them to my friends with far greater pleasure than of

those I get from Messrs. Carter ; and on the same principle I

prefer eating eggs laid by my own fowls, or butter made from
the milk of my own cow. 1 look upon Chiswick, in fact, as in
part my own property. I will not deny that there may be a
soxipran of a meaner motive—viz., the pleasure to be derived
from getting my money hack again ; and I am inclined to think
that with many of the Fellows this motive is sufficiently strong
to induce them forcibly to resist such a curtailment of their '

privileges as he recommends.

—

Common Sense.
P.S.—I have always told my friends that the Society's

"Journal " was very learned ; that it is edited by Mr. Berkeley,
who, like the Society, has a European reputation. Am I
right, or ought we to be ashamed of it, as the correspondent
of the Gai-dem-rs' Clironiclc states ? Please tell me.

[Let us charitably suppose that the writer has failed to dis-
tinguish between the Society's "Journal" and the rplicmcri.::

issued periodically from the office of the Society. That any
person should be "ashamed" of what emanates from Mr.
Berkeley's pen, or editorial supervision, is to acknowledge him-
self incompetent to form a judgment.]

ORNAMENTAL AND FLOWERING SHRUBS.
(Continued from page 16G.)

CoTONEASTEP. JncEOPHTLLA.—Leaves small, dark f^een ; procnm-
bent habit

; {lowers white, iu summer, succeeded bj a ])rofusiou of red
berries. Vci-y ornamental, suitable for eoveiing walls, rockwork, or
banks, aud for plantations not verj- much shaded.

Cotoneaster bnxifolia, C. rotundifolia, and C. thymifolia are similar
and desirable species. 2 to .'j feet. Seeds and lityers. C. micro-
phylla, C. buxifolia, C. thymifolia, and C. Wheeleri form drooping
heads when grafted on the Cratiegns.

CoTONEASTEB SiBrMONsi.—Leaves much larger than C. miorophylla
;

habit erect ; flowers white, in summer, sneceedod by a profusion of
lar^^e red berries. Very ornamental and desirable. 5 feet. Seeds.

CiUTJEGUs PVRACANTHA.—Leaves entire, of a deep gi-een
; flowers

white, in largo corymbs, succeeded by bright red berries or fruit
having a fiuu effect in autumn. Very suitable for covering walls.

to 10 feet. Seeds and layers.

CisTUs PURPUREUS.—Flowers largo, reddish purple, in summer •

shoots reddish, giving the plant a handsome appearance. It is a hardy
and very oniamental shmb, and so are C. popuhfolius, C. ladani-
ferns maeulatus, C. laurifolius, C. corbariensis, C. algarvensis and
C. villosus, but except in dry warm soils and situjitions ttey do not
succeed. Limestone soil is most suitable. Height 'i to 4 feet. Seeds
sown in heat in light soil, and grown on in a cold frame. Propagation
is likewise eii'ected by cuttings of the half-ripened wood iu sand in a
cold frame or under a hand-glass, with shade from bright sun

; also by
layers.

Desfoxtainea spinosa.'— Leaves holly-hhe, of a bright green;
flowers trumpet-shaped, large, red, and very handsome. Cuttings. A
very desirable shrub of holly-like erect habit.
Escallonia mackantha.— Leaves oblong, deep green, shining

;

flowers reddish purple. Altogether a splendid shrub, but needs a
warm situation or a wall. Height 6 to 8 feet. Propagated by cuttings
of the ripened young wood in heat. The flowers aro produced in
autumn.
EscALLONLv RUBRA.—Leaves shining ; flowers red, pendulous, very

fine, iu autumn or late iu summer. Warm situation or wall. 6 feet.
Cuttings.

EscALL0NL\ FLoniBUNDA.—Leaves oblong, shining, very onamental

;

flowers white aud numerous, late in summer and in autumu. In most
situations requires a south wall. Height 6 to 10 feet. Cuttings.
Garrya elliptica.—Leaves shining, deep green

; flowers greenish
yellow, numerous, and produced iu long, drooping catkins, in winter.
Height t! to 8 feet. Cuttings of the haU-ripened shoots under a frame
or hand-glass. Requires a warm situation, or protection in winter in
cold situations. A very ornamental shrub.
Hypericum cai^vcinum.—Leavas dark gi-een, ovate, large, dotted

here and there with transparent dots ; large yellow flowers, produced
in summer. Suitable for planting in shade, making a tine covering
under large trees. Division of tlie roots, which creep. It does not
exceed 1 foot in height.

Ilex aquifolium, the common Holly, is very suitable for planting
in shade, and very ornamental everywhere, making the very best of
hedge plants, and hearing cntting well. I. angustifoha, crassifolia,
myrtifolia, and ciliata have small leaves ; I. balcarica, Hod>dnsiii
glabra, altaclarensis, maderensis, Shepherdi, and nigrescens, with broad'
leaves, are veiy fine sorts. I. Donuingtonensis is the best of the lone-
leaved kinds, and is veiy distiuct. I. tarago and I. latifolia have very
large leaves, nearly if not quite as large as those of the common Laurel,
but they are rather tender, and should have sheltered situations. The
Weeping Holly is very ornamental, and the Silver-variegated Weepmg
variety is equally desirable, forming a very handsome head. There
are many varieties of variegated Hollies which may have their ad-
mirers, but the majority of them ai-e very dull iu their markings.
The Gold and Silver-margined are the most distinct. Hollies are
very handsome

; standards or clear straight stems from 3 to G feet in
height, aud with well-shaped heads, are very fine, and pyramids are
so easily kept iu shape by cutting before growth takes place as to be
very desirable for architectural and terrace gardens. Grafting on the
common Holly.—G._Abbey.

(To be continued.)

THE MISTLETOE.
Allow me to say a few words as to the trees I have seen the

Mistletoe growing on, and the localities in which it is found.
Hampshire seems to be a county in which it is met with in

large quantities,and the Lime tree appears to be most favour-
able for its growth. At Swathling Grange, near Southampton,
there are some noble Lime trees, and they are literally covered
with Mistletoe, and some bunches, I imagine, are quite 5 feet
in diameter. Another place where it used to be growing abun-
dantly was in an Apple orchard belonging to, I think, the Dean
of Winchester, situated at Bishopstoke, six miles frosa South-
ampton. Some of the Apple trees were heavily laden with it,

and, perhaps, are so now. At Stratton Park we had an old
Maple tree, on which it grew in large quantities, and I have
seen it growing on the Lime tree near Earsham Hall, Bungay,
Suffolk, but not to the same extent as at the places beforenamed.
When at Gillingham Hall I inserted some berries in a cut in
the bark of an Apple tree. The seed germinated, and the plant
grew about 2 inches, when, by accident it was knocked off. I
have also seen the Mistletoe as a standard, and a very pretty
standard it made. It was in the pleasure grounds a't Eagle
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House, Clapham, Surrey. I believe my friend Mr. Freeman
(fhe gardener there), told me it was on an Apple stem, about

3 feet 6 inches or 4 feet in height, straight and clean, and the

head of Mistletoe healthy and compact.—T. Batters, Gardner
to C. Castkman, Esq., Glasshazes, Lyndhurst.

TRELLIS ON A WALL.
A PLAN which is followed by our gardener, and which I have

never before seen, for iixing laths to a wall for training trees on,

is BO firm, easy, and good, that I am sure many of the readers

of The Jooknal of Hokticultube will be glad to know about it.

The nails used are merely pieces of soft iron of the shape

lepresented in tig. 1, and which can be made by any worker in

Fig. 1.

iron. The size for laths of the ordinary thickness used on

walls is 4J inches long, and half an inch wide at the widest

j)art, and the iron is about one-eighth of an inch thick. The
iool for fixing them is a kind of key, made of steel, of which I

give a side and end view (ji{i. 2). It is about. 8 inches long,

and 3 inches round at the thickest part.

®
The size of the nails and that of the holes in the key agree ;

the end of the nail is inserted in the end hole of the key, and
driven into the mortar by striking the other end of the key with

a hammer. A hole of the requisite size is then made through

the lath with a gimlet. The nail in the wall is put through it,

and the projecting portion firmly clenched. A long lath will

not require more than two fastenings. The plan is known to

few ; but in one garden near here there are laths so fixed which

have been in use for forty years.—E. Watts.

WORK FOR THE "WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKEEN.

If the sucoessional crops are sown at the first favourable op-

portunity the permanent ones will not suffer much by the

delay of a week or ten days if the soil is not in a fit state ; and

if time is taken to do the work in a proper manner it may
prevent loss of time and disappointment afterwards. Aspara-

gus, where this is forced regularly a few rows must be sown

annually to keep up the supply. Any time this month will do

for the sowing. Artichokes, it is a good plan to plant out,

every year, during the month, a few rows of suckers ; these

will produce after the permanent ones have done bearing. An
equal number of the older stools may then be destroyed annu-

ally. Plant them in single rows. Horseradish, this should be

Ireated exactly like the Artichoke, by planting a few rows

annually, and trenching-up the oldest bed, picking up every

morsel of the roots. Plant late Potatoes rather thickly in the

iied, in order to destroy what remains of the roots. Peas and

'Beans, it is a good plan to sow early and late sorts at the same

time, to prolong the succession ; but rather sow often than a

large breadth at one time—say every other week till the end of

April. The forced Peas should be planted out when all danger

of severe frost is over. Rhubarb, this should be planted with-

out loss of time, where new plantations are wanted or any new
sort is to be tried. Do not trust to seedlings from superior

sorts, they sport as much as Broccoli. Sea-kale, either sow a

few rows, or plant cuttings from the crowns.

FKDIT GARDEN.

The chief business here is to provide coverings for the Peach

and Apricot trees, and any of these which are not yet nailed

must be attended to forthwith. Whatever covering is used it

should be made to lift up during the daytime. More harm is

often done by close-fixed coverings than when the trees are not

protected at all.

FLOWER GARDEN.

If it is not decided with what plants the beds in the flower

garden are to be planted this season, the sooner the decision is

made the better. Autumn-sown annuals may now be removed

to their blooming places, planting three or five in a patch

according to the kind and size. For beds intended to contain

half-hardy plants, annuals planted in a line round the outside,
and pegged or clipped into shape, form a neat and gay edging
in the early part of the season, and leave the centre of the
beds to be thickly planted with such plants as are intended for

summer and autumn decoration. Californian annuals, such
as Clarkias, Collinsias, Leptosiphons, Nemophilas, &c., sown
now will bloom almost as soon as those sown in autumn

;

indeed, it is advisable to sow a few at the time of plant-
ing, as they fill up all vacancies, and prolong the season of

bloom. Herbaceous borders, if not dressed over in the autumn,,
must be attended to immediately, and either fresh compost or
manure must be afforded all plants which are weakly. Proceed
with the planting-out of biennials of all kinds, and prepare a
good-sized piece of ground for a sowing of Anemone coronaria,
hortensis, and vitifolia. Anemones delight in a strong rich
soil, and a rather shady situation in summer. Sow the seed,

after well rubbing it in sand, in shallow drills 9 inches
apart, and cover with rich soil from the compost yard. A sow-
ing of Ten-week Stocks must also be made on a warm sunny
border ; cover with litter or mats at night until the seeds begin
to vegetate. Sow, likewise, a general assortment of annuals for

transplanting to fill up vacancies. Auricula seed may now be
sown ; the best compost is sandy peat and leaf soil. Shallow
boxes or pans should be filled nearly full, and watered well to

make the soil settle ; the seed may then be thinly sown on the
surface and covered very slightly. The blooms are now rising

;

take care that the trusses be not drawn by keeping the hghts
on too much. Still keep a sharp lookout for snails among the
Polyanthuses. With a small hand-fork keep the surface of the
bed loose, taking care not to disturb the fibres ; if grown in,

pots the soil must be occasionally stirred, keeping them mode-
rately moist. If the fine days last week were taken advantage
of, many Ilanunculus beds will have been planted ; if not, the
sooner the better. The beds of Tulips must be carefully gone
over, and the cracks filled up, putting the soil firmly round
the neck or rising leaves. Carnations are now beginning to

grow, and diseased plants which have struggled through the
winter thus far are dying off. All vacancies in the beds of

Pinks must now be made up, and the soil kept in a loose friable

state on the surface. Look well to trapping wireworms and
other enemies.

GREENHOUSE ANP CONSERVATORY.
As a large number of spring-flowering plants a e now coming

into bloom in the conservatory, more air must be admitted

;

but those recently removed from the forcing pit, and all stove

plants brought into bloom, must be arranged in the warmest
part of the house. Fresh beds of soil should now be made
for climbers that are to be planted this season, and a portion

of the old soil removed from such established ones as are

known to quickly exhaust the soil, replacing it with a fresh

supply. This will be a good opportunity to cut or root-prune

such climbers as have rambled over the houses ^•ithout flower-

ing much for the last year or two ; and where duplicates exist

this is a suitable time to cut down some of them to the ground,

in order to prolong their flowering season. This is the best

plan to adopt with plants infested with the scale or other

troublesome insects, if care is taken to clean the remaining
portion of the plants, and the pillars or trellises to which
they have been trained. It is now a good time to propagate

greenhouse plants by cuttings where a gentle bottom heat

can be maintained. Great attention is required to keep these

plants from growing too fast at the present season ; the least

confinement is injurious to many tribes of woody plants in

this department. The tops of young plants in free growth
ought occasionally to be cut off, in order to make them good
bushy specimens, even if their bloom is sacrificed at this stage.

PITS AND FRAMES.

Here the work need not be pointed out. The means of pro-

viding room after the plants are potted is the gi-eatest difficulty

in most gardens. Glazed calico is sometimes used to protect

plants when potted-off. Choice annuals, such as Brachycome
iberidifolia, Viscaria occulata, Mesembryanthemum tricolor,

Portulacas, Clintonias, and the like, should always be potted-

off as soon as they are sufficiently large to handle, and after-

wards be placed in a warm moist atmosphere, with plenty of air

in mild weather, until they are properly estabUshed.—W. Keane .

DOINGS OF THE LAST ^VE]r,K.

KITCHEN GARDEN.

Just before the rains of the 29th ult. we took up most of our

Celery, as we wanted the ground for Onions and other crops.
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We took the Celery np -with good balls, watered it at the bottonj,

and banked it up rather closely on a level bed of eifted furnace

ashes. We have thns kept it in good condition in a shady

place until April or May, and it requireB little trouble to take

it for use. The only objection to the plan is, that unless the

Celery is in a walled garden it must be protected with wire

netting from marauders.
In connection with this subject wo may state that wire net-

ting, 2 feet in height, placed against an open fence of Ivy,

seciffed our Cabbage plants from rabbits until lately ; but we
now find we ought to have had the wire farther from the fence.

A number of fine plants have been cut up, and on close in-

spection we discovered that the rabbits had mounted the Ivy

fence, and from thence jumped over the wire. When people

want to be very sure, a 30-inch fence would do better than a

24-inch one, as the following fact will show. Outside the gar-

den a heap of rotten leaf mould had been piled against a low

wall. The highest part of the mould was 20 inches from the

coping ; yet to that coping the rabbits had sprung, and then
dropped down a depth of nearly 6 feet inside, as proved by the

excrements and hair left behind them, and the marks of their

feet and bodies in both positions. We have seen a hare fcpring,

when pressed, a height of It feet ; and we have seen rabbits

jump from a good elevation ; but we never before knew them
to get up and over a wall nearly 2 feet above where they could

stand.

Planted early Potatoes at the bases of walls, and placed others

where there was a little heat to sprout them an inch or two.

Planted the pit with the strong plants of Cucumbers referred

to last week, and Saturday being a wet day, pricked-o£f a lot of

Celery into shallow boxes, which we will place in the hotbeds
or Cucumber pit. Of course, before planting the Cucumbers,
we had the soil well warmed first.

Avoiding checks of all kinds is the best safeguard against

the attacks of insects, and consequent premature decay.

Farther on in the season such care would be less necessary
;

but at present every moving of the ('urumbers from the dung
frame, whether for potting or final planting, was done by
placing the plants as quickly as possible in a close box during
the little time taken in the transition from one place to another.

We mention this not to remind experienced professional gar-

deners, but as a hint to amateurs and beginners to beware of

checks. We have known many failures, and therefore as lessen-

ing enthusiasm worse than mere disappointments, in the case

of Cucumbers, when, after good plants were obtained from a
gentleman's garden, and carefully carried home with many
wrappings about them, they were unpacked in the open air,

allowed to remain there for some minutes, and then, perhaps,
tamed out and planted at once in soil considerably colder

than that they were used to. All such plants should, if pos-

sible, be unpacked in the place they are intended to grow in
;

and in general it will be as well to water and syringe with
water at about 80^ or 90°, and leave the plants unturned out of

their pots for a day at least, and considerably longer if the soil

is not warm enough. Such delay and care will be anything
but time lost.

Simple as this caretaking is, it is often considered as a matter
of no moment. Some seasons ago, in a cold day in the begin-
ning of March, we accidentally noticed in a rather close cold
shed thirty or forty fine Cucumber plants, just shifted into
5-inch pots, brought from a hot place, and intended to go in a
fortnight into a Cucumber house. We were told the plants
had been there more than an hour, as the man who was potting
them had been obliged to leave them for another job. We
were not surprised to learn that these plants never answered
the results expected from them, and that another set of plants
had to be introduced early in summer. We could see at a
glance how it was. The worker was no doubt a very systematic
man. A certain number of plants had to be potted, and potted
in this shed as most likely the most suitable place to do the
work in ; and therefore, on system, all the plants must first be
carried out, and then all must be potted, and the group well
looked at before any were returned. This would have been the
case if there had been no calling-away to attend to the wishes
of the lady or anything else. This over-systematising, so as
to have a potting shed full of potted plants, is a very favourite
system with many young cultivators. It may proceed from
the otherwise laudable desire that their work should be
seen. Now we think that the better, if less showy, .system as
respects the Cucumbers referred to, would have been more
attention to some little matters ; and we specify them for

the use of beginners, merely presuming that the plants are

in a frame or pit, where there is no room to pot them. Before
potting, have suitable soil properly warmed over a furnace or
otherwise

;
pots cleaned, drained, and also warmed ; have warm

water also in readiness. Then bring only a few plants out at
a time, shift, or do what is wanted, and afterwards as quickly

as possible take them back to their warm place, and bring ont
a few more, and thus go on. If on an emergency the work
must be left, the plants can be so replaced as to receive no
injury.

We might tell a similar tale of hundreds and thousands oJ

tender cuttings inserted with much care in February or March,
and yielding but a poor return in rooted plants, and this chiefly

because the danger of checks was considered to be of no im-
portance. Now the only secret in striking a growing cutting,

is just to keep it growing, and never allow it to have a check
or a flagged leaf. But for the courtesy of the affair, and the
pleasure it yielded, we have often thought it was labour thrown
away to take off cuttings, and give them to people who un-
ceremoniously stuffed them in their pockets like so many little

bundles of straw. Some years ago we noticed a nice hotbed
filled with cutting pots, but mostly empty, or covered with the
dead and dying cuttings, and we learned something of the reason.

About two hundred varieties were thus to be largely increased

for bedding purposes, and the cuttings were taken as they were
growing rather tender, in a house ranging from 00' to C".'. On
the system referred to, all the cuttings were taken off first, and
laid down with their little tally to each kind, on a bench in a
cool shed. Then pots partly prepared had to be made ready,

then the cuttings had all to be made, and when made all had
to be inserted before being placed in the striking bed, and thus
the little tender cuttings were shrivelled, starved, and almost
dead before they were placed in suitable quarters. A less

showy, but a far more suitable system would have been to

do a few pots at a time, and put the cuttings in their place at

once. Such few pots could easily be filled in the house where
the cuttings were taken from, if no warm place could be ob-
tained.

FRUIT GAKDEN'.

Pruned out of doors when we had an opportunity. Placed
more Strawhern/ plants in pits and houses. We shall not be
so early this year as usual, as we have not begun so early. The
most forward are showing well. One of the secrets of success,

provided the plants were fair for strength and ripeness last

autumn, is to avoid extremes of temperature, and commence
with a low temperature, and rise gradually. A heat of 55° or
00° is quite as high as the plants ought to have until in bloom,
and the fruit set ; from 45° to 50° will be high enough to begin
with. For want of tree leaves we could not start them in

frames as we wished to do. This is an excellent plan for

starting the plants, provided the heat is mild, and the roots do
not find their way through the bottoms of the pots.

Our stock of Strawberry plants is under the protection of
the orchard houses just now ; but they received much more
wet in the autumn and in the beginning of the winter than we
liked. Ilowever, we do not think the wet, nor the frost which
they had up to nearly Christmas, has done them much harm.
The pots stood on the hard ground unplunged, and in some of

the severe frosts they were covered all over with litter for a
week. On turning out a number of pots before housing them,
the roots were all as they ought to be—fresh, growing, and
clinging to the sides of the pot. This would not have been the
case but for the litter. We think Mr. Kivers some time ago,

after the remarkably severe winter of 1860-01, wrote about
how little litter would preserve plants from injury if close to

the ground. The above fact as respects Strawberry plants in

pots, and many other instances, confirm his statements. Ne-
vertheless, if we had it in our power, we would have Straw-
berry pots for forcing under protection from frost, rain, and
snow by the middle of October.

Regulated Vines breaking, thinned-out superfluous shoots from
others more forwaid

;
gave heat and air as lately stated. Thinned

shoots in the Peach house, watered borders ; potted Peas, and
took them into it for a fortnight to establish them before re-

moving them to the orchard house. Potted Melons in larger

pots, as the bed is not ready for want of material, and we do
not wish to have the plants checked. Finished whitewashing
the vn-liard lioKse ; and on the 29th, as the day was wet,
painted the most of the trees with lime, suot, and sulphur,
merely as a precaution. Previously the weather was so fine

for out-door work that we did not Uke to do this before, though
this last house would have been as well if thus treated a fort-

night ago. The first house, which we bring on earlier, was
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finished some time since. If we Lave a wet day next week we
shall scrape over the floor between the pots, so as to remove the

Burface, thoTigh only for a quarter of an inch in depth. We
do this by way of precaution, though we had scarcely the ap-

pearance of an insect there last season. We shall then prick

over the ground with a fork, chiefly to receive water, but not

to loosen the soil, except the mere surface. We shall add a

little rotten dung, and then water with manure water, doing

2 or 3 feet in width at a time, so that the trees against the

back wall may not have too much water at once. The trees in

pots being rather dry, watered them, but not heavily, to en-

courage the fibres to come to the top compost. In another

year, if we keep these trees in pots, we must try and shift them
early in autumn, as they have been a number of years in the

same pots. We have proved what may be done in this way,

and a pretty amusement it is for amateurs and ladies. In

practice, when a gardener's hands are full, the watering which
these trees in pots require is a great drawback ; but it is very

pretty to see a number of such trees in pots healthy and well

loaded. The labour of watering in summer is lessened by
repeated mulchings.

Before the blossom opens our aim now is to retard the open-

ing, and thus be more independent of the weather if we should

have a frosty March. To help to retard, in some very bright

days we spattered the roof outside with water merely whitened
with whiting. The syringe in the hands of a man who can use

it, will do this for the roof of a large house sooner than we can
write about the doing of it. In favourable weather we give all

the ventilation we can day and night, shutting up in nights

likely to be stormy. We think it is a mistake to hurry on
these unheated houses in February ; but even if they should
be rather forward by giving less air than we have done, the

blossom will suffer little from cold so long as the air inside is

dry and rather still. We prefer, however, to keep the trees

back now, and to help them on by shutting up earlier after tha

fruit is set. In different houses there will be thus successions

without artificial heat, as the house earliest one season will

come earlier every season afterwards.

ORNAMEXTAL DEPAKTMENT.
In addition to what was stated last week about potting plants,

we would like to secure a number of Pink and Perpetual Car-

nation cuttings for next winter ; the latter if struck and potted

early requiring no forcing to bloom in winter, and the former
but little. AVe have put in a good batch of Verbena cuttings,

and would have in cuttings of many other plants could we
empty our places of the plants that we are yet afraid to trust

with protection without glass. When a single little wooden
box, in which Pelargonium cuttings were inserted, now holds

from fifty to a hundred fine plants, the potting of thousands
and transferring them as stated lately to a Vine border covered

with old sashes, makes but little room in the place where the
handy boxes stood.

Pricked-off numbers of Lobelias in shallow boxes about

2J inches deep. These little boxes, made for very little in bad
weather, where pieces of wood can be obtained, or old boxes,

which are often plentiful and fit for little else but firewood,

are better than pans square or round, as they are so much
lighter and less likely to be broken, and take up no time in

preparing them for such purposes like pots. Then, for pricking-

out such little plants, as the bottoms and the sides do not fit

over-closely together, no holes for drainage are required. A
little rough leaf mould is spread along the bottom, fresh sandy
soil rather rough over that, and then a surface of lighter finer

soil with a little fine leaf mould in it, pressed down, and pricked

all over with the little plants. When well established these

can be taken out in lumps with all the roots near at home.
Preparing such boxes ia a good job for a wet day. To secure

neatness and keep fungus away, we generally whitewash them
with quicklime, outside and inside. A large number of such
plants will be stowed away in our Cucumber beds and frames

;

not but we would rather be without them, and let the Cucum-
bers have all to themselves ; but, then, if we have them at all

it must be by a cramming prscess. It is important, however,

to prevent the plants crammed-in injuring those intended for a

snore permanent residence.

We intended making some remarks on propagation, but must
defer them, as those seeking the information will not be able

to begin until after the middle of the month. Meanwhile we
would advise a sweet heat in the top of the bed, if bed is to be
used, and a good-sized cutting instead of two small ones.

Thus, though you may split Verbena stems and make a cutting

of almost every joint, or even two cuttings, we advise that each

cutting should have at least two joints, and if a terminal or
side shoot, which we like best, that the cutting should be
from 1{ to 2 inches in length. Beginners will find that the
best.

With regard to sowing tender flower seeds, referred to last

week, for all small seeds sown in pots, it is a good plan to fill

the pots one-quarter full with drainage, one-quarter more of

rough materials, then finer soil, and finer still next the surface,

that surface being nearly an inch below the rim. Water well,

and leave for the best part of twenty-four hours, then level the

surface, sow, sprinkle with a little sand, press gently, take to

the bed or warm place, cover with a square of glass, and on
that place paper or any other covering, and in general little

watering will be wanted until the seedlings appear. If glass is

not at hand in little squares to cover the pots, covering all the
pots with a newspaper or a cloth until the seedlings appear, so

as to keep in moisture, will be safer in such a case than using

the wateriug pot. When that is essential before or after the

seeds appear, use no rose, but sail the surface by pouring the

water on a piece of tile or crock. Thousands of such little

seedlings are ruined from wateriug overhead with the rose of

a pot, however fine the rose may be.—E. F.

COATSNT GARDEN MARKET.—March 4.

Our supplies are a full average, and owing to the fine open weather arc
much better than they usually are at this period of the year. Continental
produce is rather loAver in price, but home-grown articles are at last

week's quotations.

FRUIT.

g. A. e. A
Apples J sieve 8 to 5
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 8
Currants ^ sieve

Black , do.
Figs doz.

10
1

8 12
8 12

Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

GonsebeiTiea ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

Lemons 100

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 3
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz, 4
Pine Apples lb. 6
Plums i sieve
Quinces doz.

d. g. a
OtoO

7

8
10

Raspberries lb.

Strawberries . . per oz. 3
Walnuts bush. 10 IS

do per 100 1 2

VEGETABLES.

ArtichoUos doz.
Asparagus lull

Beans, Ividney ....lUU
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel buBch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

s. d. s. d
3 0to4

20
8
S
1

1

8
8

2 6

Leeks bnnch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches

I

Rhubarb bundle
I Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

I Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch

d. s. d
3 too

1 6
2

6

6

5
5
1
5
6
1
1

2
8

9
4

6

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• »• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Jourtial of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.
N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Books (iT. a. C.).—"The Fern Manual" can be had free by post from
our office if you enclose 5*. 4rf. with your address. It contains directions

for cultivating Ferns in all situations.

Rhubarb for Medicine (Eusticus).—The common garden varieties do

not yield the root known as Turkey Rhubarb, and used in medicine. The
following extract ia from Hogg's "Vegetable Kingdom."—"It is gene-

rally believed that K. palmatum, undulatum, Rhapontieum, and australe

are those from which the commercial supply is obtained. Rhubarb is

produced abundantly in the elevated lands of Tartary, Chinese Tartary,

Thibet, and Bhotan. It is not cultivated, but springs up spontaneously,

wherever the seed has been distributed in places favourable for germina-

tion. The root is not considered fit for use till it is six years old, when it

is dug up twice a-year—iu Tartary in spring and autumn, and in China
only in winter. When it is taken up, the bark is removed, the root cut iu

pieces, with holes througli them, and hung up to dry upon cords about

the tents, or on the horns of sheep."
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Bridgewater Tiles.—".4« Irish Suhtcrilnr" will be obliged if "A
Somersetshire Parson" will lUGntion wboro the " Briilgewiitur til(,g "

(which be rocommonds in liis article "Wall Copiiip:"). nre to be pro-
cured, and what is their cost ; also if they could be obtained at any had-
ing seaport town, and where.

EoYPTrAN Arum.—"K. li. B." wishes to know under what circnnistjtnroH

tho ERvptiiin Arum attains its largest size in this country. In Now Zen-
land, be adds, that it will, during tho summer, from one plant become a
mass It feet tbrou^jh. He likewise states that between Warwickshire and
Worcestershire there arc fields of Snowdrops. This Js not uncommon
where they have been lon^ established.

Runner Kidney Bcan {Lftn.tdownf, Worcester).—Ourcorresiiondent had
a variety called "Zebra," the seeds beiui^ light-coli)ured, striped wilh
black, and the pods 10 inches long; ho has lost his stock, and wishes to
know where ho can procuro seed.

Vines (An /nV/i Subscriber).—'Scither of the Vines yon mention is suit"

able for a cylinder vinery. Royal Ascot would do in n ground vinery-
Tho following are all adapted for cylinders r—H'/iiff : Early White Jlal-

vasia, Pitmaston White Cluster, Royal Muscadine, Stillward's Swcttwater
Early Saumur Frontignan, and Graham's Muscat Muscadine. Black:
Black Prince, Black Hamburgh, Purple Fontainebleau, Esinran, Ingram's
Pi-olific Muscat, Jura Frontignan.

Dates OF Introduction (L. M. A',).—We really cannot aflbrd either
time or space to detail the dates of introduction of twenty-five Conifers.
If you refer to Loudon's " Hortus Eritannicus," you will find the dates
mentioned.

Fruit Trees on North Wall (D., ShepheriVf Homf').—Tho Morello
Cherry, and Thompson's and the Red Doyenne Pears, will ripen on your
almost sunless wall.

Training Nails (G. V., Devonshire).—We do not know where Hill's

Permanent Tie Nails can be procured. Eyed nails for training must be
put in where and when they are required. There is no arbitrary distance.

Employjient in Chiswick Garden (A. J?.).—Write to Mr. Barron,
Royal Horticultural Society's Garden, Chiswick, W.
Sowing Scotch Fir (St. G€orge).~'Th0 seeds should be sown early in

March in light sandy soil, and covered lightly with fine soil. You have,
probably, covered the seeds too deeply, which may account for their not
vegetating ; but very likely they were not good. Try covering less deeply
with soil.

Pruning Dwarf Hybrid Perpetual Roses (Agnes).—" The advice to

out down yonr vigorous-growing Manetti-stocked Roses to 8 inches or
1 foot, is not good. You will only produce more vigorous growth and
blindness. As your Roses bloomed well last year, and as you do not
speak of blindness, thin-out the small wood, cut-in to a good eye the side

wood, and cut the main branches, whether they were blind or not last

year, to a good eye at their summits. My plants of Acidalie, which I have
had sixteen years, are cut to about 6 feet. I am persuaded that it is a

goad plan to move and cut-back the roots of Manetti Roses annually or
biennially. The plants like the stining of the ground under them, and
by root-pruning produce more flowers and less blind wood. Tho wood
that from strong growth goes blind one year, if cut but little, will bloom
abundantly in the next. Manetti-stocked Roses may be moved any time
from September to February, or even later, with care. Take them up
carefully, cut their roots to the general radius, and they will repay you
for the trouble. In my fine sandy loam they strike vigorously on their

own roots in one season, so that if I like I can cut the whole of tho
Blanetti roots away. You say that ' many ai-ticles on pruning Manetti-
stocked Roses do not distinguish between standards and dwarfs.' There
are no such Roses, or there ought not to be, as standard and half-

standard Manetti-stocked Roses. How could you bury the stock 2 inches
over the point of union ? I once was shown several Rose trees that

never produced a flower, or only a very poor one. Some of them were
12 feet high. The Roses were dead, and all that was left was the Manetti.
Close by was a half-standard Manetti-stocked Rose. It was a complete
thicket of suckers. I could see no Rose wood at all; so I took out my
pruning knife and cut away all the suckers, and in the centre were the
remains of Baronne Prevost with a little foliage, by which I knew it, as
there is no other Rose but Triomphe d'Aleni,on, which was not in exist-

ence at the time, that has the same foliage. Having cut ofi" the suckers, I

said in triumph, The Baroness will flourish yet again. The next year
I went to see, and was not disappointed. However, standard and
half-standard Manetti-stocked Roses would not flourish for any length of

time unless the bark were kept scored and protected from scorching heat by
some moist material.—W. F. Kadclyffe.''

Axlamandas Starting (T. £.).—For Allamandas to flower well at the
end of May, they should at once be started. They should be frerh potted
if the roots are closely matted round the pots, but without disturbing
them to any great extent, merely picking away any loose soil, and placing
in a pot of the same size as before, or but little larger. If on turning
the plants out of the pots you find the soil in good condition, you may
merely rectify the drainage, remove the surface soil, and replace with
fresh. The soil should be gradually brought into a moist state, and a
moist brisk heat afforded. If pruning be necessary it ought to be done
now.

Growing Fuchsias fob Exhibition (Idem).—Your newly-struck cut-

tings in thumb pots should be potted into 48's and kept slowly growing in

a house, placing them near the glass, and where thev can have air. for

they must not be allowed to become drawn. When the pots are filled

with roots, shift the plants into pots a size larger, and this must be
done repeatedly, changing the pots as often as the roots reach the sides,

and beinf,' careful never to let them want for water; at the same time
they must not have too much. If the plants branch, or push side shoots
near the bottom, the leader will not require stopping; but if there are

no side shoots the point of the leader may be taken out when it has
grown 9 inches, and one of the best of the shoots proceeding from the
stopping trained in place of that removed. The side shoots for a foot

upwards from the pot should not be stopped until they are 9 inches long,

when their points may be taken out, and the side shoots liigher up the stem
may be stopped sooner and oftener, so as to secure pyramidal growth.
The plants should be in their blooming pots not later than June, and the
stopping may be practised to within six weeks of the exhibition; but it

is well cot to continue the stopping too long. All flower buds should be
picked-off as they appear, or when a shoot shows flower take out iti

point, but not later than six weeks before the show, for, as already stated,

it is well to err in tliis respect, as tho plants are more cttaily rctardud
than forwarded. They cannot bo kept too cool and airy after May, for

if dr.twn up by heat they grow too last, and are long-jointed, with
branches and blooms far apart. The plants should have a single upright

pteuj, and be synimetrical in form, tapering upwards from a wide base,

tlie i^boots equally disposed on all sides, and well furnished from tho rim
of the pot upwards. The main constituent of tlie compost should bo

turf cut 2i inches thick from an old pasture, where the soil is a good,

yellow, not very strong loam, but strong rather than light, laid up for

six months ; or it may ho used fresh if exposed to a strong heat to destroy

the M eeds and gras^>. Tear it in pieces with the band, and use it rather

rough One-half of this, one-fourth old dry cow dung, and one-fourth leaf

mould and charcoal in pieces from the size of a hazel nut down to that

of a pea, will grow Fuchsias well. Mix the whole well, and add sharp

sand in proportion to the soil, so as to render it rather sandy. When tho

pots become filled with roots after the final potting, liquid manure may
be applied tww or three times a-week. To have Clerodendron Balfouri

in flower at the period yon name, no time should be lost in starting it.

Your other question shall he attended to.

Azaleas Differently Flowered (An Old Snhf!criher.)Some kinds
of Azaleas have the peculiarity of producing different-coloured flowers

on the same plant, but the variation is not generally permanent. Wo
are unable to account fwr the peculiarity.

Apples for a Trellis fryro).—Your trellis will be very suitable for

Apple trees, and we should plant double oblique trees, and, of course,

train them obliiiuely. The trees should be planted 2 feet apart, and tho

length of trellis named will require eighteen trees, which should be on
the Paradise stock. Tho following dessert sorts will suit :—Dutch Mig-

nonne, Margil. Stunner Pippin, Scarlet Nonpareil, Adams's Pearmain,
and Cellini. We would have three of each. If you wish for l:itchen

Apples, Cox's Pomona, Tower of Glammis, Manks Coalin, Keswick Codhn,
Nonesuch, and New Hawthomden. Y'ou may plant with safety during

this or next month, but the earlier the better. The trees may be pro-

cured of any of the principal nurserymen. If you determine to have

maiden plants, you may head them back and form double horizontal

cordons.

Potatoes for Clay Soil {E. F. TT.). — For first early :—Eiver6's

Royal Ashleaf ; second early, Milky White ; late, Paterson's Victoria

or Skerry Blue.

Gooseberry Caterpillar (G. P.).—Dnring the present month remove
the soil about the bushes to a depth of 3 or 4 inches, bury it in deep
trenches at a distance from the bushes, and replace it with fresh soil or

manure. Upon the appearance of the caterpillar the bushes shoiild be

dusted with hellebore powder, or they may be syringed and then dusted

vrith lime, which should be put on the stems and scattered on the ground.

Two inches thick of tan spread round the bushes and dug in or burnt

in autumn, has been found a very efficient preventive.

Pruning Moss Roses (7(/ej;i).—The Moss Roses layered or pegged
down should be cut-in to two eyes, the weak shoots being cut-in to one,

and any strong ones left with three.

Bone Dust for Destroying Moss on Lawn {James B.).—Bone dost

from its promoting the growth of the grass is a good destroyer of moss;
but we cannot say that it is the best. We recommend you to scratch the

lawn well with an iron rake, and after removing as much of the moss as

possible bv that means, to give a good dressing of very rotten manure in

March. Early in April rake it in, clear away all the loose manure, and
then sow 4 lbs. Festuca duriuscula, 4 lbs. Cynosurus cristatns, 4 lbs. Tri-

folium minus, and 4 lbs. Trifolium repens, and if the lawn is shaded by
trees, Poa nemoralis, 2 lbs., in mixture for an acre. Roll tho sxurface well

after sowing, but not again for a month, then mow and roll as usual.

Bone dust may be applied at the rate of 8 cwt. per acre.

Evergreens for Rookery {Idem).— Ni^thing thrives so well as the

Aocuba japonica. We would make it the principal shrub. Common
Laurel. Yew, Holly, Berberis aquifolium, and B. repens will all succeed
tolerably well, and Rhododendron ponticum would do in your soil. No
time should be lost in planting them, as unless they bo established

before the Oaks are in leaf the ground will become so dry that the shrubs

will perish of drought. Early autumn planting is best, but now is a good

time.

Vine-crafting (A Snbscrihrr). — The scions should be inserted in

moist soil or sand, in pots, and kept in the same house with the stock.

The latter ought to be cut back at the winter pruning to the point at

which it is to be grafted—that is. to a bud or eye opposite the place where

the scion is to be put. When this bud has grown 6 inches pinch it back

to two or three leaves, and whip-graft on the opposite side. Bind with

a strip of matting, but not very tightly, and cover with clay, and then with

moss over the clay, leaving the buds exposed, the moss being kept moist

by frequently sprinkling with water at the same temperature as the air

of the house. When the buds on the scion have expanded, one of the

leaves on the stock may be removed, and when the scion is fairly in leaf

the whole of the shoot on the stock may be removed. Yonr stock being

thick we would proceed by side-grafting, which is only a modification of

whip-gi-afting, putting the graft on the side of the cane and not beneath

it, which is bad. If your stock is not now cut back do not do so, but

let it push and then thin the shoots, leaving a few leaves opposite

where the graft is put on to approprinte the sap, but remove or disbud

entirely above the grjift. When the union is complete you may cut the

stock down to the graft, which should have every encouragement to pro-

duce as much foliage as can be exposed to hght.

Liquid Manure for Evaporation in a Fernery (D. K.}.—We have

tried it and we cnnnot say that it is injurious, but it certainly docs no
good, as the Ferns thrive quite as well when water only is employed. If

the manure water is used strong some Ferns have their fronds disfigured

by it. Charcoal is good for mixing with the soil, but small pieces of

sandstone mixed with the soil keep it porous, and arc quite as beneficial

as charcoal, if not more so. The peat you name is not what we would
recommend, but so far as we are aware it will not prove injurious.

Liquid Manure for Gooseberries {Jdrm}.—Liquid manure would not

injure Gooseberry bushes. It is best given when they are in giowth. A
thorough soaking given during any dry period that may occur after the

bushes are in leaf will prove beneficial, and it may be continued up to the

time that the fruit begins to ripen.
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Flower Garden Planting (South Cro>f'ion).—Yoivr plan is anything
but a good ooe. there are so many points without meaninj;. We do not
plant proups, but merely uritirise. However, the followintf would look
well:—Your central circle filled with Little David Pehirftoniuni, with an
cdgiup of Cinernria maritinin, or white-leaved Centaurea; llien till the
littk* circle with Aiirea floribunda Calceolaria, and the four pair of tailed
small beds j-ou may plant— first, next the little circle, with Purple King
Verbena ; second, with Cbriwtine Pelargonium

; third, with dwarf Agera-
tum or bluish Verbena, like old Blue Bonnet ; fourth, with Harry Hicovcr
Pelargonium or Monitor Scarlet Pelargonium, or a low-gi-owing Scarlet
Verbena, ap Lord Raglan. {A. H. IK.).—We must not begin to plant beds,
we must only help planters. However, the border No. 1, we would plant
thus— Cerastium, blue Lobelia. Aurea floribunda Calceolaria. Mrs. Fielder,
an improved Purple King Verbena; and back, Scarlet Pelargonium,
moderately strong. The little beds we would plant with Verbenas, as
more lasting than annuals.

Planting a Chuhchvard (A. Z.).—\i is almost impossible to give an
outline of planting a churchyard in a smoky neighbourhood without
definite lOans or seeing the ground. In a very smoky place a row of
Maples. Tborns, and Oriental Planes might be placed round the three-
aided boundary, and by the sides of the walks. Mountain Ash and Poplars,
the latter to have their roots cut if inclined to grow too large ; or Weeping
Willows might be substituted for them. If very smoky few evergreens
except Aucubas and, perhaps, Box will live. If not very smoky, we would
place Weeping Willows and common Yews round the boundary, and plant
Cypresses by the sides of some walks, and Irish Yews by others. If room
can be spared in tlie centre, two or three gxoups of Aibor VitaiS and
Red Cedars would also be in character.

Removikg and Heating Greenhouses (South Croydon).~\ou had
better make arrangements in writing with your landlord before you erect
your greenhouses and frames on brick pier?. In having no stokehole for
your boiler, your hot-water pipes must not be below the level of the
boiler. You may raise the pipes any reasonable height above the boiler,
if it is a close one. To your question, then, of so raising your pipes we
reply, Y'es ; but your plan shows your pipes falling below" the level of the
boiler, and that will not do ; neither does it answer well to take the pipes
under such circumstances below a doorway, and raise them again to the
general level on the other sida. Even without sinking a stokehole the
pipes might be so placed in the house as not to interfere with pathways
or doorways. When several houses are to be heated from one boiler, a
verj' simple plan is to have a flow and a return pipe at a low level all the
length of the houses, and from these take pipes to heat each house
separately ; but in that case there must be a sunk stokehole.

Heating by Steam (Snhscribcr).—Wc have little faith in heating
houses, pits, and frames economically by pipes from a boiler heated by a
gas ring beneath it. With such a small fire we fear that the steam woiild
soon be condensed into water. Steam is economical when much is to be
done from one good-sized furnace.

Employment in a Nursery (N. ir.).—You cannot do better than write
to the nurserymen as you propose.

Hays's Stove (7*.).—We do not know where either it or the charcoal
for it can now be obtained. There is a firm at Banbury that could supply
the charcoal, but they do not seem to care about doing so.

Books (A Plou(jUbo)t).~'* The Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," and
Thompson's " Gardener's Assistant,'' will suit you.i

Removing Phloxes—Sawdust as a Plunging Material (Brown).—
You may remove the Phloxes into good fresh soil with profit, and if the
stools are large, divide them, but, of course, if you divide them much
into small pieces, they will not bloom so well in summer as transplanting
and moderate dividing would insure. When small tender plants are
plunged in sawdust, the sawdust clings to the sides of the pot, and the
bottom hole in the pot is so apt to be blocked up that the plant will suffer
from want of drainage—how we know not, but we have had the sawdust
insinuating itself until it became as hard and as firm as a cork. It saw-
dust is mixed—that is, old and new, from soft wood and hard wood, it is

very liable to produce fungi and bad-smelling, quick-spreading Confervjp.
The fresher and the less mixed, therefore, the better. A heap from 2-4 to
30 inches in thickness by itself, will yield a mild lasting heat, but when
large pots are set in it, it is advisable so to place the bottom of the pots
that the sawdust do not reach the holes for drainage.

Ripening Black HA:irBURGTi Grapes at Christmas (G. B.).—To have
good Black Hamburgh Grapes for sale or otherwise at Christmas and after-
wards, we would advise a diflerent treatiueat from that which you propose,
since economy is your object. We would ad\ise keeping the Vines as late
as possible from starting, by ventilation and shade in bright weather, but
after fairly starting we would let them have no check, but rather assist
them, so as to have all fully ripe by the beginning of October. Grapes not
ripe then will not ripen well afterwards, unless started very late, and that
would involve the exercise of much skiU. Grapes well ripened at the
time specified will hang under fair treatment four or five months. The
treatment they require is thinning the bunches a little more than usual,
and keeping as much berft in the pipes in winter as will exclude frost,
and, with ventilation, will secure a dryish atmosphere, as damp will be
yom- chief enemy. It is in your favour that the Vines are planted inside,
and the outside border should be protected with litter and means for
throwing off the wet after the cud of September. If you wished to have
very late Grapes up to March, you will require such kinds as Lady Downe's
Oros GuiUaume, and Calahrian Raisin.

Painting a Greenhouse—Propagating Frames (3Mrv).—Nothing
answers better than white, or light stone colour for the inside of the roofs
of houses, but it will be more pleasant to the eye if striped with blue.
We have no objection to your having your stage pink, or any other
colour that plcises you best, but most of us are content with stone
colour because it shows the dirt less. Invisible green is sometimes used
for the outside of houses, but white secures most lead in paint. Such little
trames, 2 feet square, are most useful in propagating houses, and have
been frequently recommended by Mr. Fish. He also advises that the
top should be moveable, as that in the case of delicate seedlings guards
against damp with little trouble, by merely reversing the glass and
placing the under side uppermost. In raising seedlings, especially small
ones, in a hotbed, provided the seeds are three-quarters of an inch from
the rim of the pot, a square of glass laid over the pot answers remark-
ably well, and that may also be quickly turned. Of course, as soon as
plants are growing freely, they need no glasses of any sort in a hotbed or

hothouse. Even when no such little frames are at hand, much can
generally be done by keeping all tender plants by themselves, giving less
air, and more dewing with the syringe and shading, than to established
plants.

Erecting a Pine Pit (Southerner).~The height of the walla of your
proposed Pine pit must be regulated according to the mode of culture
you decide upon—that is, whether you are to depend on fermenting
material for bottom heat, or on hot water. The back wall of your pit is
to be the front wall of a shed now existing, containing a boiler which
heats other houses, and from that boiler the pipe passes through the
ground intended for the pit, 3 feet beneath the surface. There need be
no difficulty about the heatiug, thertfore, as you can either keep your
pipes in the pit at that level, or raise them to a higher level. To make
the most of such a pit, all the space would be occupied, and there would
be no paths in the house, and, therefore, all necessary work would have
to be done by moving or holding up the sashes Now, using hot water
alone, we would have the back wall 7^ feet, and the front wall 5 feet high,
which would make the back 4^ and' the front 2 feet above the groimd
level, provided you excavated the ground 3 feet or 3 feet 3 inches. At
this depth we would have 3 inches of concrete ; on that, la inches from
back and front, we would have a 4-inch pipe going round the pit for
bottom heat ; between the pipes we would lay brickbats as open as
possible, and cover 4 or 5 inches above the pipes, making the last covering
of clean pebbly gravel. On that we would have a foot of plunging
material, or 15 or 18 inches of soil in which to plant the Pines, keeping the
tallest at the back and the lowest towards the front. Above the level of
this plunging material we would have two pipes round the ends and front,
and one along the back as a return. At back and front we would have three
iron or earthenware pipes standing up above the plunging material for a
couple of feet, the upper end furnished with a plug, and the lower end
open among the rubble round the bottom-heat pipes, and by these we
could let air and moisturo into this rubble chamber at pleasure. If
you mean to secure bottom heat by fermenting material, then your walls
would have to be at least 2 feet more in height. Even with such a
narrow pit or house as 8 feet we would bo strongly tempted to have a
passage either at back or front, which would permit of work being done
without opening the sashes. To your specific inquiries, then, we would
say, that we sec no difficulty in heating, whatever the plan adopted—of
course, the return must coramnnicate with the bottom of the boiler, or
with the return pipe already in work—that one pipe round the pit will
not be nearly enough for a pinery, but the height nf the pipes is of no
consequence provided those intended for top heat have a free exposure
to the atmosphere of the pit to be heated ; that the size of the sashes,
8^ feet wide, will do well enough ; and that the walls should be 9 inches
thick. We are much obliged to you for the seeds of tho Spanish Melon,
and as you speak of it so highly we will endeavour to give it a fair trial.

Unless the varieties are very good, we always decline trying batches of
Melon seed, as to do them justice much room is required. We once grew
forty kinds, all with high characters, and as wo had little room we gave
each a large pot in a very light house, and though wc had tine healthy
fruit, there was not one we would have cared to grow again.

Propagating Proliferous Ferns (An Old Suhsrribrr).—When the
plants proceed from the ends of the fronds they may bo left on until they
are of a size fit for potting, and may then be removed and potted ; or
they may be established in pots whilst on the parent frond by placing
them on soil in a small pot, and securing them with a peg. The plants
being situated on the surface of the fronds, they may be left until they
fall off, or when of good size and the old frond becomes mature, it may
be laid on a pot or pan filled with soil and pegged down by the midrib, a
little sand being scattered over the frond so as to partially bury it, and if

kept moist the young plants will soon root, especially if covered with a
bell-glass. The young plants proceeding from the stipes near the crown
of the plant should be left on the old plant until they are of a size fit for

potting, when they may be removed and potted-off. In most instances
the young plants will have emitted roots by the time the old frond is

mature, and that will be the proper time to remove them. They should
be potted into sandy compost, and not in sand only. Two-thirds fibrous
peat or old cocoa-nut refuse, and one-third sand, will be better than all

sand.
Propagating Viola cornuta and Viola lutea (Lincoln).—The old

plants of Viola cornuta maybe taken up this month, divided, and planted
as you propose. If the weather at and after planting prove dry the plants
should be watered, and a slight shade be given from bright sun until

established. Seeds of Viola lutea sown now in pans and placed in a
gentle heat afford fine plants for autumn bloom ; but they do not bloom
so freely as older plants. The seedlings should be kept near the glass, be
prickod-off when large enoueh, grown on in heat, and well hardened-off
previous to i>lanting out. They will bloom in August, earlier or later,

according to their forwardness.

Turf Soil (.4 Subscriber).—Your soil or turf will answer for potting
Camellias. The limy matters, we presume, form only a small proportion,

of the whole, and in that case will not prove injurious. Your soil from
the turf will be too light for the culture of Pear, Apple, and Peach trees ;

but it will answer for a compost for Apricot and Plum trees if enriched
with one-fourth cow or sheep droppings. It will do for a Vine border,
but we should have Uked it better had tho sand been sharper or more
gritty.

Forwarding Seedling Zonal Pelargoniums (Dt-ron).—Y^'our seedlings

should be kept near the glass, and have a fair amount of air, avoiding
cold draughts, otherwise they will become drawn. When large enough
to handle they should be potted-off singly in small pots, be placed in a
gentle heat, and be kept rather close, moist, and shaded from bright sun
until they recover from the potting, when they should have a position

near the "glass, and an abundance of air on all favourable opportunities.

The plants, having made two or three leaves in addition, should have the
growing point removed with the point of a knife, and should be shifted

into pots a size larger wlienever the pots become filled with roots, and
this may be continued until the plants are in 6-inch pots, which will be
quite large enough for you to test their blooming qualities the first year.

When the plants are in free growth they should have a light and airy

situation in a cool house, where they will do much better and flower

more in character than in a heated structure, which is not suitable for

them after they become established in pots.

Sowing Buckwheat (J5f?/asO.—Buckwheat should be sown early in

April ; but if the weather is favourable it may be sown in Dlarch, the
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ground hoinR in Rood working order. Three bushels are the usuftl allow-

ance per acre ; but the grouud being occttpied with trees, half the quan-
tity will be sufficient seed per acre.

Temperature for Pelargonium Cdttinos f/Jcm).—The temperature
may bo from 60'' to 65- at night, and from 7u ' to 7r>M)y day, the atmo-
sphere being kept close, moist, and shaded from sun. The cuttings will

succeed in a lower temperature, but their rooting i.s not so speedy.

Pkotecting PvRAMin Fruit Trees {Cnlcarin).—The best plan that

we know is to put in some stiikes around the trees, and so far distant

from them and so high as to keep the material put over them from rub-

bing against the blossoms. The ^tnkes may bo driven into the ground,
and securely tied together at the top. Over those may bo put a covering

of tiffany, so. as to protect the trees. It should fit closely at top and all

round ; but it will not matter if the material do not reach lower down
than a font from the ground. The covering should be secured to the
^akes at bottom with string to prevent its being blown off or brushing
against the blossoms when strong winds occur. The covering should
only be used on frosty nights, or during the day when there is frost ; at

other times the trees should be exposed. It will not matter about tho
trees being covered, so long as the bloom is not expanded, then the cover-

ing may remain on by day, which will tend to retard the blooming, and
lessen tho danger of injury from frost.

Tea-scented Roses (TV. lionth).~Thc best are Adam. Devoniensia,
Madame Villermoz, Souvenir d'un Ami, Souvenir d'Elise. liouton d'Or,

JIadame Margottin, Elise Sauvage, Vieomtesse do Cazes, and Rubens.

Late Vines for Greenhouse (Idem).^'B\ack Prince, Black Ham'
burgli, and IJlack Sluscat of Alexandria.

Pansies (Ilomunculiis).—Of thu growers you name, Mr. Brngg Uvea at

Slough, Bucks, and Mr. Dean, at Shipley, Yorkshire. We do not know
tho " Red Russian Potato."

Names of Pl.^nts {T. Ti ).~1, Loraaria spicant; 2, A Myrtle of some
kind, no flowers ; a, Chimonantbus fragrans; 4, Aspidium falcatum ;

5, We will give tlie name next week; U, Selaginella ca-sia. (Tertia).—
1, Adiantum cuneatum ; 2, Adiantum icthiopicnm ; 'd, Nephrolepis cordi-

folia : 4. Pteris longifoUa ; 5, Selaginella Braunii ; G, Too young. (C. G.).

"1, Deutzia gracilis flore-pleno ; U, Myrsipbyllum asparagoidee.

METEOROLOGICAL
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six months old weighed 6 to 7 lbs., and cockerels at the same
age 9 lbs. I have now a Light Brahma cock hatched in 180(j,

the one that took the second prize at Southampton in No-
vember last, which weighs 12 lbs., and a hen of 1806 of 9 lbs.

weight. Nearly all my birds are well leg-feathered (a number of the

Dark which are exhibited are viilture-hockedj. Also, in respect

to the comb, which is one of the most marked characters of

the Brahmas, are not the Light often superior to the Dark ? I

am aware many of the Light have the centre comb too much
twisted ; but how often do the Dark have very thick clumsy
combs ; in fact, almost a strawberry comb.
As " Y. B. A. Z." says, the colour of the Light Brahmas is

now perfect in many birds, and no doubt, as Mr. Crook states,

they will now soon surpass the Dark in size, if they only have
fair treatment, and exhibitors see that it is so.

" Y. B. A. Z." says many shows could not afford two cups in

the Brahma class, and that many committees find it hard to

make both ends meet, even with such a liberal prize list as that

of the Bristol and Clifton Show. Would it not have been much
to the advantage of that Show to have had more cups of less

value instead of one of £12 12.<. and eight of £7 7s. ? The
same amount of money would have almost procured fourteen

£5 OS. cups, which, surely, are quite valuable enough for prizes,

as the honour and not the value is what is desired by exhibitors.

Let mu a^k, in conclusion, whether people are ashamed of

their names, that so many avoid letting them appear. It is a

great misfortune we should not know the names of the writers

of articles in " our Journal," so that we might form some idea

of the value of the hints and suggestions thrown out. Doubt-
less most of our readers do know who the great guns, such

as " Y. B. A. Z.," " Wiltshire Eectok," "Nemo," "New-
MAKKET," i-c, are ; but there are many of our smaller guns
whose remarks would be far more interesting and valuable if

the name and address were appended, instead of some hiero-

glyphics for which no one is the wiser.— Philip Ckowley,
Culverton House, Alton.

make as to changes desirable, will do well to communicate at

once with the Secretary.

RAILWAY CHARGES.
In the Journal of February 27th appeared an article by

"Brahma" upon the excessive railway charges for carriage of

fowls for exhibition. As one of the Honorary Secretaries of

the Somerset County Poultry Association, I distinctly deny the

truthfulness of tbat portion of the article which has reference

to a charge of 5s. 3d. being made from our Show to the railway

station.

Various exhibitors having requested that their railway charges

for through-carriage should be paid by the Association, and re-

charged to them, such course was adopted by our Committee;
and I find from the accurate mode in which the arrangement

with the Association in respect to through-carriage for hampers,

&c., has been kept by the Bristol and Exeter Bailway Company,
that one charge only of the exact sum of 5s. 3<;. for through-

carriage has been paid, opposite which sum is the number of the

label and name of the exhibitor.

—

One or the Hon. Seciie-

MANAGEMENT OF BRAHIMA POOTRAS.
From nearly all who had eggs for hatching from me last

season I had glowing accounts of the pullets. In a note from

an old friend at Eichmond (Mr. Kinghorn), he says, "Your
giants are great favourites, and lay every day. Another says,

" Dr. Curtis has seen the pullets from your Dark Brahmas,
and he says they are worth £1 per head."

Our mode of feeding does not differ from that pursued by

other people, with the exception of breaking up all bones. I

have a raised block tor the purpose, and with a common hatchet

break, or rather smash, up every morsel of bone, whether it be

of fish, flesh, or fowl. It would please any one to see how
soon the fowls put in an appearance when the chopper goes to

work. I have a beautiful grass run for them, but very in-

different shelter for them in cold or wet weather. The old

fowl, of which I sent you a notice as having laid 279 eggs, made
the number up to 289 ! Now I am happy to say she is havkig

a thorough shift, and still looks as rosy about the head as any

of the pvdlets.—J. P.

Birmingham Pocltky Show.—We are informed that the

Council of the Birmingham Cattle and Poultry Show will meet

shortly to re\is9 the prize lists for the present year. Intending ___ .

donors ti sptcial prizes, or exhibitors having suggestions to 1 this day in the high places of our best exhibitions

FOUR-TOED HOUDANS.
I am glad to see that several of the leading breeders of

Houdans have taken up the cause of the fifth toe, which ap-

pears to be so strong an abomination in the eyes of Mr. Schroder
and others. It is one of the leading characteristics of the breed,

and, in my opinion, is as important as crest, beard, or plumage.
Besides, so strongly has this " abominable " point been in-

sisted upon, that myself and other breeders have abstained

from using birds which do not possess it ; and our efforts have
been so far successful, that out of nearly one hundred birds

bred by me last year, I had but three with only four toes, and
these I consigned to the cook.

If Mr. Schroder's suggestions were adopted, the care we have
taken in improving our stock will have been entirely thrown
away, and we shall have to start afresh. This, I maintain,
would be excessively unfair.

I have never had a Houdan with a bumble foot, so the fifth

toe is not attended with those evil consequences which attach

to the Dorkings.
" Nemo " says the plumage of Houdans has not yet become

uniform. Let us make it so. For my own part I have a
strong objection to Light birds, which become less distinctly

marked with age, and have this year determined to breed solely

from Dark birds, which are decidedly the most fashionable.

—

LlNDUM.

A CAUTION TO FOWL-SELLERS.
There have been so many " cautions " in your valuable

paper, and to which my attention has often been drawn, that I

am surprised any one should be victimised after reading them.
In spite of myself, however, I have to confess that I have been
" done," and that, too, by a celebrated breeder and exhibitor

of Buff Cochins.

The story of my wrongs, how my best birds were got before

being paid for, and sent to an early exhibition, where they took

cup and prize ; how the gentleman wrote me stating that he had
only taken second prize ; next, how a week or two afterwards

he stated that he could not pay me, as the secretary of said

show had not paid him ; and how after many months, and
many instalments, I was completely " dropt," being minus
several shillings, which the said gent deducted for part railway-

expenses when he came, several months before, to see my
celebrated Buffs—a full account of this most interesting trans-

action I purpose sending to your Journal next week, if you
will promise me a little space ; and I wish distinctly and em-
phatically to state, that I shall do this solely to benefit those

who may have to part with their "pets" from unforeseen cir-

cumstances, and as a "stopper" to those would-be respect-

able exhibitors.

If you can afl'ord space next week for a letter from me, oii

this subject. I would esteem it a favour.—F. W., 14, Wcstbay

Green, Sheffield.

[We hope this will suffice without further exposure. If the

party you allude to does not fully satisfy you, let us know.

—

Eds.]

PIGEONS—NUMBER OF CROSSES.
I AM asked by Mr. Eose what number of crosses between two

birds I consider are required in order to produce ' fine healthy

Pouters." If I understand the question rightly, the desired

healthy Pouters may be produced from one pair of birds either

having no relation to each other, or being distantly related. I

am no advocate for a continued crossing, and think we often

err in this, as we cannot be always sure of the origin of newly-

acquired birds. If we obtain a good " strain " we should be

careful of the cross we introduce, both as regards colour and

style. Any strain may be kept up by matching relations now
and then, and it is remarkable how f.ar we may go in this way,

without injuring the form or constitution of the birds.

About twelve years ago, during my absence from home, a

pair of Pouters, mother and son, mated and produced a pair of

eggs. The young birds were reivred by a pair of Fantails, and

finer healthy birds I never saw. I shall say nothing of their

colour, but for size and perfection of shape I have not seen

them surpassed. The descendants of this produce figure to-

Such a
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match as this no one would recommend, but two or three pairs

of fine birds of one colouv, or colours kindred to each other, will

serve for many years without iutroJuciug any now blood.

—

James Huie.

EOUP IN PIGEONS.
The following recipe for roup in Pigeons may perhaps be of

use to Mr. Boyd and other breeders. I have cured some most
inveterate cases with it, and, proper time being allowed, do not
think I ever remember it to have failed.

Upon a small handful each of rue, wormwood, and here-
hound, pour a quart of boiling water, strain oft when cold into

a common wine bottle, adding a small quantity of saiiron and
a little sugar, a table-spoonful to be given to the bird through a
funnel every morning.
The mixture will keep good any reasonable time when bottled.

I have also found it of great use, with other remedies, for cancer.

—W. K. Rose.

A GUIDE TO CANARY BREEDING.—No. 1.

Among our household pets, the Canary very deservedly
holds a high place in onr estimation. He is a cheerful, merry
little fellow, and is at home alike in the cottage and the mansion,
repaying such trifling attentions. as he demands at our hands
with the most delicious melody, which under proper training can
be made to rival the notes of the sweetest song birds of Britain.

But not in this respect alone does interest attach to the
Canary. An almost endless diversity of shape and plumage has
rendered it a most attractive subject for the fancier ; and the
magnifioent collections which are annually congregated at our
great exhibitions at the Crystal Palace, Sunderland, South-
ampton, and other towns sufficiently attest the increasing in-

terest with which this bird is regarded, while the large prices
realised by good specimens indicate financial results of a flatter-

ing character. The impetus which the exhibitions have given
to Canary-breeding is something extraordinary ; and since it is

an occupation, the tendencies of which are all elevating, and
which can be carried on in the nursery, the parlour, the study,
the conservatory, or indeed almost anywhere and everywhere,
it shall be my object to give a few practical hints for the
guidance of those beginners who may be disposed to " put up "

a pair or two of birds for the approaching season. I do not
propose to issue a learned treatise, but simply what it pretends
to be, an A B G guide to those who are studying the alphabet
of Canary-breeding.

All Canaries are, as a rule, divided into two classes as regards
colour—viz. Yellow and Buff, or more technically spealdng,
Jonque and Mealy. Whether Norwich, Belgian, Cinnamon,
Lizard, Green, or any other class, these two are the primary
colours, any markings or variegations being built upon these
two foundations.

It may appear strange to a novice when he hears that a Green
may be a Yellow Green or a BnB Green, but a very little

explanation will make this clear. Perhaps it will be better first

to give a definition of what is meant by Buff, which has some
very strongly marked features, while Yellow is conspicuous by
their absence.

Buff or Mealy, then, in a Canary, is that dead, flat colour
which is always found overlaid, more or less, by a wliite, silvery,

mealy exterior, giving the bird the appearance of having been
dusted with flour, sometimes almost to whiteness, hence the
term mealy—and which flatness of hue with its overcoat of
meal is clearly observable over any colour whatever. Yellow
consists in the absence of this dead colour and meal, and the
substitution of a clear transparent hue.
Jonque and Mealy are, in their application, more expressive

terms than Y'ellow and Buff, and may, without too closely con-
sidering their etymology, be understood to convey the idea of a
clear, glossy, brilliant, trausparant shade of any colour, or a
dead, flat shade of the same, overlaid by a coat of meal, which,
since it turns Yellow to Buff, has occasioned the general use of
these familiar words. We can therefore have, for example,
" Jortque Cinnamon "

—

i.e., a pure, clear, brilliant, transparent
cinnamon, and we can also have a " Mealy Cinnamon "

—

i.e.,

the same colour, but overlaid with more or less meal, giving it

a subdued shade, which is to the other as Buff' is to Y'ellow.
The same observation applies to Lizards, and as stated at the
outset, to all classes. It may not be so obvious in one as in
another, but the distinction is there, and a very little experience
will enable the beginner to detect it.

A right appreciation of the purity or depth of shade in colour

is arrived at only by experience, but this general explanation ig

given to enable the breeder to pair his birds properly, the first

fundamental maxim being. Pair Jonque cocks with Mealy hens,

and vice vrrsil.

The Mealy birds of either sex are invariably the most com-
pact in phiraago, and the crossing of the colours induces this

most invaluable property while it intensifies the colour under

llie meal, producing in some instances birds of a marvellous

hue. The produce of two Jonques, oven if high in colour, will

bo apt to be wanting in quality aud what is called " open-
feathered," while that of two Mealy birds will be deficient in

colour. There are cases in which it may bo highly judicious to

pair two Jonques or two Mealy birds, and such is often done
with a view to bring about certain desired results, but the

beginner need not try any experiments. It is usual also in

pairing crested birds to cross a crest with a baldpate. Two
crests are seldom paired together unless for special purposes,

though this also is sometimes done when special results are

aimed at.

The birds should not be " put up " too soon. The state of

the weather to a greater or less extent alters the time. They
will breed under favourable circumstances at Christmas, but
this is by no means desirable. Some breeders have favourite

dates at which to commence ; one of our most eminent breeders

told me at the late Crystal Palace Show, that he is never later

than the firstweek in March. Much, however, must depend upon
the situation, aspect, &o. As a rule, the beginning of April is

early enough to make a start, at least in the north. Remember
that two fine days do not make a summer, and many a breeder

has had cause to regret being tempted to pair his birds too

early. Letter begin late, very late, than too early—rely upon it

nothing is gained by being impatient, and nothing is lost by
waiting, till—when ? Why till the nights are warm and your
hens can see to feed at five o'clock in the morning.—W. A.
Blakston.

ADDING LIGURIAN QUEENS.
In substituting one queen for another, inexperienced apia-

rians would do well to attend to all those precautions which
have been recommended to bo observed by Mr. Woodbury. A
queen cage is a most useful auxiliary in the process, and the

American plan of immersing the queen in liquid honey im-
mediately before introducing her to her new subjects, is often

crowned with success ; but I have never in my own apiary used
any of these adjuncts, my practice being based on the convic-

tion, arising from experience, that bees will cheerfully accept

any sovereign after they have fairly ascertained the loss of

their own, provided that no encasements have recently taken
place within their hive, and no stranger element has entered it.

During the breeding season the loss of a queen is generally

discovered within twenty-four hours, and when the bees become
conscious of their loss they are thrown into a state of agitation,

aud may be seen running out and in at the entrance, and up
and down the front of the hive. If about two hours after this

agitation is observed a new queen be given to them, they will

receive her favourably, even though the hive should be filled

with eggs and brood.

After breeding is suspended, and the bees have entered into

a state of comparative repose, they might not, in the absence

of a thorough disturbance, find out their loss for several days.

When, therefore, I abstract a queen for the purpose of replac-

ing her by another, I take care to rouse the hive into complete

activity. If the queen is taken away in the morning I put the

deprived bees into a state of general commotion in the after

part of the day, either by tapping, partial driving, or elevating

the frames and shaking the bees back into the box, according

to the character of the hive operated on. This makes the bees

search for their queen, and by the following day the unwelcome
truth has been sufficientlj' learned that she is no longer among
them. The signs which indicate this are as follow :—On
removing the crown board, or turning up the hive if a common
straw one, and blowing a little smoke on the bees, a continu-

ous hum is set up by a general vibration of the wings, and a

running-over the combs as if in search of something. The
new queen may be introduced as soon as convenient after this

evidence has been obtained, and I always inaugurate the in-

troduction by a few whiiTs from a fumigator held in the mouth.
In following the practice described, I do not remember ever

having lost a queen, or requiring a longer interval than twenty-

four hours between removing the old sovereign aud substituting

the new.
Hives in which queens have been imprisoned should be
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allowed to remain in a queenless state for a few days before
giving them a new sovereign ; and I need scarcely add, that all
operations should be conducted at a time when bees in neigh-
bouring colonies are least likely to be attracted to the scene.
Excepting during the swarming season, a more favourable re-
ception is given by bees to fertile than to virgin queens.—E. S.

WHO FIRST SUCCEEDED TN INTEODUCING
THE LIGURIAN BEE?

Major Mcnn, the inventor and patentee of "Munn's patent
bar-and-frame hive, or miniature apiary " has recentlyjread a
paper before the East Kent Natural History Society, in which
he rnakes such remarkable statements regarding the first intro-
duction of the Ligurian bee into England, and otiier matters in
which I am personally concerned, that I have been induced to
correct them in a letter addressed to a local paper, in which
appeared a report of his observations, and which letter I shall
be glad to have republished in " our Journal." The true facts
of the case were very well known to the apiarian world at the
time, but it is not impossible that after the lapse of between
eight and nine years, many may be imposed upon by the attempt
now being made to claim on behalf of Mr. Neighbour credit
for what was really achieved by—A Devonshike Bee-keepee.

" To the Kilitor of the Dover CJimm'cle.
",SiE,—I am indebted to the kindness of a friend for the opportunity

of perasiuR a copy of yonr Jonmal of the 22nd inst., which contains a
report of a paper on ' Bees," read by Major Munn before the East
Kent Natnral History Society, and in which I find it vouched for that
" Mr. G. Neishbour, of Regent Street, was the original introducer of
the Ligurian or Alp Bee, through a German named Hermann. Now,
as I have always considered, and never before knew it disputed, that
I was the first who succeeded in introducing this bee into England, I
will briefly state the circumstances of the case :

—

" During the summer of lS5i», I entered into con-espondence with
M. Hermann, and received a qnecnidirect from him at the same time
that he sent some queens to Mr. Neighbour, one of which I believe
found its way to the Eev. Mr. Scott, of SUepherdswell, in your neigh-
honrhood, and I afterwards had other queens direct from him during
the autumn of the same year. It so happened that all my queens
lived through tlie following winter, whilst the others (Mr. Neighbour's
and the Rev. Mi-. Scott's) died, and the supply being cut off by the
disappearance of M. Hermann, Mr. Kcifilihour'jiossessci/ 710 Lir/iiritiiis

wluitei'er, except iehat came from my ajtianu natil four or tire years
aftericartls, when he succeeded in again obtaining bees frorn Switzer-
land. During the Intemationnl Exhibition of 18G2, Mr. Neighbour
showed a stock of Ligurians, which I lent him for the occasion, and
which he retnnied to my apiary when the Exhibition closed. From
this stock, which he thus exhibited, he took orders from the Victoria
Acclimatisation Society, for several stocks to be sent to Australia.
These orders were in due course transmitted to and executed by mo ;

the devices by which the bees were enabled to survive an uninterrupted
confinement of seventy-nine days being contrived and executed by my-
self alone. To me, therefore, and to me alone, belongs also whatever
credit may be dne for the successful transmission of the Ligurian bee to
the Antipodes, where it has since multiplied and flourished so abundantly.

" Major Munn also states that I now supply ' Ligurian bees and
bee hives at .£.> and f6 each stock,'—my price really being but £4 Is.,

including first-class frame hive, and taking upon myself the risk of
transit to all parts of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

" I may perhaps be permitted to say a few words on the subject of
hives. I have never sought to derive one penny advantage from the
sale of those called after my name, but have always freely supplied
patterns to be copied, without fee or reward, by any hive-maker who
might ask for them. As regards price, a first-rate frame hive can be
made and sold by the retailer at a fair profit for a guinea, and if

dealers will not supply them at that r.ate I will do so myself, to any
who may apply to me.'—Yours, &c.—T. \\. Woodbury, Mount Itad-
fonl Kixtcr, iCth Feb., 1868."

DISASTROUS EFFECTS OF FOUL BROOD.
I KEGEET to find it stated in Major Munn's paper on " Bees,"

read before the East Kent Natural History Society, and to
which I have already referred, that " Mr. 'Neighbour has to
deplore the great loss of some sixty stocks of bees ;" so that it

would appear that foul brood has been just as disastrous in its

ultimate effects on Messrs. Neighbours' own apiary as on those
of their customers who have received bees from them since
they undertook themselves to import and supply Ligurian
stocks.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

Eakly Qdeen 'Wasp.—A fine queen wasp was found on the
lawn, near Hull, to-day (February 24th}, and destroyed. Is not
this very early ? [Yes.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
DouBLE-voLKED Eoos (C. Jl/.).—If two yolks are equally developed in

the ovary, and pass at the same time into the egg passage, they become
surrounded by the same white and shell. Wo never knew a double-yolked
egg produce a live chick.

Cock's Sojourn with Hens (Susan).—A fortnight if possible, but a
few days are always considered sufficient. We consider three days
enough.

Starling Pigeons-Pinioned Ducks (Wid!ieov).—'Ibe Starling Pigeon
should not have mottled shoulders. A pair of wild Ducks would not be
disqualified because they were pinioned.

Jungle Fowl IIdem}.—'V/e have kept the " Callus Bankiva " through
many winters. We kept the I)ird8 at liberty, and in all weathers they
roosted on the top of an unusually high holly tree. We do not believe
they would do well with Golden and Silver Pheasants. We could never
tame them. We endeavoured to keep the last we had in a large aviary,
but he flew up against the top covering till he killed himself.

Keepis-g Eggs (G. H.).—Take a deep bread-pan; at the bottom pHt
wetted lime 8 inches deep. It should bo so slaked that the egg put in
it will retain the position in which it is placed. Stand the eggs in it

closely together, small ends downwards. When the layer is full pour OD
sufficient slaked lime to cover every egg, add to it till "there is enough to
make every egg stand upright ; when it is completed pour over again, and
begin the third layer. Continue in like manner till the pan is full. They
will keep as long as you please to keep them. If they are new-laid when
put in they will keep so, but if they are stale they will not be restored
by it.

Moping Pullet (Lrmon BuJf}.~Yo\ir Cochin pullet has not had the
roup. They are not subject to it. She is in a bad state of body, and this
inclines her to raw meat. Grass is good food. We recommend purging
with castor oil till no more slime comes away, and feeding on stale bread
and ale to keep up strength. We also ad\i3e a pill of camphor the size

of a pea every night.

Dorking Hen ^vith Inflated Abdomen iW. B.).—It is possible there
is an obstruction of the egg passage. If it is caused by a broken egg, it

is incurable ; if by a whole egg, you will relieve it by taking a wing
feather, soaking it thoroughly in oil, and passing it gently up the passage
till it meets the obstruction. This should be done several times, and tlie

feather should be dipped in the oil each time. This must be delicately

done, as the egg breaks easily while in the hen, and there is no remedy
in such a case. If it be so, the egg can be easily felt. If it is not, we
know no remedy but active purging with castor oil to remove the cause of
distress.

Swollen- Crop (F. S.).—The swollen crop in the Silver-Grey Dorking
pullets probably arises from sluggish action in that organ. Give each a
dessert-spoonful of brandy two or more mornings follo^ving.

Bearing Down in a Brahma Pullet (SiifcitcnVjcr).— Citrate of iron
will only do harm in her case. Your hen has a difficulty in laying. A
feather soaked in oil and passed up the passage will enable her to lay
without pain or effort. This will only be necessary two or three times.
Let her have plenty of grass, and it you have lettuces give her some. It

is not an uncommon case at this time of year.

Game Fowls'^with Game Bantams (W. H. B.).—It is not safe to let

them run together.

Ground Oats may be obtained from J. & B. Marsh, Corn Merchants
and Steam Millers, Kingston, Surrey.

Heat in Incubator (,-f. W. Shau-).—The temperature under the flanneb
is that which you must attend to.

Bullfinches ( ).—Bullfinches are lute birds at nesting. Give them
the usual food—viz., rape, canary, and a small quantity of hemp seed not
bruised. Place in the cage the material for building, let them have all

the sun you can, and about the end of May probably they may breed.

Mr. Woodbury's Photograph (C. A. J.l.~You can have a photograph
of Mr. Woodbury if you enclose thirteen postage stamps with your address.

Bee House—Removing Bees {H. A. F.).—We prefer a verandah or a
lean-to shed, built against a wall, of sufficient width and height to shelter
the hives, and permit all operations to be conducted at the back. Your
question as to where to get a stock of Ligurians was answered by Mr.
Woodbury in page 176. The best time for transporting a stock to Scot-
land is as soon as the dangers of winter are entirely over, and the bees
are restored to full strength and activity—say April, or even May, accord-
ing to the season.

Brown Substance on the Entrance and Top of a Hive (E. Y. C).
—The thick brown composition which you describe is the excrement of
the bee, and its appearance about the entrance of the hive may be re-
garded as the premonitory symptom of incipient dysentery, which, how-
ever, will probably disappear under the genial influence of a Uttle mild
and open weather.

Bee Hives (J. D., ShcJH€ld).—A\l depends ' upon the extent of your
apiarian acquirements. The scientific bee-keeper will find the Woodbury
frame hive the best and the most profitable, whilst the novice and those
possessed of but little scientific knowledge will do well to commence with
flat-topped straw hives, such as the one delineated in page 178 ; or Payne's
Improved Cottage Hive, described in " Bee-Keeping forthe Many." Either
of these can be manufactured by any ordinary straw-hive maker at a
moderate price.

Driving Bees (A Bee-kreper).—If the bees of a strong stock are driven
into an empty hive they will, if placed on their old stance, usually remain
there and set vigorously to work after the manner of a natural swarm ;

and if a swarm of Ligurians are inducted into their well-stored dwelUng
they will thereby obtain a very great advantage and, doubtless, flourish
amazingly, whilst no permanent stain will result to their purity. The
few bees ordinarily sent with an Italian queen are, however, not sufficient

to establish a stock in this way, or in any other than the ordinary manner
— ('.(.'., by putting the queen at the head of a stock of common bees.
Ketriever Puppy Diseased (S, H. liidije).—The symptoms are those

of I" the distemper," we fear in a very advanced stage. Give a grain of
calomel and a grain of tartar emetic mixed. This will act as an emetic
and jmrgative, but you had better read what Youatt directs in his work
on "The Dog." It lills several pages.
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Stood throngh the winter, so far looking quite healthy and
likely to survive, unless we have some very severe weather.

—

M. H., Acklam Hall, Middlesborough-on-Tees.

CORDONS—BUSHES—PYRAMIDS.
I HAVE no desire to enter the lists in controversy with such

a pomological giant as Mr. Eivers, but to state my experience,
and venture an opinion to other amateurs, who, like myself,
may take an active interest in fruit-growing. That what I
assert may go as nearly as possible for what it is worth, I will
commence by stating that I have about twelve hundred fruit
trees in various stages of growth, of these forty-six are cordons,
and about one thousand bushes and pyramids. I have had
only five years' experience, but during that time have studied
Eivers, Du Breuil, Brfihaut, and others, besides the weekly con-
tents of " our .Journal." In learning the theory and practice, I
have been more or less assisted by Mr. Rivers, the Eev. T. C.
Brfihaut, Messrs. Abbey, Pearson, and a host of gentlemen's
gardeners, whom I take this opportunity of thanking.

In January, 1865, 1 had a piece of old meadow land trenched,
and planted with 122 bushes on Paradise and Quince stocks, as
advised in the " Miniature Fruit Garden " (twelfth edition) ; of
these fourteen are Cox's Orange Pippin. lu 1866 the produce
was one Apple

; in 1867, 115, or two pecks, instead of a quarter
of a peck each. Sixty-three trees have as yet produced nothing,
twenty-three half a dozen fruit each or less, and twenty-three
bore ten or more last year ; but I must add they promise, with
few exceptions, to do grandly in future.
One word as to labour. Mr. Rivers says that "an active

man can lift and replant one hundred in a day." According
to my experience, to dig up carefully, trim the roots, and re-
plant in quincunx order or straight lines, one hundred trees
are a good day's work for two first-rate spadesmen.

I much prefer bushes to pyramids for everything except ap-
pearance. Whilst M. Du Breuil says the fence must be 7 feet
high, and Mr. BrShaut 10 feet at least, Mr. Rivers much sur-
prises me by recommending a wire fence so low as 4 feet for
diagonal cordons

;
planted at an angle of 45° the trees when

5 feet long would be at the top, and though their roots are so
close together they will send up shoots 4 feet long in one sea-
son, in spite of biennial root-pruning. However, the " average
of one dozen fruit each, of very fine quality," certainly is

"not a bad return for good cultivation "—such a return as I
never have had or expect to have so early as in " the second
year after planting;" eighteen Pear trees on a boarded fence
having given me a total of only twenty-two fruits last season,
though the same sorts do well here as bushes. My crop, no
doubt, was unusually bad, but I venture to think that half a
dozen each is a far more probable average for such young trees.

_
The directions for the cultivation of cordons are delightfully

simple, the promised produce most seductive, but " all is not
gold that glitters." " Cut down to two eyes which next summer
produce two shoots, then pinch to four leaves," &c., but sadly
too often one of these eyes declines to bud in spite of all you
can do, and the only cure is to cut " that melancholy single
shoot " down to two leaf buds next winter. Cordons, more-
over, require constant attention. Few men are permitted by
their occupations to go round their garden every morning
scissors in hand. Most men take a few weeks' leave of absence
during the summer, when, unless they can leave them in ex-
perienced hands, woe betides the cordons. Some carefully
nurtured shoots become a prey to catei-pillars, others become
so rarnpant as to defy any amount of pinching, twisting, and
" partial fractures." Moreover, all drawings that I have ever
seen of cordons represent the growth as equal on the upper and
lower sides, whereas, in fact, it inclines mainly to the upper.

Nearly as much space in " our Journal " might be taken up
hy stating the objections to cordon training as has been
occupied by statements in its favour. I would, with all de-
ference to their advocates, amongst whom I rank myself under
certain conditions, give a word of advice to those amateurs and
market gardeners who may intend planting on this system,
1st, Don't (as Punch say.'? othose about to marry), tUl you have
Been some growing and f wn for some time. If you have not
this chance plant but i .• by way of experiment. 2nd, On
the authority of M. Du Jrenil and Mr. Brehaut, to which I
humbly add my own, do not attempt to grow them on a fence
less than 7 feet high (10 feet would be far better). 3rd, On the
same authority, do not attempt to dispense with the guide rods.
4th, If you cannot give them constant attention (impossible, I

should say, for market gardeners with their press of work), or
if you cannot during your summer absence leave them in
charge of an experienced person (improbable, because at pre-
sent few understand their culture, and practical men have
several reasonable grounds against its adoption), leave cordons
alone altogether ; and, 5th, until English nurserymen will give
us maiden trees at something like French prices, instead of
from f)d. to Is. each, we had better let alone the French
system. Still, I say, if you have time and inclination, grow a
few as an agreeable hobby, but do not expect too much pro-
duce or httle trouble.

Some readers may infer that I have made a " regular mess "

of fruit culture in general, and have read and learnt to but little

purpose. I, therefore, feel bound to add that I have trees that
for production have equalled, and for shape excel the photo-
graphs BO famiUar to fruit-growers ; dwarf trees, overfruited
for experiment, have been the admiration of many to whom I
have had the pleasure of showing them, and fruits from trees
purposely much limited in the number allowed to ripen, have
excelled in quality any I have yet seen ; but it would be a pity,
if out of one thousand trees I could not obtain something worth
looking at. As every tree is numbered, its culture and produce
separately noted, I can, if such knowledge be thought worth
acquiring, state what each sort produces, and the peculiarities
of its habit and character.

I have thus honestly given the results of my experience by
way of caution to amateur fruit-growers, and in so doing have
to my ability discharged a debt of gratitude which I owe to
many an amateur and gardener who has depicted his successes
and failures for my benefit. I will conclude with a quotation
from Mr. Brthaut, which is to my mind the best thing written
on cordon training. " For an amateur to take up cordon
training, and to endeavour to practise it, irrespective of the
exigencies of our rainy skies, and to expect results attainable
in other dry and sunny localities, is simply absurd."

I hope as years wear on to give, if you care to have them,
further notes on my rapidly increasing plantation of fruit

trees.—C. C. E.

[We do care to have them, as we always covet details of prac-
tice intelligently conducted.—Ens.]

AIR-ROOTS ON VINES.
If the readers of this Journal are like myself, any experi-

ment connected with the Vine will always be of interest to

them, even if it only confirms that which has been previously
advanced by other writers.

For the last two years I have made notes of observations
taken during a succession of Vine-forcing in order to obtain
some reliable information as to the causes of air.roots on Vines,

the effect they have, and the treatment to prevent their ap-
pearance. As a rule. Vines that are forced put forth more air-

roots than those that are not forced, or which are allowed to

grow naturally. This I attribute to the unequally balanced
action between the roots and branches, in other words, to the

deficiency of supply as compared to the demand brought on by
the unseasonable time at which the roots are called upon to act,

and the great difficulty experienced in keeping the temperature
of the roots on equal terms with that of the branches. I am
more convinced of this being the case, from starting a fresh

house of Vines every month from December to April, and as

the season advanced the proportion of air-roots diminished.

Over-cropping is another very frequent cause of the pro-

duction of air-roots, whether the Vine is growing naturally or

artificially. I have found that if a Vine is placed in the most
favourable situation, both for its roots and branches, it does not

root or grow with the same vigour every year, consequently it

is not always able to carry a full crop, but it is too much the

custom to take one from it regardless of consequences; this

weakens the constitution, and Nature seeks to assist herself

by the production of air-roots.

This brings me to the second part of my subject—viz., the

effect air-roots have upon the Vine. Although I believe they

do afford a slight amount of assistance to the Vine during a

certain stage of its growth by feeding upon the moisture in the

atmosphere of the structure, yet I have proved that to allow

them to grow is to bring disappointment to the cultivator and
injury to the Vine, for as soon as air is admitted more freely,

and the atmosphere kept drier to favour the colouring process,

the air-roots dry up and die. The Vine thus receiving a serious

and sudden check, inferior-coloured Grapes are the consequence

.
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Ilaving convinced myself through experiments that stem-

roots upon Vines are an evil, I have found the following treat-

ment effectual in lessening the tendency of the Vine to pro-

duce them.
First, take care that the soil of which the border is composed

13 thoroughly well drained, and of such a nature that when the

roots are penetrating it for food they may take up that which

is most suitable to their requirements. I have found a rich

soil injurious to the Vine when young, and if the latter is treated

on the restrictive system it induces a plethoric condition of

growth not required for the production of good Grapes. The soil

had better be too poor than too rich. Encourage the roots near

the surface, and if they are in outside borders, protect them
from frost and superfluous moisture.

With regard to Vines intended to Jbe| forced, great care

should be taken to iudnce root action as soon as the buds burst

into leaf ; for if the leaf become developed before the roots can

supply it with sap, it must receive some injury from the want
of nourishment. Avoid a high internal temperature and an

excessively moist atmosphere, especially in dull weather and
in the early stages of the Vines' growth. When the surround-

ing atmosphere is cold, and strong winds prevail, root action

is less active, especially in outside borders, through the tem-

perature being reduced. At such times I have found it bene-

ficial to reduce the interior temperature in proportion also,

which keeps the demand and supply upon more equal terms.

There are several other things besides those above mentioned,

but of a less serious character, that will arise during the pro-

gress of the Vine through its different stages of growth, but

the effect they have upon air-root production must depend in

a great measure upon the skill with which the Vine is culti-

vated.

—

Thosus Record, Hau-klnirst, Kent.

formed a pleasing contrast to the almost magenta hue of its

congener, P. cortusoides. I have succeeded in keeping Primnla
erosa (Fortuneij.out in the open border all this winter with the

protection of a hand-glass during severe frost, and it is now
coming into bloom.

Primula cortusoides amona, in my opinion quite distinct

from cortusoides, has no protection at all, and is coming up
green and healthy, and Primula verticillata is alive and well.

Can any of your readers tell mo where to obtain the old
" Double White Cowslip •' " I have tried in vain. Mr. Yonell,

of Yarmouth, used to have a large stock, but has lost them all.

Sophora [Baptisia] australis is another beautiful old-fashioned

flower I wish to procure, and I should like to hear of some one
who grows Narcissus triandrus.

Every one should grow that lovely little perennial, Sisyrin-

chium convolutum. It keeps opening a succession of yellow

stars all the summer.—H. Hartuk Cbewe.

FLOWERS OF OTHER DAYS.
*' Be not the first by Tvbom the new is tried.

Nor yet the first to lay tho old aside."

I AM rejoiced to see that several of your correspondents are

ably fighting the cause of that shamefully and sadly neglected

class, the herbaceous perennials and biennials. It is mar-

vellous to me how any real lover of flowers can do without

them. I have nearly as many as my little garden will hold

already, but mean to go on cramming it as long as there is

any available space. The difBculty is to get hold of many of

the best old-fashioned plants ; they are almost lost to culti-

vation, and it is only by making friends with such lovers of

the olden time as your correspondent Mr. JleUish seems to be,

that you can obtain these herbaceous gems.
However, I think we are waking up, and fine fellows though

they are, we are not going to let the ribbon gardeners and
sub-tropical florists have it all their own way, and we shall

soon, I hope, see some of those glorious old herbaceous gar-

dens, the beauties of which Hill and Milton loved to describe,

aad which Curtis delighted to paint.

To all lovers of beautiful herbaceous plants let me recommend
Michauxia campanuloides, a tall Campanula-like plant, with
large conspicuous white blossoms, somewhat like a Turk's Cap
Lily. I saw it last autumn, at Glasnevin, several feet in height

and making a raagnifioent appearance. I have just been plant-

ing out a bed of strong young plants from which I promise
myself much pleasure. It is a biennial, and grows very freely

from seed.

Saponaria ocymoides and Silene alpestris make most lovely

pink and white beds in May, perfect sheets of bloom.

No herbaceous plant has afforded me more pleasure this

season than Primula denticulata. I have several plants now
almost smothered with trusses of lovely pale mauve flowers.

One plant which has been out in the open border all the winter,

with the protection of a hand-glass during severe frosts, has as

many as seventeen or eighteen trusses of bloom. It increases

with great rapidity.

Primula purpurea, a closely alUed but very distinct and
lovely species, is quite hardy, and comes into flower as soon as

P. denticulata is over.

Primula altaica, or amoena as some florists call it, a species

closely allied to the common Primrose, is now very lovely, its

large mauve flowers with a yellow eye come in such dense

masses as almost to conceal the leaves. I always have a bed
of Primula cortusoides, and very beautiful it is to look at, and
last year I tried a bed of Primula involucrata (Munroi), and
-was not at all disappointed. Its pretty French white flowers

Amono the too-much neglected shrubs are the following :—

_

Berbebis japonica.—I have about thirty plants, some in

warm, some in cold situations, all of them in a good, light, but

unprepared soil, and some of them exposed to the whole day's

sun, but I find them do about equally well in all situations.

The winter of 1866-67 damaged a few of them sUghtly, but they

have all recovered. They are now in bloom.
Buxns BALEARicA.—Fourteen plants were all damaged, some

killed outright, and most of them to the ground, by the hard

frost of January, 1867. Only two, in very sheltered positions,

now look tolerably healthy, and I fear the plant is one of tho

least hardy evergreens.

Among the evergreen shrubs, not Conifers, which here suf-

fered most from the severe winter of 1866-67 (my thermometer

was about zero), I may enumerate Arbutus, Bays, and Laurus-

tinns, both sorts, nearly all cut to the ground ;
Colchian, and

in some places common Laurels, Garrya elliptica, Euonymus
japonicus aureus fol. var., and Double-blossomed Furze; the

last-named alone being in most cases kUled, not twenty out of

fifty plants remaining.

Two young Cork trees were undamaged. A Piptanthua

left out without any protection, though kUled down, survived

and blossomed last summer better than plants kept in the

house.

I will with pleasure give you my experience of other shrubs

if you desire it, but I especially wish to direct your attention to

the little-known hardiness of Chama;rops excelsa, a name which

I hope to see, and which deserves to be, at the top of your next

article. I planted one in the autumn of 1864, and another in

1865, the former in a somewhat sheltered, the latter in an

exposed situation. I have never 'given them any sort of pro-

tection. One was somewhat damaged in January, 1867 ;
the

other, the larger, not in the least, and it grew strongly last

summer. My only Chamaerops hnmUis, also unprotected, was

much damaged, but will recover.—A Soesceibee.

AUCUBA JAPONICA.
In reply to "Habey's" inquiry in the Journal of the 5th

inst., I beg to state that artificial impregnation of the flowers of

our old Aucuba is unnecessary, moderate proximity of the

male plant being quite sufficient.

There may be seen here at present two good-sized plants of

our old favourite loaded with clusters of large, beautiful, scarlet

berries. These bushes were fertilised by a small plant in a

pot being placed a few feet from them when in bloom last

spring, and the result proves to be perfectly satisfactory ;
for,

not only are the clusters largely distributed on the outside o£

the bushes, but they are also to be found in masses in th«

interior ; thus showing a wonderfully minute and extensiva

distribution of the pollen.—J. Savers, Gardener to T. Bewley,

Esq., Itoclcville, Blackrock, near Dublin.

EFFECT OF CROSS-IMPREGNATION ON SEEDEf.

I have the Ruimer Kidney Bean Zebra; and should your

correspondent " Lansdownb, Worcester," page 1 9 1 ,
March Sta,

not succeed in obtaining them nearer home, I shall be happy to

present him with a few—six dozen or so, if he will tell me how
and where to send them, and wUl pay carriage. A few would

go by post. I have another variety of the same character of

Bean, whose ground colour is dark (a sort of mahogany), vntu

the same black stripe.
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This subject has hrought to my remembrance a singiJar freak

of nature which occurred in my garden last year. I received
from the Royal florticiiltural Society, through our local Society,

my share of a distribution of choice seeds, &c. ; and among them
were some half-dozen small black Beans, named Black Wax
Eunners, about the size of the) white dwarf Bean. These I

planted carefully ; and in order to make a line, I put in with
them some fine large white Eunners. Guess my surprise, on
opening the ripe pods of these latter for seed, to find jet black
Seans the full size of the white ones. I can only account for

this by supposing the bees to have been busy among the blos-

soms, and to have carried the pollen from flower to flower.

Would this be your opinion, and is it a rare occurrence ?

—

Alf.
Tibet, Manor Cottage, Noirmont, Jersey.

[Mr. T. A. Knight, the distinguished first President of the
Eoyal Horticultural Society, observed a similar effect produced
on Peas by cross-impregnation.

—

Eds.]

FEENCH ASPARAGUS CULTURE.
ASPARAGCS, as everybody knows, is grown very extensively in

France. Every individual in possession of a piece of ground
devotes a portion of it to its growth ; so that, travel where you
will—from Dunkirk to Perpignan, or from Strasburg to Brest

—it is more or less seen. In fact, everybody grows, cuts, and
sells it. The department of Seine-et-Oise, however, is the most
talked-of portion of France, as having produced the largest

heads of this vegetable. The Lherant family of Argenteuil

jbave shown them 4 inches in circumference ; but I do not look

on this as the criterion of good cultivation—quite the contrary,

21S I know from experience that those overgrown heads of

Asparagus, like all coarse overgrown vegetables or fruit, are

not near so relishable and well-flavoured as the medium-sized,
that have been grown on more wholesome and less-manured
ground. Many French gourmands, however, think otherwise,

and relish these coarse Asparagus with great gusto, more par-

ticularly when they hear that the Imperial Horticultural

Society of France has crowned them with a gold medal, which
they do frequently.

It is not my purpose here to criticise the flavour of this

wholesome vegetable. Some are very fond of it ; others, again,

have an aversion to it. I think all wUl agree that we have a

much more wholesome and nutritious vegetable in the Marrow-
fat Pea—altogether a cheaper and more serviceable vegetable

for the people. This is a vegetable quite unknown amongst
the people of France ; so also are the Scarlet Runner Bean,
the Sea-kale, a good spring Cabbage, and Broccoli ; scarce also

are a decent Onion, a good Potato, a fine Cucumber, and

—

about the most useful of all for poor people—a good Leek.
The Asparagus Kale, a most profitable hardy spring vegetable

—nearly as good to my mind as Asparagus itself—is never to

be met with. A good Turnip also is a scarce vegetable. These
are a few of the good things that are to be found in nearly

every cottage garden in Britain, while in France they are either

scarce or nearly unknown. As a rule, the vegetables most
common in England are scarce in France, and vice versa ; but

not to the same extent in the former, for I know of no vege-

tables common in France and comparatively scarce in England,
except Asparagus and Lettuce, and the latter only so in winter.

I had nearly forgot to mention the Rhubarb as also another

excellent addition to our English spring dainties when well

grown. I remember my wife once giving a spoonful or two of

this vegetable, stewed with sugar, to a Frenchman, who de-

clared he never tasted anything so nice in its way ; eaten as he
ate it—with a piece of bread, and with a flavouring of Cloves

—

it is certainly as nice as stewed Pears or Apples.
The culture of Asparagus having become quite a mania in

3?ranee, it may reasonably be supposed that the mode of cul-

tnire adopted by the French gardeners is perfect. I believe it

lO be so ; but, at the same time, the soil of Seine-et-Oise is

peculiarly well suited to the requirements of the Asparagus root

;

just as the soil in the midland parts of France is suited to

the requirements of the Vine ; and with the hot sunny days
and cool dewy nights, with ordinary care in destroying weeds,

aB9 a few other minor attentions, it lives and flourishes to a

VS*y prolific degree, and continues doing so, with little or no
Bfttinre, for thirty years. I have seen the roots of Asparagus
8 'feet deep in the inexhaustible calcareous beds of soil so com-
mon in this department. It will be seen, then, that the system
in vogue is very greatly aided by nature, whatever may be said

to the contrary ; of course I am speaking of out-door culture.

In forcing an aspergerie, as it is termed here, or a field of

Asparagus, if Vines have been growing on the land previously,

no outlay is necessary further than lining the groimd off

and throwing out trenches 4 feet apart, measuring from the
middle of the trench. The depth is regulated according to the
consistency of the soil—or, in other words, the lighter the soil

the;deeper the trench, and the heavier the soil the shallower
the trench ; in either case it must not exceed 18 inches in
width ; this allows the ridges to be cropped with light crops of

Haricot Beans, early Potatoes, and the like.

Every grower raises his own roots by sowing selected seed.

The largest and earliest ripened seeds are chosen. A bed of

sandy unmanured soil is lined off, forming little furrows
12 inches apart, and the selected seed finger-and-thumbed-in at

least 4 inches apart. After the rake has been drawn over all,

the seeds will be 2 inches from the surface. This operation is

done on a dry day in February. By the end of March, a hoe-
ing before the seeds germinate tends to keep the seed beds
clear of weeds, after winch the young plants soon begin to show
themselves above ground. The end of April and beginning of

May bring hot dry weather. A slight mulching with decayed
manure is now applied. After this nothing more is required

but a little hand-weeding and repeated waterings in very hot
weather throughout the year. At the period when they may be
termed yearlings with half an inch of growth, which wUl be
about the end of March, is the time when the planting in the
aspergerie takes place.

The previously prepared trenches, having been well sea-

soned by a winter's frost, are now run over with a coarse rake,

levelling the coarse clods of soil, which fall to pieces like slaked

lime, and at the same time a good portion of this aired soil

from off the ridge is sent into the trench. With this and a
little rotten manure, little molehills are formed 16 inches apart.

Three persons are necessary for the work. One takes his place

at the seed bed, lifting carefully with a fork the young roots

and laying them in a basket, screening them from sun or winds
with his blouse, and carrying them to the principal in the
trench. This individual takes them one by one, and in a very

neat and expeditious manner lays each root on a molehill

—

every root being laid out like an expanded hand. The third

individual comes behind with a basketftil of dry prepared rich

soil. A good double-handful is placed gently over each root,

and the planting is terminated.

About three weeks after this the young roots are pushing
vigorously, and the three-pronged hoe-rake is again brought
into use and run through on the ridges, allowing again a Uttle

of the soil to fall into the trench. The trenches are then in

turn gone over with the same instrument or a common draw-
hoe, levelling the soil, and cutting up at the same time any
weeds ; any such found around the crown of the Asparagus root

are pulled out with the hand. With these slight earthings-np,

and an occasional hoeing, nothing more is required for this

year. The ridges, of course, are planted with Potatoes, salads.

Beans, or Carrots, which require at the same time attention.

In the month of December, if a good day can be found, the

soU that has accumulated on the roots by the hoeing and walk-

ing on the ridges, is taken away by a short broad- bladed hoe

and laid again on the ridge. The crowns of the Asparagus are

laid bare, and again a handful of light rich soil is put on them.

Some prefer a quantity of rotten manure for this purpose.

Nothing more is done till the month of February of the second

year, when the ridges are again dug and cleaned for the year's

cropping.—H. K. (in Gardener.)

(To be contmned.)

MUSHROOM CULTURE.
I SEN-D you a box of Mushrooms, and as my mode of treat-

ment is s'omewhat different from " G. Egerton's,"' and I have

practised it successfully for many years, a few explanatory

words may be acceptable to some of your many readers.

In the first place we procure as much horse dung, long and

short together, as will make one-half the bed ; we next obtain

enough droppings to cover the bed all over 2 inches thick ; then

we throw each together in separate heaps. In a few days the

heap will require turning, which is repeated here three times

during a fortnight, or, if thought necessary, a foiurth time,

when it is thought sufficiently sweetened.

We make the beds in the following manner :—We use, as

fresh as can be obtained, enough dung from the yard to make

the bed nearly 1 foot deep, shaking out some of the longest
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Utter, beat well, and cover it with an inch of soil, which is also

well beaten down. Wo next put on the dung, as mentioned
above, well beating it down as the work proceeds ; then we finish

off with the droppings, leaving all as firm as possible. In
nine days sr so the bed will be fit to spawn, or have a tempe-
rature of from 7,5' to 80'. We soil it at the same time, leaving

it as firm and smooth as we can.

I should mention that our Mushroom house is a cellar, and
the beds are all made on the floor, some in the form of a ridge

and some nearly flat. We cover them with hay, and never
water till they decline bearing.

I do not suppose there is anything new in this system, for it

was taught mo by my father, who was under the late Mr.
Mearns ; but any of your readers who may try it will not be

disappointed with the result, as the sample sent will, I think,

be sufficient to prove.

—

John Gouan, Gardener, Lea Castle,

Kiddeninii':ter.

[The Mushrooms were well grown, densely crowded, and of

all sizes from that of a pea up to that of a crown piece, but there

is nothing new in the system of culture ; it will do well under
the superintendence of an experienced man, like other rough-
and-ready modes, alluded to by Mr. Fish and others. One
circumstance much in your favour is having the bed in a cellar

with its next-to-uniform temperature and moist atmosphere.
Beginners we would advise to prepare the dung a little more,
and have it dried, without too much heating it. Too much
heat is that by which most beginners lose their crop.

—

Eds.]

MY ORCHARD-HOUSE JOURNAL.
It is, I think, probable, that some of your readers may be

interested in the periods of blossoming, setting and swelling

the fruit, and other matters pertaining to the culture of a

large collection of orchard-house trees in pots, the trees from
five to fifteen years old. I propose, therefore, at intervals to give
in your columns a short journalistic account of the doings of

my trees, commencing this spring of 1868, and continuing it,

if permitted, through the season.

Feb. 5.—The " Mumc," a .Japan Apricot in full bloom—

a

charming tree. Its calyces are of a deep crimson, and its petals

delicate pink. This is the earliest of all stone fruits. Last
season it blossomed in January, towards the end. This in-

teresting tree bears a small compressed fruit, yellow, and some-
thing like an Almond in shape ; it is acid and bitter, and al-

though the tree blossoms so early its fruit is not so early as

Oullins Early Peach Apricot.
Feb. 2G.—Apricots in full bloom. The old trees perfect

masses of blossom—most beautiful. Seedling Apricots, of

which there are some forty in number, di£fer by several days
in their periods of blossoming, thus giving hopes of variety in
their fruit. They are full of blossom, and full of interest.

March, dtli.—Apricot blossoms have shed their petals ; every
blossom seems to have set, so that the thinning of the fruit

will be a tiresome business. The seedling Apricots vary much
in their time of blossoming, many are now in full bloom,
whUe others, standing side by side and under the same treat-

ment, have not opened a bud.
The blossom buds of Peaches and Nectarines are bursting

fast. I observe to-day a curious anomaly, the Lord Palmerstou
Peach, one of the latest, is nearly in full bloom—earlier than
any other. Its large Anemone-like flowers, like those of its

parent the Pavie de Pompone, are most conspicuous and orna-
mental.—T. E.

WARNING TO INTENDING EMIGRANTS.
What a happy people we Britishers ought to be ; but we

have been trudging on in the easy ways so long, that we do not
wait to think of the comforts and blessings we daily enjoy, and
nntil we go to foreign lands, or the distant colonies, and are
knocked about " from pillar to post," and worn out in fighting

continuous disadvantages, we cannot thoroughly realise the
fact that ours is, indeed, " the happiest land upon earth." We
hear continually of the advantages possessed by other lands,
and certainly " one side of the story is good until the other
side is told," but in sober truth I wish to warn those who are
needlessly discontented with their lot here, and to prevent
them, if possible, " jumping out of the frying pan into the fire."

As I am now addressing my brother horticulturists, I sliall

confine myself simply to horticultural subjects, and endeavour
to show a few of the drawbacks as exemplified by my own ex-

perience in various parts of North America, both in the British

colonies, and in the United States.

A careful and energetic person in the western part of the

State of New York, some years ago planted an orchard of dwarf

Pears. They were fine trees, well planted, and the ground in

excellent order. For two seasons they did well, and promised
handsome results, but there came one of those fearful winters

sometimes experienced in those latitudes, when the mercury
falls to many degrees below zero, and out of nine hundred trees

not six survived. The hopes of the planter were destroyed at

one sweep. The intense frost had killed all the Quince roots ;

some of the trees had sap enough in them to open the buds,

and then they went off as though a fire had passed through

them.
Another cultivator had a plantation of native Vines, in

number about four thousand. They had grown well for two sea-

sons, and a similarwintertothat just mentioneddestroyed them
all. The ground had frozen early in the autumn after heavy
rains, and was surcharged with moisture. During the month
of January a rapid thaw set in, and the plants were heaved up,

all the fibrous roots being broken, and nearly all above ground.

Before they could be covered or replanted the ground froze

again ; and as almost the whole plant, root and branch, was ex-

posed to the action of frost and sun, the result was the total

destruction of the vineyard.

Another fruit-grower had a fine young Apple orchard, six

years planted, and in consequence of the severity of the weather

the field mice were very much put to it to find food. The
result was, that the vermin barked nearly every tree in the

orchard, and most of them died, and even the survivors might
have gone too, for all they were worth afterwards.

An enterprising English farmer, who has had plenty of ex-

perience in the management of hedges at home, has been trying

for some years past to grow a live fence round his garden, but

all to no purpose. Do what he may the mice find their way
to the plants every winter, and girdle them most effectually.

So persistent and so numerous are they, that the hedge project

has had to be abandoned. His case is not a solitary one.

All these unfortunates are careful and tidy cultivators, and
their mishaps have come upon them through no neglect on
their part, but have been positively unavoidable, having been
brought about by natural causes.

With an average temperature during the winter months o£

about 10' Fahr., a gardener can well imagine what an amount
of boiler power and piping must be required to keep the frost

out of glass structures, and at all the establishments with which
I am acquainted the fires have to be made up once or twice

during the night. Then, again, a great heat must be kept up
for fear of a sudden change outside, and the dryness of the

atmosphere is productive of all sorts of insect pests. Nowhere
in America have I seen such green, short-jointed plants, as are

to be found in English houses. During the winter the American
plants look drawn, and pale in colour.

As regards out-door operations, for at least four months in

the year not a spit can be turned, and crops of every kind

must be under cover before the ground freezes, and it often

happens that for the best part of six months stern winter holds

everything with an iron grasp.

Tijen, when seed time comes, there is literally no time for

work. Within a fortnight everything must be done, and it is

then a long time to wait for the crops to come in, for there is

no relay or succession of garden products through the winter

as in England. The summer comes at once, and with it intense

heat, and often protracted drought, or else such violent rain

storms as prostrate everything, and cause much damage to

growing crops.

Then, the grower of fruit has the Tent Caterpillar, the Codlin
Moth, the Curculio or Plum Weevil, the American Blight, the

Fire Blight, the Peach Borer, the Gooseberry Caterpillar, and
many other enemies to battle with. The grower of vegetables

the Striped Bug, the Chinch Bug, the Squash Bug. the Onion
Maggot, the Cockchafer, the Cut-worm, the Spbynx Caterpillar,

and many other desperate and resolute foes. The agriculturist

has to fight with Piust and Smut, Hessian Fly, Wheat Midge,
Cut-worm, Grasshopper, and many other pests ; so that in addi-

tion to the extremes of climate, there are many other enemies
to meet.
Now, I do not mean to say these difficulties are insurmount-

able, but what I wish to show is this, that in running away
from discomforts and adversities at home, we do not know how
much greater we may meet by going abroad. After many years'

experience, my advice to all is, stay at home. I shall be glad
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to reply to any inquiries that intending emigranta may wish
me to answer, but at the same time would say that my decided
opinion is recorded above.—W. T. G.

TRANSPLANTING LARGE TKEES AND SHRUBS.
The practice of transplanting large trees and shrubs being

very general, I will offer a few remarks on the simple contri-
vances which I have found sufficient for the purpose of remoy-
ing trees and shrubs of from 15 to 30 feet in height.

_
The appliances necessary, in addition to the usual spades,

picks, shovels, &c., are a couple of picks with one end for the
purpose of working under the ball ; two or three ropes ; half a
dozen or more slabs of various lengths, from 18 inches to 3 feet,
notched at the ends to hold the rope (these are used in binding
the ball of earth, but in some soils this need not be done,
whilst in others it is absolutely necessary to secure the ball in
the best possible manner) ; and a sledge of sufficient size and
strength : ii feet long and 3j feet wide is a good useful size.

^ I

I

V U AJ
^

Fig. I.

a, a. Staples to fasten the horseg to. 6, i. Chains with rings lor bind-

ing on the sledge, c, c. Ropes for the same purpose, d, d, Rings for

lifting with jack, f , c, For struts—never used.

The sides or runners of the sledge {fig. 1), should be of

good well-seasoned timber 6 inches by 4, and the ends weO
turned up. There should be four slats or bars across, dove-

tailed or morticed into the sides, and about a foot from each

end an inch iron rod. On the outside of the side pieces, at a

convenient distance from the ends, should be fixed good strong

staples, a, (i, of sufficient size to admit of almost any hook for

the purpose of attaching the horses. Inside the ends, at one
end of the sledge, two chains, h,b,2 feet long, with a ring at the

end, should be attached one at each side. At the opposite end
two ropes, c, c, one at each side, and 3 yards or more long,

should be properly fastened. These are for binding the plant

on the sledge, which is done thus :

—

The ropes are put through the rings at opposite corners,

across the ball, round the bole of the tree, drawn tight, and
made fast. Hay or some other soft substance must be used to

prevent the ropes barking the plant.

In opening a trench round the plant to be removed regard

must be had to the size and age of the tree, the nature of the

soil, and other circumstances. It is, however, advisable to

commence a trench which is wide enough, for the work will be
done much more easily and expeditiously by having sufficient

room to work. Two or three feet on one side of the plant

should be left untouched until the sledge is put under ; then
that portion of ground must be cut through, and the plant wiU
sink down on the sledge. Open the trench to a good width,
and be careful to go sufficiently deep to be beneath the fibrous
roots. A depth of 3 feet is usually sufficient to allow the bottom
of the ball to be cut, so as to admit of the sledge being put
under.

In workiug out the plant, work at the bottom of the trench
and beneath the hall with the pick ; then reduce it with the
same tool, which should not be too pointed, otherwise it wiU
be apt to split the roots, on the preservation of which in a very
great measure depends success.
Having reduced the ball to the desired size, work clear beneath.

It is, however, a very good plan, after having worked some dis-
tance under the ball, to shore it up with anything at hand ; a
good stout slab placed along the side, and propped in the centre,
is as good as anything. After placing the sledge under the
ball, cut through the part left, secure the ball with the ropes,
and it may then be drawn to the place where the tree or shrnb
is to be planted. If, however, the plant be likely to sway over,
two ropes held by men will prevent its doing so.

Fio. 2.

1, Grooved wheel. 2, Handle. 3, Hook for lowering. 4. Hook for lift-

ing. 5, Hook for fastening chain when shifting the handle. 6, Lifting
chain.

Arrived at the plant's destination, the horses should walk
through the hole, stopping when the plant is in the centre.

Then drive a strong crowbar firmly into the ground, put a
chain round the ball, placing a good broad stout slab betwixt
it and the earth, make the chain secure to the crowbar, and
the horses will draw the sledge from under the plant.

The same care must be taken in preserving the roots in

planting .is in taking-up; spread them all carefully out, work-
ing fine soil wcU in amongst them, and ramming it firmly

down. Proceed in this manner until the tree be planted ; then
give a good watering and mulch. Stones are as good as any-
thing for the purpose, either for summer or winter.

Three stakes of this shape JL should be let into the ground
at the time of planting, the T-part downwards. Galvanised
iron wire should be fastened to the tops of the stakes, which
should be level with the surface of the ground, and the wire

should be fastened a good distance up the tree to prevent the
wind waving it.

A far better plan than drawing the plants on the sledge is to

have what we name tall jacks {fig. 2). They consist of a foot,

an upright, a grooved wheel on the top, and a handle with two
hooks, one about 4 inches, the other about 6 inches from the

upright. A hook is also fastened in the upright about 4 feet
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from the bottom. The jacks are about 8 or '.) feet high. A
chain passes over the grooved wheel on the top, the liook is

made fust to the weight to be raised, the hook nearest to the

upriglit on the handlo is liooked in one of the links of the

chain, and tlie luuullo is worked in the same manner as a pump
handlo. Wlitn tlio handle is down the chain is made fa.st to

the hook in tliu iiiniKlit until the handle is raised. The hook

farthest from the upright on the handle is for letting the weight

down. When these jacks are used two are required, one on

each side of the plant, and a strong staple is required in each

Bide of tlio sledge to fasten the hooks to.

When the plant is lifted a suflicient height a low-wheeled

truck is backed under it by manual power. The bottom of the

truck is Hat, and is above the tops of the wheels. The trucks

used by masons will answer the purpose. Of course lifting

the plant off the truck is simply a repetition of lifting it on.

With these few simple appliances a practical planter may
remove plants of any reasonable size with the minimum risk

of failure. I had forgot to state that the sledge should be

boarded to present a smooth surface, and to prevent the soil

falling from the ball.

I would feel greatly obliged for any information on the sub-

ject of transplanting.—F. Flittox.

[The latter part of the communication, that relating to lifting

by jacks, at least with their assistance, is the most important.

In practice we have generally found that all binding of balls

with chains and slabs is only a hindrance to a good workman.
A very good moving machine that would pass through narrow
gateways was shown and took a prize at the International

Horticultural Exhibition of 180C. We all know something of

large planting machines where great force is used to raise the

tree. Unless in particular cases, planting large trees never will

answer as a matter of pounds, .shillings, and pence.

For all trees and shrubs too heavy to be carried and placed

in a barrow, or that are heavy enough for half a dozen to ten

men to move, nothing is better than a smooth-surfaced plat-

formed sledge, such as hjis been several times described. In
the case of trees from 2't to lij feet in height, nothing in general

practice suits better than a pair of low cart wheels connected

together by a stout axle, and a pole fixed in the centre of the

axle. When the tree has been nearly loosened all round, and
the axle is brought up to the stem, the pole is raised against it

and securely fastened, with mats or other materials between the

pole and the stem. When the pole and stem are alike pulled

down, ball and roots rise in the air, and may be tied round
with mats, cloths, i-c, if deemed necessary, and may be set

down in the new place without bruising or breaking the roots.

In removing trees even of such a size, two modes may be
resorted to and with much the same success. In the first

place a ball should be secured by cutting a trench all round
the tree at from 20 to 24 inches from the stem a year or two
before lifting; secondly, it this is not done, but the plants are

taken up and planted without any preparation, then the roots

must be searched for and saved up to their extremities. In
this case a little ball will be all the better, but a large ball is of

less consequence. In any case, unless previously prepared,

there are but few fibrous roots near the bole of the tree. The
ball when obtained helps to secure the tree in its new position.

The long traced-out roots do the same. In rather thick
plantations it is almost impossible to have these long roots

carried out without injuring thera. Unless for producing an
effect at once, it is seldom that planting large trees answers in

the long run. We have helped to plant trees 30 feet in height,

and to plant others 10 feet in height, and the latter ulti-

mately beat the older ones.]

DESTROYING CRICKKTS.
HwiNT, observed lately several inquiries respecting the ex-

termination of these pests, I write to state the means I have
employed with much success, although I am sorry to own I

never entirely got free of them. In small jars, such as are

used for preserves, I placed at the bottom a little treacle and
water, at about the consistency of limewash.and plunged them
to the brim, or placed them on something to assist the enemy to

his own destruction. The pots should be examined every
morning, and the crickets cleared out. If the weather, or

house, be hot, the mixture will need changing every third day.

When it begins to ferment the crickets will not enter. The
dead crickets must be cleared away, or they will only serve as

food for their more fortunate cannibal relations. I may add

that in most cases these torments are brought with the cinders

from the haU.—A. S. K.

POTATOES.
There are some things, it seems, about which it is dangerous

to write. If you have the honesty to condemn certain flowers

or plants because you do not think them worthy of all the

high-flown characters that they have received, you are at once

supposed to be influenced by some sinister motives, and your

wisdom, and, it may be, your integrity are questioned. There are

other things which every gardener takes an interest in ; and if

you write about them there are some good people who fly in

the face of all injunctions to the contrary, and write you no
end of letters privately about them. Sucli has been my expe-

rience. I wrote a few weeks ago about Potatoes. It was a very

humble attempt to give my own experience of sorts which I

had tried ; but alas ! it involved me in consequences I had not

dreamt of. Letters came to me from all directions—France,

north and south of England, &c., some good people evidently

taking me for a market gardener, who wanted to make some-
thing out of my experience. Could I sell a few stones of this

kind ? a gallon or so of that ? while others, with the most in-

sinuating language, begged a few tubers of one kind or another.

Now I must protest against this on behalf of my fellow work-
men and myself, for it is most annoying. If one takes no
notice, it is looked upon as rude ; if you refuse, you are re-

garded as a churl ; whereas if you accede, your own stock would
be soon reduced to a minimum. I mention no names, because
I do not wish to put people in the pillory ; but I would beg my
correspondents, male and female, to rest assured that were it

possible I should most willingly oblige them, but that it would
entail an amount of labour and time for which I am totally

unprepared, and that it is neither rudeness nor churlishness

that has left their letters so long unanswered.
With regard to your kindly disposed correspondent who

questioned my statement about Paterson's Victoria Potato, that

is quite another matter, and my reply to him is a matter of

pleasure as well as duty. Had he referred to my paper I think
that he would have found that I did state the soil and situation

in which the Potatoes were grown. I would now supply a few
facts about them which may help to make the matter clear for

him. My friend, Mr. Banks, sent me last year a number of Pota-
toes to try, simply numbering them, in order that I might test

them. From amongst them I selected one, which turned out
to he Paterson's Victoria, and obtained from him a few good-
sized tubers for planting. The situation chosen was light and
airy, the soil a rich friable loam. The produce was very good,
but not equal to Mr. Banks's in mealiness or in flavour. I

take it, then, that, like all Paterson's, it is a field Potato, and
not a garden one ; and from a great many concurrent testi-

monies I gather that it is the only one of his varieties that is

really worth anything. Yet what great things were said about
them ! His " brither Scots " gave the firm a grand dinner.
He was extolled as a benefactor of his species, and a large

quantity of the Potatoes no doubt was sold. It seems, then,
very ungracious to say you do not believe in what all the world
thinks good.

And now for another little matter personal to myself. Like
my friend Mr. Radclyifo I am about to change my quarters,

and am moving into a more quiet country place than that which
I have for so many years occupied. I have so long, however,
contributed to your pages from my present place of residence,

that I must ask permission to retain the nom de pliuac I have
so long assumed, and still be as before—D., Deal.

NEPETA TEUCRIIFOLIA FOE BEDDING.
Now that the tide of taste has fairly set-in 'n favour of hardy

plants suitable for bedding, it is curious that the merits of this

plant as a bedder have not been publicly recognised, so far as I

have seen. I have grown it in quantity for this purpose for
the last seven years, and every year it gains more favour here.
The individual flowers are certainly poor enough, but as a bedder
it has everything to recommend it, so far as my experience has
gone on a moist soil—colour, habit, and duration, when properly
managed ; and, moreover, it is hardy as a Willow. Its colour
is beautiful and chaste in lines or masses, being a warm lavender
or mauve colour, something like Viola cornuta, but with a shade
of crimson in it. Its habit is dense and spreading, upright in
the middle of the plant, and lying down on the soil all roimd
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like the Variegated Alyssum. Its duration of flowering is from

May to December without fail, and gathering in profusion of

bloom and colour to the last.

Its management is extremely easy, but it must not he left to

itself, as herbaceous plants are generally. It is best raised from
cuttings every year, the old plants being thrown away ; and
with half the kind treatment given to Purple King Verbena, it

will flower longer, and will rival or excel it in show throughout

the season. I put in a batch of cuttings in fine soil in the open
border about September, in close nursery lines, and every

cutting strikes before winter. In March ive transplant the

young plants to where they are to remain ; or if that is not

practicable until bedding time, we give them more room in the

border, when they make nice plants by the middle of May.
We use it in lines or masses on the panel system. Edged

with a broad baud of Cerastium it is beautiful ; mixed with

Scarlet Pelargoniums or any strong Verbena ; or with Mangles'

Pelargonium, Alyssum, or Saponaria, it is also fine. The
Nepeta can be used with fine efl'ect in combinations where
Verbena venosa is used, and will be successful on soils where
the Verbena is useless—that is, cold and heavy soils. This
plant is common enough in most gardens where old herbaceous
plants are not entirely banished.

—

{The Gardener.)

GALVANISED WIRE TRELLISES FOR GARDEN
WALLS.

I A3I about to state how we have endeavoured to avoid driving

nails into walls. In those of this garden, whoever bnilt them,
very inferior mortar was used ; and, besides, the wall is hollow,

being built brick-on-edge, having, say, at every 12 feet or so,

a solid piece by way of a tie. This might have answered the

purpose bad the mortar employed been made of good materials

and been used when in a proper state. The question, there-

fore, was, how best to preserve the walls for use without going

to the expense of pulling them all down and rebuilding them.
In the long-run this might have proved the best mode of

surmounting the difficulty.

.\s driving nails into the walls displaced the bricks we thought
of using galvanised wire netting ; but here a difficulty arose,

for such rotten walls would not hold any large nail if driven

in between the bricks set on edge, and nails in the solid pieces

of the wall would not afford sufficient support for the wire

netting. After consultation it was determined that slight

battens should be fastened to the walls, each having two slight

rods of iron passing through it. Where we have trees upon
both sides of the walls, the battens are fastened to the walls on
opposite sides by the same bolts ; and where there are no trees

trained against the outside of the wail, at each bolt is screwed
to the wall a piece of iron long enough to pass over more
than two courses of bricks. Of course, before the netting was
fastened to the battens the wall was repaired, and washed over
with proper lime, the glaring whiteness being softened down.
The battens are about Ik inch thick, and 2} inches wide, and

are placed at about every 5 feet distance along the whole length.

Over the top of these npright battens another, much the same
in strength and appearance, is nailed down. The upper side

of the wire is fastened to this ; but the bottom of the wall

being firm enough to hold large nails, one or two of these

driven into the walls between the upright battens hold the

wire quite firmly. According to the height of the wall, and
how the different widths of netting suit, a spnco of from 3 to

5 inches is allowed between the pieces of nelting. These in

the 5-feet distance between the npright battens have three

or four ties of galvanised wire, thus making all secure.

This method of attaching netting to the wall entirely ob-

viates the necessity of nailing, and the danger of displacing

even a single brick. The battens, as seen against the walls,

may to some persons appear objectionable ; but after a time
the eye becomes accustomed to them, especially when it is re-

membered there is' a good reason for their being there. In all

solid-built walls there is no necessity for battens being used.

Since the galvanised wire netting has been put up I have
visited several large old gardens, where the walls show that

many thousands of nails have been driven into them in the
course of years. Would not such walls stand as long again if

they were fresh pointed, galvanised nails driven in, and gal-

vanised wire netting fastened to them with wire likewise gal-

vanised ? In this way the netting is scarcely perceptible at

20 or 30 yards distance.

The size of the mesh of the netting may depend on taste

and the kind of trees ; Peach and Nectarine trees will, of course,
require a smaller mesh than Pear and Plum trees ; hut there
is no necessity to use a less mesh, even for Peach trees, than
2i or 3 inches. Had I my choice I would certainly use gal-

vanised wire netting rather than deface and otherwise injure
£0od walls, and when iron spikes or strong nails are made use
of as fastenings to the walls, there cannot bo any objection to

its use as regards appearance. I shall be glad to learn how
others may have used it.—G. Dawson.

I HAVE had nine years' experience with a galvanised wire
trellis, and I must say during the whole of that time I have
never found the slightest objection to it. On the contrary,
there are these advantages : training can be done quite as
quickly, if not more so, than by nailing ; there is a more free

circulation of air about the wood, consequently it becomes more
firm and ripe ; and there is not that disappointment which I

have experienced on going to gather a dish of fruit, to all ap-
pearance very beautiful, and finding concealed behind nearly
all those which touch the wall, half a dozen or so of woodlice,

which have completely spoiled the fruit for the table. This is

invariably the case on our other wall, where the trees are nailed.

I quite agree with " Agrestis," that the fruit does ripen
much more regularly on the trellis than where the trees are

nailed to the wall.

Again, there is no nailing and nnnailing, which make the
wall full of holes, a harbour for insects, and ultimately the wall

must be repointed, no small inconvenience when it is covered
with trees.

Respecting the complaint which " Ru.stic " makes about
the shoots dying, that I have never seen, unless they have been
tied too tightly, in which case they sometimes die. Any metal
pressing tightly against the wood will injure it, causing gum or
canker.

We have also a common iron trellis painted black, which
answers very well, but the galvanised wire is the best ; it needs
no painting.—A. B. C.

[The experience at the Chiswick Garden is in favour of wire
trellises, as was stated by the Eev. Mr. Berkeley at the last

meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society, see page 186.]

CATERPILLARS ON BEDDING PLANTS.
Allow me to inform your correspondent, Mr. F. Fowler,

that the lai-va of the Cabbage Moth (Mamestra Brassica;), al-

ways feeds up, forms an earthen cocoon, and turns to a pupa
in the autumn. It never hybernates. It is possible that his

larvae may have been those of Mania typica, which does pass

the winter in its larva state, and was rather troublesome in my
greenhouse during the early part of this winter ; but it is far

more probable that the caterpillars he found so destructive

were those of Phlogophora meticulosa, the Angle Shades Moth.
This larva is almost as often dark reddish brown as bright

green, and to an uninitiated entomologist, the two varieties

would seem to be different species. — H. HAKroii Ciiewe,

liectory, Drayton-Beaucham-p, Tring.

NEW BOOKS.
Ilandij Booh of the Flower Garden. By David Thomsox,

Archerfield Gardens. Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and
London.

TnEr.E are some men who never write upon any subject

unless they perceive that relative information is needed, and
that they "possess such information. Mr. Thomson is one of

those men, and the consequence is, that the book before us is

thoroughly good. In separate chapters, plants for spring,

summer, and autumn decoration are enumerated, and their

culture detailed ;
ornamental-foliaged plants, herbaceous plants,

Hoses, Annuals, tc, receive a similar consideration, and the

whole concludes with chapters on the arrangement of colours,

beds, and groups, with seven plans. It is a practical volume,

which we recommend to our readers without any resei-yation.

The Trees of Old England: Sketches of their A.^jtects, Associa-

tions, and Uses. By Leo H. Geindon, Lecturer on Botany at

the Royal School of Medicine, Manchester, &c. London:

F. Pitman.

This is one of those books which every one peruses with

pleasure. It has for its themes the good, the true, the beauti-
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ful, and the useful, as ilhiatrateil by the forest trees of our

native land. "It has not the slightest pretensions to a scien-

tific character, seeking simply to set forth iu a plain and easy

manner, some few of the heautifal and refreshing truths con-

nected with the foresters of Old England." An extract which

we t»lie at random, will give the best idea of the voUime's con-

tents.

" On the left b.auk of tlio river, about a mile above Two liriJgon, the

hillside is hea|>e(l with blocks of Rrauite, iu the spaces between which

are nearly live huudrod troos of the Wavy-leaved Oak. but sin^ulavly

distorted. They are guarlod, knotted, and twisted, Boldoni more than

10 to 11 feet in height, and with a cii'camferenco not exceeding ;j feet,

and generally much less. The belt is ragged and interrupted, and

estends for the di.-itance of about halt a mile. Such a gi-oup of trees

would not bo very remarkable iu itself : what renders the scene so

extraordinary is that the branches, except at the extremities, and this

not always, are completely matted over with a Moss, called by botanists

Anomodon curtipoudulum. In most oases the green covering is from

10 to 12 inches in thickness, though the braneh that supports it is

not of greater diameter than a child's wrist. The weight is so con-

siderable as to bend the branches downwards, just as we may see the

branches of Lilacs and other supple trees weighed down at Christmas

by the gentle deposit on them of abundant snow ; and all over the

surface of this beautiful coating of vegetable velvet may be discovered,

in their season, the lovely little seed capsules, by the produce of which

the plant is multiplied. The name given to this singular spot, which

seems as if it bad been touched by the wand of some botanical enchanter,

is Wistman's Wood. It is easy of access, and should be visited by every

one who may happen to pass through that part of Devonshire.
" Kvery old wood and forest shows us Oaks bearing Ferns. The

latter are' chiefly of the Wnd called Polypody, or the ' Many-footed.' on

account of the numerous lateral leaflets giving the idea of feet, as in a

centipede. On those grand old rugged bosses which the Oak is so apt

to form, some 10 or 1*2 feet above our heads, there may often be seen

a tuft of this elegant plant, perched completely out of reach, and
decked with those gay spangles of bright gold which render the Fern
in question so easy of recognition, and attract the eye of the most

incui'ious. All lovers of nature have been attracted in the iirst instance

to the specialities, by some particular plane or flower, which, holding

np its finger, as it were, and beckoning, has allured them into one of

those sweet side chapels of the great cathedi'al, which, when a man has

once entered, he never desires to leave. There was a famous fable in

olden time of a country in which grew Lotus trees. When travellers

entered that country, and tasted of the fruit, they were overpowered

with an indefinable and delicious longing to remain there always, not

necessarily to be always eating Lotus, but to enjoy the heavenly climate

and atmosphere that produced it. That countr,', with its Lotus trees,

has not been blotted out. The fable, like eveiy other true one, is for

all time. Living nature, everywhere round about us, is the country of

the Lotus, and the fruit is the serene and innocent delight, with innu-

merable sweet teachings for our intelligence, that co:ues of our looking

at it reverently and lovingly. The beckoning thus given is always

remembered with pleasure. Fries, the great German writer upon Fungi,

tells us how he was attracted to the study of that class of plants, by
thelustreofthe crimson Dryads' cup, by botanists calledPezizacoccinea,

which in the earliest days of spring appears on dead branches in damp
woods and gr-oves. and resembles an immense acorn chamber of the

loveliest coral red."

The Orchid-Grower'K Manual, Containing Brief Descriptions of

Upward.H of fievm Hundred Species and Varieties of Orchid-

aceous Plants, (t(.-. By B. S. Williams, F.R.H.S., '&c.

Th.1t this is the third edition, is a sufficient evidence of the

acknowledged merit of the work. It is only to be purchased of

the author at bis Victoria Nursery, Holloway, London.

British Social Wasps : an Introduction to their Anatomy, Phtjsio-

loriy, and Architecture, and General Natural History, with

Illustrations of the different Species and their Nests. By
E. L. Okmeeod, M.D., &c. London : Longmans, Green,
and Co.

Many years ago—in the old eoacliing times —we were travel-

ling with three ladies, strangers to us, when a scream, and the

pointing finger of one of them directed our attention to a live

snake issuing from the bonnet of her who sat as our lis-'i-ris.

Singularly enouj;b her name was "Eve," and she calmed us by

the assurance, " I always have a pet snake." We were re-

minded of this by the first sentence of the volume before us
— " Wasps have beeu my holiday companions for many years,"

and so attached has the author become to his " companions,"

that he says, " bee-keeping and wasp-keeping are about on a

par " so far as profit is concerned ! What say you to that, ye

thousands of British apiarians ? Eat our heroic author gnes

further and groups wasps among the useful insects. They
consume, he says :

—

" Rotten wood and garbage of all kinds, and besides these, all the

insects that they can master. It will be admitted that th-y devote

themselves to this part of their duties with great assiduity, making
])rizcs of all flies, spulers, and caterpillars ; bees, and even other wasps,

not being excepted. It would bo very dilKcult to prove absolutely that

wasps have a sensible influence iu diminishing the number of flies and
of other insects. But it is the conviction of some of those who have

paid attention to the subject that this is really the case. Among
others, Mr. A. Bryson, F.R.S.E., of F.dinburgh, the friend and
biographer of the late Sir Thomas Brisbane, has assured me that the

practical result of destroying all the wasps on Sir T. Brisbane's estate

was, that in two years' time the place was infested, like Egypt, with a

plague of flies. At every wasp's nest you might have gathered a hand-

ful of the wings of insects ; and the tUes throve apace when the waspa

were killed."

Let us rejoice Dr. Ormerod's heart by adding that we have

often watched wasps preying upon the daddy-longlegs that

were sunning themselves upon a wall. Tlio wasp darts at bis

victim, nips o£f and absconds with its abdomen, and leaves the

winged thorax to scrnrable away, which it does, apparently as

if it had sustained no loss !

Moderate enthusiasm aids to the attainment otexcellence, and
in the case of Dr. Ormerod has enabled him to produce an ex-

cellent book on what most readers will consider an uninviting

subject. The volume is very amusing as well as instructive,

and we have given it the best of testimonies by reading it.

ORNAMENTAL AND FLOAVERING SHRUBS.'
{Continued from page 187.)

Laurus nobilis (Sweet Bayl.—Leaves smooth, lanceolate, dark

green, sweet-scented ; flowers yellowish, in May, followed by purple

berries. Requires a sheltered situation. The variety crispa has waved

i leaves, salicifolia nan-ow leaves, and regalis very handsome foliage.

Heisht 12 to 2.5 feet. Seeds sown in heat, or cuttings in a frame.

La%-ant)ULA spica (Lavender).—Well known, and deserving of a

place in every garden on account of the fragrance of its foliage and

flowere. 3 feet. Cuttings or slips in spring.

LiocsTRnii TULGARE sEMPERnRENS.—Well kuown. Very suitable

for plantations shaded by large trees, and good for a screen or hedge.

6 to 8 feet. It is propagated by cuttings in autumn, in the same way

as Cui-rants. There is a yellow-ben-ied variety.

LionsTROTi JAPOXICUM.—Leaves large, shining ; flowers numerous,

white, followed by dark purple berries. 6 feet. Seeds and layers.

LifiCSTECJi ovAUFOLiuM, a fine broad-leaved sort, ti to 10 feet.

Layers.
Phillykea .angustifolia.—Leaves shining, dark green, very desir-

able for shrubberies. 10 feat. Layers and cuttings. P. latifolia and

media are desirable species.

RH.UIXUS .ALATERNUS LATLFOLiTS.—Leaves shining. Of rapid

growth and ornamental for shrubberies. Angustifolius with narrow

Feaves, and the white-variegated variety, are desirable. Cuttings and

lavers. 10 feet.

Raphiolepis OV.4TA.—Leaves ovate, shining, dark green, broad
;

flowers white, in April and May, succeeded by purple berries. It

forms a handsome bush. 10 feet. Layers.

RosM.iRiNUS OFFICINALIS (Rosemary).—Leaves linear, dark green

;

foliage scented. Cuttings and layers. 4 feet. Needs a sheltered

situation. t i. 3
Ruscus RACE5IOSUS.—Leaves green; shoots green. Very hand-

some, and desirable for shady situations. This is the Alexandi-ian

Laurel. Height 4 feet.

RrsciTS ACULEATES.—Leaves dark green; flowers smaU, white, on

the leaves, succeeded by large red ben-ies. Does well under trees,

where it is very fine. 2 to S feet. Division.

SKOnnA JAPONICA.—Leaves shining, dark green. Does well m
shade, and is very fine in winter on account of its bunches of red

berries. Cuttings" and layers. It will grow where few other shrubs

will live, and its'foliage contrasts well with the red berries.

Spartiuji juxceum (Spanish Broom).—Leaves lanceolate; shoots

dark green ; flowers yellow, sweet, in .July. Ver\- desirable. 6 to

,S feet. Seeds and cuttings. There is a variety with double flowers.

Spartium MULTrPLORUM (White Portugal Broom).—Shoots deep

green ; flowers white. Seeds.

Ulex EUROPJ2IJS (Furze).—The double Furze or Gorse is very

handsome in early summer. 3 to 6 feet. Should have a sheltered

situation. Cuttings. Dry soil.
_

ViBVRXtrM TiNCs (Laurustinus) .—A weU-known favourite. Foliage

dense and compact : flowers white, tinged with red. produced during

mild weather in winter and in spring. It should have a sheltered

situation, and will thrive in partial shade, but not in intense gloom.

There are several varieties, strictum and latifclinm being most hardy.

It should be extensively planted ; it bears cutting well, and may be

pruned after flowering in spring to any shape or size required. Layers

and cuttings in autumn or spring, in a warm border or under a hand-

glass.

VixcA MAJOR.—Leaves ovale, deep green ; flowers bine, in May and

successively. Does well under trees. 2 feet. Division, cuttuigs, and

, layers. Oif trailing habit.
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VixcA MAJOR ELEGANTissiMA.—Goli-vaHegated leaves; very fine

Cannot be too extensively planted in all situations where a close

growth is required, and succeeds under treea. Cuttings.
ViNCA MINOR,—Flowers blue. There is a variety with white and

another with reddish flowers. Trailing. Does as well as the preceding
in shade.

Yucca gloriosa.—Leaves long, deep green ; flowers in panicles,

white, bell-shaped, in July and later. 5 feet. Suckers.
Yucca filamkntosa.—Leaves with white threads at the margins

;

flowers very numerous, on a long flower stem, white, iu September.
Should have a light deep soil.

Yucca glaucescens.—Leaves often 2 feet in length, glaucous, lan-

ceolate, numerous ; in autumn or late in summer. Suckers.

DECIDUOUS STTRUBS.

Amelanchier botryapium (Snowy Mespilus). — Flowers white,
numerous, and highly ornamental, in April and May. Height 12 to

15 feet. Seeds and grafting.

Amelaxchier vulgarih.—Flowers white, very namerous, highly
ornamental. April. Seeds and grafting. 10 to 15 feet.

Amygdalu.s nana (Dwarf Almond).—Flowers rose, numerous, very
ornamental. March and April. tJ feet. Requires a warm situation.

Budding on the Plum. The double variety is very ornamental ; it

has rose-ooloared flowers. There is also a donble-floweiing variety
with white flowers,

Amtgdalus orientalis.—Flowers rose ; leaves silvery. Requires
a sheltered situation and light soil. March and April. 10 feet.

Ajiygdalus persica flore-pleno (Double- flowering Peach).

—

Flowers rose, very numerous. Highly ornamental whether trained as
a pyramid or standard ; it should have a warm situation and dry soil.

10 feet. There are double-flowering varieties with carnation, white,
crimson, and rose-coloured flowers, all admirable for forcing and early
flowering. They are propagated by budding on the Plum or Almond.
They flower at the same time as Peach trees, in March and April.
Amorpha fruticosa.—Flowers purple; in July and August. A

desii-able shrub with pinnated leaves. 10 feet. Layers and cuttings.

Arall\ spinosa.—Flowers whitish, in panicles; leaves tri-pinnate,
large, and very handsome. It requires a light open soil, but likes

moisture. Flowers iu August or September. It should have protection
in winter as the stems are liable to injury by severe frosts, and a band
of sti'aw ought to be wrapped round the stem from the ground up-
wards. 6 to 10 feet. Seeds sown iu heat, suckers, and cuttings of the
shoots and roots in sandy soil and slight bottom heat.
Berberis \tjlgaris.—Flowers yellow, succeeded by Wolet-coloured

berries in autumn. Does well in the shade, and fonns a close bush,
being ornamental in foliage. The fruit make a very good preserve.
Besides this (the common Barberrj-). there are varieties with white and
stoneless fruit, (i to 10 feet. Seeds, layers, and suckers.

Calycanthtj.s floridus (American Allspice).—Flowers brown, very
highly scented. It flowers in June and July. feet. Layers and
suckers.

Calycanthus macrophyxlus.—Flowers large, reddish brown, very
sweet, and admirably suited for a north wall or aspect, where it flowers
beautifully for the greater pai-t of the summer. Layers and cuttings.
Calophaca volgarica.—Flowers yellow, produced in profusion in

May or June. 3 to 4 feet. Seeds.
Caragana FRUTESCEN3.— Flowers yellow, iu May. If grafted

standard high on C. arborescens it forms a pendulous head. 8 to
10 feet. Seeds.

Caragana pygm-'ea.—Flowers yellow, small. A low-growing spread-
ing shrub, which if grafted standard high on C. arborescens forms a
compact head, and is very ornamental in flower gardens. 3 feet.

Caragana _CHAm.AGU.— Flowers yellow, large. May and June.
Plant spreading and effective when grafted standard high on C. ar-
borescens. 4 feet. Seeds.
Chlmonanthus fragrans.—Flowers pale yellow, small, remarkably

fragrant, and numerous, produced from December to February. It
should be planted against a wall with a southern aspect, and have
protection from frost, except in warm situations. Luteus with flowers
of a deeper yellow, and grandiflorus with larger flowers, are not so
fragrant. G to 8 feet. Layers.

Chionanthus^trginica.—Flowers white, in long racemes, numerous,
contrasting well with the bold lanceolate leaves. Requii-es a well-
drained, yet moist loamy soil. 10 to 12 feet. Seeds in gentle heat,
and layers.

CoLUTEA ARBORESCENS.—Flowers ycllow, numerously produced
throughout the summer. Desirable on account of its rapid growth.
10 feet. Seeds ; also cuttings of the roots.
CoRNUs SANGUINEA (Dogwood).—Flowcrs white, succeeded by a pro-

fusion of purple berries. The shoots are red, and the variety with
variegated leaves is very ornamental. Succeeds admirably in the
shade, and in strong moist soil. 12 feet. Seeds and layers.
CoRNUS ALBA.—Flowers white, succeeded by white berries. Shoots

bright red, very handsome. 8 to 10 feet. Layers.
CoRYLUS PURPUREA.—Ornamental on account of its deep purple

leaves.

CoRYLus AYELLANA LACiNTATA.—Noticsable on account of its cut
leaves. Suckers and layers. 10 feet.

Cydonia japonica.—Flowers red or scarlet, in March, April, and
May. A beautiful shrub, veiy suitable for a wall. 4 to 6 feet. Layers,

suckers, and cuttings of the roots. The variety with white flowers is

not nearly so handsome, but that called princeps I think very fine.

Rosea is desirable on account of its paler flowers.
Cytisus purpureu.s.—Flowers puri)le, very ornamental, and nnme-

rously produced from May to August. Of procumbent habit. C. elon-
gatus and supinus, both with yellow flowers, and C. ]mrpareus already
named, form very handsome pendulous heads when grafted on the
Laburnum. Seeds and layei'S.—G. Abbey.

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The subjects which the Fruit Committee of the Eoyal Hob-

TiciTLTDEAL SociETV intend to investigate this season at Chiswick
are Peas, Kidney Beans, Beets, Onions, Leeks, and Broccolis.
Seedsmen who possess novelties of any or all of these kinds of
vegetables are invited to send seeds of them as speedily as
possible. The Floral Committee intend directing their attention

to the varieties of Everlastings, annual and perennial, new
Annuals, Fuchsias, Violets, Pelargoniums, and Heliotropiums.
The Chiswick Board have decided on making a collection of all

the species and varieties of Lilium, and to secure for the garden
as complete an illustration of this beautiful genus as it is possible

to obtain, and the Society will be obliged to all who will aid in

this desirable object. All packages should be addressed to " The
Superintendent, Royal Horticultural Society's Garden, Chiswick,
London, W."

A FEW amateur and professional gardeners, desirous to

forward the cause of horticultural science, have resolved to bold
a conversazione on an extended scale at Darlington, com-
bining the reading of short papers, should time permit, and
a microscopic exhibition. Joseph Pease, Esq., Southend,
Darlington, has given his patronage, and also most liberally

provides two well-known lecturers—viz., Messrs. Wheeler, of

London, and Censtable, of Tynemouth, to conduct and ex-

plain that part of the proceedings belonging to the microscope
and lantern. The Committee will be obliged by specimen
Apples of the variety considered by the sender most suitable

for spring' use in bis county ; also, by small hand bouquets,
showing more particularly the flowers most valued by the
sender at this season of the year. The proceedings begin on
the '24th of the present month, at 5 p.m. Particulars may
be obtained from Mr. John Piichardson, Hon. Sec, Southend
Gardens, Darlington, Durham.

It is our painful duty to announce the death of Mr.
Chaeles William Crocker, which took place at Torquay, after

a long illness, on the li)th of February, in the thirty-fifth year
of his age. The deceased had acquired some distinction in bis

native city (Chichester), for his various acquirements
; and

among other pursuits he had attained a reputation as a literary

correspondent to various periodicals and newspapers. For
some years past he had contributed to the local newspapers.
The Cottage Gardeneb, &c. He took great interest iu the

Chichester Gardeners' Improvement Society, of which he was
for some years the President, and frequently lectured before

its members on botanical and horticultural subjects. He was
for many years a member of the Committees of the Horti-

cultural Society, of the Literary Society and Mechanics'
Institute, and of the Working Men's Club of the city, and
worked zealously for each. He was of late years one of the

officials of the cathedral, and his acquirements rendered him a
desirable cicerone to its numerous visitors, and with much tact

he used to direct their attention to the beauties of the build-

ing and its interesting monuments. He published in 181)6 a

very useful little work, entitled, " The Visitor's Handbook to

Chichester: a brief account of the history and antiquities of

the city, a complete description of the cathedral church, with a

notice of remarkable places in the vicinity."

The deceased was constantly engaged in the conscientious

discharge of whatsoever his hand found to do. He was the son

of Charles Crocker, the poet. He was formerly a pupil at Oliver

Whitby's school, where he availed himself of the opportunity

of laying a solid foundation of knowledge, which helped him
much in his studies in after-life. When his time came to leave

this establishment, he engaged himself in the service of the

late Mr. Silverlock as gardener. During his hours of leisure

Mr. Crocker was a constant evening visitor to the Chichester

Museum, and studied most assiduously under the guidance of

Mr. Hills, the excellent curator, aud he amassed a large amount
of valuable knowledge in the sciences of mineralogy, geology,

&c. From Mr. Silverlock's he went to Leigh Park, and was

under Mr. Scott, who then superintended its beautiful gardens
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and pleasure grounds. He aubsequently held a responsible

post at Kew Gardens, and after a time proceeded thence

to the summer residence of the Crown Princess of I'russia

(Princess Kojal of England), near Berlin, a graphic description

of which he wrote for the columns of the Briijhton Herald. On
his return to England he again resumed his post at Kew, but,

on finding the arduous duties attached to his employment were

undermining his health, he returned to his native city, and
employed himself usefully and honourably up to within a period

of three months before his decease.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

As soon as the soil is dry all crops in rows should have the

ground well stirred between them, and this should be done

three or four times before the end of April. If you are near a

farmyard or common sewer, you need not want for manure to

apply betweeu the rows of Spinach, Cabbages, and similar

crops. Now is the best time to begin to apply liquid manure to

standing crops. A peck or two of soot will make a good liquid

manure if no better is at hand. Borecole, or Kale, to secure

heavy crops of this hardy winter vegetable, a deep soil is essen-

tial, and the ground should be trenched 2 feet deep, and be

liberally manured. For the main crops sow now, covering the

seeds thinly and evenly. CauUjlower^, sow the Asiatic and
Stadtholder now or early in April on an open border. The
soil for this vegetable can neither be too rich nor too highly

cultivated. Capsicums and Chilies, sow in well-di'ained pots

filled with light sandy soil, and placed in a Cucumber frame, or

wherever a temperature of about 65° is maintained. Cover
the seeds to the depth of about half an inch, and keep the

surface constantly moist until the plants appear. Love Apple,

or Tomato, sow seed and treat as recommended for Capsicums.
When the plants are about 2 inches high place them in 5-inch

pots, putting two plants in each, and replace them in heat

;

the plants to be well watered and kept near the glass, so as to

promote strong sturdy growth. Lettuce, for successional crops

sow now in beds of well-pulverised soil, and at intervals of

about a fortnight until the end of July. Make the surface of

the beds firm, sow thinly, and cover the seeds lightly with fine

soil. Potatoes, it has been proved that early planting is the

best preventive of the attacks of disease, for as the crop

sooner arrives at maturity it frequently escapes altogether, or

suffers comparatively little. Plant any of the good sorts as

soon as the ground is in good working condition. The sets ol

the late kinds should be planted 5 or G inches deep, leaving

the soil over them as open and loose as possible. They will

require at least 2 feet from row to row. I can recommend
Dancer's Pied Regent as very productive and comparatively free

from disease.

FBTJIT GAr.DEN.

It would be a good plan to take one-third of the trees an-

nually, and paint them over their trunks and main branches
with thick lime, with a little soot dusted in it to take off the
white glare of the lime. If any of the standards showed
signs of moss or insects under this triennial dressing, they
should be painted over more frequently, while all the stone
fruit trees on the walls should about this time be gone over
every year. Have coverings ready for the Peach, but do not
use them till there is an actual necessity for it.

FLOWEK GAKDEN.
If it is intended to make any addition of new shrubs or trees

in this department, they should be planted immediately.
Araucaria imbricata is one of the noblest plants we have, and
many of the Cedars, Pinuses, and Cypresses, to say nothing
of Magnolias, are very beautiful. Pinuses suiler more from
the destruction of the early spring growth than from any other
cause ; therefore endeavour to check them by admitting a cur-

rent of cold air from the north side, and by keeping the plants

shaded on sunny days. Polyanthuses are now throwing out
fibres round the neck of the plant and growing fast. If in-

crease is more an object than bloom, they may be parted to

advantage now. Tulips ought to be protected from heavy
soaking rains, as well as sharp frosty winds, which we may yet

expect. Tke best way to sow annuals is first to loosen the

earth where it is intended to place them, avoiding raking the
borders at present unless the ground is very light, then make
a slight drill by pressing the rim of a 32-sized pot upon it, sow
the seeds very thinly, and cover with loam and leaf mould
finely sifted, and in about equal proportions.

OREENIIOUBE AND CONSEIWATOnY.
The Azaleas have a double demand on their food—to main-

tain their flowers, and to make their young wood ; they must,
therefore, be well supplied with moisture at the roots. Pelar-
goniums at this season remain so long in flower that they are
sure to have the green fly on them. Remove them and every
other infested plant to be smoked elsewhere, if the conserva-
tory is attached to the living-rooms. Climbers will now begin
to spread over the house, and will require particular care in

training them regularly at first. Stephanotis floribunda will

survive a mild winter in a night temperature as low as 45".

Little syringing should be done here on account of the bloom
;

water must, therefore, be poured on the paths and any spare
places to keep the atmosphere moist and cool. See that in-

sects are kept down, and that plants have sufficient room.
Specimen jilants are easily injured at this time if they are
crowded together. All the plants brought in for the sake of

their flowers only should be removed as soon as they are out
of bloom. Some of the more hardy and common plants in

the greenhouse might now be removed to some sheltered

place, in order to give more room to the finer kinds. Young
plants in small pots might now be potted on the one-shift

system ; but for this it is essential that their roots be not
much matted, and that they be in a growing state. The only
disadvantage in this system is, that after a few years the soil

v.-iil subside too much in the pot, and many deUcate plants

will not bear the pots to be filled up again. The best remedy
against this is to place an inverted pot over the drainage, as is

often done with Orchids, and to ha%-e it so adjusted that when
you place the small ball at the bottom of it, the top of the
ball will be level with the top of the large pot. A small
Heath thus treated may safely be trusted in the largest pot.

The collar of the plant always remains at the level at which
it was placed.

STOVE.

Keep up a moist heat of 75' or 80", and let the house be
rather close, in order to encourage newly-potted plants. Pro-

ceed with the potting of the different tribes as before recom-
mended. Watch carefully over seedlings, and put in cuttings

as early aa possible of those plants you wish to increase. Now
is the best time to strike cuttings.

FOKCING PIT.

Keep every part of this pit full of plants and cuttings. All

the species of Jasmine force well. If kept under-potted and
their young wood constantly stopped in the growing season,

they form loose bushes and lose their climbing habit ; they
are then more manageable for forcing. -Ml American plants

require large quantities of water when forced. Sow a few seeds
of Balsams, Cockscombs, Browallias, Thunbergias, to.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Many of the hardier plants here may now be removed to

temporary shelter to make room for others from the greenhouse,

and for newly-potted plants for the flower garden. Florists'

flowers require more room also—in short, every tribe now
should be attended to, according to the wants and wishes of

the owner. Among the first work to be attended to, especially

when a large stock is required for flower-garden decoration, is

the propagation of Chrysanthemums. Pot Tuberoses in

48-sized pots in turfy soil, and place them in a gentle warmth
until they begin to grow. They are useful for setting among
plants near the windows, or for the decoration of the hall or

drawing-room.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST "U^EK.
KITCHEN GAPiDEN.

Parsnips.—Took the opportunity of a dry day and the soil

being in a favourable condition to sow the main crop of this

useful vegetable, almost the only one we care about sowing in

our stiff soil early in March. No tuberous-rooted crop requires

more time to come to thorough perfection, and its richness

of flavour is greatly owing to the time it has had to perfect

its peculiar properties. Young Carrots are in most people's

estimation very sweet and desirable—so much so, that at one
time we continued sowing monthly from the last fortnight of

March to the end of June, besides several sowings in heat from
December to the end of February ; but we never met with a

lover of vegetables that cared much for young Parsnips, and
therefore the thinnings are of little importance in the kitchen.

We prefer the old Hollow-crowned, and though we have tried
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a number of sorts advertised with very high characters, we never
found them on the whole to beat it.

We have sown in rows 18 inches apart this season in the
usual way, but in land at all heavy (and the plan might be
thought worthy of adoption by amateurs), we have marked out

the rows, and then with a strong dibble made deep holes 6 inches

apart, filled these with fresh very sandy loam, and in each
hole deposited three or four seeds, the plants from which
will be finally thinned out to the best one. By this plan we
have obtained straight roots of extraordinary size. We may
also mention that this season we have sown on a piece of ground
from which Asparagus had been taken for forcing ; and though
the best and richest soil from repeated surface-dressings of the
Asparagus, owing to trenching, would be at the bottom, still the
surface soil would be richer than we like for these roots and
Carrots. When the rotation will permit of it we prefer as poor
a piece of ground as we have, manured on the surface; the
manure trenched down to the bottom, the ground ridged, and the

ridges several times turned, but not so deeply as to reach the
manure, so that when the seed is sown there shall be an en-

couragement for the seedlings to send their roots straight down
—just as the roots of an Ash or a Lime will travel a long way,
as if by a sort of instinct, to reach the moisture of a well.

Carrots.—Sowed a few rows of the Early Horn, as, if they
succeed, they will be useful, and if they partially fail, the loss

will be little. We are more particular in having the ground
well prepared for this crop than in sowing early. In general
we find the end of March and the beginning of April the most
suitable times. There is then less danger of checks, and the
seedlings become strong and healthy at once. It is true the
seeds will take no harm from lying in the ground, it is the
young seedlings that suffer from sudden frosts and extreme
changes in the weather.

Onioiix.—We sowed a lot under protection for salads, and,
perhaps, planting out a few; but the main out-door crop we
will not sow for a week or two, unless the weather should be
very favourable, and at present we expect rain, if not snow.
We will use uar Celery ground, on which the Celery was grown
in beds, as we could not afford space for having it in rows.
Last season we had not a single head which had run to seed.

We trenched and ridged the ground crosswise, which enabled
ns equally to distribute the manure at the bottom of the Celery
beds all over the piece, the beds running north and south.
This plan, though effectual in equalising the manure over the
piece, was not a good one for airing the ground equally and
well, so a dry day was chosen for levelling the ground roughly,

and then ridging it up one spit deep in ridges lying north and
south, that the sun might act on both sides of the ridge equally.

We will most likely turn these ridges roughly again, so as to

air and sweeten the ground, and then dig level, and some fine

day have the ground trodden, raked fine, and the Onions sown
in rows ; though in stiff ground it is a good plan to sow in

rows in beds, with alleys between them. For amateurs tliif is

also the neatest plan, as the neatly-edged beds are pleasaut to

the eye ; but in general we sow the piece in rows from to

12 inches apart, and, unless the ground is very dry, we scatter

a little fine soil over the seeds in the rows, and when finished,

draw a light wooden roller over the ground, passing a heavier
roller over it as the seedlings begin to peep above the surface.

Cucumbers.—Planted out a lot more in frames and pits. A
two-light box served to produce us strong early plants of Cu-
cumbers and Melons, and were the heat to be bestowed on that

tribe alone, there is no other method by which good plants can
be obtained so economically. The same frame was used for

flower and other seeds before the Cucumbers wanted the room.
Potatoes.—Besides planting out, put several sorts, chiefly

new kinds, cot sprouting, on a bed in the Mushroom house,
that they might root and show shoots 2 or 3 inches in length
before planting. If these are turned out in a sunny day, and
the warm surface soil placed round the roots and stems, they
will receive no check, and come considerably earlier than sets

planted at once.

Leeks.—When these are wanted early and large, the seed
should now be sown thinly in a bed, and receive a little pro-

tection from boughs until well up. When the seed is sown
thinly the plants are stronger for planting out. It is easy
having these healthy vegetables large after this time. The
difficulty with us has been to have large specimens in winter.
Sowed successions of small salading, Eadishes, Cauliflowers,

and a few Cabbages under protection. We are using spring-
sown Radishes, as those that stood the winter under protection
are now much harder and less crisp.

We will prepare ground for Asparagus, Sea-kale, Artichokes,
&e., as soon as possible. Globe and .Jerusalem Artichokes
cannot be planted too soon. The latter will last for years

;

but when ground and time can be spared, we always think
the tubers sweetest and best when fresh planted every year
like Potatoes. If the weather continue cold, beginners may
bear in mind that having the ground in good condition is more
important than very early sowing.

FRUIT G.UIDEN.

Much the same as in last and previous weeks ; a press of other
matter has thrown us behind in this department, but we must
finish our out-door pruning as soon as possible, and must take
some simple means for protecting Apricots and Peaches. As
for the latter, the crop is now becoming so uncertain out of

doors, and fine trees run such risks, not only of having the
crops destroyed, but also of the trees being so injured by
severe frosts and sudden changes, that we trust that most
people who have gardens of their own will cover their Peach
walls with a cheap glass construction, which will soon pay
itself by the saving effected in the labour and expense of pro-

tection, and, as a general rule, make sure of a crop with but
little trouble. These cheap fi.xed glass-roofed houses, as adopted
by Mr. Rivers, Messrs. Lane, and many others, place fine fruit

within the i-each of those having but a small garden, and with
common care success is almost certain. Most likely we will

use laurel or beech twigs for protection. For a constant
covering nothing is better than woollen, or even the thin Not-
tingham netting. For a moveable protection nothing is better

than stout caUco, and the great object is to use it for retarding

as well as for protecting, by keeping it on during sunny days
before the bloom opens, and taking it off on cold days and
nights. This also permits of more reciprocal root action.

After the bloom opens the practice must be reversed, and the
bloom have all the fine weather, and be protected from the
cold.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Nearly finished planting for present cover and future timber,

and it is well to have all such work done by March.
Warm Slieds.—These, we trust, will soon be an essential

requisite in every garden of note. We have no such regularly

warmed place, but we have several furnaces covered over with
sheds, and in winter and spring these are tolerably comfortable,

but even then not quite so suitable as a working shop heated
by hot water, which can easily be done where a boiler is at

work in the vicinity. Our nurserymen are finding that such
comfort is conducive to work being done economically. When
we called on Mr. John Fells, at Jiitchen, lately, whilst noticing

the improvements in his houses, &c., we were particularly

pleased to see a large worlcshop heated by hot water, where
the men might work comforiaLiIy in stormy, rainy weather in
winter. Mr. Fells stated that the hot-water pipes had been
a most profitable investment, for the men with comfort to

themselves did much more work, and did it much better.

Gleaned and swept most of the pleasure grounds preparatory

to a good rolling of the lawn. We will cut the sides of walks
as soon as possible, trim and regulate herbaceous plants, and
prune Roses as soon as we can. We will also turn and re-turn

flower beds. Potted Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Ferns, and other
plants ; fertilised blooms of Chinese Primulas, as the 2s. 6d.

and 3s. 6d. packets of our florists yearly become less and less.

Forced Hyacinths and other bulbs are getting towards their

termination ; shrubs and Roses will take their place. Pricked-

off in little boxes Lobelias, Petunias, &c. Sowed numbers
of flower seeds, as PerUla, Amaranthus, and Lobelias, in a
hotbed, and, in order to shade, whitened the glass inside, as

that will obviate the necessity of much watering until the seed-

lings are up, as the pots were prepared as described last week.

Put in lots of Verbena, Centaurea, and other cuttings. Placed

some Verbenas on which some green fly appeared in a box by
themselves, and smoked them ; and to save future trouble

drew the cuttings as made through weak tobacco water, and
would have little difliculty now but for want of room in which to

place the multitudes of little plants wanting attention.—R. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES BECEIVED.
Carter & Co., High Holborn, London, W.C. — Carter's

Farmers' Calendar for 18C8.

William Paul, Waltham Cross, London, N.

—

Spring Cata-

logue of New Roses, Pelarffoniums, Hollyhocks, dr..

Charles Huber & Co., Hyfcres.

—

Catalogue General pour
I'Automne 18G7, et le Printemps 1868.
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Maroh 11.

FoREXON importations are hoavy and prices recedinj/. The best
EnKlIsh producfl niaiutaius last wgpU's (jnntationa, owing to the supply
not beinfi so Hberal. Pines and hothotipo Grapoa arc Bcarcoly suttlciout

for the demand. Of tho former we have had some good specimens from
St. Michael's, wcighinf.' from S to 6 lbs. each.

Apples k sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bnslt.

Currants 4 nicvo
Black ".

. do.
FiC3 doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . ([unrt
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb.

LemonB lOG

Artichokes doz.
Asparai^s 100
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish , . bundle

n. d. B. d I

3 Oto.') [ Melons each

I

Nectarines doz.
Orances 100

8 H I Poaches doz.
I Pears (dessert) .. doz.

8 1:2

12 1

VEGETABLES.

Pine Apples lb.

Plums A sieve
Quinces doz,
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries . , per oz. 3
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well supplied with water until the prowth is complete. When the leaves

turn yellow, it may be planted out in the open border. It is quite hardy.

Guernsey and Belladonna Lilies not Flowering {G. G.)-—We are

unable to account for the Guernsey and Belladonna Lilies not flowering,

nnless it be owing to their having been kept in a vinery, which would not,

from the shade, be a place calculated to securo the fuU maturation of the

growth, upon which their flowering mainly depends. We would advise

your keeping the plants constantly upon a light shelf in the greenhouse,

placing the pots in pans full of wet sand. The sand should not at any
time be allowed to become dry, not even in summer, when the plants are

dormant, but at that time the latter need not be watered at the surface.

Do not repot them, but keep them in the same pots until the drainage

becomes defective, or they split the pots.

Peaches for Forcing (Idem).—Four good Peaches for forcing are:

GrossG Mignonne, Bellegarde, Eoyal George, and Noblesse

Plum Trees Blossojung, but not Fruiting (N. CluipcD.—V^e should
conclude that your trees have been planted in badly-prepared ground
in the first instance, and that the roots are now in ground so hard
that it does not admit of the rain entering it freely. Your taking out a

trench some years ago and tilling it with clay rammed hard, would only

tend to make the ground impervious to rain. We would advise you to

dig round the trees trenches for holding water, to make holes 2 feet

deep with a crowbar, at every foot distance, and then fill the trenches with

water, and keep them full for a time. Three or four waterings of this

kind will be sufficient. The trenches need not exceed 6 inches in depth.

When the water has subsided you may level the ground, and mulch
round the tree with an inch or two thick of cow dung. This should be

done now.

Trop.eolcm Jarratti not Flowering (7J''m\—We can only conclude

that your plant in the vinery is not placed near enough the glass, and has

not a light and airy situation. Aflbrd it this, and it should flower freely.

Zinc Labels (G. S.).—We do not know of any better means of prevent-

ing zinc labels from corroding or tarnishing than painting them with
white lead, giving two thin coats, and allowing the first to dry thoroughly

befoio the nest coat is given, and then to give a coat of stifl" or thick

paint. Before this becomes dry, write upon the labels the name with a

joiner's pencil, and the writing will be impressed in the paint on the
label, and will be as enduring as the paint. Wooden labels are quite as

durable as zinc, but are more conspicuous.

Paper Covers for Flower Pots (I. I. 17.).—The paper envelopes for

flower pots are sold in the Middle Row, Covent Garden Market.

Variegated Japanese Honeysuckle Flowering (/(i^-m).—The varie-

gated Japanese Honeysuckle (Lonicera anreo-reticulata) has flowered in

England. As far as we are aware the first notice of its having done so

appeared in page 471. Vol. X., New Series, where it is described as glow-

ing at The Laurels, Taunton, on the south wall of a greenhouse, and as

being very sweet. It is quite hardy, and will succeed in the open ground
;

we having employed it extensively as an edging to beds, and for centres

to fiower beds, training it in the form of a pyramid. Though it grows
freely against a wall with an east or we&t aspect, we think a wall with a

south aspect essential for its flowering.

Removing Weeds from Ornamental Water (Mem).—Your mode of

fixing the scythes is correct. All you want is a rope fastened at each end
of the blades, and not between them, as shown in your sketch at b. You
will thus require four ropes instead of two, and by pulling at two in the

direction you wish the weeds cut, the machine will be prevented from
turning over by the ropes being held by persons from behind, and
moving as those at the other ropes draw the implement forward. It can
then be drawn backwards and forwards until the weeds have been cut,

and this may be repeated as often as required. This is not a bad method
of keeping down weeds, but ducks, swans, and other waterfowl do so more
effectually, and are ornamental as well.

C(Elogyne cristata (Jn Orc/iid-Grot/'cr).—You may cultivate it either
in a pot or on a block ; we should prefer the former, and by pursuing the
treatment named at page 90 of Vol. iv., to which you ailude. we have
every hope of your succeeding. You will do well to cut away the blocxn
buds now appearing, making sure that they are such before doing so.

You should place the plant on the block, put a little fibrous peat between
the roots and the block, then cover the roots lightly with sphagnum

;

behind the moss sprinkle a little fibrous peat, and then secure firmly
with copper wire. The block for the size of plant you describe may be
1 foot long and 8 or 9 inches in breadth. You may about midsummer, if

the plant be in vigorous growth, water with weak liquid manure. The
wrinkles on the bulbs are due to exhaustion of some sort ; probably the
plant has been kept very dry before the growths were mature. It is

seldom owing to the flowering.

Transplanting Cham.erops humilis (Try).—We should take out a
trench all round the plant 10 feet high with a boleS feet in circumference,
not going nearer the stem than 3 feet, and go dovra as deeply as the roots.
This done, with forks remove all the soil from the surface, and that part-
ing freely from the roots, plying the forks inwards towards the stem.
In this way remove all the loose soil ; but when you come to where the
roots and soil are very closely matted, do not attempt to remove the
latter, but work under the ball from all points, and introduce under it

two planks of suflicient strength to support the weight of the tree and
ball. These should go completely under the ball, and extend twice the
distance taken up by the hill. Two 12-feet planks. 11 inches by 3, will be
required, and they should bo placed under the ball so that "each shall
bear an equal proportion of the weight. To maintain them at the proper
distance, pieces of timber may be placed across, close to the ball, on
opposite sides of tho tree, and the ball and tree made secure to them
with ropes, having previously covered the roots or ball with mats, and
otherwise taken every precaution to prevent the injurious eS"ect3 of
dry air and sun upon the roots. The part of the stem to which the ropes
are attached should be protected with mats wrapped round it. You may
then place handspikes crosswise to the planks, three on each side of the
tree and, tying them to the upper side of the planks, put three men to
each handspike, or, in case of necessity, four to six. By these means
the tree maybe raised and taken where required, or placed on a low
truck and drawn by horses. Early nest month will be a good time to
perform the operation. Your mode of proceeding after planting appears
sound, and will, no doubt, prove successful.

Sowing Seeds of Ricinus, Zea japonica, and other Ornamental-
foliaged Plants (York),—You should sow the seeds at once on a hot-
bed, and grow the plants in heat. Prick them oflf when large enough, or
pot-oflT, and shift into larger pots as those first used become filled with
roots. When the plants are of a good size harden them well off before
planting out, which in your locality should not be done until the begin-
ning or middJe of June.

Painting Hurdles (H. 7*.).—Nothing is so disagreeable for coating
iron hurdles with as gas tar. We had many hundreds of yards of iroii

fencing, such as you describe, that had been daubed repeatedly with gas
tar, and had become quite ofi'ensive. We had them taken up carefully
and piled one above the other, putting some bricks under the bottom
hurdles to keep them from the ground, and placed all round them a
quantity of brushwood, which being set on fire burned the tar off. We
then gave two coats of lead-coloured paint, made of white lead, lamp
black, and linseed oil, and then, refixing the hurdles, finished off with
two coats of green paint.

LiLiUM AURATtnu (F. D.).—The bulbs of this, sold at Mr. Stevens's
rooms, on the 6th inst., brought from 9d. to 5s. each, according to quality.
For Gladiolus Brenchleyensis the prices were merely nominal.

Names of Plants (J. S.).—Helleborus viridis, or Green Hellebore. (B.
Eemp).—We cannot name plants from descriptions of them.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week endin? March 10th.

DilE.
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wanting far-seeing people who say, tiiat when the gold of

Australia is exhausted, wool and corn will form more certain

foundations of prosperity; and so we do not hesitate to tell all,

that if every show in England were closed, and the " Standard
of Excellence " were become obsolete, there would be a sound
and profitable pursuit in keeping poultry. When a large

nugget is found in Australia there is a rush of all the unem-
ployed to the spot. It is the same when a new breed of fowls

comes np. It becomes at once the attraction of all the poultry

Micawbers who are waiting for something to turn up. The
breed is at once invested with almost miraculous virtues, and
may rank among the fortunate it it escape improvement at

the hands of some of those who view it as a means of making
money. There is always a large class of society that cannot
bear the beaten track, nor submit to jog on among those who
toil patiently, adding little to little, till they have mastered a
position. They must be quick, enterprising, and shrewd.
They must see advantages hidden from ordinary men, and
must, of course, reap a benefit corresponding with their own
estimate of their deserts. It was this spirit that caused
Cochins to make fifty guineas each, sometimes more, and, it

may be added, this spirit brought about the collapse that

followed the mania.
There can be no doubt of the great interest now taken in

poultry, we believe we may say more than was ever before

shown. It had the honour to be placed among the " limited "

of 1860 ; but fortune frowned upon it in such companj'. Too
much was expected of it, and therefore it produced only dis-

appointment. The present generation is evidently wiser.

It is not led away by visionary schemes, nor does it be-

lieve all that is published in England as being well known
abroad. The present movement bids fair to be lasting, and to

produce good results. Those who have been in the habit of

reading our columns will know we have foreseen this, and
have predicted such a time as the present—the revival of the
poultry question in its capacity for producing food. There
will be no disappointment in this, for none is possible. It is

only where undue expectations are raised that such a result
happens.

It has been often urged, and by good authorities, that
poultry will never become a staple article of food. We do not
believe it will ever be sold at per lb. like beef or mutton in the
markets ; but we also know there is demand for a much larger
quantity than the United Kingdom produces. If we should
ever have that which is much wanted—a statistical account of
the importations into Leadenhall and Newgate markets, many
who flippantly talk about the whole question being in a nut-
shell, and pooh-pooh what they are pleased to call a few
Turkeys and Eabbits, will be astonished at the number, weight,
and value of the imports. That which was a small trade a
few years since—viz., the importation of Ostend Eabbits, now
counts in many thousands of pounds monthly ; while they
are delivered by the ton, and sold to the dealers at per stone
like beef or mutton. It may be said these do not belong to
poultry

;
granted. Eggs do ; what will be said of the impor-

tation of between 4 and 500,000,000 annually? The whole
north of France, all Belgium and Holland, parts of Switzer-
land and Italy, are put under contribution to supply the English
poultry market. Those who travel in these parts will hear
constant complaints at the change that has taken place. The
good Goose or Turkey to be had formerly for 10 or 50 sous, now
makes twice as much ; while the omelette that used to be
made with twenty eggs, now costs more, though it is only com-
posed of twelve. All these come to England. Experienced
Englishmen have been sent to France to superintend the kill-

ing, picking, and packing of Turkeys after the EngU&h method,
while the Geese are bought lean and sent to England to fatten.

This is no mania, nor is it a speculation. It is an established
trade, and has lasted for years. This proves it is profitable. This
again is an assurance there is demand for all that is sent over.
Hence two conclusions : first, that we do not produce enough

;

next, that there is no doubt of a sufficient demand and a sure
market. We have nothing to do here with the high-flown
descriptions of many who have really no real knowledge of the
subject, and who will almost undertake to prove the possession
of a cock and six hens a moderate livelihood. We cannot
agree with those who would have people believe that any
number of fowls can be kept on the smallest possible space

;

but we want to afliim that those who wish to keep poultry, and
have moderate conveniences for it, may do so profitably.

We have sometimes treated the subject dividing table from
exhibition poultry. We will now put them together. There

is no such thing as a yard whore all the fowls are fit for exhi-

bition. One strain may bo better than another, but none can win

without help, and without the opportunity of much selection.

If it were necessary at poultry shows to give a pedigree, as it

is at some agricultural shows, there would be much sur-

prise when it was seen how the largo yards were indebted to

smaller ones, and how much assistance was required to form a

prize pen.
Our own experience teaches us, that to exhibit successfully

birds of one's own breeding, it is necessary to produce a large

number and to pick from them. AVe are giving an account of

that which has happened when we say, that in a large yard

filled with the produce of the best birds money would buy, and

containing only the pickings of the broods, it was almost im-

possible to choose a cock and two hens likely to bo successful

at Birmingham. A neighbour who kept only a few birds, cared

for no particular strain, and left them pretty much to take

their chance, supplied not only the wanting bird, but of a

quality that made success a certainty. This is no isolated case.

The competition of a poultry show has supplied to many a

pleasing pursuit and a legitimate excitement, and needs only

to be put on an inexpensive footing to be still more adopted.

The belief that it is necessary to spend a great deal of money to

get a prize is a mistake, and the idea that after a great number
of good birds has been reared there is no sale for them, is

another. As to the first it is essential to have a good walk or

pen to begin with, to buy eggs from some one you can depend

upon, to hatch your chickens early, and to feed them well from

the first. As to the second, recent sales. Lady Holmesdale's for

instance, and those at Stevens's all through the season, have

proved there is a profitable sale for good birds. We are com-

mon-sense poultry-teachers, without the semblance of romance

or excitement about us. We want to publish the plain things

of the pursuit. We say, then, the days are passed when it may
be expected to make hundreds of pounds of a yard of poultry

(Lady Holmesdale's was an exception), but good birds will

make good prices. We leave shows aside as regular sales, they

are few and far between, very profitable when they come.

When three or four pens bring £00 or £60, it is a mighty help

to the balance sheet. It always gives prestige to a yard. It

begins the sale of eggs for sitting. Our columns will testify to

the reality and extent of that trade, we may add its profit also.

If success can be held on through two years the yard obtains a

name, and a dozen or eighteen birds sent in the exhibitor's

name and with the guarantee they belong to him, will always

meet a sale. We believe we are correct when we say, that at

Stevens's rooms both Spanish and Brahmas have made £9
each within these six weeks. We dwell on auctions because

they afford an easy and positive answer to that old and frequent

question. What am I to do with my surplus stock? and al-

though they do not always command large prices, they always

sell without sacrifice.

The poultry pursuit was carried on for many years without

any other hope or resource than the sale of eggs and fowls for

food purposes, and even then it paid well. With prize money,

exhibition sales, auctions, and eggs sold for sitting added, it ought

to be under any circumstances profitable now. A bet was made
many years ago by a Berkshire farmer to match the produce of

two hens against two ewes of a celebrated flock belonging to a

neighbour. The hens won. Two picture-dealers lived in the same
street'; both were good judges of the wares in which they dealt

;

both took their periodical coutinental trips, and when they re-

turned were followed by buyers anxious to see their purchases.

One sold whenever a profit was ofiered ; the other, shutting him-

self up in his judgment, named his masters, tacked his faith to

their being originals, and put a price on them accordingly. He
was every now and then justified in his course, by hearing that

his neighbour had sold for a few pounds a picture by an old

m/ister that was worth hundreds. In the meantime many
admired his, but no one bought. He became bankrupt, the

other made a fortune. The nimble niuepence beat the slow

sovereign. It is so with poultry. If the amateur can afford

to indulge his hobby in every way, by all means let him do it,

but if it does not succeed he must not complain his pursuit is

unprofitable. He ceases to follow it remuneratively, but if it

is to account for itself at the end of the year, then constant

sales must take place.

Early eggs must be sold at good prices—assuming that the

laying season terminates as a rule in September or October, it

will be unreasonable to expect hens to begin to lay again in

December when eggs are most valuable. Laying in winter is

not the characteristic of a breed, but the result of a calculation.
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Say that Dorkings or Spanish lay at seven months old, Cochins
and Brahmas at six, sometimes at five, then chickens of the
breeds must be kept in the spring, so that they shall attain
those ages in December when eggs are scarcest. This brings
it to a certainty. There are few places where new-laid eggs
are not in demand at that time at 2d., in many towns they
make 3<l. each. In the neighbourhoods in the west-end of
London where horses and carriages stand, greengrocers and
small shopkeepers keep fowls under every disadvantage, but
make them profitable by the sale of eggs. The same may be
done by any one. This is an exceptional time of year, but we
never yet knew a place where new-laid eggs were not saleable
aD the year round. They suffer little by foreign competition,
and as soon as it is known that they are brought regularly, shop-
keepers are glad to buy them. This soon amounts to a sum
in the spring.

Then there is the sale of fowls. If they can be reared early
they make large prices. In numbers of places poultry is given
up as out of season from February till July ; none but hard
winter fowls are to be had, but if young ones were offered they
would soon be gladly purchased. Such would be the refuse of
the yard—those that were faulty in some particular. This
plan enables any one to breed good and valuable fowls, because
it affords the opportunity of great choice. Spring chickens,
the most valuable because the scarcest, are fit for fattening at
fourteen or fifteen weeks old. At that time their points are
sufficiently developed to show whether they are likely to be
prizetakers or not. In sorting a run, amateurs should begin
by selecting for sale for table purposes all that are faulty

;

then take the worst of the good ones till there remain only
those that are promising. There is not so much diOieulty in
rearing early chickens as folks imagine. Our experience is,

that they are reared more easilym January and February than
in Mai-ch and April. The advantages are many. It enables us
to give more attention to those that are likeliest to make the
best return

; it economises food ; it prevents the evils of over-
stocking, and it keeps up alittle supply of ready money. When
the selected are attaining a size that justifies another weeding,
then send the least promising to the auction. Reserve the
best for exhibition and for stock. They may be put at prices
that are highly remunerative without being prohibitory, and
they wUl sell, though, perhaps, they may not be prizetakers.
One thing only is wanting, the false pride that is above sell-

ing eggs or poultry must be conquered, and the business must
be looked after carefully as any other trade or pursuit is that
is expected to be successful.—X. Y. Z.

LIGHT BRAHMA POOTRAS.
As a breeder of Light Brahmas for the last fifteen years, I

beg to corroborate generally "Nemo's" remarks as to' the re-
quirements to he sought for by judges. In the first place, the
Bingle-combed Brahmas are as pure as the pea-combed, if not
of a purer strain. For twelve years I never had a pea-combed
chicken from single-combed birds ; after that time, having in-
troduced a cross with a pea-combed strain, I cannot speak so
positively

; but I venture to affirm that the single-combed Light
Brahmas are hardier, better shaped, and better coloured than
most of the pea-combed strains.

With Mr. Crook, I say that the Light Brahmas should have
a surface colour of clear white, with a ground colour of grey,
and, indeed, I should feel inclined to regard a bird as dis-
qualified which did not possess the dark ground colour, as
being a cross from a White Cochin. The neck hackles should
be well and clearly marked ; not a poor, half-marked grey, but
a bold, well-deliued, striped hackle.
As regards saddle hackle, I believe Mr. Crook and I are at

issue, he preferring a well-marked saddle hackle also, whilst
I have always bred (until my cross mentioned above), birds with
a pure white saddle hackle. With the exception of the flight
feathers in the wing, the black white-edged tail, and the
hackles (neck or saddle), I venture to submit there ought not
to be a coloured feather of any description in a Light Brahma.
On the whole, I think they are rather longer-legged than Dark
Brahmas, but for the table no bird is equal in flavour to a
Light Brahma.—F. Powell, Knarcshorougli.

Those who favour the Dark birds seem to me to assume that
the Light, as a class, are decidedly inferior to the Dark, but I
cannot see that they are at all justified in such an assumption.

I readily admit that if you look at the classes separately, the

Dark birds seem the finer ; but we should not rest here without
further investigation, and, above all, an impartial one ; for if

we do, we only foster the popular delusion, " that the Light
are very pretty birds, but that the more competent a person is

to judge, the more certain is he to prefer the Dark."
I believe the main reason why this delusion has arisen is,

that any Light-coloured bird corresponding in all points with a

Dark one, will not produce the same effect on the eye, the
dark outline being more striking. This is the chief reason why
the judges at our shows, who must necessarily make their

awards according to the impressions they receive at the time,

always decide in favour of the Dark. But it is not always first

impressions that are most correct; that they are not so in this

case we may infer from what we have lately read in The
JouENAL OF HoniicuLTUEE. I think that alter what has
arisen, no first-class breeder will be surprised at Mr. Crook's
challenge, and all must feel that no one would be likely to beat
him, unless it were Mr. Boyle.

I was to-day looking over the yard of an old breeder of the
Light variety. 1 think I never saw a prettier sight than this

collection of birds with their well-defined hackles and black

tails contrasting with their snow-white bodies, their broad
sterns abundantly covered with a delicate white fluff. The
birds looked so fine that ever since I have been wondering how
the prejudice against them could have arisen, and what cause
there could possibly be for its continuance. It cannot be

owing to any deficiency in their weight, for there they are

pretty equal to their Dark brethren. The only cock bird which
I have, more than a year old, weighs 12 lbs. I do not mention
this as being an extraordinary weight for a bird of this variety,

but to show that they are not inferior to the other variety in

this particular. Although I am continually exhibiting, I never
brought forward the bird I mentioned more than once, that was
at Hastings, when he was second in the adult class. He did

not then strike me as being decidedly superior to the birds in

the other pens as to size. Now, I do not think the average
weight of the Park birds is higher than 12 lbs., but if it is, we
are ready to grant that this is in their favour, still we must be
shown it first.

Compliiints have been made with regard to the feathering

of the Light birds, but apparently without just grounds, at

least as regards its quantity, for in every well-filled class there

are birds to be seen with massive wings on their hocks and feet

;

not that I maintain that this is right, for I like to see their

hocks covered with a rich round kuob of soft feathers, clearly

separated from those on the feet, which should be adorned
with soft feathers, both black and white, well laid on, and very
much corresponding to those on the breast. I am surprised

that the awkwardly stiff feathering, which seems to incumber
the bird rather than belong to it as a natural part of itself,

should be aimed at by so many breeders ; but as this applies

to the Dark as weU as the Light birds, it cannot be said to

raise them above their more beautiful brethren.—H. M. Mav-
KAED, Holmcwood, Byde.

RAILWAY CHARGES.
I AM sorry the Honorary Secretary of Weston Show im-

pugns the correctness of my statement—that the Secretary

of the Show charged me 5s. 3d. for conveyance of birds from
the Show to the station.

I beg to say— 1st, That I received a letter from the Secre-

tary, in which he says the 5s. 3d. claimed is " for carriage from
the Show to the station." 2nd, That my fowls were booked
through to Weston, and that there was no question, therefore,

on the subject of the Secretary of the Show paying any carriage

forme. 3rd, That from the "letter of Mr. Percivall, of Peck-

ham, in your issue of February Gth, page 119-20, it appears

that he was charged 4s. 4;;. as " railway charges to and from
the showyard," and that no denial of that statement has been
made. And 4th, That the report in your issue of January 9th
commented on the " great inexperience shown in the manage-
ment of Weston Show."
As now we have evidence of two exhibitors being charged

very high for conveyance from the Show to the station, the

management ought to advertise their willingness to return

such erroneous charges.

—

Bkaema.

TRIMMING FOWLS FOR EXHIBITION.
In your impression of the 20th nit., Mr. Worthington opens-

up the subject of the fairness or not of trimming fowls' legs
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for exhibition. I tried to get Bomo opinion from you a few

weeks ago aa to the honesty of trimming Spanish fowls' faces

for exhibition. I hope, therefore, if attention is called to the

one, the other will nut bo neglected ; it is a question of great

importance, as tender-conscienced exhibitors have not the

same advantage as those who are not so ; and, again, a person

may purchase a fowl trusting to the honesty of the owner, and
after a few weeks have the mortification of seeing feathers

come abundantly, and this from a prize fowl. I liave been
dealt with like this myself, so do not bring forward an imagi-

nary case. It tends, too, to degenerate the breeds, and to bring

poultry-breeding to a low level. Under these circumstances I

hope yon will give your assistance in sifting the case.—A. H. D.

[We do not think it necessary to repeat our often-expressed

condemnation of tho practice; but as you ask us so to do, we
again say that we consider any trimming of a fowl, except the

recognised dubbing of Game fowls, is dishonest. That this is

the opinion of poultry judges is evidenced by their disqualify-

ing trimmed birds when the trimming is detected.

—

Eds.]

UNION OF THE PHILOPERISTERON AND THE
NATIONAL COLUMBARIAN SOCIETIES.

The amalgamation of the above Societies has long been looked
forward to as a means of establishing the Pigeon fancy generally,

and in the metropolis particularly, on a firmer and more c^'m-

prehonsive basis. The following Keport, called for by both In-

stitutions, has supplied a bond of union, and has been unani-
mously adopted :

—

Gentlemen,—It will be in the recollectiou of many members of

the Philoperisterou and the National Cohimbavian Societies, that for

some time past a growiuf^ feeling of dissatisfaction lias been manifested,
not only in regard to the objects and constitution of their Societies

and other institntions of kindred character, but also in reference to a
variety of matters incidental to Pigeon culture generally. Some form
and consistence has been given to this feeling by the late discussions

introduced, after due notice, at both Societies, on the subjects of esta-

blishing the Pif:;eou fancy in London on a reorganised basis, and the
desu'ability of forming one general Society with a more comprehensive
constitution. These discussions resulted in the appointment of a
joint Committee, representing both the leading:; metropolitan Societies

and every practical department of Piston culture ; Messrs. Esquilant,
Wicking. and Percivall acting for the rhiloperisterou Society : Messrs.
Jones, Ord, and Jayne for the National Columbarian Society ; and
Messrs. Betty, Merck, and Volckmau for both Societies.

Your Committee, then, in approaching their interesting duties, and
in endeavoniing to report and advise on the basis on which it would be
desirable to amalgamate the old Societies or erect a new one, have
found it imperative brielly to review the modem history- of Pigeon
culture, especially on the side of its public relations and estimation.

It will not be beyond the memory of many esteemed fanciers, that
years ago a stigma most intolerant and degrading was affixed to any
and every matter in connection with Pif^eon-fancyinf;;,—a stigma,
indeed, not wholly unreasonable in view of the low associations and
merely pot-house character with which this artistic recreation was
then encumbered. But under the worst of circumstances this natural-
istic department was never left without a few persevering votaries \nih.

courage enough to scorn mere prejudice, and energy more than suffi-

cient to rescue theu" pastime from every possible reproach—gentlemen
whose society we yet enjoy, and to whom we owe it that we can I'csent

as an impertinence any and eveiT' attempt to ignore our pretensions to

the same standing and consideration conceded to floricnlture and
other amusements of similar character. Whatever, therefore, of mere
blackguardism, dishonesty, or equivocal association once existed (or in

a degi'ee may still exist), the elements of reform were never wholly
wanting.
Nor will it bo matter for sm*prise that such improvement when em-

bodied took a form highly consei-vative, exclusive, and re-aclionary.
Under the cu-cumstances this was but natural, and was clearly necessi-
tated by those adverse conditions to which your Committee have re-

fen"ed.

Tho formation of the Philoperisterou Society just twenty-one yeai's

ago was the first embodiment of such refoim. And the Committee
would here remark, that the vei-y first experience of this Institution
demonstrates unmistakeably the necessity for the reform itself, and
illustrates to the utmost tho low estimation in which Pigeon culture
and Pigeon-fanciers were held ; for with whatever ease the Society

'took to itself a " name," its search for a "local habitation " was by no
means so successful. That a Pigeon-fancier should aspire to the
society of gentlemen (even the gentlemen of a third-class hotel), was
effrontery too daring, impudence too intolerable ; thus, members of the
highest respectabihty, who to-day are assembled in the wide-renowned
" Freemasons," were hustled rather than bowed out of many a tavern
in which they sought the convenience of a room for their monthly
meetings—many a place, indeed, which now would not be considered
eligible for our present purposes or position.

It would be Buperiinoufl to recite the oft-told history of the Philo-

peristerou Society : suffice it to say, that its constitution and labours

effected a substantial and p-owinR, though not a rapid, refomi ; sup-

]iliod the means of social intercourse amongst rcspectablo fanciers,

and won a measure; of public esteem never before accorded to V'l^ton

culture or its votaries. In tho practical department the Society has

fostered and expanded the taste of fanciers, and its members have bred

and exhibited the choicest specimens ever seen in almost every variety

of Pigeons.

Perhaps, however, the surest indication of success may be found in

the fact that the Society, in some measure, may bo looked upon as a

parent Society ; for the impetus it pave to tho whole sul)]ect developed

the necessity for a yet more inclnsive association, and the gi'owing

necessities of metropolitan fanciers at last found their answer in the

formation of the National Columbarian Society, a Society in many
ways thoroughly worthy of its ancestry, and several of whose members
are members of both Societies.

We are now brought to a review of the present position of fanciers

and their art in public esteem.

Although it must be conceded that very great advances have been

made, especially on the score of tone and respectability, and although

our recreation is not simply tolerated, but is widely and generally

approved and admired, yet such advances in the higher senses of the

term are still largely undeveloped, and much that is equivocal remains

for redress or discouragement. This is evident in the fact, that num-
bers of fanciers, gentlemen and even ladies of intelligence, enthusiasm,

position, and liberality, still hold aloof from any recognised or cor-

]iorate relations with their brother fanciers. Reasons for this may be

found in abundance. It is not that any social stigma any longer

attaches to us or our objects—that has long ago been rectified. It is

because we are failing to interest and failing in many ways to complete

the reformation so worthily begun.
This, again, will be very apparent on comparison of Pigeon culture

and Pigeon societies with other L-indred amusements—for instance,

floriculture, horticulture, Szc. These departments of naturalistic re-

creation are progressive, intelligent, scientific, and developed in

character. They can boast a literature and detail of great import-

ance ; their Societies are invested with many and varied features of

interest, and, therefore, are in the highest degi-ee attractive and in-

fluential.

Pigeon culture, on the other hand, although of most ancient date,

althongh of eminent interest and enthusiastically practised, still lacks

almost evei-y element of progressive success. As yet it is essentially

undeveloped, unscientific, wanting in dignity and intelligence, boasting

no literature of adequate extent, character, or accuracy. It is failing

to utilise the immense resources of interest which it commands, it is

still disgraced by many associations more than questionable, and still

lacks, therefore, those incentives to corporate union which have done

so much for the advancement, repute, and influence of kindred

Societies.

Your Committco are of opinion that these evils are intensified by

the division into two Societies of a constituency far too small to bear

sub-dividing at all ; and they are further of opinion that while such

division exists, no purpose, however desirable, can be effectively pur-

sued, in consequence of the inherent weakness incident to such division.

Your Committee feel, too, that little or no excuse exists for so dis-

united a policy. A large number of members are common to both

Societies ; the constitution, objects, and practices of both Institutions

are identical. Much complaint, too, very reasonably arises on the

score of loss of time and expenditure. A gentleman anxious to be on

terms of acquaintance with the leading metropoUtan fanciers must

now join two societies, pay two subscriptions, attend double the number
of meetings, exhibit every bird twice, at probably much inconvenience

to himself if not injury to his stud.

The results are obvious. Although the subscriptions are paid readily

enough, their division into two distinct funds renders them almost

inoperative for good. Both Societies suffer in many other ways. Meet-

ings are shora of almost every feature of interest, are badly attended,

Ijii-ds are not sho^vn, papers cannot be read, discussions are not intro-

duced. The allegiance of members being thus divided and weakened,

a general blankness and lukewarmncss i>revail, and becoming more
and more irksome.

It is high time, therefore, to inaugurate a more trenchant and united

policy, and your Committee can see no reason why a system more
progressive should not supersede the present condition of stagnation

and inaction. Why, they inquire, should there not be facilities, as in

the domains of floriculture, for the introduction of more improving

elements ? Are we so far ahead that there is nothing left for a Huxley,

a Dai-win, or an Owen to teach us ? Have we, even in the humbler
departments of our recreation, so completely exhausted eveiy field of

interest, that there is nothing left for investigation, and no items of

mischief for redi'ess or eradication ? In an age when even recreation

itself is expected to include some features of intelligence and worth,

your Committee are of opinion that fanciers will not be true to them-

stdves if thev omit to enlarge the basis of their union, or to place them-

selves on a level with the patrons of other naturalistic pastimes.

And this brings us directly to a consideration of the means it is

desirable to adopt in order to give renewed vigour to our present In-

stitutions. On this subject your Committee have formed veiy decided

opinions, and are prepared respectfully to offer most earnest advice.
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However muoli they may approve of nnion for its own sake, they

'

feci that a mere amalgamation of the Societies they represent would
iu itself be powerless to effect any radical change, li has already
been stated that the practices and constitntions of both Societies are
identical, and, it may be added with equal truth, are totally inadequate .

to the examination and settlement of the questions under review.
Neither Institution can boast anything beyond the most meagre ar-

rangements for social intercourse ; while tlie opportunities for discus-

sion are of the most flimsy, not to say delusive character.
In every other respect the coustitutions in question are far too con-

tracted for the growing requirements of our recreation, and stand con-
demned by the indifference with which members treat any advantages
they may offer.

Your Committee, therefore, propose and earnestly recommend a
scheme of thorough reorganisation as indispensable to the awakening
of new interest, and as paramount in importance to any scheme of

mere amalgamation. Such reorganisation might and should include
the nnion of our two Societies on a basis at once comprehensive and
progressive, and with a constitution sufficiently broad to secure the
intelligent consideration of any and every matter of moment relating

to Pigeon culture. In view of the ample materials which exist for the
energy and occupation of every member, and in consideration of the
objects proper to such a Society, your Committee are of opinion that
the proposed reorgauis.itiou should include the following matters as
prominent features of its scheme :—The formation of a literature ade-
<|uate and accurate iu character, and the dijEfusion of useful informa-
tion ; the development of an internal public opinion for the reform of
abuses ; the formation of authoritative standards for all the important
varieties of Pigeons ; the better classification of prize lists ; the im-
provement of judging.

Such a Society should also undertake and establish a grand metro-
l>oUtan competitive show as an annual feature of its scheme ; should
he a tribunal for the investigation and authoritative settlement of

controverted questions within prescribed limits ; should develope and
encourage proper methods of breeding ; should discourage diffuse and
uuscientitic breeding ; should consider the mischief arising from indis-
criminate exhibition, and the deterioration going on in almost every
strain ; should assist beginners in their formation of a stud, and thus
protect them from loss, disappointment, and the designs of unscru-
pulous sellers.

Such a Society should also include the fullest opportunities for
orderly discussion, and should invite papers from experienced fanciers,
nataralists, physiologists, and other men of science on any and every
matter directly or indirectly relating to Pigeon cnlturc, its advance-
ment, or past history ; should enlist the arts of painting and photo-
5?raphy ; should encourage and keep up communications with provincial
and foreign societies, and thus centralise and consolidate the fancy
throughout the kingdom. Such a Society, in addition to the facilities

at present offered to subscribers, should also arrange for the enrolment
of honorary members, especially gentlemen of naturalistic science,
and should afford eveiy convenience for the occasional introduction of
visitors ; should keep careful records of its tr.ansactions, and do all in
its power to place its objects on an equality with other naturalistic
pastimes.

Such, then, briefly, is the scheme your Committee are prepared to re
commend. If at the first glance it may appear too comprehensive, they
urge that it by no means implies that all and everything they have
proposed should at once find exposition or development. Their'object
is rather to make proposals sufficiently broad to appeal to workers in
every department, however varied their taste or inclination, so that no
item of advancement or improvement may be wasted for want of op-
portunity or encouragemeut.
But little need be said as to the practicability of this scheme. Its

prompt initiation may be compassed by the union of the PhUoperis-
terou and the National Columbarian Societies under a constitution
and code of regulations expansive enough to include the suggestions
of this Report. The tv,-o Institutions thus united wonld form'a centre
of no inconsiderable attraction, not only to the fanciers of the me-
tropolis, but of the kingdom, in view of our present and increasing
strength in counti-y members. And your Committee again submit,
that the strong feeling iu favour of union, together with the fact that
many gentlemen are aheady members of both Societies, is eridence
sufficient to justify such amalgamation. They are convinced, too,
that their scheme of a thorough reorganisation, coupled with amalga-
mation, will not only advantage both Societies, but will be of untold
benefit to the art generally

; and will be accepted as a boon by all in-
telligent fanciers, many of whom have long felt the necessity for an
Institution more authoritative and dignified iu character than can be
found amongst existing Societies.

In conclusion, your Committee beg to express the pleasure they
have had in accomplishing the important task entrusted to them".
While they see in the past much of difficulty vanquished, and much
of success achieved, they look to the future with a measure of expec-
tation amounting to assurance, for advancement in those yet wider
fields of effort and amusement which remain to be traversed, con-
vinced also, that a yet more discriminating appreciation will be ac-
corded to the captivating branch of naturalistic recreation which so
toug and so deservedly has been our boud of pleasure and fellowship.

Signed for the Reorganisation Committee, W. Volckmax, IIoii. -*>'«;.

[We are very glad at this movement, for union imparts

strength. We recommend Pigeon-fanciers generally to support
the new Society, and we shall readily find space for any relative

suggestions.—Ens.]

BREEDING POUTER PIGEONS—CANKER AND
ROUP.

I KEAD over carefully Mr. Volcknaan's article on Pouter

breeding, which appeared in your columns on the 6th of

February. As an old fancier, I must say that I cannot agree

with his remarks on breeding for colour.

I have had considerable experience in Pouter-breeding during

the last thirty years, and have during that time seen the fancy

for those elegant birds sink until it seemed almost lost, but for

three or four who stood steadily by it ; but now it has risen

higher than ever, and long may it continue to gain ground ;
for

if, as some or rather most writers say, the fancy breeds are all

derived from the Blue Rock, then, I think, the Pouter is

entitled to be considered the most wonderful of the whole,

showing such size, beauty of form, and colour, with the stately

walk so very different from the " pottering " style of the other

sorts ; and last, though not least, his extraordinary crop which

he can display at pleasure.
Mr. Volckman seems to take it for granted that colour has

to a great extent been lost. In this I cannot agree with him,

unless, perhaps, iu the case of Red Pied birds ; they, certainly,

as a class are not so good in colour as they were twenty-five or

thirty years ago. This I am convinced has been caused by
crossing with blue, and a very ugly colour it produces. Blacks,

Blues, and Yellows are all in my opinion as good as they have

ever been.
In one respect, however, I quite agree with Mr. Volckman,

and that is, that marking has fallen oil very much, which is

certainly to be regretted, as a fine bird is so much more
pleasant to the eye when regularly pied. The bib in particular

is now very often wanting, and bishop wings by far too com-
mon, but a few years' care will bring them up in this respect.

Foul legs I also think are more to be seen than formerly, and a

great blemish they are. At one time this was almost confined

to Black Pied birds, and it seems to have been the case as far

back as Moore's time, and to have been so common in Blacks

that he says it was not much heeded, unless very bad. I have

done all in my power to breed clean-limbed birds of this colour,

but must confess that I have not succeeded ; indeed, with only

two or three exceptions I have never seen a well-pied Black

Pouter with perfectly clean thighs, unless in show pens. Birds

that are too gay, have too much white on the wings or crop, are

always clean-limbed.

Mr. Volckman is of opinion that Mealy and Chequer birds

have injured the colours. Now, I do not think this has ever

been the case where birds have been properly matched, it all

depends upon this ; but I can assure Mr. Volckman that many
of the finest birds that have been bred in Scotland have been

from Mealy, Chequer, or Sandy birds, matched with birds of

the standard colours. Some colours will not do long without

crossing. Yellows, for instance, bred together soon become
pale and faded-looking, but a well-selected Bed improves the

colour at once. I think I have tried nearly every cross in

colours. The worst result was from Black and Yellow, so bad

that I must say I did not repeat it often. The young were of

a dirty, sooty. Chequer hue.
Mr. Volckman says that many of our birds are too long in

feather for the length of limb. This we are quite aware of
;

but he is, perhaps, not aware that when the Scotch fanciers

began the breeding of Pouters, they had little better than

Pouting Horsemen to commence with, but now they mean to

turn their attention more to length of limb and marking. The
former will require both time and skill, the latter will be more
easily managed. I have often heard of birds 7i and 7J inches

in limb, but never happened to see them.
I hope Mr. Volckman will give the method of breeding he so

strongly recommends a trial, and let his brother fanciers know
the result ; but for my own part I do not think we can throw
aside Mealy, Sandy, Chequer, or Splash birds, any more than

the Almond-fancier can dispense with Kites, Duns, Grizzles,

&c., though he may have a large stocK of good Almond-feathered
birds.

On looking at a Canary-fancier's stock lately (I am not a

fancier myself), I very much admired the yellow birds in pre-

ference to the buff or white, and asked how he did not keep

yellows only. His reply was, that they could not get on with-

out the light-coloured birds
;
they would all run to "weeds,"
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he said, if yellows were bred together. I may also mention
Carriers and Darba as proofs in favour of my opinion, as

breeders match the best Blacks with Duns without injury to

Blacks. The result of my own experience, therefore, is, that

we cannot dispense with the colours which Mr. Volckman says

should now be thrown aside as having been used more than
enough already.

I always use Splash birds more or less for breeding Wliites,

as I find I obtain finer birds in size and shape than from Whites
alone, and if the right sort of Splash is used very few marked
fcirds will be produced.

Before concluding, I should like to say a word on the question

of infection. I am quite of Mr. Huie's opinion, that roup and
canker are not infectious.

Canker in my birds, I am glad to say, I have never been
much troubled with, but now and then a case has occurred,

but never spread, though left with my other birds.

Roup my birds have suffered very much from. I do not
think, however, ithat it is now nearly so virulent in character

as when it first appeared in Scotland about fifteen years ago.

Till then it was unknown to the fancy here, and for a year or

two almost every bird attacked died ; no treatment had any
effect. Now, I believe it is often cured ; but whether this is

owing to superior treatment, or to the disease being in a

milder form, I cannot take upon me to say. Something, very
likely, is due to both.

—

George Uke, Rnsehank, Dtimlee.

P.S.—Mr. Volckman takes care to let us know that he has
had a long practical experience with this class of birds. Such
being the case, why has he not given even a single fact from
all this experience ? I think he ought to have done so before

condemning so hastily, I might almost say rudely, the method
of breeding followed by the oldest and most successful Pouter-
breeders.—G. U.

Mk. Hdie'.s criticism on Mr. Tegetmeier's book entitled
" Pigeons," in which I fully concur, has been the means of

commencing much-needed artd most useful discussions in your
valuable Journal, and I hope that they will extend until all the
varieties of Pigeons have been fully discussed. As there is

much still left to bo said in connection with Pouters, my re-

marks will be on that grand bird.

I quite agree with Mr. Huie when he condemns some of the
crosses in colour recommended by Mr. Tegetmeier, such as
crossing a Blue Pouter and a Ked, or a Mealy and a Yellow.
Any good fancier who has tried the experiment will not
repeat it in a hurry, or recommend others to do so ; and I

was very much astonished and disgusted to find such advice
given in a book said to be written " for the use of the Pigeon-
fancier." No experienced fancier, at all events in Scotland,
has any " slavish fear of breeding away from some one parti-

eular colour," but to the best of their judgment they select

such birds as they think suitable for producing the most per-
fect colours, at the same time keeping in view size aud form.

I read in the Journal of the 6th ult. the remarks by Mr.
Volckman, who says he has not read Jlr. Tegetmeier's book

;

at which I feel astonished, as I did not consider any real fancier

could withstand reading a work on Pigeons produced by ojiewho
has figured as judge at some of our principal shows. However,
I do not think Mr. Volckman has lost anything by this neglect.
Mr. Volckman enters into this discussion " irrespective of

Mr. Tegetmeier's book or its reviews," and says "the corre-
spondence appears to be proceeding on a wrong basis." Now
it appears to me that the correspondence has not only proceeded
on a right basis, but that it has been fully argued and satis-

factorily concluded. The question raised was merely on the
matching Mealy and Yellow Pouters.

Mr. Volckman tells us that by the use of Mealies, Chequers,
and Splashes we have destroyed the colours and markings in
our Pouters, and that for the present they must be " rigorously

discarded." On the other hand, Mr. Tegetmeier says the
Pouter-fancier has a " slavish fear of breeding away from some
one particular colour." Now, this is an awkward position for

a yonng fancier to be placed in : whom is he to beUeve, and
what is he to do ? My advice would be, as we have no printed
guide, to adopt neither theory, but use Mealies, Chequers, and
Splashes in their proper places, and he will find to his own
satisfaction, as I have done, that practical experience is safer

than theory.

Mr. Volckman says, if we wish to produce "Blacks of
raven brilliancy, Reds rich and lustrous," that we are now to

commence the process of selection. For the information of

Mr. Volckman, I have to say that the experienced Scotch fanciers

have finished this process of selection for the coming breeding
season a month ago, and that they have niatched-up their

Pouters this season in the same manner as lliey have always
done—viz., selecting the best colours that they have of their

own breeding, or could find to jnuchase ; but if Mr. Volckman
could spare them some of the brilliant colours that he speaks

about, the Scotch fanciers would feel very grateful to him

;

and I am sure that a fancier of "long practical experience,"

and having such a good theory, must now be in a position to

extend a helping hand to his less fortunate brothers in the

Pouter fancy.

The proper crosses for the Mealy and Yellow Pouter have
been already taken up by Mr. Huie. As far as my own expe-

rience goes, and from observation in the lofts of our best Scotch

breeders, I believe that the Chequer bred from Blacks should

be crossed with Black only ; and by following this method a

Chequer Pouter will be quite as good for stock purposes as a

Black, and the produce be "Blacks of raven brilliancy."

I also approve of occasionally crossing the White Pouter

with tlie Blue. The White Pouter being constitutionally a
weak bird, the produce is improved in strength by this cross

;

and the Blue gains in colour, as the White Pouter helps to

clean out the foul feathers so often found in the limbs, &c., of

the Blue Pied Pouters. It was from a cross of this description

that I produced the progenitors of the White and Blue Pouters

that stood first at Glasgow for more than one season.

When breeding for length of feather I would have no hesi-

tation in selecting a small handsome hen, as I have found

such to be the best breeders and to produce large birds, and I

could point to a great many first-prize birds from hens of this

description. Although I say a small hen, I would not have

her to be under 17 inches in feather, and (Ji in limb.

It is always desirable to match what is termed a stocking-

limbed bird' with a rough-limbed bird, as by this means we
keep the limb strong and having the proper cover of feather.

Two birds having stocking limbs matched-up are apt to pro-

duce birds spare of cover, and even birds with spindle shanks.

When matching-up Pouters for a season's breeding there are

a great many points to be considered, such as length of limb,

length of feather, girth, crop, colour, marking, &c. Now,
as it is almost impossible to find one Pouter having all the

properties, the best method is to select two birds that with

both their points combined come nearest to perfection. 'When

we do this we do all that we are able, and it is not absurd to

expect a happy result. The finest-marked birds will often pro-

duce the mismarkcd birds. The plan I take to cure this is to

destroy the bird in the nest. If this method were adopted by
all our Pouter-fanciers it would soon rid the fancy of those

birds complained of as having markings " wildly inaccurate." It

is also advisable to have one of a pair matched-up older than the

other, as a pair of young birds seldom do well the first season.

I have seldom had a case of canker among my Pouters, bat

find that my Short-faces are very subject to this disease. The
method that I adopt to cure them is the old simple one of

washing out the mouth, and then touching the affected part

with caustic, also giving them occasionally a piece of butter

mixed with salt. This disease is certainly not infectious.

The roup has been for years, and still is, a source of annoy-

ance to me, particularly among my young Pouters. It attacks

young birds at no particular age. I have seen birds take it

when two weelvS old, and again when they were breaking into

their first moult, and it often hangs about them until theyare

reduced to skeletons, ending in something like consumption.

I have tried many, almost all methods of cure, and when I

thought I had found one effectual, again I was disappointed.

The treatment that I have most faith in is to keep the bird

in a warm place, and in a hamper with straw, give it a tea-

spoonful of cod-liver oil night and morning, occasionally taking

the bird in the hand, and rinsing its head through cold water.

I have never found one case in which roup was infectious.

For the sake of experiment I matched-up a Pouter hen very

much affected with roup to a common Pigeon, and confined

the pair in a pen for a couple of months, allowing them to eat

and drink out of the same dishes, but the disease did not

affect the cock.—M. Sidaet, 73, Waterloo Street, Glasgow.

UTILISING CONDEMNED BEES.
With regard to "A Devonshire Bee-keepek's" useful

paper on the above subject, I may mention, having the autumn

before last saved from the brimstone pit the bees of two stocks,
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belonging to a neighbouring cottager. I Eubstituted a couple

of young Italian queens in lieu of their own sable monarchs,

placed each party in a common straw skep, having a little empty
comb, at the sametimeadministeringafair supply of "Greenock
crush " syrup, and in due season was rewarded for my
humanity, each colony last summer giving me four natural

swarms, and by no means contemptible swarms either.

An apiarian friend chancing to call while one of the fourth

swarms emerged, was positive it contained more bees than a

prime black swarm he had had shortly before.—A Kenfrew-
SHiRE Bee-keepek.

TO WHAT DISTANCE CAN BEES PROFITABLY
EXTEND THEIR FLIGHT?

I FIND it stated in reply to " A. T.," in page 180, that
*' the bees' honey harvest depends upon the country within

a radius of five miles;" or, in other words, that a stock of

bees can pasture profitably over a district of ten miles dia-

meter ! I only wish it were true, for honey harvests would in

this case be vastly more abundant and far less uncertain ; but

unfortunately, all reliable authorities concur in limiting the

profitable flight of the bee to a much more restricted area,

whilst my owu experience and observation impel me unhesi-

tatingly to endorse their conclusions. Mr. Quinby and the

Rev. L. L. Laugstroth, who stand at the head of American
apiarians, concur in stating three miles as the limit of the

bee's range. The latter adds that beyond a circle of two miles

radius they can store but little honey, Huber found on one
occasion, that whilst his own bees were going to ruin for lack

of food, those of other places at about two miles distance lived

in the greatest abundance, threw numerous swarms, and filled

their hives with honey; whilst Dr. Bevan believes that one
English mile will be found to be the extent of the bee's flight

in her ordinary excursions during the honey season. That
bees cannot pasture profitably much beyond a radius of a mile,

or at the outside a mile and a half from their hive, is also the

conclusion arrived at by—A Devonshire Bee-keepeb.

[Bees are known to visit an island more than four miles from
the shore.

—

Eds.]

ARTIFICLVL SWARMING IN C0:MM0]N"
HIVES.

A coEREsroxDENT, "C.A.J./' commenting on my instruc-
tion in No. 361 :

—" The nest day remove B to a new stand . . . .

and put A on the stance vacated by B," asks for my " reasons
for not immediately placing the hives in their permanent posi-
tions." To this I reply, that it is better to let the confusion
subside which naturally arises in an apiary at such times ; but,
chiefly, I desire to give time for as many as possible of the old
bees to quit the hive A, so as to run less risk of fighting when
the transfer of hives A and B takes place. If the first opera-
tion (of driving A) Le performed before 10 o'clock a.m., there
would be no objection to put the deserted A into B's place three
or four hours later, taking care that the former is pretty well
emptied of its population, and that the bees of the latter are
much abroad at the time of the transfer. This is essential to
success.

" C. A. J." aska further, " Does not the imdeveloped brood in
A run the risk of a check during the intervening night, there
being so few, if any, bees in the hive *r" Doubtless, there is

some such risk, but I believe it to be very trifling. There will
always remain a considerable number of bees, which, being in a
state of excitement consequent on the loss of their queen, will
keep up the temperature

; but I should put the hive in a sheltered
place, and throw something warm over it. My experience
knows of no failure on this score, although, of course, it is con-
ceivable.

_ " C. A. J." also remarks, *' I presume there is a great possi-
bility of the hive being robbed, it ha\'ing no bees to defend it."

A possibihty there no doubt is, hut I never knew an instance of
it. Bees very rarely look out for plimder in May or June, being
usually too fully occupied with pollen and honey-gathering at
that period of the year. Of course, if those operations are
attempted later in the summer, the utmost care is requisite to
prevent robbery ; hut I strongly dissuade from all swarm-manu-
facture after Jime.

I may add here, in reply to an inquiry of another correspon-
dent, that I usuaDy set about swarm-making as soon after

nine o'clock as possible—as early as I can, in fact, but not before

the bees are well abroad.—B. &: "W.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Marking Chickens (Rouen).—If you wish to mark chickens so that

they are easily distinguishable without catching, you may do it by haTing
narrow strips of list sewn round their Icrb, loose enough to admit of
growth. Different colours may mark different breeds. If you do not
object to the trouble of handling, and it is not much if done when they
are at roost, they may be marked by cutting alternate feathers of the wing.
This is, however, only useful as long as they are chickens. The best plan
we know for permanent marking is to perforate the web of the wing with
a red-hot iron—a large knitting-needle will do. The mark is never effaced,

and there no limit to the numbers that may be differently marked. It is

done in a moment, .and the birds suffer little from it. Your second ques-
tion is a disputed point. Our own belief is you would have no produce
from the second till the hen had laid all her eggs, and become broody.
We know excellent judges and trustworthy authorities who hold a different

opinion.

Food foe Laying Hens (R. B.).—Whole barley ia very good. It shoxild

be given raw. If crushed, the husks should not be taken away.

Fowls Dying Suddenly (7*. C. H.).—There is nothing to prevent snd-
den death in fowls. Cocks are liable to it when crowing, hens when
sitting or laving. Sitting hens should not have whole com. Soft food is

better for tbem. It will not be hereditary.

BnAHMAs" Combs (7dfm).—The pea comb has never been considered a
disqualification in either class of Brahmas. Our experience of breeding
the Dark is the same as yours, but we are bound to say the same of the
Light. We never breed single-combed birds. Our belief is, they have
their origin with those who are bent on making money, who obtain a pure
bird at a good price, on one side, and a mate as nearly like him as pos-

sible. They sell the failures for table poultry, and those that take after the
father for stock. The unfortunate purchasers soon find their acquisition
is the result of a 'mi'sallia7ic€.

Scurf on Cochins' Legs (LutterJhis).—We canmot tell you the canse.
We have never seen it as a disease till this year, and always attributed it

to snow. We have, however, heard of it where there has been no snow.
It was always common among very old birds. Wc have, however, pullets

that arc now " down with it," literally. They seem to have lost all use of

their legs below the thighs. We have cured some with sulphur ointment
and principally vegetable diet, but we have some of which we despair.

Hocks of Cochin-Chinas (C. K. .S.).—Any vulture hock would be a
disqualification shown against birds free from it. That which you have
figured is not a vulture hock ; it is a turn in the feather common to most
of the breed. You cannot have a better strain than Chase's.—B.

Caponising (J. G.).—We cannot detail the mode of performing this
cruel and totally needless operation.
Ground Oajs.—" G. P.'' obtains ground oat.s of good quality from

Messrs. J. & H. Robinson, of the Lewisham Bridge Mill, Lewisham, Kent,
S.E. It is cheaper to buy by the sack or half sack than by the bushel.
Carrier Pigeon's Ette (J. R. J.).—Your treatment is good, but we

would advise you also to wash the parts with a weak solution of alum
and water.
Dragon Pigeons (J. T.).—We do not know where you can purchase

superior birds. You must refer to our advertisements, and have the
birds sent for inspection before you pay.
Bird with Diseased Tongue {E. H. ^.).—What bird is it ?

Parrot Self-plucked f.^. S. .4.).—Never give hempseed to a Parrot.
Let the bird have a tepid bath daily. This is easily done by filling a dish
with the wvter. If he will not bathe voluntarily, pour the tepid water
over him through the rose of a watering pot. Let him have nuts and
apple.
Transfersisg to Another Hive (C. H. Stock).—You can only transfer

your stock to a frame hive in the manner described by us in reply to
*' Squib '* in No.^lS; but as this is rather too difficult a task for a novice,
you had better let things remain as they are, and wait for a swarm.
Payne's hives are about 2^. Gd. each, or you may, perhaps, have them
made for less by a country hive-maker. Bell-glasses vary in price,

according to size and the quality of the glass of which they are made.
Forming an Artificial Swarm ( ).—The best mode of making

an artificial swai*m from either a bar or frame hive is thus described in
the Bee-keeper's Calendar of "The Gardener's Almanack" for 1868:—
" Look over the combs during the middle of a fine day until the queen is

discovered, then place the comb ivith her majesty upon it in the centre
of an empty hive, and, if possible, support this comb on either side by
two spare worker ones. Put the queen in her new domicile on the old
stance, and remove the stock hive to a new position at a short distance.

The returning bees will make up a good swarm, which, if the weather
be favourable, will rapidly fill its hive with combs, whilst the bees in the
old stock raise a queen, and all will proceed much in the same maimer
as if the hive had swarmed naturally." To this we may add, that the
abstracted comb should be carefully examined, in order to ascertain that
no queen cells are attached to it. If any be found, the queen must be
transferred to another comb, and the royal embryos returned to the hive.

The fatal objection to the course you propose is that all the combs built

during the interregnum, which must ensue in one of the hives, will he
drone combs, whose existence will prevent the colony from prospering.
Oilcake for Cows (B. B.}.—Oilcake certainly enriches the milk very

much, but it does not increase the quantity. Brewers' grains, soft mashes,
or similar food, tends to increase the daily yield of milk, but it becomes
very poor. We have for some years given about one cake per day to

half a dozen or more of our cows that seemed to require it most, and we
have not experienced any bad results from its use, either in the flavour

of the milk or otherwise. Perhaps there is nothing to which an un-
pleasant taste is imparted so easily as milk, and very possibly an over-

supply of oilcake might have this effect; but we have found less cause to

complain of this than anything else given to the cows to improve their

yield of milk. We warn the inexperienced about the kind of cake they
use ; that from rape seed is very acrid and irritating, though useful as a
fattening agent, and when it is mixed in any quantity with the linseed

cake it is also bad. Cotton cake is nearly as bad. Good Unseed cake
should be obtained.
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Holly best. Care must be taken to prevent the plant being
destroyed by rabbits, if tbey abound, as they are very fond of

this tree. May is about the best time to plant, if the weather
is. not too dry at the time, and if the plants have been removed
a year or two previously they will be all the better, as the

Holly is not the easiest plant to remove successfully. It may
;
be remarked that it is not bad practice to plant a HoUy here
and there in a Quickset hedge, say one at every G feet or so

;

the Hollies thus look cheerful, and give more shelter in winter
than the Quicks alone.

Peivet.—This plant occupies a position many grades below
the Yew and Holly, but it has the advantage of soon attaining

the requisite size, is not particular as to soil or situation, and
•will bear cutting into form at any time of year. It may also

1)6 planted at almost any time ; its drawbacks are its inability

to support itself against heavy accumulations of snow, and that

late in the winter it is almost denuded of leaves. To give it

strength it is better to plant Quicksets (Whitethorn), with it,

say one plant in three, and the close interlacing of its shoots

partially compensates for the lack of foliage in March and April

after a severe winter. The chief merits of Privet as a hedge
plant are its rapid growth, the trim appearance which it pre-

sents when fresh cut, and the great accuracy with which that

operation can be performed without danger to the plant ; it is

also less injured by rabbits and hares than the Whitethorn,
but is not entirely exempt from attack where the former are

numerous. Privet will thrive in almost any soil, but if planted

by the side of a rich border, it will exhaust it more than is

proper for the other plants. On the other hand, it will grow
Tinder trees where hardly anything else would succeed, and is

on many accounts useful.

Box.—It is scarcely necessary to remark that this is still

more slow of growth than the Yew, and the number of tall

hedges of Box is necessarily few ; but there are cases in which
a low hedge is wanted, and where variety may also be desirable,

and in these Box comes in useful, especially as its colour
differs widely from any of the three plants previously described,

and it bears cutting-in well. Box adapts itself to almost any
situation ; but the more shaded it is the deeper the green it

presents. The varieties of Box differ considerably in their

growth. The dwarfest edging Box grows very slowly indeed ;

I have some that was planted out in nursery rows on ground
of fair quality, and which has not much exceeded the height
of an ordinary edging iu five year.s, although it has never been
out all that time, and was not very small when planted. On
the other hand, some of the varieties of tree Box grow faster

than others, and there are some intermediate varieties.

In general. Box thrives best where lime, either as chalk or

in some other form predominates ; but ordinary good garden
soil answers very well. It transplants well, but always prefers

a'a improved soil at each change, otherwise the progress is slow.

The oidinary tree Box of British origin makes a better hedge
than the Majorca species, the latter now and then succumbing to

such hard winters as those of 1838, 1845, 1855, 18C0, and 1807,

although the injury which it sustained in these years was not
the same at all places. An old Box hedge that has extended
beyond its allotted space may be cropped-in almost to the

naked stems of the central upright shoots, and fresh shoots

will be produced, provided one side of the hedge be cut at a

time, so as always to preserve sufficient foliage to keep the

plant healthy. A fresh growth may be secured by this means
in two years or so. Unlike most of our indigenous plants, the

Box does not reproduce itself to any great extent naturally by
seeds, excepting iu favoured situations. I believe that on the
chalky hills iu the neighbourhood of Dorking it is so produced

;

but in many places where the plant even thrives and does
well, the quantity of seed furnished is very small.

Laukustinus.—As an ornamental bank or line, this is well

worthy of a place, but it must not be cut so exactly to form as

the preceding plants, otherwise the bloom will be destroyed

;

it likewise requires to be allowed a greater width for growth,
and its top ought to be rounded. The Laurustinus does
best in dry ground, ripening its shoots better, and withstand-
ing the winter better. Very severe winters, however, injure it,

such as that of 186(J-(J7, when so many plants were killed

in various places ; even here some were much injured, while
others were scarcely in the least affected, and ripened their

summer growth and commenced flowering in August. This
plant, however, is more tender than most of those previously
named, and is not so well adapted for the formal trimmed
hedge ; but for a screen to hide unsightly objects it is excellent,

and its flowers are at all times interesting, more especially

when they are produced in a mild winter, giving cheerfulness

at a time when flowers, excepting under glass, are few and far

between.
CoMuos L.icnEL.—This is a sturdier plant than the last,

being seldom injured by snow or frosts in the south of Eng-
land, although it was so very much last year ; it will also bear
cutting to any shape. It ought not to be cut with the shears,

although this is often done ; but the knife makes better work,

not severing the large leaves like the shears. It grows rather

fast, and is not particular as to ground, although the better

that is the faster it grows. Usually dry stony ground, with a

subsoil favourable to roots descending a good depth, is the best

for the common Laurel.

The best time, perhaps, for cutting a Laurel hedge or bank
is the end of July, after which a small amount of growth takes

place, which affords additional foliage to the hedge for the

winter. The shoots thus produced, being mostly about 3 inches

long, if the ground is dry will ripen to their tops and look as

perfect as if cut to the size ; but if any of undue length ap-

pear they may be cut out with the knife in the autumn. The
hedge or bank will consequently look well all the winter and
spring, up to the time when growth takes place again early in

the summer. For some years I have managed some Laurel

banks here in this way, and find that from the middle to the

end of July is tho best time for cutting them. Of course some
attention is paid to the character of the season, but in general

the above is the best time. If the Laurels are cut earlier the

aftergrowth is more than is wanted ; while, if cut later, there

is not suflicient aftergrowth to clothe the cut portion of the

hedge, which will consequently appear raw and naked. It is

scarcely necessary to remark that a wet autumn, and possibly

a wet situation, will prevent these autumn shoots ripening well

;

but as a rule they do so when the soil is dry, and when the

plants upon it exhaust all its moisture, as is usually the case

with the Laurel. It grows faster than the Laurustinus, and is

capable of being formed into any shape ; but when a steep

bank has to be covered, alternate slopes and perpendiculars

look best.'—J. liOESON.
(To be continued.)

DISA GRANDIFLORA CULTURE.
A STATEMENT Copied from a French contemporary relative to

this beautiful Orchid induces me to say a few words about it,

for it is a marvel to me that it is not more generally cultivated,

as there is nothing more beautiful than it is when well grown,

and there is no plant more easily managed ; and yet, strange

to say, one very rarely sees it, and even when seen it is not in

the flourishing condition it ought to be. I have had now some
years' experience in growing it, and as my plants are the ad-

miration of all my neighbours, I may be allowed to speak from
experience.

The statement to which I allude was that the writer had
succeeded in making it produce three or four blooms, and had
induced the same plant to flower three or four times. I wrote

a few lines about it ; but even with the Editor's remarks thereon

I cannot see what the Frenchman did or did not do. As to

producing three or four flowers, I have had it with six ; and I

believe Mr. Leach, of Clapham Park, who first taught us the

way to grow it, and who gave me my plants, has had eight or

nine. But what the meaning of the second feat is I do not

know. The habit of the plant is peculiar. It throws up one

stout shoot ; the shoot gradually developes itself into a flower-

ing shoot, while at the same time the young shoot which is to

form next year's plant appears alongside of it. This stem

having flowered, gradually begins to rot away, and at last

comes off from the plant just bslow the surface, and the next

year's shoot takes its place. Now, if the Frenchman says he
made this flowering stem produce flowers four or five times, I

simply do not believe him ; if he means that the same plant

flowers again next year, I do not see that there is much in

that, for it might go on in this way indefinitely. My short

note brought me one from Mr. Leach, who says the "French-

man does not seem to have done any great wonders."

As to soil, I have used a mixture of peat and cocoa-nut fibre

and sand. Mr. Leach uses peat, and says, " I am somewhat

astonished at your continuing to use cocoa-nut fibre. I have

never ventured to try it with Disa. With other Orchids I used

it for a time freely, but after six or eight months I was glad

to take the plants out of it and fall back on the peat and

sphagnum." This has not been my experience this year. I

' have one large Italian pan in whieh there are three or four
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good-Bizod plants, and I have not disturbed it this year at all,

but merely took off the surface to the depth of an inch or more,

and top-dressed with tlie same compost. Notbingcan be doing

better. The pan is lilled with offsets, and the flowering sterna

for this year are fully an inch in diameter, so that I expect

each of them to bear at least six or seven blooms. I seeded

one plant in the autumn of ISCpti, and in consequence I believe

nearly lost it. I, however, divided it, did not allow it to deve-

Jope its flowers last year, and now it seems to be thriving as

well as the others. I never induced any of the seed to grow
;

but Mr. Leach informs me that he has a few little seedlings
" large enough to be seen without spectacles," the produce of

seed sown in 18G6, and that he has another pot with a multi-

tude of plants in it from seed of last November or October, as

yet so diminutive as almost to require a microscope to see

them. lie adds that there is no difficulty in raising them, and
hence Disa grandiflora ought to be in everybody's possession.

D., Deal.

here, but never when the plants were in single or double rows,

and I have attributed it to the want of a circulation of air to

dry the foliage after rain. Disease baa always made its ap-

pearance when the plants are thickly together, and it is always
in the centre of the mass.—TnojiAs Record, Ilawkhuist, Kent.

CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIIMA PROPAGATION.
As my method of propagating the above plant differs mate-

rially from those of your correspondents in your last week's

issue, I send an account of it for publication, hoping they will

give it a fair trial, and I have no doubt of a satisfactory result.

In the month of August I select a sunny, yet sheltered spot,

under a wall or a similar place, and take out the soil '.> inches

deep and 18 inches in width, level the bottom, and put in

6 inches of drainage with the same care as if for a valuable

stove plant. On this I place an inch of leaf mould, then a

mixture of loam, leaf mould, and coarse white sand in equal

proportions, all sifted ; in this I place the cuttings.

Now, if the Centaurea has had favourable treatment in the

flower garden, it will be very much increased in bulk by the

third week in Atigust, and each plant will afford two cuttings,

some three or four, without damaging its appearance if selected

carefully. Cut them off with a sharp knife, regardless of a

heel to them, for I find this is not necessary. Take off a por-

tion of their leaves, say four out of twelve, and prick the

cuttings in the soil previously prepared for them, 3 inches

apart each way. Let them have the benefit of the sun and
dewy nights, but protect from heavy showers and frosts if they
occur. By the middle of October the major part will be

rooted; those that are not so will be callused, and may be
treated as the rooted plants without much loss.

In taking them up great care is necessary. I dig a trench

close to the first row, and by a little contriving the cuttings

are undermined and taken out carefully, when the roots will

be found clinging to the leaf mould. They are then potted in

a similar soil to that in which they were struck, but a little

coarser, and plunged in a half-spent dung bed in any porous

material, where they must have air night and day, regulated

according to the weather, but on no account must they be
shut up closely. I find this plant will not do without air at all

times.

The old plants when taken up may be treated similarly, or

they will do if plunged in coal ashes, but not so well as with a
little dryish heat.

When established all may be placed on a front stage in any
Jiouse where they can have abundance of sunshine and plenty
of dry cool air.

In January I select a number of the strongest plants and
place them in heat, such as a vinery at work. 'When they

show signs of growth, which will be in a fortnight, the strongest

side shoots are taken off as far away from the stem as possible
;

the advantage of this will be seen hereafter. Prepare them
similarly to the August cuttings, and let each have a 72-pot to

itself
;
plunge them in bottom heat and they will soon strike.

In three weeks there will be numerous shoots sprouting out

from the stems where the first cuttings were taken off. When
these have about five leaves pull them off, and place about nine
in a 0-inch pot. Treat as advised for the others until estab-

lished, when they should be hardened-oft' by degrees.

It will be seen that by my method the cultivator has two
chances of propagation ; but I have always found spring to be
the best time, as I obtain three crops of cuttings, and the
autumn affords only one. Besides, I have found that to cut

the plants up into cuttings in autumn is to run the risk of

losing the lot, for the old plants are likely to die through being
mutilated so Eoar the winter.
Has any correspondent seen disease in this plant when

planted in masses of two or three hundred ? It has occurred

SOWING ORCHID SEED.
You were so kind as to answer my inquiry respecting the

seed pods on the Odontoglossum grande. The pod, which was
the size of a hen's egg, and has remained on the plant for two
years, broke open this morning (March 10th), and has shed a
large ([uantity of cream-coloured seed, not unlike Poppy seed.

The question now is, How is it to bo sown ? My gardener thinks

it ought to be sown on chopped sphagnum and turfy peat, and
covered with glass in tbo stovo or propagating pit.

As the plant was standing between L.-clias that were in

splendid bloom at the same time, my man took a little of the

pollen from L. superba with a camel's-hair brush, and im-

pregnated the bloom of the Odontoglossum ; this he thinks

has caused it to seed.—H. M.

[The best reply we can offer to this inquiry is in the follow-

ing extract from Williams's " Orchid-Grower's Manual:"

—

" The best place to sow is on the top of an Orchid pot, where the

seeds will not get. disturbed ; let the peat be ia a rough state ;
do not

cover the seed, bnt give a little water with a fine-rosed pot, jnst to

settle it in the peat ; some rough blocks of wood on which another

plant is growing afford a capital situation to grow upon ; they should

always he kept a little moist ; and of such as are sown on pots in the

same way, when the plants are strong enough, pot them off into

separate pots, or place on blocks in material already recommended

;

in potting and taldng them up, care must be taken not to break the

roots ; by hybridising the finer kinds yon are most certain to get fine

flowers. Of Cattleyas we have only one which is not worth growing,

and that ia C. Forbesii, yet that is better that many other Orchids in

cultivation ; therefore, let many begin to raise hybnds, not only with

the view of obtaining finer flowers than we already possess—though

that would be a real accpiisition—but for the additional purpose of

raising sorts that might succeed in cooler bouses. Odontoglossnm

gi-ande and many others, for instance, do better in a cool house than

in a warm one. Cypripedium insigne will also thrive well in a green-

house. If, therefore, we could cross this with some of the other kinds,

such as C. grandiflornm, C. hirsutissimum, C. Lowii. or C. barbatnm
superhum, something good might be the result. There is also our

hardy C\-pripediam spectabile, which might be induced to play an im-

portant pai't in the operation. Phajns grandifolius and Walliehii are

lilvewise two noble plants for winter decoration which do well in a
warm greenhouse. Might not these he crossed with albus and Bensonii,

the one being white, and the other lilac, and something new be

realised, provided they could be had in flower at the same time '? X

am glad to be able to state that we have numerous Orchid-growers

trying their band at seedlings, and many of them have succeeded in

raising some, and I hope to see something startling in that way before

long. Moreover, Lycaste will do in a cool house, as, for instance,

L. Slnnneri, which is one of the finest."]

CULTURE OF STOCKS.
Havinc; been very successful in the raising of Stocks, I oflei?

a few hints on the system I adopt.
I use rich friable soil, such as would grow a Pelargonium

well, keeping the finer portion for the top. I then sow the

seeds and cover slightly with the same compost, after which I

give a good watering through a fine rose, and place the boxes

in a vinery at work. 1 keep the soil always moist, and when
syringing or bedewing the vinery they have their share.

After the seedlings have made their second pair of rough
leaves I prick them out into other boxes, doing all the work in

the vinery where they have been growing. I consider that it

is by keeping them always moist that I am so successful, not

losing one plant in the hundred, (iardeners err in keeping

Stocks too dij.—G. Mc D., Balclutha, Greenock.

MY ORCHARD-HOUSE JOURNAL.
Hatch lf>th.—Dry, bright, and sunny, doors and ventilators

all open ; Peaches and Nectarines nearly in full bloom. The
house is full of bees, yet there are no hives within half a mile,

and but very few in the neighbourhood ; they quickly load

their thighs with pollen, and when they depart for home they
seem much encumbered with their yellow balls. The diversity

of blossoms in the different varieties of Peaches and Nectarines

is most interesting, yet one seems to wish that all had the
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nicely-shaped and brilliant-coloured large flowers of the Orange
Nectarines and Grosse Mignonne Peaches, they are so very
gay. It was pleasant to sit under the shade of the blossoms of
a large standard spreading Peach tree, for there are no leaves,
and the lively hum of the bees was so exhilirating that an hour
or two passed quickly, the temperature 72'—perfection ; and
then, while looking at a host of seedling trees, one's eye caught
a fine tree with large flowers marked, " From Cooledge's Fa-
vourite, crossed with the Stanwick Nectarine." The flowers of
the Peach being small, and those of the seedling being large
and beautiful, show that the cross has taken effect ; in fact,

the tree bore some fruit last year, which were noted as "large,
delicious, with the true Stanwick flavour." Many other cross-
bred seedlings show by their blossoms that the crossing has
been effective.

March IGtIi.—The day cloudy, not a bee to be seen or heard,
The early Cherries, such as Belle d'Orleans and Bigarreau
Jaboulay, the earliest of the race, in full bloom.—T. 11.

triously cultivated as the home counties of England." When
—when—will that be ? In the depths of the remotest futurity
lies the fulfilment of that anticipation. Judging, at least from
the present state of agriculture, the hindrances to its advance-
ment, the slow progress made, the friends of the dear old
Mistletoe may take courage. If its extinction depend on a high
state of cultivation, as it most probably does, many, many
years must elapse before in Brittany, at least, it " will be lost

to sight, and to memory, alone, dear."—A True Briton, St.

Malo, Briltawj.

NEPETA NEPETOS (NEPETELLA?) AS A
BEDDING PLANT.

This, like Viola cornuta, is an old border plant, but while
one has been lauded the other is now never mentioned, yet of
the two I think the Nepeta the more useful. No other plant of
its colour can be used with such advantage in the flower gar-
den. As an herbaceous plant it is pretty and graceful, and as
a bedding plant it is equal to any. It will flower from the time
of planting-out up to that of its being taken up in the autumn,
no matter whether the days be rainy or bright, and when seen
from a distance in conjunction with yellow Calceolarias, Pelar-
goniums, etc., it has a very pleasing effect, its habit being so
different.

It is easy of propagation, and as easy to keep over winter,
and if more of it were used we should not need to call out so
much for a blue flower to come in for a third or a fourth line in
our ribbon borders.

It requires a little clipping at the sides in summer to keep it

from encroaching on its neighbours ; but that is not more than
the pinching and other attention required by a great many of
onr bedding plants.

Its treatment here is to strike cuttings in autumn in pans,
keeping it over winter in any place from which frost is just
excluded. It is potted early in the spring, placed in heat for a
few days to root it quickly ; is then hardened-off a little, placed
out of doors, and finally planted about the middle of May.

So treated it is a most effective bedding plant, and of a colour
greatly needed.-J. W. K.

THE MISTLETOE IN FRANCE.
I MUCH regret that owing to some unaccountable delay in the

transmission abroad of some of the numbers of The Journal
OF Horticulture, I have only just been made aware of the
inquiry which Mr. Eobson had addressed to me on the 30th of
January last. I lose no time in replying to it.

The Mistletoe is not found on the Oak in this part of France—in fact, it would be difficult for it to find a twig to grow upon,
owing to the practice of cutting off all the branches of the
trees for firewood.
The Poplars mentioned by M. Edouard Andre, which grow

abundantly on the sides of the canals and rivers, and the cider
Apple trees, are those it affects in the locahties I have pre-
viously mentioned. It flourishes on nearly all the latter, young
and old, healthy and unhealthy, on ground which has not been
moved for years, as well as on that which was ploughed up or
dug with the curious Breton spade, as it were but yesterday.
The Apples are good of their kind and yield excellent cider, at
least the Bretons seem to think so.

I cannot agree with M. Edouard Andre, that " everywhere in
France this parasite is sought for and destroyed." Its only
natural enemies seem to be the Enghsh sailors, who, when
" Christmas is coming," may be seen with their wonted activity
and daring, climbing the tall trees and robbing French orchards
of their winter verdure, as, perhaps, in their boyish days they
robbed Enghsh orchards of their autumn produce, more agree-
able to schoolboy appetites. Except for purposes of expor-
tation, I believe the Mistletoe would remain untouched for
years.

" When western France shall be so carefully and indus-

KOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCXETY.
FIRST SPRING SBOVf.—March Uth.

Shows there have been, openin" the exLibition season, both earlier
and later iu the spring than that held in the Conservatory arcades at
South Kensington on Saturday last ; but though some may have
equalled it, mfiuy been favoured with finer weather, certainly there
has been none to surpass it in the general excellence of the dUsplay.
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, and Cyclamens were the principal sub-
jects for which prizes were offered ; but Roses, as beautiful and per-
fect as in the height of summer, along with Camellias, Azaleas, Rho-
dodendrons, and forced shrubs of different kinds, increased the variety
and enhanced the interest of the Show. The competition even, where
the competitors were not numerous, was severe, and it was most
pleasing to remark the greater number of exhibitors, and the improve-
ment in the amateurs' classes. This alone would lead to the concln-
sion that the cultivation of sprinf^-flowering bulbs is advancing, did
not every window, every villa garden near London, be ar evidence of
the fact by the Hyacinths, the Tulips, and the Crocuses which are
there displayed by the owner, and which afford quite as much gratifi-

cation to the general pubhc as to himself. On the road to London
one gradually comes to take an interest in the window plants and
gardens by the way, to note the success here, the failure there ; the
attention to the wants of the plant in the one case, the absence of it in
the other ; and to distinguish the real lover of gardening from those
who keep plants merely from a feeling of ostentation.

Class 1 was for eighteen Hyacinths, and in this the competition
for the first place lay as usual between Messrs. Cutbush, of Highgate,
and Mr. "William Paul, of Waltham Cross ; both collections, it is

scarcely necessary to remark, being of the highest excellence. Last
year Mr. W. Paul took a long stride to the front, exhibiting spikes
such as have never, we believe, been equalled, and which were aa
nearly perfection as could be conceived ; but this year the ojiponentg
with whom he has had so many severe struggles proved victorious in a
well-fought field, though iu neither collection did we think the spikes
so remarkable as last 3'ear. Messrs. Cutbush, whose spikes were most
excellent, had of Blues, Marie, Baron Von Tuyll, Argus, and Grand
Lilas ; General Havelock, blackish purple with a metallic lustre

;

Haydn, a very fine mauve ; of Reds, Von Schiller, Macaulay, Mrs,
Beecher Stowe, Le Prophtte, Florence Nightingale, Emmeline

;

Blush, Duke of Wellinf^on, double, Gigantea, and Grandeur a Mer-
veille ; White, Snowball, Mont Blanc, and MirandoUne. Mr. W.
Paul's eighteen was as follows :—Blues. Garrick, double ; Charles
Dickens, King of the Blues, Argus, and Lord Palmerston, purpUsh
lilac with a white eye, and very effective ; of the nearly black kinds*
Feruck Khan and General Havelock ; Reds, Garibaldi, brilhant
dark crimson, Solfaterre, Von Schiller, Koh-i-Noor, Princess Helena,
soft rose, Florence Nightingale ; Blush, Gigantea, Seraphine, and
Grandeur ;t Merveille ; Snowball, white ; and Ida, yellow. Mr. Cat-
bush, of Barnet, who was third, had very good examples of Charles
Dickens, Feruck Khan, Due de Malakoff, buff, Leonidas, Grand Lilas,
Argus, and Marie.

In Class 2, for twelve Hyacinths of six kinds, the same three ex-
hibitors competed as iu Class 1. and took the same relative positions

in the prize list. Messrs. Cutbush had very equally grown pairs of

Baron Von Tuyll, Grand Lilas, General Havelock, Von Schiller,

Macaulay. and Mont Blanc ; and Mr. "W. Paul had Garibaldi, Princess

Maiy of Cambridpe, very pale blue. Snowball, Florence Nightingale,

Koh-i-Noor, and Mont Blanc. These were also very fine examples of

cultivation, and were arranged with great care to show a variety of

colour. In the collection from Mr. Cutbush, of Barnet, the most
noticeable were Haydn, Grand LUas, and Mont Blanc. Mr. Macin-
tosh, of Hammersmith, sent among others Victoria Alexandrina,

bri.sht red, very fine in colour, though the bells were small.

Class 3 was for six kinds, and for amateurs only. Here the first

prize went to Mr. Steel, of Hammersmith, who had well-grown ex-

amples of Grandeur a Merveille. Charles Dickens, Robert Steiger,

Grand Lilas. Gigantea, and Mont Blanc. Mr. Bartlett. also of Ham-
mersmith, was second with a good six, consisting of Elfrida, Charles

Dickens, Sultan's Favourite, Grand Lilas, Gigantea, and Queen of

the Netherlands, white. Mr. Wilding, 2, Chesterfield Street, Euston
Road, was third. Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., of Isle-

worth, and Mr. Janes, North Road, Highgate, also sent good collec-

tions ; and others came from Mr. Beech, gardener to C. J. Herriea,

Esq., Sevenoaks ; Mr. Young; Mr. Hooker, Brompton ; Mr. Burden,
Mile End Road, Bow ; and Mr. Higgs, gardener to Mrs. Barchard,

Putney Heath.
Class 4 was for six kinds grown in pots in windows. Mr. Janea
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WHS first with good examples of Garriok, Chnrlos Dickens, Von
SckiUor, Maraulay, Mout Ulanc, and GiRiuitea; Mr. Bartlitt hccoiul,

and Mr. Wilding and Mrs. It. Youn^, i'i|ual third. Mr. StiMl, Mr.

Turner, Portland Uoad, Netting llill ; Mr. Beech, Mr. VViggius, and

Mr. Burden were the other exhibitora.

Class 5 was for six Hyacinths, new kinds never before exhibited.

The first prize in this was taken by Mr. W. Paul with Clio, bearing

couidderablo resemblance to Lord Palmerston in colour, but with

larger bells and broader ia the segments ; Eclipse, crimson, edged

with rose, brighter in colour than Von Schiller ; King of the Yellows,

a great advance in its class, having a finely-formed compact spiko,

deeper in colonr than Ida ; Grand Monarch and Byron, in the stylo of

Grand Lilas, with tine spikes and bells, and broad in the segments

;

and Autocrat, very dark purplish violet, fine spike. Messrs. Cutbush

were second with Vulcan, almost black, loose spike; Bijou Celeste,

white, good substance, broad segments ; Prince Alfred, compact spike,

good bells, glowing magenta crimson, shading off towards the edges
;

Laua, pale yellow ; Von Siebold, dark blue, an improvement on Baron

Von Tuyll iu colour and form ; and .Tescho, with a broad pluni-colooixd

stripe along each segment, and a paler edge on each side.

In the next class, that for new lands introduced since 1865, Mr. W.
Paul was again first with La Grandesso, with a robust spike, white ;

La Grande riessemblauce, broad pale lilac bells tinged with blush
;

Sir H. Havelock; Delicata, double, pale blue, somewhat loose; Mi-

randolin, compact spike, small bells, rose striped with carmine, a.nd

having an orange tinge ; and L'Esperance, dark blue with a pur^ilish

shade, fine. Messrs. Cutbush were second with Goldfish, yellow ;

Prince Albert, double, dark blue, close spike for a double variety ;

Johnson, good spike, purplish violet, with a light throat ; Arnold

Prinsen, much the same iu colour as Sir H. Havelock ; La Mignonne,
double white ; and Sadowa, with a dense spike of soft rose-coloured

bolls. In addition to his other fine exhibitions, Mr. W. Paul had in the

miscellaneous class, a tine collection of about 1'20 pots of Hyacinths,

and Mr. Bartlett one of eighty or ninety pots, in which were many
excellent spikes.

Narcissi came next in the schedule. Mr. W. Paul was first with

Newton, Bazelman Major, Yellow Prince, Queen of the Yellows, Grand
Monarque, and Gloriosa ; Messrs. Cutbush second with, among others,

Soleil d'Or, sho^vy yellow and orange ; and King of the Netherlands,

yellow and white. Mr. Cutbush, of Barnet, was third.

Of Tulips there was a good though not very large display, and with

the exception of Proserpine, feathered and flamed yellow and bronzy

rose, from Messrs. Cutbush, there was nothing very different in the

varieties from those previously reported. Messrs. Cutbnsh were first

with the above, Fabiola, Proserpine, Van der Neer, Rubens, and Joost

Van Vondel ; Mi-. W. Paul, second, with Keizersk-roon, crimson, broadly

edged with yellow; White Pottebaklcer ; Maas, scarlet; Proserjiine,

Vermilion Brilliant, and Molicre. Mr. W. Paul also exhibited a

splendid collection of Tulips, conspicuous among which were Tourue-

sol, and New Yellow Toumesol, Koi Pepin, Grootmeester Van Maltha,

Canary Bird, and Miaulus, red and yellow. Mr. W. Cutbush, of

Bamet, was third. In the amateurs' class, Mr. Steel was first ; Mr.
Bartlett, second.

Crocuses were unusually large and fine, both in the nurserymen's

and the amateurs' classes. In the former Mr. W. Paul took the first

prize ; Messrs. Cutbush the second ; and in the latter Mr. Bartlett

and Mr. Steel held the same relative positions. The following varie-

ties were very fine :—White ; Mammoth, Caroline Chisholm, Queen
Victoria, Princess of Wales. Y'ellow : Golden Yellow. Pnriile and
Blue : David Kizzio, Brunei, Perfection, Ne Plus Ultra, Prince Albert,

and Lord Byron. Striped : Ida Pfeiffer, Princess Alexandra, Albion,

Sir W. Scott, and La Majesteuse.
Of Forced Shrubs only a few were shown, consisting of Khododeu-

drons, Ghent and other Azaleas, Deutzia gracilis, Weigela rosea,

Persian Lilac, and one or two others. Mr. Wilkie, Oak Lodge, Kensing-
ton, was first; Mr. Earley, gardener to F. Pryor, Esq., Digswell,

second : and Mr. Steel, third.

Of Lily of the Valley, Mr. Howard, gardener to J. Brand, Esq.,

Balham, exhibited half a dozen potsfnl iu beautiful condition, taking

the first prize. Mr. W. Cutbush was second, with smaller potsful full

of flower; and .1. Brand, Esq., Balham, third. Mr. Salter, of Ham-
mersmith, had the variety with beautifully striped leaves which is so

ornamental, but it was not in full bloom. Good potsful of the ordi-

nary kind were also shown by several other exhibitors.

In Cyclamens, Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., made a
most beautiful display with a collection of about 1.5U pots, and al-

thoagh the plants were not more than from sixteen to eighteen months
old, some of the pots had not less than 14U or 151) blooms, and in one
pot as many as two hundred bad been counted, but in this case the

corms were older. Mr. Wiggins well deseiTed the first prize which
he obtained ; the second went to Mr. Todman for a small collection

of mneh smaller specimens.
Chinese Primulas of an excellent strain were shown in fine bloom

both by Messrs. Dobson, of Isleworth, and Mr. Wiggins, who were
first and second, and by Mr. Todman, who was third; also by Mr.
Macintosh, of Hammersmith.
To the beautiful collection of Rosea, from Messrs. Paul & Son,

allusion has already been made. Among them were specimens in fine

bloom of Princess Mary of Cambridge, .\lba Rosea, Gloire de Dijon,

Madame Victor Yerdier, Camille Bemardin, Madame Julie Daran.

Lord Ilaglan, Victor Verdier, Alfred Colomb, Mario llady, and Maurice
Bernardin ; but more remarkable even than the plants was the stand

of a dozen cut blooms of Marcchal Niel, some of which were up-

wards of 4 inches across, and all of them of the richest golden yellow.

Not less beautiful was the companion stand of Alba Rosea, cream
white with a dehcate rose-coloured centre. In other boxes from the

same firm were fine blooms of .Tohn Hopper, Madame Victor Verdier,

Virginal, white and delicate ])iuk, very pretty ;
Xavier Olibo, and

others, and fine buds of Madame Ealcot. Messrs. Lane, of Great

Berkhampstead, likewise sent a numerous collection, mostly in small

pots.

Foremost among miscellaneous subjects were the Camellias, of

which Mr. W. Paul sent a numerous collection iu small pots, and
some, though in pots only 4 J inches in diameter, had four good-sized

blooms. .Jubilee was particularly fine. He also sent a very large speci-

men of Donckelaari in fine bloom, and a plant of Eximia of less size.

Boxes of cut blooms were also shown by Messrs. Lee, of Hammer-
smith : Mr. Howard, of Balham ; and Mr. Trasseler, gardener to

D. J. Kay, Esq., of Hoddesdon, who had Donckelaari very large and
beautifully blotched and spotted with white. Mr. H. M. Kctllewell,

Potter's Bar, contributed forced Pelargoniums, among which were

Belle Blanche, a useful light variety, and Monte Christo ; Mr. Laing,

gardener to P. W. Flower, Esq., Tooting, tree Mignonette, aboHt

5 feet high, with neat pyramidal tops ; and Mr. W. Cutbush, Barnet,

tree Mignonette trained on wire. Mr. Wilkie had a collection consist-

ing of Draceuas, Camellias, Epacrises, Azaleas, including two well-

bloomed standards of Iveryana and Criterion, and Hoteia japonica,

which has been frequently noticed as a very ornamental plant for

spring decoration. Mr. Bull contributed Bertolonias, a fruiting

Aucuba, Camellias, Tricolor Pelargoniums, Cerasus Siiboldl rosea,

plena with large semi-double rosy lilac flowers, and GUssodia major,

a terrestrial Orchid from Australia, having a pnrplish violet flower on
the summit of a slender grass-like stem. Messrs. Lee had Cyrtochi-

lum maculatum, an old free-flowering winter Orchid, and Odonto-

glossnm Alexandrte ; and Mr. Burnett, gardener to W. Terry, Esq.,

Fulham, Coelogj-ne cristata and Dendrobinm chrysotoxum. Neapolitan

Violets, very well grown and flowered, came from Mr. Roberts, Holm-

wood, Kent ; and Mr. T. Ware, Halo Fai-m Nurseries, Tottenham,

sent baskets of Alpine and spring-flowering plants. Mr. Earley showed

two boxes of cut flowers, among which were Acacias, Lilacs, Cine-

rarias, Azaleas, Thnnbergia Harrisi, and the lacework-like flower of,

we believe, a Snake Cucumber, which would be lovely for bouquets,

though not quite agreeably scented. Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of Dul-

wieh, sent a collection of their fine now Variegated Zonal Pelargo-

niums, and Mr. Watson, of St. Alban's, baskets of Miss Watson and

Mrs. Dix, two fine varieties, which he has frequently exhibited, to-

gether with a plant of Annie Men-y, a promising sort with a well

defined margin. Messrs. Paul & Son furnished a variety of Deutzia

crenata, with pale green leaves prettily marbled with white, and Deutzia

gracilis variegata alba, with the leaves variegated with yellowish white.

Mr. Neale, gardener to P. A. Cartwright, Esq ., exhibited a remarkably

fine Smooth-leaved Cayenne Pine Apple, and Messrs. Lane an orchard-

house Plum tree, which was between 4 and 5 feet high, and a mass of

blossoms. For the above-named subjects several extra prizes were

awarded, which will be found in the ofiicial prize list, published in

another column.
Despite the unfavourable weather, there was a good attendance of

visitors, among whom were their Royal Highnesses the Duchess of

Cambridge and the Princess of Teck. We may also here call atten-

tion to the fact that the conservatory has at present a very gay ap-

pearance, the Camellias and several Rhododendrons being in fine

bloom. Among the latter. Rhododendron arboreum is magnificent,

and R. nilagii'icum is covered with soft rose-coloured flowers.

FORTNIGHTL'Sr MEETING.—.Vnrc/i nth.

Frctt Comhittee.—G. F. Wilson, F.R.S., iu the chair. On this

occasion there was an unusually tine display of fruit, all of which

was in admirable condition. Prizes were offered of 15s. and Ws. for

the best and secoud best three dishes of dessert Apples. Mr. Tillery,

of Welbeck, sent Cox's Orange Pippin, Rosemary Russet, and Man-
nington's Pearmain. Mr. Beach, St. Julien's, Sevenoaks, sent Blen-

heim Pippin, Winter Pearmain, or Duck's Bill of Sussex, and R^bston

Pippin. Mr. Parsons, gardener to R. Attenborough, Esq., Acton Green,

sent Braddick's Nonpareil, King of the Pippins, and Kibston Pippin.

Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, sent Golden Harvey, Court of Wick, and Sam
Y'oung. Mr. Sidney Ford, of Leonardslee, Horsham, sent Ribston

Pippin, Red Pearmain, and a variety erroneously called Scarlet Pear-

main. He also sent a second collection, one dish of which was past

and unfit for table, and was therefore disqualified. Mr. Whiting, o£

The Deepdene, sent Mickleham Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pearmain of

delicious flavour, and Adam's Pearmain. Mr. Lynn, gardener to Lord

Boston, sent Golden Ivnob, Sturmer Pippin, and Ribston Pippm.

Mr. Dixon, gardener to Lady Holland, Holland House, sent PU^'j

Russet, misnamed Sam Young, Cluster Golden Pippin, and "pyal

Russet. Mr. Spivey, gardener, Hallingbury Place, Bishop Stortford,

Greave's Pippin. Ribston Pippin, Coe's Golden Drop. On a very

minute examination of all the dishes, it wasdecided that Mr. Whiting's

collection was first, and Mr. Cox's second, and both were very fine

samples iu flavour, colour, and condition. In the competition for the

best three dishes of kitchen Apples, Mr. Whiting sent Dumelow's
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Seedling, Minchall Crab, and Alfriston. Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, sent
Formosa Pippin, Dumelow's Seedling, and Scarlet "Winter Pearmain,
or Duck's Bill. Mr. Sidney Ford sent Sir William Gibbons. Royal
Rnsset, and Norfolk Beefing. He also sent Flower of Kent, Wad-
Imrst Pippin, and Beauty of Kent, misnamed Flower of Kent. Mr.
Parsons, of Lyons, Sevenoaks, sent HoUandbni"y, Dumelow's Seed-
ling, and Alfriston. Mr. Dixon sent Dumelow's Seedlinf?, Yorkshire
Greening, and Catshead. Mr. Lynn sent Dumelow's Seedling, Kentish
Fillbasket, and French Crab. Mr. Spivey. of Hallinglniry Place, sent
Wadhurst Pippin, Kentish Fillbasket, and New Hawthoruden. The
first prize was awarded to Mr. Lynn, and the second to Mr. Whiting.

There was also a prize offered for the best dish of early Grapes.
There was but one exhibition sent by Mr. Johnson, gardener to the Mar-
quis of Aylesbury, Savcmake Forest, and as they were very excellent
and of good flavour, the first prize was awarded it. Mr. Whittaker,
gardener to Lord Crewe, sent a bunch of Lady Downe's Grape which
had been preserved by placing it in water containing charcoal, from
which the air is excluded by sealing the cork. The bnnch was some-
what shrivelled, and the flavour of the berries was watery, evidently
caused by the absorption of the water in which the stalk was immersed,
thereby diluting the sacchaiine juice stored up by the fruit. Mr. D.
McKeUar, of Colworth Gardens, Sharnbrook, BetKordshire, sent a
sample of Marguerite Strawberries, grown under the influence of Stan-
den's manure, which were very fine specimens. Mr. S. Ford sent a
fine collection of Apples, consisting of upwards of fifty dishes, and
was awarded a special certificate. He likewise sent a dish of Uvedale's
St. Germain Pear, under the name of Catillac, and one of Oranges.
Mr. John Cadger, Luton Hoo Park, exhibited a Mushroom upwards
of 7 inches in diameter, and which when gathered weighed 14 ozs.

Though of large size, much larger specimens than this have been
recorded. Mr. Dixon, gardener to Lady Holland. Holland House,
exhibited two dishes of Mushrooms, seemingly excellent, but affected
by a parasitic fungus.

Floral CoiiiiiTTEE.—Another very excellent exhibition of plants
and flowers took place this day, and several certificates were awarded.
Mr. Davies, Oi-msldrk. sent a neat dwarf-habited Rhododendron called
multiflorum, with white flowers, a seedling from R. virgatum, and a
Becond-class certificate was awarded it. Messrs. E. G. Henderson
sent a basket of small plants of Lamium maculatum aureum, but they
were too young for its merits to be decided upon ; also a new Cyperus,
JJacouri, a dwarf plant of vei-y neat appearance—it received a second-
class certificate. Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, exhibited an unusu-
ally fine collection of pot Roses in full flower. Rarely are such Roses
Been at this early season. A special certificate was given them. From
the same firm came three boxes of cut Roses, which were most lovely.
There were several fine specimens of that f,'orgeous yellow Rose Mare-
chal Niel

; a special certificate was awarded for them. Messrs. Veitch,
who contributed largely to the show, had a very fine collection of
Orchids, among them Dendrobiam crepidatum, Oncidium macrdnthum
haatiferum, and an extraordinarily fine specimen of Cymbidium ebur-
neum, for which a special certificate was awarded. A special cei-tifi-

cate was also given for the collection of Orchids. There were also
some very nice plants of Camellias and Azaleas. A special cei-tificate

was awarded for the collection.
Mr. W. Paul sent small plants of Deutzia gracilis varie^ata and

Deutzia crenata marmorata. Messrs. Smith, Dulwich, exhibited a
collection of Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums of great merit. Among
them were specimens of Sir- J. Paxtou, L'Empereur. Glory of Dulwich,
Sultan, Marvellous, and Sunray. These were of the highly coloured
Zonal section. Golden Circle, Gladiator, and Sybil, three of the
Bronze Zonals, with a yellow gi-ound, were extremely fine. A special
certificate was awarded the collection. Mr. B. S. Williams sent a
fine collection of Orchids. Among them an Oncidium, probably a
variety of O. obryzatnm, was awarded a second-class certificate. A
special certificate was awarded for the collection of Orchids. Mr.
Williams also sent a collection of Cinerarias and Lilies of the Valley,
Azalea Princess Helena, and Azalea Souvenir de Leon Mienhaut.

Mr. W. Paul sent several new Hyacinths, which, although not pro-
ducing such large spikes as usual, were of great merit. The following
received first-class certificates :—KinLi of the Yellows, Autocrat, very
dark blue ; Grand Monarch, pale silvery blue with shaded stripes

;

Clio, something of the same colour ; Couronne des Bleus, pale delicate
grey. J. Stone, gardener to J. Day, Esq., exhibited a fine specimen
of Oncidinm Krameriannm, resembling O. papilio. A first-cla?s cer-
tificate was awarded it. Messrs. Osbom, Fulham, sent a very in-

teresting collection of hardy spring flowers, consisting of SciUas,
Primulas, Ericas, &e. A special certificate was awarded. Mr. Bragg,
Slough, exhibited a large collection of Pansies, which were awarded
a special certificate. W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., exhibited three or
four Orchids, distinguished by their form or colour of flowers ; one
heing Zygopetalum ci-initnm, of two varieties growing n the same pot,
probably seedlings, one a remarkably tine flower with dark pui-ple lip.

General Meetes-g.—W. "Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S,, in the
chair. After the election of thirteen new Fellows, and the announce-
ment of several donations of plants and seeds, for which a vote of
thanks was passed, the Chairmen of the Fiiiit and Floral Committees
reported the awards of these bodies.

The Rev. Mr. Berkeley then said that on the last occasion he had
(lii'ected attention to Oncidium macranthum hastiferum, of wliich at

the present meeting there was a specimen with eleven flowers from
Messrs. Veitch, and one with five flowers came from Mr. Richards,
Lord Londesborough's gardener. Since the last meeting. Mr. Berk-
eley continued, he had been to Kew and examined Dr. Lindley'a
herbarium, in which he found several specimens of macranthum,
which had been met with by a number of travellers in Peru, but none
of hastiferum, though there was a pen-and-ink sketch of it by Reichen-
bach. He therefore could not say whether it was a distinct species or
not. An unnamed Oncidium, shown by Mr. Williams, of Holloway,
was then stated to be a mere variety of Oncidium obryzatnm, which
was also shown by the same exhibitor. Zygopetalum crinitum, exhi-
bited by Mr. Wilson Saunders, was nest referred to, as exhibiting two
extremely distinct varieties in the same mass, one being much more
handsome than the other. Whether this difference was the result of
a sport, or arose from there being two distinct roots, he did not know,
Mr. Berkeley then held up a spike of Dendrobiam, of which the flowers
were double ; the divisions of the corolla were doubled, there were two
columns, and two lips. This result he ascribed to lateral fusion. He
next called attention to a matter of considerable importance in regard
to two remarkable specimens of Mushrooms shown, and of which the
gUls were paler than he had ever seen before—a circumstance some
might think was duo to their having been gro\vn in the dark and not
developing their spores ; but on close examination he had found that
the gills were being gradually obliterated by a parasitic fungus. It

became questionable, therefore, whether Mnshrooms in this state were
wholesome. For his own port he should not like to eat them, for,

even if they were so, they had not that fine aroma which good Mush-
rooms ought to possess. No doubt the gentleman who sent the Mush-
rooms in question was not aware of their being in a diseased state

;

and when we heai-, as we occasionally do, of deplorable cases of poison-

ing by Mushrooms, possibly such disasters may not be caused by the
Mushrooms, but by the fungi with which they are attacked. With
regard to the Grapes preserved by placing the stalk in water, it had
been justly remarked that they were certainly not improved in quality.

In the ordinal^ way of keeping, Grapes became something like raisins ;

but in this mode water was absorbed to the detriment of the flavour,

and even with the addition of charcoal the water might get into a
putrid state. The mi-'thod was originally practised at Thomery, but it

was universally acknowledged not to be a success. At the last meeting
he had drawn attention to two lands of decay, one being dry rot, the

other a process of slow combustion. He had since been informed by
a gentleman that he had specimens of wood which, if the latter process

went on, might end in being pure carbon, and which, instead of being

brown as with ulmates and humates, had become like anthracite-

Mr. Berkeley then exhibited several specimens of wood attacked by
fangi, and among others a drawing of one which had attacked teak at

Madras, completely obliterating the medullary rays, and he said it

frequently happened that these were completely destroyed in such

attacks, while the longitudinal cells remained perfect. Wood was
often affected by fungi, although there was no trace of their- presence

superficially. It might be asked of what interest was all this in a horti-

cultural point of view ; but he replied that it was of great impoi*tance

to those about to put up houses. At Lord FitzwUliam's a large range

of houses had been put up with oak wood, which was in what was
known as si "foxy" state—no specimen of such wood would be

allowed in the dockyards—and the houses soon became very unsound.

The reason of much of the wood in Northamptonshire being foxy was,

that instead of being produced by trees raised from seed, very often

old stools which were generally full of fungus were cut down, and the

resulting wood became affected likewise. It was of gi*eat importance

to ascertain before buildings were pnt up that the wood to be used was
free from the mycelia of fungi. The next subject to which he would

call attention was a model sent by C. Wykeham Martin, Esq., M.P.,

of Leeds Castle, Kent, showing a system of heating which was described

by him in the first two parts of the Society's Journal (an account of

this was given by Mr. Robson in The Journal of Horticulture,

Vol. xi., pa^es 361 and 3G'2). This mode of heating offered the ad-

vantages of but a small quantity of fuel being required to heat a large

area ; almost any land of fuel might be used—Mr. Martin burnt

faggots, and even sawdust ; and it was extremely cheap, the expense

of constructing the foundations and arrangements for heating a house

15 feet by 10 having been only £17 l'2s.

The Chairman said that those who were at the last meeting would

recollect that a medal—the Lindley medal, was voted to Mr. Marshall

for his exhibition of Cattleyas ; but as it was a rule that members of

the Council could not take such awards, though Mr. MarshaU might

have the honour of its being presented to him, he could not, in con-

sequence of that rule, accept it. W^ith regard to the Zygopetalum

crinitum, referred to by Mr. Berkeley as exhibiting two kinds of in-

florescence appearing to come from the same source,, his impression

was that two seeds had been dropped close together and sprung up.

Now, if the same pod of seed produced the two conditions of the plant,

he wished to know why we do not import seeds of Orchids instead of

bulbs. The Cattleyas in Mr. Marshall's collection were all, he be-

lieved, the result of the seed of one species under different conditions,

and it would be a great gain to horticulture in this counti-y to import

seed and raise plants from it, and in doing this he did not know that there

would be any difficulty. Another subject taken up by Mr. Berkeley

—

dry rot—was of vast importance. He (the Chairman) had seen large

portions of ships entirely destroyed by di-y rot. Hundreds of thousands
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of pomuls were thus at stake, and many lives. With reference to tealr,

it was one of the most durnble find tiuest of woods for ship-building,

and how was it that dry rot attacked it'.' He Iiolieved that a great

deal lay in tho teak wood, when cut, not being properly seasoned and
full of essential oil ; but how dry rot ciniUl jtLMietnito into the pores

we did not know. We know that when a lot of timber is put together

in an unseasoned state dry rot is sure to follow, and now in ship-

bailding large aii* holes are left to prevent it ; but so long as there is

any dampness in timber, so long is there u tendency to dry rot.

Mr. Berkeley remarked that if any structure was made of unseasoned
timber and painted when full of sap, it was sure to be attacked with

diy rot. He would just add that Dendrobium linlleriunum is the

Bame as D.gnitiosissimum, which was published iu Jiiftaui'^che Zuiuntj
in 1865.

CARTER'S ASH-TOP FLUKE POTATO.
We observe your correspoudeut, " D,'s," remarks (page 182),

respecting the above Potato, and have no doubt some of the

mauy of our customers v?ho have given it a trial will fully

endorse the high character we have given it. "We continue to

receive the most encoura.'jiDg reports of its excellence, whilst

the rapidly increasing demand, notwithstanding the price being

the same as last season, is to us the most substantial proof of

its merits. Judging from your correspondent's general report,

we should be inclined to surmise that his trial must have been
under circumstances particularly unfavourable for Potato crops,

as old kinds of established repute are condemned iu common
with tho Ash-top Fluke.

—

James Carter & Co.

NEW BOOKS.
A History of Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums, u-lth Practieal

HtJits for their Production, Propagation, and Cultivation.

By Peter Grieve.

Tms little volume contains all that is known about its sub-

ject, and as its author has been engaged in raising Variegated

Pelargoniums ever since 1843, when Mr. Eingborn produced
Flower of the Day, he is entitled to the place of a first authority.

Ho says

—

*' It was in 1S53 or 1854, that my attention was first directed to this

subject. By fertilising blooms of Plower of the Day witli poUen taken

from the well-known Tom Thumb, I succeeded iu raising a variety

which was named Culford Beauty. Tliis was succeeded by several

sorts of more or less merit, conspicuous amongst which was one called

liaiubow, which proved the most vigorous, and possibly the best of the

Bilver-variegated Zouals that had up to that time been introduced.

This sort, however, fine as it was, was at last superseded by the more
beautiful variety known as Italia Vnita, which, up to the present time,

is, perhaps, not surpassed by any other silver-edged variety.
*• To return to the variety named Kambow, this variety was of a

somewhat remarkable origin. One of my seedlings of that period was
produced by an old, dark-zoned variety called Cottage Maid, which
had been fertilised by the pollen of Kinghorn's Attraction ; and in

the result, this one plant yielded me three distinct varieties—viz.,

Rainbow, a silver- variegated Zonal ; Phnpress of the French, a
marbled-stemmed variety, in the way of Cerise Unique ; and a dark-

zoned, strong-growing sort, which was named Emperor of the French,

and which, like its great prototype or namesake, appeared destined to

play a vei-y important part in the development of its race, inasmuch
as it was instrumental lu originating the now famous gi'oup of Golden
A'^ariegated Zonal, or Golden Tricolor-leaved varieties, which at that

time had not been heard of, and, in fact, were not then in existence.
' About this time, 1855, it occurred to me that, considering the

great advance that had been made in the way of improving the silver-

margined varieties of the Zonal Pelargonium, something similar might
possibly be effected with the golden-margined sorts, or rather sort, for

at that period I believe Golden Chain was the only yellow-margined

variety in existence. As to tho date of the origin of this vax-iety, there

may possibly be some uncertainty ; but that it is a sport from Pelar-

gonium inquinans I think there can be Uttle reason to doubt. In a
very interesting paper communicated to the Koyal Horticultural So-

ciety by Mr. Wills, of Huntroyde, the origin of this variety is put at

about 1344. But I am inclined to think that it originated long pre-

vious to this date, for I have been informed that the late N. S.

Hodson, Esq., of the Botanic Garden, Bnry St. Edmunds, was in

possession of a somewhat large and apparently old plant of this variety

as early as the year 18'2"2 or 1823. I can myself testify that about
the year 1847 or 1848, the late Mr. D. Beaton had commenced to

use it with excellent effect as a bedding plant, at Shrubland, near
Ipswich.

' In the summer of 1855 1 fertiUsed blooms of the old variety named
Cottage Maid with pollen taken from Golden Chain, and the result of

this cross was two distinct varieties, both of them improvements upon
their pollen parent. They were named respct-tivL-ly Golden Tom
Thumb, and Golden Cerise Unique. During tho following summer,

blooms of the Emperor of tho French wero fertilised by the pollen of
Golden Tom Thumb, and this produced a variety which was named
Gold Pheasant, a decided improvement upon its pollen parent, and
inferior only to Mrs. roUock. which last, together witli Sunset, were
the produce of tho two foiluwing years, and were obtained between
Emperor of the French and tkild Pheasant, making tho latter the
pollen parent. Again, using Emperor of the French and some similarly

zoned seedling varieties as the seed-bearing pai*ents, and using pollen

taken from Mrs. Pollock and Sunset, the result wfts the production of

the beautiful varieties named Lucy Grieve, Mrs. Benyon, Lady
CuUum, &c."

Coleoptera Hesperidumj being an Enunieratio7i of the Coleop-

terous Insects of the Cape Verde Archipelago. By T. Yeenon
AVoLLASTON, &c. London : John Van Voorst.

Tnis contains not merely an enumeration but a description

of the species of Coleoptera of the Cajie de Verde Islands.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S ^lEETINGS.
The second Meeting in Februaiy was held at Burlington House,

the President, W. H. Bates, Esq.. being in the chair.

Mr. MacLachlan exhibited a living specimen of the Stag Beetle,

Lucanus cervns, together with the earthen cocoon in which it had
receutlv been found, which also contained the cast-off skins of the
larva and pupa states.

Mr. lanson, on behalf of Mr. Latham, exhibited the nest of a social

species of Bombyx (Anaphe reticulata, Walker), from Natal, enclosing

a gi-eat number of hard cocoons packed closely together, enveloped in

a silky substance ; also a number of the moveable larva cases of a
species of Moth alUed to Psyche. Mr. Trimen stated that he had
noticed the former nest to be veiy common iu Port Natal, and that
the perfect moth was yellow with four dark bars across the wings ; the
latter cases he had seen hanging by hundi-eds in Acacia trees in the
same country.

Mr. Staiuton read a few observations on the synonymy of Tinea (?)

alpicella and Zelleria Saxifraga (n. sp.), and fasciipenella. Mr,
Pascoe exhibited and depcribed a curious new genus of Cucujidae from
New Zealand, having only four joints in all the tarsi. An elaborate
paper on the structure and homologies of the different parts of the
ovipositor of female insects, especially in the order Neuroptera, was
read by Mr. Eaton.
The President read a letter which he had rec<^ived from Mr. Charles

Darwin, requesting information from the members on ^he subject of
the secondaiy sexual distinctions among insects, as well as upon sexual
selection, and on the numerical proportion of individuals in the two
sexes of various species of insects. Mr. Moore stated that males only
of the Tomicus vjllosus, a species which bores into and injures oaJk

wood, had hitherto been seen. Of the curious Tomicus dispar, the
males of which are strikingly unlike the females, the latter were ex-
ceedingly rare. On the other, Mr. F. Smith stated that of Tenthredo
cingalata, a species of Saw Fly common on Fern, the females might
be taken by hundreds without a single male bsing seen ; and of one of
the Gall Flies he had reared thousands of specimens without having
ever seen a male; and the male of Eriocampa Alni, another Saw Fly,
was even still unknown. It was suggested, however, that the obser-
vation of insects in a state of nature was very ditiicult, and conld
scarcely be relied upon, as the habits of the difft^rent sexes of the same
species were in many instances quite distinct, and that it was necessarv,
to ensure precision, that the species should be subjected to direct ob-
servation by being reared iu captivity. Thus Mr. Stainton stated,

that although in many species of minute moths the females were rarely
to be seen at large, yet on being reared artiticially there were at least

70 per cent, of that sex to 30 per cent, of males. Mr. MacLachlan
stated also that of the curious Boreus hyemalis the females were snffi-

cieutly common, but that he had only seen four specimens of the male.
The March meeting was held on the '2nd inst-, the President, H. W.

Bates, Esq., in the chair. The President alluded to the lamented
decease of Mr. Armistead, a gentleman whose attention had long been
directed to the study of the natural histoiy of the various species of
galls upon different kinds of plants.

Mr. Edward Saunders exhibited a number of species of Bnprestidie,
the nomenclature of which had been greatly confused, and which he
had been enabled to unravel by the examination of the typical speci-
mens in the Banksian collection, now in the possession of the British
Museum which had served as the originals of the descriptions of many
species by Fabricius.

Mr. Pascoe exhibited and read descriptions of an interesting new
genus of Prionida; from Cape Coast Castle, and a new species of
Oxycorynus from South America. Mr. F. H. AVood exhibited several
interesting chrysalids of Sphingid.ne and nocturnal Lepidoptera from
Sierra Leone. One of these, belonging to the Bombycidie. of large
size, was remarkable for having two deep excavations near the extre-
mity of the body. He also stated that the long spiral tongue of Sphinx
Ligustri is twice folded back within the tongue case of the chrysahs.
Mr. Stainton read a further communication from Mr. C. Darwin,

requesting information relative to the numerical proportions of the
sexes in insects, as weU the effect of the brilliant colouring of tho
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under side of all the wiiifTs, or the npper side of the nuder wings alone
in varions Lepidoptera. considered as a secondary sexual character,

instancing the Fritillary Bntterflies, in which the under side of the
wings is marked with silvery spots. The President, however, suggested
that this peculiarity in these butterflies could not be-regarded as con-
nected with the sexual developmLiit, as the females were as much
ornamented as the males. Mr. Weir stated that he had noticed a
curious fact in connection with the brightly coloured under wings of

the common Tripho^na, which .seemed to indicate that this system of

coloration was of no use to the insect in deceiving birds which invari-

ably endeavoured to seize the moth by its very conspicuous hind wings
on its attempting to escape by flight, many instances of the moth with
torn hind wings having been observed by him. Mr. Staiuton read
letters from Mr. Heni7 Doubleday and the Rev. Mr. Hellins relative

to the numerical proportion of the sexes iu specimens of moths reared
by them individually. The former of these gentlemen affirmed that

the males were decidedly more numerous thau the females, and that
in the whole of the Microlepidoptera he had never obsen-ed an instance
in which the females preponderated; whilst Mr. Hellins as decidedly
stated that there were more females thau males produced in the
majority of the species which he had reared ; and Mr. F. Bond and
Mr. MacLachlan stated that in the large Bombyeida', they had reared
the two sexes in nearly equal numbers. It was important that the
observation should be derived from reared specimens, as in a state of
nature it often happened, from the different habits of the two sexes,
that only specimens of one sex would be noticed by ordinary observers ;

as, for instance, in the common May Fly (P'.phemera vnlgata), it is

only the males which unite in the beautiful dances in the air which
every one must have observed. The President also called attention,

to a memoir just published by Dr. Iviesenwetter. in which he has
applied the Darmnian theoiy to the development of distinct and per-
manent races in various species of insects, especially Chrysomelida^.

A RIBBON BORDER OF PELARGONIUMS AND VIOLA CORNUTA.
I DIFFER from your correspondent, " M. H., Acldam Hal!,''' in

the Jonrnal of February 27tli, auent a little favourite of mine,
yclept Viola cornuta (I detect little difference between the rival

queens of that ilk). Viola cornuta Turple Queen might be
said to have swayed a regal sceptre last year over the accom-
panying little kingdom or queendom of Flora, and right royally
did she discharge her office, albeit not clad in sheen of crim-

son or gold ; not gaudy certainly ; but with a quiet lovelinesR

all her own did she entwine herself round the hearts of her
beholders, her ermined companion, the tomentose Cerastium,
acting well as a foil for her beauty. Very chaste indeed was
the combination, lightened up by the bright yellow variegation

of the circles of Cloth of Gold Pelargonium, and the brilliant

shades of scarlet of the other circles.

1. Viola comnta Purple Qneen.
2. Cerastium tomcntosum.

I

S. Cloth of Gold Pelargonium.
[
4. Imperial Crimson Pelargonium.

This chain border occupies the centre of a long strip of grass,

bounded on one side by a shrubbery, and on the other by a

terrace wall some G feet high, clothed with Koses, Jasmines,

&c. On the top of this retaining wall, from the level of the

terrace above rises an ornamental parapet wall of dressed open-

Vfork Bath stone 3 feet high. From this terrace and the end

grassy platform a bird's-eye view of the border is obtained,

the windings of the cable being distinctly traced, and the

5, 8. St. Fiacre Pelarponium.
j

7. Cybister Pelargonium.
6. Bnrnu P.iea-soli Pelargonium. | 9. Lord Palmerstou Pelargonium.

general effect last year, planted as indicated above, was greatly
admired. I daresay a better effect would have been produced
had some good dark-foliaged and bright-coloured Pelargonium
alternated time about with the Cloth of Gold ; but the arrange-
ment, though a show of uniformity was kept up, partook some-
what of our whilom Mentor, poor Beaton's pincushion beds,
inasmuch as expediency dictated in a measure the materials
employed.—W. Hudson, Chase Cliiic, Derby.

BOILERS FOR HEATING BY HOT WATER.
At a recent meeting of the Leeds Professional Gardeners'

Friendly Benefit Society, Mr. E. Featherstone, gardener, St.

Ann's Villa, Burley, Leeds, read some notes on boilers used by
himself or known by him for heating garden structures. We
readily pubhsh these notes, and would do the same gladly with

any notes which a gardener would send us, relating facts on
any horticultural subjects, whether in his own experience or

observed by him iu the practice of others. Such records of

facts are among the best additions to knowledge.
" Where there are many houses, and a continued high tempe-

rature to maintain, no doubt the hot-water system is found
far superior to the old flues. Granted, then, that to secure the

test boiler suited to our purpose must be the first consideration.
" We have at St. Ann's Villa a kind called the Pocket Boiler,

five of which are now heating fourteen houses very effectively
;

and believing that they are not in such general use as their

merits deseve, I thought the accompanying sketch of one

Fig. 1.

ff. Flow pipe ; t, return pipe.

(fig. 1) would be of interest, as affording some means of com-
parison to others perhaps more extensively used.

" It will be seen that they are very simple in construction, and
being all of cast iron are, therefore, very durable ; also that
they bear some resemblance to the old saddle boilers, but, per-
haps, more to one I have seen advertised as the terminal
saddle, and which I have no doubt is a very good boiler.

" A neighbour of mine (Mr. Wright), has bad one of them put
in place of a more complicated boiler, which failed after being
in use only a very few years. After a few weeks' trial he speaks
well of it, though I fancy one detect in it is the flaps or sides

of the saddle not being deep enough to admit of its holding
more fuel ; and as the firebars are hollow and part of the
boiler, the fireplace cannot be made larger by setting the boiler

on a course or two of bricks, which is an advantage of the
Pocket Boiler.

"I object to hollow firebars, as tending to prevent thorough
combustion — a matter I hold to be nearly as important as
utilising the heat ; indeed, in our case, where we have to burn
a low quality of fuel, consisting of cinders that fall through
the bars of iron-puddling furnaces, it is of the first importance
to ensure thorough combustion.

" About three years ago my employer, Mr. Butler, bought one
of Clarke's Patent Water Jacket Boilers to heat the front hall,

passages, &c. ; but it fails entirely when it is attempted to
burn the same quality of fuel as we burn in the garden. I

attribute this to the hollow firebars and water jacket, as it is

called.
" Our Secretary (Mr. Sunley), has in use one of Marriott's

boilers, about which there were some inquiries a short time
since in The Jovbk.^l of Houticulti-ce. He says that he isi

perfectly satisfied with it, and would not exchange it for any
other kind of boiler.

" Other two neighbours of mine have boilers like fig. 2,

with which they are both highly satisfied. For small places,

to burn any quality of fuel, and to need little attention, I

strongly commend them. Not the least of their recommenda-
lions are their low price, simplicity of construction, and dura-

bihty.
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" Another boiler which I have proved to ho Rood is Monro's

Cannon ; but I eoorcely think it will he found so durable as

the Pocket Boiler. In short, after twenty years' experience

with many kinds of boilers, I give my verdict in favour of the

Fig. 2.

a, Flow pipe ; 6, return pipe.

Pocket Boiler where there are numerous houses to heat. It

would be better, on the score of saving labour, that instead of

having five boilers there should be only two of twice or thrice

the size of those we have ; but, whatever kind and size of

boiler be used, I urge the paramount necessity of using plenty

of piping, the want of which the best boiler cannot compensate
for."

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
As a further step towards the advancement of the education

of young gardeners, the Council of the Royal Hoi-.ticultural

Society have decided to commence forthwith a course of in-

struction in land-surveying, measuring, and ground work engi-

neering to the students at Chiswick under a skilful engineer.

They have also decided to open a class for instruction in draw-

ing, which shall be open to all on the payment of a smail fee.

This class young gardeners residing within convenient distances

of Chiswick, as well as the Chiswick students, will have the

privilege of attending, and we trust that all who have the

opportunity will avail themselves of the great advantages that

such instruction all'ords them. All particulars relating to the

drawing class may be obtained by applying to Mr. Eiohards,

Assistant Secretary, South Kensington.

On the 'Jth instant, at Margate, died Mr. Epwakd
Tucker. As a naturalist he was well skilled and liberal in im-
parting information ; as a man he was kind and truthful. He
first recognised the fungus causing what is emphatically
called " the disease " of Grape Vines, and it is named after

him Oidium Tuckeri.

WOP.K FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAP.DEN.

Celery, the early sowing must be pricked out as soon as the

seedlings have formed two rough leaves. The last of the

Cauliflower plants should also be planted out from their winter

quarters ; and if any of the autumn-sown Cabhufloi remain in

the seed beds plant them out, and fill up any blanks in the

youngest rows. Where young Cabbages are in demand through-

out the season, a few seeds should be sown every fortnight or

three weeks until the end of June. Corn Salad or Lamb's
Lettuce, sow now for a summer supply, either thinly broad-

cast in beds, or in lines about 1 foot apart, and cover lightly

with fine soil. Peaji, make a suceessional sowing of the

Champion of England, Ne Plus Ultra, or any of the earliest

wrinkled Marrow varieties ; also of Johnson's Wonderful Long-
pod BeaKs. When the plants of the early sowings of Peas are

about 2 inches high, draw the soil neatly to them, and apply

stakes of about the height to which the variety grows. Spruce

fir or other evergreen branches will afford a useful shelter to

early crops. As soon as the plants of the early crop of Broad
Beans appear above ground the soil should be carefully ridged-

up round them, and branches of evergreens stuck rather thickly

on each side of the rows to protect them from frosty winds.

Salsafy, if a supply is wanted early in summer, sow a small

quantity now, but for the main crop the end of April or begin-

ning of May is early euough, for the plants sown earlier are

apt to run to seed. Skirrct, sow now, if the ground is in a fit

state for working, in lines 15 inches apart, covering the seed

with the finest of the soil to the depth of an inch. Turnip,

sow in a warm sheltered situation a small breadth of the Early

Butch for the chance of an early crop.

FIIOIT CAKDES.

If the weather continues dry, and free from gales and sudden

changes which generally occur about this time, the blossom of

Peach and Apricot trees will stand much cold and yet set

freely ; coverings should be at Imud to put over them in case

of hard frost. Any trees or busbps transplanted this winter

should not remain much longer without some mulching, if not

already secured in this way.
FLOWEi: OAIIDEN.

Ply the broom and roller vigilantly, both on the lawns and
walks, and, above all, cut the grass well into the "bottom"
before the middle of next month, or you will be troubled with

it throughout the seasou. Where rockwork is covered with

plants it is one of tho most difficult things in the garden to

manage, so as to avoid dsstroyiug the plants on the one hand,,

or giving it a stiff formal character on tlie other. In regulating

the plants avoid everything like formality ; and while you keep

each plant in due bounds, do not, if you can possibly avoid it,

distort the symmetry of Nature. A little fresh peat or leaf

mould may be added as a top-dressing to the more choice of

the alpine plants, aud a few seeds of trailing annuals may be

sown in any vacant places. The boisterous winds of March
are anything but congenial to florists' flowers, and the frosts

that may be constantly expected must be guarded against with

redoubled care, for every florist knows that more havoc is made
amongst collections during the present month than at any
period of the year. The Auricula is very susceptible of cold

when expanding its blossoms, and should the temperature of

the frame be too low, it is extremely diflicult, and with some
sorts wholly impossible, for tliom to bloom. When the nights

are likely to be fine the frames ought to be left open so that

the stock of Carnations may be hardened preparatory to their

removal into blooming pots. Very few Eanuuculnses ought

now to be out of the ground. Seed may still be sown with

success. Pinks appear to have been rather affected by the late

winds. All cracks in the beds must he closed, and the plants

looked over after frost and fastened. Polyanthuses are rapidly

growing; care must be taken to trap snails aud other insects

injurious to the forthcoming blossoms.

GKEENUOUSE AND CONSEEVATOKY.

The temptation to collect all plants in flower into the con-

servatory being great, you may he led into error by crowding

them too much at this early season. Crowding plants in winter

is a matter of necessity, and when the plants are in a dormant
state this is of less consequence ; but now that they are in

active growth, unless they have room so as to allow of the ad-

mission of light and air amongst them, they soon spindle up
out of all shape aud proportion. Except in fiae days little

air is necessary for this house in March, and much might prove

very injurious to tender flowers. Camellia blossoms are as

soon affected as any by cold currents ; damp the paths in the

evening, aud light gentle fires at night while the weather con-

tinues cold, and do not let the temperature fall below 40° for

the season. The same routine of potting and propagating

must be proceeded with in the greenhouse for some time yet,

and the house must be ke))t damper aud warmer. Syringe in

the mornings, and damp the paths only in the evenings.

STOVE.

Propagation and potting will occupy the greater portion of

the time here for the next six weeks. Attention must also

now be directed to training and regulating the young growths
of climbers and other free-growing p'.ants. Newly-potted plants

do not want much water until they are more established in the

fresh soil. Bulbs of the Amaryllis tribe brought in for forcing

may be potted, if they require it, when their leaves are half

grown, but never pot them when they are at rest. The tem-

perature here should now range from GO' to 05° in the morning,
and air should be admitted as soon as the sun heat raises it

to 70° or 75°. More frequent syringings and a moister atmo-
sphere should now be kept up.

rBOPAGATING PIT.

Dahlias and Chrysanthemums should now be propagated in

order to produce stout early plants. Every young shoot of the

Gardenia should be propagated. There is scarcely a sufficient

number of them in any establishment. Any shelter that will

do for Fuchsias will suit them in winter, and they force all

the better it kept cool in winter. Bulbs of Amaryllis or

other tribes brought in for forcing often make fine large leaves
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but show no blossom, and on that account any out-of-the-way
place is thought good enough for them afterwards ; but the
less these are disposed to bloom the more care is necessary to
expose their leaves as much as possible to light, and to see that
they have neither too much nor too little water, and that the
pots are well drained. Turfy loam with a little leaf mould and
sand suits a great many of these

; peat is injiu'ious to some of
the more delicate sorts, whilst the most tender of the Iridacese
will live only in light peat. Always keep up a moist growing
heat of from 60' to 80° in these pits from this time, and
fumigate them as scon and as often as the green fly appears,
but avoid strong doses

; better smoke often and give a Uttle at
a time.

PITS ASD FEA3IES.
Many of the established and more hardy plants in these

structures may now be removed to temporary pits to make
room for the spring-struck stock, now being daily potted-off.
Do not permit any vacant space in the propagating frame until
you have more plants than you require for bedding-out. It
will be necessary to keep a genial heat in the cutting frame,
and to top all cuttings that have taken taken root and are be-
ginning to grow.—W. Ejsaxe.

DOINGS OF THE LAST 'WTEEK.
KITCHEN" GAEDEN.

The soil with us was too wet to permit of sowing seeds of the
main crop of Onions, but sowed a few to keep on, also beds or
rows of Lettuces, Eadishes, and Spinach. We lately mentioned
the efficacy of soot sown over the rows of Peas and Beans in
keeping away mice and rats, but the soot not being renewed,
after being washed by the rains, some rows had a number of
vacancies in them, the Peas being cut over below ground just
as they were coming well above it. A fresh dusting, and some
tempting pMaoned builg put in the way of the vermin, have
rendered their visits since inconspicuous. This baiting when it

can be done is more effectual than trapping. In wheeling
away the dung from an old hotbed the other day, we found the
remains of many huge rats that had died in their runs. What-
ever material is used, the chief secret of success is never to
touch the bait with the human hand. We generally mix all,

and lay down securely where domestic animals, and even game,
are not likely to go, using only a wooden spatula.

Molfs.—These have been very troublesome of late, not only
in the park but the lawn. One thing in favour of the steel and
other traps is, that generally the mole when caught is killed
at once. We were never great adepts at catching them, even
when we used thick gloves to keep away the taint of the hand.
One man who has taken it in hand, and been very successful,
rubs the trap and part of the run with the skin of a dead mole.

General work has been much the same as in the previous
fortnight, only we took thirty large pots, filled them with rough
hay inside, except a small open space in the centre, and put
them over Sca-I:alc in the open ground, after placing some
ashes round the crown. As we may want to cover a good deal
more placed a cone of ashes over the crowns, and a little litter,

as this vegetable is not easily blanched white, if it once is al-

lowed to become green. The packing of hay or of clean litter

inside, prevents the shoots being over-heated, or cooled too
much, and docs away with any necessity for placing litter out-
side of the pots. Now is a good time to make fresh plantations.
One-year seedlings do well, and if scarce, pieces of the roots
4 inches in length answer very tolerably, only they do not be-
come so strong generally in one year. If to remain, the ground
for this and Asparagus can scarcely be too well stirred, or too
much enriched, if the manure used is sweet and decomposed,
where it is near the roots. Eich surface dressings are eagerly
enjoyed, and so is sailing the surface in summer, which also
drives all slugs and snails to a distance, if it does not destroy
them outright.

FKUIT GAKDEX.
The chief work has been regulating Vines, thinning-out the

superfluous shoots iu the earliest house, allowing the next to
come on gradually, thinning the shoots in the Peach house,
giving all the air possible in the orchard house, and using a
rough fan, made of a thin board with a handle, in calm days
when there was a little sun. All brushing with camel-hair
pencils, fanning, and shaking the trees, so as to assist in tlic

dispersion of" tlie pollen, is of but little use, unless the sun lends
his aid. A few hours' sunshine in spring will next to secure a
crop under glass. The poUen then becomes so light and easily
<Uffused. ^We recollect, many years ago, having a Peach

house in bloom some weeks before Christmas, and although
the bloom was fine, and seemed at first to set fairly, a great
many of the young fruit dropped afterwards, long before the
stoning period, and on cutting up scores of them, they were
black at the heart, showing that though the germen had in-

creased in size, fertilisation had never properly taken place.

From the time of the bloom opening to its dropping the trees

had not half an hour's sunshine if all the five minutes now
and the five minutes then were added up together. A few
hours' sunshine in a mild day, with a gentle breeze when the
trees are in bloom, and the pollen boxes opening, almost makes
sure of plenty of fruit setting. However, as it is always weU
to avoid reflections afterwards, the dispersing of the pollen by
the modes adverted to may be resorted to. As giving data for

comparison we may state that on this, the 14th of March, a
few blooms are opening in the latest house, but the great bulk
of the buds are strong and clustered together like strings of

Peas. By all the air possible we will keep this house back, but
the coming warmth will beat us, and our chief care at present
is to see that the trees are not overdry, as that might cause
them to drop their buds, and not to be flooded with water, as

that, from the extra stimulus given, might be attended with a
similar result. Hence when trees in such circumstances are in

pots, it is always advisable to thoroughly moisten the soil—not
at once, but at two or three waterings, with a couple or more
days between them.
In the earliest house now in full bloom we give less air and

shut up earlier, and when once the fruit is set we shall give air

early in the morning, increasing if it wants it, and shut up
and sprinkle early iu the afternoon, taking advantage of the

sun to do what forcing we there want. In this house the trees

on the back wall were coming into bloom a week ago, and none
of the buds were opening on the trees in pots in front in the

border. As for several reasons we did not wish the pots to be
much behind the walls, we curtailed the fiont air more, and

1
that has helped them on. It has also caused two rows of

I

Strawberries, placed near the front, to grow strongly. These
,
houses since their washing in spring have not been touched

i with the syringe, and the trees will not be interfered with by

j

watering overhead until the fruit is set. If very bright parch-

ing weather should set in, we will sprinkle the pathway and
I floor with the syringe to prevent the atmosphere becoming too

1
parching. There has been no necessity for anything of the

sort as yet, and Peaches when in bloom hke the air to be rather
', dry, provided the moisture has not been dried out again by a

\

sharp frosty east wind. Peaches and Nectarines also do very
well it the house is shut up at night; but Plums, Cherries,

and especially Apricots, should always have a circulation of

air, however little the openings may be, until after they are

fairly set. A little frosty air does little harm to them under
glass so long as the blooms are dry. A close confined at-

mosphere, though not warm, will almost insure the dropping
of the finest Apricot blooms, and also when just fresh set.

1 Even when Plums and Cherries are to be forced they do best

with a low temperature, and plenty of fresh air until safely

set, and then they will stand a higher temperature gradually

applied. As to Pears and Apples imder glass, we have ripened

them, and found the flavour, especially of Apples, very sac-

charine and delicious ; but when much is done in this way it

is the best plan to have the fruit set with plenty of air under
glass, and then take the plants out in a dull day, and plunge
the pots where water and mulching can be given to them. The
slightest shade might be needed for a few days, especially if

bright sun succeeded the dull day on which they were moved.
Melons.—Planted Melons in the box in which we raised and

potted cur spring Cucumbers, and left a number more to be
planted out as soon as possible. As we cannot yet empty a

pit full of cuttings striking, we gave the Melons left a larger

pot to prevent their becoming stunted. We have frequently

described our method of Melon culture, as to training, stopping,

&c. AVe prefer single plants instead of turning out two or

three plants from one pot. As saving labour and all trouble

of future earthing-up, we may remention that in general we
place the necessary quantity of soil in the bed at once. Our
frames are so shallow, that to afford the foliage full room the

soil is only an inch or so above the level of the bottom of the

frame. This distance is kept all along, for as the dung bed
sinks the frame sinks equally with it. In making the bed,

therefore, the frame being 6 feet in width, a trench from
20 to "24 inches deep, and from 24 to 27 inches in width, is

left in the centre, with a slab back and front, to confine the

earth that is put iu to this trench, with the exception of a
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sprinkling over the dang at back and front. The soil in the

trench thus soon becomes warm, but never so hot as to pro-

duce what is technically called burning, and yet the dung on
each side preserves a mild genial beat a long time, and this

amount of soil wo have found sullioient for the generality of

fair-sized Melons, and there is no trouble and no checks from
future eartbings-up. We use soil much stilfer for Melons than
for Cucumbers, and in tho case of the former wo tread the soil

firm before or after planting. When wo grow Cucumbers
early in frames we adopt much tho same system of giving

only a limited amount of earth for tho roots ; but in their case,

if kept long in bearing, wo top-dress with rich compost several

times during the season. We were first induced to limit the

soil by growing Cucumbers very successfully in pots and boxes.

ORNAMENTAL TlErARTMENT.
First Sowing of Seeds,—" A." cannot see the reason why

we wish the ground to be dry and aired before we sow main
crops out of doors, with the directions for draining, filling,

pressing, and watering tho soil in pots before we sow in them,
to be placed under glass, or in a hotbed ; and one other thing
puzzles him very much, that one pot will scarcely yield a plant,

whilst another pot sown at the same time from the same packet
will come thickly all over, though the one pot had as much
seed given to it as the other. In the first place, we like a rather
dry bed for our seeds out of doors, because stiff soils, when
moist, are so apt to crust the seeds, as to seal them up from
the action of the atmosphere, and then no germination would
take place. Again, sowing when the ground is wet, is apt to
" potch," and batter the soil, and it will take nearly a season
before it again becomes so that the rains will pass easily and
freely through it ; and, lastly, because sowing when the surface
is pulverised and dry, though giving the seed at once a good
bed, makes sure it will have moisture enough from the damp
beneath the seed, and which will rise all the more freely the
more the sun acts on the surface.

The same principle is acted on and advised, when sowing
particular seeds in pots. The drainage and the rougher soil

below, and the finer soil above, will secure pervionsness to air

and moisture, and the previous watering secures moisture to

cause the seeds to swell ; the dusting with drier soil before
sowing gives the seed a good bed, and the covering makes all

secure, and then the shading will cause little watering to be
needed before tho seedlings appear. The reason for all this is

twofold. Some seeds are very impatient of much water as they
germinate, and immediately afterwards. If these seed pots are
plunged beyond keeping the surface rather moist, much water-
ing will not be required, and thus one element of safety is

secured. Then many seeds are very tender, just when they are
on the point of becoming plants, and having come to this state,

even though not appearing above the soil in the pot, they are
Tery apt to shrivel-up with dryness. Of course this should
not be allowed ; but who is so perfect as to attend to all things,

and if a few pots should be missed, the well-drained moist
soil beneath the seeds will act as a safeguard in securing just

the requisite moisture. At any rate, with a powerful micro-
scope we have found in seed pots in which stems were never
produced, plenty of seeds, that showed they had been arrested
after germination, by the shrivelled-up rootlets. So much for

the reasons for the mode of preparing seed pots recently given.
As to Cuttings.—"B." wishes to know what is the use of

silver sand placed on the surface of a cutting pot, and wants to

know if other sand would not answer as well. The chief use
of sand mixed with the soil in a cutting pot is to give free

egress to the little rootlets, and equalise in the best manner,
after drainage, &c., the requisite moisture. Its use on the
surface of the pot is to keep the base of the cutting firm, and
also to keep that part especially from being exhausted by eva-
poration into the atmosphere of the place. For very tender
small cuttings, either a bell-glass or a little frame will be needted

in addition to the glass roof, to prevent the cutting becoming
exhausted by the free transpiration. Hence, for many cut-

tings, such as Heaths, this silver sand is a great advantage,
and for general purposes it is also the best, as it is tho purest

;

but for commoner purposes, pit, river, and road-drift sand may
be largely used, and that will be the best that has least earth
or other impurities. Almost all common sands may be im-
proved by washing. When it can be had silver sand, the best,

should be carefully used.

Another correspondent and his neighbour, amateur begin-
ners, cannot see how it is possible to take a cutting from a
growing plant, and yet keep the cutting growing, and so that
it will scarcely show the lopping to which it has been sub-

jected. Well, we would rather not boast of the possibility

of doing so, wo will be perfectly satisfied if our random
remarks shall show these and our other readers that the
result would bo at least a desirable consummation, and one
which would set adrift the too common practice of letting cut-

tings wither and fall down, and then go to much trouble to make
thim stand upright again before they they can do anything
to make plants of themselves. Le assured much will be gained

if the cutting never shows the lopping-oll from its mother plant.

This can be managed even with tender plants by reducing the

foliage a little so as to lessen the transpiring surface, and cover-

ing with a bell-glass, and shading in sunshine, so as to force

the cutting to absorb as well as perspire. In the ease of such
plants as Verbenas, Lobelias, Calceolarias, &c., at this season
hundreds and thousands may be struck in a moderate hotbed
without any bell-glasses, with nothing but the sash of the

frame, and yet never show a flagged leaf, and if 18 or 24 inches
from the glass will rarely require the least shading. Of course

such cuttings will not strike in half the time they would do in

a strong heat under bell and other glasses, in addition to the

glass roof of the place in which they are growing ; but they
will be sturdier, and require less time to harden-off so as to

stand in the open air at last.

One remark more. Shading will prevent the flagging of a
cutting, because it will lessen the evaporation of its juices ; but
bear in mind that shading prevents rooting, and the more you
give of it, the more will the cutting be drawn out, lengthened

upwards, without forming roots in proportion at the other ex-

tremity. Never, therefore, let shading remain longer than it is

absolutely necessary. In many cases where the cuttings are

exposed to the atmosphere of the place, and a fair distance

from the glass, we prefer in sunshine gently to dew or sprinkle

with a syringe their foliage, instead of giving them shade, be-

cause the shading is so apt to be left on too long.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARIvET.—]March 18.

The domnnd is slow, and does not keep pace with tho supply, for in
many articles we are overstocked. Cucumbers are abundant for the
time of year. Heavy consignments of foreign goods, as well as from the
Channel Islands, have again come to hand this week, conipiisiug Aspara-
gus, Broccoli, Artichokes, Salads, and Green Peas.

Apples i sieve 3
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseberries .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 12
Lemons 100 8

d. B. d
0to5

16

20
12

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums ^ sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberrips lb.

StrawbeiTiea . . per oz.
Walnuts bush. 10

do per lOO

Artichokes doz. 3
Asparagus ICO 7
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz. 2 u »
Broccoli bundle 6 1

Bru8. Sprouts A sieve 2 2

Cabbage .". doz. 10 1
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch 6
Cauliflower doz. 3 6
Celery bundle 16 2
Cucumbers each 3 4
Endive doz. 10
Fennel bunch 3
Garlic lb. 8
Herbs bunch 3
Horacradish .. bundle 2 6 4

VEGETABLES.

d. B. d
I

0to4
20
3

Leeks bnnch
,
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet

6 Onions.... per bushel
6 Parsley per sieve

G Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

8 Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes.... per doz.
Turnips bunch

s.
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AXLOTMENT GAEDEN9 (J. H.).—We know of no rnles required except

that the tenants shall pay their reuta regularly, and keep their plots free

from weeds. If you call at our office as you propose, there is a pamphlet

awaiting you. We recommend you to look at "Allotment Farming,',

which is only 3d. in price.

Whitewash (S. P.).— To present its rubbing off dissolve plasterers'

size in the water. A little washerwoman's stone blue added imparts a

good tone to the white a>.d improves the appearance of the interior of a

greenhouse.

Flower Seeds.—" J. H." wishes to know where he can obtain seeds ol

the following plants:—Tussilago petasites. Salvia ncmorosa (ol Sir .James

Smith), Origanum humile. Origanum rubescens (of Haworth), Cuscuta

sinensis, Anacampseros populifolinm, Kepeta Mussinii, and Phaceha
tanacetifoUa.

VEKBENiS OF DisTlscT CoLOuns (F. J.).—Purple—Purple King and
Admiral of the Blue. Tho latter is a bluish purple with a white eye.

Scarfft.—Firefly, and a very dwarf-growing scarlet is Melindres splendens.

JFftitf.—Le Grand Boule de Neige and Snowball, iiosc—Eeine des

Roses, Crimson, and Crimson King.

Wood Teellis {Idem).—It is quite unnecessary to have the laths placed

across each other obliquely so as to form oblong lozenges^ as by your

second plan, and we do not approve of vour first plan by which they are

placed vertiCiiUy. We would have them horizontal. The latter will do

Cinches apart; that is a very good distance for tho plants you name.

OXAHEITE Okange LEAFLESS (.( Constnut .tiihscriber\.—These Oranges

generally produce flowers and fruit very abundantly and but little foliage.

This is mainly due to the plants being allowed to carry all the fruit that

sets, and vre have seen a score of fruit upon a plant, for which half a

dozen would have been enough. We would thin the flowers, reduce the

fruit when it is set, and give the plants the benefit of a moist and rather

warm greenhouse so as to encourage free growth. A temperature of from
50- to 55° at night, and from 05- to 70' by day will, no doubt, give you

growth, and, of coiurse, better foliage.

Temperatche for Plants (J,fcm).—Pleroma elegans and Statice Hol-

fordi are warm gi-eenhouse plants. You would see what Mr. Douglas

stated with respect to their cultivation in page 182. Gesnera cinnabarina

and Hibbertii are stove plants and cannot be grown in a greenhouse.

They are of easy culture. Some excellent hints on the management of

Gesnera cinnabarina were given in page 149 of the Journal for February

20th.

Seeds of New Zealand Plants (O. H'. D.).—We do not know the

native names of New Zealand plants, and cannot, therefore, assist you.

COKREA Culture (Wrm).—You do not say what size your plants are

;

we will, therefore, take for granted that they are young plants and in

small pots. They must now be potted (unless they are in flower), in pots

2 inches wider than those they are now in, using a compost of two-thirds

sandy fibrous peat and one-third loam from rotted turves old and mellow,

aad silver sand equal to about one-sixth of the whole may be added, and
a like proportion of bits of charcoal or small crocks, which ivill keep the

soil porous. The fresh pots should bo thoroughly clean inside and ont-

side, and good drainage should be provided by placing potsherds at the

bottom, and to the extent of one-fourth the depth of the pot, and upon
these may be placed a thin layer of moss or turfy peat. The plant being

'
- turned out of the pot, remove the old drainage and any loose soil that

comes away easily, but do not disturb the ball beyond loosening the out-

sides a little with a pointed piece of wood
;
place enough soil in the pot

to raise the collar of the plant within half an inch of the rim ; introduce

the plant in the centre of the pot, fill up around the ball with the com-
post, making it rather fii-m about tho old ball, give a good watering

through a fine-rosed watering pot. and place the pots in the warmest part

of the greenhouse, but near the glass. A temperature of 45^ at night and
55^ by day from fire heat will be sufficiently warm. The plants should

not be allowed to suffer from want of wafer ; indeed, after the roots are

working freely in the fresh soil they should be well watered, and a gentle

syringing overhead morning and evening will be more advantageous than

too much water at the roots until they recover from the potting ^.u^ ....;i

shift, the same compost being used, and the same course pursued as in

the previous vear. If the plants are old they may be slightly disrooted

everv vear, anil repottediin the same size of pot. Correas'are rather subject

to red 'spider, but it may be kept under by a free use of the syringe, and
tbey are sometimes attacked by scale owing to their being kept too warm.
Exposure in summer is the best remedy for it.

Plumbago Startino (A. Z,.).—The plant of Plumbago capensis should

now be pruned and started into growth, and when it has made shoots a

few inches long it should be repotted. The Stcphanotis floribunda should

not be started until the beginning of May ; and the Bougainvillea spec-

tabilis should be retarded and kept in a cool house imtil the beginning of

June, but we very much question your having it in flower at the time

named—the middle of July,

Striking Cuttings Over a Flue (A Subscriber).—V!e fear your chance

of striking cuttings bv placing them upon the greenhouse flue is very

small, as the heat will'be so fluctuating. We would advise your placmg

a flagstone or thick slates upon the fine, and have a box made about

3 feet long and from 18 inches to 2 feet wide, according to the width of

the flag or slate bottom placed on the flue. The box may be 15 inches

deep at back and 1 foot in front, and should have a glazed frame or light

covering it. The light may be hinged to the box at back, or it may shde ;

it is always best to have it moveable. You may then place the box upon

tho flag, "place 3 inches of coarse gravel at tho bottom, and then from

4 to 6 inches of sawdust or other loose plunging material, in which you

can plunge the pots containing the cuttings. Tho light bemg put on,

vou may secure a moist and close atmosphere. A thermometer placed

inside liiay rise to 60° or 70°, which will be sufllcient heat for tho cuttings

you name; indeed they will strike weU if yon cannot command more

heat than from 60= to 55° at night. Any excess of heat or moisture may
be disposed of by raising the light. Shade will be roquu-ed from bright

Fumigating with Tobacco (Idem).—Tor a house the size yon name

half a ponnd of tobacco paper will be suflicient. Y'our best mode of fumi-

gation will be to take a flower pot, make the hole rather large, and place

two pieces of wood on the floor or on a slate in front of the house, so that

tho pot will stand unon them and air pass under the pot, the hole being

left free. It the tobacco paper is rather dry half of it should be made

damp, but if it is all wet half of it must be made rather dry. It shouia

be torn in pieces about the size of half a crown, and the damp and rather

dry be kept separate. Choose a calm evening, and, having the foliage or

the plants dry, shut the bouse np closely, and place a few lumps of char-

coal in the fire, and when they become rod hot put them at the bottom ot

the flower pot. Two or three lumps about the size of a walnut will be

suflicient of lighted charcoal to place in the pot, which without delay

should be set upon the pieces of wood; and upon the charcoal shouia De

put the rather dry tobacco paper, placing it lightly over the charcoal.

When it commences to smoke put on more of tho rather dry paper, ana

then the damp tobacco paper. You may repeat the fumigation the next

night but one, and again in a week. We think this will destroy the green

"'odour from Liquid Manure (.;. .S.).—We would not recommend the

disinfecting of the liquid manure, for tho odour of which you complain

is quite as stimulating to the leaves as the liquid is to the roots of tne

plants. Liquid from sheep's droppings is more poweiful than tnat oi

cows, but is not so unpleasant, and it does not clog the watering cans.

Only place a peck in a tub, and pour over it thirty gallons of water, ana

stir well up and frequentlv until dissolved. For a greenhouse, in conse-

ouence of the smell of liquid manure being objected to, wo have employed

soot water made by pouring thirty gallons of water over a peck of soot.

The soil

must not be saturated with water, nor should it long remain dry, and it plants, and for ground where seeds are to be sown it may De poureu ou

must never become so dry as to affect the foliape. Tbey may be kept „ndilntod qome time nre%iou3 to sowing the seeds. >ighl_sou mixeu

rather close for ten days or a fortnight after potting, and a slight shade
maybe given from bright sun in the early part of the day; but when
they become established they cannot have too much light and air, but

avoid cold drying currents. Abundance of air and close proximity to the

glass are necessary to secure compact gi-owth. By June the plants will

have filled the pots with roots, and when that is the case they may be
potted in 8-inch pots ; hut not unless they have made good growth and
tilled the pots with roots. The same compost as that previously used may
be employed, and a good watering given. After potting place the plants

in a cold frame or pit if at hand (if not return them to their old quarters),

and keep close and shaded from bright sun for ten days, but adniit a

little air evert' morning and shut up early in the afternoon, giving a
gentle syringing morning and evening, but avoid anything like heavy
waterings until the plants are fairly established in their fresh pots, when
n more liberal supply of water will be necessary. It should, however, be
given with care, and air should be admitted freely. In warm weather the
Ji^hts may be drawn down at night, and drawn on in the morning, tilting

them high at back, and if very dry hot weather a slight shade from hot
sun will be beneficial. The growth being now vigorous, any straggling
side shoots should be cut or pinched back and a close pyramid formed.
This should not be practised after the middle of July. " In August the
growth will be complete ; the plants may then be fully exposed night and
day except when the weather is very dry and hot, then a slight shade
will be very beneficial, and during heavy rains the lights may be drawn
OTer the plants but tilted at the back. In October the plants should be
removed to the greenhouse, bo placed near the glass, and in a position

which is not shaded, affording them an abundance of air, and to keep
them from becoming one-sided the pots should be turned halfway round
occasionally. Avoid cold draughts of air, give water rather sparingly
and very carefully in dull, damp weather, and, as a rule, water will not
be required more than once a-week in winter, but the soil must be kept
moist, and when the plants are in flower a liberal supply will be neces-

sary. After flowering in spring place in a cool situation for a fortnight or

three weeks, then cut them in rather closely, shortening back all the
straggling shoots, and set the plants in a rather close and moist atmo-
sphere. Wbeu the fresh shoots are an inch long repot, giving a liberal

stirrin" well up, and letting the liquid stand for forty-eight hours, and

then stirring again previous to use. We do not say this isequal to hquia

from sheep droppings, but it is a good Uquid manure. We have added

thirtv gallons of water and one peck of sheep droppmgs to the soot waiei

abovenamed ; or put one peck of soot and one peck of sheep s droppings

to sixty gallons of water, and have not had any complaints of the smeu.

Liquid Makure iNe7ccosUe).—'Ihe liquid from night soil is a very

powerful manure, and is good for all the plants you name but should be

diluted with not less than six times its bulk of_water^when appUed ^o

plants, and for ground where seeds are to t " ^ "" ""'"'

undiluted some time previous to sowing ._. „„,^^„
with an equal quantity of dry soil is very beneficial to a kitchen garden,

and a very valuable addition to tho manure heap.

Sowing Grass Seeds (Irf^Tn).—Earlv in April is the best time to sow

grass seeds. We would spread a little fine rich soU over the ground

previous to sowing, and scratch it well with an iron rake. 2 lbs. lawn

grass seeds will be sufficient for the extent of ground you mention. Alter

sowing roll well; or, if you have not a roUer, beat well with tho spade,

taking care that the soil does not clog to the spade. The seeds are best

sown when the ground is dry.

Cucumber Bed Making (Jrfrm).-We think the time you name would

be verv suitable, as vou need not then make so high a bed; one d leet

high will be quite sufficient to make in the middle of April. Horse dung

i. certainlv best for hotbeds; but we have used st/a^y/>ow <iung snc-

ce^sfullv, and should prefer it if you could obtain it for late hotbeds as

it does not heat so violently as horsedung. If you use horsedung-which

"e should in vour case prefer, as it will be the best for your soil when

done with for hotbeds-take care that it is turned ^ye^.
°^f..'i^^^^^^

before being used, in order to secure a milder heat and its parting with

the rank steam. If very drv. water should be thrown over it at each

tu^Tng It should be made -regularly moist throughout, to give a good

enduring heat.

TREADINO GROUND FOR ONIONS (G. P ).-It is i°'5;>'P«°S»"%*",»,?'°P

of Onions that the ground be firm, and especially in the case of bght

soils It cannot be made too firm, but avoid making it so when it is wet.

Your other question was answered in the Journal of March 6th, page 191.

PlMELEA HENDEnsoNi CoMTOST (B.).—For the plants you name in

addition to that now mentioned, the foUowing compost will grow- them

well-namelv, two-thirds sandy fibrous peal, one-third well-reduced loam

horn rotted tirves torn in pieces with the hand rubbed, and made fine,

but not silted, one-sixth silver sand, and a similar quantity of pieces of

charcoal from the size of a pea up to that of smaU hazel nut, tho whole

well mixed. Good drainage must be provided.

Watering Lapac.eria rosea IQ. O.).—Your; plant wiU require water

every day when it is in free gi-owth, and may have a three-gallon watenng
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potfal of vrniov at each watering. Tho soil mnst ha very well drninod.

You should not cut oir any of the stoma, hut lot ftll grow. Wo iniapino

tho plfiiit is a hirgo one, if not, half tliequtuitity will suffloo ;
nnd, if newly

planted, every other day will bo sufficient watering until the rootd are

worlung frooly in the border.

VujLA coRNi'TA NOT FLOWERING (5. S.).—We fear you have not the
Iruf viirioty. It is so very free-blooming that wo could hardly credit itn

not bionnnnp, h»d we not had similar instances. In one case wo had it

from Hccd, and tho plants produced hut few flowers for a your or two;
but aftiT they were proiKxgated hycultingsor division of the old tlowcrlesa

plants we hud an abundant bloom. Having the true variety, you cannot
j:row it without having a mass of bloom; but wo find that sometimes it

does not flower very frcoly, particularly after a period of drought. Old
plants do well for early summer-flowering, but for summer and autumn
young plants from cuttings iu autumn or division in spring are best. We
would advise your trying plants from cuttings or division. If your soil

is light, water well during dry weather. Phaceha tanacotifolia mp.y be
had of most nurserymen.

Strawberry Forcing {iidlnnd Q»is).—In ordinary seasons the Straw-
berries would ripen in tlio frames by the second week in Jmie. If to Le
"fruited in a Strawbcn-y house we would movo them into it in thn first

week in May.

McsHRooiis (TT. S.).—We should judge by your description that tho
Mushrooms from the lawn are wholesome. Owing to tho snow during
tho severest frost, wo would not be surprised if Mushrooms came early

out of doors this season. We should have been surer of tho Mushrooms
iiad you sent us a specimen.

Setting the Blossom of Orchard Housf. Plum Trees (C. P.)—In
weather in which plenty of air can be admitted, we do not consider it ne-

cessary to use a camel-hair brush for either Plums or Peaches in our
orchard house. As you have used it to tho latter, all well, and if the
weather is dull and sultry use a fan, or a thin flat board waved back-
wards and forwards among the trees ; but with abundance of air, a fair

amount of sunshine, and a gentle breeze, even this may be dispensed with.

Temporary Protection for Bedding Plants {IV. R. C.).—In ordi-

nary weather your old drugget will be suflicient to protect the bedding
plants in the box 9 feet by 6 feet, and 18 inches deep. In severe weather
a little more may be required. The worst of the drugget is, that in a
very cold or^vcry wet day your plants would receive little light with the
drugget on." We would prefer calico strained tightly. We have used
calico, glazed when bought ; we have used it rendered more transparent
with oil and driers ; but the result of our experience is, that it is best to

nse a cheap thin calico, unbleached, fix it on a pole at each end, and
stretch it tightly by strings back and front. This we leave on night and
day, until within a week or two of planting-out time. In your 9-feet

length you would, in addition to the two ends, require three rods at equal
distances crosswise in the centre, to keep the calico from drooping down
to the plants. Your drugget would bo useful in March, at any rate over
the calico at night. 3^ yards, 2 yards wide, would do for your place. We
will cover our cutting l)eds for some time yet with mats. In fact, for all

hotbeds wo generally cover until June.

Potato Sets {Thunderbolt).—Dryins the sets, but not so as to shrivel
them, is a very good plan. If the place where they are gi-own is warm
enough to induce them to sprout, all the better. Do not rub ofl' the
sprouts, hut plant with the sprouts upwards. Such treatment promotes
the early ripening of the crop, which is the best mode of avoiding the
disease.

AucuEA Berries Gathering and Sowing (F. J.).—The proper time
to gather Aucuba berries is when they part freely from the plant after

having become quite red, and remained in that state on the plant for some
weeks. They may remain on the plant for ornament until they begin to

ahrivel, when they will either fall or may be removed. Now is a good
time to gather and sow the berries. Sow in light soil, and place the pot
or pan in the gi-eenhouse or in a mild hotbed. The vase, from what we
have seen of it, is very strong ; it is sold by Messrs. Hunt & Pickering, of

Leicester.

Fixing Canvas to Protect Wali. Frttit Trees (J. N. P.).—The way
we fix our netting for protecting fruit trees is very simple. We have
some larch poles sawn up into battens 2 inches square, and of such a

length that they will reach from the giound to the under side of the
coping, and ho 1 foot longer than that—namely, for a wall 12 feet high tho
poles aro 13 feet long. Holes are made in the ground 2 feet from the wall,

and the pole introduced, the upper end immediately under tho coping,

and the other in tho ground, making it fast by filling in with soil. The
poles are fixed 3 feet apart, and all on tho same slope, tho foot of the poles

being 2 feet from the wall at the ground. Small brass or galvanised iron
rings are then sewn on the netting at top, the first at the end, and others

at 18 inches apart along the upper edge. Galvanised hooks are driven
into all the poles at top, and midway between each in the wall, small
gas-pipo hooks being excellent. The rings are placed on the hooks, and
the netting or canvas let fall. Two or three rings will be required at each
end, and hooks in tho wall to secmo the covering to. If the covering
reach to within 18 inches of the ground that will be sufficient. At every
pole a ring should be sewn on the canvas, and a hook driven in every
post, and so low that when the rings are placed over the hooks the cover-

ing will be drawn tight. The covering will be secure against wind, and
be kept at such a distance by the poles as to prevent injury to the blos-

som. In uncovering the trees we first of all place a number of bricks

open tho top of the wall, one at every fi feet. After breakfast, if there

has been frost during the night, and, if there has been no frost, before
breakfast, the rings are slipped ofi'the hook along the bottom, and at the
ends as far as can be reached. Tliis done, we get upon tho wall, and
commence folding or rather rolling the covering iip, and it is placed upon
the wall, and bricks above it to prevent its being blown ofl". The covering
islet down at night, and secured to the hooks, the whole being but the
work of a few minutes to an active person. On frosty days the netting is

not taken up.

Ants on a Lawn {Mi!^!< Harvey).~T'he best remedy is to place on it a
hen with a brood of partridges, putting the hen in a coop close to a bush
on tho lawn. A brood of pheasants, or even chickens with tho hen, near
the spot will do much to keep down ants. If you do not like this you
may sprinkle guano over their haunts, and it will drive the ants away.
Ajnmoniacal liquor from the gasworks will also drive them away.

WiREwoRMS in Cucumber CoarPOHT (E. 8. y.).—Wo would advise yon
to scatter soot over thn compost, commencing at one end to turn it, and
sprinkling the soot over the compont as it is being turned. In addition

to this we would make tho holes 3 inches deep all over tho bed, at about
6 inches apart, and drop in each one-fourth of a raw Potnto. You may
examine these twice a-week, and you will no doubt find tho enemy, and
may thou destroy it. (The Potato baits will certainly keep tho wirewomia
from tho Cucumber plants.

Asparagus from Seed (J. Jlf., DubUn.].~Yon may obtain as good beds
of Asparagus by sowing tho seed, and thinning the plants out to a proper

distance, as if you were to put in plants It is not necessary to trans-

plant the seedlings ; they will answer well left where sown for the per-

manent crops or beds.

Plants for Suspended Baskets (0. C O.).—Pretty plants for sus-

pended baskets in a vinery are Alyssum variegatum, Nierembergia

gracilis, Tradescantia zebrina argentea. Khodocbitoa volubile, Thun-
bergia alata. Convolvulus mauritanicus, Lithospermum fruticosum, Saxi-

fraga sarmentosa, S. Fortunei variegata. Lobelia Gordoniana, L. speciosa,

L.Paxtoniana, Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, Petunias, and Heliotropes.

These vriil do well for greenhouse or cool vinery. For a heated or warm
vinery we would have of Ferns (tho preceding being flowering plants):—

Acrophorua hispidus. Pteris scaborula, Platycerium alcicorne, Niphobolus

rupestris, Nephrolepis exaltata, N. tuberosa, Microlepia hirsuta angusta,

Adiantum assimilo, A. setulosum, DavalUa bullata, D. dissecta, D.canari-

ensis, and Drynaria pustulata, and Lycopods, as SelaginoUa denticulata

and S. c£BSia ; of Orchids Cymbidium aloifolium, Acropera Loddigesi,

Maxillaria Harrisoni, and Stauhopea oculata, tigrina, graudiflora,

Devoniana, and saccata.

Select Perennials for a Town Garden (Idfni).—Alyssum saxatile,

Ajuga alpina. Agrostemma coronaria vars., Adonis vemaUs, Alstromeria

aurantiaca, Iberis saxatilis, Iris reticulata, I. germanica, Lilium colchi-

cum, candidum, martagou, chalcedonicum, and lancifolium vars.;

Hepatica angulosa, H. triloba in variety. Lychnis Haageana and its,

variety splendens, Lvthrum roseum superbum, Mimulns roseus palhdus,

Pa-onia albiflora and officinalis, which are splendid for town gardens;

herbaceous Phloxes, Polcmonium cjeruleum, and its variety variegatum,

which is the finest of all hardy variegated plants. Primula acaulis,

double lilac, purple, crimson, white, and sulphur varieties ; P. auri-

cula vars., Pulmonaria officinalis, Pyrethrum vars., Salvia nemorosa,

Scilla sibirica, Spirica filipondula plena, Thalictrum anemonoides plenum,

Trollius europajus, T. napellifolius, and T. asiaticus, Tritoma Eurchelh,

T. uvaria and its variety glaucescens, Tussilago fai-fara variegata,

Vinca elegantissima, Hesperis matronalis flore-pleno. Genm coccmeum
prandiflorum, Fritillaria impcrialis, Galauthus nivalis and G. plicatus,

Erigeron grandiflorus, Draba aizoides, Dodacatheon meadia, Dielytra.

spectabilis"; Pinks, Carnations, and Picotces; Delphinium formosum,

D. Belladonna. D. alopecnroides, Convallaria majahs. Chrysanthemums,
Cheiranthus Marshalli, Campanula aggregata, C. puUa, C. carpatica,

Aubrietia deltoidea gi-andiflorn, Antirrhinums, Columbines, Anemones,
Arabis albida, and A. boUidifolia.

Coleus Verschaffelti {A Subscribi'r).—ThG plants you saw at Kew
were in all probability this. It is extensively used there, and beds of it

edged with Cineraria maritima have a charming eff'ect. Coleus out of

doors shows Uttle, if any, yellow in the colouring of its leaves, it being

much better and darker-coloui-ed out-doors than iu a house.

Lapageria rosea Culture {Idein).—Trom seed, plants flower about

the sixth year, and young ones now obtained will not flower to any extent

until they are four or five years old. Turfy peat is the most suitable

compost. You will find full particulars in No. 357, page 90, to which you
are referred for treatment.

Blighia sapida (7f/fml.—Eligbia or Cupania sapida (Akee-tree), is an

evergreen tree attaining a height of 30 feet. It is a native of Guinea, and
has been transplanted to the West Indies and South America. The fruit,

which is highly esteemed in Africa, is reddish or yellowish, about the size

of a hen's egg, and with an axil of a very giateful sub-acid flavour. Tha
flowers are white. In this country it requires a stove temperature, and a

compost of rich turfy loam.

Sulphate of Ammonia (iT. .?.).—The chemist is quite right, a solution

of sulphate of ammonia so strong would kill tho slugs, and might be

used for the purpose on vacant ground, hut it would kill plants. We are

not aware that the paragraph you mention appeared in our Journah

Paper Envelopes for Flower Pots (I. I. ir.).—These aro sold by

the Association for Promoting tho Welfare of tho BUnd, 210, Oxford

Street, and 127, Euston Road, London.

Lime Water (Julia).—U you look in the "Cottage Gardeners' Dic-

tionary," which you refer to, you wiU find the information under the

head " Lime Water."

OiLiNO Trees (B. H.).—Painting the trees with train oil, including the

buds, was a great mistake. We would, as you suggest, soak the buds well

with a solution of washerwoman's soda, and the nest day sjTingo them
with water.

Fertilising Aucuba .taponica.—"F. H." would be obliged by Mr.

Sayers of Kockville, stating what is the utmost distance at which a male

Aucuba j aponica might bo placed from the female plant with a fan: chance

of success.

Names of Plants (J. CI.—Your Rhododendrons are nil florists* varie-

ties, and we cannot undertake to name them. {S. GaUon).—'We cannot

undertake to name Hyacinths or any other florists' flowers. They are too

numerous and so slightly difTering. (Durham).-!, Justicia assnrgens ;

2, Da;dalacanthu3 (Erauthcmum) nervosum. (11. M. B".).—Cheilantheg

hirta. (J. J5.).—1, Aphelexis humilis ; 2, Centradeuia rosea; 3, Acacia

argj-rophylla. {P. S. itf.).—Lonicera, probably L. biflora, but specimen too

young to bo certain. (TF. F. iJ.).—Narcissus jonquilla. {Improver).—

I, Acacia leprosa; 2, Genista canariensis ; 3, Better specimen required;

4, Coronilla coronata ; 5. Genetyllis tulipifera ; fi, Polygala oppositifoUa,

var. grandiflora. [J. T. Stnciair).—Lunaria bieilnis, Hypnum proliferum^

and Liclien caninus. {T. i?.)-—Lielia autumnahs. [B. G. H.).—^ou must
send a flower as well as a leaf of the Spiriea. (AVmo).—We cannot name
plants from mere leaves. If vour Japanese seedhngs flower, and yon

send us specimens of the flowers and leaves, wo will endeavour to identify

them.
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ments of the case, as there is no denying they are very beau-
tiful, anJ a great attraction in any show ; but so long as com-
mittees of shows offer prizes only for domesticated poultry, let

domesticated poultry have the prizes.—G. K.

.\ GUIDE TO CANARYBREI:DINCx.—No. 2.

Before proceeding to put up breeding stock, a few words
about breeding cages.

The most useful for all purposes are what are called " two-

oonple " cages—that is, containing two compartments. JIany
breeder.^ use cages with a greater number of compartments
than this, ranging from ten to twenty or more. Kuch cages

are, however, nothing more than a multiplication of the

smaller one, with the disadvantage of being more cumbersome.
It is, perhaps, only a question of taste, but the smaller cages

have the advantage of being more easily moved, and more
readily cleaned—a great desideratum. The simpler the con-

struction the better. To a practical man there is a wide dif-

ference between the appearance of a cage which looks like

business, having every necessary appliance but no more, and
one which, while it may be a creditable specimen of the cabinet-

maker's skill, is only a useless ornament, altogether unfitted

for the purpose for which it is intended.
The best cage is simply a box 3 feet long, 18 inches high,

and about a foot from back to front, divided in the middle in

the direction of its width by a fixed or moveable partition,

having a small door in the centre, which, revolving on a single

screw, will open or close an aperture serving to connect the

two compartments. The door of each division should be made
large enough to admit the hand and allow it free motion in the

inside for the purpose of whitewashing, an operation necessary
at the beginning and end of each breeding season. A still

better plan is to have the front attached to the cage with
screws, so that it can be removed at pleasure, a method which
affords greater facility for thoroughly cleansing than by means
of the door.

The wires may be half an inch apart. There must be a water
hole at either end, and four seed holes in the middle, two on
either side of the partition, giving access to the seed hopper,
which must in the first place be covered so as to prevent the

birds throwing out the seed, and also be divided into two parts
{

by an upright partition, as the cocks, being very pugnacious
j

while the hens are incubating, will exchange a passage of arms
through the seed holes, if they can reach each other. There
are a great many contrivances for seed hoppers, all more or

less ingenious. Simplicity is, however, a great essential. The
main objects to be attained are a regular and certain supply of

,

seed, so protected that it cannot be wasted, and still accessible
;

to the bird without injury to its head, an important matter
j

with crested birds. A sliding bottom to the cage, with a raised

rim to hold the sand, with which it should be freely sprinkled,

will be found a simple and clean arrangement.
Having procured such a box, proceed to give the interior a

good thick coat of whitewash, formed' by mixing common
whitening and milk—a mixtm-e which will not easily rub off.

Be very careful to fill every crevice. This is of extreme im-
portance, as the red spider, a parasite which persecutes the
Canary more or less at all times, but particularly when nesting,

and which is the great bugbear of breeders, to exterminate which
is their constant aim, and to effect which object various nos-

trums are prescribed, will establish itself in countless numbers
in the minutest cracks, leaving its hiding places after night-

fall to prey on the very life blood of the young birds, and re-

treating to its fastnesses at break of day. Having whitewashed
the interior, coat the edges of the box thickly, and white each
screw in the front, taking care that it fits closely, the whiten-
ing acting as a cement behind it.

The rest of the apparatus consists of nest boxes of various
sizes. Wooden boxes are most in vogue in the south ; in these

the hen will construct her own nest from a supply of moss and
doe hair, which must be furnished her. In the north, how-
ever, tin nest boxes fitted with artificial nests of felt are

generally used. A few egg troughs of tin or earthenware, a box
about 6 or 8 inches square and 2 deep, having a bottom of per-
forated zinc for passing hard-boiled egg through a piece of

felt such as is used for stuffing saddles, and a bath, which
is a small cage about 8 inches square, entirely open on one
Bide, and containing a zinc or earthenware trough, will, with
a few water fountains, about complete the necessary ap-
pliances.

A few other trifling accessories may suggest themselves aa

occasion requires, but with these necessaries the beginner may
'put up" his birds, one pair in each compartment, giving

them in addition to their usual supply of food (which should

be a mixture of Canary seed and summer rape, with occasion-

ally a little hnseed, millet, or maw seed by way of variety),

a

little chopped egg and crushed hempseed every day. This

being very stimulating assists in getting them into high con-

dition.

A nest formed by cutting apiece of felt into a circular shape,

and splitting it in halves, as it would otherwise be too thick,

should be tied into a No. 1 size nest box, and the tin suspended

by a small nail at the back of the cage between the two perches,

W'hich, by the way, should not be like those small affairs sold

in ornamental song cages by ironmongers, but nearly half an
inch square, and only slightly rwunded off at the edges, afford-

ing the bird a secure resting place for its food without having

to contract its toes in an unnatural way to grasp the perch.

—

W. A. Blakston.

LIZARD CANARIES.
After perusing Mr. Blakston's very sensible remarks on

Canaries, I would like to ask the opinion of fanciers how to

determine the essential qualities of a show bird in the Lizard

classes, and I believe I am right when I state that no other

variety of Canary is so imperfectly understood, or regarding

which there is so much diversity of opinion among fanciers.

I would receive thankfully the opinions of fanciers on the fol-

lowing questions, and also any extra remarks.

1. Is depth of colour as much an object in Lizard as in

Norwich or Cinnamon Canaries ?

2. Is a bird with golden spangles intermixed with silver, or

silver-tipped spangles, to be considered a show bird; and in

which class ought it to be entered—gold or silver, or neither ?

3. In what class should a bird be entered that in ground or

body colour is almost yellow, with a cap as high in colour as

one of the best Mealy Norwich cocks, yet its spangles are all

silver ?

4. Is it a fault or point of excellence for a Lizard to have a

spangled appearance on the breast as well as on the back ?

In the latter part of IHGG a friend of mine had two Silver-

spangled Lizard cocks, both good-sized and excellent birds, of

about equal quality in size and regularity of spangles, and each

bird had well-shaped caps; I will term them Nos. 1 and 2.

No. 1 was a bird of a good buff colour on body and cap. No. 2

suggested my third question, for the ground or body colour was a

very high mealy colour, almost as good as a yellow, with a cap as

high in colour as a prize Mealy Norwich cock. The birds were

exhibited four times together 'in one class at some of the very

best shows, the bird No. 2 taking the first prize on two occasions.

There were different judges at each exhibition. On the other

occasions on which they were shown No. 1 was very highly com-

mended at one show, and took a prize at the other show; but

in both cases No. 2 was not even commended when one of our

most noted judges officiated, though at each place assisted by

different persons. On one of the latter occasions the bird had

the appearance of having been tested, to ascertain, I suppose,

if the colour was spurious. These two Lizards have been

exhibited many times besides those above mentioned, when I

believe I am right in stating they always took prizes.

I noticed a Lizard last season, that with the exception of

having both gold and silver spangles on its back, and with

body colour of a palish yellow, is, in my opinion, a very good

bird, and has taken prizes at some of our largest shows in the

Golden Lizard class. This bird comes under my question 2,

yet I do not think it can be termed a Golden-spangled Lizard.

R. Hawman, 94, Marston Road, M'uhlleshorouijh.

CONSEQUENCES OF MISBLVNAGEMENT.
May I ask if you think it desirable for me to feed my Lign-

rians now, as I find them very weak ? I have never had any

honey from them, and I should have thought they might have

collected honey enough last season to keep them till summer
again, as the English bees have done, but I am rather frightened

about them.
The English bees are now working well, but those horrid

Ligurians only come out in the finest part of the finest days.

They appear to be few and languid. As they cost so much,
and are said to be so good, I should like to keep them if pos-

sible, hoping for better times. Why are they so much more
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Ia2y than the old John Balls ? Are they very tenacious of cold ?

It is very tantalising to hear of their doing so well with other

people, and so badly with me, and they have been well treated.

They swarmed three times last summer, very weak swarms,
two of which are dead.—S. S., Tiverton.

[You have omitted to state that you last year drove a large

artificial swarm from those well-treated (?) Ligurians at a time
when they were unable to provide themselves with food, and
then suffered them with the original and pure queen at their

head to perish miserably by starvation ! From this ill-advised

proceeding have arisen all the subsequent misfortunes of which
you now complain ; the stock, which was at the outset an
amazingly strong one, having been completely ruined by mis-
management. If it now possesses a fertile queen, something
may yet be done to promote breeding by the judicious ad-

ministration of food, but the recovery of a colony which has
once been reduced to so low an ebb can at the best be but slow,

and the ultimate result is extremely uncertain.

To satisfy yourself that the present languid condition of the
Ligurians is entirely owing to paucity of numbers, and not to

their being susceptible of cold, you have only to recall to mind
their energetic activity at this season last year. It was unfor-

tunate tkat the stock should have swarmed naturally after the
forcible abduction and destruction of its ill-fated queen, and
the great bulk of its hapless population, but such swarms must
necessarily have been very weak and could scarcely be expected
to survive the winter. They should, indeed, have been at once
returned to the parent stock, which in this case might probably
have recovered from the effects of your previous ill-judged

manipulations.]

BEES NEGLECTING ARTIFICIAL FOOD-
PRUNING COMBS, &c.

Why do my bees refuse to feed now ? They have not much
honey—not more than 2 or 3 lbs.—and yet they are very

active, not at all weak in numbers for the time of year, being
almost as strong as they were at the commencement of winter.

I feed them with loaf sugar and water, and yesterday I smeared
the feeder with some peppermint water, thinking the smell

might attract them to it, but all to no purpose. Do you think

the bees can get any honey from the flowers yet ? We have
only the apricot trees in blossom, though pear trees are nearly

ready to flower. The bees carry also a good deal of pollen

into the hive, which I think they have from the elms.

What do you think of the mode of cutting-out comb in the

spring as practised in llussia ? Do you think it is of any use, or

does it only give the bees extra trouble ?

Can bees be placed near a house without causing trouble ?

Are they likely to come into the rooms ?

Do bees thrive as well in an open space as under the pro-

tection of a wall or hedge ?

—

Cakolus.

[The fault is not in the food, but in the mode of administer-

ing it. If you discard your present feeder, and adopt the

inverted bottle, your bees will speedily emulate our own, which
are now appropriating food in any quantity that we think fit to

indulge them with. Bees cannot as yet collect sufficient honey
to maintain themselves, although in exceptional seasons we
have known them build combs in March. It is so very seldom
advisable to prune combs in spring that it is better entirely

left alone. Bees rarely enter rooms, except by accident, unless

enticed to do so by the exposure of honey or other sweets.

There is no doubt that they thrive better in a sheltered than

in an exposed situation.]

FORMING AN ARTIFICIAL SWAEM IN A
UNICOMB HIVE.

I HAVE an empty unicomb hive into which I wish to introduce

an artificial swarm : would you let me know how soon I can

set to work ? I wish to put apiece of brood comb for a Ligurian

hive into the unicomb hive, and place it on the old stance of a

black hive in order to make the black bees rear a Ligurian

queen, and after the bees are settled in the unicomb hive, and
the queen has been raised, I wish to remove the hive into the

conservatory. Do you think this plan will succeed ?

—

Alfred
FiNDEISEN.

[The proposed experiment is very unlikely to succeed, as a

nnicomb pure and simple is the worst possible hive for the

operation. Tour best plan will be to have the unicomb hive
fitted with moveable comb-bars in the manner first invented by
Mr. Woodbury, get a box made to take these bars ranged side

by side in the usual way, and in this make your artificial swarm
early in May. As soon as the young queen begins egg-laying,

the combs and bees may be shifted to the unicomb. When
removing a brood comb from the Ligurian stock for the purpose
of forming an artificial swarm in the manner you describe,

you should take with it the adhering bees, but make certain

that the queen is not amongst them by first ascertaining her
presence on another comb. The box should also be furnished
with worker combs, for if any are built before the queen is

hatched they will be sure to be drone combs. " The Gardener's
Almanack," which contains Mr. Woodbury's Bee Calendar, may
be had post free from this office for thirteen stamps.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
BooKa (X>. WilUamt).—Brent's " The Pigeon Book." You can have it

free by post if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your address.

Spring Chickens—Fowls {Geor^ie).—Spring chickens should be about
twelve weeks old when killed, fowls from sixteen to eighteen weeks
when put up to fatten. Fowls will grow more and become more mature
in fourteen weeks in the spring and summer than in eighteen in the
winter.

Cre\'E-C(eubs t^Younfj Beginner).—Fowls without beards are not Crtve-
Coeui'S. They should be square, short-legged birds, ^vith top knot and-
beard, and small comb in front, resembling somewhat a cloven heart.-

They take their name from it.

Marking Fowi,s—Buckwheat for Podltry (Tyro).—The best plan
of permanently marking fowls is to perforate the web of the wing with a
red-hot iron. Buckwheat is not good food for fowls, nor do they like it.

They like nothing of an oleaginous nature. Asphaltum is a very bad
thing for the flooring of a poultry house and yard. Birds will never do
well upon it, nor will they be healthy,

HATCniNG Geese—Kerry Cow [Z.).—A hen would hatch a Goose's
eggs, although she would have to incubate nearly a week longer than if

sitting on her own eggs. They ought to be sprinkled with water daily.

A Kerry cow would repay you, if you have the convenleucea and keep
needful for a cow of any kind ; bui; you should keep two.

Ulcerated Intestines tCanker).— What is called in StafTordehire
" cjinker " in fowls, is an ulceration of the intestines and other viscera.
There is no medicine known to cure the disease. When a fowl mopes
about, the only chance of saving it is by giving bread soaked in ale to
keep up the bird's strength. If the ulcers become numerous there is no
hope.

BrcKwHEAT {A Constant Header).—Buckwheat may be purchased of

any of the principal seedsmen who advertise in our columns. It is sown
in May.

Fowls very Fat (Trotters).—Poultry if kept too fat will not lay, and,

perhaps, the introduction of a young and lively cock in perfect health,

about two years and a half old, would give a good supply of eggs. Giving
fowls too much barley is as bad as giving them too little. Give them a

change of food—oats, barleymeal, and green food, such as lettuce, boiled

carrots, and parsnips : also scraps of animal food about twice a-week..

Mashed potatoes mixed with a little bran are good as a change of diet.

Pouter Breeding.—We have received Mr. Velckman's reply to Messrs.

Ure and Stunrt. but through pressure of other matter we are unable to

insert it in this number. It shall appear next week.

Pigeons (J. Spcnce).—You will see in our columns by degi-ees the in-

formation yuu need. If you consult "The Pigeon Book," which you can
have from our office free by post if you enclose twenty postage stamps,,

you will find what you require about Jacobins.

Parrot with Tumour (H. T. Toy).—Sot the IParrot having a tumour
under its eye we fear there is no immediate remedy. It may be from cold,

or through the bird having pecked the brass of the cage, or that the feed-

ing boxes have not been properly cleansed. Give it some bread and milk,

scald the bread first, also a few chilies, and if it will not eat them
sprinkle a small quantity of Cayenne pepper amongst the seed. Touch
the parts of the eye and* tongue affected with warm water two or three
times a-day, using a camel's-hair brush, and about an hour afterwards
with a little cold cream (which is to be had at any chemist's), not suffi-

cient for it to swallow. Give it also a piece of bread soaked in very weak
rum and water ; also try a little warm tea, and give plenty of fresh water.

Canaries Singing (Trovers).—Cock Canaries hatched f'n July last

ought now to be getting into song, if they have been kept in a room with
other singing birds, but if they have been kept by themselves they would
only twitter a little. The throat of a cock swells when he twitters, but

that of the hen very little.

POULTRY MARICET.—March Is.

Our supply of poultry becomes daily less. The winter birds are getting

hard. The birds of this year are not forward enough. We hear good

accounts of the early broods.

Large Fowls 4

Smaller do f
Chickens 3
Goslings *?

Ducklings 4

Pigeons

d. s.

6 to 5
U
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ronndiDg atmosphere. It is by this means that the plant
supplies itself with the requisites for its perfection ; or, on
the other hand, receives into its system elements directly
inimical to its wellbeing. Thus its very efforts to sustain
health and life may, and indeed do, often result in disease
and death. Now, whatever the roots of plants may do in the
matter, it is certain the foliage does not exercise a power of
selecting atmospheric food. Plants can no more reject a
poisonous inhalation than the collier can the noxious gas
which proves so terribly fatal ; but it is when the plants are
in an advanced stage of growth that they receive the greatest
injury from the poisonous state of the air which for the time
being surrounds them. Their organs of respiration are then
fully developed, and in active operation. In the absence of, or
whilst these organs are imperfctly developed, which is the case
when the plant is in its earliest stages of growth, it will in a
great measure escape a passing atmospheric scourge. This
has been demonstrated to most, or I may say, all gardeners.
When the air of a dung frame is saturated with poisonous
gases evolved during the decomposition of manure, and plants
of any kind are put in, they will be speedily killed. But it is

not the leaves lately expanded—the youngest and, as we might
think, the most tender parts of the plants which are first in-
jured—no, it is the fully developed foliage which first suc-
cumbs. It breathes the poisonous air, and death ensues. My
attention was first attracted to this subject before I was the
age of the shoemaker's Potato. It set me thinking, and I
have continued to think and watch, until I imagine there is

some analogy to the Potato disease here.
The cottage where I was born is now razed to the ground.

If its date of erection was not antecedent to the introduction of
the Potato into this country, it was at any rate sufiiciently
remote to warrant us in a belief that the site of the cottage
had never produced a crop of Potatoes. Here, then, was a
fresh piece of ground, and it was planted accordingly. The
mud walls and rubbish from the building formed the soil, to
which were added a few loads of sand. The crop was pro-
digious, but considerably affected with disease, except a few
earjy Potatoes taken up in July, and a late-ripening pig Potato,
which was also nearly exempt from it. Now, where did this
disease come from ? It could not well be in the soil—perhaps
it was introduced with the sets. Well, it might have been so,

though I do not think this was the sole cause, or why did not
the tubers turn bad which were taken up early ? The immunity
from disease which late-ripening kinds seem also to some ex-
tent to possess is becoming more and more acknowledged. A
fact not to be overlooked is, that the working classes and cot-
tagers are generally discarding mid-season varieties for the
greater certainty of sound crops of the later kinds. With them
quantity is the primary consideration. Late Potatoes as a rule
are inferior in quality. If Paterson's Victoria possesses all the
excellencies which it is credited with, it is a step in the right
direction. I know nothing of it, and so leave it and all the
rest just for a short ramble in the woods, where so many of my
boyhood's happy hours were spent.

I can confirm " A Somersetshire Parson's " plan of sticking
elder round the young trees to protect them from rabbits.
The plan is effectual, and, fortunately, any other kind of sticks
with which the ground happens to be strewn will answer well.

My father was for many years woodman on an estate where
some thousands of trees were annually planted, and the rab-
bits and their ravages were a constant source of anxiety to
him. He tried several modes of protection, but sticking round
the trees with whatever was most handy he considered the
most effectual and economical plan. He considered it was only
allowing a man six days to put in a given number of trees in-

stead of five. The last time I looked carefully through a piece
thus protected I did not see one tree injured. In this instance
the sticks used were dead Larch and Spruce. This was his
plan after thirty years' experience and anxiety.—J. W.
[We insert the above, but we totally dissent from what our

correspondent says relative to plants inhaling noxious gases.

—

Eds.]

REMOVING L.VRGE TREES.
In compliance with Mr. Flitton's request, I have to state

that I obtained much benefit by the use of old netting, such as

has been used by fishermen, for wrapping up the ball of earth
before attempting to move the plant, and securing the same
by cords. By this means the ball is secure, and can be shifted

without loss of soil ; and in most cases the net may in part i

remain on the ball, as it will soon rot away. I have found
this advantageous in transplanting large Portugal Laurels, as
they will not live if the ball is cracked or severed in the least
degree.—Wii. Thorold, Thorpe Boicer, Nom-ich.

BUSH FRUIT TREES.
The letter of " C. C. E." (see page 198), is a word in season.

How much I wish he had a thousand imitators, so that we
might learn the great difference that soil, climate, and manage-
ment make in the success or non-success of fruit-tree culture
in gardens.

Before I go into further particulars I must promptly clear
myself of what would seem, according to " C. C. E.," to be a
little misrepresentation. I repeat with great confidence that an
active man can lift and replant one hundred trees in a day. I
have always made it a point not to report on any experiment
till I had tried it. This was the case with the lifting and re-

planting of dwarf trees, for I found some years ago that one of

my active labourers would finish off twelve in one hour, and so
I modestly put the number at one hundred per day. I must,
however, confess that when I saw the assertion of " C. C. E.,"
that it would require two good men to do the same work, I felt

a little shaky, and quite thought that my memory had been at

fault when writing the paragraph. I soon ended my trouble,

for I at once called one of our active workmen, and told him
to bring his treddle spade. This is an implement made here
of enormous leverage, and with which, if I descended to bet-

ting, I should back a man accustomed to use it to remove three

trees while another with a " garden spade " would remove one.

It is odd to find so near London so much of the old country
customs and prejudices that exist in this neighbourhood.
Our workmen's favourite Vulcan lives some four miles off,

and although there are five smiths in this large parish, they
declare that not one of them can make a good spade. This
home-made spade is heavy, is always sharp, and by the clever

workmen is wiped clean at night, and kept bright as silver on
both surfaces. It measures 15 inches from its lower edge to

the upper part of the treddle, and, consequently, can be thrust

into the ground to that depth.

I must return to my tree. Jly man shouldered his spade
and went with me to my one hundred trees of Cox's Orange
Pippin .\pples on the English Paradise stock, which have been
planted six years and tvrice removed. I directed him—my
watch in hand, unseen by him—to dig a trench a spit deep
about three-fourths of a circle round the tree selected, and
'.) inches from its stem, leaving a portion of earth solid.

Into this solid portion, after digging the trench, he thrust his

spade in a slanting position so as to go under the roots of the

tree, he then with strong arm lifted it with nearly all its

roots intact, for only two or three small ones were fractured.

No root-pruning was required, for owing to the tree having

been lifted two years ago its roots were compact. He then made
a slight hollow in the place it was taken from, replaced the tree,

trod the earth firmly round it, fiUed-in and levelled the loose

earth, and not till then did I look at my watch to ascertain

the time it had taken to do all that I have described. The
hand was at ten when he commenced, and when all was
finished it was exactly three minutes past ten, or as we now
write, 10.3. (What a concentration of strength and energy

there is in a skilful English labourer ! I have never yet seen his

match.) Well, the tree was, I repeat, finished in three minutes.

Now, I wish to be liberal, and so I allow two minutes in the

absence of " master " for back-stretching, and this will give

five minutes for each tree, or twelve trees in an hour, and this

is ea.sy work ; but it must be understood that it is only Pears

on the Quince, Apples on the Paradise stock, and Plums, all

under occasional removal, that can thus be operated on so

quickly, their roots being compact and requiring no pruning,

i'here'is, however, so much difference in soils that it is difficult

to estimate the labour required, for in some soils a tree left un-

disturbed for two seasons will make long shoots and long

straggling roots, so as to require some care in Ufting and re-

planting.

All the varieties of soils here, whether tenacious clayey

loam, dark vegetable soil resting on gravel and clay, or Ught

sandy loam resting on sand, are highly calcareous, and I feel

almost assured it is owing to this that every kind of fruit tree

is inclined to early fruitfulness if checked in its growth. Thus

a vigorous " maiden tree " (a tree one year old), of a Pear on

the Quince, or an Apple on the Paradise, or a Plum, if taken
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up and replanted, say in March, will the following season be a

mass of blossom buds, and destroy itself by overbearing. I

have iinder my eye a border some 14 feet wide and upwards
of 100 yards long, planted with bush Pear trees, one thousand
in number. They are about 18 inches in height, were planted
last llarch, and now every tree is a mass of blossom buds.

I must confess that my love for bush fruit trees increases

annually. I admire a fine well-managed pyramid, of which I

have a goodly number, but there is here a great evil attending
their culture. Our Atlantic gales or westerly winds which blow
over the whole surface of our little island of Great Britain with
such intensity, and are unknown in the interior of the con-
tinent, are terrible disturbers of pyramidal Pears on the Quince
stock, as these do not root deeply. I have some, now twenty-
five years old, which if they were not supported by a stout prop
on the eastern side of the tree would be nearly prostrated. These
necessary props are hateful in my sight. A bush tree however
old and loaded with fruit is never disturbed. I ought to add
for the comfort of those who have planted pyramids, that those
I allude to are planted in an exposed place with no sheltering

hedge or wall.

With regard to the distance from each other that bush trees

should be planted, the matter is quite worthy of consideration;
very fortunately I am able to throw some light on the question,
owing to my having some plantations of bush Pear and Apple
trees from ten to fifteen years old. In another place I have
recommended a sort of nursery fruit garden, the trees, Apple
bushes on the Paradise, to be planted 3 feet apart ; or in case
the plan were carried out extensively by market gardeners, to

plant the required number of stocks, 1810 per acre, and to

graft them.
It is now six years since I carried out the idea by planting

one hundred Cox's Orange Pippin Apple trees on the English
Paradise, 3 feet apart, row from row, and 3 feet apart in
the rows, intending to carry out my suggestion of removing
every alternate tree at the end of seven years, and after the
lapse of a few more years to remove every alternate row so as

to I'eave the trees G feet apart as the permanent distance. I

have just looked over this plantation, and find that the trees

that have been twice lifted are compact and will soon be perfect

nosegays of blossom. They may to a certainty remain two more
years before there will be any necessity to remove every alter-

nate tree to a fresh plantation. This will make a period of

eight years in which they have remained 3 feet apart with-
out being crowded, bo that I was quite correct in my sugges-
tion that bush trees could be planted at the above distance

with a good result. I ought to mention that this close plant-

ing is better adapted for very small gardens, and for market
gardeners who would wish to have their ground occupied with
fruit trees without any intermediate crop.

I ought to tell everything pertaining to my experimental
plantation, and must refer to one row of trees in it. These
have been lifted only once, they are full of blossom buds, but
are double the size of the others, and must be thinned-out next
autumn by removing every alternate tree. In another plan-
tation of bush Apple trees, four hundred in number, sixteen

years old ; and in a plantation of bush Pear trees, five hundred
in number, ten years old, the trees are i feet apart in the
rows, and 4 feet apart row from row, and this I believe to be
the proper distance to plant bush trees in gardens, unless it is

wished to crop between the rows and to allow the trees to grow
without being occasionally lifted, aud then d feet will be the
most eligible distance.

The mode I have adopted with the above plantations is to

lift any tree that seems inclined to grow vigorously, and not
show symptoms of bearing, leaving those that grow more slowly
unmoved for three, four, or more years, or till they are inclined

to make growth rather than fruit. I have reason to believe,

from long observation, that the occasional removal of garden
fruit trees tends greatly to their well-doing in this country ; or,

as a pomological friend writes from the north of England, it is

the " life and soul of fruit culture." With some kinds of trees

and in some soils root-pruning without lifting is equally eftica-

cions ; but while writing the above I have had in my mind
only such fibrous-rooted trees as Pears on Quince stocks,

Apples on English Paradise Stocks, and Plums.
It may give some gleam of comfort to " C. C. E." to be told

that in 1866 I had but a scanty crop of Cox's Orange Pippin
on my bush trees, aud in 1867 not a single fruit. They were
masses of blossom, but the frost of May •2.5th destroyed all.

The scourge was so efiectual that, although I have in some,
seasons had from two to three hundred bushels of Stnrmer Pip-

pins, last year not a fruit was gathered ; in fact, I never saw one.

It is very charming and hopeful to see the fruit trees this season

so crowded with blossom buds ; but alas ! we must bear with
our uncertain but healthy climate, the glittering blossoms may
and probably the greater portion of them will, be cut oS. One
seems almost to envy the climate of the French gardeners, who,
towards the south-western districts of France, have but httle

anxiety about their fruit crops.

With respect to diagonal cordon training on wire fences, the

height of 4 feet is given as the minimum, to be increased ac-

cording to position. Here it seems to be a pleasant height for

the cross walks in the interior of a garden, as it does not in-

terrupt the view. For a boundary in any convenient place,

8, or even 10, feet is not too high. I am a great lover of fruit-

tree culture in all its modes. I delight in all the cordons, ex-

cept the single lateral, which now always seems to me incom-

plete, and I feel a mischievous tendency to paiaphrase Pope,

and say, Each branch should have its brother ; but my great

and increasing love is for bush Pear trees on the Quince stock,

ditto Apples on the Paradise, and Plums, they are all so easily

managed, and their blossoms protected. The trees, as is well

known, have no leaves while in bloom—give them leaves in the

shape of dry hay or branches of evergreens.

If " C. C. E." would kindly give the nature of his soil and
subsoil, aud the site of his plantation, whether high or low,

also whether he lives north, east, south, or west from London,

he would add much to the value of his communication.

—

Thos.

Rivers.

WHY ARE AURICULAS NEGLECTED ;•

As a lover of the Auricula, and one of that select few who
grow the flower, I think I have a just cause of complaint against

our two great Societies for the manner in which it has been

this year treated. Some few years ago it was becoming almost

an unknown flower. About the metropolis there were a few

who grew it. The mantle of poor John Dickson, of Acre Lane,

had fallen upon Charles Turner, of Slough. Mr. Butcher, o£

Camberwell, and others still retained their love for it, though

General Tom Thumb and other vulgarities had so pushed

Auriculas on one side, that people were almost ashamed to

acknowledge that they grew a collection of them ; but the spring

exhibitions of the Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic So-

cieties once more introduced them into notice. The prizes

offered were indeed small, but they acted just as a suflicient

stimulus to induce growers to come forward. We had our

boxes made for bringing the plants up to the exhibition, and we
were rewarded by seeing the interest shown by nearly every

one who took the trouble to examine them. Then we had the

National Exhibition of Auriculas, which brought together

growers from north, south, east, and west, and for many years

such a sight had not been seen in London. Well do I remem-

ber the unfeigned astonishment of the visitors, who asked

what could these flowers possibly be. And I do not wonder at

it. There is no flower at all like them. There is a refinement,

a richness of colouring, and quaintness of appearance about

them, that must, I think, strike everyone who has not pre-

viously seen them. For myself, I know there is no richer

treat in the whole floral year than a good look at acoUectiou of

Auriculas, whether in my own garden or elsewhere.

I was hoping that the Auricula was about to take its place

as an exhibition flower ; but I turn to the schedules of the two

great Societies, and alas ! all my hopes are disappointed. The

Royal Horticultural Society otiers prizes for them on May 9th,

it I read the schedule aright, while the Royal Botanic Society's

Spring Show is fixed for March 'ilst. It would have been im-

possible to have fixed two dates which would more thoroughly

exclude the flower than these. Of course there may be reasons,

and sufficient ones, for these arrangements, but they are not

the less to be deplored ; while in the case of the Royal Horti-

cultural Societv it seems to be a piece of bad arrangement,

for there is a Show to be held on April 18th, which is about

the time they are in bloom. When the National Exhibition

was held on April 30th, it was then found that for the south-

ern growers it was all too late, and yet now they are expected

to come forward on May 9th ! What the result will be

it will not be difficult to tell. In an immense collection like

that of Mr. Turner, of Slough, there will, of course, always be

found some in bloom at almost any time from the middle of

March to the middle of Mav ; but he, I venture to say, wiU be

the only exhibitor. Amateurs will, I fear, bo excluded alto-

gether, and thus the encouragement given is now withdrawn.
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It is these capricious alterations which do so mnch harm to

floricnltnre. " Letting well alone " seems to be unknown in

the arrangements of the schedules, and I have yet to learn

that this constant state of change is conducive to good. If a

thing works well why meddle with it ? if badly, let it be altered.

Another thing I mast as a clergyman protest against—the

holding of the shows on Saturdays. It leads, and must lead,

to a large amount of Sabbath-breaking for masters and men,
and effectually excludes us who live at a distance from town
from being present.—D., Deal.

HEDGES, AND SHRUBS SUITABLE FOR
THEM.

{Continued from page 218.)

Maolura aukantiaca (Osage Orange). — The espectations

formed ten or twelve years ago of this plant have certainly not

been realised, and its hardiness is not so well established as

could be wished; for, although few plants of it may be killed by
our most severe winters, still fewer escape altogether, as the

tips of the shoots, being in a more or less unripened condition

when winter sets in, are destroyed down to the firmer wood.
The plant is also more straggling in its growth than the White-
thorn, so extensively planted in this country, but its thorns are

quite as formidable ; its shoots likewise are very robust, and in

summer the leaf is rather pretty. About ten years ago I saw a

hedge of it planted by a gentleman well versed in new shrubs
and trees ; the hot, line summers of 1858 and 1859 favoured

the growth and ripening of the wood, great expectations were
formed of it, and nurserymen advertised it as a plant for ordi-

nary fences ; but the trying season of 18G0, so fatal to the ex-

pectations of those who were experimenting with semi-tropical

plants, gave the death blow to their hopes of this, and it has
not been much heard of since. As an ornamental plant it has
little to recommend it, and when planted in shrubberies its

only qualities seem to be the unpleasant remembrances it gives

to those who unthinkingly approach too closely its formidable

spines, while it sends its loose, straggling branches to a greater

distance from its stem than is always noticed by those who
have duties to perform amongst shrubs. By way of experi-

ment the Madura may be tried as a hedge plant, but it must not
be classed as an ornamental one, and for utility it is xm-
qnestionably inferior to the Whitethorn.
Arbor Vit.e.—This offers a marked contrast to the last,

being an evergreen of compact and quick growth, which bears
cutting. It also has the advantage of being perfectly hardy,

bearing transplanting well even when it is of large size, and
suffering Mttle from breakages by the weight of snow, so de-

structive to other shrubs. The Chinese species (Thuja orien-

talis), is more compact in its growth than the American (T. oc-

cidentalis), and the kind known as Thuja Warreana is also of

very close growth. As the Arbor Vit.i; is often planted where a
quick growth is required, large plants may be procured, and a

hedge made at once. Dry ground, not too shallow, suits it best,

but it is not particular, and good specimens may often be met
with in a soil and situation just the reverse of those indicated.

To look well this plant ought to be trimmed with the knife,

and not with the shears, and excepting in certain special cases

the top looks better not evenly cut, but as if in a growing state,

with portions a little higher than others. August is a very
good time to trim it.

Berbeeis Daewinii.—Although I have not seen this plant
much used as a hedge, yet from my experience and obser-

vations of its growth, it seem well adapted for the purpose, and
if it can be fairly established as a hedge plant, I know of

nothing more desirable. A close, compact growth, with now
and then a shoot or two running out 2 or 3 feet beyond the

rest as if they were the pioneers of others, is its general character,

and no plant presents a greater amount of foUage, every shoot
being thickly studded with leaves, and these, too, of a pleas-

ing bright green. Added to this, the handsome flowers which
it presents us with early in spring claim for it a place in the

front rank of flowering shrubs, almost equal to that of the

Ehododendron, and in fine autumns it not unfrequently fur-

nishes a supply of bloom as well. As a hedge plant it possesses

the required sturdiness, and I believe will bear cutting as well

as any other evergreen. It also produces berries in great

abundance, the colour being much the same as in those of

B. aquifolium, or as it is generally called, Mahonia aqnifoUum.
The resemblance in fruit, though not by any means a close one,

is the only resemblance the plants possess, the character of the

flower, size of foUage, and other features, giving B. Darwinii a
stamp of its own unlike oth>is of this remarkable family, with
the exception of B. Wallichii. I therefore anticipate we shall
often hear of its being used as a hedge plant, and so far as I

have tried it, it promises to become a handsome and useful one.
A dry soil abounding in stones seems to suit it best, but it is

by no means fastidious, and with me grows twice as fast as
Mahonia aquifolium in the same soils and situations.

IvT.—This is certainly not a hedge plant, I expect some one
wiU say, and rightly, too, in one sense ; but it forms an excellent

screen, and when a sort of framework is put up of any reason-
able height, and Ivy planted against it, there is nothing which
so quickly effects the double purpose of a partial fence and
screen ; and as it is known that Ivy is not very particular as to

situation, we have the further advantage of possessing in one
of our finest-foliaged plants the means of speedily erecting a
shelter, or shutting out anything ugly, whether in the dis-

tance or close at hand. The species and varieties of Ivy are

numerous, and many are of great beauty, but the common
Irish Ivy is, perhaps, unsurpassed for quick growth, general
hardiness, and the deep glo^^y liue of its foliage. As plants of it

are plentiful enough, I would advise any one who may be abont
clothing his premises with evergreens, to turn his attention

to Ivy. It will accomplish its work sooner, and continue longer

in the same condition than anything else I know. Apart from
its beauty as a climber, some of its varieties are so dwarf that

their yearly growth does not exceed that of the Laurnstinus, or

similar shrubs. Where, however, a series of arches or other

framework is to be covered with Ivy, the low-growing variety is

the best to plant, and few plants bear trimming so well, or

continue so long in beauty—in fact", the death of Ivy, excepting

from accident, is unusual. Although it does not possess the

sturdiness necessary to support itself, I nevertheless regard its

claim as a hedge plant too good to be overlooked.

Willow.—This certainly ought not to take its place amongst
hedge plants destined for ornamental positions, yet I have seen

it occupying a prominent place in a flower garden of no mean
pretensions. The situation being an exposed one, and it being

desirable to have some shelter at the earliest possible period,

Willow poles about 2 inches in diameter at the top, and long

enough to be 8 feet above the surface of the ground, were

planted, about 18 inches apart, in a ditch or trench prepared for

them. They speedily struck root, and formed branches from
bottom to top, supplying a high hedge or screen in a very few

weeks after being fixed in the ground. This afforded suificient

protection for the summer, which was all they were planted for.

Willows, however, are sometimes planted for the more definite

purpose of a fence, but they are only to be recommended in a

wet, swampy place, where they thrive best, and where nothing

else will do so well. Perhaps the best kind is that called the

Plum-tree Willow, from its leaves resembling those of the

Plum tree, as it furnishes itself best at bottom. Most of the

tree Willows with lanceolate leaves become very naked at

bottom, and must often be headed-down. By the sides of ditches

or ponds, or in very wet places, the WiUow may be planted as a

fence, and by frequent cutting-down and plashing, it may be

made serviceable, but it cannot be said to be ornamental.

Elder.—This is worse than the WiUow, so far as appear-

ance is concerned, and it has not the advantage of growing

where other and more ornamental plants will not thrive, but it

grows faster than anything else, and it has the merit of not

being attacked by rabbits in places where these abound. The
Elder will also sustain itself when competing with other trees

and shrubs, and, in fact, is more likely to outgrow and overtop

everything else than succumb to opposition. As a plant for a

hedge, however, its merits are of a low order, and it is only

mentioned here as some writers have a partiaUty for it. An
old plant in flower looks very well, but no amount of trimming

can make a graceful hedge or fence of this oflensively- smelling

tree.

FuKZE OE GoRSE. — Although of indigenous growth this

plant now and then suffers from severe winters, and when
planted as a hedge it does not bear cUpping and trimming so

well as many others. It is seldom advisable to plant it as a

fence, unless for some special purpose, when its appearance is

desirable, as it requires to be allowed more width than other

plants, and looks better as an irregular mass than in a

trimmed condition ; indeed, the latter cannot well be main-

tained long. For a very exposed stony soil it may be necessary

to try this plant, but where others will succeed, let this be

banished to its proper quarters—viz., wastes and coverts. The
double-flowering Furze, and the upright Irish variety, are,
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nevertheless, ornamental-, and deserving a place in most
shmbberies.
Hazel and Maple.—Often fonnJ in old hedges that appear

to have been formed out of the natural gvowth of the place,

hut neither desirable to have as a hedfjo plant. They have the
merit of thriving in most soils ; and the Hazel, especially, pre-

sents a close, compact bush, not easily penetrated by cattle.

It is certain, however, that the advanced cultivation of the
country is fast driving these plants from their established

abodes, and but few, indeed, are planted. As we possess much
better hedge plaut.? than either, tlieir removal will be no loss.

—J. EOBSON.
(To be continaed.)

PROPAGATING AUCUBA -JAPONICA.
A FEW remarks on the Anouba japonica may, perhaps, be

useful to some of yonr readers.
In September, 18tj4, I bought two small plants of Aucuba

japonica vera, and planted them out at once. They both
flowered in the spring of l.SlifJ, and with pollen gathered
from them I impregnated a large plant of the common variety

;

the result was several dozens of berries, which were green and
unripe on the plant during the severe frost in January, 1^67,
when the thermometer was below zero. Notwithstanding this,

the berries ripened well, and changed to bright scarlet three
or four weeks afterwards. I know that they were quite ripe,

because I sowed the berries on the 2Sth of Iilarcb in a pot con-
taining sandy loam mixed with a small portion of peat, and
every one of them germinated. I placed the pot in a shady
part of the plant stove, but it was from three to six months
before the young plants made their appearance. They are now
fine little plants, and have just been potted-oft singly into

GO-sized pots. They nearly all partake of the character of the
male plant, only one of them being spotted like the female.
In March and April, 1SG7, there were a great many blossoms

on the two male plants. I therefore prepared a dozen small
plants of the common Aucuba in various sized pots. These I

placed in the orchard house, and as the flowers expanded I

dusted them with poUen. My mode of proceeding is with a

pair of Grape scissors to clip off the male blossoms, letting

them fall on a small sheet of clean paper, and to convey them
at once to the spot where the plants intended to be operated on
are placed. One male blossom will dust from four to si.^ of

the others. Some of these small plants in pots are now very

pretty objects, and have been a distinct feature in the green-

house for the last two or three months. They look as well as

ever at the present moment. One neat little plant in a 7-inch
pot has 120 of these large bright scarlet berries on it, and
several of the others have nearly as many. Oue large plant

growing out of doors, which was also operated upon artificially,

is covered with clusters of the berries.

I cover the male plants with glass as soon as the first flowers

expand, as they are growing in a very exposed position, and
are liable to be very much damaged by the wind and rain ; but
notwithstanding this precaution, and the fact that I cut the
flowers off as fast as they expand, nearly every female plant in

the garden has a few berries on it. The bees, I have no doubt,
found their way under the glass covering, which is raised on
bricks in order that the air may play freely round the plants.

The greatest distance from the male plants at which I found
berries was 180 yards, so that I have no doubt when plants
of the male Aucuba become more numerous, berries will be
common enough everywhere through the agency of the bees.

—

J. Douglas.

MESSRS. CUTBUSH'S SHOW
FLOWERS

OF SPRING

AT THE ROVAS. BOT.WIG SOCIETY S OAEDENS.

This commenced on SatarJay, will coutmne tlu'oughout the present

week, and is altogether an,eiceilent display, the extent of which will

be judged from the fact that it tills a s]>an-roofed tent adjoining the

conservatory 150 feet in length and 10 feet in width. There is a
10-foot path up the centre, over which are suspended baskets of

flowers, and on the side next the conservatory there is a stage with a
row of Tulips in front, and a row of Hyacinths at back. Opposite
this is a mixed bank of Camellias, Azaleas, Heaths, Epacrises, Cine-
rarias, Cytisus, Crocuses, Narcissus, Lily of the Valley, Cyclamens,
double Prunus sinensis, and other flowering plants, interspersed with
a few Dracfenas, Indiarubber plants, and other subjects ornamental
by their foliage ; and at one end i.s a similar bank, whilst at the other

there is a plant of Cyathea dealbata, flanked by two quarter-circle
wire flower stands.

Of the quality of the Hyacinths and TuUps which are the real
objects of the display, the other plants being merely the adjuncts, the
success which Messrs. Cutbush have achieved, both iu the present
and past years at the London and Liverpool shows, is a suflicient

t;uarautee ; in fact, many of the pota were in the collections shown at
these exhibitions this year.
Of Hyacinths we remarked magnificent spikes of Baron Von Tuyll,

Haydn, Marie, Mimosa, Charles Dickens, Von Schiller, Princess
Clothilde, Macanlay, General Havolock, Grand Lilas, Gigantea,
double Duke of Wellington, Van Speyk, and Mout Klanc. Of TuUps
there are tine pots of Vermihon Jirilliaut, a moat effective variety

;

Keizerskroou, Rex Eubrorum, Pottohakker of different colours, doable
Tournesol, and Couleur Cardinal, all of which are wcU known ; Proser-
pine, rose ; Brutus broken, red and yellow, voiy fine ; Cottage Maid,
white and pink ; Chrysolora, yellow ; Fabiola, white and rosy purple ;

Van der Neer, purplish violet ; Thomas Moore, coppery orange ; and
Duchesse de i*arma, deep ciimson edged with yeUow.
The conservatory itself also presents a ga^er appearance than usual.

Rhododeudron arborenm and Camellias being covered with flowers, in
addition to which there are Azaleas, frtuting Aucnbas, Cinerarias, and
various lloweriug plants. Oue large vase is verj' effective, being tilled

as follows :—Outer circle. Amy Hyacinth, red ; second circle, Staten
General, white ; third circle. Lord Nelsou, blue ; then there is a
double row of Grand Monarque Narcissus, with Calla a;thiopica in the
centre.

COCKSCOMB CULTURE.
I FIND great difiiculty in getting seed of those which really

produce fine combs. A neighbouring gardener grows them
exceedingly well, and has a fine strain. I have just procured a
little seed from him, and have sent a portion of it to the con-
tinent to he grown, hoping thus to obtain a good supply ; and
as I shall visit the country where it is grown during the sum-
mer, I shall see how it is doing then.

Mr. John Burnell, the gardener I have referred to. writes

—

" I have tried many plans to grow them well, and the best
mode which I have found for growing dwarf and large Cocks-
combs is, to pot them from the seed pan into 60-sized pots,
grow the plants in these until the combs are well formed, and
then repot."

—

William Dean, Bradford Niimery, Shipley.

NEW GLASS STRUCTURES FOR GROWING
FRUIT.

Some twenty years since, no difficulty was experienced in
growing Peaches and Nectarines on outside walls, and I can
recollect thirty years ago it was not at all unusual for a bushel
of this fruit to he picked at a time in oue of our gardens.
Now these trees begin to decay after a few years, and, gra-
dually dying away, require to be constantly renewed. They
seem to have no constitutional strength. What is the cause
of this ? and is there no remedy, for it is a general complaint ?

Cannot we learn something from the management of these
trees in the orchard house, where they invariably set their
fruit, ripen it thoroughly, and do not die away ? I have a
house, 72 feet by 30 feet, in which the trees have borne
excellent crops of fruit for the last eight years. These trees,

forty-five in number, are planted iu the soil, which is hard,
and seldom receives any manure. They are watered occa-
sionally, when a good drenching is given from a hose with
a pressure of 50 feet. The pruning takes up about as much
time as the training of a large tree on a wall. This, with the
painting the trees in the autumn with Pooley's tobacco powder
and methylated spirits, embraces the whole treatment. The
crop keeps the trees from too luxuriant growth. Every tree

is now in full bloom, and will bear a large crop. Twenty
dozen of Peaches (Royal GeorgeJ were gathered from one tree.

I have tried for several years to grow Plums and Apricot?
iu the same manner, but having never succeeded, was obliged
to give it up. I can grow large crops of this fruit in pots,

but not in the soil. I have therefore had recourse to a plan
I conceived some years since, which has more than answered
my expectations. I also tried experiments last year with
Peaches on the same system, and found that it answered
equally well with them. I have now twenty-three Peach,
Nectarine, Plum, and Apricot trees under experiment. Tkey
are now iu bloom, though out of doors. They are surrounded
with glass walls, open at the top, if we except a woollen net
to keep ofl' frost, and, in the autumn, insects.

Formerly, we used to consider Peaches and Nectarines as
, hardy. Now, I think we must consider them as only half-
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hardy, and if so we must adopt a less rude treatment than in

former years. A wall heated while the eun shines on it, and
a wall rendered cold by wind and evaporation when the sun is

off, does not seem to suit these now tender plants ; neither

does too great an amount of moisture to the roots, especially

in autumn, agree with their delicate constitutions. Cold,

moisture-absorbing winds cause a chill. Bringing the trees in

too close contact with walls by nailing cripples them, and
lowers their temperature to that of the wall, especially a atone

wall. All these difficulties may now be overcome by very

simple means, and probably we shall again be able to grow
these fruits for ten years to come in the same perfection as

formerly, by which time we may be obHged to introduce some
other method if these plants become gradually more tender.

—

Obseevek.

FLOWERS LOVELY, THOUGH COMMON.
I WISH that those who grow only bedding-out plants because

they desire " masses of colour," and so for the sake of a blaze

of blossom during five months are content to have bare earth

to look at during the other seven, could see my little flower bed
for March this year. It has five rows of plants :

—

1, In front, near the Box edge, are patches of Snowdrops,
yellow Crocuses, dark and light purple Crocuses.

2, Behind these follow Dog's-tooth Violets, white and purple,

of which it is hard to say whether the blossom or the leaf is

the more beautiful, varied with groups of the tiny dwarf Daffo-

dil, interspersed with that most valuable early white Hyacinth,

now in full bloom, but of which I do not know the distinctive

name.
3, Then follow Primroses, single and double, of various

colours, making a very gay and effective low, with clumps of

blue and white Squills at intervals.

4, Next, Hepaticas, white, pink, and blue, with bunches of

Orobus vernus, a plant too little known, and Venus's Navelwort
with its Forget-me-not-like bright blue flowers.

5, Lastly, in my back row come Daphne mezereum, Christ-

mas Rose, still in bloom, and Saxifragia crassifolia, with Jas-

minum nudillorum here and there on the stems of some fruit

trees, and a few pink fiibes, now sheets of blossom to the great

delight of my bees.

It would bo hard, indeed, with any amount of bedding-out
plants to produce anything more effective than this bed has

been on all our bright days ; its value, too, increased tenfold

by its heralding to us the approach of summer, and gladdening

us now at a time when flowers are generally scarce. 'When
I add to all this the intense pleasure which it has been to me
for weeks past, day after day, to see one after another of these,

my favourites, peeping above the ground—sometimes, perhaps,

helped by my own hand when I am tempted to look for my old

friends in their accustomed places, and to remove the too heavy
superincumbent lumps of our ungenial clay—I confess that I

am at a loss to account for the apathy of so many to all but

those plants which are grown by thousands under shelter

through the winter, and bedded-out by the gardener in June.

Our old English perennials will, if carefully selected, afford

the colour so much desired, and when not in blossom the plants

themselves will always at every period of the year be a source

of real pleasure and interest to any true lover of gardening

and of flowers.

I have given in this letter an idea of what may be done in

March. Possibly, if you think well to grant me space, I may
send you an account of my April flower bed hereafter.—W. J.

Mellish, Or.itou Vicarayc, Notts.

[We will grant the space, and we wish that many such com-
munications reached us, " there's heart in his purpose."

—

Eds.]

removes them in January, either by hand or with a hand-fork,
taking care not to break the roots, and plants them in the
decayed refuse.

WOODEN-FRAMED HAND-LIGHTS.

^^J\.
generally kno\vn carpenters can make very serviceable

hand-hghts for all general purposes about a garden? It is
well known that hand-hghts are in general made of cast iron ;

this renders them very heavy. One of the objections which
some have to using cast-iron hand-hghts is their very great
liability to be affected by the weather ; in hot days when the
sun IS powerful they become very hot, and in frosty weather
the reverse takes place.

'\\ hat I would recommend may be used for nearly all the
purposes to which cast-iron hand-hghts are applied. Any car-
penter can make for a hand-light a wooden frame 1 foot S) inches
long by 15 inches wide, or 2 feet long by 18 inches wide, and
from to 8 inches deep at the sides, having a span-shaped
roof rising to 16 or 18 inches high. Let a tolerably stout piece
be employed to pass between the tops of the ends or gables ; and
if one piece of glass be objected to as being used on each side,
let one or more ribs be used, nail-
ing them under the upper ridge
of wood. As I have already re-
marked, this ridge of wood ought
to be tolerably strong, as it has
to bear the handle which lifts the
whole light when made. Fig. 1
represents the end of one of these
very useful hand-hghts

; fir/. 2 is

a side view, having the handle by
which the light is lifted.

For many purposes, especially during winter, these lights
are very useful, as for placing over CauHflowers in any con-
venient place, or many other things which are the better of

Fig. 1.

Fio. 2.

slight protection. The glass in these is not so liable to- be

I
cracked by frost as in the cast-iron hand-glasses. In order to

give air to plants under them, I place a brickbat or knob of

wood the size of the clenched fist close by them ; and thus by
only moving the light 1 inch backwards or forwards I have it

either off or on the brickbat. They will be found not to be

half the price of the cast-iron hand-lights ; this in itself is a

consideration with most people.—U. D.iwson.

The Inner Temple Gardens.—Mr. Broome has just now three

Leicester vases and a score of small beds filled with about five

hundred Hyacinths, which, though not yet in perfection, never-

theless promise to be most satisfactory for an out-door London
garden. In addition to the Hyacinths there are Crocuses now
in very good bloom. Tulips to succeed the Hyacinths, and
Virginian Stocks and other early-flowering annuals to furnish

a further succession, and which are now just above ground.

These will give place to bedding plants which, in turn, will be

succeeded by Chrysanthemums, carrying on the succession of

bloom to Christmas. Mr. Broome plants his Hyacinths in

October in cocoa-nut fibre refuse, under a west-aspect wall.

LOBELIA SPECIOSA AS A DECORATR-E PLANT.
It may surprise some and interest others to know in what

manner this plant is so, but not for summer garden decoration ;

nevertheless, when it is grown well it is a most splendid plant

for early spring conservatory decoration. My employer is very

fond of it as a table ornamental plant, and most graceful it is

for the purpose.

It is very easily grown, and requires but little attention. I

have it in bloom about seven months in the year, and I find,

more especially towards the summer, when blue is rather scarce

in-doors, that it greatly enhances the in-door decoration.

I only bring this under notice that some who may not have

tried it may venture on a pot or two, and I am sure they will

not repent of the little time and labour devoted to it. Plants

in a 32-sized pot, and covered with bloom all round and to a

depth of 2 feet or more, will well reward any one.

—

Nemo.

CHECK TO THE SLUG AND TURNIP FLY.

A LITTLE guano sown broadcast over the surface kills or

banishes slugs. I' is equally effective against the Turnip fly

it sown on the suiface at the rate of 2; cwt. per acre. It

answers a double purpose, for it not only keeps away the fly,

but serves as a top-dressing. Its effects were proved here. last
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year on a piece of Turnips. Part being treated in the way I

have described was a good crop, lint tlie part not so treated was
completely eaten up by the Turnip (ly.— C. J., Airlvi/.

PORTRMT.S OF PL.WTS. FLOWEllS, AND
FliUlTS.

Thvnh Benson'i.i! (Mrs. Benson's Tliunia). Xat. nrd., Or-
chidaccir. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—Native of Rangoon.
Flowers purplish lilac and white. Lip darker purplish lilac,

with yellow-crested disk.

—

{Hut. itaii., t. .'if!!)-!,)

Beoonia GLANnuLiFKiiA (Glandular Begonia). Xat. ord.,

Begoniaceoe. Linn., IVIomvcia Polyandria.—Native of Trinidad.
Flowers white.

—

{IhUl., t. 5005.)

DicENTniNxnEBA MACKoniYLLA (Largo-leaved Dicentran-
thera). Nat. <>nl., Acanthace.i?. I. inn., Didynamia Angio-
spermia.'— Native of Fernando I'o, and banks of rivers in

Western Africa. Flowers rosy purple exteruallv, whiter inter-

nally.— {I(jW., (. 5096.)

Odontoglossum Ai.EXANnr.'E var. guttati.-ji (Spotted va-

riety of Princess Alexandra's Odontoglossum). Xat. onl., Or-
chidacea\ Linn., Gynandria Monandria.— Flowers white
spotted with dull crimson ; lip yellow at the base.

—

(Iliid., t.

5697.)
Vehnonia (Sxesgelia) Calvoana (Signer Calvo's Vernonia).

Nat. onl., Compositte. Linn., Syngenesia rcqualis.— "This
magnificent composite plant " is a native of the Cameroons
Mountains, in the Bight of Benin, at 7000 feet elevation. Bay
florets and involucral scales white ; disk florets purple.

—

{Ibid., t. 5G98.)

Cola achjiinata (Kola-nat Tree). Nat. ord., Sterciiliace<-E.

Linn., MonoeciaMonadelphia.—Native of Tropical Africa. The
nuts are universally eaten by the nati%-es there, and in the
West Indies, as a condiment. They are also nsed as a medicine,
and to sweeten putrid water. Flowers yellow.

—

{Ibid., t. 5699.)
Pelargonicii, Andirn' Henderson.—"Submitted last autumn

to the Imperial Horticultural Society of France, and awarded
a first-class certificate for its superlative merit, this very beau-
tiful double-flowered variety of Zonal Pelargonium, may well
commend itself to our notice. IX. Carriure in adverting to it,

remarks that, had the raiser flowered it soon enough to have
been able to exhibit it at the Great P.iris Exhibition, it would
have been universally admitted to be greatly superior to all

other known varieties in its class.
" One of its chief features of excellence consists in its style

of growth, the habit and texture of foliage being more like

those of the majority of the fine single-flowered varieties of
English gardens, than of the robust, coarse, vigorous double
sorts of the P. inquinans section, previously known. The colour
of the flowers also differs from that of all preceding varieties,

being a clear deep scarlet lake. The truss is of extraordinary
size, larger than in any previous double variety, taking a glo-
bular outline, and bearing from sixty to eighty expanded blos-
soms, which are well proportioned, very double, and regularly
imbricated like a Ranunculus, thus again differing from the
sorts already known, which more nearly resemble the Holly-
hock in the arrangement of their petals.

" This brief description sufficiently indicates the distinguish-
ing features as well as the great merit of this novel variety,
which we may safely recommend for conservatory pot-culture,
and also to form select specimens for garden decoration. The
variety was raised by JI. Lemoine, of N.aucy, and a great
portion of the stock has been acquired by Messrs. E. G. Hen-
derson & Son."

—

{Flori-H and Pumolonist, 3 s., i., 49.)

EJriGRATION.
The communication in the Journal of the l!Ofh ult., from

a correspondent in New Jersey, calls for comment. He
endeavours to argue that " Wiltsiiike Rkcior'' is wrong in
teaching contentment, and attempting to dissuade his country-
men, and those of them who are gardeners or garden labonrers
in particular, from leaving a certainty in their own favoured
land for*an uncertainty in a new and strange country, and
goes on to show the advantages to be obtained by a residence
in the United States. He states thai his labourers each receive

1 dol. 60c. per day for their work, which if they were every day
employed would amount to 9 dols. and OOc. per week, and if

they paid 5 dols. a-week for board and lodging, there would be
left a balance of 4 dols. and GOc. with which to provide clothing

and other necessaries. Now, bow far will this go even with
an unmarried man, when a respectable suit of clothes, such as
an English gardener would like to appear in, will cost from
10 to 50 dols., and a good pair of boots H or 1(1 dols. :' Then,
again, the cost of provisions is enormously high, and, if neces-
sary, I could give a list of prices which will prove that fact,

anil show that the cost of living is proportionably greater than
in England.
The fact of the shipment of breadstuffa, ttc, from New York

to England is no argument at all. There is a surplus of Wheat,
flour, cheese, &o., in the country that could not be disposed of
at nny price at home, and must be exported for a market. Most
of these productions come from the Western States and Canada,
and when the cost of production and the price received are talwn
into account, it will be found that there is very little for the
producer, and that the railway and other carriers obtain most
of the profits.

I have warned " gardenei's by profession," of the vicissitudes
of the climate in the temperate parts of North America, and
your correspondent's story tends to prove me right. Although
"John," judging from his vernacular, must have been a very
poor specimen of the professional, yet we cannot believe that
his " flowers " came to grief altogether througij his inexperience
and negligence. They were a total failure, and as the master
seems to have supplied the plants it must be presumed the
" sort " was all right, and the season must have had some
effect on both the " flowers " and the Cabbages. If this be
not the case, then gardening in America must require a vast
deal of American experience.

At the present time the United Stales is a tax-ridden country.
Even a halfpenny bunch of matches is pasted over with an
internal revenue stamp of the same value as the matches.
Then it must be remembered that little or no work can be
done in the winter, and a labouring man must lay up enough
of his summer earnings to provide for him during the un-
employed days of winter. I know a hardworking influKtrious
old man, and a good kitchen gardener, who has been in business
fo; himself in America for some years, and who has often told
me that while working in a nursery near Exeter for 9~-. per
week he was better off and much happier than he has ever
been in his adopted country, as the winter always eats up all

he can lay by during the growing season.
After a residence of eighteen years in foreign lands, and

much of the time spent in various parts of North America, I
say most emphatically, Staii iit home, and as a pendant to this
advice would add the following extract from the London .S'coi.t-

niiin, and say that not only iroumoulders to whom it particu-
larly refers, but all others, and especially the members of the
"Journal " circle, will be more happy and prosperous if they
take good " Wiltshire Rector's" advice.—W. T. Goldsmith.

'• Cautiox to Purposed Emigrants.—The s,ingniiie promises of
plenty of work and high wages in America, lield out to members of
the Scottish Ironmoulders' SociL'ty a few mouths ago, have not. been
reaUsed. Three members of the union, who went to the United States
l.ist November in the hope of hudiug plenty of work, have sent home
a melancholy warning to their comrades, in which they state th.at they
have^ been ten weeks in Pennsylvania and • have not yet found an
hour's work.' They complain in veiy severe terms of the ofticcrs of
both .Scotch and EngHsh societies ' for withholding information relat-
ing to trade in America.' ' The members at home,' they say, ' have
been coutinunlly kept in the dark. All kinds of work are" equallv
Krarce : we see nothing hut starvation before as, and hundreds of our
fellow-mouldei-s who have come here as we did, are in a like, or even
worse condition.' The President of an Ironmoulders' Union in Phila-
delphia corroborates the statement of the unfortunate Scottish emi-
gi-auts. ' Fully three-fourths of the entire lahouriug populution of
the States are now out of work,' he says, ' and there seems to be no
prospect of improvement.' Ho denounces the ' emigiatiou scheme

'

promoted by the oiEcers of the English and Scotch trades' unions as a
" direct ontrageous fraud ' practised upon their own members, and a
gross imposition upon the American people. If the leaders of trade
societies can make no reply to this, tlicy ought to be severely
punished in some way or other."

ORNAMENTAL AND FLOWERING SHRUBS.
{Continued from page 206.)

Daphxi: mezerevm.— Flowers pink, small, numerous, sweet-
scented, appearing before the leaves .Jancai-y to March. 3 to -1 feet.
Seeds. A well-known and highly ornamental shrub. There is a
variety with white tlowers,

Deutzli crenata iLORE-FLENO. — Flowers white, double, highly
ornamental, in May and Jane. Cuttings and layers. •> to ?• feet.

Deutzia gracilis.—Flowers white, in clusters, very handsome, and
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very profuse-blooming. 2 feet. Cuttings and layers. One of tlie very

best shrubs for forciug.

Deutzia scabra.—Flowers whitish, in clusters, in May and .Tune.

Succeeds in shade, and is of quick growth. 6 feet. Cuttings and layers.

DiERviLLA CANADENSIS. — Flowers vellow, small, June to Sep-

tember ; leaves shining. 3 feet. Suckers, layers, cuttings, and
seeds.

EuoNYMUS LATiFOLius. — Flowers green, succeeded by red fruit

ripening at tlie end of summer, and which are its chief attraction.

10 feet. Seeds, cuttings, and layers.

FoESYTHLV \iRiDissLM.v.—Flowers yellow, appearing before the

leaves, which are dark gi-een. It flowers from Febi*naij to May. G to

S feet. Cuttings and layers.

Halesia TExnApTERA (Suowdrop tree).—Flowers white, drooping,

small but numerous. 8 to 10 feet. Suckci-s, layers, and cuttings of

the roots.

HAMA:iiELTS \TRGixiCA.—FlowBTS yellow, profusely produced iu

autumn and winter. 10 feet. Layers.
Halimodendron argknteum.—Flowers purplish, from May to July ;

leaves white and silky, the shoots being spiny and grey. Grafted on
the Laburnum, it forms a neat bead. (> feet.

HippopHAK p.hamnoldes.—Flowers apetalous, succeeded by numerous
orange berries. It succeeds admirably planted near the sea. 8 to

1*2 feet. Layers, suckers, and cuttings.

Hibiscus striaccs (Althrea fnitex).— Flowers large, single or

double, and in different varieties, white, red, purple, or striped- They
appear iu August and September, and are veiy shoiv}-. feet. Layers,

and seeds of the single varieties sown in heat, the seedlings being well

hardened -off.

Hydrangea hof.texsis.—Flowers in large dense beads, pink chang-
ing to lilac, aud sometimes blue. June to August, o to 5 feet.

Should have a sheltered situation, aud light rich soil well supplied
with water during the gi-owiug season. Cuttings aud layers.

Hydrangea quercifollv.—Flowers white, in dense clusters in

summer. 5 feet. Cuttings and layers.

Kerria japonica.—Flowers yellow, very profusely produced in

spring and early summer. The double variety is that most generally

cultivated, and is vei-y ornamental, ti feet. Suckers and cut-

tings.

Jasmixdm fruticans.—Flowers yellow, small hut numerous, Juno
to September. It requires a warm sheltered situation and a di"y soil,

otherwise it does not succeed, (j feet. Suckers and layers.

Leycesterla F0P3I0SA.—Flowcrs purplish, in June, succeeded by
purple berries. It requires a warm situation. 6 feet. Cuttings in

slight heat or under a hand-glass, also seeds in heat.

Loniceea tatarica.—Flowers reddish, in April and May. It thrives

well nnder trees. Cuttings and seeds.

LoNiCERA IBERICA.—Flowers oranqe. in May. G feet.

Lonicera pyp.en.uca.—Flowers white, in IMiiy. t> feet to 8 feet.

LoNicERA XYLOsTEu.^i.—Flowcrs yellow, iu May and June. feet

to 8 feet.

All the shrubby Honeysuckles thrive under trees, but not in deep
shade.

LiGL'STRUsi vuLGARE.—(Comuiou Privet).—Flowers white. Yeiy
valuable for planting under trees, for hedges, aud as a screen. 6 to

10 feet. Cuttings and seeds.

Myrica Gale (Sweet Gale).—Red catldns in May; leaves oblong
aud sprinkled with yellow dots. "Where the Rhododendron gi-ows this

vnll thrive, otherwise it requires a peat soil. Layers, cuttings, and
suckers. 4 feet.

pAviA DISCOLOR.—Flowers large, yellow and pui*ple, in June. G to

8 feet. Grafting on the Horse Chestnut.
Pa-vxv macrostach\a.—Flowers white, sweet-scented, in July and

August. Thrives in a shady situation, aud does well in moist ground,

hence it is very suitable for planting near ponds and sheets of water.

8 to lO feet. Layers.—G. Abbey.

(To be continued.)

PHALJ2N0PSIS SCHILLERIANA.
Theouoh the courtesy of Mr. Eobert 'Warner, of BroomfieM,

near Chelmsford, we have been permitted to see the finest col-

lection of rhalicnopsis Schilleriana iu bloom that exists any-
where out of their native region. Kare as the plant is, Mr.
Warner can show no less than forty-two fine specimens, some
of which are hitherto unrivalled iu this country. It is gratify-

ing to have to state that Mr. Warner is sufficiently generous
not to reserve the pleasure entirely to himself, but is willing to

<,hare the privilege of admiring to all who are interested iu their

gulture.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.U!DEN.

It is ad\-isable to run the hoe over every part of the l<itchen

garden and slips whenever the ground is in good condition for

the work. Asjr.aranus, the beds should now have their spring

diessin". if not <-et finished ; fork them over slightly, and rake

the soil even. Cut and trim the edges of the beds. Artichokes,
if not yet done, lose no time in giving them their spring dress-

ing ; thin out the suckers, dig in a good quantity of dung
among them, and plant a few rows of the spare suckers to

succeed the general crop. Ilrnrcoli, a few seeds of Grange's
Early should now be sown. Cahbaiji;, continue to sow a few
early sorts every fortnight. Peas and Beans, go on with suc-
cessions of these every other week. Potatoes, in many parts of

the country people put off planting their Potatoes until too
late ; the whole crop should be in before the middle of the
month, and the sooner the better. Endire, where the last

autumn-sown plauts have stood the winter they will now re-

quire to be tied up in succession, hke Lettuces, to blanch ; they
will come in very useful with the early Lettuces, a few of -which

should also be tied up if they are opening too much in the
heart. Chiien, no garden should be without this useful little

plant ; a row of it planted along an alley, will be a substitute for

young Onions all the year round. Oniuii.-i sown last August
should have the soil well stirred between the rows ; let one bed
of these Onions remain to be drawn before the spring-sown
Onions curae iu, aud transplant the rest. Spinacli, the August-
sown should have the soil well stirred between the rows.

FRUIT GAItUES.

Run the hoe between the Strawberry rows, or if the ground
was dug earl3' in winter, you had better stir it with a fork. Hoe
also betwetu the Easpberries, Currants, and Gooseberries, if

only to loosen the surf.ace of the ground. Watch carefully the
state of the weather while the Peaches and Apricots are in

blossom.
i FLOWER GAUDEN-.

The weather has been so mild, that we appear almost on the

verge of summer before the spring has fairly commenced. All

new ground work, such as planting, turfing, &c., must be
finished as expeditiously as possible, and as soon as all rubbish
has been cleared from the borders, grass, &a., prepare for turn-

ing the walks, and making all clean for the season. This,

though an operation readily performed, is frequently hurried
over, and badlj^ executed. A walk after it has been turned,

levelled, and a facing of new gravel laid upon it, should remain
in that state three or four days for the gravel to bleach, and not
be rolled until it has had a shower of rain upon it. The utility

of this plan is, the gravel becomes washed before it is rolled

down, aud a clean bright walk at all times is obtained, instead

of one sticking to the feet, and faUiug into holes iu wet weather.

This delay causes a little inconvenience for a time, but

it is fully counterbalanced by the excellence of the walks
throughout the season. Birds are very troublesome to newly-
germinating seeds, and where it is inconvenient to cover with
netting, it will be well to sprinkle the beds with sand made wet
with spirits of tar. The transplanting of all autumn-sown
annuals should be completed without delay, also of biennials.

Prepare for a sowing of the latter a piece of ground which
must be slightly enriched and dug to a good depth. Amongst
shrubs the work for the season will be finished, except attending

to those newly planted, and watering them when necessary.

Take care that all newly-planted trees are properly staked

before they begin to make new roots, and mulch them with short

grass occasionally when the lawn is mown. The flowers of

Auriculas are initting on an improved appearance, still keep the

Xilants warm at night by mat coverings, and as they are growing
fast they should have a moderate supply of water. The potting

of Carnations has commenced in many parts of the country,

and when the plants have been brought up hardy, the sooner

they are out the better. As a precaution, place a slice of

potato between the layers, if two are planted iu a pot, so that

they may have a chance of escaping destruction, should a

solitary wireworm be in the soil.

GEEESnOrSE AND CONSEEVATOBY.

To keep the conservatory now in proper order you must go

over the pilants daily, or at least every other day, and take out

such a^ are beginning to fail. Pick off all dying flowers and
leaves, and also distorted flower buds, or, indeed, any small or

ill-arranged flower which does not look well. Change the plants

in sitting-rooms often. If they are worth preserving afterwards,

see that the more common sorts of plants brought in merely

for their flowers or fragrance do rot crowd on the good speci-

men plauts. Azaleas, and many other plants, are now making
their young growth, and if choked up with a profusion of forced

plants of little value save for their flowers, it will soon injure

them. It may be necessary soon to use blinds to guard the
' flowers from strong sunshine, but this should he deferred as
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ong as possible. Facbsias represent tbnt class of greenhouse
plants which do best to be shaken out of their pots nnniinlly,

but as the strong varieties of them are gross feeders, yon may
use a rougher compost for them than is recommended below
for stove plants under the same treatment. A few of the smaller
plants of the common Cacti may be now forced to make an
early growth, this will enable them to flower early next spring.

Potting and propagation, with a more liberal .supply of water
and less air, must be attended to.

STOVE.
In potting Rtovo and other plants a distinction shouhl be

made between the preparation of the composts for permanent
woody plants, and for those softwooded kinds which are annu-
ally shaken out of pots. .Tusticias, Vincas, and some of the
Clerodendrons, form part of the latter class, .^fter these are

done flowering in autumn, they should be close-pruned, and
left partially dry during winter. In spring the soil should be
shaken from their roots when they are put into small pots, to

be shifted into larger ones as they advance. The compost for

this potting should be made quite fine, in order to let the roots

occupy every particle of it in a few months, while the compost
for permanent woody plants can hardly he too rough.

PITS AND FRAMES.
The bloom of the Hydrangeas introduced into the forcing

house in January will now be advancing; if you have anj'

doubt of its being blue, water the plants regularly with water
impregnated with alum to the extent of 1 oz. to every quart,
and keep the plants standing in feeders or saucers to prevent
the loss of water. Brompton Stocks in pots, may be planted
out, surrounding the ball with rich soil, and spring-Howeriug
Ten-week varieties may be left unprotected, so as to prepare
them for bedding-out about the middle or end of April.

—

W. Keaxe.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Onions;.—Sowed the last of the main crop in rows, covering
the seeds with light soil riddled, from beneath the potting-

bench ; trod slightly in, and levelled by raking in the same
direction as the rows. The ground is still rather heavy and
damp for rolling, but as soon as it is dry enough we will run a
light roller over it. We find it a good plan to do this just as
the seedlings begin to appear. This secures a firm surface,

and then a slight hoeing between the rows does not interfere

with the general firmness, whilst it keeps the ground cool and
prevents its cracking with fierce sun heat.

Carrots.—Sowed some out of doors, but the chief work as

respects them has been preparing the ground by frequently
turning it. The same remark applies to Beet, Salsaly, and
Scorzonera.

Pens.—Sowed successions, planted out what had been reared
nnder protection, placing laurel twigs on each side to keep
them warm, and staking as the work procteled. We have 1 eeu
obliged to net those coming through the ground out of doors, to

preserve them from various intruders. The covering of snot
kept away mice, &c , until the seedlings began to appear. The
dwarf Peas in pots in the orchard house must have a few little

twigs stuck round them the first wet day.

Sowed Spinach, Radishes, Lettuces, and Turnips, the last in
the open air and also under protection. When Turnips are
wanted early they should be sown under glass and over a slight

hotbed in the beginning of the month. One reason why they
require protection when sown early is, that the frost will not
greatly injure the appearance of the plants, but it will cause
them to bolt, and then farewell to a crisp, succulent Turnip.

Potatoes.—From want of material at the time we could not
give any bottom heat to our earth pit, which we planted some
time ago, and owing to a deficiency of sun heat to warm the
soil, the crop will not be so early as we expected. We have,
therefore, planted two or three frames having a mild heat below
them with good plants from pots, and also some taken up with
balls from a Mushroom house, which will come in soon and
succeed those grown in pots. Before this shall have been
printed we shall also plant at the foot of the wall?, and in well-

pulverised borders those thus set growing in the ^lushroom
house, as much experience and observation testify that plants
thus started and rooted will come in weeks earlier than those
planted without that preparation. The sets are placed on old
Mushroom dung and leaf mould, and covered about an inch,
and the planting should take place when the tops are not more
than an inch above the covering. If the sets be placed o or 4

or more inches apart they may be lifted with a mass of roots

imbedded in the rough material, and if the day is sunny and
the warm surface soil is placed round the roots, they will

receive no greater check than will predispose them to tuber

more quickly. We see the first-planted by the side of a wall

are coming through strongly and well.

Crlenj.—Made up a bed, which will have temporary protection,

in which to plant out what was previously pricked out from the

seed pot. In a week or so will sow on a slight hotbed Celery

and Cauliflower, the latter being pricked-out before the former
attains any size. The bed which we will use for planting-

out the nice little plants of Celery, consists of 15 inches of

dung and leaves, then of 3 inches of rotten dung and rough
mould, and was finished with 2 inches of fine light soil in

which to plant about 4 inches apart. From this place the
plants will be lifted with balls at planting time. This bed will

be covered with sashes for a few weeks, taken from a frame
filled with Lettuces in use, and as these are outside the garden,

we protect with nets to keep oil' marauders. There is just now
a fine lot of Lettuces in the coldest orchard house. Were we
disposed to take up market-gardening, we could easily see to

what uses these cheap houses could be devoted in securing

early vegetables. We question if even then cold places in the

north might not vie with the south and the Channel Islands,

and the south of France, or even Algeria, for the carriage from
thence must cost something, and, therefore, would tell as a per-

centage on the cost of glass. As it is, unless wi'.h early-forced

crops, the foreign and southern growers must have it all their

own way, as Potatoes, Khubarb, &c., come into the northern
markets before they are more than above ground in these

neighboarhoods. In general the first importations of new
Potatoes are poor in flavour ; but still, being new Potatoes,

they are a boon and a change to those who cannot have them
of home growth.

Sea-l;ah'.—Planted a piece after duly trenching, airing, and
enriching the ground. As we grow chiefly to lift for forcing,

and to cut from the open ground with the help of a pot or a

box over the plants, we grow them chiefly in rows 2 feet apart,

and the plants 1 foot apart in the row. Seedlings of last year

planted now make strong crowns for next season, and if these

are cut that year, and three or four shoots left, they will be

strong heads for lifting for forcing the season following. We
like young plants best, but cuttings from the bottoms of the

roots, if 6 inches long and as thick as the little finger, make
excellent plants, but come in later. The top end should be just

above the level of the soil, and when the concealed buds there

break, it will be necessary to thin them if more than two or

three come. Last season we did not obtain any seed. We
never like to have too much as it injures the plants for

making fine buds for the following year, but we generally leave

a piece which we do not intend to use until it has had another

summer's growth, hut last season as soon as a seed pod began
to become a little firm it was pounced on and devoured by the

rats. We noticed a fact new to us the other morning, %vhich

explained to us what we had found next to inexplicable—how-

rats could flourish in large settlements at a great distance from
water. In the neighbourhood of some wheat stacks we could

count a score or more rats quietly sipping the dew that rested

on young Clover and other plants, so that ihey were thus saved

the trouble of taking a long journey in search of a drink.

Sea-kale at this season may be had very fine if covered with

earth or ashes to the depth of 7 or 8 inches, and cut as soon as

the first leaf peeps through. It may also be had fine in beds,

covered with moveable wooden boxes the width of the beds, and
with lids on one side if the b^xes are too heavy to be easily-

moved. The worst of rough boxes is, that the sun will open
the joints ; this could he prevented by tacking slips of wood
l! inch wide across each joint. A few open joints will interfere

with the blanching of the Sea-kale. A very simple and good
plan is to have raised beds 3; feet wide, with two rows of strong

plants in each beJ, and 2-feet-wide sunk alleys or trenche.s

between them, and to fill these alleys with sifted ashes. Mulch
the plants in the beds in summer, to make them strong; re-

move all this surface-dressing, except the most decayed, in

winter, and cover from G to 8 inches deep with the ashes. If

the alleys are then filled with fresh dung, it will come in for

top-dressing next summer, when the ashes are turned back
again to serve for the blanching process in future years. For
early supply, from the beginning of November, and onwards,

the lifting and forcing in heat and darkness give least trouble.

dole Artichokes.—These have stood the winter well, and we
allude to them here chiefly for recommending a practice that
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will be useful to those who like to have the use of this veget-

able as long as possible—uamelj-, to plant a row or a fresh

piece every year, by taking not mere slips, but good pieces from
large stools, by undermining with a pick and spade. These
pieces will produce the same season, but the check of moving
will cause them to produce a month or si.x weeks later than
the general crop.

Aspnra;iu.i,—Turned aver the ground intended for a fresh

piece, and in the absence of beds in which to grow and force,

and. therefore, on the pystem of taking up a piece every year, we
Cnd it more convenient to grow it in rows, making these rows
when planted in a rounded ridge-form, and depending a good
deal on summer-mulching. We would scatter salt on our pro-

ducing plantation now, as it would not only assist the young
shoots, but would also assist in keeping the ground free from
weeds. Any cleaning required should be given without delay,

as the hoe is dangerous after the shoots begin to push up.

TBUIT G.\linEX.

Much as in previous weeks, only we watered the pots and
part of the ground in the orchard house with drainings from
the farmyard. This liquid was not strong enough to need any
dilution with water, and it was warm enough not to need the

addition of hotter water. When water percolates through an
open exposed dungyard, it is not often that much clear water
will require to be added ; but it is always safe to err on the side

of weakness, and not to give such water too strong. We have
seen liquid manure in a tank that had no ordinary rain or

•other water at all, and in that case we should have considered
from eight to ten parts of clear water to one of the manure
liquid essential to make it safe. Judgment must, therefore,

be used, and treatment varied according to circumstances.
Our latest house is coming into bloom in spite of us, and even
Plums are now opening their blooms. We never saw the
bloom stronger. Out of doors we are proceeding with pruning,
nailing, itc, as fast as we can. Will surface-clean Strawberry
quarters as soon as possible. Plants pricked out in beds last

autumn may now be transplanted into well-aired ground, and
will bear a good crop, as in most cases the fruiting plants can
now be discerned—one advantage of this thick planting in

autumn and final planting in spring, besides a great saving of

ground at first. In stiff, good, loamy soils, little more will be

required than planting with balls, and then slightly mulching
the ground, but in all light soils the soil cannot be (uade too

firm by treading aud ramming after planting, and before the

mulching is applied.

0KXA3IENTAL DErir.TlIEXT.

Gave a good rolling, especially to the grass by the edges of

-walks. Had these cut straight with the line and edging iron
;

cleaned part of the walks, and will have to hoe others, where
there is rather much green to permit of weeding aud sweeping.

Made banks ready in turf and earth pits, and turned the beds

over roughly to become sweetened for bedding and other plants.

Turf makes the best walls for such pits, but earth does very

well firmly trodden, and covered with tuif at back and front.

These in some cases have stood many years ; the turf on the

top keeps frost and wet out of the walls. With glass these are

as good for the purpose as brick pits or pits with wooden walls,

and also answer admirably when coverings of mats or calico, or

wooden shutters are used. Much has been done in finding

room for young plants, regulating verandahs and conservatories,

removing decaying plants, and supplying with fresh in bloom;
sowing seeds, prickiug-off seedlings, and making cuttings of

all scarce plants or those which will be wanted in quantities.

The general stock of Asters, Stocks, &c., we will defer sowing

for a week or two, as we prefer they should not be stunted after

they appear ; and when the seedlings appear, and are then
starved from the want of means to give them room and justice,

they rarely succeed well afterwards. It is much better to sow
later, and so that the plants may receive no check. IMoved

Dahlias to the floor of a house, where they could be advanced
a little. Scarce good sorts thould have been in heat earlier.

Hardy annuals should be sown in light soils. In cold soils it

is well to cover each patch with a pot until the young plants

are fairly up. When regular beds are wanted this pot system

is a good one ; but when much regularity and perfection in

outline are desired, we prefer sowing on a bed, with rotten

dung and rough mould below the fine soil on the surface, and
then lifting in lumps and transplanting. This requires more
labour, but the result generally more than repays the extra

trouble.

Gorse or Furze.—This is now much valued for cover in many
places. On a large scale it is best to sow it in the present or

in the first part of the next month, on ground made as fine

as for a crop of Turnips, and then the seed will do best if

sown in drills, and slightly covered and rolled. It likes a good
loam best, though it will grow in most soils. In smaller
pieces it may often be desirable to plant, and for this purpose,
when grass, Sea., was valuable lor cover for birds, we have
planted successfully by making holes 3 to 4 feet apart and put-
ting two plants in a hole. We have also planted by making
slits with a narrow spade so as to let the roots straight down.
In all cases of planting, however, the stronger and the older the
plants the worse suited are they for the purpose, and the less

chance is there of their growing freely. The best plants are
one-year seedlings, if they range from 4 to 8 or more inches in
height. These in general will do well.

Frequently a small cover is wanted, and it is not desirable

that the ground should be seen turned up, either by spade or
plough, but that it should present its natural wild appearance,
especially from a distance. In such a case, holes may be dug,
or slits made for young plants ; and for sowing, narrow strips

1(5 to 18 inches wide may be dug, with intervals u or more
feet in breadth. In the centre of the dug part we draw a drill,

and deeper than is wanted if we can readily obtain some hght
sandy soil riddled for covering the seed, and not so deep as to

fill Ihe drill. This plan has several advantages—first, there is

no danger of stiff soil so incrusting the seeds as to keep them
from the atmosphere and thus prevent their freely germinat-
ing; secondly, in light soils the seedsbeing deeper-placed, though
not deeper-covered, the seedlings when young are less likely

to be forced out of the ground, especially by frost, and if

deemed necessary a little earth may easily be placed iilong the

sides of the young seedlings ; thirdly, the grass and weeds
that will grow in the intervening spaces will in a withered,

state be a great protection to the Gorse for the first year or two
when it is often injured by frost and cutting winds. We have
found the latter plan answer better than sowing in large

breadths, covering the ground ultimately much better and more
regularly, and the grass in the intervals was useful for nest-

ing until the Gorse covered the ground.
In all such cases of Gorse plantations it should be clearly

understood, that all the labour aud the expense will be money
thrown away wherever hares and rabbits abound, unless the

young plants are protected from their ravages by wire netting

or other means. Young plants are most eagerly cropped, and
even rather old plants untU well established are not safe. One
would imagine tbat the prickles would be enough of protection,

but there are some animals, like some men, that opposition and
I difficulty only whet into greater energy and determination.

Gorse when cut young, and ground or bruised into a pulp,

makes a rich pleasant food for cattle in winter. We have been
assured that a horse will do as much work on a peck of bruised

Furze as on a peck of the best Oats.—H. F.

TBADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Downie, Laird, & Laing, Stanstead Paik, Forest Hill, Lon-

don, S.E., and 17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

—

Descriptive Vatalo'jiie of Fiori^t^^ Fioivers, dc.

J. Salter, A'ersailles Nursery, William Street, Hammersmith,
W.

—

Dcscriptiie Catalorjiie of CJinjxanthemnms, Daldias, Pijre-

tliriniiii. Hardy Vurief/ated Plants, drc.

J. Foulds, Hulla'rd Hall Nursery, Stretford New Bead,
Manchester.

—

Cataiofiue of Plants and Ciitlinps of New Zonal
i:eddiii;i Pehnyoniunis, Fuchsias, Clin/snntliemums, d>c.

Hogg it Wood. Coldstream, N.B.—Hogg & Kobertson, 22,

Mary Street, Dublin. — Catalogxie of Select Agricultural

Seeds, (Cc.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Makoh i>5.

The market continues to be abundantly supplied. Good Peara are now
veiy scarce.

FRUIT.

a. d. 8. d
Apples ^ sieve 3
.Ipricots doz.
Chen-iea lb.

Che.Htnuts bush. 10 16
Curriiuta j sieve

Black do.

Fig3 doz.

FUberts lb. 10
Cobs lb. 1

GoosebeiTJes . . ijuart

Grapes, Hothouse.. It. 12 20

Lemons 100 8 13

Otoo Melons each OtoO

I

Nectarines doz.
' Oranges 100

I

Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) . . doz.

S

4

7

8
12Pine Apples lb. 8

Plums i sieve fl

Quinces ". doz.
KaspbenifS lb.

Strawberries . . per oz. 2 3
Walnuts bush. 10 IS

do per 100 1 2
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VEGETADLES.

Artichokes <loz.

Aspara^ins U'fl

Boans.Kidni'y ....100
Beet, Hod do/..

Broccoli bunrllo

Bras. Sprouts ^ fcicvo

Cabbaf40 doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Caoliflower diiz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive Aoz.
Fennel buuch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

B. d. 8. d
3 0to4
7 20

2
li

2
1

G
3
1 ()

1

1

3
8
8

2 6

1 (•>

2
1 (i

8
«
2
2 i;

n

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.A Cress, puuuet
OuiiMis.... perbu?*hel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Uhulijirb ...... bundle
Savoys doz.

Soa-Uale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch

fl.
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and early eiJi-ing, wonld succeed well. It has yellow flowers, but it is

deciduous.

DocBLE Daisies Ccltuke (G. .S.)-—Double Daisies do best in a border
shaded from the midday snn. They should have a rich, moist, and ralher
stifl* soil. They should be divided after flowering, and watered copiously

in di*y weather. The soil should be well drained, for they are impatient
of wet in winter, and equally so of drought in summer.

Herbaceous Pt.ants <B. N. C).—Viola cornuta, V. pennsylvanica'

v. calcarata, and all the varieties of V. odorata ; Trollius europieus'

T. napcllifolius, Spiraea filipendula plena. Scilla sibirica, S. hifolia'

Pnlmonaria angustifulia rubra, P. ofliciiialis, Draba aizoides, Dielylra

spectabihs, Doronicum plantagineum, Erigeron grandiflorus, Galium
boreale. Delphinium formosum. D. Belladonna, D. grandiflorum, D. alo-

pecuroides, Cheiranthus Marshalli, Convallaria majalis, C polyponatum,
Campanula aggi-egata, C, carpatica, C. speciosa, C. pusiUa, C. nitida

plena, Asclepias tuberosa, Aubrietia grandifl^'ra. Aster alpinus, A. tann-
cetifoUus, A. teuuifolius, Betouica grandiflora, Aquilegia caryophyl-
loides, A. grandulosa, Anchusa pauii'ulata, Anemone steLlata fulgens,

A. japonica and vax'ieties vitifolia and Honorine Jitbert, A. apennina,
Alyssum saxatile, Ajuga alpina, Agrostemma coronaria, Achillea mille-

folium rubrnm. Geranium sanguineum and lancastriense, Geum coc-

cineum its variety grandiflorum, Helloborus niger and variety major,
Hepatica triloba and angnlosa, Hypericum calycinuni, Iberis ^axatilis,

I. Tenorcana, Iris germauiea vars., I. pallida, I. reticulata, Lilium auran-
tiacum, L. candidam, L. coJchicura, L. chalcedonicnm. L. Martagon,
jL. tenuifolium, Lotus corniculatus flore-pleno, Lychnis viscaria splen-

dens, L. Haageana.Mimnhis roseus pallidum, Ornbns vernus, Piponia albi-

flora vars.. P. ofticinalis vars., Phlox vema, Polemonium creruleum, Po-

tentilla Menziesi, McN'cbiana, and bicolor grandiflora. All the above
will grow in your cold climate.

Asparagus Planting firf/'m).—The beginning of May is the best time
to plant Asparagus, but it may be planted now.

Strawberries Unproductive iP. /.).—Your light loamy soil ought to

be very suitable for Carrots. Trunch the dung you Ui^e to the bottom,
say to 16 or 20 inches from the surface, and after sov\ing mil firm. The
ground being so light, give, as you have done, plenty of manure to your
Strawberry plot ; but after preparing the ground trend it firm and roll on
the surface before planting. Tread well after planting, then mulch be-

tween the rows with rotten dung, and never dig until you dig down the
plants, but merely fork an inch deep or so every season, add fresh mulch-
ing, tread if not firm enough, and we will almost guarantee that you will

gather plenty of Strawberries, if you plant from fruitful plants.

Planting Muscat Hamburgh Vine (H. II'.).—We would prefer plant-

ing the Muscat Hamburgh, or Black Muscat of Alexandria, in your late

and cooler house.

Heating a Greenhouse — Cutting Down Rhododendron Stools
(E. jV.).—We consider that the proposed quantity of piping will be ample
for the house. We would certainly lose no time in cutting down the

central part of yonr Rhododendrons, as the outsides near the ground
are doing so well". Most likely the central pHtts will break strongly. If the

branches are large we would cut them neatly, and then daub the cut part

with white lead paint, darkened so as not to attract altention. This

would prevent damp, ic, acting on the cut part.

Flower Garden Planting.—Wo must dechne to plant beds; we
merely criticise proposed planting. As you prefer bedding Pelargoniums
you could, as you propose, fill the centre with Mrs. Pollock, and the other

four beds—two with Christine and two with Alma. We wonld prefer for

the large central bed a string of Cerastium next the grass, then a broad

band of Lobelia erinus speciosa, and in the centre all through Mrs
Pollock ; for the two side beds Christine Pelargonium, edged with Purple

King Verbena, and two beds of Little David edged with variegated Alma
or Bijou ; the former preferably. {J. L.).—With a row of Centaurea out-

side, and then a row of Coleus, we would prefer Cerise Unique or Stella

Pelargonium for the centre of the bed to Bijou, as that would make too

much of a I'ght colour. One of the most striking beds we ever saw was
formed of the dark Coleus, with a broad margin of white-leaved Cine-

raria, or Centaurea, we forget which, at Woburn. It was as a single bed
very fine, the Coleus being healthy, and its richly coloured leaves of a

fine satiny texture.

Erecting a Small Conservatory (M. E. G.) —Ribbed glass or rough

sheet will let in plenty of light for the roof of your conservatory, and
you will require no shading. With common British plate we have seen

the same result accompUshcd by painting the glass inside with a bluish

tint, which looked verv well, answered for the plants well, and needed no
shading. The front glass you had better have clear with thin blinds. As
to the flooring, as a matter of taste, ornamental richly coloured tiles will

always look better than flagstones ; but the latter will stand the roughest

treatment.

Climbers for a Small Conservatory (Wi-iH).—Ipomcea Learii will

do in a cool conservatory that is heated so as seldom to be below 45^ or

even 40-. Lower than that it will die. We presume your house is to he

heated, and then you will grow Lapac;eria rosea well if you give it plenty

of drainage, a rather shallow soil, and plenty of water. All the Tacsonias,

Kennedyas, and hardier Passifloras would do well in such a house.

When once they are established they will give plentv of shade in sum-
mer. Habrothanmus elegans is a fine plant for blooming all the winter,

and Mandevilla suaveolens yields a profusion of white flowers in summer.

Growing Cucujibers without Artificial Heat (T/zro).—You may
grow Cucumbers in the yard with the help of the frame without artificial

heat, by elevating the frame sufficiently behind to catch the rays of the

sun as "much as possible. Bring the earth in by the beginning of May,
turn it over frequentlv so as to get the soil warm, and keep the warmth
in after a warm day by throwing a mat or drugget over the glass. By
the end of May or the beginniug of June turn out your plants. You
had better have strong plants from some neighbour; failing that, sow
near the chimney in the end of April, and place afterwards under a bell-

glass or thin paper funnel in the window of a warm room. If you ob-

tain a few plants well hardeued-off. they will suit you best. You may
have a gi-eat deal of heat if you take advantage of what the sun affords

you. We are supposing you want to grow good kinds. For short common
kinds you would have little necessity for being so particular. Tomatoes
may be grown very successfully in pots and boxes, and so they might
against the walls or fences in such a yard.

Cause of Dew on Vines in the Morning (E. TF.).—If you mean the
moisture condensed on the leaves of Vines under glass, the cause is that
the leave? are colder than the air of the house, and the moisture in its
air is consequently deposited upon them. Read Johnson's " Science and
Practice of Gardening." It explains the formation of dew, and the
reason ot most phenomena in horticulture.

Weeds on La\\'n {H. D.).— Send us specimens in flower, and we will
tell you what they are. We cannot guess, for they vary with the soil.
Daisies are best eradicated by cutting them out of the turf by means of
a knife, taking care to cut through the roots an inch or more below the
surface. The grass soon covers over the vacant spots; or to hasten the
process of covering, sprinkle half a dozen seeds of Suckling on each
vacancy.

Pea Supports (An Anxious Tnquircr).~-'j:'he best answer wc can ofl"er
is the following extract from one of our early volumes :

—'* We have had
them in U'^e now without repair for three years, and can strongly recom-
mend them. The only alteration we liud desii-able is that, instead f t

having the supporters fixed upright, as in these sketches, they should
lean inwards, and their tops touch in this manner /\. We paid Gd. for
each hurdle of unplaned deal, and had it painted over with coal tar.

For the purpose of obtaining a more durable, and, therefore, less ex-
pensive supporter for Peas, we have had a

__
kind of hurdle made with only a top and

"

bottom bar, and these bars pierced with Iioles

G inches apart, as represented in the annexed
drawing,/;?. 1. To prevent confusion in this
we have only shown one of the hurdles as
pierced with holes, and with string passed
through them ; but, in practice, both are
strung ahke. Each hurdle is 5 feet long, and
3 feet wide between the two bars ; for tall-

gi'owing Peas the width might be more. The
upright ends are made of deal, and are 4 feet
long and 2 inches square. Eight inches of
the lower ends are charred and pointed, be-
cause they have to be fixed in the ground.
The side bars are 2 inches wide and 1 inch
thick, also of deal, sunk into the uprights,
and then nailed. The Peas are sown in
double rows, with a space of inches between
the rows. The hurdles are strung with stout
wetted string, because when dry it becomes
tighter, and rain does not slacken it after-

wards. A hurdle is put outside of each row
of Peas, and is made steadier by being tied
to the one next to it, and the whole made firmer by being united t©

those opposite by pieces of wood about 1 foot long, tied as shown in fig.
2.""

Hexagonal Vineries {if. G. IT.).—Write to Dr. Newingtou, The Vinery,

Ticehurst, Sussex.

Seedling Broccoli (G. CooJino).—The heads are very white, compact,
and firm, and remarkably pyramidal in form, and it is the more useful at-

being a second-enrly variety, not coming in all at once, but, as you say.

allowing of being cut fromthe same bed for three suceessional weeks.

Arbutus Propagation (F. G.).—You may put in cuttings of the shoots,

selecting moderately strong shoots of the current year, their points

being taken when iu the condition of half ripe, or when the base has

become firm. The cuttings may be about 4 inches long, and should be

inserted in a compost of equalparts sandy peat and silver sand, pre-

%iously cutting them transversely below a joint and removing the leaves

from two-thirds the length of the cuttings, which part is to be inserted

in the soil. They should be placed in a mild hotbed, keeping moist, close,

and shaded from bright sun ; or the cuttings may be inserted in a cold

£r:irac. which should be kept close until a callosity is formed. It ik

rather diflicult to increase the Arbutus from cuttings. Layering is a

mnre certain mode of propagation. Seeds of the kinds you name are not

to be had.

Apple Tree Shoots Diseased (C. C. £.).—The shoot enclosed to us

appears to have been attacked by mildew. The best remedy will be to

take up the tree, well trench the ground, and replant. Flowers of sul-

phur should be applied to the shoots when the symptoms first appear

and be continued as necessary.

Fixing Wire Trellises to Walls (Idem).—We have several hundred
superficial yards of wall covered with wire for fruit-tree training, and
have no difticultv in fixing them. We simply have a plate of iron i^ by

half an inch, the' height of the wall, and with an eye screwed into tlie

piate at every 4 inches, the first eye being put in the plate inches from

the 'Tound.
" These plates are made secure to the wall by means of hold-

fasts at each end, and the wive being made straight by straining, is

fastened to the eyes in the iron plates at the end least convenient for

str.Tining. Previously to doing this a number of hooks about 3 inches

iong. flat half an inch by quarter of an inch, with a hole in the flat side

of the hook to allow of the wire being passed through, are driven

into the joints of the brickwork at a distance of from 3 to 4 feet npnrt.
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nnd 80 as to maintain tho wires thrco-qnartcra oj an mcb froni tho wall.

The wire is then strained anit made stcuro to tho hooks in the platf ol

iron at the other end, and it has a neat appearance. No. 10 Kalvaniscd

wire is used, and the books are galvanised also.ao that no paint is required

«xcei)t tor the iron plates at each end. Wo have used many yards ol

diamond netting tor placing asainst walls, the netting having a sort r,[

rod.franiiug around it, which it wa^ only nccnssnrj- to secure to the wall

with holilfasts, with the fhonldcr made the reverse way, and driven in
;

the netting could bo placed any distance (rom the wall by driving in

Iho boldta'^t little or much, and having placed it as near tho wall as

desirable, the Hat poiiiou of the holdfast nr book could bo bent over the

rod or frame of the wire, and so made secure. For fruit walls we prefer

horiz-^ntal wires, but for plants the wires crossing each other obliquely.

The work is in the latter case neater, but more than double that of bon-

zontat wires.

Cacti Intested with Scat.e (J. .-!.).—Vour pl.nn of picking the insect

oB" is a slow bnt sure means of clearing the plants. You may, after pick-

ing off all yon can, wash tho plants with a sponge, using a solution of

4ozs. soft soap to tho gallon of water. If you cannot sponge them on

account of the spines, immerse the plants tor a miuuto in tho solution at

a temperature of 120-. If vou cannot iuimerso them s>Tinge them with

the solution at a temperature of 140 , and when the plants become dry

syringe them with water of the same temperature as the soap solution.

SCALK Insect (J7Tior<iac(-).—There are several sorts of scale ; but the

most likelv one for you to have is the brown scale, wluch, however, rare y

attacks Pelargoniums. It is like a small oblong speck, and lies quite

close l<. tho shoots or leaves, covering them with a sticky substanee

wliich ultimately becomes black. The best remedy is to pick it off with

a knife whilst viung, and to keep the plants clean by frequently sponging

the leaves and'stenis with a solution of 4 ozs. of soft soap m a gallon of

water. See the preceding answer. Do not use the soap solution for tho

Pelargoniums, for the scale we are sure will not long remain upon them,

and we think it is communicated to tliem by plants more subject to

attack. Placing the plants out of doors from June to the end of Septem-

ber or early in October, will free them of scale.

VEST1I.ATIKG A SMALL Geeexhouse (Hfm).—The sash opening in

front and tho door opening will be sufficient ventilation: bnt we should

have liked it better if you had had one or two openings at tho highest

point of the roof, as your house could then have had ventilation in dull

and frosty weather when you could not well have the door and sash open.

Staxdard JIignoneite (A. H. J-.).—The seed should be sown now, a

few seeds in the centre of a small pot, and bo placed in a mild hotbed ;

and when the plants are up keep thein near the glass, and so soon as you

are able to decide upon which are likely to be the best, remove all from

the pot except one—the strongest of course. When the plants arc 2 or

3 inches high remove them to a cool house, placing them near the glass,

andalibrdan abundance of air with a moderate amouut of w.ater; but

see that they do not sutler for want of it. ^Yhen the pots become filled

with roots the plants should be shifted into others a size larger, and this

repeatedly until you have them in 9-inch pot.s it you require them so

large if not, a 7 or 8-inch pot will do. A neat stake should be placed to

each plant, nnd the plant as it grows loosely tied to it. The flowers

should be pinched-cff as they appear, and the side shoots stopped to

within one or two joints of the stem, and at every leaf afterwards, always
taking care to secure the best of the :>hools for a leader, training it to

the stake; when it again shows flower pinch it off ; tho best of tho side

shoots, and the uppermost of course, being trained in its place with-

out being stopped imtil it shows for bloom. Proceed as before until yoa
obtain the height of stem required; then allow tho side shoots for li or

A inches down tho stem to grow, stopping them, however, at the third

leaf, all the side shoots below this being kept closely pinched back to one
joint, and when the shoots of the bead have made new growth after tho

first stopping, tho shoots lower down may by degrees bo removed ; but

we prefer to retain them, as tho stem is prettier feathered than bare.

Tho shoots of the head will need to have tho flowers pinched-off, and
this should bo practised until September, when the plants should be

placed under glass.

Gladiolus Bulbs (Gfnifiofat).—You may dip the bulbs in a mixture o!

snot and snlphur without injury, and it will make them very distasteful

to predatory vermin.

SnppouTixo BL003IS OP Cut Roses with Wire (/(/cm).—It would be

a disqualification to a stand of cut Hoses to support tho petals by a ring

of wire concealed by the foliage. Its being habitually done by exhibitors

is no reason for others imitating so dishonest a practice.

Corrugated Glass for Greenhouse (J. H.).—We have had some
experionce with the rough glass you name, but we cannot say that wo
like it ; indeed, we find no glass equal to 2(;-oz. sheet, third quality ; and
as to shade, we consider glass so full of impurities as to cause glooui very

iniurious to vegetation. It is best to use clear glass, and shade with

tiffany in summer. The plants cannot have too much light from Sep-

tember to April.

CLniBElts AND Traji.ees Polt EooTESY (AVw Su6»cr<6fr).—Tho best

of all will be the small-growing green and variegated Ivies, Virginian

Creeper, Cotoneaster microphylla. Convolvulus sepium roseus, Vinca
elegantisaima for trailing. Clematis riticella, C. Helena, C. montana
major, C. vitalba, C. viticella venosa, and C. florida plena, Caprifolium

odoratissimum, and C. periclymenum.

Hot-water Pipes for Bottosi Heat (A. B. F.).—Two 3-inch hot-

water pipes will bo sufficient for bottom heat for your Cucumbers ; but
instead of 3 inches of stones wo would cover the pipes with slates and
form a sort of chamber, then place on the slates 3 inches of stones for

drainage, and then the soil ; 1 foot deep will be ample.

Crickets (J/. A. H.).—Please to refer to page 203 of our last number
out.

DW.1RF Trop.t.olum (Nottingham).—There are many dwarf varieties.

Any of them can be obtained of the principal florists who advertise in

our columns.

XA5IES OF PL.4NTS {U. H. H.).—1, Chellanthcs fragrans; 2, Pteris ser-

rulata. (F. B. Z.) —1, .\diantumformosum : 2, A. cuneatum ; 3, A. capillus-

Veneris ; 4, Pteris serrulata ; 5, Polystichum angulare, var. ; 6, Selaginella

Kraussiana ; 7. S. Martensii ; 8, Pteris eretica albo-lineata ; 9, Onychium
japonicum. (H'. J/.i.—1, Asplenium bulbiforum ; 2, Cheilanthes lendi-

gera ; 3, Blechnum occidentale ; 4. Nothocbla-na nivea. (K. i,.).—You
have sent indeterminable scraps. (EJiis).—Daphne mezcreum. (,B.B. B.).

—Eeheveria acutifolia.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending March 24th.

Oats.
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Dark—but on what conditions ? " Age, perfection of colonr,

and raarmngs" to be chief points—the very thing which
" Y. B. A. Z." and myself contend has led to the present state

of matters. Not a word of even size, and, much less, not a

word of shape or Brahma symmetry. Now this latter point

—

symmetry, or perfection of form and characteristic points, is

the very A, B, C, or foundation of all excellence ; but it is to

be swamped by colour, as, alas ! it too truly is !

So that with regard to Mr. Crook's opening -paragraph, I do

emphatically repeat my opinion that, judged by the only real

standard, Light Erahmas are a " degenerate race ;" that (as a

class of course I mean—single good birds I do see), they are

far inferior to the Dark in purity of race, comb, head, shortness

of leg, depth of keel, and squareness of build. Bat do not let

me be farther unfairly charged with maintaining that they are

" difficult to breed true to characteristics." This I deny. It

is as easy to breed one Erahma as the other, only a true and

characteristic standard must be sought after in order to attain

success. This many of the Dark breeders have kept in view,

this nearly all the Light breeders have in a great measure dis-

carded. And as to describing us who assert the inferiority

thus produced as persons who have " not properly understood

the breed, and as a matter of course have not been successful

with it," Mr. Crook must surely forget that the very origin of

the whole discussion is the fact that he and other admirers of

the Light breed have "not been successfal with it" them-

selves ! We think—we know that we can point out the reason
;

he, despite of the woU-known general principle, can or will see

none.
Mr. Crook's remarks on three different original strains and

their characteristics, open a further field for prolitable remark,

and one in which I have taken great interest, but can only

make one or two observations which bear upon the matter in

hand. We have first " Mr. Burnham or Dr. Bennett " (though

Bennett's, by the way, was quite distinct), characterised by

the " creamy tinge," but having " the defect of being too

white down to the skin." Here at once is evidence "presump-
tive " of a Cochin cross ; and what do we find '! Why, as all

know, Burnham with unblushing effrontery acknowledges that

his birds were produced all from Shanghae hens. Similarly

his Dark Erahmas were produced from grey Chittagong cocks

crossed with Cochins. In spite of the immense mass of evi-

dence tending to show that Erahmas are a distinct race, that

some of the so-called "jorigioal strains" were thus produced

there can be no doubt ; and hence much of the perplexity which

awaits all who candidly investigate this most interesting sub-

ject. Hence also the Biahmas without the "grouse head,"

which Mr. Crook most truly says are still bred in America,

though the grouse-headed Ijtahma is also well known there.

In fact, between the original pure-bred Brahmas, the " ori-

ginal " made strains such as Burnham's (which latter. Dark
especially, caused infinite disappointment, rarely breeding two

birds alike), the more modern crosses with Dorkings and Cochins

to gain points of colour, and their various intermixtures to

subdivisions, any who conscientiously investigate the origin

and history of Brahmas will find that they can discover " very

little to swear by, but a great deal to swear at," and also a

great deal of reason for much diti'erence of opinion.

Let me take the opportunity of assuring Mr. Pares that I

never meant to deny the existence of many excellent birds with
the proper grey bottom colour; nor would, I think, my letter

be so read. I simply meant, and I repeat, that I have parted

the plumage of very many Light Brahmas with the result

stated.

—

Nbmo.

[Here the controversy may end. We see no valid reason

why Light and Dark Brahma Pootras are not entitled to cups
and other separate prizes, just as much as Buff, Parti'idge-

coloured, and other varieties of Cochin-Chinas.-

—

Eds.]

BRiVHMA rOOTRAS—DORKINGS AND THEIR
CROSS-BREDS.

I a;i in possession of a Dark Brahma pullet, one of a pair

hatched from eggs laid by the same hen on the 10th of May,
1867. They both began to lay in the second week in Novembsr.
One of them I was obliged to kill on the 10th of February, as

her egg organs became badly inflamed. She laid an egg nearly

every day from the lOt'n of November to the day before I killed

her. The other has continued laying up to the present time
without becoming broody, or ever missing more than one
day at a time, and that very seldom. During January she

missed six days, in February none, in March two to the present
time. I kept no account of the days when she did not lay in

November and December ; but allowing her to have missed
seven in December and four in November, she will still have
laid 11.5 eggs to the 2:^rd of March, which is, I consider, mar-
vellous work, as she will not be twelve months old until the
10th of May. Her eggs are large for a Brahma, the usual
weight being 2J ozs.

I find a great difference in the laying and tendency to incu-
bate of my Brahmas, although all are equally pure bred. One
of the pullets from the same brood as the other two began to

lay about a fortnight before them, and has been broody twice
;

the latter time I sat her on some eggs, and her chicks are now
nearly a week old.

The other breed I keep are dark-coloured Dorkings. I find

that the pullets begin, as a rule, to lay rather earlier than the
Brahmas, though they oftener miss a day, and are more influ-

enced by changes of the weather, severe cold causing them to

cease laying almost entirely, while the Brahmas do not appear
to be in the least affected by it.

I may mention as a comparison of the early-laying powers
of these breeds, that on the loth of March last I had a mixed
brood hatched ; among them were three Dorking pullets, which,
singularly, each laid their first egg on the very day they were
five months old—viz., on the 10th of August. The Brahma
pullet did not lay until from a fortnight to three weeks later.

—

Pv. W. Eeacuey, KimiskersiccU, Devon.

BARNDOOR FOWLS.
At a recent meeting of the Boroughbridge Agricultural

Association, Mr. Gaunt readapaperon barndoor fowls.

He said that twecty years ago the very proposal to read a
paper at an Agricultural Society like this, on the subject of

breeding and managing barndoor fowls, would have been looked

upon by the kindly-disposed of its members with curiosity, as

something very singular, and by others with a feeling very much
akin to scorn. In those days nothing would have been—nay,
even in these days, nothing is deemed—more derogatory to the
British farmer than to suppose him capable of taking any interest

in those beautiful and useful inhabitants of the foldyard, further

than to help his goodly spouse to a decision as to whether the

couple of capons for dinner should be roast or boiled, or to

express his anxiety as to the number of minutes his eggs should

be cooked for breakfast. This should not be so ; for the very

fact that enormous numbers of eggs and poultry are annually
imported both from France and Ireland into this country, must
show that the production of them is a source of profit, or the
supply would naturally cease. The question at once arises. Why
should we be dependant upon our neighbours for sending us
the very commodities which we have the power not only to

produce, but to produce in the highest perfection ? for it has
been truly said that the English farmyard is the paradise of

poultry. One reason is, that the rearing of poultry in large

numbers has never been thought worthy the consideration of

the farmer himself, though there is no doubt that it may be
made a source of great profit, with a very slight outlay of

capital ; and another cause is the utter disregard that has been
paid to the judicious breeding and crossing of the various kinds

of fowls. They are allowed from year to year to run on in the

same folds without any admixture of fresh blood, and in eon-

sequence become puny, small, and weakl}', so that half the

number hatched are unable to struggle to maturity, from their

excessive liability to the numerous diseases which poultry

"flesh is heir to."

During the past few years the magnificent poultry shows
which have been held in most of our principal towns and
villages, have drawn much attention and given an impetus to

the breeding of poultry, and great has been the admiration

excited by the pure-bred specimens of the numerous varieties.

What, indeed, can be more beautiful than the thorough-bred

Game cock, with his flashing colour, his serpent-like head,

and his lordly carriage, showing not only that he is, but that

he knows himself to be, the true aristocrat of his race ? Other

classes are not behind him in beauty of a different kind ; truly

they have not his magnificent plumage or defiant eye, but the

couifortable shapeliness of the Dorking and the Erahma Pootra

hens, suggestive of their motherly propensities and of their

satisfactory appearance on the table, speaks volumes in their

favour. But these thorough-bred birds, valuable as they are,

and profitable also, are not what a farmer should have as barn-
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door fowls. They require far too mucli caro and attention to

repay him, and eggs at one shiliing each (ub many are charged

from prize hirds). are quite too dear to be trusted to the care of

farmers' lads. The name " barndoor fowl " suggests in itself

the mode in which a farmer expects his poultry to pick up a

living—literally by eating the grain dropped from thrashing and

various other farming operations, and tlio seeds and insects

procured by scratching in the dunghill, which, besides feeding,

causes them to become pubHc benefactcrs ; for the very seeds

they eat would, if returned to the land, propagate a rank crop

of weeds.
The question now arises. What cross or crosses of pure-bred

fowls will produce at once the largest, best-tlavoured, and

healthiest chickens? The one I strongly recommend is that

between the Game cock (chosen rather for its size and abundant

plumage than for its warlike proclivities), and the Grey Dorking

hen. It is generally admitted that the Game bird is the best

for the table ; it is alsa a good sitter, and an excellent mother
;

but it lacks size. This quality the Dorking gives, and the

progeny of the two grow to great weight, frequently quite as

large as the pure-bred Dorking itself. They lay and sit well,

and the mixture of the Game blood gives a better flavour to the

chickens. A further cross in the following year will be ad-

vantageously made with the Brahma Pootra fowl, and the third

year it will be found wise to turn a few young Game cocks or

Malays into the foldyard, so that by continually introducing

fresh blood is avoided that most pernicious system of breeding

in-and-in, to which I have previously alluded. There are many
crosses from which good fowls may be obtained ; but I do not

think any equal to that I have described—viz., between the

Game, the Grey Dorking, the Brahma Pootra, and the Malay.

Although for the sake of obtaining eggs at a season when
they are most expensive, it is a wise plan to save each year

several pullets for laying, still the eggs to be placed under the

Bitting hen should be those laid by two-year-old birds, as they

will be found not only more certain to contain a chicken, but

the chicken will be stronger than any produced fi-om the egg of

a pullet. The number of eggs to be set under a hen varies

according to the size of the bird and the season of the year.

My impression is that too many are generally set, and that the

consequence becomes manifest in the weakliness of the chickens.

In no case should there be more than thirteen eggs, however
large the bird, and in most cases ten or eleven are quite

sufficient; indeed, in very cold weather, nine eggs are enough
for the largest bird to cover. The good effect of setting com-
paratively few eggs is observed in the strength exhibited by the

chickens in escaping from the shell, and the fact that they are

all hatched at the same time.

Having shown what description of cross-bred fowl is the best

for the farmyard, the next point will be to consider in what
manner such birds may be kept in the best health. The only

time at which a fowl having the general run of the farmyard

really requires any extra assistance is during the time of moult-

ing. That operation is to the fowl a great effort of nature,

which doubtless, when in reasonable health, it can manage to

get through without artificial assistance ; but if, by giving a

little advantage in the shape of food, at but slight expense, the

bird can get through its difficulties in half the time it would
otherwise do, I think every one wiU admit that a little atten-

tion to this point will give a good return for the trouble. At
this season, therefore, I strongly recommend that all fatty sub-

stances left after the farmhouse dinner, such as the crust of

meat pies, pieces of pudding saturated with gravy, and all

scraps of meat, shall be carefully collected, cut up, and well-

mixed together with black pepper, and given to the fowls. The
effect of this treatment is most astonishing. It just gives to

their nature the required impetus, and enables each bird to

complete its moulting, as before stated, in about half the time

it would otherwise have taken, and it is ready once more, with

renewed vigour, to repay its possessor cent, per cent, upon his

slight outlay of trouble, I will not say expense, for the amount
really expended will have been so trifling that it can scarcely

be calculated.

Between the months of November and March the farmer has
great opportunities of doing well to his fowls, and again at very

little cost ; for there are generally operations going on in his

house which enable him to give them a considerable quantity

of extra food. I allude to the killing of the fat pigs, which
takes place periodically at this season, and every bit of refuse

meat should be carefully saved, boiled, and cut up. The broth

or liquor consequent upon the boiling should be mixed with

common meal, and the whole made into one compound, and

given to the fowls once a-day. Black, or even in very cold

weather, a sraall quantity of cayenne, pepper may be added to

this with good effect.

I am not by any means an advocate for coddling fowls in

warm hen houses, because I believe the injury done to them
by a sudden change of temperature is much greater than any

advantages which may accrue from their being in ft heated at-

mosphere during the night. The hen that comes from a cold

night's lodging feels no great difliculty in getting up for rather

down), and going out early in the morning to "pickup the

early worm ;
" but the hen from the warm and enervating

roost fears to brave the inclemency of the weather, picks up
what little corn may be thrown to her near the door of her hot-

house, and retires with dainty steps as soon as possible, pre-

ferring rather to dose out her existence on her comfortable

perch than to live a life of activity and search after food. At
the same time, a slight, but very slight, artificial heat is of

advantage during the winter months, though not by any means
imperative. Therefore, if with perfect convenience one wall of

the hen house can be attached to any building in which a daily

tire is kept—for instance, a harness room, a boiling house, or

a blacksmith's shop—and a flue can, with little expense, be

run up between the two buildings, the fowls will derive good

from it.

It is very important to arrange the breeding of fowls in such

a manner as to have both eggs and chickens ready for market

at the time when they are most in request and command the

highest prices. There is no art in getting fowls to lay well,

and to sit and bring up their chickens in the spring months;
but the great point is to have eggs during the moulting season,

and thence to the end of January, and also to have what
are termed spring chickens ready for market in the first three

months in the year. To obtain these, hens should be put to

sit late in October in some cow house or outbuilding opening

into a small foldyard, so that the chickens, when hatched, can

be turned out for two or three hours in the middle of the day ;

and after the first month they will require very little care, and
will be sold at a remunerative price. In order to ensure a

supply of eggs when they are most valuable, the hens should

sit at the end of .January or beginning of February. The
cockerels from these hatchings should be sold in May, when
there is no Game, and the pullets will begin to lay early in

autumn, and will continue to do so during the winter months.

Mr. Bainbridge said that last summer a friend of his had
obtained some hens from the Cape of Good Hope, and they

were placed amongst some Dorkings. These hens, after a time,

began to hang their heads, and appeared likely to die. Some
garlic and hot bran weie given to them, and a little pepper was

added as a stimulant, and the result was that the fowls came
round again. Fowls were carnivorous as well as grain-eating,

and some tallow cake with cayenne pepper might be given to

them with advantage. Pepper was a powerful stimulant, and

aided the health of the birds, and aided their digestion. By
the use of animal food and pepper, fewer fowls would be lost

than was the case at present.

Mr. Scott considered that Game fowls of pure breed were the

best, and they were much superior for the table. They were

hardy birds, and required less attention than other breeds.

He recommended the giving of animal food to fowls, and showed

that there were many things in connection with housekeeping

which might be given to fowls, instead of being wasted. The
French people gave their fowls more animal food than English

farmers did. and the production of eggs was more abundant

than in this country. Mr. Gaunt had not touched upon Geese

and Turkeys in his lecture, and in his opinion the breeding of

these was unprofitable to the farmer. Female spring chickens

were profitable, as they supplied eggs in the winter season.—

{Mark Lane E.vjrress.)

THE AMALGAMATION of the PHILOPERISTERON
AND NATIONAL COLUMBAIUAN SOCIETIES.

I w.^s very pleased to read in your valuable paper of the lilth

inst. the Committee's report of the amalgamation of the Philo-

pcristeron and National Columbarian Societies. Would it not

be a great boon to fanciers, if the new Society would have

their proceedings, and all papers read at their meetings, re-

ported, in a similar manner to the Royal Horticultural Society's

reports, in your widely-circulated paper ; also, a description of

all birds shown at such meetings V I think it would be the

means of raising the Pigeon fancy in the eyes of the public,
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and at the same time act as a stimulus to fanciers in breeding,
and possibly cause some to join other columbarian societies.

First, The report states a part of the Society's business
shall be to form authoritative standards for most varieties of
Pigeons. I am very thankful to see this subject under con-
sideration, and by asking every other columbarian society
to forward papers containing what are considered the proper
points of the birds its members breed, then we should obtain
a standard of excellence for every variety of Pigeons, which
would be invaluable to a young beginner, many varieties not
having their points stated in any of our leading works.

Second, As regards the classification of prize lists, and the
judging of birds, both subjects are being sadly neglected by
the committees of poultry and Pigeon shows, simply because
you can seldom find a Pigeon-fancier on their committee, and
gentlemen are appointed as judges that have never been
breeders or fanciers, and, therefore, not thoroughly competent
to judge.

At most of our leading shows a cup or piece of plate is
offered as an extra prize to the winner of the greatest number
of points. In my opinion it is not a fair way of giving an
extra prize, because it only brings the dealers into competition
with fanciers having only a few pairs of birds, and what chance
have they against the dealer who can show in every class ? or
else it causes two or more fanciers to unite and endeavour
to obtain that which they have no chance of obtaining if they
exhibit their birds separately. Such has been the case at some
of our principal shows. The practice ought to be stopped. If
committees intend to give an extra prize, by all means give it

to the best pair of birds in the show, and then every one will
have a fair chance of gaining the extra prize by honest com-
petition.—A Young Fanciee.

[Arrangements are making for carrying out some of our
correspondent's suggestions.—Eds."

DEPECTn^E-PLUMAGED POUTERS : THEIR
USE. ABUSE. VND DISUSE.

I HOPE, without incurring a further accusation of undue haste,
I may be permitted at once to compliment my friends, Messrs.
Ure and Stuart, on the five weeks' deliberation they have
bestowed upon my late article, although their commendable
caution has resulted in considerable misrepresentation and
some misquotation of its contents.
Both of these gentlemen have mistaken the premises of my

argument, and, therefore, have advanced a criticism which
does not apply. They mainly assume that I have advocated
the entire disuse of defective-plumnged crosses, whereas I have
simply regretted their abuse, and have pleaded their more
temperate employment for strictly present purposes, nor have
I hesitated to suggest a suspension of their use " for a time,"
and for reasons fully stated. By implication it is clear that I
have not recommended fanciers to " dispense with " or ' throw
aside " these crosses altogether, and therefore I beg to doubt
the " carefulness " with which my article has been read.

So far, indeed, from shaking my views, your correspondents
supply me with many welcome corroborations, and I repeat
that " the question for the breeders of to-day is not so much
what may be done in crossing, but what really should be done
under the present aspect and conditions of Pouters as a class."

Let me, before analysing the remarks of your correspondents,
briefly re-state the facts of the case, and the deductions made
from those facts. My article, then, was founded upon my ob-
servation of the last two annual shows at Glasgow. The birds
exhibited on these occasions showed great progress in size,
symmetry, and length of feather, and in all such matters did
infinite credit to the judgment, taste, and perseverance of the
Scotch breeders

; but in the departments of colour, markings,
and proportionate limb, there was much, very much, of unde-
velopment, if not of deterioration, to criticise and deplore.

These results I attributed to one-sided breeding, to a too-
partial " selection " for size and form, by the too-frequent
matching to birds of defective plumage, such matching clearly
implying an indifference to, or neglect of, colour and markings.
As a remedy, and as a means of future progress, it was sug-

gested to import " into the department of colour those pro-
cesses of selection which had proved so effectual in the domains
of size, contour, and vigour," to discard" for a time " rigorously
any elements of dilution or infusion calculated to impoverish
the hue, and to cross instead with the " soundest colour
obtainable."

I further pointed out that this could be done " without im-
pairing the Pouter in size or symmetry; for in every colour
there are many families of grand birds sufficiently unrelated to
supply crosses for some time to come," and it was urged upon
the sound fancier as the real triumph of his art to superadd
to the advantage already acquired, and which existed in pro-
fusion, those properties hitherto neglected and deficient.

In these common-sense suggestions, as " an old fancier," one
of your correspondents cannot agree, while in the opinion
of the other, my " theory" (as he is pleased to term it), should
not be adopted, helping, as it does, to place the " young fan-
cier" in an " awkward position."

It is encouraging, however, to find that the facts of the
Glasgow shows are not really denied, and I thank Mr. Ure for
his timely advocacy of reform in the markings ; and although
he does not go so far as myself in regard to the deterioration of
colour, there is, in his remarks, a tacit admission that colour
at any rate is at a standstill.

While, however, my friends cannot accept the principle of
" careful selection," as a remedy for the evils indicated, it is
astonishing to notice the number of illustrations they supply
in its favour. Surely, if there is one principle which more than
another is cardinal, and universally admitted amongst fanciers,
it is that of " selection," no matter what the property in ques-
tion. Hence such phrases as "breeding true," "breeding for
feather," "breeding for limb," "breeding for wattle," "breeding
for head and beak," &c. And so firmly rooted is this principle,
that no fancier of any experience hesitates to account for the
appearance of any unexpected excellence or defect, but in-
variably attributes it to some ascertained or probable reversion
to a previous cross ; and, if in Pouters the instances of reversion
are more than usually numerous in the department of colour
and markings, it is owing, without a question, to that partial and
one-sided selection which has had for its principal object size
and contour.

I am reminded by Mr. Ure, "that many of the finest birds
that have been bred in Scotland have been from Mealy,
Chequer, or Sandy birds matched with birds of the standard
colours. Kow, where has this been denied ? Surely my
article was based on this very fact, together with the addi-
tional fact that the successes attending this method of "se-
lection" for size and form, have like most successes been
abused, and that so lavishly as to lead to baneful results in the
department of "colour" (which is the actual question raised

in this discussion, and not merely the mating of Mealies and
Yellows, as your correspondent will find, when he refers to

page C2 of this Journal, for January 10th).

It is also asserted by Mr. Ure, that the present grand
properties of contour, size, vigour, &c., have all been developed
from birds " little better than Pouting Horsemen." How has
this been managed, except by "careful selection?" Again,
" Yellows, for instance, bred together, soon become pale and
faded-looking; but a well-seleeted Bed improves the colour at

once." What is this but careful " selection ?" and if Yellows
can be thus intensified and preserved from dilution, why not
the other colours ?

Once again. The improvement of the markings will be "easily
managed," but to lengthen the limb will require both " time
and skill." But by what method, if not by " selection ?"

Mr. Stuart follows Mr. Ure, and further corroborates me by
saying that " any good fancier who has tried the experiment
of crossing a Blue Pouter and a Red, or a Mealy and a Yellow,
will not repeat it in a hurry." This is a negative process of

selection. And again he says, " The best method is to select

two birds that with both their points combined come nearest to

perfection. When we do this we do all that we are able, and it

is not absurd to expect a happy result." With a belief so con-

fiding in the virtues of selection, will it be too absurd to hope
that at least some of the grand birds of Scotland may be " com-
bined " for happier " results " in colour and markings ?

Mr. Stuart is not, however, without a rival remedy to incul-

cate (which, perhaps, will help the " young fancier" out of the

"awkward position" in which I have so unwittingly placed

him), he " destroys " his mismarked birds in the nest. But
what is this even but " selection ?" for, clearly, if all the bad
birds are selected for destruction, none but good ones will

remain to perpetuate the strains ; thus the reversion to bad
markings will be controlled, if not ultimately prevented. This

method (pardon the irreverence), might be termed " Pigeon-pie

selection," suggested, as it is, by so distinguished a conservator

of well-pied Pigeons.

The illustration drawn from Almond Tumblers is partica"
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larly nnfortunate for llr. Ure, and affords but another corro-

boration of ray viewB. Whatever use Almond-fanciers may be

making of Kites, Duns, and Grizzles, it is more than certain

that Almonds jast now are at a standstill in regard to feather,

if not actually declining ; while the notoriously favourite pro-

perties of head, eye, and beak alone progress. The defects so

noticeable in the Pouter are no less observable in the Almond
Tumbler, and arise from similar causes—viz., one-sided selec-

tion at the will or taste of the fancier.

It will be seen, then, that my late article advances neither

theory nor novelty, but merely claims a more rigid and more
effective application of a principle which is the very creed of

fanciers.

Whether your correspondents disagree or not with my re-

marks is of small moment, while they supply such excellent

illustration in my favour. When we are asked to believe that

Pouting Horsemen were the progenitors of our present grand
race of Pouters, wo can only do so by giving credit for a most
persevering amount of selection for symmetry and size. We
are not asked, however, to endorse a similar or proportionate

development in colour, for even if we admit that " Blacks,

Blues, and Yellows are all as good as they have ever been," the

admission by no means involves either progression or present

excellence, while it leads us not unreasonably to inquire why
colour, like size and form, is not better than it has ever been,

especially as its improvability and amenability to control is

undisputed. In the main, colour is bad now whatever it may
have been before, and its improvement by any possible means
should be the aim of every artistic fancier.

But what better principle, or what better application of it do
these gentlemen advance? In the lamented absence of a
" printed guide," the "young fancier" is told by your corre-

spondents to use Mealies, Chequers, and Grizzles in their
" proper places," to use " the right sort of Splash," to
" properly match " their birds, as " it all depends upon this."

What is this but selection? and supposing the "young
fancier " aspires to sound colour, as well as other properties,

how is he to discover the "proper places," and the "right
sort " on which it " all depends." He will iind but little to

help him in your correspondent's remarks—little, indeed, which
will relieve him from his "awkward position." To some
extent he has been told what may be done, but what really

should be done is, for all your correspondents have affirmed, as

much in the dark as ever. T<fhe told " that the Chequer bred
from Blacks should be crossed with Blacks only " is very good
advice indeed so far as the Chequer is concerned, and simply
amounts to improving Chequers by careful selection, and the
importation of sounder colour. But before it is put forward
as advice to be followed for producing " Blacks of raven
brilliancy," it may be well to consider the kind of colour from
which the Chequer has been bred, the kind of Black to which
it is to be mated, and how much Chequer or other diluting

blood the said birds akeady contain. These and kindred
questions are surely not immaterial if improvement of colour
is really in question, and call loudly for answer before further
dilution is advocated, for our present Blacks are very im-
poverished in tone, and so far from pretending to raven
brilliancy are too frequently of a bluish, ashy, slatey, and
almost dappled appearance. The question at issue is not the
improvement of our Chequers or Mealies, but the establishment
of sound standard colour.

While scorning theory, it would scarcely seem consistent to

withhold practice, and so Mr. Stuart goes a step farther, and gives

Bs the actual method employed by the experienced breeders of

Scotland, who, he says. " to the best of their judgment select

snch birds as they think suitable for producing the most perfect

colours, at the same time keeping in view size and form."
Perfect colour is therefore the primary consideration, while size

and form are secondary. But, what of the results, and of the

evidence of his brother fanciers? For notwithstanding that

colour is very unsatisfactory ; that the successes have all been in

the departments of size and form ; that Mr. Ure claims no
development of colour ; that Mr. Huie, writing on the colour

question, says, on January 30th, " These facts show how
colours have been mixed, but we have been working for size

and shape ; these being attained, we shall by-and-by arrive at

the desired colour "—notwithstanding this, and much more to

the same effect, we are now to understand that " the most
perfect colour " is the antecedent feature of Scotch selection

;

while size and form are treated as subsidiary—simply "kept
in view."

At last, then, the' young fancier is extricated from all his,

difficulties. Henceforth to produce great results in size and
shape, he will match fur "perfect colour," and if he is

venturous he will to obtain perfect colour match for size and
shape. Simple-minded fanciers, who have been in the habit of

connecting cause and effect may bo somewhat staggered at this

revelation, but what of that ? " Practical experience is safer

than theory." At least, so Mr. Stuart finds it.

Good a judge as my friend, Mr. Stuart, undoubtedly is of a

Pouter, and thoroughly acquainted as he may be with Scotch
fanciers, I hesitate to accept this version of their method.
Either he has inverted his meaning, or a failure most signal

must be confessed, for despite of all this judgment and selection

for colour, it is only form that progresses.

It is pleasing to find, however, that my article has not been
wholly misunderstood, and that an acceptance and confirmation

of its views may be found in a late number by that earnest

and successful fancier, Mr. Boyd, of Edinburgh, who is of

opinion that my suggestions fully meet the case. Although I

have much more to say, I must not occupy more cf your space

this week, but in an early article I propose further to examine
the statements of my friends, and to push on a stage the subject

of defective-plumaged Pouters, for the whole question of im-
proved colour and markings hinges on the use, abuse, or disuse

of such birds.—W. Volckman, London.

Fuu-l

NEW BOOK.
A Plain and Familiar Treatise on Breeding, Exhibiting,

&c. By John Bailt. Seventh edition.

That this little volume has reached a seventh edition of

part, and a fifth edition of the other part, is a sufficient evi-

dence of what the public think of it. We can testify to the

truth of this sentence in the preface—" it is all practical."

LIZARD CANAEIES.
I WILL endeavour to answer Mr. Hawman's questions, and I

hope satisfactorily.

No. 1. A high colour is not quite so much an object in a

Lizard as in a Norwich Canary, but certainly to be desired

;

and in a Silver class a bird whose ground colour is a good
mealy ought always to beat a bird whose ground colour is buff,

supposing they are equal in other respects.

No. 2. Certainly not. It ought never to be shown anywhere,

or, if shown, ought to be disqualified.

No. 3. Silver-spangleJ class.

No. 4. A decided fault. A good Lizard ought to have the

following properties :—Large oval cap, sqnare at the back.

Beak, legs, and feet very dark. Head flat, large, and wide.

Neck and back well and evenly spangled. Tail and wings

black. The cap is the most important part in a Lizard ; and
one with a broken cap ought in my opinion to be at once dis-

qualified by the Judges, no matter how good he may be every-

where else.—HowAP.TH Aehton, PoUfidd Hall, Lancashire.

LIFE OF A TAME HAWK.
Petland has many inhabitants. They vary in appearance.

Some have four feet, others two ; some are clad with hair,

others with fur, others, again, with feathers ; but as a rule

they must be pctites to be fit to be pets, the latter word coming
from the former, and I should scarcely think a whale, or an
elephant, or a giantess was ever made a pet.

There is another rule, another pet-canon—a pet must be
domestic, must be tame, in order to give much pleasure. A
wild bird may be admired, but its wildness prevents its being

petted. Thus the kind clever dog, the wise quiet cat, the saucy

yet tame Bantam, the Pigeon that feeds from your hand (speci-

ally the Pouter, playing and blowing to his master's " hna,

hua "j, the Bullfinch that kisses his fair mistress—all these,

and such as these, make superlatively excellent pets, because

of their exceeding tameness.

The tamer a pet is the more pleasure it gives, and, another

great point, the happier it is in itself ; and who is there that

can take delight in that which is unhappy ? However, there

are some birds classed as wild which may be tamed so far as to

become very interesting pets, and their hfe may be made very

tolerably happy. I have written this because I have been a
daily witness for many months of the semi-captive, interesting,

and I think happy Ufe of a Windhover or Kestrel Hawk.
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One fine day last Jane, on returning home from a few days'
absence, I was led, or rather dragged, by a group of enthusi-
astic children to see a new pet—S7(c7( a favourite. But what
was it? Of course I was not told at once, but made to guess
and guess again, until the children's patience was sooner ex-
hausted than mine, and each tried to get out the word " Hawk "

first, for a Hawk it was ; and I am afraid I shook my head,
fearing scratches, bloody hands, or wori^e damage to the young
ones. Led on further, I.saw in the dim recess of a rabbit hutch,
the new pet, "Jack" byname, for he was already named.
Master Jack was a very yellow gentleman, with a kind of old-
Indian bilious look, having tags of yellow down hanging to his
feathers, and an ever-snapping beak which boded mischief, but
happily was as yet soft and incapable, though desirous. He
could not feed himself, but opened his mouth readily when
hungry, eating heartily of small pieces of bird, mouse, or un-
cooked meat. Neither did he object to a drop of water from a
tea-spoon

; but this he did not receive cleverly, a little child
remarking, "Jack is naughty, he spills his tea!" Whether
Jack ever thought of his nest in the high tree, or of father and
mother, or brothers and sisters, those other " yellow boys,"
I know not ; but I incline to think he did not, for he showed
no signs of pining. Ties of relative or friend hung loosely
upon him, and he cared not for " the old folks at home."
Perhaps he was a philosopher, if so a stoic

;
perhaps not.

However, he fed his fill each day, and what cared he ?

Presently Jack was remarked as being of an inquisitive turn
of mind. His hutch commanded a view of the back door, and
no one could come in or go out but he observed them, and
would watch them out of sight with an odd sideway movement
of his head and neck.

Jack progressed famously. On showing him a dead bird out
came his talon, and he grasped it and stood on his prey tri-

umphing; but for a long time he could not tear a bird to
pieces

;
when he could he always began at the head. Jack now

showed a wish to perch, and his wish was gratified. A perch
such as Macaws are seen upon was made him, and he took to
it at once, and seemed highly pleased to be no longer in a cage,
but to enjoy the whole prospect, for his inquisitive eves looked
every way. A ring moved up and down the upright pole, to
which was attached a chain, the other end being fastened to
his foot.

But, alas ! the course of pet life, like that of true love, never
runs smooth. Perhaps Jack " came out " too soon, and like
many an uufeathered biped, was all the worse for it, for a pre-
cocious career is beset with perils. Coming from church one
Sunday morning, poor Jack was seen lying helpless on the
ground, aud on examination he was found to have greatly in-
jured but not quite broken his leg. Great was the sorrow of
all, and the desire to relieve the poor bird of his pain. The
limb was bound up carefully, and Jack placed very tenderly in
a hamper nearly full of soft hay, and the hamper put in a dark
place, so that the poor pet should have no temptation to move
or struggle. Three weary weeks did Jack pass thus in the
dark. I hope he slept his time away. But oh ! the benefit of
trouble. After this calamity Jack was no longer wild. He
had learned to love the one who brought him his food, and who
had cheered his solitude

; he would now allow his breast to be
stroked, aud would even permit a kiss. Once again mounted
on his perch in the sunshine, care was taken, by swivels put
in here and there in his chain, that he should not in future
get entangled and come to grief.

The weeks now passed on smoothly enough. Ev day -lack
enjoyed the open air, the nights he passed in the stable. Very
tame became the bird ; very kind, though sharp, was at times
the expression of his bright black-beaded eyes. Now he would
fly on the arm of a child, and ascend to the shoulder or the
head. He liked his prey to be given him alive, and, seizing,
killed it m a moment. He would even eat meat cooked, or
pick a bone; but to keep him in perfect health he needed
mouse, or rat, or bird occasionally, for from these only he could
cast up pellets, as is the case with birds of his " order." Once
by chance he was placed near the Pigeon pan, and instantly
took a bath, which is allowed at intervals, for by his own will
he would be always in the water, and in winter he has to be
kept from it. The fact that the Hawk is excessively fond of
bathing in and drinking water is not generally known, hence
some Hawks suffer iu confinement from thirst.
The extreme tameness of this Hawk was seen in his allow-

ing the hens to feed close by him, or even a Pigeon to pick
little fatty bits off a bone of his

;
yet the old nature was seen

in his carefully hiding portions of his food under the circular

board on which his perch stands, in order to eat them another
time.

Jack showed an unmistakoable love of company. Thus,
when in bad weather he was removed to the stable, he would
get as near as he could to the dog there chained, who on his
part seemed in no way to disapprove of his nearness. Placed
one day very close to the dog, he was found sitting on the straw
by his side. No harm arising, he was allowed to be near
always. Coming into the stable suddenly, I found Jack perched
upon the outstretched foreleg of the dog. It was a pretty sight,

and worthy the pencil of Harrison Weir. Another time we
found Jack actually perched upon the dog's back. Who shall
say that this Hawk was not an interesting pet ?

One day Jack managed to break his chain, and away he went
into the park near, and was soon seen overhead, soaring with
the wild Hawks, possibly his near relations. I counted five,

he being one. Of course we concluded that our pet would
never return, but waxing hungry, he did, and was readily cap-
tured. Again he escaped, and again returned. Then it struck
us as his plumage was so much improved by flight, and
his own happiness increased, while his tameness was in no
way diminished, that Jack might every now and then have his
full liberty. So we agreed to let him have " his Sunday oat,"
that being a day on which he would be less likely to be shot.
So on each Sunday Jack takes his flight, returning on Monday
morning, being "an-hungered." Sometimes my son is shoot-
ing rabbits a mile from this house on a Monday, and Jack spies

him, and suddenly pounces down, and is on his shoulder. To
one master he chiefly devotes himself—the one who fed him
in his illness ; to him he will come when whistled for.

It is singular to see this wild bird settling on the chimnies
or roof with my Pigeons. Odd, too, is it that when he comes
home on Monday, if we have not chanced to see him return, he
is at night found roosting with the fowls. To show how quick
he is of eye and wing, I may mention that when on the wing,
if he is shown a morsel of meat, and it is thrown towards the
fowls, yet he always secures it. Jack, in a sort of dumb show,
replies to his name by a peculiar jerk of his head and twinkle
of his eye. Oh, that " Hawk's eye !" " Eyed like a Hawk "

is no common compliment, for truly a Hawk's eye is most
brilliant and beautiful.

I need hardly say that .Tack has won his way into the affec-

tions of us all ; and who can wonder at it? Although I find I

have spoken of him in several parts of this paper in the past

tense, yet I am happy to say Jack still lives, aud is as tame,
lively, and haiipy as ever.

—

Wiltshihe Rector.

LIGUMAN QUEENS WINGS TORN.
Last Saturday I was looking over the combs in my Lignrian

frame hive, and when I came to the queen, I noticed that her

wings were very ragged, one of them m fact was half torn

away, and I am quite certain that she cannot fly. She is a

queen which I imported myself from Germany last autumn,
and I think the journey here has, perhaps, caused her wings

to be so much torn. Do you not think, therefore, that it would
be better to put the queen with comb into the box you mention,

or at once into the uni'somb hive, and let the bees in the old

hive raise another ? I think this plan would, perhaps be better,

as it is said that the old queen always leads the first swarm.
When I looked at the hive it was very strong, five of the combs
are full on both sides, and nearly up to the edges with brood

and eggs, but there are no drone eggs yet.— Alfeed Findeisen.

[Ligurian queens which have been placed at the head of

colonies of black bees, are very liable to have their wings so

mutilated by their new subjects as to be thereby for ever in-

capacitated from safely leading off a natural swarm. We say

safely, because however defective the power of flight in a wing-

disabled queen, she will frequently make the attempt without

hesitation, and in this case must fall to the ground and perish

unless discovered by the bee-keeper, and restored to her

sorrowing children. We have ourselves lost more than one

valuable queen in this way, and consider the liability a very

serious drawback to the efficiency of the mode of naturalising

the Italian race of bees iu this country by the substitution of

queens. We should in your case certainly make an artificial

swarm, but we should as certainly delay the operation until

drone brood was sufliciently advanced to insure the early fecun-

dation of the young queens. You may yourself accelerate this

desirable consummation by placing an empty drone comb or

two in the hive next to those which now contain trood, ad-
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ministering also three or four oances of liquid !oad per diem
regularly for the next few weeks. With a stock so exception-

ally strong as yours is described to be, we should have every

hope of breeding drones sutViciently in advance of our neigh-

bours' black colonies to insure a true impregnation of the
young queens. The best mode of making an artificial swarm
under such circumstances, is described in page 80 of " The
Gardeners' Almanack," but do not neglect the caution given

by us in reply to an inquiry in page 210. When royal cells

are formed and sealed over in the old stock, you may readily

and advantageously stock the box for your unicomb in the

manner described by us in page '232.]

EARLY APPEARANCE OF DRONES.
A. PERSON to whom I sold some bees a short time ago, has

this morning brought me a young drone which he found crawl-

ing on the alighting board. Now I lind from memoranda kept
the last five years, that they never appeared earlier than May
5th. Do you suppose this stock is likely to swarm unusually
early from this circumstance, or why should the queen be laying

drone eggs before the hive is filled with workers.

The sallows in this neighbourhood are now yielding abun-
dance of farina, and are fully a month earlier than I have ever

noticed them before. Let us hope for a good bee year.—T. W.
[Nothing whatever can be inferred from the exceptional ap-

pearance of a young drone expelled by the workers. Whilst
examining the interior of our own hives, we have already seen
several instances in which the projecting cover of an isolated

cell has proclaimed its tenant to be of the male sex. Queen
bees, like 'other mortals, are not infallible, and the best of

them will occasionally deposit a drone egg in a worker cell, as
if by mistake ; it is probable, therefore, that your drone owed
his birth to an error of this kind. The season is unquestion-
ably early, and we trust it may turn out a prosperous one.]

SILKWORM REARING IN ENGLAND —No. 7.

Having described the castle and the mode of arranging the
materials in it for the worms to spin amongst, I will name
a few articles which are found more or less useful in Silkworm-
rearing.

The Hatching Box is intended to contain the Silkworms' eggs
to be hatched. It can be made of card or wood, and should
have a level bottom ; its sides may be half an inch in height,
and it may be 4 or 5 inches across each way for an ounce
weight of eggs ; but cannot well be made larger than to contain
3 ozs. of eggs. For every 3 ozs. there must be a separate box.

This box must have a kind of lid fitting exactly, like the lid

of a saucepan, by entering in over the eggs. In making it,

take pieces of wood a quarter of an inch square and form a
frame. This can be covered with canvas, net, or other material
having holes about the size of a mustard seed, and which is to
be glued to the frame, and tacked if found necessary, for it

must be tightly extended as for a sieve. This frame or lid is

to be let into the box over the eggs, but not so as to touch or
press on them ; and to prevent this, four pieces of cork or wood
should be placed in the corners of the box among the eggs, just
one-sixteenth of an inch above their level ; on these the lid
will rest. The eggs in the box should not be more than one-
eighth of an inch deep. The lid must have small handles or
pegs by which to lift it. The little worms on issuing from the
eggs make for the holes or canvas, pass on to the mulberry
leaves placed above, and along with these may be lifted ofi and
placed on sheets of paper.
The above kind of hatching box is used by many large Silk-

worm-rearers, but I find the following mode of construction is an
improvement. Take an even piece of cardboard, or wood,
() inches or a foot square ; lay the eggs upon it to the depth of

about one-eighth of an inch, and glue an edging or list of wood
round it so as to come just above the level of the eggs, a hair's

breadth will do. This eJging will keep the eggs in their

place. The frame or lid can be made rather larger, and only
the canvas part will be laid over the eggs, but supported from
touching them by the wood. It will be readily seen that in
this way the worms will be in no way incommoded as by the
wooden frame inside the box.

I have adopted a more simple method than either of the
above with success, when the quantity of eggs is small, by
doubling a sheet of rather stiff paper so as to form channels

or gutters thus _AAAA— The gutters are made about an
inch in height, and are kept open at top to the extent of from
half an inch to an inch, by gluing down the two sides to card-

board. The eggs are placed in these gutters, the leaves are
laid on the ridges, and the worms on hatching easily travel up
the sides to the leaves, which can be readily lifted away without
any eggs adhering to them, as would be the case if the leaves

were laid directly on the eggs, by reason of the fine web silk

issuing from the worms' mouths becoming entangled among
the shells. Perhaps this plan would bo somewhat tedious for

large quantities of eggs, but I believe it to possess some ad-
vantages. The warm air of the hatching room can circulate

under the gutters, and its doing so is certainly beneficial to the
eggs ; besides, the eggs, instead of being heaped together, lie

farther apart, and thus the worms have more room to travel

about, which I consider very important. If the leaves from
being very small fall into the gutters, this may be prevented by
laying over the ridges fine netting, by which worms and leaves

may be lifted away.
The TiKnmmeter is necessary in Silkworm-rearing, to indi-

cate the heat of the room in which the worms are. Some
persons also use a thermometer out of doors to serve as a guide
in the admission of the external air to the room.

TJie Hygrometer is recommended by several first-rate Silk-

worm-rearers to point out the degree of humidity in the rearing
room. It is not so absolutely necessary as the thermometer.
Damp should be wholly avoided. Salt will be a good substitute

for this instrument, for if placed on a saucer in the room it

continues dry if the room is not damp, otherwise it becomes
damp. A damp room is an improper place in which to keep
Silkworms. Stagnant dampness is that which is so hurtful,

and not the natural moisture of the atmosphere from rain,

because the insect lives in the open air, exposed to it as well

as to sun and wind.
Tlie Mieroicope at the present day has become an essential

instrument, not only in examining the Silkworm, but even the

eggs, to discover if they be free from disease. The instrument
should magnify at least three hundred times.

Sheets of paper or calico are necessary for covering the stages

on which to keep the worms. When paper is used it should
be tolerably stout and without gum, in order that it may dry
quickly. The sheets for the stages I have described should be
2 feet by IS inches, two covering each compartment, or sixteen

to each stage. A paper without colouring matter is to be pre-

ferred ; common brown paper will answer the purpose. I

prefer calico if not too dear, for it will last several years and
can be washed, which paper cannot be ; indeed it can seldom
be used again the second year. The commonest grey calico

wUl serve every purpose, and it may be cut if desired to the

full size of each compartment of the stage. The calico must
be laid in water in order to shrink it before cutting, otherwise

it will shrink on being washed, and become too small to cover

the compartment.
Wooden or Tin Trags.—These are for transporting the sheets

of paper or calico on which are the worms from one stage or

place to another, when their removal is necessary for the pur-

pose of cleaning, and to give more room. These trays may be

formed of light thin boarding, well planed and even polished,

that the sheets may the better be drawn off into their fresh

position. Tin would answer the purpose very well, or even
stiff cardboard, but I consider wood best. The trays should

be made rather less in width than the compartments of the

stages, because when these are arranged with the materials for

the worms to spin in, the trays will have to pass between them
without disturbing such materials. The i-nost convenient size

seems to be l.^ inches wide, and 4 feet long. Their being less

in width than the sheets of paper is of no consequence, be-

cause the worms are only to be placed so as to occupy about

half the area of the stages, and as the worms grow larger the

other half of them fill their new quarters. The only time the

worms would have to be laid more thickly would be when full

grown, at the time of moving them into their spinning retreats.

The width of 4 feet admits of two sheets of paper being carried

at once, besides the convenience of lodging the trays across

the aide rails of the stage while gathering up the worms.
Xefi and Perforated Sh'ets of Paper.—Nets are used by many

Silkworm-rearers to facilitate the work of cleaning when the

worms are growing large, or after their third change of skin.

The net is laid over the worms, and leaves are distributed over

it. The worms pass through the meshes to the leaves, and
can then be lifted up by the net, which can be secured to the

bottom of the stage above by hooks during the time the dirt
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and refuse leaves are being cleared from the stage beneath,
after which net and worms are again let down upon it. These
nets are to be made of the same size as each compartment of
the stage, or eight in number. Larger would not be conve-
nient, as they would belly too much in the centre with the
weight of the worms. The meshes of the nets should be from
half an inch to three-quarters of an inch square. It will be
necessary to have as many nets as will cover all the stages, as
they have to remain under the worms. Many persons use
paper, perforated with holes the size of marbles ; but I do not
find it in any way preferable to nets ; on the contrary, it

presses too much on the worms, and all do not find their way
through ; besides, paper is not so durable.
Ladders or Stepx.—These are to assist in reaching the higher

stages of a castle. Folding steps, 5 feet high, running upon
castors, would be more suitable than common ladders, as it

would not be necessary to lean them against the castle. Each
castle requires two, or one on each side.

Leaf-cutting Machine.—This is a box with a knife in the
fashion of a chaff-cutter, and is used by large Silkworm-rearers
who have many leaves to cut for the worms. A good clean
sharp knife answers the purpose well on a small scale. The
leaves should not be cut until wanted, as they must be given to
the worms immediately, or the edges where cut soon dry, and
they would then not be so acceptable.

Baskets will be necessary, or large open hampers to put the
leaves in on being gathered. Some persons use sacks, and
these will answer the purpose if they be emptied before the
leaves have time to heat, which might be detrimental to the
worms. They should not be placed on the ground, as there is

then a danger of ants, earwigs, and other insects, finding their
way among the leaves. On the Continent large sheets are also
nsed for this purpose, the leaf-gatherers descending from the
high trees with large apronsful of leaves, which are emptied on
the sheets, carried home in a cart, on the backs of donkeys
or mules, or on men's heads.

Wooden Stands are employed to support small sheets of linen
or calico, on which the female Silkworm moths are placed to

deposit_ their eggs. They are made about 1 yard square. The
most simple mode of construction would be to form a frame
with inchsphnes, nailing half-inch ones across at every 6 inches,
to give more firmness, and to secure the linen more evenly. At
the back of this two inch splines 24 feet long are fixed on hinges
to the top part of each side, to serve as supports, which on
being opened cause the frame to take a slanting position ; this
is better than a perpendicular one for the moths. At the
bottom of the frame in front there should be formed a sort of

gutter to hold any eggs that may fall from not adhering to the
linen. This can be formed by pieces of rather stout wire 4 or
5 inches long knocked into the spline at the bottom of the
frame, and then bent circularly upwards in gutter form, in which
the linen will lie. The linen must be evenly suspended and
tacked round the sides of the frame, and can then be placed
for use on a table or a Silkworm stage. This size of frame and
sheet wOl contain easily the eggs from a thousand or more
moths. It is necessary to have at least two of these stands

;

one for the moths to pair upon, and the other for the females
alone to lay their eggs on without disturbance.
Bone or Wooden Knives are recommended by some authors

for scraping the eggs from the linen before being hatched.
This cannot, however, be done until linen and eggs are soaked
in soft water to soften the gum by which the latter adhere. I

have found that a common tablespoon answers the purpose.
Little hnishes, or a kind of whisks, are requisite for brushing

the stages clean, as well as close baskets for carrying away dirt,

&c. Traps will be necessary to catch mice and rats, if any,
for they are sure to eat the worms ; but to prevent their
mounting the posts of the castle, the bottom of these could be
encircled by tin soldered round, up which they could not
mount. A dredger or sieve with holes a quarter of an inch in
diameter is used by some Silkworm-rearers to sift the cut
leaves ever the worms, and although I never have adopted
the system, I consider it good, for I believe the less the
leaves are touched by the hands before being given to the
worms the better; besides, they can, doubtless, be distributed
more equally than by hand.

—

Leonard Haeman, jcn.

perly, but were left to do as they liked during the winter.

They have been fed on peas, with the addition of a little barley

occasionally. Wheat is very good for them when rearing

young.—L. B.

Age at which Pigeons Lay.—I have several hens hatched
last year that have laid twice, and one three times. They
have not reared all the young, as they were not paired off pro-

OUR LETTER BOX.
Salt roR Fowls (Tyro).—We do not think it necessary to give salt to

fowls.

Hen Laying Small Yolkless Eggs [Inquirer).—If you had not killed

the fowl she would have become that which is called a hen-cock. She
would never have produced natural egtrs, and would have been that
abomination in a yard, a crowing hen. All hen-cocks in fowls, and the
mis-called mules in Pheasants, are found in the same state when dis-

sected. The whole of the inside is covered with yolk of egg which
escapes from a fiseure or other injury.

BEEEDrNG Dark Brahma Pootras lOhl Subscriber).—Large birds may
be bred from small ones, but it is always doubtful. For breeding good
birds we like good birds, and have no affection for the late-hatched
dwarfs. If the cross is a good one, try it by all means. April is a good
time for hatching.

HATCHrNG Pullets' Eggs (E. A. S.).—Yes, the first season's eggs, but
not the Brst eggs. The later eggs of the first clutch may be.trusted in

every way.

CochinChina Cock's Head Swollen {C. r.l.—We should purge him
freely with castor oil, and rub the face with cold water and vinegar every
morning. It is not roup. Cochins are! not subject to it. We should,
while he feeds well, give him a table-spoonful of castor oil every day.

Giving Meat to Cochin-Chinas (Lrmmi BujT).—Meat is not necessaiy
at all, but if you give it, give it cooked. Raw meat [makes weight, but
causes mischief in every way. It induces apoplexy in laying hens, from
inordinate fat. K creates all sorts of vicious and depraved appetites,
which they gratify at any cost, eating the most sensitive parts of their

companions' bodies. It induces a gi-eat growth of comb, and is often
fatal to the hope of success.

EemtjNEration for Rearing Chickens [An Old Subscriber).—It would
depend partly on the time of year. If the chickens are two months old

now, they would be worth Is. Gd. each. If to attain that age in June,
Is. each, food being found.

Age of Pullets Laying (M. A. B.).—It is partly dependant on breed

;

thus, Brahma Pootras and Cochins lay earlier than Dorkings. If an
average were taken, it would be found they lay at about sis months.
New-laid eggs ehould make now about three-halfpence each in towns.

Black East Indian Ducks (Many-years Subscriber).— These, Buenos
Ayrean Ducks, need no especial treatment. They are not early layers,

and you need therefore be neither surprised nor disappointed. You may
let the Duck have part of her eggs, but yon doubtless know " it is bad tc

put all ynur eggs into one basket." We believe hens are always better

mothers than Ducks for Ducks. We have always found them hardy.

Poultry in Confined Space (C. A. J.).—We agi-ee with what was said

by " Old Fox."

Fleas on Pigeons (A Young Foncier).—If the cote and nests are kept
scrupu'ns'y clean, and llmewashed with a little flowers of sulphur in
the mix' nre, there ought not to be vermin of any kind. Dust under the
feathers with a powder composed of erjual parts camphor and flowers of

sulphur.

Books (S. TayZorl.—Yon can have Brent's, " The Canary,'' sent to you
free by post from oui- office, if you enclose twenty postage stamps with
your address.

Bullfinches—Material for Nest-making (J. A.).—Hang in the cage
a net of the same material as that which Canaries have for nesting, and
also place at the bottom of the cage plenty of dry moss and hay cut

1^ inch long.

Y'ouNG Turtle Doves Ejected (Nutchil).—The only reason that we
can assitm for one of the young birds being turned out of the nest is, that
the nest-pan or bos is too small, or that one bird is hatched a day or two
before the other, and the stronger bird turns the other out of the nest.

The only remedy will be to give a larger pan or box, and to watch at-

tentively for the cause of the young bird being turned out.

Hive Covers {Apis).—The milk pan, doubtless, answers very well, al-

though we have never tried it. All our hive covers are similar to the one
delineated in page 17 of the last edition of *' Bee-Keeping lor the Many,"'
and which we find leaves nothing to be desired.

Squirrels (L. E.).—No reply has come to your inquiry whether these
animals eat the grubs in oak galls, and we have no knowledge of the fact.

We think it more likely that they eat the galle, for they are not car-
nivorous animals.

Points of Himalayan Rabritr ( Catlierine).—Himalayans arc Rabbits
of colour. Their skin should be dead white, save the ears, feet, nose, and
tail, these should be a very dark brown; the eyes pink. Wc have kept
Lapwings where there were many cats. We never lost any, nor do we
think they would take them.

POULTRY MARKET.—March 25.

There is a great scarcity of good poultry, and prices have gone up.
We cannot guarantee their continuance, but good qualities will sell well
for some time.

s d. B. d
Large Fowls 4 6 to 5
Smaller do 4 4 6
Chickens 3 3 6
Goslings 8 9
Ducklings 6 6 6
Pigeons 8 9

d s.

tooPheasants
Partridges
Guinea Fowls 3
Hares
Rabbits 14 1

Wilddo 8
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aify manurecl, shading from bright sunshine, and keeping
fl»e rhizomes in a stove temperature during winter.—J. A.,

Walihouse Gardens.

MERITS AND DEFECTS OF CENTAUREA
CANDIDISSIMA.

I CAK fully confirm ^Yhat Mr. Record states with respect to

^e disease in Centaurea eandidissima (see page 219), and,

imdesd, can go a step further, and say that with me the plant

Jjas shown disease when in a single row. The first symptoms
o£ the disease appeared here in 1804, and the plants were so

xarBeh afiected by it in the following year that I have since

gtfwrB the Centaurea but little. The tips of the leaves were
MTimpled and decayed, and this decay continued until but
little of the plant was left, and it was, of course, useless for

ormamental purposes. Single plants are sometimes attacked

m ft similar mauner, but not so generally as those planted

IB lines or masses. This evil, coupled with the fact that the

J>i&nt does not, under the best management, increase so quickly

as many others, will go far to keep it from being so much used
as it would be did such drawbacks not exist, for when it does

wsm nothing can be handsomer. The gracefully recurved
Iserea when fully developed, and what is of more consequence
tiun all, its paucity of flower stems, give it a decided advantage
•Ter all other plants of its class when it is well grown. I

tniciM not have said this much in favour of the Centaurea had
Cmeraria maritima been less apt to run to seed ; but its ten-

jleiaey to do so, and the disfigurement its foliage receives if any
attempt is made to prevent seeding, greatly detract from its

beaoty. For my own part I confess being unable to overcome
sto tendency to run to seed. The hardiness of the two plants

ia sbont equal, but the Cineraria is much more easily propa-
gated,, or rather it affords cuttings in greater number, and these
atriko freely enough when allowed time.

Another great disadvantage of the Centaurea is its liability-

to die when taken up in autumn. lu most cases we have lost

JjslSy three-fourths of the plants so taken up between the
period of their removal from the ground and the following
Maieli, the consequence being that few cuttings were to be ob-
ttijsed in spring, although any that can be had then strike very
fnely. One or two seasons I left some old plants in the beds,
fctttths disease in one instance, and the severity of the winter
IB another, were fatal to them; but I see that four plants
Wbi^ had formed the centres of four elevated beds, and which
were left out in the autumn of last year, are as fresh as in

October, and each plant will furnish a number of cuttings.

Shis would seem to indicate the propriety of trying to grow a

few ptauts in some sheltered dry spot, on purpose to propagate
Suraa in spring. Most likely in a dry stony soil plants would
ke preserved through the winter with very little protection

;

fliOBe I have just referred to had none. I imagine that this

Jtlant in its natural state must occupy a high and dry situation,

J06»ibly some rocky promontory or similar position, as the
nnoist stagnant air of our forcing houses seems fatal to it in
wSiiter, and it is not improbable but more losses have been
ffneteined in consequence of the plant being too much coddled

Jbm by a contraify course.

Astothe respective merits of spriug and autumn propaga-
tioB, I can offer but little opinion. When cuttings can be had
and pnt in during the spring, roots are formed more speedily

ihoB in autumn; but my experience would say. Try both
flKDS. If cuttings can be had in September, take them off

and insert them in boxes or pans in an airy place, but not in

&• full sun ; artificial heat, I think, is not wanted at this

ffiiae. One precaution in putting in the cuttings ought to be
attietly attended to, and tliat is, to be sure not to insert the

! BO deeply as to bury the heart, otherwise the cutting
hea. I believe that more losses occur in this way than

. people suppose. When the dull days of autumn fairly

let the cuttings have all the sun and light possible ; a
near the glass, where water but seldom reaches them,

tetaae of the bast places ; but so capricious is this plant that

Itbosgh sometimes almost every cutting will grow, at times
lb* failure will be almost total. In spring there is a gi-eater

OWtaiaty of cuttings becoming plants, but the number of

Wtlii gs at this time is far from plentiful, growth during the

VOttsF being slow. I am certainly disposed in future to see

Wbat esn be done by letting a few plants remain out of doors
aBwimter in some suitable spot.

Ssnng already remarked that the Centaurea is not so apt to

run to flower as the Cineraria, it will, of course, be under
stood that it produces seed less plentifully, so that we cannot
thus increase it to any great extent ; but probably when we treat

it the same as the bedding Calceolaria, we may have it in
greater abundance. For the last three years I have thus treated

Centaurea gymnocarpa, and with perfect success, at least so far

as propagation is concerned, for the plant is a more robust
gi'ower, and furnishes cuttings in abundance, and these put
into a cold pit in sandy soil by the middle of October, or earlier,

make good plants by the usual planting-out time, the beginning
of May. The tendency, however, of plants so raised to run to

seed, and their furnishing little or no foliage, are great dis-

advantages ; otherwise the free growth of this plant, and its

graceful habit, render it superior to C. eandidissima, although
its foliage is not so white.

Cutting off the flower stems will not prevent Centaurea
gymnocarpa running to seed, but plants from cuttings struck

in spring are not so apt to do so as those from autumn-struck
cuttings, and with me young plants of this Centaurea running
to seed early in the season are quite useless, and dwindle off

or die. Cineraria maritima, although persistently producing
flower stems notwithstanding repeated cutting-off, does not
die under the operation, neither does flowering occasion the
death of the plant, as in the case of Centaurea gymnocarpa,
which in this respect somewhat resembles a biennial.

Probably the most useful plant of the three is the Cineraria

maritima, and it is also most easUy multiplied. Its greatest

drawback would appear to be the late period of the season at

which cuttings arrive at a proper size ; in all other respects this

plant may be said to possess advantages which the others do
not. Growers who have been more successful with Centaurea
eandidissima may think differently, and when that plant is

free from disease, and can be propagated as easily in equal

number, I will readily give it the palm, but hitherto in most
places I am acquainted with this has not been the case. The
different views taken by those who speak of its propagation are

so conflicting, that it is reasonable to suppose that even the

most successful growers of it have now and then their reverses

and disappointments.—J. Kobson.

NEW GLASS STRUCTURES FOR GROWING
FRUIT AND FLOWERS.

The treatment (referred to in my remarks in page 238), which
I conceived necessary for Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots,

rendered, as I supposed, half-hardy by impairment of con-

stitution, was that of the valetudinarian. I screened them from
cold cutting winds, at the same time giving them sufficient air

at night, as well as in the day, keeping as near nature as pos-

sible. I luckily had some of these trees growing by them-
selves, offering fair opportunities for being experimented on. I

adopted a simple but effectual mode of screening these trees,

thus preventing the heat generated by the earth and sun from
being rapidly carried away. This protection consisted in

driving bars (grooved on the opposite sides, and previously

boiled in creosote), into the earth at stated distances. Into

these grooves 21-oz. sheet glass, 20 inches by 15 inches, was
slipped, the screens thus formed being from 5 to 10 feet in

height, of a diameter according to the size of the tree to be

enclosed. A space was left for a door, and a close net was
thrown over the top to keep off froet.

This plan answered so well, that in the course of ten days a
most marked effect was produced on the foUage ; from the ex-

posure to light on all sides, the leaves became of a dark green,

and very large, also free from anything like blotches. The
fruit set thickly, and continued to grow without any drawback,

until it thoroughly ripened. . The Jefferson Plums, three dozen

on one tree, and four dozen on the other, were most delicious,

and not deformed by insects. A gardener who came from
Wolverhampton on purpose to see these experiments, said,

"If these are Plums, I never tasted a Plum before." The
flavour of the Peaches was brisk and piquant, different from

those shut up at night, or even those ripened on walls. One
thing which astonished me most, was the perfect ventilation.

As there was no opening, except at the top, it might hare

been imagined the airvrould become stagnant; but insteadoi

this it was in constant motion. The average temperature in-

side these screens was from 10' to 15° Fahrenheit above that

of the external air. The hotter the air the more rapid the

circulation, the heated air ascending at the sides, and the cold

air falUng in the centre. If the soil be covered with coal asbeS
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the circulation of air is more rapid ; the thGrmometer beinR
plao«d on the soil thua covered marka a temperature of 5°

higher than when plnoeil on tho common soil.

My lirst idea was to erect these screens about 3 feet from a

common wall, and plant the trees against the glass, training

them to galvanised wires, but so tying as for them not to

come in contact with the wire. A great heat is thus obtained
during tho day, the thermometer sometimes standing at 99°,

shaded from the sun ; but as the temperature often went down
to 40° and 35° at nisht, I imagined the extremes to be too

great for the health of the plants.

I found the hexagonal form of structure produced a more
even temperature, and no form that I have yet tried equals

this, not only in economy of structure and space, but in giving
health and vigour to the trees.

As I have now decided on this form, I am building several

of these cylinders. As yet I have not gone beyond 10 feet in

height, ond 7 feet in diameter, but there is no reason why they
should not be 12 or 15 feet in height, and when the inside

surface is covered with Peaches, Grapes, or even Hoses, it will

have a very beautiful effect. Many things have come out in

practice which I had never thought of when I first drew the
plan of these structures on paper, but everything tending to

even a more satisfactory conclusion than I had first conceived
possible—real quality both in the leaf and fruit, through the
increased temperature and the constant circulation of air,

being one of the chief features.—OBSEmi;r..

MY ORCHARD-HOUSE JOURNAL.
I OUGHT, perhaps, in writing my simple (I fear too much so)

orchard-house remarks, to say that the house I allude to is

100 feet long, 21 feet wide, and 12 feet high in the centre ; its

sides, nearly G feet in height, are glass to the ground, and this

gives the interior a most bright and cheerful aspect in sunny
weather. This is filled with Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots.

My Cherry house is 60 feet by 14, and is devoted to Cherries

only.

March 2Ut.—Guigne or Heart Cherries and Bigarreaus,

mostly in full bloom ; the trees are all pyramids, covered with

their snowy flowers, and are like pyramids of pearls. The
exeeptions are some late kinds, such as the Late Purple Guigne,

and the Florence. Tho Duke Cherries, except Empress Eugenie,
have not yet opened a bud. It is curious to find some of the

kinds of Bigarreaus that do not ripen till two or three weeks
after the lilay Duke, in full bloom nearly a fortnight earlier

than that sort. My Cherry house has given me Lettuces with
fine hearts all through February. Bees abundant to-day.

March 23r(i.—Apricots in myriads, as large as horse beans.

It is strange that " Observer," see page 237, does not suc-

ceed with staudai'd Apricot trees planted out ; his soil I know
is irony clay, mine is stiff calcareous clay ; but as he succeeds

with them in pots in soil of the same nature, his standards
ought to do well. I fear he has paid more attention to his

standard I'each trees than to his Apricots, and has not given
them so good a position. Here some low standards planted in

the central border of a house 24 feet wide, the soil undisturbed,

and quite hard, are full of fruit, and I fully believe that the
centre of a house of like dimensions planted with standards or

half-standards, and the soil kept solid, would, without any risk

of failure, produce annually large crops of the finest frnit, and
no fruit can surpass the Apricot ripened in an orchard house.
March 2lth.— Cold and windy, with frequent storms of hail,

rain, and snow, and gleams of sunshine. The orchard house
is closed, and is a sort of elysium, thermometer IJH" to 70°,

some Wallflowers in No. 12-pots, filling the house with their

delicious perfume. They are all double, with large spikes of

flowers varying in colour from bright yellow to dark brown,
such as we used to call " Blood Wallflowers." They were all

raised from German seed. Twenty-five sorts are named in
the list. They come tolerably true to name. It would seem,
judging from their appearance, that they have been crossed
with the Brompton Stock, their leaves are so large and suc-

culent, and their perfume seems to be a compound of the Stock
and Wallflower

; it may be fancy. My plants were raised last

April on a gentle hotbed in the open air, and planted out
thinly in May. They require room, as in a rich soil they be-
come very bulky by the end of summer. In November those
lor the orchard house should be potted into 10-inch pots, which
should be plunged in tan or cocoa fibre in the house, to keep
their roots safe, and remain plunged till the midtUe of March.

Those for the open air should be potted into f> or R-inch
i

protected during the winter, and planted out in March, if i

weather. They arer too succulent to resist the severe frosts aS
winter in the open air. 1 have diverged from fruit to Eawow,
but German Wallllowcrs are an orchard-house luxury butictfla
known, and my orchard-house journal is a full stream, <nibtab

will overflow and form streamlets.

Miircli 2iilh.—Frost last night severe, 11° ; in the onSaafl
house, with a pan of charcoal lighted at 8 p.jr., 1°. The y<wag
fruit of Apricots will not bear more than ,S° or 4° of frost witfc-

ont injur}', even in the dry climate of the orchard houeo. ^he
blossoms in their early stage will bear from 5° to 6° witfeaoty
partial injury, but as soon as the petals and calyces have isilam

the young fruit are. very tender.

Minch 27th.—Pears' and Plums in full bloom. WhseoBB
compares them with those out of doors, many of which are on tiw
point of blossoming, and reflects that for two entire mottfes to
come we are liable to have frost, and that one of a little eafat
severity may destroy the crop, the comfort and pleasnw aS
orchard-house culture is fully appreciated.

March 2'Mli.—A cold wind and bright sun, the house c!<!a»8

at 2 P.M., at 3 the temperature in the shade 75°. Peaches 9i«/w

set freely, are as large as small peas, and crowded thickly «»
every shoot. Bees abundant, but seemingly' not happy; ttM '

pollen is all gone, the nectaries empty,- and they seem to be
looking for something they cannot find, their tone is siia«f(,

and not that satisfactory humming heard a few days sini«.

March B0(7(.—Frost severe last night, register in open sHTtfc

22°, in orchard house 34°, with a pan of charcoal light^fl tt
8 P.M.—T. R.

WHERE ARE FLOWER POTS TO BE HAB?
Ajionqst the many advertisements in the columns oli 42bS

Journal, but rarely indeed the eye falls on one informiag ne
where flower pots are to be purchased, although these aw3 lao

essential in almost every garden deserving of the name. MoE^-
over, the flower pot very often is c.illed into requisition 'sjfesw

there is no garden at all. Why this absence of infornsaSiaB

should be, is difficult to understand, as other articles mzufe
less extensively used are announced from various quartese.

Assuredly this cannot arise from any want of enterprise on fibe

part of the manufacturers, yet they make little or no efiotrt to
bring their wares under the notice of the gardening world, izatfl

such neglect is proportionately injurious to those who ma&
them.
A stiort time ago I had to look backward over a long ssriof

of numbers of this Journal to find an advertisement annot3»taajg

where flower pots are manufactured, while things not DaoaJy

so extensively used are presented weekly to our B<»ti«o.

Neither is the want confined to private individuals, for I happaE
to know of a London nurseryman whose consumption of flowar

pots during the year must be immense, nevertheless ha has to

send upwards of 150 miles for them. Assuredly this oo^U
not to be ; and it would be a great boon to many who, lib)

myself, might want £10 or £20 worth during the year if 'WS

knew where to order them from, without being obliged eJMfc

time to ascertain whether the last place from which wa iafi

them still exists.

I hope, therefore, you will stir up the memory of your Eoirar-

pot-manufacturiug friends, and invite them to tell us iT^aats

good well-burnt pots are to be had, and at what pries they oaft

be delivered by railway, &c.

I also hope some of your correspondents will point oc4 lAoA
they consider the best form for flower pots, the other poiate

of excellence required, and such particulars as will pjaso

them at least on a par with other things in everyday use, iac

assuredly there is no one to whom the ornamental gardeastr iic

more indebted for the aid afforded him than to the potter, susi.

the latter is veiy remiss in not making his wares better kjic^sou

-L. M. N.

(We cannot aid our correspondent further than hy tJiiffi

publishing his letter ; and we are quite aware that any fKsKiar

who will make known through our columns flower pots at a,

moderate price, of less offensive colour, and less coarse \~

those usually vended, would obtain a large sale.

—

Eds.]

Belladonna Lilies.—In Jersey it is the custom of gss>-

deners to cnt down the leaves of the Belladonna Lilies in^nac,
as they say, to make them flower. Whether cutting the lamw
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produces the effect or not, I do not know, bnt I do know that
when they have been cut off in this manner the plants have
flowered profusely in the autumn.—E. W.

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAE EXHIBITION
AT GHENT.

This, the fifth at intervals of five years of the great flower
shows for which Ghent ia so celebrated, commenced on the
28th of March, and remains open until April 5th. A
more appropriate place than Ghent could not be found, inas-
much as so many valuable collections of plants exist in the
immediate neighbourhood. The great establishments of M.
Louis Van Houtte, M. Ambroise Terschaffelt, and other
cultivators, contain a very large number of plants of extraor-
dinary size, which can be sent a short journey, but could not
be transmitted to a great distance without great risk and
expense. The wonderful collection of plants brought together
at this early period of the year, for it really formed a colossal
spring show, was something to be remembered. We shall
attempt a brief description of the Exhibition, but to do it

justice an entire number of the Journal should be given up
to it.

The interest this Exhibition has excited may be somewhat
judged by the fact that 120 Judges were invited from various
countries, and almost all were present. England sent 15,
Austria, 3, France, 35 ; Russia, Belgium, Germany, and other
countries contributing the rest. Here could be met the great
men whose names are household words amongst horticulturists,
caDed together to award the numerous honours which were so
eagerly competed for.

Everything was arranged in readiness for the Judges by the
morning of the 28th, and that day was devoted to judging.
The Exhibition was opened on the 29th by the King and Queen,
and the Comte and Comtesse de Flandre, who took a warm
interest in the Exhibition, and frequently expressed their
admiration. Several of the most eminent horticulturists and
botanists present weie introduced to their Majesties, and Mr.
Henry Veitch was specially sent for to attend their Majesties,
and receive their congratulations on the new plants shown by
his firm.

Their Majesties and the Comte and Comtesse de Flandre
came purposely from Brussels ; and the Mayor of Ghent, the
Comte de Kerchove de Denterghem, who is the IVtsident
d'Honneur of the Eoyal Agricultural and Botanical Society of
Ghent, took a warm and active interest in the Exhibition, and
his courtesy to all calls for special acknowledgement. Will
the time ever come when in England we shall see the Eoyal
family, and those high in authority, giving such warm and
practical aid in the advancement of horticulture, and placing
it in the same high position amongst the arts exhibitions as it

holds in Belgium ? Especial acknowledgements are due to
M. Vandenhecke de Lembeke, the President, to M.' Charles
Leirens and M. E. Glaus, the Secretaries, and M. E. D'Huyve-
ther, the Treasurer, and the able Executive Committee. AU
the arrangements seemed to be perfect, and there was no confu-
sion whatever.

Their Majesties and the Eoyal family were received by the
Burgomestre, the Comte de Kerchove ; M. Vandenhecke, and
M. Ambrose Verschaffelt, who accompanied the Eoyal party
through the entire Exhibition. In the evening a grand ban-
quet was given to the Judges and Council of the Society, at
which the Comte de Flandre presided, and their Majesties
and the Comtesse de Flandre were also present. As English-
men we are not always easy to please, but there was no room
for grumbling here. It was a magnificent scene, and the
arrangements perfect.

The Exhibition was held in the Hotel Casino, a fine building
devoted to fashionable promenades, concerts, &e., where there
is a very extensive permanent building comprising a very large
salon, staircases, and anterooms ; and passing out on to the
staircase leading to what we may call the Floral Hall, a very
large building only completed in time for this Exhibition,
and, for such a purpose, what an Exhibition met our view

!

No formal straight tables to meet the eye, but the large space
was laid out as a parterre, and all round the building were huge
banks of magnificent Palms, tree Ferns, and other ornamental
plants, some of them fully 20 feet high. Glorious tree Ferns
and giant Palms were dotted here and there, and then came
banks of Azaleas, Camellias, and other flowering things. It was
a grand scene, and there was only one fault to be found with

it-—the building, large as it is, was too small. The writer of
this tried at least a score of times to hunt out all the treasures
of the Exhibition, but it was a labour to do so ; there was so
very much to be seen, and the plants were in some instances
so much crowded. A very large nimiber of plants which richly
deserve notice must be passed by.
How the stars of Belgian horticulture shone in all their

glory here ! Those giants amongst nurserymen, Van Houtte,
the Verschaffelts, the Van Geerts, and many others, sent their
colossal plants and rare treasures ; and some of the private
collections, such as those contributed by Le Comte de Kerchove,
President Vandenhecke, and other private growers, were
sufficient to make a large exhibition. To give some idea of
the size of many of the plants sent, we just name that the
Botanic Gardens here, of which W. Van Hulle is the chief,

contributed an extraordinary lot of fine plants. Some of
these were 80 feet high ; one grand Palm was 25 feet high, and
fully 30 feet through. M. Ambrose Verschaffelt contributed a
vast collection, and was the winner of fifty-three gold and
other medals. His superb collection of Palms contained a
specimen of Phanicophorum sechellarum, 8 feet high, and
with grand foliage ; a Thrinax elegans, 9 feet high ; a wonderful
plant of Cibotium regale, and a very fine example of Latania
Jenkinsoniana. We very reluctantly are obliged to pass over
many other wonderful plants in this and M. ip^an Houtte's ex-
tremely fine collection, where also we noticed another remark-
able specimen of the Thief Palm. M. Van Houtte was also a
most extensive exhibitor, and carried off a large number of
medals. In the Comte de Kerchove's collections we noticed a
wonderfully fine plant of Phcenix pectinata aurea.

Standing again on the balcony looking to the vast flower
garden beneath, what a glorious sight it is ! those grand banks
of Azaleas resting amongst those giant Palms and stately tree

Ferns. Then there are huge banks of stove and greenhouse
plants in flower, many of them very much superior to what we ex-

pected to find, and a very marked improvement in their culture

has taken place within a few years. Glorious Acacias of great

size and beauty, huge tubs of Calla jcthiopica, each with about
thirty blooms, and a host of other things are easily recognised.

Away in a westerly direction we trace an edging of lovely

Lily of the Valley, and from well-grown Mignonette and Helio-
trope rises refreshing fragrance. Those grand masses of Azaleas,

what a briUiant combination of colours ! the free use of whites
and softer colours toning down the brilliant hues of others.

Nearly every plant forms from half to two-thirds of a globe,

and on short stems. There is no trace of the pyramidal form
generally adopted in England, and one is not a whit more formal
than the other. In a small state they make most suitable

decorative plants for the table and greenhouse. Eonnd about
these are large banks of Camellias, and what plants they are

!

Some 5 to 6 feet high, most symmetrical pyramids, and in ad-
mirable health, with rich green foliage, and densely flowered.

There is as wide a difference between the ordinary Camellias of

English gardens generally and these plants, as between Turner
or Veitch's specimen Azaleas and what are often sold by
auction. We have much to learn in Camellia-growing, and we
cannot do better than take a leaf out of our Belgian friends'

book in this matter. Do we not give them too much light and
air sometimes, and not suflicient water and stimulants at

others ? This subject is worth looking into, and we will very

soon recur to it. Anything finer in Camellia-growing could

not possibly be seen.

We shall next week give a report of many of the leading

features of the Exhibition.

TOBACCO FUMIGATION.
Obseeving in your pages a mode of smoking greenhouses to

destroy green fly, allow me to suggest one a little different, and
practised here for years with complete success. Instead of

charcoal use thick blotting paper steeped in a solution of nitre,

and carefully dried, and when used roUed up in layers alter-

nately with tobacco paper, damp. Do not make the solution

very strong, as then the paper would consume too rapidly. An
old" broken flower pot wiU answer quite well to burn the ma-
terial in. I adopted the charcoal plan formerly, and nearly

suffocated myself with the fumes.

—

Chaeles Guthrie, Tay
Dank House, Dundee.

The Vaeiegated Japanese Honeysuckle flowered freely on
the west wall of my house at Gipsy Hill last autumn. The
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flower and its perfume very much resemble those of the Ever-
green Honeysuckle.—\V. W. T.

MR. WILLIAIM PAUL'S SHOW OF
FLOWEIUNG I'LANTS.

SPRING

This Exhibition opened on Satiinlay last, and will continue till the

1th instant. It is held in the Kastein Conservatoi-y Artado in the

Hoyal Horticultural Society's ^'ardeu at South Kcusinj^tou, and whilst

totally different iu its arriingciiicut, and to a conbidcrable fxt(.'nt in

the subjects employed, from the display furuished last year by Mr.
\V. Paul, it ie equally ehanninp and effective, and no one who has an
Opportunity should miss seeinj^ it.

Commenciuf^ at the farther end from the Conacrvatorj', on the right

is a bank of plants some 1*2 yards in length, conaiatin;^ of Khoduduu-
drons, Azaleas, Lilacs, Boublo-doweriug Poaches, Deutzias, Clema-
tise&, a line variegated Hj drangea, Correas, Cinerarias, and a variety

of other plants of different heights, arranged not to produce a flat or

uniformly sloping surface, such as we frequently see on exhibition

stages, but one diversified by the introduction of taller plants among
those of lees height, iu imitation of hill and dale in nature. This is

the idea which Mr. W. Paul has endeavoured to work out, and we
think he has done so most successfully.

The nest group is one of Acacias, among which A. Backhonsiana
and A. eriocarpa are conspicuous as free-flowering handsome kinds,

together with Cytisus Atleoauus, the whole edged with Lily of the

Valley. Near this is placed a standard Genista purgaus, with a head
forming one mass of golden blossom. Such a plant would form a
highly ornamental feature on a lawn.

Next comes a splendid gi-oup of Tulips. Of these a few of the

most conspicuous are Koi Pepin, white and crimson ; P'abiola, pur-

plish lilac and white; Standard, gold-striped and crimson; Coulcur
Cardinal, red ; Keine des Cerises, white and crimson, very beautifully

striped with gold; Bride of Haarlem, white and deep red; Kose Gris

de Lin, very distinct, soft rose and white ; Florida, good, distinct,

white striped with purplish \-iolet ; Ariadne, fine crimson ; Keizers-

ki'oou. the Tournesols, aud the Pottebakl;ers.

A group of Heaths adjoining the Tulips is particularly worthy of

attention, as containing magniticeut examples of Krica Wilmoreaua
with spikes 18 inches long. Then comts a long stage of Camellias,

with four rows of plants iu small pots in the front, and larger speci-

mens at the back. Small as the plants are, most of them aro in

beautiful bloom, and as it is rarel}- that so numerous a collection both
of new and old varieties is brought together at one place, they will be
of very considerable interest to cultivators of this gorgeous-flowering
shrub. A few of the most remarkable are Lavinia Maggi, with large

beautifully striped flowers, like a fliiked Carnation ; Belle Jeannette,

rosy crimson, with a faint white stripe iu the centre of each petal ; In^-

nocenza. milkj' white, with more substance in the petal than the Double
White ; Princess Frederick AVilliam, verj' free, Carnation-striped ; Cup
of Beauty, very fine, white ; Coutessa de Hainaut, lovely blush, finest

of its colour ; Bicolor de la Reine
;
|Souvenird'EmileDefresnes, crim-

son, with a white band up each petal ; Monteroni, finely cupped, pure
white, petals of fine form ; Princess Bacchiochi, scarlet crimson, more
intense in colour than most of the red CamelUas : Prima Donna,
blush, very delicate iu colour ; Rosea spectabilis, bright rose, very

beautiful ; and Etoile Polaire, a lovely miniature crimson, striped

with white.

The next group is one of Ancnbas, both green-leaved and varie-

fjated. male aud female in flower, and many of the latter in berry as
well, besides several other variegated Japanese plants. Pot Roses
occupy a stage between these and similar group of Ancubas, and
among the Roses a specimeu of Madame BoU is very fijie. Charles
Lefebvre, Madame Moreau, and Lord Macaulay, the last-named very

bright in colour, are also very striking.

Hyacinths, upwards of two hundred in number, fill a stage similar

in length to that occupied by the bank of miscellaneous flowering

plants at the entrance, and form the finest display of that flower seen
near London during the present seasou. The spikes of many are

magnificent. Solfaterre, crimson BcarUt. is remarkably fine ; so are

Aigus. dark blue with a white eye ; Due de Malakoff, fawn ; Snow-
ball, white ; Van Speyk, Von Schiller, pink, striped with crimson,
forming a verj' close pyramid ; Haydn, mauve ; Gigantea, Charles
Dickens, Mont Blanc, Omement de la Nature, very delicate rose

;

Garrick, light and dark blue ; Lina, beautiful red ; and Lord Macau-
lay, crimson, broad petals. Bird of Paradise has no less than eight

spikes from a single bulb, andCavaignac five, forming masses of bloom
which would be valuable for general decoration in conservatories,

though of course they would not pass muster iu a florist's point of

view.

Retracing our steps from the Conservatory by the front of the

arcade wo find a series of groups, some aiTanged on small tables in

the spaces between the windows, others on the floor, and consisting

chiefly of Hyacinths, Narcissuses, Cinerarias, fine-leaved Pelargo-
niums, and Kpacrises. There is also a small group of the beautiful

New Double Scarlet Thorn, which is valuable for forcing in a small
state, and when large will, doubtless, prove a highly ornamental tree

for out-door decoration. In the groups on the small tables just re-

ferred to the new Hyacinths are chiefly to be found, and of these Mr.

"VV. Paul was this year the most successful exhibitor, taking first-claaa

certificates for King of the Yellows, the finest flower of its colour and
the best Hyacinth of the year; Grand Monarch, pule blue, striped

;

Clio, pale blue with u white centre, and dark blue blotches on each
segment, decidedly good ; Couronne dea Blcus, and Autocrat. Sera-
phiue, delicate grey, with a coirulean tube, is also very pretty, and pro-
mises to be fine for exhibition.

Narcissuses aro unusually fine, some of the spikes having no less

than nineteen flowers ; and of Kpacrises there is a fine display, though
some had suffered from the journey. The best are liyaciuthiflora

graudifiora, white ; The Bride, white, ti]>pcd with red ; Coruscans,
peach; Acuminata, fine reddish scarlet; Delicata, pink, tipped with
white ; and Coccinea major, red. There are likewise boxes of cut

Roses, including tine buds of Madame Falcot, Madame Margottiu, a
new, very sweet, and very double pale yellow Tea ; President, very fine ;

Ladv Suflield, very fine form ; aud Globosa with petals turned over,

forming a crimson ball. In a group of fine-leaved Pelargoniums we
noticed Jason, with beautiful golden leaves, ono of the finest of its

section, and Prince Silverwings and Snowdrop, the latter with a broad
white edge, and a large finely formed scarlet flower.

Tbo greatest credit is due to Mr. W. Paul for his fine exhibition,

aud that it will be highly appreciated by those who may have the good
fortune to see it we have every confidence.

BANGALORE HORTICULTURAL FETE.
The Bangalore Horticultural Fete, which took place yesterday

(December 31st, 1H67), was everything that could bo desired on the

part of spectators, with one omission, of which more anon. At an
early hour, 3 p.m., carriages, "shays," and " shandei-j'dans " com-
menced to rattle along the two-aud-a-half-mile road that leads from the

Cantonment of Bangalore to the Government Lai Bagh Gardens, and
up to five or half-past five o'clock, the stream of vehicles stiU con-

tinued, reminding one of a Derby day on a small scale, or a Pre-

sidency uproar on a large one. A portion of this road was well

watered, aud as the drive is a pretty one, the time (u route passed

pleasantly in such racing as the road afforded. At this sport notorious

hack gharries of Bangalore appeared to be adepts after their own
peculiar fashion, and it was amusing to see the dusky half-naked

Jehus drive their skinfulls of carrion into a wild " spurt " of fifty

yards, which inevitably terminated in a dead stop and a cloud of dust,

thick as the smoke of a sixty-eight pounder. At the gates of the gar-

den, and along the road leading to the tents, the Commissioner's

escort of Mysore horse was stationed and looked very well in its scar-

let apparel, though the troopers' appearance would be much improved

if they would cease to tie their puggeries round their jaws with nap-

kins which gives them the laughable effect of being afflicted as a
body with toothache and tic doloreus. The tents, which were consider-

able in extent, and connected by passages, to which matting spread

overhead afforded a protection from the sun, were pitched on a level

piece of ground oi)posite the bandstand, and were gaily decorated with

flags and streamers.

Inside, the show of Flowers, Vegetables, and Fruit, and especially the

latter, exposed for exhibition on long rows of shelves, was something

worth seeing in England, and perfectly astonishing iu this country.

Indeed a basket of Apples, the property of a native gardener, and
which obtained the first prize, was of such superlative excellence, that

your correspondent can truly say he has never seen a basket of Apples

fiuqiasB it at home. This improvement in the quality of the fruit

must be very satisfactory to the Horticultural Society, for a few years

ago there was but one kind of Apple at Bangalore, and that of the

most i-rahhcil description. It would be vain to attempt an enumeration

of the different fruits that lay in tempting profusion upon the shelves,

but I was disappointed in the Peaches aud Strawberries, of which the

public had hoped to see a goodlier Show. This cannot be said of the

Grapes, however, and one clwarf Vine, the property of Major Puckle,

the Secretary of the Society, was especially worthy of notice. Planted

in an ordinary-sized flower pot, this handsome little tree was covered

with large bunches of splendid ripe Grapes, but the most extraordinary

part of its history was the fact that but one year ago it was taken as

a cutting from the parent stem.

Among the flowers one could not help being struck with the beauty

and good taste of Major Boddam's collection, and the same may be

said of the cut flowers exhibited by Signer De Vecchj. The latter

gentleman also exhibited some specimens of silkworms aud silk, the

last in softness and lustre being very remarkable. General Haines

deservedly obtained a first prize for a lovely Geant des Batailles Rose,

whose beauty, could it only be made to last long enough, might be justly

said to bo " a thing of joy for ever.''

Among miscellaneous articles of exhibition, your correspondent re-

marked an American Grass, which he believes is indigenous to Rhode
Island, exhibited by the Secretary as an excellent Grass for lawns.

It is impossible to doubt the operation, as the specimen ex.hibited was

very similar to the verj- richest "after grass" one sees in England

in a first-class meadow field. The band of the IGth Lancers was

iu attendance, and discoursed most excellent music in the gardens

outside, to the delight of a well-dressed crowd that sauntered about

the lovely parterres of the Lai Bagh. Among the company present

were Mr. Bowring, General Haines, Dr. Norman MacLeod, and Dr.

Watson, and, in fact, the whole of Bangalore society, together with a
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considerable portion of the ontside world. Your correspondent has

not heard how many individnals paid their rupees for tickets for ad-

misBioii, bnt he imagines there coald not have been less than eight or

nine hundred people present, of whom, owing to careful and wise

arrangements on the part of the Committee, a very small portion were

natives. It was long after dark before the last carriage reached home
from a very pleasant entertainment.

The following extracts from the official Report in the supplement to

the Mysore O'u'xttc, dated Bangalore, 1st February, relate to this

Show.
There was a marked improvement in'the quantity, as well as quality of

Cauliflowers. Those exhibited by Nunjoondappah, and a single specimen
by Nnnjap.ah, were remarkably fine ; whilst those displayed by the Lunatic
Asylum and Colonel Clerk were also very good. In Carrots throughout
there was a marked improvement this year, as likewise in Turnips and
Red Cabbages. The Savoy and ordinary Cabbages and Potatoes also

decidedly came up to the mark, as likewise some very line Celery of

Colonel Clerk's. The Celery of Mrs. Eowring was second best : but

native production in Celery was too old and coarse. There was a falling-

off in Asparagus and Vegetable Marrows, the Jurors missing as regards

the latter the crinkled varieties of last year. Parsnips, Artichokes,

Leeks and Sea-kale, which were hardly represented at the last Show,
were very fairly represented this time ; and there was the novelty of a

dish of Brussels Sprouts.
The following flowers and plants were exhibited :—Arum indicum,

Achillea, Asters, Victoria; Achimenes gigantea ; Antirrhinum, seven

varieties
; Camellia Balsams ; Bellis perennis (Daisy), Begonia discolor,

grandiflora, dipetala, racemiflora, nigricans, fuchsioides. Rex; Cal-

ceolaria, one shrubby kind ; Calliopsis nigra speciosa, Burridgi,

Brmnmondi, tinctoria ; Callii-hne involucrata ;
Camellia, one specimen

in bud ; Campanula, common kind ; Canna Warscewiczii, Chrysanthe-

mnhi, a dark red variety ; Cineraria maritima, Clarkia elegans,

pink and white ; Cleome speciosa ; Convolvulus mauritanicus ; Caladium
bicolor, Wightii, marmoratum, argyrites, picturatum, amabile ; Crotou ;

Cnphea eminens, Deeringia celosioidos ; Dahlia dwarf, ene specimen

;

Dianthus, (Carnations) three varieties; D. llcddcwigi, five varieties;

Erysimum arkansanum ; Euphorbia fulgens ; Ferns, thirteen varieties
;

Fuchsia, seven varieties : Zonal Pelargoniums, scarlet series, thi'oo

varieties
; pink, two varieties ; cherry and white, one variety ; Cape

Sweet-scented, two varieties; Heartsease, six varieties. Heliotrope,

Ivy, Larkspur, common blue, pink, and v.iriegated ; Linum coccineum ;

Lobelia cardinalis, L. speciosa, three varieties; Maurandya, three

colonrs; Myosotis, one common kind ; Nemophibi maculatn, Nolana
lanceolata, (Enothera Drummoudi nana, Papaver (Poppy), two colours

;

Pentstemon, three kinds; Petunia, one hybrid, Dunnett's ; also rose-

coloured and common white ; Phlox alba, P. Black Warrior, Empress
Eugenie, common ; Portulaca single, three colours ; Roses, nine distinct

varieties; Russelia, one variety; Salvia splendens, S. argentea; San-
vitalia, single and double; TropiEolmn Tom Thumb Scarlet, golden

yellow, Trentham Rose, common orange, common dark rod ; Tacsonia
ignea; Verbena, white, coral, pm-ple, pink, scarlet, dark red; Zinnia,

double.
Fruits consisted of Apples, Peaches, Strawberries, Raspberries, Oranges,

Guavas, Pomegranates. Shaddocks, Plantains, Plums, and a dwarf Vino
in a pot just one year old with five bunches of ripe Grapes on it.

The vegetables were as follows:—Potatoes, Savoys, red and white,

Cabbage, Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflower, Carrots, Knol Khol, Beet,
Lettuce, Endive, Artichokes, Jerusalem Artichokes, Celery, Onions,
Vegetable Marrow, Cucumber, Parsnips, Radishes (long and Turnip),

Kidney Beans, Asparagus, Windsor Beans, Peas, Tomatoes, collections

of Pot Herbs—viz, Thvme, Parslev, Mint, Sage, Ac, in bunches. Sweet
Potatoes, fresh Capsicums, fresh Ncpaul Chillies, Pumpkins, Bendakai
(Hibiscus esculentuB), Brinjals (Solanum melongena), Turnips, and Yams.

Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgeworth, had written to the Secretary of the

Society, and the following is an extract from the letter:

—

" From your height, 3000 feet above sea level, I am quite inclined to

think yon could cultivate Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, and Cherries,

on low bush trees, for this reason, that they are more easily protected,

when necessary, from a too powerful sun. Near Sydney the climate of

which is far too hot for Gooseberries and Currants, they succeed in their

culture by planting them in selected sites, and protecting them by a roof

of strips of Eucalyptus bark, not too close so as to exclude all the sun
and air: you might do it by a light caUco awning. If you can grow
•excellent Apples ' you need not feel any doubt about succeeding with

other European fruits. Tour courageous knife work is very interesting

to read of; as far as I have learnt, it is the want of it that leads to so

many failures in fruit culture in hot climates. The present gardener to

the Pasha of Egvpt, an EugUshmau, on his first arrival cut down all the

Muscat Grapa Vines which were in a very neglected state
; the native

gardeners were horrified ; and would not believe their eyes when they

saw them full of fine fruits a few months alter they were ' ruined.' lour
method of pot-making seems sound, but 13-inch pots would give you less

trouble, as trees will grow ui them tor several years. I now endeavour to

encourage the roots to come to the surface for warmth, by giving the

trees three or four surface-dressings during the summer. It is well, as

yon suggest, to keep the roots from going too far down, not, as here, to

prevent their striking down into too cold a medium, deep earth, but to

prevent their becoming too large, in which case breaking them proves

ofteu.too great a shock to the tree."

TPJTELEIA UNIFLORA REJIAINING DORMANT.
Whilst travelling in Italy during the winter of 186.5-66

nothing pleased me more in the various gardens I visited

than the numerous pots and patches of that lovely little flower

Triteleia uniflora, and I made up my mind to grow it in my
garden as soon as I got home.

Before I left Rome one of the gardeners at the Botanic Gar-
dens gave me a large potful of bulbs. These I carefully planted

as soon as I reached home in April. They came up very luxu-

riantly before Christmas, and though planted in a very exposed
situation, and totally unprotected during that extremely sever©

winter, bloomed beautifully in May, 1867.

I was somewhat annoyed this spring to find no green leaves

appearing from any of my patches of bulbs ; so I dug down to

the roots, and foimd every bulb in a dormant state, and show-
ing no sign of growth. I should like to know whether any of

your readers have noticed this peculiarity in Triteleia uniflora.

—H. Hir.PUK Ceewe, The Rectory, Drayton-Bcauchamp, Triny.

FLOWERS OF OTHER DAYS.
I w.>.s very much pleased to see the article with the above

heading, in the Journal of March l'2th, and I have no doubt
with such resuscitating tendencies as that communication in-

dicates, the flowers of the past will be the flowers of the future.

If, after the manner of "H. H.vepur Ckewe," those who admire
these old denizens of our old gardens, would bring before us
what good things they possess, and inquire after the good
things they are desirous to obtain, very much good might be
done ; and if a small spacn in the Journal were devoted to in-

quiries after these old favourites, and offering others in ex-

change, very many plants supposed to be lost would be brought
into notice ; and here goes for a start.

Any plant out of a collection of seven hundred will be given

for a plant of Ramondia pyrenaica, or Verbascum Myconi, as

it is sometimes called ; also for Dracocephalum grandiflortim,

and if " H. Hakpur Ckewe " will communicate with me, I can
tell who has both Baptisia australis and Narcissus triandrus

to spare.

Michauxia campanuloides is a fine and a rare plant. I intro-

duced it a few years ago to the Liverpool Botanic Garden,
where it was much thought of, but I should say it is more of a

Passionflower-looking plant than a Lily. I do not grow it

now, as I have no room for biennials.

The old Double White Cowslip has become extinct with me.
The Double Yellow, or Hose-in-Hose, has been charming for

some time. I have been gladdened with a pretty little plant

from Lapland, which has been in flower for some weeks—Cax-

damine trifoliata, a real gem, pure and white as its native

snows.
Fumaria cava is also charming, and Draba aizoon is showing

its golden tufts of bloom, and Gentiana verna is aU but in

flower ; but I must rein-in my horse, or I know not where I shall

gallop to.—Tnos. Williams, Bath Lodye, Onnskirk.

[You reined-in too soon, you might have kept on lor another
stage—that is, another sheet of paper.

—

Eds.]

NEPETA NEPETELLA.
I riND, since I wrote to you about the Nepeta, that I have

made a mistake in the specific name ; it is nepeteUa not
nepetos. I have also heard it called Macrantba balsamea and
fragrans.

The first time I saw it bedded-out was at Hampton Court, in

1865, and on referring to some notes made at the time, I find

it was labelled Nepeta nepeteUa. I thought it looked very

pretty there, but from the appearance of the beds I think the

old plants were allowed to remain in them, a course I would

not advise, as I find it looks and does best when treated as an
ordinary bedding plant.

It was bedded here last year as a third row from the front,

Crystal Palace Pelargonium being the row in front, and Tren-

tliam Calceolaria immediately behind. There is another pecu-

liarity in this plant which I have not seen in any other. When
seen from a distance on a bright sunny day, it seems to throw

np a blue light for. 9 inches or a foot immediately above it,

which gives it a singtilarly pleasing effect.

With regard to where it may be purchased, Messrs. Veitch

had a stock of it two years since, but as it was not much in de-

mand it may have shared the fate of some others of our old

plants.

If treated as an ordinary bedding plant, I can vouch for its

succeeding and looking well in lines in long borders. I do_ npt

think it looks quite so well in masses, bnt as I only saw it in

masses at Hampton Court, and as probably the plants were old,

it may look as well in masses as lines when treated differently.

It has been used largely here for the last six years, and it has

never failed to look and do well, whether the seasons were dry

or wet.

I should like to say a word for our old herbaceous borders.
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We have several Lore, and juat now tbey look beautiful, while

those parts of the garden devoted to bedding plants are bare.

With the addition of a few bedding plants in filay, the former

may easily be made to look gay all summer, and where cut

flowers are much in request they furnish a good supply witliout

having to cut from other portions of the flower garden. They
are also excellent trial grounds for new bedding plants, so that

apart from their beauty at this time of year, they are very

useful, and I think most gardeners who possess them would

hardly like to do away with them altogether.—J. W. K.

[It varies in height according to the soil, from 1 to 4 feet,

Tho following is its botanical description :
—" Plant erect,

pubescent, or clothed with hoary tomentum ; leaves on short

petioles, lanceolate, crenated, rounded or cordate at the base,

clothed with hoary pubescence or tomentum on both surfaces

;

racemes many-flowered, nearly simple ; bracteas scarcely

longer than the pedicels ; calyx tubular, incurved, with an ob-

lique mouth ; coroDa twice as long as the calyx. Native of the

South of Europe, especially on the mountains ; as of Spain,

Provence, Switzerland; Italy, from Piedmont and Liguria to

Naples." There is no genus of plants called Macrantha. Ne-
peta nepetella passes into many varieties—varieties so strongly

marked as to have been mistaken for species, among them are

Cataria nepetella, Nepeta amethystina, N. paniculata, N. lan-

ceolata, N. graveolens, and N. arragonensis.]

V.VLUE OF ORCHIDS.
Messrs. Walkbk & Acilerlet, auctioneers, Liverpool, sold

on the lith of March the remainder of Mr. Machen's choice

collection. Of aDendrobium Falconeri, said to be the finest plant

in the country, Messrs. Yeitch & Sons, of Chelsea, were the

purchasers at the sum of 07 guineas. Two years ago Mr.
Machen bought the plant, a very small one, for £i -U. Since

that time he grew it into tho Cue specimen sold as just men-
tioned, and which is thus described ;

—

" Deudrobium Falconeri, finest plant in this country of this

scarce and lovely Orchid, with a leading shoot 5 feet 7 inches

long, and having twenty-five side branches or plants, most oi

them having good roots ; another leading shoot, 3 feet 8 inches

long, has twenty-three branches, sixteen of which have roots

and seven mature shoots, with bulbs ; another shoot, 3 feet

long, with three strong shoots, having roots, two strong briinches,

four mature branches, with bulbs, and sixteen side shoots or

plants ; another shoot, S feet long ; ditto, 1 foot 9 inches
;

ditto, 1 foot ; ditto, 2 feet 5 inches, with nine plants ; ditto,

2 feet long, with eleven side shoots or plants."

NEW BOOK.
Cottage Gardening ; Sutjuestions on Cultivation, Selection of

Seeds, cCc. London : Houlston & Wright.

This little book is written by an amateur contributor to our

columns, and contains an enlargement of observations addressed

by him to cottagers at the close of the Handsworth Floral and
Horticultural Exhibitions, and for them and similar culti-

vators ol small gardens it contains some useful suggestions.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Keep the Dutch hoe at work during this fine weather, not
only to destroy weeds, but to prevent the ground becoming dry

and cracked from rapid evaporation. Stir the soil amongst all

adyancing crops. Earth-up Cahbaijes, and water Cauliflowers.

Beam and Peas, earth-up, and stake if necessary forward crops,

and keep sowing successions of the Windsor Beans, and the

Marrows and other large Peas. The Victoria Marrow is an
excellent Pea, considerably e.irlier than, but not so good a

bearer as Knight's Tall Marrow. The new sorts will be suffi-

ciently tested this season. Kidney Deans, sow a few of the

Early Negro, or Fulmer's Forcing, ou a warm border, also a

number in pots to be placed on a slight hotbed, and gradually

hardened off and turned out when all danger from frost is over.

Madishes and Turnips, sow on a warm border. If sown in

alternate rows the Radishes will be pulled out of the way of

the Turnips. To have the latter juicy and sweet sow every fort-

night tUl August. The Snowball is an excellent early variety.

Follow with the White Dutch, which is the most general

farourite in the kitchen. Forward all your Tomatoes, Capsi-

cums, Eyri-plants, Ice-plants, and all others in slight hotbeds, as

they severally want more pot room and air. Vegctahle Marrowt
and Cucumbers may now bo sown for the summer crop out of

doors. There is no want of long Cucumbers for early forcing,

but really good sorts for pickling are very dilEcult to obtain.

The frames in which early Carrots, Eadishes, &e., were sown
may now be removed for other purposes, and a few hoops
placed over the beds ready to have mats thrown over them on
cold nights. The hand-glasses over Cauliflowers may remain
oil' while the nights are mild.

I'BUIT OAKDEN.

If you have any doubts about the names of recently planted

Peach and Nectarine trees and any of the old ones, mark them
before they are out of blossom—that is, mark if the flowers are

small or large, by cutting a notch or number on a stick for one
kind of flower, and another number for the other kind ; two
numbers will do for the whole. This is the first regular step

towards ascertaining the name. The glands and serratures, if

any, on the leaves, will be the next step by-and-by, and yon
will then have a eljanco of making out the name by consulting

Dr. Hogg's " Fruit Manual." As yet there is a fair promise
that Peaches and Apricots will set well. Continue to disbud

them gradually, thinning-out buds from the strongest shoots

first. In cold exposed situations plantations of Strawberries

made now from plants pricked out thinly last autumn in a
sheltered situation, will succeed better if transplanted with
balls than if the plantation had been made in the autumn.
The ground should be previously well trenched and manured ;

except for new kinds there is no method of making fresh

plantations comparable to that of turning out plants forced

in pots.

FLOWER GARDEN.
Newly planted trees and shrubs will require strict attention

in regard to water, as they already indicate the want of it. It

is better to give them a thorough soaking at once than to give

them a little water frequently repeated ; and after the surface

of the ground is dry fork or hoe it over, and then mulch with
short grass to prevent the evaporation of moisture. The same
remarks apply to newly planted annuals, which must be shaded
as well 9 s watered. Turf which has been recently laid down
requires great attention. It will be a good plan, after giving

it a thorough soaking of water, to dress it over with old tan or

leaf mould, and then shade it by covering the ground with any
refuse branches that may be lying about. Put in a successional

crop of Sweet Peas or any other annuals that were sown early

in the year. Sow Ten-week Stocks for transplanting. The
finer kinds of Gladiolus which have been brought forward in

pots may now be planted out, giving a deep, rich, and well-

drained soil ; but it will be as well to protect them by an
inverted pot at night until all danger of frost is over. Attend
to covering half-hardy shrubs and trees.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
In this central place of attraction, the conservatory, there

will be some difficulty to contend with for a few weeks. Forced
Hoses, Lilacs, Azaleas, &c., will be going out of bloom, and
must be removed to give place to a fresh lot ; but where can
they be sheltered till they become hardened enough to bear the

open air'? Every one must answer this question according to

his means. This is the best time to cross-fertilise the finer

varieties of Ehododendrons and Azaleas which have been
forced, as none of the more common sorts can now interfere

with the experiment. Orange trees require particular attention

when they are making their young wood. Stop luxuriant

shoots at the fourth or fifth joint ; no one part of the head
should be allowed to grow stronger than the rest. Toung trees

may require some of the stronger branches to be tied down for

a time, this will strengthen the others. Climbers for this

house should now be planted if additions are to be made to

them this season, and see that the young growths of the old

ones do not become entangled from want of training. In the
greenhouse plants will require all the air that can be given
them, and they will bo very liable to become very dry on that

account. Water them late in the afternoon, and damp the

paths and all empty spaces freely. Give them, besides, a gentle

syringing three or four times a-week when the weather is fine.

These plants require constant attention now to stopping and
regulating their growth.

STOVE.
No opportunity should now be lost to pot all plants that

require it. Plants that have been growing for some weeks,
particularly young ones, will now require to be stopped more

I or less in order to make them bushy. Never make use of a;
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stick to give form to a plant that can be managed by pruning
and stopping. Many plants will require slight shading in

the middle of the day, but this should be removed early.

After shifting the greater part of the plants keep the house
closer for a week or two to encourage the roots to strike freely

into the fresh soil ; keep up a moister atmosphere also, and
give less water to the roots, as the fresh soil after the first

watering will be moist enough for some time. Rondeletia
speciosa is an excellent plant to flower iu the conservatory for

seven or eight months in summer. It is rather diiUeult to

grow it so as to form a good specimen, and more so to propa-
gate it by cuttings ; but if there are 30ung shoots low enough,
layer them in the pot, and they will root freely in three weeks.

PKOPAGATINO PIT.

After the supply for the flower beds is propagated and a little

forwarded, put in for a reserve a quantity of cuttings of such
plants as flower late in the autumn to take the place of those
which go off iu September. All the Heliotropes for forcing

next winter should be propagated now, and kept cramped in

small pots through the summer. Any other plants that are

found difScult to preserve through the winter should now be
propagated while the pit is at work, and if kept stunted in

small pots during summer they will become so hardened and
stocky as to keep with ease through the winter. As these pits

are the last places for propagation, and as this work does not
admit of large portions of air being given, they must be regu-
larly shaded in hot dry weather ; thin bunting or calico should
be used for this purpose, mats darken too much.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Proceed with potting-off all plants for bedding-out ; those

which have become established and hardened may be removed
to temporary pits, and covered at night with mats.—-W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Dwarf Kidney Beans.—Not having a pit at liberty, turned
out a number of strong plants of Kidney Beans from 5-inch
pots into 10-inch pots, and gave them the benefit of a pit for a
time, in order that they may succeed those now producing.
After the present time this useful vegetable will do very well

in a frame with a mild bottom heat. No vegetable is more
partial to a dry heat in winter and early spring, provided the dry-

ness in the atmosphere is counteracted by syringing and eva-

poration from saucers, i-c. The plants will produce more plenti-

fully in a roomy house than in a dung pit even now ; but there

is always a risk in taking them into houses. We have grown
them for years in vineries, and never had a thrips on them;
but we have also had them so infested that we were glad to

remove them carefully, so as to leave as few of the insects as

possible. Clear soot water for syringing is good for keeping
red spider and thrips away, and we have more faith in pre-

ventives than in cures. Many a pound goes for fumigating
plants, when it would be the best economy to clear all out and
save the trouble. When smoking is resorted to there should
be no waiting to see a second or third insect, one should be
sufficient. Smoking after the leaves are incrusted with insects

is worse than labour lost. It is rarely that such plants do
good afterwards. Smoking will kill thrips ; but as it always
appears on the older leaves, if these be removed carefully in

good time, and the syringe freely used, the thrips will gene-
rally be kept under. When we grew very early Cucumbers we
examined the leaves carefully, and if a solitary thrips was dis-

covered we pounced on it with the point of a wet finger. This
could be done only when the plants were grown on a trellis,

and in such a place that one could walk or pass underneath
them. Quickly as they jump, the eye and the finger of a young
lad can be more nimble still, and they cannot jump when en-
cased in moisture. Plants can be fit for little else but the
furnace when thrips is seen on the upper surface of the leaves.

Cucumhcrs.—Those in frames and in a pit heated by hot
water are running a very equal race. Those in the frame have
required much less attention. In low pits, heated by hot
water, the plants require more watching in changeable weather.
It is advisable to use shading as little as possible, and in dull

days to moderate the beat given, instead of affording too much
air ; but after two or three days, when no sun appears, the
plants are apt to suffer when the sun comes out bright all at

once. Sprinkling the floors and walls with water will often
then neutralise the change, and if the glass is good the plants
may even be sprinkled, especially on the lower side of the

leaves. In such bright sun, after dull weather, it is of import-
ance to have the heating medium tolerably cool before the sun
strikes strongly on the glass. In large Cucumber houses this

additional care is less needed, as, from the greater body of air

to be heated, sudden changes are less felt. When Cucumbers
are wanted regularly in winter, there can be no comparison
between steep-roofed houses and flat pits, and the same may
be said of Melons in summer, for though fine Melons are.

grown in frames and flat pits, we have no hesitation in saying
that Melons grown on a trellis and with plenty of sun will,

size for size, be generally heavier than those grown and trained

on a bed.

rr.UIT GARDEN.
Sliawherries.—There was only one little operation out of

the routine alluded to iu previous weeks' notices, and it may
be interesting to mention it for the benefit of beginners. Asa
general rule with us this season. Strawberries have been longer
in setting than usual. There was a good deal of dull weather,
but there was also sun enough now and then to complete the
fertilising process. Even in our Peach house, with the roof at

an augle of 45°, and shelves tolerably close to the glass, the
best position we have ever had for free setting, the pots con-

tinued longer iu full bloom than usual before the berries began
to swell. We used to grow many on solitary shelves in pits, as
what may be termed stolen crops ; but these positions always
did better for swelling-off the fruit than for setting them well,

owing to two causes—viz., the comparative flatness of the roof,

and the greater moisture iu the pits, proceeding from the other
plants grown in them. We considered we would escape this

latter drawback by appropriating part of a pit to Strawberries

solely, and it is to a simple fact connected with it that we wish-

to allude. The bed in the pit was chiefly rather dry soil, and
we raised a temporary stage with boards from 20 to 21 inches
above this floor, the stage sloping the same as the glass, so

that each row should have all the light possible. No plants

could have looked better, or shown bloom more strongly, but
both foliage and flower trusses became rather longer than usual

and almost touched the glass. The consequence was, partly

fi'om the moisture in the pit, partly from the glass condensing
the vapour, even with the help of a little air on at night, that
the foliage and flowers were often so wet in the morning that

one might have washed his hands amongst them, and on a dull

day they would scarcely te dry before night. We tried covering
the glass at night to arrest the radiation of heat from the glass,

and thus lessen its powers as a condenser of watery vapour

;

but even this was not quite effectual, the blooms were still too
wet to allow of the process of fertilisation being thoroughly ac-

complished. We then took the plants and stage out, lowered
the latter 6 inches, and used a thicker coveting at night, and
since then the plants were dry in the morning with just a few
dewdrops here and there on the points of the leaves, and the
setting and swelling proceeded rapidly. Now, this simple fact

shows—first, that in confined pits it is possible to have Straw-
berry plants too near the glass ; and, secondly, that it is very
eas3', even with hot-water piping, to have too much atmo-
spheric moisture. We could have dissipated the latter by
giving more air and more heat, but we could not well give
more heat under the circumstances. The lowering of the
plants and the covering of the glass in cold nights proved an
effectual remedy. The points of the fohage were not so much
cooled when farther removed from the clear radiating body of

glass, and the condensation of moisture was next to entirely

neutralised by the covering of the glass. Every leaf hanging
with dewdrops in the morning told the tale, that the points of

these leaves became colder than the surrounding air before they
could condense the vapour contained in it. When Strawberries
are grown in houses of even moderate size, it is very rarely

that they will suffer from excess of condensed moisture.
ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.

For general work, see previous weeks' notices. We will

to-day confine ourselves to a few words on hnnlcning-off bcihlint}

lilantf, merely premising that we have had much to do still

with propagating, sowing, and pricking-off seedUngs. Many
small things, as Lobelias, we prick-out in little bunches until

they become larger, ns it is advisable not to have them long in

their seed pots. W>' mentioned last week having our earth

and turf pits made leady, forking them over, itc. The sharp
frost of several mornings did good to the soil, but prevented

us using it until it should be rather well warmed. Before this

is printed, if the weather be at all favourable, we shall have
a great msny plants under protection out of doors, and thus
have something like moving room in our houses. Calceolarias .
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we shftll plant separately in theso preparatory beda, raisinf;

them out of the beds in which they wore inserted as cuttings

last October. Verbenas we often plant separately, and at

other times we turn out Email cuttinp pots. .\ considorable

amount of moving is thus incurred, but it cannot bo helped
so long as every glass structure has to servo so many purposes.

Besides saving pots (as the same small pets will be liUed and
emptied a number of times the same sprinp) we believe that

on the whole the temporary planting-out saves labour, and
that the plants do better than when left standing under some
kind of protection. Thus, in the case of Calceolarias, after

planting-out now, they rarely are ever watered again before

they are taken to the beds.

As we know that numbers of our readers are now at a loss

for room, we shall shortly tell how we manage, and not to be
intricate will take Scarlet Pelar;iiiniums. These in general

are struck and kept in small wooden boxes, merely nailed

together, and about 3i inches deep. Some of these we manage
to put into CO-sized pots, and, when established, we turn them
back into the boxes, so that each will come out again witU
a ball, and these are protected with mats, branches, &c. Lots
more, the pots getting full of roots, we have turned out into

earth pits. The plants are well watered before they are

turned out of the pots. They are then set with their balls

along a little trench, the balls but a short distance apart, and
a little rather rough rich soil, shaken among them from the
spade, this soil consisting chiefly of leaf mould, old mush-
room dung, and riddlings from beneath the potting bench.
This is firmed round the balls with the hand, and then the
natural soil placed, and another trench cut out, just giving the
plants room enough to grow slowly for six weeks or so to come.
We gain by not watering the soil, as that is already moist
enough, and if the tops of the plants can be kept dry, they
will root very quickly in the new material, and at lifting time
the roots will be protruding into it, and the only care is not
to let any of the roots drop off when lifting. Between this

mode and turning out from bard balls in pots there is no
comparison as to the plants doing well. Of course it can
only be largely practised when the flower beds are at no great
distance. These plants will rarely show their moving, when
transplanted. The last potted must in general go into the
beds from the pots. A great proportion of our plants, how-
ever, are never placed in a pot. Great numbers were taken
from these cutting boxes and planted-out separately the same
as the above, only the roots of each are kept pretty close at

home, and the fresh rough soil placed along the trench.
These will ultimately do quite as well as those th.at were
potted, but in hot weather, after final planting, they will be
a little distressed with bright sun for a few days, so that they
are better suited for places that do not come prominently
into view immediately after planting. Except for showing this

little distress at iiist, this simple plan answers so well as
to leave nothing to be desired. We may also mention that
when we have three or four neat little plants in a HO-sized
pot, and there is scarcely time to let them become established
separately, we often turn out the ball as above with fresh
material round it, and at planting time, from the lot of fresh

fibres, we can easily break it into three or four good pieces, and
each will be much better than if it stood with its neighbours
in the pot.

Now, nato protcctinn^vre use everything—evergreen branches,
straw hurdles, hurdles with green branches drawn through
them, mats stretched tight, &c., but of all things we prefer
old sashes if they can be had, as they can be dulled if neces-
sary, and next to these unbleached calico. We, on the whole,
prefer the latter when we can obtain it, as it gives so little

trouble, keeps the plants rather dry when it is strained tight,

lets enough of light through for good sturdy growth, and keeps
enough of the fierce rays of the sun out to make anything like

shading unnecessary. In very severe weather we have placed
a little straw or evergreen boughs over it at night. It is best
when 2 yards wide, and in proportion to tlie length of the
earth pit, handy lengths may be from G to 10 or more yards,

each end being fastened to a pole for rolling it on, and for

drawing it tight. Cross pieces of wood, as stout flower stakes,

are laid across the pit some 4 feet apart, to prevent the cloth
bagging, and besides the poles at the ends, a string is fastened
on each side at every 4 feet or so, which when fastened to a pin
keeps the cloth tight, and thus heavy rains are mostly thrown
off. We have had plants thriving beautifully under such pro-
tection, and scarcely moved for a month or six weeks, except
holding it up two or three times in very bright days to syringe

the plants. Often the plants were never watered from the time

they were turned into the bed until they were taken to the

flower garden. Nothing can bo more suitable for the enthu-

siastic amateur. If confined solely to this spring work, and put

away dry, the same cloth will last many years. We prefer it

unbleached, not too strong, and without glazing or water-

prooting.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—Arnii. 1.

A SLIGHT improvomeiit is nliSL-rvablo liero, and, notwithstanding lllO

iieavy supply o( Bouio articloH, prices bavu been maintained. Among
foreign produce we have ai<ain iiad some fine specimens of Cayenne
Pines from St. Michael's. Good Potatoes also meet with a ready sale at

a slight advance upou former quotations.

B. i.

Apples i sieve 8 OtoC
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10 18
Currants ^ sieve

Elacli do.
FiR3 doz.
FUberts lb. 10

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 1-2 20
Lemons 100 a li

FROIT.

B. d d. «. a
Melons each OtoO

Quinces doz.

Walnuts bush. 10
do per 100 1

Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 S
Peaches doz.

I

Pears (dessert) .. doz. 4

I

Pino Apples lb. 8
Plums i sieve

RaspborriPB lb.

I

Strawberries . . per oz.
"

7 3

8
12

2
IS
2 8

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz. 3
Asparagus 1(10 10
Beans, Kidney ....100 1

Beet, Ked doz. 2
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz. 1

Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz. 8
Celery bundle 1

Cucumbers each
Endive doz. 1

Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle 2

d. B.

Oto4
25

Leoks buncll
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions.... per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhul)arb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch

B. d. 9. d
3 too

1

a

9
6

9
4

8
2

6

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
Chivas & Weaver, Chester.

—

Piicr List of Agricultural Seeds'

Ambroise VerschaiJelt, Rue du Chaume, .50, Ghent, Belgium-
-Prix-Courant pour Printemps et Etc, 18G8.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d'C, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.

Books {K. J.).—Hooker and Amotl',s "British Flora," or Bentham'a
" Handbook of the British Flora." Each is arranged on the natural
system. {Man ofKent).—The book you allude to is not the one we promised
in the sjjring. It will be duly announced when ready in the Journal.
(C. P. O.).—The price is 3s. 6rf. You can have the book by sending
your address and enclosing 3». 6»i in postatie stamps to the author—Mr*
Grieve, Rev. E. R. Benyon's, Culford Hall, Bury St. Edmunds.

Fowler's Gardenebs' Insecticide {A. A, S.).—Fowler's Gardeners*
Insecticide may be had through any seedsman, or from Messrs, Fowler,
North Street, Brighton.

Planting Chbistmas Rose [Idem).—The best time to plant it is from
July to October. It likes a moderately light soil enriched with leal

mould, and does best in woll-Jrained ground, though it will thrive almost
everywhere. It may be had of any florist or nurseryman, and through
most seedsmen.
Camellias (.ElrVedl.—We do not wonder at yonr perplexity. The

following selection is extracted from " The Gardener's Almanack" of this
year. You can have it free by post from our office for tliirteen postage
stamps, and you will find in it similar selections of the principal flowers.

Alba plena (Casoretti), Alba plena, both white; Archduchess .\ugusta,
crimson; Aulica, blu'-h, striped; Bealii, dark red ; Belle Jeannette, red,
white stripes ; Caryophylloides, striped ; Countess of Derby, whitp, rosy
stripe; Countess of Orkney, white, red stripes ; Duchess of Buccleucb,
pink ; Eximia, bright red ; Henri Favre, lit,'lit pink ; Jnrdin d'Hiver, rose j

La Reine, flesh colour ; Lavinia Maggi, striped ; Mathotiana, crimson ;

Monarch, rosy scarlet ; Mrs. Abby Wilder, creamy white ; Princess Bac-
chiochi, dark crimson; Saccoiana nova, rose; Storyil, striped; Valte-
varedo, deep pink.

Curriers' Refuse {Idem).—\l merely scraps of leather, it might be
applied to your Vine border on the same principle that woollen rags arc
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applied to Hops. They decompose slowly, and do not induce over-lam-

riance.

DlGGiNO UP Potatoes (Bellis).—So soon as the Potatoes have attained

their full size, although the stems and most of the leaves remain green,

there is no loss either in weight or quality. You must buy plants of the

Primulas you mention, and ripen seeds for yourself.

Mk. Edward TrcKEE (F. ii.).—We have few further particulars of

him. He was in his flftv-ninth year, and died at his house in Cecil

Square, Margate. He was' born at Stodmarsh, in the Isle of Thanet.

iKSECis ON Peach Tkees {J. B. L.).—There were no insects in your

letter.

Peas (R. Nash).—The earliuess has been fully tested by the Fruit Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society. We do not know any one who
gives cuttings.

AppiTrec, Guano to Roses (C. F.).—"March is not a good month for

applying ammoniacal manures. If guano be put on now it must be

laked in. It is difficult to sav what quantity of guano each Rose w-oi^d

require. The quantity depends on the quality and condition of the

ground. Moreover, some Roses, even in the same family, require ditte-

lent quantities. I advise you to put one handful of Peruvian guano into

an ordinarv-sized watering pot (the size of a stable bucket), and alter

stirring we'll to pour the liquid over the surface as far as the roots may
be supposed to reach. Guano in this form may be advantageously ap-

plied after the first series of flowers is over. Liquid manure much re-

duced with water is also a good application.—W. F. RADCiYFrE.

Heating a Small House (Jos^j/i H/nrtt.—If you can employ gas

have one of Sbrewsburv's beating apparatuses. If you write to him—
'•Mr Shrewsbury, Ironmonger, Lower Norwood, Surrey," stating the size

•of your house, h'e would tell you what would suit you. Hays's stove can-

Zlot now be obtained.

Heating a Small Span-roofed CucuasEB House (H'ilJic).—In such

a house, 20 feet by f, vou will require two 4-iuch pipes for bottom heat,

and three pipes, or 60" feet, for top heat, and troughs on the latter to be

nsed when moisture in the atmosphere is wanted. You say nothing as

to how your house is to be arranged, whether aU the width is to be a bed,

or whether you mean to have a path in it. In either case the mode
described to a correspondent lately would meet your case. It you give

us more particulars we may advise more definitely.

Prunikg Orchard House Trees—Thinning Fruit Buds of Peach
Trees (H. J/.).—As your trees were pruned before you received Ihem,

and prepared for fruiting, we should think that they want no pmning-

back now, as it would much weaken them. In thinning fruit buds of

Peach trees when too numerons, it is well to leave the wood buds to en-

courage growth. These can be thinned when grown an inch or more, doing

that gradually, and leaving plenty for next year's crop.

Vines Mildewed (S. JE.).—We have no doubt that the tank in the

centre of the house, merely covered with boards, having 'i-inch spaces

between them, is the cause of the mildew. Much vapour would rise

from the tank when the house was warm, and a heavy rain would also

greatlv cool the house. We presume that the eight openings for ventila-

tion a"re at the top of the house, and that you have other ventilation at

the sides, otherwise we should judge there was not enoughof ventilation.

We should certainlv cover the tank closely by putting the boards close

together, and even' then would be disposed to cover with a couple of

inches of concrete, and place some fine gravel on the top, and flied in

the concrete, for a path.

Lawn Mower Knetes not Cutting (Rector).—Ji the knives of a lawn

mower are chipped with stones, the best phm to adopt is to have the

knives replaced by the maker, as they could not be ground to take out

the chipped parts well. When the knives merely get blunt from use put

a little emery dust on them and turn them against the plate in the

reverse way.

Ghowtsg Melons and Cucciibep.s in a Pit with a Flue-he.4ted

Chakber (Jdrm).—In your pit with a chamber heated by a flue, the fire

In the flue will be of great use for Cucumbers and Melons until the end

of June, and even after that in cold dull weather for keeping the plants

healthy. There should also be openings from the chamber to let the

heat into the atmosphere of the pit in cold dull weather. You had better

grow Cucumbers at one end, and Melons at the other. A good average

heat would be from 65' to 68- or 70 ' at night, aUowing a good nso from

sunshine.

Erecting and Heating Pits IJ. D.).—There will be no difficulty in

your proposed arrangement as to the pits, heating, &c., and the posi-

tion as to the back wall is entirely one of convenience and of outlay. By
using the stone wall for the back of the pits you save the expense of

building a wall ; but vou must do all the necessarv work from the front of mi ee a.x .i.>

the pit, either by tiKiug the lights up or taking them ofl'; and for many
purposes this can be easilv done. Bv building a fresh wall for the back

of the pits, and leaving a pathwav between that and the present stone

wall, you can examine the inside of the pits from back and front, and do

most of the work by sliding the sashes up and down. Were we studying

economy and conve'nience we would make a low house against the stone

wall, so that we could walk inside, and have a fixed roof.

Keeping a Stream Clear (iVf;>(iinf).—The pebbling of the bottom of

the stream, or concreting it and then pebbling it, would help to keep the

water clean, and after the lime had lost its acridity would not harm the

fish. If this cannot be guarded against the gravelling or pebbling the

bottom must then be resorted to. Besides the fisb, a few water fowl

would help to clear the brick walls of the green slime. If that is not

efi'ectual the walls might be cemented ; but then the fish would have to

be removed. We have considerable trust in the pebbles, the fish, fowls,

and Ume. We have known of several cases where cleaning out the

bottom of a stream that did not have a hard bottom has been followed

by similar results, as manv impurities previously buried for years ob-

tained more free access to the water. The removing of the mud, in fact,

made the water turbid for a year or two afterwards. As respects the

Willow slips, you had better strike them in common or damp gi-ound, and
when estabUshed plant in vour rockwork mound, so that the bulk of the

roots shall be in water. 'The roots will reach the water by themselves.

Nothing strikes more readily than the Willow.

Growing Muscat and Hamburgh Grapes in the same House
<IF. S, a Comtant Reader).—Yoa may grow Muscat and Hamburgh Grapes

in the same house verv well bv planting the Muscat S'ines at the warmest
end where the heating apparatus ends. Had we two distinct houses,

however, to plant in, we would much prefer to have a house for each. We
do not know ten distinct Muscats ; but you can, if variety is a greatJob-

ject, grow Frontignans in the Muscat house. The Muscats we recom-

mend are Muscat of Alexandria, Bowood Muscat, Canon Hall Muscat,

and one plant of Black Muscat of Alexandria. For Hamburghs—the
common Black Hamburgh, Victoria Hamburgh. Dutch Hamburgh, and

Champion Hamburgh. We would not retransplant the CamelUas until

growth had ceased and the buds were formed at the points of the shoots.

Cerastium tomentosum and Gnaphalium lanatcm Cuttings (More

of A'tnO-—When rooted and hardened-off the cuttings may be pricked-

o'ff in a sheltered border, moving them wnth a ball to their final place in

the flower beds in Mav ; or, if the pbints are now well hardened you may
at once plant them out where they are to remain. Cerastium tomen-

tosum is perfectlv hardy, but is somewhat liable to die ofl' in winter on

hea^7 soil. Gnaphalium lanatum is also hardy, but requires gravelly or

well-drained hght soil, otherwise it does not survive the winter.

Treatment of Viola cornuta and V. lutea Seedlings (Idem).—

When sufflcientlv large to handle they should be pricked-off in pans of

light soil, enriched by the addition of one-third leaf mould or very rotten

manure. Prick them ofl' about 1 inch apart, keep them moderately

moist until established, then water copiously, and keep them near the

glass in a cold pit or frame, gi%-ing them an abundance of air, and plant

out in May. If you write to Mr. Richards, .Assistant Secretary, Koyal

Horticultur.al Society, South Kensington, he will send you full particulars.

Verbena Vesuvius (Idem).—the flower is orange scarlet, with crimson

centre and white eye ; fine truss and good habit.

Red Spider in Soil of Vine Pot (J. J. H.).—You may free your soil

of the red spider bv watering it with guano water, 1 oz. being dis-

solved in a gallon of rain water, and applied at every alternate watering ;

or you may place a peck of soot in a tub and pour over it thirty gallons

of water, stirring well up, and n-ater the plant with it. Both liquids will

benefit the Vine. Tho surface of the soil in the pot may be made qmte

black with soot. It wiU act as a manure. Soot is the best destroyer of

red spider known.

Propagating Callisiemon lakceolatus (A Sussex Hear).—Cuttings

should be taken of the points of the shoots when the termmal bud la

formed and before the wood has become hard ; but it is necessary that

the wood be rather firm, or in the condition known to gaideners as half

ripe. The cuttings mav be from S to 4 inches in length, and should be

cut across below a leaf, remoringthe leaf, and from one-halt or two-thirda

the length of the cutting upwards the leaves should all be removed.

Pots i inches in diameter ivill be sufficiently largo for the cuttings U
these are not large, or 6-inch pots may be used if the cuttings are strong.

The pots should be half filled with crocks, and over these should b8

placed a thin layer of moss or turfy peat, filling to within an inch of the

rim of the pot with a compost of good fibrous sandy peat one-thu-d, ana

two-thirds sUver sand, and the remainder of the space with silver sand.

Each pot thus prepared should be placed inside of a pot a size larger, or

large enough to admit the cutting pot, and when raised so that both rims

are on the same level, there wiU be an interval between the two pots.

The cutting pot is to be raised to the same level as the outer pot by

placing it upon smaU crocks. Half fiU the interval between the two

with small crocks, place a layer of moss above these, and bring level to

the rim of the other pot with silver sand. The pot should then be

watered thoroughly with rain water, and be allowed to drain weU before

the cuttmgs are inserted. They should be put in round the sides of the

pot and close to but not touching each other. A gentle watermg should

then be given, and after the cuttings have been allowed to dry plungo

the pots in a mild and sweet hotbed of from <i5= to W. Cover them with

a bell-"lass resting on the sand between the pots. Afford shade from

bright°sun, and attend to watering, so as to secure umform moisture, for

if the cuttings ever sufl'er from the waut of it they never succeed. The

beU-"lass should be taken ofl' every day and wiped dry, returning or re-

placing it immediatelv. When they are rooted the bell-glass should be

cradually taken ofl', so'as to hardea them off before being potted. If you

have tried this plan and faUed, take cuttings of the young shoots when

thev are '3 inches long, taking them ofl' close to the old wood, and with a

smi'U heel of the older wood; make it smooth with a shan) knife, remove

the lower leaves, insert the cuttings in pots prepared as above, and foUow

the same mode of treatment.

Grafting Apple Trees (C. P. 0.).—You do not say how thick the stem

of vour seedling -\pple is, nor how many branches it has. If it is not

thicker than your thumb wo would cut it dofl-n to withm 6 inches of tho

cround. and there graft it ; but if the stem is as thick as your wrist and

the branches forming the head as thick as a finger, we would cut aU but

Cut them in to within 6 inches of tho stem, and in each

insert a graft. The best mode of grafting mil be whip graftmg, whether
liiocii. b _ ^, ^^^^ ^^ ^;^_^ hr.anfhfR. Tf thft Side bianchcs are

You wiU find fullyou gi'aft upon the stem or side branches II the side branches are

thick, crown-graft, putting two grafts in each branch lou wiU find fuU

particulars as to grafting in the •• Science and Practice of Gardening,

which you can have free by post from our office for Ss. led.

Fertilising Primula Flowees (Prim.,(e).-The process is to take the

poUen from the anthers and apply it to the stigmas of the flowers. A
Jamel's-hair pencil is best for the purpose. The pollen should be taken

from the la. gest and best-coloured flowers, and applied to the stigmas of

iboTe haviuS large blooms, good in colour and form. The operation

should blperformed in the early part of a fine day, and a few days after

the flowers are fully expanded.

Vine Eaten by Rats (Constant neader).-T)ie \mc rather more than

half "eaten through by rats will not only live but produce good crops. "We

would not cut it dowi. If a shoot come from below the eaten part allow

it to "row giving it every encouragement, and when it has reached the

rafteft?rin it up by the' side of the older rod, allowing it to make as

muci
"
owth as it will this season. The old cane after fruiting may be

Sit down to the young cane, which will, of course, be substituted for it,

and TOU WiU not lose the crop. If no shoot arise from the stem below

the eaten part, be satisfied with the Vme as it is.

Nfpeta nepetella from Seed (C«!ia).—It may be raised from seed,

but olants so raised do not flower well the first year ; for them to do so

tte feed should be sown early and the plants forwarded in heat. Plants

from cuttings are better, being more free-flowering, and more compact in

habit. It is a good, old, free-flowering plant, and continues a long Uma
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in bloom, being superior to Viola comuta in this respect ; bat is inferior
to the Lobelia spcciosa, and not nonrly so otfective in colour.

MvogoTi^i AzoRiOA (Idem),—Plant.s ffoin seed sown now will not flower
until autumn, and even Iben vltv spiiringly if at all ; but they will by
that time bo K^od plants fur pl:inting out, and will in;ike a fiuc display
enrly tbo following summer. Tliis Myosotis is not suitable for huiiiui'T
bedding. We bavo it for flowering oiu-ly in summer or late in spring, and
it is very lino in May, but it will not euduro sun or drought.

Old Cuebry Trees Deuavino iJ. /)., Ireland).—Yoiu- proposed cover-
ing of the excrescences on tho branches and stem with clay will not
prevent further decay of tho trees. It would do quite as much Imnn
as good. The application of a good dressing of manure would be of f^rcater

service to the trees by invigorating the roots, thananythingapplicd to the
branches. The evil is in the roots, and your best course will be to re-
move the trees when they cease to bo productive.

Stopping Vine Laterals (A Sv-bucriher).—We would not stop the
laterals as soon as they appear, but allow those at the base to grow uutil
they had made six leaves, then take out their points. We would thus
treat all laterals that came on tho fltom or cane up to 3 feet ; all laterals
in tho next foot of height wo would allow to arovf until they had made
five loaves and then stop them. From 4 feet up to 5 feet we would stop
at the fourth leaf; between 5 feet and G feet at the third leaf; aud be-
tween 6 feet and 7 feet at the second leaf. All over 7 feet wo should
keep closely pinched, in the first instance at the first leaf, and stop all

sub-laterals at the tirst joint, and this repeatedly as they were produced.
We thus have as good eyes aud as strong wood at the base as at the upper
end of the cane.

Cutting Grass (F. J.).—"By cutting tho grass well into the bottom we
intended it to bo understood that grass at the tirst cutting should be cut
yevy close to the ground.

Shading a Greenhousk frjcm).—For flowering plants shade, but for
gromng piautsi shading will not be required except when they are fresh
potted, or are plants requiring shade—such as Ferns and Orchids. We
do not recommend you to colour the glass so as to render it opaque,
and we would advise a shade of tiffany. It will be required quite as
much for the rnof as the front of tho house, and would be best outside,
attached to a roller, and run up and down as I'equired, The plants cannot
be kept too near the glass if they do not touch it.

Propagating Polyanthus, Primroses, and Daisies {Idem).—The best
time to propagate these plants is when the bloom is over. Plant the
divisions on an east border or other situation shaded from tho midday
sun. They should be shaded and well watered until established.
Treatment of Peeilla, Aster, Stock, and Phlox Seedlings lldnii).

—They may be kept in the greenhouse, after they are pricked oflT, until
bedding-out time, but they should be well hardencd-off by affording them
an abundance of air, and would be all the better of fall exposui'c in May,
placing thorn in a sheltered situation, and nffitnling protection from frost
should it occur. If tl»e plants are not further frum the f^lass tban 12 inches,
they will do well, and if but inches they could not be better placed.
Indeed, they cannot be placed too near the glass.
Treatment op Bulbs after Flowering (H. B.).—lf the Hyacinths

and Tulips have been forced early there is no mode of treatment by which
they can be made to flower well after the first year ; but if. merely brought
on in a gentle hoat they will flower well for years in tbe open gi'ound,
but are not equal to imported bulbs. When the flowering is past the
bulbs should not be placed under the stage, or be planted in the open
ground, but ouRht to have a light airy situation near the glass in a cool
house or cold frame, giving tlaeui copious supphes of water until tho
foliage ceases growth, when watering should be discontinued gradually,
and entirely left off by tho time the foliage turns yellow. When tho
leaves are completely yellow the plants should be turned out of the pots,
and if their roots are all gone shake away the soil, and place the bulbs on
shelves in a cool airy shed to dry. When thoroughly dried remove tho old
roots, dead flower stems, and leaves, which, being mature, will part freely
from the bulbs. Having removed the offsets from the bulbs, place them
in layers in a box in dry silver sand, and keep them iu a cool dry place until
October, when they may be planted in the hed^ or borders of the garden.
The Hyacinths should bo planted with the crown of the bulbs from H to
2 inches below the surface, and the Tulips about an inch. A well-drained
light rich soil is most suitable, but any well-drained and not very adhesive
soil will grow them well. In November or early in December befwre
severe weather, give a mulching of about 1 inch of half-rotten leaves, and
this is all the attention our bulbs receive, and we always have a fine
bloom in spring or early in summer. When the foliage decays we take
np the bulbs, remove the offsets, and replant at once, after giving tbe
ground a dressing 1 or 2 inches thick of equal parts of rotten cowdnng
and leaf mould. This should be well mixed with the soil, which is

trenched to a depth of not less than 15 inches, but the deeper the better.
We do not take the bulbs up oftener than every second year, and then we
are obliged to do so on account of the offsets. Our soil is light loam
resting on gravel. It is never wet. There is no necessity to take the
bolbs up and di-y tbem, as the summer plants can bo planted between tho
lines of bulbs. In heavy soils, however, wo would take the bulbs up
annually, aud store them as already described, replanting in autumn

when the summer plants are cleared off, and after the ground has been
well prepared for tho reception of the bulbs, without which it i.s needless
to plant them. As to the olli>etn, wo plant them in beds in lines G inches
apart, and 3 inches apart in tho lino, drawing a shallow drill, and putting
thum in in the same manner as Shallots, then covering with about an
inch of fine soil. Wo do not keep the offsets an hour longer out of t^^o
ground than can bo helped. A mulching of half-rotten leaves is spread
over tho offset beds in autumn before severe weather sets in, and the
ground between the lines is lightly stirred in spring. After two Reasons'
growth we have line flowering bulbs fur xihm'ing in beds aud borders.
Wo have often had Hyacinth bulbs home-grown weighing 4 and G ozs.,
and a few even 8 ozs. weight.

Propagating Pansies (F/f)ra).~Wo would advise your procuring a few
good plants of the kinds you require, and at once plantinR them out
1 foot apart. Layer tbe shoots by pcf^'gicg them down, and by these
means you will obtain strong plajits, especially if your soil is light aud
you place fresh cow dung around tbe base of oacli plant. You will have
numerous cuttings by July, during which month you may take off all the
points of the growinc shoots, and especially those coming from the collar
of the plant. Three inches will be sufficiently long. The cuttings should
be cut below a joint, and the leaves removed from all but the upper third
of the cuttings. They shmld be inserted in a compost of equal parts
of loam, loaf mould, and silver or sharp sand. A rathor shady situation
should be chosen, and the cuttinas, after insertion 11 inch apart every
way, may have a good watering, and should be covered with a hand-glass
or frame, the lights being kept close and shaded from bright sun. No
pains should he spared in attejiding to watering and shading, for if these
be neglected, and tlie cuttings flag, their rooting will be retarded, if they
do not fail altogether. A little air may be given in the early part of the
day to dry up any accumulation of damp, and when the cuttings become
rooted air should by degrees bo freely admitted ; when well rooted they
may be fully exposed.

Peeilla nankinensis for a Low Edging (Idem).—The best way to
form a neat edging of Perilla is to plant a double lino of it for a 2-feet
edging, placing the plants 1 foot apart every way, and pegging them
down after they have become well e.stablished. For pegging the shoots
down we employ bamboo, cut into 4-inoh lengths, avoiding the joints.
We split tbe lengths into small pieces about the thickness of match
wood, and throw them into water to soak, which makes them very pliable.
We peg down the shoots with these bent between the finger and thumb,
aud thrust into the ground. When bent they look lOte hair pins, and are
the cheapest and best pegs wo ever saw or used. We continue the pegg-
ing until the plants meet, and we then pinch back the small shoots, and
all shoots are kept pinched to one joint, or two at the most. Tbe first
stopping takes place when tho shoots are about 6 inches long and after
pegging is discontinued. If you require an edging of 1-foot width one row
of plants will be sufficient, putting the plants in from 9 inches to, a foot
apart.

Saponaeia calabrica {Idem).—This splendid annual malces a charm-
ing bed. line, or edging if sown now. It should be sown where it is to re-
main ; trausplan.tiug it is not desirable.

Raspberries and Asparagus in a Damp Situation (S. S.).—Rasp-
berries thrive best in well-drained and moderately light soil ; but your
Boil and situation will suit both if water does not lodge in the subsoil. If
the soil is not light and well stirred to a depth of 2 feet it iftust be made
so for the gi-owth of Asparagus. '

Turning out Bedding Plants into Frambs (J. B.).~Yon will be
doing well to turn yom- plants out of the pots, having previously pat
6 inches of good turfy loam and leaf mould in the frame, and in &is
plant without disturbing the ball. The plants will make a better growth,
and may by careful removal experience no greater check upon trans-
planting than if they were planted out from the pots ; in fact, the plants
will gi'ow better and cover the beds much sooner. The plan is not new,
having been several times recommended in the Journal. Expose the
plants fully, and have them thoroucbly hardened-off prior to planting
out. The plants could not have a better position than one fully exposed
to the sun.
Names op Plants {J. G.).—Asplenium eburneum. (Jfary).—Selaginella

Martenaii; Hepatica triloba. (F«i^(a^).—l. Lonicera angustifolia; 2,Pit-
tosporum glabratum. (/i. A>mp'.—4, Primula farinosa, var. ; 2, Probably
Pulmonaria officinalis. {A. Writiht).—li is impossible to name seedling'
Pines before they are more advanced without more definite information.
We can find nothing resombUnp the specimen sent from North America.
iS.).—1, Adiantum tenerum ; 2, also A. tenerum ; 3, Pteris serrnlata j
4, Pteris crenulata ; 5, Pellaea rotundifolia ; 6, Polypodinm subauricola-
tum ; 7, Adiantum curvatum ; 8, Adiantum (Darea) Bcllanserii. (M. A,),
1, (?) : 2. Anchusa officinalis ; 3, Erica vagans. (C P.)-—Garden Hyacinth
and Erica vagans. (W. F. i2.}.—Iberia saxatilis. {Uhs C.).—Garden
Anemone. (A. B.).—1, Gaultheria odorata ; 2, Ajuga reptans, garden
variety ; 3, Tetranthera pilosa ; 4, Diosma, but which we cannot tell with-
out flowers. (W.G.).—1, Edwardsia microphylla ; 2, Pitto.sporum tenni-
folium. ( C. F.),—\, Asphodelus ramosus ; 2, Eranthemum crenulatum^
variety ; 3, Prunus (Cerasus) Caproniana ; 4, Eranthemum leuconeoron;
5, Bryophyllum calycinnm.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending March 31st.

DATS.
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POXTLTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

POULTRY EXHIBITIONS IN GENER.\.L.
CLASSIFICATION OF GA.ME FOWLS.

The best time for holding ponltry exhibitions in summer ia

in the last ten days of June and in the month of July, as being
just after the breeding season, which ends at midsummer, and
before the moulting season, which often begins in August,
though September and October are the regular moulting
months, and all healthy poultry should be in full feather by
November, or the first week in December. Summer exhibi-
tions are, however, often injurious to very young poultry,
which do not stand the removal or the penning at all well.
For the winter exhibitions the best time is December or

November, but the week before Christmas is, perhaps, the very
best time, as being well after the moulting season, and just
before the breeding season, which should commence at Christ-
mas. Fowls are, however, often more or less out of feather
from July until December, a period of four months, and the
breeding season lasts, properly speaking, from Christmas until
midsummer, a period of six months, so that only July and
December are thus left as the most proper months for holding
exhibitions.

^

As to week days, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays are the best days, leaving Monday for receiving, and
Saturday for dispatching the birds again.
No exhibition should [last for more than four days at the

longest. For the two-day exhibitions, Wednesdays and Thurs-
days are the best days, as being in the middle of the week.

Exhibitions, however, cannot all take place at the same time,
of course, and in the choice of time more regard is paid to
local circumstances than to the reasons I have given, as, for
instance, agricultural exhibitions, floral shows, horse or cattle
fairs, market days, and similar gatherings, advantage of which
ia taken to hold a poultry show at the same time. August
haa always been the favourite month for summer exhibitions.
At exhibitions held in September and October the birds are

displayed to great disadvantage, as in these two months adult
birds, at all events, are most out of feather and never look well.
August is the harvest month, and if this has anything to do
with exhibitions, the harvest is in most parts of England over
by September in ordinary years.

Yorkshire and Lancashire have always been the two great
ponltry exhibition counties ; Yorkshire more especially so, as
being the largest agricultural county in England. There are
more poultry exhibitions in Yorkshire and Lancashire than in
all the rest of England together, and I have always thought
breeders in these two counties take more pride in exhibiting
their poultry. North Warwickshire, perhaps, contains more
Game fowls than any district in England, especially of the
willow-legged, red-eyed, Black-breasted Reds ; and Birmingham
contains more Game fowls, especially Brown Reds, than any
other town, though, I believe, the Manchester Brown Reds are
superior in quaUty and hardness to those of Birmingham in
general.

Poultry pens are, of course, hired by the committees of ex-
hibitions, and some insist that the pens should be fitted with
moveable perches, while others say that pens are better without
perches. The pens should not be placed too close together, in
the Game classes at any rate, as if not fitted with projecting
side boards the Game cocks can reach out and get hold of
each other's heads, as mine did in 1858, at the Crystal Palace
Winter Show, much to their disfigurement.
Judges should, of course, be permitted to take the birds out

of the pens for the purpose of handling them in judging,
which some committees, I have heard, have objected to, saying
it ruffles the feathers

; but this no good handler would ever do,
and the Game birds must necessarily be handled in judging.
The pens should be large and lofty enough to contain com-
fortably a cock and two hens of the largest sorts of poultry.
THE BEST CLASSIFICATION OF GAME FOWLS FOE THE

MIDDLE-SIZED EXHIBITIONS.
Cuss 1.—0RIGr\-AL-C0LOCEF,D AXD OTHER EeDS.

1, Brown Reds ; 2, Black-breasted Reds. Both cup sorts and the
most nomerons sorts of all Game fowls.

Cl,iss 2.

—

Dark-tailed Sorts, kot Original.
1, Dackwings and other LiRlit Greys and Bircheus ; 2, Dark Greys

and Dark Buxhens; 3, Blacks and Brassy-winged Blacks.

Class 3.

—

Sorts with the Light Tails.
1, Piles or Pieds; 2, Whites; 3, Red Duns; 4, Blue Duns. The

Dun sorts should be classed with the Piles and Whites, and not with
the Duckwings as is generally done.

Class 4.

—

Full-grown Cocks of each Colour.
Best full-grown cocks of each colour. This is a popular class.

A STILL BETTER CLASSIFICATION, PERHAPS.
Class 1.

—

Sorts with the Dark Hens.
1, Brown Reds (cup birds); 2, Dark Greys and Dark Birchens;

3, Blacks and Brassy-winged Blacks. This separates the Brown Reds
and the Black-breasted Reds.

Class 2.

—

Sorts w^TH the Fawn-breasted Hens.
1. Black-breasted Reds (cup birds). Most numerous sort of all.

2, Duckwings. Very popular and numerous.

Class 3.

—

Sorts with the Light Tails.
As in the above list. The Piles very popular and plentiful.

Class 4.

—

Single Cocks.
As in the above Ust.

—

Newmarket.
(To be contmned.)

BKAHMA POOTRAS AND DORKINGS.
I JUST write a line to correct the misapprehension that may

arise in your readers' minds, through the heading which you
have attached at page 246 to the communication made by me
with reference to the extraordinary laying of one of my Brahma
pullets, &c. The mixed brood I refer to as having been hatched
on the 10th of March last were not cross-bred, as the heading
would imply, but by mixed I simply meant that I made up a
sitting of part pure Dorkings' and part pure Brahmas' eggs,

and of the chickens hatched from those eggs the Dorking
pullets began to lay precisely at five months old, and the

Brahma pullets not until two or three weeks later—a rule that

I find generally observed with my birds, although in the

answer you gave to your correspondent's question last week,
you stated that the reverse is the case.

The pullet has laid every day since the 23rd ult. (one egg,

however, being soft), and appears likely to continue doing 60

uutU fui'ther notice.—E. W. Beachey.

MANAGEMENT OF GEESE.
One of my Embden Geese laid an egg weighing 11 ozs. I

should advise " T. M. L." to leave the eggs in the nest, and
let the Goose amuse herself just as she pleases; mine are so

proud of their eggs, and go on the nest every day, even when
they do not lay. The eggs are kept warmer than when they

are removed. As the time of incubation draws near, the Geese
cover the eggs very carefully with feathers and down, and they

look snug and promising.

I like them to sit in an outhouse, and not out of doora. This
is easily managed by shutting them in for a few nights previous

to laying ; and let the nests be in a secluded place.—L. B.

[The above reminds us of what was recently published in the

Norfulk Chroniclf.

"Norfolk has long enjoyed a most extensive and unrivalled

celebrity for her poultry, and especially for her Turkeys and
Geese. The number of these delicious birds sent from the

county throughout the year, and particularly at Christmas
time, is incredible. Besides those reared in our farmyards we
have Geese produced by wholesale just beyond Magdalen Gates,

by Mr. Bagshaw, who has a complete monopoly of the trade,

not having any known competitor in the country ; and some
statistics respecting the rearing of these birds, and of their

disposal, will probably not be uninteresting.

"Formerly Mr. Bagshaw reared a large number of Turkeys,

but the demand for Geese so increased that he confined his

Christmas business to the latter birds, still, however, continu-

ing a general trade throughout the year. In the course of

twelve months he produces from GO,000 to 70,000 fowls, of

which about 30,000 are Ducks, principally of the Norfolk breed.

About the last week in October the " buying-up " is the first

preparation for the Christmas sale, more than one-half of the

number required being obtained from Holland, and the re-

mainder from various parts of this country. The fatting

commences about the middle of November, and the largest

number fatted at one time is 12,000—the number fatted this

winter. As we have said, this business is carried on just beyond
Magdalen Gates.

" The food on which the fowls are fatted is barleymeal end
brewers' grains, the former being ground by Mr. Bagshaw him-

self, so that he may not bo exposed to the adulteration whicli
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this commodity frequently undergoes ; nnd the quantity of food

required is about ninety coombs of barleymcal and sixty coomba

of Brains daily. The manure from sucii an immense number
of fowls, fed upon such a description of food, is very valuable,

and frequent applications for the sale of it are made ; but as

Mr. Bagsbaw holds a farm close by his poultry yard he prefers

to make use of it himself. It takes about six days to make
preparations for the market, and about one hundred dressers

are employed in the work, but as the birds are not drawn be-

fore they are sent to market, the Riblota are bought with thera.

Of those killed for Christmas, some IBOO are sent to the goose

clubs, and the rest are forwarded to the markets at Leadenhall

and Newgate, where they are sold on commission. During the

Christmas week no less than from seventy to eighty tons weight

were sent away from Norwich by rail, the Geese averaging in

weight from '.) to 10 lbs."

J

SELLING BOILED EGGS.
I BT.a to ask your advice upon the following case. A person

advertised in your paper some fowls for sale, first prize Brr-

mingham. I wrote about that pen, and he said in answer that

he had concluded to keep them, but if I wanted a sitting of

eggs I should have an honest one, on the receipt of a poat-

offioe order foi* 12s. ; and about ten days ago I received a note

from the person saying that the birds of the first-prize pen

were now laying, and a sitting of eggs were at my disposal, on

the receipt of a post-office order. I accordingly sent one for that

amount, and received a box containing thirteen eggs, one of

which was quite cracked on one side, but dry, which excited

my suspicion. When I broke it, you may imagine my surprise

when I found it had been boiled quite hard. I broke two more
and they were just the same. There are eight more looking

just the same, and I have not the least doubt they have been
boiled. What remedy have I ? I withhold all names at present

;

but will give mine and his also, as I do not intend to be swindled

in that way if I have a remedy.—J. L. L.

[Have the other eggs opened in the presence of a witness,

and if they, or any of them, prove to have been boiled, apply

to a magistrate for a warrant, and have the vendor appre-

hended and tried for the fraud. Since we wrote the above we
are informed that the vendor returned the money, and stated,

as is usual, that his man did it !

—

Eds.]

TACKING EGGS.
I SAW a short time ago that you recommended bran as ma-

terial for packing eggs in. I have been very unfortunate with
eggs thus packed. Last year I purchased some Turkey eggs,

they cost me about 14.s'., and I did not obtain a chick. I paid

an extra shilling for packing, and the eggs were sent in bran,

but although wrapped in paper were all lying against the lid,

and five or six were smashed. The remainder were placed

under a good sitter, but at the expiration of the time they all

proved unproductive. There was no sign of a chick in any of

them. I use moss when it can be had, and I find it answer
very well. It wants drying previous to use.—L. B.

NOTES ON FANCY TIGEONS.—No. 10.

THE CARKIER.

There are by common consent of fanciers, and there have
been for upwards of a hundred years, three varieties of Pigeons

which stand higher than others in esteem, which have been
cultivated with greater care, and in which certain properties

have been raised to a higher standard. These are Almond
Tumblers, Carriers, and Pouters. These birds have been
treated in a similar way to florists' flowers. Now we know
that the high-class fancy Pouter was derived from the common
Pouter, and the Almond Tumbler from the common Tumbler :

whence, tlien, must have come the fancy Carrier ? Doubtless

from the Horseman, a bird which now writers on Pigeons ac-

tually ignore. The Carrier came from the Horseman, not the

Horseman from the Carrier, as the better comes by care and
selection from the worse, just as the pansy came from the wild

heartsease ; though of course the worse will come from the

better if there be a want of care, as the pansy will, if neglected,

come back again—degenerate, in fact, to the wild heartsease.

There appears to have been, long before the English fancy

Carrier, a breed of Pigeons which was useful, and therefore

bred in great numbers. These birds showed a great desire to

return home, and would fly home great distances, and in days

when travelling was slow a winged messenger was indeed valu-

able. It stands to reason that the birds that were quickest in

flight and surest of reaching home would be most valued, and

their form, colour, &o., would not be for a moment regarded.

There was, then, this class of useful Pigeon ;
useful, therefore

valuable. Not a show bird—not a bird of points and proper-

ties, but of utility. Call the bird the Persian Pigeon, or the

Turkish Pigeon, or the Scandaroon, or the Bagatin, or the

Horseman ; the bird is one and the same, perhaps some larger

than others, but substantially the same. The bird was a bird

of utility, and capable of being trained to greater utility, and
naturally feather or shape, save as tending to utility, would be

uncared for. The shape of these Pigeons was well suited to

cleave the air ; formed as we make the fastest boats, they were

to other Pigeons—for example, the Kunt—what the University

racing boat is to a barge. These Pigeons had also in common,
notwithstanding differences of name, more or less of naked

himp-hke flesh round the eyes, and above and below the base

of the beak. From these birds came, by care, and selection,

and good judgment in matching, a florists' flower of Pigeons—

the fancy English Carrier, just as in like manner came the

Almond Tumbler and the EngUsh fancy Pouter.

One only objection is to be met—viz., that the best show
Carriers are always black or dun, while Horsemen are of all

colours. But this difliculty is answered thus : It is well known
that some properties appear in excess attached to one particu-

lar colour, and that the best fancy birds of certain varieties of

Pigeons are always of a certain colour

—

e. ;;., Fantails white.

Dragoons blue. The Carrier is the high-bred cultivated gentle-

man, the Horseman the useful labourer. As it is said to take

three generations to breed a perfect gentleman, so it certainly

takes several generations to breed a perfect Carrier. The
Carrier has been a gentleman these 150 years probably, but he

has refined and become a more perfect gentleman, just as a

series of dukes have become in the same number of years. I

look at a first-class Carrier and think, "Ah! your fine Eton
and Christchurch, and good food, and good housing, and care-

ful mating during the last 150 years have done wonders for you

and your forefathers ! " Then glancing at the shorter-necked,

thicker-skuUed Horseman I think, "You have not had such

advantages, but you are the most useful fellow still."

I shall not go into the fancy points of the English Carrier,

inasmuch as every Pigeon book gives them, but I will remark

upon the bird generally. As the Pouter is the noblest-looking

Pigeon that walks, so the Carrier is the most graceful ; but to

see well-bred Carriers to perfection you must not judge of them
when in cages at an exhibition, for there they never look well

;

they stand at bay in a corner, and do not for one moment look

at ease. But suppose you suddenly open a loft door, and there

are a few Carriers within ; they are bold enough not to fly,

but unsociable enough to dislike and resent the intrusion, and

stand on the peas giving a cross snort at you, and as they

stand they look the very perfection of graceful strength. They
remind me of the story of Queen Anne and her sculptor. Said

the Queen, " You have made me in my statue look stern."

" Madam," replied the sculptor, " God only can combine dig-

nity and grace." Now, we may see the two combined in the

Carrier. No wonder he has so long enjoyed the title. The King

of Pigeons ; no wonder an old fancier chopped off his head in

royal fashion, and did not ignominiously wring his neck.

The colour of the Carrier in my opinion is best when black,

and the blacker the better ;
then the statuesque look is more

visible—that hard solid look which reminds one of stone.

Unless I greatly mistake, the present show Carriers are many
of them too small, just as we see too many show Game fowls

erring in this matter of size. You want in the Carrier the ap-

pearance of strength, as well as grace, which size alone can give.

I hope that having now opened the subject of the Carrier

eminent breeders of this bird will give us their experience, and
do for it what has recently been done in these pages for the

Pouter.—WiLTsniRK Eectok.
P.S.—I cannot forbear expressing my gratification at the

excellent articles which have appeared recently in this Journal

on one branch of the fancy Pigeon subject, from the pen of

Mr. Huie and others. The late Mr. Brent appealed again and

again for fanciers to speak out, but in vain. Now, however,

the publication of the work entitled " Pigeons " seems to have

aroused our friends, and made them dip their pens in ink to a

good purpose. "Pigeon-fancying," remarks Professor Huxley

"is a great art and .mystery," and I am sure it requires
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very much taste and judgment. But there is another view of

the pursuit which raises it greatly in value, and which was

brought under my notice by reading the reports of the meeting

of the British Association held last year at Dundee. One of

those philosophers who are wise—no, no, who wish to be wise

above what is written—was contending for half a dozen Adams
and Eves to account for the different varieties of men—the

black, the red, the white, &c., and was answered by a philosopher

properly so called, who was a believer in his Bible, in this way
.—that the origin of the different races of men from one human
pair was capable of proof by analogy as long as there were

fancy Pigeons in the world, which we know all came from the

Rock Dove. This good man and good philosopher was doubt-

less a Pigeon-fancier ; all honour to him. Now there are no
divergences, or differences, or diversities in the human family

so great as those between the Shortfaced Kite Tumbler, black

in colour and dumpy in shape, and the Pouter, white in colour,

and 18 inches or more in height ; and yet the two will pair and
be prolific. So in the case of the Tumbler's atom of a beak

and the Carrier's dagger-like bill ; or, again, the smooth legs

and feet of most Pigeons and the almost-winged leg of the

Trumpeter, or the smooth crown and the turn crown, &c.

Indeed, taking this view of Pigeon-fancying, it is not only a

most interesting pastime, but the beautiful birds are themselves

proofs of the truth of Holy Writ, and I delight to regard them
as living rebukes of the unbeliever.

I must also beg to add one brief word concerning the tmion

of the two London Pigeon Societies—a word of strong com-
mendation c if the step taken. It is just what is wanted. The
paper issued by the Reorganisation Committee is admirable,

and a plain proof that the old jeer about Pigeon-fanciers being

uneducated is now wholly out of place. That paper might
have been read before a learned society. I would venture to

suggest that there should be a low rate of subscription for

country members, who are not likely to be often in London,
and yet would like much to be members. This plan would
add considerably to the number of the subscribers, and greatly

strengthen the Society. A county paper I know well did not

pay when sold at a high price, but that now being greatly

lowered, it pays well. Should this phin be adopted I shall be

happy to belong to the Sooiety, and ask my friends clerical and
lay to do the same.—W. R.

BREEDING POUTER PIGEONS.
I HAVE just been reading Mr. Volckman'a article in your

paper last week, iu answer to the remarks formerly made
by Mr. Ure, Mr. Huie, and Mr. Stuart. As a Pigeon-fancier

I am glad to see your columns open to discussion on this

branch of the fancy. I only trust your kindness will not be

abused. I thoroughly understand Mr. Tolckman's views iu

respect to the breeding of the Pouter Pigeon. I am afraid,

however, his enthusiasm for that class has carried him beyond
his depth. Mr. Yolckman, being an experienced breeder

of long standing, must surely be aware of the insurmountable
difficulties that debar the breeder of Pouter Pigeons from
obtaining perfection, and less than that is eridently found
fault with by our friend Mr. Yolckman.

I am inclined to believe all has been and is now done to

improve the Pouter in all its properties, that careful study,

select matching, and access to an overflowing cash account

in the bank could possibly do. It is a very easy matter to say

that breeders should do this and that to obtain certain results in

colour and marking along with the other indispensable proper-

ties ; but surely Mr. Yolckman is not so thoroughly ignorant,

after his long experience in breeding his favourite Pouters, as not

to know that that class cannot be put on a par with most other

Pigeon classes ; that anything like perfection can only be

obtained very rarely, and that never with certainty, although
hundreds are produoetl so near it that no one but a fancier,

and he sometimes a whimsical one, could possibly discover a
difference, and still this difference from the standard of per-

fection Mr. Yolckman evidently thinks can be got over.

Surely, if he will allow it, he is more intent in drawing
out a few of the Scotch fanciers into a discussion, [and lead-

ing them to give out unwittingly in the heat of argument
a few valuable hints for the benefit of their English brethren,

as to how they produce such magnificent specimens—for it is

a very evident fact that the Scotch excel in this breed to a

wonderful degree, and one would think that it was a decided

misnomer to call this Pigeon the "English Pouter," seeing

that it has emanated principally from Scotland during the

last century. However, I would not quarrel with a name,
as that is of little importance so long as the Scotch breeders

hold the laurels for producing the finest specimens ever yet

exhibited, and therefore I think it can only be fairly inferred

that they do not require any lesson how to breed.

As those of successful Pouter breeders of long standing, Mr.
Ure's and Mr. Huie's views may be considered very valuable;

also the remarks and information given us by the no less

successful, though younger fancier, Mr. Stuart. I regret very
much, however, to see an evident " worry" taking place by Mr.
Yolokman's erroneous and very inconsistent statement, when
he unwarrantably tramps on their toes by ineinnating that

they had been breeding only for size, and "neglected" the

property of colour and marking—teUing them they should
discard for a time the evident bad system they had adopted
hitherto, which only produced size and symmetry, and little

else to be commended. Now these assertions, without being
facts, are apt to raise the Scotch blood a bit ; and although Mr.
Yolckman is quite correct in advocating the exertions of all

true fanciers to do all in their power to obtain as far as possible

something like a standard, he should have stopped there, as

a little reasoning would have proved to him that a Pouter
Pigeon is such a combination of parts, so readily and easily

effected, that no certainty could ever be relied on in production.

Would it not be much better if breeders and fanciers gave

us a few practical hints as to their experience in the selection

and matching of their birds, with the result ? Some kind of

information like this has never yet appeared in any publioa-

tion as far as I have seen. Sterling facts would be eagerly

read, as they might save the young fancier losing years in

experimenting. Mr. Stuart very openly and candidly states

one fact worthy of notice, and that is, his experience teaches

him to select a moderate-sized hon to breed from. Now, here

is a lesson that I dare say the inexperienced would have doubt-

less avoided if they had their choice.

Mr. Simpson, of Newark, gave us in a few lines downright
straight-to-the-point information how he produced the best

coloured Yellows and Reds. If Mr. Yolckman would favour us
with the description of the many birds he has bred, how he
matched, and the results, as we are led to believe he has been
very successful in obtaining all the properties, it will not only

be more instructive, but may be more creditable to him as a

breeder than all he could suggest should be done as " a fancier."

Your space is too valuable to be taken up with anything but

useful information, and I trust the members of the fancy will

not lose your favour by tiring you with irrelevant matter.

—

Deeds Snow.

A GUIDE TO CANARY-BREEDING.—No. .3.

The birds on being introduced to each other will at first,

most likely, evince anything but an amiable disposition, but

this wOl in a day or two give way to a much happier state of

things. The cock will be observed to feed his mate frequently,

and she will begin to " nest," and will search eagerly for

material with which to construct a habitation for her future

progeny. The felt will supply this necessity, but a few feathers,

or a piece of moss or soft doe hair—not cotton or wool, which
is apt to become entangled in the feet—will afford her ample
amusement. If this be not supplied, and no foreign materia!

find its way within her reach, she will at once proceed to ap-

propriate a portion of her lord and master's tail, or failing that,

may watch her opportunity and sieze him by the back of the

neck in a most unfeminine way, swinging him backwards and
forwards under the perch, till he falls and leaves her in posses-

sion of a mouthful of feathers, a proceeding which he, like

many other hen-pecked husbands, does not appear to dare to

resent. If supplied with material and a suitable niche for her

nest she will build one, and this is, as I have stated iu a pre-

vious article, the common mode in the south. Different

breeders adopt either plan. The felt nest has this advantage,

that when the vermin begin to show themselves, and they most
assuredly will, it can be changed at once, and an entirely clean

nest substituted, which cannot be done so well with a nest of

the bird's own construction, and those who know what pests

these parasites are, are only too ready to adopt any plan of

eradicating them.
In the course of a week or ten days after the publication of

the banns, the time varying according to the state of the

weather, and the general health and condition of the birds, the

hen wOl lay her first egg. The breeder need not be alarmed if

the day before this most auspicious event he should find the
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hen squatting in tlie bottom of the cape, Renerally with her

head in a comer, with outspread win^s, closed eyes, breathing

rapidly, and looking the picture of misery, and as it at the point

of death. At such ii time it is best to leave Nature entirely to

herself. Should the cock show any signs of molesting her ho

may be removed till the next day, but such is seldom the

case, and the anxious novice who will, perhaps, be expecting to

find his pet dead next morning, will lind egg number one duly

deposited, and the hen as well and as sprightly as ever. This

complete prostration does not often happen. Should it, how-

ever, extend into the second day—that is, if she should not lay

her egg in the morning, but be still evidently in a state of dis-

comfort and pain, it will arise from her not being able to pass

her egg, or being "egg-bound." In this case hold her for a

minute or two over the neck of a jug 'containing boiling water,

exposing the vent to the action of the steam. Then replace

her in the cage, and if the egg be not passed very shortly,

repeat the operation, and if necessary, drop a single drop of

olive oil on the vent, when, in nine cases out of ten, the egg

will be passed without further trouble. Almost invariably one

vapour bath is sufficient, and the egj is not unfrequently laid

in the hand. Save it by all means, if possible ; but these

measures must be adopted with a view to save the bird, which

muBt inevitably die if not relieved.

The Canary lays from three to six, and sometimes, but

rarely, seven eggs, and has four or five nests in the season.

Four is an average nest, five or si.x a good one. Take out the

egg every morning till the third is laid. The object of this is

to insure the eggs all being "chipped" together. In their

natural state birds do not commence to incubate till they have

laid their full complement ; but the Canary will often sit on

the first egg, which is not desirable, as the birds first chipped

will necessarily be stronger than their brethren a day younger,

and will seome most food, to the marked detriment of their

less fortunate nestlings.

On the evening of the third day remove the felt in which the

hen has been scuffling about for the last week, and substitute a

clean one, nicely fitted to the tin, and securely fastened. Next
morning the hen will have laid a fourth egg, and will at once

begin to sit, seldom leaving her nest except to feed, and that

not very often, as the cock, if he be a dutiful husband, will

supply all her wants. The chopped egg, and all stimulating

food, must now be discontinued.

The breeder can satisfy himself in a few days as to whether

there be any vitality in the eggs by holding them n\> to the

light, when the network of blood vessels can be distinctly seen,

and in a day or two longer the egg becomes quite opaque.

Such eggs are said to be " full," others are worthless, and if at

the expiration of a week they are perfectly transparent, they

may at once be removed, as it is useless to distress the hen by
allowing her to sit them out.—W. A. Blakston.

GOLDFINCH AND CANAliY MULES.
Can you give me any information about breeding light-

coloured mules between a Goldfinch and a hen Canary ? I

have been a breeder of mules a few years, and never have bred

a buff or a yellow bird. I have bred from buff and yellow hens
bred from yellower birds for twenty years.—L. S. D.

[Your correspondent wishes to discover a secret which many
others would like to fathom. In my opinion mule-breeding is

very much like a lottery—more blanks than prizes. There
are, perhaps, more mules bred in this district than anywhere
in England. I mean variegated Goldfinch and Canary mules.

They are for the most part bred from a strain of birds known
among breeders as belonging to the " marked mule tribe;" but

what this "marked mule tribe" is, or whence its origin, I

know not. I take it to be after this fashion :

—

A breeder discovers that among a number of hens put up
with Goldfinches one only shows a disposition to throw her

young ones nearer the Canary than the Finch, and accordingly

he experiments with her progeny—that is, with the young ones

he may obtain from her by a Canary cock. These he breeds from
again and again regardless of their feather ; all he desires is to

perpetuate a strain of birds which has a disposition to throw
mules more nearly approaching the Canary than the Finch.
By-and-by he becomes somewhat celebrated, and is reported to

have a fine strain of mule-breeding hens. That there are such
is beyond doubt the case, but to obtain them from their owners
is almost impossible. The value attached to them and the
interest centered in them is something beyond belief. There
is some truth in the story of the pitman, who when dying said.

" Mary, hinny ! I wad like to live the season oot, to see whether

the ould dun hen wadn't breed a clean mule !"

I have a cock and hen from a noted strain, which has not

been contaminated with any cross for twenty-nine years. They
are from the nest immediately preceding one which contained

some first-class mules. I have also a cock and two hens from

another noted strain, the property of the late T. Reid, Esq.,

Belgian Vice- Consul at Newcastle, a noted ornithologist, whose

melancholy death a short time ago threw a gloom over this

entire district. His stock was eagerly sought for, and I was

fortunate enough to secure what I have mentioned. If your

correspondent is very anxious to try for mules I will sell him
one hen, but I cannot spare more. As may be expected from

continued in-and-in breeding, they are very insignificant in

appearance, their merit being in the certainty of their pro-

ducing mules more or less marked.—W. A. Blakston, Sun-

derland.J

CONSEQUENCES OF MISMANAGEMENT.
Yon have not yet made it clear to me what has been the

cause of the comparative weakness of my Ligurians. I may,

however, remark that a friend who has been looking at them

thinks they are doing very fairly. Perhaps my alarm was

partly owing to my expectation of something quite out of the

common, and to my comparing them with a remarkably strong

and active hive of good old .John Bulls (which, however, I must

say owe me something, as I got no honey from them last year,

nor any swarm that I know of). This beautiful niild morning

the Ligurians are out iu numbers sufficient to satisfy any one,

but on colder days they are decidedly less active than the Eng-

lish bees.

Pray tell me what was wrong in my driving last year. It

was not by any means a large swarm which I drove. Was it

too early, May 31st? I should like to know what course you

would have recommended when the bees refused to^ go into a

glass super, and were hanging out idle, and would inevitably

have swarmed in a few days, which swarm I should probably

have lost, as there wore then no bushes in my garden. I have

had some planted since.

The driven swarm, though not large, would, doubtless, have

done very well had I been at home to feed it a little during the

wet weather in July ; but unless Italian bees are very senti-

mental, I do not see how its miserable end could have affected

the parent stock.

My friend says that the whole of my mismanagement con-

sisted in not stopping up the hives with tow during the snow

in December, but I was apain from home. Of course bee-

keepers should never go from home, but such things will

happen.
May I ask if Lapwings in the garden would be injurious to

the bees ? Also, will you say whether dahlias are poisonous

tobees?—S. S.

[If we have not already been sufficiently explicit we will now
endeavour to be so. What was wrong in your driving was

permitting the expelled bees to starve ; what was wrong after-

wards was allowing the stock which you had denuded of its surplus

population to exhaust itself by over-swarming without apply-

ing a remedy ; and what was quite as wrong as either was with-

holding an important fact, and endeavouring to throw discredit

on the innocent victims of your own mismanagement. It is

sheer nonsense to compare a stock which has been so treated

with one that h.as remained intact, and then talk about " lazy"

and "sentimental Ligurians" and "good old John Bulls."

Stopping up hives with tow during snow in December might

very possibly result in a catastrophe by suffocation. Lapwings

are insectivorous, but whether they would eat bees we are

doubtful. We do not believe that dahlias are poisonous to bees.]

SHIFTING BEES INTO A NEW HIVE.
I HAVE a hive of bees, which is very strong; they did not

swarm last .year, and have wintered very well. The hive is

a very old one (three or four years), and the briers that hold

it together have given way in places. I wish, therefore, to

know how I had better act, so as to remove the bees from the

hive, and still preserve the brood, which is coming forward at

this time of the year. I wish if possible to prevent from

swarming, and yet still have a new hive for next winter. Do
you think it would be most profitable to make an artificial

swarm, as described in a February number, or to leave the

hive alone till autumn, then drive the bees out of it, and eata-
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blish them in a new hive ? Do you not think the latter plan
will come rather expensive with the feeding they will require ?

or will it be possible to drive them in August without destroy-
ing much brood?

—

Carolus.

[Your object of shifting the bees into a new hive without
permitting them to swarm will be most completely attained by
transferring the stock to a Woodbury frame hive in the manner
described by us in No. 318 iu reply to " Squib." Or you may
permit the hive to swarm naturally, and on the twenty-first
day after the issue of the first expel the remaining bees by
driving, and add them to the last swarm, appropriating the
combs, which will then be free from brood, to such purpose as
you may see fit. If you drive the bees in autumn as you pro-
pose, it will be better to unite them to another stock rather
than incur the expense of supplying them with sufficient food
to enable them to build and store combs for the winter. This
expense may, however, be very materially diminished if you
are able to induct them into a hive already furnished with
combs.]

COIVIB-CONSTRUCTION IN WOODBURY HI\'ES.
I HAVE a Woodbury frame hive in use, and like it much, but

find that the bees do not fix the combs regularly on the line of

the bars. How can this be obviated ?—C. B.

[We always superintend the construction of combs in a
frame hive ourpelves, inspecting them from time to time, and
promptly correcting any incipient deviation from the straight

line. If yours are vei-y irregularly made, the best plan will be
to wait until the hive becomes.well filled with bees {say towards
the end of April or early in May), and then during the middle
of a fine day drive all the bees into an empty hive, which
place on the old stance, and then convey their original habi-
tation in-doors, where such of the combs as require it may be
either wholly or partially detached from their frames, and tem-
porarily secured in the correct position by means of zinc clips

and thin strips of wood tacked on in the manner delineated
in page 84 of " The Gardener's Almanack." Bent combs must
be set straight ; and if not sufficiently pliable may be slightly'

warmed by the fire. Thickened parts should be pared down,
but take care that the cells on each side are left of equal
length, and that the "partition wall " of every comb is in the
centre of each bar. It is better to remove the projecting Wood-
bury rib from the bars, and the bees will attach their combs
to them with greater facility if their under surface be coated
with melted wax. When the job is completed, and the combs
arranged in their new apartment in the same order as that
which they occupied in their old one, temporarily deepen the
hive by putting an empty one of the same size, from which the
frames, and crown and floor boards have been removed, on ihe
top, and then place the whole on the old stance, knocking the
cluster of bees out of their temporary place of refuge into the
empty, hive, and on to the top of the exposed frames, instantly
pulling on the crown board. The inverted hive may be re-

moved the next morning, and all, or nearlylall, the artificial

supports from the combs the day after.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Characteeistics op Houdans (Lincolnshire Subscriber).— It is -with

Houdans as with all other birds ns soon as there is a demand for them.
Fowls with some only of the characteristics of the breed are sold as
ptire specimens. Wefear it has been the case with yours. Pare birds
must have top-knots, beards, and five claws. The nearer the plumage
approaches to unmixed black the better the birds; old hens will, however,
have their top-knots tipped with white, and it is diflRcult to obtain the
cocks without some mixture of white or yellow plumage after the first

moulting, but red feathers are a serious fault. You would be disqualified
if you showed unbearded birds. Alter your feeding by substituting once
every day meal for whole com, and consider your potatoes rather as
playthings than as sustenance. Discontinue the eggshells. They make
lowls egg-eaters. We keep large numbers, we never knew one broody.
Ducklings Dying {Old DhcA-).—Oatmeal is the best Duck's food. Mix

with their meal fine gravel, and put a sod of earth covered with grass in
the vessel that holds their food.
Golden-spangled Hamburghs' Eggs Unfertile {A Constant Sub-

scriber),—We cannot guess the cause of the failure. We know to what
most people would point, but we do not believe in such causes. It is a
common complaint early iu the season, hut after-results prove it a false
one. There can, however, be no hai'm in ti'ying another cock. It is often
the result of bad sitting on the part of the hens, when, as in this season,
broody ones have been scarce enough to make breeders anxious and less

carefiil than they should be in assuring themselves of hens which are
really staunch sitters. Such will sit partially just long enough to spoil the
eggs, and then be as steady as possible. The morning frosts have been
quite hard enough to spoil eggs. Have these been clear or rotten '/

Brahma Pootras Web-footed (H. P. L.).—We should care little for
the web between the toes. The outside toe is always short. When the
toe is nnder the other, we should release it by cutting the leaders at the
end.

Spanish Cock with Enlarged Eyelids {An ^mo^rur).—We snppo!^
by the eyelid you mean the white face, the point of beauty. Benefit-
sometimes arises from frequent washing with strong alum, or vinegar and
water applied cold and very strong. Vou must not cut it. If the eye is
quite closed you must open it, and fasten it optn with narrow strips of
some adhesive plaister. They must remain on till the skin becomes coa-
trncted, and the bird can see again.
Colour of Cociiin-China Egos (ilTona).—Why the eggshells sometimes

are white can never bo settled. We have often noticed the same in all
breeds of Cochins and Brahmas. Game fowls and White Dorkings will
often lay bro^\-n eggs. Among our Cochins and Brahmas wo have some-
times eggs ahnost as dark as chocolate "an lait," and others nearly
white. We have often made it the cause of inquiry among our people.
But one ever attempted an answer, and she (an old woman), said she ha&
noticed that the eggs were dark, just in proportion to the heat of the
weather

; cold weather invariably made them pale. We have often
noticed the eggs of White Cochins covered with white, apparently chalk
spots. Although a perfectly white egg in a Cochin house, where that
breed only was kept, would give us doubts, yet variety of colour or shade,
however great, is not, in our opinion, inconsistent with absolute purity af
breed in Cochins.
Weak-legged Bantams (<?. D.).—We cannot advise yon to breed from

the Game Bantams again. We should avoid the strain, but if some «f
the pullets were pood enough in points to make it desirable, we should
put them to a cock that could not be akin to them. If the chickens were
hatched under favourable circumstances, and provided with all that is
necessary for successful rearing, they must be altogether wanting in con-
stitution. Many birds will have white flights in their chicken wings, but
moult them out the first time. If, however, you have any intention to
show, you must not breed from the cock you mention. It is probably the
result of a cross that was made many years ago, and still throws back a
little to Duckwing orPile. Breeding-in, or between brother and sister—
indeed, anj'thing that weakens constitution, has a tendency to produce
white feathers.
Hens Ceasing to Lay {An -4ma(^ur).—Sharp frosts and cold winds arc

not helps to laying, neither will fowls lay every week alike. Your feeding
is not good. It by meat you mean raw meat, they have far too much.
They do not want it more than three times per week, and can do without
it altogether. Potatoes are poor food, and rice is worthless. We prefer
Indian com whole to ground. Give this once every day, except when
meat is given. The other two meals should be of whcde barley once, and
barley or oatmeal once, slaked with water. Cooked food, such as scraps
of dried outside or knuckle of leg or shoulder of mutton chopped fine, is

better than any raw meat. With the latter twice per day, the fowls
become too fat, and not only lay less, but frequently die from the ob-
struction caused by internal fat.

Breeding Poultry Profitably (L. B.).—We will endeavour to give
you some details next week. In the meantime we can tell you that all

Irish chickens at the present time are making 6k. per couple in London.
Messrs. Howard & Fricker, of .Leadenhall Market, are most respectable
and trustworthy men, and would make quick and conscientious returns.
Now, however, is the time to sell " profitable poultry." It is and will

be very dear for the next seven or eight weeks, after tliat it will be cheaper.
Hives {W.Earley).—We consider any form of hive which will admit of

supering to be superior to the collateral system, upon which Nutt's hives
are made.
Aspect for Bee House (J. ^.).—We do not esteem aspect to be of

primary importance, but prefer to place our hives facing towards the
south. Any point between south-east and sonth-west will do.

Ligurianising {Q. J.).—As you do not describe the hives in which your
bees are domiciled, we are unable to advise you. Read Mr. Woodbury's
article on "Propagating Ligurians," which appeared in No. 315, and if

you want further information write to us again, stating where you are at

a loss and what kind of hives you use. Assiduity in pollen-gathering is

a tolerably sm"e sign of the presence of brood in a hive. The propagation
of Liguriaus may commence as soon as drone brood is pretty well ad-

vanced.
Hives Cont.uning Empty Co^res fH. U. K,).—li is scnrcely possible

to overrate the advantage of hiving bees in hives already furnished with
combs. If, therefore, the last year's swarms really died from starvation

and not from disease, by all means induct fresh swarms into their old

combs. You will find no difficulty in so doing, and it will be benefit

rather than otherwise if it compels you to forego the now-exploded pro-

cess of preparing the hives with balm. &c.
Fleas {J. Z.).—The following is all the information we can give yoa_:

—

" Cleanliness and frequent sprinkliug of the room with a simple decoction

of wormwood will soon exterminate the whole breed of these trouble-

some vermin, and the bept remedy to expel them from bedclothes is a

bag filled with dry moss, the odour of which is to them extremely ofl'en-

sive. Others cover the floors of the rooms where fleas abonnd with leaves

of the alder tree while the dew is on the foliage, to which these insects

fondly adhere, and thus may be easily destroyed. Fumigation with the
leaves of pennyroyal, or the fresh-gathered foliage of that plant sewn up
in a bag, and laid in the bed, are also remedies pointed out for the ex-

pulsion o£ fleas. The most efi'ectuftl and speedy way to get rid of fleas on
dogs is to pour sweet or train oil along the hack, from the top of the

rump to the back of the head, rubbing the sides, haunches, and flanks

well with the hand until the oil be well incorporated with the hair. If this

be done properly it is said that there will not remain a living flea on thB

animal in ten minutes alter the application. They will throw themselves

ort upon the surface of the hair, of a yellow colour, with legs, &c., ex-

tended, and die almost instantaneously."

POULTRY MARIvET.—Apkil 1.

Famine supply and famine prices. Some are gone, others are not

come, and, therefore, salesmen's stalls are a " beggarly accoimt of empty
benches." The past week saw the arrival of the first Plover's eggs of

the season. Many were sold at 5». each.
B d. B. d

to 6Large Fowls 5

Smaller do 4

Chickens 3
Goslings 8
Dnckhngs 6
Pigeons

6
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kept dry until the following spring, and where a suitftble
place, neither so dry as to shrivel, nor so damp as to rot thftm,
can be had, no doubt this plan gives ample satisfaction ; yet
lliey keep much bettor if laid, when large quantities of them
are used, in long narrow heaps, misled with sand, and care-
folly covered like Potatoes, care being taken, of course, to
esclude both frost and rain. In spring they start more freely
and at a lower temperature than those kept in a dry loft or
room. Nature is in this, although not in every case, the best
teacher.—Ateshiee GAKCEKEti.

CAMELLIAS.
I DO not suppose that it is needful that a person should grow

a whole houseful of plants of any one kind to enable him to
speak with any degree of experience on their cultivation, but
that the same treatment which is found beneficial for a dozen
plants is likely to be equally good for fifty or a hundred. I
know that in reading the details of cultivation given from time
to time in The Jouenal of Horiici'lture I never stop to
inquire what is the number of the plants the cultivator grows,
feeling that if I see good common sense, and am told that the
plan has bean successful, it is of very little moment to me
what number of the particular plant he has under his care,
and I am ready to take a hint from him, whether he be a large
or a small grower ; and, therefore, although my Camellia-grow-
ing is only in a very small way, yet the results that I have ob-
tained are to me so satisfactory, that I may be pardoned, per-
haps, if I detail it, and add a few notes on varieties.

There was a considerable amount of controversy last year in
the Journal about the proper way to grow them. It interested
me, and it seemed to me that the balance of argument was on
the side of Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell, and I adopted in conse-
quence his plan— ;".<•

, I potted the Camellias in quite fresh
loam taken olif a pasture, about an inch in thickness, and torn
ap into small pieces about an inch square. I did this as soon
as the plants were out of bloom, just as they were beginning
to make their fresh shoots, taking care not to overpot them.
They were then kept in a cool vinery, where the Vines were
just beginning to start, and kept syringed twice a-day. After
remaining here until the shoots had acquired their full growth,
they were removed into the front greenhouse facing the south,
and placed on the front shelf with a blind of thick tiffany
stretched over them. Here they were syringed as before ; they
were never put out of doors, never exposed to the weather in
any way ; and whether from these causes or not I do not know,
but certainly I have never grown Camellias with anything like
the satisfaction I have done these, for I had a quantity of
bloom—so much so, that I was obliged to take off a large num-
ber, and had even then on a plant of Jubilee in a 32-pot
nineteen blooms large and full. These results justify me in
going on in the same way, and I shall certainly never adopt
any other plan as long as I grow them. That equally favour-
able results may be obtained by other means I will not deny

;

the Ghent growers, for example, grow their Camellias almost
exclusively in peat and leaf mould, and nothing can be better
than theirs are. Still, having tried that and seen the superiority
of those grown as I have detailed, I intend to adhere to Mr. Pear-
son's method of treatment. They like plenty of water and
shade, and I prefer giving them both by artificial means rather
than placing ;them under trees and getting the heavy rains

' upon them.
With regard to varieties, there are, as may be seen by refer-

ing to the Belgian catalogues, a vast number ; but, as with every
other flower, the lists contain many very inferior varieties,
while in almost every colour now there are sorts whose shape
and appearance it seems impossible to surpass. The following
aorta I have grown myself, and give my opinion of them for
what it is worth, holding as I do in this as in other flowers,
that shape is of the greatest consequeuce :

—

1. SAE.iH Frost, said to be of American origin ; but wherever
it comes from, a most beautiful flower, of a deep rosy pink
colour, beautiful in shape, large and full. The habit of the
plant, too, is excellent. Altogether first-rate.

2. CoNTESsA Latinia Maggi, a large, fine, striped flower,
decidedly of the deep Carnation-striped flowers the very best
we have. It lias a tendency at times to come semi-double, my
plant this ye j r having produced several flowers of this character,
and showing the stamens, but it is a noble flower.

3. Mbs. Abbey Wilder, an exquisitely-shaped white flower,
most beautifully imbricated and pure in colour ; its habjt
also is very good, and it flowers very freely.

4. CoMTESsE BocTouRLiN, a large rosy carmine flower, some-
what flat but striking in appearance ; it is one of the large
handsome-foliaged varieties.

5. Mrs. Cope, an exquisite flower, white, faintly striped
with pink ; foliage small and neat ; habit of the plant pyra-
midal. Altogether a desirable variety.

6. MoNTiRONi, an old and well-known favourite, white, good
habit, and free.

7. Jubilee, another well-known flower of Messrs. Low, of
Clapton ; it is of most admirable habit, and very fine. My
plant this year was a perfect picture.

8. Ddchesse de Berfi, an exquisitely shaped white flower,

but the bud is large and hard, and I have found a difficulty in
getting it to open ; when it does it is very lovely.

9. Magnificent, a flower of very great size, deep rosy car-
mine ; but I have found it so very double and so hard to open,
that I have after two seasons given it up ; moreover, it is some-
what coarse even when it does open.

10. Jenny Lind, an exquisite flower, faintly but regularly
striped with pink ; nothing can be more charming in its way
than this is.

12. Heine ces Beautes, a lovely flower, beautiful delicate

blush, of very fine shape, and well deserving of its name.
It is said to be a sport from Mrs. Abbey Wilder, and partakes
very much of the character of that flower.

13. Mrs. Dombrain, a beautiful delicate light pink flower,

shape excellent, habit good. It is quite a new variety, and not
very well known, but it is very fine.

14. BuBENs, a small red flower, worth growing for the re-

markable endurance of its blooms, which remain for a very
long time on the plant without fading.

15. Candidisshia, an old variety, pure white, and well deserv-
ing of a place in any collection. Its habit does not seem to
me to be very good.

16. Saccoi Nova, another old sort, vigorous in growth, and
very free ; well worthy a place in a collection.

17. CoMTE Bernaedino Lechi, a new sort, which has not
flowered quite yet ; it seems to be a large flaked flower, and
promises well.

18. Cup of Beauty, an exquisite light flower, of first-rate

shape and quality.

19. Countess of Orkney, a fine flower, of large size and ex-

quisite shape, beautifully flaked with bright rose.

20. Auquste Delfosse, a bright red flower, but somewhat
starry and faulty in shape.

21. Imbricata, an old and well-known flower of fine shape,
red colour, and vigorous habit.

22. Double White, an old and very favourite flower, pure
white, of good habit.

23. Fimeriata, quite a gem, pure white, the edges of the
petals beautifully fringed ; a general favourite.

24. Mathotiana, a very large, nay enormous flower, very re-

markable in appearance, but somewhat coarse.

I believe a very good selection may be made from these. I
prefer No. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 1.5, 18, 19, 21, 22, and 23.

Doubtless there are many others vei-y good, but I only write of

those which have bloomed under my own eye.—D., Deal.

PELAEGONIUMS.
I msH to publish this short note on the very remarkable

growth of a few Pelargoniums placed under my care.

Amij Hogfi.—Colour bright purplish rose, flowers in very
large trusses. This was a small cutting struck in August last.

It has grown very freely. Some of my plants measure 2 feet

through, and are beautifully formed.

DiicJicss is a soft rose lake, and is said to be of dwarf habit,

but is a very strong grower here. It has immense foliage, the

leaves measuring 9i inches by 8 inches. The plant is young,
being only the same age as Amy Hogg.

Cidfurd liosc is another, and, perhaps, the best of the Zonal
Pelargoniums. It has most beautiful foliage, almost as orna-

mental as that of a Gesnera. Its leaves measure 9 inches by
7{ inches.

Magenta is also a fine sort.

Clipper, Baron Eicasoli, Beaton's Indian Yellow, Black
Dwarf, Dr. Lindley, and Orange Nosegay, are fine for growing
as bedding plants, as well as for pot culture. They ought to

have a place in every flower garden. When grown well they
look magnificent in a conservatory. I have had them one mass
of bloom in June, July, August, and part of September. It is

as well not to allow them to remain in flower later than the
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end of August, or beginning of Septomber, if they are wanted
to como in next season.

Clntli of Gold is growing hero this winter and spring (30 far)

better than I ever saw it at any plaeo. I have some plantH

;5 feet 4 inches in diameter. They look well in the conser-

vatory or greenhouse when mixed with other well-grown i'elargo-

niums, it the foliage is line.

The compost I use for the above-named plants consists of

good turfy loam three parts, decomposed cow dung ono-fonrth,

and white sand one-tenth, with a small quantity of bone dust.

These ingredients are all well mixed together, and the whole
is allowed to acquire a proper temperature before potting.

—

J. A. RoNEV, yVisUiston.

which "OnsEnvEn" enumerates, cannot be the real cause of

bis failures, for, if not the causes, they are co-existent with

my snocesB. In gardening matters there is often something

wanting ; it is our business, by patiently comparing fact with

fact, to find out what that something is.—H. NlcKOliLS, Hawk*
hurst Lodge, Burdocks, IJorsliam.

PE.\CII AXD NECTARINE TREES OUT oi- DOORS.
I KOTioE in a recent number a letter from " Ouseiivke," en-

titled " New Glass Structures for Growing Fruit," in which he

speaks of Peach and Nectarine trees having lost their constitu-

tional strength, and as being now no longer hardy as in former

years ; and he goes on to say that " a wall heated while the

sun shines on it, and a wall rendered cold by wind and evapo-

ration when the sun is off, does not seem to suit these now
tender plants, neither does too groat an amount of moisture to

the roots, especially in autumn, agree with their delicate con-

stitutions. Cold, moisture-absorbing winds cause a chill. Bring-

ing the trees in too close contact with walls by nails cripples

them," &c.

Now, as statements of this kind often appear, particularly

from advocates of orchard houses, against which I have nothing

to say, inasmuch as they are delightful accessories to any gar-

den, I should be glad to know whether in the south of England,

or at all events south of London, your readers can endorse the

opinions of " Obsekvek." For my own part, living in Sussex,

I have never failed for the last six years to have a good crop of

Peaches and Nectarines out of doors. 1 mention six years,

because I did not attempt much gardening before then. I

have been successful on the chalk and the stiff Wealden clay
;

but as the loam of the latter district is far stronger than any
soil to be found on the chalk, I have more vigorous trees and
heavier crops on it than I ever could obtain on the chalk. I

have found a change from the chalk to the loam with a clay

subsoil very beneficial ; and I have one tree in particular, which
labours under all the supposed disadvantages mentioned by
" Observer," a perfect picture of health and vigour, carrying

regularly almost any amount of fruit, and, as a matter of taste,

I prefer the flavour of a Peach off a good warm wall to that of

those from orchard-house trees, with which, also, I have had no
difficulty.

I think there is a tendency in these days to go into far too

many extravagances in the way of "new structures," which
may be all very well for those who have unlimited means, but

are quite unnecessary for Peach, Nectarine, or Apricot trees in

this i)art of the country, and I do not like to hear that some
of our most choice and national fruits are becoming debilitated

and unfit for out-door cultivation, for now that glass houses

are so common,! imagine the true reason is that sufficient

care is not bestowed on the things which our fathers brought

to perfection in the open air, when, as far as I know, the

winters were even more severe than they generally are now.
Only the other day I saw an Apricot tree quite 30 feet high

spreading over the gable end of an old farmhouse. Its stem
was like the stem of a large Apple tree, and a neglected grass

lawn entirely covered its roots, which were, doubtless, far down
in a wonderfully stiff and very wet soil, yet none of its limbs

seemed to fail, and the farmer told me it almost always had an
abundant crop. It has now quite a mass of bloom, as very

little pruning has troubled it for many a year. Yet I hear and
read that there are no old Apricot trees now-a-days, and that

they must be grown under glass. If these fruits are required

early they must be forced under glass ; but with proper manage-
ment, or even as this Apricot tree seems to say, with no
management, they may be grown very well here without it.

Now, surely, one instance like that of this Apricot or my
Peach tree puts a negative on the assertions of " Ou.sertee,"

and reduces the facts that may have come under his observa-

tion from the region of climate or other source of supposed
degeneracy to culture. The conditions which maintained that

Apricot in health and fertility for fifty and more years would
have maintained any number of trees similarly circumstanced,

and the supposed evils of training a Peach tree on a wall.

OLD YEW TREE.
In the churchyard at Oresford, near Wrexham, Denbighshire,

is a large old Yew tree. Its circumference at the ground,

following the irregulaties of the trunk, is 31 feet fi inches, and
at 3 feet from the ground, 32 feet 1 inch. At 3 feet 6 inches

from the ground the girth, on merely passing the tape round,

is 20 feet 3 inches. The tree has evidently been in declining

health for some years, as some of the upper branches are bare

of foliage, otherwise it is perfect ; the trunk, a low one of

6 feet, particularly so, having no holes in it. The bark, how-
ever, is not good all round, still the stem is sound.

In Loudon's " Gardener's Magazine " I find the following

notice of this tree at page 530 of the volume for 1830 :—"A
Yew tree in Gresford churchyard, near Wrexham, is 29 feet in

girth at 5 feet from the ground ; height 52 feet, and the dia-

meter of the head 30 feet.— J. E. Bowman, July 1, 1836."

From the decay of the upper limbs the tree is studded with

small branches or twigs at the setting-on of the branches, and
at 5 feet no correct circumfemce could be arrived at

.

The church is surrounded with Yew trees in a flourishing

state, and few of less age than five hundred years.—G. A.

BOILERS FOR HEATING BY HOT WATER.
Mr. E. Featherstone stated that his employer, Mr. Butler,

purchased one of Clarke's water-jacket furnace boilers some
two or three years ago, but that it fails entirely when he has

to burn inferior fuel, such as they use in the garden, and that

he objects to hollow firebars, as they tend to prevent thorough

combustion.
I have had two of the above boilers at work for about the

same period, and I can conscientiously testify that the heat is

so intense in my water-jacket furnace, that it would melt
cinders. Would this be considered thorough combustion ? and
if Mr. Butler's boiler will not do that, there is something
wrong with the draught. Our boilers are heating piping for

top and bottom heat for one thousand Cucumber plants. We
sow in January, and cut fruit of the same plants in March.
—Jaiies Whiiakee, Barh Ilouse, Prescot.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
April 7tii.

Fruit Committee.—George F. WUson, Esq., F.R.S., in the cbair.

Mr. W. Hallett, oi Cossington Honae, BridgM'atcr, sent two braces of

Cucumbers, one named Cossington Hero, and the other Hallett's Per-

fection. Mr. S. Brister, Whitton, near Honnslow, sent a seedling

Apple which was not of any value ; and Mr. Whiting, of The Deepdene,

sent specimens of Wilcoveand Wilcove Improved Broccoli.

Floral Committee.—Another meat successful meeting was held

this day ; it is most gratifjing to witness how much interest these fort-

nightly meetings have excited ; the liberal support of so many exhibi-

tors tends to the success, and desei-ves the thanks of the Society. It

is now evident that the spirit of horticnlturc, pure and simple, ia in

the ascendancv, and we may now confidently expect better days for

the Society. Indeed, the co'lkction of hybrid Colens, exhibited from

the Society's own gardens at Chiswick, must have convinced the most

sceptical that the dear old garden is still vigorous. Mr. Banse's

seedling Coleus cannot be too highly commended, they are vigorous

and a vast improvement in this family. All honour be to the inde-

fatigable hybriJiser, who is so devoted to his caUing. Without doubt

tbcy are one of the greatest advances yet made in this direction.

These plants will be highly esteemed in the horticultural world, and

will be very beneficial to the Society.

The awards made were numerous. Messrs. Veitch exhibited several

new plants, especially Orchids, but some not being recognised by name
they must await their awards. Some of them were very fine, especially

an Anguloa, which is of first-rate merit. A special certificate was

awarded for Angrsecum citratum ; a first-class certificate for Pandanua

gramineus ; and a special certificate, for the beaatiful collection of

Orchids.

Mr. Davies, Ormskirk, sent a hybrid Azalea.caUed Odorata, pro-

jusely covered with white flowers and very ornamental ; it received a

first-class certificate. Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent Primula elatior

Golden Prince, a true Polyanthus with deep yellow trusses, moat
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beautiful, and as a spi-icg decorative ilower invaluable ; it received a
firet-class certificate ; cut specimens of Trichopilia suavis from the
same firm had a special certificate, and Trichopilia var. splendens,

had a first-class certificate. Mr. "Williama, Holloway. exhibited a fine

specimen of Imantophyllum miniatnmwith numerous heads of flowers,

and a special certificate was awarded for excellent cultivation. Mr.
Baxter, gardener to C. Keiser, Esq., sent Amaryllis Othello, a very
dark red variety, smooth in outline and good, and received a first-class

certificate. A special certificate was awarded him for the collection of

seedlings, some of them of good character. Mr. Turner, of Slough,
was awarded second-class certificates for seedling Auriculas, green-
edged. Col. Champneys ; and grey-edged, Competitor ; of Selfs, King
of Crimsons, a beautiful flower, had. a fijst-class certificate ; Jessie,

dark, one of the second-class ; Princess, a deep purple, a first-class

certificate. A special certificate was awarded for the collection of

show Auriculas, and also for the collection of Selfs. These latter

are called Alpines, but the term ia inadmissible.
Mr. Trussler, gardener to E. J. Kay, Esq., received a special cer-

tificate for a box of cut Camellias; Mr. Green, gardener to W. W.
Satmders, Esq., a special certificate for a very nice collection of plants,

many of the minute Orchids among them. These discarded pi ants of

the great orchidists Mi-. Saunders delights in cultivating, and most
truly beautiful and interesting they are. Mr. W. Paul received a
special certificae for a collection of superb cut Roses. He also

exhibited some vei-y small plants of Rhododendrons beautifully in

flower. They were grafted last September, the flower-buds being then
formed, kept in a cool place till spring, and then received a little

heat. He also sent a collection of Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums
which have been previously rfoticed.

Mr. Pilcher, gardener to S. Rucker, Esq., was awarded a special

certificate for a remarkably fine specimen of Odontoglossnm pul-
chellum ; and Mr. Earley, gardener to F. Pryor, Esq., Digswell, a
special certificate for a basket of cut flowers of Thunbergia Harrisii,

most delicate in colour. Messrs. Smith, of Dulwich, received a second-
class certificate for Cineraria Pandora, and a special certificate for

a collection of Cinerarias and a collection of Variegated Zonal Pelar-
goniums of much interest. We must take this opportunity of stating

that at this early period of the season the Committee decline adjudi-
cating on the merits of Zonal Pelargoniums ; to do otherwise would
be equally unfair to the plants as to the Committee. Exhibitors
ahoold remember that this is not the time for judging these plants ;

it is utterly useless to profess to know from the present appearance of

any Zonal what it may present in sis months' time. The Committee
consequently request that all Zonal Pelargoniums should be sent later

in the season.

Mr. Bragg exhibited a large collection of Pansies, rather rough in

outline, but sufficiently meritorious to receive a special certificate.

Mr. Moore, gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbury, sent a beautiful

collection of cut specimens of Orchids, which were destined as a
present to Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales, but they were
sadly bruised in their journey to Kensington. A special certificate

was awarded for a collection of Orchids from the Society's gardens.
There were numerous other exhibitors. Mr. Mann, of Brentwood,

sent some splendid specimens of his Zonal Pelargonium, Lord Derby,
but owing to the rough treatment received from che railway porters

they were completely destroyed. However, the character of the flower

is still first-rate; it is. doubtless, the finest Zonal in cultivation.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, sent a collection of spring flowers.

Messrs. Henderson, Wellington Road, Dianthus Mossieux. and Zonal
Pelargonium Curiosity ; also a new Orchid, Nasonia cinnabarina.
The Committee were rather rebuked by Mr. Bateman in his remarks
on this plant not being certificated ; but the Committee have their

rules, which we think are to be defended. Of the rarity of a plant,

or of its intrinsic value, unless specified, what can the Committee
know ? and if rare and valuable if not effective and distinct, it can-
not surely deserve commendation. Mr. Kiughorn sent cut flowers of

his beautifully-striped Azalea Lizzie. A first-class certificate was
awarded this as a seedling plant in 1867, and it maintains its first-

rate character.

General Meeting.—J. Bateman, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

After a vote of thanks had been passed for several donations of plants,

&c., to the Society, twenty new Fellows were elected, and the Harro-
gate Horticultui'al Society admitted into union. The awards of the

Floral Committee were then announced, and Mr. Wilson, in stating

that the Fruit Committee had made none, remarked that at this

season, when fruit is very scarce, the inducement of piizes is needed
to bring it forward, and that such would be offered at the next meeting.

At the last there was a very fine collection of Apples, which gained

the second prize, and Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, who exhibited them, had
sent a letter which should have arrived at the same time, but did not.

informing the Committee that the fruit had been preserved in cork

dust. The appearnnce was excellent, and the flavour in nowise

altered. Mr. Wilson added that he had tried the same material with

Josephine de Malines Peai", and the fruit so kept was very much
better than when otherwise preserved.

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley, being then called upon by the Chairman.
said that at the last meeting a very pretty plant was exhibited under
the name of Cyperus Lacourii, and received a second-class certificate,

but he had since found that the plant was very widely distributed over

the world, being found both in the East and West Indies, and in the
Society Islands, and that its proper name is Kylliugia monocephala.
He then congratulated the Meeting on the fine hybrid varieties of
Coleus which had been raised by M. Bause at the Chiswick gardens,
aud pointed out a curious specimen of Odontoglossum gloriosum, in

which the flower had two distinct lips, and some Stocks exhibiting a
malformation similar to that which is so frequent in Roses, all the
flowers producing a new spike in place of a pistil. A species of mould
which had all the appearance of a sea-weed, and which Agardh had
called Phycomyces nitens, was next exhibited to the meeting, and Bur.

Berkeley said that having developed itself on barrels of grease in a
storehouse in London, he had received some of it. and, being successful
in fruiting it, he had found it to be Mucor phycomyces, which has a
very disastrous effect on grease by exhausting all the fatty matters.
Examples of the effect of fungi on woods were then shown and
among others a section of a trunk of an Elm tree, showing the myce-
lium on one side, and on the other the fungus developed ; also a piece

of Oak wood, in which the coui-se of the mycelium was very distinctly

defined. An example of eremacausis was likewise shown, in which
the wood had become almost entirely converted into coal.

At the last meeting, Mr. Berkeley proceeded, Mr. Wilson Sann4ers
had made some observations on the vei-y interesting subject of raising

Orchids from seed. The latB J\Ir. Joseph Henderson, one of the
most acute observers with whoni he , had ever been acquainted, had
found at first no trace of an embryo in this class of plants, but one
was eventually developed amidst a mass of cellular tissue, and conse-

quently its rudiments must have been there. He {Mr. Berkeley)

would advise all who might be desirous to try Mr. Dominy's plan of

hybridisation, to endeavour to raise the seeds on wood covered with

moss. At the last meeting there was also a bunch of Grapes, kept
by placing the footstalk in water (see page 222), and the opinion of

the Committee was condemnatoi-y of the proceeding, the berries being

pronounced vapid and insipid, and he could now advance a reason

which did not occur to him at the time. Supposing that the charcoal

in the water had the power of absorbing all noxious gases, the water
taken up by the stalk would be pure water, not sap ; and if by the

process of endosmosis and exosmosis it passed into the cells, something
would also pass out, and that something in all probability would be

saccharine matter. Mr. Berkeley concluded by remarking, with refer-

ence to hypocaust heating, that some doubts had been expressed

whether noxious gases might not escape into houses heated by that

mode, but Mr. Martin had informed him that it was utterly impossible

for anything of the kind to take place.

Mr. Bateman said he had a gi-ievance to bring before the meeting.

It so happened that ten or twelve years ago he had introduced from the

continent a perfectly hai-dy evergi-een Bamboo, called Bambusa metake.

It would attain the height of 14 feet, and no amount of frost affected

its large handsome leaves. Great, however, was his dismay last spring

to find that the plants were covered with brown processes, and by no
means in a healthy state. This he at first thought was the effect of

the winter, bnt afterwards he found that it was an attempt to flower.

On returning from the continent this year he had found the flowering

repeated, and he now exhibited specimens in that state. He was very

much interested in the fact, inasmuch as no other person's plants, so

far as he was aware, had taken similar liberties, but he was inclined

to ascribe this circumstance to the fact of his having the plant before

any one else, but in a year or two other people might find themselves

in the same position.

Mr. Wilson Saunders said that the plant was flowering very freely

with him, and had thereby lost a portion of its beauty. He would
advise Mr. Bateman to cut it down, and fresh leaves would spring up.

Mr. Bateman said he would put it to the vote that Mr. Sannders

should be called upon to cut down his plant first.

Mr. Saunders replied he had already tried that, and with perfect

success.

Mr. Bateman. in commenting on the Orchids, first referred to

Odontoglossum luteo-pui-pureum from the Bishop of Winchester's

gardener, Mr. Laurence, and remarked that the Bishox? in his long

illness had found much solace and comfori in his Orchids, and^Mr.

Bateman felt snre that aU would join him in the hope that they might

again soon see the Bishop at their meetings, where he had been a

constant attendant. Among the Orchids. Messrs;. Veitch's collection

held the first place. The plants of which it con^^isted were natives of

all quarters of the globe, bnt Africa, including Madagascar and the

Mam-itius, he thought on this occasion bore the palm. Especially

noticeable among the Africans was Angrcecnm citratum, which two

Tears ago was shown in a vei-y small state, but was now much im-

proved. Passing to India, where, in Xepal and the adjoining dis-

tricts, the head-quarters of the beautifal Dendrobes were fixed, we

had a Dendrobium Falconeri, which Messrs. Veitch were not allowed

to cany off from Liverpool for less than £70. With regard to Epi-

dendrum paniculatum, it was not very striking last year, and even

this its vigour was far from equal to that of wild specimens, but what

would it be when it foi-med one dense panicle of lilac flowers, of which

that on the plant before^the Meeting could only be considered a branch ?

An Anguloa from Peru, with a curiously-jointed lip, was then noticed

as reioarkable for the movements of that part of the flower when

touched ; but among splendid plants the place of honour was cer-

tainly due to the Odontoglossum pulchellum from Mr. Pilcher. Mr.

Bateman then took some exception to the Floral Committee's having
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passed over Nasonia ciunabarina, -which not only forma tafts of bril-

liant vormiliou llowors, but is moreovpr a cool Orchid. A noble V^rd

in his own county, Lord Slirewsbui-j', or rather his gardener, had
sent a collcrtiou of cut Orchids, some of which were to be presented
to Her Royal Hif^hucwa the Princt'ss of Wales, and others were to bo

distributed after the mooting. Amuuf:^ them were Bendrobiuni Wardi-
annm, which was atoao time confounded with D. Falconeri. Mr. Mar-
shall had OdoutogloHSum triumphnus with twelve flowers on a spiko,

0. Hallii was floweriii;^ very iintdy with Mr. Rucker, and from his

(Mr. Bateman'a) own t^arden there was Blotia Shorrattiana. Messrs.
E. G. Henderson had sent a lino exhibition of Trichopilia snavis,

h-ym Costa Kica, and Mr. Wilson Saunders a very interesting collec-

tion of that peculiar bat very interesting race of Orchids which he
delighted to cultivate. Odontoglossum niaernnthum Imstiferum. from
Lord Loudesborough'fl gardener, Mr. Richards, was also noticed, Mr.
Bateman remarking that this Odontoglossum had been introduced
thirty years ago, but had been lost through not being kept cool enongh,
but now. through the eutei-prise of Messrs. Veitch it had been re-in-

trodncod. Mr. Bateman added that he had seen it with forty or fifty

flovers in a spike.

Mr. Bateman next offered some remarks on Dahlia imperialis.

About the beginning of last November he reached Cannes, where the
climate is so mild tliat plants from the Cape, Australia, and Mexico
may be successfully grown in the open air. On entering Mr. WolfiekVs
garden he caught sight of a plunt at a distance of 50 or tiO yards, with
large Freach white liowers, which he at first took to be those of a white
Lily, but when he reached the plant he found it was a Dahlia. He
was told it was Dahlia imperialis, which had been introduced by a col-

lector named Roeal. Mr. Bateman, in continuation, said that when
at Chatsworth, some yeai-s ago, he was shown by the former Presi-

dent of the Society, the late Duke of Devonshire, a Dahlia, which was
expected to grow 30 feet high ; but it had never been thought to try it

otherw.se than out of doors, and nothing more was heard of it. This
was twenty- tive or thirty years ago, and whether the present plant was
the same or not he could not fjay. Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith
however, had visited the nursery of M. Hubert, at Cannes, had there
seen it growing 18 feet high, and had introduced it into this country.
When he (Mr. Bateman) had seen it an exceptional frost, such as did
not occur at Cannes once in four or tive years, had curtailed its beauty,
of which, however, some idea might be formed fi'om the dried specimen
before the meeting, and of which the flowers measured nearly a span
across, these being produced in branched panicles of great size ;

and when in flower this Dahlia was certainly one of the most magnificent
out-door plants he had ever seen. Ha%'ing with him a copy of Pritzel's
*• Iconum Botanicai'um Index," he found that Dahlia imperialis was
figured in " Gartenflora," where there is a very long German account
of it, for a translation of which he was indebted to Miss Richards, and
a portion of w4iich he would read.

*' We openly confess that we read our friend Roezl's first .account of
this new Dahlia with a somewhat incredulous smile, and perhaps the
same may hapi)en to many a reader of the 'Garteuflora' when he casts
the first glance at the accompanying plate, which shows him a Dahlia of
a very extraordiuary—I might say undreamed-of and surprisingly new
appearance ; for a Dahlia with bell-shaped, white, liliaceous flowers, with
a pyramidal, hundred-blossomed, candelabra-shaped inflorescence appears
to belong, judging from what we have hitherto known of Dahlias, to fairy
world.
" In truth. Dahlia imperialis appears to be new to the scientific world,

for we cultivated several specimens last year in the botanical garden at
Zurich, and brought them into blossom, and convinced ourselves that it

did not belong to either of the species described in ' Prodromus,' and in
* Walper's Repositorium.'
"RoezPs short and convincing information read somewhat like the

following :—' This new Dahlia, which is imposing even as a leaf plant,
wiU make as great a sensation as the first sinple Dahlia did. It blossoms
on pj-ramidal flow^er stems, with from 150 to 200 larqc, white, bell-shaped,
nodding flowers, like a Yucca or a giant white Lily. I consider it the
most Iteautiful and valuable of my importations. It will, I hope, com-
pletely justify its proud name of the Emperor Dahlia, even in European
gardens ;' and as we (Messrs. Roezl and Besserer), place our entire confi-
dence in it, wo try, by representing it at its first blossoming, to make it

known. At the same time as thi» information, which excited our curi-
osity and expectation in the highest degree, we received at the end of
May of last year (18(5-2), a larj^'e chest with about two hundred tubers,
pretty mucli like the ordinary Dahlia tubers, but of a longer, more
stretched-out shape. As the season was already pretty well advanced,
they were all immediately planted in the open gi-ound, in groups and bed^:
in the garden, andi a large number, on nccornt of want of space, in a
poor nnmanured Potato field. AM the tubers threw out well, several
three or four tubers, which even to tbo strongest were immediately
broken off, and took root more quickly and with greater certainty than
tubers of the ordinary Dahlia planted at the same time for comparison,
which sufficiently convinced us that the D. imperialis would support
itself and spread rapidly, even if it did nut ripen seed. The specimens
planted in the garden soon reached the height of 5 to 6 feet, while those
in the poorer ground were from 3 to 4 feet. The stately growth, the large,
elegantly double, almost triple pinnate, gladsome green leaves make at
least as beautiful a leaf-plant as the most beautiful of the Wigandias.
Solanums, and Nicotianas at present so highly prized. Singly, in the
grass, with well-manured ground, the D imperialis will figure in the
first rank as a leaf plant even before its flowering time commences, as
it does not lose its lower leaves. As soon, however, as it unfolds its
flower panicles, richly covered with lar^e white LUy-liells, it will far sur-
pass the mo^-t beautiful of the oi-namental flowers which are at present
30 much liked. We ought not to, ueitlier will we keep silent, that last year
(for our impatience can be well understood), we had to wait long, but
too long before we discovered the first buds. Not before the middle of
October did the longed-for buds show themselves; but now, as if by

enchantment, several fipocimons, tho most luxuriant as well as the
poorer, were covered with buds ; tho top as well as tho side branches
produced Whole bunches of budw. There was no lon^'er any doubt that
Roozl did not exagnorate when he spoko of IGl) to '2iM flowers on a panicle,
for on our strongest specimen wo could show a still larger number of
buds."

As to Dahlia imperialis ever taking its place as an out-door plant,
continued Mr. Bateman, tho idea was absolutely preposterous. It

must, therefore, be grown out of doors in summer, and moved int»
the conservator)' in September. He hoped that the tubers which he
had shown the meeting would, under Mr. Kyles'a or Mr. Barron's
care, produce flowers before the end of tho year.
Major Trevor Clarke said that two years ago ho had purchased a

packet of seed, said to be that of Dahlia imperialis, and whether tho
continental nurserymen had " done " the Kuglish, or the Knglish had
" done " him ho did not know ; but the produce was a common Dahlia
of- the most abominable description, and he could only say, Coveal
emptor.

Tho proceedings closed with a vote of thanks to the Chairman, and
the announcement that the next meeting would be held on the 2l3t
instant.

THE GREAT INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
AT GHENT.

(Continued from page 256.)

A VERY large number of new and very rare plants was sent
by Messrs. Veitch & Son, Messrs. Lindou, Van Houtte, Am-
broise Verschaffelt, Jeau Verschaffelt, and a host of other
eminent cultivators. These were exhibited in a very long,
heated, conservatory-like building, commanding a view of the
great hall beneath, and in it were plants enough to fill two
such huildiDgs.

In Mr. Ambroise VerschaiTelt'a collection were Dioscorea nobilia,
with rich velvety foliage dusted with lemon spots, with a large, broad,
irregular,-lemon stripe in the centre of each leaf. Cordyline Guilfoylei,
which is a variegated Dractena with pale yellowish white and green
leaves. These are two valuable plants. In the same collection was a
very pretty and distinct dwarf-growing Dieffenbachia named princepa.
Ml-. Linden had a very iuteresting group, amongst them Iresine sp.
nova, a narrow-leaved Idjud with beetroot-coloured foliage and bright
red midrib

; Maranta virginalis and Maranta virginalis macrophyUa,
the former good, the latter particularly so, and a welcome acquisition.
Both partake of the habit of M. fasciata, and are very similar to
M. Veitchiiin marking, but lighter in colour. Cochhostema Jacobianum
is a very curious plant with Medinella-like flowers thrown out from
the base of the leaf. Lasiandra macrantha is a Melastomaceous
plant, blooming freely in a small state with rich-coloured Pleroma-
like flowers. Messrs. Veitch it Son sent a valuable lot of plants.
Amongst these were some fine new Dracaenas, especially Deunisoni,
Chelsoni, Moorei, and Gibsoni, the latter richly coloured and a fine
thing ; Alocasia Jenniugsii. a small-growing species with the foliage
distinctly marked with dark velvet and bright green stripes, a lovely
plant; the pretty Primula cortusoides alba; some handsome Retino-
sporas ; Lomaria ciliata, a beautiful Fern ; Clematis John Gould Veitch,
double, pale lilac colour, quite hardy aud a fine kind ; Dieffenbachias
Weirii and Pearcei ; Pandanus Veitchii, an extremely fine thing,
beautifully striped with white; Cinchona species; some new Crotons,
Philodendrou Pearcei; Hippeastrum pardinum in flower; a very pro-
mising Aphelandra, and other things. In other collections we observed
CurcuUgo sumatrana fol. var., a handsome variegated plant, some-
what resembling an Aspidistra ; several new I'alms, particularly
Geouoma Seemanni, which promises to be as fine as Verschafl'eltia
splendida and is distinct. M. Jacob Makoy, of Liege, had some very
interesting new plants, amongst them Panicum phcatum foliis niveo-
yittatis. with woolly green leaves striped with white. Cocos Weddeliana
is a most beautiful small-growing Palm with delicate graceful foliage ;

and Clerodendrou Bungeana variegata, of which several plants were
shown, will, if the variegation comes whiter, be valuable, but as
exhibited its colours were not clear enough. There was a batch of
beautiful Acers in pots, particularly multifidum, multifidum pur-
pureum, oruatum, Frederick William, aud polymorphum sauguinenm,
all varieties of palmatum. These are all small-growing, cut-leaved
kinds, varying in form and colour, and are most valuable for deco-
rative plants, especially for table decoration. A new species of
Pandanus precisely like P. elegantissimus in form, with a strongly-
marked glaucous base, promises well, and we noticed two or three
forms of this j.lant in M. Van Houtte's nursei-y. Drosera sp. nova,
is a very iuteresting form of the Sundew ; and Gloxinia hj-pocyrti-
flora. a new plant from Ecuador, is much more curious than pretty,
(iymnogramma ramosa cristata aurea is a crested form of the Gold
Fern, which, also, is more curious and pretty. We have noticed what
we consider the best of the new plamts. There were many other
things, but as they are not likely to be popular in England, we pass
them by. Some seedhng Begonias were exhibited, but only one, a
seedling of M. Vandenhecke's, which appeared to bo a sportive and
curious form of B.smaragdina, arrested our attention. Two variegated
hardy plants but little known, but most valuable. Hemerocallis Kwanso
variegata and the silver variegated form of Deutzia gracilis, deserve
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to be in every f^arilen. We saw notbing etriHng in new Caladiume.
Of the new Azaleas and CamelUan we will speak presently.
A long and spacions room was devoted to Af»avee, Amaryllis,

bouquets, table decoratioiiF, &c. Agavee, Yuccas, <fec., many of them
of great size and valne, and nnmbering some three to fonr hundred
plants, were exhibited. These are mneh esteemed on the Continent,
but are little valued in Enpland.
What a glorious display of Amaryllis !—over four hundred plants,

and such variety of colour ! Some of the seedlings were grand, and
M. Van Houtte has the tinest strains. All were grown in small pots
and were admirably bloomed, and they must become more popular in
England. They can be hybridised to any extent, so as to get per-
fection in form and colouring. Mr. Charles Turner drew our attention
to a small flower, a seedling rich in colour and of exquisite form, but
passed over by the Judges. In his hands this and a half dozen others
we could have picked out would soon have given birth to some grand-
children !

The Azaleas, which, as in our own shows, were the most attractive
of colour objects, were smaller than our own, but no less dazzling.
Three seedlings, however, appeared very desirable in point of colour,
surpassing evei^thing which approached them in brilliancy—namely,
Jloi d'HoUande, a valuable variety of a rich vermilion, spotted on the
upper segments, and remarkable for smoothness and substance ; James
Veitch, a most brilliant tint of majjenta rose ; and Colons nova, a rich
glowing crimson, quite distinct and very fine.

New Azaleas were, however, so numerous and fine that it is some-
what difficult to tell which were really the best. We especially noticed
—La Victoire, bright red, with spotted petals ; La Vestale, shaded
lilac pink, fine substance, size, and form ; Thisbe, bright salmon red,
extra fine form; Meteor, shaded lilac red, fine form ; liaphael, a very
fine double white ; La Superbe, intense rich dark orange scarlet, smooth
and fine

; Madame Leon Maonhaut, a peculiar shade of red, with rich
violet-spotted top petals ; BIndame S'an der Cruisa, a very large semi-
double rose

; Rachel Von Varahagcn, an extra fine single rose ; Gloire
Avant tout, white, and occasionally striped with pink ; Bayard, a light
scarlet, with rosy carmine spots, very fine ; La Di'esse, pale rosy
ealmon, margined with white, extra tine ; La Paix, light ro.sy purple,
jine form

;
James ^'eitch, warm rosy vermilion, extra fine ; M. Thibaut,

rich pale scarlet, fine form; Beaute Supreme, pale rose, bordered with
white ; Ferdinand Kegeljan, light orange red. densely spotted in the
top petals, extra fine ; Eclatant, intense dark reddish scarlet, extra
fine; Charmer (Bull), rich rosy pink, very fine indeed; Antoinette
Theliman, rich double scarlet, extra fine ; Koi des Blancs, an extra
fine white : Charles Albert, a fine double white ; Frederick II., light
orange scarlet, extra fine ; Unica, intense rich glossy crimson ; Heine
Marie Heiirjette, pale pink, shaded and margined with white, richly
spotted in the top petals; and several other fine sorts. A verv fine
unnamed seedling, double striped white, from M. A'an Houtte, is a
great advance. A large number of other very fine sorts were shown,
such ag Belle Gantoise, Madame Cannart d'Hamale, Louis Napoleon,
Cedo Nulli. Madame Ambroise Verschaffelt, Due de Nassau, Rubens,
and a large mimbcr of other Continteiital and English raised varieties.

The pyramidial form of Azaleas, adopted by the Knglish growers
(as remarked in our last number), is altogether ignored here, and a
more globular foi-m is aimed at. In fact, it may be said that the half
of a globe indicates the form of almost all the plants exhibited. The
large number of plants exhibited gave, as already stated, a brilliant

effect to the Exhibition.

Of the Camellias we cannot speak too highly, for almost all were
wonderfully fine. The practice adopted here of grafting yoUng plants
on to old plants, literally placing young heads on old shoulders, has
fceen the means of showing us the great results which arise from this
practice. Symmetrically trained plants of a pyramidal form, close-

growLng from the bottom upwards, in luxuriant health, and covered
with blossoms, were to be seen by the hundred. Many of these were
monster specimens, but the freshness of health waseveiywhere visible.

A large number of seedlings was shown, and in one gioup, exhibited by
M. Camilla Van der Bosch, were two very line things, viz:—Prince
Royal, of beautiful form, light pink colour, irregularly blotched with
white, and Etendard de Flandre, of exquisitely cupped form and
substance, light veined pink, irregularly striped; this is a very
beautiful variety. Amongst the best Camellias were Frost's Perfection,
beautiful pinky blush, shaded with white ; Charmante, one of Vervaene's
seedlings, shaded pink, of fine form ; Comtesse de Flandre, jtale lilac,

faintly streaked with pink, fine fonn ; Vittoria Emmanuel II., blush,
striped with pink

; Angelo Cocchi, much lighter than Lavinia Maggi
;

Madame Ambroise Verschaffelt, a very fine light striped kind ; Reine
des Beautes, beautiful shaded pink and blush, fine form ; Leon
Leguay, Leopold I., a superb rich dark crimson; La Reine, Jenny
Lind, Countess of Orkney, Jubilee, Imperatrice Eugenie, Mathotiana
alba, and many others. Nowhere else could such plants be brought
together.

A greenhouse was devoted entirely to Melocacti, Hyacinths, and
Tulips ; of the former there were four exoollent collections. Of
Hyacinths, there was a vei-y fine display. These were all grown in

small pots, and although not equal in size of spike and growth to

those exhibited by Mi*. Cutbush, Mr. Paul, and otliers in London and
Liverpool, they were a remarkable collection, and there were a large

number of fine spikes. Some of the Haarlem cultivators exhibited

collections of from 100 to 150 varietieSj and all were very creditable.

These collections were \exy prettily arranged in banks on each side
of the greenhouse and looked well. A colled ion of 1'25 Hyacinths
grown in glasses elicited unbounded admiration. They had really
been grown in the glusses, and each was n jerfect specimen. The
Jury evidently thought so, by awarding the first prize to those in
glasses. Amongst these we noticed as eapeciallv fine—Double Rede:
Lord Wellingtcm, Milton, Jenny Lind, Noble pa'r Mcrite, and Regina
Victoria. Single Reds : La Dame da Lac, Agnes. Princess Clotilde,
Dabatsch Sabalskanksy, Von Schiller, Su.sanua Maria. Cavaignac,
Mrs. Beecher Stowe, Josephine, Amphion, and Macnulay. Doubb
^Tiites : La Tour d'Auvergne. Jenny liind, Prince of Waterloo, Lord
A.nson, and Virgo. Single Whites: Pucelle d'Orleans, Ka^nig Vcn
Nederlanden, Hercules, La Candeur, Koine d'Hollande, Mont Blanc,
Cleopatra, Allm Maxima, Madame Vanderhoof, Alba supcrbissimi,
Nina, Grandeur .i Mervcille. Double Blues: General Antenk, Garrick>
Bloksberg, Van Speyk, and Laurens Koster. Single Blues : Leo-
pold II,. Argu?. L'ucle Tom, Charles Dickens. Couronne de CeUe,
Prince Albert, Nimrod, William I., Grand Lilas. and Sir C. Napitr.
We have named all these, as some may be glad to know whatsorte do
well in water, but the whole collection was gooil. So this proves tiat
it is not necessary to have only certain sorts. One exhibitor S£nt
sixteen pans of Hyacinths, each containing a dozen bulbs, and they
had a veiy effective appearance. A veiT large number of new anj
little-k-nown Hyacinths was exhibited. Among3t these were Prima
Donna, not a new one, but most superbly coloured and gi-own ; Jose-
phine, rather thin but most brilliant in colour, rich orange and acailet

;

Goliah, blush striped with pale pink, and very- showy ; Grand Duchess
Olga, a very pretty pale rosy pink, good spike—all Reds. In Whites :

Paganini, Teneriffe. Baroness Swander Die. all fine ; Nectar, a very
fair creamy white with large finely-formed bell and close spike ; La
Franchise and Miss Aiken, fine. In Blues : Zriny is fine, dark velvety
blue purple, fine close spike ; Emperor Alexander, a peciiliar shade of
blue, fine bell and spike ; Julius Cassar. shaded blue purple, tine close
spike: Prince Alexander, a very tine dark purple; Marie Antoinette,
fine

; Prince Bragation, very fine and distinct : Czar Peter. La Mar-
tine, Leonidas. Pieueman. De Candolle, Louis Philippe, double

;

Tollens or Prince of Wales, Arnold's Prince, Darwin, Tomb of
Napoleon, King of the Blues, and Hereditary Prince of Sweden were
all very fine. There was not much new in Yellows. Siberia is a very
fine creamy yellow, and Lord Seymour is also very fine, and Lord
Australia is good. Chateaubriand is a very distinct yellow, and"
Alphonse Karr is a pale lemon colour and good. Hvacinths were
shoM-n in collections of 100 and 150. The display of Tulips was
also good, and several new and little knoivn kinds were shown.
Among the mo.'it striking of these were Leonardo da Vinci. Lac Cavaig-
nac, Lac Van Haarlem, Rose d'Amour. Due d'Angoulcme, Due de
Bordeaux, Jeanne d'Arc, Murillo, and La Citrodelle, In Singles

:

Rosa Mundi. La Poitrin blanc, Grande Blanche, Alba regalis, Due de
Wiemar, Grand Due or Crown Imperial, Archiduc d'Antriche, Prince
d'Autriche, Paul Morcelise, Duchesse de Parma panachee, Cramoisie
pourpre, Prince de Joinville, Mavrocoidato, and Joost ^'an Vondel are
all veiy fine.

In a large building in the grounds, a quantity of Rhododendrons
was displayed, and they formed huge banks of colour, but there was a
great deficiency of those grand rich scarlets, crimsons, and fine

Avhites which we see at the Rhododendron displays in London. Empe-
reur de Mexique, conspicuously spotted alike in each petal, truss
rather loose and not good in form, is a good variety to cross from.
Baronne Osy is another singularly-spotted light variety, not to be
confounded with Baron Osy, a heavily-spotted white variety. In this

building were gi-oups of hardy Azaleas, and what beautiful things

they arein pots! forced hardy shrubs, hardy variegated plants in

quantity, liiew Conifers, a collection of Apples and Pears, and a verj
interesting exhibition of various forms of giafting and budding.
Some forced fruits and vegetables were shown in another depart-

ment. The Grapes were very poor. Pine-apples good. Strawberries
in pots, onlv middling, and these appeared to have been potted shortl}'

before forcing, for a pencil could easily be pushed to the bottom of

the pot. Chicoiy seemed to be the most striking thing in forced vege-

tables. The Peas and Beans in pots could be beaten in hundreds of

English gardens, and early Potatoes were nowhered compared with
English growth.

They grow Mignonette well. Vigorous plants of the large-leaved

kind—and in another month or so what plants they will be !—but only
one plant ij a pot. Then there were collections of Violets, hardy
Primulas in species and varieties, Cyclamens, fancy Pansies. but
very inferior to English raised kinds, Chinese Primulas, extremely
poor iu quality, and Variegated Zonal Geraniums, all English kinds,

and badly coloured. These seem to be grown in a close house.

I noticed a plant or two of Lady Cullum in M. Ambroise Verschaf-
felt's nursery, which were beautifully coloured.

And now for the bouquets and groups of flowers for table decoration.

The bouquets are onormoasiy large generally, although I have at
different times seen many beautiful medium-sized bouquets in the
Brussels market, but all that were exhibited were very large—too
large, I have always thought; but after fcceing Her Majesty and the
Comtesse de Flandre cariying bouquets of the same size, I begin to
think we make them rather too small. There were several bridal
bouquets, one of which was composed entirely of orange buds, not
blossoms, each separately wired. The wires are veiy neatly covered
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to resemble preen moss, and tho buds, althongh jirotty close loRothcr

.are not crowded. I thiuk sutlieifeiit furii is not nsod in conatrnrtiug

these bouquets The groups of flowers for table {and sonie of them
were very large), wero too hoiivy iind formal. Tho jndi<'ions introdnc-

fion of more foliage and ferns would liavo relieved this and improved

the arrangement. Head-dmsses of flowers were exhibited, hut were

notiiing remarkable The Whitu Persian Lilac and White Deutzia
seemed to be valuable fon this purpose.

Outside the building, scattered about the grounds, and here and
there arranged in groups, were quite sutficiout objects of interest to

form an exhibition, and of some of these things we will give a brief

sketch.

There were stands of garden implements and tools, containing many
things which English amateurs and gardeners would hail with delight

—pruning scissors and shears of all forms ; knives, many of which
would not delight ns. being too clumsy and curved ; garden chairs of

overy description, and so delightfully easy that a cigar and a snooze

became first thoughts ; many of these, made of light elastic iron

tastefully jnunted, were more fit for a drawing-room ; iron rods, to

imitate staJces for Dahlias, standard Roses, l^c. Then there were

Buug, inviting la^vu tents, samples of wood latticework, screens for

shading houses, or coveiin^ fruit trees ; also boilers, one form of which
I may as well say with Mr. Lane is " my idea"' of their idea of a
boiler. It is a capital application of a saddle boiler, and in one of

your early numbers I will give you a rough sketch of it, and a few

remarks. Meantime I would just remark that all the boilers exhi-

bited were deficient in water space, most of them not having more
than from 1 inch to 1^ inch clear water space, and corrosion would
very soon reduce this. All the greenhouses are made of cast iron, and
the tirched roof seems to be the most popular. I believe we entertain

an unjustifiable prejudice against them, and when speaking about the

boiler, I shall worry you with " my idea" of iron houses and garden
frames, of which samples were exhibited.

Standard Bays, Myrtles, Box, Orange tree?, nnd all such things, in

tubs, are greatly used in Belgium for terrace ornament. Many won-
derful examples of these things were exhibited on this occasion.

There was a pair of Sweet Bays on short stems, each 12 feet high
and as much througli, and a lot of others varying in smaller sizes.

Then there was a pair of magnificent and bushy Orange trees, almost
as largo as the two Bays, standard I/aurustiuus, and a pair of Giant
Clethra arborea on stems 7 feet high and IT) inches in circumference,

each plant IS ft-et high, with handsome heads ; small-leaved Myrtles
on stems, with heads (J feet through ; a maguiticent lot of specimen
Aloes, A^ariegated and other Yuccas ; berried Ancnbas, three of

which were fully 5 feet high and to 7 feet through, all amply
testifying that berried Aucubas are gi-and things and mnst be generally

planted.

A collection of standard Bays in pots, showing thii-ty different de-

signs of twisted stems, indicated marvellous patience on the part of

the grower, and formed a novel exhibition. The first thought which
occurred to many was that such a process would so check the ciicnla-

tlon of the sap as to iiroduce sickly gi-owth. Not so. These plants
were very healthy. Two Cupressus Lawsoniana in tubs, each 20 feet

high, and perfect pyramids, stood side by side with tho monster Wel-
liugtonias in tubs, quite as high. Samples of garden pots, statuaiy,

wirework, and many other appliances for the garden met the eye in

eveiy^direction. Xor must we omit to mention Ivies fn pots, and a pair
of wonderful plants of Phormium teuax, 5 to (i feet high, and about
12 feet through.

Prizes were offered for fifty Conifers, and some extremely fine speci-

mens were showu, many of them from 8 to Hi feet high, and in pots
or tubs. M. Gaugard and M. Auguste Van Geert both exhibited in

this class. There were also two fine collections of thii'ty specimen
Hollies in tubs and baskets. Specimens of various forms of training

fruit trees were exhil)ited by M. Gaugard and M. Van Houtte, but
why the prize was awarded to the former I am at a loss to tdl. Much
more attention is devoted to the training and pruning of fruit trees

in Belgium than by ourselves.

All that we have now to add is. that we all left Ghent delighted
with our visit, and especially with the Exhibition, grateful to our
friends there for the vrarmth of their reception, and all joining in the
with that we may meet there again in lUl'd.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
The second March meeting was held on the 10th of tho month at

Burlington House, the President, H. W. Bates, Esq., being in tho
chair. Amongst the new publications presented to the Society's librarj'

since the last meeting were Dr. Schaufuss's Memoir on the Scydmse-
nidje of South America ; a new periodical work on the Coleoptera. by
Baron Von Harold ; and the Zeituug of the Stettin Entomological
Society.

A curious Lepidopterous caterpillar from Brazil, forwarded by Dr.
Peckholt, was exhibited by Mr. F. Smith. It lives in communities of
considerable extent, and has the habit of forming nests as large as a
man's head, of a strong -woolly texture, in which it resides, upon trees.

It has the body covered with long haii-y bristles. It was not stated by
Dr. Peckholt in what situation the chrysalis state is passed, or whether
the caterpillar formed a cocoon within the nest, so that it was not

possible to determine whether it belonged to a diurnal species (butter-

fiy), or to a nocturnal one (moth).

Mr. Stainton directed attention to ft memoir by Dr. Hartmann, in

which the natural history of three different spocicH of Moths was re-

corded, belonging to tlui families Trochiliidaj (Trochilium cepbif<»rmi«},

Tortricidrt' ((.iraphnlitha intcrruptana, H. ScbalT. duplieana, Zett.),

uTul Tineidio (tJeleebia sp.). Tbeso insects had all been reared from
knots or galls on the Htems of tho common Juniper (Juniiterus com-
munis) ; and Mr. Stainton suggested tbut by a careful examination of

tho bushes of that tree in tins country it might possibly be dis-

covered that these insects were indigenous.

The President called attention to a general catalogno of Coleopterous

insects classified according to Lacordaire's great work, by tho Baron
Von Harold, the publication of tho commencement of which was
announced.

Mr. Smith read an article from the "Guardian," a periodical of

the last century, edited by Addisou, giving an account, extracted from
the " Proceedings ' of the French Academy of 171 1-i, of the economy
of the common garden Ant, which the writer aihrmed had tbe instinct

to collect and store up grain for future supplies of food. A mar-
vellous amount of detail was added of the proceedings of a colony
introduced into a chamber, not only with reference to the fact of col-

lecting and storing the food, but also of previously preparing it, and
regularly airing it fi"om time to time, all which statements Mr. Smith
believed to he purely fictitious. Professor "Westwood, however, con-
sidered that certain well-known facts in the economy of the Ant had
been simply mistmderstood and misrepresented by the writer. Thus,
he believed tbat tho grain stated to ha7e been stored np was the

cocoons of the pupa* whieli the Ants often brought to the surface of

the nests, and that this biting off the cap of the cocoon by the Ants for

the escape of the enclosed insect on its arrival at tbe imago state had
been mistaken for picking out tho buds of the gi*ains of Wheat to pre-

vent them sprouting. Mr. Smith fui-ther remarked on the want of

precision ohsci-vable in the statements of facts of natural history by
various French writers at tbe present day. Tims, M. Fabre's curious

account of the economy of the Bee parasites, Sitaris and Meloe, could
not he relied upon, as he stated that the yonng larvte when hatched
swam about in the tiuid honey stored np in the wild bees' nests ; whereas
it was well known tbat these particular kinds of Beea only collect the

pollen of flowers for the support of their own progeny.

PLANTS INHALING NOXIOUS GASES.
The Editors' note at the foot of my article in page 231 re-

minded me very forcibly of an episode of my school days. A
valued monitor, with a view of maldng a deserved castigation

more effective, brought me to the front and administered it as
publicly as possible. Still further, that the object of the cor-

rection should be lasting, he at the same time surprised me
with what was then to me a valuable present. I have ofttimes
thought since that this mode of assisting the memory was
sound in principle. I am afraid that the castigation and ths

object of it would have been forgotten long ago but for the
present. It is this which brings the whole scene vividly before

me. I hope tho slight rap on the knuckles'which the Editore
have been Uind enough to bring me to the front to receive, will

he supplemented with a present in the shape of the reasons
why they " totally dissent " from the theory propounded of

plants inhaling noxious gases. This information I shall hail

with pleasure, and I believe it would also be acceptable to many
others, who, like myself, are unable to lay hands on books
which give the true theory of this and kindred subjects apper-
taining to the work in which we are engaged as the means of a

livelihood. I make no pretensions to a knowledge of vegetable
chemistry, or vegetable physiology. I rejoice in being a work-
ing gardener, rolling np my sleeves on a Monday morning,
where they remain until my wife rolls them down again in the
washtub ; but while I work I think, often to no purpose I

grant, and I hope still less to mislead. I am ambitious to the
extent of being dissatisfied with an effect unless I can trace
the cause. Nothing is to me such hard work as " guess work."
To be able to give a reason for every thing I do is the goal at

which I aim. I have been led into many difficulties, but never
conquered one without finding the next more easy ; and so I

wade on, sometimes getting out of my depth, but hitherto I
have safely reached the shore.

But why dabble in theory ? it may be asked. Why not be
satisfied with practice? I yield to no one in the estimation
in which I hold practice, since it gives me good results ; but
much so-called practice is after oil only false theory. I think
there is much force in Home Tooke's observation, " That he
became all the better acquainted with the country through
having the good luck sometimes to lose his way." I appear
to have lost my way in my article above referred to ; but I am
in the country yet, and hope to know it the better of my pere-
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grinations. Tbe best instruction may often be gathered from
mistakes, as the soundest wisdom is gathered from failure.

Since I msy appear to bave promulgated a theory recklessly

and vnthont due consideration, I may, perhaps, be pei-mitted to

give a brief rcsiimr of my mode of reasoning, which led me to

the conclusion which I had the boldness to submit to the public

through the columns of the Journal. In respect to inhalation

or absorption— for thongh the terms are different in animal, I

have yet to learn that they are not synonymous in vegetable

physiology, inasmuch as in the vegetable kingdom both are

carried on by the same m-gans of respiration, while in animals

inhalation is by the lungs, and absorption independent

of them, except indirectly. Now, as to noxious or poisonous

gases, my view is that excess is poison, and therefore noxious.

As there is such a great analogy and harmony of operation

between the vegetable and animal kingdoms, I think I am not

unreasonable if I lay the latter nndcr tribute for examples, and
so reason by induction. Excess, then, is poison, both as taken

into the syetcm by liquid and solid constituents for its support,

and also in the shape of vitiated air or noxious gas inhaled by
respiration. In the former I will only instance the connnon
mussel, and in the latter the extrication of a combination of

gases, primarily carbonic acid, resultant from the burning of

charcoal. A death resulting from either of these is death by
poison, and in this case there must be something noxious.

Neither is the irainediate inhalation of noxious gas absolntely

necessary to constitute animal poisoning. By the important

Innotions of res))iratJon the arteri»lisation of the blood is

effected. This function failing, then commences the work of

poisoning by the jienetration and circulation of venous blood

acting on the nervous and muscular textures of the body, the

venous blood itself being a poison of the most deadly kind.

This poisoning takes place if the animal is placed in vacuo, or

in an irrespirable gas, as nitrogen. Suffocation and asphyxia are

the terms commonly applied when an animal dies from an ex-

cess of noxious gas, but it is in reality poisoned. Here, then,

are ray reasons for considering excess poison ; and if the excess

is in a gaseous form, it follows that it must be a noxious gas.

I will now Btep into the vegetable kingdom. Plants, I assume,

possess organs of respiration, by which they inhale or absorb

atmospherical constituents for assimilation and support. On
the authority of the Editors plants would seem to possess a

powei' of selecljou, and to apply only those elements which are

essential to their welfare. This is new to me, and I do not for

a moment hesitate to acknowledge and admit my ignorance.

Here they po8.sess an advantage over the animal kingdom. Ey
what law this power of selection is effected and governed I am
also ignorant. If by the law of compensation, I should have
thought they would have the power to resist excess. This it

appears, by that excellent work of refeience " The Cottage

Gardener's Dictitmary," they are unable to do. According to

that book, hotbeds sometimes liave the air within them con-

taminated by carbonic acid, causing injury to the plants by
an excess of acid which they are not able to digest. •' Digest

"

would imply pre- absorption ; if so, it seems to me 'that they

absorb an excess which injures them, which excess of gas is

consequently noxious.

During the past summer a gentleman, a few miles from here,

in order to destroy the red spider had a quuntity of sulphur

burned in hi.'i greenhouse. Tliis not only killed the red spider

but also every plant in the house, and every leaf of the Vines
also. My opinion, and 1 submit it was a natural one, and it was
endorsed by abler men than myself, was that death here re-

• suited from an excess of sulphurous acid absorbed by the

leaves. This appears to be erroneous. Strictly speaking the

Vines may bo said to have been suffocated, and have died from
want of gasfs which they could not ab-^orb, or by the retention

of gases which they could not transpi.e or liberate. What is

this but poisoning by gases previously absorbed becoming
noxious, just on the principle of venous blood in the animal
becoming poison from not being arterialised ? If a jdaut like

an animal is placed in irrespirable gas, I submit it is to all

intents and purposes poisoned by its own constituents pre-

viously absorbed by its roots and leaves, and that part of it

which is gaseous btcjming noxious gas.

I will refrain from entering further into this, as I think I

have said enough to make it understood what I meant in my
previous article. There I may have wrongly expressed myself,

but the results are the same, and are for all practical pur-

poses applicable to the case. In this article I may but have
made a still greater parade of my ignorance, and my temerity

may be answered by another rap on the knuckles, or, perhaps

this time by the bastinado. Well, be it so ; I will try and sub-
mit to it peacefully, since I know it will be inflicted mercifully.
Feeling that this is a subject not exactly of a kind suited to

your colnmus. I am unwilling to put pressure on space which
might be devoted to more practical and matter-of-fact subjects

;

I shall therefore try and not be tempted to enter farther into

the matter.— J. W.
[We should, under any circumstances, readily admit onr ex-

cellent eonrespondent's explanation ; but we do so the more
readily because his explanation shows where he was wrong, and
why we said we differed from him. He R.ssumed, and still

assumes, that suffocation is the same as poisoning. If so, the
man who is hung is poisoned ! Now, tmquestionably, this

similarity is not admitted. Suffocation is the exclusion of the
gas needful for a plant's or animal's life. Poisoning, on the
other hand, is the actual admission of something, whether by
root, leaf, or mouth, injurious or fatal to the plant or animal.
If a plant is plunged into an atmosphere containing a great ex-

cess of either carbonic acid or solphnrous acid, arising from
burning snlphur, it is killed by suffocation. It does not inhale

either of the gases, and in the case of the sulphurous acid the
very texture of the leaves' epidermis is destroyed. The same
power of rejection is possessed by the spongioles of the root-

lets. It has been shown by actual experiment, that when two
or three salts were dissolved in one water and the roots of a
plant placed in it, they absorbed one or two of the salts and
totally rejected the other. That leaves have the power of

selecting the gas or gases beneficial to the plant, has this evi-

dence : 31. Saussure grew the Lesser Periwinkle (Vinca minor),

in a vessel containing, in round numbers, 21'2 parts azote,

56 parts oxygen, and 22 carbonic acid. The plant absorbed all

the carbonic acid, but did not diminish the other two gases.

I

What is said in the " Cottage Gardener's Dictionary " is in

I

no way contradictory of our opinion. The carbonic acid may
,
be to a certain extent increased beyond the proportion usuaDy
pr»ent in the atmosphere, and yet be inhaled by the plant,

( and even with apparent benefit for awhile ; but it is injurious

! if long continued. So in the case of man ; he can breathe an
atmosphere containing an excess of oxygen. It increases the

rapidity of his pxilse, intensifies the colour in his cheeks, but

hurried respiration, debihty, and insensibility soon occur.

—

I
Eds.]

' double-blossojmed peach fruitful.
1 I HAVE sent to-day a branch of the double-bloesomed Peach

I

for your inspection. We have here a fine standard of it now in

beauty, but I have not sent it for its flowering properties so

;
much as its fruiting. Last season I gathered six dozen of

j

Peaches from it all ripe, and several dishes were sent to my
!
employer's table, and pronounced very good.

[

The tree stands in quite an open situation, but. nothwith-
standing that, it stood the last frost in May, while others on a

south wall lost nearly all their fruit. As I do not think this a

common occurrence I thought it might be worthy of notice.

—

i

E. Chiitt, Oatlands Par]:, Walton-on-Tliamcs.

I

[Although more numerously petalled than is usual in a

Peach blossom, yet each flower of the specimen sent has per-

I

feet stamens and pistil. We once had in Essex a maiden
;
seedUng standard Peach tree, and it bore fruit for several

years.]

PROPAGATION OF CENTAUREA CANDIDISSIMA.
Ant one without difficulty may secure a stock to propagate

from, by taking up in autumn as many plants as will be required

for cuttings, and treating them in the following manner : Lift

the plants by the end of October or early in November, pick off'

the dead leaves, and pot in soil consisting of about equal parts

of loam and dung from an old Mushroom bed or hotbed, with

a little sand. Then water them, place them in a late vinery

or Peach ho\!se, and through the winter treat like Scarlet

Pelargoniums.
About the middle of January place them in a warmer situ-

ation to produce growth for propagation. As soon as they are

growing freely pick out the tops ; they will soon push numerous
side shoots, which will be fit for cuttings by the beginning of

March—quite soon enough to begin ; and if the following direc-

tions be adhered to no difficulty will be met with in obtaining

by the end of May a fine stock of plants for bedding-out or for

pot culture.

Into saucers such as are in use in most gardens put about
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three-quarters of an iuoU of clean sand, pour warm water on
it, stir up and give it a alialce, and drain off the water till tbo

sand is linn enougii for tliu uuttiui^s to stand in. Next pull

the cuttiuii« off the plants, not cut them off, and stick them in

the sand, the largest in the centre. The saucers I use are

4 and 5 inches in diamoter, and hold from twelve to sixteen

cuttings. Plunge them to the rim in a hotbed or propagaiioK

case, where the bottom heat is from 70' to 80', and the cuttings

will bo lit to pot-off in ten or twelve days. They should then

bo potted into 'i-inch pots. Mix equal parts of rotten dung
and loam with a little sand, riddle it through a half-iuch sieve,

and use the largest for drainage and the line for potting with.

Keep the young plants in a warm house till the roots show
at the bottom of the pots ; they will then be fit to shift into

4 or 5-inch pots, using the same kind of soil. Kept in a cool

place, such as an orchird or Pea^h house, they will be fine

plants for bedding-out by May.
A few plants grown in larger pots will form fine subjects for

decoration in-doors, and cuttings afterwards. The cuttings will

not want watering during the time they aj'e striluag ; merely
sprinkle them through a fine rose in favourable days.

In turning out tlie plants, strike the edge of the saucer on
the potting bench to loosen the aand, so as not to break the

roots.

Not one cutting out of fifty will fail to strike root by this

method. I am aware that striking cuttings in sand and water

is not new, having been fully described by Sir. Beaton four or

five years since as practised extensively by Mr. Kidd, of Bushy
Park.—J. T. Crked, Gardener to F. Swaraviek, Esq., Whitlimj-

ton House, CItesterJield.

SNAICES AND ADDERS.
Can any of your readers inform me whether there is any

means, by poison or otherwise, of destroviug or driving away
snakes, and especially vipers ? My g.Tjrden is infested with

both; and it is scarcely possible, owing to the viciuity of a

pond and shrubberies, with stony ground and thick under-

wood, to clear their hamoits.—H. B.

[We are not able from our own eTrperieuce to advise you as

we would wish, but were wo so situated we would, poison some
frogs and strips of fresh meat, and lay them carelessly and
liberally in the haunts of the vipers aud snakes. We recollect

of a case, but not so bad as yoru-s, and where, also, there was
a small piece of water, about which and the lawn close to it

they became a dangerous nuisance. In spring a few heaps of

stones were thrown together, leaving open interstices between
them, in which moss was lightly pluced. As expected, the

snakes made these heaps their home, and when they became
pretty well colonised, a fire of brushwood, with snlphnr sprinkled

on the wood, was placed round them, and huudrede were thus

destroyed. We shall be glad if some correspondent will give

better information and advice.]

EMIGRATING,
XouE correspondent, " W. T. G." (see page 201), draws a

very dismal picture for intending emigrants to the British

North American colonies and the TJuited States, a picture

enough to deter the most stout-hearted of the ill-paid English
gardeners from attempting to better their condition by emigrat-
ing to that country.

Without disputing anything " W. T. G." has said, I wish to

draw the attention of intending emigrants (of course I mean
my brother horticulturists and farmers), to a British colony,

where the cultivator of the soil will find very few of the long
list of drawbacks detailed by " W. T. G. ;" I mean Queensland,
one of the Australian colonies. There the emigrant need not
fear the uprooting of his Vines and fruit trees in winter, as

frosts are unknown in that favoured country. The climate

vei-y much resembles that favourite resort of our invalids,

Madeira, being only a few degrees warmer in summer and a
few degrees colder in winter. The soil and climate are admir-
ably adapted for the growth of all tropical aud subtropical
plants. The following is an extract fnim a book written on
Queensland by the Eov. Mr. Wight in 18(11 :—" On the same
farm yon may see growing Maize, Peas, Potatoes, Oats, Coffee,

Sugar Cane, Arrowroot, Ginger, Flax, Cotton, Peaches, Oranges,
Apricots, Figs, Mulberries, Grape Vines, Pine Apples, and
Bananas. All these may be seen growing to perfection in the
open air, and under ordinary treatment in the neighbourhood '

of Brisbane. Land is cheap ;
you can have your pick of the

agricultural reserves for £1 an acre."

After what I have said, I need only say that I would advise

all ciU-tivators of tlie soil, tliat think of emigrating, to go to

Queensland. I may add that the colony is rich in minerals,

and gold is found abundantly in the northern parts.—J.

[ The only comment we shall offer are the following lines,

written by an emigrant :
—

*' Come, boys, I have Bomethinff iA> toll 3'ou ;

CoDLU noai'. I woiUd whiaper it low

—

Vou nro tliinkiuK itf luaviji;; tho homcbtead -
DoH't be in ii hurry to go !

" You tiilk of till' minus of .-Vustralia—

They're ^voalthy in Rold without ilonbt

;

But, ah 1 there is gold in tlie soil, boys,
If only you'll shovel it out.

The mercantile trade is a liaaard,

ThQ goods aro first biah and then low
;

Bettor di(< tlio old soil a while longer

—

Don't bo iu a hurry to Ko !

" Tho p-eat busy West has imlucemcnts,
.\nd so hiiK tbo busiest mai't

;

But wealth is not made hi a day, boys

—

Don't be iu a hurry to start

;

The bankers and brokers aro wealthy,
Thoy take in their thoaaands or bo—

Ah ! think of the frauds and dtioeptions

—

Don't l>e in a hurry to go !

" Home soil is the safest and surest,
Tbo orehards are loaded to-day.

You're as free as the air of tho mountains.
And monarch of all you survey.

Better stay on that soil a while longer.
Though profits come in rather slow

;

Remember, you've nothing to risk, boys

—

Don't be iu a hurry to go : ''
]

A WORD FOR AMARYLLIS CULTURE.
Amongst plants really worthy of cultivation there are very

few more deserving of patronage than the Amaryllis family
;

occasionally we see a solitary plant in flower, but we hardly
ever find these plants grown iu quantity, or in proportion to
others. We see in collections dozens of Azaleas, Pelargoniums,
and kindred plants, but seldom a fair proportion of Amaryllises.
I often regret that this omission should be so general, because
wherever a good collection is kept, and well bloomed and
judiciously mixed with other conservatory plants, the Ama-
ryllises contribute a peculiar stateliness and diversity *hich
enhance the beauty of the collection.

It is not, however, in the spring solely, that plants of this
charming family develops their beauties, for they can be had in
bloom all the year round, by a little adjustment of rest and
action. I needly hardly say that if they are fit associates for
Azaleas, aud are undimmed by the dazzling brilliancy of these,
their presence must be always welcome.
In point of colour there is a wide field for selfietion. From

Reticulata rosea, a chaste white, most delioaitely pencilled
with faint rose, we may select still higher amd brighter colours
in the Vittata and Marginata venusta section, white and scarlet.

From these we may pass on through the Jolmsoni section,

and find ourselves in company with the self-eoloured ones.
Amongst these may be found a brilliant and most beautiful
array of colour, from orange to the darkest maroon. Some of

them are most dehciously sweet, quite equal to a>ny flower in
cultivation in point of aromatic perfume.
When a very fine display is desired, from two to six bulbs

should be planted in one pot. If the bulbs are equal in point
of size, and have been grown aud rested similarly, then when
started into growth, most probably ever)' bulb will send up a
flower spathe, and very often two spikes to each bulb will be
the result. We have often produced ten spikes in one pot, with
from four to seven blooms on each, and when such a display is

secured and well developed, there is hardly a plant of any de-
scription that can surpass the Amaryllis. For lai'ge conser-
vatories, and for contrasting with Azaleas. 1 can recommend
specimen Amaryllises. Like other plants, their real worth can
only be estimated when seen as above grown. They are, never-
theless, very effective in single bulbs.

I find it a good plan in iiractice to treat them liberally.

When potting I give good shifts with plenty of drainage, and
use turfy loam and leaf soil in equal proportions, with a small
mixture of peat and sand. They should be started in heat,
when in bloom placed in a coole'r atmosphere, and when out of
bloom they should have more heat, and exposure to sunshine,
gradually withholding water as the plant completes its growth.
It should then be allowed to go gradually to rest, removing the
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foliage only when it withers. By adopting this plan bloom is

secured to a certainty, and the bulbs do not degenerate under
such treatment. I have bulbs now which have bloomed here

for sixteen years. I commenced with about a dozen different

varieties, fertilised them, and raised hundreds of seedlings.

I like the old Aulica for this purpose, and think that the seed-

lings from it are particularly strongly coustitutioued—so much
so, that they will grow and bloom in an ordinary greenhouse.

Their defect consists in a tendency to produce but two
blooms like the parent, while it is most desirable to secure those

capable of bearing a larger number of blooms on a spike. It

takes three or four years to make blooming bulbs from seed.

—

William Payne, Fir Vale, Sheffield.

FLOWERS TOO MUCH NEGLECTED.
I CANNOT refrain from noticing a few that deserve a little

more attention than they are receiving. What can be more
attractive at this season than pyramids G or 8 feet high of

Eibes sanguineum and sanguineum album, clothed from
bottom to top in their distinct colours ? or they may be grown
not as pyramids, but as bushes. Then, what splendid pillar

plants are the two varieties of Cydonia japonica, the one white

the other scarlet, almost too bright for the eye to rest upon in

the full sunshine, such as we have been enjoying of late. They
are likewise suitable for training agaiust a wall or fence. Let us
next look at those fine old sorts of double Wallflowers, of various

colours, but the bright yellow outshines them all. What can
be more pleasing than a bed or edging of Erythronium deus-
canis with its white and purple flowers and its spotted leaves?

and bright-coloured Hepatica triloba, single and double, of

various hues? There is also Bellisaucubafolia, an acquisition

either in-doors or out. .Another of our little stars that is creep-

ing into favour is Aubrietia deltoidea variegata ; for either rock-

work, edging, or patchwork, it deserves a place in every col-

lection. Last, but least, let us admire Saxifraga oppositifolia,

with alba and major in contrast. They are really gems of the
first water when taken care of, forming splendid edgings, or,

shall I say, carpets of pink and white blossoms, well repaying
any amount of care bestowed upon them.

LIST OF PLANTS IN BLOOM.

March 2. Crocus veinus (blue,

white, striped, aud
purple).

Cloth of Gold
Ulmus moutana

campestris
Populus treniula

„ 6. Aubrietia deltoidea

Kilies sanguineum
Viola odorata plena
Primula valsaris
Erythronium dens-eanis
Pulmonaria officinalis

„ 10. Apricots
Veronica hedericfoUa
Anemone hortensis
Tussilago farfara
Asarum europa}a
Aubrietia deltoidea va-

riegata
Malcolmia marltima

„ 16. Larix europjEa
Prunus spinosa
Potentilla fragaria
Cydonia japonica alba
Pulmonaria paniculata

„ 18. Ruacus aculeatus
Buxus sempervireug
Anemone nemorosa

plena
Gentiana acnulis
Corydalis bulbosa'
aaxifraga oppositifolia

allia

major
Scilla bitolia

Tussilago alpiua
Viola odorata i)lena

canina alba
Acer dasycarpum

March 18. .4cer rubrum
Abius glutinoaa laciniata
Audromeda tetragoua

„ 20. Berberis empetrifolia
Comptonia asplenifolia
Kerria japonica
Polyanthus Fire King
Populus alba

argentea
canescens

Salix helix
Lambertiana
prinoides
triandra

Vinca major
minor

„ 24. Hyacinthus orientalis
botryoides

Narcissus pseudo-nar-
cissus

biflorus
odorus

Van Thol Tulips
Primula cortusoides

vulgaris, varieties
Daisies

„ 28. Amygdalus communis
dulcis

incana
Wallflower, double yel-

low, dark crimson
„ 30. Berberis aquitolium

Peaches
Nectarines
Plums
Pears
Cherries
Ficaria ranunculoides

alba

-M. H., Acldam Hall, MlMleshorourih-on-Tees.

SCALE DESTROYED BY PARAFFIN OIL.

I HAVE been trying experiments on the best way of destroy-

ing scale, using a great many different applications with various

results ; but a short time ago I met with something by accident

which I do not think has been tried before. I have a large

Fern case heated by hot water, and I use a paraffin lamp under
the boiler. After filling the lamp one morning I happened to

find a scale on a Fern frond, and in taking him off I used my
finger which had come in contact with the oil; he came off

mitch quicker than usual, and it immediately struck me that

the oil had something to do with it. I therefore took some oil,

and going into one of the hothouses used it on a young Orange
tree with scale on it. The scale all came off with the slightest

touch of parafEn, and the plant does not look any the worse
of the oil. I am going to try it on one or two Ferns. Our
gardener says that he never saw scale come off so quickly. I

think I will try the vapour from paraffin on some young Ferns
when I can find any with scale on them.

—

Thomas Clay.

[We shall be obUged by a statement of the results of your
experiments.]

BAG-HOLDER AND TUNNEL COMBINED.
The engraving represents the simplest, most convenient, and

altogether the best arrangement for holding bags while filling

with grain, meal, or anything else put into bags. It consists of

a metallic tunnel, to which are attached four steel hooks, which
hold the mouth of the bag distended in such form as readily to

receive the grain from the measure or shovel without the in-

convenience of ClUng the bag alone.— (Prairie Farmer.)

GREEN FLY ON FRUIT TREES IN BLOOM.
Our orchard-house Peach and Nectarine trees have been, and

still continue to be, much infested with green fly, and the

insects, in spite of all that we have been able to do to destroy

them, seem to be as numerous as ever. Having already

destroyed nearly all the blossoms, they now seem to threaten

the young shoots with the same fate.

We have an old vinery 40 feet long by 1.5 wide, and the

Vines being worthless, we cleared them away. The idea of

experimenting with a few orchard-house trees having occurred

to us, we commenced with ten Peach and Nectarine trees, and
by following up Mr. Pearsou's directious as closely as our cir-

cumstances would permit, we succeeded in ripening a tolerably

fair crop of fruit last year, which circumstance induced my
employer to increase the number this year to thirty-two, in-

cluding Apricot, Plum, Cherry, Apple, and Pear trees.

The trees which fruited with us last year ripened their wood
well, and having been carefully stopped, were in point of ap-

pearance all that we could desire in respect to fruit and wood
buds ; indeed, a month ago they looked the very picture of

health, but within the last three weeks the green fly attacked

them, and by its ravages has given us great uneasiness, and
caused us to entertain grave doubts as to whether it is possible

to keep Peach trees free from green fly under certain circum-

stances. Mr. Pearson says, " The green smother fly must begot
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rid of ;" bnt how, is another story. Wo have not a house on tho

place that is anything like smoke-tight, so with ns fumigating
is almost out of tho question. Syringing with tobacco water

or quassia mixture is impracticable with trees in full bloora.

Brushing off the aphides with camel-hair brushes dipped in

tobacco water has been carefully resorted to by the young ladies

with the most praiseworthy perseverance, but as fast as the
trees are cleaned they become covered again, and as a last

resort I write to you for advice, as we are at our wits' end.

Our Apricot trees, which are arranged amongst the infected

Peach trees, are all right, being well sprinkled with fruit ; the

Cherry and Tear trees are also looking well. The green fly

has attacked some of the Plums, and something not unlike

mildew has appeared on the Apples. Now, we want to know
whether it is possible in our case to ward off the attacks of

green fly by previous management, without being obliged to

have recourse to much fumigating and such like doctoring
whilst the trees are in bloom ? because if orchard-house trees

are so very liable to be so terribly injured, and the means of

prevention so difficult, our hopes of success will be as much
impaired as the health of the trees by the blight.

—

Dilemma.

[We have known cases quite as bad followed by great success.

There is nothing in the house to prevent your being quite
successful. One thing you seem to have omitted, and that is

washing the trees in autumn and winter ; this should always
be done in the way of preventive. Most likely if with a brush
you had washed the trees with warm soap water, or syringed
them well, and then painted them with weak Gishurst, or even
with a paint of sulphur, clay, lime, and soot, so thin as to work
freely, you would not have been so troubled, though you might
have had some green fly. This season we drew merely a little

limewash over our trees, and wo have not noticed insects as

yet on more than half a dozen shoots, hut we have had them
years ago in abundance. With the trees in bloom, and the
insects so clustering round the bloom, you can do little good
with washing or brushing.
The openness of the house is not favourable for fumigating,

but not so much so as to prevent that proceeding being success-
ful if you cover the roof with cloth or mats, and keep them
wet. We have smoked such open-glazed houses with the aid
of the garden engine alone, playing on the roof all the time,
and the water thus filling the spaces of the laps. If for want of
cloths you could laj- hands on some rough hay or straw in a
mild day to cover the roof, and use the water engine freely,

you will find the smoking very effectual, but you must not give
it too strong. The roof should be slightly shaded for a few
days, and then the smoking should be repeated, and after that
we should hope that syringing would keep all right. After the
second smoking you had better shade a little for a few days.
The simplest mode for temporarily shading would be to scrape

down the size of a walnut of fine whitening into three or four
gallons oi water, and then with a syringe throw it nicely over
the roof; the first shower will wash it all off, and then shading
will not be needed. Of course it will not be needed iu dull
weather; but in such weather as preceded the Ith of .\pril it

would be wanted, otherwise the blossoms would suffer. We
say again, " Never give up," you will yet succeed to your own
satisfaction. See "Doings of the Week."]

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
With the view of assisting the Eddcatios of Yodxg Gar-

DEKEKS, the Council of the Koyal Hoeticultuual Society
have made arrangements through the Department of Science
and Art for the formation of a Drawing Class at Chiswick.
Until the class becomes too large for the room available, the
lessons will be given in the Harden of the Society on the
Wednesday evening of each week, excepting in August and
September, between the hours of seven and nine o'clock.

Arrangements have also been made for giving a course of

twenty lessons in Surveying, on evenings, of which due notice
will hereafter be given.

The fees for the Chiswick students will be paid by the So-
ciety, and also the cost of all models and examples for instruc-
tion, but the students will have to provide their own drawiug
materials. A limited number of other young gardeners, well

recommended by their employers, will be admitted to these
classes on a payment of a fee of 5i. per subject for a session of

twenty lessons
; they will also have to provide their own draw-

ing materials.

The subjects of instruction will be—Free-hand Drawing,

Model Drawing and Sketching from objects, Geometrical
Drawing, and Elementary Design as applicable to Landscape
Gardening ; Land-measuring, including levelling.

The Drawing class will commence its work on Wednesday,
April 8th ; the Surveying class in May. All applications for

admission to the classes are to be made to Mr. .lames Kichards,
the Assistant Secretary of tho Society.

We are authorised to announce that the Council of the
Koyal Horticultural Society have decided on offering for sale
by auction the splendid collection of twelve varieties of new
iivmiiD CoLEVs, raised in the Society's garden at Chiswick,
and that the sale will take place at the rooma of Mr. J. C.
Stevens, King Street, Covent Garden, on Wednesday, the 'i'2nd

inst. We cannot commend too highly this step, which will

permit these beautiful plants to be at once put in trade, and
will enable the public generally to participate in the possession
and enjoyment of a set of the finest decorative plants which
have been introduced of late years.

On Thursday last, the 2nd of April, Her Majesty, ac-

companied by Princess Christian and Prince Leopold, visited
Mr. William Paul's Smi.sa Snow at the Royal Horticultural
Gardens ; and on inspecting the flowers. Her Majesty was
graciously pleased to express her gratification, and requested
to be furnished with copies of Mr. Paul's works on horticul-

ture, which were at once supplied.
Their Royal Highnesses the Duchess of Cambridge and

the Princess Mary of Teck honoured Messrs. Veitch & Sons by
visiting the Royal Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea, on the 1st inst.,

and spent considerable time in inspecting the plants, &c.
We are glad to see in our advertising columns that the

inquiry of " L. M. N." has aroused attention to the query,
" Where are Flowei; Pots to be had ?" Knowing that so much
importance attaches to the quality of the pottery used, Mr.
Collier has for some years been unsparing of expense and
labour, both in the selection of suitable material for and in
manufacturing garden pottery.

The Twenty-fifth Anniversary Dinner of the Gar-
deners' Royal Benevolent Institution has been fixed for

the 24th of June, and M. T. Bass, Esq., M.P., will preside

upon the occasion.

On the 28th of March, at Brighton, in the eighty-eighth
year of his life, died Edward Jesse. Gardeners and
naturalists are the children of age, and truly marked as those
" long walking hand-in-hand with time." He had retired from
public life about five years since, but retained his characteristic

blithe and candid spirit to the last. The following biographical

notice is extracted from " Men of the Time."
" Edward Jesse, son of the late Rev. William .Jesse, Vicar of

Hutton Cranswick, Yorkshire, and subsequently of Bewdlcy,
Worcestershire, was born at the former place in January, 1780.
He was educated privately, and at eighteen years of age entered
the public service as a clerk in the St. Domingo ofiice. He
next became private secretary to Lord Dartmouth, while
President of the Board of Control, and when that nobleman
became Lord Steward of the Household, he obtained for Mr.
Jesse the court office of Gentleman of the Ewry. Mr. Jesse
subsequently became Controller of the copper coinage issued by
Messsrs. Boulton & Watt at Birmingham. About the year
1812 he was appointed a Commissioner of Hackney Coaches,
and soon afterwards Deputy Surveyor General of the Royal
Parks and Palaces. This post he held, together with his office

at Court, until 1830, when both offices were abolished, and he
retired on a pension. Mr. Jesse is the author of ' Favourite
Haunts and Rural Studies,' ' Gleanings in Natural History,'
' Anecdotes of Dogs,' and editions with notes of ' Izaak
Walton's Angler,' and of ' White's Selborne,' published in

one of Mr. Bohn's series in 1819 ; an edition, much enlarged,
of Ritchie's ' Windsor Castle,' ' Lectures on Natural History,'

itc. His eldest daughter, Mrs. Houstoun, is the author of
' Hesperos, or Travels in the West,' a work most favourably
noticed by Lockhart ;

' Texas and the Gulf of Mexico ;' and
also of some novels, including ' Recommended to Mercy,'
' Such Things Are,' " itc.

Mr. Jesse's son, John Heneage Jesse, is favourably known
as the author of several historical and biographical woiks.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
kitchen garden.

BroccnH, all the varieties require a deep rich soil, and the
ground should be trenched to the depth of at least 2 feet, incorpo-
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rating with it as the work proceeds abundance of rich manure.
The early varieties, such as the Purple Cape, Grange's White
Cape, Waleheren, &c., should be sown from the middle of this

month to the middle of May, according to locality ; and a second
sowing of similar kinds should be made about a fortnight after

the first. These will succeed the Cauliflowers, and will cai'ry

the supply on to Christmas. Two or three sowings of Snow's
Winter White put in from the beginning of April to the middle
of May will keep up the supply until the Sprouting varieties

are ready, and these again till the spring kinds come in. Carrots,

sow now the Covent Garden Long Surrey, the longest and best

for a main crop. Sow in drills 12 or 15 inches apart, covering
the seeds evenly to the depth of about half an inch. Cucum-
bers (Ridge), sow now in pots or pans filled with light soil,

covering the seeds about half an inch, and set in a Cucumber
frame or any other place where a moist gentle heat is main-
tained. As soon as the plants have made their seed leaves, and
before they become drawn, shift them into 5-inch pots, putting
two plants in each, and replace them in a warm moist situa-

tion. To keep the plants dwarf and stocky place them near
the glass, and when they are established and moderately
strong gradually admit the air more freely, and endeavour to

have them well prepared for planting-out by the middle or end
of May. Lettuce, sow for successional crops in beds of well-

pulverised soil at intervals of about a fortnight until the end of

July. Savoi/s, a succession may now be sown. Turuq)s, sow a

small breadth of the American Strap-leaf, a sort superior in

flavour and quick in growth.
rnurr garden.

Newly planted trees will require to be well watered in this

dry weather, and afterwards mulched. Both Peach and Apricot
trees will now require partial disbudding, removing only a few
shoots at a time, that the flow of sap may not be checked.
Pick out the points of strong shoots, which will ensure healthy
bearing wood.

FLOWEE GiEI>EN.

The necessity of strict attention to the watering of newly
planted trees and shrubs cannot be too much insisted upon

;

and the watering should not be a mere wetting of the surface

of the soil, but a thorough drenching to the depth of a foot or

18 inches. Proceed with the hoeing and raking of borders, and
throw a little Mignonette or Sweet Alyssum seed in all bare
places. The time will not be uselessly spent in eradicating
Plantain and other broad-leaved weeds from the lawn. Attend
to mowing and sweeping, and keep every part of the garden
clean and neat. In mowing the American garden mulch the
beds with short grass ; this not only prevents the parching-up
of the soil, but tbe grass, when decayed, is an excellent manure '

for the plants. Put in the seeds of biennials as soon as possible,

sowing them in drills inches or a foot apart, and covering
them with rich soil. Stocks, &c., in the seed beds are now
becoming crowded, therefore take advantage of the fii'st shower
to transplant them. Some of the earlier kinds of Tulips are

putting up their buds. This is a critical period, for heavy
rains are often succeeded by frosts, which congeal the water
retained by the leaves, and consequently the future blooms are

surrounded by a mass of ice to their certain injury. Some
florists di'aw out the water with a syringe, others on hands and
knees make the circuit of their beds, blowing it out with their

mouths. Whatever means, however, may be adopted, the
moisture must be removed. Pinks are on the move, and must
be attended to ; these when planted in the spring seldom lace

well.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
Where the supply of plants in the conservatory is limited,

you must make the best of their bloom by slightly shading
them in fine days, although doing so is not good for young
growths. Have cuttings of Pelargonium Album multiflorum put
in now for flowering next November. Fulgoria is the best of all

the late Roses for flowering in November and December ; it

continues in bloom till the forced ones come in. Now is the
time to obtain a reserve stock of Heliotropes for forcing next
winter. It is also a good time to put in cuttings of Picotees
for forcing after Christmas. If you wish to have a good stock
of the plants named you must prepare always six months in

advance. The increased heat of the greenhouse is not intended
to be by fire heat, but by giving less air, and shutting up the

Louse early in the afternoon, when a moderate use of the
syringe may safely be practised. Every plant that is intended
for a specimen should have the best place iu the house, and
should be turned round twice or thrice a-week ; the shoots
should be stopped from time to time, and it should have free-

dom on all sides. Epacrises and early spring Heaths will bear
close-pruning after they have done flowering. Correas that
have been flowering should now be rather closely pruned and
kept in-doors all summer, when they will take the place of
Fuchsias after September. Luculias that have been at rest

since flowering are now beginning to grow again, and should
be kept in a low moist atmosphere till all the eyes break forth.

Forcing the Luculia at this stage, or even eucoiiraging it to

make an early growth, was the principal cause of its failure on
its first introduction.

STOVE.

Now that the plants are taking hold of the fresh soil more
air may be allowed them, but shut up early in the afternoon,
and when the watering is finished give them a good syringing
overhead. Be sparing of fire heat after this time, even although
the thermometer is down to 55° in the morning. The fine

weather we have experienced, hot dry days and cool mornings,
ought to teach us how to regulate the temperature for oxir

house plants. The last portion of the Gesneras and Achimenes
should now be potted, as they can hardly be safe any longer
in their dry state ; but to have them late in September and
October they must be kept back till about the end of May in a
cold pit, allowing them no more water than will keep the soil

from being quite dry. There is more merit in retarding plants
properly than there is in forcing them into early bloom.

FORCING riT.

Hedychiums to flower late in the summer may now be
started, and another batch of Tuberoses put in for succession.

Primula sinensis for flowering from September should now be
little stocliy plants fit to be placed out in cold close frames by
the middle of May, and more seeds of it should now be sown.
Gesnera zebrina and longifoUa, both tall flowers, should now
be pushed on by all the heat and moisture at command.

PITS AND FRAMES.
The most forward of the Hydrangeas now in bloom must be

hardened off preparatory to being bedded-out; and Stocks and
other plants blooming in pots may now be removed to the
flower garden, taking care to have mats at hand to cover them
in case of severe frost. Most of the plants for bedding-out
may now be removed to temporary pits, or placed in sheltered

situations ; and if the pots are wanted a number of the more
hardy may be plunged in light sandy soil. Now is a good time
to divide the stools of Chrysanthemums, and cuttings should
be put in of those that are scarce.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Such a week of scorching days and clear cold frosty nights.

The lawns and pastures have scarcely made any progress for

ten days. In the belief that changes were approaching, oppor-
tunity was taken of the open dry weather to forward some kinds
of work.

First of all, a regular hoeing and stirring was given among
all young growing crops ; Cauliflowers and forward Cabbages
were assisted with some manure water, and, the former espe-

cially, mulched with rotten dung. Peas were sown and Broad
Beans planted, and Lettuces hardened-off for planting, as when
very small they are so apt to be carried off by the birds.

Potatoes were planted to succeed those in frames and earth

beds. Spinach was sown for succession. Dwarf Kidney Beatts

were sown in pots to be partly transferred to other pots, and a
few to a sheltered place in a few weeks, as at the foot of a wall.

What with damp and vermin we did not save a seed last sea-

son, and good seed of many sorts is scarce this season. For
general cropping iu-doors and out we prefer the China Dwarf,
or the Robin's Egg ; but we must do without it this season.

The creams and the yellows produce fine pods. There is a

prejudice against those whose pods are mottled and speckled

;

but we never found anything the matter with the flavour of

them. The Newington Wonder is very good when the small

pods are gathered young and cooked whole. Sowed Scarlet

Runners in some leaf mould, where they cau have protection.

The ground being dry, rolled that on which Onions and Carrots

had been sown, so as to give a firm surface. A skiff on the

surface with a Dutch hoe when the seedlings are aU up will

prevent cracking and gaping in our stiffsoil.

Pricked-out, or rather planted, a bed of Celery under glass

that had been previously pricked-out. This will come in early

when transplanted into trenches. Would have pricked-out lots

of Celery, Cauliflower, Cabbage, &c. ; but the weather was very
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favourable for out-door work, and much of Buoh prioking-off

work can bo done in a dull or wet day. By bo contriving, a

wet day is generally one of our busiest days. Sowed a portion

of our Winter Greens—Borecoles, Savoys, Brussels Sprouts,

and Broccolis, and will sow tbe rest in a fortnight or so. The
ground, rather rough, was broken, rolled, and raked, the seeds

sown, and the surface beaten with a spado, then, as the weather

was dry, slightly watered through a rose, and shortly afterwards

covered with a "sprinkling of riddled fine soil from under the

potting benches, and at once netted to keep the birds away.

In this way all the refuse from pot plants comes in useful fcr

such general purposes. Being dry it docs also for mixing with

stronger soil for I'otatoes in frames, &c. It is of much im-

portance to have a quantity of dry soil to go to in winter and
spring.

The weather being eo bright, most of the ciops under the

protection of glass, as Radishes, Lettuces, Potatoes, &c., wanted

watering ; and we would have preferred to have given them
water a little warmed instead of at the natural temperature.

We should have had great dilBoulty in helping ourselves from

the pipes in our houses, as, owing to the heat of the sun, the

pipes were comparatively cool. Wherever glass as a covering

can be secured, a considerable acceleration to all crops can be

given when, in addition to storing up the sun's rays, the help

of warm waterings can also be afforded. Much of the waterings

in spring with cold spring water does hai-m instead of good.

Even in bright weather it would often be better to surface-stir

and mulch. Heated water would warm the soil instead of

cooling it.

FBCIT 0AHDEN.
Finished all pruning, and will finish the nailing as soon as

we can. The birds having commenced on our dwarf Apple
trees, we have had them all syringed with lime and soot. If

we can keep the birds oil a short time longer they will be all

right. Our Gooseberries are safe now, and green enough to

resist a rather sharp frost, and we have just thiimed them, as

we have long given up pruning in winter. We wait now until

we see whether the birds or we are to have the mastery. This

season we have no reason to complain. Currants we have been
obliged to colour like the Apple trees, as the birds, having

missed the Gooseberries, seemed bent to be revenged on them.
Strawberrii-s.—Ran the hoe between the rows so as to cut up

anything that might be coming, and ere long will rake off the

roughest part of the manure placed as surface-dressing. Pre-

sently we will plant^out the plants that were forced earliest.

Plants in pots have needed much water, and even the latest of

them are now showing well, ready to go where an opening with

plenty of light can be given to them. Amongst a great number
we find a few very strong plants of various kinds that have
shown, and will show, no flower truss, and these we have
turned at once to the rubbish heap. We dislike all plants for

forcing that, if of last year's runners, make two or three crowns
or buds, instead of one prominent bold one. All plants with

pointed crowns and buds are generally best put aside. We
have proved often and often that some of these fruitless plants

when planted-out will regain their fertility ; but in the great

majority of cases we have found that they continue barren,

producing little or nothing but huge masses of leaves, so that

we strongly advise all those having small gardens and only a

little space for Strawberries to select their runners from fertile

plants only. We to a great extent secure this by planting-out

forced plants, as, of course, we keep none but those that have
fruited. lu some few oases in early forcing the fruit bud after

it shows may be starved, shrivelled, or damped, and such
plants are just as good for planting-out as those that had
fruited. Some kinds are more apt to be barren than others.

Some years ago, for a late supply we used to grow the Elton,

and were generally successful ; but we recollect among good-
bearing rows having a small row that would not bloom, and the
plants yet looked all right, and we could not make them bloom,
and the runners taken from that row were just like their pa-

rents, grew well, but never threw up a truss of bloom, though
we tried them two seasons consecutively.

Apricot Trees on TJ'oH.s.—We had purposed allowing these

to take their chance this season, as we had no good covering

to give them, and we knew that if the bloom was tolerably dry,

it would take a considerable degree of frost to injure it ; but
when, eight days ago, we had snow, sleet, and driving rains, we
thought if we should lose a crop, we would not easily forgive

ourselves if we did nothing. By means of a few poles placed

about a yard from the wall, we hung a net in front, and by
means of a rod along the poles, fastened some long thin

branohea of laurel outside the net, so thickly as to oppose a
barrier to wet passing readily to the wall, and yet bo thin
to allow the rays of the sun to pass freely between the foliage

of the laurel. As yet the fruit is setting, and all safe, though
a few blossoms have dropped—often an advantage, as it saves
some thinning afterwards. In many books and calendars there

are directions about disbudding Apricots and Peaches as early

as this, and, no doubt, they may be applicable to warm places

in the south, but north of London wo prefer little disbudding,

or rather removing shoots, unless it be some strong foreright

ones, until ilay, as the young shoots if rather numerous act as

a good protection to the young fruit, and even then partly for

the above reason, we go over the trees often, removing only a
few at a time, so as not to check growth too much at once.

In looking over the trees in the orchard liovse we found half a
dozen shoots plastered with our old enemy tbebrown fly, and they
were quickly removed. If such an insect should appear where
the shoot was wanted, we would wash with weak tobacco water,

or, what we prefer, quassia water, as that leaves no unsightly

appearance behind it. It is diflicult to smoke these open
houses, and we do not like to do it when the trees are in bloom

;

but as yet we have had no necessity, for no insects, except in

these few cases, have appeared, and on this day, after a keen
inspection, we failed to discover more. No syringing has been
given them since they were syringed with hot water in winter.

To the preventives then used wo attribute the present healthy

appearance and freedom from insects.

oio;a3IE>;tal dep.vktment.
Much potting, changing plants in conservatories, and harden-

ing-off bedding plants by placing them in earth pits tempo-
rarily, much of the work alluded to last week being now done.

Calceolarias were removed from the glass-covered pit, the soil

was then removed, a little warm leaves placed in the bottom,

rotten dung on the top, and then rough somewhat rich soil in

which we shall plant Verbenas, whence they will rise in nice

balls at bedding-out time, and do better than if planted out

from pots.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN JIARICET.—Apru, 8,

A QUIET week and largo supplier have caosed reductions tbat sales

may be effected, otherwise much perishable produce must be carted
away as rubbish, a quantity having to stand over for another day.

FRUIT.

d. B.

Oto 5Apples i sieve 3
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10
Currants ^ sieve

Black /. . do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 12 20
Lemons 100 8 12

%

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) .. doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspbei-ries lb.

Strawberries . . per oz.

Walnuts bush. 10 IS

s.
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with Tonr address, and order " Heating, by R. Fisb." you will have it

sent free by post. It contains very full information on the subject.

CttiBiR Bean ( JZcrficiii).—The most accessible account is in that e!i-

cellent work of reference now completed, "Chambers's Encyclopsedia,

from which we extract the folloxrint' :-" Calabar Bean, a very remarkable

medicinal agent, which has just been introduced into the new edition of

Se "British Pharmacopa-ia" (1867). It is the seed of Physostigma

venenosum, a twiniuK, half-shrubby plant, a native of Western A rica, of

the natural order Le?uminos.T?. sub-order Papihonaceas, nearls allied to

the Kidney Bean, but of a genus distinguished by the hood-shaped stigma,

and the deeply furrowed hilum of the seed. The following are the lead-

in" characters of the Bean itself. ' About the size of a very large horse

bean with a very firm, hard, brittle, shining integument, of a broB-nish

red iale chocolate, or ash grey colour. Irregularly kidney-shaped, with

two flat Bide?, and a furrow running longitudinally along its convex

margin, ending in an aperture near one end of the seed. S\ ithm the

shell is a kernel, consisting of two cotyledons, weighing on an average

about forty-sLx grains, hard, white, and pulvensable, of a taste like that

of the ordinary edible leguminous seeds, without bitterness, acrimony, or

aromatic flavour. It yields its virtues to alcohol, and imperfectly to

water ' It is used in the form of an emulsion by the natives of Africa, as

an ordeal when persons are suspected of witchcraft. About twelve years

a"o Dr. Christison very nearly fell a victim to his zeal for science in ex-

perimenting on some specimens of this Bean which had been sent to

Edinburgh by some African missionaries. In twenty minutes after taking

twelve g?ains of the powdered seed, be was seized with giddiness and u

treneral feelin" of torpor; on which he took an emetic, and thus emptied

his stomach The giddiness, weakness, and faintness, however, increased

fy, snch a deirree that the phvsicians who were called in found him pros-

tot^and pale! with the hLut and pulse very feeble and irregular, and

the faintness so "reat as to threaten immediate death, the mental facul-

ties remaining perfectly clear. Ho complained of no p.ains or uneasy

feeUngs nor did the faintness of the heart's action give him any discom-

fort Under the use of stimulants, warmth, pulsation, and the power of

moving graduallv returned, and the next day he was quite well. In

1854 fiftv children were poisoned by eating these Beans, which were

swept ont of a ship at Liveniool. A boy aged six years, who ate six

Beans died verv rapidlv. It has been tried medicmally in small doses

lone to four grains of the powder, or one-sixteenth to one-fomth of a grain

of the extr ict) in chore.!, tetanus, and other diseases of the nervous system ;

but its value as an internal medicine can hardly be said to be as yet

established. Its principal use at present is to produce contraction of the

nnnil This can be done bv introducing into the eye either a minute

miantity of the extractor of paper, or gelatine rolled in a sheet, saturated

with the extract, and divided into small squares, one of which is sufli-

cient to produce the. desired effect, which commences m about ten

minutes, and lasts for about twenty hours. It is regarded as a very

valuable addition to our ophthalmic remedies."

NtjRSEHYMEN (B. M.I.—We never recommend tradesmen. The plants

could be supplied by any nurserymen who advertises in our columns.

Portable Boiler for Conservatory (G. .f. ff.).—Any of the portable

boilers advertised in our columns would suit your purpose. A small

saddle-back boiler, if fixed in the passage beneath the conservatory, would

also suit the puqiosc. Two 4-inch pipes in front of the house would keep

out frost. We do not much fancy two inch pipes, but three d-mch pipes

would do, and would heat sooner. However placed, the pipes wiU be an

eyesore on the floor so paved with ornamental tUes. We would have had

all the heating medium beneath the floor. We presume you will have

no difficulty in taking the smoko from the boiler or stove m the passage.

The simplest plan of all to heat such a house would be to make a brick
^- ^ -. *-- ' ' * ;*• bmld a chamber all

ti-

wall
have

stove in the passage, with smoke funnel from it^

round, with 6 inches of an opening, and from that chamber bave an

openiM for the heated air to rise into the house. The walls of a dwelling

house give great protection. In a glass case nearly double the width o

voors and not quite so loftv. Scarlet Pelargoniums stood for the last and

ihe preceding winter without any artificial heat, except opening the door

that led from the U\-ing-room for an hour in a very cold night. A gas

stove in the house would give least trouble, as it could be taken away

from the middle of March to the end of October; and a stove for the

burner at one end, and the heated air passing through a pipe to the other,

would be the simplest. For the whole system of heatmg by gos, see

plans and explanations in a recent nnmber. It is well to think of heatmg

before laying the floor down. The stove would be the simplest, and an

opening m the floor if near the middle of the house would be sutheieut to

keen out frost. One objection to such stoves is. that tbey will not draw

vrith a long horizontal pipe unless that is taken to a lofty chimney. If

vou disliked a brick stove vou could have a small iron stove, with funnel

tor smoke, 4c., and sunoiind it with a case of sheet iron, after leaving a

vacant space all round. Some stones and gravel could be placed m the

lower part of this space, and if that were kept moist the heated air that

passed through the small grated opening, say a niches square, would be

as humid as desirable. Better still, a vessel of water could be placed, not

on the top of the stove, but 2 -or 8 inches from it ; and the dry air would

be sufficiently moistened without being too much satm-ated before enter-

ing the house.

Shutting up Stoves. &c. {C. P.).—The time for shutting up forcing

and orchard houses depends on the weather and what is wanted. As to

the orchard house, we shall have remarks next week. GeneraUy houses

are kept open too long. Sun heat is the best and cheapest heat. In such

weather as we have had in the last days of March and the beginnmg of

April from three to four o'clock would be a good time. In a range of

houses with a wall at each end, we generally shut up the west end first-

say about three o'clock, the east end latest, and the intermediate dmsions

accordingly. Supposing vour night temperature to be 65' or 70 ,
we

should not object to tlie temperature of the house rising to SO or 8o' with

sun heat after being shut up. in close-glazed houses we would shut off

the bulk of the air earlv in the afternoon did we even leave a little air on

all night, and this we would do where fuel is cheap. By leaving on full

air until five or six o'clock vou must use much more fire heat ;
or by

shutting up then vou will have as high a temperature in the evening and

at night as you had in the afternoon ; whilst the teaching of natm-e would

say. Proportion your heat to the sunhght.

White Marseilles Figs Fallikg (J. S. Gordon).—Yon should have

told us how you grow your Figs. If in pots, they will cast some fruit

every time the soil becomes dry. They will do the same if grown la a

narrow border. If von have given plenty of water, and not so much as to

make a morass froin nndrained soil, and they still drop, ringthe branches

by slipping out one-eighth of an inch of bark some distance below the

RriiBOM Border IWestm:mter).—'We presume yon mean seeds that yon

can sow at once; then the following would look well, beginning at the

back or north side of the 4-feet border—viz., first row. Blue Branching

Larkspur ; second row. Prince's Feather, or Love-lies-bleeding ; ( hird row,

Coreopsis Drummondi ; fourth row, Silene pendula ruberiima.

PELARGONims (Homunculu*).—Both of your two lists. It anything.

Lucy Grieve would tnm the scale. It is a lovely phlnt. Victoria Rcgina

is also good.

Vines ( IF. H. T.).—Your proposed Vines in pots are well selected. We
would plant out thiee Black Himbnrghs, one Buckland Sweetwater, one

Royal Muscadine or one Bowood Muscat. For the late vinery we would

have three Hambuighs as proposed, two Lady Downe's, one Calabnau

Raisin, and one Bowood Muscat.

Graftiho Hollies inrr).—Your Green Hollies about the thickness of a

lead pencil would answer well for grafting, and no time should be lost in

performing the operation. You may graft them close to the ground, and

after claving draw the earth to the stocks so as to cover the clay. It

would not do to take the stocks up and graft them before planting. They

should be left where thev have been for the past twelve months. Whip-

grafting is the best. If newly planted, we fear the grafts would not take,

but we have not tried it.

Wire Trellis for Stone Wall (A. O. H.).—The sloping buttresses will

not prevent your having horizontal wires. As the buttresses only reach

about half-wav np the w.^ll, the upper part can very easUy have horizontal

wires fixed, and a straining plate of iron will only be required at each

end for that part of the wall, and between each buttress you have only to

put the same number of straining plates, close to each buttress, and you

will thus treat the space between each as if the wall terminated there.

The buttresses, of course, will not be wired. It wiU be less costly to wire

the wall horizontaUv than verrticaUy. For the latter you will reqmre a

plate of iron at the 'top and along the bottom of the wall, and the mre.s

must be put up perpendicularly. The expense wiU be about double that

of horizontal wires, and in our opinion the trelhs will not be so good for

lining You may have diamond-meshed treUises that would cover the

all to a nicety, and if ^vith 4-inch meshes they answer very well. We
are a trellis of this kind, and it looks well. It is thus made :

qnarter-

inch wire all round serves to form a frame, and from this the wires, ^o. 1 J,

run obli(iuely and form -l-inch lozenges. It is galvamsed, and fixed to the

wall with holdfasts.

Lifting Pyramid Pear Trees (I<km).-So long as the trees remain

fruitful, making no gross growths, and forming bloom buds plcntifuUy, it

is not necessary nor desirable to Uft and root-prune them
;
but if they

grow very vigorously, and make a quantity of wood that cannot b^

stopping or summer-pruning be induced to form flow-er buds, then lifting

won d be desirable, as it checks growth and tends to encourage the for-

mation of fruit buds. In your soU we should thmk liftmg would not he

often required, if at all.

Repotting Ferns {PerpUxit,j).-The best time to repot Ferns is March

or when they arc recommencing growth November and December arc

the worst months in the year for repotting Ferns. liepotting at that

time woiUd no doubt help to canse their death ; but we think their being

ke.it in a cold vinery would be sufficient to canse the desti-nction of such

kinds as Nephrolepis, which need a temperature of not less than 4o- at

night. If kept in a cool house they should not have muchwater-no more

than enough to keep them fresh.

PocRixo Water on Hot-watek Pipes in Fernery (B. R. f-'-I"^
a bad practice, and worse than useless for the destrnction of the mealy

bu" The black fungus will disappear when the mealy bug is destroyed.

Instead of pouring water on the pipes we would advise you to spnnkle

the floors, walls, and every available surface with water twice daily, morn-

ing and evening, keeping them always moist, but avoid wetting the fronds

of the Ferns. As to the mealy bug, we would lay all the plants mfested

on their sides, and svTinge them forcibly on the under side of the fronds

with water at a temperature of l-30°, turning them ronnd. A few -aash-

in.'s will, prob.ablv, clear the plants, and they may be kept clean aftei-

wards by going over them frequently with a moist sponge and wiping ofl

Ivery trice of the mealy bug. You may by pouring water on the W-
tater pipes so damage the fronds of the Ferns that a twelvemonths

"rowth will be required for their recovery.
'
Leaves Fohwing Bdds (licm).—You will find a full cxplsnation of the

theoiy of propagation by eaves, for which we cannot afford space, m
Johnson's " Science and Practice of Gardening," pages 268 to 277 inclusive.

You can have the book post free from our office for 3s. Wd. in stamps.

Birds rerm-s Polyanthcses iF. P. G.).-The only plan we know of

that win keep tbem off is to put in small sticks, and about 9 '"ches out

of thi ^oun'd,and stretch black worsted i\''Z "''%.ZllrLftZ
1 double Une of worsted along each hue of plants. We find it best to pat

the Uneso? worsted about inches from the plants on each side, crossing

the worsted from stick to stick as weU as stretching it strais-ht along the

rotr It is placed 8 or 9 inches from the gi-onnd. We find this effectual.

Hyacinths after Flowering [A. ff.).-The plants should be kept in

the pots in a light airv position in a cool house or frame until the foliage

is well rinene Thc^ought not to be exposed to frost, and should be

weUsunnlied with water ; when the foliage turns yeUow gradually dis-

"
nmrwa'teriig ; withhold water altogether wb™ '^^^ °>,'»ej;»X"''^i

When it is completely so, turn the plants «"' ?« '^e pots, ^'"''^«/\^y^»'^

the soil and place them on shelves in a cool airy shed to dry. "hen

thnroiohlv dried remove the dead leaves, old roots, and aU offsets,
thoroughly anea remove

^j^^^^ jj_^

iiaii> tieoajBu ic«i lu
, : , ,i,„ winter, and be neatly pointed-m in

^^ fh'°'Yr,^mreby'\u°'ihlt we'doVot advise the j;o^«ing of Hya-

duths'in po?s the second year ; but we consider them verj- desirable and

fine for out-door decoration.

SowivG Passiflora eduus Seed (.4dal.-The seed should now be sown

in poisw^S toned and filled to within half an inch of the rua with a
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*'ompoet of eqnal parts of turfy Innm, tibroos pf>at, nnd "ihurp sand. Leve>
tfao sarface, aud how the seed thinly, coverioK lif^btly with floo noil. A
Kcntle watering should be given, and the pot? plungt«d in a brisk bottom
tieat of 75- or 8ff-, and a top heat of from 65 to 80-. The soil should bo
kept moist. When tho plants appear give air liberally, aud keep them
Dear the glass, still rtitaJDing tliem in the hotbed until they are tit to

pot-off >(iugly in Buiall potB. ThtB being done, place the pots in a hotbed,
and keep the plants clupo and shaded until they bocomo established, then
gradoally harden them off, withdrawing thL>in from the hotbed by degrees.

Place them near the glas^j in a vinery or other heated house, and shift

Ihem into larger-sized pots as often as those they aru iu become titled

with roots. You may obtain fruiting plants the second year, but not by
any possibility this year. It will succeed in a heated Tinery having
plenty of light

Pear Tree Injured bt Dressing (-Y M. C.).—We fear you are not
blameless in the matter ; indeed, it was injudicious to dress a tree after

the buds had begun to swell with an untried compo.'-ition or solution.

We do not think your tree will do any further good, us it is not showing
signs of growth. The only course we can recommend you to try is to

sprinkle it morning and evening with water through a syringe ; but were
it ours wo would even now, late as it iw, grub it up and plant a fresh one,
affording shade from bright sun until the new plant became established.
Yoa would in that case gain a year.

WiOANDiA CARACASAN'A SEEDLINGS (Jj/noramMi).—Your soedlings now
in the seed loaf will not make sutliciently strong plants for planting out
this year, but you may by growing them on have them of fair size by the
beginning of June ; and if you think them large enough for your purpose
you may, after hardening them otT, plant them out. It is not necessary
to place anything iu the bed for bottom heat ; but if you were to do so we
have no doubt but that your plants would grow all tho better. We would
take out the soil to tbe depth of 18 inches or 2 feet, and till the whole with
well-sweetened hot dung, and place over it from 9 inches to a foot of
good Soil, raising the soil well above the surrounding ground level to
allow for the settling of the dung, and the raising of the bed will set your
nrnall plants off to better advantage. They should be taken up before
frost in autumn, potted, and kept in a greenhouse over tbe winter.

Hardin'ESS of Surcrs (F. G.).—Andromeda arborea is not, that we are
aware, introduced as a living plant, and we cannot say where it can he
procured. Your best plan would be to obtain a few seeds. We have no
doabt of its proving hardy in situations not exposed to strong wind,
Ancaba himalaica would no doubt hybridise with A. japonica vera. All
the plants that we have seen of A. himalaica are evidently female, but we
think the male is introduced. We believe Kudsura variegata has not
been grown except in a greenhouse. It is the Uvaria japonica of Linnsus.

Climbers for Iron Pillars in Greenhouse {B. i?.}.—You will find
the following suitable if the pillars are not shaded by climbers on the
roof orplanlsnear :—Kennedya inophylla floribunda andRhyncospermum
jasminoides, or Hoya camosa and Sollya linearis. If the situation is

shaded, then Cobaea scandens variegata and Jasminum gracile variegata.

Striking Verbena Cuttings (Idem).—Tbe temperature of the soil

will be suitable if it range from 65'' to 70^, but it may range a few degrees
higher or lower. The cuttings will strike if it be as low an 55' at night.

Brown Aphi.s on Peach Trees [R. ir.).—The inspect.'? infesting your
Peach-tree shoots are the brown Peach aphis. It may be destroyed by
fumigation with tobacco. The house being shut up closely, on a calm
evening fill it so full of tobacco smoke that the trees cannot be seen
through the glass from the outside. The trees should be well syringed
the following evening, and on the next night repeat the tobacco fumi-
gation. If you cannot fumigate tbe house, syringe with tobacco water,
made by pouring a gallon, of water over 8 ozs. of tobacco dust: the
water should be boiling. Let the liquid stand until cool, then strain it,

and add to it 2 ozs. of soft soap or Gishurst compound which has been
dissolved in gallon of soft water. You will thus have two gallons of
liquid, and with this syiinge the trees in the evening. It is a rather
difficult insect to get rid of, and should be combated as soon as seen, for
it is a very fast breeder.

Plants for Kooteby (5. A. M.).—Your rootery bein? in the open
ground and exposed to the sun, will he suitable for flowering plants ; if

in the shade you could not have anything better than I-'erns. Of flower-
ing plants you may plant Iberis Tcnoreana, I. sempervirens. Braba
alzoon, D. aizoides, Dryas Drammondi, Daphne cneorum. Cyclamen
conm, C. repandum, C. europaum, Dianthus alpinus, Convolvulus sepium
roseus.(this is very ornamental, as it cUngs to the stumps, and has rose-
coloured flowers), Cistus formosus, C. roseus, C. purpiueus, C. ledon,
C. ladaniferus, C. algarvensis, Cheiranthus alpinus, Cerastiam tomen-
tosum, Campanula garganica. Achillea Clavenna;, Alyssum saxatile, Ane-
mone apennina, Antennaria hyperborea, Antirrhinum asaarina, Arabia
nlpina, A. albida, Aubrietia deitoidea and var. grandiflora, Oxalis tropip-
.oloides, Orobus vemus, Phlox vema, P. frondosa, P. Nelsoni, Lotus comi-
cnlatus flore-pleno, Mimulas cupreus, Sixifraga juniperiiia, cymbalaria,
coneata, carj'ophylla, aizoides, oppositi folia, umbrosa, pcctiuata, and
palmata ; Sedum kamtechaticum, acre, brovifolium, purpureum, cya-
neum, anglicum, albicans, Foresterianum, rnpestre.and turgidum ; Sem-
pervivum globulifernm, S. arachnoideum, Vinca elepantissima, V. minor
plena, and V. herbacea. The plants will keep the si^il up ; but the rootery
should not have water poored on it, but should be frerjucntly sprinkled
either through a fine-rose watering pot, syringe, or engine.

Bauboo Planting (A Soin^rseUhire Parton).—The Bamboo thrives well
in a compost of rather strong loam, with the addition of one-third peat
or leaf moold. It does best in moist ground, and succeeds with us ad-
mirably in a clay soil. It is not necessary to plant it near water, only
give a good supply of water in dry weather. We have had it very fine at
the foot of rockwork. A sheltered situation is required to grow it well.

Magnolia Transplanting {Staff Surgeon).—V,'q should think your tree
too old to transplant ; but of that you of course will bo best able to de-
cide. We think tbe ofi'^ets proceed from the stem of the tree, and that
you will not be able to separate them and preserve a number of roots to
each offset. If yoa can, there is nothing to hinder your doing so, nor in
removing the tree entire, providing you make sure of removing it with a
good ball. The best time to remove it will be during the lirst moist
weather in September. Take out a trench all around at 4. feet from the
S'tem, and deep enough to reach below the roots. You may then work
under the ball towards the stem, removing any loose soil from the ball,

tut preserving all tbe roots, and where they are closely matted together

do not db»tarb the soil. Your hope of eacccsa will depeud on the moving
of the tree with good roots and hall of Bn\\. It should be planted rather

high, have a good watering after planting, and be sprinkled overhead
every evening if the weather bo dry. The Irco ubould be well staked and
made secure against wind.

Canker is Fruit Treks f/J/-m..—There is no remedy except to drain

the ground, take up tbe troes. aud rephiut, trenching the ground well,

nnd planting on a slightly rained c<in« or mound. No application to the

t-iukured places on tbe braucheu %sill do any good.

Azaleas and Ferns Overpottei> (.1 Sn^ncritrr).—You may now repot

them in smaller pots, taking care not to destroy more of the fibrous roots

of the Azaleas than can be avoidid ; but you may reduce the ball to any
extent if you preserve n number of good roots and fibres. The plants

should be kept close, shaded, and moit>t, giving a slight increase of beat
until they become well rooted and are growing freely.

Pruning Tea-scented Roses (IJ*^).—It is well not to prune Tea-
scented Roses too soon, but it may bo done now. Tney do not require

much pruning—merely shortening any very long shoots, and cutting out
the old wood and very weak shoots, therefore some prefer to do it iu ilay

after danger from frost is past, which is not bad practice.

Forced Roses Mildewed (/(f^m).—Wo cannot explain the cause it
mildew. We know that painting the hot-water pipes with sulphur will

check it, and that sulphur dusted on the parts afl"ectcd will destroy it.

Mildew is most plentiful in houi-es kept too close and moist, and when
plants arc not sufficiently supplied with water at the roots.

Budding Manetti STOCKSf/drm).—They should be budded quite close

to the ground or« a little below the surface, and the buds will take on
last year's wood. Yon may, however, cut the stocks down to the ground,
and bud on a shoot of the current year. Do not hud on a sucker, but
take a shoot direct from tbe stem.

!
CoiiPosT for Ferns (ir^-hrj/n).—Two-thirds sandy fibrous peat, one-

I
third fibrous loam torn in pieces with the hand but not sifted, and one-
sixth of silver sand intermixed, will grow them well. If cocoa-nut fibre

refuse can be had it may be substituted for the peat, but it should be old.

For the sraaller-growiu;: kinds yon may use two-thirds peat, and the other
third equal quantities of loam, silver sand, and pieces of sandstone or

grit from the size of a pea up to that of a walnut, the whole being tho-

roughly mixed. Good drainage should be provided.

Propagating Ferns from Spores {Idem).—Take a pot which a bell-

glass will j ust cover in.^ide the rim ; half fill this pot with pieces of broken
pots, and fill to within an inch of tbe rim with the sifting- of the following

compost—two-thirds sandy fibrous peat, silver sand, fibrous loam, and
sandstone broken rather small, thoroughly incorporating them, and si't

with a sieve with quarter-inch meshes. Fill to the rim with the fine soil,

slightly raising it in the centre of the iwt ; give a gentle watering, and
whilst wet brush the spores from the fronds on to soil, or scatter the
brown dust or yellow powder over it. Do not again water, but cover with
a beU-gla?s, its edge re-^ting on the soil immediately within the rim of the
pot. Set the pot in a saucer of water always kept full, place it in the
warmest part uf the house, and shade it from powerful li^ht. It is neces-
sary that the aurface be never allowed to dry, but water should not be
given imtilit is required, and then a verj- gentle sprinkling through a
fine-rosed syringe or watering pot. The bell-glass may be taken off once
or twice a-week, %viped dry, and then replaced immediately. When the
surface of the soil in the pot becomes green the bell-glass should be tilted

a little, and when the young fronds appear it should be gradually with-
drawn. Success mainly depends on keeping the soil uniformly moist,
avoiding heavy waterings, and currents of air, which dr>' up the soil and
young plants. When large enough to handle the seedlings may be

I

potted-off.

1 Saxjfrage for Edging {G. C).—Saxifraga japonica variegata would
probably suit you. It has large, roundish, serrated leaves beautifully

' marked with white, rofse, and green, and is hardy in well-drained sofl.

]
S. palmata is a very fine and efleclive species, if not the finest of the

i
dwarf whites. If the situation be shaded none would serve you so well

I as S. umbrosa crenata.

Breaking-up CoiOiON Land {A Conatant Reader).—Bum offthe heath*

I

You may then with an iron plough and good team of horses break up the

ground, then scarily and harrow it to bring it into good tilth, and plant

I with Potatoes. If the ground is stony, or full of stumps of trees, brush-

wood, or other obstacles to the plough, it must be broken-up with the
pick and spade.

I Raising Quince Stocks {Idem).—The Quince for stocks for the Pear
may be raised from seeds, which is seldom practised, as they rarely ripen
in this coimtry. Cuttings maybe put in early in autumn, taking them
from wood of the current vear, and with a small heel of last year's wood.
They ought to be planted" 1 f'lot apart in rows 2J feet asunder. They
sboiild be watered in dry weather, and will root soon and freely. They
may be grafted or budded the second or third year after they are put in.

Cuttings make the best plants. The Quince for stocks is also very com-
monly propagated by layering in autumn, and by the following autumn
the layers will be well rooted, and should be transplanted.

Manetti Rose Stocks (/(//•m).—The Manetti stock is a free-growing
kind of Hose, largely used at the present time for budding and graftirg

Koses on.

Pears on the WnrrETnoEN 'Idem).—All the small and medium-sized
fruited sorts will succeed on the Whitethorn, but we are not aware that
the large kinds succeed. We should be obliged for i)articulars of the
kinds of Pears that have been grown on the Thorn as a stock, and with
what success.

Clisibers fob Conservatobt Pilastees (T, it.}.—You do not say
whether the plants are wanted for the inside or the outside of the con-
servatory, and we shall therefore presume, as you &ay " hardy.'' that they
are for tbe latter, and recommend Berberidopsis corailina, Berberis steno-

phylla, Eugenia apiculata, Edwardsia grandillora, Garrya elliptica, Es-
callonia macrautha. E. montevidensis, Passiflora carulea. PuDica grana-
turn flore-pleno, Ceanothus integerrimus, C. dentatus, Arbutus procera,

and Buddlea globosa. If the conservatory has not a southern aspect
some of those named will not succeed.

Daphne indica rubra not Flowering (A Constant Snh:*criber).—It

succeeds admirably in a greenhouse, but not iu a cool one. It should not
be planted in a border outside, as we are not aware that it is hardy. It
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should be potted in a compost of equal parts turfy sandy peat and fibrous
sandy loam, good drainage being provided, for if the soil in the pot ever
becomoFi waterlogged the plant HcUlom thrives. If the peat be deficient
in sand, sUver sand should be added liberally. The soil ought never to be
allowed to become so dry as to afi"ect the fohage. A temperature of from
50^' to 55' is sufficient, giving plenty of air and water when growing, with
a position near the glass. Keep the plant underpotted rather than over-
potted, for it thrives best when the roots reach the side3 of the pot.

ViNEfl BLEEDtNG {RectoT, A"pn(l.—The best remedv that wo know of
for the bleeding of Vines is Thomson's styptic. Applied to the cut por-
tions of the wood it will stop the bleeding. If you prefer it, the ends may
be seared with a red-hot iron until dry, and then be dipped in boiling tar
and pitch ; or rub into the pores of the wood (without the charring), a paste
formed of one-third calcined oyster shells beaten to a fine powder in a
mortar, and tvvo-thirds cheese, working together until apaste is produced.

Arums—Camellias {C. U. Jkra?or).—There is no special work on the
Belgian mode of growing either Arums or Camellias for specimen plants.
The modes well known to nil gardeners are t^ufficient. The pyramidal
form of the Camellias exhibited at Ghent depended upon their training.
The cause of the Camellia flowers not expanding no one can tell without
knowing how the plants were treated. The roots may have been kept too
cold, too dry, or too wet.

Ants {J. Beausirt').—No mode of banishing them is more effectual and
obnoxious than sprinkling guano over their haunts.

Hottest Period of the Day (J. T.).—The sun's rays are most heat-
ing between one and two in the afternoon ; but the highest temperature
in the shade is not generally attained until between three and four.

Names of Fruit (C. G.).—Your Apples are—1, Beauty of Kent ; 2, Du-
melow's SeedUng ; 3, Scarlet Nonpareil.

IMETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week enfiing April 7th.

Dais.
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wcro shown aome of the best CacUoo-colonreJ Cochins ever yet ex-

hibited. The " Solliuq class." to como under the hammer at 3 p.m.,

broURht to^^ether n vnry larRO entry.

The TicrWff^ and Grrw thronshont were so good as to be a credit to

any show ; nor wore the Diickji much less worthy of note, and tlie

variety Duek class was one of the most popnlar of the meeting;.

la l^iijiuns, numbers of most excellent specimens wore present, hnt
the pens were decidedly too low and too deep for these birds to be
seen to advantage. As the time for closing the Sliow was so early as
•1 P.M., this portion of the Exhibition was especially thronged.

Game (Black and Brown Reds).—First, C- W. Briorlcy (Black Red).
Second, E. .4ykroyd, Bradford. Third, J. Fletcher.
Game (.\ny other viirietvi.—First, W. Boves (Dnckwing). Second, J.

Fletcher (Piles). Third, .7! LnminR, Spaldini iDnckwinK). Commended,
W. A. Taylor, Manchester (DuckwintJl ; C. W.Brierley (Duckwlnijl.
Dorkings {.\ny colour). — First J. 'White, Waralaby, Northallerton.

Second, Mrs. M. Seamons, Aylesbury. Third, J. Robinson, GarstanR
(Grey). HiRhly Commended, I). Gellatly, Meigle ; W. Parr, Pntricroft
near Manchester. Commended, Mrs. E. A. Dale, Scarborough (White*. '

CocnrNS (BulV or Cinnnmon).—First, T. Stretch, Ormskirk. Second,
and Third, W. .\. Taylor diulT). Highly Commended, W. A. Taylor (Buft)

;

C. Sidj?wiek, Keighley (Buff). Commended, R. Duckworth, Sheep Hey,
near Ramsbottom.
Cochins (.\ny other variety).—First and Third, R. Smaller, Lancaster

(White). Second, T. Stretch (Partridge). Highly Commended, T. Wrig-
ley, jun.. Middleton (P.irtridge); T. Bott, Bnr>- (Partridge).
Spanish (Black).—First. H. Beldou, Goitstock, Binffley. Second, J.

Newton, Silsden. Third, H. Willdnson, Earby, near Skipton. Hiu'hly
Commended, J. Thresh ; ,T. Newton, Silsden, near Leeds ; Messrs. Burch
and Boulter, Sheffield. Commended, Hon. Miss E. Douglass Pennant,
Bangor; W. F. Pickard. Thomer, near Leeds.
Brahmas (Any colour).—First and Second. E. Leech, Rochdale (Dark).

Third, Hon. Miss E. Donfjlass Pennant (Dark). Commended, C. W.
Brierley ; T. Pomfret, Hoj-hton Lane, Preston.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).-Fir?t and Third, H. Beldon. Second,

H, Pickles, jun. Hi^'kly Commended, J. Fielding, Newchurch; H.
Beldon. Commended, T. Wriglev, jnn.
Hameubghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, Second, and Third, H. Beldon.

Hiffhly Commended. T. Sbarples, Crawshawbooth.
HAMBrRGHS (Golden-spangled).—First, N. Marlor, Denton, near Man-

chester. Second, H. Pickles, Skipton. Third, W. D. Hyde, Hurst,
Ashton-nnder-Lyne. Highly Commended, E. Brierley, Heywood ; H.
Beldon ; W. Parr. Commended, J. Laming, Spalding.
Hamburghs (Silver-spangled).—First and Hamliurgh Cup, H. [Beldon.

Second, H. Pickles. Third and Highly Commended, J. Fielding. Com-
mended, H. Beldon.
Hamborohs (Black).—First, J. Fielding. Second, Messrs. Walker and

Mason, Denton, near Manchester. Third, W, Parr. Commended, C,
Sidgwick.
Hamburghs (Any variety).— foe),-*.—First, H. Beldon. Second, B.

Bee, Goosnargh, Preston. Third. E. Brierley, Heywood (Gold-spangled).
Highly Commended. T. Wriglev. jnn. Commended. H. Pickles, jun.
Hftw.- First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Newton. Third, H. Pickles, jun.
Highly Commended, J. Lancaster, Burnley i Gold-spangled) ; W. A.
Taylor ; .J. Fielding. Commended. T. Wriglev, jim.
PoLANlis (.\ny colour). -First. W. Harvey, Sheffield, Second, H.

Beldon. Third, P. Unsworth, Lowton, Ne<vton-le-Willows. Highly Com-
mended. P. Unsworth ; H. Beldon : W. Pickard. Commended, H. Beldon

;

W. Harvey.
An^' other Variety.—First and Second, Col. Stuart Woi-tlev, London

(lYench). Third, R. Loft, Wooilmansey, near Beverley (White Sultan).
Highly Commended, J. Sichel, Timperley (Houdans) ; H. Beldon (Creve-
Coeur). Commended. D. Parsons, Preston (Cuckoo Dorkings) ; J. Sichel
(Creve Cceur) : G. Hustler, Stillingfleet, Yorkshire (Malay).
Selling Class (Any varietv). — First, W. A. Taylor. Second, W.

Bulcoek. Burnley (Black Red)'. Third, G. & C. Furne?s, Accrington.
Highly Commended, .J. & C. Furness ; .T. Rhodes. Accrington (Black East
Indian Ducks) ; Messrs. Woodsworth & Hargreaves, Oswaldtwistle
fPolands) ; J. Robinson, Failsworth (Dorking); H. Beldon; J. Jackson,
Bury. Commended, H. Wilkinson, Earby, near Skipton (Black Spanish)

;

C. W. Brierley ; G. .\nderton, Accrington ; W. Boyes.
Game Bantams (Anv varietv).—First, H. Shuraach, Southwell, Notts.

(Black Red). Second,"j. S. Seiiior, Dewsbury. Third. C. W. Brierley.
Bantams (Anv other varietv .—First. W. A. Tavlor. Second, T. Burgess,

Brighouse. Third, Hon. Miss E. Douglass Pennant (Gold-laced). Highly
Commended. J. Shackleton, Halifax (White-booted) ; W. H. Tomlinson,
Newark-on-Trent (Black) ; E. B. Riley. Ovenden (Black) ; Messrs. Tonkin
and Tuckey. Bristol (Black) : T. C. HaiTison, Hull; S. k R. Ashton,
Mottram, Cheshire. Commended, — Bowden, Marehinton, Uttoxeter
(Black) ; Mrs. Dale (White I ; N. Marlor.
Turkeys.— First and Second. E. Leech. Third. T. Hoolker, Revidge,

Blackburn. Cambridge. Highly Commended, W. P. Pickup, Spring Hill,
Accrington (Black Norfolk) ; T. Houlker.
Geese.—First, E. Leech. Second. J. Lancaster. Third, G. Hustler,

Stillingfleet Vicarage, Yorkshire. Highly Commended, J. Huberstay,
Longridge ; T. Briggs, Coldcoats Hall. Commended, T. Houlker.
Ducks (Aylesbury) — First and Second, Mrs. M. Seamons. Third, Bow-

man & Fearon, Whitehaven.
Ducks (Rouen).-First, T. Bott. Woodlands, Bury. Second, J. J. Stott,

Rochdale. Third, J. G. Broxup, Burnley. Highly Commended, D. Par-
sons, Cuerden, Preston; J. West, Worsthorne; T. Bott; W. Parr; E.
Leech.
Ducks (Any other variety).—First and Second, C. W. Brierley. Third,

W. Laycock. Woodville, Keighley (Carolina). Highlv Commended, T. C.
Harrison ; II. Beldon (Calls) T. C. Harrison ; S. & R. .\ston (Carolina)

;

Rev. W. Sergeantson, Acton Burnell (Carolina). Commended, Mrs-
Clarke, Bedford I White Peruvian) ; S. Burn. Whitby (Black East Indian).
Any Variety (Except Game and Game Bantams, within three miles of

Accrington).— First, Mrs. G. Furness, Accrington (Cuckoo Cochins).
Second, B. Carlisle, Rishton (Brahmas). Third, G. Duckworth, Church
(Silver-spangled). Commended, G. & C. Furness (White Bantams).

SINGLE COCKS.
Game (Any colour).—First and Game Cup, W. Wheeler, Carlton, near

Nottingham (Black Red). Second, J. Fletcher, Stoneclongh, near Man-

chester. Third, J. H. Wilson, St. Boos, Cumberland (Black Rod). HJRhly
Commended. J. Fletcher; C. W. Brierley, Middleton; P. Sales, Crowle,
Lincolnshire (Blaeli Iti-d) ; W. Boyes, Beverley, Conim'^ded, W. Boyes.
Game (Within three milesot Accrington).—First, W. Westall, Baxenden,

near Accrington (Brown Red). S«<;ond, W. Morris, Accrington (Black
Red). Third, W. lioothman. Accrington.

(U:\iB Bantam (.\nv colour).—First and Cup. .T. J. Cousins, Leeds, Se-
cond, J. Crossland. Wakefield (Black Kedl. Third, T. Whittaker, Melton
Mowbray. Highly Commended, J. Banibor. Aecrington ; Bowman and
Fe!u-on. Commended, ,J. W, Morris, Rochdale; T, C. Harrison.
Game Bantam (Within three miles of Accrington).—First, C, Smalley,

Oswaldtwistle (Black Red), Second, A. Riley, Accrington {Brown Red).
Third, G. Birtwistlo, Haslingden.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.—First, H. Yardley, Birmingham. Second, 3. S Skidmore,

Nantwich.
Tumblers —First and Second, J. Hawlcj', Bingley.
Baubs.— First, J. Firth, jun., Dewsbury. Second,' A. Laycock; Highly

Commended, J. Walker, Newark, Notts.
Owls.—First. A. Dovo, York. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended, F. D. Graham, Birkenhead.
PouTERs'oR Croppers.- First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Hawley. Highly

Commended, .T. Hawley : H. Yardley.
Fantails.—First, H. Yardley. Second, 11. Beldon. Highly Commended,

J. S. Slddmore, Nantwich; T.Denton, SouthowTam.
Tdrbits.—First, J. T. & J. Sykes, Rochdale. Second, J. Thompson,

Bingley. Highly Commended, J. Thompson ; H. Yardley ; H Beldon.
Dragons.—First, H. Yardley. Second, W. Hai-vey. Highly Com-

mended, T. Houlker. Commended, T, Houlker; J. Itobinson, Failsworth,
Manchester.
Trumpeters.—First, J. Firth, jun., Dewpbury. Second, J. Hawley.

Highly Commended, H. Beldon; J. Thompson ;
j". Hawley. Commended,

J. Thompson.
Any other Variety.—First, H. Y'ardley. Second. .J. Skidmore (Spots).

Highlv Commended, H. Yardley ; J. Thompson ; J. Hawley (Red Jacks)

;

H. Beldon.
Any other Variety (Within three miles of Accrington).—First, With-

held. Second, T. Kenyon, Accrington (Black Tnrbits).

Mr. Hewitt, of Birmingham, and Mr. Teebay, of Preston, were the
Judges.

MR. JOHN MATHEWS EATON.
We learn from the Fidd that this enthusiastic, eccentric.

Pigeon-fancier died at Chertsey as Icng since as the 19th of

October last.

He was a tailor, but abandoned his business at Islington to

devote himself to Pigeon-dealing. The Short-faced Almond
was his favourite variety, and he considered a good specimen
only surpassed in beauty by woman ; and he had reason to

consider it even superior to the individual he took to be his

wife. From her he was separated, and found a more con-

genial companion and friend in Mr. Dean Wolstenholme.
His " Treatise on the Almond Tumbler," published in 1851,

is little more than a reprint of Boyce'a, which appeared in 1802 ;

and his " Treatise on Pigeons," published in 1852, is a most
i
irregular mixture of old Jloore's " Columbarium " and notes

]
furnished by our correspondent the late Mr. Brent.

DEFECTIVE-PLUMAGED POUTERS: THEIR
USE, ABUSE, AND DISUSE.

Although colour has been the principal feature of this dis-

cussion, I propose, with the indulgence of your readers, to in-

clude a more direct consideration of the markings.
But before resuming may I inquire why so interesting a

subject should not be discussed strictly on its merits, and quite

apart from personalities and charges so totally gratuitous and
unsustainable as haste, rudeness, &c. ? It must be a poor case

indeed that stoops to aid so equivocal ; nor can the merits of

the question be in the slightest degree affected by the number
of Pouters any of your correspondents may, or may not, have
to spare.

My article of February Cth was written without a tinge of

personality, was intended for general rather than particular

application, and resulted from the patient (not hasty), study of

the last two annual Glasgow shows. If I brought to such study

some practical experience, I really must apologise for a fault

of which it is now impossible to divest myself—a fault, indeed,

which I share in common with my late censors. I am guilty,

too, of withholding facts in support of my suggested remeijy

for bad colour, the which it appears I should have advanced
" before condemning (1) the method of breeding followed by
the oldest and most successful Pouter breeders." If Mr. Ure's

eourtesy is not equal to the admission of my experience, neither

can it be equal to an admission of the facts comprised in that

experience.

The " improvability of properties by selection," scarcely

needed the intrusion of any facts of mine in its support, for it

is endorsed by facts in the possession of every breeder, and
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patent to every observant nataralist. Passing over, then, the
seeming inconsistency that such facts should be required at all

by " an old fancier " (especially in the face of the instances he
has adduced in my favour), let it suffice to say that in common
with the majority of fanciers, I have ever found colour a most
controllalile property, and that the German breeders, who make
plumage their especial object of cultivation, are continually
illustrating its- subjection to careful selection.
So far from "condemning" the method of breeding, my

article positively and clearly asserts its value, and only questions
the departures from, or the one-sided application of, a prin-
ciple ever the guide of painstaking fanciers. The results best
test the method ; to these, as illustrated in the late Glasgow
shows, I have pointed, and from them shall continue to deduce
further observations. These exhibitions are pubUc, and I have
yet to learn that my remarks have exceeded the bounds of
truth or fair criticism.

We have seen that " selection " is the one principle relied
upon by fanciers for the attainment of their results, that under
its influence Pouters have made great progress in size and
form. We have noticed that no such progress can be claimed
for plumage ; that while it is admitted that the markings may
be improved with tolerable ease, and that in colour certain
combinations are recommended and others condemned, yet the
applicability of " selection" as a means of improving plumage
has been questioned. We have further seen that no better,
or, indeed, different principle for guidance has been advanced.
One more of these illustrations drawn from Carriers must

be noticed. It is stated that " breeders match the best Blacks
to Duns without injury to Blacks." This illustration is not
nearly full enough to meet the requirements of the argument.
It fails to state how often Blacks may be so crossed without
injury; it omits to notice the poverty of colour from which
Black Carriers are suffering ; it takes no account of an essential
difference between Carriers and Pouters, the former being
whole-coloured, the latter pied ; and it suggests a comparison
between Dun and Mealy worth more than a passing remark.
Although in Carriers, Don may be considered as Mealy to the
Black, yet in Pouters we have no Mealy colour at all the'equiva-
lent of Dun in intensity. Admitting that Dun Carriers may
be frequently crossed with Blacks, does it follow as a neces-
sary sequence, that the far-less-intense Mealy Pouter can be
as frequently and as usefully employed, to say nothing of the
markings—an element not without its weight' in such a com-
parison ?

It will scarcely be a digression here to state, that Carriers
are displaying to a considerable extent the evils of one-sided
selection, and that the partiaUty of breeders for "head" pro-
perties is resulting in some loss of that exquisite shape which
should be a distinguishing characteristic of this remarkable
variety.

Since my assertion of deteriorated colour is disputed by Mr.
Ure, it may be desirable to offer some analysis of the coloured
Pouter classes at the last Glasgow Exhibition. This at any
rate wUl determine the present condition of plumage,' even it

it fails to endorse my views. On the occasion named, 138
birds were exhibited in the old classes as Pied Pouters of
standard colour, against sixty-one Mealies, Chequers, Splashes,
&c. But before any approximate estimate of plumage can be
formed these numbers require modification. From the 138
Pied Pouters, one-sixth at least must be deducted for birds too
impoverished in colour fairly to rank in a standard class, and
another sixth for birds of very indifferent markings, although
of passable colour. Ey adding the forty-six birds thus deducted
to the sixty-one figuring in the defective classes, a comparison
of some importance is reached—good plumage being repre-
sented by ninety-two birds, whilst bad plumage claims at least
107. Nor are these deductions needlessly severe. It would
probably be much nearer the mark to subtract one-fifth, or
one-fourth even, iu each ease. No provision having been made
for the exhibition of young Chequers, Grizzles, or Splashes,
the young classes cannot figure in this illustration, but if they
did similar deductions would be necessary.
As the best birds are brought out for exhibition and the

worst left at home, it is more than probable that the foregoing
statistics somewhat favourably display the proportion of good
plumage to bad throughout the fancy, and whether they esta-
blish deterioration or not, they assert a condition of plumage
open to immense improvement.

If "selection " implies that properties may be developed or
intensified by attention, it also implies a non-application or
misuse of that well-worn principle when any property exhibits

decline or failure. Is deterioration, then, too hard a name for

the present condition of plumage, in the face of such statistics

as the greatest Pouter show furnishes, to say nothing of the
confessions lately appearing iu these columns ? Is it beyond
the truth to attribute such deterioration or want of develop-
ment to the known partiaUty for size and form, and the con-
sequent one-sided exercise of selection ?

But what of the future? for this is the question that most
requires solution. Guided still by the light of selection, what
may be expected from a stock weighted so heavily with defec-

tive colour and markings ?

Making every allowance for the possible effective use of

many doubtful specimens, granting that some may be most
legitimately employed for strengthening the White strains, that

others (under one ownership), may be matched to neutralise

their individual defects, there still remains a proportion of

defective plumage far too preponderating to be safely utilised

by matches with the sounder birds. Any such attempt would
but intensify the present disastrous tendencies, would accumu-
late in yet increasing numbers Mealies, Chequers, Grizzles,

and Splashes, would stimulate the production of still weaker
colour, would raise further barriers against accurate markings,

and would develope the strong bias to undesirable reversion,

which is more than ever a characteristic of the Pouter classes

in the departments now under consideration. I can, there-

fore, but re-affirm the suggestions contained in my article of

February Cth. Future progress demands a far stricter selec-

tion for plumage, the exclusive use for the present of the

soundest possible colour, and the temporary disuse of crosses

at all likely to injure the markings, dilute the colour, or other-

wise impair it in richness, smoothness, or lustre. Persistent

efforts in these directions would ultimately establish plumage
on a footing not less secure than size and contour. The mul-

tiplication of defective specimens would be restricted, [the

tendencies to unsightly reversions be in a great measure con-

trolled, and birds purer in strain, richer in colour, and more
comely in markings, would gradually supplant the well-nigh

ridiculous nondescripts so frequently offered for our admiration.

Such selection should be well sustained. If ever our Pouters

are to attain to a complete pedigree, they must breed far truer

for plumage than they do now. Therefore. I claim for my re-

commendations more than a passing trial, and urge a per-

severance more on a par with that enduring effort which has

secured so much to admire in the domains of size, vigour,

symmetry, and carriage.

However useful Mealies, Sandies, or Chequers, may have

proved for developing size and form, the occasion for their

continued use on so lavish a scale has passed, or is passing.

It is not now a question of raising grand birds from a stock

"little better than Pouting Horsemen," as Mr. Ure puts it.

The grand birds are already raised ; it is simply a question,

therefore, of maintaining our ground, while superadding un-

developed or neglected graces.

A sounder plumage thus established, new starting points

would be secured for fresh triumphs with stocks far more true

and effective. Then, again, might well-bred Mealies be judi-

ciously employed to dilute the too intense blue (as already

pointed out by that tasteful fancier Mr. Huie), and other de-

fective birds with especial reference to revision of shape, and

to that lengthening of limb so much required to carry the in-

creased length of feather.

To recapitulate. It has been shown that the present con-

dition of plumage urgently requires attention ; that unless such

attention be promptly bestowed the difficulties of the situation

will be materially complicated; that the principle of selection

judiciously applied fully meets the case; that such selection

involves the utmost circumspection in the use of defective

birds, if not their temporary disuse; that no degeneracy in

size or form need result from the more direct culture of colour

and markings, for the circumstances under which a profuse

use of delective-plumaged birds was justifiable no longer exist,

or are advantageously modified ; and, lastly, that artistic con-

siderations demand numerical restriction rather than the per-

petuation or multiplication of inferior specimens.

There is yet another aspect of this subject. In the defective

classes there are many birds without pretensions to size, form,

or excellence of any kind, but which are. nevertheless, used at

the expense of every property in a mere eagerness to breed for

quantity. This abuse might be eft'ectively checked by a stricter

classification of our public shows. On no account should it be

possible to show Pouters very defective in colour or markings

I on equal terms with the standard specimens if shown at all

;
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bat as an accommodation to breeders such birds might be pro-

vided 'r in a defective-plumage class, to be judged solely amd
rigorous^ y forsixe, shape, carriage, limb, and constitution ; and
thisi/c em would have the additional advantatje of displaying
the t^ste and abilities ot our judges in cardinal matters.

—

W. V'oLCKMAN, Lamhm.
P.S.— Since the above was put in type an anonymous

contributor has appeared in a discussion hitherto conducted
under hona-fuh' signatures. Much that " Dukd.s Show "

advances or questions is anticipated in the foregoing article.

ft is somewhat diflicult to disentangle the object of hia remarks,
seeing that ho avoids any direct contravention of the principle

of " selection," a principle agreed in and illustrntod by the
very authorities he quotes, and practised in some form or other
by every successful fancier.

A PERUSAL of Mr. Volckman's reply to Mr. Stuart and myself
in the Journal of the 2()th nit. quite confirms the impression
made on my mind by his first article. He fir.st introduced
himself as having had a long practical experience in Pouter-
breeding. I therefore asked him to give a few facts in support
of his views, as such evidence would tell more strongly in his

favour, if agreeing with bis theory of breeding, than any
amount of writing on the subject ; but in his reply he does not
even allude to this.

Again, in his report to the members of the London societies

he says, " that deterioration is going on in almost every
strain." This assertion could only be made by one who is

ignorant of what has been going on for the last ten or twelve
years ; on the contraiy, I say most decidedly that great im-
provement has been going on in almost all the strains ; and
every fancier who may have seen the earlier Glasgow shows
will, I feel confident, agree with me, and I have not the slightest
doubt but the same may be said of the Birmingham and other
principal shows. Blacks had very often white faces or rmg heads

;

Blues were much the same ; Eeds very poor in colour
; and

Yellows so scarce and inferior that there was no class for them
the first year or two. I therefore claim for myself and for the
principal Scotch breeders a great improvement even in colour
and marking, though no doubt there is plenty to do yet, and
we shall always be glad to receive practical hints or to receive
more light ; but Mr. Volckman has utterly failed to give us
this, even to the extent of a farthing rushlight.
My illustration drawn from Almonds is, he says, unfortu-

nate, as breeders are now at a standstill, if not actually going
back. Not being at present in the Short-face fancy, I cannot
say whether such is the case or not. I certainly think the
birds at Glasgow during the late shows would not lead one to
think they were sinking, and I know that some of the most
successful breeders still adhere to this system ; but the Short-
face fanciers do not require me to assist them if they should
feel aggrieved. This inability to move on, Mr. Volckman says,
arises " from one-sided selection at the will or taste ot the
fanciers," but he does not say how selection is to be made if
aotat the will and taste of the fancier. Perhaps the new
Society which he has been aiding to form may, in its very com-
prehensive limits, appoint a committee of taste or a registrar
general to decide upon the merits of the candidates for matri-
monial felicity—to take care that the gentleman in black does
not foolishly ally himself with the young lady in blue, and
thereby entail disgrace on their descendants by having to pass
through life as despised Chequers or seedy Blacks.
Mr. Volckman seems quite pleased with the fancy that it had

taken Mr. Stuart and myself four or five weeks to reply to his
first article, no doubt dashed off in as many minutes ; "but like
Snug in the play, we are "slow of study" here in the north.
It would, however, have been much better had he taken more
time, and waited until he really had something to say worth
hearing. Suppose that he had waited a few years to give his
pet system of .^election a trial to ascertain if it was really better
than that which he condemns.^, If he had done this, and shown
US better birds than we have been breeding, it would then have
required no persuasion, by long wordy articles or otherwise,
to follow his system, as Scotchmen have the name of being
wide awake to their own interest. Who asked Mr. Volckman
to believe that our present grand strains ef Pouters have been
bred from Pouting Horsemen '.'

I had almost forgot to ask, What of the Dun and Black
Carriers ? I may presume that as Mr. Volckman does not
notice this that it is not unfortunate for me.

I think I have now shown that Mr. Volckman has in reality
t<o practical experience in Pouter-breeding, and that he does

not know what has been done by fanciers in raising the various

strains to their present comparatively high state of excellence
;

and in reply to his question of What ought to be done under
the present condition and aspect of the I'outer classes '! I would
simply say. Nothing. The present .system has raised those
birds steadily ; and though not yet all wo could wisli, I think
there is sufficient vitality and power in our system to raise

thom still higher, or at least wo shall let well alone till some-
thing hotter is brought forward.

—

Geo. Ure, Dundee,

A GUIDE TO CANARY-BREEDING.—No. 1.

The Canary lays from three to six eggs, and sometimes but
not often seven, and has four or five nests in the season. Four
is an average nest. Take out the egg every morning till the

third is laid, and on the evening of that day remove the nest

in which the hen has been scul'lling about for the last week,
and replace the eggs in a clean felt securely fastened, and care-

fully adjusted to the shape of the tin. This is best done by
making the felt of a circular shape, and cutting a deep notch
in the edge, which will make it fit without a wrinkle by pressing

it into the tin. Should the bird have built her own nest, by
all means allow it to remain intact, the above process applying

only to the artificial nest system. Each has its merits. Try
both, and adopt that which succeeds best with you. Some hens
evince only a very slight inclination to build ; while others are

very clever architects, and, true to the instincts of their nature,

construct such beautiful nests that, apart from all other con-

siderations, one cannot help regarding them with admiration.

I have twenty hens sitting, and have adopted both plans, and
so far I decidedly advocate allowing the bird to construct its

own habitation, but as the season advances I shall look with
some apprehension for the appearance of the little red rascals,

on the first sight of which I invariably change the nest

instanter.

With reference to this matter, I will give an extract from a
letter I received this morning from a lady, a valued correspon-

dent. I give it both as an item of experience, and to show
your fair readers what an interest our feathered favourities are

capable of exciting in the minds of their own sex. My corre-

spondent writes :
—"As to nests, I always give my birds moss

and hair to make their own in square boxes, which they gene-

rally do very nicely. When they do not I make the nest for

them, putting moss in the corners aud filling up with hair,

rounding it with my knuckles and bent hand, and finally finish-

ing with one of my hard-boiled hen's eggs while warm. It

is easily done. As for red mites, I am rarely troubled with them.
I saturate all the joints and crevices of my cages with sweet
oil before I put up my birds, using a large camel-hair brush,

and working it into the joints with a thin knife. I also pour
oil into the nest boxes before they are used, allowing the oil

to run into the joints. I repeat the process between every
brood of birds, and carefully watch for the white powdery look

which announces the presence of these pests, and brush the

place over with oil. If they appear in a nest, a fresh one must
he made as I have explained."

On the fourth morning will in all probability be found another

egg added to the number, and the hen will at once begin to sit,

seldom leaving her nest except to feed, and that not often, as

the cock, if he be a dutiful husband, will supply all her wants.

The egg and hemp seed must now be discontinued. The breeder

can satisfy himself in a few days as to whether there be any
vitality in the eggs by holding them up to the light, when the
blood vessels can be distinctly traced, and the egg will be observed

to be semi-opaque, while in a day or two longer it wiU become
perfectly so. Such are said to bo " full " eggs. Others are worth-
less ; and if at the expiration of a week they are still transparent,

they may be at once removed, as it is useless to distress the

hen by allowing her to sit them out, unless her services may
be required as a nurse for the progeny of some other bird

whose ideas of maternal duties are not of a very clear nature,

and which is expected to chip on or about the same date as the
other.

On the morning of the thirteenth day following that on which
the bird began to sit, the young ones will chip—thatis, suppos-

ing she lay her fourth egg on Wednesday morning, and at once
begins to sit closely, they will chip on the following Tuesday
week ; and in anticipation of this interesting occasion, have iu

readiness a hard-boiled egg, and if procurable a nice bunch ot

chickweed, or, better still, lettuce. Pass a small portion of the

yolk through the peiforated zinc egg box, and add a Uttle
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crushed hemp seed, mixing the whole and chopping it very fine.
]

After the first day or two the white may be added to the yolk.
Place this mixture in one of the egg tins in the cage, suspend-
ing it in the front near one of the perches by weaving-in a piece
of wire crossways, on which it will hang by a couple of hale
hooks attached to it. If placed in the door the hand need
never pass inside the cage at all, as the tin will always come
outside by the opening of the door. Stand the green food in a
Email jar of water on the bottom of the cage. The old birds
will at once commence feeding their infant brood, an operation
which they will carry on at short intervals till they can per-
form that necessary act for themselves, which will be in about
three weeks, more or less according to the attention which has
been bestowed on them by their parents.
There is a great diversity of opinion as to the use of hemp

seed as a food for the Canary. One of our most eminent breeders
and most successful exhibitors, whose buffet is adorned with
more than one silver cup won at our AU-England exhibitions,
is very much prejudiced against it. He denounces it in very
strong terms. I shall not soon forget his raising himself from
a reclining position in his easy chair in his drawing-room
at his hotel in Sunderland, and while taking his cigar from
his mouth not to intercept the utterance of so important a
maxim, he gave me a smart slap on the knee as if to give still

greater emphasis, and said, "Elakston, don't let your birds see
hemp seed !

" On the other hand, one of the breeders in this
district brings up more young birds on it, and nothing else,
than others who discountenance its use. Each breeder speaks
most highly of that food which he has found most usefus
One man condemns groundsel as green food, another usef
nothing else, and the same remark applies to each and all ol
the various items which compose the bill of fare in the Canary
room. This diversity of opinion must in the majority of cases
result from pure ignorance, connecting certain results with
certain causes, without thought as to the conditions which may
have induced them. The lessons of our breeding season will
teach an intelligent man more than he will learn from listen-
ing a whole lifetime to the nonsense preached by a certain
school.—W. A. Blaestox.

may in the absence of the apiarian, easily manage the whole
affair, removing the sheet from the old stock as soon as the
bees have entered the new hive.—L. L. LiNOSTEOTn, Oxford,
Biitler Co., Ohio.

AN EASY MODE OF PEACTISING ARTIFICIAL
SWARMING WITH MOVEABLE COMB HIVES.
Some of your readers may be interested in a method of

swarming which I have devised, and successfully pr&ctised for
the last few years.

My queens have their wings clipped, and the hives are set
low, with a moveable board, one end of which rests upon the
ground, while the other slants against the alighting board of
the hive. When swarms may be expected, the hives for their
reception are placed near the full stocks, with frames, &c., all

ready for the use of the swarms. As soon as a swarm begins
to issue, the apiarian watches for the queen, which will soon
be found on the ground in front of the hive, vainly endeavour-
ing to join her emigrating family. Gently seizing her by the
wings or upper part of her body, he places her in a wire cage,
paper cone, or any convenient receptacle. In, a few minutes
the bees, missing her, begin to return to the parent stock, which
should now be removed from its stand, and the new hive put
in its place. As soon as the bees begin to enter, their queen
should be liberated at its mouth, and the bees compelled to go
in as quickly as possible, when it should be placed where it is

to remain during the season, and the old hive returned to its
former position. If the hives in the apiary resemble each other,
and are not placed too near to each other, there will be no ne-
cessity of removing the swarming stock from its place. When
the bees begin to return, a sheet may be thrown over it to con-
eeal it from them, and the new hive, with the cage containing
the queen, may be placed upon or close to the old one, to be
removed as soon as the bees are well hived. Should the swarm
issue while no one is watching the apiary, the bees will return,
and the queen will soon join them by crawling up the sloping
board to the entrance of the hive.

_
Natural swarming may in this way be safely and easily prac-

tised in a large apiary without any fear of the swarms eloping,
with little risk of different swarms uniting while on the wing,
and without any necessity for ladders, saws, &c., or any of the
perplexities with which some of your readers are doubtless only
too familiar. The bee-keeper may thus, without any draw-
back, enjoy all the pleasing excitement of the swai-ming season.
Any one able to distinguish the queen, and to put her in a cage.

FEEDING BEES.
I HAVE lost many stocks through insufficiency of food in the

winter. Either I do not feed them with the proper mixture,
or the bees do not get at it in the best manner. Is it advisable
to put the food inside the hives ? I have done so, because in

the winter time it is not policy to disturb the bees or induce
them to come out into the cold to obtain it.

WUl wheat flour do as well as rye meal to provide pollen for

the bees in the spring ? I have tried the former, and find it

will not answer.— C. B.
[If you give your bees a sufficient quantity of food in October

in the manner and of the kind described in pages 72 and 86 of
" The Gardener's Almanack," they will do just as well on arti-

ficial food as on honey. They should, however, never be fed

in winter. We have kept twenty-five stocks through the past
winter on artificial food without losing one, and do not believe

that they possessed on an average 1 lb. of honey to each stock.

Bees can always get sufficient pollen in this climate at all

seasons whenever they are able to fly out. We therefore con-
sider both wheat flour and rye meal worthless as substitutes

for pollen in England, however valuable they may be in Ger-
many.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Ducks' Eggs foe Hatchixo

( W. D. J.).—Your eggs will be useless ; it

is necassary for breeding purposes that the Ducks should be in water now
and then. It is not required often.
Brahma Pootra Chickens' Twisted WnJGS (L.B.\.—Your food is very

good, add thereto some meat, cooked and chopped fine, and bread and
milk, any other change will be beneficial. It is impossible to say how
many of your chickens will be fit for exhibition ; but if you have two out
of six you will be favoured. The Dark Brahma chickens hatched the end
of March will be fit to show at the end of July. Fowls that belnnj^ to

large breeds, and are well managed, and have never had a chect, should
at six months old, weigh 6 lbs. Twisted wings are caused by contraction
of the last joint of the wing, which draws the end feathers of the flight

under the others, through which they pass and project.
Silver-pencilled Hamburghs (A. £. r. K).—It is impossible you can

be correct, you might as well expect them to remain small chickens
always, and to cease growing, as to attain the age of twelve months with-

out.laying. They certainly lay, and their eggs are either eaten, or they eat

them.
Checking the Growth of Chickens {L. S. D.).—We know no means

of checking the growth of chickens \vithout injury to the birds. Ex-
posure to cold, deficiency of food, or want of quality in it, all check
growth. Give your fowls some bricklayers' rubbish.
Eggs with Thickened Skins (A.I.P.\.—Your eggs want moistpjiing

before the hatching time comes. They should be wetted every day for

five or six days before hatching. The second skin is merely the lining

membrane, which hardens from heat and drought, and which the chicken
cannot pierce. If the eggs were wetted, this membrane would be soft

and easily penetrated. /

HouDAN Chickens (A. C).—Hondan chickens require no particular

food or treatment. Feed them as you would others.
Mis-sHAPED Eggs {Osbornei.—\ouv statement is a remarkable one.

There is little doubt that purgative medicines would restore her laying
properties ; but you should^save and preserve the very curious abortions

you mention.
Food fok Dccks (J. W. E.).—Vfe cannot guess at the food, that is

required by six Rouen Ducks, having a grass rim. The best way is to

feed them yourself for two or three days. Worms given in very large

quantities are bad food, and frequently kiU Ducks.
Indian Game Fowl's Plumage (A^orice).—The Indian Game are smaller

than the English, and much more brilliant in coloui-. They difi'er in the
spur, comb, and gill. On the hackles and saddles every feather has a

tip of " light " at the extremity.
Cochin-China Cock's Head Swollen (C. L.).—Wash with a strong solu-

tion of alum
;
purge freely with castor oil, and feed entirely on bread and

ale. We know of no better treatment.
Sex of Guinea Fowls {A C'omtaiit Sithseribcr).—Only the hen utters

the peculiar " cock-elark " cry. The male utters no other cry than a
wailing whistle.
Annie and Dora are informed that we will find next week, if possible,

" X children's comer " in the Journal, for" the verses paj^a has made about
one of their broody bens, to amuse them, and for their inBtruction too, he
says, and which verses they think (and so we think) might .amuse some
otiier children as well, who, like themselves, are fond of poultry."
Artificial Swarming {Carotm).—Artificial swarming, when attempted

by an unpractised hand, possessed only of common hives, is so uncertain
in its results, that we hardly like to advise it, nor is it even eertain that

it will prevent natural swarming. If you decide on trying the experiment,
the stock will probably not require a super at all, certainly not directly

afterwards. Your bees may be very strong and very busy, but they are
not likely to take to a super so early in the season. Bees obtain honey
from all the bushes and trees you mention.
Bees Falling [A. F. Newman).—Your bees which feed freely, but

drop near the hive, seem to be suffering from either dysentery or dropsy.
If from the former, this fine weather ought speedily "to restore them; if

from the latter, we know of but one mode of cure, and that applicable
only to stocks in moveable comb hives. Write again if thb disease does
not* abate, and state what kind of hives you use. Bees can now maintai2>
themselves, and need not be fed.
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change. As a tree capable of withstanding the rude blast
the Oak may with advantage be planted in most soils not of too
peaty a nature, but even in such it will grow, although it suc-
ceeds better in a rather calcareous clay not too much charged
with water. The limbs of the Oak rarely suffer from the wind,
but the bole may do so a Uttle, especially if the tree has been
sheltered in the earlier part of its growth, and then exposed.
Generally speaking, however, the Oak assumes that fine spread
of head which renders it so prominent a feature in some land-
scapes that certain Oaks may be pointed to as landmarks.
The Oak also looks well when in a state of decay ; in fact, the
painter would consider it in its glory when the tips of its

branches were dead and dying.
The Oak transplants tolerably well ; rabbits, where they are

numerous, destroy small trees, and I have known mice in
severe winters gnaw through the yoimg plants at the collar, but
the tree resists all attacks, even those of time, better than other
lees.

Cedae or Lebanon.—The frost of January, 18G7, having
proved that many new trees expected to be hardy are not so,

the rage for these has been somewhat checked, and the Cedar
of Lebanon has maintained its place as being one of the most
valuable ornamental trees we possess. I am not sure whether
any of the Conifers imported during the present century (and
their number is very great) , approaches it in point of beauty
and general adaptability ; for we have no proof that the species
introduced during that period will prove to be so hardy, and
possessed of constitutions capable of withstanding the changes
o£_ our climate so well as this tine Cedar, which may now be
saidto be almost naturalised. The many large specimens
gracing the lawns of some of our noblest mansions attest its

enduring powers, as well as its capacity to become a large fine
tree. Witness the fine trees on the lawn in front of Chiswick
House, and many other places possess equally fine trees. In
the garden of a farm house only a short distance from-Maid-
Btone, are two noble trees equalling in size many of the finest
Oaks in the district, the bole of one of them appearing to con-
tain from 70 to 100 cubic feet of timber, and the trees being
likely to last some centuries yet. The cutting away of the
lower branches some years ago, for the benefit of the under
crops, has injured the appearance of the tree very much, as
the Cedar usually branches close to the ground ; and if the
lower branches do die off, which is sometimes the case with
very aged trees, the tier above them hangs down so as to touch
the ground.
The Cedar likes a dry situation, or rather one in which stone

abounds, and its capabilities of withstanding weather of aU
kinds are so well known as to require no comment. It is also
well suited for planting singly, and looks better so planted
than in a mixed forest. It may also be transplanted more suc-
cessfully than some kinds of Conifers, and is rarely subject to
any mishap. A very heavy fall of snow may break some of the
limbs that are too heavily laden ; but this is not of frequent
occurrence. Winds rarely affect it, and when it occupies an
elevated position its windward side presents much the same
bold outline as its other side.

BiKCH.—The beauties of this tree are not half so well ac-
knowledged as they ought to be. Its spiooth silvery bark, now
and then shedding an outer coating like the unfolding of a roll,

with the numerous elastic twigs growing or rather hanging in
graceful profusion all over an umbrageous head, and the whole
clothed with pleasingly-shaped leaves, claim for the Birch a
high position among ornamental trees. It is so different from
the other trees which we possess, that no one can mistake the
Birch for anything else than what it is, which is not always
ihe ease with other deciduous trees when viewed in winter from
a short distance off. The Birch never attains the dimensions
of some of our native trees, but it is unquestionably the hardiest
we possess, as in one or other of its forms it is found ascending
the highest moimtains, as well in other countries as in this,
diminishing in size according to altitude, and disappearing
where only some insignificant member of the vegetable king-
dom is able to exist. This proves the Birch to be a mountain
tree, and its appearance in such a position is in an eminent
degree ornamental. Either singly or in groups it forms a fine
object, and like the Oak it sends its limbs out on the side ex-
posed to the wind, just as much as on that which is sheltered

;

but the bole or stem often leans from the blast, yet its doing so
adds, perhaps, to the beauty of the tree. The Birch thrives in a
soil more or less inclining to peat, but does not object to mois-
ture, is very accommodating, and succeeds in most situations,
but is most athome on the steep side of a mountain defile, and

there its feathery appearance when loaded with hoar frost is

most elegant. On the level or highly-kept lawn it is also orna-
mental, and as a single tree it is highly deserving a place.

—

J. EOBSOS.
(To be continued.)

CULTURE OF AURICULAS,
An ardent and successful grower of this beautiful, and, in my

opinion, too much neglected flower, I read with pleasure the
article by "D. "of Deal, in Tee Joubnal of Hor.TicTJLTtiRE
lately. A frame containing several hundreds of well-grown
plants in full bloom is a sight worth going miles to see, and yet
many a gardener and amateur who are enthusiastic about other
plants, are in total ignorance of the perfection to which the
stage Auricula has now been brought. What can be more ex-
quisite, besides the perfume, than the contrast of colours in the
grey, green, and white edges, and selfs ? I confess to having had
a passion for the Auricula ever since I was a boy, when I grew
the border flowers of which I had many varieties, and I have
never yet forgot the time, now nearly thirty years ago, when I

first saw a few stage plants.

It is now six years since I invested in a dozen plants of the
easiest-grown stage sorts, and for the first year or so felt rather

afraid lest I should not be able to keep them. In place of that,

however, they have thriven with me far beyond my expectation ;

and my stock, to which I have always been occasionally adding,

at present consists of about four hundred plants, comprising
eighty varieties of all the leading sorts. I experience no difficulty

whatever in growing them, scarcely ever losing a plant, and the

health and vigour of the whole stock are the admiration of every

one who sees them.
The plants are grown in a frame very steep in the pitch, raised

on stone pillars about 8 or 9 inches above the ground, with a

step-by-step stage all open below, and placed about 10 inches

from the glass. The sashes are hinged at the top, and when
open are kept up by a rod. There is a moveable glazed sash

about 8 or 9 inches wide, hung on a pivot at each end, at top

and bottom to admit air. The back and sides of the frame are

of wood, and it is set about 6 feet from the back of a south wall,

and facing the north. The pots are not plunged, but simply

placed on the shelves, and the only extra protection the plants

receive is with mats in severe frost in winter, or after they

begin to grow in spring. The sashes are never takeif off the

plants all the season.

The greatest enemy to the Auricula is damp, and the plants

can scarcely be kept too dry in the winter months. Worms, too,

are very injurious, as they destroy the drainage. The simplest

way, however, to get rid of them is to roast all the materials

used in potting.

My treatment is as follows :—The blooming plants are grown
in from 4 to G-inch pots, according to size and habit. During
open weather, about the first week in February, or as soon as

the plants are observed to have started into growth, scrape off

about from three-quarters to one inch of the surface of the soil,

taking care at the same time not to disturb any of the roots,

and top-dress them with a mixture of one-half well-rotted

sheep dung, and the other half leaf mould, with sufficient silver

sand added to make it porous, all having previously been put

through a fine sieve. Give the plants a good watering, keep

the pots clean, and stir the surface occasionally. They now
require a considerable quantity of water, but it must be given

cautiously, especially if the weather be frosty, and the air-

giving must be regulated so as not to expose them to cutting

winds. No water should now be allowed to touch the leaves,

as it spoils the fine powdery appearance of the plants, and the

best way to water them is with a low flat pan, having a long

bent spout. If seed is wanted the flowers require to be im-

pregnated when in full bloom, and this is easily done with a

camel's-hair brush.

As soon as the blooming is over, the plants go to rest for a

little. They should now have all the air possible, all the flower

stalks should be removed if seed is not wanted, and in hot

weather a gentle syringing should be given overhead two or

three times a-week. After a little the plants start again into

growth, and the offsets begin to push vigorously.

The first week in August is the time I always repot, though

I believe growers in the south do so immediately after the

blooming is over. A mixture, which has been previously

passed tl-iough a half-inch sieve, consisting of one half loam

and the oilier half of equal parts of leaf mould, peat, and oow

dung well rotted, and with a sufficient quantity of silver sand
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added to keep it porous, in now prepared. The plant is taken

out of the pot, and the old soil shaken clean away ; any oEfaets

are taken off with a sharp llat knife, and the cut parts rubbed

over with a little powdered charcoal to stop the bleeding. All

decayed parts are cut off, and any long roots shortened. A
clean pot is taken, an oyster shell with the hollow inverted is

placed over the hole in the bottom, a little moss is then put

over it, and above the moss a handful of the rough riddlings of

the leaf mould. The soil is then put in, and around the roots,

and the plant pressed in firmly with the Land, but so as to keep

all the leaves clear of the soil. A good watering is then given,

and if the weather is hot a Blight damping with the syringe,

and the frame is kept close for eight days till the plants begin

to root. After that they should have all the |air possible, and
water when necessary till frost comes.

During the winter months the plants go to rest, and should

have no more water than is sufficient to keep them from flag-

ging. A yellow leaf should never be allowed to remain for a

day on any plant, but must be immediately picked off.

There are some very fine varieties which are not yet sent out,

but the cream of those generally grown in my opinion, say six

of each, is as follows :

—

Gi-iy Ed(]cs.—Chapman's Maria, Chapman's Sophia, Head-
ley's George Lightbody, Headley's Charles Edward Brown,
Lightbody's llobert Trail, Cheetham's Lancashire Hero.

Green Edges.—Beeston's Apollo, Dickson's Duke of Cambridge,

Dickson's Duke of Wellington, Leigh's Colonel Taylor, Light-

body's Sir .John Moore, Smith's Lycurgus. White Edges.—Hep-
worth's True Briton, Lee's Bright Venus, Trail's White Rival,

Campbell's Robert IJums, Lightbody's Countess of Dunmore,
Lowe's Maggie Lander. Selfs. — Lightbody's Lord Clyde,

Lightbody's Meteor Flag, Smith's Formosa, Smith's Mrs.

Smith, Martin's Eclipse, Martin's Mrs. Sturrock.

There are many others equally good, but a great step has of

late years been made in some of the new plants, which will be
let out by-and-by, and are exquisitely beautiful.^J. M.

BUSH FRUIT TREES.
I HAVE much pleasure in giving the information which Mr.

Rivers is pleased to consider will " add much to the value of

my communication," (see page 198).

I live two miles south of Lincoln, on a gentle slope at the

foot of the Cross Cliff Hills. The soil in my orchard varies

from 2 to 4 feet deep, and from a light sandy loam to a stiff

clay, the greater portion being a moderately strong loam, just

what one would desire for fruit trees. But this land has been
artificially prepared in various portions, by clay and finely

aomminuted chalkstone (containing 93 per cent, of carbonate

of lime), scrapings of limestone roads, &e., to suit the various

fruits it is intended to produce. It has, moreover, been
enriched, though all newly-trenched grass land, with good
manure at the rate of 45 tons per acre, and 11 cwt. of half-inch

bones. A long strip thus treated has been divided into nine

parts and top-dressed with different chemicals.

The subsoil is gravel and clay well drained, although, being

on a slope there is never any stagnant water, which, no matter
how great the rainfall, percolates rapidly to the river. Taking
advantage of the fall, I have made in the upper part a small

pond, always full, whence the water is conducted in pipes into

large oak casks sunk deep in the ground and covered over.

Communicating with each is a 3-inch pipe through which the

snction-hose is dropped down, and a Californian forcing-engine

rapidly! clears the aphides from the trees and waters them
effectually as well. The supply from the pond is regulated

by a screw sluice-gate. Thus, nearly all my trees can be easily

syringed and watered.
Reverting to the subject of lifting trees. I must first thank

Mr. Rivers for his explanation, and assure him that I never for

a moment considered him capable of intentional " misrepresen-

tation ;" but that his bare statement, that "an active man can
lift one hundred in a day," is calculated to mislead without ex-

planation. Now, let us look at it and see how far we can agree.

Mr. Rivers's man with a " treddle " spade and unlimited op-

portunity for back-stretching, can lift 120 per day : but Mr.
Rivers is confident that a man with such a spade would do
three times the work that the same man could do with an
ordinary garden spade. Hence a man with a garden spade
would lift forty per day. Now, my two men thus armed lifted

one hundred per day between them, and, consequently, did
half a day's work more than, according to Mr. Rivers, I had a

right to expect ; but I am satisfied that, no matter what spade
be used, two men can do such work proportionately quicker
than one. Trees must bo replaced at measured distances in
straight lines, one holds the tree whilst the other cuts the
roots, for at the first lifting of any tree this must be done,
though it may not be necessary afterwards, and having a man
on each side of the tree there is less moving about and less

liability of damaging the neighbouring plants.

Mr. Rivers's explanation hinges altogether on the kind of

spade, of which, I trust, he will kindly send me a specimen, as
requested in a private note, for it will well pay its expenses.
Mr. Rivers does not mention the kind of soil on which he ex-
perimented. It could hardly be more easy to work than mine,
which required no scraping of the spade—an item that must
much increase the time expended; and, moreover, he appears
to have timed his man on one tree only, whereas I timed my
two men by the hundred ; first when they did not know, and
the next day when they did, the result being the same. After

all was over I read the passage from the " Miniature Fruit
Garden," and they expressed a desire to see one of Mr. Rivers's
men, and now they have heard hia explanation they are as
anxious to see his spade.

I urn obliged to Mr. Rivers for an account of his plantations,

and the gleam of comfort (V) he inspires by an account of the
failure of his crops. Certainly it is a melancholy sort of satis-

faction when one has no crop, to know that even Mr. Rivers
himself has failed, and been beaten by our common enemy

—

frost ; but I really do not require any comfort, feeUng confident

that bush fruit trees are " the best thing out," and must prove a
success one year with another. But surely Mr. Rivers's planta-

tion of Cox's Orange Pippins, which will stand eight years 3 feet

apart every way, is more curious than desirable, taking quaUty,
quantity, and early productiveness as the desiderata. I con-
ceive that as long as a tree bears plenty of good fruit, and
makes short-jointed wood full of fruit spurs, that the bigger

one grows the tree the better. A well-managed bush 6 o

7 feet high produces something worth gathering, and I cannot
help thinking, had Mr. Rivers allowed his trees to make more
wood and thinned them out, that he would have realised more
fruit in the same time off the same ground, and planted a
similar piece as well ; and I hope he will kindly tell us whether
he advocates dwarfing to such an extent, as a means of obtain-

ing the most good fruit on a given space, or whether it is

merely a horticultural triumph, and an illustration of what can
be done in the way of a miniature fruit garden.—G. C. E.

NEPETA TEUCRIIFOLIA, VIOLA CORNUTA, .-ySTD

LOBELIA ERINUS SPECIOSA.
WuETHEn Nepeta teueriifolia become a rival to Viola comuta

or not, as suggested in page 203, will remain to be proved, but
it is well worthy of attention on its own account, and probably
if we have a very dry summer, and beginning, as appears
likely, early in the season, I fear many who have so strongly

advocated the claims of Viola comuta will be willing to tarn
round and admit themselves mistaken about its qualifications

for withstanding dry weather. I do not wish to try to dis-

hearten those who intend pliintiug this useful bedder, but
would advise their adopting a plan I noticed attended with the

best possible results—namely, this Viola was planted alternately

with Lobelia erinus speciosa; and as this mixture was all that

could be desired last year, in which there was no lack of mois-
ture during the early summer months, it is more likely to be
of service in a season when, perhaps, we may be suffering

from a contrary state of things ; for in a dry warm season the

Lobelia will prosper, but I have little hopes of the Viola doing
so. In the well-kept garden at Preston Hall the mixture of the

two was well carried out last year by Mr. Bradley, the gardener

there, and very effective the lines of it were, and their beauty
was long maintained.
The Nepeta will, I think, hardly come into competition with

the above, being of taller growth, and in colour more of a

lavender ; it is, however, a plant of much merit, and its not

being particular as to situation is a great point in its favour.

It is also quite hardy, or nearly so, and is possibly capable of

improvement. It would be a great boon to many, who are at

a los? how to provide the numerous bedding plants which
they require, to be able to press a goodly number of hardy ones
into their service. I hope to see this done in time, and trust

that many plants not yet thought of may be so much improved
in the hybiidiser's hands as to meet the requirements of the
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day, of which a prolonged flowering is one of the greatest.

That the Nepeta possesEes this property is well known, but the

number of its flowers may, perhaps, be increased, and their

colour and quality improved. As it is, I certainly can, from a

long acquaintance with it, recommend it for a line or edging

near shrubs, or in some place where what may be called second-

class plants are brought into use. For the geometric garden,

where the highest colours only are admissible, I would hardly

lecommend it ; but I have no hesitation in advising the mix-

iure of Viola corniita and the Lobelia for any situation in which
ihe latter has hitherto been employed ; and if the Viola were

planted at once an earlier bloom would be secured than would

be the case with the Lobelia alone, and most liiely the flower-

ing would also be longer maintained.—J. Eobson.

MR. PERRY'S SEEDLING VERBENAS.
When at the Birmingham Rose Show last year I took the

opportunity of visiting Castle Bromwich to see Mr. Perry's

seedling Verbenas, and as he had an unusually fine lot I

Bend yon a few notes of them. 1 assisted him in making a

selection, and it was with considerable regret we threw aside a

Jarge number of really good flowers, so determined was Mr.
Perry on sending out only the very best of his seedlings. Two
span-roofed houses were devoted entirely to proving seedlings

of 1866, and a few of the best sorts ah-eady out ; and from
Ihese his supply of seed for the following year is obtained.

His yearlings were all blooming in store pots in frames, and as

Boon as anything good is recognised it is marked for proving

next year, and all not up to the mark are thrown away.

I regard Mr. Perry as the first Verbena-raiser of the day,

ior the greater portion of the best kinds now in cultivation

lave been raised by him ; and the set to be sent out this spring

would alone place him in the foremost rank of raisers if he
had never sent out a Verbena before. They will probably

consist of

—

Miss TuriKi-.—'White, with very large pale rose centre, and
very fine pip and truss.

Samuel Moreton.Shaied rosy blush, with large dark centre.

Very fine pip and truss, and very distinct.

Hercules.—Rich rosy carmine with dark centre ; very fine

iorm and large. A beautiful flower.

Emma Pemj.—Blush white, with large dark rosy red centre
;

very fine pip and truss.

James Bhkheck.—Rich glowing light rosy scarlet, with light

Bye. A very superb variety both in pip and truss.

Mrs. Mole.—A peculiar lavender-tinted lilac, with large and
finely formed pip and truss. Very fine indeed.

Interesting.—Pale scarlet, with distinct white eye and finely

formed pip and truss.

Shirley HiiJicrrf.—Intense dark violet, with small white eye,

A rich-looking flower of great substance and fine form.

G. P. Tye.—Lighter than Mrs. Turner, with a deeper-coloured

centre. A dwarf-growing kind, with very fine pip and truss.

John Wihon.—Rosy carmine, with a violet-tinted centre.

Very fine truss and habit.

J. C. Ifard.—Light purple, vrith light eye. ";
Fine form and

IrnsB.

James Dai/.—Shaded light violet, with white eye. Fine

itxas.

Little CTara.—Shaded pink, with dark carmine centre. Fine

iorm and fine truss.

I have yet to speak of the finest Verbena of all—jl/rs. Perry,

lich blue-purple, with large light eye, and very fine form.

This is a superb kind, but it will probably be held over for

another year. Several seedlings of last year have stiU to be

proved, and there may be some fine kinds amongst them, but

it will be difiicult to beat those we selected.

I also give you the following list of the best of the older

iinds I saw in Mr. Perry's houses. These are all exhibition

flowers, and are grovra for that purpose and for producing seeds.

Cleopatra.—Rich dark rose, with white eye. Extra fine.

Delicata.—Pale rosy pink, with light eye. Fine truss.

Harry Law.—Distinct rosy lilac, with large white eye. Very

fine pip, and large truss.

William Dean.—Rich violet, with dark violet centje and

large clear white eye, finely formed pip and truss. It certainly

is a very fine variety.

Indispensable.—Shaded light purple, with well-formed truss.

Exquisite.—Blight reddish pink, with large lemon eye. Fine

pip.

Snowhall.—The best exhibiting white, but not a pure white.
Nemesis (George Smith).—Rich light scarlet, with small

lemon eye. Fine truss.

.Auricula.—Rich shaded purple, with large hght eye.
I.eah.—Pale shaded rose, with large dark centre and large

white eye. Very fine pip and truss.

Firefly (Jliller).—Lighter than Mazeppa. Very fine pip and
truss.

Pink Perfection.—Bright reddish pink, with light eye. A
most valuable kind for pot culture, beds, or cut blooms.

Majolica.—Shaded pale rose, with large white eye surrounded
by a dark ring. Very large pip and truss.

Wonderful.—Shaded crimson, with white eye. Extra fine in
pip and truss.

Meteor.—Rich glowing scarlet, with lemon eye. Small but
well-formed truss.

Cato (George Smith).—Blush, shaded and marked with pink;
dark eye. A good exhibition kind.

Hose Imperial (Boucharlat).—A glovring rosy pink, vrith large
scarlet centre. Very fine truss.

Mrs. Turner.—Blush, shaded with pink, with a large, deep
rosy pink centre. Fine.
Maure Queen.—Shaded mauve and lilac, with a large light

eye. Very distinct.

Charles Perry.—Rosy lilac, with a large dark centre and light

eye. Very fine truss, and compact habit.

Champion.—Rich crimson, with small dark centre and yellow

eye. Very fine.

Ma:eppa.—Brilliant deep orange scarlet, with clear white
eye ; large pip and truss. Extra fine.

Harry Turner.—Shaded blush and lavender, with a bright

centre, and very large well-shaped truss.

Maynificans (Boucharlat).—Lilac shaded with pink, large dari
centre. Very large truss, and a fine back-row flower.

Apollo (Smith's).—Blush shaded with pink, and dark centre.

Very large truss.

Lilac Queen.—Distinct from Mauve Queen, and very dis-

tinctly marked. Very fine truss.

Those to which no raiser's name is attached have been raised

by Mr. Perry. There are also others of his raising, such as

Charles Turner, Mrs. Dean, James Walton, and others, still

very fine kinds. All that I have described I saw in bloom at

his place, and others bloomed after I had a second oppor-

tunity of seeing his superb collection. He is a first-class

gi'ower, and aims at moderate-sized plants in small pots, and
the plants are full of health and vigour ; and what glorious

trusses he obtains those who exhibit against him know fail

well.

—

William Dean, Bradford Nursery, Shipley.

TOBACCO LIQUOR for DESTROYING INSECTS.
I HAVE no doubt that many will agree with me that tobacco

smoke is ineffectual for destroying black and white thrips, and
also some species of aphis, especially the yellow aphis often

found on Orchids. Three-quarters of a pint of tobacco hqnor
when obtained from a reliable vendor to one gallon of water for

aphis, and one pint to a gallon of water for thrips, are good
proportions. The mixture is to be syringed all over the plant

or tree in the evening. We have tried the above proportions

upon Vines, Peach trees. Orchids, and a variety of stove plants,

as well as bedding plants of various sorts, and have found H
quite effectual without causing the slightest injury to the foliage.

If any insects escape the first syringing give another the fol-

lowing morning, and death is certain.

Tobacco liquor has other advantages. When only a few

plants are infested with insects they can be syringed without

the trouble and expense of fumigating a whole house.—W.
ChAT.ii, Eahy Gardens.

PROPAGATION AND FAILURE OF CENTAUREA
CANDIDISSIMA.

I WOULD advise cultivators of this Centaurea to examine their

plants minutelv this season, and I think they will find them

attacked by grubs. Such was the case here last year, and they

have again made their appearance upon old plants that have

been in^the ground all the winter. The plants in question had

every appearance of those described by Mr. Robson (page 254).

I have enclosed a grub for your inspection.

Those who wish to preserve old plants of Centaurea candi-
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dissima, I wonld advise to select a few of the strongest plants

any time in Jfarch or April, and to repot tliem in 12-incli pots.

These plants can ho used for decoratinij the flower garden by

plunging the pots in the soil, and when taken up in the autumn
are invaluable for decorating the conservatory in winter, and

likewise useful to those who choose to propagate the plant in

spring.

There are various opinions respecting the propagation of the

Centaurea. Some are in favour of cool treatment, others are

for spring propagation. V>'e are all aiming at one point—that

is, good strong plants for bedding-out early in the spring ; and

for this I can with confidence recommend autumn for the

operation, and also a good bottom heat for the cuttings. Plants

thus treated will be double the size of spring- struck cuttings.

We find no difficulty in propagating and growing this Cen-

taurea, and think it "far superior to Cineraria maritima.—W.
Cl.\rk, Hubi/ Gardens.

[The grub, though in a chip box, was smashed by the post-

oiEce punch ; but we think from the skin that it is the " leather

coat," or larva of the daddy longlegs (Tipula).

—

Eds.]

SETTING MUSCAT GR.VI'ES.

Havino lately observed in your pages a controversy respect-

ing the setting of ifufcat Grapes, and as your correspondent
" Nemo " seems to think that the remarks made by ilr. Bat-

tram are inconsistent with both rule and practice, the following

may perhaps help to convince him that setting JIuscats in a

damp atmosphere can be effected, and that Mr. Battram is not

the only one who has met with success.

In one of the vineries at this place there are six rods of

Muscat of Alexandria, four of Alicante, one of Ingram's Prolific

Muscat, one of Lady Downe's, and one of White Nice. These
Vines were wrapped in haybands, and laid along the front of

the house until the middle of Februarj-, when we were under
the necessity of undoing the bands on accotmt of the forward-

ness of the Vines. At this time the temperature of the house
was kept at about i'lO" at night, on accoimt of a large Fig tree

which covers the back wall.

The Vines were syringed twice a-day until they began to

show bloom ; the syringing was then discontinued, but abun-
dance of moisture was kept in the house by the damping of

the border and paths at least four times in the twenty-four
hours. This house is very flat, consequently it is always late

in the day before any air can be admitted : it is also the
furthest house from the boilers of four, two of these being in

forcing at the same time, and we could therefore admit no air

after 2 p. it. Under these circumstances the above Vines have
set as well as some of our Hamburghs which were setting at the
same time in other houses. The greater part of the bunches
are now thinned out. Ingram's Prolific Muscat is the earliest

;

AUcante and White Nice are very nearly together ; but some of

the bunches on the latter are taking the lead for size. Three
of them measure respectively 16 inches long by 15 inches
across the shoulders, 14 inches by 16J, and 13 inches by 12,J.

Muscats of Alexandria come next, and Lady Downe's is scarcely

set.—J. Tatlok, Foreman, Kuneham. Park Gardens.

OLD FAVOURITES.
I HAVE just received The .Jouf.xal of Hoeticulture for

April 2nd, and am reminded that I have lying in my desk a
letter addressed to you a week ago, detained through my indis-

position, which if not in the words of Mr. T. WiUiams, yet in
the same spirit, expresses my hearty welcome to two letters,

"Flowers of Other Days," and "Flowers Lovely Though
Common."
To be thus anticipated is a real pleasure, showing that the

number of those whose hearts are " affected " in the good
cause is increasing. I am also grateful to you for so cordially

opening the way for information on the subject, so that the
neglected and forgotten may once more shine forth in their
native beauty, as they did uuder the eyes of our grand parents,
when in the " quaint parterre " they scented " the sweet
Musk Rose."
In one respect I am disappointed. I bad hoped to supply

Mr, Harpur Crewe with the Narcissus triandrns or cemuus
but Mr. Williams has anticipated me ; to communicate is half
my pleasure in cultivation, and perennial roots increasing so
fast as they do, suggest liberaUty to our neighbour.

It was with great pleasure I observed that in your Journal

for March 2fith, we are promised a further sight of the Orston

Vicarage garden, so that we may compare notes with Mr.

Mellish, for our borders have presented the same gay flowery

appearance since the first week in February, and this will con-

tinue till the end of November, although Scarlet Pelargoniums

and some other bedding out plants will only find a place to fill

up spaces, and give variety of colour. We are often asked by
our neighbours whose borders lie fallow for six months, •' How
is it that you are never without flowers ? " Our invalid friends,

too, have been cheered by gifts cut from our early spring

flowers, and London homes have been made fragrant with the

breath of Primroses and Violets.

I have cultivated an old-fashioned garden for many years in

the beautiful valley of the Dove, and in Cheshire ; and when we
came into Kent, though our garden plot is small, being so near
London, where land is too valuable to afford large space for

pleasure grounds, we still continued our old custom, and
gathered together most of our " flowers of other days," but

not without much inquiry, and some disappointment. How-
ever, we were fortunate in meeting with a nursery garden of

long standing, where the intelligent master still kept np his

stock of old-fashioned plants. There with many others I found
Dodecatheon meadia, Scilla bifolia, Fritillaria meleagris, which
grows wild in Dove meadows, Grape Hyacinths, blue and
white, and the singular Fringe Hyacinth, which Mr. Stidolph,

of Bromley, our good nursery gardener, says has become ex-

ceedingly scarce.

Should you not deem as an intrusion in your pages a few
remarks as occasion offers on the cultivation of some of our
handsomest wild flowers, I shall be glad to give you my ex-

perience, for we have never been without our " English

border ;" and having myself derived health of body and mind
in the pursuit of English botany, and the cultivation of our

best flora, I am desirous to interest the young and active of

the present generation in the attainment of the same blessings

by the same means, for

-Anna H.utRisoy.

' Musins in a woodland nook,
Ea<'h flower is as an open book.'

I AM well pleased to find that your readers are giving more
attention to the hardy plants of our cottage gardens.

Your correspondent " H. Harpur Crewe " need not fear that

his bulbs of Triteleia uniflora will remain dormant. They
sometimes rest from being kept too dry. A friend has three

pots of bulbs growing in a cold frame with his alpines ; some
years since they remained dormant for two years, the third

year they grew and flowered very well, and now, although they
are growing in the same pots of soil, they are very healthy and
promise abundance of flowers.

Eamondia pyrenaiea, the plant your correspondent Mr. Wil-
liams so much desires to have, was in my collection last

spring ; but it was lost by a black snail eating the root in two.

As I hape never seen it in flower I very much regretted the

loss. " The pretty little plant from Lapland," Cardamine tri-

foliata, is eaten up by the same pest, which eats oil the roots

from the bulbs of one of my favourites, Scilla prajcox, leaving

untouched twelve or fourteen other kinds.

I have two beds of Narcissus bicolor just coming into flower.

They promise to be, as they have been for some years past, a

great ornament to my cottage garden. May your correspon-

dents go on with their notes on our hardy favourites ; if they

do they will please your readers, and none more so than

—

Piusiic Robin.

PREPARING LILIES OF THE VALLEY FOR
FORCING.

As it may not be very generally known that by a very simple

mode of procedure the forcing capabilities of this most deservedly

popular plant may be materially enhanced, no excuse wUl be

necessary in introducing a few remarks upon the subject in

this Journal, more especially when it is considered that it is

next to impossible to have a too large supply of them in flower,

from the earhest months of the year onward until it may be

possible to gather them from out-door beds. As a British

plant, it should be essentially within the province of our craft

to push the " Lily of the Valley " to its utmost cultural limits,

without the aid or intervention of foreign ingenuity, or even

more favourable climate. Yet true it is, nevertheless, that the

Dutch, or others, are now making a profit by growing patches
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ot these sttitable for forcing, and then sending them to this

country by many tons weight annually, in company with bulbs

which we are obliged to look to them for. There are two dis-

tinct features in the oaltivation of this plant, operating an-

tagonistically to the simple efforts hitherto expended in its cul-

ture—namely, a great dislike of being uprooted and separated

into smaller portions, which do not very readily attach them-

selves to the fresh soil ; and, when once they have taken pos-

session of the same, such an extraordinary power of multipli-

cation of all parts, that they very quickly become very densely

packed together, each thereby neutralising the efiorts of the

others to attain a line crown likely to flower in the ensuing

spring, and, even should it flower, operating prejudicially as to

its fineness. Hence the want of greater success in forcing

plants grown after the ordinary method.
With the above suggestions as a basis to our subsequent

operations, a piece of ground should be prepared by making a

trench 1-^ foot in depth, adding abundance of manure, and

working it to the necessary space which may be reijuired, ac-

cording to the quantity needed. When finished, the soil should

be trodden firmly over its whole surface. Forming little bundles

of from two to five individuals, and with all the roots possible

attached and uninjured, dibble the bundles firmly in rows, some
20 inches apart. Fix them firmly in the soil, putting a thick

layer of leaf mould over all when finished. With proper

attention and keeping them free of weeds, &a., they will be fit

for forcing in three years. Hence it will simply be necessary

to plant a small space annually, to ensure after the above date

a constant succession of excellent patches. A west aspect is

the most suitable.—W. Eabley {in Journal of Royal Horticul-

tural Society).

OUR GARDENS.
Among the quiet enjoyments of a country life, there are few

deeper or more lasting than that of gardening, to say nothing

about its health-giving power and refining influence. But then

it must be real gardening—that of digging and planting, sow-

ing, and weeding, and watering. This enjoyment may be gained

under various circumstances, for narrow hmits do not in any
important degree influence the return, some of the smallest

gardens giving back the most.

It does not require any large amount of high culture or

great physical strength (though both these in their way make
work easier and more pleasant, and prevent loss and failure),

for the ignorant often grope blindly away from the very end
they desire. Not that all loss and failure can be called fruit-

less ; sometimes they lead on to a higher success than might
otherwise have been achieved.

It is an enjoyment lessened by no warring element, no class

regulations. All may share in it who possess a few feet on
the surface of mother earth, and are willing to bring the one

thing needed—labour, and without it no garden can long be

a pleasant place. So if you have a garden you must work if

you have time and taste : if not, you must hire labour, for

an ill-kept untidy garden is a constant reproach to ourselves,

and an eyesore to our friends. Sometimes it is something

more, as when our next neighbour suffered barrowloads of

groundsel to seed among her Potatoes during the autumn
months and our bit of a garden, standing north-west, received

a seven-years benefit.

Yet there is no denying that gardens are a luxury ; though

we would fain make ourselves believe them a necessity belong-

ing to the rich, those who are rich in means, or strength and
time; for though gardens give long vacations during one part of

the year, the other part requires incessant work. Nor is the

vacation, though a long one, free from anxious forethought,

to those who wish to go along with progressing times ; and

if there is ambition to be foremost, then labour and cost

are never counted. Owners of pet villa residences will get

up soon and sit up late to work or help on work, in their

gardens. Mr. Jones, of Woodside, furnished himself with

a good oil lamp for that purpose, and every morning through
the dark days of winter, when there was no frost to contend

with, might be seen digging or planting by its feeble light

hours before his fashionable neighbours thought of their

breakfasts. The mayoress of a large town, also used often

to boast she did aU the work in her not very small garden,

even to mowing the grass plots, and clipping the edges ; but

the light mewing machine was always out of repair, and cost

her husband far more than if a man with a scythe had done

the work at the rate of half-aguinea a-time. The large tailor's

scissors, likewise, which she worked with, wore out her gloves,

and bUstered her fingers ; but she had her pleasure and did
not mind— a pleasure she often said she would " not exchange
for ribbon borders miles long." " What a splendid garden
you have !

" said a visitor. " Yes," replied the lady spoken
to," we have nearly two acres devoted to Flora's charms,
and two men have nothing else to do but attend to her,
yet I had more real enjoyment in the httle garden I tended
the first few years after our marriage. I am fond of out-
door work, yet I never dream of doing anything here." No
one ever does where practical gardeners are kept, for of

all men they are the sorest about any one intermeddling in
their line of business : so it is best, I assure you, to leave
them alone to their work ; and do not trouble them with
questions as to what this is, or what that is, for fear you
are answered like the lady who asked her Scotch gardener
what kind of seed he was sowing, and received the courteous
reply: " Wait, wait, ma'am, and you will see;" or like one
I heard of the other day, who, when desired to plant the herbs
for kitchen use nearer to the house, and not at the very far

extremity of a long garden, replied :
" The'd soon be done,

for cooks knew the cost of nothing."
But speaking of little gardens belonging to people not

ashamed to be seen working in them, Who has not often felt

astonished at the number of plants and flowers such people
can crowd into a small space, often working at short and
irregular periods, and with poor tools '? I once saw an old

woman digging hard in her garden with a table knife, and
when I suggested the absurdity of using wrong tools for

wrong work, received the indignant reply, "It's all very well

to find fault, but I dig with the best spade I've got—not a very
poor one either, and my plants come up and flower just as

well as if I worked with a bran new steel spade. Across the way
there, they are waiting doing up their garden until they can
buy a new trowel, the old one was left out all winter to rust,

and they are missing the best growing time. It's a good thing

to make decent work with bad tools."

Then, too, gardens have a great charm for us all ; they are

the bit of breathing space we like to call our own, and in

which we may do just as we choose—it may be wheie our
vagaries run riot, our peculiar fancies crop out to daylight

:

still it is our own. We may sow our seeds in tiny dots, just

as much as a child's cup could cover, all up and down, without

any thought of height of growth, or colour of flower ; or we
may scatter them broadcast, as the German traveller did

his choice Ten-week Stocks, and like him may wonder and
wait, and wait and wonder they come not up to daylight. Or
we may sow the whole slope of a long terrace with Mignonette,

as the poor curate fresh from town did, thinking there could

not be too much of what was sweet. Or we may turn all our

flower borders into short, soft grass for our little ones to play

upon, or for larger children to roll balls about. Still, our

garden gives us back full measure of enjoyment. There are

times when it does more than this, when its work is as rest.

How many weary overtasked heads find balm and strength

doing their gardens beneath the budding trees ! And many
a poor lady, tired of the sound of her solitary needle, seeks

change and pleasure in pricking-out her Asters and Phlox
Drummondi—doing it, spite of all professors in the art have

said to the contrary, in gloved fingers, otherwise she could not

do it, for the fresh soil has a strange power of roughening what
is smooth, and would thereby render other work impossible.

No country English house seems what it should be without

a garden—a place for work, and rest, and enjoyment ; and its

extent has very little to do with the measure of that enjoyment.

Though much may be said in favour of the capabilities of a large

one, a small one is not without its advantages. It is more
under the command of its owner ; is nearer to the home ; often

furnishes more variety, for it is less under the influence of

fashion ; its owner dares to cultivate long-discarded plants and

flowers, and to venture, without any fear of failure, into new
untried ways—ways strange and hazardous, which a veteran

gardener wbo had "solved all the mysteries and climbed all the

heights of knowledge would never think of going, seeing the

probable end. Yet even the risk is a pleasure, and the blame

can fall but on one, the master workman.

Then, too, smdl gardens are more lived-in than large ones.

They are resorted to at all hours of the day, from early morn-

ing until sunset. Every little plant and flower and coming bud

is watched, and noted, and wondered about, and loved. The
garden is as it were a summer home. And if it has a thick

hedge to afford shelter from the wind, so that the leaves of
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onr book turn not over before their timo, and the repose of

our workbagket be not disturbed, a tree to shade all from the
sun's heat—then to many possessors of small gardens is hap-
piness complete. ^

—

Mai'd.

HEDGE PLANTS.
(Concluded from puffe 237.)

BL.vCKTnonN.—Formidable as this plant is as a solitary bush.

or when it forms a portion of a hedt;e composed of miscel-

laneous shrubs or bushes, it is seldom we see it employed by
itself to form a hedge. It does not bear cutting so well as

the Whitethorn, neither does it grow so fast, at the same time
it is, perhaps, less liable to injury than any class of hedge
plant we possess. It suffers less than the Whitethorn from
the attacks of rabbits ; and to those who admire early-flowering

shrnbs, it is amongst the first of our native ones that blossom,
and its flowers are also of much beauty. The Blackthorn
thrives best on a rather stiff soil, but it is not very particular

as to situation ; its growth, however, is not fast, and it seems
to produce suckers in greater abundance than neatly-trimmed
hedge plants sliould do. Where there is a difficulty in rearing

the Whitethorn, this plant may be substituted for it with
advantage.
Whitetetors.—This is unquestionably the most popular and

useful hedge plant we possess, and the general aspect of our
country would be poor indeed wore this plant no longer culti-

vated. It is not, perhaps, any exaggeration to say that no
individual tree or shrub is propagated and planted to an equal
extent with this, and well it repays the attention given it. So
generally is it used as a hedge plant, that when the term hedge
is used we conclude that one of the (Juickset is meant, other
hedges receiving a special designation. It has its favourite

positions, and one of the best is a dry stony soil, porous and
accessible to its roots for at least 2 or 3 feet ; in such a position

its progress is rapid, and it is also more tenacious of life than
when in a soil of an opposite character. A dry hungry gravel

is not the place for it, a sound loam being better ; but very
good hedges are often met with in those dry warm soils which
produce good Barley and Potatoes. The Whitethorn hedges
in some parts of Bedfordshire are good, and so are those iu

most districts favourable to agi-iculture.

The modes of managing Quickset hedges differ widely in ,

different districts ; in many parts of England it is common to

plant the hedge on the side or top of a bank, with a ditch in

front, and in some bleak neighbourhoods it is allowed to grow
and branch out as much as it likes, with a regular cutting-

down once in ten or twelve years, the materials thus obtiined
being used to make what are called dead fences, or to repair
others. The bushy irregular growth a hedge of this class pre-

sents is certainly more pleasing to the eye than the closely-

shaven line met with in other places, but it occupies more
space ; its utility, however, is iu the shelter it gives to stock,

and the little trouble it involves. The number of hedges of

this class, however, decreases every year, and close trimming
seems to be the order of the day. The most common plan,

where the situation is favourable, is to plant on the level ground,
and dig a ditch on the most exposed side ; trimming for the
first two years, however, ought to be limited to the winter,
after that it may be done in the summer, or when the plant
has become well established. The most common shape is not
by any means that most to be admired, or rather the shape or
section is altered by degrees until it becomes objectionable.
Assuming the top to be pointed ridge-fashion, the greatest
width very often is aljout 1! foot from the top or thereabouts,
and there is very little growth at the bottom. To remedy this,

or rather to devise another mode C'f making the Quickset hedge
more formidable to cattle, the farmers iu Cheshire cut their
hedges so that the section would resemble an equilateral
triangle, the bottom being about 4 feet wide, and tapering from
thence to the top. Some may say that the merits of this plan
are more than counterbalanced by the greater extent of ground
the hedges occupy, and this would certainly be urged against
them in places ; it may. nevertheless, be the one most likely to
secure a good long-lived hedge, and when such a hedge is really

good it is difficult of approach by cattle or anything else, as the
width at bottom renders it difticult to climb over. Nevertheless,
I certainly prefer the mode in which Quickset hedges are treated
in this part of Kent, for they have the advantage of occupying
very little ground, and when well managed are pretty and useful.
The plan differs in no respect from that adopted elsewheie,

excepting in the narrow trimming the hedge receives when fall

grown ; but on being planted the young plants arc not cut

down the first year, but are allowed to become established one
year, when they are cut down. If the ground Ib well attended to

and other things are favourable, a strong vigorous shoot may
be expected, and no trimming ought to take place until the

end of the season's growth, when the side shoots are cut in

rather closely, and a little of the tips taken off. This is re-

peated the second year, but after that the hedge will bear and
require cutting a little in the middle of summer, but this is

certainly not advisable until the plant has attained some size

and strength, for cntting-in any deciduous plant during the

period of its growth certainly checks that growth. In the early

period of a hedge's growth this is not advisable ; afterwardu it

may be done with advantage. The trimming or clipping, I

may ob.serve, is done with the view of keeping the hedge as

narrow as possible, consistent with strength and the require-

ments of a hedge, and I believe there are fences in my neigh-

bourhood that are, when closely trimmed, not a foot thick in

any part, and yet have been kept so for twenty years or more,
and so close all the way up, that it has been the boast of the

farmers that some of their fields would keep in a hare every-

where but at the gate. After several years' cutting, the hard
olosely-trimmed hedge has a woody appearance, and is exceed-

ingly strong if it is growing on a soil favourable to the White-
thorn. The dry stony soils of some districts are more favour-

able to it than those of a contrary description, and on some
waste lands of this kind that were enclosed forty or fifty years

ago by Quicksets planted in straight lines generally intersect-

ing at right angles, we may find some of the best specimens of

Quickset fence in the kingdom. In the district alluded to it is

common to plant the Quickset on the level ground, and if it be
a meadow, a space of about a foot or so on each side of the collar

of the plant is kept clear and free from weeds. If the ground is

arable, cultivation is carried on to the roots of the plants with-

out any loss or waste, as is sometimes the case where there is

a ditch or bank. Cleaning out the weeds from the base of a

hedge in a meadow, as is sometimes done, certainly gives it

a neat appearance.
Beech.—This is generally planted rather for shelter than as

a fence, and frequent trimming tends to cause it to keep its

old leaves on all the winter. The Beech also grows to a larger

size than most other hedge plants, and does not look badly in

the summer. The Hornbeam is sometimes substituted for the

Beech, both being alike in their growth and property of retain-

ing their old leaves during the winter. As objects for shelter

they are certainly desirable, but beyond that their merits as

hedge plants would appear to be inferior to those of many
others.

Miscellaneous plants or trees occasionally used are so various

that it is scarcely possible to enumerate them. Generally

speaking, in old hedges by the side of woods we find every-

thing that grows near them, and possibly considerable por-

tions of many such fences were naturally produced, and filled

up a little afterwards by the cultivator. In such we often meet
with Briars, Brambles, scrubby patches of Oak, Hazel, Maple
Poplar, and other kinds of deciduous trees ; but these are

mere makeshifts, and not to be recommended, except in special

cases. In one case I saw an Elm hedge, upwards of 30 feet in

height, partly entangled with Ivy, sud trimmed tolerably accu-

rately ; being for shelter it served its purpose well — cer-

tainly much better than a row of Spruce Firs would have done,

as this tree is rarely met with in a healthy condition on its

exposed side, whereas a deciduous tree generally stands better

against the elements. Ornamental hedges of other kinds may
also be met with, some being composed of such shrubs or trees

as the fancy of the grower may suggest, and more kinds of

fruit trees than one are used in this way. I may add, as re-

gards the choice of a hedge plant, that certain soils and situa-

tions favom- the growth of certain plants, and the requirements

of the case have also to be consulted ; but amongst the plants

I have named, one or other will be found to meet the wants of

most places.— J. KonsoN.

ORNAMENTM^ AND FLOWERING SHRUBS.
[{Continuedfrom pape 240.)

PALiunrs ACULEATCS.— Flowcrs yellow, small, .Iniie to Angust.

Leaves small and shining ; shoots verv- spiny. The tlowers are sng-

ceeded by a curions fi'uit, said to resemble a sti-aw hat. 8 to 12 feet.

Cuttings of the roots, or seeds in heat.

PuiLADELPHi'S cop.oxARirs (Mock Orange).—Flowcrs white, with a
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sweet, powerial odonv. The doable variety ia very handsome, and the

variogatod form desirable. 8 to 10 feet. Layers and oattinRS.

I'HiLADELPHUS i.AXl's GRANDlFLOEus.—Flowers white, large, pro-

duced in profusion in June. A remarkably fine shrub, y to lU feet.

Layers and cuttings.

rHiLAjiELPUus GoRDONiANCS.—Flowers white, nnmerons, large

and very iine, in July. S feet. Cuttings and layers.

PoTENTiLLA FRrTicoSA.—Flowers yellow, in July and August. Cut-

tings and seeds. ^ feet.

Pvni:.s Anrn-TiFOLiA. Flowers' white, in May, succeeded by dark

red fruit. 4 to 6 feet. Suckers.

Kibes acredm.—Flowers yellow, sweet, in April and May; veiy

desirable. The varieties Gordouianuni and ilavum are good, ti feet.

Cuttings and layers.

BiBES sPECiosuM.—Flowers deep red, pendulous, in May; very

line. 6 feet. Cuttings and layers.

RiBEa SANi;uiN'EU.ll.—Flowers red or rose, drooping, very profusely

produced, aud veiy handsome, in March and April. The variety

album with white flowers is very line, and glntinosum and atro-rubrum

.ire very desirable. The Eibes are among the handsomest of spring-

flowering shrubs, and should be extensively planted. They make fine

.standards, aud are very etfectivo in flower gardens when on clean

straight stems. 6 to 8 feet in good soil. Cuttings and layers.^

l{HirB COTINUS.—Flowers gi-eeu, in panicles, very elegant, in June

and Jnly. 6 to 8 feet. Layers.

RHXis OLABBA.—I'lowers elegant, in panicles, succeeded by red

fi-uit; very desirable. 1- feet. Layers.
RuBus LAciNiA'rus.—Flowers rose, leaves deejily cut, and veiy fine.

5 feet. Layers.
Edbus feuticosus (Bramble).—The double rose and double white

varieties are very fine, and grow almost everywhere. Layers.

RoRiNiA iiispiDA.—Flowers rose, large aud produced in profusion ;

leaves Acacia-like, rendering it one of the most ornamental of shrubs.

It flowers from May to September. Grafted on the Thorn Acacia

standard high it is very effective, but does not succeed except in mild

Eheltered situations. 8 feet. Seeds.

Spisjeas ariiefolia, Lindleyana, hyporicifolia, opulifolia, pmnifolia

plena, granditlora, salicifolia, and ulmifolia, all with white flowers ;

and S. callosa, Douglasii, and bella with rose flowers, are amongst the

handsomest of flowering shrubs, and, deserving of every care, ought to

be extensively planted. C feet. Cuttings, layers, and suckers. They
succeed tolerably well in the shade of trees.

Stapiivlea trifollvta.—Flowers white, pendulous, and handsome,

in May and June. 8 feet. Cuttings and suckers.

SvjiPHORK'AEPUS RACE3I0SUS (SnowberTy).—Flowers rose.coloured,

small, in summer, succeeded by large white berries. Has no equal for

.growing in the shade of large trees ; in fact, it will grow almost every-

where, aud on that account is very desirable. G feet. Suckers.

Syeinga vulgaris (Lilac).—Well known, and very suitable for

general shrubberies. There are several varieties, all ornamental and
producing a profusion of fragrant flowers vaiTing in colour, being

lilac, white, purple, reddish, and bluish. They flower in May. 10 feet.

Suckers and layers.

Syeinga persioa.—Flowers pale purple, sweet, in dense clusters,

very fine, in May. The white variety and that with cut leaves are

fine. 6 to 8 feet in good soil. Suckers and layers.

Syrdjga rothomagensis Saugeana, probably a variety of S. persica,

having deeper-coloured flowers and more compact bunches of flowers.

It is also a stronger grower. 8 to 10 feet. Suckers aud layers.

Syeinga Jossikjea.—Flowers dark Woe, verj- fine, (i to 8 feet.

Sykinga Emodi.—Flowers white, numerous, and good. 8 feet.

ViBDENUSi opuLCs (Gueldrcs Rose).— Flowers white, in large

corymbs, in May and .Tune. Succeeds well in damp ground under

trees, and is very ornamental evei-ywhere. There is a dwarf variety,

fine for shrubberies. 8 to 12 feet. Cuttings, seeds, and layers.

ViBUENTJM LANTANA.—Flowers white, in June, succeeded by red

berries changing to black. The leaves assume a rich red tint in

autumn. 12 feet. Seeds and layers.

Viburnum lentago.—Flowers white, in July, succeeded by black

berries. It is a desirable sort. 8 to 10 feet. Seeds and layers.

Weigela rosea.—Flowers rose and white, sweet-scented, produced

in clusters in April or May. It is one of the very best shrubs of low

growth, thriving in any open situation, and in ixlmost all soils. As a

plant for forcing it is excellent. Stelzneri, nana variegata, and
Treloni are pretty and superior varieties. 4 to .') feet. Cuttings.

"Weigela amabclis.—Flowers deep rose, in early summer, vei-y fine.

There is a pretty white variety, as well as several others.—G. Abbey.

Lirni; Gynaudria Monandria.—Native of Ceylon. Its flowers

are yellow, and open in January.

—

{Ibid., t. .5701.)

Hibiscus marmoratus (Marbled-flowered Hibiscus). Nat.
nrd., MalvBceif. Linn., Monadelpbia Polyandria.—Native .of

Mexico. Flowers white, marbled with rose. It bloomed in a
stove at Kew in February.

—

{Ibid., t. 5702.)
Dendrobidm cumhlatum (Clustered-flowered Dendrobe). Nat.

ord., OrcbidacejB. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—Native of

Moulmein. Flowers white, tinged with purple, and vanilla-

scented. Bloomed in September.

—

(Ibid., t. f 703.)

EApnisTEMMA ciLiATUM (Ciliated Eapbistemma). Nat. ord.,

Aselepiadacea;. Linn,, Gynandria Pentandria.—A climber
from Penang; corolla cUiated. Flowers in October.

—

{Ibid.,

t. 5704.)

Gesnera exoniensis.—Eaieed by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince,
and Co., Exeter, by crossing Gesnera fulgens and G. zebrina.

Flowers orange scarlet.

—

{Floral Mail-, id. 381.)

Ceoton iiixiMUJi.—Brought by Mr. J. G. Veitcb from the
South Sea Islands. Leaves about a foot long and 3 inches
wide, golden, with bands of green radiating from the midrib.
{Ibid,, pi. 382.)

Amaryllis, Prince Tech,—Seedling raised by Messrs. Veitch.
Colour creamy green, marbled at the edges with crimson.

—

(Ibid,, -pi, 383.)

OxciDinsi cALANTHUM.—Obtained by Messrs. Eaekhouse and
Son, York, from the high Cordilleras of Ecuador. Flowers
yellow.— (/iu;., ;)?. 384.)

DiPLADEN'LA AMOiNA.—" This, which wc may at once state is

a most valuable acquisition amongst stove plants, has been
raised by Mr. Henry Tuke, gardener to E. Nicholls, Esq.,

Bramley, near Leeds. Mr. Tuke also raised from seed the
lovely Dipladenia amabilis, which was sent out in 1865 by the
Messrs. Backhouse & Sou, of York. This latter was the result

of a cross between D. splendena and D. crassinoda, the former
being the male parent, and the seed was sown in March, 1862.

This D. amabilis ia a great advance upon D. crassinoda, having
a more robust habit, and being of a more brilliant colour, and
a freer bloomer.

" Mr. Tuke is so successful a grower of Dipladenias, that we
cannot do better than give a short account of his method of

growing them. The soU he uses is composed of rough fibrous

peat broken to the size of walnuts, with a liberal mixture of

sand, adding a few rough bones and good drainage, and potting

firm. In the winter the plants are taken off the wires or

trellis, and are kept dry in a house of medium temperature.

If they are wanted for a June exhibition, the plants are started

into growth in November or December at the latest. If for

August exhibitions, the plants are started in February. Mr.
Tuke does not plunge the plants, finding, especially in winter,

that they do better without. Dipladenias do best by keeping

them moderately dry until in good foliage. Many of these

plants are killed by over-watering. A moist atmosphere of

65° to 70° is best for early growth, gradually increasing to 80°

and 85° as the plants progress. They also do best when grown
near the glass and well exposed to the light."

—

{Florist and
Pomologist, 3 s., i. 73.)

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

Abistolochia eingens (Gaping-flowered Aristolochia). Nat.

ord., Aristolochi*. Linn., Gynandria Hexandria. Twiner.

—

Native of Santa Cruz, in New Grenada. Boots, called " Guaco "

by the natives, esteemed an antidote for snake bites. Flowers

green, marbled with purple ; open in September.

—

[Bot. Hag.,

t. 5700.)

Ipsea speoiosa (Beautiful Ipsea). Nat. ord., Orchidacea;.

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
The Duke of Devonshire's gardener at Chatswortb, Mr.

Taplin, having given up his charge, we understand to take

the management of an extensive nursery business at New
York, ho is succeeded by Mr. Tho5us Speed, gardener to Sir

E. S. Walker, Bart., at Berry Hill, near Mansfield. Mr. Speed
and his brother, when at Edmonton, were most successful

exhibitors of stove aud greenhouse plants, and since he has

been at Berry Hill he has taken a high position as a

fruit-grower, and gained many prizes at the London exhi-

bitions. Last September we had the pleasure of ourselves

inspecting the gardens at that place, and were much gratified

by the careful and excellent manner in which they were

managed, and particularly with the admirable crops of Grapes,

Pine Apples, and Figs. The JIuscat house, 50 feet in length

by 19 in width, was a beautiful sight, the roof being covered

with large heavy bunches, and in a late vinery of similar length

were bunches of Gros Guillaumo from 15 to 18 inches long, of

Muscats from 12 to 14 inches, and not long, but broad as well.

Lady Downe's and Trebbiano were also in splendid condition.

In the wider sphere of action which Cbatsworth affords we may
confidently expect that Mr. Speed's skill aud steady persever-

ance will achieve still greater results.

Messrs. Lane it Sore, of Berkhampstead, are now hold-
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ing in tlie Kastorn Conservatory ArcaJp, iu tlio gardens of tbc

Royal Horticultaral Society at South Kensington, an interest-

ing display of Spring-flowering plants. It opouod on tho '.Ith

inst. and will continue till the 18th, when the Society's second

Spring Show will be held. Roses, of which the Messrs. Lane

have been such frequent and successful exhibitors, form the

centre of attraction ; other groups, consisting of Azaleas,

Rhododendrons, and miscellaneous plants, including fruiting

Aucubas, combine to make a gay and excellent exhibition.

Wk have to remind our readers that the sale of the

beautiful new Hybhid v.vkieties of Coli:cs, raised by Jlr.

Bause in the Royal Horticultural Society's Chiswick Garden,

is appointed to take place at Mr. Stevens's Rooms, King Street,

Covent Garden, on Wednesday, April 22ud. The varieties,

twelve in number, are decidedly a great advance on any of the

forms of C'oleus which have hitherto appeared, both as regards

size of foliage and richness of colouring, and doubtless the

competition for their possession will be very keen.

WORK FOE THE AVEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

While young crops are advancing in all parts of the kitchen

garden, the ground about them can hardly be stirred too often,

to keep an open, pulverised surface, and to destroy weeds with

the first warm rains. The young crops after this time will

advance rapidly, and unless such as require it are thinned out

in time, they will soon be injured. Broccoli, sow late spring

sorts on a light border, and make a second small sowing about

ten days later ; at planting time you will have a choice of two

sowings. licet may be sown towards the end of the week.

Gaiilijioivn-s may have the glasses removed from them al-

together, and see that they do not suffer from want of water.

Kidney ivuiis, a few of these may now be planted on a warm
border for a first crop, but if they are sown in boxes about the

second week in May, and transplanted when all danger of frost

is over, they will come in sooner than those planted now iu the

open ground. Succcssional crops of Peas, Beans, Spinach,

Eadishes, and other salads, should now be sown oftener, as they

will come more rapidly into use through the summer. Salsafy

and Scorzoiiera, sowing may be deferred for another week ; if

sown too early they are apt to run to seed. Continue to harden

oft Tobacco plants. Capsicums, Tomatoes, Basil, &c., which

should now be strong enough to stand in a close cold frame, to

be shut up early in the afternoon for a week or two, after which

they should have air night and day till they are fit for planting

out. Seeds of any sweet or pot herbs, if not already sown,

should be put in forthwith.

FETJIT Cir.DEN.

If the present dry weather continue it will be advisable to

water trees against walls having steep sloping borders, as if the

roots become too dry the blossoms will not set weU. Previously

to watering, fork over the border, repeating the operation at short

intervals and in warm days, until it becomes necessary either

to mulch the border, or, in cold, late situations, to cover part

of it next the wall with tiles for the purpose of causing more
heat to be radiated against the trees, so as to forward the ripen-

ing of the fruit and young -wood. Proceed with disbudding

Peach trees, &c., never losing sight of the fact that it is from

your summer management, and not from any treatment you can

give in winter or spring, that you can ins^ure healthy, fruitful

trees. Killing wasps should be persevered iu from this time

till the end of May. Every wasp now killed is as good as a

nest destroyed next August. From the mildness of the winter,

if the summer be dry, we may expect them this year in increased

nnmbers.
FLOWEK GARDEN.

The weather is now so inviting that it requires a strong re-

solntiou to resist the temptation to begin planting out the half-

hardy plants in the flower garden. It is well, however, to be

very cautious, as there is nothing gained by planting out before

the middle of May, while there is every probability that be-

tween now and that time we may have some very severe frosts.

I have known persons tempted by the fine weather in April to

turn out Calceolarias and bedding Pelargoniums, and thecou-

sequence was that several dozens of the plants were killed,

while those which survived were very materially injured, and

did not bloom till late in the season. Late-laid turf and late-

planted trees and shrubs will require constant attention in

being watered so long as the weather is dry. If any of the

flowers require a change of soil, lot it bo done without delay.

Complete any extra work in any part of the grounds in order

that the men may proceed with the regular garden work.

Great care and attention must now be directed towards the

,\uricula, in order that the trusses may not be drawn up weakly.

They should be able to stand erect without support. Continue

to thin out all misshapen pips. Polyanthuses in exposed dry

situations have suffered during the past hot weather. They
require but little sun, and that early in the morning. Ranun-
culuses are last coming up. Kiddle some leaf soil or very

rotten cow manure over the beds, and as tho plants come fairly

above ground press the soil on a dry day closely round the

neck of each. Pansies are now making rapid growth, and as

they are often exhibited at spring shows, they ought to be care-

fully shaded and attended to. The florist will visit his beds

with candle and lantern in order to detect slugs, earwigs, &c.

OnEENHOUSE AND CONSERVATOKV.
This is a good time to cut back duplicate climbers so as to

have them in flower in succession. Where new conservatories

have been lately planted, or old ones re-arranged, the principal

object should be to induce the plants to make a vigorous

growth early in the season, and to take a strong hold of the new
soil ; afterwards there will be plenty of time to ripen them oft

long before winter. For this end you ought to keep the house

more like a stove from this time, only giving air from 11 a.m.

to 3 P.M. Syringe heavily in the afternoon with rain water if

possible, and after thus chilling the house you msiy give a little

air till dusk if the day has been hot, and you may expect the

thermometer to be about 50° iu the morning. As very Uttle

syringing can be done in conservatories in general on account

of the flowers, and as flowers do not last so long in a dry at-

mosphere, some degree of moisture must be kept up by pouring

water on the paths or under the stages. Blinds are now indis-

pensable in the middle of the day. After the middle or end of

April gardeners begin to change the spring treatment of their

greenhouse plants. Hitherto every means has been taken to

keep back early growths, and now that all the plants are in

active growth and the season so far advanced that any neces-

sary amount of air and moisture can be given iu hot weather,

the plants may be more encouraged to make a rapid growth,

especially young plants. When the evenings are cold the

house should be shut up closely, and air should not be given

in the morning until the snn heat warms it considerably.

STOVE.

The general potting is now about finished, and many of

the first-potted plants have made a considerable growth.

Climbers and specimen plants also have received the direction

and shapes they are intended to fill up this season. Propa-

gation and seed-sowing are now nearly over in this department,

and all the bulbs and other plants at rest during the winter

are now in growth, so that only the common routine of water-

ing, giving air, fumigating, or otherwise cleaning plants, and
training them, will be necessary for some time. Be very

sparing of the fire, and keep the atmosphere very moist in fine

sunny weather.
FORCING PIT.

Where Cockcombs, Balsams, and other tender annuals are

used, this is a good place to bring them forward through their

early stages. Neriums ought now to have gentle forcing.

Camellias to flower early should also bo forced to form their

buds, as well as the more choice Azaleas which have done

flowering. A few plants of Crassula coccinea now put into heat

will flower some weeks earlier. In short, where there is a

good conservatory to be kept gay all the year round, and

plenty of plants for the purpose, the forcing pits need never

be at rest, and may always be usefuUy employed.

PITS AND FRAMES.

Many of the annuals which were potted-off early may now
be planted out. Where a large stock of dwarf Chrysanthemums
is required for flower-garden purposes in the autumn, the old

stools or plants must be planted out in rich soil at abont 4 feet

apart, so as to leave room for their being layered in August.

Old plants planted now at the foot of a wall in very rich soil

will cover a wall C or 8 feet high by the autumn, and if pro-

perly trained will flower splendidly. Increase, pot-off, and

harden your stock of flower-garden plants as fast as possible.

Most of these plants are quickly inured to stand out in sheltered

places, or under hoops covered over with mats, and the longer

they are here the finer they will look after being planted out in

the flower garden.—W. Keane.
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DOINGS OF THE LAST "WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Cauliflowers.—Went over all our earliest Cauliflowers that

were and partly are assisted with hand-lights, taking out some
of the plants and planting them in a trench, and mulching
and earthing-np those left, and then placing the glasses on the

raised earth without any other support. But for the sharp

frosty mornings (the leaves of the Cauliflower plants being
hard on the 10th and 11th), we would have dispensed with the

glasses, as the plants by banding out would have received more
room. If the cold nights continue we may give a slight cover-

ing of litter. CauUflowers may thus be had very early where
they are required to come in before the Broccoli is nearly over

;

but the latter, however good, loses its attractions after the
more delicate Cnuliflower is to be had. We frequently adopt
a plan here with early Cauliflowers, which may be useful to

those who have a stiff soil and little room. A raised bank,
sloping to the south and 5 feet in width, just affords room for

two hand-lights in the width with a space between them.
Lengthwise along the border the hand-lights are placed in these

two rows, about 30 inches being left between the first two lights

and the next two. and so on. The ground is prepared before

the lights are set ua the border in the autumn, and generally

about nine small plants are pricked-out under each light.

These are finally thinned-out to about five in the spring, say
in the end of March. All this is in the usual way. The little

peculiarity is, that in earthing-up and elevating the glasses as

stated above, we dig out a rather deep trench, one spit wide, in

the centre of the 30-inch openings. This enables ns to give

water more freely in stiff soil when we want to swell the heads
rapidly. Such a trench left exposed might, in loose soils, be
apt to render the Cauliflower too dry ; but we prevent that

after the above earthing-up by covering the ground and the
sides of the trenches with litter, short grass, &c. The sun
therefore chiefly acts on the soil where the plants are growing,
and if the littered ground absorbs little heat, neither does it

part with it, nor with the moisture so necessary for the Cauli-
flower. With plenty of room we might dispense with the
trench, but in many seasons it affords advantages of its own.
By moving the litter to the level surface, and placing rotten
dung in the trench, we often have early Cauliflower and early
Celery on the same narrow border, the trench doing for earth-

ing-up the Cauliflowers, whilst the banks on which the Cauli-

flowers stood come in for earthing-up the Celery, and the
Cauliflowers give shade to the Celery when it needs it at first.

Peas and Beans.—Sowed successions, and staked up the
former, it being always of importance to do that work in dry
weather, and when the ground is dry.

Sowed more Carrots and the main crop of Beet, jast moisten-
ing the seeds, also Turnip seed, and sprinkling and work-
ing-in with them a little red lead so as to cover them. This
will keep birds from them until above ground. We are doubt-
ful then, especially in the case of the Beet, as though the red
colour of the lead seems to frighten the birds, the reddish
colour of the young leaves is an irresistible temptation to them
here, so that for years we have been forced to raise and trans-

plant. If we can get the Beet well up we shall use a net as

soon as it peeps above ground, and thus, if possible, avoid the
labour of transplanting. Rolled the ground in which Onions,
Carrots, and Parsnips were sown. A warm rain now would do
much good. The nights have been sufficiently severe to compel
us to turn some leaves and place a little rough hay over the
heads of Broccoli, and even Potatoes close to walls needed a
little protection.

Sea-kaJc.—Planted out a good piece, and must get another
piece ready. Plenty of Sea-kale to go to makes the gardener
feel more independent in winter. What trouble we used to

have in our young days with huge mounds of dung over Sea-
kale, and then turn.'ng these mounds without obtaining a dish,

and yet some of it as long as one's arm, and so watery as to be
fit for nothing ! This vegetable, even when strongest, should
rarely exceed 7 inches in length. An " Admirer " has lately

expostulated with us, that if we recommend taking up for

winter we might give some advice to those who have no place
to take it to, and must have it where it grows. Well, we will

show our anxiety to oblige by telling what is the easiest and
safest way of securing a supply of this vegetable out of doors
in winter. We have lately described how best to obtain it in
spring. The best plan of dispensing with the fermenting
mounds is to clear away the leaves of the Kale as soon as they
decay in the autumn, and cover the ground with litter before

iiie ground loses the siunmei' heat. By this tneans, with some-
thing like a foot of covering of leaves and litter, fine gatherings
may be had from December, and there is no danger of over-

heating. Pots or boxes will enable you to have it cleaner ; but
with 10 or 12 inches of leaves and a little sprinkling of litter

on the top to prevent the leaves blowing about, we have had
fine gatherings, the Kale coming white and sweet out of the
leaves alone. For economy of material, however, there is

no comparison between this mode and taking up and placing in
leaf mould over a hotbed, say from 18 to 24 inches high. A bed
G feet by 4, and covered with an old box or packing case, will

yield a large number of dishes. One of the simplest modes is

the following :—Make a dung bed 7 or 8 feet wide, and as much
in length, and 15 inches deep. All round the bed build up on
it a wall of dung 15 inches high and 18 inches wide

;
place

the plants thickly in the bed
;
put wattled hurdles across the

dung walls, and cover them with litter. Move a hurdle as yon
wish to gather.

See last week as to watering and using water warmed to all

things, especially under glass.

Heated ^Vatcr.—Lately we alluded to heated workshops in

gardens. One essential which we have never had, but which
were we in business we would make a certainty,'would be a

supply of heated water, without being forced to go and borrow
what was wanted from the cisterns and pipes in heated bouses.

The simplest way for securing heated water would be to have
a boiler like a wash-house boiler for the purpose. Another
good plan would be to have a large cistern out of doors self-

supplied, with coils or stacks of piping in the bottom connected

with a heating apparatus. With plenty of heated water judi-

ciously used we are convinced that we could almost bid defiance

to insects and other evils. Even when we take water from a

heating apparatus, that water is anything but suitable for many
tender plants, whilst by either of the modes referred to we
could have the heated water as pure and wholesome as the

cold. Such heated cisterns, or boilers for heating water, may
be more general than we suspect ; all we can say is, that we
know of few places where there is such a convenience accessible

to all departments, and to which a man can go and supply

himself without entering a house of which another man has
the charge. There is endless trouble and mishap when anybody
can draw water from a tap or cistern attached to a hot-water

apparatus in a house ; and often the man who takes the water

is tempted to forget to replace it with cold, and evil results are

apt to ensue. In a cistern out of doors, covered with wood as

a non-conductor, and heated by pipes, the water would always

be clean and pure.

Orchard Houses.—In the first the fruit against the back wall

has set very thickly and is now swelling, and we are disbudding,

or rather shoot-thinning, gradually. The trees in pots in the

border of this lean-to house are now also set, but not nearly

so forward as those on the hack wall. We refrained until lately

from sprinkling these trees in the border ; but in very hot dry

days we sprinkled the earth floor or border with the syringe,

that the vapour thus gently raised might prevent the blooms
getting too dry. As a flower show, these pot trees have been
pictures of beauty. The trees against the back wall have been
gently sprinkled in the afternoon before shutting up the house.

This shutting-up has varied with the weather. In this bright

weather we shut up rather closely about half-past three, hot

minding if the thermometer with sun heat should rise to 80°,

or two or three degrees more, as it will fall gradually. Here,

too, after giving a little air at the top early, we increase the

ventilation by degrees, as we shall want this house to succeed

the Peach house forced in the usual way. In the later house

we give air early, and by breakfast time very liberally, and in

fine mild evenings do not shut up until late, and that chiefly for

security. We have a few Cherries in the first house, and to do

them justice, though we shut the house earlier, we leave a httle

air opposite them all night. If we want to have Cherries early

in pots, we find it best to let the pots stand in the cooler more
airy house untU the fruit is set, and then move them into the

other to swell more quickly in the higher temperature procured

by giving less air and shutting up eariier. The shutting-up of

these houses vrith large squares and open laps is different

from shutting-up closely, where there are no laps or close laps.

In the latter case, unless in frosty or very stormy weather, we
would leave a Httle air on constantly ; for a very little, even such

as that which comes through open laps, will prevent anything

like a stagnant atmosphere.

We thus treat the two houses differently, because it would

only be waste to have bushels or barrowloads of Peaches
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lipeuiDg at the same time. Tbe»e orchard houses were made
by merely glass-fronting aa old wall, and without saying a
word against apau-roofed houses, there is an advantage in

having a back wall in cold places, and where no artificial heat

is given ; and even in those lean-to's line crops can be obtained,

early vegetables forwarded, and winter ones protected. If such
work were done as a commencement, we should concentrate early

kinds in the first house, and late kinds in the late one, to pro-

long the season of fruit-gathering. Even for amateurs with only

one house, and that not a large one, we wouM have a division

in it, and then by the selection of kinds, and the keeping one
division much more open and airy than the other, there would
be a great difference in the ripening.

Questions come to us almost every week, " Can you recom-
mend the pot system of culture :'" As a matter of economy
in labour, &c., we say. No ; as a matter of pleasure and giving

much variety of produce in little room, we say Undoubtedly,
yes, after having had a f.'iir experience with all kinds of fruit

trees except Apricots, with which we have as yet done little,

but which we have no doubt would do equally well with others

when tried, but before doing much with them we would study
the doings of our veteran instructor Mr. Eivers. To all ama-
teurs who feel a pleasure in attending to their fruit trees or

houses the pot system is invaluable, enabling them to have
much variety in little room, just as the cordon and small
pyramid, or small bush system of fruit-growing will enable the
holders of small gardens to have a great variety of fruit out of

doors.

Our chief objections to pot trees arise from the great amount
of watering required, and to lessen this we plunge the pats

three-quarters of their depth in the ground, and we have just

surfaced the soil in the pots in one house with a couple of

inches of old mushroom dung, and a little soot in it, and will

repeat the process as that disappears. This not only helps to

enrich the soil, but renders such frequent waterings unneces-
sary. Last season we put a rim of thin turf round the sides

of the pots. The plants have not been potted for a number of

years. Amateurs who like neatness, might have strips of zinc
from 2.i to 3 inches deep, which they might fix inside the rims
of the pots before applying the mulching. This mulching, it

will be thus understood, is considerably above the level of the
rim of the pot, but that with ordinary care does not interfere

with proper watering. Soma recommend fresh dung, as fresh
horse droppings, for the purpose, but with those who are
unpractised this may be easily overdone ; and if not well heated
previously there is a likelihood of a good many seedling oats
appearing, all of which must be pulled out ; and as a general
rule gardeners have enough to do without making work in the
weeding of pot trees. We forget how often we mulched our
trees last year. The mulching soon disappears, but its effects

are seen.

In the cooler house the Peaclies, itc, have just set thickly
and healthily against the back wull. In pots in front. Plums
are setting ; Apricots set and beginning to swell ; Peaches
beginning to set, and Cherry trees only too much of a mass of

bloom, and noisy with the hum of numberless bees, which
have taken the dispersing of the pollen dust entirely under
their care, and saved us all trouble in this direction. This
house coutains plenty of Strawberry plants in pots, &o., which
except at the front will have to be moved before they come into
bloom, as they would be too shaded to set freely on the ground.
The watering of these and other things has kept enough of

moist vapour in the atmosphere of the house without resorting
to syringing ; but in another week or so we will lash the back
wall, and the fruit trees when it can be done with safety.
In the first or closest-kept house Vines are just swelling their

buds, showing that they will come out in shoots ere long. In
the late vinery, filled with bedding and other plants, and kept
as cool as possible, with air on at night until the late frosts,
the young shoots are about 2 inches long ; and though we will

keep them cool for some time longer, these shoots must have
no check, as that would injure the young branches. All the
roots are in an outside border unfortunately, slightly protected
in winter with litter, but unprotected for some time past.

We slif^titly fumigated the Peach house for the first time, as
a few whitish green fly appeared on some rows of Strawberries,
and besides injuring them might have gone farther if let alone.
The garden engine played on the glass roof to keep the smoke in,

and thus a less quantity of tobacco paper does than when such
a precaution is not adopted. When smoking is resorted to as
soon as a few insects ajjpear they are easily destroyed when
young—a matter that sl'oald never be forgotten, as the older

the insects the more difficult they are to kill, and instead of
one you may have many generations of them to battle with if

you procrastinate.

OENAMENTAL DErABIlIENT.
Mowed thelawn wheremost conspicuous after giving it a good

rolling. Lately the grass has been too crisped in the morning
for mowing, as the ice would gather on the scythe, and besides,
cutting under such circumstances is very apt to blacken and
injure the lawn. There has been little growth for the last ten
days, the cold of the night counteracting the sun heat of the
day.

Proceeded with putting out under temporary protection
bedding plants, and pricking-out seedlings. We have been
obliged to use a little straw and laurel boughs over cloth,
mats, etc., on flat earth pits, as the lower and flatter they are,
and the nearer the plants are to the protecting medium, the
more liable are they to be injured. The dry days have obliged
us_ in some cases either to syringe or to water such plants at
mid-day that their foliage might become jierfectly dry before
night. We would have avoided this, and did in all cases where
the plants would hold their own, as, merely on the question of
warmth, we prefer the soil to be rather dry about the plants
instead of wet, and hence the watering at the roots at planting
them out ; and somewhat dry soil on the surface is much pre-
ferred for all such purposes to watering over the surface.
Such drying days, however, rendered syringing or watering
necessary in some cases against our will. The weather has
been too cold to move the covering, unless for the above pur-
pose, and then only for a short time. Plants under calico
wanted no such watering and received none, and most likely
will need none for a couple of weeks, after which time we wiU
expose them partly in fine days, the better to harden them ofi

for the open air. Of course for aU such purposes water at 70°

or warmer, applied in the middle of the day, is better than
cold water from a tank or well, and hence the importance of
being able to get warmed water as already alluded to.

Sowed the most of our half-hardy amiuals—as Zinnias,
Stocks, Asters, &c., in pots, and placed them under glass on a
slight hotbed. Made up a rough hotbed that will yield a little

heat, on which we will sow more, and even some hardy annuals,
to be protected for a time, and then raised singly or in patches
when well hardened-off. The most of the Asters when well up
and hardened will be pricked off in an earth pit, where they
can be protected with boughs, and other means for a time. It

is always better to sow late, so that the plants may have justice
and rtccive few checks, instead of sowing early, and then
letting them be starved and dwindled before planting out.
Even ns respects hardy annuals, unless sown in the autumn
an'l ;i;.st established, but low in growth before winter, little is

gained by sowing the hardiest out of doors before the end of
March. Many seedlings that are hardy when a few inches
above the ground, are very tender just after germination has
taken place.—B. F.

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED.
George White, 3, Moss Street, Paisley.

—

Catalogue of Florists'

Flowers, Grrcnhoiisc, Herbaceous, and Bedding-out Plants.

Adam Forsyth, Stoke Newington, London, N.

—

Descriptive

Catalogue of Cliyyi-antltrmiims, Daldtas, Troptcolums, dc.
T. Sampson, Preston Eoad, Yeovil, Somerset.

—

Catalogue of
Bedding Plants and Roses.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—April 15.

Trade contiimes dull, and the supplies are in excess of what is re-
qnired, especially in foreign imports, and clearances cannot be efi'ected

at foniitr rates. Wo may, however, look for some improvement when the
holidays are over. The Potato trade is rather heavy, and prices are
jower. New Potatoes from Lisbon bring aboat 68. to 85. per doz. lbs.

TEUIT.

t. d. B,

Apples ^ sieve 3 to 5
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. 10 16
CojTants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb. 10

Cobs lb. 1
Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 12 20
liOmoiiS 100 3 12

,
Melons each

I

Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 3
Peaches doz.

' Pears (dessert) .. doz. 4
I Pine Apples lb.

d. s. 4
OtoO

7

R

Plums 4 sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries . . per lb. 10
Walnuts bnsh. 10

do per ICO 1

10

16
18
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VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.

Asparagus 100

Beans, Kidney 100

Beet, Bed doz.

Broccoli bundle
Bros. Sprouts i sieve

Cabbage doz.

Capsicams 100

Carrots bnnoh
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.

Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bnnch
Horseradish . . bundle

B.
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ing to their 817.0. Plnco thoni, after giviiif^ a Rontio -watorinR, near the
class in a cold fnimo or pit, unci keep moderately close, and shaded
from powerful sua, so as to have tho soil cDnstantly moist, and yet avoid

heavy waterinRG. Wlion up keep tho seodllnt's near tho (;;lasfl and admit
air freely, attending well to watorinR ; tinii when larti^e onouRli tu handle
prick them out in a well-prepnrod bod in the open air, shading from sun
nntil they become well rooted. In the autumn, or early in spring, move
them with a ball of eartli to where they are to remain. Wc name them
in alphabetical order ;—AIyBsnm aaxatile compactum, Anomouo corouaria,

Antirrhinum majus vars. ; Anuilegia caryophyllnides. ghindulosn, sibirica

rosea violacea, Skinneri, and \Vitlin;inni ; Arabis alpina, Auhrietia del-

toidea grandiflora, A. graica, BelHs pereunia double vara., Campanula
carpatica, C. carpatlca alba, C. pyramidalis, C'omnieliua co-doatis, Del-

phinium formosum, D. grandifiorum, D. Hendcrsoni, and double vars.,

Digitalis gloxinioides, D. purpurea and its white variety. Lathyriis lati-

iolius and white variety; Lupinus arboreus, L, polyphyllus and white
variety, Lychnis chalcedonica, L. chalcedonica alba, L. Haageana,
L. Sieboldi, Lythrum ro?icum superbum, Myosotis azoricn, (Euothcra
macrocarpa, Oxalis tropauloide^i, Pcntstemon geulianoides, eoccineum,
Morrayanum, ovatum, pulehuliuui violaceum, and Wrighti ; Phlox decuf^-

fiata varieties, Potentillas, I'rimula uortusoides, PjTCthrums, Saponaria
ocymoides, Silene Schafta, Itocket, purple and white ; Wallflowers, Sweet
Williams, Pinks, Carnations, Picoteee, Hollyhocks, Brompton Stocks, and
Canterbury Bells.
Planting a Vine {0. P.).—Wo should not hesitate to put tho plant out

this year, but wo would not do so until June, yonrs being an outside
border. You may then plant it out, as the soil will have become warm,
spreading out the roots and giving a good watering. The foliage should
be shaded from bright sun, and the house kept close and moist imtil the
Vine recovers from the planting, then expose it fully. You will gain a
year by planting in June.

Pruning Cacti {A Somersetshire Curate).—Yon may cut out the old
stems, leaving the best growths. They are improved by thinning out tho
old bare growths, othenvise the pruning of Cacti is not to be recommended.
Do not shorten the young growths, nor those of some years' growth, but
merely thin them out if too close together.

Late Kitchen Apples (C. N. B.,L/aae//.(/).—AJfriston. Beauty of Kent,
Damelow"3 Seedling, Northern Greening, Itoyal Russet, Hanwell Souiiug,
Winter Pearmain.

Forced STRAWBEUitiEs {J. W., jun.).—The Marguerites were very fine.

weighing 1 oz. and Ihroe-quartors of an ounce each, and excellently
flavoured. Our correspondent says ho finds thiK variety ono of the best
for early forcing.

Slate Edging for Beds.—*' E. T." wishes to know if elate edging can
hi) procured for beds in tho place of Box or Grass edging.

Alluring Rooks—Poo Violet (A Mouritrr),—No bird is more obsti-
nately whimsical in selecting his nesting place than the rook. " It's no
u«e. ma'am," said an old forcwter, "if t/i<?i/ prefers a birch broom theyll
build in that rayther than in them Elms you wishes them to take to." We
have known a nest of young rooks moved into a tree some distance from
a rookery. Tho old birds followed it, and tho next year rooks built in
that tree. The same result was obtained by having rooks' eggs hatehed
by magpios in the magpies' nest. D^jq-Violet seems merely to mark in-

feriority, and is so prefixed to show that it is not so meritorious as the
fi'agiant species. The Dog-Rose, Dog-Chamumile, are similarly inferior
to the plants of the same name without tho prefix.

Manures not Ordered (A Comtant Header).—Continue to refuse to
receive the box, and tell the railway officials to return it to tho Company.
Various {A. B., Everlrii Lodge).—We are of opinion that rust on Grapes

is caused by cold currents of air passing suddenly over the berries that
have been shut up in a warm moist atmosphere; but too many tkillod
men differ upon tho subject for us to venture to speak authoritatively.
The " warted " appearance of the Vine leaves is really a consequence of
vigorous root-action. Your Mushrooms are attacked by the parasitical
fungus mentioned by Mr. Berkeley, as noticed in page 222. It renders
the Mushrooms unwholesome, probably poisonous.

Names of Plants [A Gardener).—1, Franciscea exiniia ; 2, Polystichum
angular©. {Ilttstic).—Antirrhinum (common garden sport), and Peperomia
clusirefoha. (2*. P. Fcrnie).—Scopolia carniolica. (A. H. D.).—Polypodium
vulgare (common condition). {B. C. H.).—Astilbe (Hoteia) japonica.
(J. N. Gordon).—1, Polystichum angulare ; 2, Adiantum sp. ; S, Adiantum
anhiopicura ; 4, Doodia lunulata ; 5, Aspidium aculeatum ; 6, Pteris

;

7, Abutilon striatum. {J. S. E.)—1. Cheilautlics hirta ; 2, C. lendigera.
The Coccoloba may be obtained through any nurserjinau who advertises
in this Journal. iH. 3T. AM.—Pteris hastata ; Lastrea Filii-mas (garden
variety). (P. J. N.).—Your flower is Fritillaria meleagris, a native of
England, and popularlv known by the various names of Chequered
Tulip, Snake'shead, and Guinea-hen Flower. {HI. C).—Orobanche ela-
tior, or Tall Broom Rape.

IMETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending April 14th.

DATS.
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goods, should be studied by every one interested in the
subject.

We must take it for granted the birds are young and well
fattened ; then the killing and packing come in order. The
necks of poultry should be broken, the birds picked while warm,
and the body being placed in a proper position, thighs brought
back, and legs doubled down, it should be allowed to stiffen in
that form. As the poultry sent from Ireland to Leadenhall has
to compete with that which is killed in the home counties, and
as freshness is a great desideratum, advantage must be taken
of everything that is favourable to it. It is, therefore, neces-
sary that the bird should be thoroughly fasted before it is

killed. It should be kept totally without food or water for the
previous twelve hours. It will then keep well to reach London.
Dead fowls should be packed in wicker or osier baskets

;

they should be laid in rows on stiff wheatcn straw ; they
should be covered with the same, so that it may form a layer
between them and the next row. Next, they must be sent at the
time when they make the best return—that is, in the spring of
the year, from March to June.
Dorking fowls fattened, killed, and sent to London young

and fresh, packed as we have described, and sent in the spring,
will be " profitable poultry."

PACKING EGGS—HATCHING—SWINDLING.
SEErKG a week ago a communication from " L. B." regard-

ing the evil effects of packing eggs in bran, I have thought it

well to say a few words on the subject, as this substance is of
all others in the most general use. I quite agree with your
correspondent that of all materials perhaps the very best is

soft dry moss, but few of us are able to obtain it. Like "L. B.,"
also, I have from time to time had eggs broken which came to
me in bran, and hence for some time I gave it up ; but the
cleanliness, handiness, and other qualities of bran make it so
much more convenient for most persons, that I was led to look
into the causes of non-success, and now pack eggs in it with
hardly a failure.

I have found that if bedded loosely in bran, the eggs will
always rise towards the top, but very seldom do so if the pack-
ing be rammed in tightly, and the box will be found to contain
very much more than could be expected if so rammed down.
The safest way, however, is to put in first a layer, which when
pressed down will be about an inch deep, and cover this with a
piece of stout paper the size of the box ; on this more bran
should be placed in which the eggs are bedded, another sheet
of paper put on, and above the paper a third layer of an inch
deep. The use of the paper is obvious—the eggs cannot be
forced above or below the sheets by any means, and since I
adopted this plan I have seen no need of a better. The top and
bottom layer may consist instead of bran, of hay, chaff, or bran
and chaff mixed, which latter indeed forms a"better material
ior the whole ; but bran alone answers perfectly thus guarded,
and is the most portable and cleanly material which can be
kept about, besides forming part of the regular poultry stores
in most establishments^ It is, however, very important to
pack tightly, and the plan I adopt is to cut "sheets of stout
paper to the width of the several sides of the box, and place
them up the sides, projecting some inches upwards. The bran
or chaff can then be piled on an inch or two above the top of
the box, and pressed down, the paper keeping it from running
over, and at length the overlap can be folded neatly over, and
will keep all within bounds, without spilling a morsel.

Another way of keeping eggs from rising is to screw them
up in paper in such a way that every egg has a little " screw "

an inch long both at the top and bottom. This will act as a
spring, and keep the egg in place, but is not so certain as the
other.

With regard to hatching eggs, failure is frequently attri-
butable to other causes than either packing or dishouesty.
My own hens' eggs till quite lately have not often given more
than four out of ten (it will be seen I am not seeking to puff
them), and I should Lave attributed this to packing, but that
my own success has been about the same. The fact is, that
with large cocks of large breeds, such as Brahmas or Cochins,
early eggs are very seldom so fertile as eggs laid later in the
season

; while from a smaller bird I am using, on account of
his beautiful points, nearly all have hatched. Matters are
coming right now ; but the rule holds good generally, and it is
practically the price you have to pay for getting size and early
chickens.

I have also, this year, found an unusual number of chicks
which have died in the shell at apparently about a week old.
I have many complaints from correspondents that they have
found it a very bad hatching season, and not very long since
had a letter from our most successful exhibitor of Partridge
Cochins stating that he had not hatched a single chick from
his first ten hens ! I should hope few of your readers are quite
so badly off as this, but it will be interesting if some of them
will let us know how matters stand. The fact is, that in cold
weather eggs are very much more easily chilled than many
people believe, and that what would be called a fairly steady
sitter will in early spring fail if the weather be cold. In such
weather even half an hour's absence from the nest is too long,
and I am quite certain often proves fatal, though double that
time will not kill the chicks in the eggs in May.
Now for " J. L. L." and his boiled eggs. We have all heard

of these things before, and we shall hear of them again until
some one has the manliness to enforce the penalty. " J. L. L."
has recovered his money, and therefore the knave will " keep
the pot boiling " with impunity. I venture to ask. Has
" J. L. L." done his duty ? Having clearly ascertained that
there is a scoundrel who can boil twelve eggs, and then sell

them for l'2s., he publishes it in "our Journal"—but why?
Was it to recover his 12s. ? or have not we, its other readers, a
moral right to the rascal's name, that he may be metaphorically
kicked for the dirty deed, and others cleared from unjust
suspicion ?

—

Nemo.

.JUDGING GAJIE FOWLS.
Is awarding the cups at exhibitions, judges are too prone to

give them to stags, or cockerels, and to pullets, instead of to

full-grown birds, and at the last two Birmingham Exhibitions
cups were given to stags at the last Show, and to pullets at the
last Show but one, when there were full-grown birds of equal
merit there exhibited ; and in the opinion of the best judges

the full-grown birds are more entitled to cups than any birds

not full-grown.

In Brown Beds, prizes now go too much to the willow-legged

cross-bred birds with red combs and faces, which are bred
from Black-breasted Beds and Duckwings, instead of to the
pure-bred, blackish-legged, gipsy-combed, true Brown Beds.
Prizes also go too much to the black-bodied Brown Red hens,

which is excluding the original type—the Dark Brown hens
with the streaked and pencilled bodies, backs, breasts, and
wings, and dark red necks, instead of yellow necks, which are

certainly the most beautiful specimens of the Brown Red hens,
if with gip?y combs and faces. Some judges fancy that only
the black-bodied hens are true-bred, and that the pencilled,

streaked birds are crossed from the Partridge hens, which
some are ; but this cross is easily discovered by the lighter or
willow-tinged leg, the lighter eye, lighter beak, and lighter

neck-hackle, and redder comb and face ; whereas, the true

Brown Red hens show none of these signs. Brown Reds
should be essentially the Dark Brown Reds in both cock and
hen, as their name clearly denotes. The black-bodied Brown
Red hens, if with black breasts, not streaked, which some have,

are crossed with the old breed called the " Black Reds " (not the

true Black-breasted Reds), and such hens when black -breasted

will throw black-breasted cocks, at times very dark in colour,

almost black, with blackish wings and breasts, which the true

Dark Brown hens will not do. The true-bred, streaked-breasted,

pencilled Dark Brown Red hens will throw cocks with both
clear red-brown brick breasts, and also with the brown-streaked

breasts, but such hens as throw black-streaked-breasted cocks,

are from the Black-breasted cross invariably. Black-bodied

Brown Red hens have been produced from the original type

by continued domestication, as the wheaten and fawn-breasted

Dark Brown hens have originated in like manner from the true

original Partridge hen in the Black-breasted Red breed. The
pencilled or streaked Dark Brown Red hens, very dark though

never black, with streaked breasts, are the original and primi-

tive strain, and will throw both to the Giuger Brown Reds
and also to the black-bodied hens, thus throwing both ways as

the strain may incline. The willow-legged Brown Reds, though
often fast birds, are only cross-bred, and being bred from softer

birds, can never be so hard, or so gome, or so good, as the

true-bred, blackish-legged. Brown Reds are, as the willow leg

is well-known to show softness, while the true dark or black

leg is equally well known to be a sign of hardness. Nor doea

the true Brown Red plumage show itself so much in the yellow-
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skinned, willow-legged Brown Keds, as it dees in the trne

wbite-skinned, black-logged birds.

In Duckwings prizes are too often awarded to birds tLat

show they are not pure-bred, sucli as hens with brown on the

shoulders and wings, eyes not rod, and coarse red breasts, all

which defects generally go together, and should disqualify such

birds for prizes, which should only be given to the pure-bred

and beautiful bluish Hilver-Grey hens, with the delicate pale

silver-fawn breasts. Bed-backed Duckwing cocks are also im-

pure.

In the Piles, many judges persist in giving awards to the

yellow-skinned, yellow and willow-legged Pile Game, instead

of to the old white-skinned, white-legged, true-bred, hard and
Game Piles, which are the real old fighting breed of the Piles,

and the gamest birds.

The lilack-breasted Pveds seem to be the best judged birds

at our exhibitions, as a general rule. I think far less fault

seems to be found with the awards in this class than in any
other at exhibitions, though the prize Partridge hens are often

too pale in colour or not red enough, and their necks too pale

also. Mr. Hindson, of Liverpool, and Mr. J. P. Smith, of

Worcester, ought to be, and no doubt are, excellent judges of

Game fowls, as are others of the Birmingham Judges, especially

the old Game Judge, Mr. Thomas Challoner, who is said to be
the best and most practical Judge of Game fowls in England,
but many others are no doubt equally good. Game fowls, though
numerous, were, perhaps, scarcely so good as usual at the last

Birmingham E.xhibition, as, if they had been, stags would
not have won the cup, for when adult birds fail in getting cups,

it is, I think, usually a sign that the show of birds is scarcely
" up to the mark." I must say that I think it is wrong at

exhibitions to let willow-legged red-combed Brown Beds super-

sede the old gipsy-combed, black-legged, true-bred strain, and
also wrong that the old true-bred, white-legged Piles should be
superseded by yellow-skinned, yellow and willow-legged POes
of inferior courage. I object to both yellow-skinned Brown
Beds and Piles, as cross-bred, mongrel, and bastard breeds of

their colours, and much prefer the original type of each of

these two sorts of Game fowls. I also object to pens of single

hens and pairs of hens, as useless, and to large, heavy Game
fowls, with the narrow, falling, or drooping tails.

—

Newsiabkei.

POULTRY-KEEPING.
My dehnt on this side of the channel. Hitherto the Journal

has had charms for me only so far as the gardening portion of

it is concerned, and the leaves of the latter part have remained
uncut—not that I was quite an ignoramus on the subject of

fowls or bees ; but I never could see what fun it was to those

little boys who will flatten their noses against the pastrycook's

windows, while the tempting treasures within are as inac-

cessible to them as if they were the golden apples of the garden
of the Hesperides ; and so, as I could keep neither one nor the

other, I have allowed this portion of the Journal to pass un-
touched. The ease is now different. The scene of my futiue

labours as a pastor will be a quiet country vUlage, where bees

and poultry will be amongst the possibihties, and I want to

know what would be the most desirable and economical stud to

go in for. I used, when I did keep poultry, to have Spanish, but
although they were very beautiful, I could never see that they
paid. Indeed, my good brother still adheres to them, and
people laugh at him, saying the eggs cost him a guinea a-piece.

I do not think they quite cost him that, hut still I do not think
them profitable ; moreover, I always found that after a while
the white face became discoloured, and the beauty of the birds

became somewhat disfigured. AVhat, then, is to be the sort?

I incline to the Grey Dorking, but here, again, do not they
become "gouty?" I never kept them, but fancy so. Cochin-
Chinas I think an abomination, although here, doubtless, I am
an ignoramus and a heretic, but we cannot help our tastes

sometimes, and I do not see beauty in these great long-legged

giants of the poultry-yard. I confess to having been struck

with the article on barndoor fowls in a recent number of the
Journal, as I can readily imagine that such a cross as there re-

commended would be a profitable sort, but then it is not ";)«r
sang,'' and I rather incline to thoroughbreds whether in fowl

or flowers, still, I think I should hke to try them. Are not
the Bolton Greys good layers ? and supposing that I kept both
sorts—that is, the barndoor fowls and the Bolton Greys, and
had two hen houses, should I be likely to keep the breed dis-

tinct ? and one other question I would ask. If I decide on com-

mencing with this stock, where shall I procure them most con-

veniently to my new abode, near Ashford, on the South-Eastem
Hallway ?—D., Detil.

BUCirSVHEAT AS POULTRY FOOD.
My experience of buckwheat as poultry food is exactly the

same as " Nemo's." Since Christmas my fowls have had a

mixture of buckwheat, Indian corn, and barley, and they

always pick it up in the above order. My supply of eggs has

been very good, which I attribute to the buckwheat. It is also

by weight about the cheapest grain that can be obtained.

—

Philip Chowley, Ciilvcrton House, Alton,

DETERIORATION OF FANCY PIGEONS-
ALMOND TUMBLERS.

PocTEKS, all about Pouters, for many weeks there have been

articles in " our Journal," but at last other varieties of Pigeons

are mentioned.
Mr. Volckman says that most of the varieties of the " fancy "

Pigeon have deteriorated in many of their qualities. Mr. G.
Ure, in not a very courteous manner, bluntly denies this, and
quotes the Glasgow and Birmingham Shows in proof. 1 have
never seen the Glasgow Show, but I have the Birmingham from
the commencement, and also many other large shows, and I

must decidedly side with Mr. Volckoan. Though the number
of pens of Pigeons exhibited last year was in excess of former

years {putting imported birds out of the question), in nearly

every class I saw no advance, and in many cases they were not

so good as I remember to have seen many years ago. True,

some classes were strong in numbers, but in my opinion they

were weak in quality. I believe this has arisen in most in-

stances from many of the best birds having been bought up
for some time past at high prices by persons totally deficient

in the skill required in the breeding of Pigeons, and for the

sole purpose of taking as many prizes as possible ; and thus

the birds have been worn out, and some have died of neglect

or improper treatment. By these means several of the best

strains of many of the varieties have been entirely lost. I

am sorry to say that I know of several instances where such
has been the case.

The Almond Tumbler is one of the breeds mentioned both

by Mr. Ure and Mr. Volckman. I remember well the birds of

Messrs. Hardy, Lucy, Pyne, and various other gentlemen;
Theirs were the true Almond Tumblers, having the true Al-

mond ground, with the other colours finely intermixed, beauti-

ful as a carnation in the marking. 1 remember the large full-

made heads of the birds, with their eyes like pearls, and their

gold-lined beaks. I remember at the private shows in London
years ago, seeing many of these birds ; they are not only fresh

in my mind, but I find them so in the memory of others, and
not at any of the great or small shows have I seen such of

late. Most of the birds exhibited are wrong in the ground

colour, being of a dull reddish tint instead of the rich yellow

of former days ; many of these birds also have not colour in

their tails. Sec. This is fatal to an Almond. I own there are

still a few good ones about, and these few seem to go the round

of the shows, and must afford gratifying results in the way of

prizes to their owners. To me it seems that exhibitors forget

that in the Almond class the birds must be pure Almonds in

colour, and if not up to the standard they are only fit for the

Tumblers of Any other colour class (if there he such) ; and the

qualities of head, beak, eye, d-c, will avail thtm nothing in

the Almond class, as they are not Almonds, and it is for Al-

monds that the prize is given, and not Splashes, &c. ; and also

for a pair, not a dark cock and light hen, but the best matched
pair. I mention this, as I seldom see an evenly-matched pair

at any of the shows.

Now, if there are as good birds as ever, where are they ? I

do not see them at the large shows ; tut, perhaps, there may
still be some in the hands of gentlemen who do not care to

send such delicate and valuable birds from home ; but when
Mr. Ure says the large shows exhibit a decided advance in the

Almonds and also other breeds generally, I beg most respect-

fully to differ from him. I say respectfully, because I do not

wish to use my opinion in an ofiensive way ; and though I diSei

from him, I wish to do so in as courteous a manner as possible,

and I sincerely trust that all further controversy in the matter
of Pigeons will be so carried on, though I can scarcely say that

it is so at present.
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If wished by any fancier that I should point out the breeds
that I think are keeping their ground and those that I deem
are losing it, I shall be happy to do so on some future occasion.—Habky.

[Be assured that your comments wiU be acceptable to all

Pigeon-fanciers.]

WOOLWICH, PLUMSTEAD, AND CHARLTON
FANCY RABBIT SOCIETY.

The half-yearly Exhibition was held on the 6th inst., at the Society's

Club House. Beresford Street, Woolwich, when there were shown some
of the finest specimens ever exhibited. One doe belonging to Mr. A.

Cavey, was worthy especial notice, its weight being 13 lbs. 9 ozs.,

and she had not attained her eighth month. She tool three prizes.

We must also notice another doe reared by Mr. A. Carey, which
weighed 16 lbs. 9 ozs.

LIST OF PRIZE BABBITS.

Owners.

•Mr, A. Carey's.
Mr. Vallom's ..

Mr. Skinner's .

.

Mr. Walklin's .

.

Mr. OUey's ....

Mr. Dawson's .

.

Mr. Burrel's. . .

.

Mr. Thompson's
Mr. G. Carey's .

Mr. A.Carey's .

Mr. Kent's ....

Mr. Jns. Carey's

Sex.

Tortoisesbell .

.

Tortoiseshell .

.

YcUow* White
Black & 'White .

Black & White .

Tellow & White
Yellow & White
Tortoiseshell .

.

Blue and White
Grey and 'U'^hite

Fawn
Blue and Whitc.Doe

Doe..
Buck

Doe..
Buck

Doe..
Buck

II T3 «

go

2U
20i
203

19i
19|
181
isl
18|
191m
20f

Ex. weight..

Weight.

lbs. ozs.

13

9
9
XO
6
7
8
9 12
8 6
9 10
8 13

16 9

Age.

d.

29
29
29
14
29
21
11

13
29
23

* This Rabbit took the weight prize under eight months, also the width
prize, being the widest exhibited.

THE EGYPTIAN BEE.—Part VH.
now IT HAS FARED SINCE I TRANSMITTED IT TO AMERICA.

In page .39 of the twelfth volume of " our Journal," I re-
lated how I had been appUed to by the Kev. L. L. Langstroth,
who was desirous of introducing Apis fasciata into America.
In consequence of this application I imported a second queen
from Herr Vogel, placed her at the head of a hybrid stock of
Italians, and despatched the entire colony to Liverpool, thence
to cross the Atlantic, on the 21st of October, 1806. Of its safe
arrival in the United States I was advised by Mr. Langstroth
in due course, and early in 1867 that gentleman thus writes in
" The American Bee Journal," under date of the 10th January
in that year.

" I cannot close this communication 'without paving a de-
served tribute to Mr. Woodbury, for the admirable"manner in
which he prepared a colony of bees with an Egyptian queen
expressly imported by him for me from 'Vogers apiary. Al-
though the bees had been detained nearly a week in the
Custom House at New York, I found on opening the hive at
Brooklyn, that they had suffered little, if at all, from their long
confinement, few more, if any, having died than would have
perished had they remained on their stand in his apiary. The
arrangements for giving the bees air were excellent, and the
devices for preventing the combs from being broken were
superior to any I have ever seen."
Having, therefore, received this colony intact, and obtained

another Egyptian queen through the kind offices of the Rev.
Mr. Eleiue, of Lnethorst, in Hanover, Messrs. L. L. Langstroth
and Son, with business-like promptitude, immediately adver
tised under date of November, 1866, to the following effect :—

" Egyptian Queen Bees. Having received choice queens of
this variety from the Berlin Society of .^.cclimatisation, which
imports them from Egypt, we shaU be prepared to fill orders
for them next season. For circular and price list send," &c.
This advertisement seems, however, to have been at least

premature, as may be inferred from the following communi-
cation addressed to the editor, which appeared in a recent
number of the " Bee Journal."

" Many of our correspondents are calling our attention to
the clause in our circular for 1867, in which, speaking of Apis
fasciata, commonly termed the Egyptian bee, we say, ' 'We can
speak warmly of their great beauty, and will give the public
our judgment of their relative value, when we have subjected
their claims to a thorough test in our climate. ' It seems to

be expected that this report can new be made. Owing to a
peculiar combination of circumstances such is not the case.

" 'We received in November, 1866, two distinct importations
of these bees. Their coming had been delayed until we had
given up all expectation of their arriving that season ; and wo
had consequently no colonies prepared for the reception of the

queens. They arrived late in November, and it was several

days later when they reached our apiary. The weather was
unusually unfavourable even for December; and some of the

queens perished from exhaustion long before they could be in-

troduced. Others were not to be found when the stocks to

which they were introduced were subsequently examined. As
our order for another supply of queens raised in 1866, and
thoroughly tested, had already gone forward to the Berlin

Society of Acclimatisation, the queens to be shipped in April,

1867, we still hoped to be able to breed and test this variety

last season, though we returned all monies received by us on
order for Egyptian queens. But we found it impossible, al-

though having a personal agent in Europe, to expedite matters

in the least. Herr Vogel, who breeds these bees for the Society,

was absent in Egypt during part of the season, and we did not

succeed in getting our importation of 1867 in time to breed

from them to any extent last fall. 'We are, therefore, able to

say little more about Apis fasciata from personal knowledge

than we could have done a year ago. Those apiarians who are

expecting a report from us in regard to the merits or demerits

of this variety in any or a"ll points, must consequently await

the results of another season's operations.—L. L. Lanostkoth
AND Son."

Further particulars are given in a letter which I have just

received from Mr. Langstroth, who, I regret to learn, has been
for some time laid up from ill health, and who, speaking of

the Egyptian queen which I sent him, says :
—" After I reached

home I found that beautiful queen gone, and have never been

able to ascertain what could have happened to her, as she was
in prime condition when I left New York, and her colony all

right when examined here. I also lost all those imported

directly from Vogel, which came in miserable condition. 'We

had four queens last season from him ; two died, and the other

two were hybrids. 'We have now ordered others from a different

party, determined to test this variety in America. Thus far

we have not found them peculiarly irritable."

It does seem almost heart-rending that this queen, which

appears to have been about the only one that reached America

in good condition, and which, originally bred in Germany, had
escaped the dangers of a journey, first to England, where she

encountered the risk of being placed at the head of an alien

colony, and then to America, only to perish miserably just as

she had reached the end of her wanderings ; but I think I can

make a shrewd guess at the manner of her disappearance, and
possibly afford a hint for Mr. Langstroth's guidance in his future

dealings with such " kittle cattle " as Egyptian queens. Unlike

the portly Italian monarchs, which are so little disturbed by a

sudden transition from the Cimmerian darkness of the hive's

interior to the full glare of the noonday snn and the curious

gaze of the apiarian, that they will sometimes actually perform

their duty of ovipositiou whilst the comb upon which they are

standing is held suspended in the hands of the operator,

Egyptian queens endeavour in every way to elude his scrutiny,

and being generally too heavy to take wing, will often quit the

combs altogether, and remain with a few stragglers in the empty
hive. In Mr. Langstroth's case, however, the season was so

far advanced that egg-laying must have been entirely suspended,

and the queen being therefore slender, and in fine condition

for flight, probably took wing without his perceiving it

immediately upon being lifted out of the hive. Had he, when
he first saw her at Brooklyn, adopted his usual precaution of

clipping her wings, this catastrophe might in all probability

have been averted.

It would appear, therefore, that the attempt to propagate

the Egyptian bee in America having resulted in complete failure

both in 18B6 and 1867, Messrs. Langstroth are now exerting

themselves to retrieve their misfortune. They have my best

wishes for their success, but in the meantime the enterprise

is being taken up by others, since we find in the Albany
" Country Gentleman," that Mr. Ehrick Parmby, of New York,

who has assisted Messrs. Langstroth in their importations,

has received two nuclei on his own account, and, in conjunction

with Mr. 'W. Gary, of Coleraine, Massachusetts, undertakes that

"every exertion wiU be made to breed them in purity, which

will be done in an apiary five miles from his (Mr. Gary's)

Italian stock."
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Mr. LangstrotU furniahed to the " Beo Journal " my first

Bii articles on " The Egyptian Bee," which are copied and

duly acknowledged aa being taken from " onr Journal," but

the wind-up in which I describe the ferocity of my whilom

protegees, and the satisfaction with which, after stilling the last

colony, I trod in the earth over their grave, does not appear to

be in accordance with the editor's ideas, for insertion is at once

given to the letter from Mr. George Fox, who from some occult

reason seems never to be stung by bees, and appears, therefore, to

be able to manipulate even the savage Egyptians with impunity

;

whilst no notice whatever is taken of the evidence of Mr. Lowe,

Mr. F. H. West, and Mr. «. Bovan Fox, all of whom so unques-

tionably confirm my testimony. Mr. Langstroth also con-

tributes an article from his own pen, in which occurs the fol-

lowing passage:— "I shall venture the assertion that Mr.

Woodbury's experience in the moist and cool climate of Eng-

Itod, the exact opposite of that of Egypt, can hardly be ac-

cepted as a proof of the bad temper of the ' children of the Nile.'

All Mr. \Yoodbury'3 stocks also, with one exception, had

hybrid queens, and our experience with hybrid Italians has

been such as to prepare us for almost any amount of ferocity

from such mixtures. None of us who have handled even the

pure Italians in such damp and cool days as usually prevail Lu

England, can have failed to notice that they are far less peace-

able than when operated on in our hottest weather."

In conclusion, I may say that whilst all and sundry of our

transatlantic friends have my best wishes for their success in

increasing and multiplying their African protegves, I would yet

venture a word of warning to any of them who may he in-

clined, even on a broiling day, to operate on a strong stock of

Egyptian bees in the unprotected fashion delineated in plate

xiiii. of Mr. Langstroth's book.—A DEvo^•SIIIRE Bee-keeper.

ABYSSINIAN BEES.
I HAVE noticed in nearly all the letters from the newspaper

correspondents in Abyssinia, that a quantity of honey is

brought into the camp. I should be glad to know if this is

produced by the Egyptian or any other distinct species of bee.

Having a friend on Sir R. Napier's staff, I would endeavour
to have some of these bees sent home, if the " Devonshire
Bee-keeper " or any of your readers having experience in the

transport of bees, would kindly give me such particulars as

would enable my friend to have them properly packed, and sent

off with a reasonable hope of success.

It should be understood that the gentleman to whom I refer

has had little or no experience in bee-keeping, and that it wiU
be necessary to enter into detailed instructions from the begin-

ing.—J. M. H.

[It is not known with certainty what species or varieties of

the honey bee are indigenous in Abyssinia, nor is it possible to

give detailed instructions which will enable your friend to pack
bees for transport to such a distance without knowing something
of the kind of hive in which t'ney are domiciled, I would
suggest, therefore, that you should first endeavour to procure a
few specimens by which the species may be identified, and if

possible a bit of empty comb, as well as ascertain if bees are
demesticated, and if so, what description of hives are used,

together with any particulars that may be obtainable of the
mode of bee-keeping practised in that remote region. My best

services wUI then be at your disposal ; and if you will first

communicate with me direct, I shall be happy to furnish you
with a little contrivance by which specimens of bees may be
sent uninjured by post to any distance.—T. W. AVoodbory,
Mount Radford, Exeter.]

SILIOVORM REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. 8.

The most suitable apartments for silkworms are those facing

the south, on upper, not ground floors, free from damp, not
subject to impure exhalations or sudden changes of tempera-
ture, but open to the pure air. It is customary among large

silkworm-rearers to have a small room in which to hatch silk-

worms' eggs, transferring the worms after their second or third

sleep to more spacious rooms. A small room in spring is

easier to heat with less consumption of fuel. It should be
lighted by a window facing the south, opposite which should
be the door, entered from another room, and it should have a
stove at one end, at the other a fireplace, or, better, a low
hearth of the olden times. The window must be provided

with a blind to protect Iho worms or eggs from the aan. The
centre is to be occupied by a small silkworms' castle if the

worms are to be kept in the room any length of time, other-

wise a stage or oven a table will be sufficient for the hatching.

Such a room 10 feet square would be sufficient to rear worms
iu from a third of an ounce of eggs, or about 15,000 in num-
ber. Several ounces will require more room in proportion

;

therefore, the erection of a suitable building if not already at

command must have the attention of the rearer.

The best position would bo the south side of a hill, at a dis-

tance from low marshy districts, and open to a healthy air

;

land with a dry subsoil of a porous nature is to be preferred.

The building should, if possible, face the south, the entire

length running east and west. I should begin by forming a

cellar a third of its size, in which to keep mulberry leaves fresh

and ready for use. Over the cellar, a foot above the ground, might
be a room 8 feet high, having wide doors at least on two

sides, to admit a current of air in which to lay out the leaves

to dry, if gathered wet, as sometimes is unavoidably the case.

This room would serve as a reeling place, and for a variety of

purposes when not otherwise required. Above this the rearing

room is to be built ; and if for only two castles, adapted for

rearing worms from 1 oz. of eggs, its dimensions must be at

least 20 feet by '20, and 10} feet high. For six castles the same
width of 20 feet is appropriate, but the length may be less in

proportion, because the castles placed three in a row, end to

end, occupy only 30 feet, and reckoning 7 feet of space to

spare round them at the two extremities, or 14 feet more, the

entire length would be 50 feet. The first-named room will

require only one stove^ at the east end, and a fireplace, or

a low hearth is better, at the west. There should be a door

4 feet wide in the south front, and a sash window 7 feet high

by 3! feet wide on each side. On the north '.ne such window
will suffice, but that one is necessary, not on.y to admit light,

but at times for increasing ventilation. The h-rger room must
have a stove at the east and west ends, one central fireplace or

hearth on the north side, and one door in the south side, with

a small window above it, and two windows on each side. On
the north two windows, or one opposite each end castle will

suffice. All the windows must be provided with shutters and
blinds, also with ventilators on the south side in their bottom

central panes, and on the north in the top ones, constructed

all to close more or less when required.

Whatever description of stove be adopted, smoke must not

escape from it into the room. The cheapest and best materials

of which to construct it would be firebricks, which retain the

heat better than anything even when the fire is out. Its height

might be 3 feet, and the length of each side 27 inches. At
the present day there are many good appliances for warming
buildings. The hot air, water, or steam systems with a furnace

outside would be excellent, but, perhaps, not advantageous

unless for a larger room than I have named.
Some large rearers hatch silkworms' eggs by means of an

apparatus placed on a table, and warmed with steam pipes

from a small boiler heated by an argand fountain lamp. I

fully appreciate the method as most advantageous, because

this instrument is easily managed and regulated. It is a case

or closet of wood, which may be a yard across each way, and
4 feet high, the front consisting of two glazed doors, one at the

top the other at the bottom. Inside, within 15 inches of the

upper part, is fixed a wire shelf ; another may be 'J inches

below it. These are for the boxes containing eggs to be hatched.

The boiler, which is of tin and no larger than a common kettle,

is fixed outside the case to a bar of iron connected with the

case, and the lamp is secured beneath it. From the top of the

boiler a half-inch or 1-inch pipe is carried through the bottom

of the case and round the sides, up the back, out at the top,

and down outside, again entering the boiler about one-third

from the bottom. There should be at the top and bottom of

the case trap doors, to be kept open a few inches for ventilation,

more especially when the worms are issuing from the eggs. It

is only necessary to visit this apparatus two or three times

during the day and night to snuff the lamp or fill up the

boiler with hot water if there is fear of reducing the tempera-

ture too much by using cold water. A thermometer is neces-

sary inside the case in order to regulate the heat. With this

apparatus in the hatching room, fire or stove heat will hardly

be required unless the weather is cold, which is sometimes

the case even in May.
Another simple method of proceeding is to place the hatch-

ing box containing the eggs in a common horsehair or wire

sieve, set the sieve on the two front legs of a common chair
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lying on its back upon a table, and place underneath the sieTO

a low oil or spirit lamp, the flame of which can be turned up
or down without danger of going out, as more or less heat is

required. Six inches above the lamp should be fixed a sheet

of tin or iron a foot square to distribute the heat and prevent

the flame concentrating itself too much under the centre of the

sieve and so endangering the eggs. The sieve can be covered

with a towel or piece of blanket upon which a thermometer
may be set.

Some people place the eggs in small linen bags, putting

them at the foot or head of a bed under the sheets and blankets

where a person sleeps. This method I do not consider very

good, anymore than that practised by women on the continent

of placing the eggs in their bosoms, where the heat is too great.

Besides, I believe the exhalations from the body prejudicial to

the worms, causing them to enter life in a weak state,

—

Leonard
Habman, jun.

OUR LETTER BOX.
LipT Dorking's THonBLEs.—Having balf promised to find a *' Chil-

oren 3 Corner" for the following, we redeem our semi-promise.
" Cluck, cluck," said Lady Dorking,

One sunny April day
;

''I feel ^o very broody
I cannot longer lay.

*' They've taken all my eggs awav,
And left nic only one,

And that I'm sure will never hatch,
Because it's made of stone.

" Oh dear I I feel so broody
I don't know what to do

;

Oh I what I'd give to have some eggs.
If only one or two !"

The Baron Dnrking heard the noise,
And quickly ciiuie to see.

What all the clucking was, and who
It possibly could be.

And when he saw my Lady D,
He nimbly sidled up ;

With head bent down, and drooping yviag.
And many a tender cluck.

My lord's pohte attentions, though,
Were not so well received,

My lady on the contrary.
Seemed very much aggrieved.

And turning round her swelling tail,

She raised her ruftled wings.
And said, with many an angry cluck.
Some very naughty things.

My lady thought, on being left
To sorrow all alone.

She'd go and try what she could do
To hatch her egg of stone.

So, turning round, she slowly went
Towards her strawy- nect,

And settled down, with many a cluck,
tJpon her fevered breast.

And drawing in her egg, she gave
Herself to incubation

;

And found content, in having found
Her proper occupation.

Next moraing when Miss Annie came
To feed her pets, she saw,

On looking round, my Lady D
Was snugly " in the straw."

"Tou dear old thing !" she gaily cried,
" What are you doing there V

Come out and have your breakfast—Why»
You're broody I declare 1

" Oh fie I you naughty, naughty bird ;"

Miss Anuie (,'ently said,
" To try and bite your Missie's hand.

From which you've often fed.

" But come, I think I have some eggs

;

And you shall have a brood,
I'll take away your egg of stone

—

But mind, you must be good."

She found a nice secluded spot
And made lier up a nest

;

For three weeks' abs^ence from her lord.
She thought would suit her best.

And so my lady had her wish,
And this displays the beauty

Of trying, be it great or small,
To do our present duty.

'Tis true that hke the egg of stone,
That duty may be humble

;

But do it, and you'll find more joy
Than standing still to grumble.

On duty's path you'll find your wish.
For 'tis enchanted firound

Where bitters all are turned to sweetSj
And toil with rest is crowned. —B.

Eggs not Hatceung {Constant Subscriber).—The failure of eggs is a
Cuckoo cry

;
everyone complains of it. An uulmpregnated egg is clear,

and will remain so although under a hen for two months. One that bo-
comes rotten without being stale is one that has lived and died and
become putrid. A stale egg is a difTerent thing; that is the result of
being kept too long. It becomes stale as meat does. Change the cock.
{T. J. A'.).—Tlie complaint we receive from everyone now we receive
every year. Of tho early egg3 that are laid, it is true many are clear—i.e.,

they are not impregnated. In the cold weather a cock confines himself
to his favomites. Many of the eggs about which we have complaints
now, were laid last month. Some nights there were from 8P to 10" of
frost. That would spoil any egg ; less than that would chill one, and that
has the same consequence. Then broody hens have been very scarce.
Many were put on eggs before they sat steadily and closely. They will
sit well for two days, then they play with the eggs for two days, and" then
sit closely. Those eggs cannot hatch. When the pullets were running
with the young cock it was too early; he did not notice them. Your eggs
would be good from twu days after the old bird was with the hens, pro-
vided he took to them. You need not be discouraged; persevere, and
May will make amends for the disajipointment of March.

Separating Cochin-Chtna Cockerels akd Ptjllets (Lemon Bujf),~
It is too early yet to separate chickens. It need not be done till there
are indications that the cockerels will soon notice the pullets. White
are as easily reared as any others.

Hare Rabbits {Ocean Monarch).—They are not crossed with the Hai'e ;

they would be Leporidie if they were. They derive their name from being
in every way more like a Hare than a Rabbit. They weigh when fall

grown fi-om 7 to 10 lbs. They are prick-eared, they do not burrow, and
they are very prolific.

Creve-C(Eur Cock's Sickle Feathers Broken {Young Exhibitor).—
It is simply a disadvantage, not a disqualification.

Spanish Pollet Laying Soft Eggs (E. X.).—There is no injury to
the ovary, nor is the case likely to be a permanent one. It is simply a
question of defective secretions. The proper treatment will be to con-
fine her for a time, and to pm-ge freely with castor oil till proper-shelled
eggs are laid by her.

Breeding Poultry for Exittbition and PaoFtT (W. B.).—You begin
with too many breeds. Four will be enough—Dorking, Spanish, Brahma
Pootras, and Cochin Chinas. Give your Dorkings half the space, divide
the remaining half -among tho other three. If you are bent on more
breeds keep Crt-ve-Cceurs and Game. You should not on an acre keep
more than four breeds. Sixty fowls are enough for one acre, but with
care you may keep seventy. The two acres will be wanted for the
chickens. They will dimage the crop one-third, or nearly half. We da
not know the value of their guano. If you mean to sell chickens you
will find it most profitable to sell as fast as they are fit for market, a few
at a time.
Goose not Laying (J. Smced).—'V^.'^e cannot tell yon why. It is unusual

and almost impossible for a Goose to pass a season without laying.
Watch her closely. It is more than probable the hen exceeds her time,
because the eggs are too dry. Wo have had a dry time lately. If you
have not done so. we advise you to moisten the eggs every day after the
15th. We think then you will not only find them come out, but they will

be stronger.

Incubator Temperature (C. 3/.).—Temperature for hatching, 105'-.

Any thermometer correctly graduated will do. The temperature may be
allowed to fall 5\ or even 10-, for a short time, just as it does when a hen
leaves her nest to feed. But this cooling must not be at the time the
chickens are breaking the shell.

Ducks Returned (E. Clarke.—You were treated most unfairly, but
there are too many difficulties in the way for you to recover compensation.
Hives (W. £".).—It is impossible to consider all things, so as to give a

satisfactory answer to the question, " which is the best form of hive, all

things considered'^" without knowing something respecting the apiarian
attainments of the querist. The best hive for an ordinary bee-keeper is

a good sized one, of the common sort. The best for a bee-keeper who
wishes to make a step in advance, and put on an occasional super, is a
straw hive with a flat top (such as Payne's and others), and orifices which-
will permit him to do so, and to feed when necessary by means of an
inverted bottle ; whilst the best for the scientific apiarian is the Woodbnry
frame hive.
Bees Dying—Feeding fJ. Itiall).—Your first stock evidently perished

of starvation, and being only a swarm of last year, there is nothing very
unusual in the absence of royal cells. The two others appear to have
died of dysentery, which may possibly have arisen from the unwholesome
nature of the food (ale and moist sugar), with which they had been sup-
plied. The restless stock might possibly have lost its "queen, and you
may have saved it by giving the bees another ; but all this is very uncertain,
'•Burnt" sugar is a most provoking printer's blunder, which occurred in

our answer to your inquiry of the 5th of February, but which we did not
discover until directed to it by your letter. It should have been " lump "

sugar, which, when mixed with water in the proportions indicated, forms
excellent bee food. The best mode of administering it is fully described
in the bee calendar of " The Gardener's Almanack " for the present year.

Frame hives enable the apiarian at any time to obtain a clear insight

into the actual condition of his stocks, and are, therefore, by far the best

if you can only manage to manipulate them. Your note, received since

the foregoing was written, and in which you state that the added queen
has been expelled, whilst the extrusion of a few undeveloped bees has
proved the existence of the original queen, is sufficient evidence of the
uncertainty alluded to.

POULTRY MARIvET—April 15.

We have still a short supply, with a dull trade. If the demand were
greater poultry would be unus

8 d.
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till it is required to protect tlie ripe fruit from waspa, Sea. The
foliage is closely watched, and is at once freed from any
noxious blight or insect by which it may be assailed. To this

careful attention to the health of the foliage, together with a
vigorous root action, may be attributed in a great measure the
robust health and noble proportions of the tree.

The soil of the garden is a heavy loam of an average depth
of 3 feet, resting on a subsoil, or rather a substratum, of shat-

tery rock.

Although the borders are not of uniform width, neither are
they all treated aUke, some being cropped heavily, and, I may
also add, manured heavily, yet it may prove interesting if I

give the dimensions and treatment of the border in which the
tree referred to is planted. The border is 8 feet wide, it is

well manured every autumn with good rotten two-year-old
dung, and is slightly forked over ; in fact, this operation may
be rightly termed a shallow surface-dressing, as the soil is

only stirred sufficiently to cover the manure, with which a
little charcoal is occasionally introduced. Liquid manure is

also freely administered as the fruit is sweUing. Some winter
Lettuces are usually planted close to the wall, and occasionally
a few flowers may be seen on the front part of the border, but
nothing approaching to a crop is ever attempted. The border
is the reverse of porous, being stirred as little as possible,
and also having a narrow pathway at about 18 inches from the
wall, which is trodden hard, and is never dug up. In front of

the border, and running parallel with it, is a coal-ash walk
G feet wide, and into the firm loamy soil under this walk the
roots of the fruit trees have, doubtless, penetrated.

After having written the foregoing remarks I need hardly
say that 1 fully endorse the views advanced by Mr. NichoUs in
page 271, and I will only add, that could " Observer " but see
these trees, it would materially alter his views as to any debility
of constitution arising from that exposure to our changeable
climate which trees may be said to undergo that have no other
protection than an open wall and a simple coping board.

—

Edward Luckhdest, Egerton Uonse Gardens, Kent.

HOTHOUSE BOILERS.
The discussions which have lately appeared in the horticul-

tural papers on the subject of boilers is a proof that opinion is

much divided as to the merits of those in use, and also, I think,
that there is much dissatisfaction with the working of many
of them. I have for years contended that no one boiler yet
offered for sale as a good one, is anything like as good as it

might be.

A perfect boiler ought to bum any kind of fuel—coal, slack,
or cinders. It ought to have wide-enough side flues to cause a
good draught, even if the chimney be 100 feet or more from
the fire. It ought to sit down to the firebars, so as to require
no bricks under it. The return pipes ought to enter the boiler
without passing through brickwork. Is it necessary to prove
these propositions ? The diii'erence of from Is. to 10s. a-ton
in fuel is surely a great consideration. I find it so with thir-

teen houses heated with hot water, some of them 100 feet long.
Using nothing but cobbles and slack the cost is considerable,
but it would be more than doubled if coal were used. A boiler

with narrow side flues will bum well if the chimney be close
to the fire, but what a waste of heat there is in such a case !

Why should not the flue run the length of the house ? If the
draught is good and no damper is used there is no danger.
No wonder flues are dreaded if dampers are employed ; to im-
prison explosive gases in a flue is to invite an accident. There
are two flues here 100 feet long, and one nearly 200 feet ; it is

wonderful what economisers of heat they are.
That a boiler ought to enclose a fire is self-evident ; when

set on bricks, heat is wasted and bricks burnt away ; this is

more particularly the case where the flame impinges on bricks
in place of strikmg part of the boiler. If the return pipes
pass through a mass of hot bricks return currents are set up,
and the flow of water into the boiler is much impeded.
Now, what boiler fulfils all these conditions ? The tubular

boilers so often crack, that if no other objection could be raised
against them, I should decline to use them ; but they require
coke—an expensive fuel, are surrounded by bricks through
which the return pipes must pass, and necessitate a very deep
stokehole, which in wet situations entails a great expense in
drainage, or, if not drained, it must be so constructed and
covered as to keep out water. The saddle boiler presents a
good concave surface to the action of the fire in the first in-

stance, and its sides come well down to the firebars ; it will
also bum any kind of fuel, but the flame wastes its power on
a mass of brickwork, through which the return pipes are
obliged to pass, and the side flues add little to its efficiency.

To obtain as much heat from the side flues as possible, they
are constructed very narrow to make the flame lap the boiler,

as the bricklayers say ; thus, unless the chimney is close to
the fire there is a deficiency of draught.
McNab's presents a surface of iron, backed by water, to the

action of the flame, and the pipes go direct into the boiler

without passing through bricks—two great advantages, but it

requires several courses of bricks on each side, and is too far

from the bars.

The X boiler, made at Dalkeith, is, in my opinion, the best
boiler out ; the under surface is nearly as good as the dome of

the saddle, and the side flues present a good surface above the
flame, whilst from their size they will admit air enough for a
long flue ; in other respects it is as faulty as others, as it must
be surrounded and raised on brickwork. I have for years
urged Mr. Foster, who builds my houses, to bring out a boiler

of his own invention, which is intended to remedy all these

defects ; but he has preferred to improve the X boiler, as being
the least trouble to himself. In this I do not think he has
consulted his own interests, but he has made the X boiler as

nearly perfect as possible. Two castings containing water, and
of course connected with the boiler, come down to the firebars,

and a box of water is also provided for the flames to play upon,
and into which the pipes bring the return water direct, at a

lower level than the boiler ; the fire is thus surrounded entirely

by water, and no bricks are exposed to its action. This im-
proved boiler is now at work in my new Orange house, 100 feet

by 30, containing about 1300 feet of -l-inch pipes, and I could

almost cook a chop on them. I am satisfied it is twice as

powerful as any boiler I have, whilst it bums much less fuel

in proportion to its work. I should be happy to show it to any
one interested.—J. R. Pearson, Chilwell.

PLANTS INHALING NOXIOUS GASES.
While I fully appreciate the able comment of the Editors

on my article, in page 276, there is a portion of it on which I

cannot remain totally silent, inasmuch as it gives the direct

negative to the very foundation of my argument—viz., that

suffocation is in reality poisoning. The words which I take

exception to are these, "He assumed and still assumes that

suffocation is the same as poisoning. If so, the man who is

hung is poisoned ! Now, unquestionably this similarity is not

admitted." In reply I will merely give two extracts, which will

certainly show that the similarity is admitted in language

most unequivocal. Gregory, in his " Practice of Medicine,"

says—" Death by pure asphyxia is attributable to venous

blood acting as a poison. The sort of death described as be-

ginnipg at the lungs takes place not only in hanging and
drowning, but by cutting the spinal cord in the upper part of

the neck, whereby the muscles of respiration are paralysed."

The date of the work from which this extract is taken, is 1846.

It was then in the sixth edition. The next extract is from

"Taylor's Medical Jurisprudence." It is dated 1861, and up
to that time there had been issued from the press 15,750 copies.

On page 797 it thus reads—"In following common language,

the medical jurist is compelled to apply the term suffocation to

another variety of death—viz., that of poisoning by gases.

Thus, if a person die from the effect of carbonic acid, of confined

air, of sulphuretted hydrogen, or other noxious gases, he is

commonly said to die suffocated. Strictly speaking he dies

poisoned, as much so as if he had taken oxalic or hydrocyanic

acid."

Under death by hanging in the same work asphyxia is given

as the cause of death. I conclude, then, that asphyxia is

suffocation, and suffocation is poisoning, and, consequently,

tha man who is hung is in reality poisoned.—J. W.

[We admit as fully correct the extracts which our corre-

spondent has made, and as fully admit that some of the effects

caused by suffocation are the same in certain instances as those

produced by some poisons ; but that is different from the

dictum that suffocation and poisoning are identical.—Eds.]

The National Tulip SoaETY.—The next Exhibition of this

Society will be held at the Manchester Botanical Gardens on

May 29th, in conjunction with the Great National Horticnl-
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iural Exhibition ; and although the day is somewhat late for

the ?outb, the Show promises to he a great success. Admirers
of the Tulip will be well satisfied by a visit to it, for the culture

of this flower is carried out with spirit in this neighbourhood.

We remind intending subscribers thut no exhibitors' entries

can be received after April 25th.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Second Sprtng Snow.

—

Ajvil ISth.—It has btfon freqnently nrged

that horticultnral exhibitions of late yeara have been too much alike,

that the same subjects were brought forward nhow after flhow and j'oar

after year by the same exhibitors, and that nearly the only variety

imported into them was that which r433ulted from certain kinds of plants

goinp cat of season and being replaced by others eqnallj' limited in

nauibor. Th^re was much truth in this charge, and doubtless the

decline of public interest in the horticultural exhibitions near Lon-
don, which at one time threatened their existence, was in some raea-

Bnro attributable to the absence of new features and the little variety

which they presented. Even the most ardent lover of plants became
weary of seeing time after time the same stove and greenhouse plants,

magnificent though the specimens were, the same Heaths, the Azaleas

atid Pelargoniums the same all hut in kind ; the interest flagged ;

the attendance of visitors fell off ; the funds were diminished instead

of augmented by the exhibitions ; loss and less became the amount of

the prizes and the number of subjects for which they were offered,

gi-eater and greater became the sameness of the shows. The establish-

ment of ^ring shows and Tuesday meetings has effected a great

change, for they bring before the public a class of plants which pre-

viously, except in private gardens, they had little opportunity of see-

ing, the exhibition season has been prolonged by several months, and
the cultivation of many plants, especially those which flower in the

early months of the year, greatly encouraged. Thus at the Show on
Saturday last there were beautiful collections of Anricnlas, the culti-

vation of which seems of late years to have languished in the south,

being confined to only a few ; but who could say, on seeing them as

ehown by Mr. Turner and Mr. James, that they are not well deserving

of more attention than they receive? That they will—that they must
—again come into favour we firmly believe. There were those old

favourites the Polyanthuses—charming flowers, which every one has
it in his power to grow, but not every one can grow well ; there were
Cyclamens of surpassing beauty ; and there were numbers of those

plants which our grandfathers delighted in, but which have been driven

oat of cultivation by the more showy but less enduring bedding plants,

and nearly lost—perhaps some of them quite so. Besides these,

there were the Koses, the great feature of the Show, but they will

always hold their own—they can never go out of fashion ; a host of

miscellaneons subjects ; and Messrs. Lane's exhibition of spring-flower-

ing plants re-arranged, and with its beauty enhanced by the introduc-

tion of fresh materials. All these combined to render the second spring

Show at Kensington one of the most varied and excellent displays which
it has been our pleasure to witness at this season. No wonder, then,

that the expressions of gratification were general, and that the attend-

ance of visitors was much more numerous than could have been ex-

pected from a cold ungenial forenoon, threatening to terminate in

rain.

Roses, as already stated, were the great feature of the Show ; superb
specimens the most of them were, some having as many as thirty

blooms, exhibiting as much perfection as if it had been the height of

summer, and more of freshness. In the class for nine the competition
was very close, the three collections shoi\-n being of great excellence.

Mr. W. Paul took the first prize with Madame V. Verdier, splendid

cherry colour ; Elizabeth Vigneron, with more than a score of pink
flowers, some of which were 5 inches in diameter ; Beauty of Waltham,
very fresh and bright; Jean Goujon, beautiful red; Caroline de
Sansal ; Victor Verdier, with about a score of blooms and expanding
buds ; Louise Odier, rose, very full of bloom ; Madame Damaizin,
salmon ; and Celine Forestier, very fine. Messrs. Paul & Sou were
second, pressing very closely for first, with Francois Lacharme, very
fine colour ; Anna Alexieff ; Professor Koch ; John Hopper, very
fine; Charles Lawson, with about three dozen blooms; Madame
Villermoz ; Souvenir dun Ami ; Madame de St. Joseph, with a score
of blooms ; and of CV'-line Forestier a very fine specimen. Mr.
Tomer, of Slough, was third with a very excellent collection, in which
Victor Verdier. Mar«-chal Xiel, COline Forestier. and Madame Falcot,
were very remarkable for the number of the blooms ; the others being
Leopold Hausburg, puri^lish crimson, Charles Lawson, John Hopper,
Anna Alexieff, and Madame V. Verdier, all of which were also very
fine.

In the amateurs' class the best six came from Mr. James, gardener
to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, and the second prize went to Mr.
Wilkie, Oak Lodge, Kensington.
For the best single specimen Messrs. Panl & Son took the first prize

with President, and Mr. W. Paul was second with Comtesse de Bros-
sard, with very large straw-coloured flowers. Mr. Turner had Madame
Bravy, with upwards of twenty blooms and partially-expanded buda,
but not in such perfection as he usually exhibits this beautiful Tea
Rose.

In the class for twelve new Rosea, first put in commerce in 1866

and 1867, there was again a keen competition. The first prize was
awarded to Mr. \V. Panl for Mademoiselle Annie Wood, vrith large

aud finely-shaped red flowers, bearing considerable resemblance to

those of Senateur Vaisse, and having very vigorous foliage ; Souvenir
do Monsieur Boll, very largo, bright rosy crimson, free-blooming;

Madame Rival, verj' double, pink ; Madame la Baronne de Roths-
child, very large and fine, peach ; Aspasie, rosy crimson, shading off

to peach ; Antoine Dncher, very large, violet shaded crimson ; Charles
Verdier, rose ; Eugt-ne Scribe, largo, brilliant red, a flat Rose ; Gloire

do Montplaisir not in good condition ; Madeleine Konin, rose, not
expanded ; Tea Madame Margottin, pale yellow, very fine ; and
Monsieur Furtado, lemon, shading off to a paler colour, and altogether

a finer Rose than Celine Forestier. Equal second prizes were
awarded to Messrs. Lane & vSon and Messrs. Panl &; Son. The
former had Mdlle. Annie Wood, fine ; Madame Rival, rosy peach

;

Charles Verdier, pale rose, with a salmon rose centre, fine ; Madame
Margottin ; Antoine Ducher ; Madeleine Nonin, rose, suffused with

purplish lilac; Fran(;ois Treyve, crimson scarlet; Horace Vemet,
velvety dark crimson ; Panl Verdier, very fine, bright rosy crimson

;

Thorin, bright rose ; Madame George Paul, dark crimson, shaded
with violet purple; and Tea Ronton d'Or, small, lemon-coloured.

Messrs. Paul & Son had Madame George Panl ; Fran9oi9 Treyve,

fine ; Antoine Dncher, Horace Vemet, Paul Verdier, Charles Verdier,

fine; Madame Margottin; Monsieur Noman, pale peach; Princess

Mary of Cambridge, Monsieur Furtado, Napoleon III, violet-shaded

crimson, and Triomphe de Soissons, deUcate rose. Mr. Turner, of

Slough, also exhibited a fine coUecticin.

In the miscellaneons class an extra prize was awarded to Messrs.

Paul & Son, for Roses in pots, among which were fine specimens of

Madame Villermoz and Gloire de Dijon with splendid blooms ; and
Mr. William Paul had also extra prizes for a collection, and for ten

boxes of beautiful cut blooms. Among these were several of the new
Roses ; for example, Souvenir de Monsieur Boll, Mademoiselle Theresa
Levet, pretty, pink, and Madame Bellenden Kerr in the bud state,

white, with a blush centre, in the style of the Maiden's Blush. There
were also fine blooms of Enfant de Lyon, pale yellow; Lamarque ;

Princess of Wales, crimson, with a fine glow of purple ; Safrano

;

Dr. Andre, splendid ; Triomphe de Gnillot fils.of a coppery or salmon

tinge, and deliciously scented ; and, lastly, remarkably fine blooms of

Cloth of Gold and Gloire de Dijon, produced by plants pruned on the

spur system, like Vines, and which, judging from the results which

Mr. W. Paul has already obtained, is likely to prove a decided success.

Cinerarias came next in order in the schedule, and of these the

best were those from Mr. James, of Isleworth, who had neat well-

bloomed plants of Uncle Toby, large, violet purple ; Snowfiake,

white ; Lord Elgin, crimson ; Agrippa, white, dark disk, narrowly

edged with puqdish crimson ; W. Reeves, white, edged with rosy

crimson ; and Miss Smith, white, dark disk, purplish violet edge.

Mr. Fairbaim. gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Sion House,

who was second, had Captain Schreiber, light blue ; Lady Theodore

Grosvenor, white, with a broad blue edge ; Prince of Wales, rosy

crimson, with a narrow white ring round the disk ; William Dobson,

deep crimson ; and Beatrice, white, edged with purplish crimson. Mr.

Marchara, gardener to E. Gates, Esq., Hanwcll, was third.

Mr. James was the only exhibitor of Calceolarias, and received a

first prize for plants in very good bloom of the same excellent strain

which he usually exhibits.

Of Amaryllids there were only two sets of six, one from Messrs.

Veitch, which received the first prize, and the other from Mr. Williams,

of Holloway. who was second. Messrs. Veitch had their new and
handsomely-marked variety called Pardina, Ackermanni pulchernma,

large and showy, velvety scarlet ; Invincible, dull scarlet, striped

;

Madame Goldsmidt, very large and show)', broadly striped and
feathered with white on a red ground, a veiy fine variety; Belle Bru-

nette, not so large, but somewhat similar in character ; and Vittata

rubra, deep red, striped with white. Mr. Williams had Regina, bright

scarlet, striped at the base of the segments ; Robusta aud Purpurea

maguifica, crimson scarlet, the latter very dark in colour ; Grayiana,

scarlet, with a white throat, good ; Johnsoni ; and Cleopatra, crimson

scarlet, striped with white.

Of Camellias, cut blooms were furnished by Mr. Bull, Mr. Wilkie,

and Mr. Trussler, gardener to D. J. Kay, Esq., Hoddesdon, who re-

ceived prizes in the order named, also by Messrs. Lee, of Hammer-
smith ; and Mr. Wilkie had a first prize for three plants in bloom.

Cyclamens, as already remarked, were of first-rate excellence, especi-

ally those from Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., of Isleworth,

who gained the first prize, and who likewise exhibited a collection, for

which he took an extra prize. One potful, in particular, formed such

a dense mass of bloom, that it would have required a very consider-

able amount of time and patience to have counted the number of

flowers. Mr, Fairbairn and Mr. James were respectively second and

third.
- - *

The miscellaneons class was a most interesting one, being, m fact,

a show of itself, and though only three prizes were offered, the Judges

having, from a want of competition in two or three of the classes, a

small sum at command, were enabled to award several extra prizes ;

but as the miscellaneous class has of late acquired great interest and

importance, it may be questioned whether a larger amount of prizes

might not be left to the discretion of the Judges to award in it should

DO accidental circumstance such as that referred to occur, Mr. WiUae
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Fruit CoMmxTEE. AjirU 2lsf.—G. F. 'WUson, Esq., F.R.S., [in
the chair. lu vegetables a prize was offered for the best brace of
Cncumberg. Mr. Earley. gardener to F. Pryor, I'^sq,, Digswell. ex-
hibited Kenyon's Improved ; Mr. Parsons, gardener to K. Attenboronf^h,
Esq., Acton Green, sent Ganunr's Green ; Mr. Cadger, Lnton Park,
sent Dale's Couqneror and Berkshire Champion. The first prize was
awarded to Mr. Earley's Kenyous Improved, and the second prize to
Mr. Cadger's Dale's Conqueror. Mr. Cadger also exhibited specimens
of Prince of Wales Kidney Potato, which, when cooked, was found to
possess great excellence, and was highly commended. Mr. William
Paul sent samples of Waltham Market Cabbage ; Mi-. Whiting, of The
Deepdene, seut samples of Anderson's Protecting Broccoli, which were
mnch admired. A very fine collection of thirty-fourvarietieg of Lettuces
was sent from the Society's garden at Chiswick. Mr. Stevens, of
Trentham, sent a very fine dish of Black Tartarian Cherries, which

took the fiist prize with a collection of flowering plants, in which were
Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Hoteia japonica, and Lily of the Valley,
Mr. Williams, of Holloway* had a second prize for a collection, con-
sisting of Palms, Azaleas, Ferns, Heaths, Clematis, Dracoenas, Yaccas,
and a Begonia which roots at the joints, and is of Ivy-like habit.

Mr. Kettlewell, of Potter's Bar, also obtained a second prize for a
collection, in which were Azaleas, Pelargoniums, Hydrangeas, Den*
drobinm nobile, and double-flowered Petunias ; and Mr. Ware,
Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, was third with a very interesting
collection, in which there were many beautiful herbaceous plants.
Among them were the white-flowered Primula Mnnroi, P. cortusoides
amcena. Cyclamen repaudnm, deep crimson ; a showy mass of the
yellow Hose-in-Hose Primnla, Polyanthuses. Gentiana acaulis, pretty
little Aubrietias, both variegated and plain-leaved, various Forget-me-
Nots, Celsia cretica, Farfugium grande, Funkias. and the Aucuba-
leaved Daisy. Messrs. Veiteh sent Anthurinm Scherzerianum in
splendid condition ; Clematis John Gould Veiteh. with large lilac blue
flowers, in which there are four or five tiers of petals, a very showy
free-flowering hardy climber ; and Azalea James Veiteh, with bright
crimson flowers. Mr. Bull contributed two well-matched fine plants
of Agave filifera, Pandanads, Palms, Yuccas, Ferns, Anthurinm
Scherzerianum, Uropedium Lindenii, and Lasiandra macrantha, a
Melastomaceous plant with purplish violet flowers at least 4 inches in
diameter. Messrs. Leo, of Hammersmith, had Camellias, a vigorous-
growing handsome Cibotium, and a magnificent specimen of Medinilla
magnitica, with upwards of a score of its liirge and handsome pen-
dolons bright pink panicles. Mr. Watson, St. Albans, and Messrs.
F, & A. Smith, of Dulwich, had Tricolor Pelargoniums, of which
one called Mrs. Gladstone, shown by the former, had very thick
leathery foliage ; Mr. Marcham, fine-leaved Begonias ; Mr, Kettlewell,
Pelargoniums for forcing and market purposes, in excellent bloom

;

and Mr. Boberts, gardener to Lord Crauworth, Holmwood, Bromley,
strong well-gTo^vn Neapolitan Violets and Mignonette. Clerododen-
dron Bungei with large leaves, variegated with cream colour, came
from M. Jean VerschafFelt, of Ghent, and two seedling Sikkim Rho- !

dodendrons from Mr. Osman, gardener to R. Holland, Esq., Stanmore.
Mr. Wiggins took an extra prize for an excellent collection of Poly-

anthuses, of which flower Mr. Marcham had also good examples ; and
Mr. Turner, of Slough, and Mr. James, of Isleworth, received extra
prizes for beantiful collections of Auriculas, remarkable for their vigour
of growth, the size of truss and pip, and the beauty of their colours.
It may be useful to name half a dozen of the best in each class as
shown by Mr. Turner. These were : Gre€7t eilfjes—Cheetham's Lan-
cashire Hero (shown as a green edge), Campbell's Admiral Napier,
Oliver's Lovely Ann, Traill's General Neill, Litton's Imperator, Dick-
son's Duke of Cambridge. Grey a/f/f^'—Headley's George Lightbody,
Turner's Colonel Champneys, a splendid new variety, Lightbody's
Richard Headley, Chapman's Sophia, Read's Miss Giddings, Sir Wil-
liam Wallace. White e^/f/e^—Taylor's Glory, Leigh's Bright Venus,
Lightbody's Fair Maid and Countess of Dunmore, Summerscales'
Catharina, Ashworth's Regulator. ScJfs—Spalding's Metropolitan,
Sims' Vulcan, Turner's Cheerfulness, Lightbody's Meteor Flag, Tur-
ner's Crown Prince, and Bishop of Lichfield. Turner's Cauaiy is

also very showy as a yellow. Mr. James had fine examples of several
of the above, Formosa, Mayfield, Turner's Crown Prince, Blackbird,
Mrs. Sturrock, Lancashire Hero, Conqueror of Europe, Ann Smith,
Robert Bams, Bright Venus, Lass of Wilton, itc, and his collection
both individually and as a whole was most praiseworthy. Mr. Turner
also obtained an extra prize for a collection of Alpine Auriculas,
which, though not esteemed florists' flower3, are nevertheless very
ornamental, and ai-o of more easy culture. This class of Auriculas
he has greatly improved, and in it, chiefly through his exertions, we
have now many fine varieties. Such are Landseer, deep maroon

;

Jessie, shaded violet ; Princess ; Titian, brownish [crimson ; Sir R.
Napier, and Black Prince.
The other subjects which it remains for ns to notice were Pansy

blooms from Mr. Bragg, of Slough, and Mr. Hooper, of Bath, from
the latter of whom one called Sunset, a showy yellow kind, was shown
as a "bedder;" and lastly, a cluster of Musa Caveudishii weighing
56 lbs., sent by Mi-. Sage, gardener to Earl Brownlow at Ashridge.

It may be well here to mention in conclusion, that the period duiing
which Messrs. Lane's Show will continue open has been extended to
Saturday next. That it is well worthy of inspection we have already
remarked.

were so meritorious that the Committee unanimously awarded them a
special certificate. Mr. Cox, of Kedleaf, sent a dish of Knight's
Monarch Pear, which had been preserved in corkdust. The fruit was
in fine condition, and some of the specimens appeared as if they wonld
keep very mnch longer; and the corkdust did not in the least com-
municate any flavour to the fruit.

A prize was offered for the best three dishes of dessert Apples.
Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, sent Formosa Pippin, Golden Harvey, Golden
Knob, and another collection consisting of Court of Wick, Harvey
Pippin, and Russet Nonpareil. Mr. Parsons, Acton Green, sent
Golden Keinette, Golden Russet, and Dutch Mignonne. Mr. Dixon,
gardener to Lady Holland, Holland House, sent Wyken Pippin,
Cluster Golden Pippin, and Golden Knob. Mr. Cox's first collection

received the first prize. As there was no other collection of sufficient

merit, the second prize was not awarded. For kitchen Apples, Mr,
Parsons sent Dumelow's Seedling, Alfriston, and Northern Greening.
Mr. Dixon sent French Crab, Norfolk Beefing, and London Pippin.
Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, sent Scarlet Winter Pearmain, Claude, and
Dumelow's Seedling. Mr. Parsons received the first prize, and Mr.
Cox the second.

Floral Committee, April 21s^— There were many entries of

plants for the examination of the Committee, some of them of con-
siderable interest. The number of certificates granted will prove that
there was much to be done; indeed, the great increase of subjects
sent to the Tuesday meetings will necessitate punctuality in the at-

tendance of the members of the Committee, and the request this day
made by the Council, that business should commence henceforth
punctually at eleven o'clock must be strictly observed.
Among the exhibitors, Mr. Roberts sent specimens of Neapolitan

Violets and Mignonette; Mr. Hooper, Bath, cut flowers of Pansies;
Messrs. Veiteh a fine collection Orchids and greenhouse spring-flowering

plants, Clematis John Gonld Veiteh, a pale, double, light blue or grey
variety, which was awarded a first-class certificate ; and a weeping
Fern well suited for basket work, with its palmate fronds, Acrostichmn
palmatum—first-class certificate. Messrs. Veiteh received a special

certificate for their collection of Orchids, and one for their collection

of greenhouse spring-flowering plants. Among the Orchids was a
weak specimen of Nasouia cinnabarina. Although much is said in

praise of this Orchid, small and beautiful as it may be, the opinion of

its real merits in its present state of cultivation cannot be defined ; it

must be seen again in better condition to gain a position among its

fellows. Messrs. Veiteh also sent Cupressus macrocarpa variegata,

which received a first-class certificate in 1hB7 ; Gesnera macrantha, of

which we shall hear more ; Pteris serrulata variegata ; an Echeveria,

called agavoides ; Agave schidigera, Phal.-enopsis Parishii, Anguloa
unitiora spleudens, exhibited at the previous meeting as a species not

then named, and which received a first-class certificate ; and Zygo-
petalum brachyjietalum. Among the beantiful spring-flowering col-

lection, Azalea Stella was very conspicuous. It is one of the best

varieties in cultivation.

Mr. Williams. HoUoway, received first-class certificates for Cibotium
spectabile and Cibotium regale, two magnificent tree Ferns ; also for

Asplenium auriculatum, and Zamia Ghellinchii, of which latter the

specific name is to be changed. Mr. Williams also had a special cer-

tificate for a handsome group of Amaryllis. Mr. Bull received a
certificate for Cibotium regale, also exhibited by Mr. Williams, and a
sjwcial certificate for his collection of plants. M. Jean VerschafFelt

sent plants of Clerodendron Bungei variegatum. Some doubt was
expressed as to its habit ; should it stand the test of being planted
oat of doors in the summer months, it will prove a great acquisition.

Mr. Parsons, Danesbnr)-, sent Azalea Magenta Queen, not equal to

Cedo Nulli. or Perfection, of the same shade of colour. From Messrs.

Rollisson, Tooting, came Juniperus excelsa stricta, a neat and elegant

shrub, perfectly hardy, which received a first-class certificate ; also

Khododendi-on fragrantissimum. with beautiful large white flowers

stained with rose, and highly scented. To this a first-class certificate

was also awarded. Saccolabium ampullaceum moulmeinense, fi*om

the same fii-ra, with dark purplish rose flowers, was one of the prettiest

specimens yet exhibited, although not new. A special certificate was
awarded it.

Mr. Rae, gardener to the Earl of Eglinton, sent a collection of cnt

Cinerarias ; plants of Cinerarias must be seen to judge of their

merits. Messrs. Downie, Laird. & Laing had a small group of Zonal

Pelargoniums of the Golden Bronze section, well grown and very

effective. A special certificate was awarded. The same firm received

also a special certificate for some fine specimens of Pansies. Mr.
Wilson, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq., was awarded a first-class cer-

tificate for Oncidinm MarshalHi, the finest Oncidium yet seen, with

large, fine, spreading yellow flowers ; a first-class certificate for Onci-

dium serratum, vei-y beautiful ; and a second-class certificate for Onci-

dium pubes. A vei7 fine specimen of Odontoglossam triumphans

was awarded a special certificate.

Mr. William Paul gained a first-class certificate for Madame la Ba-

ronne de 1 : thschild, a new Rose, pale silvery pink, a lovely flower,

not very do; Ijle in the present season, but valuable for its shade of

colour, and which will, doubtless, improve. Messrs. Smith, of Dul-

wich, sent a pretty collection of Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums,

which was awarded a special certificate. Messrs. Paul it Son, Ches-

hunt, exhibited a small group of Fritillarias, among them a novelty,

F. palliditiora ; a special certificate was awarded. Plants of this class
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are objects of f^eat intcregt. and the inemliers of the Society would
b« preatly pleased to have more frequent exhibition of them.
Mr. Sherratt, piidener to J. Bateman, Esq., received a special cer-

tificate for some very fine spikes of J>cndrobinm Diilhouaianura. Mr.
Baxter, f.;ardenertoC. Keiser, Esq., Broxbourue, exhibited a cut flower

of a Cattlcya sent oat from the Society's gardens four years aj^o, one
of Mr. Weir's introduction, and which was found to be C. intermedia.

A si>ecial certificate was awarded to Mr. Baxter for his collection of

Amaryllids. A seedlinj^ dark crimson variety of fine form, named
Rembrandt, was awarded a first-clasa certificate. Mr. Stone, Rardener

to J. Day, Esq., Tottenham, received a first-class certificate for Sacco-

labium cnrvifolium lutonm, with deep jellow flowers, and a special

for his collection of Orchids.
Mr. Dean. Shipley Nurseries, Bradford, bad a first-class certificate

for Lomariagibba major, a very fine Fern ; Messrs. E. G. Henderson
a special certificate for pood specimens of Blandfordia, also for a nice

collection of Orchids. Mr. lireen, gardener to W. W. Saunders,
Esq., was awarded a special certificate for a vei-y cunous and interest-

ing eolloctinu of plants. Mr. Stevens, Ealing, sent a double white
Petunia named Excellent, two variegated Pelargoniums out of con-

dition, but very promising, and called Beauty of Ealing and Mrs.
Stevens ; also a rough-leaved seedling variegated Ivy-leaved Pelargo-

nium, too coarso for bedding or any purpose. Mr. Mills, gardener to

Dr. Pattison, St. John's Wood, sent a tine specimen of Oncidium
bifolium, which was awarded a special certificate ; and Mr. R.J. Veitch,

Exeter, cut specimens of a seedling white Azalea not named, and
rather rough in outline. Mr. Kinghom exhibited a small specimen of

his striped seedling Azalea Lizzie, which well maintains its character
and desert of a first-class certificate.

Gener.vl Meetixg.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.R.S., in the

chair. After a list of donations of plants and seeds had been read,

and a vote of thanks accorded to the donors, ten new Fellows were
elected, and the South Nottinghamshire Horticultural Society was ad-
mitted into union. The awards of the Fruit and Floral Committees
liaving beeu reported as usual to the Meeting, the Chairman called on
the Rev. M. J. Berkeley to make any remarks which he might have
to offer.

Mr. Berkeley said that at the last Meeting a magnifioent Gesnera
had been exhibited by Mr. R. Tanton, nursei-yman, of Epsom, and
which had been sent home by Mr. Tanton's brother. Two members
of the Floral Committee thought at the time it was exhibited that it

was identical with Gesnera macrantha purpurea ; and on referring to

the " Gai'deners' Magazine of Botany," published some years ago,

he found a very exact representation of the plant, and it was there
stated that an unk-nown Gesnera crossed with Gesnera Cooperi, which
is a foiTQ of Gesnera bulbosa, gave Gesnera macrantha ; that Gesnera
macrantha crossed with another variety gave Gesnera macrantha pur-
purea which agrees perfectly with the natural hybrid. Here then, if

the two plants—that naturally and that artificially produced—were
identical, we had an important illustration of the Darwinian theory.

Mr. Tanton, who some years ago was one of the foremen at Chiswick,
remarked in a letter :

—" I have for years grown and been very fond
of this family, especially the old species. The true Gesnera ma-
crantha purpurea has a blackish purple lip, while my imported species

has only two small purplish blotches on each side of the lip and par-
tially down the throat. Again, in growing, it is dwarfer in habit, leaves

larger and more ficshy, e:^pecially the lamina, and has withal a ten-

dency to flower perpetually. The plant I exhibited has been in flower

npwards of two months, and to all appearance from tho buds which
continue to emanate from the axils of the flowers it will bloom two or
three months longer. Now, G. macrantha purpurea flowers and is

gone in a month, and the growth immediately dies away and the bulb
goes to rest. The same is the case with G. bulbosa. Cooperi, iVc."'

Mr. Tanton had promised to send the plant again, and he (Mr.
Berkeley), had requested Messrs. Veitch to send a plant of G. ma-
crantha pui-purea for comparison, and he hoped others would do the

same.
On two or three occasions lately they had had instances of abnormal

structure in Orchids. In one case there was a double column, in

another a double Up ; and in a Cypripedium at the last meeting the
lip was almost altogether obliterated, whilst at this there was a flower

of Cattleya amethystina with only three of its divisions developed.
Attention was then directed to Ismene calathiua from Mr. Wilson
Saunders, and au extremely interesting Sauromatum, S. aspenim,
from the same gentleman, and which was one of those species which
throw up a beautifully variegated stem, this being produced after the
flowers. The latter were not remarkable for their beauty, and in

some plants of this order are extremely offensive ; so much so that
one—Conophallus bnlhifer, was kept outside the room. Blandfordia
flammea and Cunninghami then came under notice : and Mr. Berkeley
observed that Sir William Hooker, in describing B. flammea, remarked
on tho extreme variability of the species, saying of B. Cunninghami,
discovered by Allan Cunningham, " Fine specimens of the plant are
in our herbarium, gathered in the Blue Mountains ; but so variable
were the species of Blandfordia considered by that practical botanist

Mr. Cunningham, that ho has indicated it as ' B. nobilis: very luxu-
riant specimens from a stifi" and clayey bank, beneath a permanent
elevated peaty bog.* " Tho specimens before the meeting confirmed
the remark of Sir W. Hooker.

Mr. Berkeley said ho would next call attention to a beautiful Fern,
a sport of Lomaria gibba, sent by Mr. Dean, of tho Shipley Nurseries,
and which, if examined, would be found to possess no characteristic of
Lomaria gibba, but to be a true Blechnum; and other instances were
quoted of tho extreme instability of the genera of Fcsms, in some of
which as many as three or four so-called genera might be observed,
according to the degree of development acquired under tho circum-
stances in which they were growing. With regard to Cibotium regale

and spectabilo which were also shown, he understood from persons
who had seen them at Ghent, that they were there quite magnificent,
ha^ang stems as thick as one's ann. Ho had lately drawn attention

to a case of fasciation in Primula denticulata, in which tho flower

stems had become flattened—in fact, incorporated together, but he
had never seen fasciation carried to such an extent as in the Poly-
anthus sent by Mr. Cox, of Redleaf, to the present meeting, and the
effect of which was extremely beautiful. A plant sent by Messrs.
Veitch under the name of Echoveria agavoidcs, but whose proper
specific name was aloides, it was stated might prove useful for edgings
to bods or borders.

Mr. Berkeley said he had now a subject of some importance to bring
before tho Society. At a meeting of tho Society of Arts on Wednes-
day last the subject of Fungi as an article of food was under discussion,

and it was suggested that the Royal Horticultural Society should offer

a prize for collectious of edible Fungi. One of these, Agaricus gam-
bosus, which was sometimes sold in Covent Garden, would probably
come in in a few days, and, therefore, it might not be possible to have
that in autumn, still there were many that came in together at that

season, and a friend of his had proposed a prize for edible Fungi in

September. At the same time it was suggested that those known to

be poisonous should also be shown.
Mr. Saunders said, with regard to Ismene calathiua that it was

closely allied to Pancratium, and was of easy culture. Coming from
the warmer parts of Peru, the bulb, after resting, required to be re-

moved to a warmer place after it began to push. As to Echeveria
aloides, the plant, he believed, was now seen for the fir^t time in

flower in this country. It was closely allied to tho secunda section,

and might be useful for the same purposes ; but Echeveria glauca, he
believed, would beat it some day.

Mr. Bateman said that the only drawback to an exhibition of Fungi
in September would be so many of the members of the Society being
out of to\vn, and suggested that the Fungi should be properly dressed,

for some that were othenvise poisonous became wholesome when
cooked. With regard to Orchids, there was one pre-eminently splen-

did—Oncidium Marshallianum, which must be admitted to bear away
the palm from all yellow Oncids. When at Berlin he had seen dried

specimens of it in the museum, but the first time he had seen it alive

was at one of tho Regent's Park shows, and then it had only half the
number of flowers, and probably in course of time the uamber of

these would be very largely increased. Referring then to Saccolabium
ampullaceum, the ordinary pale pink variety was considered very fine,

i

but the power of rose could go no farther than in the fiue Moulmein
variety shown by Messrs. Rollisson, and which he believed formed
part of a small parcel of spotted-leaved varieties, imported by Messrs.
Low several years ago. Of Saccolabium cnrvifolium, the ordinary

colour was the richest cinnabar, but in the variety shown by Mr. Day
it was a fine yellow ; but though this variety was interesting as a sport,

it was not so beautiful as its original. With regard to Oncidium ser-

ratum, exhibited by Mr. Marshall, it afforded an examjile of abnormal
structure, two of the petals having become conjoined ; but when it

first flowered with the Bishop of Winchester some of the flowers were
without sepals, others without petals.

Next came the genus Dendrobium, and among them was D. Tatto-

nianum, named after Lord Egerion, of Tatton, and which was not the

most remarkable plant of its family, still its flowers were agreeably

fragrant, and would last at least two months in perfection, if the

plant was pi'operly grown. Because D. speciosum also comes from
Australia, and would succeed in a greenhouse temperature, people

must not suppose that D. Tattonianum would do with the same tem-
perature, for the former came from the sonth, the latter from the
north of that island-eoutinent, and from withiu a few degrees of the

e(piator. Like Cape bulbs, it wanted a good roasting for half the

year, then with plenty of heat and moisture it would send up its

beautiful racemes. Messrs. Veitoh's new Dendrobium lasioglossum,

from India, he would for the present merely mention. After noticing

some cut blooms of Dendrobiums from his own garden, among which
were the white variety of Dendrobium nobile, sometimes misnamed
D. Wallichianum, and D. Dalhousiauum, a species producing noble
racemes of buff flowers, which remain long in perfection, Mr. Bateman
pointed out the splendid specimen of Oncidium bifolium, with a spike

2 feet 4 inches in length, shown by Mr. Mills, gardener to Dr. Pattison,

and which, he said, would have astonished Orchid-growers thirty

years ago. Of Odontoglossum luteo-puq)ureum a number was shown,
and in a cool house it did well to mis with other Orchids ; and of

Odontoglossum triumphans, the specimen from Mr. Marshall was
deserring of particular attention.

Mr. Bateman next produced to the Meeting a small specimen of the
pretty Cy])ripedium concolor, with two flowers, which he believed

to be the normal number the plant produces. The genus Cypri-
pedium was remarkable for its different tints, and C. caudatum, which
produces long string-like appendages, which grow at the rate of
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2 inches a-tlay nntil they attain 2 feet iu length was specially noticed.

To those who did not wish to p-ow a large collection of Orchids, he

could recommend this genus, of which there were about twenty species

available, and all could be easily grown. One might have eight of

these in flower at the present time. A beautiful liower of a Cattleya

from Mr. Rucker was then exhibited by Mr. Batemau, but he said

that it was only one of many varieties of C. labiata, between which,

C. MossiiC, and many so-called species the line could no longer be

drawn, and they must therefore be " smashed." As a further instance

of the diversity of colours which Cattleyas assume, he exhibited two

flowers from plants sent home in the same pot by Mr. "Weir, one being

white, the other of various colours.

Passing to other subjects, Mr. Bateman said he observed that some

Disas and Satyriums were to be sold at Stevens's, and he would just

warn those who might be the purchasers not to treat them lUie Disa

grandiflora. which is almost an agnatic, whilst these are totally dif-

ferent, and should be treated liie Cape bulbs. He remembered being

told by Dr. Lindley that no Orchids were comparable in colour to

these Disas and Satyriums, and that among them were blues, yellows,

and many other colours. With regard to the Bateman Challenge

Medal for Orchids, he had originally intended to offer it to the most

Buccessfnl exhibitor of these in two consecutive years, and had no idea

he should have been called npon for a fresh medal so often, but as

Mr. Veitch and Mr. Anderson had each carried it oil, he must make a

fresh arrangement. At first he thought to handicap these two exhi-

ititors heavilv, so as as to afi'ord others a chance, but the arrangement

which he should adopt would probably be this ; Nest year before

Easter the marks should be for the exhibition of Odontoglossums. and

after Easter for that of Cyptripediums ; but the competitors must aUo
have gained certificates at the Tuesday Meetings. Another matter which

he had to mention was the memorial to the late Mr. Skinner. Last

year he had had promises of about -t'KMJ for the purpose, but the sum
he had received fell vei-y far short of that amount, and to borrow an

expression from the mortuary column of the 7'iiiics, '• Friends will

please to take this intimation." He handed the money over to Mr.

Wilson Saunders, and as soon as a sufficient amount was received

orders would be given for a neat granite memorial fountain to be

erected in the garden of the Society.

Mr. Bateman concluded by observing that at the next meeting on

the 5th of May, he intended to call attention to the Loquat, which had

been fruited both by himself and at Lord Bagot's, and of which,

though the quality of the fruit obtained had been good, the quantity

was small.

Mr. Saunders said that with regard to the memorial to the late

Mr. Skinner, the money in hand was about £10, aud he should be

glad to receive any subscriptions not paid to Mr. Batemau.

SALE OF HYBRID COLEUSES.
The collection of twelve beautiful hybrid Coleuses, raised in

the Royal Horticultural Society's garden at Cbiswick, by Mr.

Bause, was Testerday offered for sale by Mr. J. C. Stevens, at

his rooms, King Street, Covent Garden. The large room was

crowded by leading nurserymen and amateurs, who took a

lively interest in the proceedings. Colonel Scott and several

members of the Council were present, and among the company

vie observed Sir Philip De M. G. Egerton, Bart., and other

eminent patrons of horticulture.

The competition was spirited and rapid, and the following is

the result, with the names of the fortunate possessors :

—

Lot 1.—Colcus Berkeley! Messrs. Veitch & Sods 40 guineas.

„ 2.—C. Marshallii Mr. Wills 25 „

S.— C. Saundersii Messrs. Veitch & Sons 26 pounds.

4.—C. Dixit Messrs. Carter & Co 49 „

„ 6.—C. Kuckeri Messrs. Veitch & Sons 40 guineas.

„ 6.—C. Murray! Mr. Wills 25

7.—C. Bausel Messrs. Veitch & Sons 69 „

„ 8.—C. Scottii „ 36

„ 9.—C. Clarkii Messrs. Carter & Co 10 „

„ 10.—C. Batemanii Messrs. Veitch & Sons 49 „

„ 11.—C. Wilsoni Messrs. Carter* Co 14 „

„ 12.—C. Reevesii „ 5 „

The total sale, therefore amounts to the sum of £393 Ss.,

and we congratulate the fortunate purchasers on having be-

come possessed of those charming plants.

Not the least gratifying feature iu connection with this sale

is that the whole of the amount realised will be retained as a

separate fund, and appropriated to the development of further

experiments at Chiswick garden.

THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The first meeting of the Scientific Committee of the Royal

Horticultural Society was held on Monday last the 20th inst.,

W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., F.B.S., in the chair. As this was

merely an inaugurative meeting, the main business transacted

was the constitution of the Committee, and the consideration

of the modes in which its ultimate working will be conducted.
The Committee as it at present exists is constituted as follows :

Chairman.—The Duke of Buccleuch, K.G. Vice-Oiairmen.—
*Warren De la Kue, Ph.D., F.R.S. ; 'W. Wilson Saunders,
F.R.S. ; -Thomas Thomson, M.D., F.R.S. Secrcfan/.—*Ee7.
M. J. Berkeley. Memhcrs.—'Abel, Frederick Augustus, F.R.S.

;

Baker, J. G. ; Bateman, .Tames, F.R.S. ; Bentham, George,
F.R.S., P.L.S. ; Bentley, Professor Robert, F.L.S. ; Blenkins,
George E.; 'Clarke, Major Trevor; Darwin, Charles, M.A.,
F.R.S.; Dix, Rev. Joshua ; 'Fortune, Robert ; Frankland, Pro-
fessor Edward ; Gibbs, E. T. Brandreth ; •Gilbert, Dr. J. H.

;

Glaisher, James, F.R.S. ; Henry, J. .\nderson, F.L.S. ; 'Hogg,
Robert, LL.D., F.L.S. ; Hooker, Dr. Joseph, F.R.S. ; Howard,
J. E., F.L.S. ; Johnson, George William ; 'Marshall, William;
•Masters, Maxwell T., M.D., F.L.S. ; Miers, John, F.R.S.

;

Munby, Giles ; *Murrav, Andrew, F.L.S.; *Moore, Thomas,
F.L.S. ; Reeves, J. Rus.sell, F.R.S. ; Rucker, Sigismund, F.L.S.

;

•Scott, Lieut.-Col., R.E., F.L.S. ; Spencer, Herbert ; *Voelcker,

Dr. ; 'Wilson, George F., F.R.S. ; 'Welwitsch, F., M.D., F.L.S.

Of these, those marked with an asterisk were present at the

meeting.

It was proposed that as insects and the study of their habits

and economy have very important bearings on the culture, repro-

duction, and diseases of plants, the following eminent entomo-
logists should be invited to join the Committee—Professor

Westwood, F.L.S., Sir John Lubbock, Bart, F.R.S., and H. T.

Stainton, Esq., F.L.S. The Rev. M. J. Berkeley, the Secretary,

then read the following address :^
" As this is the first meeting of the Scientific Committee of the

Horticultural Society, itseemsadvisable that the Secretary should offer

some observ;\tions on its objects, and the best means of carrying them
out effectually. It is above all things necessary that we should

perfectly understand the position iu which we are jilaced as a Com-
mittee, and the more especially as its members are not necessarily

Fellows of the Society.

"The Society, it must be remembered, is not exactly in the same
position as most other learned societies, with the exception perhaps of

the Zoological Society. Though the income is large, it is not simply

available, as in other scientific bodies, for purely scientific objects.

The funds applicable to publication are necessarily limited, aud it is

to this cause especially that the discontinuance of the first series of

the Journal, and the occasional ajipearance of the new series, are

attributable, and not to any lukewarumess or narrowness of views on

the part of the Society. If the history of the learned societies were to

bo accurately traced, we should find that the appearance of their

transactions has for the most part been irregular, and in consequence,

the publication of important jiapers has frequently been seriously

delayed, aud for this, amongst other reasons, the • Comptes Rendus ' ef

the meetings of the French Institute was projected, to enable authors

of valuable memoirs to register their discoveries, or in other words

'pour jirendre date.' It must not therefore be assumed that our

Journal can be pitblishcd ofteuer than once or twice a-year, or under the

mostfavourable circumstances more frequently than once a-quarter, but

as reports will undoubtedly appear in our leading horticultural papers,

no unwillingness ou the part of authors to present memoirs at our

meetiugs need on this score be aaticipated.
" The object of our meetings, as stated in the number of the

Proceedings just published, is to promote and encourage the application

of physiology and botany to puqiosos of practical culture, whether of

plants, or trees, or shrubs, and to originate experiments which may
assist in the elucidation of such questions. The terms, it is clear, are

sufliciently large to include everything which cau come within the

scope of a Botanical Committee, aud are by no means to be confined

to what may strictly be termed physiology or biology. Morphology as

well as vital action will occasionally come before us, questions of

correct nomenclature, information of general horticultural or more

purely botanical interest, botanical geogiaphy—in short, everything

which does not fairly come withiu the compass of the Floral or Fruit

Committees. The several horticultural du-ectors will naturally bring

before ns any matter of interest which may occur in the fruit or floral

departments, or which may suggest itself" at Chiswick. such as have

usually been laid before the Society at its Tuesday meetings, doubtful

plauts will be presented to us for determination, subjects which require

elncidation will be mooted, and occasional papers read in accordance

with the especial objects of the Committee. Xot only is it hoped that

individual members of the Committee •vriU help us, but the co-operation

of the Fellows of the Society iu general, and indeed of men of science,

whether members or not, is earnestly invited.

" As regards purely physiological matters it is highly necessary that

we should set out with a distinct understanding. It is easy to suggest

experiments, but we must at the same time appreciate the diSicnlties

which attend them. Any expectation that the Society itself can at

once enter upon a large series of delicate expei-imeuts would only

meet with disappointment. We ourselves cannot fail to appreciate at

once the difficulties of the subject, but it is uecessai^ also that the

members of the Society, and the horticultural world in general, should

equally realise the true state of the case. The successful conduct of
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pnroly phyKiological experiments requires an innate love of the

necessary research, unwearied labour in the pursuit, uninterrupted

leisure, and a rare combination of tact and tuleut
;
patient of failure,

yet coufideut of ultimate success ; at onco free from prejudice, and

iirdout iu the pursuit of the especial object of research. It must bo a

labour of love or it will lead to nothing. The Society trusts that

the establishment of this Committee may inspire some of its members
with the requisite zeal ; hut it must at once bo clearly understood that

it wouUl bo impossible for it as a preliminary step to organise a statY

purely for such a purpose. It would be almost hopeless at the present

moment to find a person competent for the leader of such a stall', even

at a large salary ; several assistants woidd bo requisite, perfect

instruments and a chemical laboratory, while the person who might he

f^eat in one direction would bo almost useless in another. tSuch

investigations must to a great extent be carried out in the first instance

at least, by private individuals, but the Society would not he backward
iu giving pecuuiaiT assistance whero there was a reasonable prospect

of important results. Minor experiments would indeed immediately

come within the scope of the Society, as the reciprocal intlucuce of

stock and graft, the modifications produced by dill'ercnt .stocks,

varieties in the mode of culture, the iuiiuence of different kinds of

manure, and indeed a hostof other matters meteorological, physiological,

and practical, which may tend to the promotion of scientilie horticulture.
'* There is also another direction iu which the Committee might be

extremely useful, and which would at once be acceptable to all our
members, and to all lovers of horticulture. It is frequently a com-
plaint that plants in collections are so badly named, and that the

correct appreciation of what may be called their botanical attributes,

in contradistinction to those which are simply tioricultural, is at

present so very imperfect. This arises in great measure from the

want of useful manuals, from which the necessary information can be

obtained. "When the number of plants under cultivation was com-
paratively small, the ' Hortus Keweiisis ' was available for the more
scientitic gardeners, but though there are some iiraiseuorthy ex-

ceptions, such as Loudon's, the cultivator is for the most part com-
pelled to pore over mere catalogues, which can give him only an
empirical knowledge, while as frequently he will fall into error. It is

believed that the pinblication of a series of mauuals, judiciously

selected, would be highly calculated to promote a general love of

scientific botany where there is at present mere fioricnltural knowledge,
and the more so as the desii'e of mere display seems on the wane,
while an appreciation of elegance of form and foliage, and delicacy and
variety of structure is daily increasmg. Each volume might bo

complete in itself, while if the plan were well carried out a series of

publications would be produced, highly honourable to the Society and
of great impoi-tance to horticulture. The suggestion I would observe

originated with a member of our Committee, who has tlie power and the

will at onco to aid in the realisation of such a scheme, and when I

mention Dr. Hooker as its originator, it will assuredly be evident how
materially it might be promoted by the staff at the Herbarium and
the superintendents of the different departments iu the gardens at Kew.
Suppose, for instance, we were to undertake a volume on Conifers, for

which Gordon's manual is now quite insuilicient, another on Herba-
ceous plants more usually cultivated, another on rock and Alpine
plants, or to descend to especial genera, one illustrating Dendrobium,
Epideudrum, and Oucidium. What a boon would such volumes bo to

our members. The scheme, moreover, with the aid which has been
promised might be carried out at a comparatively small expense, and
with a degree of speed and correctness which would be quite out of the

power of any individual.
*' The Committee will of coui'se be prepared to receive suggestions as

to any other plans or modes of action which may be thought advisable,

but it is absolutely necessary that such suggestions should he submitted
in writing, that the teims may be distinctly understood. Their
ultimate adoption will of course rest with the Council."

It was arranged that the meetings of the Committee will be
held on the same days as the two other Committees meet, at

half-past cue o'clock. As this will necessitate greater punctu-
ality on the part of the Fruit and Floral Committees, they will

in future commence their work at eleven o'clock precisely,

before which exhibitors should secure that their subjects are

forward iu time. It was also decided that the chemists should
form a sub-committee, of which Ur. Warren De la Hue is to be
Chairman, and Dr. Voelcker Secretary.

From the spirited conversation which pervaded the meeting,
and the manifest interest which every member present appeared
to take in the proceedings and iu its future success, there can
be no doubt that the step which has been taken by the Council
in instituting the Committee has been a proper one ; and com-
posed as it is of men of the highest eminence iu the depart-

ments of science to which they belong, there can be but one
opinion—that if good is to result to horticulture by such an
association, we have here the right material for securing it.

STAND.\RD ROSES ON LIGHT SOIL.
In each of the last three autumns I have planted about a

dozen standard Roses, but none of them will thrive, and each

spring two or three of them die. This spring three, planted
priisr to last autumn, which looked well, and began to break
nicely and come into leal, have within the last week or ten days
begun to wither, and look as if they would follow the example
of those which have gone before them. Several cuttings, also,

which looked well all through the winter, are now dying off.

The soil is Ught and sandy over a gravelly subsoil, which I

have enriched with stable manure. All the trees and cuttings
were mulched with long litter during the winter.—W. M.

[Except in strong, unctuous, clay lands, I am an enemy to
standard Roses, save of Tea-scented Noisettes and summer
Roses, which di» well on Briars in any land, however light, if

properly attended to.

The fault, however, is not always in the Briar or the Rose
on it. The fact is, amateurs as yet know httle about Hose-
growing, or they have no time or inclination to grow Roses
properly. I imagine " W. M.'s " Roses are simply frosted in
their foliage, and that the withering of the leaves proceeds
from that cause only. The cuttings that looked well all winter
and are now dying off have probably made no root at all. If
they have made roots and are not dead they will soon recover.
I advise " W. M." to buy Roses on the Manetti stock and on
their own roots. His ground is better suited to them. If

purchased on the Manetti stock and properly planted, they
will soon strike in such ground on their own roots.

—

Vf. F.
Radclyffe.]

INDLVN MODE OF LAYERING.
The following are representations of the mode of separating

a bearing branch of a fruit tree as practised in Bengal by the
native gardeners, also in China.
The branch thus separated is planted in its proper place,

and bears its fruit the same year, just as if it had remained'
upon the parent tree.

Fig. 1.

In ;;<;. 1 a is an enlarged drawing of part of the branch ; b is

an earthen pot to hold water, which in the dry season of the

year is daily supplied. There is a small hole in the bottom of

the pot, in which a piece of string or straw is put, so as to

conduct the water by drops to c. c Is a ball of clay put round
the branch at the place above that at which the branch is to

be cut off. Round the clay is wrapped a piece of coarse sacking
or sail cloth, which absorbs the water as it drops from the
pot h, and keeps the clay continually moist. At rf, just below
the ball of clay, the bark of tho branch to be separated is cat
off and peeled down to the woody substance only as much as

half round the branch, and about an inch in breadth. After a

month or six weeks small fibres of roots will begin to appear
through the clay (e,Jig. 2), when tho circle of bark must be

ISflZ^ !k-*«V

completed by cutting round the branch, and forming a com-

plete ring, /, free from any bark. The fibres of the roots will
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Boon increase, and be observed to penetrate the coarse sackcloth
and appear outside, and when these are sufficiently vigorous
the branch may be cut o& and planted.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEK GARDEN.

Asparaifiii, in cutting this for use see that the weak spindling
shoots are cut off at the same time, that they may not hinder
the better from coming regularly forward. Broccoli, seed should
now be sown for the main supply next winter and spring. The
Dwarf and Tall Sprouting are the most economical and useful
of all the Cabbage tribe for winter Greens ; if these are sown
now, and again at the beginning of May, they will produce
tender sprouts from November till this time next year. No
cottage garden should be without these varieties, which are

far preferable to Borecole. Kidney Beans, plant in boxes to be
protected for a time, and in the open ground to take their

chance of the season. Peas and Beans, together with Spinach,
Turnips, Saladx, and other succession crops, must now be sowia

oftener, and in smaller quantities till midsummer, as they will

come in faster during hot weather. Sca-l;ale, clear away the
litter and pots as the stools get past use. Cut over the shoots
level with the ground, and dig over the beds, and if the stoals

tiirow up more shoots than can be fully exposed to the sun and
-air thin them out.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Plum and Pear trees will now be ready to have some of the

strongest young shoots stopped. The Apricot, Plum, and
Cherry must be carefully looked over to find the mischievous
little caterpillar which shuts itself up by twisting the young
foliage round its retreat. This caterpillar never occurs in great
numbers, and is easily kept under. Now is an anxious time
with the gardener while the host of winged insects, cater-

pillars, slugs, and worms are busy at their work of destruction,
and perpetual war must be maintained against them, to say
nothing of the cara and judgment necessary in regulating the
young shoots on wall and espalier trees.

FLOWEn GARDEN.
Some of the early-sown annuals will now require thinning

out, in doing whi h remove all but five or six of the strongest
plants, and these, if not very strong, may have the terminal
leaf buds removed to make them busby. Stir the ground
round the plants deeply with the hoe, and if they are weakly
apply a shght dressing of guano, and then give a good soaking
of water. Many of the herbaceous plants will now require
a little thinning and training, and in regulating them do not
bundle them up like so many pea sticks, but tie the branches
out separately as you would a prize Pelargonium. Attend
to the young growths of climbers before they become crowded,
and remove any stray branches which are not likely to pro-
duce flowers. The covering from half-hardy plants may
now be removed entirely in the daytime ; but it will be well
for a fortnight longer to stretch a mat over the tops of the
plants for fear of frost. Keep all newly-planted trees well
watered, and recently-laid turf should be watered and after-

wards covered with old tan to prevent its burning. Examine
Eoses to see that the bud-worm is not at work, and dress them,
if necessary, with tobacco water and soapsuds to clear them of

the green fly. Many of the strong-growing hybrid China and
French varieties will be the better of having some of the strong
growths thinned-out—indeed, no more branches should be left

upon a Rose than can be properly exposed to the sun and air.

Remove the strongest branches, which frequently run into
gross shoots ; the middle-sized ones generally produce the finest

flowers. Auriculas are in most situations fully expanded, with
the exception of the northern counties, where they are some-
what later. In order to preserve the bloom the pots must be
removed to a cold place, having a north aspect. The direct
rays of the sun have a prejudicial effect on the colours, causing
the dark or body colour to start or difiase itself over the mar-
gin. Few spring flowers are so beautiful or more worthy of

the trouble requisite to insure their perfection. This dry
weather is trying to Polyanthuses, and is favourable to the
attacks of red spider. This pest dislikes moisture. Should a
plant bo affected (which is soon ascertained by the margin of
the leaves turning inwards and assuming a yellow hue), it is

fjund that by watering it well and pi icing a common garden
pot over it, occasionally discharging some Scotch snu2 on the
under sides of the leaves, the insect may be destroyed. The
sticks had better be inserted in the blooming pots of Car-

nations, Picotees, and Pinks, to support some varieties that
have a tendency to spindle early, and if delayed longer pushing
the sticks down is apt to injure the roots. Keep the pots free
from weeds.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.

Camellias now making their growth require larger portions
of water da'ly if the pots are thoroughly drained. Orange
trees also require more water for the next month than at any
other time. Some of the Passion-flowers, Ipomteas, and other
strong-growing climbers should now be close-pruned if yon
wish for a late display in autumn. In former years it was a
prevalent opinion that Heaths, Epacrises, and similar plants
would be ruined if touched with a knife, but now it is proved
that no plant bears pruning better, and men in nurseries may
be seen cutting off the young tops of these in handfuls after

the plants have done flowering. Other free-growing plants
have their tops regularly pinched off at every other joint, in
order to form them into round bushy specimens. Let the
greenhouse be syringed every afternoon, and the house shut up
at night till the growth of the principal tribes is nearly finished,

when they may be kept more cool and dry to ripen them off

si jwly.

STOVE.
The plants in general promise to make a healthy and early

growth this season, owing to the summer-like weather we have
been favoured with ; stimulants may, therefore, be applied

earlier than usual to such strong-growing plants as are known
to be so benefited. Stove plants at this stage and under strong

sun can hardly be kept too hot in the daytime, provided a

slight shade is thrown over the glass, the atmosphere being

kept moist, and a free supply of air admitted, and under such
treatment they can hardly be too cool at night. Young plants

of which it is desired to form fine specimens should be watched,

and as soon as their roots have reached the sides of the pots

they must be fresh potted. Others, again, must be cramped
at the roots to induce them to make short flowering spurs.

Many of the climbing plants so treated may be made to assume
the character of shrubs, to suit particular circumstances and
situations.

PITS AND FRAMES.
Propagation by cuttings and grafts must be continued till a

full stock is reared ; tender annual seeds for late flowering may
now be sown. Very many plants that are difficult to strike

from cuttings may be easily increased by grafting on the roots

of some allied species. All tender seedlings should be potted

as soon as they can be handled. The plants are, of course,

being removed from these structures to temporary protections

as fast as possible. If they are not quite clean give them a

good fumigating before they are taken out. Pot-off all recently-

propagated plants, and see that you have a sufficient stock of

everything to plant your beds properly ; if not, put in some
more cuttings without delay, and they will do admirably to fill

up gaps in the summer.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Everything out of doors was assuming a rather parched

appearance, owing to the dry north and easterly winds. The
shower of Friday evening, with the wind inclining more to the

south, though often going back to the old quarter, made every-

thing look quite different.

Peas planted-out, that were not so green as we like to see

them, had the slightest dusting of soot thrown over them, and

were then sprinkled from the rose of a watering pot, to enable

them to receive better help from the anticipated shower ; for

we do not expect a very heavy rainfall just yet, and except in

particular cases, several times referred to, we do not like sprink-

ling overhead in bright sunny weather. Onions, too, are now
coming up vigorously. Some of our very forward neighbours

have had to sow again ; the keen frost was too much for the

young Onions, and made them hang their heads, and most of

them would never do good afterwards.

Lettuces coming on were hoed, to let air and moisture among

them, and many that had been protected were planted out in

rows ; spring-sown ones out of doors have had the litter and

branches removed that kept them from the birds, and_ it is

amazing what a change a single day has made in their ap-

pearance.

Parsley.—Main crops were sown in rows, and that for use
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nicely hoed, and plain specimens removed, in case it shonld be

desirable to save a little for seed ; but except when the sort

is very fine indeed, it is hardly worth while to have the

rubbishy appearance of seed beds of Parsley, when seed for a

large establishment can be obtained for something like (>d. A
few weeks ago we removed the row of Parsley from the front

of the orchard house, as we wanted the place for setting two

rows of Strawberry pots where they would come in a few weeks

before plants in the open ground.

Bemoved the lights from the first-pricked-out Celery, and it

is growing very freely and strongly with the help of a few largo

laurel branches laid across it, and these will be thinned gradu-

ally before being finally removed some time before the plants

are taken to the trenches. Pricked out more Celery and young
Cauliflowers, to be protected in the same way at lirst with

evergreen boughs, and sowed Celery for the last crops. Even
with early sowings we rarely have a run head.

In sowing Scarlet Runners, Peas, &c., the other day, in order

to keep the seeds from depredators when below ground, to a

certain extent, we dusted them over with red lead. Provided

such large seeds are just damped previously, a little of the

powdered lead, as much as one could hold on the blade of a

knife, will colour a quart of such seeds snflioiently, and we
have not perceived that it affects their germination at all in-

juriously.

Fotatocf under the protection of old sashes could not be

so freely exposed as we would have wished, on account of the

north winds, but as soon as the weather became a little milder,

we exposed them thoroughly all day, as such exposure causes

them to keep more stubby, and to swell their tubers faster

than when kept closer. Few of those in the borders are as yet

making their appearance, but some forward at the foot of walls

have been kept safe by just sprinkling a little dry litter over

them, and sticking a few evergreen twigs in front of them.
This work is quickly done, and the yield is always better if the
top of the Potato is never injured by frost.

Cxicumbers in Frames.—These have competed well, as lately

stated, with those in a hot-water pit, bearing profusely; and from
the time the plants were turned out in the bed, made in the

rough-and-ready but safe mode lately adverted to, the frame
has given no trouble except air-giving and watering. The only

thing done was to lift the frame by placing a brick on the flat

beneath each corner, as some of the leaves were touching the

glass, and that might have injured them. The heat is still as

steady and genial as when the bed was made, and the plants

turned out. We would unhesitatingly recommend the plan
detailed some time ago, to all amateurs who wish to make the
most of theri little fermenting material, and to save all trouble

afterwards with earthing up their plants or bed.

Sowed a few Cucumber seeds for succession, and others for

ridges and pickling, Vegetable Marrows, Tomatoes, &c., pre-

ferring to sow thus late to earlier, as the plants will do all the
better if they never receive much of a check before being
planted out. A small healthy plant will do better than a larger

one that has been stunted and starved. Avoiding checks is one
of the main elements of success.

FRDIT GARDEN.

What is said above about Cucumbers reminds us of some
inquiries as to Melons treated in the same way. As previously

stated, our frames are shallow, from 15 to 18 inches high at

back, and from 9 to 12 inches deep in front. For cither Cu-
cumbers or Melons, it follows that the soil can only be a couple

of inches higher than the bottom of the frame at back, and not
quite so high as the bottom of the frame in front. As already
stated, our soil is confined to a trench in the middle of the
frame lengthwise, a sprinkling of soil being merely placed back
and front to make it all alike in appearance. The frame for

the Melons has needed no lifting, as the footstalks of the large

leaves are not so long as those of Cucumbers. The soil in the
centre gives quite sufficient depth to ripen a heavy crop, and as

in the case of the Cucumbers, that soil will be kept moderately
warm, whilst the depth of the trench will prevent all danger of

burning at the roots. These plants are as yet as robust, free-

setting, and free-swelling as could be desired, and have needed
no attention but the routine of air-giving, watering, dig-

budding, stopping, and setting. Here, however, " Beginner"
tells us these little matters are just those that perplex him.
Another correspondent tells us he has tried for years, and has
plenty of insects, has plenty of labour, and numbers of small
straggUng shoots, and just a fruit worth looking at now and
then ; and " C." would have his cares lessened if helped to

decide whether he shonld plant only one plant in a light G feet

by 4 feet, or more plants, as he manages fairly with one Cu-
cumber in a light.

Beginning with the last, we would say that there need be no
great care taken by an accomplished Melon-grower, whether he
uses one plant or three plants to a light, but to all young
beginners we would rather recommend three plants to a light,

on the simple principle that in fruiting a Cucumber is very

different from a Melon, inasmuch as you may easily have on
the former fruit in all stages from blooming to being fit for

table, and all the successions growing as well as you can wish
them to do ; but on a Melon plant whenever ono or two Melons
begin to swell freely, it is vain to hope that the numbers in a

blooming state wiU ever advance much beyond it until the first

fruits ripen. When one plant, therefore, covers a large space,

it requires more skill and attention to have the requisite num-
ber of fruit set and beginning to swell at one and the same
time. Hence, knowing this, when we have allowed a plant to

occupy a large space, we have not unfrequently removed a pro-

mising fruit or two, because they were so much in advance ol

the rest, and would have prevented the rest making any pro-

gress. It is much easier to have two or four fruit started with
equal strength on a plant, than six or a dozen. Hence, for

the inexperienced, we recommend two or three plants to a hght
instead ol one.

Like our second correspondent, we have not seldom had a

number of shoots and small leaves when we could not overtake

our work, or other causes prevented us treating the Melons in,

after all, the easiest mode, and that which does them least

injury. The mass of shoots is always present when the male
runners are stopped prematurely, or there is the necessity for

much pruning, which the Melon dislikes. Some time ago our
coadjutor, Mr. Abbey, stated that we were the first to unfold a

clear simple system of Melon culture, and which without any
egotism we mention here, that beginners may see that there

may be something in the simple plan recommended. The
system is based on the facts that the Melon dislikes much
lopping and cutting, that as many large healthy green leaves

as can be exposed fully to light do more to insure good Melons
than masses of smaller foliage, that the fruit sets best and
swells best when there is strength in the plant to carry on the

swelling before the fruit appears ; and, finally, because, though
with exceptions, still it is a general rule that Melons show fruit-

ful flowers most freely on what may be called their tertiary

shoots. Thus, supposing we call the stem that rises fronj

the seed the primary shoot, the laterals that would come from
the axils of the leaves would be the secondary shoots, and
those that come again from the secondary shoots would be the
tertiary or fruiting shoots. We will now meet the case of our
second correspondent by shortly attending to the wishes of
" Beginner."
To be as simple as possible, we advise potting the young

Melon plants separately, say in 4 or 5-inch pots. As soon as

the young shoot has grown two or three joints above the seed

leaves nip out its point with the point of a knife. Merely for

simplicity, we will suppose that you are to plant out three plants

equidistant from each other, and that you are only to take

two leaders or secondary shoots from each plant. From yonr
topped plant then, as soon as you discover the best two little

shoots coming from the stem, nip out cleanly all embryo shoots

except these two ; and as they grow train one shoot to the

back and one to the front, and the more equal these shoots are

in strength the better. As these shoots grow you will find that

a third shoot will be coming from the axil of each leaf. Do
not permit one of these to grow, but nip them out clean with
the point of a knife, so as to make as little wound as possible,

and continue this process until these secondary shoots are dis-

budded of tertiaries for 20 inches or so in length. All this

time you have allowed the point of your leading secondary

shoot to go on unstopped ; but as soon as beyond the disbudded

part you can see from three to five joints, though close together,

then nip off the point of the shoot, and that will cause the

tertiary shoots to come strongly from the joints not disbudded,

and most of these will show fruit at the first joint, and then be
stopped at the joint above it. Sometimes the fruit will not
show until the second joint, and sometimes not then, and in

that ease stopping must be resorted to all the same to prevent

confusion ; but in most cases the fruit will show at the first

joint of the tertiary shoot ; and there need be no difficulty in
setting from two to four Melons on each plant according to size,

and which when they swell freely will soon occupy all the energies

of the plant. The setting and swelling are so much more, cer-
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tain, from the strength in the plant before the fniit is allowed
to appear ; and the disbudding, done more quickly than we
can write a line, does away with a spray of useless shoots and
the necessity of using the knife among them to give the large

primary leaves justice.

In all crops, and especially early ones, it is desirable to assist

the setting of the fruit by bringing the male and female flowers

into contact with each other, and this is best done in sunshine.
Daring the setting process the atmosphere of the place should
be rather dry and airy, and this can hardly be the case unless

the soil is dry on the surface. Unlike Cucumbers, Melons
rather prefer never to have water poured over their foliage ; if

even the syringe is used, the moisture should be dissipated

and the foliage dry before the sun beats on it strongly. The
plants may be watered as wanted at the roots ; but when, ac-

cording to the above plan, we stop the point of the secondary
shoots to encourage the free protrusion of the fruitful tertiaries,

it is well to give as much watering as will save watering again
nntil the fruit be fairly set. If obliged to give it in an extreme
case, it is well to supply it to the soil underneath without
wetting the surface.

The only other peculiarity is to secure dryness on the sur-

face of the soil as the fruit approaches maturity ; but here,

too, again by means of holes or drain-tiles set upright, you
may give water beneath when you judge there is a need for

moisture. This is often required when Melons are grown over
hot-water pipes, or tanks, but of that we are not treating, but
merely giving the simplest plan for a beginner trying his
success over a rough dung bed. There need be no difficulty in

effecting a creditable result, if a few minutes can be spared
every day to look to the disbudding and stopping, especially

before the fruit takes all the running.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARIO^T.—April 22.

The mnrket is well attended, and there are larpe supplies, some articles
continuing: in excess, especially Cucumbers and Elidney Beans. Good
samples of the former may be had for 12s. per dozen. The latter bring
only a nominal price, those of out-door growth from France competing.
Some good parcels of Green Peas are to hand and sell for 58, per pint
ready shelled.

FEUIT.

g. d. e.

Apples ^ sieve 3 to r>

Apricots doz.
Cherries lb. 6
Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb. 1

Gooseberries .. quart 2
Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. 12
Lemons 100 8

Melons each
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 3
Peaches doz.
Pears (dessert) ,. doz. 4
Pine Apples lb. 8

j

Plnms i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries . . per lb. 5
Walnuts bush. 10

do perlQO 1

d. s.

OtoO

7

8
10

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
Asparagrns 100
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts i sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Canliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish , . bundle

a. 8.

3 0to4
10

6
3

9 1

Q

6

3
2 6

8
5

6

Leeks bnnch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punuet
Onions..,, perbnshel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
ShaUota lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes.... per doz.
Turnips bunch

d. 8. d
3 too

1 6
1 6

5

9
3

6

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
N.B.—MaBy questions must remain unanswered until nest

week.

Bodes (S. A. TT.).—Lindley's " Theorv of Horticulture" is 2ls., and
obtainable from any bookseller. Johnson's " Science and Practice of
Gardening" is Ss., and may be had freo by post from our office if you
enclose forty postage stamps.

MowTKo Machine (S.).—We cannot recommend one more than another,
lor they all will work well if properly managed. The charge you in-
curred for repairing was certainly very large, but would have been
avoided if you had written to the makers and stated what you required.
The cost of carriage to any distance is heavy.

YotJNG Gardeners at Chiswick (W. Jt.).—If yon write to Mr. Barron,
Royal Horticultural Society's Garden, Chiswick, he will give you the in-
formation yon require.

Soil Manitred with Salt (D. S. X.).—Having destroyed the slugs by
the application of salt as you state, if the ground be then dug the seed or
plants may be inserted immediately.

Drying Flowers (Mande).~\ery few retain their full colour when
dried. Te enable them to retain as much as jKissible, let them be placed
between folds of blotting paper, pressed very gently, and the blotting
paper changed for fresh every morning and evening.

RiBES SANOUiNEuai (Bruno).—The flowers you enclosed are of far
darker crimson than those of the species usually grown. We think it

worth propagating, although it may be the sub-variety known as Ribes
sanguineum atro-rubrnm.

Blioht on Honeysuckles (ria(or).—The best thing you could do with
your Honeysuckles would be to dust the parts insect-infested with ground
tobacco, placing it in a small pepper box, such as may be had of any
ironmonger for a penny, having previously given the plant a thorough
wetting with water, by which the snuff-like ground tobacco will adhere
to the shoots. This should be done on a calm evening, and the following
evening a good syringing may be given with a solution of soft soap, 2 ozs.
to a gallon of rain water. The oftener a plant is syringed in the evening
with clear water the less likelihood there will be of insect attacks. It

should be done in the evening. Keep the roots well watered and mulched.

Cantoa buxifolia (W. D. A.).—The sprig sent us is, we think, Cantua
buxifolia. It is necessary that it have a position near the glass in a cool
air}' greenhouse, and be kept rather dry in winter, for it succeeds under
the same treatment as Heaths. The soil should be open and well drained.
If encouraged with heat and moisture it grows too quickly, weak, and
tall. No plant succeeds when it is starved. It needs encouragement in
the shape of an abundance of air, light, and room.

Veronica Andersoni variegata for Bedding (.4 !?uhscrtber).^li

succeeds out of doors as a bedding plant, the cuttings being struck in
early autumn, potted-off, and wintered in a house from which frost is ex-
cluded, keeping the shoots well pinchod-back up to May, so as to have a
dwarf, compact, bushy plant by planting-out time.

Thomson's Styptic for Ccttings (Idem).—By giving a touch of

Thomson's styptic to the base of cuttings after they are prepared for in-

sertion, their rooting is facilitated, especially in the case of softwooded
plants likely to imbibe moisture considerably, as Pelargoniums, &c. The
great art of striking cuttings is to take the growing points, cutting them
transversely immediately below a joint, to afford them a slight increase

of temperature to that employed for the old plant, to keep the soil uniformly
moist, and the atmosphere close, moist, and the cuttings shaded from
strong light ; but the treatment varies considerably with the subject, bo

that no definite answer can be given to your query.

Seedling Anemones {A Constant Header).—Yon should mark the best

of the plants now they are in flower, and when the foliage fades take

them up and replant in a bed by themselves. The others may be planted

in any borders where you can find room for them. Do not allow another
season to pass without taking up the plants, and affording them more room.
You have in a bed of Anemones a charm which few in these days care

to possess. Nothing is finer in its season, and it is a pity they are not

more extensively cultivated.

I

Ipomjea heder-efolia (A. C. Jlf.).—This, the German Ivy plant, is a
' very good plant for the purpose you name—viz., that of a background
for a fender basket, and all grounds where a speedy evergreen-growth is

required. It very much resembles the small green-leaved Ivies, and has

pale lilac flowers similar to a Convolvulus. Being of quick growth, and
attaining a height of 10 feet, it soon spreads over much space, and
should be frequently pinched to have it compact. The plant flowered in

the Pine-Apple Place Nursery, Edgware Road, London, in 1859, against

a south wall. It is but little known, but deserves to be more cultivated,

as it will grow in almost any place where there is slight heat or safety

from frost.

Grafting the Male on the Female Aucuba (E, B., Ryde).—Not
having any experience in the grafting of Aucubas, we are unable to say
whether it would be practicable to graft the male on the female Aucuba;
but we think it likely. Your best mode of proceeding would be by in-

arching, now being a good time. The graft succeeding and flowering, it

would impregnate the flowers of the female plant ; but it would answer
quite as well to place a male plant by the female as to graft them to-

gether, and the flowers can be easily fertilised artificially.

Cherry Tree Infested with Caterpillars (Tgnorant).~'The best

remedy is hand-picking ; but the trees may have white hellebore powder
dusted over them with a dredger, which will clear them ; and a good
syringing or two of a solution of soft soap, 2 ozs. to a gallon of water, will

render the trees obnoxious to them. Sparrows have not in our experience

interfered with the bloom buds of Gooseberry bushes, but they may
occasionally do so, though it has not occurred to us. We have before heard

it said they do, and in one such instance we found the bushes of a neigh-

bour had been neaily stripped of their buds by a pair of bullfinches,

which we saw on a neighbouring tree awaiting our absence to resume
work. The mischief was attributed to the sparrows, but we believe them
innocent ; indeed, a pair of bullfinches will do more havoc in the way of

stripping trees of their buds in a day than we have seen done by sparrows

in twenty vears. We never saw a chaffinch, or "spink," as you call it,

peck at the" bud of a fruit tree. We know ol many things for poisoning

birds, but we shall be of the last to recommend so suicidal a course to

the gardener or farmer. We have not forgotten the fable of the farmer

and the crow.

Tacsonia Van-Volxemi (An In^uin^r).—We do not know a Passiflora

Van-Volxemi, and we think the plant you have received is Tacsonia Van-

Volxemi, which requires a greenhouse. It will not thrive if planted out

of doors. Being a climber it should have a light and airy situation, and

be trained near the glass. When growing water it freely, and in winter

keep it dry.

Pear Blossom Injured by Insects (F. H.^.-The specimen enclosed

to us has been destroyed by some caterpillar, probably the red-bud cater-

pillar (Pyralis luscana), which does considerable injury by preying on the

buds. Dusting the trees when the caterpillar makes its appearance with

fresh slaked Ume is the only remedy.

Marie Locise Pear Leaves and Blossom Wrinkled (A Pear Boy.)

—Yonr specimen has the appearance of being affected by the Pear-tree

blight—a consequence of the sun's rays being hot and the nights coW.
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The only remedy is to protect from froat (it night, and shade the trees

for a few hours during the day when the sun's rays are very bright and
hot. A good syriugiug would do good.

Flower Bed Planting (F. 7.^.—Your first mode of planting the bed
wo do not think would look well. >Vn would have a centre of Coleus or

Perilla. and Gil the space all round with Lolielia to within 1 foot of the

margin, and there have an edging of Corafitiuni, and in the midst of the
Lobelia we would put ont 18 inches apart good pliintu of Mrs. Pollock

Pelargonium. The second proposed planting wo do not approve of, as

Lobelia has a poor appearance next gras^, and we should, were this plan
adopted, plant Variegated Alyssnm along with the Lobelia, having a

broad band of Lobelia with plants of Variegated Alyssnm,18 inches apart.

The third modo of planting would make a very effective bed, and one that

could not well be improved on, onlv we would have in the centre a good
specimen of Coleus or Perilla, then Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium, blue
Lobelia, and the Cerastium for edging.

Rose Trees Infested with Green Fly {/(fcml.—The best remedy
is to syringe them well, and whilst wet dust them with ground tobacco.

Repottino and Watering Pelargoniums and Fuchsias (fcifm).—If
the plants are wanted for specimens they should be repotted as often as

the roots reacli the sides of the pots, and before they become very closely

matted, still allowing them to become slightly so before repotting. This
should be continued until tlie plants are shifted into their blooming pots.

The dewing of the plunts over the leaves every day with water will not
be snfficieut watering. When growing freely the plants will require a
good watering every day in bright weather, and every alternate day in

cloudy weather, such as you give them once n-week. The watering is

always sufficient if the leaves do not flag, but if they do so, too little

moisture has been given. A good liquid manure for watering Pelar-
goniums and Fuchsias is halt an ounce of guano dissolved in a gallon of

water, and it may be given once a-week so as to show itself at the drain-
age, and all waterings should do the same.

Ginger Culture (T?''.).—Ginger would succeed admirably in a Pine
stove, and it will do well in an ordinary stove. A compost of rich rather
light turfy loam, with the addition of one-third leaf mould, would grow
it well, it should have a light and airy situation, aud an abundant
supply of moisture when it is in free growth. The soil should not be less

than 15 or 18 inches in depth, and must be well drained. If bottom heat

can be afforded the Ginger will grow all the better. A moist atmosphere ^

so as to encourage free growth, is neoessary. The host Ginger is that
from roots a year old, they being taken up when the foliage withers,

which will be in January or February. You would best succeed with it in
the bed, as it cannot well bo grown in a pot for its roots. If the roots do
not tittain sufficient size in one year they may ho left until the second,
hut they are almost sure to become woody. To have good Ginger it

should bo grown quickly, and the finer the plants the finer will be tho
roota.

Fuchsia Shoots Diseased (A. O. 2».).—We do not notice anything
wrong with the Fu(Jisia shoots, except that the points are all dead. It

may have been caused by syringing with some injurious compound, or it

may be by mildew, of which, however, we notice no traces. We would
pinch out the points of all the shoots, and start them afresh, and if mil-

dew attack, dust the infested parts with flowers of sulphur, .^
Solanum capsicastrum Culture {Tdrm).—It is of very eaay cultnra,

requiring to be grown in a light and airy part of a greonhouse, and in a
compost of two-thirds light loam, and ono-third loaf mould. It is best
grown in the form of a pyramid; it should have an abundance of wateri
and should not be overpotted. It is grown for its berries, which are
attractive in winter.

Contorted Radish (J. Burton).—Tho Radish yoa enclosed is very
remarkable in its growth. It has grown itself into as perfect a knot as li

it had been tied by hand. We never saw a similar instance.

Vine and Peach Culture (Staff Surgeon).~To some extent every
one must be taught by dearly-bought experience. No book could ba
written to suit all soils, all seasons, and all other contingencies. The
best aid we can recommend tu yon is " In-door Gardening." You can
have it free by post from our office if you order it, enclosing twenty
postage stamps with your address. Your Peach tree shed all its blossoms
from want of water to the roots.

Birds v. Polyanthuses (C. S. D.).—We have nothing we can add to

what we said at page 282 under this beading.

Grapes f.J. T. C.).—WriteHo Messrs. Webber & Co., Central Avenue,
Covent Garden Market.

Names of Plants {.W. F. fl.).—Cyclamen persicum.

]METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week enrUng April 2l3t.

Dati.
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qualification at all, and I consider snch a bird a " coward,"
utterly unfit for exhibition, and only in his proper place when
being handled by the cook.—H. Goodall, Lion Hozise, Kirk-

caldy.

As my name in " Newmabket's " last article is brought
forward as an authority on Game fowls, I must say that I have
read his numerous articles with no little surprise, as they are

evidently very erroneous.
First, " Newmakket " says that, " In awarding the cups at

exhibitions, judges are too prone to give them to stags, or

cockerels, and to pullets, instead of to full-grown birds, and at

the last two Birmingham Exhibitions cups were given to stags

at the last Show, and to pullets at the last Show but one, when
there were full-grown birds of equal merit there exhibited ; and
•in the opinion of the best judges the full-grown birds are more
entitled to cups than any birds not full-grown." Then he
goes on to say, " Game fowls, though numerous, were, perhaps,

scarcely so good as usual at the last Birmingham Exhibition,

as, if they had been, stags would not have won the cup, for

when adult birds fail in getting cups it is, I think, usually a
sign that the show of birds is scarcely ' up to the mark.' "

If " Newmaehet " has studied the prize list of the last Bir-

mingham Show (which he ought to have done before writing

snch an article as the above), he must have seen that the cups
were especially offered " for the best stags ;" cocks being alto-

gether excluded from the cup competition.
" Newmarket " names colour of skin as of importance to

distinguish the courage of birds. I can tell him that I have
had it in all colours from white to black, none more so than in

yellow skins and yellow and willow legs.

Again, why keep the dirty, smutty, dark red face if you can
improve it with a beautiful pinky red ?

" Newmarket" would also discard the grand yellow beak
land legs of our Pile Game for a washy white. It is evident

Ihis own taste is very much circumscribed ; to use his own
iwords, " he cannot see any beauty in any fowl but Game."

—

CaALONEB.

or a slice or two of suet pudding, will make a variation in
the bill of fare. A little chopped egg and breadcrumbs are
good food for newly-hatched chickens, but they can do vrithont
the egg. Stimulants are not required by healthy birds. The
drinking pans should be kept clean, and where there is a dairy
milk is better for them than water.

Place boards in the coop at night and remove them in the
morning, have them scrubbed and replaced at night, or sub-
stitute straw. Put the coop in a fresh place every day. Cold
does not affect them so much as wet.

It is desirable to have birds that feather quickly. The
critical time is when they are getting the breast and head
feathers. This takes place at about the third or fourth week
of their lives, and they must be attended to as much as at

first. In fine weather a run with the hen during the middle
of the day does not hurt them after the first fortnight, as she
finds them many dainty morsels. They should be fed as early

as possible in the morning, as they are early astir. Grass
does not hurt them. I kept three broods in a five-acre mea-
dow in the severe frosts in March ; the water in their pans was
often a solid lump of ice, and out of twenty-nine only one was
rather sickly, and that is recovering. On a wet soil I find the
earlier chickens are hatched the better.—L. B.

THIS SEASON'S HATCHING.
As OUT friend " Nemo " says it would be interesting if onr

poultry friends would give us their experience of this season's

hatching. Mine is as follows :

—

THE REARING OF SPRING CHICKENS.
i As lovers of poultry are now engaged in rearing chickens, I

venture to cSer a few remarks on the treatment of the sitting

hen and early-hatched chickens.
Breeders of fancy poultry should never breed from birds re-

lated to each other if it can possibly be avoided. Breeding
from birds nearly related renders the offspring tender, smaller,

and more liable to disease.

First, as to the treatment of the sitting hen ; cut a nice
smooth piece of turf, place it at the bottom of the nest, and
add hay or short clean straw. Some persons prefer hay, as it

lies closer; but whichever is used, never omit to dust the nest

over well with flowers of sulphur. It prevents the hen being
made restless by parasites.

The number of eggs to be placed under a hen must partly

depend on her size, and also on the size of the eggs. The
weather and situation must also be considered. Some writers

on poultry consider thirteen sufficient, but I should never put
less under a large hen. In cold seasons and situations nine
are sufficient.

If the place where the hen sits is much frequented by other
hens, it is as well to shut her in, and let her come out to feed

every morning, as other hens will sometimes lay in the sitting

hen's nest, and this should be avoided.
During the third week of incubation the eggs should be

sprinkled with warm water occasionally. If the hen hatches
a small brood it can be placed with another a little older by
putting the newly-hatched chickens into a basket, and placing

the hen with a brood rather older than her own. Shut them
in together, and after an hour or two add the younger ones.
Feed the hen liberally, as she requires it after sitting. The

chickens should from the first be fed with great regularity.

Every two hours they will come with an appetite. It is of no
use leaving food to be trampled and wasted. Give them only
as much as they will clear up. They should never be neg-
lected, for if they once sicken, they seldom go on well after-

wards. Ground oats should be the staple food ; tlis maybe
wetted with water or skimmed milk. Tail wheat is much
relished, and rice boiled enough for each grain to separate
when thrown into meal. Bice is poor food by itself, but pre-

vents diarrhcea and makes a ehange. Wheat must be sparingly

used, on account of its being hard. A little bread and milk,

Date set.
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Turkey!.—First, Mrs. A. Fawkes, Farnley, near Otloy. Second, T.

Pearson, Swinsty Park.
PIGEONS.

TcstBLERS.—First and Second, H. Bullion.

FANTAJL.S.—Prize, D. Townsley, Bradford,
Pouters.—Prize, W. C. Dawson, Otley.

BiRBS.—Prize, T. L. Kicliic, Otluy.

Owi.3.—Prize, W. C. Dawson, Otlcy.

Cauhiers.—Prize, W. Sliaw, Boronglibridge.
TuHiiiTa.-Prize, W. Lund, Shipley.

.Tacubins.—Prize, W. C Dawson, Otley.
Anv other Variety.—Prize, W. C. Dawson.

Mr. W. Smith, Halifax, and Mr. T. Dodds, WakefioIJ, officiated as

•Tndges.

give up in despair. I entirely scout the idea of our different

breeds of Canaries arising from crosses with the Goldfinch,

Greenfinch, Citril Finch, Serin Finch, &c. Look at our

Pigeons—are not they even more different in form and colour '.'

and they must all have come from one kind of Dove.' "]

LIZARD CANARIES.
I RETURN thanks to Mr. Howarth Ashton for'answering my

questions respecting Lizard Canaries, and from the experience

he has had with all varieties of Canaries his opinion ought to

be respected. There is one point, however, that I do not

exactly understand. Mr. Ashton states that the cap is the

principal point of a Lizard, and that a bird with an imperfect

cap ought at once to be disqualified, no matter how good it

may be in other respects. I cannot see the justice of the last

sentence, as, if I interpret the meaning correctly, a bird with

a slightly imperfect cap, though rich in quaUty, would stand

very little chance of success against a perfect-capped bird of

inferior quality in other respects. This would seem to place

the spangles in no place whatever. Most judges appreciate

quality as well as plumage and condition. I have frequently

seen quality sacrificed to size—a faihng no judge should give

way to.—K. Hawman.

[We forwarded the above letter to Mr. Howarth Ashton, and
he has obliged us with the following reply :

—

" I consider a Lizard is no Lizard unless he has a cap differ-

ing in colour from the rest of his body. A bird with spangles

and a little different colour on his head might be any cross-

bred thing. As in Houdan fowls, which are disqualified if

shown without a crest, so Lizards ought, in my opinion, to

be disqualified if they have no cap ; and I say a bird with a bit

of a.cap has in show rules no cap at all."]

ARE HYBRID CANARIES FRUITFUL?
Can you inform me whether mules bred from a hen Canary

and Goldfinch are fruitful—either a cock Canary and hen
mule, or a cock mule and hen Canary ? The author of the

article on the Canary in Knight's " Penny Cyclopa;dia " makes
Bechstein say that the grey of its primitive colour has under-

gone many changes from domestication, climate, and from
union with birds analogous to it. In Italy with the Citril

Finch, the Serin ; in Germany with the Linnet, the Greenfinch,

the Siskin, and the Goldfinch ; so that now we have Canaries

of all colours. Speaking of mules he says, " Before we con-

clude our notice of the hybrids we must again refer to the

alleged frnitfulness of some of the mules, such as those of

Serins. Citril Finches, and Goldfinches. The first eggs of

these hybrids are said to be very small, and the young hatched
from them very weak. The eggs of the next year are said to

be larger, and the nestlings stouter and stronger."

A friend to whom I showed the above has put up a cock
mule and hen Canary, and she is now sitting on four eggs.

Some breeders that I have asked declare they have had young
from such unions, others that the eggs are always unhatched
—G. Sutton.

[We enclosed the preceding to Mr. Elackston, and this is his

commentary :—" If your corre.spondent will wait a few days he
will have an opportunity of judging for himself in the matter
on which he seeks for information, as his friend's hen Canary
is sitting on four eggs to a cock mule. An instance of fertility

in such eggs has never come under my observation ; and as I

apprehend that an actual case is what is inquired for, mere
hearsay will be of no value. Bechstein himself only affirms

that the eggs of these hybrids are said to be small, &c.
" A friend, an article from whose able pen sometimes en-

riches your columns, writes me this morning, ' I have seen a

mule bred from a Greenfinch mule

—

i.e., from a bird which
was the offspring of a Canary cock and Greenfinch hen, and
think that Goldfinch mules will breed with the parent stock,

but not between themselves ; and I fancy the reason why birds

bred this way are so seldom seen, is because after the first

year's attempt, when the eggs are generally unfruitful, breeders

PAINTING STRAW BEE HI"STES.

In the books which I have read, I find very contradictory

statements concerning this practice, some people affirming that

it is a very good thing to do, others asserting quite the contrary;

I wish, therefore, to know the opinion of yourselves about it.

In my own opinion, I think there can be no harm done if the

hive is painted some time before being used, and there is no
doubt that it lasts much longer when painted.—Carolus.

fWe believe painting the exterior of bee hives to be prejudicial

to the well-being of their inhabitants, by confining the moisture

which so frequently condenses in the hive's interior. We once

shifted a stock of bees in the spring from a painted wooden
box 1,} inch thick, which when weighed showed an increase of

about 2 lbs. from the moisture which it had imbibed, and when
the paint was planed o2, the wood immediately underneath

was found to be as completely saturated as if it had remained

twelve months under water.]

UTILISING AND UNITING CONDEMNED
BEES.

(Concbided fromfarjc 122.)

OuT-DOon operations being thus satisfactorily completed,

attention must be given to the deserted hives which have been

conveyed in-doors, and from which the combs should now be

removed. I find that nearly all bee-keepers are obliged to the

skilled operator who will spare them the trouble of cutting out

the combs, and who, by the aid of his honey knives and the

exercise of a little tact, will extract them in an unmutilated

condition. Getting the previously empty bucket halt-filled with

water, and placing it by my side for the convenience of occasion-

ally clearing my hands and knives from the honey with which

they from time to time become clogged, I set to work, and if

there are no cross sticks, have little difficulty in cutting out

the combs, and piling them handsomely on dishes. If there

are no cross sticks ! Ay, there's the rub ! It's all very well

when they project through the sides of the hive, so that they

can be laid hold of, twisted round, and pulled out by means of

a pair of pincers ; but our Devonshire cottagers have, or rather

hid—for I have objurgated and reasoned with them until I

have cured most bee-keepers in my own immediate locality of

the horrid practice—a plan of fixing two cross sticks in the

interior of each hive, and as they were made of hard wood,

pointed at the ends, and stout in the middle, and were inserted

from the inside, it was impossible either to sever or to extract

them. People may talk, but little things do try the temper,

and I am free to confess that I have often growled most

savagely, and become as cross as the two sticks themselves,

when i have met with these almost insurmountable ob-

structions.

Supposing, however, all difficulties to be overcome and the

combs fairly extracted, I next endeavour to make a bargain for

what the country people hereabouts call the " deaf " comb

—

i.e., those portions of the combs which are either nearly empty

or contain only brood or pollen with but little honey. These

are generally freely presented to the operator by well-to-do

farmers and others of the more respectable classes, who are

but too glad of the opportunity of offering some little com-

pensation to any one who has taken the trouble of performing

what to them would have been an unpalatable task, whilst

cottagers are willing enough to part with them for a moderate

compensation. Unfolding, then, one of my newspapers and

laying on it the piece of half-inch wood as a foundation, I pro-

ceed to detach every bit of " deaf " worker-comb, and worker-

comb only, taking care to cut out each piece in as nearly a

rectangular form as possible, and pile it up on the newspaper,

by means of which I ultimately make it into a parcel and tie

it up with one of the pieces of string. A little ingenuity

suffices to pack and secure bees, combs, bag, and baggage on

the platform of the little trap, and a pleasant walk homewards

in the cool of the evening concludes the Itbiurs of the day.

Arrived home, the hives are placed on the fl or with a block

under one side of each, to insure ventilation, whilst the parcel
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of combs is consigned to the kitchen to prevent its becoming
chilled during the night.

The morning after a bee-driving expedition is usually a busy

one, and I find my ingenuity pretty well taxed in matching

together and fitting into frames, from the bars of which the

projecting Woodbury rib has been removed, and their under sur-

face coated with melted wax, the pieces of " deaf " comb. These

are temporarily secured in their places by means of a couple of

strips of wood, one-sixteenth of an inch thick by three-eighths

wide, tacked on either side, and one or more zinc clips applied

at the top in a manner which will be readily understood by

reference to the annexed engraving. When patching pieces of

comb together in this way I find it necessary to pare down any
parts that are of unusual thickness, and at the same time to

take care that the cells on either side are left of equal length,

also that the " partition wall " is not only in the centre of

each bar, but that this part of every piece of comb is brought

fairly and correctly iu line with the " partition walls " of every

other piece with which it comes in contact, and to which it is

intended ultimately to be united. Crooked combs have to be

set straight, and if not at first sufficiently pliable to permit of

this being readily done, are rendered so by being slightly

warmed before the fire.

Having if possible provided in this way at least six combs
for every new stock which I am about to form, I place them
in the centre of a hive from which the crown-board has been
removed, and deepen this at the top by the addition of another

of the same size, but destitute of either frames, or crown or

floor-boards. Conveying the whole to the stand which the

new colony is to occupy, I untie a hive into which the in-

habitants of two .iitocks have been driven, and knock out the

cluster of bees into the upper hive on the top of the frames of

the lower one, putting on the crown-board immediately before

the dislodged cluster has time to spread and scale the sides of

the hive. The imprisoned queen, with her companions in

captivity, remains, of course, incarcerated in the perforated box,

where they are supplied with a little barleysugar, and are kept

in a genial temperature on the kitchen mantelpiece for a day

or two until the safety of the queen regnant has been demon-
strated. The inserted hive is taken away the next morning,

and the day following the combs are lifted out, the safety or

loss of the queen ascertained, and the supports removed from
all the combs which are then found to be fixed, but if any are

not secure they are left for the present. If the queen be really

xnissing, which, however, is but seldom the case, her place is

at onee supplied by her imprisoned rival ; after which nothing
remains to be done but to administer a sufficient supply of

food, which consists of lump sugar and water in the proportion

of three parts (by weight) of the former to two of the latter,

mixed and boiled a minute or two. This is given at the

top by means of an inverted pickle bottle, which is filled every

evening until the stock reaches at least 16 lbs. nett weight,

irrespective of the hive. When this is attained, any artificial

supports which may yet encumber the combs are at once
removed, and the whole made snug for the winter.

When driven bees are merely intended to strengthen stocks

already domiciled in frame hives, there is no necessity for

seeking for and imprisoning their queen, as it is so much
easier to remove the sovereign of the frame hive by lifting out

and examining the combs until she is perceived and captured,

when she should be imprisoned with a few of her workers, and
kept alive as before recommended until the fate of her suc-

cessor be ascertained. Her capture having been effected, the

combs are restored to their places, and the bees should then

be driven upwards through the bars into the same hive with
the previously-driven bees. " What !

" I can fancy some of
my readers exclaiming, " drive bees upwards through the bars
of a .vjuarc frame hive into a round common one ! and pray
how do you close the openings at the four angles so as to
prevent their escaping ? " To this I would simply reply that
I do not close them at all, it being unnecessary to do so, as the
majority of the bees will rapidly ascend into the upper hive
without attempting to escape, whilst any that take wing will

speedily re-enter at the hive's mouth. As soon as most of the
bees have ascended, the frame hive should be surmounted bjp

an empty one, and the conjoined cluster of bees be knocked
out on the bars of the lower one in the manner before de-
scribed.

This, then, is the most recent mode which I have devised of

effecting autumnal unions, and although I am far from flatter-

ing myself that I have succeeded in entirely obviating all risk

of a quarrel, I can recommend it to the apiarian readers of
" our Journal " as by far the most satisfactory of the many
plans which have been tested by—A Devonshike Eee-keepee.

Eakly Swakms of the Common Bee.—A cottager of Llan-

rinio, Montgomeryshire, up to the 11th inst. has had two
swarms. They are from the large, old-fashioned straw hive.

—

J. C. D.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Makking Chickens (N. E. H.).—The easiest way to mark a chicken,

takinR it for granted an external mark is not required, is to perforate

tbe web of the wing with a hot iron, or tn mark it with worsted tied

throURh it. The first is unseen, indelible, and almost painless. We have
used it for years.

Markixg Chickens and Ducklings (B. E. H.).—You >Yill find in the

preceding answer our method for marking chickens. The same coarse

may be adopted for Ducks, substituting the web of the foot for the web of

the wing, or they may be safely and efficaciously marked by notches cut

In the side of the bill when the birds are young.

Cochin-China Chickens Dying in the Eggs (Subscriber from Begin-

iiin()).—The chickens die iu the shell owing to the eggs being kept too

dry. The inner membrane becomes as tough and dry as indiarubber,

and the chickens cannot penetrate it. Those that do, come Into the

world exhausted. It is a natural and beautiful provision, that as the

period of hatching draws nigh the shell used by the three-weeks sitting

becomes thinner, allowing the heat to pass more readily to the impatient

embryo, and making egress easier. As a rule, the Cochin egg, like all the

dark ones, has a thick shell.

Spanish CocKEnEE's Comb Drooping—Dorking Hens Eocpy (Young

Brutol).—We are very glad you are more successful than many of onr

correspondents in hatching chickens. We have several letters, alike

cheering, that seem to be provoked by our remarks. We have small

hope of the comb of yonr Spanish cockerel. It is the unusuiil develop-

ment that causes it to fall over, and we know no system that will raise it

up. Training can only be resorted to after growth has ceased. Yon
must give vour Dorking hens plenty of broad and ale, and some camphor
pills. It is, probably, only cold from rain and frosty nights.

Roup (B. B.).—Y'ou do not mention the breed of your fowls. Dorkings

will not bear confinement, almost any other should bear that yon men-
tion. Lime whiting is most efl'ectual. Now that the nights are becoming
shorter and warmer shut up the house if there is any other place where
they can roost. Disinfect the house with chloride of lime, have the floor

picked up and re-made, mixing lime with the earth. Have all the perches

thoroughly scrubbed with scalding water, and let the house be untenanted

for some weeks. When you get any fresh birds treat them daily for a few

days with a pill of camphor the size of a pea.

Docks' Eggs Unfertile (C. P.).—It is common for Drakes to be

accidentally disabled. It was, doubtless, the case with yonrs. That has

nothing to do with the number of eggs the Ducks lay. Either their eggs

are not" found, or else they are taken by rats or some other depredators.

Silk Fowls (J. D.).—Silkies are not large eaters. They like green

food and frequent change. They want no different treatment from other

fowls. All fowls want fresh aii-, especially at this time of the year.

Barndoor Fowls (J. Hall).—Any higgler in the counties you mention

would supply you ; or advertise for the large number you need.

Boiled Jerusalem Artichokes (Z.).—They are as good as boiled

potatoes for fowls, and might be mixed with ginnnd oats or ground

barley. You will have seen that one or two con-espondeuts. and they are

practical men. approve of buckwheat as food for fowls. It is not much
cultivated in this country.

Hens Eatfng their Eggs (C/wmiciw).—There is no better mode ol

curing them of this habit than that you propose—namely, having none
but artificial eggs left in the inests, and taking away the newly-laid eggs

as quickly as possible.

Epitaph on a Dock {G. A. S.).—We are obliged by your warning,

but we did not promise a comer permanently, and must not admit any
more verses for months to come.

Almond Tdmblees (A Corutanl Header).—Vfc cannot inform you. Yon
had better advertise for what you require, and see any birds offered

before you buy them.

Stewarton Hive (W. F. T.).-We do not know who makes this hive

now at Stewarton. If there is a maker there he should advertise.
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and an hour or more earlier when the sky is cloudy. The
plant, like aU others, is benefited by a little air at night, but
this must not lower the temperature early in the morning

;

the mercury must rise as the sun ascends, sink as he sinks.

That is the principle of air-giving, and when this comes to be

better attended to we shall have less trouble with insects.

In respect to temperature, nothing is better than that I have
already stated as suitable for the young plant, only I may re-

peat that for the plant to grow well the pot or tub should be
plunged in a bottom heat equal to the mean atmospheric tem-
perature of the house, and the roots should not be exposed,
though protected by a pot or tub, to a fluctuating heat.

By the end of September the plant will be a strong one, if

all has gone on well ; the watering should then be gradually

decreased, and the atmospheric moisture considerably so,

to induce a state of rest ; but if the plant continue growing do
not be in too great a hurry, but let it grow on, bearing in mind
that as the days are shortening and the sun heat is less, there

will not be so great a necessity for moisture and heat as

when the sun heat is greater. When the plant has ceased to

grow, if kept dry at the roots for a fortnight, preserving at the
same time a dry atmosphere, it may throw up its flower spike.

This being the case, the temperature should not be allowed to

fall lower than tji/ at night, and should be kept as near 65° as

possible. The watering should be moderate, and the atmo-
spheric moisture the same, until the first row of fruit is about
half developed, when the watering should be liberal. Give
also a top-dressing of fresh cow dung as before, and maintain
a moist atmosphere ; but the season being so far advanced the
watering and atmospheric moisture must be regulated in ac-

cordance with the weather. The temperature, however, should
be 60° or 65° at night, and from 75° to 8U° by day. The fruit

will be ripe in March, and it will not be nearly so fine as if the
plant had had a rest before it showed fruit. The bunch of

fruit, together with the barren end, may weigh 30 lbs.—not a

bad return for a plant twelve months old, and it will be a

valuable addition to the dessert at that season.
To have fine fruit, the plant after September should be

moderately supphed with water, merely giving enough, after

the watering has been reduced to a minimum, to prevent the
foliage from drooping. Sprinkling the floors of the house,
walls, &c., once a-day, will ailord sufficient atmospheric mois-
ture, but even this will not be necessary in dull days. A tem-
perature of 60° at night, or not less than 55°, is ample, and
from 60° to 70°, with a rise from sun heat, will be suflicient

by day.

Early in January any of the surface soil which will come
away easily may be removed, and a good top-dressing of fresh

cow dung given, and in a fortnight the temperature may be
increased till it is 65° at night by the beginning of February,
increasing also the supply of water, but not giving it in any
great quantities until the plant is fairly growing; then be
liberal with the watering pot, and maintain a good amount of

moisture in the house, but avoid having so much as to affect

the safety of the fruit, which is easily destroyed by moisture
condensed on the glass falling on the leaves, and finding its

way into the heart of the plant. Water, atmospheric moisture,
and heat should steadily increase with the plant's increase in

growth and with the greater length of the days. The plant
wiU soon show its flower spike, and it should then have a
rather drier atmosphere until the first row of fruit is partly de-
veloped ; afterwards water freely and afford plenty of heat and
moisture. Continue this treatment until the fruit begins to

ripen, then afford a drier atmosphere and a brisk heat, with
plenty of air at night. The watering at the root should be
diminished, giving no more water than enough to keep the
oUage from flagging ; but this dry treatment should not com-
mence until after the fruit has ceased to swell. Some cut off

the barren end to assist swelling ; I do not practise this.

With respect to suckers, if any appear break them off close

to the sou, and drill out their hearts with a sharp wedge-like
piece of wood ; any coming after the fruit is developed may be
left, and after the fruit is cut should be removed and potted,
pulling up the old plant. If there are no suckers when the
fruit is cut leave the old plant a short time ; it will then pro-

duce plenty of suckers, and when a few inches high they may
be potted and grown in the same manner as the old plant.

I have purposely avoided mentioning syringing, for it has
been the cause of my losing some fine heads of fruit. Better
not syringe at all than do that, though a good syringing every
evening when the plant is in its young state, and until it

osases growth, is of great benefit. Syringe in the evening only,

for if practised in the morning the snn's rays striking npon
the foliage whilst wet cause serious disfigurement. Do not
syringe at all after the plant shows itself thick in the centre.

—G. Abbey.

FORCING LILIES OF THE VALLEY.
I READ with interest the article in page 203, on the Lily of

the Valley, and it has led me to state the method I have prac-

tised for producing a good supply from January until the plant

flowers out of doors.

I would follow the culture given in page 293, and when roota

have been planted three or four years, as described, they are

fit for forcing. When wanted for cut flowers it is a good plan

to force them in boxes, which should be about 8 inches deep,

but may be of any convenient length and width. I have
found the most useful size to be 1 foot 8 inches long, by 1 foot

2 inches wide. A little rough material should be placed on the

bottom of each box to act as drainage, and the boxes being

taken to the Lily-of-the-Valley border, with a spade cut patches

that will just fit inside the boxes. Two men wiU lift a patch

easily with a spade at each end, and put it into the box. This
being done, a little rich soil should be shaken over the surface,

and into any crevices which may exist at the sides of the box.

When a large supply is wanted early, it is desirable to have
a quantity taken up before frost becomes severe. The roots

may be placed in any shed, one box above the other, providing

the crowns of the roots are not above the box. One or more
boxfuls may be placed weekly in a Peach house, vinery, or on
the floor of the stove. The plants seem to suit themselves to

any place where they have a temperature of about 60°. A Uttle

liquid manure assists them greatly, and increases the size of

the spikes.

After the flowers are gathered the plants should be gradually

inured to stand in a frame or any place where protection can

be given ; and when all danger of frost is past they may be

again planted out on a well-prepared border in entire patches,

and in two years they will again be fit for forcing. When
wanted for pots or vases the same practice should be followed.

—W. Osborne, Fota Gardens.

A CHAT ABOUT MY GARDEN.
Sometime ago, on my writing you a letter about "Fern

Habits," you asked me to write again. In that letter I stated

how my Ferns seeded themselves on petrified moss in a War-
diau case. They soon became too large for that case, and I

I

have now a Uttle Fern house in a north-east comer, where the

whole of the rockwork is composed of the petrified moss ; and
on the side where there is water it is already fast becoming
covered with the germs of the Ferns and Lichen. Possibly any
porous stone would be the same, but the petrified moss has

the advantage of being much lighter and more porous than
any stone that I ever saw.

You encourage private people with small gardens to write

about their spring flowers, and as our soil is a deep red clay, it

may be an encouragement to some under similar circum-

stances to know that we have every bed as full now as in

summer.
The soil in the flowerbeds is, of course, " made soil," but

in spite of this many spring flowers will not succeed, parti-

cularly Anemones.
I have a chain border on grass, the chain part being a narrow

gravel walk, each link surrounding a round bed 5 feet in width,

and a straight edging of tile round the whole leaves Utile three-

cornered beds between each circle. These three-cornered beds

are filled with Crocuses, which are now, of course, over, but

each round bed is gay. They all have a clump of Tulips or

Hyacinths in the centre, surrounded by borders of white Arabis,

blue Forget-me-not, yeUow Alyssum, and purple Arabis, alter-

nately ; the TuUps planted according to the border colour,

red with the white and yellow borders ;
white and yeUow

Tulips with purple borders ; and pink with blue. Another

set of beds of the same shape has the whole of each bed of the

Forget-me-not, purple and white Arabis, and yeUow Alyssum,

with the little three-cornered beds of Cerastinm clipped closely.

All this is done at very Uttle cost, as the Tulips are very

cheap, and though they must be moved before the leaves are

quite dead to make way for the summer bedding plants, I find

most of them do again with a few fresh ones added each year

to keep up the stock.

The yeUow Alyssum is cut up into cuttings in June, and
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planted in a small space in the kitchen garden, where the

plants give no further trouble till wanted in November.
The Arabis and Forget-me-not are laid in as they are on a

piece of waste ground, and they divide into any number of tufts

when required.

Of course, we have other spring flowers in mixed borders,

but for bedding we find those I have mentioned give as good a

mass of colour as a greater variety, and are more easily managed
where the beds are required to be quite empty for the bedding

plants in summer, and they never fail from the cold of our

subsoil, whatever the weather may be.—E. B.

NEPETAS.
It may be useful to correspondents who are making inquiries

about Nepetas, if I state my experience.

Nepeta nepetella is very dwarf and useful for an edging, hut

it would be a mistake to say it is blue or anything near blue,

at the same time it is scarcely red. We have found it very

unsatisfactory as regards continuance of bloom, frequently

causing a deficiency in ribbons before the season is over.

N. teucriifolia is a strong grower and very coarse, also not

blue, I should say puce, but it does not continue long in bloom.

I must at the same time remark, that soil makes a great dif-

ference in this class of plants, both in height and colour.

The Nepeta we have foimd most useful is Nepeta ca?riilea.

It grows 15 inches high, is a good blue at first, and only changes

a little to lavender by the end of the season, but from May it

is a continuous bloomer. It is easily propagated by dividing

the roots, and is easily managed ; but it should be borne in

mind, that although these plants are hardy and perennial,

they must not be left in the ground from year to year and be

expected to do their share in colouring for the season. They
must be lifted and replanted every spring with the summer
bedding plants, or if made to do duty in the spring display,

which this Nepeta will, although late, they must still be moved,

otherwise they follow Nature's course and last during the

months in which they flower whilst in an uncultivated state
;

but with this little trouble even, what a boon such plants are

to us in saving house-room and potting.

This Nepeta makes a good mixed bed with orange, ae Cal-

ceolaria, or as a centre to a large bed on grass with an orange

belt, and then, say. Bijou Pelargonium. Last season we tried

Tagetes, but this did not afford colour enough, ffhe season

before in a bed containing seven thousand Nepetas, we put in

the old Orange Marigold ; the two colours are perfect together,

but, imfortimately, the Marigold does not continue in bloom
long enough.

—

Flowep. Gakdenee.

LADY DOWNE'S VINE.
I forward a few remarks upon Lady Downe's Vine, the un-

equal breaking properties of which are a most serious draw-

back, with the hope that these observations may tend to relieve

some of my brother gardeners from their difliculties in the

matter. After drawing your attention to a case of my own, I

will endeavour to explain how I mastered the defect, and how,
I am sure, others may do so likewise.

In October, ISCG, we had a house of Vines replanted,

amongst which were several of Lady Downe's. One of them
broke well at the bottom in April, also the top four or five

eyes. As the cane was about 7 feet long, I had something like

3 feet of dormant eyes ; they remained in this state, with the

top of the Vine bent down, till all the eyes that had started

had become strong shoots. I could not rest satisfied with this

state of things—a yard of naked stem, so, to make short of the

matter, I cut oS the naked portion, with the promise of three or

four fine bunches at the top. The Vine grew vigorously, and it

was pruned back last December, when I left 3 feet of the leading

shoot, the growth of which during the present year has been
all that can be desired.

Another Lady Downe's Vine in the same house began the
same " pranks " this year as the Vine just referred to. Having
my attention drawn to the matter by a gardener who was in

the same diflieulty as myself, I commenced to experiment with,

for me, the most successful results. In pruning I find Lady
Downe's one of the most hardwooded of Vines, of course when
well ripened. From this circumstance and the difficulty of in-

ducing it to bear profusely, I inferred that the bark and scale

over the eye must be strong, and too tough and tightly sealed to

allow of the eyes breaking evenly and at the same time. By the

careful removal with my bndding knife of this scale from the

least prominent eyes, I have induced them, by the access o£

moisture, to grow without exception, and they are now showing

fruit. I may here state that they were regularly syringed, and
all the others broke well enough.

The Lady Downe's Vine treated of was tied down to the wire

in front of the house some weeks after the other Vines were

tied up to the rafters. Nothing seemed to stir the apparently-

dormant eyes till the removal of the scale.

I have also found that the stronger the Vine the more diffi-

cult it is to induce the eyes to break. I find the Vines break

well enough after they have once formed spurs ; it is with the

young rods that the trouble arises. I have seen them wrapped
in damp moss with no benefit whatever. In my mind there

is no doubt on the subject now. Lady Downe's Vine should

have the leading shoot stopped that the lower buds may have

every chance.—A. S. K.

POLYANTHUSES.
Why is the best of all spring flowers so much unnoticed by

all your correspondents, I mean the Polyanthus ?

I have been gathering together this spring all the varieties I

could meet with. Some I have purchased from gardeners,

others I met with in Covent Garden Market, and some I picked

up out of cottagers' gardens, and a few are seedhngs of my own
raising ; one of these last is a handsome scarlet flower, which

colour I had not seen before, so that wrongly, perhaps, I look

upon it as a valuable variety. I have planted out a few seed-

hngs, and have many more nearly ready, and the interest I

take in daily watching them as they successively come into

flower is very great.

Hitherto I have trusted the operation of crossing to the

bees, as the shape of the flower unfits it for easily effecting this

artificially. Should, however, any of your readers have accom-

plished this operation, perhaps he will kindly communicate

the result.—T. P. F.

TREES AND FLOWEPiS AS FPJENDS.
Foremost among the chief silent friends, comforters, and

cheerers of man are trees and flowers. I have sometimes asked

myself. Which gave me the more pleasure ? Perhaps a reader

will answer readily, "Flowers." But think a moment. Time
and continuity are great tests of friendship, and these tests trees

will bear ; for although flowers soon wither—die down—perish

—trees are more constant ; they abide by us always ; they are

neighbours, I might almost say, for ever.

Not only are trees with us in leafy June (the most enjoy-

able month of all the year in this country, surely), in bright

green splendour, but when autumn comes there they still are,

clad in another garb of beauty, more gorgeous though not so

glad ; and even in winter who would wish to be without his

treey neighbours ? The perfect symmetry of a tree is never

better seen than in winter, and the dullest eye and heart re-

cognise their vernal beauty. Also there are trees which never

change their leaves, and so gladden us all along the dreaij

season by their greenness. Moreover, in those that shed their

leafy garb, see the fantastic forms of beauty which they become

when decked by a hoar frost, or a snow storm, especially by

the former. I would say that nothing takes off the dreary feeF

of winter so much as the presence around us of fine-growrt

trees. When aU that out of doors formerly cheered us is gone—
when flowers, com fields, and green grass are no more—when:
hedges have become Uttle dark hnes of intersected branchlets,

yet the trees are there around ns still, and present with us to

comfort us.

Perhaps no one can so thoronghly appreciate the value ol

forest trees as one bom, or having lived long in the fens o£

England. No one, not knowing that part of our country, canr

imagine the utter dreariness of those treeless flats during

winter. They are the real plains, the flat expanses of England.

Salisbury Plain is hedgeless and treeless, but it abounds witb

undulations ; it is not a plain, and the undulations are chiefly

grass-covered— hence our Wiltshire plain is by no means

dreary. Not so the fens of Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire.

The eye there wanders on weary of the flat black surface,

weary of the countless water mills.

" Oh I the dreary, dreary moorland.
Oh I the barren, barren'.abore."

To those who know the fen country, or have lived con-
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tinuously there, the presence, and I may add the companion-
ship of trees is doubly welcome. I have been witness in
Jormer years of the great love, almost reverence, which fenmen
feel for the few trees they possess. Just on one side of the
market place in a fen town stood a large Elm ; how it came to
be there no one knew, for sa-ving a few Ash trees, and pollard
Willows (those wretched club-headed apologies for trees), there
was no timber near. Just oS this market place on a bit of
waste land, a kind of plester or pleystow, or playing-place for

young people, such as that mentioned by Gilbert ^Vhite, stood
the Ehn. So the place, so the tree, had remained for many
years, when a speculating builder managed, I know not how,
to buy the site, and he determined to pull down the tree. He
was asked not to do it, but in vain ; and when the day came,
and the fine old Elm fell, there were groans for the "Vandal, and
many an old man's eye filled with tears, as he saw his friend
of many years prone on the earth. Oh ! that strange mixture
of good and bad, our human heart ! it has a tender place for
an old friend, if even that friend be but a tree.

Trees have touched the hearts, and inspired the song of many
poets. Take as samples these two tree pictures from the pen
of Wordsworth :—

" There is a Yew tree, pride of Lorton vale.
Which to this day stands single in tho midst
Of its own darkness, as it stood of yore.
This solitary tree ! a living thiuK,
Produced too slowly ever to decay;
Of form and aspect too magnificent
To be destroyed."

Then follows a second tree picture, which has been par-
ticularly commended by Mr. Euskin.

" Bnt worthier still of note
Are those paternal four of Borrowdale,
Joined in one solemn and capacions grove,
Hnge trunks ! and each particular trunk a growth
Of intertwisted fibres serpentine,
Up-coiling, and inveterately Cuuvolved."

Then, too, there are the associations connected with trees.

Look at a pollard Oak of large size. How very old it is, how
very slowly it has grown, how mauy generations have looked
at it. On the hills behind my house there is one, and 1 often
look at it with reverence, and I say, " Perhaps William III.
saw you, or very likely Sir William Waller saw you, or even
Cromwell himself looked at your stem, and noted your fine
look." Yes, perhaps

—

" When all the paths were dim.
Beneath the Roundhead rode,
And hummed a surly hymn.''

And without doubt
" You have shadow'd many a group
Of beauties that were born.
In teacup times of hood and hoop,
Or while the patch was worn."

Let trees, then, have their meed of praise. They are constant,
abiding friends to us. They vary, indeed, according to season,
but each variation is a separate beauty; bud, leaf, blossom,
shades of green leaf, lighter at first, then darker ; then come the
rich autumnal tints, and then the grand visible branches
stretching far and wide during the winter mouths, long low-
hanging limbs lying above, and not far above, the backs of the
clustering deer ; and when the hoar frost comes, the whole tree
standing jewel-decked.

But let flowers also have their meed of praise. They are the
loveliest of all things while they last ; bright visitors, whose
coming is looked forward to with longing—bright visitors that
leave behind them pleasant memories, who are talked of after
they have left us. I liken perennials to old friends that come
and stay with us a few days each year^—old, old friends, whom
we have known so many years that we cannot tell exactly
when our friendship began.

Then, as flowers differ in appearance, I liken them to dif-

ferent friends. Some I compare to quiet maiden aunts, whom
all the children gather round and love, whom the youngest,
that little impatient youngest one, obeys readily, and feels
happy in so doing. Other flowers, not a bit lite these, so
my fancy runs, are so bright and glad-looking, that I com-
pare their visit to that of some bright-eyed merry girl—merry,
so merry, that she makes the house ring with laughter—merry
so merry, that she even " makes a sunshine in a shady place,"
and her visit has made such a difl'erence to the quiet home-
routine, that when she is gone j^ou wonder and mark the
change, and sigh to think that in a few years the world's heavy
weight will subdue to a quieter tone even that merry laugh.
And so of other and other flowers.

Lastly, of trees and flowers, the former we wish to have, the
latter we must have, as the child u-iU pluck the Daisies.
Happily our craving can readily be satisfied, for flowers are
easily carried into the heart of great cities, placed by sicT; beds,
found or taken everywhere. No need of choice sorts for these
purposes. The sprig of Lilac, the nosegay of common flowers,
from a common garden, are sufficient, are welcome, and give
untold happiness.

—

Wiltshire Rector.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS
AT THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW—April 18th.

At the very time when all the Auricula-gi-owers in and about London
would have been thankful to have competed, positively the Society
offers no prize ; and Mr. Turner sends his hundred plants to be
shown in the miscellaneous class for perhaps lO.s'. or 155., and on tbe
0th of May, when he and manj' southern gi-owers will have repotted
their plants, then prizes are offered. Now I happen to know that in
this case, before the schedules were printed, alterations were suggested
by a very influential officer of the Society, and were quietly ignored,
while afterwards Mr. Turner pointed it out ; but nothing could be
done, and so the matter remained.
Mr. Turner and Mr. James both deserve credit for bringing forward

fine collections of these beautiful flowers, which require more care and
attention than suit half tho good folk who think themselves to be
gardeners now-a-days. and who affect to despise such things as these
florists' flowers. Doubtless it requires an educated eye to appreciate
their heauty. Thus one good friend, who cau gi-ow a Ptose as lew can,
said to uie in looking at them, " Ah, that nasty paste !

" The heretic I

And another says, *' Doubtless those Alpines ai-e more beautiful ;"

—

rubbish as compared with the beautiful stage flowers alongside of
them. Where will you find such colours, such refinement, such pecu-
liarity as amongst tliem ? There are violets and bluish blacks amongst
them that are absolutely not to be found elsewhere in Flora's domain,
as, for example, Moore's Violet and Chapman's Maria ; while the
varied character of the foliaj^e is itself a treat.

Mr. Turner's flowers struck mo as better than ever. Sometimes I
have found fault with them as overdone, and then their character ie

lost, for if an Auricula be coarse it is worth but little. The seedlings
of Mr. Turner exhibit many good points. Colonel Champneys is a
fine gi-ey-edged flower, somewhat in the style of Dickson's Prince
Albert, and, like it, inclined to be what my dear good friend Mr. Jeans
used to call "goggle-eyed." Bnt what in the world did Mr. Turner
put up that yellow self Canary for ? To the border with it, along
with Gorton's Stadtholder, would be my verdict. Some of his flowers

were very fine:—Chapman's Sophia, with its brilliant colour; George
Lightbody, i^> admirable condition ; Gloi-y, the glory of white edges
still ; Chapman's Maria, in some points the most remarkable Auricula
in growth ; Dickson's Unique, very peculiar in its colouring ; and a
number of others new and old. By-the-by, Mr. Dean, you are wrong
about Bright Phcebus. It is, perhaps, instead of being new and rare,

one of the oldest, commonest, and, I may add, least valued of white
edges that we have.

Before I leave the Auriculas, let me thank " J. M." for his com-
munication, and say that I hope ere long to have another chat which
may satisfy him and the amateur who hails from Christchurch, Hants

;

but at present I hope he will pity au uuforinnate who. unlike Sir

Boyle Hooke's bird that could be in two places at once, is in no place
at all—suspended like Miihomet's coffin, and who has to superintend
the removal of his plants during next week.

I am more than ever convinced that forced Koses are a mistake for

the real connoisseur, the only class that really comes out well being
the Teas. Of all others, they come so much out of character that
even a practised eye could not in many instances say wliat they were.

Of Tea-scented Roses, it is quite clear that three out of last year's are

valuable additions—Monsieur Furtado, Bouton d'Or. and Madame
Margottin. I saw nothing else worthy of note.

Must not the Cyclamens soon be ranked as a florists' flower? What
variety and what beauty in that tine collection of Mr. Wiggins, who
also contributed some good Polyanthuses. Csin nothing be done with

this latter flower ? The old varieties are hard to get, and new ones
ought surely to be raised of greater beauty and novelty ? Or is it one
of those flowers that seem to defy the efforts of the hybridiser ?

My visit was a very hurried one ; nor could I have paid it at all

unless I had been going to take duty iu Dorsetshire, and so seized the
opportunity in my way through. I cannot but lament that these

Shows are held on a day which practically excludes so many of up
from enjoying them.—D., I)col.

SLATE EDGING.
Ix reply to the inquiry from your correspondent ' E. T."

about slate edging for flower beds, I would suggest to him a
form of edging which I have found cheap, effective, and very

handy. The ordinary slate edging consists of blocks of slate

trimmed and smoothed, and seems to me too expensive for

general use. I obtained a number of the smallest-sized roofing
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slates, 12 inches long by 5 inches wide, and set tbem on end,

about 8 inches beiny below the surface of the ground, forming
a double row of slates edge to edge, and taking care that the

two edges in the inner row met at the midiUo of the slate of

the outer row. One man can put down many yards in a day,

and the material costs me less than three farthings per foot.

—

W. A. Dabdishire.

[Oiir oonespondent lives in the land of slates, Wales.

—

Eds]

CIDER AS A TEST OF THE QUALITY OF
APPLES.

The flavour of the Grapo has been discussed by those who
propose to establish rules for the guidance of judges enpiged
in awarding prizes at horticultural exhibitions ; and why not
also inquire into the merit? of other fruits ? and by carrying the

investigation further than has yet been done in the case of the
Grape, it is possible we may arrive at the conclusion that some
of the points of excellence are attributable to causes over
which the cultivator has but little control.

The fruits to which I would more immediately call attention

are the two most common and hardy of our large fruits

—

namely. Apples and Pears, and it should be our endeavour to

ascertain under what conditions the best samples of each are

produced, and why friiit from one place has the reputation of

possessing a finer flavour than that from another situation

apparently equally favoured, as far as position and natural ad-

vantages are concerned. Samples of the same fruit grown at

two places frequently difl'er much in quality, although the
culture may have been the same in both cases ; but the cause
of this has not received the attention which the subject de-

serves. A short time ago some cases came under my notice

which seemed to me to account in a gieat measure for this

apparent anomaly, and to afford a good reason for assuming
that many other cases of a similar kind may be traced to a like

source.

Assuming the palate to be the criterion by which the merits of

several samples of fruit are tested, it need scarcely be remarked
that the results arrived at by the trial of a few dishes at ordinary
horticultural shows, are not sufUcient to satisfy those who may
be disposed to consider the produce of one district superior to

that of another, as the palate of the taster is liable to be cloyed,
and the few examples the judges are able to test hardly enable
them to say more than that dish No. 1 exceeds in flavour
dish No. 2, and so on. The general public seldom inquires
into the conditions under which the winning samples were pro-
duced, and even if this were done, other properties, sucli as
size, appearance, itc, are taken into accoimt in making the
awards, and flavour alone is seldom regarded. Xow, the case
I have in view, is one in which a large quantity of fruit of one
district excels that of a similar growth in another, even where
latitude, position, and other natural advantages appear to be
much the same. It is only just to suppose this to occur in
England as well as abroad, for it is well known that certain
districts in the wine-producing countries furnish wine of a
superior quality to that which can be produced in neighbouring
districts apparently equally favoured by Nature, and the skill

of the cultivator. The exquisite quality attained in the one
district cannot be matched in the other, and so often has this
been found true, that we may fairly assume that what has
baffled the would-be wine-producer abroad, has in some degree
a parallel in this country as regards more hardy fruits. Cer-
tainly the cases that will be recorded here resemble those of
the good and indifferent wine-producing districts.

In the southern and western counties of England, it is usual
to make large quantities of cider from such Apples as there is

no sale for, or which are not valuable enough to be retained
for other purposes. This ordinary cider is almost always made
of mixed fruits, a superior kind being made either of some
one celebrated variety, or of choice kinds only. Of this it is

not necessary to say much, as it is not the kind by which a fair

comparison between the produce of different districts can be
made, it being a fancy article, and often bearing a fancy
price, and certain cider-makers in the west of England are noted
for its production. Jly purpose, however, is to compare
the common or ordinary article of one district with that of
another, and here will be found a difference difficult to account
for, and certainly so far as I can see, that difference is not
likely to be ever removed by cultivation ; natural causes, and
these only, appearing to produce so much difference. And in
the matter of the flavour of fruits of other kinds, may we not

reasonably suppose that similar causes may have exercised a
like influence ? Confining the matter to cider let us see the
effects which are perceptible to every one in two districts in
this county, and endeavour to trace the cause.

In the southern side of the county of Kent, adjoining Sussex,
the country presents an undulating surface, and towards Ton-
bridge Wells rocks of a soft kind of sandstone crop out, and a
similar kind of soil and substratum pervades the adjoining
boundary of Sussex. The presence of stone, however, does not
seem to be required by the Apple, but I imagine the chemical
composition of the soil, whatever that may be, to be the same in
most of the districts alluded to, whether the stone is present or
not. The proportions of lime or chalk would appear to be a
very small one indeed, while iron in some form seems to abound.
In such soil the Apple grows freely, and the cider made is

much sought after.

Taking another district a few miles to the north of this, we
have ridges of chalk hills, with some eminences in which lime-
stone or rag predominates. This district is not by any means
less fruitful than that just alluded to ; and I believe the fruit

as a general rule is larger and finer-looking, and other crops
also show in some places an amount of fertility not to be sur-
passed. Of course, in the thin shallow soils agricultural crops
and grasses are none of the best, while hedges and forest trees
of most kinds seem quite at home

; yet the quality of the eider
made from the Apples grown on such a soil is far inferior to
that made in the other district, and has been established by so
many years of trial and so many hundreds of judges, that the
cause would appear to be due only to some difference in the
chemical properties in the soil of the one place as compared to
the other. Now, this is not a case in which half a dozen, or
perhaps only half that number of critics, have awarded a prize,
but where a whole people may be said to have pronounced an
opinion of which the justice is not questioned ; and when we
take into consideration the fact that the fruit from the district

producing the best cider is in general not so fine as that of the
other district, and rarely brings so high a price in the market,
the question may justly be asked. Is the same result not likely

to occur with Grapes ? Leaving this unanswered, the state of
things described above opens up a wide field for speculation,
though it is somewhat humiliating to our vanity, as proving
that our efforts in the way of cultivation are after all only a
secondary matter as regards the final result.

Wine, cheese, and cider are indebted to the skill of the
manufacturer as well as to the quality of the material they are
made from ; but it is questionable whether these and some
other articles were not equally good, if not better, a hundred
years ago than they are now ; and I may add that in the cider
counties some of the kinds of Apples no more to be had, seem
to be regretted. The management of cider is certainly not so
well understood as it ought to be, and the instances in whiok
it is either spoiled or nearly so are numerous enough. Most
likely when gi-eater facilities occur for the transfer of small
and moderate-sized fruit from the orchard to the back streets

of our large towns, where they are at all times acceptable, the
quantity consigned to the cider mill will be much smaller.
As it is, only the inferior Apples are made into cider ; and in
seasons when the general crop is light, and the price pays the
grower to send the fruit to market, the quantity is still smaller.
Giber causes, such as the popularity of light beer, have also
tended to diminish the demand for this beverage. Let it be
borne in mind that my object in writing upon it was to show
that soils have an influence on hardy fruits, which it is vain to
look for pruning of any kind to counteract.— J. Robsok.

HARLAXTON.
TuE Seat of John Sherwine Geegoet, Esq.

This is one of the most magnificent mansions in England,
both in regard to its size and the elaborate and splendid style
of its architecture. It was built by Gregory Williams Gregory,
Esq., who died in 18o4, just as he had finished it, and furnished
it with all that could be collected of what was most rare and
costly in the shape of furniture and works of art. After his
death it passed into the possession of a brother, who threw it

open to the public ; and such was the rush from all parts of the
country to see it, that a large hotel had to be built close by to
afford the visitors temporary accommodation. It was during this
period that Her Majesty the Queen paid it a visit; and it was
surmised that it was to be purchased for the Prince of Wales.
On the death of its then owner—who most injudiciously left
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the furniture and worts of ait to one, and the estate and mansion
to another—it was shut up, and the hotel stands deserted.

Litigation was had recourse to in order to determine what was
furniture and what was not. This has now been settled, and
all the gorgeous furniture and splendid tapestries, as well as

statuary, removed. We saw it in its glory, and we saw it after

it had been sacked, for its treatment deserves no other name.
The present owner is, however, redecorating the rooms where
the tapestries have been taken down, and refurnishing them in

a very elegant modern style,—lacking, however, the interest

which it had before, where every piece of furniture was worthy
of particular study.

There are features of special interest in the gardens at

Harlaxton, where, adjoining the mansion at various points, are

five conservatories, built of stone, marble, iron, and glass, most
elaborately decorated, and furnished with marble fountains and
Jjasins. Some are stove conservatories, others greenhouses,

and well furnished with plants. To the south and west frenta

are elaborately terraced and decorated flower gardens, where
enormous sums have been spent on masonry and sculpture in

laying them out. Here we saw last August splendid masses
and borders of all the principal bedding plants in great beauty,

doing Mr. Vinden, Mr. Gregory's most intelligent gardener,

great credit by the taste displayed in their arrangement as well

as cultivation.

The kitchen garden and forcing houses are about half a mile
from the mansion, on rather low ground. The garden walls

alone cost £10,000 ; they are 20 feet high, built of brick, with
elaborate stone dressings and copings, having niches at regular

distances intended for statuary—the whole so utterly unlike

anything else we ever saw before, that an intelligible description

of it is impossible. Only a small part of the glass that was
intended has been erected, and it is principally devoted to

Peach and Grape culture. The Vines and borders stand in need
of renewal. Here we saw the iinest Cherry trees (MoreUo and
May Duke) we ever beheld. Many of the Tear trees are also

very fine. The management of the place, considering the staff

of men kept, does Mr. Vinden much credit.—W. Thomson (in

The Garikncr.)

PEAKS.
12. AMBr.osiA.—Flesh highly perfumed, melting, and juicy.

Kipe in September. Switzer says it was introduced soon after

Charles II. 's restoration.

13. Amelie Le Clerc.—Not superior in quality. Ripens in
October, and soon decays.

Amtlie Le Clerc.

For full descriptions of these varieties, see Hogg's " Fruit

Manual."

AmbroBia.

A NOVEL MODE OF GROWING MELONS IN
HOUSES.

As this is the season for planting Melons, I think the follow-

ing mode of cultivation may be interesting to ssme of my
brother gardeners.

In the first place, plants must be raised in the usual way,

which I shall suppose every gardener understands. The sorts

to be grown must depend on taste. Some gentlemen are very

peculiar in this respect, and I must say that Melons more than

any other fruit have a great variety of flavours. I shall sup-

pose that the plants have been potted-off ; and generally for

houses they have to be grown 15 or 20 inches high before they

reach the wires, which will take from twelve to eighteen days,

according to weather and other circumstances. This grow-

ing to reach the wires is a great loss of time, and with this

object I have often seen plants drawn up with poor small

stems, and they must consequently be very much weakened,

and in the end not able to grow or ripen a fruit fit to be sent

to table.

I shall now proceed to make the bed, which must have a

good bottom heat, either from hot water or from stable manure
properly prepared. The soil I prefer is a strong loam well

beaten down and made quite firm in the usual way. 1 next

bring in as many 4-inch drain pipes (not glazed—the old clay

pipes are far the best, because they absorb moisture), as I

require plants, place them upright on the flange end on the

bed, cover the flange enough to make them stand firmly, and

then fill the pipes up with soil. This I make firm, and then

I plant out in the small end of the pipe.

I have known good, large, well-flavoured Melons grown in

this way in much shorter time than without the pipes. I hope
some of my fellow blue-aprons will try this mode of cultiva-

tion ; it saves time, does not weaken the plants so much as the

ordinary mode, and watering can be better regulated. The
roots will soon find their way down the pipes into the bed, and

the plants are not so likely to rot off at the coUar.

There are several good reasons for growing Melons in this

way. First, they can be planted out and afterwards stopped

at "two or three eyes, and they will commence to throw ont

laterals at once ; fruit can be set in about eighteen days, whilst

in the general mode of management the plants would have

only reached the wires ; and, lastly, at the period of ripening

one can regulate watering to a nicety, and on this, together
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with sun and air, depend tlia flavour and (luality of Melons.—

J. E. P., BicUcy, Kent.

DESTROYING ANTS.
I HAVE read in your correspondents' column the question

asked, How to destroy ants ? and the answers, effectual in their

way, were dangerous, as poison was to be employed, spread in

their walks or near their haunts. My house was at that time

infested with these insects, and has been so more nr less

through the winter, but the last few fine days have brought

some hundreds out, so that scarcely anything could be kept in a

cupboard, which they had access to through holes in the wall.

I laid some moist sugar near the holes, and alter about an hour

I returned, and could not see the sugar, as it was entirely

covered with ants of all sizes from a speck to a barley grain. I

then with a Uat-bladed knife destroyed every one of them, and

on looking to-day at some more sugar laid in the same manner
not one ant was to be seen. I, therefore, conclude that I by

means of a little moist sugar enticed a whole colony of these

insects, and destroyed them without the use of any dangerous

poisonous mixtures.

—

Eden Grove.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN G.UUIEN.

We seldom have finer weather at this time of year for all

out-door operations. Several correspondents state that the

wall fruit promises to be a large crop, and appearances warrant

the same conclusion in regard to the standard fruit. Cdcrij

and Lettuce, plants lately pricked or planted out—indeed, any
small plants which have been lately transplanted, will now be

in danger if the weather be dry, and they must be regularly

watered, and so must crops of Turnipa and other seedlings as

they are coming up. Cauliflowers, when transplanted, every

care should be used not to injure the roots, and the plants

must be well supplied with water until they become established.

as neglect in either particular will probably cause them to

flower prematurely, and thus occasion the loss of the crop.

Even when the plants are fairly established they must never

be allowed to be dry at the roots, and an occasional soaking of

manure water during dry weather will greatly benefit them.
Oninm, see that you have a bed or border prepared to plant

out the thinnings by-and-by, and sow a bed of the Silver-

skinned in light poor soil some time soon to come in for pick-

ling. Peas and heans, keep the ground between the rows well

stirred and free from weeds. In dry weather mulch with manure
for 18,inches on each side of the rows, giving a liberal supply of

water when necessary to keep the plants vigorous and to pre-

vent mildew. The growing crops of Peas should never be allowed

to suffer from the want of water. In exposed situations strong

stakes driven in on each side of the rows of Broad Beans, and
common tarred cord stretched along them, will be useful to

prevent the plants being beaten down by the wind. Where
water is a scarce commodity many shifts must be resorted to in

dry weather. The best substitute for heavy watering is to

mulch with short grass between the rows of advancing crops.

This will save much time and labour. Even when water is

plentiful, simple as the operation of watering is, few things

are worse performed. One good watering that will saturate

the soil, provided the surface is mulched or stirred afterwards,

is worth a dozen mere sprinklings, because the one watering
will often be sufficient, while the many waterings are generally
prejudicial. In the one case the roots are discouraged from
coming to the surfaca, the dryness of that surface prevents
rapid evaporation of moisture from below, and the roots are,

therefore, enabled to absorb freely to supply the exhaling
foliage. In the other case, surface roots are for a time en-
couraged, but are speedily checked, as the sun quickly causes
the moisture of the surface-watering to evaporate.

FECIT GARTEN".

Keep a regular eye over the wall trees, and see that no insects

or other vermin establish themselves there ; the young shoots
must also now be well attended to. Never cut-out or other-

wise prune too much of the summer growth at once. It is

much better to begin in time and stop the strongest shoots

only at first, and so on through the growing season.

FLOWER GARDEN.
The importance of grouping plants in flower gardens ac-

cording to their complementary colours has been repeatedly

insisted on. The leading principles of this system of manage-

ment are contrast and symmetry—contrast such as will be

produced by placing the complementary colours pretty closely

together—as scarlet with white, purple with yellow, orange

with blue, and so on with the various shades of these colours

;

and symmetry, such as will result from every bed having a cor-

responding one in form and disposition when beds are planted

with flowers of the same colour. Where beds are planted on
grass and without a corresponding one near them, they should

bo belted with the complementary colour—as blue with an
orange margin, purple with yellow, and scarlet with white; or

as green is the proper contrast for scarlet, beds of that colour

may be left without a margin, and white, under such circum-

stances, used as a distinct bed. Where beds are on gravel,

which is of a warm colour, a cold colour should be the most
used, as blue, purple, and white, which for floricultural pur-

poses takes the place of green ; or if warm colours must be in-

troduced, it is indispensable that they be margined with cold

colours. In large gardens where there is a great prepon-

derance of green—as large lawns, or trees, and extensive lakes,

more especially if the trees are large to throw considerable

shade, nothing but warm colours should be used—as scarlet,

orange, and yellow, and these should be in large masses and
stand out prominently in the foreground of the scenery, and
especially near the water. Whoever has walked through the

metropolitan parks will have noticed how much more cheerful

is the aspect of the water in St. James's Park, than it is in the

Regent's Park, or Kensington Gardens, and this is because the

water is surrounded by gravel which gives the appearance of

warmth. Watering and thinning the young plants are the prin-

cipal work at the present time ; but double Primroses, Polyan-

thuses, itc, which are out of bloom and being removed from
the flower garden, must be parted, planted in rich soil in a

shaded situation, and watered. This is a good time to tie-out or

peg-down the branches of American plants, so that the young
shoots may take the right direction when they begin to grow.

In high and exposed situations the plants must have water, or

they wiU be unable to expand their blossoms properly.

GREENHOUSE AN'D CONSERVATORY.
Now that the season is so far advanced that many of the

older kinds of plants often wintered in conservatories may be

removed to temporary shelter, no plant, except in flower or a

fine specimen, ought to find a place in the conservatory from

this time to the end of September. As the spring Heaths go

out of flower remove them to cold pits. If they are young
plants this is the best time to prune them. As soon as the

growth of forced plants of Rhododendron arboreum is nearly

over remove them to a cool shaded place, as this and many of

its hybrids are easily induced to make a second growth, and,

consequently, produce no flowers next season. Keep all plants

well watered and in good shape. Encourage greenhouse

plants to make a rapid growth now. Keep the house warmer
and more moist than is generally done, and see that this

moisture does not deceive you. In watering, many pots may
look wet on the surface and yet be dry below. Train, pinch,

and prune them as circumstances may require, and, above all,

keep them perfectly clean.

STOVE.

Some of the more free- growing plants that were potted early

will now want another shift, and you may give them more pot

room now. Many young plants nursed in pits through the

spring will now be too high, or the pits may be wanted for

other purposes ; remove them to the stove, and for the first

week or two imitate the pit culture for them as far as your

house will allow. Keep them more shaded than the rest of

the plants, syringe them twice a-day, and keep them as far

from the ventUators as you can.

FORCING riTs.

Most of the spring-flowering plants are done with in these

pits. Roses will now bloom in any close house or pit. There

are many plants, however, that may be more or less forced for

the conservatory all the summer through, especially those

called intermediate or half-stove plants. Camellias, Azaleas,

and Rhododendrons that have been early forced may be grafted

as soon as the young wood begins to become hard. Of all the

modes of propagating rare plants, grafting is the easiest and

requires the least time and attention.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Saving Seeds.—When a person has the chance it is well to

' save a few seeds of a favourite kind of Pea, as then it is more
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to be depended on than wliat is sent ont by general seedsmen,
thoogh oar own experience and practiee would lead us to the
eonclosian that seedsmen spare no p^in^ nor labour in having
everrthing good and everything true to name, and no doubt
they find that intelligence and integrity combined will pay.
Mistakes will, however, at times occur. Just think of the
ZGsults of a heedless man shifting a few numbers or tallies in-

considerately. Most seedsmen thia season, we believe, have
told their customers to sow some seeds thic^y. Last autumn
was very unfavourable for harvesting seeds, and no doubt from
being imperfectly ripened, or to make up bulk with older seeds,

the crops of some things do not come up so freely as usual,
and in such cases will save thinning, as in general it is a fault

of gardeners to sow rather thickly, though it is always more
pleasant to thin out than to plant and make up. Partly from
the seed decaying, and partly from the inroads of vermin, we
have been forced to dig down one row of Peas and sow another
kind, for if we do stick our Peas nothing loots worse than a
thin row. In this respect we often minister to a general pre-
judice, though we know better. Were we certain that our seed
Paa£ would be let alone, instead of scattering the seed along a
low we would gather a heavier crop by planting all onr larger
Peas in a single row 2 inches apart.

Veoftiiblt^ Seeiir.—Making every allowance for birds finding
their way underneath the netting, the seedlings are threaten-
ing to come much thinner than usual, showing that, like larger
seeds, as Peas, the late harvesting-time had told upon them.
We do not see that any seed has been meddled with that was
treated with a dusting of red lead before sowing, but that
expedient will not prevent the diSerent kinds of press mice i

eatrcg down the young shoots of Peas, ic., after they are fairly

above the ground. We shall be glad of any information as to 1

the best means of destroying grass mice, as even some parts
'

of our lawn arc riddled with their runs and holes, anA trapping
does little to thin them, and they <•"" scarcely be coaxed to
touch anything in the way of a bait that would hurt them.
We caught great numbers at one time with nooses made of fine
wire, and even of strong hair ; but we should be afraid to

Teniure to use them now for fear of younger and more valuable
animals being caught. We have some beds with stake edgings
covered with Ivy, and these are a f.ivourite rendezvous ; in
their vicinity it would be folly to plant some kinds of Verbena,
especially Purple Eing, as the mice are nearly as fond of that
as rabbits are, and the latter will find it out if they have the
chance among htmdreds of other Verbenas, if as many are
grown.
We saw lately what was a beautiful plantation of young

Laurels almost destroyed, for it was cut and peeled from the
surface of the ground nearly to the tops of the plants, and the
plants are now all withered. If there is a chance at all, the
plants must push up afresh, and then run a similar risk. In
most cases this mischief had been done by the common house
or barnyard mouse, and we have caught these in great numbers
by sinking pots vitrified inside, one-fourth filled with water, and

'

a float on it, supplied with burnt meal or toasted cheese.
When the mouse got his feet wet he could not lay hold of the
sides of the pot. Glass would be still better than earthenware.
Such a contrivance even when baited with the most tempting
green delicacy did little to entice the grass mouse. The best
helper we ever had was a little dog. who took to the work
with much zest, watching their holes for most of the day. and
killing numbers of them. It any reader wiH acquaint us with
a good way of thinning grass mice many will be thankful, for
in some places now the mere act of culture is of less import-
ance than knowing how to give the plants grown a fair chance
of having their natural enemies kept at a distance.
Asjmragui KaU.—We have just cut over a young piece of

this for use and to encourage the side shoots to" push, so as to
afford us a supply a good while longer. In small gardens this
is not nearly so much grown as it ought to be, as few vegetables
are better for a late spring supply, coming in as a change when
the Brussels Sprouts are nearly over. Shoots about the thick-
ness of the little finger, and from 6 inches in length, boiled
just like other Greens, are little inferior to Asparagus in flavour,
and win compete with a stubby dish of Sea-kale in -all but the
colour. Our eadiest have been topped long ago, but a few
rows of late ones were topped for use a week since, and the
side shoots are now growing well. AH Kales have something
in common, but this well deserves its name. It does not take
so much room a^ the Scotch Eale, and is of but little use as
winter Greens, but in April and part of May it is very useful :

as a change with sprouts of Borecole, yotmg Cabbage, and Broc- 1

coli, holding its own generally until the Cauliflower compels
obeisance from all rivals. Brussels Sprouts and Borecoles are
the main dependance in winter, and the coloured or variegated
kinds of the latter are just a little more tender than the green,
and if carefuUy cooked will present their colours at the table.

Sfa-kal^.—We shall gather a week or two longer from that
under the common garden pots. We detailed how we stufied

the inside of the pot with rough hay, leaving only a hollow in

the centre, and dispensed with covering outside the pot. The
utility of this was found in the late frosty mornings, for where
the pot was set over the plant, and there was no hay in it. the
Sea-kale instead of being white was frosted black. We want to

have none of this trouble with pots in spring, and, therefore,

we have planted some beds -t feet wide, with two thick rows of

plants in each, and made trenches between the beds, 2i feet

wide at top and IS inches at bottom. These when we have time
we will fill with riddled ashes, and in winter we shall lay the
ashes on the bed S inches deep over the plants, and that will

eatise them to be sufficiently blanched, and if merely once cut

in the season, the same plants will last many years. Most
likely we will put some litter over the bed and in the trenches

in winter, and that will be rotten enough to do for mantiring
the beds in May, when the ashes will be all turned into the
trenches again.

In planting these beds, we cut all the ends of the roots into

pieces 6 or S inches long, and planted them in rows a foot apart

and S inches from each other in the row. These will do for

thinning next year. We will fork over the ground as soon as

we cease cutting among the established plants, and where an
extra shoot has strayed, cut it near home, add a little dung
whilst forking over, and strew a little salt between the rows
when finished.

Asparoyus.—^We should have salted the ground in which this

is grown, but could not obtain the salt in time, and now we
wiU wait until we see the rows, as the heads are beginning to

appear, and the salt would injure them if it fell on the points

of the young shoots. This sprinkling in spring does much to

keep down weeds ; but the time when as much salt as will just

slightly whiten the ground does most good, is a fortnight or

so after ceasing to cut. Sprinkling wth salt aSords this plant

and Sea-kale a substance which they obtain in abundance in

their wild state. We regret omitting the sprinkling ten days
or so before the shoots of the Asparagus appeared, as nothing

so eSectually banishes slugs and snails, which when plentiful

soon mar the best shoots.

Dwarf Peas.—Little Gem in the orchard house, in pots, is

filling its pods well, but though nice and stubby in growth, and
showing signs of throwing out side flowering shoots at the

joints, it does not seem to bloom and bear so freely at first as

our old friend Tom Thumb. Little Gem is superior to the

Tom Thtmib in flavour ; but then at an early period quantity

is an object, even if the quality be not so much to boast about.

We think we have erred, too, in planting rather thickly ; and
another season, if using 10-inch pots, we would have a circle

IJ inch from the outside, and have the Peas about 3 inches

apart.

Pea-ilak-inri.—In the dry days that followed the rain, we had
the most of this work done that could be done, moving our

wire netting to accomplish it. The ground was nicely stirred

up, but not deeply, by the sides of the rows before staking.

We have had much trouble with Peas, with the exception of

those we planted out, which have done well, especially after

the watering referred to last week. In staking, we saw lately

that one of otir friends recommended crossing the sticks to

each other at top, so as to resemble an acute-angled triangle,

of which the grotmd between the stakes at bottom should be

the base. Our staking is often done the same way ; and almost

every sticker will resort to that mode, because it is the most
easily done, looks very well when done, and answers well in every

way "until the Peas get to the top of or above the stakes, and
coming through near the top are as helpless in the wind as if

they had never been staked at all. The Peas will be better

sustained and more safe at gathering time, if the stakes, where

they diverge from the perpendicular, lean outwards from each

other at top instead of leaning towards or touching at top. We
prefer the tops of the sticks to resemble the sides of a cup

rather than the point of a wedge, though we allow that the

latter to many would look neater. We know that the cup form

wiU be best for the haulm of the Peas in a brisk gale.

]>ung Beds.—At the risk of being wearisome we will venture

a few sentences with reference to cases submitted to us by
three correspondents. The first, even with well-prepared dting.
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cannot keep np bottom he&t withont frequent tnming and
|

making tieah linings. The second goes on pretty well with '

the back of bis bed, bat the front soon becomes cold, espeeiallv

il mnch rain falls and runs down from the glass ; and the

third is in straits whether he should make his bed on an ele-

vated piece of ground or sink it partly below the ground level.

and adds that he must make the most of his material. To the

first we would say that we scarcely trouble ourselves with

linings, if at all, until towards the end of summer ; but then

we, as it were, make bed and linings at once by having the

bed some IS inches wider back and front than the frame. We
keep banking np on that well np the outside of the frame,

so as to supply atmospheric heat without increasing bottom
!

heat. We save the heat also by sticking laurel boughs, or

placing old hurdles thatched with laurels, round the sides of the

bed—a matter of importance, especially in cold windy weather,
i

We think the plan on the whole saves labour and trouble, but
[

we by no means expect or wish that others should think and
i

act just as we do. We would at once change if we could do i

better and on the whole make more of our material.
I

What our second correspondent says is perfectly true, and
holds good with all frames on dung beds. In heavy rains the

water will run from the glass on the lining or front of the bed,
j

and it will soak inwards until it robs the front of the bed of its
|

heat. The simplest plan to obviate this is to have a board or

boards sloping in front to throw the rain water off. The next I

Bimplest, and better, is to have two slips of wood the length

of the frame, 3 inches wide, and three-quarters of an inch '

thick, two of the sides bevelled, so as to form an acute angle

when joined together, and thus make a handy spout. A little

tar run along the bottom of the letter-Y spout will make it all

tight, and even a little clay will do, and the water can thus
be easily taken away. We say nothing of what would be better

still—a small spout of tin or zine, but the wooden one
will answer admirablr, and do mnch to prolong healthy sweet

.

heat in hotbeds.

To our third correspondent we would say that in early beds
we prefer that they should be partly sunk, say from IS inches to

2 feet or 30 inches, partly because they are more easily worked
and managed, when you have neither to stoop too low, nor
raise your body too high, and partly because what is thtis sunk
is less exposed to wind and air, and is not, therefore, so quickly

'

cooled. Another reason is that great mounds of dimg hotbeds
raised wholly above ground make a striking appearance, and i

look like something that never could be exhausted ; but hM '

stmk in the ground they become very petty-looking, and hardly
arrest the attention of those most intimately concerned in sup- i

plying the gardener with manure, and the best of it is they do
not contain a barrowload of material the less, though thus so

unobtrusive in their appearance.
,

TRVn GABDES.
j

Went on nailing as we could, when other work and weather
|

permitted. One advantage of all the pruning being done is,

that the mere nailing can be done more pleasantly than in
j

winter, and such as MoreUo Cherries can have an extra prun-
\

ing, as the wood buds can now be better seen. A press of

other matter has kept us back here, but we will soon have all

straight. The few laurel boughs have not quite saved Apricots

from the frost, but a considerable number seem all firm. The
wet followed by frost did the mischief. Hence when protected

at all, a covering to keep the blooms dry is the chief precaution

necessary. It requires a sharp frost to hurt an Apricot bloom,
if it is dry. Peaches have suffered little, but we see some fly

coming on the young shoots, and will give a good washing with
the garden engine during a fine day. Cherries and Plums
seem all right ; Pears are in bloom, and Apples beginning to

open, and looking well, as from our little trees we have kept the
birds off. In a small orchard not worth keeping, and too

small to be worth watching, hardly a wood bud, let alone a fruit

hud, is to be seen.

Orchard Houses.—Merely for shelter these can now be
erected so cheaply, that in all cold places they will be much
cheaper than protecting against the open wall. On trees on
walls, and in pots, the young fruit will give plenty of work,

being as thick in many places as ropes of Onions. In the latest

houses, the bloom failing from Cherries, Plums, ic, a slight

syringing was given, and after warm days a good syringing was
afforded to the more forward trees, and once or twice a-week
the syringing was done with soot water as clear as brown
brandy. We would rather keep insects from appearing than
have to destroy them afterwards, and as yet we have succeeded
well. We noticed to-day a curl on the point of some Plum

shoots that told of a caterpillai being housed there, and these

shoots were at once carefully nipped ofi, held firmly, and taken

to the nearest fireplace. The shoots needed nipping at any
rate. The syringing two or three times a-week renders less

watering necessary.

In the most forward orchard house we moved some Straw-

berry plants in pots set on rich leaf mould near the front,

moving them much against cur will, because when the roots

begin to come out at the bottom of the pot it checks the plants

to disturb them ; but they had thrown up such an abtmdanee
of strong flower trusses that they would have injured each other

without more room.
Moved a lot of British Queen into a pit, setting them on

a bed surfaced with fine soil, as if the roots run through now
we hope it will not tend to encourage the leaves too mneb,
instead of throwing more strength into the flower trusses, as

would have been done at an earlier period. We were obliged

to fumigate a fine row, just setting well, of Keens" Seedling in

the late vinery, as some fly began to cluster on the pedicels

of the florets and young fruit. Now. whence came these

insects ? The house was filled with flowering plants, and
nothing of the insect on them. The Strawberries a few days

ago were equally clean, and now they would sodu have been
smothered if let alone. Had the eggs kept their vitality all

the winter and owed their development to the greater heat of

the house ? Some plants in the first orchard house are nearly

as forward, only a few days behind, and as yet nothing appears

on them, but we should not be surprised to see some there too

in the course of a week. Heat is the great friend of these

marauders, and cold is their great opponent. Extremes are

often valtiable ; hence, we value a eool temperature and hot-

water washings, especially when plants are in comparative

repose, as good resources for keeping insects aloof. We were

obliged to smoke the Peach house because the Strawberries

when at about the same stage were also visited in a similar

manner, though a day or two before not an insect was to be
seen on them. When only a few appear the fingers can soon

settle them, but when numerous there is nothing like smoking^
and generally doing it twice. Strawberries for two or three

years have made u-s resort to this disagreeable work, when
otherwise the houses wanted nothing of the sort. Proceeded

with thinning and regulating vineries, ic.

OESAlCESTiL DEPAETMEXT.
In potting Ferns and other plants, hardening bedding plants,

and getting those potted that do best with a ball, as Helio-

tropes, and making the last cuttings of those things likely to

be useful, the most of otir time has been taken up. but there

was little difierent from what has appeared in recent numhers.
We put in some hundreds of little slips from the bottom of

the Cineraria maritima, as many of the old plants in low

grotmd have died, and because these cuttings, which will be
good plants ere long, will have the fine silvery foliage which
seedlings never have the first year. These cuttings will average

2 or 3 inches long, and they were taken on with a little heel

just as they were showing on the old stems and coming above-

ground. They will have a gentle heat.—E. F.

TILU)E CATALOGUE BECEITED.
Charles Tamer, Eoyal Narseries, Slough.

—

Gaieral Spring

Catalogue, 1868.

COYENT GARDEN MARKET.—Apbil an.

We have stiU a ^eat abandonee cf produce when compared with the

demand, -whicb. however, is somewhat improved, and ^trswt^^mes^iiaTe

slightly advanced in price. French imports comprise Pci=. Eeaits, Cauli-

flowers, Artichokes, vonng Carrots. Ttmiips, and the nsoai salads, wiifa a
few hoses of Cherries from the south. Old Potatoes are a heavy trade j
good new Lisbon range from Zd. to Sd. per lb.

FBtrrr.

Apples Jffleve

Apricots doB.
Cherries lb.

Chestccts bnsh.
Corr^nts ^sieve

Black do.
Fig3 doa.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothotue. .lb.

Iienxons 100

«. s.

S 0to5

9

a

d s.

Melon? each
Xectarines doi.
Orac-res 100 3
Peaches doa.
Pears dessert) . . do«. 4
Pine Apples lb. S
Plnms isiere
Qoince? doz.

e Raspbetrios lb.

Strawberries . . per lb. 6
15 Walnuts bosh. 10

IS do perlOO 1

d. B. a
OtoO

o
7

8
10

16

s
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Artichokes doz.
Aaparagug 100
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bms. Spronts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capeicoms 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

n.
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wo woold not repot them, bat grow them on slowly, forwardinu or retard

ing thorn as occasion might reqaire. We could nut well give a more de-

finite opinion unless we saw the plants and know when they last Uowered.

BlLSAUS AND CF.I.0SIA9 FOR AUOUSTFLOWEBINO (/,i»'m I.—Now is the

best time to sow B;ilsams to flower tinely in August. The plants will be

fresher in foliage and stronger in bloom than those sown in March. The
Coiosias are best raised from seed sown in March ; hut we would sow

more seed now, and encourage the plants, making a selection of the best.

Select Variegatec Zonal Pelaeoonicms ()('. H. .V.).—Excluding

the most expensive. Ooldcn : Mrs. Pollock, Sunset, Sophia Cusack,

Lucy Grieve, Lady CuUum, and Mrs. Benyon. Silmr ; Italia I'nita,

Argus, Beauty of Guestwick, Impvratrico Eugenie, Burning Bush, Silver

Star. Bronze : Beauty of Oultou, Bronze Queen, Mrs. Longflcld, Canary

Bird, Luna, Circlet ; but instead of these, if not too expensive, select

some of the newer varieties.

Royal HoETicrtTrRAL Societv (Constant Suhtcriber).—It you write

to Mr. Richards, .^ssistaiit Secretary, lioyal Horticultural Society, South

Kensington, ho will send you full particulars of the steps needful for

becoming a Follow. Tho Secretary, Royal Botanic Society, Regent's

Park. wiU also give yon the information yon need.
Double Polvanthcs (Fellon •( aolijai/).—This ia one of the finest

double flowers wo have seen. In former days wo used to see a doable
nearly black Polyanthus. This variety displays tho crimson and yellow

colours of the ordinary single flowers, which makes it very attractive. It

will, doubtless, make a very fine spring decorative plant. We had 6d. to

pav for the carriage of your parcel.

Nasies of Plants (B. Jlf. H.)—Spir.-ra barbata, sometimes called Hoteia
japonica. (F. it. L.).—!, Corydalis lutoa ; 2, Aubriotia deltoidea ; 3, Pul-

monaria oftlcinalis ; 4, Dielytra formosa ; 5, Saxifraga caispitosa. (G. R. F.),

—1, Anemone apennina ; 2, Draba aizoides ; 3, Phlox subulata ; 4, Saii-

fraga ctespitosa; 5, Doronicum caucasit-um. (A.L.L.W.).—Escallonla

moutevidense. [w. C).—Fuchsia splendeus, {Ada\.—Better specimen
needed. (Natal).—Amaryllis sp. ; Ccreus flageUiformis ; Dendrobium
nobile. (Sencj).—Wo have no specimen of a climbing plant either with

the above signature, or with your initials, " A. F.'* (/).).—Wo cannot
as yet discover the names of the Pine and Oak ;

should we succeed we
will state what they are next week.

METEOROLOGIC^Ui OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending April 28th.

Din.
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The Cochins, though good mothers, capital for sitting, eat too

much, and lay too small eggs to be very profitable, besides the
disadvantage of being inferior as chickens for the table. This
objection also applies to the Dark Brahmas, which 1 next tried.

Their being handsome and good exhibition birds is, in my
opinion, their chief excellency.

Not being thoroughly satisfied with any of the above kinds
for honsehold and general purposes, I was induced, three years

ago, to try the Andalusian, or Blue Minorca breed. Of these I

cannot speak too highly; they are capital foragers, almost
supporting themselves, excellent layers, their eggs being
especially large and abundant, are very hardy, and though less

frequently broody than other hens, are good sitters and mothers.
They are first-rate birds for the table, being especially adapted
for early spring chickens. I have taken considerable pains in

selecting my stock, wliieh is from Coles's breed, who was the
original importer. To those, who, without being exactly
poultry fanciers, keep a few fowls for domestic purposes, I can
confidently recommend them.

—

Experiexce.

THIS SEASON'S HATCHING.
I SEXD you my experience in hatching this season.
On the 6th of March I put thirteen Dorking eggs under a

Cochin hen, and on the 26th there were ten fine strong chicks

hatched. One has since died, and two were unfortunately
killed by a cat, leaving me seven, all healthy and very forward.

On the 27th of Marcli I purchased eleven eggs from a friend

who keeps thoroughbred Partridge Cochins, and placed them
under a Cochin pullet on the same day, and on the 18th inst.

had again a brood of ten chickens, the handsomest and strongest

I have ever seen. I expected these as in the previous case on
the twentieth day of incubation, but no sign was visible of a
chick making its appearance. I waited until the morning of the
twenty-first day, but still only a chirp now and then could be
heard inside the shell, no outward signs of life were visible.

I then took away every egg and tapped them all round the
larger end, until the shell was broken in two, and also cut the
skin round the beak of the chick. I then replaced them under
the hen for some hours longer, but no further progress was
made. It was now high time I thought to get them out, which
I did by first removing the shell of the larger end of the egg
and then carefully tearing away the skin inside, and finally

drawing each chick out of the last half of the shell. They
seemed quite exhausted, but their animation was wonderful
after they had been under the hen a little time.

It was now time to supply eggs to two more Cochin pullets,

which I had in readiness for the result of this hatch, so I again
visited my friend and procured all the eggs he had—viz., twenty,

which I have placed under my two pullets, with two Spanish
eggs added, to give them eleven each. But this time I have
adopted a different plan in the arrangement of the nest, with a

view to soften the shells and their inner lining. The nests are

in boxes, perforated with large holes at the bottom ; between
this and the floor of the sitting compartment I have placed a
turf which can be kept moist by moving the nest box oS for

a few minutes, and watering the turf. This will not disturb the
hen or eggs.

It would be interesting to know how many eggs " Nemo's "

friend placed under his ten hens, as I believe early hatches are

often poor on account of too many eggs being placed under a

hen. Eleven or at the most thirteen, are in my opinion quite

as many as the largest hen can properly cover. When there

are more, some are left partially uncovered at one time, and
others at another, so that during twenty-one days it is very
probable the whole of the eggs may have had a few hours cool-

ing sufficient to destroy vitality.— George H.iSTiLOw, 63,

Albion Boad, Dalston.

doubt that the attendance will be very numerous. Entries
close April 30th.

P-VCKING EGGS-HATCHING—BUCKWHEAT.
There is no question that our friend "Nemo " is correct in

saying that packing should be tight. This is the essential,
the next point being that the packing should be somewhat
elastic. Attention being paid to these particulars, then moss,
hay, bran, &c., will all do well. I have just received some
Polands' eggs from Mr. H. Beldon, they were packed in oat
husks

;
every egg is fertile. Pea husks I have also seen used.

Many of us, perhaps, err with early chickens in being too
grasping, and placing thirteen or more eggs under a hen : this
is often fatal to all. I am disposed to think that Cochin and
Brahma eggs are less fertile than those of most other breeds ;

there are reasons for this, I fancy. In cold weather the eggs are
not only more easily chilled while hatching, but are often ruined
before they come to the nest, if the temperature be very low.
It is notorious, probably in everything as well as our hobby,
that if a thing is worth anything, the necessary trouble to get
it is vastly greater than when the reverse is the ca.?e. The
cottager's wife sits her hen on any eggs in any place, giving
her any number of eggs. I have often heard of eighteen or
twenty as a nest. Having given her hen a nest, and seeing
that she has food, her clucking pet may do just as she pleases,
but somehow the results are good, and very few eggs fail to
hatch. I have known eighteen to hatch. We are, perhaps,
extra careful, less grasping, &c., but success wholly eludes our
etTorts. Of course, the successful old dame says it is all our
fault ; still I personally feel better satisfied when I am certain
that the hen is let out at stated intervals, that no egg is broken,
and that the eggs are occasionally damped. It is, perhaps,
move consolatory to fail after having done all you can to secure
success ; at least, I find it so.

I will also add my testimony to the value of buckwheat. The
poultry like it, and as my experience goes, do very well on it.

I wish I could obtain it more easily than I do.—Y. B. A. Z.

I forward you my hatching results this season, as I think
that I have no reason to complain.

February 27th, 7 hatched out of IS I March 15th 10 hatched out of IS
March 4th, <) „ „ 13 i 29th, 13 „ „ 15

12th, lu „ „ IS ! April 12th, 12 „ „ 15

—A. J. H.

Hull .ind East Biding Show.—The prizes are liberal, and
are for Canaries, Babbits, and Pigeons, as well as for the

prime object—poultry. The names of the Judges, Mr. Hewitt
and two others, are published, and as it is the day on which
the testimonial to Mr. Hewitt is to be presented, we have no

FROSTERLEY POULTRY SHOW.
The fourth annual Show of the Frosterley Poultry Society was held

on April 11th, when the following prizes were awarded by the Judge,
Mr. J. Simnj, West Cramlington.

Spanish (Black).—First, E. Pickering, Miln Houses. Second, E. Wall,
East Layton.
Spanish (Blue—Andaluaians).—First, M.Eeid, Bishopley. Second, C.

Maddisou, Frosterley.
Dorkings.—First, J. Graliam, Mac Neil. Second, Mrs. Sanderson,

Bradley Hall.
CocriiN-CHiNA.—Second, E. Wall.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, J. Dobson, Sunnyside.

Second, Messrs. Emerson & Gardner, Hill End.
Game (Duckwing Grey).—First, M. Franliling, Goose Croft. Second,

D. Watson, Batts.
Game Cockerel.—First and Second, J. Fenwick, Stanhope.
Game Cocks.—First, J. Graham, Mac Neil. Second, K. Wilkinson

Shitlehopeside.
Hamburchs (Golden-spangled).— First, E. Pickering, Miln Houses.

Second, E. Pickering, Bishopley.
Hamburghs ISilvir-spangled).—First and Second, J. Taylor, Middle

Bishopley.
Hambcrghs (Golden-pencilled).— First and Second, M. Eidley, Peak

Field.
Hambcrghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, M. Armor, Frosterley. Second,

J. Taylor, Middle Bishoiiley.
Polands.—First, C. Maddison, Frosterley. Second, Miss E. Johnson,

Frosterley.
Game ISantams (Blackbreasted and other Reds).—First, M. Ridley,

Peake Field. Second, W, Brown, Stanhope.
Game Bantams (Any other variety).-First, S. Pennington, Low Big-

gins. Second, S. Maddison.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, Mrs. Sanderson, Bradley Hall. Second,

R. Pickering.
Ducks (.\ny other variety).—First, W. Simpson, Pry Close. Second,

W. i: H. Thompson, Feny Field.
Ducks (Black Indian).—First, E. Pickering. Second, M. Eeid, High

Bishopley.
Gander.—First, J. Dobson, Sunnyside. Second, M. Held.

BIRMINGHAM SHOW.
A SPECLAL meeting of the CouncU was held on Thursday last, at the

Queen's Hotel, tlie Earl of Bradford (President) in the chair, to make
aiTangements for the exhibition of the present year ; whieh was iised

to commence on Saturday, November 28th, and to terminate on the

Thursday following.

The Honorary Treasurer (Mr. Shackel) read a report, in which he
expressed regi-et that the transactions of the last year showed a balance

against the society of £178 135. H((/. : but he added that a conaidei-able

amount (£150) had been spent in making additions to the working
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stock. The roservo now stood at £560 3s. If?. ; and tho balance due
to the b.-mkers on tho current account was t'2'2r» 7.v. (x/., leavinp a net
balance iu hand of .il^Hl 15,s-. 7*/. The Society now possnssi;d

2,70U poultry ^lona, 500 iron hurdles, and other moveable stock to the

value of at least £1,00U. The cattle salosnian had been dispensed
with, by which they had been relieved of a considerable expense, with-

out, as it wa3 hi-lioved, inilictiu^' any inconvenience upon exhibitors.

On the motion of Mr. C. M. Caldecott. seconded by Mr. Councillor
Lowe, the report and accounts were received and adopted, the latter

gentleman suggesting the desirability of some statement showing the

original cost and present value of their stock, in order that the Council
might know their actual financial position.

Mr. Shackel also presented the following comparative statement of

the admissions to the show, and tho cash taken at the doors, since the

year 18G3 :

—

Year. AdmissionB. Cash at doors.
1863 61,530 £1,216 17 S
1864 62,533 1,334 4 4
1865 41,844 934 10
1866 21,511 648 3
1867 43.540 919

In reply to Mr. Lnckcoek, Mr. Shackel said that in 1865 the amount
received in subscriptions was £1,175 ; in entrance fees, £170 lO,-.-.

;

IB 18(U'i, subscriptions, £1,1GS lO.-.-. ; entrance fees, £317; and in

1167, subscriptions, £1,558; entrance fees, £463.

—

(Midland Counties
Herald.)

PAPJS POULTKY EXHIBITION.
The Acclimatisation Society of Paris has just held another poultry

show, at which somo of oar Euglisii varieties were fairly represented,

and a few notes may not be uninteresting. Of European reputation

as au ornithological and practical estahlisbment, the gardens of the

Society in the Bois de Boulogne are too well known to need descrip-

tion, and it will suiEce to say that they are the favourite resort of

many thousands of Parisians, and nearly all the visitors to the capital.

The space allotted to the poultry Show was near the conservatories.

The pens were erected in three tiers, and placed back to back, all

being covered with an awning, which did good duty against both wind
and sun.

As a matter of course, the principal French breeds weie more
strongly represented than any others, although there was a large class

of Cochins and Bantams.
Fii-st on the list were birds of La Fhdie, and as a class they were

thought so highly of by the Judges, that seven prizes were di^dded
among them. In quality the class was excellent ; but to pick out a
pen to win, we think we could find one in England of imported birds
that would run any in the Show very hard.
The Crcve-Cceurs were numerous and excellent ; they numbered

more than thirty pens, and counted hardly an inferior one among
them. In shape and symmetry some of the winning birds were re-

markable, and they must have been very heavy. There were shown
some of this year's chickens, strong, healthy, and well-developed ; but
as there was one class only for the breed, they, of c®urse, stood no
chance.
The uniformity of the type of tho Cruve-Coenrs spoke volumes, and

formed a remarkable contrast to the Houdans, which were next to

them. Three dozen pens presented a great variety of shades of

colouring, shape of top-lmot and comb, and colour of leg, but with
hardly an exception every bird was five-toed. This breed appears now
to be exactly in the same condition as that of the CrL-ve-Co-ur was
some eight or ten years ago, before there was any demand for export.

There is the breed, and some of the points are indispensable, but the
others are left to the caprice of the amateur. There were not wanting
at the Show many amateurs who appeared to understand the birds,

who did not fail to say that the pure i)onl€ ik Iluinlnu should have no
beard ; the Judges thought otherwise. In comparison with the Crcve-
Cueurs, the average size of the hens at the Show would be about one-
fonrth less, and the difference in size between the cocks of the two
breeds immensely in favour of the Crcve-Cceurs.
The other French breeds demand little notice, and have nothing

whatever to recommend by size or appearance. The breed Le Mans
would pass either for Minorcas or Black Hambnrghs, according to the
choice for comb.
The mnch-vaunted pmde rle la Brcsse has the appearance of being

a decided mongrel. One breed, however, especially French, claims
honourable exception, that of the Padoues—White, Chamois, Her-
mines. In beauty, symmetry, and size of top-knot, they far distanced
the Golden and Silver-spangled Polands with which they were associ-

ated, and were deservedlj' awarded a prix d'bonncur. An English
exhibitor, Mr. Beldon, had a second prize for a pen of Silver-spangled.

The Brahma Pootras are favourites ; but the French ideas as re-

gards them are very much the reverse of ours. With the exception
of one pen, all the birds exhibited were enormously vulture-hocked,
all single-combed, and birds of the Light variety, but with more
colouring than we should allow them. As regards the vulture hock,
the same remark applies to the Cochins, all the French birds com-
peting possessing it in a remarkable degree. There were some excel-

lent Blacks, unusually large Cuckoos, indifferent Whites, and twenty
pens of Buflfs, in which size was the principal quality.

The competition in Dorkings was not great ; Messrs. Baily, of

London, took both prizes. Spanish fowls never were favourites in

France, and show no signs of progress m public estimation. The
four varieties of Hambnrghs were represented well as regards quality,

and some of tho birds would have stood their ground fairly in English

competition. Tho prizes were taken by Messrs. Beldon, Baily, and
Pickles, of tho English exhibitors, and Mr. Bocquet, of Paris. The
Black Polish were few in number and low iu quality. The Sebright

Bantams mustered sixteen pens, and the first prize for Silver went to

the largest birds, one of the hens having a single comb. The Game
Jiautams were few ; Mr. Ledger was first, Mr. Bocquet second. The
little Japanese Bantams seem to he favourites in France, and were

much admired. The Black, White, and Cuckoo Bantams call for no

special remark. The wild Turkeys were of unusual excellence ; the

Black, White, and Grey inferior.

In the class for Pheasants were Kalccge, Chinese, common, and
Versicolor, and two curious cross-bred birds. The Ducks and Qeese

call for no special notice ; they were poorly represented in every way,

and, with the exception of one or two good Rouen Drakes, showed

very little quality. A pair of Curassows and a pair- of little Bustards

deservedly attracted much attention.

The exhibition of Pigeons, with the exception of one or two varie-

ties, was not good. There were some excellent Eunts ; but the first

prize was given to a very inferior pair* of Blacks, to the prejudice of

good Blues and Silvers. This was the only variety represented in

any numbers. The Rabbits are always favourites in France. In the

variety " Belier," one exhibitor had it all his own way, and sold all

his Rabbits at very high prices. The Silver-Greys and Himalayans
were good, and the Angoras pretty. The arrangements of the Ad-
ministration, and the care and attention bestowed on the birds, re-

flected the highest credit on Monsieur dc St. Hilaire and his assistants,

and entitle them to the warm thanks of all the exhibitors.

A GUIDE TO CANARY-BREEDING.—No. 5.

I MOST apologise to the readers of the Journal for to some
extent repeating in my last article a portion of the previous

one—a mistake which arose from my mislaying a sheet oi my
manuscript.
By this time the nest of birds which chipped a fortnight ago

will be almost as largo as their parents ; and the hen wiU most
likely be making preparations for a second family, paying less

attention to the nestlings, and leaving them iu a great measure

to the care of the cock, who will be unceasing in his devotion

to them, his entire time being taken up with alternate visits

to the egg box, the green food, and the nest of clamorous

gluttons, each trying its utmost to establish its claim to the

right of being first fed—their uproarious proceedings sometimes

driving him away from the edge of the nest, only to return

shortly, nothing disconcerted, to parcel out to each his mess
of pottage with scrupulous impartiality.

When the hen is observed to be restless and carrying about

such building stuff as she can procure, another nest box and a

supply of fresh material must be introduced. Care must now
be exercised to prevent her plucking the young birds, a misde-

meanour she is too frequently guilty of. Should this be the

case (and when the plucking once begins it does not require

long to metamorphose a well-fashioned bird into a "raw gobby,"

as we called unfledged nestlings in our birdsnesting days),

remove the young ones at once to a nursery cage, which must
be suspended against the wires in the front of the breeding

cage, when the feeding operation will be carried on through the

wires, being careful to make the spaces between them of such

a width as will conveniently admit the head but not the

shoulders of the birds.

A supply of soft food will encourage the young ones to pick

for themselves ; and as soon as they can accomplish this most
desirable object transfer them to a large " flight " cage, and
gradually wean them from soft food to hard seed, which they

soon manage to crack. Each succeeding nest must undergo

this weaning process previous to being put with the others in

the flight, as it w'U not do to give them other than hard food

then. Keep up a good supply of fresh green food, such as

ohickweed, groundsel, shepherd's purse, plantain, i-c, and
allow a free use of the bath. It is a good plan, when the hen
begins to lay a second lot of eggs before the young birds in her

first nest are very forward, to remove these with the cock into

the flight. He will not fail to single out his own, and feed

them assiduously, besides doing an occasional good turn where

it may be required.

There are a few operations which have been overlooked in

their proper place.

If a felt nest be used, it is often desirable to change it en-

tirely as soon as the eggs are all chipped, as the red mites will

have made their appearance in greater or less numbers under-
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Death it and at the back of the tin. li they show in numbers
change the nest every morning, simply turning the yonng birds

from one to the other. As they grow and fill up the nest a

No. 2 must be substituted, affording more room, and if there

be four or five birds this must be followed by a No. 3. They
feather better, and are in many respects more comfortable in

the larger nest.

It will occasionally happen that a hen will refuse to feed

her yonng, sitting very closely and "sweating"' them. This

unnatural conduct on the part of his spouse seems to distress

the cock exceedingly. He will sit on the edge of the nest,

apparently remonstrating with her, and using his most per-

suasive eloquence to induce her to allow him to perform the

duty she neglects, looking round and round the nest, anxiously

trying to discover if there be a little head peeping out from

underneath the hen. Should he be fortunate enough to find

one, with a gentle tap he reminds the half-starved thing of his

willingness to give it a meal, and in an instant the little mouth
is gaping wide to receive the choice morsels, which, after all,

are only too frequently swallowed by the cruel mother, whose

appeals he never refuses. There is no cure for this. It is the

result of a diseased condition. By driving the hen from the

nest at frequent intervals, and allowing the cock to feed them,

the little things may now and then be kept alive till the hen
is disposed to attend to them herself ; but by far the better

plan is to remove the neglected youngsters at once, and place

them under a nurse. It is very important indeed to have a

few hens, well-domesticated matrons, whose eggs you may not

hesitate to sacrifice in favour of more valuable stock. Many a

valuable nest is saved in this way, and I know nothing more i

trying to the patience than, after waiting for the chipping of a

choice nest, to find them apparently better than your antici-

pations, and yet dying off one by one from sheer want. They
may be assisted by hand, and are occasionally reared in this

way, an unusual amount of sympathy being evinced towards

the little unfortunates, receiving attentions which would at

another time be thought tedious. Feed with yolk of hard-

boiled egg, moistened with a little lukewarm water, given on the

end of a qoiU, the rule being, Little and often.—W. A. Blakstok

THE HONEY BEES OF CEYLOX.
I AM indebted to a gentleman engaged in the civil service at

Point de Galle for the following very interesting paper from the

pen of a native headman on the honey bees of Ceylon.

The fijrst species described is probably identical, or nearly so,

with the very diminutive and harmless Apis florea ; the se-

cond and third I should imagine to be varieties of Apis indica,

the two kinds found in one hive at the same time being, of

course, drones and workers ; whilst the fourth would seem to

be the magnificent but bellicose Apis dorsata. an attack from

which proved fatal to Mr. Boddington, the unfortunate English

engineer who jumped into the river Nerbudda, and was drowned
in endeavouring to escape from his enraged assailants. It was,

I believe, a swarm of these bees which put the late lamented

Lord Clyde and his entire stafi to the most ignominious rout,

and thus inflicted the only defeat which that gallant officer sus-

tained during his final campaign against the Indian mutineers.

Another remarkable instance of their ferocity was related in

page 56 of our Journal ; and I am informed by Mr. F. Smith,

of the British Museum, that Dr. Jerdan states that he has
lost a valuable dog through an attack by these insects, and that

fatal accidents from the same cause are not unknown among
the natives.—A Detosshiee BEE-KEErzE.

BEMtRKg BY JAMES DE SILVA, MOEA^T)CM, OF HISEDOOM PALTOO,

rs THE SOCTHERX PEOVISCE.

In Ceylon there are four varieties of the bee kind yielding

honey.
1. The Canemeetja ilasto.— These resemble the common

house flies, but are smaller. Hives are always formed in

hollows of trees, with an outer covering for the protection of

combs, which produce very little honey. It is of an agreeable

odour, tasting very sweet. Besides the honey there is an eat-

able substance of a yellow colour, called hackoroo (jagerry), in

taste resembling a mixture of sugar, flour, and an acid, which

is glutinous, and not very agreeable. When a hive is molested

this bee inflicts very little pain by the sting, but causes much
annoyance by attempting to get into the ears.

2. The Jjandooicella Masio (flies), resemble the bee, with an
additional greenish streak lengthwise on the body. The hive

consists of a single round comb on some slender twig of a tree,

and the honey is scarcely different from the bee honey.
3. The Bee.—Of this there are two varieties, the one of s

brown colour and smaller than the other kind, with little

honey ; the other blackish and of larger size, with honey
always in combs, though there is very little when out of sea-

son. Some, however, say there is only one species : the black

colour and large size are to be ascribed to the bees being well

fed, or they are the latest brood, which latter, I presume, to be
correct, as both kinds are to be found in one hive at the same
time.
When bees have remained for several years in one hive a

species of winged insect, like a beetle, appears, which is a sure

sign of the bees abandoning the hive.

Some people are very expert in finding out bee hives. They
observe early in the morning a tree in blossom which bees fre-

quent, and the uninterrupted arrival and departure of the bees

guides the individual to the hive. I know an instance in which
a man followed a hive of bees for two days (returning home in

the evening), till be reached the hive.

In hives near the sea there is scarcely any honey, which,

perhaps, arises from the want of substance to form honey, and
the sting is more painful.

4. The Bambaroo. — This is about twice the size of an
ordinary bee, and forms only one comb in the hive, which is

to be found in some branch of the loftiest tree in the forest.

As regards the colour of the body, the haU near the sting is a

deep black, the other half inclines to brown. The honey is

thinner and more transparent than the bee honey, but not so

sweet.

The mode of procuring it is to smoke the hive, when the

masso rise to a great height in the air. During this short

space of time, before the bees return, the party must be off, for

if found they will be stung to death, and I know an instance

where a party of sis individuals was pursued more than a mile,

and was obliged to dive under water, the Bamberas hovering

all the while till they saw a head above water. Some of them
are so tenacious, that although a hive should be burnt they will

not quit it.

The quantity of honey found in the largest bee hive to my
knowledge is one and a half gallon. In the Bambaroo I am
unable to state the quantity, but it must be very considerable.

Bees form hives in vessels kept for the purpose, and no other

kind would sit in an artificial place. The sting or point of the

Bambaroo is so sharp that it would cut through the thickest

cloth.

SUPER LEFT ON A HTVB.
Last summer I found the super on a hive to be but partially

filled with honey. Thinking my bees might starve in the

winter, I left it. Ought I now to remove it, or leave it ? If I

leave it, can I put another super at the proper time by the

side of the other, instead of at the top, making a commu-
nication at the back ?—T. T.

"The super may now remain, but we doubt if the bees will

take possession of another en the same level, unless direct

communication be afforded with the stock hive.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Selling Boh-ed Eggs (Cefiria, and many offt^rs).— Our correspondents

all complain in no measured terms that ** J. L. L." has not published the

name of the vendor ; but there are many considerations requiring atten-

tion before such a course is adopted, " J. L. L.," at all events, has put
purchasers on their guard.

Eggs Feetiused {Lemon BujT).—Two days are sufficient if the cock

takes to the hens.

ApLiRiiS Societies (.V. if. C..—We know of no such societies, and
believe that none exists.

Wooden Htves Smelling op TrRPESTrsx (J. Bri/onl.—Expose the

hives as much as possible to the sun and air before using them, bat avoid

dressing them wiUi anything.

Buckwheat as a Eee Flowee {T. .B.).—There is no doubt that it yields

a large harvest to bees. Germans are exhaustive on all subjects they

examine, and one of them estimates that an acre of buckwheat yielded

14 lbs. of honey daily. Single hives gathered 3 lbs. on favourable days.

Hen Canaet whilst Sitting (C. A. J.).—'' I do not allow my hens the

use of the bath while sitting, because I am of opinion that at such a

time it is well to hold out as little inducement as possible to leave the

nest. So far as regards any injury which might result to the eggs from
the hen giving herself an occasional wetting, I should have little fear.

1 use open drinking vessels. I do not recommend tbem, but having a

stock make use of them ; and it will often happen, on replenishing the

water, that a hen will wash as freely as she can through the water hole,

and quite well enough to thoroughly saturate her breast, but I have never

known any evil resalts to ioliow.—W. A. Blab.stos."
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Bpaoe, and that each is really as vigorous a tree as a moderate-
sized fan-trained tree.

Oonunencing, then, from near the roof, I look down on
hundreds of healthyyoung Peaches or Nectarines on each cordon.
How absurd seem objections to this mode when such practical
results are evident. Below me I see my spiral cordons, already
12 feet long in their twist, and having some H feet more to

ascend. These are young, and this first season bear well ; but
farther on is a row of fine pyramids two years plunged in the
border. A great mistake ! These are growing too strongly,
and I can see even now will require very little thinning. This
may be a hint to others. As long as these were in their pots
they bore fairly, and were easily enough restrained ; but now,
left to themselves, they must soon become tedious to train.

Between my groups of spiral cordons are some very fine
standards ; these are really more manageable, but would soon
become huge trees if left alone. I can see that all their exten-
sions are " gross shoots," and, further, the shoots growing
inwards below these are e-jually strong. As the fruit grows
most on rather weak branches this tendency is objectionable,
especially here ; nor is the fruit on these, though very good, so
numerous as on the cordons. These were really troublesome to
thin ; at last I used to rub them off without looking at them.
As to the spiral groups they are very accessible. About two-
thirds of the whole crop were removed at this first thinning ; in
a fortnight afterwards a second severe removal took place.
Now all was ea-iy, because many Peaches remained small, and
were at once taken away. This difference in size is not ac-
counted for by imperfect development alone. Here, for example,
at one extremity of this house are two trees trained in the fan
form—one an Elruge Nectarine and the other a Eivers's
Orange. Both are of the same size, both sorts naturally set
equally well, but the tree which has now the most advanced fruit
is that which has had the most watering. Thus I conclude
that Peach trees require free supplies of water during this
exhausting period, and it is just what Nature would give them,
for, as I write, nearly 1 inch of water has fallen in the twenty-
Jour hours, and it blows so hard that the mails are delayed.

I cannot resist adding a word more as to the progress of the
spiral cordons also. Though these are several feet from the
back wall, so much is gained by the twist that a length of
fully 20 feet will be required before they reach the glass. As
they are planted IG inches apart in groups of five, and the
shoots grow freely all round them, any one may estimate the
proportion of bearing space they occupy. In no other way

—

and this is important—in no other way can this be so well
effected, taking into consideration quality, quantity, and variety
of fruit. If this be really the case, then, who can doubt the
ultimate universal adoption of the method in orchard houses ?

A cordon of this size when full grown can bear as freely as a
moderately large wall tree, and if carefully thinned, need never
have any rest such as potted trees require. These groups
should alternate with standard or potted trees, so as to secure
free access of sunshine to the lowest parts of the back wall in a
lean-to. In a span-roofed house facing north-east and south-
west (as such houses should face), this is of less importance.

I have sometimes alluded to the house of a friend and pupil,
as he genially writes : could some who read this Journal see
his GOO-feet houses, all trained with diagonal cordons parallel
with the houses, they would learn something new. After all,

if we do spend so much time and money on these things, we
may as well aJopt the most advantageous plans, and this
many well known in these pages have now decided on doing.
Our poor pyramids are to be soon " diaestabUshed."—T. C.
BaEHAni.

BEDDING PLANTS
THAT M.IY BE PLANTED OUT EAKLY, AJfD OTHERS TO BE

PLAKIED LATE.

The lesson taught us last year as regards planting out too
early, is not likely to be forgotten by those who were sufferers

;

nevertheless, there are some plants so much hardier than
others, that they may be planted eai 'y without sustaining so
much injury from cold as they would tiom other causes if kept
in their present quarters. Such plants it would be advisable
to plant out as early in May as possible, consistently with the
state of the weather, the condition of the ground, and, more
important than all, the condition of the plants themselves

;

therefore, where there is an opportunity, let no time be lost
in planting them out, at the same time take care not to pro-
ceed far in adopting the same course with others which are

too tender yet to be trusted out of doors. A few notee on such
plants as may be first removed to beds out of doors, as well as on
those that had better remain in their sheltered quarters some
time longer, may be useful at the present season.
Commencing, therefore, with such as will bear a tolerable

amount of cold, the first on the list is one of the most popular
plants of the parterre, and inapproachable, as yet, in one of

the colours it represents—I mean the Calceolaria.
Calceolarias.—Assuming the plants to be in some cold pit,

and not in pots, but growing in the pit, most likely if tolerably
close together they will be drawing each other up, and running
into flower, even if they have been partially thinned, as mine
were, in the early part of March. At that time, in my case one
half of the rows were taken out and planted elsewhere under
shelter, but those that were left grew out and occupied all the
space, and after April 20th commenced running into flower.

Many of them I had removed into their permanent quarters
before the end of the month, taking advantage of the dull, moist
weather that occurred during the interval to perform the
operation. Those which were transplanted I need hardly say
were not so forward, and. consequently, not in such need of

immediate removal ; and if there had been an opportunity to

transplant the whole, they would, of course, have been later,

but it not being convenient to do so, and as Calceolarias have
on former occasions done pretty well when planted early, the
trouble of an intermediate transplantation was avoided. Of
course, those who have the means and accommodation to give

their plants more room, need not plant so soon, and may
possibly benefit by the delay ; or where Calceolarias form a
portion of a bed, along with other plants which cannot be planted
out BO soon, in that case delay must take place ; but when prac-

ticable, and where the plants have been well inured to the open
air beforehand, they may often be planted out much earlier

than they are with advantage.
Gacinia.—This is also a hardy plant compared with many,

and I usually treat it the same as the Calceolaria. Cuttings
put into a cold pit in the last week in September, make ex-

cellent plants, bushy and well rooted, by the end of April, and
they may then be planted in their summer quarters. Usually
the Gazania likes a rather dry situation, and looks well hang-
ing over the sides of some raised bed or vase, the plant re-

quiring a less amount of soil to grow in than some of the Ver-
benas, which it resembles in habit, but in no other particular.

The Gazania is, however, not a hardy plant, and will not bear

so much cold as the Calceolaria and Nierembergia, but it has
the property of resisting damp, and transplants well.

Ceeastium.—Perhaps this plant ought to have preceded the
Calceolaria, as it is much hardier—in fact, is a hardy plant,

and in a dry situation will withstand any ordinary amount of

cold, but a wet winter is fatal to it, and in the spring of last

year it was very scarce. Where, however, plants are at

command, it is a good plan to make fresh plantations of it early

in April, and as it is mostly used for edgings, it can
often be put in its place without interfering with the planting

of other subjects afterwards. Certainly it would be better to

have the whole of it planted during April, as it will then have
a good start, and show itself earUer in the season.

CtKERARiA MARiTiJiA.—Unfortunately it is not always that

good rooted cuttings of this Cineraria can be had early in the

season, otherwise there is no reason why they should not be at

once planted, but it would be better to wait until such cuttings

were well rooted before planting. We have for some years

put in cuttings a little before those of the Calceolaria in au-

tumn, and they have made tolerably good plants, but not early

ones, and it is not advisable to remove them until they are

well rooted. We have occasionally taken up old plants, and

by puUing them to pieces have sometimes met with nicely

rooted offsets ; but these, unfortunately, so persistently run to

flower and seed, that they rarely look well, and seedling plants,

though perfect paragons of health and compactness, are in-

variably of a bad dull green colour : so that after trying many
modes of growing this plant, we have found out that autumn or

early spring-struck cuttings are best, when allowed to root well

before planting. It must be confessed they are not so early

as could be desired, at the same time they are not so apt to run;

into flower as when made earlier, which is unfortunately too apt

to be the case with this otherwise useful plant. Its hardiness

is well established.

Vehonicas of the New Zealand shrubby race, especially the

variegated, are popular plants, but are less hardy than the

plant last named ; the variegated one, however, will bear the

ordinary treatment of Calceolarias, and may be planted out at
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the same time. It has the merit of being less liable to revert

to the green condition than moat variegated plants which I know,

is not easily affected by disease, and is otherwise a useful orna-

mental plant. When it is also considered that no pots are

wanted for it at any time, its utility to those whose^iocommo-

dation for tender plants is limited is very great. It will do

planted out at the end of April.

Golden S.uiE.—This deserves to be more generally grown

than it is, for it is not very particular in respect to soil

and situation, but the more it is exposed to sun the better it is

in colour. The plant is as hardy as the common Sage, but it

should not remain longer than two years, otherwise it becomes

unwieldly, and, peihaps, some of it may die off. It makes an

excellent edging arouud shrubs, and is in many respects a

plant deserving of attention. Its liability to flower is not so

great a drawback to it as to the Cineraria maritima, or Cen-

taurea gymnocarpa, and it looks well during the winter, but is

not ao yellow as when the growth is in a younger condition.

Daotylis GLOMERiT.i.—This Grass, though hardy, is some-

how liable to die olY during the winter, so that I have on more

than one occasion all but lost it. In soils which are suitable

it may he planted by the end of April, provided, as stated for

other plants, it be (it to plant out at the time. When in good

condition this plant looks well, and it is certainly not so much
grown as it ought to he.

To the plants above adverted to others may be added.

Cupheas are tolerably hardy, but I do not know that any ad-

vantage arises from planting them soon, and I hardly know
what to say about Petunias, for I have ceased to grow them to

any extent excepting from seed, the established kinds from
cuttings being so liable to die off. No advantage would, how-

ever, result from planting them early, and, therefore, it would

not be prudent to include them in the list. Many other plants

uaeful in the flower garden might be mentioned—as Pyre-

thi'oms, which may be planted at any time ; Lavender Cotton

the same ; while Viola cornuta is best planted in the autumn, a

better spring bloom following, and the same may be said of

Mimulus, Pentstemons, and sundry other plants. Perhaps in

no instance are the advantages of autumn planting more ap-

parent than in that of Viola cornuta, which seems to be proof

alike to cold, the attacks of slugs, and the other mishaps that

winter plants have to encounter, as it is seldom a plant is lost,

and it commences to flower much earlier by being established

so long before the flowering time.—J. Eobson.

(To be contmued.)

RAISING VINES FROM SEED.
Have any of 3'our readers ever attempted to cross Vines ?

If they have they will agree with me that a more tiresome,

tedious operation is not often performed. To tie a midge fit

to tempt a Derbyshire trout requires patience and manual
dexterity, but it can be tied in a cool room and when you are

in the humour ; but to cross Vines successfully you must wait

in a hothouse till they choose to open their flowers, and remove
each anther separately with a fine-poioted pair of scissors with-

out the least shaking, you must select pollen from another

flower and apply it to the minute'stigma, and if, tired of looking

at such minute objects, or oppressed by the heat, you take a

walk for half an hour, you will, perhaps, find a score of flowers

have opened in yonr absence. If these are examined with a

good glass they will generally be found covered with pollen, and
as I wish to be as sure as possible that the seed sown is really

the result of a cross, I should cut them all out and wait for more.
" As sure as possible." Well, I believe we never can be quite

sure. When every care has been taken, and I believe my
hands are as steady and my eyes as good as those of most
persons, still a strong glass generally shows a few grains of

pollen scattered on the style, if not on th^ stigma. If to pre-

vent this yon remove the cap from the bloom before it opens
of itself, you only increase the evil, for then the pollen is sure

to be distributed. Having done one's best to prevent the

stigma being fertilised by its own pollen, we must trust, if any
has fallen upon it, that that which is apphed from a foreign

source will be more efficacious.

Some persons will say, But why raise seedling Vines ? Have
we not already plenty of good kinds .' Are not a great many
of the new ones worse than the good old varieties ? No doubt,

and some are very valuable additions. I certainly am not

amongst the number of those who despair of great improve-
ment in Grapes, ^^^ly should we not try to add to the good

qualities they already possess that of scent? It has always

struck me that if Pines had no scent they would not rank so

high in public estimation as they do now. If Grapes, in ad-

dition to their beauty and flavour, possessed a fine bouquet,

would it not be an improvement '.' This is what I have been

trying at for some years, and I will tell how the idea came into

my mind. Meeting with the rest of the Fruit Committee at

Chiswick some years ago, we entered a house of young Vines

in pots. The moment we entered there was a strong smeU o£

ripe Strawberries, and I exclaimed, Why here is the old Haut-
bois Strawberry which I have not seen for years ! Dr. Hogg
laughed and said, " It has the exact smell of that Strawberry,

but it is a Grape." Never having heard of the Strawberry

Grape, or of any kind of Vine with scented fruit, I was very

anxious to taste it, but like almost all the members of the

Committee, spat it out immediately—the strong perfumed

flavour was to me most disgusting. To my surprise one gentle-

man said, " I do not agree with you, I like it."

Whilst tasting the other varieties the following traii> o{

thought passed through my mind :—What a pity a Grape with

such a fine scent should be so nasty. After all some one likes

it. Is it not because the flavour is in excess ? Who can eat

a Williams's Bon Chrutien Pear which has ripened on the

tree ? Yet the same Pear gathered before the flavour is too much
developed is first-rate. Fusel oil is, perhaps, the most disgust-

ing thing in nature, but an infinitesimal drop in a large

quantity of barley sugar gives the flavour of the Jargonelle

Pear. Who does not like the smell of a good ripe Apple .' but

few would choose to live with a bushel of Eibston Pippins inr

their drawing-rooms. Why should I not try to modify this

flavour by crossing with our best Grapes ? Besides, it is

said the American Grapes are proof against the attacks o£

mildew
;

perhaps the cross may possess the vigour o£ con-

stitution.

Influenced by these reasons I procured some cuttings, grew

them, flowered them, and crossed the flowers with our best

Grapes. Seedlings from these crosses are now fruiting. I do

not know if they wiU be of any value, but they are most interest-

ing. I think never before were such leaves seen on a Grape Vine.

One, a cross with Muscat Hamburgh, has leaves more deeply

cut than that variety, and almost twice the size. Some have

deep red stalks and leaves of the darkest possible green, and o£

large size, whilst others might have descended from the Parsley

Vine. One has not only set its fruit, but the fruit is already

stoned, whilst a Black Hamburgh next to it and nearer the

boiler is only just coming into flower. The few showing fruit

appear rather small in the bunch, so 1 have crossed thera

again with the largest Grapes known, such as Canon Hali

Muscat, Alicante, &c. What do you think of my chance of

raising a good Grape '?

Of one fact I am certain, few persons know the amount of

trouble, expense, and anxiety represented by one good thing in

the way of fruit ; the prizes are much talked about, the count-

less failures are known only to the disappointed ones. I have

now scores of Peach and Nectarine trees showing fruit for the

first time ; numbers of seedling Vines, a few of which will

fruit this season ; lots of seedling Bhododendrons, and about

six thousand seedling Pelargoniums, so you see I am trying to

leave my mark.—J. E. Pearson, Chihccll.

Movements of the Colocasia escdlenta.—In a paper, ad-

dressed to the Academy of Sciences, M. H. Lecoq mentions as

an instance of movement in plants the Colocasia esculenta. In

visiting his hothouse in January last, he perceived a motion in

one of the leaves of this plant'; he at first attributed it to a

draught, but upon examination remarked the same motion in

the four other leaves, there being no more at the time. It was

a sort of rhythmical tremor, so long as to aiiect the plants that

stood near. His attention being thus aroused, he continued

his observations daily, and found the motions of the Colocasia

were not regularly periodical. Sometimes its tremor would

last the whole day and following night ; it usually occurred

from nine in the morning until noon, and not unfrequently the

plant would remain in a state of perfect rest for days, and even

whole weeks. This induced M. Lecoq to attach a few light

bells to the plant, in order to be warned of the approach of the

paroxysm. On one occasion it began at two o'clock after mid-

night, and continued nearly the whole morning. The bells

tinkled, and the leaves of the Colocasia struck the neighbouring

plants with sufficient dietinctuess to enable the author to count
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the pulsations by a stop watoh ; he fonnd them to be between
100 and 120 per minnte. On several other occasions the fits

were exceedingly violent. On the *Jnd of March last, although
the temperature of the hothouse had fallen to T Cent., the
plant seemed to be labouring under a fit of ague, so that the
very pot containing the plant, and weighing about 22 lbs.,

shook so that the hand of a man could not steady it. The
rhythmical tremor was likewise communicated to a fine leaf of

a Strelitzia Nicolai, another of a Philodendron pertusum, and
to some fine clusters of flowers of the Begonia manicata.
M. Leooq cannot explain the cause of this tremor, but he
thinks himself warranted in not attributing it by any means to

the temperature ; he suggests the possibility of its being the
result of a stoppage in the regular perspiration of the plant.

KOY.VL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
May 5th.

Fruit CoMMrrxKE.—Messrs, J. C. Wheeler k SonR, Gloucester,

exhibited some very finely-kept examples of Ashniead's Kernel Apple
;

tbey were exceedingly fresh, rich, and joioy, and were unanimonaly
awarded a special certificate. Mr. Gardiner, f^ardener to Sir George
Phillips, Bart., Weston Honse, Shipston-on-Stonr, sent a dish of

Hoyal George Peaches ; they were quite rip©, of fair size, but not
particularly rich in tlavoar.

Mr. E, Baxter, gardener to Charles Keiser, Esq., Brosbonme, Herts,
exhibited a Cncnmber named Broxboume Rival, which the Committee
considered to bo inferior, although very similar, to Telegraph. Jlr.

H. Drover, gardener to H. Clark, Esq., Fareham, Hants, exhibited a
jbraee of Cucumbers named Drover's Telegraph, bat the variety was of

no particular merit. Mr. Woodward, The Gardens, Garbrand Hall,
Ewell, Surrey, exhibited some examples of Cattell's Echpse Broccoli,
which were very inferior.

James Bateman, Esq., Biddulph Grange, Conj^leton, exhibited some
preserved fruits of the Chinese Loquat (Eriobotrya japonica). The
preserve was sweet and pleasant, bnt with no particular flavour. Mr.
J. Carr, gardener to P. L. Hinds, Esq., The Lodge-, Bytleet, Surrey,
exhibited some ripe frnit of Eugenia jambos, tlieRose Apple, from a
seedling tree about four years old grown at Byfieet, where so many of
onr fine tropical fruits have been brought to such perfection. The
frnit is handsome in appearance, about the size of a Washington
Plum, of a pale straw yellow colour ; the llesh rather dry, about a
quarter of an inch in thickness, hollow, enclosing two large seeds

;

flavour peculiarly pleasant, partaking of that of the Muscat Grape and
the Damask Kose, with a Bcent resembling that of the Myrtle. The
plant has borne about ten dozen of fruit, and as this is the first time
of its having been fruited and exhibited in this country, it was unani-
mously awarded a special certificate.

Floral Comuittee.—One of the best exhibitions ever seen at a
Tuesday meeting was brought together on this occasion ; there was a
rich supply of valuable plants from the metropolitan exhibitors, and
the awards mudo for novelties were very numerous.
Mr. Moore, gardener to the Earl of Shrewsbury, received a special

certificate for a small collection of cut Orchids. Messrs. Veitch cshi-

fcitcd young plants of the Society's hybrid Coleuses. which have not been
in their possession more than a fortnight—viz., C. Baasei, C. Saun-
dersiif C. Berkeleyii, C. Batemanii, and C. Rncterii, each of which
Tvas jnstly honoured with a first-class certificate. Aphelandra chry-
Eops, with bright yellow flowers, from the same firm, had a first-class

certificate, also Scutellaria mocciniaaa, a handsome greenhouse
plant with bright scarlet flowers. Begonia Huttoiii had a secoud-cla^s
certificate ; it has pale buff flowers with finely-cut foliage. Primula
I'ortusoides striata, a seedling from Primula cortuRoides, having a
^vhite stripe in the centre, received a first-class certificate ; Cymbidium
Huttoni, a dusky, dingy-spotted Orchid, but beautifully marked, a
second-class ceilificate ; Oncidium eucullatum. a small spotted kind,
a first-class certificate ; Burlingtonia fragrans major, resembling Can-
dida, a first-class certificate ; Epidendrnm paniculatum, vrith an
el^ant spike of rosy purple narrow-petalled flowers of promising
character, a first-class certificate ; and Laelia grandis, a curious hufif-

winged variety, a second-class certificate. A special certificate was
awarded Messrs. Veitch for the collection of Orchids, ono for a collec-

tion of Amai-yUids, and another special certificate for miscellaneous
plants.

Mr. Turner, Slough, sent a fine collection of Tulips, and received
a special certificate ; also a small collection of beautiful Auriculas,
selfs and show flowers, for which he likewise was awarded a special
certificate. He also received first-class certificates for three seedling
Auriculas—viz., Mrs. Mendall, a fine grey-edged flower ; Novelty, a
porpUeh violet self ; and Wonderful, self, a larg^3 deep reddish ma-
roon. Mr. Turner's Auriculas have been the admu-ation of all who
dehght in these spring tiowers; it is to be regretted that the season at
"which they are in perfection is so uncertain. liast year they were
only at their prime in May ; this year they wer&in perfection in April.
How absurd it is to find fault as to the time fixed for exhibition, for
BO one can foresee what the season may prove. It is a flower to be
exhibited only when the season permits, early or later in the spring.

Mr. Noble, Sanningdale, sent a large collection of seedling Cle-

matises, four of which were selected as superior varieties, but none of*

them being named, the Committee could not deal with them. If

exhibitors would but consider how much the Committee have to do,

and in what a short time it is expected to be done, they would nofc-

think of reqj/esting names to be assigned by them. E>xry florists'

flower or hybrid garden flower must be named to be recognised. There
were decidedly first-class flowers in this collection. Mr. Williams,
Paradise Nurserj', sent a specimen of a curious Nidularium, called

atrosanguineum. which was awarded a first-class certificate ; Cocoe
Weddeliana. an elegant plant, and graceful for table decoration in its

young state—first-class certificate ; and Maxillaria lutea alba—second-
class. A special certificate was awarded for Mr. Williams's fine col-

lection of plants. Messrs. Smith, Dnlwich, received special ceriificates

for a collection of plants, consisting of fine specimens of Erica vittata

and seedling Azaleas. Azalea Sir Robert Napier was awarded a first-

class certificate. The colour is a deep fiery red, distinct from that of

any known variety, but the flower was rather too rough in the outline,

and small. The plant, however, was out of condition. This seedling

will prove a general favourite for its distinct colour. Messrs. Smith"

also exhibited a pale rose, smooth-petalled, seedling Azalea, called

Oracle, but too small for exhibition purposes.

Mr. Baxter, gardener to C. Keiser, Esq., Broxbourne, sent two ex-

quisitely grown specimens of Dendrobium pulchellum, which was^

awarded a special certificate. Mr. Wimsett, Ashburnham Park Nur-
sery, received a first-class certificate for another of the Society's hybrid
Coleuses—C. Marshallii, also a second-class certificate for Coleus
Telfordii aureus, having pale yellow foUage, with small dark crimson
markings in the centre.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Wellington Nurseries, exhibited a small

bnt good collection of Orchids, which was awarded a special cortificat«>

Mr. Woodward, Ewell, sent a very beautiful specimen of Trichopilia

snavis, which received a second-class certificate ; and Messrs. Lee,
Hammersmith, had a special certificate for a collection of plants, con-

taining many well-grown and ornamental specimens. Mr. Pilcher,

gardener to S. Rucker, Esq., had a second-class certificate for Epi-

dendrnm inversum, an old and neglected Orchid with a peculiarly fine

scent. Mr. Hooper, Bath, gained the Silver Flora medal for twenty-

four Pansies, a special certificate for Pansies in pots, and showed
several promising seedlings, but not in good condition. Mr. Hooper
also sent a seedling Pink adapted for forcing, and a variegated Pansy,
which will be useless as a variegated plant. The seedling PAnsies

noticed were Mr. Turner, Mr. Bull, and Cheerfulness, a white bedding
variety. Mr. J. Jackson, Kidderminster, sent cut specimens of a
double Polyanthus ; the same variety has been sent from three other

firms, and it would therefore seem to he widely distributed. Mr.
Brown, Slough, and Mr. Shenton, Biggleswade, exhibited cnt'

Pansies.

A collection of Mr. Bause's seedling Caladinms was sent from Chis-

wick, and they were beautiful from the delicacy of the tints which
they exhibited, the ground colour being pale yellow. By some great

inadvertency these plants escaped notice. They are of great merit,

and will take a position in due time.

Mr. J. Hodge, gardener to E. Wright, Esq., Gravelly Hill, Bir-

miiigham, sent cut specimens of Orchids, but not of the best varie-

ties ; Mr. Wimsett, Ashburnham Park Nursery, fine specimens of

Bronze Zonal Pelargoniums, Rosalina, Her Majesty, AdmiratioD,

Empress Eug-i-nie : and Messrs. E. G. Henderson, seedling Variegated

Zonal Pelargoninms. Maid of Judah, Star of Peace. Mr». Gladstone,

Mary Hadwin, Mis. Grieve, and E. G. Henderson, a Bronze Zonal.

Mr. Tanton, Epsom, contiibuted a variety of Leschenaultia biloba,

Polygala Dalmaisiana, Aphelexis macrantha splendida, and Boronia
serrulata compacta. C. Leach, Esq., sent cut specimens of Eli-

sena longiflora. rarely seen in flower, and La?lia prtestans. From
Mr. Rae, Egliuton Castle, came four Cinerarias ; from Messrs.

Rollisson, Vauda tricolor meleagris, and Gymnogramma Rollissonii

;

and from Mr. Nelson, Bristol, a seedling Lomaria, supposed to bo a
hybrid between L. gibba and Blechnum corcovadense. the same variety

as that exhibited by Mr. Dean at the last meeting.

SciENTinc Committee.—The second meeting of this Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society, was held in the Council Room at

half-past one, W. Wilson Saundei-s, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair. The
following members were present;—Dr. Thomson, The Rev. J. Dix,

Mr. Marshall, Mr. Reeve.';, Dr. J. H. Gilbert, Dr. Masters, Mr. Moore,

Mr. Bateman, Mr. Blenkins, Mr. Mumby, Dr. Welwitsch, Dr. Voelcker,

Mr. A. Murray, Mr. J. Miers, Mr. Wilson, and the Secretai-y, the Kev.

M. J. Berkeley. »
Dr. Masters made a communication to the Committee on the hair-

lilce cells he had discovered at the base of the flower of Ancuba

japonica, which would entrap the pollen cells, and he considered them

as performing an important cflice in the fertilisation of the plant.

The epidermal tissue terminating in these haii--like processes he had

found to exsist in both sexes.

The Kev. M. J. Berkeley exhibited a portion of the stem of a Scotch

Fir infested by an insect, to which the death of the tree was attributed*

The Committee was in doubt whether this was a sufficient cause for

the decay of the tree, and it was referred back to the gardener who
bad sent it for further information.

Two communications were read by the Secretary, on the subject of the

black spots on Orchids. One was from Mr. Earley, who considered them
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to be caasoil by an excesa of moistnre combined witli an insafticiency of

liptbt and air. The other paper on the same snbject waa from Mr.
James HoBaelt.

Mr. Berkeley showed some specimens of Orchid leaves from Mr.
Anderson, on which he considered three distinct forms of spots could
bo detected, the chlorotic spots, the black spots, and the putrid spots.

Mr. Marshall brou*^bt under the notice of the Committee a number
of leaves taken from varioaa species of Orchids, and in which nearly

every form of this disease was visible ; he considered this result to bo

deptmdant ou the plants ^ettinj^ a sudden check when they were in full

Kvowtb. as several specimens which were sent to the International

Horticaltnral Exhibition in perfect health became affected, and ne\er

i-ecovered from the effects. Mr. Blenkins stated that he had examined
the leaves from three species of Orchids— viz., Vanda pigantea.

Oeudrobium raacnlatum. and a species of Onoidium which he laid

before the Committee, and which had been sent to him for micro-

scopical investigation. In two of the specimens lie did not consider

the appearnnco was fairly to be attributed to this disease, but it seemed
to him to be more like the erosion of a species of thrips or other

insect. He found the cells of the leaf-tissue blackened as from decay,

but in the Vanda, which was acknowledged by the Committee to be
affected by the disease, he detected even there an enlarf^ed and dis-

coloured nucleus of the cell, and the renifonn cells forming the margins
of the stomates seemed to be particularly affected. He suggested it

would be advisable to appoint a sub-committee who should visit the

houses of the principal Orehid-growers for the puqiose of acquainting

themselves with the different forms of that disease and the conditions

under which they occurred, and report the result of their inquiries to

the general Committee. Mr. 'VN'^ilson Saunders approved of the appoint-

ment of a sub-committee. Mr. Berkeley informed the meeting that it

was the putrescent form of that disease that affect-ed Mr. Rucker's

plaats. Mr. Bateman had some plants in which the disease resembled
the action of thrips. He thought one fact was determined—that there

were various causes for this disease. Mr. Marshall stated distinctly

that he had removed thrips from the leaves of Orchids so affected.

Mr. W. Saunders was of opinion that a sub-committee would be of

great advantage to visit different houses, and thoroughly examine into

the question. IVIr. Bateman thought the sab-comraittee might make
it a part of their labours to ascertain whether the disease was con-
tagious or not.

Ultimately a sub-committee was appointed, and the following gentle-

men were nominated members:—Dr. T. Thomson, Mr. Marshall, Dr.
Masters, Mr. A. Murray, Mr. Bleukins, and the Secretary.

At the next Meeting " The iSomcnclature of Plants " wUl be brought
finder the consideration of the Committee.

Gexeral Meeting.—W. Wilson Saunders, Esq.. F.R.S., in the

chair. After a list of donations had been read, fourteen new Fellows
elected, and the Daventry Floral Society admitted into union, the

awards of the Committees were reported, and in doing so the Rev. J,

Dix directed attention to a cheap wooden tally which, having a square
€ad section, admits of four names being written on the four sides.

The opposite extremity, that intended for insertion in the soil, is

formed into a wedge by one diagonal cut, dividing each tally from the

other made out of the same bar of wood, and is coated with anti-

corrosion paint.

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley then observed that at the last meeting he
had called attention to a form of Gesnera which exactly corresponds
with (lesnera macrantha purpurea, figured in the " Gardeners' Maga-
zine of Botany;" and Mr. Tanton. who sent it, had since informed
him that the bulb had been collected in New Grenada, and had brought
to the Meeting a cutting in Hower ; but though the plant exhibited on
the'former occasion exactly accorded with the figure in the work re-

ferred to. the cutting differed in the tlower being of a lighter crim-

son, and in the colour and pubescence of the calyx—differences, how-
ever, which might be ascribed to its having been subjected to forcing.

The only difference between it and the true macrantha from Messrs.

Veitch was a spot on the lip of the one, which was absent in the other.

Mr. Berkeley then directed attention to two Tulip tlowers, produced
by plants raised in his own garden from seed, which had been sent
him fifteen years ago, or more, by Dr. Welwitsch, from Portugal.

Until last year :U1 the Ilowers were rather dull in colour, with a dark
blotch at the base of each petal, then one of them '* broke," but he
lost the bulb ; this year, however, a great proportion of the flowers

had done so, the dark blotch had vanished, and had given place to a
scarlet feather, a number of the scarlet cells had changed into yellow,

and this colour shining through the scarlet rendered the latter more
Tirid. As a fact bearing on the cause of " brealdng," as it is termed
by florists, he would mention tbat the bulbs last year, instead of being
planted in November as usual, had been kept out of the ground till

January.
Mr. Berkeley passing to the subject of edible Fungi, remarked that

a dish of Agaricns gambosua, or St. George's Mushroom, had been
shown, although the specimens were very far from being of so large a
size as that species was known to attain. This was one of the best of

the edible Agarics, differed from the common Mushroom in having
white gills, and was commonly to be found in grass fields about the

20th of April, coming up after rain. This year it did not appear till

after the heavy rains of last week. It was nearly allied to the Mon-
ceron, much esteemed by the French, and which they preserve for

winter use. After referring to a passage in a letter from Dr. Living'
stone to Sir Roderick Murchison as to the value of Fungi as food, M&.
Berkeley said he had just received a letter froin Profossor Fries, one
of the greatest authorities on the subject, who bad sent him a pro-
spectus of a new work on Hynienomycctes. a class of Fungi which
afford excellent nourishment. In Swedfm and Norway they were used
along with flour in bread, and must certainly bo better than the inner
bark of trees, which was used there for the same purpose. In con-
nection with this, Mr. Berkeley observed tbat at the time the Potato
disease broke out Silesian Beet had been recommended for mixing
with tlour for bread, and it answered the pni-poso very well, only the
bread made with it contained little lines of treacle, which were pro-
duced in the process of panification. As an article of food ho hoped
the Mushroom tribe would not be so much neglected as it had been-
After stating that four dishes of Mnshrooms^two from natural and
two from artificial spawn—sent by Mr. W. Ingram, of Belvoir Castle
Gardens, exhibited hardly any difference, Mr. Berkeley added that
he had received a. letter from Mr. Harry Cbcster, of which the pur-
port was a hope that the Royal Horticultural Society would tabs
up the subject of Fungi as food, and get analyses of them ; and Mr.
Berkeley said that in addition to the prize which had been already
offered by a friend for edible Funguses in September, a second prize
would be given by another party ; and it might therefore be hoped
tliat there would then be an excellent display, not only of esculent but
of poisonous Fungi.
A Fungus belonging really to the genus Uredo. to which a great

many Fungi had been improperly referred by botanists, was then
noticed, and a drawing of it exhibited, in which it was seen to form
little bushes consisting of vertical cells with mycelium below.

Mr. Berkeley next referred to Scilla campanulata. of which a speci-

men double the 8ii:e he had ever seen before was sent by Mr. Cox, of

Redleaf, who informed him that the causes of its presenting such an
unusual degree of development appeared to be its being grown in

verj' rich loam, and the roots never having been disturbed. An
Auopterus exhibited was then said to remind one very much of a
Clethra, and to be nearly allied to Escallonia glandulosa ; and in con-
clusion Mr. Berkeley pointed out a case in which Auricula stamens
had become developed into leaves and the ovules were entirely naked.
Attempts had been made to raise plants from the latter, but had
entirely failed.

Mr. Bateman said, that before offering his promised remarks on the
Loquat, he would call attention to some very beautiful Clematises
raised by Mr. Noble of Snnningdale, but which were nnnamed ; also,

to two remarkable species of Gum trees (Eucalyptus), from the beauti-

ful gardens of C. J. Woolfield, Esq., at Cannes, on the shores of the
Mediterranean, where no trees seemed to have such a rapid growth,
this amounting to 8 or 10 feet in a single year, and some of them
were .^lO or 60 feet high. Not only did they produce tlowers but seeds

as well, the fruit being like an acorn, but with this exception, that
instead of the cup being at the bottom it is at the top of the fruit.

With regard to the Orchids shown, his (Mr. Bateman's) remarks
would on this occasion be brief. The first he would refer to was a
very pretty species of Epidendrum from Mr. Rueker, which, though it

had neither been figured nor exhibited before, had been named
E. inversum by Dr. Lindley many years ago. It possessed pretty

rose tints, was agreeably fragrant, and being, moreover, a cool

Orchid it would, no doubt, become a favourite. Next, there was the

Trichopilia suavis, from Mr. ^Voodwa^d, of F-well, and which was,
perhaps, the most ])erfect specimen of that plant shown at any meet-
ing. In a nice collection from Messrs. E. G. Henderson, there was
Dendrobium iufundibulum, which now vindicated its character as
being distinct from the D. formosum shown by Messrs. Veitch. It,

too, was a cool Orchid, flowering beautifully with his friend, Mr. Went-
worth Buller, under that mode of treatment. Attention was also

drawn to a remarkable Oncidium from Mr. Salt, of Leeds, sent under
the name of O. coucolor, but of which the clear pale yellow flowers

were certainly not those of the species commonly called ty that name ;

to Saccolabium ampullaceum, from Messrs. RoUisson ; and to cnt
spikes of an accidental variety of Cattleya citrina. exhibiting a rich

orange tint instead of the ordinary lemon colour, and which was more
beautiful than the common form. Turning next to Messrs. Veitch's
collection, there were in it Ltelia grandis. a fine kind of easy culture

and having buff flowers ; the Ceylon Dendrobium MacCarthia*, which
had formed the subject of one of his lecturets last year, and of which
not a word too much had been said in its praise ; but fine as Messrs.
Veitch's specimen was on the present occasion, the plant in time would
be found still more beautiful. As regards Epidendrum panicnlatnm
from the same firm, it was still flowering weakly, but when stronger

the spike would be something like a bunch of Lilacs, only the flowers

would be richer in colour. A pretty new white Dendrobium was
shown by Mr. Williams, and it possessed the additional merit of being
sweet-scented ; and in a collection which should be nameless, there

was a Gypripedium, called biflorum, which exemplified the folly o£

naming as distinct species plants in which accidental deviations from
the normal state had taken place, for not a single stem was two-
flowered. Dr. Lindley made a similar error by giving to an Oncidium
the name of uniflorum, whereas the plant now never condescends to
produce less than three blossoms on a spike. The last Orchid to
which he would direct attention ras Dendrobium thyrsiflorum, of

which Mr. Marshall had brought a beautiful cut spike.
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Mr. BatemoD said he would now tnm to the Loqnat, the Mespilas
or, more properly, Eriobotxya japonica, the Ncflier da Japon of the

Trench, and of which there was in the room a large specimen brought
from the Society's conservatory. There was this difference between
the Floral and Fruit Committees, that while the former had to deal

with entirely new forms, the labours of the latter were much more
jnonotonous, being chiefly confined to new varieties of old forms, al-

ihough the present meeting was an exception. If we supposed a horti-

coltarist who died one hundred years apo to revisit us and accept an
invitation to a breakfast at some pleasant suburban villa, almost
everything would be new to him among the flowers in the conservatories

and parterres, and among the shrubs and trees in the grounds. He
would, therefore, probably expect equally delightful surprises among
the fruits of which he would presently have to pai-taie at his host's

"hospitable board, but in this he would be disappointed. There would
Jbe Peaches and Pine Apples, very fine of their kind ; Grapes, and Figs,

and Strawberries, and so forth, but of all these he would have partaken
i>efore. New fruits there would be absolutely none, unless his host

happened to grow the Purple Granadilla or the Banana in his stoves

;

jbnt these were quite exceptional cases. To be sure if he had visited

Sion ten years ago, he might have tasted the Mangosteen, and if here
to-day he might have indulged in Eugenia jambos, or the Rose Apple,
^at these opportunities, like angel's visits, were few and far between.

Onr own Queen, in whose reign it fruited, only tasted the Mangosteen
once, whereas King Charles, to whom the first Pine Apples were pre-

4!ented, feasted upon them again and again. All this was very strange

:and disheartening. There were plenty of excellent tropical fruits, but
Bobody except Mr. Hollett has ever tasted them in this Lonntry. From
time to time a tropical fruit was produced in the garden of some
wealthy amateur, and after the fact had been duly proclaimed, it was
half a century before we heard of it again. Thus we have tad the

Longean and Litchi, the Mango, the Blimbing, &c.. and then the
Lofjuat, to which he would at present confine his remarks.

The Loquat, a native of Japan, and first mentioned by Thnnberg,
in hia work, " Flora Japonica," published in 1784, is, according to

T4r. Fortune, to whom he (Mr. Bateman), was greatly indebted for

Bome valuable memoranda, *' a common fruit tree both in China
and Japan, and its fruit ia highly esteemed by the natives of both

countries. There is a single-seeded variety which is most valued. The
cultivation of this tree extends from south to north over 7'^ or 8'^ of

j

JatJtude in China—that is, from Canton in the south, to Nanking in the

jiorth. The climate between these lines of latitude differs very con-

fiiderably, particularly in winter, the northern part being much colder

than the southern, but in all parts the summers are very warm ;

indeed, the thermometer in the shade frequently rises above 100° Fahr.
in the north at Shanghae, while I never knew it higher than 92° in

Kacac or Canton." The tree, continued Mr. Bateman, also succeeds

in the Botanic Garden of Saharnnpore, and has extended along the

islands along the coast of the Mediterranean. He had met with it in

every garden at Cannes, scenting the air in November and December
iast, with its agreeable aromatic flower ; and there, an exceptional frost

notwithstanding, it had set abundance of fruit, which were not ripe

ibtfore he was obliged to leave. Such is the estimation in which it

is held, that quantities are preserved at Grasse (some of which Mr.
Bateman exhibited). He could call on the noble President as a wit-

ness to its merits, he having partaken of an omelette au Ntfiier du
Japon {Japanese Medlars), and pronounced it excellent.

Mr. Fortune, from the fact of the different climates in which the

Xioquat flourishes, was of opinion that it might be easily cultivated in

an artificial way in countries lilie our own, where the climate is not

fluitable to its requirements. " What, then," said Mr, Fortune, "are
ihose requirements ? I believe them to be rest in winter, and parti-

cularly a hot summer and autumn. This rest in winter may be given

i)y cold, or by dryness, or by both combined. In proof of this I may
mention that the tree succeeds admirably in the north-west provinces

of India. I met with it in the Government garden at Saharunpore in

ae fine condition as it is seen in China or Japan. Further, I believe

it succeeds perfectly in the south of Europe, in the north of Africa,

and in the islands of the Mediterranean. In all those countries it

has the two essentials—namely, a cool or dry winter, and a warm
enmmer and autumn.

" In the latitude of London the Loqnat is all but perfectly hardy.

A tree growing against a south wall, and without any protection what-

ever, used to be in the garden of the Society at Chiswick twenty or

thirty years ago, and may still be there. It rarely produced any
JblosBoms, and never fruited. It wanted something more than our
northern climate could supply. What that something is 1 have ali*eady

indicated in describing the climate of its native country and of those

other countries in which it is found to be at home. Give it the tem-
perature and the rest it receives in any of those countries, and this

ixee will not only flower freely, but also produce an abundance of fruit

in due season."

In a book which had been kindly lent him by the Linnean Society,

the " Jardin de Malmaison," edited by M. Ventenat, and published

at Paris on the 30th Germinal of the year xi. of the French Republic,

corresponding to our 30th of April, 1803, there was a figure of the

plant in flower ; but it had been figured before that by Thnnberg, and
indeed the plant itself was introduced into England by Sir Joseph
Banks in 1787. This work, however, came to us under circumstances

of peculiar interest, for there was an interesting letter from M. Ven-

tenat written by desire of Madame Buonaparte, afterwards the Emprese
Josephine, to Sir James Smith, President of the Linnean Society,

begging his acceptance of a eopy of the work, and regretting that as
almost all the plants at Malmaison had come from England, there
was nothing that would be new to him. A hope was, however, ex-

pressed, that as orders had been sent out to all countries of the globe
to collect plants and seeds, he should be able to do better by-and-by.
(This hope was frustrated by the battles of Nile and Trafalgar, which
placed the empire of the seas entirely in thepower of England.) Allusion

was also made to a very choice herbarium formed by Madame Buona-
parte, and in which she took a lively interest, anil to which it was
hinted any addition would be most welcome. Sir James, with true

English gallantry, in reply offered to the illustrious lady his sincere ac-

knowledgments, and promised to send anything that could be spared,

either dried plants or seeds, that would he likely to interest her.

To proceed with the subject of the Loquat. It did not appear to

have fruited at Malmaison. This, however, was reserved for the

county with which he (Mr. Bateman), was connected—Staffordshire,

for on February •2nd, 1S19, a letter from Lord Bagot was read before

the Horticultural Society, in which an interesting account was given

of the flowering and fruiting of the plant at Blithfield, and high testi-

mony to its merit. Sir William Coke, who was on a visit to Lord
Eagot, had been in the habit of eating large quantities of it in Ceylon,

but never tasted any so good as Lord Bagot's. The tree which fruited

was wintered out of doors and then taken in in October, and plunged
in the tan bed of a stove.

Mr. Bateman believed that he was the next to fruit it about the

year 18*27 ; but it was turned out at once in a corner of a tan bed
bricked off. It flowered freely, but fruit did not set well ; only a
dozen were produced, but these were delicious, juicy as a Grape, with

the colour of the Apricot, and in flavour a combination of both.

Afterwards, the larger the tree grew the fewer were the fruit ; there

were only five in the second year, and none in the next, and becoming
tired of this the tree was grubbed up. Perhaps if tlie flowers had been
artificially fertilised more fruit might have set, but there were no
bees or insects to do it in our winters as at Cannes. Mr. Loudon also

mentioned one or two instances of fruit having been produced, but

between that time and this, a period of forty years. Rfr. Bateman said

he had only heard of it some three or four times. The fruit was occa-

sionally to be seen in Covent Garden Market, but it was very bad. At
Malta the sailors touching there made themselves ill by gorging them-
selves with the fruit, which they call Kill-Johns ; but these were not

fair examples, and we might assume that when properly ripened it

is an exceUent fruit. The only question is how to obtain it.

The plant, Mr. Bateman added, is nearly hardy. There was a fine

plant of it against a wall in the garden at Chiswick, hut it was killed

by the severe winter of 1837-38. and it never flowered. No doubt at

one period the tree requires great heat, and that a rest either by
starving or roasting is also required. Mr. Fortune recommends " a

cool and dry winter, and a warm summer and autumn ;" but here we
are met by the difficulty that not only as hitherto artificially culti-

vated, but as acclimatised in Provence, the tree always flowers in the

winter and ripens fruit in the spring. Either, therefore, this consti-

tntional peculiarity must be changed and overcome, or means must be

found to make it set its fruit more freely. Its winter flowering, though
a difficulty, is also an advantage, as such flowers and fruit are desir«-

able. Mr. Bateman concluded by inviting suggestions on the subject.

Mr. Saunders believed the Loquat to be a very wholesome fmit,

indeed, as much so as the Peaches, which would have evil results if

partaken of, as the sailors did, in excess. With regard to the Euca-
lyptus, if the leaves were broken they would be found very aromatic,

for they contain a powerful essential oil. The trees were fast-growing,

and the wood of nearly all the species was verj' strong, durable, and
heavy, sinking in water. Some of them grew upwards of 2(Xt feet in

height. Mr. Berkeley had drawn attention to a remarkable specimen

of Scilla campanulata, and he would just add that all spring flowe^re

had developed themselves this season in an unusual manner.

CULTURE OF ALLOPLECTUS CAPITATUS.
This may well be recommended to any one desiring to grow

a very beautiful stove plant. Under good treatment it rissB

from 3 to 4 feet high, attains from 2 to :i feet in diameter, and

is remarkable for the singular beauty of its flowers as well aB

for its handsome foliage. The flowers are small and tubular,

of a pale yellow colour, each inserted in a large brilliant crim-

son calyx, and the whole borne in large heads. The leaves are

of great size, of a fine deep green ; the midribs and stalks, like

the calyx, are of a bright crimson. It is a native of Columbia,

and was introduced by M. Linden, of Brussels.

Its culture is similar to that of the Gesneras. It requires

a light but rather rich soil. I have found it flourish well in

chopped turfy loam, fibrous peat, decayed vegetable mould, and
a little silver sand. J ree drainage is essential ; and when the

plants are potted in early spring they should have a gentle

I
watering, and be placed in a moist heat. They grow rapidly,

and may be encouraged with plenty of heat and a free use oi

J
the syringe.
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Early in Jane, aa soon as tbe pots are tilled with roots, tlie

plants should be shifted again, and the same treatment con-

tinned as before for another month. Then they should bo
removed into a lower temperature with more air, shaded from
the sun, and placed near the glass. Here they will speedily
show flowers.

When the blooming is over cut down the stems about half

way, and give only sulUoient moisture to keep the plants from
becoming quite dry until after new shoots are made. The
following season, after being repotted, they will produce an
abundant supply of their attractive heads of bloom.
For increasing stock, cuttings may be made of the leaves at

the upper part of the stem. Cut them off with the bud at the
base entire, and insert them in pots of light soil with about an
inch of silver sand at the top ; cover with bell-glasses, and
plunge the pots in a brisk bottom heat. The sand should be
kept just moist, and no more. As soon as they begin to grow
give air, and when they are well rooted pot off in the same
compost as recommended for the older plants. They should be
shaded for a while until they have become established. Each
leaf will strike well enough, but the young shoots make better

plants.

—

Charles Eoberts, Dor/old Hall.

HYBRIDISING AT THE CHISWICK GARDEN.
It is certainly very gratifying to know that the Council of

the Royal Hnvticultural Society intends appropriating the
whole of the amount realised by the sale of these magnificent
varieties of Coleus to the further development of experiments
in the Chiswick 'iarJens. I tbink this is a step in the right

direction, and one likely to produce good results.

The Council having wisely decided on this course, tlie next
thing to be considered is how best to encourage and improve
that important ond most interesting branch of science—hy-
bridisation. I trust I may not be thought presumptuous if I

offer a few suggestions which occur to me, and which I think
likely to bring about this desirable end.

Ist, A suitable house should at once be erected.

2ad, More assistance should be given to Mr. Bause, so as to

enable him to devote more time to this most interesting study,

which he has so successfully pursued up to the present time
under difficulties.

The handsome sum obtained by the sale of the Coleus
hybrids must impress every one with the idea, that besides
enriching our gardens with many valuable plants, the Society
will at the same time be diffusing much useful knowledge, and
also realising large sums of money, which may be used for the
advancement of floriculture and horticulture in general.

For the sum realised by the sale of the Coleuses a span-roofed
house 100 feet by 10, in every way suitable for the purpose of
hybridisation on an extensive scale, could be erected. The
house should be divided into five 20-feet compartments, one of

which should be used for the hybridisation of tropical plants,

the next for plants requiring an intermediate temperature, the
third for all kinds of softwooded plants, the fourth for green-
house and New Holland plants, and the fifth for hardy plants.
Each compartment should be heated separately, so that the

supply of artificial heat might be regulated to a great nicety.

This would be best done by taking a flow and a return pipe
outside of the house from one end to the other. The pipes for

heating each division should have a stop-valve on the flow, and
also on the return, and these valves should be so placed in each
compartment that they could be easily reached from the inside.
The internal arrangement of the structure should consist of

a walk 3 feet wide through the centre of the house, with a bench
3 feet 6 inches wide on each side, made of strips of deal three-
quarters of an inch thick, and 3 inches wide. A space of half

an inch should be left between these strips, so that the air,

which must be admitted as near the ground level as possible

on each side of the house, may circulate freely amongst the
plants after their blossoms have been fertilised. The ventilators

must, however, be covered with fine perforated zinc, so that all

insects may be excluded. The ventilators must also be made
to fit closely, so that the air may be excluded at the time the
plants are undergoing the process of fertilisation. Provision,
too, mast be made for tbe escape of impure air at the apex of

the roof. These ventilators must also be covered with finely

perforated zinc to exclude insects, and all the laps of the glass
should be puttied-up, so as to prevent the wind from blowing
through them, and also to prevent the admission of insects.

If the house were plaeed so that the ends should face the east

and west, the pipes for heating it ongbt to be arranged on the
south side. Over these a small pit from 4 to 7 feet wide might
be erected at a small additional cost, and in this large numbers
of the seedling plants might be grown. It would abo be found
invaluable for many other purposes in an establishment like

Chiswick, where so many plants are required for presentation

to Fellows of the Society, the beautifying of the gardens at

South Kensington, &c.

Up to the present time too much money has been spent on
the gardens at South Kensington, and too little on Chiswick

;

but I hope better times are in store for Chiswick, and that more
money will in future bo granted for the proper keeping of this

fine old garden, which is now, under Mr. Barron's skilful

management, beginning to assume a position more worthy the
lloyal Horticultural Society.—J. Wills, F.R.H.S., Asliburnhaiu

Park Xiirserij, Kinij's Road, Cliclsea.

MY ORCHARD-HOUSE JOURNAL.
April '25th.—Finished the thinning of Apricots. So thickly

had they set, that a bushel of the young fruit has been gathered
from trees in pots. Plums have set in equal abundance, so

that severe thinning will have to be practised.

M(iij 'ird.—Our first hot day, thermometer at 2 p. jr. in the
open air in the shade, 77° ; in the orchard house, also in shade,

with ventilators and doors open, 9.5°.

May ith.—Thermometer in the open air at 2 p.m., 65°; in

the orchard house, 80°. In the Cherry house the earliest kinds
of Guignes, the Lamaurie and Guigne Trcs Prfjcoce, are com-
mencing to colour—a sort of pleasant foretaste of summer.
The fruit of Peaches and Nectarines are the size of beans, and
most abundant. The trees have been infested with the brown
aphis (Aphis persicn;), which have been easily destroyed by
the quassia mixture applied with a small painter's brush.—T. B.

NEGLECTED BORDER FLOWERS.
How refreshing it is to see that there are a few people

amongst us still interested in our border flowers, and, no doubt,

there are many more who could tell us of their pets. I trust

the interest in them manifested of late in the pages of " our
Journal," will not be suffered to flag until the delights of our
early days are restored to more than their original places.

I have just now under my eye a race of the neglected ones,

which I have made up my mind to say a word in favour of, I

mean the Epimediums. We seldom see them unless we chance
to peep into some of our old-established nurseries, where such
plants are cared for.

I am quite of opinion that the Epimediums are worthy of

far more extensive cultivation than at present, for they are in

reality spring flowers, and there is no difficulty in cultivating

them. Some of them also are not to be despised for in-door

decoration early in spring, if grown in pots for that p-rpose.

Especially I would instance that gem of the race called rubrum,
with its bright red flowers, and for a time without leaves.

Epimediums like a moderately moist, shady situation, but
not close confinement, for they delight in a pure atmosphere,
being inhabitants of elevated situations ; they will grow in

many situations, and in different soils, but to have them under
control and in good condition, treated as follows I think they
will give satisfaction.

A bed or border for their reception may be thus prepared.

Take out the soil to the depth of 20 inches, in the bottom place

a little rough drainage to carry off any superfluous or stagnant

water, cover the drainage with litter or other material to pre-

vent choking up, then fill the remaining space with compost to

4 inches above the ground level to allow for the soil sinking.

The compost which I use consists of two barrowloads of friable

loam, half a barrowload of good, sound, sandy peat, half a
barrowload of leaf mould, and a liberal sprinkling of broken
grit, with coarse river sand to keep it porous. Let the soil

of the bed settle pretty firmly before planting.

Should it be deemed desirable to grow Epimediums in pots

for plunging, or otherwise, the compost named will answer for

them, care being taken to plnnge them in the shade, attending

to watering them as they may require. Sprinkling overhead
is beneficial to them occasionally.

There are several kinds worthy of cultivation. The fol-

lowing are what I consider the best of the race, bat tastes

vary :—Epimedium alpinum, red and yellow ; E. grandiflorum,

white ; E. maoranthum, white ; E. sulphurenm, yellow ; E. pin-
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Datum elegans, yellow ; and E. rnbram, red, which I think is

the gayest of the race. There are others equally deserving of

cultivation, but these at present are my choice.

LIST OF PLANTS IN FLOWEK.
April 2. Ulmus mouiana pGoduIa

Ribes speciosum
Viburnum opulns sterilis

Double-blossomed Furze
Lonieera tatarica
Gooseberry
Mespilus canftdcnsis
Aubrietia Campbelii
Viola comuta
Fritillaria meleagi-is
Ceraetium Bieberateini
Araitia nlpina

5. Dielytra spectabilis
Bt'rberia dulcis
Corydalis lutea
Scilla bifolia

Anemone apennina
„ 7. Tussilago petasitea

Berberis Darwinii
Arabis hiranta
Alyaaum 3:ixatile

Cardamine pratensis plena
„ 12. Iberia aeuipervirens

Lenrojum feativum
Narcissua biflorua
Prunus domeatica

„ 16. Daphne cneorum
Lamium maculatum
Anemonea, various
Sasifraga hypnoidea
Apples
Pears
Narcissus poeticua

„ 18. Saxifrafia tridactylites
Viola montana
Dab(i-cia polifolia
Viola palmata

hirta

April 18. Spirfea laevigata

„ 20. Iris pumila
Corydalis nobilis
Spircea alpina
Anemone neinorosa plena
Dondia epiijactis

Tulipa Re.x Rubrormn and
Van Thol

Epimedinm pinnatum
elegans

gi-andiflorum
Getim montanum

„ 25. Pulmonaria virginica

Saxifriiga cordifolia
Adoxa moschatellina
Tricboncnia columnic
Veronica multifida

repens
ayriaca

Cardmine cordifolia

„ 27. Arabis lucida
Amygdalua nana
Draba verna
Ranunculus araplexicaulis
Potentilla verna
Ficaria verna
Polyanthus
Primula, double white
Cbeiranthua Marahalli

ochroleucua
Orobus vernua
nelleborus foetidna

Vrcntiana acaulis
Fritillaria imperialis, red
Oonvallaria majalis
Ranunculus auricomus
Auriculas

30.

—H. M., Acklam Hall, Middlesbrough-on-Tees.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

CocHLiosTEMA .Jacotiianum (General .Jacob's Cochliostema).
Nat. ord., Comelyneaocfe. Liivi. Monadelphia Triandria.—
Native of Ecuador. Flowers pink and blue, slightly fragrant.
{Bot. Mac,., 1. .5705.)

.
o j fa

Ltcaste BAP,niNOT0Ni;E, var. omndiflora (Large-flowered
Mrs. Barriugton's Lycaste). Nat. ord., Orehidaceaj. Linn.,
Gynandria Monandria.—Native of West Indies and South
America. Flowers white, partially green-tinted.—(rairf., f. 570G.)
Eegoxia FALciFOLiA (Sickle-leaved BegODia). Nat. ord.. 'Be-

goniaceiE. Linn., Monoseia Polyaudria.—Native of Peru. Flow-
ers light rose. Leaves red-purple beneath, green spotted with
white above whilst young.— (76iV;., t, 5707.)

Oncidium cucullatuh var. nubigenuji (Alpine Oncidium).
Nat. ord., Orchidaoea;. Linn., Gynandria Monandria.—Native
of Ecuador, at an elevation of 11,000 feet on the western side
of the Asuay ridge. Flowers white and purple.—(Zi/ti., t5708.)
Loniceba Standishii (Staudish's Honeysuckle). Nat. ord.,

Caprifoliace.TB. Linn., Pentandria Monogynia.—Native of China.
Flowers white. " A charming, fragrant, early-flowering Honey-
suckle." It is a deciduous shrnh.— (Ibid., t. 5709.)

Tr.op.T.onjM—jlfc. Trcadwell. Flowers deep scarlet. First-
class certilicate from the Eoyal Horticultural Society's Floral
Committee.- (f/om; Mai,., pi. 385.)
OsciniuM JIACRANTUUM HASTiFERUM.—Flowors goldcu yellow.

Believed to be a native of Peru, and requiring cool treatment.
[Ibid., pi. 386)
Persian Cyclamen.—Ph)-;?)/, white. Delicate, white with

pink base. Mauve Queen, mauve with crimson base. L.rcel-
lent, white with crimson base. Novelti,, white tinged with
pink, base purple. Fire/li,, crimson.— (/ft/i/., pZ. 387.)

Ataccia cristata.—Native of the Delta of the Ganges. Novel
and curious.— (/6iii., pi. 388.)
Adricula Colonel Champneys. — " This remarkably fine

Auricula was raised from the variety called Chapman's Sophia,
fertilised by the pollen of Lightbody's Eichard Headly. It
belongs to the grey-edged class, and is remarkable for its large
showy pips, the ground colour of which is a bright violet,
partaking of the shade of colour met with in Sophia, while
the eye and paste are very round. The truss of flowers is
large, bold, and attractive, indicating a free habit of growth
and a robust constitution. We learn, moreover, that it is a
variety which increases freely. There can be no doubt that

this will become a standard variety, for it is not only very
distinct, but it is also one of the most attractive flowers in the
Slough collection.

" A first-class certificate was made to it at one of the spring
shows of the Pvoyal Botanic Society. It has been shown again
this season, on two occasions in great beauty, on one of which
a further award was made to it."

—

(Florist and Pomoloiiist,

3 s. i. 97.)

WARNING TO INTENDING EMIGRANTS.
Under the above heading in page 201 of the Journal I noticed

a communication from " W. T. G.," which is calculated to

mislead intending emigrants.
I am somewhat of a traveller, and have more than once

traversed that portion of the United States between the head
of Lake Superior and the Gulf of Mexico, and from the Mis-
sissippi river to the Atlantic Ocean, and, to complete my edu-
cation, visited " W. T. G.'s " " happiest land upon earth," as

well as some of his " most distant colonies." He claims to be
a " horticulturist," and as I possess a smatteiing of art horti-

cultural, like him I propose addressing horticulturists. Having
travelled, and with eyes open, I contend that my conclusions
are as valuable as those of " W. T. G."
With regard to the Pear on the Quince in the " western part

of the State of New York," I can assure your readers that in

the very locality mentioned are numerous nurseries, varying
from 50 to 900 acres each, and each proprietor cultivates im-
mense numbers of the Pear on the Quince. If the climate

were not adapted to its growth they would abandon the cul-

ture. I unhesitatingly assert that when the Pear on the Quince
is planted in proper soil, and receives proper culture, success

is certain in any portion of the United States north of the

35th deg. of north latitude. If planted in a heavy undrained
soil loss may be expected. I reside near the city of New York,
and have under cultivation an orchard of upwards of eight

hundred trees on the Quince, some of them planted more than
eight years, and not one has been injured by frost, and I never
heard or read of a Quince stock being injured by frost unless

planted in an unsuitable soil. If space permitted I could give

you positive facts regarding Pears on the Quince iu many por-

tions of the States—their size, age, and productiveness. If one
person by injudicious selection of situation and soil happens
to be unsuccessful, that is no reason why " W. T. G." should
resort to an unqualified condemnation of a vast country with a

diversity of climate, and in its adaptability to fruit culture un-
equalled. The " western part of the State of New York " is but
a small portion of the United States, and ere ' W. T. G." had
given publicity to his opinions he should have traversed a

larger portion of this vast country.
With regard to the Vine, I have a vineyard upwards of three

acres in extent, and have visited numerous others in various
localities. I endeavour to keep myself posted up on Vine cul-

ture, but never saw or heard of a case similar to that referred

to by " W. T. G." If the soil were heavy, with deficient

drainage, an accident might occur ; but no sensible man would
think of planting Vines in such a situation. If such accidents

frequently occurred yoti would not find thousands of flourishing

vineyards iu the United States, and numerous nurserymen
sending out their tens of thousands of Vines annually. Ad-
mitting that such a thing occurred annually in the colder por-

tion of the United States, that is no reason why the intending
emigrant should settle there, but, on the contrary, it he wished
to engage in Vine culture, let him settle in a warmer portion of

the country, where " W. T. G.'s " imaginary winter mean of

10° Fahr. could not be found.

For the information of intending emigrants I will give a few
figures. The annual winter meeting of the Lake (Erie) shire

Grape-growers' Society was held at Cleveland, Ohio, from the

19th to the 21st of last February. Mr. Lewis, of Sandusky,

read some statistics regarding the yield in 1867 in the vicinity

of Sandusky, as follows

—

Lha. table Grapes shipped from Sandusky in 1867 1,822,000

Lbs. wine „ „ „ 260,000

Gallons wine pressed at Sandusky, Peninsula, Catawba
Island, Kelly'a Island. Bass lalanda 4CO,000

Lha. of Grapea from which the above was pressed 4,600,000

Total Grape crop of 1867, lbs 6,622,000

Average yield per acre, lbs 4,480

Strange as it may seem, the above yield was from Vines

grown upon the eastern shore of Lake Erie, a portion of that

lake forming the western boundary of the " western part of the

State of New York ;" and what is most remarkable, the inhos-
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pitable region described by " W. T. G." Here wo have statis-

tics oarofully collected from positive cultural results, aud not a

dark picture aud wliolesale condemnation based upon the mis-

fortunes of a particular individual, who, probably, selected an

uofavourablti situation for his vineyard.

With regard to ground mice I plead guilty, and admit that

like English hares and rabbits they occasionally prove trouble-

some; and careless culture and neglect furnish field mice shelter.

If the owner of the orchard referred to by " W. T. G." had

been posted up, he would have avoided his misfortune if he

had been aware of the existence of field mice in such unpre-

cedented numbers. A few spades of earth thrown against

the trunk of each tree in the autumn would have prevented his

misfortune.
" W. T. (i.'s " remarks, based upon a solitary case, are cal-

culated to lead intending emigrants to believe that Apples can-

not be grown in the United States. My Apple.^, standard and

dwarf, number 385, and in no instance has one of them been

injured by mioj. I have uo hesitation in stating that in no
other portion of the world, in accordance with the number of

population, are so many large and thrifty Apple orchards to be

found ; every farmer, large or small, has his orchard. If these

are facts, field mice cannot be very destructive. A solitary in-

stance of unsuccessful culture is no evidence that field mice

are so very troublesome. As an evidence of the results of

Apple culture in the United States, I would advise " W. T. G."

to visit Covent Garden Market, and inquire of vendors where
they obtain their Newtown Pippins, Greenings, Northern Spys,

and Baldwins. If still unsatisfied, let him visit Liverpool

when they are unloading the New York steamers, aud the deli-

cious aroma proceeding from innumerable barrels of Apples

will convince him.
" W. T. Ci." enters the field of climatology, and asserts that

the " average mean during the winter months is about 10' Fahr."

To clothe this statement with the mildest term, it is an error.

The lowest mean during the winter months in the settled por-

tions of the United States is 20° Fahr. This statement about

the lowest meau would lead " intending emigrants " to believe

that the United States is a hyperborean region, only adapted

to the production of white bears and walruses. On the con-

trary, diversity of climate is the rule, and the intending emi-
grant can suit himself as regards climate, with a winter meau
of temperature varying from 20' to 70' Fahr., and in the

warmest portion with a minimum of ijo" Fahr. The intend-

ing emigrant can settle in the north, where the Apple aud dwarf
Pear are a success, or in balmy and unequalled Florida, where
he can shelter his new home with the Banana, Orange, Olive,

and Pa!m.
The hedge business is the most amusing, for if the " enter-

prising English farmer " alluded to had inquired of the merest
tyro, he would have been informed that the Hawthorn is not

adapted to this climate. I have carefully examined hedges in

various portions of England, but never saw anything to equal

the hedges of Osage Orange, Arbor Vita;, Norway Spruce, aud
Gardenia florida, which I have seen in this country. But the

other day a friend was describing to me a hedge of Camellia
japonica, 200 yards in length, compact as a wall, and stated

that during the spring months it was gorgeous. If "W.T.G."
had seen, as I have, hedges and 8 feet high of the fragrant

Gardenia, his ideas would not have been so cabined, cribbed,

and confined.
" W. T. G." asserts that " for at least four months in the

year not a spit can be turned, and it often happens that for the

best part of six months stern winter holds everything with an
iron grasp." It is self-evident that the opportunity for obser-

vation on the part of your correspondent has been very limited

—confined to the coldest portion of the United States, and
surely the intending emigrant is not compelled to follow in the

footsteps of " W. T. G." I can assure intending emigrants

that in other portions of the United States they may gather

Oranges, Lemons, and Green Peas from November to Alarch
;

early Potatoes by the 10th of March, and Melons nnd Tomatoes
by the 10th of May, all from the open ground, and without the
" boiler-power and piping " referred to by " W. T. G." If the

intending emigrant dislikes the extreme north, and objects to

have his cot surrounded by tropical fruit, he can select any
climate to suit him between the winter means previously re-

ferred to.

For the information of " W. T. (i." and intending emigrants
I may remark that the winter mean of 10' Fahr. is found to

cross the centre of Newfoundland, then about fiO miles north

of Quebec, thence to the head of the Ottawa river, northern

margin of Lake Superior, and then in a north-westerly course

until it crosses the 'lO" of north latitude.

Last, though not least, is a lengthy reference to insect

enemies. Again I plead guilty, and would ask "W. T. G."
Wliat country is without them'.' Even the "happiest land

upon earth " is troubled with these unwelcome viti ors, and I

fancy as much as the country with a winter mean of 10°

Fahr. To prove that insect enemies do not destroy all trees

and fruits, I need but cite the fact, that all railroads leading to

our large cities run during the fruit season special daily trains

for the conveyance of fruit alone. With regard to vegetables,

I can assure intending emigrants that American markets are

well supplied with vegetables of good quality and at a reason-

able price, in despite of the numerous insect enemies.
" W. T. (i." enlarges upon the enemies of the agriculturist,

as though the English farmer had nothing to contend with.

To prove that insect pests do not destroy all the grain, I can
assure them that we raise enough for home consumption and
annually export immense quantities to England aud other

countries.

If the picture painted by " W. T. G." is an unvarnished

one, why is it that over 300,000 emigrants annually land in the

United States, and but few return to fatherland •• The majority

are agriculturists, and settle on the broad and fertile plains of

the west—the granary of the world. \ few, through mis-

management or other causes, are unfortunate, return to their

former homes, and misrepresent the United States. It positive

and reliable data regarding the productions and climate of the

various portions of the United States would interest your

readers, it would afford me pleasure to furnish them. What
intending emigrants require is reliable information based upon
observations extending over a large portion of this vast country,

and not confined to a limited area, with a winter mean of

10° Fahr.

—

Al Fbesco, Fasean, N.J., U.S.A.

PROGRESS OF GARDENING IN NEW ZEALAND,
The following is a lecture delivered before the Horticultural

Society at Canterbury, New Zealand, by Mr, Wilson, President

of the Society. He is a nurseryman, and after a few prelimi-

nary observations, he observed that

On the present occasion he should confine himself to a rapid

survey of the introduction of the principal trees and flowers

which had been brought into Canterbury. The first tree he
introduced was the Salix babylonica, or Weeping Willow.

This was sometimes confounded with the Salix Napoleona, so

called from its growing around the tomb of Napoleon at St.

Helena. The Canterbury Willow derived its botanical appella-

tion from that affecting passage in the 137th Psalm—in which
the captive Israelities are represented as hanging their harps

upon the Willows that grew by the banks of the Euphrates,

when they refused to sing the Lord's song in a strange land.

Lady Mary W. Montague, the wife of the then Euglifh Ambas-
sador at Constantinople, sent some sprays of these trees to Pope
the poet, who planted one of them in his garden at Twickenham,
and from this tree have sprung all those now in England. The
Willows introduced into Akaroa were some cuttings from those

planted by Madame Bertrand around the grave of Napoleon,

brought into that place by some of the early French settlers ;

but the Weeping Willow properly so called was of eastern

origin. He had brought the first Willows from Wellington,

and had given some to the late Archdeacon Mathias, who
planted them in his garden at Eiccarton.

The introduction of Walnut trees into Canterbury first took

place in Akaroa, where they have thriven perfectly. They had
first been brought into German Bay by the early French settlers.

Upwards of 7000 plants had been cultivated there, and were at

first sold at the rate of £12 10s. per hundred. He did not doubt

that Walnuts would even form an article of export, so rapidly

did the crops increase.

The French settlers, thinking that they were coming to a

warm climate, had brought with them some plants of the Vine.

Two of the varieties were the White Muscadine and the Black

Hamburgh. These had flourished well, but the fruit was small.

The French hid also imported some Ohve plant';, but al-

though the trees had thriven and had attained a considerable

size, they had not as yet borne any fruit.

The first Apples introduced were brought by Mr. Deans, and

were the variety known as the Leathercoat or common Eusset

;

these he brought from Nelson in the year 181.3. Only three

trees arrived from that province.
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The Bsme gentleman had also brought the first Pear tress

into Canterbury ; and although some difficulty had at first been

experienced with regard to them, his perseverance was rewarded

by a good crop of large-sized Pears.

Mr. Deans was also entitled to the credit of being the first to

bring Plums into the province, and now the finest and best

sorts were to be found in it.

The Bishop-designate Jackson first imported timber and

forest trees into Canterbury ; but as he did not remain here he

gave the plants of the Elmi Ash, Beech, and Oak to Mr. Deans,

who planted them in his grounds, where they were doing well,

and where he (Mr. Wilson) hoped that in process of time a

forest rivalling those of the old country would arise.

Another important importation had been Keens' Seedling

Strawberry ; the honour of bringing this delicious fruit here

was due to Mr. Guise Brittan. He (Mr. Wilson), had himself

brought some from Auckland—in fact he had procured 3000

plants, and they were now distributed throughout the length

and breadth of the province. Mr. Cotton, an English clergy-

man, had first brought them to Auckland ; and it might be

added that the same reverend gentleman was the first to intro-

duce bees into that province. As the Strawberry plants were

being brought here, a number perished, and only fifteen sur-

vived the voyage. From this sprung, as he had remarked, all

those now in Canterbury.

Another importation which had greatly added to the beauty

of our gardens was the Searlet Hawthorn. It was a peculiarity

of this tree, that although it produced abundance of haws they

were generally barren, and it was necessary to propagate the

plant by budding it on a common Thorn. They originally

came from Auckland, and the large trees now in Dr. Stedman's

garden were some of the original stock.

The useful timber tree, the Pinus pinaster, was introduced

by the Rev. G. Cotterill, who gave some seeds brought by him
from England to Mr. Davie, who planted them where Cookham
House now stands. Some still survive in a garden near that

spot, and are the largest in the province.

Dr. Earle, of the Grange, had been the first to cultivate the

Blue Gum ; tbis had sprung up accidentally from some seeds

from Hobart Town, sown in his garden. He had carefully

tended it. thinking it was a plant of the old English Honey-

suckle, until an Australian settler suw it, and he recognised it

as a Blue Gum, and this was the parent of all the Blue Gums
in Christchurch.

The Norway Poplar and the Black Italian Poplar were
brought here by Mr. Phillips, of Rockwood, in the year 1851.

These were most useful woods for building purposes, as the

wood can scarcely be destroyed by fire ; it may smoulder, bat
it scarcely ever blazes.

The Eibes sanguineum, or common Bed-flowered Currant,

was introduced about the same time ; as was the Passiflora, or

Passion-flower. He had brought this plant from Auckland,
where it grows to a large size ; the berries are esculent. At
the sime time he had introduced the Akiaki from Akaroa.
The Portugal Laurel and the Common Laurel were accli-

matised by Mr. Guise Brittan, who had planted them round
his house, now the Lyttelton Hotel ; and although the original

plants had long since perished, some offshoots from them
were still flourishing luxuriantly at Englefield. The same
gentleman had also first planted the Arbutus—a fine orna-

mental tree, now growing in beauty also at Englefield.

The Clianthus, or Parrot's-bill, had originally come from
Auckland ; the original tree was now growing around Mr.
Slater's house in Lichfield Street.

The first Ehododendrons were brought by Mr. Phillips, o£

Rockwood, who planted them in Mr. Jacobs's garden.

Holly was introduced by Mr. Richards. Mr. Webbe had
planted the first Cypress—a mcst valuable tree, whilst Mr.
Vigors had sown the first lawn with English Grass.

The Huntington Willow had been introduced by himself, as

had also the common Double Daisy, Cowslip, and Primrose.

The first Daisy in the province had been found growing in the

street, where Mr. J. D. Macpherson's store now stands ; whilst

the first Lily of the Valley had been brought by the Rev. W.
Aylmer.
The lecturer concluded by alluding to some plants which New

Zealand had in turn supplied to England, whence had been
derived so many fruits and flowers, mentioning amongst others

some of the native Ferns and a species of Ranunculus—the

Einunculus Traversii (so called in honour of Mr. Travers),

which he said now commanded a high price at home. To the

late Archdeacon Mathias was due the credit of first forming
those Gorse hedges which had proved both useful and orna-

mental—useful in sheltering the plants in the gardens, and
ornamental from their luxuriant blossoms and growth. He
must claim for himself the honour of having brought the

ordinary and the Cape Broom into use for the purpose of

fencing.

FLOWER-GARDEN PLAN.
In reply to " Maxwell," we approve of the north and south

groups—namely, those to the right and left of the three beds

7, S, 8 ; but as you have a uniform edging of blue Lobelia for

the six outside clumps, it would much improve them if there

were a narrow string of Cerastium next the grass. Then of

the three clumps, 7, 8, 8, the central one, 7, planted with

yellow Calceolarias, would come in line with Mrs. Pollock Pe-

largonium on each side. To make the whole very effective, if

1, PelArgonium Conntess of Warwick, edged with Amar-iotbus.
'2, PelargoDium Bijou, ediieci on the outside with blue Lobelia.

3, S, Pelargonium Fluwer of tbe Day „ „
4, 4, FelargoDium Mrs. Pollock „ „

the climate is^good enough fill that clump with Coleus Ver-
schaffelti, and^ring it with Cineraria maritima or Centaurea
candidi3sima."^lf this cannot be done, Purple King Verbena

5, Pelargonium Cloth of Gold, edged on the oatside itith blue Lobelia.

6, Pelargonium Golden Fleece „ „
7, Calceolaria, yellow.

8, 8, Calceolaria Prince of Orange.

and variegated Alyssum will do very well. Then of the other

two beds, one on each side. Prince of Orange Calceolaria might
be outside, and a blue-coloured Verbena or dwarf Ageratum in
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the centre. We know the change will be liked. The Coleas,

if it thrive, will make the whole grand. As proposed, there

will be too much yellow in line. We consider the foregoing a

very excellent and simple arrangement.

NEW BOOK.
Synopnis Filicum : or a Synopsis of all known Ferns, including

the OsmundaceiB, ScbiziEaceic, Marattiaceiv, and Ophiogloss-

acea; (chiefly derived from the Kew Herbarium), accompanied

by figures representing the essential characters of each

genua. By the late Sir W. J. Hooker, &c., and J. G. Baker,

F.L.S., Assistant Curator of the Kew Herbarium. London :

B. Hardwicke.

WiTBODT any reservation, this is the most useful botanical

work upon Ferns that has yet been published. It includes all

the known Ferns of our globe, about 2400 in number, and

groups them in seventy-five genera, the distinguishing charac-

ters of ebch of which are rendered readily recognisable by

coloured plates. Of each species there is a description and

brief history; and all being contained in about five hundred

pages, it may be well included among the " handy volumes "

of science.

Only forty-eight pages had been printed when Sir W. Hooker
died ; the remainder of the work was confided by his son. Dr.

Hooker, for supervision and completion to Mr. Baker, and
every page bears testimony to the care and ability with which

be has executed the work he undertook.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

May is always a busy month in the kitchen garden, for young
crops have to be thinned out, others have to be earthed up,

and some have to be transplanted, watered, and shaded ; while

successional crops require to be sown more frequently. Aspa-

ranuii, when the plants that were planted in March have pushed

two or more heads each, the weakest must be regularly cut

away as the strong heads appear, so that at the end of the first

season not more than two, or at most three, shoots are allowed

to come to maturity on each plant. When the ground has

been properly prepared stretch a line, and take out a trench sufli-

ciently wide and deep to allow of spreading out the roots, and
cover the crowns about 2 inches. The roots should be care-

fully taken up, avoiding all cutting or injury, and any that are

decaying should be rejected. Daring the growing season keep

the ground free from weeds, and the surface free and open by

frequent hoeings. A soaking of manure water may be given

with advantage when the weather is dry. Beet, sow the main
crop in drills 1 inch deep, and from 15 to 18 inches apart,

covering with friable soil. If possible, select a dry day, when
the ground is in goo'd working order, for putting in the seed.

Nutting's Selected and Henderson's Pine Apple are good sorts.

Celery.—For transplanting, prepare a bed of rotten manure
'A inches deep, covering it to the depth of another inch with

light sandy soil. Prick the plants out on this about 3 inches

apart, water freely, and until they take hold of the soil shade

them from bright sunshine. In the beginning of the month
the Celery sown in February and transplanted in March will be

fit to plant out in trenches 4 feet apart ; the trenches to be

filled to within C inches of the top with good moist rotten

dung dug in, and the space between the trenches to be filled

with Lettuce, Spinach, or Cauliflowers, planted 12 inches

apart. A liberal supply of liquid manure should be given

during their growing season. Some soot added to the water is

an excellent stimulant occasionally, and all suckers must be

removed. Onions, sow a patch very thickly on very poor gra-

velly soil, in order to obtain very large bulbs ; these during the

first year will make very little progress, and by the time they

are ripe and fit for taking up they will not be larger than a

hazel nut. Spread them very thinly on a dry shelf during the

winter, plant them in March in rows U inches apart every way,

covering as slightly as possible ; and as regards gathering,

housing, ifcc, treat them in the same manner as the spring-

sown. Thin out young crops as soon as they are fit to handle.

The thinning should be gradual, and always performed as

soon as the young plants touch each other ; for if they start

weakly and are drawn they never become so rohnst.and vigorous

as when the light and air are allowed to play freely around

them. Seeds of Sage, Thyme, and Itvsemary should be sown

on a warm border, also Hweet Basil and Marjoram two or three

times during the season, for use in a green state as well as for

drying.
KllUIT OABDEN.

Proceed with the disbudding and removing young hhoots

from Peach and Apricot trees. Where the fruit of the former

is too thick a number may now be cut off ; those of the latter

will be useful for tarts. In disbudding use a small sharp knife,

as pinching the shoots off is apt to cuuse the wound to gum
and canker. Where wood i.s wanted pinch oil the tops of strong

shoots, as several good bearing shoots may be thus obtained.

Where a shoot will be too strong and only one is wanted, cut it

back so as to secure one good lateral. When strong shoots

appear where they are not wanted, or the tree is over-luxuriant,

allow a number of them to run their full length, taking off the

leaves from the under parts of the shoots as they advance.

They will thus form channels for the extra sap, and will not

shade unnecessarily the wood intended for bearing. In re-

moving shoots at this season thin them gradually, so as ul-

timately to leave no more than can be exposed to the sun
and air.

FLOWKK GARDEN.
Eustic baskets and vases may now be filled with soil, which

should be of a rather retentive nature, and the plants f-hould

be turned out when all danger from frost is over. Flowers of

a droojiiog habit are the best suited for baskets. Fuchsias and
the like, and Ctleeuliiria Uoribunda, with Anagallis ca-rulea

grandiflora cr Lobelia hanging down the sides of the basket,

will answer well. Auriculas are fading fast, the majority of

collections being out of flower. Where seed is not required

the heads may be cut oS not too low
;
put the plants in a shady

situation, giving them the requisite attention as to water and
cleanliness. They are too often neglected after bloomiog time.

Tie up Carnations as fast as they require it ; and if green fly

make its appearance dust Scotch snuff slightly over them, or

brush the insects off with a large camel-hair brush. Keep the

pots free from weeds, which now spring up fast. Tie Pinks to

sticks.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKTAIOBY.

Keep down the temperature in the conservatory by all possible

means, in order to prolong the flowering of the plants, and as

the syringe would soon injure the appearance of plants in

flower, the rose watering pot must take its place. Flood all

spare parts in this house morning and evening. Continue to

encourage the greenhouse plants to make rapid growth during

this month, and keep the atmosphere always moist at night

during this period. As few plants are allowed to flower in this

house if there is a conservatory, the syringe may be used freely

in the afternoons of fine days. Training and regulating the

growth of all pot plants, as well as watering and kilUng insects,

must be attended to while the plants are growing.

STOVE.

The usual routine of watering and keeping the plants clean

and properly trained is all that is necessary here for some
time. Some few plants may want shifting now and then, and
all the young stock must be shifted by degrees as the plants

advance, but no precise time can be pointed out for this work
;

the whole depends on the state of the plants and the means of

the cultivator.

FORCING PITS.

This is just the critical time when a little oversight may
cause much murmuring next winter. Look over your forcing

plants the very first opportunity yon have, and consider how
many you may want of those most esteemed by the family,

always making an allowance of '20 per cent, for failures among
those forced in December.

PITS AND FRAMES.

These structures will almost be done with for this spring's

planting, but they must not be idle, as it is time to commence
propagating for next year. Cuttings of dwarf Phloxes, Alyssum
saxatile, Arabis, &c., must now be put in. If there is a full

supply of autumn-flowering plants to succeed the annuals, one

of these pits may be used for something else. If the old Cab-

bage Rose is wanted on Christmas-day, take up half a dozen

pot plants from the reserve ground, plunge them in i Id tan,

sand, or anything el.se in one of the cold pits, and treat them
like Heaths till next August, when you may turn them out

under the shelter of a north wall, prune in September, and
introduce them into a forcing pit on the 1st of October. Con-
tinue to increape the slock of Verbenas, Heliotrope?, Salvias,

Fuchsias, and all other plants that may be required for filhng
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boxes, vases, and blanks in the beds and borders in June.—W.
Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The rain and hail of April 27th, followed as it was even-

tually by milder weather, has given all vegetation an impetus.

The fields are putting on their summer livery, and the grass of

lawns and meadows is growing as if by magic. With plenty of

grass mowings we need never be at a loss tor a little bottom
heat, provided we keep that heat low enough down, or far

enough from the roots of the plant we thus wish to assist. The
fierce sun, and the drying winds of the three last days of the

week, necessitated additional watering, or some shelter for all

plants a little tender, or that had been newly turned out. A
little shelter often iinis more good than the watering pail, when
the ground about the roots is moist euough. A few evergreen

twigs to shade and shelter newly-turned-out Cauliflower plants,

&c., enable them to hold their own in such weather v.ith little

watering. We should never forget that the more we water the

ground at this early period, the more we cool it, unless we
manage to water with heated liquid, and that is no easy matter,

where much watering has to be done.

Took the opportunity of hoeing well between the rows of

Onions and Parsnips, the Carrots not having come up eufii-

ciently as yet to enable us, as respects them, to go through that

operation. Besides cutting up all the little weeds, the breaking

up of the caked surface does good, more especially after the

ground has become warm enough, as the loose surface keeps

the ground cool beneath it, and the temperature of the soil

more equal, as it absorbs less heat during the day, and radiates

less heat into the free atmosphere at night.

Sowed a border with Kidney Beans, not of the kinds that

we like best, but those we could obtain, as some of the best

sorts were not to be had this season. These, Scarlet Runners,
and Peas, slightly covered with red lead before sowing, have
not been touched by birds, slugs, or snails. The black-backed

yellow-bellied kind of the latter moUusk is very diflicult to

extirpate, as hardly anything will injure it, except what
would likewise injure the plants. Planted out a nice piece of

Dwarf Kiduey Beans from .5-inch pots, four beans in a pot,

without disturbing the ball, and will give these protection for a

few weeks. A box or two with seedlings will be turned out

separately in a ievf days, and these, too, will receive pro-

tection for a time at least, with a few evergreen branches.

As already intimated, a fierce sun is as injurious to such crops

when fresh turned out as a cold night. Contrary to our wish,

we have had to find space for a row in 12-inch pots on a shelf

in the late vinery—at least, for a time, for these plants seldom
show insects until they reach the bearing period ; but we had
an accident with two previous crops, which in a night deprived

us of good gatherings for a month or five weeks. Some rats

had found their way into the pit by making a hole in the wall

plate, and cut one sort as completely down as if a number of

sheep had trampled them. The sort so treated was the White
Canterbury, hardly a single leaf was left uncut and unmutilated.

We were congratulating ourselves that the rats had shown
some merciful consideration, as at first sight a fine lot of a

cieam-coloured beau just setting its pods, and with a dense
mass of flower-buds open and opening, seemed untouched,
but on opening the lights we found that though not a leaf

or stem had been touched, not a single flower bud or young
pod had been left. The intruders had mounted the stems, and
the little sticks, and cleared off every flower bud as neatly as if

it had been removed by small scissors, and all seemed as if

they had been eaten, for scarcely a bud was left on the ground.
By cutting the plants back we may obtaiu a second crop, but far

from equal to the first. The difference made in the treatment
of the two sorts is worth recording. But for the removal of

the flowers and young pods there was nothing in leaves or

stem to denote that this second lot of Beans had been visited

by such intruders. After much trouble we only succeeded in

trapping a young rat, for the Beans being grown over an open
bed of manure and leaves, even a good ferret could help us but
little. A rat will be hard driven, bowever, if he will consent
to remain in a place where a ferret has been.

Much other work was of a routine character, sowing succes-

sion crops, pricking-out Celery and Cauliflowers, and watering
the same when needful. The fir:st-pricked-out Celery is now
strong and good, and had the help of glass at first, but for

three weeks or a month has merely some laurel boughs over it

to break the force of the sun's rays in imitation of what it

would have had in its natural habitat, and its appearance
would indicate that this is the treatment it most prefers. At'

an early period Celery will stand still in bright sun. It much
likes a flickering shade.

Potted-off Cucumbers for frames. Gherkins and Vegetable
Marrow for ridges, and attended to those bearing in pits and
frames as previously detailed, much watering being wanted in
such weather. The wind being keen and dry at times, we
preferred that the atmosphere over the beds should rise 5° or
10° higher in temperature instead of giving much air, but
that little was given early, so that the temperature rose gradu-
ally. In the bright days of Friday and Saturday the glass was
dulled with the slightest sprinkling of water, just coloured with
whitening. Some men can do this so nicely with the jet nozzle
of a syringe, regulated merely by the finger, that the glass will

be equally spattered, and not a single dot will be larger, and
most much smaller, than the head of a common pin. Many
lights can thus be gone over in a few minutes, and when the
squares of glass are large some such alight shading is often
of importance when such bright days succeed all at once a

period of dull sunless weather. In this dry, bright weather
we gave no front air to frames over hotbeds where a high tem-
perature was needed, except a little to Melons in bloom and
setting, as a little air right over them, however small the
amount, assists the setting process.

PKUIT G.UIDEN.

Mi'lom.—Rather a singular thing has happened here in a
five-light pit heated by hot water, and that for a number of

seasons consecutively. The plants in the three lights at the
west end generally do very fairly, but those in the two lights

at the east end, just as the secondary shoots come away freely

almost as uniformly lose their first larger leaves, whilst those

near the point will retain their natural healthy green colour.

Sometimes the leaves will have brown spots, sometimes the
brownness affects the edges of the leaves first, and gradually

covers and kills the leaf. Sometimes we cut off these browned
leaves along the stem for a length of a foot or 18 inches, bring

the stem round again to the centre, and allow the point to

grow outwards as a young plant. Sometimes we pull up the

plants thus affected, and plant fresh ones, and we may even
have to do this for a second time before we secure in these

two lights fresh and vigorous growth. The cause has been a

mystery to us, and remains so still. The pit is part of a range

heated by two 3-inch pipes in front for top heat, and two 3-inch

pipes in rubble below the bed for bottom heat. For this

period the heat is sufficient, and we may conclude there is

nothing in the heating, or why should the three western lights

be little or not at all afl'ected ? Then we supposed that there

might be some condensed deleterious vapour, but we used
no dung, and even in general left the thickness of a com-
mon tally between the sash and wall-plate at night. Then,
again, we surmised that the sun struck on the foliage when it

was damp, and that the leaves were thus scalded, and that at

least made ns anxious to have the foliage dry before the sun
reached it in force ; but between the east end of the pit and a

garden wall there is only the width of a walk, and therefore

the sun strikes the western lights of the pit a considerable time
before it gets over the wall to shine at aU strongly on these

two eastern ones. We have also examined the two sashes

carefully, and though the glass is very common fourths, still

we can perceive no difference between its quality and that

of the other lights where no such phenomenon occurs. Over
dung beds, and with sashes of the old-fashioned kind, and
glass so bad that the like could scarcely be had now as a

curiosity, we have witnessed no such appearance. We can

decide on neither cause nor cure ; for when we succeed at

length in obtaining healthy growth it is entirely owing to

perseverance, and we are as ignorant as ever of what enables

us to cause the healthy growth at last. For three or four

seasons the first plants in these two lights have suffered in a

similar manner. In the case of all other kinds of plants we
have observed no difference as to results beneath these two

lights and the other lights of the pit. It is only in Melons

that we have noted the difference. We may add that the

soil in the five-lights is the same, and when the roots were

examined there seemed nothing wrong with them. At pre-

sent the matter is as much a mystery to us as how to keep

away the Cucumber disease, or get rid of it when it comes.

When we were visited with it we neither knew how it

came or what took it away, or nearly so ; and the only
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palliatives wo oould find were poor fresh soil and very frequent

planting.

Strawben-ies.—We have given a lot of Melon plants larger

pots to stand in for a few week?, as we have been forced

to devote to Strawberries a five-light pit, that we meant
to bring in for Melons, but which nmst wait a little. Tliese

Strawberry plants, showing bloom strongly, had stood in rather

a shady place in the orchard house, and did well cnougli

there as regards the production of flower trusses and until

they began to open, when they needed more full liglit and
to be nearer the glass. That we may be able to move the

plants afterwards without injury we have set each pot on a

saucer, the saucer filled with moss covered with rich compost.

When pots are set on turf—an excellent plan—they should

not be moved until done with. In clearing out to-day some
plants which had finished Iruiting, we were quite surprised at

the strong pull that was necessary to tear the roots out of the

turf into which they had run through the hole at the bottom.

This fine lot will succeed those standing on turf and soil in the

front of the first orchard house, which are setting beautifully
;

these again will be succeeded by two rows in the front of

the late orchard house just opening their flower buds ; and a

lot more still later, wo will place on the north side of a wall, to

be forwarded if we think necessary afterwards, to prevent any
Interval between those in pots and those in the open air. Some
blooms of the earliest, as Black Prince, are just opening. This

may tend to show beginners that some thought is required to

keep up a regular supply—a matter of more importance than

gathering great quantities at a time. These Strawberries in

pots have been assisted chiefly with soot. Sometimes as much
as could be taken between the thumb and finger was strewed

on the surface of a pot, and sometimes clear soot water was
given alternately with clean water and drainings from the farm-

yard not over-strong. We have hoed thinly the surface of the

ground and mulching between the Strawberry plantations

;

and liad we time and plenty of materials we would rake off the

roughest of the mulching, and strew lime thinly along the

ground to drive away slugs and snails, and then when the lime

was turned into mild chalk we would scatter some soot over

the ground, not minding if a little fell on the plants, as the

first rains would wash that off before the flowers opened much.
Taking all in all, soot is excellent for Strawberries. The
syringing with clear soot water has as yet kept the Strawberry
plants in the orchard houses free of green fly, as that could be

done more freely there than in other places where the green fly

made its appearance, as alluded to.

We never saw Apple and other blossom more beautifnl than
it is this season. Gooseberries seem loaded, as, thanks to a

little gunpowder, and other means, we held our own with the

birds this season, except in a little orchard, where they had
all their own way.

In the hot weather, floors, stages, walls, &c., in Peach houses,

vineries, ,tc., were kept more than usually damp during the

day, to prevent the temperature rising too high without giving

too much parching air.

0RNA3IEXTAL DEPARTMENT.
Auriculas should be watered with great care, so as not to

spill a drop on the flowers, and when manure water, especially,

is used, not a drop should light on the foliage. This is a safe

rule to apply in all cases of watering plants with manure water.

Begulated corridors and conservatories afresh. It is a bad
plan to wait for a great job of this kind being done ; it should

be attended to daily, so that all plants past their best may
be removed, and be followed by plants coming to their best.

Nevertheless, the most of us, with this daily attention, find

that there are times when we must have a more general clear-

ing-out. For instance. Cinerarias are still showy and useful,

but many are past their best, and these were set against a wall

and protected by a hurdle with a few twigs drawn through it,

and these plants will furnish plenty of cut flowers. Camellias

over were moved to the vineries to accelerate growth, and their

places supplied with Fuchsias, Scarlet and other Pelargoniums.

The faded Azaleas were put by themselves, and those in full

bloom were set in the best positions. Ferns were fresh potted

and regulated, and much time taken up in giving room to, and
getting bedding plants hardened off, for which every turf pit

was more than called upon. In aU plant places during the
week, the drying wind and the scorching sun were prevented

from acting injuriously, by a little shading, damping the floors

and stages, and giving less air than in quieter weather. The
Fern house was shaded by giving the glass a fair coating of

wbiteuing and mUk, which will remain for the season. Scars

in the glass in orcliard houses were sought for and daubed
with a little paint.—K. F.

Crystal Palace.—The programme for the new season of the

Crystal Palace had just been published. As the Palace was
opened in June, 1851, the present will be the fifteenth season,

and no greater sign of its vitality can be given than the liber-

ality of the arrangements whicli the directors are enabled to

offer to the season ticket holders. The policy which has been

pursued for the last three years of admitting season ticket

holders on all occasions, receives further exemplification this

year by the season ticket being made available during the four

days of the Handel Festival. As heretofore, the Great Flower
Show on the 23rd May, and the Rose Show on the 20th June,

will be the chief horticultural attractions of the metropolitan

season.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—May (i.

A FEW brilliant dnys have lintl n marltod effect npon our market in a
thi'eefold sense—viz., improvement in quality, quantity, and demand, A
few eai'ly Peaclics of cxcelUnt quality are offeied, and command fair

prices. All other articles remain much the same. Among foreign imports
we may include Apricots, and Cherries. Heavy consiRuments of new
Potatoes from Lisbon aud C ornwall have come to hand this week in good
condition.

Apricots doz.

s. d. B.

Apples -^ sieve 8 0to5
" - - U

FRUIT.

s. d I s. d. s. d
i Melons each OtoO

Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush. I

Currants ^ sieve <

Black do. (

Figs doz. 12 18
Filberts lb. 10

Cobs lb. 9 1

Gooseberries . . quart 6 1

Grapes, Hothouse.. lb. R 15
Lemons 100 8 12

Nectarines doz,
OrauRes 100 8 7
Peaches doz. 36 48
Pears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb. 8 10
Plums i sieve
Quinces doz.
Kaspberries lb.

StrawbeiTies.. 'perlb. 6 16
Walnuts bush. 10 18

do per 100 1 2

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney ..,.100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus, Sprouts J sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.

Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bxmch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

VEGETABLES.

1. B. d
]

to 4 Leeks bunch
8 Lettuce per score

Mushrooms pottle
3 : Mustd.A Cress, punnet
1 Onions per bushel

Parsley persieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches

I Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket

B. d, B. A
8 too

1 6

n

1 6

1

1

5

8 0, Shallots lb,

8 Spinach bushel
8

I

Tomatoes per doz.
5

I
Turnips bunch

8

6

9

9

TEADE CATALOGUES EECEIVED,
J, Carter & Co., 237, and 238, High Holborn, London, W.C.

— Carter's Lint of Beddivfi and other Plants for 1868.

Elcombe & Son, Church Street, Eomsey.

—

List of Select

Flowering Plants.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
• ,* We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solely to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet

Street, London, E.G.

We also request that correspondents will not mix npon the

same sheet questions relating to Gardening and those on

Poultry and Bee subjects, if they expect to get them an-

swered promptly and conveniently, but write them on
separate communications. Also never to send more than

two or three questions at once.

Books {A Subteribtr}.—'We know of no separate work on the Azalea

and Camellia, Kenne's " In-door Gardening " gives weekly directions for

their treatment throughout the year. You can have it free by post from
our oflice if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your addi'ess.

RoVAL HoRTicrr-TCEAt. SocrETT's Snow AT Leicester (T, Cottvmn).

—It will be held at Leicester. Advertisements will appear respecting it.

You can obtain information from Mr. Richards, AsBistact Secretary,

Koyal Horticultural Society's office, South Kensington.
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PELiRGONinMS (H. J. S.).—YonT Pelargoniums are no novelty. Several

of the marbled section, such as Empress of the French, the Duke of Wel-
lington, Ac, have this bad habit of producing abnormal trusses. Cala-

diums well grown usually produce leaves of the size you mention.
{J. I. Jun.}.—Not at all uncommon ; too many like it for us to attempt to

name it.

Pansies [Sarniana).—There is nothing remarkable in your seedlings-

The light variety is the best, but, like all this fancy section of Pansies,

wanting in substance. Hundreds of seedlings of the same character are

in cultivation.

Vine Leaves Turning Brown (Hardup).—We could not satisfy our-

selves that there was anything on the Vine leaf, though in several places

it looked as if attacked by red spider. If there is merely the brown warty
appearance on the leaves, that will most likely remedy itself. It is gene-
rally the result of too much moisture at the roots, and a damp atmo-
sphere inside, which prevents the foliage perspiring freely. Give a little

more fire heat in dull weather, and keep the air of the house a little

drier.

Flower Garden Planting (.U.. Gunqrofi).—'With your proposed ma'
terials we would alter the arrangement thus :—No. 5, place two or three

plant** of Trop.-eolum canariense against the Plum tree in the centre, and
along with it four or five plants of the Convolvulus major, allowing these

all to run somewhat wildly together, then just one row round of the
Perilla, pruned to the right height to meet the Brilliant Pelargonium.
Amongst the Pelargoniums, at equal distance, have four plants of dwarf
Caunas, and thon your broad edging of Cerastium would be effective.

With regard to the beds 3 and 2, we would plant them with Madame
Vaucher" Pelargonium, and give a wide verge of Golden Chain ; 1 and 4

we would plant with a low yellow Calceolaria, as Aurea floribunda, and
give a broad edging of Lobelia speciosa ; 3 and 2 would he improved with

ft row of Purple King between Madame Vaucher and the Golden Chain.

In fact, a low Verbena, purple or mulberry, would be better than the
Golden Chain unless it do well.

Watering and Temperature in Ground Vineries {Vva).—Yom- Vine
in a ground vinery will, after growing freely, require much watering, and
if manure water be afforded all the better. If a novice at such watering,

place half a peck of superphosphate of lime before watering over the

ground where the roots are, and in a fortnight follow with n quart of soot.

When a ground vinery becomes too hot a little more ventilation should

be given by opening the spaces at the sides more. In a very hot day we
would not be alarmed if the thermometer rose to 100" full in the sun
below the glass; but it will be as well if it do not rise much above 90-.

Shading would neutralise all the benefit of the glass covering. With air

constantly, it is amazing the heat a Vine will bear when the heat rises

gradually, and there is no confined atmosphere or moist vapour.

Melon Culture (J. T. S.).—As to Melons and dung beds see *' Doings
of the Last Week" for two or three weeks past. The plan of the flues

will answer, but not well if the furnace is to be above ground. Have it a

foot or 2 feet below it. If the flue is to stand on the level of the ground
have the going and the return flue in a chamber, covered over with flag-

stones, slates, or slabs of wood. If slabs of wood be used, place them
across roughly, 6 inches at least above the flue, and leave spaces between
every two slabs, which fill with brickbats, and then roughly plaster

over. On these slabs place soil, and at back and front have openings to

let the heat ascend, furnishing them with plugs to regulate the heat at

pleasure.

Prolonging the Flowering of Nastcrticms {Trop.eolutbs) (Flora).

—We have no difficulty in inducing the dwarf Tropseolums, as Tom
Thumb, &c., to bloom all the season, merely by picking extra leaves off

and preventing seeding much by gathering exhausted flowers. However,
you may plant dwarf Salvias, though we do not know which you mean.
if the Tropteolums do not please, we would plant the Salvia or Scarlet

Pelargoniums at once.

Protecting Taoetes from Slugs (Tdrml.—Nothing is so effective

for freeing a bed from slugs as going over it before bedtime with the

help of a lanthom. The nest best plan is laying down fresh brewers'

grains in little heaps, and gathering the slugs from them early in the

morning.

Plants for Spring Flowering (W(?ml.—The Alyssum saxatile sown

in the end of July will scarcely bloom early in spring. Sweet and Varie-

gated Alyssum, if the latter he kept protected, will do. The Mule Pink

would also require more time, but that is most to be depended on from

cuttings. The Myosotis, Snapdragons, Silenes, Wallflowers, and Stocks

will do well ; but the last will need protection in winter.

Clematis Jackmanni (C. P.).—We are unable to explain why the

Clematis Jackmanni has lost its natural green colour. It may regain it.

ZoNALPELARGONiUMS(.4S»b«criftf)-,G;fn/mron*.—We could not identify

them as you suggest. They are now too numerous and too nearly alike.

Those you mention are very good.

Cdtting-rack Maiden Trees after Planting—Growing Winter
Cucumbers IH. B.).—Maiden Peach, Apricot, and other trees planted

against a wall in March, should be cut back according to the training in-

tended. If to be trained in the fan-shape we would cut back each tree

in the end of March to, say, four buds from the bud or graft, so as to

obtain five shoots instead of one, two on each side, and one for the centre,

to be cut down next year. Did we mean to make cordons of them we
would merely shorten the shoots. You need not despair of the Vines yet,

but, of course, much depends on the mode of transplanting. Cucumbers
may be grown in winter with bottom heat by means of a flue in a chamber,

but there must be outlets under control for letting the heat into the at-

mosphere of the place, and in that case the flue must be sound. You
will do little good without a space between the flue and the earth.

Orchard-house Plums not Setting (C. P.).—The Plums would not

set well in that heat unless air were given— even a little all night.

Peach-tree Leaves Blighted {.4. M. TT.).—The best thing to do with

such blighted Peach leaves is to remove them gradually, so as not to

injure the tree, and fresh green leaves will take their place. We cannot

account for such leaves without knowing more about the trees.

Covering the Walls of a Fernery {E. Z. ,4.).—We advise you to

cover them with the small-leaved Ivies, both green Pnd variegated. These

would thrive and be very handsome all the year round in an unheated

fernery. We presume vour walls are low, and that plants of compact,

close leaf-growth are required. We recommend Hedera helix digitatn,

minor Donerailense, minor marraorata, marginata Cullisi, marginata
pulchella, taurica. minor lutea, chrysophylla, marginata elegans.grdcilis,
marginata argentea, and aureo-maculata minor. You may procure the
above and the Golden-edged Ivy through any nurserymen advertising in

our columns.
Radish Culture (.4/i<rf).—Radishes prefer a rich light soil. The ground

cannot be too well dug, and should be broken fine, and a good dressing
of very old manure or leaf mould well mixed with it. The situation

should be open, and not shaded in the least. To have good Radishes the
soil must be well pulverised. The surface should be made fine and the
seed sown rather thinly, for if the plants come up very thickly and are so
allowed to grow, good Radishes will never be produced. Cover the seeds
with half an inch of fine soil. If the weather be dry give a good water-
ing a day or two after sowing, and if tbe weather continue dry give a
watering every evening. If the weather be showery, of course watering
will not be necessary. For summer use tbe Turnip-rooted Radishes are
best ; the long-rooted are best for spring, early summer, and autumn use.

Pruning Laurels (Idem).-—Your Laurels being large, now would be
the best time to prune them, as they would then have an opportunity of

making a good growth this season. If they are not required to be cut-in
much, tbe be&t time is early in June, and go over them again in August,
shortening all irregular growths.

Removing the Flower Stems of Arums (Idem).—The flower stems
of Arums and all plants should be removed as sraon as the flowering is

past, unless seed be wanted, then, of course, they must remain. Allow-
ing the flower stems to remain only weakens tbe plant.

Pear Trees Unfruitful (O. C. G.).—Wo are unable to account for

your Pear trees being unfruitful, the aspect being good. We presume
they grow vigorously. We would stop all the shoots on the principal

branches at the fourth leaf, except the leaders of tbe branches, which
must not be stopped at all. Take out the points when the shoots stopped
have made three leaves, and continue to do so throughout the season up to

September, after which stopping must no longer be practised. We would
farther, towards the end of October, take out a trench round each tree,

3 feet from the stem, and work under the ball, cutting off all roots that go
down deeply, removing the loose surface soil with a fork, and in this way
proceed until the tree could be lifted, preserving as many of the fibres

and small roots as possible, and allowing as much soil to adhere to them
as they would carry. We would then lift the tree, clear out tbe soil to a

depth of 2 feet, give the bottom of the hole a slight inclination from the
wall, and place on it 3 inches of lime riddlings, or equal parts of lime and
coarse gravel mixed so as to resemble mortar. After ramming hard we
would put on another layer 1^ inch thick, and make very firm with a

wooden rammer. Place on this 6 or 9 inches of brick and lime rubbish
from an old building, the older the better, and on that a layer of turf,

grass side downwards, then a few inches of chopped sods, on which
place the tree, spread out the roots and place soil amongst them, not
covering the uppermost roots deeper than 3 inches. The soil may be
the top 3 inches of a pasture on a rather strong yellow loam, and should

be chopped rather fine with a spade. Each tree will stand on a small
cone, and the ground will slope from the tree outwards. Secure the

branches to the wall, give a good watering, and place 3 inches thick of

fresh stable litter round each tree as far as the hole extended. The
trees are best lifted just when the first indications of the leaves falling

appear. Cut-in all the side shoots or laterals, whether stopped or not, in

November, after the leaves have fallen, to within half an inch of their

base, leaving the spurs entire. We would advise the same treatment to

be continued in the following year, only a few good waterings should be
given in spring and early in summer, and the lifting must, of course,

be omitted. We think you may be sore of a good crop within two years,

and you will have more in one season from your present trees than you
would in half a dozen years were you to root them up and plant trees on
the Quince. Tbe Pear on the Quince stock is very productive, comes
into bearing early, and produces fruit of fine size and quality. We grow
trees so worked largely, and have planted a tree of them between every

two permanent wall trees, which last are on the Pear stock, and are what
we recommend for walls of greater height than 10 feet. On lower walls

the Quince stock is best, and the Quince has the advantage of succeed-

ing in soils where the Pear does not thrive. Some sorts of Pears do not
succeed on the Quince well, and of those you name, Jargonelle does not

succeed so well as many others, but Duchesse d'.\jigouleme does ad-

mirably. The Quince is the best stock forinducing early productivenees

in Pears worked upon it.

Dividing Ixias (S. H.).—Jt is now too late to divide the roots of Ixias,

It should be done at the time of repotting, the plants being left undis-

turbed in the pots after the foliage decays until the time of repotting.

The balls of earth being then carefully broken, the bulbs can be dressed

and divided without injury. October is tbe best month to perform this

operation, the earlier in the month the better.

Plum, Pear, and Apple Leaves Injured [A Ten-yeam Subscriber)

—Your specimens exhibit unmistakeable evidence of the injury resulting

from the cold nights on the early vegetation we have had this season.

We cannot advise a remedy. Yours is not a solitary case, trees never

promised better. Our neighbours complain of their fruit prospects
;
their

trees are damaged by cold followed by swarms of aphides. The way to

destroy them is to syringe the trees, and whilst wet to dust them with

tobacco powder, which should be forced on the under as well as the upper

eide of the leaves, there being distributors on purpose.

Camellias Infested with Aphides (Idem).-Dust the plants lightly

with tobacco powder, and wash it off within three hours, wettmg the

plants before dusting. The tobacco powder will destroy the aphis

within an hour. The tobacco was not good, or the house was not suffi-

ciently tilled with smoke, otherwise the insects would have been de-

stoyed. As the leaves are sticky we would advise your washing them, as

well as the shoots and branches, with a sponge, using a solution of soft

soap or Gishurst compound at the rate of 4 ozs. to the gallon of water, as

we think you have scale as well as aphides.

Repotting Camellias (Idem).—^ow is a good time to pot Camellias.

Do not disturb the roots much. We prefer, however, to repot earlier—

immediately after the flowering is over. If done now give a slight in-

crease of heat, and a moist atmosphere with shade from hot sun.

Green Fly on Peach Trees (A Lady flaricner).—The best remedy Is

to dust the trees with tobacco powder. They should first be syringed
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aad made wet, and thca the powder should be forred with a. distrihutor

upon the ondcr aide of the leaves aH well as over them. U is not well to

yringe the trees when in bloHsora, but a slipht wetting will not do any
harm. The trees should be dns^ted with the tobacco iwwder upon a calm
4ay, and in the evening. Ouc good duelinR will be sutlicient if it be
effectually performed, or so an to reach all the insects, lor the tobacco
kills all it touches. The trees may have a (/ood syringing with water any
«veninp within a week. The dusting may be practised as soon as the
trees Lave sot their frnit. A little tire heat may be afforded your recently
lifted Vines during cold dull periods throu^'hout the summer, avoiding a

dry atmosphere. They cannot lit! tno gently excited.
CiLCEOLAniAS Failino (,-1 Comiant Ktadi-r].—We entirely disagree

with yon ae to the disease being occasioned by putting the cuttings in

cold frames. We remember the time when Calceolaria cuttings were
invariably inserted in pans, struck, and wintered in an airy greenhouse
There was even then the Calceolaria disease, and it has only shown itself

more of late years from the greater number grown. It certainly is many
{rears eince Mr. Fish first propounded the practice of wintering Calceo-
arias in cold frames. It is a practice we have followed for many years,

and with the best results. Oar practice is verv simple. We make ready
a place in a sheltered open situation, putting a few inches of lime
riddllngs on the ground and ram quite hard. Worms do not come through
that, and we then sot the frames on bricks laid fiat. Coarse gravel is

then placed all over the bottom to the depth of 3 inches, and nest an
inch or two of coarse compost, and 3 or 4 inches of tiner, which consists
of two-thirds loam and one-third leaf mould, and then from 1^^ to 2inches
•f rather coarse eand. The cuttings.are put in li inch apart every way,

a good watering boine given. Ashos are placed against the sides of the
frame all round, plenty of air is given in mild weather, and protection is

afforded from frost. Early in March if the weather is not frosty, the
points of the cuttings are pinched out, and in the beginning of April we
make trenches as for Celery, only 4 feet wide, with 3-(eet alleys between
them, and put in plenty of well-rotted manure and leaf mould, mixing
these materials well with the soil. The plants are planted in rows across

the beds, 6 inches apart from row to r<nv, and 3 inches from plant to

plant. A good watering is applied, and then water is given sparingly foi a
time until the plants are growing freely, when abundance is afforded.

They are protected from frost by old ligbtn or mats resting on spars

placed across the trenches. The tirKt week in May the plants are again
stopped, and we have divarf bushy plimts and so strong that any one

I would make a dozen such as you enclosed to us. Your plants ore drawn,
weak, and badly rooted, and never will make good plants.

Grapes Severely bPoTTED (C*. S.).—The berries were not sufficiently

thinned. Cut out every berry that shows a spot, and thin away one-
third of the remainder. The roots of tho Vines are sluggish, they should
be kept warmer, be watered with tepid manure water, and the honee
freely ventilated.
Insects {Bou-arih A»hton).—The bee sent is one of the Andrenidae, or

ehort-tongued bees (Andrena cineraria), which make their nest by burrow-
ing in sandy places in tho spring. They are solitary in their habits of

nest-making, although often found flying together in numbers over the
spots they have selected. (A'u(»i<T(bcr, iieamin»tfr, Dorset).—Youramall,
red-spider-Iike insect is one of the mites, Trombidinm holosericeom. It

is quite harmless, feeding upon more minute insects.—W.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending Uay 5th.
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mothers are now rearing fifty-four chickens ; many deaths have

already occurred, some of the broods being six weeks old, but

the numbers stand as above this day April 'iSth, 1808.

Buckwheat is here the favourite food with both adults and
okiokeus. When mixed with other seeds, such as oats, wheat,

and barley, it is invariably picked out first.—VEKiXiS, Turf
Bank, Jersey.

GAME FOWLS.
I THINK " Newmaeket's " remarks in reference to the good

points of Game fowls are somewhat prejudiced, and contrary to

the generality of modern ideas. It is possible he will admit

that birds exhibited now by a few of our most noted breeders of

Game fowls are very far superior, both in feather and other

properties, to birds of former periods, are bred generally with

more care, and, I believe, are as deep game as those bred when
oook-fighting was in its zenith. Well-matured progression in

the art of breeding is the only safe way of arriving at per-

fection, and not adhering so closely to old practical theories.

The high position our shorthorns, our race horses, pointers,

and greyhounds have attained has resulted from the spirited

and energetic efforts of breeders, who have discarded the " rest

and be thankful" maxim. Breeders of this class well deserve

the thanks of the public for the improvement of our breeding

stock.

I do not agree with " Newmarket " as to the inferiority of

our present iSrown-breasted Reds in comparison with the old

gipsy-combed birds. I consider the present race of birds fur

superior, both in feather and other points. The dark-bodied

hens, also, when slightly streaked with red on the breast, are

far handsomer than the brown-bodied hens. They also breed

very true to colour, are as game, and quicker fighters. The
old Shropshire Brown Reds, were. I believe, a very slow bird,

but a cross of the Pile, Black-breasted Bed, or Duckwing, has

produced quicker fighters, brighter and richer in feather and
face, nor have they suffered deterioration in other respects.

My only objection to birds of the present day is whenever
tfaere has been a tendency to produce undue size or legginess.

and I fancy this fault is fast fading away. The judgment at

Leeds, Halifax, and other places, has for the most part been in

favour of birds of quality, independent of great size, and this is

as it should be. I do not advocate the interests of every small

bird, nor do I wish to see undue size take precedence.

In regard to " Newjlarket's " remarks as to the colour of

legs, I think his opinions have changed since 1857. It he will

refer to The Cottage Gardenek of that period, volume xvii.,

.page 372, he will find the following passages in one of his own
articles, " I cannot agiee with him (alluding to another corre-

spondent), in liking white or blue legs for any variety of Game
fowl, they being too much like the common barndoor fowl, the

legs of which are nearly always white or blue. I consider a

bright yellow-legged black-breasted red cock to be the perfection

of a Game fowl. I myself like to see the skin yellow, but then

the flesh is invariably white, I fancy the yellow-skinned birds

are the fieriest." "Again, in volume xviii of the same year,

page 125, the following passage occurs. " As to legs I cannot

change my opinion, and would not keep a white or blue-legged

Game fowl .... I must agree with ' W.' that white legs do

give a soft appearance to Game fowls."

My own opinion is that all light-coloured birds should have

yellow legs, these harmonising best with the different shades of

colour, the darker birds always legs of a darker hue ; but I would
not say that the colour of the legs has any influence upon the

fighting qualities, although a few old cockers are still favour-

able to white-legged birds. I feel no hesitation in saying, that

if I were to canvass the opinions of different breeders and keepers

of Game fowls I should have a majority in favour of the whip

tail. I also think that it would be absurd in me to assert, that

the form of tail had any directive influence upon their courage.

Some people are opposed to the slightest innovation, nor will

any enlightened precedent induce them to acknowledge any im-

provement established by those who are eminently distinguished

for their abilities through repeated intercourse with those

following the same avocation.

In regard to the Black-breasted and Brown-breasted Eeds,

these were never bred to more perfection than at the present

time, nor do I think the Black-breasted Reds have been judged

with more care and correctness than other kinds. Perhaps

they may have been a little more popular of late. Duckwings,

Piles, and other colours have not so generally maintained their

position so well, although occasionally we see some excellent

birds. Perhaps 1 shall not be open to contradiction if I state

that the present breed of Game fowls owes a great deal to the
Malay cross, which has given the birds a loftier and more
majestic appearance, with a longer neck and head, and finer

carriage. The coarseness and wartiness has also been softened
and toned down by judicious crossing. Birds of this class

surpass in general contour the old style of Game fowl for

exhibition purposes.
" Newmarket " will find a good article, signed " W. H.," on

the points of Game fowls in volume xv., page 324.

I have been particularly fortunate this season in breeding,

not having had a single case of last year's malady, although
I have bred principally from the same stock and in the same
yard. I have a few hatched in the second week in January, a
few hatched in February, March, and April, all fine, healthy,

well-grown birds, equal if not better than May or June chickens.

A friend of mine, who lives a few miles from my place, has lost

a large number this season, although he had not a single case

last year. When the weather has been unfavourable I have
placed them in a large horse box, lighted from the top, and
4 or 5 yards square. The floor I have covered to the depth of

,'! or 4 inches with clean soil and sand ; over this I have littered

clean sweet straw, and when I serve with corn I scatter it

amongst the straw, thus affording amusement for the old hens
and the young broods, and I believe so conducing to their well-

doing.

—

Yorkshire.

THE SELLER OF BOILED EGGS.
Having only just seen the Journal of April 16th, I wish to

inform " Nemo " that my object in sending an account of the
boiled eggs was simply that others might be led to examine
any they might suspect to be in the same state, it being a new
dodge to me to boil eggs for sitting. It could not be, as " Nemo "

infers, with the object of getting the money returned, for on
detecting the fraud I wrote by first post to that effect, demanding
my money back, and giving the seller only one day to do so, or

it would be put in other hands and proceedings taken against

him. The seller thought, no doubt, it would spoil the egg
trade for the future if he did not comply; I had, therefore,

the mom y before anything appeared in the Journal, and though
he may this time have escaped the legal, it is to be hoped the
" moral kick " will act in a salutary manner.

I would, however, beg your readers to be on their guard if

ordering an " honest sitting " of eggs, which the seller said I

might have, more especially if from the neighbourhood of

Halifax, without having the fowls sent to lay them a sitting at

their own residence, which the said seller of boiled eggs offered

to do if I would only send him the eggs back that he might judge

for himself ! Mark the craft. He wanted the proof of his

fraud returned safe into his own hands, and for what ? so that

he might put " his man " in prison!—J. L. L.

CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
In a recent number of your paper I advertised for Egyptian

Geese, and on April (Uh I received a reply from W. D. Wood-
ward, giving address 198, Essex Road, Islington, London, N.,

offering me one or a "couple of pure-bred Egyptian Geese,

just beginning to lay, at 9s. each. If you send P.O.O., be good
enough to let it be made payable at the Islington district

office."

I naturally thought this price very low, and made inquiries

from my bxisiness correspondents, and found that no such

person was known at 198, Kssex Road, Islington, which is a
post-office. I have since inquired at 198, Essex Road, Isling-

ton, and find that no such person lives in the neighbourhood.
—Albert 0. Wokthington, Newton Park, Burton-on-Trent.

DUCKS PRODUCING EGGS FERTILE
WHF.r.E THERE IS NO WATER FOR TUEIR SWIMMING.

Is spite of the general opinion that the eggs of Ducks which

have not access to water are unfertilised, I tried a sitting

from my own, kept in a stableyard with no water, except for

drinking, and am glad to state that every egg has brought fortk

a duckling. So much for popular notions.—W. I). A.

Excess of Layinq bt Ducks.— The following instance I

cannot but think is an extraordinary freak of nature, and worth
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recording in the columns of " onr Journal." Daring the night

of Sunday, tho I'Jth uU., my three Ducks laid four ecgs

of the usual size, one with a double yolk, and one soft egg, in

all six eggs. Ou more than one occasion I have known thorn

lay four cgg^ in one night, I al.^o found that ray three Ducks
laid four eggs during the night of April 2l8t. I should
state that they did not lay on the night of the 20th.

—

John
Gould.

[Such excesses and irregularities always indicate that the

birds* egg-system is over excited. Tho Ducks probably are

excessively fat.—Ens.]

NEWCHURCn POULTRY SHOW.
Tins M6ctiiiK, held April '20th, was favoured with dry weather, and

the attendance of visitors was oxtraordinarily good ; bat tho hurricane

that prevailed on that day was a very great dibadvautajre, for tentg

Rnocnmbed to its fnry, and ladies had to cUng to each other to avoid

baing blown down. To the general appearance of tho poultry ex-

hibited the wind, of course, was a very considerable drawback, and
naturally those pens that happened to bo placed in its direct coarse

Ba£Fered most severely ; but in many instances the er.hilntors covered

their pens of poultry to prevent evil oonsequeuceb. and this proceeding,

of course, diminished the attractions of the Exhibition. The now
by*far-too-common mistake of waiting for some hours beyond the time

specified for the birds to be penned, to take in the late arrivals, caused
considerable difficulty, and is, beyond question, oue of the features of

many of onr aejrionltnral shows tliat loudly calls for improvement.
An hour duly kept, and undeviatiugly insisted on. is by far the pre-

ferable plan to ensure permanent confidence. Some of the birds in

this instance did not arrive till many hours after the opening of the

Show. The public sale on tho Show ground of catalogues for some
hours prior to the adjudications being even commenced, is another

objectionable feature, and one that calls for alteration. The pens, and
the attention shown the poultry, need but little remark, being really as

good as could be fairly expected, and we can with confidence Btate the

character of the poultry generally was of the best description in

almost every class throughout the collection.

S1NOT.G Cocks.—(?'/m/3.—(\ny colour).—First, W. H. Wheeier, Carlton
near Nottinsham (BLick Red). Second, C. W. Erierley, Middleton,
Highly Commended, W. Westwell, Baxenden, (Erov.-n Red"> ; J. Turner,
Radcliffe ; W. Morris, Accriugton. (Black Red t. CommGuded. J. Bowness,
Scout. Bantam. —FiTst, J. Bamber, Accrington. Second, S. W. Smith,
Carlton, near Nottingham. Commended, <J. W. Brierley ; W. A, Taylor,
Manchester.
Gaue (Any colour}.—First, J. Bowness. Second and Highly Com-

mended, C. W. Brierlf;y. Highly Commended, J. Turner.
Game Bantam.—First, J. Robinson, Failsworth,near Manchester. Sc

cond, T. Birtwistle, Makengate. Highly Commended, G. Birtwistle,
Makengate ; G. Anderton, Accrington.
Bantah (Any other variety except Game).—First, T. Burgess. Brig-

hoose. Second, S. & R. Ashton, Mottram. Highly Commended, G.
Anderton ; W. A. Taylor.
DoEKiKGS (Any colour).-First, J. Stott, Heaky, ae&r Eochdaie. Se-

cond. .7. Robinson, Garstang.
OocHiN-CniN-A (Anv colour).—First. F. Haworth,IiawtenstalI. Second,

W. A. Taylor ( Bufft. Highly Commended, J. R4>binson ; T. Bott. ^Vood-
lande, near Bury. Commended, L. Duckworth, Sheen Hev, P*amsbottom
(Buff).

Spaxish (Any variety).—First. H. Wilkinson, Earby (Black). Second,
W. A. Taylor (Black). Extra Prizes, J. Newton, Silsden, near Leeds.
Highly Commended, J. Ashworth, Heightside. Newcbuich (Black).
Brahma Pootra (Any oolonr).—First and Second, E. Leech, Rochdale.

Commended, W. Hargreaves, Eacup (Darki.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First. H. Pickles, Jan., Earby, near

Skipton. Second, S. Smith, Northowram. Halifax.
Hambdrghs (Silver-pencilled).—Fii-st, W. Wilson, Crawi^hawbooth. Se-

cond, T. Shari>Ies, Crawshawbootb.
Hamborghs (Golden-spangled).—First, S. & R. Ashton. Second, H.

Piokles, jun. Highly Commended, N. Marlow, Denton, near Manchester.
HAjiBCRGHg (Silver-ypangled).—First. J. Fielding. Newchurch. Se-

cond, H. Pickles, jiiD. Hiffhlv Commended, J. Fielding.
Any other Variety.—First. Col. Stuart Wortley, Grove End Road,

London {Cr.-ve-Cceury. Second, H. Schofield, Newchurch (Black Ham-
bu»ghs). Hit,'hly Commended, D. Lord, Stacksteads (Black Hamburghsj

;

N. Marlor ; H. Woodworth, Church, near Accrington.
TiTRKEYs.—First and Second, E. Leech.
Ox£8E.—First, E. Leech. Second, Mrs. Tattersa'.l. Scout, Newchurch.
DccKs (.\ylesbary).—First, Withheld. Second, R.\yhittaker,Flasmoss.

sear Haeiiupden.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, E. Leech. Second, T. Bott. Commended, J.

Greenwood, Burnley.
Ducks (Any other variety) —First and Second, W. Brierley. Highly

Commended, S. & R. Ashton (Carolina).

The Jndge wag Edward Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrook,
near Birmingham.

CHILLED EGGS—PROTRACTED PEIIIOD OF
HATCHING.

I HAVE thiB season had one or two rather remarkable in-

Btances ol eggs hatching after haying been left some hours
cold, and beg to send you the particulars, in case yon think

them worth a comer in yonr colnmnB. Some breeders affirm

that it is most important to have the egRS closely sat for the

first iew days. Others think that tho critical time is a few

days before hatching. Which theory is correct ? or is there

anything in either of them .' On March 2l6t I sat ft Game hen
on fifteen Brown Ked eggs. On .March ;^Oth nhe was accidentall^v

shut off the eggs from eight until one o'clock, and on April

1 1th and 12th hatched out nine healthy chickens. On April

20th I set eight Brown Ked eggs under a Game Bantam hen,

and she was shut oS the eggs from seven o'clock on the night

of the 23rd until eight o'clock the following morning. I have

to-day (May 2ndl, broken one of the eggs, and found a lire

chicken about two-thirds formed. This is the most extraor-

dinary instance of the kind I ever knew, especially as the night

of the 23rd of April was frosty, and the nest in a tub out of

doors.

On April 7th, forenoon, I sat a hen on fifteen eggs, and a few

days afterwards found that she was infested with parasites.

I fumigated the box in which she was sitting, and dusted the

hen well with quicklime, which made a thoroughly eft'ecfcual

cure, but the eggs did not begin to hatch out until April 30th,

and the last chick was hatched at noon on May 2nd. Is it not

very unusual for eggs to hatch four days after time ? and conld

it have been caused by the hen not sitting closely the first few

days in consequence of the parasileg?

—

Brows Bed.

ON THE REARING OF TURKEYS.
Youe insertion of my notes on the rearing of spring chickens

has led me to send a few more on the rearing of Turkeys.

Turkeys being rather delicate should never be bred from near

relations. Procure the cock and hens from different places if

possible. The first eggs laid by the hen Turkey should be

placed under a common hen. and let the hen Turkey lay a

second clutch. It is best to hatch all that are required not
later than Jane.
The Turkey hen is a good sitter, and while kept in the coop

a careful mother. She mnst never be let out early in the

morning with her brood, otherwise she will drag them throngh

the wet grass, and tire and exhaust them. Stinging nettles,

too, should not be left in their way, as they sometimes get their

legs stung.

The coop should be kept in a sheltered situation, with its

back to the wind, and be moved every day. The ground on
which coops are placed will soon become tainted.

For food I use curds mixed with meal, bread soaked in ale,

bread crumbs, and a little canary and hemp seed, but the last

must be used sparingly. I do not like the plan of keeping the

food always before them, but think it best to give a certain quan-
tity at a time, and fresh. A little well-cooked meat, torn into

shreds, is very much reUshed, such as remains after beef tea

has been made. They do not care much for wet food, such as

meal, but require a change until they come into the yard and
eat corn with the other poultry. I never give any green food

to young Turkeys, but let them run on grass. I have had
them in a garden while the hen is cooped, and they are very

fond of cabbages. I do not approve of poultry under cover,

unless for a day or two. If they will not do well out of doors,

neither will they in -doors.

When the young are about two months old they must be
carefully attended to, as this is a very trying time for them
while they are " shooting the red," or getting the red head.

When they are old enough to run with the other poultry th^
must be driven in at night, otherwise they will frequently roost

out of doors and take cold.

The cocks may soon be distinguished from the hens by their

strutting, spreading their tails, and lowering their wings. The
hens spread theirs also, and lower their wings, but, from my
own observation, only while challenging for battle, neither do
they raise the feathers so high as the cock.—L. B.

A FEW REMARKS ON THE DIFFERENT
VARIETIES OF PIGEONS.

I NOW proceed to give my opinion on some other varieties of

the domestic Pigeon, with reference to their present condition

as eiemplified by those exhibited.

I shall pass by the Pouters, so much having been written on
that particular breed of late is "onr Journal" by such able>
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aud well-qualified writers on tlie subject, and who have justly

earned the thanks of the Pouter-fanciers in general.

Carriers seem evidently to be still in good hands, for many
of the birds exhibited last year were as fine in quality as any
that I had hitherto seen ; excellent in colour—erect, yet grace-
ful in their carriage, and with splendid wattle and eyes, leaving
scarcely anything to be desired, with the exception of a little

more variety of colour. The Blues and Whites, though good,

being very few, would it not be well for some good fanciers to

look after these colours, and breed them before they are entirely

lost ? It would be a real boon to this particular fancy.

Barbs, I also think, fairly maintain their position, with the
exception of the Whites, of which colour I have seen much
better specimens ; and I think the Yellows are a little on the
decline, no birds last year coming up to Mr. Eden's celebrated
birds of a few years ago. English and Antwerp Dragons are

still strong in numbers and good in quality.

In Jacobins there is a great falling-off. Where are such as

the splendid birds of those excellent old fanciers, Messrs.
Bowler, Wicking, Maddeford, Cottle, and some others, particu-
larly the strain of the first-mentioned gentleman ? They were
the produce of many years of careful and thoughtful breeding

;

lengthy in feather, short-headed, down-beaked ; of fine, rich,

deep colours—Yellows, Reds, and Blacks—with frills, such frills,

that looked at in profile they nearly hid the eye of the bird
from view—not as now in very many cases, the feathers of

the back part of the head either cut or frilled out to make
the hood lay even and well over. Even then they are deficient

at the sides, very often not reaching to the eye, and standing
away from it ; besides which, whatever exhibitors may think
of their birds so trimmed as they often appear in the pens, it

does not make them better birds, nor are they any better than
a sham and a cheat ; and should they thus obtain a prize, they
mast remember that they have come by the same unlawfully.
No true fancier will do this, but will by patient endeavour so

breed his birds that they shall have in a greater degree those
points naturally which he of less tender conscience tries to

obtain by artificial means.
The perfect Jacobin ought to have its frill lying well and

closely over the head, also close and flat to the cheeks, reaching
at least partly over the eyes, and meeting in front of the breast
just below the beak. This quality I observed in scarcely any
of the birds exhibited last year, nor were they, with few excep-
tions, so good in colour as formerly. The heads were very
variable in form, not a few being of the Tumbler shape instead
of having, as I have before noted, the peculiar short, square,
down-beaked formation of this elegant variety. Many of the
birds also had orange eyes.

The breed has, as far as I have seen it of late, deteriorated
;

and this is much to be lamented, as it will take years, even in

good hands, to reproduce its former excellence.

In my last article, " gold-lined beak " should have been
" Goldfinch beak ;" and " have not colour in the tail " should
have been " have ash colour."

—

Habby.

THE POUTER CONTROVERSY.
WtLL not some fancier come forward and give us informa-

tion with regard to the Pied Pouters ' The Pouter being the
favourite of the Scotch fanciers, and they having done more
than any other breeders to bring that beautiful bird to its

present state of excellence, they doubtless have felt themselves
aggrieved at the tone of some of the letters which have been
published, therefore have written rather warmly in reply.
Thanks to " Hakkt " for his letter, and I hope he will proceed

and do as he has ofiered at once ; then possibly we shall get a
controversy on every variety of Pigeons. If it is not asking
too much of our ardent fanciers, would it not be interesting
if some would take notes of the doings of half a dozen pairs
of their birds, and publish those notes at the end of the breed-
ing season, stating what they did in the shape of markings,
colour, ifec. ? Cannot a fancier be found to come forward for
every variety of birds ? Could not a volume of knowledge be
revealed worthy of a young beginner's study ? Possibly some
may think that it would be teaching everybody as much as he
knows himself. 'What if it did ? Would it not show him to
be anything but a selfish fancier ? What an interesting paper
could be formed by those that make the •• any other variety"
class their favourite pets ! What could be said on Satinettes,
Fairies, Ice, Spots, Swallows, and many other varieties ! Any
one at the last Birmingham Show, and fond of sportive-coloured

birds, might have stood for any length of time and admired
the recently imported German Toys with their brilliant colours.
Far are the Germans ahead of us in colour.

I will now say I diiier from Mr. Volckman on the Carrier.
Were not the prize and many of the other Blacks all that could
be desired for colour at the late Birmingham Show ? Moat
certainly so, in my opinion.

Mr. Volckman asks how many times the Black may be crossed
with the Dun. I think that question cannot be answered,
because I never knew of any Blacks that have not been crossed
with Duns. Do you ask. Why have the Blacks been crossed
with Duns .' In my opinion the reason is this—you invariably
find developed Duns coarser-headed, heavier-wattled, larger-

eyed birds than Blacks ; therefore they have been matched to
Blacks, the consequence being far better points in the head,
wattle, and eye, and bad colour, which may be remedied in one
season's breeding. Whilst speaking on the Carrier, let ms
ask the fancy now that there is a separate class for Bluea at

some of the principal shows, to study their colour (which is

bad), rather more than they have done.
I certainly coincide with Mr. Vre, that the Birmingham Show

has made rapid progress within the last few years, there being
better birds and larger entries in all classes. Of course in ail

shows we shall meet with some indifferent specimens, for the
want of proper information respecting the merits of birds on
the part of their owners

;
yet, taking the prize birds throughout

the show, in my opinion there is a decided improvement in

every class.—A YonNG Fakclee.

ALMOND TUMBLERS.
I unsT say that I entirely disagree with " Harey's " remarks

on the Almond Tumbler. He seems to think that the true

Almond Tumblers have deteriorated in many of their qualities

of late years. Now, I have kept them for some years past,

have been among them as much as any man for the last nine
or ten years, and I have seen the Birmingham, Crystal Palace,
Glasgow, and moat of the leading shows, and from what I have
seen, I certainly must say (with all due deference to " Habby"),
that I am quite of a different opinion, and that to me there is

a great improvement in them ; for instead of birds with faces

seven-eighths of an inch in length, as formerly laid down in the
rules of an old society, we have plenty now little over five-

eighths, and with other properties equally good.

As to colour and marking, if " Haery " had been lately to

some of the private London shows, where he talks about having
seen them "years ago," he might still have seen them. The
fact is, " Hir.r.Y," like many others, having once seen a few
birds to their own liking, without taking the trouble to look

about them, run away with the idea that there can be no others
like those they once set their minds on ; and should " Habby "

or any other gentleman wish to see some really good Almond
Tumblers, they have only to pay a visit to the City Columbarian
Society.— J. Foac, Hon. Sec.

UN.JUST SLAUGHTER.
I WAS sorely tried and puzzled yesterday. It was a fine day,

so I looked into No. 3 nucleus box to see how matters were
coming on ; and as I found only a small company of workers

along with the queen, and she was laying eggs fast, I took out

of my pure Italian stock the ripest brood comb I could find, and
placed it with the adhering bees in the nucleus to strengthen

it. All seemed right, but two hours, or not more than three

afterwards, I went to look, and lo ! the alighting board of the

stock—a good-sized one—was covered with bees in a state of

excitement, and they were slaying some bees on their attempt-

ing to enter, by dozens.

How is this ? Have the bees from the brood comb returned

to their parent hive, and has their temporary absence of two

to three hours been looked upon as an act of high treason and
resented as such ? It seemed a hard case if capital punish-

ment was to be infiicted for such an offence ; but it seemed as

though such was really the case, as there seemed no addition

to the number of bees in the nucleus. So to make matters as

well as I could I fed them in order to quicken them up a little.

I cannot seo that I did wrong in removing the brood comb with

the bees on it ; but if there is no amendment in the nucleus I

must do something to strengthen them, or I may lose the
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queen, and altliough she ia a " doubtful " one, she breeds very

well-marked Ligurians.—J. R. J.

I
It is certainly strange that bees should be slaughtered on

tbelr return to their parent hive after so brief an absence. It

may possibly be accounted for by the supposition that they

carried with them the odour of another stock, and were there-

fore treated as strangers. We know that a similar hypothesis

has been advanced in respect to queens destroyed by their

worker sisters on their return from a wedding trip. You ran

a great risk of losing the queen by introducing the adult bees

which adhered to the brood comb, and we should advise you by
no means to repeat the experiment. If the bees in the nucleus

are too few to cover and hatch out an additional brood comb,
wo should exchange one of their own for another and a riper

one from a strong stock. In very extreme cases we have some-
times spent hours in picking off one by one, and dropping
into a tumbler covered with the pitfall-like top of an invalid's

expectorating cup, some hundreds of grey young bees from the

combs of a strong stock in order to add them to a nucleus.

Such bees will not attack a queen, and must perforce remain
permanently attached to the colony to which they are trans-

ferred.
]

HOW TO BREED PURE QUEENS—IMPORTANT
DISCOVERY.

I WISH to call the attention of English bee-keepers to a most
important discovery made by M. Koehler, a Protestant minister
in Hesse. It is no less than the secret of directing the breeding
of the bee ; so that, as with our cattle, we may select the
choicest male to be the father of the future stock. The dis-

covery would appear almost too wonderful to be true, but its

value and reality are vouched for by some_of the leading bee-
keepers in Germany.
Mr. Koehler will communicate his discovery upon a promise,

on honour, of strict secrecy for the present, and a fee.

—

Henry
OE EoMESTiN, Enijlish Chaplain at Baden.

[Mr. Koehler's process having been communicated to me, I

can state that it is simple and perfectly feasible. It has, more-
over, been tried by some of the leading apiarians in Germany,
who have publicly testified to its success. I have not yet had
time to test the discovery myself, but as it is in strict accord-
ance with the instincts and habits of the insects, I have no
doubt whatever of its effecting the desired end.
At the request of Mr. de Romestin I have consented to re-

ceive the names and addresses of those who may be desirous
of becoming acquainted with Mr. Koehler's process. All appli-
cations must be accompanied by a promise of secrecy and a
post-ofSce order for 10s. Gd. fee and postage, in return for which
printed instructions will be forwarded. Any one requiring an
immediate acknowledgement of their remittance should also
enclose a stamped and directed envelope.—T. W. Woodbury,
(" A Devo2«bhike Bee-keeper "), Mount Radford, Exeter.]

PROCURING ARTIFICIAL SWARMS.
I SHALL be glad to know it the following plans will answer-
Ist. Put a frame, having a queen's cell from a Ligurian

hive and its accompanying bees, into a hive, and put it in place
of a black stock. Will the Ligurians inside and returning
black bees quarrel ? I presume drone comb will be built at
first, which I would remove when the young Ligurian queen
begins laying. I ought to mention I have no worker comb to
give the bees at first.

2nd. Fit comb from an entire colony into frames, having a
Ligurian queen's cell in the centre one, all rival cells being cut
out, and put this hive in place of another black colony. Will
the returning bees raise the Ligurian royal embryo ?—C. A. .J.

[Either of the above plans are likely to answer, but it would
be weU that the comb should contain pure Ligurian brood in
all stages, as well as a royal cell or cells in case of the latter

happening to he torn out by the returning bees during their tirst

excitement or discovering the change that has taken place.]

FRAME HIVES.
I SEND you a frame such as I use, and think it simpler than

those I generally see drawings of in " our Journal." I have
others made with a bead in the centre of the frames, and find

it a great guide for straight comb-making. It simply consists

of a small strip fastened on with three tin tacks.

The method of fixing the combs in frames could, I think, be

more easily done with indiarubber bands. I used them last

year, and found them very handy, especially if you are trans-

ferring bees from a straw hive to a Woodbury, saving time,

too, as you get them into their new homo at one operation.

— J. J. S.

[Your frame is similar to those ordinarily used, dlfiering

somewhat in its mode of constractiun by being dovetailed

instead of morticed at the top, whilst the bottom rail rests in

a notch at each end, and is farther secured by copper wire.

These frames are stronger and more simple than the " com-
pound" ones used by Mr. Woodbury, which, however, possess,

as he believes, some special advantages. The idea of using

indiarubber bands for the temporary support of combs ia new
to us, and appears a good one.]

SILKWORM-REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. 9.

What preparation do silkworms' eggs require before hatch-

ing ? It is customary with a wooden knife or metal spoon to

scrape them from the linen on which they were laid, after

soaking it in pure soft water about twenty minutes, to soften

the gum, causing them to separate easily. This operation is

best performed in autumn, or not later than the beginning of

March, before the worms begin to develope in the eggs. The
eggs are afterwards washed in water, moving them about gently

with the hands, and separating those which stick together.

After a few minutes the best and heaviest will remain at the

bottom ; and the inferior and light, floating on the water, can

be poured away. Then the good eggs should be collected on

a cloth, horsehair sieve, or tine canvas, hung up to drain from

the water, and afterwards spread out on cloth or blotting paper

to dry, being now and then turned with a spoon, separating

them gently with the hands as the drying proceeds. Some
authors recommend soaking the eggs in wine, brandy, or cer-

tain chemicals as preservatives from disease. I consider the

proceeding very unnatural ; but using water is but following

Nature's course, for the eggs on the mulberry trees in the

silkworms' native country are exposed to rain.

The reasons for detaching the eggs from the linen are to

separate the good from the bad—to clean, weigh, and arrange

in the hatching box in less space, and thus to facilitate collect-

ing the worms. The -Japanese breeds sent over to France and
Italy are on cardboard, and are left to hatch on it, because to

scrape them off when wetted is almost impossible without bits

of paper coming away with them. Eggs produced at home
would be preferable, but at the present day it is considered

necessary to procure them every year or two from the native

country of these breeds, or at least from certain districts free

from disease.

Eggs of good quality are of a grey ash colour rather inclining

to violet, spherical, somewhat depressed in their centre, and

elastic under the pressure of a person's nails. A transparent

fluid issues out on their being broken, and if thrown on the

fire they will crack.

It would add to success in rearing silkworms in England if

the hatching of the eggs were retarded by keeping them as cool

as possible after January, without freezing, in earthen pots,

nans, or jars in a dry cellar. If the mulberry trees are well in

leaf as early as the middle of May, the eggs may be set to

hatch, and this is early enough ; indeed the end of the month
is better, but sometimes it would be impossible to prevent

natural hatching before this time, unless by means of an ice

house.
If eggs have not been preserved properly, they will often

hatch by the end of April before there are leaves for them, and

oblige the rearer either to throw them away, or try a portion

only on lettuce until the mulberry leaves are more forward.

When the eggs are about to hatch they assume a whitish

cast. A few worms may very probably be seen out. When
this is the case, no alternative remains but to bring the eggs

from the cellar to an upper room, and deposit them in the

hatching box. Whatever the natural temperature may be in the

room towards the time the sun goes down, that is to be main-

tained all night in the little hatching room, to which the eggs

are removed. Suppose such temperature to be only -55°, next

day let it be raised gradually, until at night it is 05°, and by

the following morning 70' may be reached and maintained

continually. Should the temperature on the first day be more
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—60° for example, then it should be raised more slowly in
proportion. By the time 70° is reached doubtless the worms
will be fuUy coming out of the eggs ; and it will be as well to
temper the dryness by sprinkling a little water in the room,
which will have a good effect on the worm?, facilitating their
exit from the shells. Some persons Lang wetted towels below
the eggs, which answers the same purpose.

Presuming the eggs to have been preserved well, and there-
fore not so near hatching, it is desirable to extend the raising
of the temperature over the space of fivs or six days before
arriving at 7(f. Bring the eggs from the cellar into a place
but little warmer the first day

; give more heat the next, raising
the temperature in proportion to what it naturally is only
rom 2° to 5° daily.

The eggs may probably not hatch before eight or ten days,
bat the worms will then be finer and stronger. They generally
come out of the eggs in the morning soon after sunrise. Ob-
serve when hatching to keep a screen before the fireplace or
stove, to prevent the artificial heat playing directly on the eggs,
which would injure them. A thermometer shoilld always be
near them, and it is as well to have another outside the window
of the room, that it may be known when the temperature there
is Buoh that more air may be admitted. The earlier or later
hatching of the e;g3 is always in relation to the more or
less elevated temperature at which they have been preserved
from the end of January. Hardly any decree of artificial

heat would hatch them before this month. The formation of
the worms in the epgs may be known by the change from
the ash colour to a darkish white, after which thoy soon come
forth.

Probably the first day- only a very few hatch and are not worth
collecting, as also may be the case on the last day ; therefore
it is a good plan to set hatching an eighth more in weight of
eggs to provide for loss of this kind, as also for bad ones,
besides the death of some worms during the rearing.

I intend showing the management requisite with worms
irom one ounce of eggs, which quantity will suffice to fill two
of my castles as described, supposing all to arrive at perfection,
which is not likely ; but an eighth more in weight of eggs pro-
vides for all contingencies, and even presuming every egg to
come to maturity there would still be room. For this small
quantity of eggs, stove, fireplace, or lamp heat would be used,
with my gutter paper instead of a box. The morning when
the worms are seen hatching, lay over the gutters the tender
leaves ; the worms soon crawl on them, and when the leaves
are tolerably well covered with woi-ms, but not crowded with
them, gently lift them on to a sheet of paper, and place them
on the third stage of a castle, which is a convenient height,
allowing of a standing position while attending to them. The
removal of the worms to this sheet of paper may generally be
executed in two operations—viz., one at 10 a.m., and the other
at 1 P.M., after which no more eggs are likely to hatch until

the following morning. Each day's lot is to be kept on sepa-

rate sheets of paper, and four sheets will probably hold all, pre-

suming they are hatched in four days.

—

Leonakd Hakman, jcn.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Feeding Pocltrt <G.B.SX—^Youcanonly arrive at a proper estimate

<jI the food necessary for ten fowls by feeding them yourself, and takins
|

the average of seven or eipht days. The only point of difficulty you will
have will be to make allowance for the condition in whieb they are when
the experiment is begun. Fowls that are badly kept eat more at first,

but as soon as they are in condition, they eat regularly. Rice is not good
food. Where you have conveniences, it is best to buy your food wholesale,
and having doe regard to weight, the heaviest is the best.

FowTS CniLLED (J. P. S.).—Yom- fowls are suffering from a chill.
Discontinue the Indian com and rice, give ship bread well ni'-'istened with
ale, put camphor in their water, and supply them dailv wiih large sods
of growing grass, with plenty of fresh earth on these. Tell us next week
of what material the floor of your house is composed.

Markings of Houdan Chickeks (Rinrr Dotterel).—The Houdan.
chickens are black or nearly so when hatched. In selecting, we should
choose those lightly spangled, aa they all become more spotted as they
grow older. In all breeds it is well to defer weeding as long as may be
conveniently andiH-ofitably done

Rearing Woodcocks and Snipes (Z(£cjh).—We have reared both Wood-
cocks and Snipes, and have kept winged birds of the former. In every
instance we found it necessary to cram the birds for some days. This
was the great difficulty with young ones, as their long bills are so tender,
and are easily injured. We fed them entirely on worms, introducing
these at the comer of the mouth, aud pusliing tiiem down the throat with
a feather. After a couple of days, although they will not pick up the
worm, they will swallow it of their own accord as soon as it is put in
the mouth. At last if live worms be put in a very shallow vessel, and
covered with mud one-eighth of an inch, they will pick them out and eat

them. The Woodcock is easier than the Snipe to manage. We have
Ruffs, and Reeves and Godwits now, and have had them out of doors
throughout the winter. We imagine a Ruff could only be shown at a
Ci^stal Palace bird show.

Carolina Ducks {CaroH)ia).~CtLvolina. Ducks are bii'ds of feather, not
of size. There is but one point— (.c, beauty and condition of plumage.

EANTAiis Pecking Kach Other [B. W. fl".).—The propensity you
name is an unnaturalone. Failing any other solution, we iilways imagine
such arises from a vitiated state of hudy. The first advice we "can give is

to separate thf Bantams from the Doik'ings.ncxt to give less stimolating
food than they have hitherto had, and lastly to let them bare a good
grass run. In the young grass there is plenty of natural poultry medicine,
and they will find it. In a recent number we gave ample instructions for
marking chickens.

PitoiioTiNG Growth in Chickens {Bmi*).—Hamburghs feather much
earlier than Cochins. While the latter are covered with down, the former
show spangling or lacing. Discontinue the rice, it is no better for
chickens than sawdust would be for children. Biurley is only good ab
occasional food. Give i.atmeal or ground oats slaked with milk, and
bread and milk. Continue the cooked meat, and give occasionally some
bread and ale. Miiy chickens are fit for winter shows.

Peotbacted Hatching Time (W. P^id^:aux).~T\ro things suggest
themselres to us. It may be that the hen which did not hatch until the
twenty-fourth day didnot sit closelv tbo first few days, or at any rate the
first day, not closely enough to cause any change to take place ; or itmay be
the eggs were kept too dry. and it was only after long effort the chicken;-
could free themselves from the egg. It is common out of a sitting of thir-

teen to have eight out at night, and the others not till the following morn-
ing. It is never safe to condemn a sitting because the twenty-one days
have elapsed. Very lately we were asked to look at some eggs that had
been bought, put under a good hen, and were all addled. The purchaser
was angry. We thought the egg neither felt nor sounded like an addled
one, and we dropped it on the ground, it contained a chicken that would
have been hatched in a few hoars. Nearly all the eggs were the same.
It is always unsafe to condemn eggs till after two day's grace. W*
have heard of prolific peas, wheat, and barley. We ndvise Mr. S. to
advertise his prolific poultry. We never before heard of three eggs per
day.

Deformed Chickens (G. P.).-—V/c cannot account for the deformity
of the Houdans. From the number (seven) that are hatched all with
wry necks, we should be disposed to alter the breeding stock,

SiANisH Hen's Disease ( Cob^e(().^The Spanish hen was opened and
carefully examined. Her liver was extensively diseased and enlarged,
when di-sided large quantities of blood escaped from it. There was
great inflammation on the bowels, which appeared to have come on
suddenly, as the bird must have been in health shortly before death. As
these appearances are often suspicious, we examined the contents ol

the crop, it contained small seeds like tares, quite whito inside when>
divided. Could they be poisonous i'

Pbeseeving Eggs tT7iom««}.~You can preserve your eggs in limu.

Fill u large pan with eggs till the bottom of it is covered, then havelime
slaked with water till it forms a sort of smootn concrete, pour in till the
eggs are covered ; after the lime is firm put in another layer of eggs,

cover a iin with lime, and so on till the vessel is full.

Establishing a Poultry Show (Mcdicus liiisticm).~Yoa had bettei

write to two or three of the secretaries of the poultry shows of which'

a

list appears in this Journal. Ask for a prize list and rules, and enclose
two postage stamps. You will find them nearly similar.

Centrifugal Honey-extracting Machine (C.A. J.).—"I hope soon
to redeem my promise. Absence from home and other matters which
would not brook delay, have hitherto combined to hinder its fulfilment.—
A Devonshire Bee-keeper.'"

Early Drones (J. L. S., East Cornwall).—The appearance of a couple
of drones (April 25th), in a strong stock at this season, does not denote
a drone-breeding queen. They may merely he accidental, as stated in

page '201 in reply to " T. W.," and in this case the Ligurians may yet be
first in drone-production proper; or the black bcLS may take the lead in

droue-breeding without being the stronger colony, either by reason of the
queen being an old one, and therefore prone to lay drone eggs, or merely
from the accidental presence of drone cells in the "brood nest-"

Parrot Self-plucked (£. TV.).—The plucking is induced by irritation

of the skin. Do not feed on animal matters or herapseed FruitS' and
sopped bread should be the bird's diet, and let it have a tepid bath, daily.

Put a soup plate filled with the tepid water for the bird to make use of.

If it does not bathe voluntarily, pour the water over it through the rose-

of a garden watering pot.

Gold Fish (S. Shepherd).—It is quite impossible for ns to tell what is

the cause of your gold fish dying, not knowing the symptoms. It is

possible that zinc tank may have a prejudicial influence.

Cattle Insurance {H. F. F.).—There is no company in London novf-

in which you could insure the life of your cows.

POULTRY MARKET.—May 6th.

We have still a wretched supply of poultry, and if the trade were not
worse than the supply, prices would be higher than they have been for

mauy years,
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whole is well aliglit, and the house so full of smoke as to be
anpleasant. Next add more paper, and quit the house when
enough has been put on to fill it so full of smoke that

a plant cannot be seen from the outside. The paper or leaf

should be damp or limp, but not so wet as to require constant

Wowing, for if wet the operator must remain in the house
3U08t of the time. It is enough if the green fly be killed, and
that it will be if the paper or leaf be good, and the house filled

with smoke.
There are several fumigatorg. I have tried many, but I do

aot care for any beyond that described, which any smith can
make ; indeed, were not flower pots so liable to crack, I would
as readily use one with a hole in the side as the best of the

Jumigators. If flower pots are used hard ones should be chosen,

and put pieces of lath or slate beneath them, so as to let air in

hy the hole in the bottom.
The day after fumigation the house should be kept as close

as practicable, not giving more air than can be avoided, and a
aioist atmosphere should be maintained by sprinkling the floor

and other surfaces with water, but do not syringe until the

evening ; then give a thorough syringing, and again on the
following morning, and admit air.

Various methods have been proposed for fumigating houses
without having to stand the annoyance of the smoke. They
>ave with me signally failed. I have, however, the pleasure

io state that I had a canister of " Tobacco grains," a prepara-
tion made of duty-free tobacco, which I think is likely to

supersede the troublesome and annoying mode of fumigation
iitherto practised. The " grains " have the appearance of

jnahogany sawdust ; all that is required is to spread them rather
thinly on a plate or tray of sheet iron pierced with a num-
ber of small holes. The house is then shut up, as for fumi-
gation with tobacco or tobacco paper, and the tray being
placed in front of the house the " grains " should be lighted

in several places, a piece of paper being sufficient. They bum
iike a fuse, produce smoke, and the house being filled with this

the green fly is destroyed without injury to the foliage, although
I expected before trying the materials that the contrary would
be the case. After lighting the " grains " the operator may
quit the house, and before he has so much ag sneezed. I

understand the price is to be one-fourth that of tobacco. It

oanuet fail to be a boon to amateurs and gardeners.
Fumigation with tobacco is the best of all remedies for the

attaoks of green fly. It may be employed for plants in as well
as out of flower, and it does not dirty their foliage, nor injure
it when used in solution, and po'ivders are apt to do so. It is

a cure as well as a preventive, and should be resorted to when-
ever a plant is in the least infested. The best natural pre-
entives of green fly are giving an abimdanoe of air, keeping
the house cool, the plants as near the glass as possible, and
giving frequent and thorough syringings.

As fumigation cannot well be practised on plants and trees
in the open air I must defer reference to them until another
time, and conclude this first communication with a statement
of my firm conviction that no other mode of freeing plants
Bnder glass of green aphis is equal to tobacco smoke. There
are other modes, but I cannot do more than state what I
have proved to be the best, and that I shall strictly adhere to
in subsequent notes.—G. Abbey.

(To be coulin-ueil.)

THE LOQUAT.
It is to be regretted that Mr. Bateman in his lecture on

Hay 5th, as reported in your columns, did not go more
iully into the culture of this fruit. The best description of it

is to be found in Loudon's " Encyclopa-dia of Gardening,"
where also may be read an account of how the trees were
managed at Lord Bagot's. It was, I think, hoped and expected
that Mr. Bateman would have thrown some new light on its

culture. There is no doubt about the excellence of the fruit
when grown in a climate suited to it. A friend who lived in

St. Helena some years reports it as being peculiarly excellent
there. As grown in the south of Prance it is said to be good,
bnt I have only eaten it when preserved in syrup, in which
state it has not the least flavour, but is merely a lump of sugar
with two or three stones enclosed.

Some years ago I was much interested in this tree, which is

one of the noblest of evergreens, and I found that the trees
laised from seed, which may be done with great facility, would
take a lifetime before they would bear fruit in this country,
and under the artificial treatment here practised. The best

mode I soon found was to graft scions, from old trees it pos-
sible, on strong stocks of the Whitethorn (Cratiegus oxyacantha),
growing in the open air, and then to put them into large pots
by the end of October. The stock should be stout, and if as
stout as a small broomstick all the better. The grafting and
the confinement of the roots to the pot soon make the tree
ready to bear fruit.

The best method of grafting is that called rind-grafting,
which is done by paring the graft very thin, and then inserting
it between the bark and the wood ; this is best done in April,
towards the end, when the bark rises freely. As the leaves of
the Loquat are large, they should be removed, with the excep-
tion of those at the crown of the shoot. The grafts should
then be firmly bound as usual and clayed, binding some moss
over the clay ; or a better practice would be moulding the stock
and graft up to its tip with cocoa-nut fibre. If the weather be
hot and sunny the grafts should be shaded for a week or so,

by placing a flower pot over them, tilted up on its northern
side. Loquats may be grafted even now if stout stocks could
be found. Some of the ends of the shoots from the tall naked-
branched tree now in the conservatory at South Kensington
would make excellent grafts. By the end of October the grafted

trees may be taken up and potted, or planted out in a house
prepared for them. If they have made vigorous growth they
will soon make bearing trees if properly treated, and the treat-

ment required seems at present not very clear.

The account given in Loudon's " Encyclopaedia " of Lord
Bagot's mode of treatment is very interesting, but in my opinion
the Loquat should not be considered a stove plant ; for, as it

grows and bears freely on the shores of the Mediterranean with a

mild winter and hot summer, I see no reason why it should not
ripen its fruit here in a climate under glass approximating to that

of the above localities. It therefore seems to me that grafted

trees should either be grown in ISinch pots with a rich com-
post, or planted in the borders of a well-ventilated orchard

house, fitted with hot-water pipes to give the temperature in

winter necessary to their well-doing.

The routine culture should be as follows :—From the Ist of

June till the last week in October the house should be open
night and day, the trees being watered and syringed as required.

From the 1st of November and all through the winter the

minimum temperature should be 50°, thus imitating the

climate of, say, Hyeres in the blossoming season. During
March, April, and May the same gentle artificial heat should

be continued. This, with the occasional high temperature

which sunshine will give, will ripen the fruit, and free ventila-

tion without artificial heat during the summer and autumn
months, during which the temperature of an orchard house
ranges from 70° to 05°, till the Ist of November, will give health

and strength to the trees, so that they will blossom in Decem-
ber, and set their fruit freely.

The Loquat is such a magnificent evergreen, independent of

its pleasant fruit, that it is almost worthy of a house being

devoted to its culture ; but this need not be, for if some of our

best kinds of dessert Oranges are planted with it they wiU
succeed, and ripen their fruit in great perfection. As a pre-

serve in syrup the Loquat is merely a vehicle for sugar, and
has no peculiar flavour ; if bottled and preserved without sugar

it would retain its agreeable acidity, and be an excellent fruit

for tarts.

In selecting trees for cultivation, care should be taken not to

plant trees raised from seed, but those grafted either on the

Pear or Whitethorn. If possible a good free-bearing variety

should be selected, as they, hke all our cultivated fruits, are

apt to difier, as far as I recollect and have heard, not only in the

size of their fruit, but in their bearing qualities.

—

Mespilus.

ANTHURIUM SCHERZERIANUM.
This plant may be reckoned among the finest of modem

accessions to our stoves. It is a distinct and beautiful dwarf-

growing species, which even in a small state produces in great

abundance its large scarlet flower spathes, which last in good

condition for three months. It appears to be a plant very easy

to cultivate, growing and flowering freely in a shady part of an

ordinary Pine stove. Indeed so useful and effective a plant

does it appear to be, that it is worthy of being grown by the

dozen where there is much demand for decorative stove plants.

It grows freely in a mixture of sphagnum, peat, sand, and

broken potsherds ; and although it makes nice flowering plants

in U-inch pots, it seems to like lakher a liberal amount of pot
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room, and an abundant supply of water. Treated thus, it

continues to make fresh leaves and flowers for a long time
without any rest. It is a plant which can scarcely be too

strongly recommended.—D. Thomson (in Ganltncr).

BEDDING PLANTS
THAT MAY HE PLANTED OUT EARLY, AND OTHERS TO BE

PIjiNTED LATK.

[Concluded from page 337.)

Having described the class of plants that may with advan-
tage be planted out early in the bedding season, let us now turn

to those which experience has proved ought not to be trusted

out of doors too early, as nothing is gained by doing so ; but,

on the contrary, the cold air and chilly winds so check or

damage them that they are generally later in arriving at per-

fection tlmn those planted out later. In general, but not
always, the hardiness of the plant or otherwise determines
this, for some plants not unusually met with under plant-stove

treatment, sufTer no more than others from temperate regions.

A Perilla or Tropieolnm is quite as susceptible to cold as a
Coleus, when that cold sinks to 32°, although the latter makes
less progress than they do while the night temperature is

about 40°, and there are, besides, some other qualifying cir-

cumstances. The class of plants which it is advisable not to

plant out before the third week in May, is a large one, and
embraces many of the most prominent ornaments of the par-
terre. A few only will be noticed here.

Salvlvs, especially Salvia splendens, are very tender, and
ought not to be planted out too early, but S. fulgens may be
planted out sooner than the others.

Coleuses ought not to be planted out till the 1st of June in
most places, and will succeed if they have been kept in a
growing condition up to that time. They may be regarded as
among the very latest that should be planted out.

Pelaegoniums, if in separate pots, or tied up in moss so as

to remove easily and well at any time, ought not to be turned
out until the middle or towards the 20th of May, or even later

if the season be an adverse one ; but when they have been
some time crowded in cutting pots or boxes, and are evidently
injuring each other, they may be planted out earlier, provided
shelter can he given to them in the beds—say a few laurel

boughs or some such shelter from high winds and cold nights.
It must be remembered that it is not advisable to plant out
anything until the ground is in a fit state, nor is it recom-
mended to plant out bedding Pelargoniums direct from the
cutting box or pau if any means can be adopted for giving each
of them a separate pot or ball of earth ; but this cannot always
be done, and when it is not, the flowering of course will be
somewhat later. Where there is accommodation only for a
few plants potted off singly, the general plan is to favour the
most choice varieties, such as the Golden and Tricolor kinds,
but this every one will judge for himself.

Agekatujis.—These plants are very susceptible of frost, and
they seem to like dry hot weather ; but they are amongst the
first in autumn to sin -v the effects of frost, and ought not to

be turned out too soon.

Pekilla nankinensis.—Although capable of growing well
in a dull cold season, yet a little frost destroys the young
plants, as was proved here in the frosts of May last year ; for
though Scarlet and other Pelargoniums in the same position
were not much injured, the Perilla was completely killed. If

the plant can be protected from frost the cold air will do it no
harm, as I have had it in a cold pit, only covered up with
some boarded shutters at night, all through April without its

sustaining any injury. Frost, however, is fatal to it.

Amabantuus jielanxholicus eubeu.—This will not endure
any great amount of cold or damp, and is much more tender
than Perilla. A bright sunny period suits it best, and when
the plants occupy a position between the spectator and the sun
they appear to the greatest advantage.

Ikesine Herh.stii.—The only recommendation this plant
has, as a friend sarcastically said of it a few days ago is, " that
it is tender." The only times at which it really looks well are
in the spring months when it is in course of propagation, and
late in the autumn if it has had the fortune to do tolerably well.
As a summer plant it is only second-rate, it even so good as
that. It will not do well planted early.

Dahlias.—These are more tender than bedding Pelargoniums,
and although they do not suffer when planted early if they are
good well-established plants, and some protection is ali'orded

them in case frost should occur, yet they seldom make any
progress until warm weather sets in.

Of plants with remarkable foliage, the Castor-oil plants aai
Solanums ought not to bo turned out till the end of May, and
the same may be said of Tobacco, choosing dry weather for

transplanting the latter plant, as slugs are very fond of it.

Wigandia and Ferdinanda are also belter kept iu-doors until

fine weather sets in, and the same may be said of most similar

plants whose growth is rapid when it does start. It wou'ld'not

be prudent to let the plants get damaged and chilled by cold

previous to the proper growiug period, and the first crop o£

hay may be cut ere many of the stove jilants which it has bee»
the fashion of late years to plant out be turned out of doors,

for established summer weather alone is suitable for them, and
the best results of such displays are invariably obtained ill

those cases in which there has not been too great hurry ia
planting out. The same remark also holds good in many
respects as to ordinary bedding plants, excepting, of course,

those mentioned last week.—J. PvObsox.

HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS TO BE HELD
DURING THE PRESENT YE.AR.

The following provincial Floral and Horticultural Societies

have announced their intention to hold exhibitions and meet-
ings on the dates specified below, during the months of May,
June, July, August, and September, Those marked with aa
asterisk (•) , are ia union with the Itoyal Horticultural Society.

Alnwick
•Alton (Stall'ord)

Bath Royal United
Bicester Ag. and Hort. Association
*Boston
Bristol and Clifton
*Biicliingbam
BiirntisLand
Burton (Chester)
Cambridge
Castle Douglas
Clay Cross
Colchester and East Essex
County of Gloucester and Chelten-

ham Koyal Horticultural
Crich
Denny and Dunipace
Dundee
Durham, Northumberland, and

Newcastle-on-Tyue Cot. & Hort.
East Cumberland
Ellon
F.alkirk

Glasgow and West of Scotland
Halifax
Haltwhistle
Harrogate
Hexham
Ipswich
Leeds
Leslie Cottage Gardening
"Lincoln
* Loughborough
Lowestoft
Manchester Botanicnl and Hort. .

.

•Merthyr Tydvil
Newburgh District Gardening
Penningbame and Miunigaflf Cot-

tage Gardening
Reading
Rochester, Chatham, and Strood .

.

Royal Caledonian
Royal HorticultlU'al of Aberdeen .

.

Royal Horticultural of Ireland ....

•Royal Jersey Agricl. and Hort
Royal Oxfordshjre

*rit. Ann's Araatem" Floral and Hor-
ticultural (Nottingham)

Saffron Walden
Sevenoaks
Shotley Bridge
•South Nottinghamshire Horticwl-

tural and Cottage Gardening .

.

*Spalding Flower, Fruit, and Poultry
•Staffordshire
•Taunton Deane Horti. and Flori. .

.

Todmorden ;

•Underclifr(Isleoi Wight)
Westoe
Wiltshire and General Arboricul-

tural and Hort. (Salisbury)
Workington ".

•Worksop

In addition to tho above, exhibitions
held October 14th and November ISth by

May.
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cultural and Horticultural Society ; on November 18th by the
Cambridge Horticultural Society, and on November 26th by
the Eoyal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

ROSES AND SPRING FLOWERS.
MR. WILLIAM PAITL'S NUKSEKIES, WALTHAM CROSS.

A TisiT to these nurseries at any season is sure to be found
interesting, especially so in the spring months, when the noble
array of early-flowering plants which Mr. Paul has for some
years past successfully cultivated and exhibited is in its

beauty. Spring gardening as it is called, or, more correctly,

floriculture for spring, is beginning to receive the share of
pubhe attention it naturally claims; for it is in the early
months that the hopes of the florist are most strongly excited,
and the first flowers of the year always receive the heartiest
welcome, if not the greatest share of admiration. True to the
high character which Mr. W. Paul has maintained for so many
years as a leader in horticulture, he is constantly drawing upon
resources hitherto neglected or left in abeyance, developing
new beauties for the decoration of the pleasure and flower
garden, pressing into service subjects generally left to the
nooks and comers of the humble cottage plot, and even found
wild in the hedges and fields.

We should call nothing common, in a depreciatory sense, that
is beautiful, even if abundant. There is beauty in the wayside
plant trodden under foot. There is marvellous beauty in all

those pretty flowers blooming in the hedges and fields in the
early spring, could we but appreciate them aright. Our leading
horticulturists, then, are wisely moving in a proper direction
in snowing us how these things may add still further to our
gratification and enjoyment by introducing them with judgment
into the flower garden, and blending their delicate hues with
other flowers of more gorgeous colours.
The common Bluebell, Hyacinthus non-scriptus ; Forget-me-

not, Myosotis
; Daisy, double crimson and white ; varieties of

Primulas, usually known as Polyanthuses ; Aubrietias, Pansies,
Wallflowers, and many other familiar favourites are all em-
ployed at Waltham with charming effect. If to these are added
the now-well-known Alyssnm saxatile, variegated Arabis, and
scarlet Anemone, it will be seen that a variety of and even
brilliant display of colours are brought together, offering an
almost unlimited field for the exercise of tasteful arrangement
and combination. Few travellers on the Great-Eastern Kail-
way can have passed the Waltham station within the last

fortnight, without having their attention arrested by the beau-
tiful circular beds near the railway, planted with the brilliant
Bex Rubrorum Tulip, edged with Bluebell and Alyssum saxatile,

and backed by other beds of plants above named.
I should not have made more than a few passing notes on

these early hardy flowers, had not their intrinsic merits abso-
lutely required more. To single out from amongst them one
subject deserving especial notice, the Polyanthus tribe, or
those varieties of it cultivated at Waltham, are the most con-
spicuous. The kinds selected are all distinguished for the
mass of blooms produced by each plant ; the colours are pleasing
and distinct, equally suitable for massing or for single speci-
mens. The same admirable discrimination is also shown in
the selection of Pansies. All of these spring-flowering plants
being perfectly hardy and easy of culture, 1 was glad to find
that they are beiug propagated extensively, bo that in another
season no one need be without them.
Nor is it with herbaceous and bulbous plants only that the

spring garden can be made completely attractive. With few
exceptions, by far the greater number of ornamental trees and
shrubs esteemed for their flowers produce them in tlie early
months of the year ; and in my opinion they should not be
regarded simply as an adjunct, but a principal feature in the
decoration of the spring garden ; and although notices of single
species and lists of selected kinds frequently appear in these
pages, the subject admits of further elucidation—much more
so the now numerous varieties of deciduous shrubs and trees
with variegated or coloured foliage that show their "quiet
beauty " later in the season. Easy of culture, growing in
almost any soil, the planting and arrangement of deciduous
trees and shrubs have nevertheless of late failed to receive the
share of attention they merit. The contrast and relief such
afford, in the summer and autumn months, to the masses of
gorgeous colour now sought for in these seasons, have yet to be
more fully developed. A more enlarged, and I think I may
add a more enhghtened, taste in ornamental gardening, is be-

ginning to be manifested. We shall yet see them in theii
proper place and rightly appreciated. The choice and at
the same time extensive selection Mr. William Paul has at
Waltham will do much to bring them under general notice

;

and I trust that in time abler pens will direct attention to
them, to which I will venture to hope to join my mite in a
future paper.

But the Roses, the chief and most attractive of all the flowers
at Waltham, I must beg pardon of the readers for my digres-
sion, especially of the very numerous ones who peruse " our
Journal " almost solely for Rose intelligence. I am conscious
of their impatience. Week after week have they had to look
through the pages, and have found of late Uttle or nothing
respecting their favourites ; and if we grant that the subject ia

well nigh inexhaustible, they should bear in mind that our
Editors have to take cognisance of the whole range of subjects
connected with horticulture, and each must have its turn. At
length they will allow a little gossip about our flower ; and the
season for out-of-door bloom and the shows being at hand, we
may anticipate our full share.
The Roses at Waltham are, as they always are, in fine con-

dition. It is not my purpose here to raise any question pro
or contra respecting forced Roses, but to record what I saw,
and that which any reader may see and judge for himself
on any day. Forced Roses are a great luxury ; to prolong
the season of our glorious flower in either direction is a
great treat ; and when accompUshed, as Mr. W. Paul has for

years past done, and shown how to do, there is not much
room for argument in the matter. Roses if over-forced,
or too early, or unskilfully managed, are eyesores to the
rosarian ; they are miserably deficient in form and colour, and
too often their growth is " leggy." Not so with the splendid
specimens exhibited by Mr. Paul, and other eminent growers,
nor, indeed, with a single plant of the multitude now growing
in the various glass structures at Waltham. With respect to
colour, I may note an instance. If any Roses suffer in this
point they are the dark kinds. Now, on the day of my visit

(April 25th), a plant of Empureur de Slaroc, one of the darkest
Roses known, showed several blooms of its velvety maroon
flowers without a single hitch or fault. Many specimens of
other well-known kinds were similarly perfect. Hence, in
offering the following notes of new kinds for the information
of our Rose friends, I do so with something like confidence
that when proved in the open air they will be found as now
described.

ROSES OF 1867.

Charles Verdier.—Pale rose in colour. Very globular and
full, not unlike the old Cabbage Rose, but better formed, and
with more substance in the petals. Remarkably good.

Souvenir de Monsiinir Boll.—One of the largest of Roses,
carmine red, showing some resemblance to Madame Boll in

habit and foliage. Very vigorous.

Antoine Ditcher fully maintains the character given of it last

autumn, bright red in colour, beautifully cupped, very remon-
tant. A noble flower.

Comtesse de Jancourt.—Somewhat like Caroline de Sansal in

form and colour, but more regular and deeper, a kind of rosy
flesh, decidedly beautiful, freely remontant. This variety

promises to be a very useful garden Rose on account of its

distinct and delicate colour, combined with free blooming. Of
a large number of plants in Mr. W. Paul's houses nearly every
one had one or more expanded flowers, with others imme-
diately to follow.

Eugene Scribe.—Like Jules Margottin, with nothing par-

ticular to distinguish it from, or to induce a preference to that

fine old Rose.
Madame Pulliat promises to be one of the best of its year;

deep rose, full, globular, and vigorous ; not quite so large as

some of the preceding.
Franrois Treyve is another addition to the host of scarlet

crimsons, or crimson scarlets ; of excellent shape.

Madame A)ma Bufinet will prove a favourite; colour delicate

satin flesh approaching white ; of beautiful shape.

Adrienne Mar.v.—Bright carmine red, large, not superior to

others of similar colour.

Baronne Hausmann.—Bright cerise red, large, but not full

;

requires further trial.

Monsieur Furtado.—Tea-scented. This promises to become
one of the most admired of Tea Roses ; very large and full,

perfect form, sulphur yellow, deeper than SoHaterre, and of

much better shape ; superb.

Madame Margottin.—Another Tea Rose of the same season
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g^atains the reputation it gained last ;ear. A tmly first-oIasB

flower.
ROSES OF 1868.

Dmile de Neiya.—A pure white Rose, of excellent shape, re-

sembling Madame Hardy, very vigorous, and if sufficiently

remontant will prove an acquisition, being the best white yet

obtained in this class.

iladame Noman,—Another white, which at first sight I took

to be iladame I'lantier. The resemblance to that well-known

variety both in flower and foliage, is very close indeed.

La France.—Lilac rose with deeper centre ; colour not easy

to describe
;

petals excessively recurved ; like William Kol-

Uason in shape, but totaUy different in colour. It may please

Bome people.

Prt'niiknt WiUfrmoz is a reproduction of Lord Palmerston,

superior to the older variety on account of vigorous growth
;

bright cherry red in colour. By those who remember and
admire the Kose named after the late veteran Premier, Pre-

sident Willermoz will be cordially accepted.

Madame la Baroune d,' Jiothschild.—Thus far undoubtedly

the Rose of the present season, strikingly beautiful in colour

and form ; a pale satin rose, of perfect form and substance,

exquisitely shaped, growing well. This lovely Rose not only

promises to be the best of the season, but to obtain a re-

putation that will endure for years.

Souvenir de Franeoh Ponsard.—Another Rose with a very

long name, and close resemblance to our old friend Jules Mar-
gottin, perhaps a little lighter in colour. Very fragrant.

li[en\'ille d'Anjuu, described in the French Usts of last

autumn as being of a purplish red. A desirable colour, but
the red so predominates that the purple element is difficult to

discover. Altogether not very promising, further trial may
show it to better advantage.

Clotilda Holland proves true to description—that is, beautiful

pale rose, with the form of Madame Furtado. We have in

this variety a vigorous growth with all the excellence of that

fine Rose. Madame Furtado will now be given up.
Baron Ilansmann.—In the notice of last year's novelties there

is one named after La Baronne Hausmanu. I may have made
a mistake in my notes, for they are as much alike as two peas

;

but it matters little, for neither as yet shows any likelihood of

gaining favour.

Duclu'sse d'Aoste.—Another rose-coloured variety, large and
full, Jules Margottin over again nearly. The blooms I saw
of it were good.

Prince Iltimbcrt.—A good dark Rose, likely to gain favour
for a time, but not superior in my opinion to Souvenir du
Comte Cavour, by the same raiser (Margottin, of Bourgla-
Reine), which it much resembles in colour. It is, however,
fuller. It is evidently not equal to such flowers as Senateur
Yaisse, Lord Macaulay, and others of the same class.

Madame Marie Cerodde.—Very much like Baron Gonella in

form and colour, sometimes described as " dove pink," very
fragrant and beautiful. A good Rose.

In the house assigned to Tea Roses at Waltham, the bloom
was abundant and fine. The following, most of them well-

known and esteemed kinds, I have noted as the best :—Boule
d'Or, Climbing Devoniensis, like the old Devoniensis, first-

rate ; President ; Madame Willermoz, very fine but delicate in

colour ; Souvenir d'un Ami, still one of the very best in its

class ; Jaune d'Or, not much of yellow or gold about it ; Comte
de Paris ; Narcisse, Niphetos, Solfaterre, Madame Falcot,

Celine Forestier, Madame Bravy. But, see, there is one
among them of a very different class, with gorgeous flowers of

unrivalled brilliancy, making its way to the very top of the
house, sending forth buds and grtftid flowers at every step in

its progress, clothed with massive foliage of beautiful glossy

green hue—a Rose that possesses every good quality yet dis-

covered in any or every variety, blooming early in the season,

continuous through it till the frosts of winter alone stop it,

suitable for pillars, forming a fine head as a standard, flourish-

ing in soils where many will not grow, on its own roots, on the
Manetti, on the Briar—its name is Charles Lefebvre.

—

Adol-
PHUS H. Kent.

the least to prevent the Peas coming np, and I have tried it a
good many times, and have never known it fail.—J. G.

[The plan has been frequently recommended and practised

very successfully.—Ens.]

Preserving Peas from Mice.—Among the numerous plans
recommended for preserving new-sown Peas, &c., from the
ravages of mice and birds, I have never observed the following :

—Cut up, tolerably fine, in a hay-cutting machine, a quantity
of common Gorse, and sow it rather thickly on the top of the
Peas, then cover up with soil. The Gorse does not seem in

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Third Spring Siiow.—Minj'Mh.—Thia was not a snccess bo far

a3 the flower which was inteodeU to have constituted the principal

feature was concerned, for the magniticent specimens we have been

accDBtomed to in former years were absent ; bo were the Roses, but of

miscellaneous subjects there was, as at the previous show, an extensive

and interesting display.

In Class 1, nine Azaleas, for nurserymen only, there was no exhi-

bition. In Class 2, for amateurs, Mr. Wilkio, Oak Lodne, Kensing-

ton, was iirst with well-bloomed plants, about a yard high, of Crite-

riou ; Stella, a hrilliant-coloureil variety sent out by Messrs. Veitch

two or three years ago ; Concinna, lilac purple ; Marie Vervaene,

white, flaked with rose, a beautiful variety ; Eulalie Van Geert ; and
Rubens. Mr. F. A. Steel, Hammersmith, was second, with, among
others, a largo plant of Semiduplex maculata.

In the nurserymen's class for six, hy far the best collection of

Azaleas in the Show was exhibited by Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith,
and deservedly received the first prize. They consisted of Duke of

Devonshire, salmon scarlet ; Extranei, a fine mass of rosy crimson

flowers ; Leeaua, white ; Petuuiieflora, rosy lilac ; Marie Louise,

crimson ; Victoria, white, spotted and flaked with purple. Messrs.

Dobson & Sons, Isleworth, took the second prize ivith a compact

bushy specimen of Murrayanum ; Bouquet de Flore, not sufficiently

forward ; Iveryana, Model of Perfection, Delicata, and Due de Nas-
sau, semi-double, crimson.

The only exhibitor in the class for single specimens of Azalea was
Mr. Wilkie, who had a first prize for a plant unnamed, but apparently

the old white, forming a fine pyramid standing about 7 feet high, ancf

covered with bloom.
Of EhododendronB Mr. Wilkie exhibited half a dozen standards

with large heads covered with tine tmsses of white, pink and lilac,

and crimson flowers, and took a first prize ; likewise a similar award
for a fiue standard. Mr. Steel, Hammersmith, was second with a
small but well-bloomed plant of the variety called Purpurenm grandi-

florum.

Of Auriculas, the only exhibitor was Mr. James, gardener to W. F.
Watson, Esq., Isleworth, who sent, of Green-edged, Miss Famell ani
Lancashire Hero ; Grey-edi;ed, Jane Smith and Duke of Cambridge ;

White-edged, Smiling Beauty and Model ; Selfs, Cheerfulness (Turner),

and Royal Purple. Miss Farnell, Jane Smith, and Smiling Beauty

were excellent, and the rest were in good condition for this period of

a season when the bloom in the south has been rather early, and
Mr. James deserves credit for retarding bis plants so successfully and
producing such a good exhibition, the only one in its class. A first

prize was awarded him for these, likewise for half a dozen Alpina

.\uriculas.

Of Polyanthuses, both Mr. James and Mr. Wiggins, gardener to

W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, sent well-grown and well-flowered plants.

Among those from the former were Goldfinch, a showy free-flowering

kind and well laced, Juliet, and Picturata also attractive ; while Mr-
Wiggins had Maggie, a rich-coloured flower, and Gold Crown, a dark

ground, conspicuously laced with yellow. Mr. James took the first

prize, Mr. Wiggins the second.
_

Of Pansies in pots, Mr. James, who was awarded a first prize, has

a heantifully-flowered set of eight, consisting of Kev. H. Dombrain,

Dr. Ingler, Baronne de Rothschild, Cherub, Vesta, J. B. Downie, Dr.

Smith, and another. Messrs. Dobson took the second prize; and Mr.
Shenton, nurseryman, Biggleswade, and Mr. James, had extra prizes

for stands of cut blooms.

Prizes were also offered for Lily of the Valley. Mr. Reeves, Lad-
broke Nursery, was first with pottuls in excellent bloom ; Mr. August,

of Beddington, being second, and Mr. Wilkio third.

The best collection of twelve Alpine plants came from Mr. Salter,

of Versailles Nurserj-, Hammersmith, and in it were Smilacina hifolia,

with small heads of white flowers ; Saxifraga aizoon, and S. bypnoides

minor, a pretty, dwarf, moss-like plant, which forms a neat covering

for borders ; Arenaria baleariLa, with flowers like minute white stars ;

Anbrietia deltoidca variegata ; Seduni glaucum, which forms a charm-

ing carpeting; Sempervivum Pattoni, and S. arachnoideum, very

interesting from its appearing to be covered with cobwebs, a cir-

cumstance from which its name is derived. Mr. Ware, Tottenham,

who was second, had various Saxifrages, conspicuous, among which

was Saxifraga grannlata plena with large double white flowers, alsa

Sedum Forsterianum, having a reddish tinge.

01 miscellaneous subjects there was, as already remarked, an ex-

tensive display. Mr. WUUams, of HoUoway, had an extra prize for a.

collection containing a finely-bloomed specimen of Clerodendroii

Tbomsona! Balfourii ; Saccolabium retusnm, Cyjiripediums, and othec

Orchids; Aphelexes, Heaths, Eriostemons, Amaryllids, Genetyllis

Hookeri, Franciscea calycina, and a good example of Anthuriunt

Scherzerianum. Mr. Bull had a similar award for a collection ia

which there were several new Colenses, the best apparently being Gem,
chocolate with a gieeu edge, and Crimson Velvet, reddish chocolate,
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both richly coloored varieties. Among Ms other plants we noticed a
fine specimen of Cibotinm regale, a fine pair of varies:ated Aloe-leaved
Yuccas, a beautiful mass of Trichomanes radicsms, Anemia liueata,

and Dracaena Banksii in flower, Bronze and Gold Zonal Pelurgoniums,
Azaleas, and a pretty striped Petunia, called Herald.

Messrs. Veitch sent a remarkably fine group of plants not for com-
petition, consisting of Sauchezia nobilis variegata. one of the best-

marked of new variegated plants ; Maranta Veitchii, now well known
as one of the finest of the Marantas ; Alocasia Jenniugsii, with bright

green leaves regularly marked with dark blotches betwixt the veins
;

AbutiloB Thompsoni, with leaves blotched and mottled with gold

;

Azaleas Stella and Marie Vervaene ; Primula coriusoides amcena, of

which a striking variety was shown at the last Floral Committee ;

Davallia parvula, with ]»retty finely-divided fronds ; a specimen of

Cypripedium caudatum, with five hae flowers with tails '2 feet and
more in length ; Begonia bolivieusis ; Nepenthes Ralfiesiana, with ten

large pitchers ; Anthurium Scherzerianum, with tea of its brilliant

scarlet spathes, and tlu-ee more about to expand ; and, lastly, the new
Coleuses which the firm has recently acquired, and which, it canuot
he doubted, are destined to take a high place in ornamental garden-
ing. Messrs. Lee sent, likewise not for competition, a collection of

plants, in which were good examples of Orchids, Heaths, Azaleas,
Kriostemone, Yucca quadricolor, aud Cordyline indivisa ; and Messrs.
F. & A. Smith, Mr. Wilkie, and Mr. Reeves had exti-a prizes for mis-
cellaaeous collections ; Mr. Bartlett for a number of pots of Spirsea
barbata or Hoteia japonica; Mr. James for fine herbaceous Calceo-
larias, also for Cinerarias. Aji extra prize was also awarded to Mr.
Salter for a large collection of hardy variegated plants. Among
them were Beta chilensis, with ^-iolet crimson shaded stalks ; several
Funkias, Spir^a ulmaria, with the centre of the leaflets striped and
blotched with golden yellow ; variegated Lily of the Valley, very
pretty ; Hemerocallis Kwanso plena variegata with long white-striped
leaves ; Sedum Sieboldi variegatum ; S. Faberianum variegatum,
yellow, edged with green, aud Trifolium repens rubrum with chocolate
foliage edged with green. Mr. AVara also received an extra prize for

a pretty collection of herbaceous plants, in which were several with
ornamental foliage, the pretty white Phlox Xelsoni, the rose-coloured
Phlox setacea, Cheiranthuses, Aubrieti&s, Lithospermnmfruticosnm,
which attracted every one by the intense blue of its flowers, Trillium
grandiflorum, Dodeeatheou elegans, Iiis pavonia, and many others.

Messrs. F. 6c A. Smith, Mr. Watson, and Mr. Shenton seut varie-

gated Zonal Pelargoniums, of the Tricolor and Gold aud Bronze sec-

tions ; and Mr. Mann, Brentwood, his splendid scarlet-flowered variety,

Lord Derby, which fully maintains tbe high character which has been
given of it in previous reports ; also trusses of The Baron, a showy
crimson scarlet Nosegay. A collection of Gloxinias came from Mr.
August, Beddington ; and from the Society's garden at Chiawick a
large coUectiou of Palms, Draca-nas, Pandauads. aud other plants
with ornamental foliage, and the new Caladiumg raised by Mr. Bause.
The leaves are pale green, with a strong golden tinge, and are variously
marked ; in one kind with crimson, in anotber with white and crimson
spots, aud in a third these are seen on a silvery ground. These
varieties, one parent of which was Ciiladinm bicolor splendens, will,

doubtless, attract much attention as they become more fully developed,
and they promise to become charming additions to our ornamental-
foliaged plants. There was also from Chiswick Anthurium Scherze-
rianum with seveu fine spathes.

KED BEET AS A FLOWER-GARDEN PLANT.
I Ail sorry I am not acquainted with tlie variety of Beet of

which my friend ilr. Perkins gave an account in page 421 of

your last volume, neither can I lay claim, I fear, to being the
first to call attention to this plant for tiower-garden deco-

ration. Twelve years ago, or more, when the beauty of the
foliage of certain plants, as Dracfpnas, Crotons, and llarantas,

became fairly acknowledged, I urged, it is true, the claims of

plants of a humbler class as deserving more attention than
had been paid to them, and mentioned the Globe Artichoke,
Fennel, Bed Beet, coloured Kale, Carrots, and Pursley, and
suggested that an effective striped border (the term ribbon
border not having then been invented), might be composed of

these plants, as each of them might be considered likely to

last the season. I must confess to not having used the Beet
so much as it deserves, in consequence of the variety I had,
though good for salads and culinary purposes, having a pro-
pensity to run to seed at the precise time at which the other
occupants of the same bed were at their best, and instead of

the graceful, recurved, and flowing foliage, a few small pointed
leaves were all that was left when the seed stem was removed,
and removing one seed stem only induced tbe plant to produce
more ; otherwise I must admit that when at its best nothing
can well exceed the glittering beauty of Beet when of a good
colour and looked at in sunshine. I have found, however,
from the limited trials which I have made, that this period of

perfection is of short duration ; therefore I have mostly used
Bnother plant—Perilla nankinensis—which I fear Mr. Perkins

will think a sorry substitute for Beet, yet it is not destitute o'
merit.

The Perilla is most extensively grown here as a dark-leaved
plant ; and although Coleus, Iresine, Amaranthus melancholi-
cus ruber, and Beet may all be better than Perilla when at

their best, their services are either obtained at a greater cost

as regards potting, or they are of shorter duration. The PeiiUa
may, without much trouble, be grown to show a tolerably good
line by the 1st of .Tune ; and that line may be kept trimmed to

a height corresponding with neighbouring plants until the end
of the season, say the middle of November, and will look well

the whole time, as there are comparatively few plants which
furnish such an abundance of foliage on specimens struggling

continuously into seed. Some plants will succumb altogether

when the flower stems are continually cut off. Even perennial

ones do not always like to have the intentions of Nature fnis-

trated in so persevering a manner, and in this way great losses

are met with in the case of Centaurea gymnocarpa and other

plants ; but the Perilla seems to endure cutting-in almost as

well as grass itself, and when viewed at the distance of 50 or

100 yards its appearance is very often as good as that of the

Coleus, and very much better than that of the Iresine—in fact,

the latter has been so often a complete or partial failure, that

it will only be used in future in places of secondary importance.

I may state in favour of the Amaranthus, which in 1867 did

very well here, that it has the richest appearance when looked

at with the face of the observer to the sun. This is exactly

the reverse of what happens in the case of many other plants.

Those, therefore, who have their flower beds on the south sides

of their principal walks or lines of vision may safely plant

Amaranthus if other conditions be favourable, as the semi-

transparent character of the leaf allows so much light to shine

through it as to show the rich colouring to great advantage.

On the other hand, many flowering plants—the blue Lobelia,

for instance, look best when viewed the reverse way, as so
many open to the sun.

To return to Beet as an ornamental plant. As a variety has

been pointed out which can be sown in March, and yet does

not run to seed, we have in it a great acquisition for flower-

garden decoration, as Beet can be transplanted as well as most
plants, and, as Mr. Perkins says, is both ornamental and useful

afterwards. A friend of mine in Hertfordshire, who grew it as

well as the Coleus, Amaranthus, Perilla, and Iresine, during the

past season, aflirms that it excelled them all. The best ex-

amples that I have met with, I saw in Yorkshire some years

ago ; but, as I have before observed, merely looking once at a

plant when it is at its best, is not a suSicient knowledge of it

to justify unquaUfied praise. I once knew a lady in raptures

with a bed of blue Nemophila, but she was not, perhaps, aware

that its display extended only over six or seven days. That

Beet will remain in beauty longer than that there is no question,

but whether for both early and late display it can be depended

upon to continue good, is more than I can decide. That it will

be useful for its foliage late in the season I know, but where

as much bloom and colour as possible are wanted before the Ist

of August, or say from June 1st to that period, what experience

I have hitherto had with Beet tends to prove it is not so much
to be depended on as the Perilla.

Mr. Perkins justly calls attention to the utility of the foliage

of Beet for embellishing the dishes of the dessert, and I can

fully endorse all he says as to its merits in that respect ; but

there is also another plant of which the utility of the foliage

for the dessert has never been fully recognised, although I have

known it employed for the purpose as much as thirty years

ago. and that is coloured Kale. The best variety is the white,

as the rosy purple kinds, iftwever ricli and pretty in daylight,

do not look well at night. The Beet in foliage is no mean
competitor to the exotic Dracfena, and if when gracing a flower

stand it should be mistaken for a new Calla or Caladium, what

matter? Ought beauty when combined with utility and sim-

plicity to be condemned because of the two latter quahfications ?

Assuredly not, rather let us can-y the matter further, and see

if other useful plants do not furnish us with forms that may
be turned to account. I have on more than one occasion seen

a half-blanched half-dead leaf of a very common plant take s,

place with great advantage in a bouquet, and' the reader will be

more startled in this second case than in the former, for the

plant was the common Carrot. Yet it is so. In a Carrot bed

may be met with leaves of a rich orange colour, having all the

Fern-like character of fresh ones. I hope to hear more of Mr.

Shortt's Dwarf Beet, and if it do not run to seed during the

summer after being sown so early, it will probably be moro
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extensively grown than has yet been the case, and for one I

shonid like to try it.— J. Eodson-.

[In the kitchen garden at 'Wollaton Hall, near Nottingham,
there were last year borders of Dell's Beet, which, when we saw
them in September, were very effective, and, aa Mr. Kobson
remarks, their produce was useful as well.]

VERBENAS.
As an admirer and grower of the Verbena I beg to tender

my best thanks to Mr. W. Dean for his notes on Mr. Perry's

new varieties to be sent out during the present spring, and for

his excellent list of older sorts. I can fully endorse the high
character which lie gives them.

It is didicult to imagine anything finer than such superb
varieties as Miss Turner, Hercules, Mrs. Mole, iS;o. ; the first-

named variety especially, with its large, bold, and handsome
truss of finely-formed flowers, must, I think, be regarded as the

very best light variety ever offered.

I wish Mr. Perry would kindly give us through the pages of

the Journal his mode of growing the Verbena for exhibition ; 1

am sure he would have the best thank's of all growers of this

fine flower if ho would give us a thoroughly detailed account,

and also his mode of raising seedlings. I have found some
difficulty in inducing the seed to germinate when sown in heat,

and have this year sown a small quantity saved from such
finely-shaped flowers as Snowball, Villiam Dean, Mrs. Turner,
&c., and placed it in a cool greenhouse, with what results re-

mains yet to be seen.
It has been stated that the seed is more certain of germi-

nating when sown in the open ground, but I fear by this

system the seedlings would bloom very late, and it would be
(fifficnlf, perhaps, to judge what were worth proving in the

following year.

It is a matter of regret that this fine flower does not receive

more encouragement at our leading exhibitions, for, with the

exception of the Crj'stal Palace Autumn Show and a few others,

the prizes offered are very small ; framers of schedules would do

well to look to this, for few cut flowers, or indeed any flowers,

have a finer appearance than a good stand of twelve or twenty-

four varieties in three or five trusses each. In my opinion it is

quite absurd to give £5 or £10 for a collection of, perhaps, half

a dozen greenhouse plants and as many shillings for a stand of

Verbenas, as is done at a groat many of our autumn shows

;

for I have noticed that where really good cut flowers, such as

Roses, Gladioluses, 'Verbenas, &c., are shown they have crowds
of admirers where the plants receive but small attention,

although exhibited by some of the best growers, and I think it

is quite time we had a fairer division of prizes in our sche-

dules.—B.

AURICULAS.
I SEE that your reporter takes exception to my statement as

to the time of showing these plants. May I be permitted to

justify my statement by saying that no argument can be

adduced from last season, as I never recollect such a season

since I have been an Auricula grower? and I think I can

appeal to any Auricula fancier in the south of England as to

whether the general time of their being in perfection is not

from the 15th to the 30th of April.—D., Deal.

ENTOMOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S MEETINGS.
The April MeetiDg o£ tliis Society was held at Burlington House,

H. Vf. Bates, Esq., the President, being in the chair.

Mr. Stainton exhibited some leaves of Euphorbia dendroides, just

received from Mr. Moggridge from Meutone, which were mined by
larvEe of a minute moth (Xepticula enphorbiella), specimens of which

had been recently reared from lan'fe collected in the early part of last

summer at the same place. Mr. Stevens exhibited the insect which

had served Mr. Stainton in 18.54 for the description of his new species

Nemophora Carter! (formerly in the collection of Mr. Carter, of Man-
chester). A recent examination of the individual had proved it to

have been fabricated, the hind wings of a Cerostoma having been at-

tached to the fore wings of a Nemophora. Mr. Boyd exhibited a

strongly-marlicd dark variety of Stenopteryx hybridalis from Hert-

fordshire. Mr. Druce exhibited a collection of Butterflies obtained

by Mr. Pearson in Bolivia, including tlie yen- rare Papilio zagreus,

&c. Mr. Weir exhibited a Polvommatus, captured at Lewes, which

.he regarded as a hybrid between P. .\doni3 and Alexis also P. Corydou

and P. Alexis, with the spots on the under aide of the wings confluent

and a male-like female of P. Alexis.

Mr. Smith stated tliat in the collection of insect productioiw in tko

British Museum was a portion of a pollard Oak, sent there three

years since by Mr. Kidd, exhibiting a great number of the gall nuts.

It had been placed in a box witli a large lump of camplior, yet each

succeeding spring there hud been reared from it a number of indi-

viduals of Clytus Ariotis, on which, whilst in the preparatory state,

the camphor' had had no effect. Mr. lanson said that camphor,

though useful in preventing the entry of insects, was powerless to

destroy them ; at the same time he doubted whether the Clytus had
been reproduced by breeding in the Museum, considering that the

larvit of the beetle were in a more or less advanced state when the

block was received at the Museum, and that the successive broods of

ISUB. 18G7, and 1868 (for one specimen bad been produced on the

morning of the Meeting), had been hatched from eggs deposited in

18G5 or in previous years.

The May Meeting was held on the Ith iust., presided over by H. J.

Stainton, Esq., Vice-President. AmougBt the donations received since

the last meeting were the publications of the Linufean, Royal, and
PLOyal Agricultural Societies, the Royal Society of Brussels, the Im-
perial Society of Moscow, Messrs. Vollenhoven, Hewitson, and Sir

John Lubbock, &c. The most important of these works was the first

part of the Catalogue of Scieutiho Papers (arranged alphabetically),

)iublished by the Royal Society, which, when complete, will extend to

from twelve to twenty quarto volumes.

Mr. Boyd exliibited a number of carefully-preserved caterpillars of

different British species of Butterflies and Moths, and Mr. Trimen a
specimen of the Emperor Moth (Bombyx pavonia minor), which

had died in attempting to escape backwards out of its cocoon. Mr.
McLachlan exhibited specimens of the fine Dragon Fly, Anax medi-

teiTanea, which had appeared in largo swarms in Italy, received from
Signer Ghili:ini, of Turin. Mr. F. Smith exhibited a caterpillar of

one of the Staphyliniibe, found underground by Mr. lanson, jun.,

which had been destroyed by several parasitic larvie of a species of

Proctohmpes, the pupai of several of which still remained in an un-

developed state attached to the ventral surface of several of the alter-

nate rings of the body of the victim.

Mr. Stainton called attention to a well-executed plate contained in

the first volume of the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences of Paris,

published in 1750, in which were represented the transformation of a
small but curious Lepidopterous iusect, which feeds on the Vines in

France, belonging evidently to the genus Autispila. The caterpillar

was remarkable for being entirely destitute of legs, but no further in-

formation beyond the plate in question had ever been obtained or

published.

Mr- F. Smith exhibited specimens of three lands of insects injuri-

ous to timber trees in India—namely. Cerostena gladiator, a Longi-

com Beetle, which attacks the bark ; a large Acheta or Cricket, which

makes its appearance in large numbers in September after the rains,

and gnaws off the young shoots of Casnarina trees when they are two
or three lines thick ; also specimens of the Borer Beetle, Clytus quad-

ripes, the larvK of which bore into the trnnk of Coffee trees. Mr.
Trimen stated that a large species of Cricket at the Cape of Good
Hope also eats off the young shoots of the Sdver trees. Dr. "Wellan

sent for distribution a number of eggs of the Bombyx Yama-Mai or

Oak Silkworm of Japan. A note %Yas read from Mr. Hewitson on the

synonymy of a species of Pieridan Butterlly from New Caledonia.

A paper by Mr. Desborongb on the duration of life of the different

members of the hive was read. The author had succeeded in ascer-

taining that in certain cases the queen bee wUl surrive and deposit

eggs during not fewer than six seasons, whereas the worker bees only

live about eight montlis. A single queen had produced as many as

103,000 eggs, which would be about 20,000 a-year ; but the greatest

amount of eggs was deposited during the first two years of her life,

only about 15,000 being laid during each of the last three years.

Mr. F. Smith read descriptions of a number of new species of Hy-
menopterous insects, sent from Champion Bay, Australia, by Mr. De
Boulay. more than half the specimens collected by that gentleman

having proved to be undescribed. He observed that it was remark-

able that whilst the leaf-cutter bees were numerous in New Holland,

he had never seen one of their usual parasites belonging to the genus
Ctelioxys from that country.

Lieut. -Col. Taylor sent for exhibition a number of specimens of

seven different kinds of insects and larvie which attacit the Coffee

plant in Upper India. Capt. Taylor, who was present, gave an ac-

count of the ravages of these insects in Koorg and Ceylon. The sub-

ject led to an extended discussion, and was ultimately referred to a

committee to draw up a report on the subject. Two new parts of the

Societj-'s Transactions were upon the table.

FLOWER POTS.
Inquiry is often made as to the best form for garden pots,

and in reply I wish to tell that I brought a few from Dieppe
some time ago, which I like better than any other which I

have seen, yet, I think, they may be improved on. This is
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the shape. (See f'H- 1.) You will perceive there is great
strength where it is most wanted, and that the pots will fit

into each other without sticking fast. Indeed, with a stake

Fig. 3. Fig. 2.

mn through the holes they would form very strong and neat
pillars in the garden when not otherwise in use, and be out of
the way, instead of being an eyesore. Fig. 2 is a represen-
tation of a pillar formed in this way.

It appears to me, however, that by having a portion of this
thickness at the shoulder taken off on the inside you will im-
prove the form materially, as is represented in fig. 3.

In this form you have a chamber for the drainage, a wide
bed for the roots, promoting surface-rooting, space for mulch-
ing and watering, and a form which easily admits of the plants
ieing turned out, and the external form and strength are
retained.

I find it very convenient to use an apparatus like a crinoline,
which is easily made by a piece of muslin thrown over a frame,
for fumigating individual plants when I do not want to close
the whole house. I put it over the pot so as not to touch the
plant, and place a pan of lighted tobacco-paper under it. I
also use if for standard Koses.—D. S.

[This communication will afford to "An Amateur,"
" Myra," and other correspondents information on which to
form their own judgments in answer to their variously expressed
query, " Which is the best form of flower-garden pot ?"

The inventions to satisfy various requirements in such pots
have been numerous, but we do not know whether they can
BOW be purchased, for with rare exceptions they have that
fatal characteristic—dearness. The following are some of them,
pubUshed in one of the earliest of our volumes :

—

To facilitate draining, and yet to retain the tidiness secured
fcy the saucer, Mr. Hunt has had flower pots made (fg. 4), with
elevations, on which the pots are placed. But this is not the
only advantage derivable from them. They prevent the entry
of worms, may be employed with common stands, allow a
current of air to pass beneath them, and their form is elegant.

Mr. Brown has proposed a pot {jig. 5), with hollow sides, the

Fig 4. Fig. 6.

vacuity to be filled with water through a hole in the rim, or

left empty, as occasion requires. The water, he considers, will

prevent the plants suffering from want of moisture ; and when
empty, the roots will be preserved from being killed by evapo-

ration. But surely applying the water to the sides will be an
extra inducement for the roots to gather there, an effect most
desirable to avoid, and wetting the outsides of the pot is a very

doubtful mode of preventing the reduction of temperature.

Saul's fountain flower pot {fig. G), seems open to the same
objections, with the additional disadvantages of not being easily
drained, and being more expensive and cumbersome. The
water is also forced in at the bottom of the pot, contrary to the
course of nature in applying moisture to plants. " An outer
basin is made on the bottom of the pot, to which the water
enters at u, and is carried round the pot in the basin, there
being two or three holes through the pot's bottom, h, h. By
these means the water is drawn up from the basin by the roots
of the plants, or, if it should be desirable to prevent it from
being drawn up, the exterior orifices of the holes, which open
into the basin or saucer, may be closed. The fountain is sup-
plied with water by taking out the stopper at c the entrance
into the basin at a being at that moment closed ; and as soon
as the water runs over at c. the cork or stopper is put in, and
the stopper at a removed."

Mr. Stephens's flower pot (fig. 7), is intended to supply
water to the plant where it is most wanted, and to protect it

FiR. 7. Fig. 8. Fig. 9.

at the same time from slugs and creeping insects, which will

not pass over the water between the two rims.

Mr. Kendle, of Plymouth, proposed to improve the drainage
of pots by elevating and piercing their bottoms. This, and
Mr. Brown's, suggested to us that of which fig. 8 ia a section.

It is merely two pots, one fitting within another, having the
bottom indented and pierced as proposed by Mr. Eendle, but
not touching the outer pot by half an inch all round. This is a
most effectual form to secure drainage, and to prevent the
evaporation from the sides of the inner pot, the intervening

stratum of confined air being a bad conductor of heat. It has
the merit, too, of cheapness.

Another pot (j'lg. 9), adopted by T. C. Palmer, Esq., of

Bromley, Kent, has been found by him to have the advantages
that it induced worms to pass out, yet prevented their return

;

was very effectual to keep out ants, slugs, &c., as it stood in a
saucer of water without any excess of moisture reaching the
soil ; and from this quality might be particularly suitable for

Heaths.
One of the inconveniences attendant upon pot-culture is the

hardening of the surface soil by watering. 'This may be ob-
viated by baring the rim of the pot (jig. 10), encompassed by

Fig. 10.

a gutter, a, a, communicating to the earth within the pot by
numerous perforations, i>. Water poured into the gutter would
thus gently percolate away into the earth.

Fig. 11, is a form that is useful for facilitating the shifting
of specimens in large pots. It was patented, we believe, by
Mr. G. Fry, formerly gardener at Lee Park, and named by him
the " West Kent Garden Pot." The drawiKg represents a
section of it. The pot is without a bottom, the orifice h extend-
ing across its entire diameter, except a narrow ledge all round,
on which rests the false bottom, r, perforated as usual with
the drainage hole, d. The principal advantage of this form is

that at shifting time, a block of wood of the size of the orifice
h, being pressed up, it moves the ball of earth bodily, thus dis-
turbing the roots as little as possible.]

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Every showery day should now be taken advantage of to
plant out young crops, to thin and prick out others,' and to look
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diligently after slugs and snails. Every moth and butterfly

should be as curefuUy destroyed as wasps. JJrocculi, Caiili-

lloivers, and other iilauts of the Cabbage tiibo from the early

seed beds may now be planted for autumn use. Ciicinnln-rs and
Vetjftabk Mairoa:i, prepare for planting these out, forming beds

of short grass, refuse from Sea-kale beds, &c., or any other

littery rubbish, but in exposed situations a week or ten days

hence will be soon enough. JV<i.( and Ileaii':, after having pinched

out the tops of the first crops of tUese give a good watering, and
if any sort of liquid manure is employed all the better, but do

not use hard spring water if it can be avoided. Pvlators, the

early ones will now be forward enough to have the soil well

stirred between them, like all other crops in rows. Stu'rcssiun

crops, in all their stages, will now show if the sowings have

been judiciously timed. Eodeavour to mark out any probable

defects, and, if practicable, lose no time in rectifying them.

ToHidfocs CajisiciiiH^, and all half-hardy plants for the kitchen

garden, may now be planted out in early and favourable

situations ; but in cold exposed places a week or ten days will

suit them better.

FEUIT CillDEN.

All the trees on the walls will now require close attention.

The system of nailing as many of the strong young shoots of

Pear trees as possible between the main branches is good, and
if it is not desired to leave them to bear, the grower may begin

to reduce them after the end of July. Peach trees, like Melon
plants, are very apt to get into confusion about this time, unless

they are carefully thinned. Formerly wall trees seldom had
much attention paid them till all the breastwood was nearly

full grown. They were then regularly pruned, and you could

see where the pruner left off at night as plainly as where
mowers had left oft cutting a piece of meadow grass ; but now a

man in looking over his trees only cuts out a few shoots here and
thereat a time, and in this way he soon goes over a large number,
and when he has gone round, some of his trees will want
looking over again. Some gardeners adopt the practice of

pinching out the tops of the young shoots of Pear trees when
from -1 to inches m length, and this proceeding is repeated

daring the season. It is recommended, because there will be

no danger of the lower buds breaking, no sudden check will be

given to the system, no unnecessary shade afforded to those

parts which ought to be fully exposed, and if persevered in,

and the tree is otherwise favourably situated, there will be little

occasion for resorting to root-pruning.

FLOWER GARDE.>(.

Multitudes of tender plants have, doubtless, been planted

out, and as the weather has been as ungenial as it can be for

BUch operations, nothing but assiduous attention to watering

and shading can give them a chance of success. The im-

portance of properly mulching the beds cannot be too much
insisted upon, and where it is inconvenient to use short grass

because of its untidy appearance, the beds should be surfaced

an inch thick with leaf mould or fresh light soil, and where
neither can be used hoe the beds over so as to produce a loose

surface. Mulching is advantageous, not only from saving labour,

but also, where cold spring water has to be used, from prevent-

ing the soil from being unnaturally cooled by the frequent ap-

phcation of water from a cold medium. The importance of

using water as warm or even warmer than the soil is well

known to practical men, and a few experiments will soon
satisfy the amateur of its advantages. After planting out,

make a reserve of a few plants of each kind to fill up gaps, and
also if you fill any beds with annuals reserve some plants in

pots to replace them as soon as they become shabby. The
•'worm i' the bud" amongst Ptoses is making considerable

bavoc in some places. Look carefully over the plants, and
destroy the maggot between the fioger and thumb ; regulate the

growth of the plants at the same time. Seedling Auriculas

may now be pricked out into pans or boxes of leaf mould and
sand, at regular distances, keeping them in a close frame for a

few days till they have taken fresh root, when they may be

placed "in the shade and protected from drenching rams. Pva-

nunculuses are now growing fast, but are much in want of rain.

If they have been top-dressed with very rotten manure, they

will in some measure have escaped the effects of the drought.

As Carnations continue to grow keep them regularly tied up to

their flowering stakes ; the pots must also be well attended to, all

weeds must be removed, and the plants top-dressed. Continue

to remove luxuriant shoots of Pinks, and thin the buds, re-

moving those which are small or malformed. Both Pinks and
Carnations are now much infested with insects, these must be

carefully bmshed off
; avoid bruising them on the buds or stems

of the plants, as it appears to have a prejudicial effect. Dahlias

may now be planted out with safety.

GIlEENnoirSE AND rONSERVATORY.

With the exception of the routine of watering and syringing,

the next matter of importance to greenhouse plants now in

active growth is to form them into handsome specimens—some

by training, others by pruning, or rather stopping, and all by

being kept in a vigorous healthy state. One of the greatest

faults committed against young promising specimens is to let

them flower too early. If the plant is quite new tkere is no

resisting this course, but in all other cases avoid it as much as

possible. In the hurry of watering it often happens that the

centre of the balls of large specimen plants. Orange trees, &c.,

is allowed to become very dry, the water finding its way down

near the outside, where the soil is looser. Gardeners on the

Continent make a provision against this, which we seldom see

done in this country. They scoop out a little of the soil round

the stem, and raise that towards the edge of the pot or tub, thuB

forming a shallow basin, so that a large portion of the water

passes down the centre. In summer this is a good plan for

many plants, and in winter the surface could be levelled over

in the usual way. Do not be in a hurry to turn out of doorS

fine greenhouse plants ; but all coarse and common plants, and

many softwooded plants whose tops in a manner may be con-

sidered to be annual, may be turned out any time about the

end of spring, and the finer portions of the plants will by this

means have all the room, light, and air to themselves. Of all

plants those in the greenhouse are most apt to become too dry

in summer ; and therefore, besides the regular watering, they

may be syringed every afternoon in tine weather.

STOVE.

Many stove plants would do better in an intermediate house

from this time till the end of August, where they would suffer

less confinement than in a regular stove. For want of such a

houee gardeners often make use of vineries, &c., for this pur-

pose, and distribute their stove plants in summer through the

different forcing houses ; and if only for the benefit of finishinK

and ripening their growth without being crowded, this is a good

plan. Air, moisture, and cleanUness are now such matters o{

course that they need not be insisted on.

PITS AND FRAMES.

These are applied to so many purposes from this time to

next September, that no calendar can anticipate the different

treatment in all cases. Where plants are more an object than

fruit, cold pits are the very best places for Heaths and all deli-

; cate greenhouse plants. A mixed greenhouse is an indifferent

;
place for ripening-off the growths of Camellias and Chinese

Azaleas, two tribes whose flowering next year depends on the

treatment they receive at this time. Close pita shaded in the

middle of the day, and kept moderately moist, suit them

best.—W. Keahe.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Secd-.—Ke our first-sown vegetable seeds either will not

come up as we want them, or, in despite of our netting, the

birds have found their way in and have taken the lion's share,

we levelled and made fine a border and covered it with hand-

lights from the early Cauliflowers, sowed the seeds under the

hand-lights, and, after watering, covered up with mats. We
set the lights in double rows some distance apart, so that the

seedhngs will have room to extend laterally, and this plan will

at least secure everything like fair play to the seeds, and give

us a fair return if they are, as we feel tolerably sure they are,

all right on the whole. A very little matter often makes a

great difference in seedhngs, and of all things nothing is more

injurious to them than extreme dryness just when vegetation

has commenced. From this cause alone we are able to decide

why one pot of seeds never comes up and another pot of seeds

from the same packet comes up as thickly as grass on a

lawn. We may here mention, that when scarce of some seed-

lings of favourite vegetables, we have had fine returns in going

ove°r the best kinds of Scotch Kale, for instance, and taking off

side shoots, strong ones, with a heel close to the older stem,

planting them and watering them just as if they were strong

young plants. Some of these might throw up a flower stalkj

which was cut off, and fine, strong, producing plants were the

result.

CaiiUiloxcers.—B&nked-up the forward Cauliflowers with dung

from old Mushroom beds, and covered the ground with litter
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to keep the moisture in. The plants are strong and looking as
if they would form large fine heads, which we always regard
as one of the finest sights in the garden. The second crop had
the ground stirred among the plants, and a little water was
given at the roots. A third piece was planted with joung
plants, previously pricked-out and hardened-oti, raised with
balls, and set in shallow trenches in rows 2 feet asunder. We
waited until Saturday to do this work, as the atmosphere was
more cloudy, and there was premise of showers, at least before
long. Such plants would have had a poor chance without
shading in the scorching sun of the previous days. Much of

success in all departments depends on plants suflering as little

as passible when changed from one position to another.
Beet.—The most forward is coming up well, and we had to

net immediately, for the birds as usual were on the watch, and
would have destroyed every seedling as soon as it showed the
red leaves.

- A^pnra(jns.—Planted a piece in rows 2 feet apart, in ground
well turned and prepared previously. We generally spread
out the roots on the well-broken surface, turn over the soil on
the roots from the spaces between, so that the ground forms a
somewhat flat ridge above the roots, and then cover with 2 or

3 inches of old Mushroom-bed dung, or other rotten manure.
Some grass mowings, thrown in a heap to heat and kill all

Daisies, &c., are also a good mulching for Asparagus in summer.
Except for protection, the manure given in winter is of little

use, the help should be applied when the Asparagus is growing.
A little sprinkling of salt twice] during the summer is also

useful. We allow the Asparagus generally to take its own way
for two seasons. This season old and young plants came
quite in a rush, and had we known it we would have planted a
week earlier, when the plants were only a little above the
ground ; but as it is, though many plants were G inches in

length and some longer, they never suffered after being planted
and watered. This was chiefly owing to the roots being kept
moist in a barrow, covered with a mat, and sprinkled so that no
fibres were dried up by the sun. Such plants would not be
suitable to send to long distances. In all stiff soils, and where
thorough open drainage cannot be given under each bed, such
eorface-planting and surface-manuring are more imvortautthau
trenching and manuring to great depths. The deep covering
of the roots is one cause of failure, or comparative failure, in

stiff soils. Without great preparation we could not rival the
productions from the deep light soil of Battersea, but any one
may have a few rows of Asparagus in his little garden without
going to the wondrous outlay that some recommend in forming
a bed. Even in stiff soils the roots will do well if kept near
the surface and mulched on the surface.

Cucumbers and Bats.—Since those unwelcome visitors—rats,

cut down our Kidney Beans we have seen little of them, and
we somewhat prematurely hoped they had left us for a time ;

hut the other night they made their way into our pit and
gnawed a number of our best Cucumbers, and bit and mangled
some scores of young ones, many not more than 3 or 4 inches
long. We have failed to discover their retreat, and must,
therefore, confine ourselves to trapping and poisoning them,
though the latter is much against our will. The last corn
stack built on the ground in our neighbourhood has been taken
down and threshed, and now we expect to suffer from rats for

some time. As yet the rats have contented themselves with
the fruit of the Cucumber, and have not touched the shoots.

FKUIT GARDEN.
Straiclierrles.—Hoed the ground again among Strawberries,

that every little weed might be killed if there were any, and
also to keep the surface loose to let tlie rains in when they
come. Will try to strew the ground with a little quicklime
previously. Some Black Prince and others turned out of the
houses have taken fresh vigour and produced some high-coloured
good fruit out of doors. Those swelling and ripening under
glass had a little superphosphate of lime placed on the surface
of the pots to help them, just as much as could be conveniently
taken between the thumb and the lingers. Every watering
will wash the virtue to the roots. There is not much danger
in giving an over-dose of this. It does very well mixed with
water, 2 ozs. to the gallon, and comes in as a change between
clear water, soot water, dung water, ito.

Orchard //ohscs.—Considerably, but not fully, thinned fruit

<m Peach trees, &c., which were of just a fit size for tarts. Ob-
served a few appearances of the brown aphis, and syringed
those trees with quassia water ; the rest of the houoe in sunny
afternoons we syringed with clear soot water and clear common
•water alternately. The Little Gem Pea in pots has produced

more abundantly than we expected at first, and the flavonr is

good. In the latest orchard house the syringing has as yet
kept all in good condition. If the hot sunny weather should
continue we will boil some soft soap, rather strong, make a
paint with it and flowers of sulphur, and daub the open places

of the wall with the paint. This, and frequent syringings with
clear soot water not over-strong, are great preventives to the
attacks of red spider and other insects. Plums, Cherries,

Peaches, &c., are swelling well. Soft soap of itself is a great

enemy to all the insect tribes, and may be used for syringing
when the fruit is young, but never after Peaches are much
larger than marbles, as after that it is apt to affect their downy
skins. It is best applied thus :—Take 1 lb. of soft soap, boU
it in a gallon or two gallons of water, and let it stand covered
up in a pail for a number of hours. Then pour it off carefully

into twenty or twenty-five gallons of pure soft water at about
90°, allowing any sediment to remain, and this liquid, though
soapy and unctuous, will leave no residuum, unless on Peaches
too far advanced, whilst it will prevent all insects from freely

using their breathing powers. A^Hien insects appear in small
places it is well to use the powdered tobacco of Mr. Pooley and
others, and syringe with clear water next day. We have little

faith in any killing and cleaning after plants become very
much affected, the great point is to keep insects from coming.
Most of the Strawberry plants removed from under glass

have been planted out, which saves watering them when stand-
ing about in pots, and secures a fair autumn crop without in-

terfering at all with wondrous crops the following summer.
What is planted out late can yield little or nothing this autumn,
but there is no other plan that will beat these forced plants for

yielding crops the following season. That first crop in the open
air will be the best, that in the second year will not be so good,

and the third crop will in general be very poor. When the
plan is followed, only two crops should be taken after the plants

have been turned out.

Proceeded with tying Peaches, thinning Grapes, <tc., and
kept the floors moist in these parching days. Prepared some
dung beds for frames and Melons, making them at once, and
putting earth in immediately, as previously stated, and will

plant lu the beginning of the week, when the earth will be
sufficiently warmed. Washed a Peach wall with soft soap
water, as green fly had begun to make its appearance. We
prefer made soap water to that from the washhouse or laundry.

Could we get the latter we should prefer it for watering at the
roots. When strong shoots now appear on Peaches, Apricots,

&c., stopping-back may be useful for causing two or three
shoots to fill up a vacancy, and the sooner the stoppage takes
place the better will these secondary growths be ripened. If

only one shoot is wanted, the strong shoot skouldbe stopped,
and after the secondaries have grown a little one of them
should be selected. Extra strong shoots are to be avoided in all

such fruit trees, as they rob the weaker shoots of their due
portion of matured juices, and grow too vigorously themselves,
to be so ripened in our climate as to prove fruitful. The first

proceeding of the cultivator should, therefore, be to remove,
or early to stop all such over-vigorous shoots, in order that the
strength of the tree may be equalised throughout. Our aim
should be to obtain wood not over-strong, nor very weak ; but
even a weak, well-ripened shoot is preferable to a very vigorous
one imperfectly matured.

ORNAMENTAL DErAETMENT.
Heartsease have had a favourable time in the sunny weather.

Viola cornuta seems almost as sweet as, and to us is more
pleasant than the Piussian Violet. Tulips will now be in their

glory, and the tine florists' kinds should be protected at least

from heavy showers and hail, which may yet come, as on the

7th we had ice the thickness of a pennypiece, though the day
before and the day after were excessively warm. On Saturday
morning we had rumblings of thunder in the distance, and
clouds less or more all day, and we uncovered all our bedding
plants, expecting the rain that did not come. The wind being

nearly due south we left all uncovered for the night, resolving

to roughly cover in the morning, if no rain came during the

night, as they were becoming too dry to stand a bright sun long

before they were watered, which we were unwilling to do until

we saw what would come to us from the clouds, the best of aU
watering. Much time has been taken up in potting Ferns
nnd other plants intended for the open ground, the greenhouse,

and other houses, so as to bring them on rapidly, the contest

beneath every foot of glass now being, whether that foot shall

be devoted to the eatable or the ornamental, or to both. For
instance, no sooner do we plant Cucumbers or Melons, than
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the backs and fronts of pits and frames are generally devoted
to other young plants, which are just removed as the room is

wanted—a way to make the most of the glnsB, but which
involves much time and labour, and a considerable amount of

contrivance, so that the plants shall not suffer from the change.
M'atfrin;! required mncli attention, not so much as to quan-

tity given as to discretion in giving it. To newly potted
plants, and even those partly or wholly established, it is of little

use to flood the roots, when these roots are already surrounded
with earth quite moist enough for them to absorb moisture
freely. In such cases a damp atmosphere, from dampiuf; the
floor, stage, and even in many cases syringing the foliage

gently, and shading in the brightest sun, will be better appre-
ciated by the plants than deluging their roots, already damp
enough, with water. When obliged to water, the water should
flow over the surface of the pot, and not be poured into a hole
close to the stem of the plant, one of the most effectual means
for killing outright many plants that are at all sensitive.

—

B. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARIvET.—M.\y 13.

There has been verj* littlo alteration here. A pnoil attontlance hoth of
CTOwers and dealers keeps the demand itnd supply about balanced.
Forced frmt is particularly good, and foreign produce arrives in fair con-
dition. Goad old Potatoes command a ready sale at former prices. The
qnotations for new ones are declining.

FRUIT.

Apricots '. doK. 2
Cherries lb. 3

B. d. S.

Apples rVBleve 8 0to5
'

'

4
6

18

1

1

12

ChestnutB bnsh.
Currants ^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz. 12
Filberts lb. 1

Cobs lb. n
Gooseberries ..quart
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. H
Lemons 100 8 12

B.

Melons each 8
Nectarines doz.
Oranges 100 3
Peaches doz. 24

d. R.

0tol5

Pears (dessert) .. doz.
Pine Apples lb.

Plums ^ sieve
Quinces doz.
RaspberriRS lb.

Strawberries . . per lb.

d

10

10
Walnuts bush. 10 16

do per 100 1 2

VEGETABLES.

Artichokes doz.
AsparaKus 100
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Ked doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fensel bunch
GarUc lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

8. d. s.

S 0to4

2
9

1

1

8

1 6
6

1
3
8
8

3

Leeka bunch
Lettuce.... per score
Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Potatoes bushel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Savoys doz.
Sea-kale basket
Shallots lb.

Spinach bushel
Tomatoes per doz.
Turnips bunch

d. B. d
3 too

6

6
6

6

9
1

9
3
4

6

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•»• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the *' Journal of Horticulture. Cottage
Gardener, and Countiy Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addressed soleh/ to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d-c,, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C,

N.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next
week.

Books (/. Stead).—K Supplement to the "Cottage Gardeners' Dic-
tionary " is now printing.

YocKG Melons Yellow and Dhoppixg UT. PJ.t).—The cause is penc-
rally twofold—First, when the soil is too rich and the plants too vigorous,
they must waste a little of their surplus strength before the fruit can
appropriate it rather than the foliage. The second cause is want of
sfa-ength in the plant from the fruit being allowed to set too soon.
The best remedy for that is to treat the plants as lately detailed in
"Doings of the Last Week."
Thomson's Styptic for Budding {A SuhscrihcT).—T\\Q styptic should

be applied after the bud is inserted, putting it on the cats made in the
stock, but not over the bud itself. This should be done before the bud
is bound np.

Causing Steam in a Vinery (T. i?.\—It is ahvavs ver\- unadvisable,
and a great waste of fuel, to cause water to boil in hot-water pipes, and it
is a dangerous and bad practice to pour water in a vineiy on pipes thus
hot. It is safest to use evaporating pans on the pipes, and to sprinkle
the floor and the stages to secure atmospheric moisture. The danger of
steaming a house from watering pipes thus hot will be in proportion to
the nearness of the pipes to the foliage. In a lofty house, when the

plants are a long way from the pipes, the danger will he leaa. StUI the
prftiticr is an uusafo one. The vapour that osoapt-d from a wmall riHti^m
in a bouse will do no barm. When tliiH matter waw ix-ferre.] to lately it

was in tbo case of a correspondeut who had ii large tank the length of
tbo house. When the Grapes are ripe it would bo as well to cover th&
cistern.

Gardhn Plans {Broughi-up a Pi(jur;/i'<0i/l.—Except for a croquet ground
wo do nut admire the arrangement of your lawn and borders. The large
circular bed will look very well, only you will have rather much white,
having out of tJte four bauds one of Cineraria and one of Ceraatiuiu. A
dwarf yellow plant next tbo gravel would niuke mor»s variety. Your
border round tbo lawn will do verj' well; ouly as it is narrow and will be
seen from both slides, it would look as well to have both hides alike—say,,
pbmt the centre all round flith plants of scarlet PclargoniMm and yeUow
Calceolaria of tbe same height, and the two sides with Lobelia and 'Cera&-
tium mi;:ed. The broad Itorders, 4, wo would ribbuu, keening tbo tallest
plants nest the wall, and for uniformity we would plant the edging the-
same as the narrow borders. (Zfur/donyi.^We think a centre and five
bands round would bo enough for your bed, and wo would plant thus^
beginning at the centre— Stella Pelargonium, Centaurea argentca, Ama-
r.iuthns uiclancholicns ruber, Calceolaria Aurea floribundn, blue Lobelia,.
Cerastium. Wo break our rule in giving you this advice, as our part is to
improve, not to plant.

Orchard-house Plum Tree Attacked by Insects [E. A. S.).—From,
your description wc do not know whether you have the brown scale or
the brown aphis, Aphis persicie; but in either case washing with quassia
water or soft soap water are effective remedies. If the insect is the
brown aphis lose no time about it, as one of the clusters you speak of
will soon fill a honse if let alone. The largest are very full of blackish yel-
low matter, and most of these if squeezed will ?liow strings of young
ones like ropes of onions. Some years ago we sufiered from them, and
that has made us look sharply after them ever since. It is safest to keep
them away.

Scale on Peach Trees (W. M.) —The brown scale on the Peach shoots
you must wash off with a hair brush, and use soft-soap water, two ounces
to the gallon if the Peaches are still small, but weaker if larger. We
cleared a house once by syringing frequently with quassia water, a pound
boiled in four quarts of water, and then that increased to five gallons.
Yon might wash the stems alone with quassia water as strong as a
pound to the gallon, but that would be too strong to syringe with.

WooDLiCE IN Cucumber Bed {T. 5.).—All old gardens are more or less
infested with woodlice, especially where there are frames and pits and
much dung heat. The drier the manure nsed the more likely will the
woodUce be to appear. They like a dry retreat, and from that fact, Ss
often stated, may be derived a lesson as to how to destroy them. If yonr
bed is very much infested water it well, except a few inches in width at
back and front, and cover that dry part with a little dry hay. Provide
yourself with boiling water and a small-rosed watering pot. and gently
turn over the hay in the morning, and sprinkle the woodlice with the water
as you proceed. If that is not practicable, take a number of tbe smallest
Ijots, plr.co a piece of boiled potato in tbe bottom, and a littlo dry hay or
moss over it, lay the pots on their sides, take them out in the morning, and
throw the intruders into hot water, or do as you think best. Weodlicc-
are quite as fond of Slelous as Cucumbers.
Woodlice {Q. B.).—Woodlice devour the stems, leaves, and young

growths of many plants. As to the means of destroying them see the
preceding answer and several of our recent numbers.
Strawberry Plants Barren {A. B.).—ln your case, if you layered

all the plants irnm fruiting plants, we would attribute so much barren-
ness to excessive vigour. In such a case we would put considerable
faith in the opinion of the gardener, and wait and see what next year
would do ; but were we in your case and short of ground, we would layer
fresh runners and do away with the ban-en plants. Most likely your
plants were too vigorous to be well ripened last autumn.
Grapes Spotted {V/. C.I.—We think the cause of spot on the berries

is removing the covering of the outside border too soon, and having too
much moisture in the atmosphere of the house from watering Ferns, Ac.
The reason that the Black Hamburgh suflers whilst the Black Muscat ol
Alexandria, or Muscat Hamburgh, grafted on it escapes, wo attribute to
the latter looking after itself and taking the most of the nourishment.
It is singular how a graft often escapes the evils that annoy tbe parent
stoeki even to making an unhealthy stock healthy.

Cyclamens fro>i Italy fG. B".).—Tbe Cyclamens found in the neigh-
bourhood of Son-entum at the end of April, and brigbt pink, are undoubt-
edly C. repandum, the flowers being brighter in colour than those of
C. ncapolitanum. which flowers in autumn after C. eiu*opa?um. C. re-
pandum is sometimes called ncapolitanum, bedcra'folium, and osstivnm.
It is quite hardy, succeeding in warm ledges that are sheltered from sue
in summer during the hottest part of the day. Cyclamens succeed in a
compost of turfy loam, leaf mould, and pieces of grit from tbe size of a
pea up to that of a walnut. The corms should be planted as soon as they
arrive, and so that the crown will he covered from U to 2 inches deep,
Tbe drainage must be good. If you wish to grow them iu pots provide
good drainage, and, using the above compost, pot so that the crown will
be covered with about an inch of soil. Plunge the pots iu a rather shady
border out of doore, and do not water but plunge them to the rims in
rough ashes, the pots being set on a bed of loose open rubble. A pot
three times the diameter of the corms will be quite large enough. In
autumn tbe pots may bo moved to a cold frame, or be left where they are.
If placed in a frame they should be plunged, and beneath them should be
open rubble, for wet is very injurious to Cyclamens; and not less so is
tbo deprivation of air, of which they cannot have too much when the
weather is mild. The soil should be kept moist, but not saturated, other-
wise the plants will perish. The best time to repot them is when they
are beginning to gi'ow. They may be kept nearthe glass in a greenhouse,
and in the coolest and most airy part, keeping them rather dry iu winter.
When in growth the soil, of course, ought to be watered so as to maintain
them in a healtliy state. After the plants have flowered plunge the pots
out-doors in a pasition shaded from powerful sun, and remove them to
tbe greeuhouse or frame before severe weather. C. repandum is best
and most successfully grown on rockwork; it does not succeed well in
pots.

Cucdmeers Bitter [Bhhopstolie).—Vi'e are not aware that there is any
mode of preventing bitterueis in Cucumbers, except by growing them
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quickly. Cat them when of lens size, aad give more beat aod moisture.

The more quickly they are cto^"i the more crisp and lees bitter they will

be. The stalk end being bitter and the other portion sweet, shows the

fruits to be slowly grown and old. Large Cncombers, unless quickly

grown and cut young, are seldom good. The kind may have something
to do with the bitterness.

ScAEiNG Rocks (E. C.).—We know a place where there are two rookeries

close to the garden, and the rooks do not interfere with the crops in the

kitchen garden. During twenty years' experience in places where rooks

aboonded we never had the least trouble or anxiety on their account.

So far as we know they do not eat fruit ; they do not care for green Veaa.

We think the devourers of your fruit must be jays, which seldom show ,

themselves during the day, and you say the mischief is dona during the
|

early morning hours. Were it done by rooks these would visit you during
the day. Your Peas, we think, must have been taken by wood pigeons as

well as jays. We would advise you to make sure that the rooks do the
|

mischief before you wage war against them. It would be easy to detect

the thieves by rising at dami, and watching for a few consecutive days.
;

If rooks are the perpetrators, then we would shoot one or two and hang
them on a pole as a warning to the rest. It will hardly be necessary to

repeat this, only you may drive away birds that you may by-and-by regret.

Variegated Pansies (T, I,.1.—Variegated Pansies are not very un-
osual, but are not common. The variegation of the plants we have seen i

was either not permanent or not sufficiently well marked to render them
of value as variegated plants. In those we have seen the markings were
chiefly yellow. !

Removing Strawberry Runkers (7d^m).—Strawberry plants in flower
1

may have the runners removed if you do not require runners for a new
plantation, but if you do, the first runners will be best and should be

'

left.

CriLTURE OF IxoRAs (One Who Loves JVoirfrs).—Ixoras succeed in a
|

compost of two-thirds sandy fibrous peat torn in pieces by the hand, and
;

one-third fibrous loam from rotted turves, adding about one-sixth part of
|

silver sand and charcoal in pieces from the size of a hazel nut down to
|

that of a pea, the whole being well mixed. The compost should be made
rather fine, but not sifted. Good drainage is essential. Their proper

time of rest is winter, during which they should be kept dry, but not so

mach so as to cause the foliage to flag. From September to Februarv
the temperature may be tO- at night, and from 65' to 70' by day, and 55

at night in severe weather will not be too low. From February onwards
the temperature should be slightly increased, so as to have it 65' at night

by May, and from 70^ to 75' by day without sun, and from 80' to 90^ with
son and abundance of air. These temperatures may be continued until i

September, when they should be allowed to decline. '

Epacrises after Flowering (Idem),—It is not right to start Epacrises i

in a stove after flowering; they should have what pruning is required,

and be kept in a cool, light, anil airy house or pit, and rather moist so as
|

80 as to encouraj^e free growth. I

Removing Protection from Fruit Trees (J. S. Gordon).—The pro" I

tection for Plums and Pears will hardly be required after April, as the
j

trees vrill be in leaf. The fruit is quite as liable to injiu-y from frost as
the bloom, if not more so ; the protection, therefore, should be kept in

readiness for times of severe frost, when it should be employed, and then
only. We cannot name plants from leaves.

Using Ammoniacal Liquor in Evaporating Troughs (J. B. B.).—
Not having tried it for this purpose, we cannot recommend ammoniacal
liquor. We think it would answer if diluted with six times its volume of

water. We keep our evaporating troughs full of liquid manure made by
dissolving 4 lbs. of guano in thirty gallons of water.

Hanging of Late Gr*pes [A Reader).—As you have sent us no less

than three letters we will take time to consider them.

Applying Guano to a Lawn (H. E.).—Guano should be sown broad-

cast over the lawn during showerj* weather so that it may be washed in,

for if spread over the grass in dry weather it will brown it. The guano
should be sifttd through a fine sieve before being distributed. Two cwt.

per acre will be a good dressing. Superphosphate of lime may be ap-

plied in the same way.

Propagating Prunus sinensis (W. S.).—This Prunus is readily in-

creased by cuttings. Cuttings of the growing shoots m^y be taken off

after they become hard, inserted in sandy loam, and placed in a hotbed ;

or cuttings of the ripe wood may be put iu during the autumn in sandy
soil in a sheltered situation, the cuttings being taken off with a small
heel of the preceding year's wood. They will root with certainty and
be good plants in twelve months.

Vine Leaves Mildewed (./. B.).—The leaf was spotted with mildew.
Dust with flowers of sulphm* immediately.

CusTARD' Apple Cultup.e {Co nstont Header).—For the successful cul-

ture of this the house must be lofty, as it attains a height of 15 feet

and more. A stove temperature is necessary, and it would be well if the
plant had the benefit of a bottom heat of from 75- to 80^. The compost

may consist of two-thirds turf taken from an old pasture where the Boi^

is a good sandy loam, 1^ to 2 inches of the upper surface being pared off,

chopped in pieces about an inch square ; to this add, in equal proportions,
one-third of well-rotted cow dung not less than a year old, and leaf

mould, and one-sixth of silver or river sand. Good drainage should be
given, and the plant ought to be potted rather firmly, giving a good
watering, and plunging it in a hotbed. The potting may take place in
February, and the plant should have every encouragement to make a
good growth by affording it an abundant supply of moisture and in-

creased beat, which should be maintained until October, the plant being
then allowed rest by giving a lower temperature and drier soil. A tem-
perature of 60^ at night, and from 65^ to 70' by day, will be sufficient

during Kovember, December, and January, and increase it during
February and March so as to be 70- at night by the middle of May, and
from 80- to 95" by day with plenty of air. We are not aware that the
Cherimoyer has been fruited in this country, and we do not think plants
from seed are likely to fruit in a reasonable time. We shall be obliged for

particulars as to the culture of tropical fruits in this country, as it is a
subject that must, ere long, have attention paid to it.

Pea Lea\'ES Eaten (G. TV.}.—The depredator is Curculio lineatus, or

pea wee\-il. The only remedy is to spread a sheet by the side of the rows
iu the evening, and shake the plants. The weevil retires into the BoU
during the day, we believe, and comes forth at dusk to feed.

Flower Garden Planting (Man o/i^cnf).—With every disposition to

oblige, we must decline to plaat groups of beds. Tell us how you pro-

pose to plant and we will criticise and point out what we think would be
better, if we can. Were we to do as you propose, we should want a staff

on purpose, especially for the spring months. We will keep your plan
and letter so that we can refer to them when you give us your mode of

planting. Your plan is very simple. It would be simpler still if you had
no clump in the twiddle of the lawn, and regular parallelograms all round,
with the ends swept out by a curve corresponding with that of a circle

between them. Then if you had anything in the centre, a cross or a star

would come in better than an oval.

Various (Idem).—Sow Primula? and Cinerarias to bloom next spring

as soon as you can. Pansies sown now will bloom in the autumn and
spring. Alvflsum, of the perennial kinds for spring blooming, should be

struck from cuttings after blooming. Auriculas, Polyanthus, &c., should

be divided after blooming, or sow the seeds now. All spring-flowering

plants may be divided or struck from cuttings as soon as they finish

blooming.

Green Vitriol for Destroying Weeds on Walks {M. L.).—A pint to

I
four gallons is sufficiently strong. It should be mixed in a well-painted

I bucket, and applied to the walks with a fine-rosed watering pot, a

j

sprinkling being sufllcient. It should be kept from Bos or grass edgings,

and should be used in dry weather only. In applying it, walk backwards

I

so as not to tread upon the newly-wetted walk, as doing so would be
destructive to the boots. It is destructive to everything it touches, so

that great care is necessary to prevent splashing, and to keep it only
' where it is wanted,—G. A.

I Naiies of Plants (Subscriber, Liverpool).—'We cannot identify a plant

I

from a leaf. (D. Haii*).—The same answer applies to you. (.1 Comtant
I ,Sub3cr)7>eri.—l, Anemone nemorosa; 2, Muscariracemosum; 3, Corydalis

I bulbosa ; 4, Diclytra formosa. (J. H. £.).—Philadelphus hirsutus. There

j

is no work treating exclusively on Selaginellas. (A, SfornV ).—Libertia
grandiflora. (.-f. B.).—l, Erica lachuiEfoha.var. ; 2, E.rupestris ; 3,E.per*

spicua ; 4, E. radiata. {/. H.).—Sparmannia africaua. (C. H. H.).—l, Se-

I
laginella Gnleotti; 2, S. Kraussiana ; 4, S. Slartensii. (Adam).—1, Sela-

I ginella Galeolti ; 2, Gymnogramma calomelanos; 3, Adiantum cuneatum;
4, A. affine ; 5, Gymnogramma ochracea. (Rolfe).~-l, Cheilanthes hirta ;

3, Myrsiphylluni asparagoides. (J. EnfileJield).~Selag'mel\a. cuspidata.

{A. W. .4.).—1 and 2, Acacia leaves are quite indeterminable ; 3. Aspi-

dium angulare. (H. W. E.).—Staphylea pinnata. {Elms].~l, Alyssum
saxatile;'2, Arabis albida; 3, Aubrietia deltoidea. (E. J. iJ.).—lonop-

sidium acanle. (Mr. Foster).—A]iehiR quinata ; it is easily propagated

by cuttings of the stem and roots. (F. K).—Apparently Sambucns nigra

fol. var., of which there are several in cultivation. {W.Vivcrs).—^Qt dis-

tinguishable from a single leaf. Send a part of the stem. (Ireland).—
1, Forsvthia ^uspensa ; 2. Doronicum caucasicum ; 3, Siphocampylns
coccine'us. (E. IF.).—2, Andromeda polifolia ; 8, Ledum palustre lati-

foliura ; 4, Lcucothoi.- axillaris. (A. B.f.—h Double-flowered Spirasa

;

2, Cytisus supinus : 3, Lonicera tatarica ; 4, Garden Amygdalus. (Manj).

—1, Arabis albida; 3, Iberis divaricata. (Spritig F/oicfri.—Lithospermum
prostratum. (A. £.).—1, Strobilanthes grandiflora ; 3, Epimedium al-

pinum ; 4, Gentiana alpina. (Subscriber).—We cannot name plants

from their leaves. ( W. F. K.}-—Alyssum saxatile. {A. R. C.).—Ribes san-

guineum ; ^unus japonica flore-pleno. (W. C.).—Calceolaria violacea.

(A SnbscribcryGlenhavon).—l, Corydahslutea; 2, Lonicera tatarica; 3. Sax-

ifraga hirta; 1, Daphne pontica ; 5,Leucojum vemum (Spring Snowflake).

{G. S.).—C\i.isu3 (Genista) canariensis. (T. R ).—Lonicera tatarica, not

wild. (.S. H.).-Prunus (Cerasus) padus. (IK. Tj/rer).-Spiraa laevigata.

(Ju/ia).—Ranunculus ficaria. (A. B.).—l, Nierembergia filicaulis ; 2, Ra-

nunculus aconitifolius flore-pleno ; 3, Epimedium alpinum.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending May 12th.
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POULTRY, BEE, and HOUSEHOLD CHRONICLE.

PRESENTATION OF TESTIMONIAL TO
MK. HEWITT.

Un the 12th instant a few of the 8ub8crii>er3 to this testi-

monial dined together at the Public Rooms, Hall, to present it

to Mr. Hewitt, and with it an accompanyini; address. The
sum subscribed was just over £400, and it was presented to

Mr. Hewitt in the form of a gold chronometer, having on its

inner case a suitable inscription, and the balance was in a

purse of sovereigns. The chair was occupied by Mr. Jessop;

and the presentation was made by Mr. Fletcher, one of the

Committee, who spoke as follows :—
Mr. Chaiiiman and Gentlemen.—Tbo tluty yon have done mt

the honour of placing in my hands I undertake with mingled feelings

of pleasure mid pain. Whilst, on the one hand, I fully appreciate the

honour, I sincerely regret on the other the circumstances which con-

ferred it on me in preference to another gentleman, in every way more
tiualihed than myself. Mr. Jessop, as the originator and principal

promoter of the testimonial, the presentation of which has occasioned

our present meeting, had the first claim to the performance of my
present office, and would, doubtless, have fulfilled the requirements of

it with greater efficiency than I can hope to do. We must all deeply

sympathise with him in the affliction which has incapacitated him from
taking his proper share in these proceedings, and under these circum-

stances I must ask your indulgence for the manner in which I may
acquit myeelf in the duties I have to perform. Most persons have
some favourite piarsuit—some hobby, if you please, to which they

devote their leisure from the more arduous task which their business,

calling, or profession imposes upon them. It is only natural that

such should be the case. The mind requires some object on which to

unbend itself after the more serious toils inseparable from daily cares,

and among the pursuits of this nature none are less exceptionable
than the effort of improving the quality of domestic animals for the

pur]iose of exhibiting to the public what may be achieved in this

direction. It is, moreover, as useful and innocent ag it is interesting.

It does not ailmit of the ruinous system of gambling connected with
some other pursuits. There was a time when fowls were bred for the

purpose of fighting. The preparation of them for exhibiting precludes
this use, or rather abuse, of this interesting portion of animated
nature. How superior is the presentation of them in their most perfect

form and beauty of plumage, to a pursuit which brutalises and degrades
the mind and character, need not to be pointed out ; it is self-evident.

Hence it is a pursuit in which all who have a taste, whether engaged
in business or profession, not excluding that of the clerical office, may
join ; and it is not improbably owing to its unexceptionable character,

that it has achieved so great successes. The extent to which poultry
shows have advanced is evident to those who remember what they
were when first instituted. For instance, the first pen of Game I ex-

hibited, and which gained the first prize, were of diS'erent colours

—

a circumstance which now would amount to disqualification. A corre-

sponding improvement has likewise taken place in their value. In
those early days a few shillings or a sovereign was considered an
extra price, whereas now as much as £20 or £30 are paid for choice

bii'ds. From the nature and object of these exhibitions, the degree

in which their success is dependent on the uprightueas and intelli-

gence of those whose duty it is to decide on the respective merits

of the objects exhibited, and on the confidence Uis character in-

spires, must be evident. "When, too, the office of judge is filled by
a gentleman who unites to a careful study of the subject a judicious

and kindly exercise of its functions, contributors dei-ive an important
benefit from his hints and suggestions relative to points where im-
provement should he aimed at. Being thus in advance of exhibitors,

he can render them valuable assistance in their efforts to improve the

breed of those birds to which their attention is more particularly

devoted. The injury that would, on the other hand, be indicted by an
incompetent person, one wanting experience, or devoid of high moral
principle, would be incalculable'; such an individual ought not to attempt

such a duty, or, if he attempt it, ought not to be allowed to exercise it.

In Mr. Hewitt we have not only a gentleman combining the necessary
quahfications for this office in an eminent degree, but one who in a
sense may be regarded as the parent of poultry exhibitions : and the

estimate in which he is universally held is a sufficient evidence of the

unexceptionable mode in which he has exercised the power entrusted

to him, and I feel satisfied that the encomiums passed on him in the

address I am about to read will be considered by those I have the

honour to address to be well merited. For my own part I most fully

and cordially endorse the sentiments expressed in it. But it is time,

air, that I should proceed to the more important part of my duty, and
with your permission will read the address which accompanies the

testimonial to our esteemed guest.

Adih-ess inrsfutal to Edward HEw^TT, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Spai-h-

hroc'k, Birmitujham, in recognition of his valvable sen'ices in con-

nection with Poidtni Shoius.

"Dear Sik,—The periodical shows for the eshibition of prize

poultiy may now be regarded as one of tho permanent institutions of '

the country ; and their ostablishmont is justified by tho impetus which

has thereby been given to the improvement of this department of

animal culture—an improvement beyond what is known, save to thoBQ

practically interested in the matter. Under their auspices the breed-

ing of fowls has become a science. New kinds have been imported,

new varieties have been produced, aud the value of choice birds has

been greatly enhanced. Feeling how much this snccess is duo to

your invaluable and unwearied labours, tho onderaigned hereby desire

respectfully to tender to you their sincere acknowledgment of the

obligations under which your services have laid them in the promotion

of this object. They further request tho favour of your acceptance of

the accompanying watch, together with a purse, contributed by a large

proportion of those, who, as exhibitors or otherwise, are interested in

the subject ; and they offer it, not as an attempt at the remuneration

of your self-sacrificing exertions, but as a slight Tkstoioslvl of the

sense they entertain of the uniformly upright manner in which yoa
have exercised the functions of judge in the numerous exhibitions all

over the country whore you have filled that office, aud the unvarying

impartiality which has characterised your decisions.
*' They are fully sensible that your greatest satisfaction will arise

from your own consciousness of the rectitude of your motives ; they,

nevertheless, feel that it may not be unacceptable to you to know the

appreciation in which your conduct is held by those with whose in-

terests you have been so largely entnisted ; they, therefore, tender to

you this small mark of their esteem for the honourable course which

has ever marked your connection with these exhibitions.
" Accept, dear Sir, the sincere congratulations of those who hereby

testify their regard, together with their fervent wishes that you may
long be spared to continue your useful labours, and that, under an
All-beneficent Providence, your advancing years may be attended with

increasing happiness."

And now, Mr. Hewitt, it is my pleasing duty to present to yon, in

the name of those who have been active in the matter, this purse and
watch, which are intended as a tangible expression of the kmd senti-

ments and good will to you, and the address I have just read, in which

those sentiments are more fully described. I flatter myself, sir, that

fully appreciating the intentions of your fi-iends, these evidences of

their esteem cannot be other than cheering to yon in the labours still

in store for you in the cause to which you have been so long devoted.

It is the hope of those to whose exertions these testimonials are due,

that, in the words of the address, you may long be spared to enjoy the

esteem of your friends, and labour in the cause which owes so much
to vour exertions.

Mr. Hewitt then returned thanks, expressing very forcibly his

feelings upon the occasion. He said that this testimonial had attained

dimensions which he had never anticipated, and that was no doubt

attributable to the infiuence which the press had exercised. So large

was the sum that at one time he was in doubt how to appropriate it

;

for. having retired some years ago, and being independent of business,

he did not require it for any needful purpose. He had received many
letters suggesting various modes in which it might be invested. One
had proposed a silver candelabrum ; but he was fearful that on some

occasion when he was absent from Birmingham, judging at some far-

distant poultry show, he might on his return find the candelabrum had
been removed into Birmingham and converted into some other form.

Another proposed a diamond ring ; but as he had no weakness in that

direction, he declined adopting that suggestion. His own feeling was

to convert it into something more permanent and useful than either ;

and as his present residence, which thirty- five years ago was far in tho

country, is now absorbed in the town of Birmingham, he had deter-

mined'to leave it and purchase with this money a piece of ground ten

or twelve miles farther in the country, and there to build a house

where he would always have around liim the evidences of this high mark

of the respect which 'his numerous friends have exhibited towards him.

Mr. G. W. Johnson then, at the request of the Chairman, ex-

pressed the great pleasure he felt upon the present occasion. The list

of subscribers was evidence of the high estimation in which Mr.

Hewitt's services were held, and Mr. Johnson bore testimony to the

same. It so happened that fifteen years since, in this very month in

the year 18o3, he saw for tho first time the awards of Mr. Hemtt at

Exeter, and in the July of the same year at the metropolitan show,

and then, and ever since, he had seen the same skill and the same

uncompromising honesty in Mr. Hewitt's decisions. The press, which

Mr. Hewitt had thanked, had but one object in view—the establish-

ment of truth, and in attaining that they had to rely upon the infor-

mation and aid afforded bv such gentlemen as were now present.

Mr. Tegetmeier and "the Chairjian then briefly addressed the

meeting, after which it separated.

GAME FOWLS.
I READ with considerable interest the article by Mr. Trevor

Dickens (" Newmarket "), in your number of April 30th, and
I readily concur with him in his " dislike of the half-Malay-

looking, large, drooping-tailed Game cocks and hens, &c. ;"and

had he merely expressed himself in this way in his former re-

marks which I felt called upon to condemn, instead of asserting

that such birds were " of a quiet and tame disposition," my
public appearance in your paper would have been avoided.
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My friend (I discDss the matter with the most friendly

feeling), displays a strong propensity for jumping to extremes,
presuming that because I dislike " fan-tails and lowered wings,"

I must be an advocate of " drooping tails and wings carried

half across the stern," and never for a moment considers it

possible that I may fancy the stamp of birds belonging to the
celebrated breeders of which he takes notice, and whose strains

he so justly holds in the highest estimation. These birds he
says, " are fit both to fight and to exhibit, whatever form of

tail they may present." Now, I venture to assume, that they
are neither " fan nor drooping-tailed ;" neither do they carry

their wings " half across their sterns like Geese ;" nor do they
cover their thighs therewith, but occupy a medium position in

all these respects, and hence we come to the only possible con-

clusion which must be apparent to all—viz., that the tails and
wings have nothing at all to do with the fighting qualifications.

I am next reminded, that " exhibition birds are rather of a
different type from real fighting birds in many strains." Sup-
posing this to be granted, it is not necessarily the case, which
Mr. Dickens himself admits when he says that those "birds
he considers perfection are fit both to fight and to exhibit."

I never saw a real cock fight, detesting as I do such brutal

practices, but the principal points which I strive to attain in

my exhibition birds would, I doubt not, be of good service in

the " pit." For example : A good square front ; strong, curved,

and firmly-set mandible ; short, close, hard feathers
; and thick

muscular thighs of moderate length and well displayed, would
be viewed with gratification both by exhibitors and cockers.

A cock of this stamp has not the same Hamburgh display of

tail as the soft-feathered birds, which tends greatly to its ad-

vantage, as it is quite natural to suppose a Game fowl should
not be encumbered with plumage.
While Mr. Dickens asserts that I made an incorrect state-

ment in hinting that he advocated " drooping wings," he makes
a too conspicuous attempt to get the wings put in better position

by raising them somewhat above the mire and causing them
now only to shield the "upper part" ef the thighs ; whereas
in his former article they were required to " shield the thighs."

By another week I trust my friend will have given them another
" hitch," and allowed them to spring into their proper place

—

viz., lying closely pressed against the sides of the body with
their extremities meeting immediately under the root of the

tail. In any other direction the bird is prevented from dis-

playing that handsome wedge shape which is one of its most
characteristic beauties.

Mr. Dickens further remarks that my birds must be " slow,"

as, " if they had been quick good birds, they would have killed

each other in a few minutes ;" but Mr. Dickens is somewhat
like his strain in this respect—a little too fast, for he does not
take time to inquire after the age of the birds before he fixes

their doom. I was not aware that cockerels unspurred could
do such dreadful execution in so short a time, and fondly hope,
with me at least, this will never be the case. Mine are " mere
exhibition birds," and ail I do to maintain their fighting quali-

ties is to adhere to the careful annual introduction of fresh

blood.

With regard to " using a stick or weapon of defence," Mr.
Brown is quite qualified to defend this statement, aud I doubt
not, if it can possibly serve any good end, he will gladly do so.

Of course Mr. Dickens's favourite " gamest birds that are not
our exhibition birds in general, but a smaller bird altogether,"

will have a less telling effect upon that gentleman's hand than
Mr. Brown's two-year-old exhibition bird.

Before closing allow me to express my hope that Mr. Dickens
is now convinced of the impropriety of advocating in so widely
circulated a paper as " our Journal " the introduction of a
stamp of fowls to which he would never give a prize in the ex-

hibition pen, the more especially as we have got him to admit
the existence of birds " fit both to fight and to exhibit." These
are the birds we should attempt to spread over the country,
and at the same time use our utmost endeavour to dispel from
our midst the " rubbish," which cau only bring disgrace on
the majestic birds that proudly bear and maintain the name of
" Game."—H. Goodall, Sion House, Kirkcaldy.

Sunday there were four eggs. Two years ago I had a Dnck of

the same breed that laid eggs in the same number of days,

never missing during the time.

Should you deem fit to insert the enclosed, you are at liberty

to do so.

—

Charles Sedgwick, Pojddlesclen Hall, Keiphh'ij,

[The money for the fowls you sold two years ago can be re-

covered by suing the purchaser in the County Court.]

HULL AND EAST RIDING TOULTRY
EXHIBITION.

This va.s licH in the Pablio Rooms, Jantatt Street, Hall, on tiie

12th aud 13th insf

.

Ill addition to the money prizes, there were three silver cups given

by the Society for the best pens of Game ; a silver cup, by J.

East,:u, Esq., for the best pen of Bantams ; and a silver cup, given

by Mr. W. E. Easten, for the best pen of Pigeons. A sixth silver cup,

was given by Thomas Reynoldson, Esq., for the best Lop-eoi-ed

Eabhit ; and a bust of Vesta, with pedestal, in Parian marble, was
given by E. J. Davis, Esq., as an extra prize in the Spanish, Dorking,
and Cochin-Chiua classes.

The following is the prize list :

—

GiJu: (Black-lircasteil, or other Reds.)—Cup and Thiid, J. Fletcher'
Stoneclough. near Manchester (BlackRedsl. Second, S. Matthew, Chilton
(Brown Redsl. Hishly Commended, H. M. JuU.-in. UuU(Reds) ; J. H.
Wilson, St. Bees (Black Beds) ; C. Chaloner, Steetley.
Game (.\ny other variety).—Cup, J. Fletcher. Second. W. Boyes,

Beverley I Duckwingsi. Tliird. H. M. Julian (Duckwings). Highly Com-
mended, H. M. Julian ; S. Matthew.
Game Cock 'Anv variety).—Cup, H, M. Julian. Second, J. Fletcher.

Third, W. H. Wheeler (Black Red). Highly Commended, J. Fletcher;
S. Matthew (Black Red) ; G. R. Smith, SciiiborouRh ; R. Woods, Osberton
'Black Bed). Commended. Church & Houlding, Nantwich (Brown Red)

;

J. Brough, Carlisle: J. Whitfield. Hull.
Spanish.—First, H. Beldou. Biugley. Second, J. R. Rodbard, Wrington,

near Bristol. Highly Commended, H. Beldon. Commended, Burch and
Boulter, Sheffield ; J. Thresh, Bradford.
Dorkings (.^ny varietv).—First, W. H. Robson, Louth, Lincolnshire

(Coloarcd). Second, Mrs. M. Seamone, Hartwell, Aylesbury. Highly
Commended. T. Marris. Ulceby ; Mrs. F. Hurt, Alderwasiey, Derby
(Coloured) ; J. Elgar. Kewurk ; C. Chaloner.
Cochins (Cinnamon or BuiT).—First, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Se-

cond, T. H. Barker, Hovingham. Highly Commended, H. Savile, OUerton,
Notts ; Gunsoii ^'j Jefierson. Whitehaven ; J. Cattell. Birmingham.
Cochins (.\nv other variety).— First and Eitra, T. Stretch, Oi-mskirk

(Partridge). Second. F. Haworth, Haslingden (White). Highly Com-
mended, Mrs. A. Williamson, Leicester (White) ; B. S. Lowndes, Stoney
Stratford (Partridge) ; J. K. Rodbard (Partridge) ; J. -i. Taylor, Manchester
(Partridge).
BE.tHJiAs (.4jiy colour).-First, Mrs. F. Hmt. Second, E. Leech,

Rochdale. Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury.
Hamecpghs fGolden-spangled).—First, J. S. Senior, Dewsbnry. Second,

G. Holmes, Driffield. Highly Commended, Jl. Beldon ; H. R. Ashton.
Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First and Second, J. R. Jessop, Hull.

Commended, H. Beldon.
Hambcrghs (Silver-spangled).-First, H. Beldon. Second, J. Walker.

Highly Commended, H. Beldon ; H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton.
HA3IBURGRS I Silver- pencilled).—First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

Second, Mrs E. Procter,
G. W. Boothby, Louth,

EXCESS OF EGGS,
I HAVE a two-year-old Boueu Duck that last Sunday laid

three eggs before eight o'clock in the morning, on iUonday
one, on Wednesday two, one of which weighed ti ozs., aud on
Friday two more. All the above were properly shelled. I have
only two Ducks aud a drake, so cannot be mistaken. On the

jun Commended, C. Haworth.
Polands (Any variety).—First, J. S. Senior.

Hull. Highly C'ommended, Mrs. E. Procter

;

Lincolnshire.
Any Variety, not before Mentioned.—First, W. H. Tomlinsou,

Newark (Sultans). Second, Col. S. Wortley, Grove End Road, London
(French). Highly Commended, Rev. P. W. Story, Daventry (Nigger
Bantams); Mason ^t Walker (ElackHamburgh). Commended, Mrs. J. E.
Cross, Brigg (Creve-Cceurs). J. K. Fowler (French).
Game Bantams lAuy variety).—First Mrs. E. Crawford, Southwell. Se-

cond, W. F. Entwisle, Leeds (Black Reds, Game). Highly Commended,.
i
W. Parker, Clay Cross; Rev. G. Raynor, Toubridge (Black Reds); L.
Bincy, Manchester ; E. Toder, Little Carlton. Commended, W. Dale,
Weston-super-Mare (Black Reds) ; R. Smith, Hull ; J. Gawan, Beverley.
CocJ:.—First and Cup, J. Fletcher. Second, J. Bamber, Accrington (Black
Red). Highly Commended, W. F. Entwisle (Black Red) : J. J. Cousins,
AUerton (Bla'ck Reds) ; T. Whitaker, Melton Jlowbray (Pile) ; B. Jarvis,
Mansfield ; W. J. Cope, Eamsley (Black Red.)
Bantams (Gold or Silver-laced).-Fir*t, H. Draycott, Humberstone.

Second. T. C. Harrison, Hull. Commended, T. C. Harrison ; H. Beldon.
Bantams iBlack or White).—First, E. Cambridge, Bristol (Black).

Highly Commended, J. R. Jessop ; W. H. Tomlinson ; W. B. Graham.
Melrose ; S. and R. Ashton, Mottram. Commended, H. Beldon.
Ducks (Aylesbury).—First, Mrs. M. Seamous. Second andHighlyCom-

mended, J. K. Fowler.
DccKS (Rouen).—First, J. J. Stott, Rochdale. Second, E. Leech. Com-

mended, H. Dowsett, Pleshev : F. Parlett, Chelmsford.
Ducks (Any other variety').—First, T. C. Hanison. Second, J. Dixon,

Bradford iBabama).
Selling Class (Anv variety).—First, H. Savile (Crive Coeurs). Se-

cond, W. A. Taylor, Attleborongh (Cochins). Highly Commended, M.
Fcrrand, Dalton (Spanish) ; S. C. Noble, Kendal (Silver-spangled Ham-
burghs: ; Lady L. Charteris (Houdans); Bowman & Fcaron, Whitehaven
(Silver-spangled); B. M. Julian (Game); T. C. Hamson (Ducks). Com-
mended, Gunson & Jefferson (Rouen).

PIGEONS.
Carrier.—Coci-.-First, J. Hawley, Bingley (Black). Second, J. C.

Ord, Pimlico, London. Highly Commended, R. H. Artindale, West Derby :

R. Fulton. Doptford ; H. Yardley, Birmingham. Commended, Dr. Thomp-
son, Snaith (Black). Hen.—First, J. Hawley (Black). Second, it. Fnltoii,

Highly Commended, J. Hawley (L>un). Commended, R. Fulton.
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PouTEn.—Cdc*.—First. W. Hnrvoy, Hheffleld. Second, P. H. Jones,

Fulham. HiRhly Commended, U. Fulton ; H. Y.irdleT. Commended, R.

Fulton ; P. II. JoneB. Hpii.—First, W. Uarvey. Second, 11. Fulton.

Commended, J. Hawley (Blue).
ToMULERa (Almonds). — First, J. Hawlcv. Second. P. H. .Tones.

Highly Commended, R. Fnlton ; F. Kov, Beverley. Commended, K.

Fnlton.
TcMBt.Ens (Any other viiricty).—First, J. Hawlev. Second, R. Fulton.

(Agate Mottled). Hiffhly Commended, It Fnlton (Mottled) ; H. Yardley;
T. Stattors, Hall (Kites). Commended, Mrs. J. E. Cross (German Feather-

footed).
Baubs.—First, J. Firth, jun., Dcwsbury. Second, J. Hnwley (Black).

Highly Commended, P. 11. Jones. Commended, A. Dove, York ; P. H.
Jones.
Owls.—First, J. FieldinK, jun., Rochdale. Second, J. Clark, Thirsk

(White African). Hi(,'hly Commended, A. Dove. Commended, J. Mar-
shall, Driffield.

FANT.ULS.—First, J. Hawley (White). Second, P.. Moll, Hull. Hi(!hly

Commended, H. Yardley ; T. F.Urington, Beverley. Commended, T. C.

and E. Newbitt, F.pworth. near Bawtrv.
Jacobixs.— First, J. Hawley iRe.i). Second, T. C. & E. Newbitt.

Highly Commended. C. Bulpin, Bridgwater.
Tur'bits.— First, T. Statters. Second, J. Thackr.iv, Petergate, Y'ork.

Highly Commended, J. Hawlev (Silver) ; W. Lund, Shipley ; P. H. Jones
;

J. Thackray. Commended, J. T. Lishmau, Girlington ; R. Paterson,
Melrose (Blue) ; R. Wilson, Thirsk (Blue) ; C. Bulpin.
Dragons. — First. P. H. Jones. Secor.d. H. Y'ardlev. Highly Com-

mended, H. Taylor (White). Commended, H. Yardley; J. DeaUin, Shef-

field ; C. Bulpin.
ANV New OB Distinct Vabfetv.—First, J. T. Lishman (Magpiesl. Se-

cond, R. Moll (Nuns). Highly Commended, J. Hawley (Trnmpetorai ; J.

T. Lishman (^wallow); H. Yardley; J. Clark (Swiss), Commended, H.
Y'ardley: Dr. Thompson (Archangels) ; H. Draycott (German Toys) ; S. A.
Wyllie, Kingston-on-Thamea (German Toys).
Selling Class.—First, H. Y'ardley. Second, P.. J. Bell, Whitefriargate,

Hull (Mottled Trumpeters). Highly Commended, J. Hawley (Pouters)

;

C. Bulpin. Commended, H. Taylor (White Dragons); J. Firth, jun. ; J.

Hawley.

RABBITS.
Lop-eared (taking all properties).—First, Ca2>, and Second, W. .Alli-

son, Sheffield. Highly Commended, A. H. Fasten, Hull ; W. S. Hornby,
York; C. Gravill, Thome: M. Millington, York. Commended, A. H.
Easten ; J. R. Jessop ; J. WagstaJf, Doneaster ; S. Hall.
Lop-eared (Black and White, Grey and White).—First, M. Millington.

Second, A. H. Easten. Highly Commended, K. Keyworth, Hull; C. Gra-
vill. Commended. W. S. Hornby ; J. Wagstaff.
Lop-eared (Yellow and White, or Tortoiaeshell).—First, A. H. Easten.

Second, C. Gravill. Highly Commended, M. Millington. Commended,
W. Allison.
Heaviest.—First, J. Taylor. Second, A. H. Fasten. Highly Com-

oiended, W. Pratt, Birmingham. Commended. W. Neal, York.
Pair of any other Variety.—First, C. Rayson, Manchester (Angora).

Second, R. R. Wise, S«. Ives (Silver-Greys). Highly Commended, A. H.
Easten (Silver-Greys) ; R. R. Wise (Silver-Greys) : .J. R Jessop (Himalaya)

;

C. Rayson (Himalaya). Commended, J. Taylor (White and Gold).
The {?i-eatest length of ear was 22^ inches, and the greatest width

4^tha inches. The heaviest weighed 14 lbs.

CANARIES.
Belgian (Yellow).—First, G. Grant, Beverley. Second. T. C. Harrison.
Belgian (Bufl').-First, J. Eexson, Derby. Second. (>. Grant.
Hfle.—First, W. Campey, Beverley (GolJiinch Mule). Second, J.

3exson (Jonque Goldfinch).
Masked.-First, J. Bexson (Y'ellow). Second. J. Gawan.
Selling Class (-\ny Variety of Small Birds).—First and Second, J.

Gawan (Canary and Redcap).

Judges.—Mr. Edward Hewitt. Sparkbrook, Birmingham ; Mr. H.
Adams, Beverley ; and Mr. Enoch Hntton, Pudsey, Leeds.

INCUBATORS—KICE AS FOOD FOR POULTRY
Although a manufacturer of incubators, may I be allowed

to say one word in their favour " They possess at least one
qualification, a most important one, to which, perhaps, many
a breeder has never given a thought—an incubator is always a

friend in need. I can speak very forcibly on this point this

season, for hardly a chicken I have biat owes its life either di-

rectly or partially to an incubator. My sitting birds have been
mostly Brahma pullets, and have accordingly been in most cases

restless or awkward—sat well enough, perhaps, part of their

time, or else managed to kill their chickens as they hatched.

They also sat on stale eggs one month or six weeks old, the
chickens from which are always difficult to get out of the shell.

Then my incubator was a friend indeed. It was never restless

—it never trod its chickens to death. Let me, then, as a lover

of poultry, not as an incubator-maker, draw the attention of

all breeders strongly to this point, and also to tlie fact that,

with an incubator working, a hen never need have only half a

brood of chickens to run about with her.

Allow me also, with all submission, to state that my experi-

ence of rice meal and feeding rice is totally different to the

advice I have seen repeated more than once. I find it the

most valuable food—the staple, I may say. wherewith to work
all other foods. My birds have done admirably on it, and for

price there is no comparison between it and barley or oatmeal.—Fred. H. Schrobeb, Rickmansuiortli.

EFFECTS OF CHILL UPON UNDEVELOPED
BROOD.

O.N the 24th of May, l.SOG, I stocked my unioomb hive with

an artificial swarm, by driving the bees out of an ordinary straw

hive, and then running thom with their queen into the

observatory hive. The queen was very prolific, and in three

weeks had filled almost every unoccupied cell with brood, and

young bees were emerging from their cells on the twenty-first

day after the introduction of the swarm.

i left home upon the Kjth of June, and on my return, only

three days afterwards, observed a great number of bees dead on

the ground in front of, and also at the entrance of the hive. At

first I supposed that the hive had been attacked by strange

bees, but on opening the shutters perceived that the bees were

dying of starvation. Having removed the hive into the house,

as the weather was very inclement, I sprinkled the bees with

warm syrup, and eventually about a fourth part of them

revived ; but the queen with the remainder had succumbed to

cold and famine. My first impulse was to destroy the colony,

and remove the combs, which were entirely filled with brood,

but on further consideration I resolved to wait and see if the

bees would attempt to raise a queen, and also what would

become of the brood. For some days perfect bees continued to

emerge from the cells, but all tliat came out subsequently were

more or less imperfect in one or both of their wings ;
many,

indeed, looked exactly as if their wings had been cut ofl' quite

close to their bodies. 'When a few days old, these bees as

usual came out to take an airing, and fell to the ground, so that

the hive was for some time constantly surrounded with these

unfortunates crawling about in all directions.

The bees did not attempt to raise a queen, so in about a week

I presented them with a young queen as the legitinate successor

to the vacant throne. Although the bees had been so long

without a queen, she was not accepted without a good deal of

harsh treatment, and I had to release her several times from

the clutches of her f ut.ire subjects. As the surviving bees barely

occupied one-half of the hive, a large quantity of brood was

entirely neglected. This did not, however, produce any symp-

toms of foul brood. The dead brood was for the most part

dragged out of the cells sooner or later ; but when the grubs

were small, a spot of discoloration was visible at the bottom

of new cells. Eggs subsequently deposited in these cells were

hatched in due course, and no disease has since made its ap-

pearance in the colony.— J. E. B.

BEE MANAGEMENT.
" Can you inform me if this is the direct way to a certain

house ?" inquired I of what appeared to be rather an eccentric

character, one day when paying a visit to a certain bee-keeping

friend. " Did you pass a big white house and a large black

dog lying in front ? If so, yon will come to the house as soon

as you pass over the bridge ; but if you did not pass it you will

have to turn back." This was the rejoinder. The same thing

applies to many subjects, but to bees in particular, as, to come

to the proper niark, we must take care to pass the proper points

that may be in the way to whatever we aim at.

Supposing, then, that apiarians have managed their bees

with every care and caution from September up to this date,

having been careful at that time to have them well fed, tho-

roughly defended from the inclemency of the weather, internal

moisture, and vermin—if all this has been done we may pre-

sume them to be on the fair road to success, and that they will

not require to turn back, or to wait another season, but will be

sure to gain the mark. I will, therefore, endeavour to givea

few instructions relating to the management of bees from this

time forward, so that the most may be made of them._

Presuming, then, that the stocks are in fair condition, that

they are well aired, the floor board cleaned, and pollen-carrying

commenced, the apiarian ought to attend to them, and by judi-

cious feeding to have them in a forward state at the end of

April or the beginning of May, or, according to circumstances,

it may be the end of May or beginning of June ; but at what-

ever time they become crowded, the apiarian ought to mark
those intended for swarming and those for storifying, pushinj;

forward the former (every fourth hive should be kept for this

purpose), and giving additional room to the latter, so that

nothing may impede their progress, assisting them at the same
time with whatever empty combs he may have in his posses-

sion. By pursuing this course the apiarian will seldom fail to

have an abundance of honey even in a year like 18*57, when a
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neighbour of mine took no lees than 42 lbs. of first-class sur-

plus honeycomb from each hive, simply by working up to these

directions.

To return to the subject of swarming. I will endeavour to

point out the cause and eii'ect, describing, as I proceed, the
different phases that take place, and how a swarming hive may
in some years be the most profitable. As I have already men-
tioned, every fourth hive ought to be allowed to swarm, or,

which is better, be kept for making artificial swarms. The first

signs of swarming are a number of the older bees becoming
less active, the cause of which is that every cell in the hive is

occupied. The queen, finding no place in which to deposit her
eggs, becomes restless, traversing the hive in an uneasy man-
ner, and not unfrequently rushing towards the outside combs,
which being disliked by the bees, she is commonly surrounded
by their ceasing to open up a clear way for her passage, but
rather forming, as it were, a kind of encasement ; a general

commotion arises as the heat increases, and often the swarm
departs, almost the whole of the bees leaving, many hundreds
of young ones falling on the ground, not able to follow, and at

this time not a single queen cell has been commenced. These
are the swarms that frequently go astray, issuing without the
slightest warning, and leaving the apiarian to deplore their loss,

the only means by which he could have saved them being to

take them artificially. There is another phase which some-
times lasts so long thit it causes the bee-keeper to lose all

patience—at least it often makes him lose all honey by their

idleness.

When the cells have become fully charged the queen paces
to and fro until she is encased and permitted to range through
part of the hive only, when, being kept apart from many of the
young bees, they immediately commence queen cells ; for be it

understood that young bees are those which commonly per-

form that duty, the old bees taking less interest in it than the
young ones. Whilst this is going on the bees get divided, as it

were, the old queen attempting the destruction of her rivals

while yet in embryo, and in this she often succeeds ; but when
bees once commence raising queens they are not easily

thwarted, although some may bo destroyed. This rather in-

creases their vigour and determination, and as the heat in-

creases their activity the commotion commences, the queen
straining every nerve to destroy her successors, and the young
bees pertinaciously resisting until the old queen, once so re-

luctant, becomes but too glad to resign her own will to that of

her people, and woe betide the haughty sovereign who will not
do this.

The swarm having new issued, and being safely hived among
combs of the previous year—which the apiarian will always
have by him if he attends to my instructions— if early, and it

happens to be a protracted honey season, it will, with its after

swarms, produce more honey and combs for future use than if

swarming had not been allowed. It must, however, be borne
in mind that, as a rule, unless in protracted seasons, the stori-

fied hive is the profitable one for the current year ; but to in-

sure success and to have in readiness a large quantity of empty
combs in case of foul brood, or to use for nadiring or the ex-
changing of full for empty combs when a sudden honey harvest
presents itself, it is essential that a fourth of the stocks should
be allowed to swarm anniially.

To insure success with hives on the storified principle they
must be attended to in time ere they have settled on swarming,
giving room below if honey is yet scarce, but if plentiful the
super may be put on. Much attention is, however, required,
as giving room does not always prevent swarming, for bees will

frequently swarm out of a large hive only partially filled, the
same as from a small one. The cause of this is that it never
was designed that a queen should lay all her eggs in one sea-

son, or that she should lay continually. Nature demands a
rest, and this happens earlier with some queens than with
others. So, when a queen relaxes laying whilst the hive is

still active, the bees feel indifferent towards her, young queens
are brought forward, and the old queen is commonly killed by
the young ones, or meets an imtimely end by her own subjects

;

thus many a young and fertile queen is lost. The only way to

prevent it is to remove her, if a valuable one, ere they have
done with her ; and a stock under these circumstances, when
the hive is well filled with yonng bees, will make more honey,
which, moreover, is sure to be free from brood while the young
queens are coming forward, than if the old sovereign were still

regnant.
Small nuclei ought to be formed in case of any accident

happening to the old stock or the old queen and ever; cell but

one cut out, so as to prevent after-swarms issuing, as they will

undoubtedly do if this precaution be not taken. I have had
swarms issuing from stocks after being divided into three. It

will be easily seen from the foregoing under what circumstances
piping takes place before a swarm has issued, and how to pre-
vent swarms issuing, and that swarming at all is a natural act

arising from different circumstances through the instinct of

the bees.

I have thus given a brief outline of the management of bees,

pointing out the appearances at swarming, and its php.ses as
learned by long and patient watchfulness and by observa-
tion of the nature of the bee. I have not worked on the
experiments of others, but started on a basis of my own, ob-
serving patiently for more than a quarter of a century, and
carefully watching every aberration that took place ; nor were
my observations confined to what may be termed the dingy
houses of olden times—viz., straw hives, but the modern hive
with many of its improvements.
To insure success with bees, everything that will economise

life should be resorted to, not, if possible, allowing a single bee
to perish. Using nice dry mats made of straw for their floors

in winter would save many a bee. Many bee-keepers about
here appraise each bee in February and March at a halfpenny,
and the following anecdote will show what value an old man
put on his bees. He had a favourite cat, and one day a bee
happened to be on the window, when pussy made a spring and
broke the window. " Confound it," said the old man, " there's

a gude bee killed. " Attending carefully to bees during autumn
and winter is the surest way to success, at least it has been
proved to be so by

—

A Lanarkshire Bee-keepek.
P.S.—I have in my possession frames which were used by

me many years before the famed Woodbury hive made its ap-
pearance, and which were subjected to many an alteration of

form for the sake of observation, although those commonly
used by me were frames left open below, having the top bar

projecting over the hive, and having the two end pieces only.

This being the shape of the frames, the outside case had one
end moveable, sliding on two dovetails, by which means the
hive could be enlarged or contracted at will, being partly on
the lateral system, but never allowing it to be larger than a
common hive, as I always considered the lateral or collateral

system an utter abomination, and in direct opposition to the
nature of the bees.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Fowls Dying without Appaiient Cause (C. E.].—It would bavo

rendered it easier for ub to have piven an answer if you had told ns the
breed of the fowls that have died. You say Spanish and Brabmas have
escaped. If those you have lost were La Fh chethere is no marvel ; they
are healthy in the morning, dead at night. CrOve Cceurs are sometimes
sick, but they seldom die. There is no fault to find with the feeding

;

but we are always averse to feeding with bad food. There is no economy
in it, and it should be portioned rather as to weight than bulk. Lettuce
is good for them, cabbage is little better than nothing. Feed on your
kitchen scraps, ^ith your best barley. Have they a grass run ? If they
have not, it is probable they die from internal fat. We never tried lobster
as poultry food, bat we should not hesitate to do so. The barley is per-

fectly clean, and in the absence of other proof we should be disposed to

attribute the cause of death to pecking the fresh paint. All birds are
fond of doing so. If they have no grass run cut some heavy sods of

growing grass with plenty of mould, and let them have it every day.
Game Fowls with Diseased Livers.—" For some time past several

of my Game hens have died, and on opening them their livers have been
invariably found to be full of small stones, which no doubt caused their
death. They are Duckwing Greys. Can any one explain the origin of

their disease, and suggest a remedy for it ?—E. O.''

Parrot SrB.TECT 70 Fits (Parroi).— You have not stated what kind of

Parrot you have. If it be a Grey one, the only reason we can assign for

its having fits is that it has not sufiBcient moist food, and the seed is not
nourishing enough. It should have scaldod bread mixed with hempseed,
fresh every day ; water to drink should al.so be given, and occasionally

fruit of any description. Equal quantities of heiupsecil and canary seed
should be placed in the feeding box. Should the Parrot continue to
have the fits, mix one-third of rum to two-thirds of water for it to drink
and give it a piece of bread or biscuit soaked in this mixture while warm
and occasionally also in warm coflfee.

Maogot in Corkwork (ii. Palmer].~-'We know of no application that
will check its ravages, unless you can soak the model in spirit of tor*

pentine. _^
POULTRY MARKET.—May 10th.

We hnve still but a scanty supply of goods at market, and prices are

high. We may shortly look for a better supply of some of our spring

poultry.
d. 8

6 to 5
6 4

Large Fowls 4

Smaller do 3
Chickens 3 3

Goslings 6 6 7

DuckUugg SO S

Pigeons 8

Pheasants
Partridges
Guinea Fowls
Hares
Rabbits 1

Wild do

d s. d
teO
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round the bed in which they are planted, pouring from time to

time a little fresh tar on the aawdnst. The slugs will not
face this.

The plant which completes my trio is the Single Anemone.
Some may not consider the harmony good here, as this plant
is different in character from the foregoing. To this I will not
object, but when the flowers are seen in large masses, their

brilliant and diversified colours burnished by the early sun,

and their glittering forms dancing in the gentle breeze, which
is drinking the morning dews from their gorgeous cups, they
are a sight dazzling to look upon. The foliage, too, how
elegant it is ! a garb, indeed, which many a Fern might bo
prond to wear. And what is to prevent this plant from be-
coming a staple object of beauty in every garden ? Simply
nothing but plenty of seed, which it yields in abundance, and
a patch of ground to grow it on. I am perfectly aware that to

produce individual flowers of high excellence some preparation
is necessary. I am not now looking at it as a florists' flower,

bat in its adaptability for general effect, and the simplest mode
of managing it. This, then, after a considerable degree of

experience, I find to be by sowing a bed of seed annually early

in May, or as soon as ripe. Sow in drills about 9 inches apart,

well watering them previous to putting in the seed, and keep
the ground moist and shaded until the seedlings appear. Thin
them out when large enough to handle. Give them generous
summer treatment by frequently stirring the ground, and
occasionally water them with weak liquid manure. If well
attended to in all these respects, and the weather is mild, they
will commence flowering the same autumn.
When the beds are cleared of their summer occupants lift

the Anemones in clumps, and plant them in the beds as thickly

as it is possible to crowd them in. In March, April, and May
they will give a return which will amply compensate for the
time and trouble expended in their preparation. The roots

can of course be token up and planted again in the autumn,
but the summer beds are seldom cleared in time for them to
flower sufficiently early by this mode, and if planted in reserve
I have not found them remove so well, and make such certain

and satisfactory progress as seedlings. A gentleman, a former
employer, on April "JOth writes me :

" The Anemones, as usual,

are truly splendid, the attraction and admiration of the neigh-
bourhood." This, I am sure, is only doing them the simple
justice which their beauty demands.—J. W.

THE MEANS FOR PREVENTING DAMPNESS
ON GRAPES.

" Why does my neighbour make his Grapes hang tUl the
end of January, while mine are mouldy in December ?" To
some nothing seems so mysterious in the cultivation of the
Grape as this difference, and therefore I venture to offer

a few remarks on the subject.

It must be owned, that if Grapes are more valuable at one
time than another, that time is the Christmas holidays, and
it is provoking to find that the beautiful bunches of Grapes,
which in November promised to decorate many a Christmas
dessert, are shrivelling and blue with mouldiness when they
are really wanted. That some persons do not experience an in-

ConTenienco of this kind is well known, and their neighbours,
wonder at a success which no pains of their own will secure,

and which have only one fault, that of misdirection. Grapes
are ripened well and then protected with a care which defeats

itself. The vinery is shut up closely to keep out damp, fire«
are lighted to complete the ripening, and greenhouse plants
are brought in to participate in the shelter. The first two are

the provisions made for safety ; they are in reaUty the conditions
of destruction.

When Grapes are perfectly weU ripened they have within
themselves the elements of preservation in a variable degree.

Fleshy sweet berries, such as Muscats, have the gi-eatest ten-

dency to remain unchanged
;
juicy, sub-acid sorts, like the Black

Hamburgh and R .\\.'etwaters, on the contrary have the least.

The difference aypears to depend upon the proportion of sugar
they respectively form ; the sweetest Grape keeps best, the most
acid worst. In either case dampness promotes decay, dryness
arrests it. There is no doubt that by a very skilful manage-
ment of warm dry air, raisins might be prepared from Sweet-
water Grapes as they now are from Muscats ; but in a country
like England, with the atmosphere always containing so much
water suspended in the form of invisible vapour, some pre-

cautions must be taken to deprive the air of its moisture as far

as practicable. The question is. What are those precautions ?

Merely to shut up a vinery is to do nothing, or worse than
nothing. Air is not the less damp when enclosed between
brick walls and a glass roof. As it was when shut up so it

remains, changed by nothing except the addition of more
moisture by indraught through the door, roof, and ventilators.

Plants brought in for shelter contribute nothing to dryness

;

on the contrary, the perspiration of their leaves very sensibly

diminishes it ; moreover, during the cold nights of December
the aqueous vapour of the house itself—a most formidable
enemy, condenses on the glass roof, and drips upon the
bunches ; then the footstalks of the berries soon become brown
and dead, moulds—funguses—invade the bunches, and corrup-
tion spreads among them.
What ought to be done is this. The Grapes being ripe, the

inside of the vinery should be made as dry as possible by the

constant admission of dry warm air whenever the mid-day is

warm and sunny, and it should be still further dried in damp
weather by slightly heating the flues or hot-water pipes. It is

not a bad plan, indeed, to open all the ventilators for a few
days, a brisk heat being maintained at the same time. In this

manner the floors, walls, and other objects will be sufficiently

deprived of their moisture by the rapid passage of air in con-

sequence of the inequality of temperature between the interior

and exterior of the house. At no time under any pretence

ought water to be admitted. Good gardeners know this, but
amateurs do not. In Spain, where the finest dried Grapes in

the world are prepared, it is found by experience, that if only

a little dew falls on the Grapes while drying, although they

are sweet fleshy Muscats, the raisins are apt to spoil when
packed in boxes. Dryness of the air and as much ventilation

as it is possible to give, are the conditions to be secured if

ripe Grapes are to be kept long during the winter.
_

_
-

If, however, the roofs of the vineries are in a bad condition,

always letting in drip whenever there is a little wet outside, it

is useless trying to thoroughly counteract the dampness inside,

but such a query as I began my subject with, would not be

asked by any sensible person whose houses were in this state.

A friend who manages one of the now leading fruit-growing

estabhshments in the county of Hants, although himself a

most successful Grape-grower, found a difficulty on entering

into his new situation four or five years ago, to add to the

table requisites on Christmas-day a bunch of Grapes worth

eating, yet he had 212 feet run of vinery. Defects in this

range, which were the cause of the destruction of so much
fruit, were soon pointed out. No Grapes could be better

ripened ; but dampness in the vineries was the evil, and this

could not be remedied, for they were pronounced to be badly

ventilated and badly glazed, and, perhaps, worn out as well.

Be this as it may, this range came down, and has been re-,

placed by a new one thoroughly waterproof, properly venti-

lated, and in every respect worthy of its name, and although

this is the first year the Vines have fruited under their new
roof, the change already has effected the object aimed at, for

not only was the table ornamented by Grapes at Christmas,

but for three months afterwards.

Something more may be done. If Grapes may be ruined by

moisture faUing on their surface, their preservation may be

rendered more difficult by the introduction of superfluous

moisture into their interior. We must not imagine that Vines

are incapable of attracting dampness from the soil when
Grapes are ripe. On the contrary, so long as Grapes are alive

—that is to say, so long as their stalks are green, they imbibe

sap from the branches, the branches replace their loss by

sucking the stem, and the stem replenishes itself from the

watery matter which the roots collect out of the soil. The

only way to mitigate this evil is to keep the borders also dry.

When a vinery is surrounded by hard gravel walks under

which the Vine roots lie, the casing of gi-avel, half-baked

during the autumn, keeps off water for a month or two till the

gravel is loosened by a thaw, and by that time, in this country,

Grapes generally cease to be much wanted. When, as is most

common. Vine borders consist of soft naked soil, they soon

become filled with moisture if exposed to the weather. At the

same time the temperature of the soil has not fallen low

enough to render the roots absolutely torpid. Last December

the ordinary soil of a garden stood, at 2 feet below its surface, at

48°, near London, and in a warm Vine border must have been

50', which is about the ground temperature at which the Vine

commences its spring growth in this country. Under such

circumstances roots in full action will absorb water with some

force, and this must indirectly tell upon Grapes and diminish
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the chances of mating them keep. The obvious remedy is to

keep the Vine border also dry.

There are various modes of effecting this object. The sur-

face of the Vine border may be permanently concreted in a

manner that has before been suggested by some persons, or it

may be covered by a wooden roof as others have proposed.

The simplest and cheapest contrivance is that used at Dang-

Stoin, the scat of Mr. and Lady Dorothy Nevill. There Peach

trees are trained to a short south-west wall, to which is affixed

a framework for lights to protect the trees from late spring

frosts, and the fruit from heavy rains when it is approaching

maturity. To the corresponding wall on the opposite side of

the garden are trained Apricot trees, which are also provided

with a casing for the same purpose. Now, these lights are

doubly useful, because by the time, or very soon after, the

trees begin to require an increase of exposure to the sun and

atmosphere to ripen their wood, the Vine border requires shelter

from the autumnal rains. A framework for the lights is

roughly knocked together and placed over the Vine border,

then the lights which have been taken from the Peach and

Apricot trees, and which are as long as the Vine border is

wide, serve to cover the whole in, and thus the border is ef-

fectually guarded from rain and very cold weather. Those who
may feel inclined to adopt this plan can, according to their

own fancy, please themselves whether they remove the cover-

ing in fine weather. If, however, it be thought desirable to do

so, a little extra attention will be needed in preparing the cover-

ing 80 as to render it light and portable. Of course, these

covers are not intended merely for autumn service, they also

secure the borders from the bad effects of cold rain, melted

snow, or frost when the Vines are in growth in the spring, and

should be provided wherever fine Grapes are wanted.

—

Geokoe
Newlik.

FRUITING THE ROSE APPLE.
£ BEE in your Number of May 7th, that Mr. Carr, gardener

to P. L. Hinds, Esq., exhibited some ripe fruit of Eugenia
jambos, the Rose Apple, and he is stated to be the first that

fruited it in this country. Instead of such being the case, I

must have been the first, for I fruited it two years ago in the

stove at Hoolcy, which was then filled with tropical fruits, and
I have now young plants 3 feet high raised from the seeds.—
J. C. MuSDELL, Gardener to J. C. Pickersgill-Cunliffe, Esq.,

Hoolqi Hall, Coulsdon.

DACTYLIS GLOMERATA VARIEGATA.
As there seems to be much difference of opinion respecting

this plant, and as some writers have spoken of it as being

either new or not well known, I may state that we have had it

at Linton Park since 1857, and I believe before that time. In
that year I had edgings of it which withstood the winter ; but
so many of the plants died off in the following spring that I

did not plant it so extensively that season, and leaving it in

the ground another year, most of the plants perished, as well

as some that were kept in pots— indeed I may say I lost it

wholly, but obtained it again, and with a like result. This
induced me to believe that the plant was an annual, as only on
the other side of the fence the green form is one of our most
common Grasses

;
yet I hardly think this the case, and having

since obtained the plant more than once from other sources,

and observed a similar unsatisfactory dying-off, not in the case

of a hard winter only, but with plants in the greenhouse, I am
anxious to know if others have experienced similar results.

Two Grasses of a greyish hue, Stipa glauca and a Festuca
(I believe also glauca), thrive very well, and nothing can exceed
the luxuriance of the old Eibbon Grass ; but, on the other
hand, the variegated Poa spoken of indifferently by some seems
likely to follow in the same way as this Daetylis. It has not
manifested any signs of becoming green, but is hable to die off

like the Daetylis. Perhaps some one who has been successful
with the latter will report his practice ; for my own part,

I expected that a hardy plant, as it might be supposed
to be, would require no more attention than other perennials,
and consequently left much of it to its fate. Some plants,
however, were retained in pots and treated as greenhouse plants
with no better result. I believe that, like the Iresine and some
other plants, it does better in the north than near London,
and I hope that either Mr. Thomson or Mr. Wills will tell us
more about it. I believe that it originated in the county in
which the latter lately resided, as I recollect seeing it in a very

luxuriant condition in a garden near Ormskirk in ISSG or 1857,

and I suppose its good and bad qualities must be well known
there by this time.—J. Bobsok.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—M.vt 19m.
Fecit Committee.—Mr. KdmondH in the chair. A prize wag

offered for the beet three dishes of Htrawherries, for which there wa»

only one exhibition, consisting of Oscar, Sir Harry, and Sir Charles

Napier. Sir Harry and Oscar wero largo and of tine flavour, while

Sir Charles Napier was rather deficient m the latter respect. Xho
first prize was awarded Mr. Barnwell, gardener to John Fleming, Eso.,^

of Kilierran, Maybole, N.B. A first urize was awarded to Mr. Milla,

gardener to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey, for a dish of very fine

Elton Cherries. He also exhibited an equally handsome dish of

Black Tartarian or Circassian. Mr. Tegg, gardener to the Dake of

Newcastle, at Clumber, obtainfd first prizes for excellent dishes of

Royal George Peaches and Brugnon Nectarines ; the fruit was very

tine, and the Nectarines especially were delicious in flavour. Mr. W.
Uoberts, gardener to Lord Cranworth, Holwood, Bromley, sent a
small, green, oval Melon, which, however, was very deficient in flavour.

Mr. B. S. Williams sent fruit of a new hybrid Melon, which wag
grown in a small pot on the back shelf of a vinery. It is said to be

twelve to fourteen days earlier than any other known kind, a vigoroaa

grower, and free setter. The flavonr was good, but the fruit was not

sufficiently ripened. Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Leicester, sent a seed-

ling Apple, named Annie Eli/abetb, raised from Bess Pool. It is a
large ovate yellow fruit, with a solid, firm flesh, remarkable at this late

season, but the flavonr was rather passed. Mr. Lomas, of the Willows,

Tooting, sent two handsome Cucumbers of Eollisson's Telegraph, which,

however, had been kept too long, and were rather pale in colour.

Floral Commtttee.—Another very Buccessful meeting was held

this day. The removal of the shutters of the Council room and ex-

tending the tables for exhibiting the plants was a very great improve-

ment, especially on so hot a day. There were a great many exhibitors.

Mr. Bracher, Wincanton, sent cut specimens of Zonal Pelargonium

Comte de Moltke ; also four seedling Pansies, one named Welbeck

Black was the darkest-coloured Pansy yet seen ; it was most intensely

black, without the least shade of purple. The three others—viz.,

Purple Prince, Black Diamond, and Velvet Cushion, were all very

dark flowers. Mr. D. Scarfe, gardener to T. Ronaldson, Esq., exhi-

bited a seedling Pelargonium of the large-flowering section, with very

crumpled dark red flowers. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons sent a large

collection of plants, which was awarded a special certificate. Among
them were Gymnogramma chrysophylla cristata, Biguonia argyrea

violescens, Pandanus sp., and several other interesting specimens.

Mr. Wimsett, Chelsea, exhibited plants of Coleus Marshall!, C. Tel-

fordii, and C. Murrayi ; the latter had lost its character from having

been too mnch forced, it will be sent again, and will then, doubtless,

receive a certificate. Mr. Wimsett also exhibited several Zonal Pelar-

goniums of the Gold and Broaze section—viz.. Empress Eugenie,

Admiration, The Snltan, Viceroy, Little Golden Christine, and Little

Golden Spread Eagle; the plants were small, and the Committee

deferred making awards to any Zonal Pelargonium till the special

show of these plants, which iz fixed for the 16th of June, when a better

opportunity for comparison will be offered. The special attraction in

this collection of plants was the hybrid Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, and
after sixteen years' perseverance Sir. Wills has thus succeeded in pro-

ducinp' a new race of flowers. The varieties not being named could

receive no award, but they will be sent again and ivill then be dealt

with. A special certificate was awarded the collection. Mr. North

'

sent a golden-leaved Pansy, which looked as if suffering from disease.

Mr. Salter, Hammersmith, exhibited a large collection of most beauti-

ful Pyrethrums, the flowers were hardly in perfection. A special

certificate was awarded them. Mr. Fry, Manor Nursery, sent a seed-

ling Verbena, Dr. Livingstone, a very good scarlet flower with a com-
pact truss, very like Firefly.

Mr. Tillery sent a plant of a Variegated Zonal Pelargonium, a sport

from Imperial Crimson, of dwarfer habit ; it maybe nsefnl for edgings,

but the plant was not in condition. Mr. Turner, Slough, exhibited

several seedling Pelargoniums. Troubadour, of a soft salmon rosy

tint with a white centre, a remarkably fine flower, received a first-

class certificate. Fancy Pelargonium Fanny Gail*, East Lynne, a
very lively flower, Princess Teck, and Leotard, were each awarded

a first-class certificate. Mr. Turner also sent several seedling Varie-

gated Zonal Pelargoniums, some of them of great promise, particularly

Mademoiselle Nilssou and Mrs. Hugh Bemers, these will receive

their awards on the special show day. A special certificate was
awarded this interesting collection. Mr. Williams sent a seedling

white-flowering Pelargonium, usefnl for bouquets, also Arachnanthe
muscifera. a very curious white Orchid, which received a first-class

certificate, and many other plants, among them several Orchids._ A
special certificate was given for the collection. Messrs. Downie, Laird,

and Laing sent four fine specimens of their Golden Bronze Zonal Pe-

largoniums, and Mr. Tanton, Epsom, seedling Gloxinias, too rough

and coarse. Paul Jones, a pale lavender, was the best among them.

Messrs. F. & A. Smith, Dnlwich, contributed a krge collection of

plants ; among them were Tropajolnm Mrs. Tredwell, Variegated

Zonal Pelargoniums, and seedliiig Azaleas. Of the last, Bose of
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Sttrrey is a promiBing flower, but the plant was too small to jndge of

its merits. Goliath, a larpe-tiowering sort, is very showy, bnt rough in

ontline. A special certificate was awarded the collection.

Mr. H. Shrnbsole, gardener to the Kev. C. Oxenden, Barham, Kent,

sent a seedliag Lobelia, called Oxendenii. having small pale blue

flowers, not better than many other dwarf seedling varieties ; also a

small plant of Silver Variegated Zonal Pelargonium, Bride of Bar-

ham. Mr. T. Ware, Tottenham, sent a large pale salmon-coloured

clove Carnation, of which the petals were so numerous and confused,

that, beyond its powerful and agreeable scent it has no particular

merit. Messrs. Lee, Hammersmith, exhibited Asplenium trichomanes

Harrovii, and an Oak, named Quercns concordia, with pale yellow

foliage ; it was requested that the latter should be sent again later in

the season. ]VIr. W. Paul sent cut specimens of Silene pendnla and
S. pendola pulcherrima, the Silene pendularnbtnima of continental

nurseries. Mr. Paul also sent several Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums

and a small cut-leaved Pelargonium Little Gem, with small pale rose*

coloured flowers.

Mr. James Dobson, Isleworth, o-xhibited two or three dozen of

Pelargonium Magnet ; it was awarded a first-class certificate as a

useful decorative market plant. It is very free-flowering and of com-
pact habit, and has dark crimson and black flowers. Mr. Watson
also sent a small collection of his Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums.

Mr. Green, gardener to W. W. Saunders, Esq., brought fine specimens

of^Schizanthuspinnatus splendens, a very ornamental annual ; a first-

class certificate was awarded it. In the collection brought by Mr.
Green there was a small white Orchid, name and genus unknown

;

this was one of the gems of the exhibition ; also, Orchis fnsca, the

continental vai-iety, and a collection of alpine plants. A special cer-

tificate was awarded the collection. Mr. Bra^, Sloagb, received a

special certificate for a collection of Pansies.

SdENTLFic Committee.—Dr. T. Thomson, F.R.S., in the chair.

In connection with the spot in Orchids which was discussed irt last

Meeting, and which is still nuder the consideration of a sub -committee,

Dr. "Welwitsch exhibited a number of specimens of leaves of tropical

plants, all more or less affected with a spot, which Mr. Berkeley pro-

nounced in every instance to be the result of fungoid action, and not

at all similar to that which produces spot in Orchids.

Mr. Berkeley exhibited specimens of the larva of Coleophora heme-
robieUa, which attacks the leaves of the Pear and the Cheri-y, not as

is nBually the case by eating away the whole substance, but by attach-

ing themselves by their discoid suctorial mouth, and extracting the

sap from the parenchyma for some distance round the point of attack,

which, when they have exhausted, they leave, and commence an attack

in another part of the leaf, leaving a small hole similar to a leech

bite. Finally they enclose themselves in the leaf, which is rolled up
into the form of a tiny cigarette.

Mr. Berkeley then read a long letter from M. De CandoUe on Botani-

cal Nomenclature, which gave rise to an interesting conversation on
the subject, in which the difficulties to be encountered in dealing with

hybrids and cross-breds was principally discussed. Dr. Hogg consi-

dered that the first thiug to be ascertained is the point iu the pedigree

of plants where botsuists will consider their work to have ceased, and
that of the horticulturist to have begun ; because it is quite evident

that when a genus or species of plants is so far broken up that the nu-

merous progeny cease to be distinguished by characters which botanists

acknowledge to be essential to a correct botanical distinction, then

they must be individualised by such fancy names as the florists have
been in the habit of applying to them. And the next consideration

would be how the system of nomenclature which may be decided upon
is to be applied in practice. A sub-Committee, consisting of Dr.

Thomson, Dr. Hogg, and Mr. Moore, was appointed to investigate the

subject and report to nest meeting.

Dr. Welwitsch threw out a valuable hint to horticulturists in regard

to the cultivation of some of the most beautiful species of Loran-

thacea?, many of which can be cultivated on the Fig and the Orange.

Generai, Meeting.—J. Russell Reeves, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

After a list of donations had been rea^, and the election of ten new
Fellows, the Rev. Joshua Dix announced the awards of the Floral

Committee, and Dr. Hogg those of the Fruit Committee.

The Rev. M. J. Berkeley then commenced his observations by re-

marking that at the last meeting he had called attention to the " break-

ing " of some Tulips, which he had grown in his own garden, and said

Ihat he bad since had confirmation of the view which he then held

—

namely, that as "breeders "they had broken in consequence of being

planted late—in January instead of in November, as they had been
in previous years. Every one knew how difficult it was to break

breeder Tulips—indeed, it sometimes took twenty years to do so, and
the cause of breaking was a mystery. To induce breaking, recourse

was bad to change of soil, to change of locality, and to various com-

posts, among which various nostrums had been recommended, parti-

cularly smithy dust. Sometimes, also, crossing the flowers had been

practised to bring about that result, bnt the cause remained a problem
still unsolved. A curious point with regard to his seedling Tulips was
that there was a dark brown spot at the base of each petal, and that

had vanished in the breaking, giving place to a brilliant scarlet feather,

which he had ascribed to the yellow shining through the red. On ex-

amining the petnls microscopically he had found that the coloured

cells were superficial, in fact, cuticular, and that between two layers of

these there were intermediate cells, either entirely colourless or yellow
which latter produced the brilliant scarlet. The next subject to which
he had to allude was canker, which all were aware is very destruc-

tive to fruit trees. In his own garden a very peculiar case had oc-

curred on a Keswick Codlin Apple tree, a portion of which he pro-

duced to the Meeting. Swellings had formed at every division of the

tree, and these swelUngs were covered with adventitious buds, and he
produced specimens of Rosa arvcnsia and an Elm similarly affected,

the whole tree in the latter case being covered with adventitious buds,
which acted most injuriously.

Mr. Berkeley next read a letter from the Rev. A. Rawson, of

Bromley, in Kent, with reference to an Orobanche which had oome
up en a plant of Madame Vaucher Pelargonium, bedded-ont two yeare
a'_;o. The letter stated that the plant had been preserved, and that
the Orobanche had this year been very show^- ; also, that this Oro-
banche—O. cjernlea—which usually occurs on Hemp, as far as known
does not grow naturally in the neighbourhood. Mr. Berkeley added,
that he had been informed by Mr. Hally, of Blaekheath, that an
Orobanche, not O. c.'erulea, gi'ows there on Pelargoniums.
A pretty golden-leaved Oak called Quercns concordia, exhibited by

Messrs. Lee, was then noticed : and it was stated tliat at Sir Hugh
Williams's at Bodelwyddan there is a large tree of Quercns seasili-

flora, which prest?nts a similar appearance, and forms a prominent
feature in a lovely view. Attention was next directed to hybrid Pelar-

goniums between the Scarlet and Ivy-leaved kinds, and it was stated that

Mr. Wills had endeavoured to produce such for sixteen years without
result, bnt at last he had succeeded in raising hybrids. One of them,
between an Ivy-leaved Pelargoniam aud Mrs. Pollock, had a leaf like

the foi-mer, bnt spangled like a diseased Oak. An extremely curious

specimen of a Sweet WUliam sent by Mr. Wilson Saunders, with the

leaves forming a cup roiiud the bud, which was blanched in conse-

quence, and a Pelargonium, proliferous from the centre of the trusses,

having been pointed out as examples of abnonnalgi-owth, Mr. Berkeley

lead a letter from Mr. D. Wooster on the subject of the exhibition ot

Fungi in the autumn. In this letter Mr. Wooster expressed his opinion

that Fungi are of great importance as an article of food, aud that not

only have the public much to learn on the subject, bnt many prejudices

to get rid of. As an instance of the latter, he related that when on a
visit to a large landed proprietor a few years ago, be found in that

gentleman's woods a large group of the beautifully tinted and elegant

Agaricus fimetarius, and much astonishment and alarm were cansed

bj' his proposing that these Mushrooms should be cooked. It was
only on his giving the assurance that he had often eaten the species

vnth perfect safety that they were prepared, and all who tasted thezn

pronounced them most excellent aud delicate in flavour. Mr. Wooster
added that he had received a letter from a gentleman, an escell^t

authority on the subject, in which reference was made to Mr. Beiie-

ley's very interesting discourse on Fungi at the meeting of the Society

of Arts on the previous Wednesday ; and the wi'iter remarked that he

considered two species not mentioned by Mr. Berkeley were among
the best as food—namely, Agaricns atramentarius aud A. comatns.

Exhibitors' Meeting.—The Council having invited exhibitors to

meet them at half-past 1 p.m. for the purpose of discussing the ap*

pointment of judges at the Society's Shows, a number of the leading

exhibitors attended. The chair was taken by J. Clutton, Esq., and
Colonel Scott attended as Secretary. Among those present were

Messrs. W. Paul, Turner, Keynes, Lane, Cr. Paul, Wills, T. Osborn,

Barr, C. Lee, Williams, Dobson, Bull, V\^atson, Waterer, Cutbush,

Spary, &c. A desire was expressed by Mr. Turner, Mr. Bull, and the

exhibitors generally, to afford every assistance aud support to the

Council. Mr. Keynes objected to the same Judges being appointed

every year ; Mr. Lane to their being appointed by exhibitors. Mr.
Barr thought that the Judges ought in all cases to be men who had
been either successful exhibitors or cultivators. Mr. Wills did not

agree in this ; he considered that exhibitors might have friends, and
that the Council should select whatever men they might think best.

Mr. W. Paul, who stated his views on the subject at some length, said

that it was impossible for awards to give universal satisfaction. The
competition for prizes in many cases was very close, and not erery

prize was won in a canter. Exhibitors watch narro^vly the develop-

ment of points of beanty in their own plants, and endeavour to anni-

hilate defects, and in consequence they know all tlie points of their

own plants, but not those of other exhibitors. Hence they are natu-

rally inclined to consider theii- own best. Neither exhibitors nor by-

standers were such good judges as the Judges who have leisure to

exaaiue. The Judges should be honest, efficient, cultivating men

—

men who did not do rigbt for appearance sake, but for its own. Errors

of judgment might occur, but he had never seen but on one occasion

a case of dishonesty at au exhibition.

After some desultory conversation it was ultimately resolved that

each exhibitor should send in, on or before the 2f>tli iust.. the names cf

five florists or horticulturists whom he wonld wish to be Judges in the

classes he intended to show in at the forthcoming exhibitions of thiR

year. _^
THE POLYANTHUS.

A GLAKCE at such flowers as Hufton's Lord Lincoln, Saun-

ders' Cheshire Favourite, or Adis's Kingfisher, will not fail to

convince any admirer of " Nature's sweetest smiles " that such
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are tlie flowers from which the experimontalist may oxpaot to

raiae by careful crossing improv«ii varieties of this early spriDg
flower.

I do not know that I can advance anything new, merely
lessons that I have learned partly from experience and partly
from other growers ; yet I feel assured that any one following
the simple directions I shall give will become a successful
cultivator, and to this end the following particulars are essential.

First, a suitable aspect. The north or east of a wall or fence
or temporary shade, where they will get only the morning sun,
is the aspect most favourable for their well-doing. Second,
suitable soil

; good loam from a field that will grow good wheat,
well sweetened by exposure to frost, sun, and air, or good turfy
loam well mixed with one-third of either two-year-old well-

rotted cow or horse dung, well .sweetened by exposure and
frequent turning-over—about 9 inches deep of such soil will

grow the Polyanthus healthy and well.

But the great secret of success lies in deep planting. In
making the hole ready for the reception of the plant (which
ought to have its roots washed and examined to see that they
are all healthy and vigorous, and any decaying parts removed),
raise it up in the centre in form of a cone, spread out the
roots around it, gather the foliage erect, and fill up to about
1 inch above the collar of the plant. The advantage derived
from deep planting is, that the best rootlets growing from the
top part of the tap root derive more nourishment from the soil,

and are more secure from drought in summer and frosts in
winter. It is also necessary that they should have regular
attention by frequent stirring, top-dressing with fresh soil,

watering when necessary ; and as soon as the truss makes its

appearance, cover it over with a square of glass firmly fixed in
a short stake ; this will be a sufficient protection to keep off

wet and some insects which injure the bloom.

—

Dek.\ (in

The Gardener).

WOLLATON HALL.
_
This fine mansion, one of the seats of Lord JXiJdIeton, is

situated in an extensive park about two miles west from Not-
tingham, and was built in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, with
stone brought, it is said on horses' backs from Ancaster, upwards
oftwenty miles distant—amode of conveyance which in those pre-
railway days was, perhaps, more expeditious, and less expensive
than by wheeled vehicles over the roads which then existed.
The mansion occupies an elevated position in the park, and is

rectangular in form, with a square tower at each corner, whilst
'£rom the centre of the building rises another tower, command-
ing extensive prospects. Eastwards towards Nottingham the
town was shut out from view by lofty trees, but is so no longer,
150 of them having been blown down in ten minutes during a
terrific hurricane in the end of 13G3. Still several of remarkable
size and beauty yet remain, and among them a Scotch Fir
upwards of lUO feet in height, and a magnificent Beech, besides
many line Oaks scattered over the park, and, on the beautifully-
kept lawn near the house, fine old Yews and Cedars once
feathered to the ground, but by the orders of a former Lord
Middleton they were deprived of their lower branches, and,
consequently, of much of their beauty.

In a conservatory on the west of the mansion are the
Camellias, which are the pride of the place, producing every
year thousands of blooms. Some of the plants are from 12 to

15 feet in height, and have stems of remarkable thickness,
whilst the profusion of large, glossy, dark green leaves attests
their perfect health. They arc< chiefly planted as bushes in
beds of loamy soil, but there are also a few very fine plants
trained against the back wall. Hardy as we know the Camellia
to be-all but hardy out of doors in the south of England—one
ia hardly prepared for the cool treatment which it recei*es at

WoUaton, for no fire heat whatever is given, not even in such
winters as those of 1837-33 and 1300-61. Mr. Pearson has
stated (Vol. XII., page 27G), the circumstances which first led
to the disuse of all fire heat, and that the then Lord Mid-
dleton seeing the plants flower as well or better than ever after

the former winter, never allowed the house to be heated whilst
he lived

; Mr. Pearson justly remarking, however, that bad
they been in pots instead of being planted out the roots might
have suiiered. It may be added, that had the plants been of

less size they would also probably have been injured by the
low temperature to which they were exposed, the thermometer
falling to 21° ; but, above all, their immunity from injury was
most likely partially attributable to the growth being firm and
well matured, instead of long-jointed and succulent.

The plant houses contain a choice and well-managed col-
lection both of fine-foliaged and flowering plants, among which
are good examples of Spha)rogyne latifolia, CyanophyUum
magnificura, Marautas ; Alooasia metallica, Lowii, and ma-
crorhiza variegata ; Authurium magniUcum, Theophrasta
imperialis, Crotons, and various Ferns ; whilst covering the
roof of the stove are AUamanda Schottii and Stephanotis
floribunda, which bloom freely and add much to the beanty of
the house. In the orangery, of course empty at the time of
the writer's visit—in September, there is a fine old Wistaria and
several large Camellias, one plant of the Double White, about
13 feet high, being in excellent health ; another plant is about
15 feet high, but not in such good condition.

In the propagating house, besides a variety of new stove and
greenhouse plants, especially those most remarkable for the
beauty of their foliage, there was a numerous stock of (iardenias,
which are.largely grown for winter and spring flowering.
An extensive range of lean-to fruit-forcing houses consists of

three early Peach houses and vineries, together about 42 yards
in length, and in which, of course, the crops had been long
gathered, two succession Peach houses, 37 yards in length, and
47 yards run of vineries, containing Black Hamburgh, Fron-
tignan. Royal Muscadine, and late Grapes. A small house is

also devoted to the culture of Musa Cavendishii, and in it the
Cotton Plant was producing its pods. For the growth of Pine
Apples there is ample provision, and there was in pits and in
the succession house a large healthy stock of Black Jamaica,
Smooth-leaved Cayenne, and Lemon Queen Pines. Thoresby
SeedUug is also grown, and is found to swell freely, though not
equal in flavour to the Queen Pine. The fruiting Pine stove,
a neat span-roofed house, is heated by four rows of pipes for
top heat, and bottom heat is supplied by two pipes in a rubble
chamber beneath each bed, respectively a foot from the back,
and a like distance from the front. The arrangement for filling

the evaporating troughs on the pipes for supplying top heat is

very simple and convenient ; for by simply turning the water
on in a leaden pipe extending over the troughs, it issues from
a number of perforations in the pipe in as many little jets.

Thus the troughs can be filled simultaneously, and the amount
of water in them can be regulated to a nicety ; the advantages
of which are, that on the one hand by quite filling th»
troughs continuous evaporation can be maintained, and, on
the other, if a greater degree of moisture is required to be
diffused in the house in a short time, when the troughs are
dry, that object can be secured by turning on only a little

water at a time, so as to secure its rapid evaporation.
In the Melon house there was a good supply of fruit in all

stages, the kind principally grown being the Strathfieldsaye,
and for early fruiting the Bromham Hall. The winter Cu-
cumber house was filled with Azaleas, and other plants, but
was about to be cleared out. The beds are 2 feet 6 inches deep,
and each is heated by a flow and return 4-inch pipe in a chamber
beneath, and atmospheric heat is supplied by two flow and
two return-pipes. The Cucumbers preferred for winter are
Telegraph and Lancashire Witch.
The potting shed, though a place where a very important

portion of the work connected with plants under glass has to
be performed, rarely claims particular mention, but that at
Wollaton presents a feature which deserves general imitation,
for it is heated by two 3-inch pipes. How much this must
conduce to the safety and success of plants removed from
heated structures to be operated upon, as well as to the comfort
of the men, need not be insisted on, especially as more than
once Mr. Fish h.a3 referred to the subject, and pointed out the
evils which are apt to result from taking plants from heat into
the cold for the purpose of repotting, or of performing similar
operations. It is very often want of attention to precautions
such as this that makes all the difference between success and
failure, although in every other respect the mode of culture
may have been judicious and carefully carried out : and though
every one cannot have a heated potting shed, yet it is within
the power of every one to imitate it by guarding against un-
necessarily exposing jilants to checks from cold air and cold
soil, too frequently followed by cold water. In addition to the
heated potting shed there is a room for fumigation, also heated,
which must be a very convenient place for effectually and
economically disposing of green fly, and other insect intruders,
when it may not be desirable or necessary to fumigate a whole
house.
The kitchen gardens are very extensive, and remarkable for

the high order in which they are kept. Altogether, with the
slips outside the walls, they cover an area of about 8 acres.
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The centre walk of the walled garden ia 12 feet wide, and the

cross walks 8 feet in width, and they are all made of great

depth, with a drain beneath the centre, and edged with Thrift.

On the south-aspect wall, 12 feet high, which is flued, but the

heating apparatus is never used, there was a splendid crop of

Peaches and Nectarines, and on the north aspect Morello

Cherries were bearing abundantly ; so, too, were the Apricots

on the east wall, and Pears, especially the Winter Nells,

on the west aspect. The whole of the wall trees bore evidence

of careful management, as did a number of pendulous quenou-

ille-trained trees on the Pear stock, planted round the quarters,

which were filled with excellent crops of vegetables. Between
these and the principal walks, however, was planted a breadth

of Dell's Beet, the deep-coloured foliage of which, shining with

a metallic lustre, proved very ornamental, and certainly, from
the quantity of it grown, there was no fear of falling short of

a. supply of the roots for salads, or, indeed, any culinary

purpose.

The preceding account of the gardens at WoUaton is neces-

sarily very imperfect ; much has been omitted that ought to

have been noticed, but the time was too brief for a thorough

inspection of the place, and it only remains to pay a well-

merited tribute to the ability with which it is managed in every

department by Lord iliddleton's skilful gardener, Mr. Gadd.

CARBOLIC ACID r. GREEN FLY AND MILDEW.
In looking over the " Homci'opathio World" lent me to

read by a friend, I was much struck with the following article,

which I give you at full length, hoping that you will make
some remarks upon it.

" Greenhouses.—Insects or fly, also oidium, or white blight

on Vines, may be prevented by placing a dish containing car-

bolic acid about the centre of the greenhouse."

—

Hautay.

ON TLMSING SEEDLING PEACHES.
, Op the numerous and refined pleasures offered by horticul-

ture, few are more delightful than the production of new plants

from seed. The pursuit is limitless and full of pleasing though
often tantalising variety, and no small stock of patience is

requisite ; but, per contra, a certain reward is given with in-

discriminate liberality by nature to the chance eiJorts of the

careless, and to the careful and deeply-laid plana of the skilful

experimentalist. The numerous fine varieties of fruits obtained

by accident prove this thorough impartiality ; the theory of

progressive improvement held by Tan Mons has been negatived

by the result of his labours, very few of the thousands of seed-

ling fruits raised by him remaining to attest by their excellence

the truth of his theory. This is encouraging to the beginner,

and not disheartening to the experienced ; the prizes being

still open, and the more valuable from the difficulty in gaining

them.
Following at a humble distance the experiments of my father,

I have for some years watched with great interest the variation

of Peaches and Nectarines from seed, such observations being

rendered possible after the introduction of orchard houses ; and

I now venture to make a few suggestions to your readers, in the

hope that the improvement already established may be carried

a step farther by others. The Noblesse and Grosse Mignonne
Peaches are so excellent that they can scarcely be improved,

except in size. These two varieties constitute, therefore, the

sources from which improvement may be expected. One of

the most desirable quaUties to obtain in a new race of Peaches

must be precocity in ripening ; and one of the earliest of

Peaches is the Early Nutmeg, worthless as a fruit, but valuable

as a parent. By fertilising this sort with Grosse Mignonne or

Noblesse, a large early variety may be hoped for. As a union

which may possibly lead to a curious result, I should recom-

mend fertilising the immense Pavie de Pompone and the

Fairchild's Early Nectarine with the first-named Peach.

The Petite Mignonne, a pretty early Peach remarkable for

its fertility, by judicious crossing is capable also of being made
the progenitor of vastly improved descendants. Its union with

the Stanwick Nectarine may be productive of some interesting

varieties. The Early Anne and the Acton Scot, though now
superseded, are well "known and available ; both varieties may
he improved by crossing with large Peaches—such as the Eoyal

George, Noblesse, and Grosse Mignonne. The early Peaches

I have named are now superseded by vastly improved varieties

—such as the Early Rivers, the Early Louise, and the Early
Beatrice ; but they are still valuable as parents, and they may
by skilful crossing originate some sorts possessing the requisite

faculty of precocity. A seedling Peach has already been raised,

which for two successive seasons has ripened from the 6th to

the 10th of July, three weeks before the Early Nutmeg, at one
time the earliest of known Peaches. This is a great step in

advance, and will be especially valuable in Scotland, as a Peach
ripening in the south of England in the beginning of July

would probably ripen in the early part of August in Scotland,

and would most likely ripen on walls in districts where the
Peach is hardly to be obtained.

Good Peaches ripening in the Peach season are plentiful

enough, and the standard of excellence seems to have been
reached in the (trosse Mignonne, the Galande, and the No-
blesse ; but an improvement may be established in these in

point of size and hardiness. The Alexandra Noblesse, raised

from the Noblesse fertilised with the Stanwick Nectarine,.

differs from the Noblesse in having crenate leaves and globose

glands ; and it is not liable to mildew, a point of which the
importance will be at once acknowledged by all gardeners who
have grown the Noblesse, which has a strong tendency to be
affected with mildew. The mixture of the Stanwick has modi-
fied this tendency, and has even almost improved the flavour

of the fruit. I do not doubt but that the crossing of the Grosse
Mignonne with the Stanwick Nectarine will also produce some
remarkable results. To obtain an advance in size, the enormous
Pavies or Clingstone Peaches, which are amazing for their size,

should be used as parents, and crossed persistently with the

Stanwick Nectarine, the Grosse Mignonne, and Galande
Peaches, and also with the small early Peaches before re-

ferred to.

I cannot lay too great a stress upon the invaluable qualities

of the Stanwick Nectarine as a fertilising agent ; it is robust,

hardy, free from a tendency to mildew, and gives fruit very

different from the ordinary Nectarines in size and flavour ; and
has the additional recommendation — no mean one in an
orchard house—of having large and brilliant flowers, a property

that should be always considered in starting an orchard house.

The experiment of crossing Peaches with Nectarines is very in-

teresting, the produce being given without any regard to

parentage, Peaches producing Nectarines, and rice rcrsA. The
French pomologists, or at least some of them, deny this fact

;

but as I have undoubted proof of this eccentricity, I must beg
to differ from " Messieurs les Pomologues," and to assert that

the best evidence can be given of the indiscriminate nature of

seedling Peaches and Nectarines. As interesting and distinct

races of Nectarines for crossing with Peaches, I may mention
the New White and the Pitmaston Orange.

The late Peaches, of which the Boudin, Tt'ton de Venus, and
Desse Tardive, may be selected as the types, have a great ten-

dency to drop their fruit before coming to maturity, except in

very favourable seasons. This fault is probably due to the

fact that the tree has finished its growth before the fruit is

fully ripe, and with the cessation of the circulation of the sap,

the power of the fruit to derive nourishment from the tree ie

weakened. To obviate this defect, the experimentalist should
select varieties of Peaches or Nectarines which continue grow-

ing to a very late period ; successive generations will produce

improvement in size and flavour. An American Peach named
Poole's Late Yellow will hang on the tree until the middl©
of November ; Thomas's November, Pride of Autumn, Bald-

win's Late, and the Heath Clingstone are November Peaches,

and if crossed with the Stanwick Nectarine or the Noblesse

and Grosse Mignonne Peaches, some singular sorts will no
doubt be originated, if planted in a dry and cool house, with

sufficient heat at command to exclude frost. As Peaches may
be preserved a long period, the time may not be far distant

when the dessert on Christmas-day will not be considered com-
plete without the noble-looking fruit which has been the glory

of the summer and autumn.—T. F. Kiveks, Sawbridgeimrtli,,

Herts (in The Gardener).

PELARGONIUIM RETICULATUJI.
This unique and singularly beautiful variety of the Nosegay

section has leaves elegantly netted or traversed, during the

winter and spring, with golden veins upon a green ground, and

throughout the warm dry summer months finely marked with

a tracery of green network upon a golden ground. Its large and

compact trusses of rich crimson bloom ara in the istjle ol
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Stella, but it is a preat improvement upon that variety in its

habit of Rrowtli, which ia densely compact and dwarf.

It is well adapted for flower-garden groups and pot cnlture

for conservatory decoration, also for terrace vases.

This interesting plant appears to be the only variety in cul-

tivation with golden netted leaves, being distinct Irom the

Ciconium retieulatum of Sweet, which is not found at present

in trade colleotions.—E. G. Henderson & Son.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GAKDEN.

Endeavour to mnlch round crops in rows, if possible, doing
BO being much better than watering. Observe how well Straw-
berry beds look after being mulched ; short grass, old tan,

rotten dung, half-spent linings from the hotbeds, indeed
any sort of litter, will do for this purpose. Nobody thinks of

leaving the ground about a newly-planted favourite tree un-

mulohed the first season, and Peas, Beans, &c.. are just as

much benefited by mulching as newly-planted trees. In the
American ground most of the subjects there planted grow
naturally in shaded places, and they will luxuriate in the

hottest seasons if the beds are thickly covered with grass, fern,

moss, or any other sort of mulching. Asparariiis. this is the
very best time in the whole year to apply salt or saline manures
to this crop. The drainage of common sewers, stables, cow
houses, and laundries, and even pond water made thick with
soot will all be now appropriated to the plants. Broccoli for

autumn may yet be sown ; Grange's Early White and the
Covent Garden are good varieties. CauUfloiccr, it is not ad-

visable to sow later than the beginning of this week for late

autumn use. Sow very thinly, as you can hardly expect to be
able to prick-out next month, so that the crop must stand in

the seed bed till tit to plant out permanently, liiulive, about
the end of May or the beginning of June is the best time to

sow this very wholesome salad for autumn use, and as you
ought to sow every three weeks till the middle of September,
it, will only be necessary to sow a pinch of seeds each time,

scattering them very thinly. All summer crops, of whatever
natare or kind, should be sown very thinly if any o! the plants

are to be afterwards transplanted. TUey may, it is true, be
thirmed-out it they happen to be too thick ; but if the weather
is dry at the time much injury may result, and on the whole it

is better to sow thinly in the first instance. Lettuces and other
succession crops, cuutinue to sow.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Thinning-out and regulating tho summer growth of Goose-

berry, Currant, and Raspberry bushes is not so much attended

to as it ought to bo. pjxamine Peach trees that suffered from
frost last season, and carefully remove every piece of gum and
canker with a sharp knife. Endeavour to prevent the progress

of the green fly, and see that the roots are not suffering from
want of moisture, otherwise much mischief will he produced

by a wet aatumn. Destroy caterpillar and black fly on Cherry

trees by giving a forcible washing to the trees with clear lime

water. In training Raspberry canes there is no system so pro-

fitable as keeping the bearing shoots at a regular distance from

each other in a straight row, and by tying them to two straight

rails. Whatever system of training is adopted, no time should

now bo lost in removing all those young shoots that will not be

required for bearing wood next season.

FLOWER CAEDKN.

On the average of seasons we seldom experience lato frosts

after the middle of the month, and having of late so much
sunny weather, we may safely begin planting out half-hardy

plants in the flower garden. Beginning with the oldest and

hardiest sorts, if these plants have been properly managed in

hardening them off (and we have seldom had a better season

for this), they ought now to be in good condition for turn-

ing out, except, perhaps, in low, damp, or lato situations.

Make active preparations, therefore, to commence the work on

the first wet day. If the beds have been dug over lately, and

the plants have firm balls of earth about their roots, it will be

better to plant more deeply than should be done intirmgronnd,
: the fresh-dug beds will settle a little. Every plant ought to

ive a good watering at the time of planting, and if the weathev

IS dry they will require to be often watered till they are once

established ; but recollect that " water often and little at a

time " is one of the worst precepts of the old school, even with

pot plants in winter, and still worse as regards out-of-door

crops in summer. In nine cases out of ten slight surface-

watering at this season does actual mischief, and plants are

safer if left to take their chance than when submitted to such

bad gardening. Remove the flowers and seed pods from Ameri-

can plants as fast as they become shabby, which will add

materially to the strength of the plants. Give the beds a good

flooding of water. The pegging and tying-out of the plants

should be no longer delayed. Double Wallflowers, Mule Pinks,

and some common Dianthuses, Alyssums, Phloxes, perennial

Iberises, and many kinds of dwarf Cistuses and Helianthe-

mums may be propagated under hand-glasses in a shaded situ-

ation, and will be found very useful next spring. Keep Auriculas

free from weeds, occasionally watering and stirring the surface.

Offsets may be taken oft if rooted
;
place them round the sides

of the pots in compost before recommended. When the seed

vessels of Polyanthuses are swelled, should any decayed blooms

remain these must be removed, as they are liable to .retain

moisture to the detriment of the seed. Remove the awning

from the Tulip bed, and let the flowers be exposed to the

weather. When seed is not required break off the capsules.

Do not neglect the beds because their beauty is over, but re-

move all weeds as they appear. After a shower, water with

liquid manure between the rows of Ranunculuses. Do not wet

the foliage. Unless Carnations are carefully tied the wind will

break or twist off the shoots ; worsted is the best material to

fasten them with. As laterals are thrown out from the sides they

may be pinched-off, in order to strengthen the other flowers.

Let the stakes be put to the Dahlias as soon as convenient

;

when delayed much longer the root is often injured by the

insertion of the stakes.

GREENHOUSE AND COJtSEHV.VTORT.

A mixed greenhouse is an indiflerent place for ripening-oQ

the growths of Camellias and Chinese Azaleas, and they should

be removed to a close pit kept shaded in the middle of bright

days. If there are spare frames or pits, all the Heaths and

most of the other hardier greenhouse plants will grow in these

far better than in the best-constructed greenhouse, and in

that case the greenhouse can be converted into an intermediate

stove, or a show house, where only plants in flower are to be

kept during the summer. In the summer treatment of the

conservatory three grand points have to be observed—viz., never

to let the air become too dry, if possible', all the summer ; to

keep the house as cool as the weather will allow ; and never to

let the plants be crowded together.

STOVE.

Very many of the free-growing plants will now want another

shift into larger pots, and as they must occupy more room you
must remove some of the more hardy sorts to the greenhouse

or some other place. Now and in the middle of winter are the

advantages of an intermediate house, one having a tempera-

ture between that of a stove and greenhouse, most apparent

;

this is the most useful house that can exist about an establish-

ment. Stove plants now require to have large portions of

air, plenty of room, and as much light as the house will admit,

in order to ripen their growth properly. Woody plants and
large specimens should not be shaded, if possible, but all the
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yoniig stock may have some light shading thrown over the
glass in tho middle of the day when the sun is strong. See
that none of the plants suffer from the want of water.

PITS AND FKAMES.
When the finer plants are brought into these you may keep

them a little closer, and, probably, many of the plants will

want a little shading in the middle of the day at first. After
the pits are well watered in the afternoon give the whole a good
sprinkling with the syringe, not, however, if it has been a dull

cloudy day.—W. Keane.

I>OINGS OP THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN Gir.DEN.

The rain of which there was a prospect did not come, and
scarcely ever had we a drier week and wai-m as well. We have
been forced to water some Peas that seemed as if they needed
something, but by means of surface-stirring and mulching, as

in the case of Cauliflowers, everything stood better than we
expected, which was fortunate, as our water is becoming
scarce.

Cleaning Tank;.—Sometime ago we were obliged to a corre-

spondent for telling us of charcoal as a means of sweetening
foetid water. We charred some large boles of trees, and placed
them in the water, and they have much improved it ; but as

the water was getting low, we had the tank cleaned out, as it

had a large deposit of rotten leaves, which had been blown into

it in the course of two years. This tank receives most of the
water from a range of sheds and glass houses. We preferred it

4o be open to keep the water soft, but the neighbouring trees

have grown much since then ; but for the softness of the water
we would prefer a covered tank, as no leaves or rubbish can
be blown into it.

We have another large reservoir of water not far from it,

which will be very valuable until we have rain. That is merely
dug out in the clay, and is supplied with the surface water
that falls on the glass of pits and the gravel round them, the
water being conducted in open culverts in the gravel to cess-

pools, whence it is taken beneath a road to this rough-made
reservoir ; the road itself being made on a slope, so that nearly
all the water that falls on its hard surface finds its way quickly
to this reservoir. Before we hit on this plan most of the water
about pits, &c., found its way to dumb wells in the chalk
40 or 50 feet in depth. These wells took away the water until

the chalk became slimed over, and then the water rose in the
wells, and after heavy rains u.sed to find its way to our stoke-

holes, and caused the expenditure of much time and labour to

wheel it out. By cutting ofi all such rain water from these
wells, and taking it from hard surfaces to cesspools commu-
nicating with the pond-like reservoir, we keep our stokeholes

dry, and have a large quantity of useful water, which, thougii

it goes in muddy off the roads, soon settles down and clears

itself. We are generally scarce of water every summer, but
there need be no scarcity if we have tanks or reservoirs to

collect what runs off hard roads or walks.
A good rain now would do wonders in this neighbourhood in

garden and field. There have been heavy thunderstorms at no
great distance. Those perched on a hill must expect often to

see rains falling heavily in the valleys, whilst they are privileged

with none, and hence in such cases water is to be husbanded if

much is done in gardening. We can recollect of a small tap,

and the half of a barrel standing beneath it, being all the
means available for watering. Our tanks and reservoirs are
now pretty fair, but we would rather double than lessen them.
Juat think of the water that might be saved when it pours
along hard walks 3 or 4 inches deep ! We have nothing to

say against metal, stone, and other culverts, but for catching
surface water on roads and walks nothing is so economical and
so little observable as a shallow curve in the gravel, saj" 15 or
18 inches wide, and the centre "2 or 3 inches deeper than the
general level, and which difference is rarely noticed unless
when the rain water pours along to the cesspool, from which it

is taken to the reservoir.

Circumstances compelled us to do more mowing than we
intended, and the grass was at once taken to a place where we
intend to do away with winter stuff, and have a, trench cut out
to assist Vegetable Marrows and Cucumbers. But for the press-

ing nature of the affair we would Lave had the trench cut, so

as not to have to mow the grass, &e., twice ; but as it is, the

distance will be short. Let beginners bear in mind, that in

•utilising short grass it is best to use it rather fresh ; it is very

unpleasant to work in a fermenting heap of it. The rankest
dung is nothing to it. When used as it often is for linings,
care must be taken that the steam and gases from it do not
penetrate into the frame or pit. Its heat will keep tolerably
equable a long time if it is duly mixed with long dryish litter.

Watering was the chief thing attended to, and that mode-
rately, as imless when absolutely necessary we prefer surface-
stirring and mulching.

FEUri GABDEN.
Watered Strawberries out of doors that were coming into full

bloom. From this they received only a tithe of advantage, as
the sun was so bright ; and no watering is like rain, as then
we have the cloud and dulness along with it. With gentle rains
the Strawberry crops promise well. Of some of the earliest

kinds a few of the forward blossoms were blackened with the
frost, but plenty remained to produce heavily.

PeacJws and Nectarines out of doors, went over these, remov-
ing foreright shoots, Cn,';ering where there were signs of fly,

and giving a good lashing with the engine the first thing in the
morning, as it is hardly safe to do so in the evening or the
afternoon as yet. These trees, protected merely by a few twigs,

are but moderately supplied—in some places thin, and in other
places a thicket of fruit. Perhaps we hardly gave them so

much attention as when we had no orchard house. ,
Orchard Houses.—We have been twice over these, and have

not yet nearly thinned them enough. From the latest one the
other day we took two bushels of small fruit of Peaches and
Nectarines, and far too many are still left ; but the Peaches
when a little lai-ger will be useful, and will do little to distress

the tree until the stoning has commenced. From what has
lately been said by BIr. Brehaut and the inquiries of several

correspondents, we are induced to say a few words on thinning,

and first on thinning floiuers. We did nothing in that way this

season, and could hardly have found time if we had desired to

do so. We felt sure that many more would set than we wanted,

and resolved to wait until then for thinning. We have found
thinning the blooms of much value under two circumstances.

First, when there was a great display of bloom buds, and yet

we had reason to fear that the wood was green and imperfectly

ripened. In such a case the removing with pointed scissors or

a sharp-pointed knife the side and more backward buds, left a

greater share of the more matured sap for the diminished buds,

and setting was a matter of more certainty. The second case

in which thinning was even more effectual was in that of

old trees, and where we had reason to believe that the action

of the roots was rather in arrear of the swelling and expanding

of the buds. In such a case we have known trees that ]j&di

their fruit buds thinned set well and ripen their crop well;

whilst when left thick, as they showed, they either set imper-

fectly, or, if they sat thickly, they often afterwards gradually

disappeared, dropping off by degrees until few or none were

left. It seems to be at the early stage in such a case that nou-

rishment is scarce, and that is more effectual when directed to

few channels instead of many. As the season advances and
growth becomes more luxuriant there seems then to be no diffi-

culty in getting the fruit to swell. The hitch is just at the setting

and afterwards. In the case of old Noblesse trees we repeatedly

found that leaving the tree to itself was followed by a meagre

crop, and a good crop was the result of a free thinning of the

bloom buds, leaving the best-placed. When trees are mode-

rately healthy and not too old, or the roots too deep, and the

wood fairly matured, as iu orchard houses, the thinning of the

blooms may be looked upon as a substitute for so much thin-

ning the fi-itit, and therefore maybe dispensed with by those

who like to see clusters of young fruit like ropes of onions. It

would not be advisable to leave these thus thick and too long
;

nevertheless it is not bad policy, after a little thinning, just to

wait a little and see what fruit is disposed to take the running,

and then prefer that to the smaller ones. We may thus bring

in the principle of natural selection to assist us in thinning.

The chief point is not to wait so long as to get the trees ex-

hausted with a lot of fruit that must be removed. We find

this waiting plan a good one with Plums, as many of them

after seeming to set will drop, and it is as well to see

which takes to swelling freely before we thin much. On this

account we do not care much to thin Plum buds, even of trees

in pots, and a very heavy crop of Plums does not seem to

distress a Plum tree so inuch as an overcrop the Peach. As

a general rule, however, a fruit tree will not be overtaxed with

impunity. To fill a gap we greatly overcropped a rather old

Vine last season, but it will nearly require this season to recruit

' its exhausted energies.
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In sneh weather all trees in pots and Strawberries in pots

required a great deal of watering. When Strawberry pots can

beset on the ground, as in the front of our orchard honpes, it

is a good plan to not them on fresh turf reversed, with just a

sprinkling of leaf mould to make it level for the pots. Some
thus set when removed were found to have their roots firmly

inbedded in, and traversing more than a square foot of turf.

There is no standing water in such a case, as in a sauoor.

Opportunity was taken in the morning to thin Grapes and
regulate Vines, and in the late vinery we have removed most
of the plants, and as we could not keep the Vines back more
without injuring the hunches, we will regulate the ventilation,

and give fire heat to keep it warmer as the Vines como into

bloom—the time when those in late cool houses need the

help of a fire most, especially in dull weather. The other

time when a little fire heat is most useful for them is in winter,

when dryness and airiness are essential to the good keeping of

the Grapes. We use little water in the way of syringing

Vines, but we like to give them one lashing after the first

dressing, removing extra shoots, &c. ; but Teach trees we
syringe frequently, though our water is not so pure as we would
wish for that operation, and therefore we content ourselves

chiefly with damping the paths and floors.

In the Peach house, of the four lines of Strawberries we have
removed the highest one over the pathway at back, as it was
shading the back wall, and a plant or two was showing signs of

the red spider. It is always advisable to avoid mounting ladders

for watering as soon as possible. The Strawberries on that

shelf, so close to the glass, would have been apt to suffer from
red spider in such scorching weather had we not for the space

of 18 inches opposite the shelf dulled the glass with whitening.
We also removed to a pit a fine row of Strawberries at the top

of the late vinery just referred to, where they would have
swelled very well, but they were becoming too shaded to be
well flavoured, or even bright-coloured. We have heard Straw-
berries spoken of as being watery, &e., when the gardener had
no place to ripen them, except under the shade of other things.

They will swell there, but they will not be high-flavoured. After
putting Strawberries in every imaginable place, we question
much now whether giving them a handy house or pit to them-
selves is not on the whole the most economical and the best in

every way. On the shelf referred to the berries were swelling
nicely, but they were soft and watery owing to the shade, and of

course the labour in moving them cost something. The firmest

and best Strawberries we hava had this May were ripened in the
open air from pots, the fruit being nearly ripe before setting

outside in a sunny place. In firmness and flavour the berries

were superior to what are generally grown and gathered with out-

door treatment. To have the best flavour Strawberries should
be gathered when the soil is comparatively dry. Even out of

doors we have gathered and kept them thinly spread out before
rain came on. The same kind of Strawberry gathered out of

doors in sunshine, and after rain, is quite different in flavour.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Work outside has been heavy, and we shall be busy in

making ready beds and borders for bedding plants. We always
advise taking these matters easy ; nothing is gained by planting
before the ground is moderately warm. We again reiterate our
old advice, Dig down plenty of sunbeams before you begin to

plant out. Aboxit the 22ud of May last year many of our
readers lost thousands. We had not a plant out, and therefore

lost not one. Our plants are mostly in the ground, exposed,
but capable of being protected in a moment, and are growing
with little trouble where they are. Being in the earth they
need little in the way even of watering, and when removed will

scarcely feel the moving. Partly by necessity, as our ground
is not yet ready, and partly by choice, because wo attribute so

mnoh importance to the airing and turning of the soil, we will

for a few days be more anxious to have the ground in good
order, than to put the plants out so early. Some years ago a
friend of ours turned out strong plants of Verbenas in the
middle of April, and a considerable amount of trouble was re-

quired in protecting tbem with twigs afterwards. We turned
out plants not better—hardly so good, in the last week in May

;

but before the end of Jime our plants were in every way far

in advance of the early-tmned-out plants.

A few words now to those who will, however, plant early.

If you wish for immediate effect plant thickly, even if yon
should afterwards have to cut the half of them out. If you
chiefly aim at autumn effect plant much more thinly. For in-

stance, in the first place we would plant fair plants of Tom
Thumb Pelargonium from G to 9 inches anart. In the latter

case we would plant from 12 to 15 or 18 inches apart. In dry

weather, such as still threatens to continue, give water merely

around the roots, and keep the dry soil to the surface ; and if

the leaves are distressed at all, syringe them instead of deluging

the soil with water, and thus cooling it immediately.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN
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and about 85^ The spawn shoald be inserted just beneath thft Borface,
in pieces the Bize of walnuts, or a little Inrs^er, an(l 9 inches apart. When
the heat is stationary, not rising, cover with IJ inch of rather stiff soil,

bfcat firmly, and leave with a sniooth surface. Cover with a little hay or
litter to keep the soil uniform in heat and moisture. A Bhadyplace, a
shady shed, a cellar, &c., will be better than a bouse in sninmer. In
winter and epring the best heat is 60'^ to 80^ in the bed, and 55- to 60- in
the house, and from the time of spawning you may expect to gather in
six or eight weeks.

Grapes Spotted [L.M. C).—The berries aro severely attacked by the
apot—an ulcer so called by gardeners. Three out of every four of the
berries should have been out away as soon as the size of No. 4 shot. The
roots are unable to supply sap to them in sutEcieut quantity. Remove
every berry as soon as the spot appears in it, and thin the berries of all
the bunches severely. If the roots aro outside the vinery, cover the
surface with fermenting dung.

GnAPES Remainino on the Vine fJJcaffcr).—The hanging of late
Grapes, say until March, does nothing to prevent the wood ripening, and
80 far as we can judge, after many years' practice, does nothing to ener-
vate the Vine. The Grapes lianging on the Viue receive enough of juice
to keep them plump from the slow action of the sap of the Vine ; but if

kept until the spring flow begins to rise, the berries of the bunches would
<;rack and decay. In moderately late Vines the Grapes are cut before
there is a chance of bleeding; but in very lato Vines, where bleediog
would be likely to follow from cutting late, the Grapes mav hang before
the sap rises vigorously ; but before then the Vines should be disbudded,
say by February, leaving only the buds wanted, but in that case the Vines
mast not be cut until they are in full leaf, We havo doue this frequently,
and vrith no bnd result, and with no bleeding. Of course it would be as
well fortheVints if the Grapes were cut when ripe, but the above will show
that the Grapes may hang long and yet the Vines not suffer. In unforced
houses there will ho no danger of bleeding if the Vines be cut towards
the end of February. The Vines will move little if the temperature is
oot higher tliau from 40 to 45 .

Petjning (/(/cm).—The whole question of pruning and curtailing growth
lies in a nutshell. Where there is abundant room we mav with every
propriety allow more free growth; but when we wish as much fruit as
possible in little space on a tree, then we concentr.ate the fruitful energies
of the plant so as to produce fruit buds instead of mere growth. We i

have never met with the proofs that the fruit spur of an Apple or Pear ,

tree is formed in one season, blooms the second, and fruits the third. In
many cases by pinching shoots we have clothed the lower end of this
season's growth with buds that bloomed and fruited in the following
season, when shoots not operated on had nothing from point to base but
wood buds. What are fruit buds, rarelv burst as wood buds only, if the
fruit bud was matured. This is often oulv imagined to bo the case, when
the fruit bud has perished, and the wood buds near it have thus obtained
more vigour than tliey otherwise would. Except in such cases, fruit
buds will develope into blossom, and it is equally rare, that " ordinary
leaflet Imds apparently open in bloom." Of course, seasons, &c., do
much, but skill can also do something, and hence practicril experience is
better than mere theory, thnngh both are good if kept in their own place.
It is not only in stone fruit, but in almost every other kind of hardv fruit,
that the same fruit bud does produce fruit only once, but others are pro-
duced near it, and the unobservant come to the conclusion that the same
bad continues to produce. Singular exceptions often happen, but these do
not make a rule. We once transplanted a large espalier Apple tree, and
though it had plenty of fruit buds, it did not open a fruit bud, or even a
wood bud, for not a single leaf did it present the following summer.
Nevertheless, we found there was enough of movement of sap to keep
the tree alive, as the bark kept fresh and green when cut. The tree was
transplanted about Christmas, and it took a whole twelvemonth's rest,
not producing a single leaf, but it broke at the usual time the following
year, expanding both fruit buds and wood buds, and produced more than
half a bushel of Apples. Wo should not expect such a result in general
circumstances. We do not exactly see what you are niming at in the
somewhat singular questions you propose as to vegetable development,
and we fear we can give little esi^lanation of the phenomena without
going deep into phytology.

FunnGATioN (D. H.).—The " Tobacco grains " used were those ad-
vertised by Mr. Pooley, Susses Wharf, Wapping, London. We cannot
say how they are prepared.

Gbass-edgikg Cutter {J. w.).~Any of the implement makers who
advertise in our columns could supply you. Write to them for particulars.

Flowering Bougainvillea glabra (T. AT.).—We do not think the
plant will flower in June. Being largo it may do so if you have secured
a good growth, and now expose it fully to light and keep it dry for a fort-
night ; but if it is now growing freely we hardly expect you will see it

flower before August, if then. Secure a good growth, expose that growth
to the full sun. give abundance of air, preserve a dry atmosphere, and
give no water at the root so long as the leaves do not "flag. Bottom heat
is not neceBsary. The temperature may safely be 55- at night, and 70-
by day without sun, and from 80'- to 85'-^ with sun and abundance of air.

Stephanotis floribunda (J. 23.).— Stephanotis floribunda would not
succeed trained over wire basketwork in a sitting-room. It is a stove
plant. We would employ Ipomrea heder»folio, which is not so common
as it deserves to be.

Select Variegated Ivies (Idem).-~It is hard to tell which are the best
two variegated Ivies, as taste difiers considerably. Hedera helix margi-
nata argentca is a fine silver-margined sort, and Hedera hehx aurea
maculata, a golden one. Two others equally good are H. helix alba
lutescens, nnd H. helix minor lutea. We prefer the small-leaved sorts,
two of them are Cullisi and palmata aurea.
Striking Rose Cuttings lIdem).~The proper time to make Rose

cuttings is directly after the flowering is past. The wood is then ripe,
and the cuttings root freely and safely if put in before the shoots have
commenced to grow.
Treatment of Rhododendrons after Flowering (Agnes),—The

flower trusses as they fade should all be broken off" between the finger
and thumb. In this way the plants will not be weakened by the pro-
duction of seed, and wiirbloom better in the following year. Give the
plants thorough waterings in dry weather, and mulch the surface of the
beds with the mowings of the lawn to the depth of 2 or 3 iuches. All
this should be attended to at once.

Hardiness op IllIgicm BEUoipsuar (F. G.).—It is not hardy except
in a warm situation in the south of England. A wall with a southern

,

aspect and protection in severe weather would probably suit it.

Striking Banksia andGrkvillea Cuttings (/Jrin).—Cuttings of these
will succeed without bottom heat if covered with a heil-glass and kept
close and shaded, and in a house where there is a temperature of 70".

Duration of Clianthus Dampieei (It/rm).—This Clianthus is the .

same with you as with us— viz., a biennial. It is generally accepted aa a.,

perennial, but it does not succeed with us from cuttings, nor thrive well
after flowering once.

,

Tdlip Tree Bleeding (A. F.).—As the bark has the appearance of'
being burnt, we should think the tree had received a blow, or that the
hark has been otherM-ise damaged, hence the bleeding. If the scar were
caused by canker there would not he any oozing out of the sap. We do
not think it will destroy the tree, but we would at once cut out the
damaged portion of tho bark quite into the quick, apply Thomson's
styptic to the whole of the wound, and continue tbo apphcation until the
bleeding stopped, then cover the wound with grafting wax made of Bur-
gundy pitch, 1 lb. ; common jutoh, J lb. ; beeswax, a ozs. ; and mutton
suet, k oz., melted and put on with a brush while warm. It shoald be '

made to cover the edges of the bark, and should be repeated at intervals •

eo as to btop any cracks.

Watering Strawberries with Liquid Manure {K. F. A.).—It is of-

great benefit, and may be given onco or twice a-week after the bloseom-"
ing is over until the crop is gathered, more especially if the weather be'"

dry.

RiviNA L.'Evifl {F. D.).—This is a dwarf-growing shrub of no greftt

merit as a flowering plant, but attractive by its orange berries. It is not
so good as li. humilis ; the latter has white flowers, the former pale pink
flowers. It is of very easy culture, requiring a compost of light turfy
loam two-thirds, and one-third leaf mould, with a free admixture of

sharp sand. It succeeds in a cool stove, liaving a light and airy situation.

It is not worth a place in a small collection unless grown for a particular

purpose, or for its berries, which are pretty on a well-grown plant. It is .

readily increased by seeds in a hotbed. i

Removing Fruit Trees in September {H. O.).—Yon may safely

remove all the trees and bushes you name at the end of September,
taking fare in removing to preserve as much of the roots as possible, and
not shaking ofi" more of the soil than that which falls away readily. Any
adhering should be retained, and the roots ought to be protected aa much
as possible from sun and air. Plant again without delay, and give a good
watering.

Propagating Whitethorn {Idem).—li is raised from seed. The haws
should be gathered and put into a pit tho same as Potatoes, only in a
thinner layer, and covered vrith soil. Thoy remain thus a year and
are then sown in beds, November being a good time. The seeds germi-

nate in spring. Thorns do not come well from cuttings. The seed does

not vegetate until the second year.

Pear-tree Blossoms not Setting {Idem). — Tho flowers may have
been destroyed by frost. If not, we think top-dressing with manure or

rich compost, and giving thorough supplies of liquid manure m dry
»veather would assist setting.

Sprouting Broccoli {A Subucriher).—The Purple Dwarf and Tall

Sprouting Broccoli aupijhed by the firm you name are the sorts recom-
mended in our number of April 23rd.

Pansy {Viola).—The flower you encloSed was very shrivelled, but not
so much so as to prevent our discerning the colours. They are not

unusual, and run too much into each other.

Mushrooms too Thick ( ).—We have several times been obliged

to use less strong manure, as the Mushrooms became too thick to be
easily cooked. We presume that is what you mean by having the Mush-
rooms nearly all pith. If too thick to fry cut them in slices and they will

answer very well, but will not look so well as thinner Mushrooms with
plenty of pink Laminje or gills beneath. Use more Utter vrith your drop-

! pings and manure, and the Mushrooms will be thinner. We see no par-

ticnlar spot on the Cucumber leaf, except scorched spots made by the

sun striking on the leaf when still damp. You may have the disease called
" spot," but we did not perceive it. Give air early, and leave it on all

night at present.

Flower Garden Planting (R. G. H.).—The finest bed of Coleua we
ever saw was at Woburn, and it was edged with Cineraria maritima. We
saw the same bed edged with Mrs. Pollock Pelargonium, fine, but not

equal to the farmer, for the Cineraria made such a chaste finish. Your
Cloth of Gold Pelargonium, and Lobelia banded between it and the

Cerastium outside, would do well ; but so far as we can judge, nothing

equals tho Cineraria, or the white-leaved Ceutaurea next the Coleus;

but, of course, it is well to try different plants.

B.\RBE DE Capucin (Old Subscriber). — This, the blanched leaves of

Chicory, may be produced in many different ways, all that is requisite

being to keep the roots in a dark place with a temperature of from 50 'to

60 . Seed may be sown from April to Jnly, and the culture may be the

same as for Endive. The French, according to Thompson's" Gardener's

Assistant," adopt the following modes of treatment.—" The seed is sown
thinly iu April or May. In November or December, one or_ several beds

of light sandy soil, or well-decomposed dung, about 2 feet in width, and
y inches thick, are formed iu a cellar. On these is placed a row of Chicory

roots laid on their side, with the crowns outwards ; next comes another

layer of earth of tho same thickness as before ; then another row of roots,

arid so on. The mild and equable temperature of the cellar, and the

waut of light, soon occasion the production of blanched leaves, which
are cut as soon as they have attained a sufficient size. Water must be

given as required, if the soil used is too dry. Near Paris, a more ex-

peditious method is pursued ; beds of hot dung are mado up, and the

roots of chicory, tied up in bundles, are placed in an upright position

upon the beds, and watered from time to time, so as to keep them moist.

Another method of blanching without taking up the roots, consists in

sowing in drills from 6 to 8 inches asunder, and covering the Chicory in

February with 4 or 5 inches thick of earth, or with double that thickness

of loaves. In three weeks or a month afterwards, according to the sea-

son, it pushes, and as soon as it appears above the additional soil or leaves,

it is cut over by the original level of the ground. In this way the leaves

are very white and tender. Another mode of blanching consista in
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boring holee in n cank with an aapor, in rows 3 inches asnndor, and flllin«

it ap with aUcrnato layers of sand and roots, with the crowns protruding
through tho holt-.-'. The cask in then placed In a dark cellar, and tho
sand is then nioistt-ncd if itbcrnines too dry. In this way Hovoral cuttings
of blanohod leaves may bo obtained till the roots are oxhaustod. Thia
method Is ^jometimos adopted on board of ship."

EBKCTrea A Pine Vzt, Ac. (A. Franri>i].—We mast give yon the same
modifled answer as we gave to another correttpondent in page 192. To
make the most of such a housn, HO by 12 foot, you might havo tho front

wall 4 feet hif^b, and the back wall feet hipth, and a path of 3 feet at

back, with shelves against tho back wall. Tho bed would occupy the
whole front, li foot high in front, and 2,\ feet behind. What would be more
convenient would be lo havu a path '2\ feet wide all round, and n bed of

7 feot wide in tho middle, then the front wall from tUo floor would bo
6 feet, and the back wall 11 feet hif;h. The first plan would afTord most
room for the Pines, but you could not got at them so well ; but by sinking
2 leet as yon have dune, your front wall would only be '2 feet above the
gronnd level, so that by tilting tho sash you could easily reach tho plants
in front. For a fixed roof ii will bo best to havo the bed in the middle
of the house. For such a house we would advise you to havo hot water
instead of flues, and the simplest plan would bo to take threo flows fur

top heat and return them under the bed for bottom heat,

ToRRKYA nuANDTS [T. C.).—This IS tt Taxad or Yew-liko tree, and per-

fectly hardy, but of slow growth. It would be interestiuR to know what
soil it succeeds best in, and whether it has been proved hardy every-
where.

Potting and Dividing Maidenhair Ferns (M. II.).—The best time
to repot them is when they are beginning to grow ; the ball may then bo
reduced to any extent necessary to get it into a smaller pot, or if the
plants are largo they may be di\-ided at the time of repotting. March is

in general the best time to divide the plants ; but this operation may be
performed at any tiuie if a good quantity of soil be preserved with each
dinsioQ. It is not advisable to pot Ferns in the autumn.

BtRD'S-NEST Fern Blackened (Idem).—Yonr plant is not kept suflS-

ciently warm. Give more heat and avoid Byrincjing over tho fronda ; it

is impatient of water on them whilst in a young state, and condensed
moisture frequently causes their disfigurement. Keep the plant near
the glass, but shaded from bright sun, and maintain a brisk heat of 55^

at night and 7.')' to 80-^ by day, with plenty of moisture, but not oTer the
fronds. Afford a moderate amount of air, but avoid cold currents.

Making a Wooden Roof Waterproof (A ConMant licadfr).—We pre-

stHne the boards fumiing the roof overlap each other to some extent, and
in that case they will only need to have two coats of boiling pitch and
coal tar, 1 lb. of common pitch being added to every gallon of coal tar.

Apply with a brush and sprinkle the roof lightly with dry sliarp aand,
and the wood must be dry, otherwise the pitch and tar will not adhere.
Unless the wood be dry and well seasoned it will crnck and let in the wet,
therefore such roofs are generally covered with the felts made for the
purpose.

Aphelandtia Porteana CnLTTTRE {I'i Imome).—This plant requires a
3tove temperature, and that may be from 55- to 60^ at niffht in winter, and
fram 65^ to 70"^ by day ; in summer the temperature should be from 60^

to 65" at night, and from 75^ to 80^ by day, and higher with sun aud air.

A position near the glaBi is essential, likewise a fair amount of ventila-
tloH. It succeeds in a compost of une-third turfy sandy peat, two-thirdH
fibrous loam, aud a free ndniiKture uf Hilver auitd and piuces of charcoal
from tho size of a pea up t'» that of a hazel nut. Provide good drainage,
remove all the old soil x>artiji!:^ readily from the root'f, aud use a pot rather
small for the size of the plant. The potting should take ptaco in I^Tarch,

and a moist heat with a close atmosphere should be maintained until tha
plants become re-established. Water sparingly uutil the roots are work-
ing freely iu tho fresh soil, then water more freely, but be careful not to

over-water at any time, and do not give any until it is required, at tho
same time do not allow the foliage to Qnti from tho want of water. If

l)ottom heat is at command tho plant will bo much benefited by being
plunged in it for some time after repotting. If the plant grow well
shift it into a larger pot in Juno. Wlien tho plaut flowers it should be
well supplied with water until tho bloom in past, thou keop it dry, and
afford a season of rest, cuttins tho plant down, and wlieu the new shoots
are a few inches lonij repot. If the plant do not flower be careful not to
saturate tho soil with water, but wive no more in winter than is sufficient

to keep it in a healthy state, but dry rather than wot. Afl'ord abundance
of light and air.

Leschenaultia Cultcre (Idem).—A cool airy greenhouse, and a
position near the glass without shade are requisite. Use a compost of

tibrous sandy peat with about one-sixth of silver sand, and the same pro-
portion of charcoal broken, and not larRer than a hazel nut. Good
drainage should be given, and the collar of the plant ought to bo kept
rather high in the centre of the pnt. In pottiuR he careful not to injure
the roots, and remove no more of the old soil than that not occupied with
the roots. The size of the ball will determine tho size of the pot to be
nsed, which should only admit of a little soil being added all round the
ball. Pot rather firmly, but not very tightly. Water sparingly untU the
plant has recovered from the potting, and then Rive more copious sup-
plies, but avoid heavy waterings. If the plant is young it may be potted
in June, the first potting taking place in March ; but if an old plant the
time of potting will be regulated by the time of flowering, tho plant being
rested for awhile. Cut-in any irre<!ular growths before repotting. Young
plants should have all irregular (growths stopped up to July, when stop-

ping should be discontinued. From Juno to October tho plant will do
better in a frame or pit than in a greenhouse, the pot being set on coal

ashes, and abimdance of air given, especially at night. Be careful not to
over-water in winter, and keep the reverse of a moist, close atmosphere,
affording a position near the glass and plenty of side room. It will be
sufficient if frost be excluded.

Gratei. on Walks not Setting (rdcm).—Your gravel is too loose

:

from its being free from clay or loara. Wo do not know of anything so
likely to make it bind as to sprinkle it with some loamy sand, and after

the first heavy rain roll well with a heavy iron roller. Roll frequently
whenever the weather is wet. We think a good rolling would make it

firm.

Names of Plants {T. J. L.).—We cannot identify plants from their

leaves only; we must have flowers. {J. T. B.).—Thalictrum alpinum
(Alpine Meadow Rue). (</. E. P.).—Orchis morio. (E. G. R. F.).—\, Sa-
ponaria ocymoides ; 2, Saxifraga aizoon ; 3, Garden Phlox ; 4, Euphorbia
cyparissias ; 5, Geranium pratense ; 6, Potentilla geranioides; 7, Ceras-
tium grandiflorum ; 8, Saxifraga hypnoidea.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS iu the Suburbs of London for the week ending May 19th.
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tail. I like to see the whole of the tail boldly shown ont, and
]

not concealed by its falling together in feather, as if half the

feathers were plucked ont, or wet with rain, or as if the bird

were cowed. Exhibitors will, however, of course, keep to their

own tastes as to tails, and I shall also retain that which I pre-

fer as having a more thoroughly English appearance.

As to the yellow-skinned, willow and yellow-legged exhibition

strains, every one must allow them to be the handsomest birds

of all as to colour, and the only birds that possess the true
" golden-tinged red " plumage ; but beauty of colour is not
gameness, and the white-skinned birds possess a superior share

of endurance and courage to the yellow-skinned, which are all

too soft in their nature, as the old cockers well knew. I have
already stated elsewhere that the yellow-legged Piles, if red-

eyed, are both good and quick birds, and are undoubtedly the

handsomest Piles of all ; but they are known not to be equal

to white-legged Piles, when the latter are well bred, in either

courage or endurance. Again, some exhibitors fancy that their

willow-legged Black-breasted Beds are first-class lighting birds ;

they may become so if crossed with Brown Reds and other good
colours for the pit ; but when pure bred very few willow-legged

Black-breasted Eeds are real hard cookers' birds, and cookers

seldom breed this colour at all. In and round Manohester,
"Wolverhampton, and London you will seldom see any but
blackisli-legged, dark-combed Brown Eeds and Bark Greys, and
white-legged Black-breasted Reds with the light wheateu hens.

These are the true cockers' birds, are all wbite-skinned, and
seldom have the drooping Malay type of tail at all. but have
open tails. Pure-bred willow-legged Black-breasted Eeds are

in general inferior in courage to all Game fowls, except to the

yellow-skinned sorts with yellow eyes, which are the worst

Game fowls ; these willow-legged Blaok-breasted r«eds being
much inferior to the Brown Eeds in courage, and also to Dark
Greys, Piles (white legs), good Ginger Eeds, good Eed Duns
(white legs), and to good Whites (red eyes, white legs), and also

to the blackish, carp brown, and white-legged birds of their

own colour. The blue-legged breeds of Game fowl, though
white-skinned, are inferior in general to yellow-skinned exhi-

bition birds, and stand about the last, or nearly so ; but there

are exceptions to all these rules, and some strains of all colours

prove good at times. Ecd-ejed blue-legged Red Duns and
Duckwing Greys are often very good quick hard birds, and I

think Westmoreland has some very good blue-legged Game
fowls.

To the names of breeders which I gave before, I add, to show
the type of exhibition birds that I admire most, the following

—viz., Mr. Fletcher's Brown Reds, Piles, and Duckwings ; Mr.
Charles Challoner's Brown Red?, Piles, and Duckwings ; Mr.
Harry Adams's Brown Reds and Piles (not now an exhibitor)

;

Mr. Ajkrojd's Brown Eeds and Duckwings.
I have already stated that I like the blaokish-legged dark-

combed Brown Eeds of these strains, and the white-legged

Piles better than the yellow-legged for gameness ; also that

I think Mr. Statter's the best Brown Eeds of all. and Mr.
Brierley's and Sir St. George Gore's the best Blaok-breasted

Eeds. Such as these are the style of birds that I would award
prizes to, and in addition to these I might name Mr. Burgess's

Game fowls, also Mr. Billing's, and Mr. A. B. Dyas's Brown
Eeds, though 1 have not heard quite so much of the birds of

the last-named exhibitors as of those of the others that I have
mentioned before.

As to Game cooks breaking out of their pens and fighting, it

is so common an occurrence that it is scarcely worth notice,

and penning always inclines them to be fierce and quarrelsome
when near each other. If good quick birds they would, of

course, kill one another in a few minutes, instead of injuring

each other, as two farmyard cocks would do, or two great Malay
cocks. The cookers' strains at the places I have mentioned are

the true pure-bred Game fowls, and not the great heavy half-

bred Malay things, that one may often notice at some of our
exhibitions.

I think a Black-breasted Eed cock, perhaps of Sir St. George
Gore's strain, which took a first prize, was about the best bird

at the last Birmingham Exhibition. All will easily admit that

the red-combed red-faced strains of Game fowls possess far

more beauty than the gipsy-combed, smoky-faced breeds, but

the latter are well known to be harder and gamer, and will stand

more steel than any red-combed birds. Besides this, gipsy

combs and faces are the proper and original type in Brown
Reds, Dark Greys, Dark Birchens, and some Black Game fowls.

For beauty of colour I have always preferred the red-eyed

red-combed strains, more especially Black-breasted Reds, and

Piles, with yellow (1) and willow (2) legs, both red-eyed. As to
the beauty of tails, all broomy side-feathering in them is Tery
bad-looking indeed, as all fanciers of Game fowls know, and
drooping wings in Game fowls would be ridiculous. I should
have said before, that willow-legged Duckwings have in general
also proved gamer than willow-legged Blaok-breasted Reds.

I quite agree with " YouicsniRE " as to my remarks on Game
fowls being rather opposed to modern exhibition ideas, and
being as such rather "old-fashioned," but I sannot see that
they are in the least prejudiced. The present style of ex-
hibition birds on the average I consider to be decidedly inferior
both in gameness and quickness, also in endurance, to the old
style of bird, and I do not think they are so " deep game "

as the average of the best old cockers' birds. Cock-fighting
reached its zenith about 1825 or 1826, and birds have been
less game I fancy ever since 1S32. Well-matured progression
in breeding is all very well, but by crossing different colours
together I thiuk breeders rather retrograde, and obtain mon-
grel mixtures, though I highly approve of crossiug different

strains of the Game colour, which is the way to approach per-
fection.

The willow-legged red-combed Brown Eeds are, of course,

finer in colour than the old true bred gipsy-combed blaokish-
legged breed, but for courage and endurance are inferior,

though fast birds at times, and are too soft in flesh. The darker
Brown Eed hens are the better, as long as the dark brown colour
is perfectly distinct from any Black ; and the more gipsy the
comb and face, the more perfect in blood are such hens, and
the cooks fight best. The old Shropshire Eeds, I have heard-,

were the best birds of their time in all qualities, and were
quick and not slow, though not so quick as the Cheshire Piles

were. Crossing them with Black-breasted Eeds and Duck-
wings made them slower, though redder in colour ; the cross

with the Cheshire Pile (white legs) made them quicker and
redder in colour, and lighter also, and gave them the white
nails. Undue size and legginess clearly result from the very
objectionable Malay cross, which is more particularly observable

in some of the strains of the large Nottinghamshire Blaok-

breasted Eeds, with long willow legs.

The articles in The Cottacje GiEDENEr. in 1857, almost eo-

tirely refer to exhibition birds, and to beauty of colour, and
not to gameness, or to the old style of bird, and the yellow

and willow-legged breeds, undoubtedly, stand first of all for

beauty of colour, and almost exclusively possess the true
" golden tinged red colour " in their Eed breeds ; but beauty

of colour is not what the old cockers required.

The articles contributed by me since September 18th, 1866,

tend to recall to recollection the older and gamer style of bird,

and refer less to the now well-known exhibition-type of bird

about which it is scarcely worth while to write very fuUy. No
doubt the majority of exhibitors would vote for the whip tails,

not so the cockers I think, of the old style at all events. I dislike

the Malay cross, which I am sure has been most freely used to

produce our larger and leggier type of present exhibition birds.

This style may suit exhibitor.", but most cockers, I think, much
dislike it, and I cordially dislike the slightest approach to

Malay blood or type, though, of course, no cooker at all, but

merely an "old-fashioned fancier" of Game fowls of the

gamest type.

—

Newmabret.

[We have another communication from " Newmarket," in

reply to " Yoekshire " and Mr. Goodall. but the essence of

the reply is, that he abides by his opinions expressed in our

columns. We must decline inserting more upon the subject.

—Eds.]

POULTRY SHOWS—COMMITTEES—RULES.
As the Marylebone Cricket Club has its acknowledged rules,

and is the authority upon that game, might not Birmingham
be made the " head centre " of the poultry world, and have,

and issue rules to be adopted and followed by all poultry

clubs and committees in the county and country towns through-

out England ?

Secondly. Of any poultry club, I would suggest that no ex-

hibitor should be a member of the committee. If this were

generally carried out we should not hear any remark about un-

fairness or selfish interest.

Thirdly. I would further suggest, that unless a certain

amount of subscriptions can be obtained no cnps should be

offered, but money prizes only, and these prizes in each and

every class of poultry should be equal.

Pourthly. As much as possible one show should avoid clash-
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ing wUb, or being held too near, another in the neighbourhood
—to wit, Newmarket, July Ist ; Stowmartet, July 3rd ; Dews-
bury, August i;>th : Whitwortb and Kocbdale on the same day.

Fifthly. The date for entries to clo.se should be limited to

fourteen days prior to the day of exhibition. Some lists give

as muoh as thirty days, others only seven. This is an irregu-

larity that admits of alteration.

Sixthly. I would admit poultry only to be exhibited. I will

here ask. What is poultry.' Any dintionary replies, Domestic
fowls bred and fed for the table. What is a Pigeon? A galli-

naoeoHS fowl of the genus Columba ; therefore, admissible to

poultry shows. To these two varieties, then, poultry shows
ought to confine themselves.

—

Gallos.

EPWORTH POULTRY SHOW.
The third ajiniTal Exhibition of Poultry, Pigeons, Ca^e Birds,

Rabbits, &c., waa held at Epworth on tho 8th of 'May. The Poultry

and Pigeons were not so nnmerous as last year, but ou the whole the

^oality was better. The show of Spangled JIamhurf/hi> was very yood,

but the Pencilled were very inferior birds. SiJanitrh were shown in

very good conditiou. Gome Bantams were first-class, as also Bantams
in the ^" Any other variety" class. There was a splendid show of

Rabbits, Mr. Wagstaff, of Thome, exhibiting some ten weeks old, and
having ears 20.^ inches long. Cage Birds were shown in considerable

numbers. The day was delightful, and the attendance of visitors good.
Mr. H. Beldou ofHciated as Judge for Poultry and Pigeons; Mr.

J. Spinfe. Gainsborough, and Mr. J. Hammond, Epworth, for Rabbits
;

and Mr. T. H. Capes, and Mr. S. H. Hudson, Epworth, for Cage Birds.

The following are the awards :

—

Spanish.—First, J. Thresh, Bradford. Second, T. C. & E. Newbitt,
Epworth. Highly Commended, W. Beai-park, Ainderby Steeple.

HULL AND EAST RmiNG POULTRY EXHIBITION.
Tht: entries for thi.- Show consisted of .'SSO pens, and tho character

of the speoimons ia almost every class was such as is veiy rarely met
with. A very remarkable feature was (the time of year being taken

into consideration), that scarcely a dozen empty pens could be found.

The condition of the birds, too, was excellent. The only drawbacL: to

the general appearance of the Exhibition arose from the peculiar con-

atmction of the building, which prevented the light being equally dis-

persed, and conseqaently some of the bottom rows of pens were plac&d

io serious disadvantage for careful inspection. The Committee ap-

peared most desirous to do everything they possibly could for the well-

being of the birdfi, and as the weather was remarkably favoui-able, the

Meeting proved most successful.

Perhaps it would be diiKcult to call to mind any show in which the

iSaane. classes abnunded with so many first-rate specimens as the one

iust closed at Hull, and we can say that never were Game fowls sho^vn

throughout in sa^^h omexceptionable condition—in fact, most of the

principal breeders of Game had specially reserved their strength to

secure the very excellent sUver cups that the Hull Committee had
appointed as chief prizes. So faultless was the condition of the

(Specimens, that we are informed of the first nine Game cocks that

were "handled," every one on this point proved faultless. It was
quite evident that the owners, well knowing how much depended on
this point, and how certain they were to meet with the most severe

competition, had done all that the most careful management could do
to insure success; consequently, those poultry amateurs who neglected

to attend the Hull Show have lost such a treat in Game fowls as

even a long coarse of years may not again supply. S/ifinish were ex-

cell^it, and for the season they were shown in unusually good feather.

The Grey Dorh'.no and Coi:hin- China classes were alike good. A pen
of Partridge-coloured Cochins, winners of the marble bust of Vesta,

\

were especially so. The Brahmas and Golden-spangled Haminirfihs

were placed in so imperfect a light, that they were difficult to di-s-

tinguish, still it was evident there were many specimens of great

merit. The Pencilled Hamburghs were such as are only rarely to he

seen, even in this disti'ict, where these varieties are most carefully

cultivated. '' The Varietv class " was most interesting, and there

was a good entry as to numbers. Game Banfavis were in full force,

and seemed omi of the most attractive to visitors. The Black Bantams
at Hull were very numerous and especially good.

The Aylesbury Dncks were represented by giant specimens from the

yards of those eminent breeders and exhibitors, Mrs. Mary Seamons
and Mr. J. K. Fowler, both of Aylesbury, and the keenest competition,

as might be expected, ensued. *' The variety class " of Ducks embraced
Mandarins, Bahamas, Pintails, Carolinas, and other choice varieties.

The PigeoYts were especially meritorious, and the Rabbits were cou-

aidered of unusually high merit.

The interest manifested in the Hull Show was made evident by the

fact that many exhibitors were present from places as distant as

London and BristoL

The Judges of Poultry- were Mr. H. Adams, of Beverley, Edward
Hewitt, Esq., of Birmingham; and for Pigeons and Rabbits, Mr. E.
Hutton, of Leeds. A List of their awards appeared in last weok 3

numbei".

Do&EvnfOS. — First, A. M. Aspinall, Althori*. Secoud, J. Boyea, Ep-
worth. " '- '

'

G-AHE.—First and Second, F. SalcB. Crowle.
CocHiNs.—Pri'/e, J. U. Dawes, Uirmiughum.
HAjmiTRGHS (Spanc'.oii).—Firnt. S. & It. Asbton.Mottram, Second and

Third, T. C. & E. Newbitt. Highly Comm-endcd, W. Bearpark ; J. F.
Loversidge, Newark.
HAsritURGjrs (Pencilled).—Second, W. Benson, North Wheatley.
Game Bantams.—First and Modal for best pen of Poultry- in the Show,

E. Toder, Little Carlton. Second, T. C. Harrisou, HiilL Third, E,
Toder.
Bantams (Any variety except Game).^Plrst, T. Burgoss, Brighouso

(Pekink Second, S. A R. AsUtun (Black). Highly Commended, T, C.
Harri:^on, Hall (Silver-lacod).

Any other Vaeietv.—First, S, S. Mossop, Long Suttou (Buff Polish^.
Second, Mrs. Cross, Brigg (CruvcCoeursj. Third, C. Addey, Epworth
(Diirk Brahmas). Highly Commended, G. W. lioothbv, Louth (Gold
Polish).
Anv Variety.—CorA.—First and Second, F. Sales (Game). Highly

Commended, Mrs. Cross. Conamended, 9. & R. Ashton. Hen.—First, J.
Thresh. Second, S. AR. Ashton. Third, T. C.&E. Newbitt. Commended,
Mrs. Cross, Appleby; A. M. Aspinall; J. Sleadmorc. Epworth.
DccKs (Any variety).—First, T. C. Harrison, Hull (Carolina). Second,

A. M. Aspinall (Rouen). Highly Commended, 3. & R. Ashton (Carolina)

;

R, Brown, Belton (White Muscovy).

PIGEONS.
Carriers. — First, J. Hawley, Bingloy. Second, H. Yardley, Bir-

mingham, f

Pouters.—First and Second, C. Addey, Epworth. Highly Commended.
J. Hawley; F. Key, Beverley; T. C. & E. Newbitt. Commended, H
Yardley.
Tdmblebs (Any variety).—First, F. Key (Almonds). Second, J. Thomp-

son, Bingley (Yellow Mottled). Highly Commended, J. Hawley; H.
Dundas, Epworth ; C. Gravil, jun,, Thome ; H. Yardley.
Jacobins.—First and Medal for best pen of Piffeone in the Show, T. C.

and E. Newbitt. Second, J. Thompson. Highly Commended, C. Addey.
Tup.BiTS.—First, J. T. Lishmau, GirliugtoD, Bradford. Second, J,

Thompson. Third, R. Wilson, Tlursk. Commended, F. Key ; J. Thompson.
Barbs.—First, H. Yardley. Second, R. Siddal, Slieffield. Highly Com-

mended, Rev. H. C. Russell, Doncaster.
FANTAILS.—First, J. Hawley. Second and Commended, T. C. & E

Newbitt. .

TedMPETERg.—First, J. Hawiev. Second, T. C. & B. Newbitt. Com^
mended, R. W. BelU Hall.
Any other Variety.—Fir.st, Pu Wilson, Thirsk. Second, J. T. Lish-

man. Commended, H. Yardlev.
Sbleing Class.—First, T. C. A E. Newbitt. Second, J. Thompson.

Highly Commended, J. Hawley ; H. Bumip, Epworth,

CAGE BIRDS.
Canary fYellow or Buffi. — First and Second, Rev. H. C. RusaelL

Hitrhiy Commended, Rev. H. C. Russell ; T. Miiynard.
Canary (Marked or Blule).—First and Highly Commended, Rot. H. C.

Russell. Second, T. W. Dawson, Epworth. Commended, J. Wagstaff,

Thome.
GotDFrvcH.-First. B. Jackson, Epworth. Second, Rev. H. C Russell.

Linnet. — First. Rev. H. C. Russell. Second, E. Glew, Epworth.
Highly Commended, T. Maynard, G. Batty, Epworth : J. "Wag-staff.

Any other Variety.—First and Second, Rev. H. C. Russell (Wax-
wing and Starling). Third. Mise Read, Epworth (Pamri;). Highly Caof
mended. Rev. H. C. Russell (Siskin).

Rabbits.—First, A. H. Easten, Hull. Second, C. Gravil, jun., Thome-
Biic-t.—First, J. Wagstaff. Second, A. H. Easten. Highly Commended.
C. Gravil, jun. ; F. Roberts, Thome. Commended C. Rayson, Prcstwich*
Doc.—First and Second, F. Roberts. Highly Commended, A. H. Easten
J. Wagstaff. Commended, C. Rayson. Exti-a Stack iTen weeks old),

length of Ears 20$ inches).—Highly Commended, W. B. Hudson, Epworth.

RABBIT-JUDOING.
Beh^g a Babbit-fancier, and in the habit of attending exhi-

bitions, I am not snrprised at many of the exhibitors being

dissatisfied with the manner in which Rabbits are judged.

In the first place, too often men are appointed to judge who do

not understand tliem, and the results are the greatest dissatis-

faction and confusion, and often the downfall of what other-

wise might be flourishing exhibitions.

Rabbits, to be judged properly, require measuring and weigh-

ing if length of ear and weight are required ; but if they are

judged for all properties, length, breadth, and carriage of ear

sboald be considered ; also boldness of the eye, shape, colour,

and weight. If Rabbits were judged on these points there

would be more entries, an increase of exhibitions, and general

satisfaction would be secured. Let committees attend to this,

and they will find it advantageous, I would also suggest that

judges' names should not be inserted in tho catalogues pre-

vious to the exhibitions,—A Faxcier of Twenty-four Years
Standing,

Mal70Rjied Chicken.—A chicken was found with four feet,

four wings, and one head. Unfortunately it was dead when
found, and must have been so for some days. It was a Cochin-

Cbina. It was found iu the grass run amongst the sand, and
my last chickens here hatched a week ago. It is in a good

state of preservation in a bottle in spirits, and any reader of
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" onr Joamal " or the Editors may have it for a museum.

—

Qekby Ensor.

PACKING EGGS.
A MONTH ago I purchased from Mr. J. Fletcher, Stoneclough,

near Manchester, a sitting of fifteen Game eggs, and which
were sent from Mr. Fletcher's runs. South Staffordshire. These,
after their arrival, were put under an oidinary-sized Black
Bed Game hen, and on Wednesday last I had thirteen chickens
from this clutch. Two of the eggs were unimpregnated. To-
day (Saturday), one of the chickens has died, but all the others
are strong birds. I may mention that the eggs were packed in
a small tea chest, having some straw in the bottom, then
the eggs were put on this, some chopped hay covered and
separated them from chance of collision, and after the eggs
were carefully packed in this manner, the box was filled with
straw, and the lid tied down firmly. Seeing that the parcel
had a journey by railway of about 250 miles, and then the
rumbling through the streets before delivery, I think the system
of packing must be effectual.

—

Black Bed.

[We shall be glad to hear from you.

—

Eds.]

HOW TO BREED PURE LIGURIAN QUEENS.
As many of the readers of " our Journal " may not be in a

position to purchase the discovery of Mr. Koehler, I think they
might in the meantime try the plan of an apiarian friend of
mine for preventing his Ligurians from crossing. It is this.

As soon as a young queen is hatched out in a nucleus box a
number of pure Ligurian drones are selected for her com-
panions, and confined along with her in the box for two or
three days. Then, on the afternoon of a fine day, when all

other drones in the apiary have gone to rest and the queen is

judged ready to take her wedding flight, the hive is opened.
As might be expected, the queen and her companions imme-
diately avail themselves of their liberty, and a pure breed is

secured. Should the first tour prove unsuccessful, the hive is

again shut up, and not opened until the following afternoon.

—

M. J., Lockerbie.

[The plan above described is well worth trying, and although
1 find myself precluded by my promise of secresy from declar-
ing how far it resembles Mr. Koehler's process, I may state
that I have written to Mr. de Eomestin enclosing a copy of
" M. J.'s " communication, and expressing my regret at being
compelled to decline receiving further subscriptions.—T. W.
WooDBUBY ("A Devonshiee Bee-keepee"), Mount Radford,
Exeter.']

TEMPORARY SUPPORT OF COMBS.
In reference to your note appended to remarks on frame

hives by " J. J. S.," I have to commend the method, at which
he hints, of using indiarubber bands for the temporary sup-
port of combs placed in frames, having myself adopted it for

two summers with much success. Common tape, of a suitable
width, may also be used for the same purpose. It is tied

tightly over the top bar, and when unloosed may be pulled up
and removed at any time without disturbing the frame.

—

J. Lowe.

ADDING QUEENS.
Please give me advice as to the following plans :— 1st, Place

a Ligurian queen and brood comb in the centre of a hive,

putting it in place of a black stock. 2nd, The same as the
above, only the comb to be empty.

Will the returning bees be likely in both cases to receive the
solitary queen as their own ?—C. A. J.

[The returning bees would in either of the supposed cases

be nearly certain to destroy the strange queen if exposed with-

out protection to their tender mercies. The use of a queen
cage might render success possible, although by no means
certain.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Books {Omega)—"Bee-keeping for the Many" will suit yon. Yon can

have it free by post from our office, if you enclose sis postage stamps with
your address.

Pigeon Book (A. V. D. M.).—yfe believe Mr. Brent's " Pigeon Book " to
be on the whole the beat and most useful work of its kind ever published.
It can be had from our office, free by post, if you enclose twenty stamps
with your address.

Henb Laying Soft Eggs (B. C).—There 18 some mistake in your feeding.
We are followers of Nature, and therefore laugh at burnt oyster shells as
poultry food. We call it food, because there Is no doubt the shell is

formed from that which is eaten. It cannot, however, be properly done un-
less the body is in a healthy state. Mortar and old ceilings, bricklayers'
rubbish, &c., are very good for forming shell. The hens must also have
green food andsomewholo corn, as thehusk contains lime. If your birds
are enjoying a good grass run, we can only advise a dose of castor oil all

round. If they are in confinement give them plenty of lettuce, and
some large sods of growing grass, cut with plenty of earth. If they are
in a pen put a barrowload of earth in a heap, and let them search it over.
They will often see medicine where it is hidden from us.

Hen Broody (E. C. A'.).—Do not torment her any more ; her longing
for the honours of maternity will soon disappear, and she will lay again.
When she is again broody let her sit. We always think it is cruel to pre-
vent it, and we are sure nothing is gained by it.

Fattening Spring Chickens (Miss J.).—Put up your spring chickens
at once. They should have been put up before, and will never again be
so valnable as at the present time. Every day will help to diminish the
value of spring chickens. You may grow any shrub or climber not poi-
sonous in your aviary

;
you cannot help the birds eating them. We do

not think the ants Mill do any harm.

Vaeious {R. J. W.).~li the Dorking cock have sufficient merit to make
it desirable to keep him, do so by all means, even under the circumstances
you name, but for this year only. Brahmas' oggs arc not as a rule longer
in hatching than others. The extra time is often caused by the eggs
being kept so dry ; the chickens cannot get out. and many die imprisoned
in the shell that, with the least assistance, would have made their way
into the world. Another cause is. that hens sometimes get to the sitting
nests, and lay a day or two after the other ben began sitting. The Ducks'
eggs were " all behind," but we should attribute it to the same cause as
the delay in the other case. It cannot be too strongly impressed on all

amateurs and others, tbat regular and successful hatching cannot be
looked for unless the eggs are regularly and thoroughly wetted.

Growth of Brahma Chickens (G. N.).—Your Brahmas are growing
very well, and if you keep them nt the present rate they will leave nothing
to desire in the way of size. We have some of the same age, and the
pullets are larger than the cocks. It is positive nonsense to talk of
keeping pullets from laying with a view to improving them for exhibition,
because it cannot be done.

Brahma Cock {B. P. C.).—The cock will not or should not be dis-

qualified.

Fodder (Qui2).—All cattle, horses, and sheep eat white clover. Cows
will not eat buttercups, notwithstanding the vulgar idea that they make
the butter yellow. Buttercups flourish where the soil is rich and moist.
The grass there is also abundant and nourishing, and it is the rich herb-
age which imparts the colour.

Literary ( ,7. B. B.).—The attempt was made, and occasioned a heavy
loss to the able conductors. A sufficient number of subscribers cannot
be obtained.

HcLi. AND East Riding Pocltry Snow.—The second prize for Black
Bantams was awarded to Messrs. Tonkin & Tuckey, Norfolk House,
Gloucester Street, Bristol.

Food for Pigeons {/^a;ifa(n.—The Pigeon is a granivorous bird, and
therefore must be fed on grain. Other food may be used as additions,
but not as substitutes.

American Collateral Plan (A Fifcshire Bee-keeper).—An ordinary
straw skep (empty) is placed in front of the stock when the bees begin to

get busy in May or June, and in good seasons a second skep is placed in

front, and by taking the backmost skeps away after the bees have taken
to those in front, a good supply of honey is ohtained. The objection tc

this plan is that the bee-keeper obtains none but dark-coloured honey in

old combs, whilst there is great risk of so large a proportion of drone
combs being built in the added hive as to preclude the possibility of

prosperity for the future.

Mr. Koehler's Discovery.—Amongst those German apiarians whose
testimony to the success of the Koehler process has come under my
notice, none is so well known to English readers as the Baron von
Berlcpsch, whose evidence on the point is most conclusive. Writing
under date of the 27th of November last, the Baron declares that he has
tested the discovery at six different times, and that on every occasion it

has proved successful.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper. ^

Food for a Squirrel (Poj)Iar).— Give your Squirrel bread soaked in
milk fresh every day ; also nuts, apples, and any other kind of fruit. It

would not be safe to place a Squirrel in an aviary with Canaries.

Scientific Wonder (T. H. P.).—We have not seeu it, and therefore
can give no opinion.

Butter Becoming Rank {Dairymaid).—We do not think the butter-
cups are the cause, for cows avoid eating them, and they exist in quan-
tity in most of the best pastures we have ; but there are other weeds that
sometimes affect the milk, one of the worst being a sort of bulbous plant,

called ramps or ramson, a near ally to the garden ooion or garlic, which
grows in moist shady places. We have also known much damage done
by allowing the cows to eat the waste cabbage and other greens thrown
out of gardens at this season, and in the autumn some (but not all) cows
partake, to their injury, of horse chestnuts. Many other causes tend to

render milk iU-flavoured. We are, however, promised further informatiotr

on this head.

POULTRY MARIvET.—May '20.

Poultry is still very scarce, but there are signs of a greater supply of

small chickens. They will, doubtless, now come in more abimdantly.
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ing table, compiled for my own guidance in selection, may be
of service to others. It is only of value, of course, in relation
to such seasons as the past. The soil is a sandy loam, 15 inches
deep, with just sufficient clay to insure its cracking very slightly
in dry weather when the surface has not been previously
stirred with the cultivator. The subsoil is clay.

With the exception of Dr. Hogg Strawberry, which I did not
remove till spring, they were all transplanted in balls in the
mouth of September last year. Had this been done in the
middle of August the results would have been much more
favourable, both as to frequency of bloom and strength of
plant.

—

Fkuit-eatek.

Sept
Sir Charlea Napier .

.

21
Sir Josepli Paxtou .

.

23
Fairy Queen 20
Wonderful 20
Savonrense 15
Marquise de la Tour 20
President 20
Rivers' Eliza 19
Dr. Hogg —
Sir Harry 21
Lady 21
Virginie 15
Scarlet Pine 20
Prince Imperial .... 21
Magnum Bonum . 20
Admiral Duudas .... 28
John Powell 24
Empress Eugenie .. 30
British Queen 23
Carolina Superba .

.

17

|2|
§§1

ill
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of them which it does not reach, and in that case it is absurd
to expect them to be destroyed, for they breed very fast.

Actual contact is needed, and then one application ia as effectual

as half a dozen. A good look-out must, therefore, be kept, and
remedial measures at once adopted, and if one application fail

another must be given. There is no species of aphis that

tobacco will not kill, and after using many remedies considered

the most effective, I have arrived at the conclusion that they

must all give way to tobacco in the form of a powder, in smoke,
or as an infusion. Other remedies I have discarded, because

I have prepared for me, from duty-free tobacco, a cheaper,

a simpler, and a more effectual remedy.^G. Aisuey.

(To be continued.)

MEI.ON CULTURE.
Ix the number for May 7th, page S-lfi, "E. F." stated that

he was perplexed as to the cause of his Melon plants in two
lights losing their leaves ; and having in my own practice

experienced the same evil, I will endeavour to describe how it

takes place, and the means by which I prevented it.

The pit in which we grow Melons is very similar to that

referred to by "R. F.," save that it is heated by a brick flue

instead of by hot-water pipes. In the inside wall of the hot-air

chamber over which the beds are made is a slide, and on open-
ing this hot air will pass from the chamber into the atmosphere
of the pit. There are also ventilators in the roof.

Early in spring about six years ago I observed some red
spider attacking the plants, which are trained on a trellis ; and
in order to check its progress the plants were syringed on the
under side of the foliage when closing the pit at night, and
having occasionally let rather too much hot air escape from
the chamber while the jilants were wet, I found the leaves

perish in just the same way as " R. F." has described. Since
that time care has always been taken to have the plants dry
before closing the pit, especially on cold frosty nights, when we
have to raise the temperature a little by fire heat ; but at other
times one of the ventilators in the roof is left open to allow of

the escape of any superabundant heat and moisture. Ever
since this precaution has been adopted excellent crops of Melons
have been produced, the plants being clothed with large healthy
clean leaves to the very roots, with not a brown spot on them.
Now these precautions, like many other valuable lessons,

were derived from observing a natural occurrence ; for on a
certain day early in spring, about 2 r.ji., a heavy snowstorm
occurred, which, lasting only half an hour, was succeeded by
bright sunshine ; and the foliage of deciduous trees being then
barely expanded, and consequently rather tender, the sudden
sunshine proved too strong for some Damson trees in the open
garden. The foliage on the south-western side of these was
very much scalded, and next day had the very same appearance
as the damaged Melon plants in the pit.—H. Hall, Gardener
to W. Dickens, Esq., Clierrington.

gregation usually carries at this service a bouquet of flowers,

the effect is most pleasing, and the service is rendered espe-

cially interesting.

—

{City Press.)

WISTARIA SINENSIS.
Not remembering to have seen this glorious old climber on

any but southern aspects, I fancy few people are aware how
well it is adapted for northern exposures.

I have a plant about 30 feet by 30 feet on the north-east
Iront wall of my dwelling-house, now. May 13th, about in per-
fection. It seems to me the colder have the following advan-
tages over the warmer aspects for this plant. The blooming
season is quite a fortnight or three weeks later, the buds are
consequently not so liable to injury by frost, the flowers retain
their colour, and remain very much longer in beauty, and,
above all, the plant is clothed with its charming foliage at the
same time with the blossom, which is not the case when it is

grown on the warmer aspects.— Jonx Ingk.\5i, Iluntingdun
Nurseries.

[We have seen the Wistaria doing well on east and west
aspects.

—

Eds.]

The Flower Seemon.—According to custom, the Rev. Dr.
Whittemore will deliver a sermon on " Flowers," on the even-
ing of Whit-Tuesday ; but this year he will preach at the
church of St. Catherine Cree, Leadenhall Street, and not at
St. James's, Aldgate, as hitherto. The musical portion of the
service will be undertaken by fifty members of the St. Paul's
Special Evening Service Choir. As each member of the con-

SPRING FLOWERS AT NUNEHAM PARK.
" Anh when those flowers unfold their bloom ' may I be there

to see.' " That was a wish I expressed last November in page
405. On the 17th of April my very good friend Mr. Stewart wrote

me, " Our spring garden will be in its beauty by Thursday
week ; can you run over and see what we are doing ?" I and
two friends readily obeyed the summons, reached Nuneham,
and much we marvelled and admired to see the common flowers

of our childhood so cherished and so prominently shown forth.

We saw in a circle sixteen large escutcheons, having their

fields consisting of two beds of Alyssum saxatile and Arabia

albida, two of Silene pendula, three of Myosotis alba, five of

M. sylvatica, one of Phlox frondosa, one of P. prostrata, and
two of Cliveden Blue Pansy, broadly and alternately bordered
with Cerastium tomentosum and the double pink Aucuba-leaved
Daisy. The general effect was certainly most striking. I had
the pleasure of seeing these beds in a blaze of beauty last

autumn when furnished with their summer bedders, and now
in May they are certainly more brilliant. Eight months in

flower, and for the other four the soil covered with green and
variegated foliage ! At the end of May Mr. Stewart will take

the first safe opportunity—but there will be no hurry, for the

beds are gay—to plant out his Pelargoniums, &c. ; and then
the present occupants of the beds will be divided and planted

in back borders and out-of-the-way nooks and corners, or, if

seed be required from any of the plants, they will be left intact

and planted somewhere out of sight to mature it. I do not

know if it is intended to let the Daisy and Cerastium remain
for edging the beds during the summer, but they would be
appropriate for the purpose ; the Daisy, however, wherever it

may be, must be kept in moist soil. Mr. Stewart informed me
last autumn that he thought of dispensing with Cerastium
tomentosum, as it would not stand the shears here ; but how-
ever that may be, it looks exceedingly well and neat at the

present time. I observed also that the Roses around were
" breaking'' strongly and healthily.

We now proceed to "Mason's garden," and are confronted

by a group of round beds, five in number, having their centres

occupied with vases on pedestals, which are surrounded with
Myosotis sylvatica and M. alba, Trentham Blue Pansy, and the

Aucuba-leaved Daisy. Plants of Dielytra spectabilis, much
injured by a destructive frost, occupy the vases above. In the

round Cupid bed I observed that his dart pointed to a border
of Stachys lanata, and under the protection of his weapon were
Phlox frondosa. Heartsease, and blue and white Forget-me-nots.
Upon the greensward Magnolia purpurea and Soulangeana
were in fine bloom, and Magnolia conspicua was about to

follow. To the right, like the principal jewel in a crown, the
arrangement on the site of the old orangery was in a full blaze

with large scarlet Pelargoniums in pots, and other plants ; and
trained on the back trellis and in bloom was that sweet Rose
Gloire de Dijon, ever the first to welcome us in the open air.

The parallelogram beds in front of the above are occupied by
ottomans of varieties of Tulips, havingViolacornuta just coming
into bloom for a carpet, bordered with Cerastium tomentosum.
I conclude the last two will be permanent, or, if not, they
should be.

On passing away from here, under a magnificent weeping
Pine, Abies pendula, endowed with two leaders high in the air,

which must long before its natural time prove the destruction

of the tree— a most unfortunate neglect—we notice on a me-
morial pedestal to the planner of this part of these fine

grounds, the inscription— "George Simon, Earl Ilarcourt,

Consecrates this Cenotaph to the Memory of his Friend, the
Rev. William Mason."

Passing some fine clumps of Rhododendrons well knotted
with bursting blossom buds, with Rhododendron Cunningham!
in full flower, and many new hybrids freshly introduced, we
are once more arrested by " Mr. Harcourt's bed," in shape
something resembling the letter X, with an elongated waist,

which fits into a cosy nook of sward. Liliiims and Gladioluses

bordered with Vinca elegantissima are springing up in it for

the summer decoration, the present field of colour being Myo-
sotis sylvatica, M. alba, and the Aucuba-leaved Daisy.

Then we wander to the north terrace garden. The effect

required to be seen ; no written description could depict its
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beauties, and I thought it more "telling" than the more geo-

metrical garden which we afterwards saw on the south terrace.

An irregular triangle I think I may term the groundwork of

this plan, and twenty-nine variously shaped or placed beds are

formed to fit it. A fine standard Holly occupies a position

near the eastern limb, and five handsome vases on pedestals

are made to arrange themselves as symmetrically as possible

in the centres of as many beds. I will give a general descrip-

tion of the planting ; and should I fail in some instances as to

truth of detail, Mr. Stewart can use a pen as well as a spade,

and I hope he will be good enough to correct the mistakes. I

ask my readers to conceive a few beds to be planted singly,

others in pairs, and some in groups of three of the same varie-

ties of flowers—viz., small opportune beds with Daisies and
Pansies ; triangular and shield-shaped beds with centres of

yellow Wallflowers and of Alyssum saxatile bordered with Myo-
Botis sylvatica and M. alba—remarkably striking were those

beds whose fields were planted with Alyssum saxatile and bor-

dered with the Myosotis ; entire beds of the latter in Myosotis
Bylvatica and alba, and also of both bordered with yellow Wall-
flowers, and the reverse. A bed bordered with Silene pendula,

having a carpet of Alyssum saxatile, was much admired. Two
beds of Polyanthus and Blue and Yellow Cliveden Pansies,

bordered with the Aucuba-leaved Daisy and Phlox frondosa,

were long pondered over.

The vase beds had for carpeting Aubrietia deltoidea and
Blue and Yellow Cliveden Pansies, the latter good and true to

colour ; but truth compels me to state that the Blue Cliveden
Pansy, as I saw it here, was, with the exception of one instance,

a misnomer. This one instance was where it had a position

quite in the shade. In a dry position and in the sun it becomes
anything but blue ; but in the bed, bordered with the Aucuba-
leaved Daisy, running parallel with and near to the north wing
of the mansion, it was a true blue thing of beauty. The Au-
cnba-leaved Daisy also was more at home here ; and from this

Bpot as we stood in the shade, whilst the sun was shining upon
the design, the flowers and the surrounding fresh-bursting

verdure, including the play of the ground, and light and
shadow, on this a really old-fashioned May day, was a sight to

see and to be remembered. The Mimulus family takes rank
along a narrow border immediately flanking the house, Myosotis
along the east, whilst scarlet Stocks occupy the other narrow
border running their length for the outsides of the plan. We
then emerged on the front terrace, the groundwork of which is

plain gravel. The blossoms of the fine Wistaria sinensis,

growing against the outside of the bend of the mansion called

the corridor, have fortunately withstood the frost. Mr. Stewart
attributed this to the corridor being heated inside. We now
arrive at the south terrace.

Plenty of enthusiasm remained even yet for the spring

flowers in this symmetrical arrangement, consisting of twenty-
eight beds, each nodding to another, and every flower bed
liaving its brother. We begin with a crescent of Cliveden Blue
and Yellow Pansies, then a vase on a pedestal, followed by a

large bed, something in the shape of a thick-waisted hour-glass,

planted with Y'oung's Blood-red Wallflower, introduced here
this season. It is a dark beauty, and is bordered with Myosotis

alba, then follow four parallelogram beds : that to the right

hand or outside occupied with Myosotis sylvatica, centred with
Alyssum saxatile, longitudinally followed by another bordered

with Myosotis alba, centred with M. sylvatica. The fellow beds
immediately on their left are bordered with the Aucuba-leaved
Daisy ; one centred with La Candeur Tulip, and the other,

which was lately centred with Hyacinths, was temporarily filled

with new sports of Daisies. The Hyacinths I afterwards saw in

the frame ground, the pots in which they were plunged being

placed on their sides. I could easily judge that they had
blossomed exceedingly well. Now follow two hour-glass beds
crosswise, having centres filled with yellow Wallflowers,

bordered individually with Myosotis sylvatica and M. alba,

and so conclude the quarterings of the design. A handsome
escalop vase ou a pedestal is here interposed, and there is a vase

to match it on the opposite side.

The only departure from a similarity of planting in the four

quarters is in the parallelogram beds containing the Tulips.

Opposite that containing La Candeur Tulip, Tournesol appears
;

opposite Tournesol in the lower quarter as we proceed is Eex
rubrorum, and I can affirm that finer flowers of their kind
were never bloomed in old England. In order to make them
blossom together Mr. Stewart plants Eex rubrorum and Tour-
nesol 3 inches deeper in the soil than La Candeur, otherwise

the latter would appear blooming alone. Dielytra spectabOis,

which occupied the six vases, was severely injured by the frosts.

Blue earthenware barrel seats interpose also in position along
each flank of the plan, and for my part I thought they dis-

tracted the eye from the flowers. I threatened you with the
arboretum when I came to Nnneham again, but again time
would not allow me to visit it.

—

Upwards ani> Onwakds.

LATE BROCCOLI—DISEASED MUSHROOMS.
I HAVE forwarded to you some specimens of Cattell's Eclipse

Broccoli, in order to show yon the value of this variety for

late spring use. The largest heads are the produce from
seed sown in the third week in May of last year, the next size

are from seed sown in the first week in June, and the smallest

are from seed sown in the last week in June. By these

successional sowings I shall be able, without difficulty, to send
Broccoli to table until Cauliflowers come in from hand-lights.

1 know of several large gardens where Broccoli has been used
up a fortnight ago, therefore in the present trying season for

this class of vegetables I consider the sort I send you invalu-

able. I cut the same sort las' year until the 20th of June.

I also enclose specimens of Fungi that came up in my Mush-
room bed, spawned five weeks since. Can you tell me what
they are ? and are they eatable ?

—

Thomas Eecord, Lillesden

Gardens.

[The Broccoli was surpassingly fine, firm, compact, and
white. The specimen from seed sown in May weighed, when
prepared for boiling, 3 lbs. 2 ozs., and the flower was 2 feet

2 inches in circumference. The Mushrooms are the true

species, but virulently attacked and diseased by the parasitical

Fungus mentioned at a meeting of the Eoyal Horticultural

Society a few weeks ago. This parasite is believed to render

the Mushroom unwholesome, if not actually poisonous.—Ens.]

CRYSTAL PALACE SHOW.— :Mav 2:3.

This was the finest Exhibition without any doubt that I ever re-

member to have seen at the Palace, and there were some older hands
than myself who endorsed my opinion by sajiug that it was the best

ever seen there by any one. The delightful rain which at last had
come to refresh the thij-sty ground would have damped the hopes of an
attendance in any other place ; but the Palace folks are independent

to a great degree of weather, the coolness of the au- added greatly

to the enjoyment of the Show, and the flowers greatly benefited by it.

I never remember to have seen so few indifferent collections, while in

some classes the plants were in advance of anything I had seen

;

notahly was this the case in Eoses and Pelargoniums.

In the class for ten Koses in pots not larger than 13 inches across^

the contest was so close that it was impossible to say to which of the

two collections—those of Mr. Charles Turner and Mr. W. Patd—the

first prize was to be awarded, and the Judges at last cut the Gordian
knot by making them both equal. Mr. Turner's collection comprised

Celine Forestier, very fine, Anna Alexieff, General Jacqueminot. John
Hopper, Souvenir de Malmaison, Souvenir d'uu Ami, Charles

Lawson. Victor Verdier, Vicomte Vigier, and Comtesse C. de Chabril-

laut. Mr. W. Paul's were CaroUne de Sansal, Anna Alexieff, General

Jacqueminot, Baronue Prevost, Celine Forestier, Senateur Vaisse,

Paul Pen-as, Juno. Souvenir d'un Ami, a grand plant, and Madame
"Willermoz. Messrs. Paul & Son were third with a nice collection, and

Messrs. Lane & Son fourth.

In the class for twelve Roses Messrs. Paul & Son were first with

beautiful plants (in my estimation plants in this class are far i>rettier

than the larger ones), of Alba Rosea, CamiUe Bernardiu, Catherine

GuiUot, Souvenir d'un Ami, Celine Forestier. Mons. Noman, Antoine

Ducher, bearing out all I have said of it ; Madame Margottin, beau-

tiful ; Paul Verdier, Madame Willermoz, and Marie Baumann, fine.

Mr. Charles Turner was second with nearly equal jdants of General

Jacqueminot, Souvenir dun Ami, CamUle Bernardin, Madame Fil-

lion, beautiful, Madame Margottin, Madame Eugene Appert, MdUe.

Annie Wood, beautiful, Victor Verdier, Mons. Plaisanfon, and Com-
tesse de Chabrillant. Mr. W. Paul was third.

Of Pelargoniums admirable collections were shown both in the

amateurs' class and by growers for sale In the former Mr. Nye, gar-

dener to E. Foster, Esq., and Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins,

Esq., were equal first. The former had Marion, Patroness, BeUe of the

Ball, Royalty. Etna, Miss Burdett Coutts, Mdlle. Patti, Desdemona,

Conqueror, and Garibaldi. Mr. Ward had fine plants which re-

minded oue very much of those of Mi-/ Bailey, of Shardeloes ; the

kinds being Patroness, Sir Colin Campbell, Pei-icles, Celeste, Lilacina,

Rose Celestial, MdUe. Patti, Desdemona, Etna, and Empress Eugenie.

Mr. Turner and Mr. Fraser as usual ran one another very closely, the

former being first with Spotted Gem. Lilaeiua, Desemona. Beacon,

Pericles. Koyal Bride, Rose Celestial, Fair Rosamond, Mdl'-'. Patti,

and Example. Mr. Eraser's plants were Celeste, Emjiress l^ugenje,

Lilacina, Jewess, Belle of the Ball, Desdemoua. Coast Guard, cnrions

and deUcate shade of lilac ; Favourite, Eegina Formosa, and Beacon.
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Those f:,'ontlGmcu n-'ain showeil in Faucio^ plants which were adiuirably

bloomed, and contained the usual kinds—Couutesa of Craven, Acme,
Roi des Fautoisies, ifec. In the amiiteurs' class Mr. Donald was first

;

and Mr. Weir, f^ardener to Mrs. Hodgson, Hampstcad, was second.

Secdlinf,' PelarjjonianiH iu both thu Zonal and GreenhousQ sections

woro shown iii considcrahlo nnmbers, especially iu tho former. Tins

principal exhibitors were Messrs. Downic, Tjaird, A Laiu^ iu tho (rold

and Bron/.e sections. They evidently have the finest strain of this

class, which promises to bo so effectivo for beddiiif^ pni-jioses. Tliey

received lirst-olass certiticates for Magnificent, Mrs. Ijowis JLoyd, Miss

Mayuard, Black Kuii^ht, Beauty of Kent, Stanstead Beauty, aud .Airs.

F. Hopper.
Messrs. F. it A. Smith showed a fino collection of their tricolor-

leaved varieties, eomprisiuij; Jetty Lacy, L'Kmpcrcnr, Prince of Wuk-s,
Princess of "Wales, IiOuit»a Smith, Ac. Mr. Mann, of Brentwood,

showed his fine Zonal Lord Derby, which fully sustains its character,

and alon^' with it Th(; Baron (Nosegay), and other varieties. Mr.
Turner had some beautiful Fancies, among which were Belle of tho

Season, light and very bright ; Leotard, in tho way of Countess of

Craven, but larger and brighter ; Princess Tcck, white with bright

spots, a most profuse bloomer. These all received first-class certiti-

cates. Amongst the large-flowered varieties, Troubadour (Foster), a
beautiful soft flower in tho way of Emperor, received a first-class cer-

tificate. Mr. Wiggins, gardener to W. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, had
Rosalind, which received a second-class certificate. Lnperial (Hoyle),

a fine dark flower, had a second-class certificate ; and Lord Ronald,

light rose, a first-class certificate. There were many other very good
flowers, which will doubtless be seen in better condition as the season

advances.—D., DcaK

Of stove and greenhouse plauts in flower there was a magnificent

exhibition, but as regards the kinds of plants shown not the sli htest

difference from former years. In point of perfection iu growth, how-
ever, the specimens were for the most }iart all that could he desired.

Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs. Tredwell, Lower Norwood, who took the

first prize in the class for sixteen, had Acrophyllyum venosum in fine

condition ; a large plant of Dracophyllnm gi-acile, with charming
heads of white flowers ; a very large Erica Cavendishii. Erica ventri-

coaamaguifica, I'^riostemouhnxifolium audneriifolium, Epacrisminiata
splendens, Franciscea confertiflora, two Azaleas, Teiratheca ericsefolia,

Aphelexes, AUamauda cathartica, Polygala acuminata, aud Chorozema
varium naunm. Mr. Donald, gardener to J. G. Barclay, Esq., Leyton,
came second vdiYi another very fine collection, containing fine examples
of CleroJeudrou Thomsonse Balfourii, Pimelea Hendersoui, Adcnandra
fragrans. Polygala acuminata, Slephanotis floribunda hardly sufli-

ciently advanced, Statice imbricata, Rhynchospermum jasminoides,
Boronia tetrandra, Dracophyllum gracile, and very large specimens of

Eriostemon linearifolinm aud Epacris grandiflora. Mr. Kemp, gar-

wiener to the Duke of Northumberland, Albury Park, Guildford, was
third, aud had among otliers a plant of Leschenanltia biloba major,
of which the intense blue flowers were very conspicuous; the showy
scarlet Erica westphalingia, aud Allamauda grandiflora, not large but
very fresh. Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir E. H. Goldsmid, Bart.,

Regent's Park, was fourth.

In tho nurserymen's class for ten Mr. Williams, of Holloway, toolc

the first position with a remarkably tine specimen of Dracophyllum
gracile, which, measured across its curved head, could be little if at all

less than t» feet over ; Clerodendron Balfoui'ii ; Ixora salicifolia, but
not equal to one exhibited some years ago at the Regent's Park ; Rhyn-
chospermum jasminoides, an Aphelexis, and Phcenocoma prolifera,

th« latter not sufliciently advanced. Mrs. Glendinning it Sous, of the

Chiswick Nursery, were second with very good specimens of Acro-
phyllum venosum, Pimelea spectabilis, a balloon- trained Kennedya
inophylla, Stephanotis floribunda, Heaths, Azaleas, and an Ajihelexis.

Mr. Baxeniliuo was third, and Mr. Rhodes, Sydenham Park Nursery,
fourth.

In the corresponding class for amateurs Mr. Peed took the first prize

with a spleudid specimen of Allamauda grandiflora, Azalea Coronata,
a fine mass of rosy crimson flowers ; Acrophyllum venosum, the white-

flowered Erica tortultetiora, Franciscea calycina with flowers nearly
4 inches iu diameter, and splendid examples of Ixora coccinea and
Clerodendron Balfourii. Mr. J. Wheeler, gardener to J. Philpott. Esq.,

Stamford Hill, Mr. Wilkie, Oak Lodge, Kensington, and Mr. Kemp,
were respectively second, third, and fourth. The plants which they
exbibited were mostly tho same as those already named, with the ex-

ception of Coleonema rubra, Boronia serrulata, and Bougainvillea
glabra, which formed a change from the ordinary run of the plants
exhibited.

In the class for sis plants. Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins,
Esq., Leyton ; Mr. Carr, gardener to P. L. Hinds, Esq., ByHeet ; aud
Mr. Willde, took prizes in the order iu which they are named ; whilst

equal fourth prizes were awarded to Mr. Woodward, gardener to Mrs.
Torr, Eweli

; and Mr. J. Wheeler, Stamford Hill. Among the plauts
exhibited in this class were several very good specimens of Cleroden-
dron Balfourii, Stephanotis floribunda, Dracophyllum gracile, Oene-
tyllis tulipifera and fuchsioides, Heaths, Aphelexes, Chorozemas, and
Epacrises.

Of mixed collections of fine-foliaged and flowering plants, the suc-

cessfnl exhibitors were Mr. Williams and Mr. Young, gardener to

W. H. Stone, Esq., M.P., Havant, who were severally first and second
;

Mr. Peed and Mr. Tanton, Epsom, to whom equal third prizes wera
awarded ; aud Mr. (JtU, gardeuer to Mrs. Beaufoy, South Lambeth,
who was fourth. Mr. Williams contributed tho Variegated New
Zealand Flax, with line, boldly-Htrijjed foliage, tho Variegated Aloe-
leaved Yucca, a magnificent specimen of Croton nngustifolium, bat
not so beautiful in colour as when exhibited by him last year ; C. va-
riegatum ; a very largo aud fine Lataniu borbonica ; Cordyliue indivisa

with a thick stem ; and of plants in flower a fine Bpecimen of Clero-

dendron Thomsona>, Khyuchospermnm jasminoides, and others. Mr-
Young sent a broad-leaved Theophrasta, Sphierogyno latifolia, a very
fine specimen of Dracienaterminalis, Cycas revoluta. aZamia, bcsidoa,

among flowering plants, a good Acrophyllum and Aphelexis. Mr-
Tanton had in his collection a beautiful specimen of Allamauda
grandiflora, Epacris Eclipse, in fine bloom ; Pandanns clegantissimus,
Dracauia Coo])eri, and a very tine Cyperus alteruifolius variegatus;
and in that from Mr. Peed, Spha;rogyno latifolia was in fine con-
dition, besides which we noticed a very largo and fine specimen of

Gymuogramma chrysophylla, Crotons. aud the variegated Ananassa.
Heaths were numerously shown, and many of the specimens were

very fine, though in kind very neaidy the same as in previous years-

In the class for ten Messrs. Jackson, of Kingston, were first, and haj
Ventricosa coccinea minor, a fine bushy specimen in beautiful bloom ;

Depressa multifiora, Beaumontiana, white, tinged with blu^h ; a large

bushy plant of Cavendishii, the pretty waxy white Perspieua nana.
Tricolor Wilsoni, and Caudidissima. In the collection of Mr. Rhodes,
who was second, were fine specimens of Ventricosa coccinea minor,
Tortulffiflora, Cavendishii, Exquisite, not however in a sufficiently

advanced state of bloomi Profusa, and Eximia superba. Mr. Williams,
who was third, also contributed some good specimens, and from Messrs.
F. Sc A. Smith came a collection to which a fooi-th prize was awarded.
In the amateurs' class for eight Mr. Peed sent among others fine ex-
amples of Profusa, Eximia, Perspicua nana, and Exquisite, taking
the first place in tho prize list, and from Mr. W^ard, who was second,,

Candidissima and Fairrieaua were both very pretty. The third and
fourth prizes went to Mr. J. Wheeler aud Mr. Kemp, the former
showing Alberti nana, a fine buff, and in this instance so high-coloured

as almost to bo orange. The prizes for six plants went to Mr. Ward,
Mr. Peed, Mr. G. Wheeler, aud Mr. Carr, who each exhibited well-

grown plants in good bloom.
Azaleas, as a whole, were not the magnificent pyramids of bloom

such as Mr. Turner and Messrs. Veitch used to exhibit, and it is only
such specimens that can be shown to advantage in the transept of tho
Crystal Palace, for the great height of the building has a dwarfing
effect to the eye, making what in reality is high look small, although
Mr. Wilkinson does his best to remedy this by arranging the plants as
near the galleries as possible. Mrs. Gleudinniog &l Sous had the best
eight iu the nurserymen's class, showing well-bloomcd large plants o£
Murrayana, Coronata, Distinction, Iveryaua, Alba lutesceus, Eulalie,
Optima, and Extranei, the last very full of bloom ; and Mr. Williams
was second with a nice group of pyramidal closely-trained plants. The
best eight in the amateurs' class came from Mr. Carson, gardener to
W. R. U. Farmer, Esq., Cheam ; Mr. Penny, gardener to H. H.
Gibbs, Esq., Mr. Gell, and Mr. G. Wheeler being the other successful

competitors. For six Mr. Penny was first with well-grovm plants of
Criterion, Napoleon, Bride of Abydos, Holfordi. Iveryaua, and Dako
of Devonshire. Mr. G. Wheeler, who was second, furnished a densely
bloomed pyramid of Ivei^aua ; Mr. Wilkie was third, and equal fourth
prize were awarded to Mr. J. AVheeler and Mr. Woodward. In the
nurserymen's class for six Mr. Turner and Messrs. Lane took equal
first prizes. The former had Comte d'Hainant, salmon rose ; Etoile
de Gand and Variegata superba worked together; Beauty of Reigate,
Louise Vou Baden, Madame C. VerschaSelt, Mars, and Belle Gan-
toise, delicate pink with a crimson blotch. Messrs. Lane sent Advance
with large rose-coloured flowers with a crimson blotch, Variegata,
Semiduplex maculata, Lateritia, Chelsoni, and Magnificent.
Of Rhododendrons in pots, the only exhibition came from Messrs.

Lane & Son, who had a first priz* for well-bloomed plants of Eniest
Jones, white, with a lemon blotch ; Prince Albert, chocolate maroon,
Atrosanguineum, and several varieties with flowers of different shades
of lilac.

Orchids were not very numerously shown, but were so attractive to
the visitors in the afternoon that it was only by dint of great patience
and much manceuveriug that they could he approached. Mr. Penny,
who was first for twenty, had a fine example of the beautiful Odonto-
glossum Alexandne, O. Pescatorei, which it very closely resembles, and
ntevium majus, richly speckled ; Oucidium sarcodes, one of the hand-
somest Oncids exhibited, 0. crispum, Saccolabium curvifolinm, Phalae-
nopsis grandiflora, Cypripedium barbatum superhum and villosum,
La^lia cinnaharina, always very effective by its colour, especially when
the specimen is tine ; Calanthe vestita, Vauda tricolor superba, and
others. Mr. Gedney, gardener to the Rev. W. Ellis, Hoddesdou, wag
second with an interesting collection, in which were the pretty Chysis
Limminghii, Vanda teres, Vanda suavis, Calanthe masuca grandiflora,.

Cypripedium Lowii, villosum, aud Stonei ; a finely-coloured Cattleya
citrina, C. superba, aud Chysis bractescens. In the nurserymen's
class for ten, Mr. Williams, who took the first prize, had Cattleya.
citriua with eleven flowers, tine Aerides, Saccolabiums, Odontoglossum
citrosmum, and Cypripedinms. Mr. Bull, who was second, had a
good Trichopilia tortilis, Cattleya citriua, and Cypripedium Lowii,
For twelve Orchids, Mr. Wilson, gardener to W. Marshall, Esq.,
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Enfield, was first with a remarkably fine collection, in which were Cy-
pripedium caudatum with fifteen flowers, and C. villosum with thir-

teen, Ladia grandis couspicuous by its nankeen flowers, Dendrobinm
nobile, D. densiflorum album with fine spikes of its white and orange
flowers, Eriopsis rntibulbon, Odontoglossum luteo-purpnreum, and
O. citrosrauni. Mr. Younp;, who was second, had in his collection the

brilliant orangc-scarlet-flowered Epidendrum vitellinnm, some excel-

lent Oncidiums, Ai rides, and Odontoglossums. Mr. Peed was third,

and Mr. Burnett, ;.^'ardener to W. Terr>', Esi]., Fulhara. fourth.

New plants were shown in considerable number by Messrs. Veitch,

Mr. Bull, Mr. Williams, and Mr. Wimsett, bnt nearly all of them
have been noticed in previous reports. First-class certificates were
afwarded to Messrs. Veitch for Coleus Saundersii, Scottii, Batemanii,
and Bausei ; Alocasia Jenningsii, Dracaena Macleayii with very dark
reddish olive leaves, Draemna regina with large leaves margined with

pale yellow, Draciena Moorei and Chelsoni, Retinospora filicoides, and
Franciscea calycina major. Mr. Bull had similar awards for Cibotium
regale, with the stem covered with brownish yellow down like a chiguon,

Encephalartos gracilis, and Colens Beauty ; Mr. Williams for Cibotinm
spectabile, Zamia Ghellinchii, and Cocos Weddeliana ; and Mr. Wim-
sett for Coleus Marshallii.

Among miscellaneous subjects, Messrs. Carter Ar Co. exhibited at

the end of the Palace next the late tropical department a mixed col-

lection of plants, consisting of Orchids, stove and greenhouse plants,

and various subjects with ornamental foliage, including Echeveria
Bangninea with reddish chocolate-coloured leaves, and E. metallica

with pinkish mcally-looking foliage. The whole being very neatly
arranged, formed a very attractive termination to that end of the

Show. Messrs. Paul & Son contributed fine boxfuls of cut Roses

;

Mr. Tamer a collection of Roses in pots. Azaleas, and Liliura auratum
;

Mr. Bartlett, of Hammersmith, Hoteia japonica, and standard
Euchsias ; Messrs. Ponsford, Brixton, a collection of hardy Ferns

;

Mrs. Glendinning S: Sons, excellent pans of Anre;ctochils ; Messrs.
Walkling, Perkins, Wimsett, F. & A. Smith, Downie & Co., and W.
Paul Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums ; Messrs. Downie & Co., and Mr.
Bragg, Pansy blooms ; Mr. Gardener, Eatington Park. Stratford-on-

Avon, Elruge Nectarines and Royal George Peaches, and Mr. Sclater,

gardener to the Earl of Pembroke, three dishes of Cherries.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
May 27th and 28Tn.

The first Show which this Society has held during the present year
opened yesterday, and will be continued to-day. It is our pleasing

duty to record, that though a two-days exhibition, and. therefore,

some exhibitors who would otherwise have come forward may not

have done so, it fully maintains the high reputation which the Society's

shows have established in former years. The great exhibition tent

presents as usual a lovely scene, in which magnificent flowering

plants, bold aud lofty fijie-foliaged plants, and graceful Ferns al-

ternately catch the eye. Mr. Turner, of Slougli, sends Azaleas,

which for their size and perfection have probably never been equalled.

These consist of Illustris nova, magnificent, scarlet ; Variegata. Optima,
Holforili. rosy puqile ; Gledstanesi, Sir Charles Napier, and Iveryana.

From amidst the densely-set flowers which these specimens present,

peep forth the light green leaves just often enough to relieve the mass
of colour which the flowers present, and to enhance instead of diminish-

ing their effect. The same exhibitor sends in a collection of smaller

plants, Dnc de Nassau and Juliana, the one bright rosy pur]3le, the

other a well-known scarlet, and each very fine. Mrs. Glendinnin g
and Sons and others also send fine specimens.

The Roses furnished by Mr. Turner, Mr. W. Paul, and Messrs.

Paul & Sou include plants of Anna Alexieff, Juno, Souvenir d'un

Ami, Madame Willermoz, Coupe d'Hube, and Louise Oilier, such as

have rarely been seen before.

Of fine-foliaged plants, Mr. Fairbaim, gardener to the Duke of

Northumberland, Siou, has a superb collection, in which we par-

licnlarly noticed a very large specimen of the Cocoa Palm (Cocos

nucifera) ; and Alocasia metalHca and Anthurium acaule are remark-
able for the size and fine condition of their leaves. Mr. Williams has

fine collections of ornamental-foliaged plants. Ferns, flowering

plants, and all these mixed, and in one of them a Dicksonia antarc-

tica, which cannot lie less than 8 feet in height from the ground to the

lop of the black trunk, at least 10 inches in diameter, from which
spring its graceful fronds. The collections of stove and greenhouse

plants in flower are numerous and good. Of Orchids there are several

fine collections, especially one from Mr. Wilson, gardener to W.
Marshall, Esq., and another from Mr. Gedney, gardener to the Rev.

W. Ellis. Pelargoniums, both Show and Fancy, are excellent, and
new plants are well represented in collections from Messrs. Veitch and
Mr. Bull, besides which there are numerous new florists' flowers.

REPOTTING THE AURICULA EARLY.
To those who have their fresh soil ready for use my recom-

mendation is, after the middle of July arrives lose no time in

commencing repotting ;
get that part of the business finished

before July is out. The old notion is that August is quite soon

enough to repot, and in my time I have neglected and have

known others neglect potting till the end of August or begin-
ning of September. Now that is the old system, silly as it is old,

like many other bygone notions
; practice and common sense

teach differently. The Auricula, like many other kinds of

plants, 1-equires proper treatment at the proper time ; the
benefit of potting early I found out years ago, aud I know other
parties who have taken my advice in that matter can testify to

its truthfulness. Neglect the plants till the middle and latter

end of August, the old mould gets dry and finished up ; the
plants suffer ; the fresh fibrous roots, which they ought now to
be pushing, are dj'yingoff in consequence ; while if planted early,

while vegetation is going on, the new, fresh, and wholesome
soil encourages and stimulates, as it were, new life in the
plants, and while the growing season is on, they are establish-

ing themselves, and being made fit lor declining autumn and
coming winter. — John Hepwouth, Uiulden'fidd (in The
Gardener).

VISITS TO GARDENS PUBLIC AND PRIVATE.
MR. SAMPSON'S NURSERY, NEAR YEOVIL.

I DO not know, even in the pleasantest parts of the west of

England, a more pleasant-looking or prettier-situated town
than the town of Yeovil. I had visited it some years ago ; but
being in the neighbourhood during my recent visit to Sher-
borne, and having heard much of the establishment of Mr.
Sampson, especially in its inanufncturiiiri of bedding plants, I

determined to drive over and see it; and a charming drive it

was, the hilliness of the road, which made it unpleasant to the

driver and the horse, making it all the more interesting for

those who were driven. The town itself looks clean and
thriving, and is situated on rising ground, standing up in the

middle of a rich and fertile valley. Mr. Sampson's nursery is

situated outside of the town at about a mile distance, while his

own residence, where he has some more ground, is further off.

One is struck in visiting such establishments as these, in

what one may, without giving offence, I hope, call out-of-the-

way places, with the great increase in the interest in things

horticultural that has taken place within the last few years ;

and with all the faults of the bedding-out system, great as they

are, it must be credited, I think, with a good deal of this.

Everybody must do a little like his neighbours—must have his

or her bedding Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Calceolarias, itc. ; but

everybody has not the means of growing them, and hence
must apply to some neighbouring establishment, and very

often, indeed, to one afar off for the means of gratifying his

taste. So when Mr. Sampson took this nursery there was but

one house—that, indeed, a large one—while he has now several,

has added a long show house for the purpose of displaying the

plants when in bloom, and has myriads of bedding plants in

all stages of growth and size ; while in order to enable him to

carry out the system he has adopted in full favour, he has

secured the valuable services of j\ir. Peter Drummond, one of

those enterprising and clever Scotchmen to whom we owe bo

much in horticulture.

This long show house is arranged in a novel and effective

manner. The stage on which the plants are placed is not ele-

vated, at least not more than a foot from the ground. This

platform is made of bricks, and the interior filled in with

gravel, ttc. The plants stand on this, are thus kept cool, and
are below the level of the eye, and the whole mass of verdure and
flowers can thus be seen without any interruption. Azaleas,

Camellias, and Cinerarias at the time of my visit had just gone

out of bloom, and Calceolarias, Pelargoniums, etc., were just

coming in in full force, and would soon make the house lively ;

but the bedding-out plants formed the chief feature of the

establishment, and to them mainly the old house was allotted,

while in a new propagating house their manufacture was still

going on. All the newest and best varieties of the various

plants used were here to be seen. Immense numbers of Mrs.

Pollock made one end of the house gay, and Verbenas of the

best and most approved kinds were to be seen in thousands.

Mr. Sampson also possesses a very excellent bedding Lobelia,

which for size and sturdiness of growth is far superior to any

that I have seen, although I have not seen the new Lobelias of

this year, about which so much is said—viz., Trentham Blue, &c.

Like most of our growers, Mr. Sampson has something to say

to variegated Pelargoniums, grows all the best of the tricolored

kinds, and is essaying something in the seedling way himself,

especially in the gold and bronze section.

Among the noticeable plants in the houses were three Mr
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four of the largest specimens of Cereus truncntus that I have

ever seen, and every season these maguiticeilt plants show
hundreds of blooms, and are a perfect sheet of lloner. They
have been offered, I believe, by Mr. Sampson to lI.ll.H. the

Prince of Wales for Sandringbam. They would not bo out of

place in the finest collection in the kingdom.
The out-door department displays the same vigour and

energy that characterised the in-door department, and al-

though not extensive, was well arranged. Koses are in some
degree attended to, and will ultimately have a larger share of

Mr. Sampson's attention. My visit was necessarily a very
hurried one, and not at the best time to see an establish-

ment lilie this. Later in the season I may hope to sec it

again.—D., Deal.

ROSE-BUDDING IN .lUNE.

Being a great lover of Roses, and knowing that the pages of
|

your Journal are scanned by many thousands of those who
|

also delight in cultivating this lovely flower, I send you a short I

account of a method of budding in June which I have invari-

ably found successful.

In October I select and plant what stocks I require, and when
in the spring they commence growing I pinch or rub off all the

shoots except two, three, or four, according to the strength of

the stock ; those remaining I allow to grow to their utmost
extent. :

I ascertain the time they are ready for budding by rubbing
j

off some of the thorns, and if these are easily detached I know
the stco'is are in the right condition. I then cut the shoots

back, leaving on them three or four buds to the stock. In the I

Fi^ /

shoot to be budded I make a T cut (as shown in rt<;. 1 at u)>

just through the bark, being careful not to injure either the
wood or bark, insert the point of the handle of the budding
knife gently into and along eaclr side of tlio longitudinal cut

(fiih 1), detaching the bark from the wood to allow of the in-

sertion of the bud, for which it is now ready. Obtain the
bud by choosing one which appears to be the fullest from a
branch or shoot of the Rose to be propagated. Cut it off, as
shown in./i/y. 2, take the wood out of it carefully, so as not to

pull out the heart of the bud, insert it in the T cut under the
bark, //'/. 3 [\n fiij. \ I have shown a large bud with the wood
in (I, the wood in course of removal at o', the wood taken out,

tlio heart of the bud being left, and to which the arrow points,

at «'), push it close up, as in fuj. 5, and tie firmly with wool

or ball lamp cotton, as in iv]. G. As the original buds in the

shoots in which the bud of the required Rose has been inserted

keep pushing I pinch them all off, in order to throw as much
vigour as possible into the inserted bud, and am careful that

no other shoots grow from the stock. When the inserted buds
have grown the length shown in fqu 7 I remove the tie. As I

prefer to have blooms as soon as possible. I permit the inserted

bud to grow as long as it will, and am often rewarded with

flowers the same season. In the following April I cut back

this shoot, leaving only on it three or four good buds, as shown
in .«',(/. 8.

As many amateurs may not be aware of the foregoing plan,

I have been induced to send you such an explanation of

it as I trust will enable them to try it for themselves, and
thus " steal a march," or rather a season, on their trees.

Floriculturists are, I am aware, too busy at the indicated time,

but this is not written for experts, but beginners.—T. J. S..

Twickenham.
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WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Keep this department free from weeds ; one good weeding is

better than three hoeings and rakings. Indeed, except for

covering seeds or gathering off stones, the rake should not be

mnch used in tlie kitchen garden. Asparngus will be much
improved if the beds do not become dry till the berries begin

to change colour in the autumn. Lreks are a very useful

vegetable in winter, and this is about the best time to plant

them out from the seed beds. Onion.^ are often injured by
being left too long in the seed bed, or too close together in the

rows. Thin, sow, and plant succession crops as their different

states indicate.

TKUIT GAItDEN.

You cannot pay too much attention to thinning, stopping,

and training the summer growths of fruit trees. Fig trees

should have the points of the shoots that are rampant pinched
out. This will cause the young fruit to swell better, and will

have a tendency to render the shoots more fruitful. In making
a fresh plantation, secure a dry situation, and keep the plant

growfng from one stem, as the sucker-like appearance which
Fig trees generally present is a great drawback to their proper
management. Vines in favourable situations should have the

fruitful shoots shortened to an eye beyond the bunch, and these

shoots so thinned that the Vines will be able to perfect the

bunches.
FLOWER GARDEN.

All the China, Tea-scented, and Bourbon Koses that have
been forced since last Christmas will now be on the decline,

and should be well pruned back, and all the weaker shoots cut

out entirely. There are many of them so free-blooming as to

continue in flower for months, but it would be bad manage-
ment to let them do so, as there will be no want of Koses for

the next six weeks. If these plants were now repotted, shaking
away the greater portion of the soil from their roots, and
placed in a shady situation for about two months, pinching out

what flower buds they make during that time, they would be
in a fine condition for autumn use in the conservatory. Large
plants of Sweet Briars that hare also been forced throughout
the winter, should now be entirely cut down to the surface of

the pots and set in a shaded place. It will not answer to prune
Briars that have been forced, like other Roses. They become
so hard in the wood by being constantly deprived of their

foliage, that nothing short of cutting down will bring them
about again, but by this system the same plants will do for

years and answer better than young ones. The very gayest

bed on the lawn in autumn might be made by the following

bigh-coloured Koses, which are of nearly the same tints of

scarlet and crimson. Suppose the bed to be a circle, place

Oloire de Ilosomeue in the centre, and tie it up to a stake, it

being of a half-climbing nature ; then a circle of Cramoisie
eblouisante and Cramoisie superieure, then Henry V. and
Saint Pierre ; the next circle of Fabvier, and the last, next to

the grass, of Psyche, which is a Bourbon, but differs little from
the rest in foliage. This is about the time to plant these out,

and any Kose-grower can furnish a large bed of them for a

few shillings, as tliey are all cheap varieties ; indeed, their

cheapness and their high colours are the reason for pointing

them out. As we are at length likely to have a good soaking
rain, it will not be necessary this week to do more than direct

attention to former calendars, and urge the necessity of bring-

ing the work up as soon as possible. Where the grass on lawns
is much burned by the hot weather, it will assist it much in

recovering its verdant hue to dress either with liquid manure,
or some artificial manure considerably mixed with light sandy
soil. A little lawn Grass and Dutch Clover seed thrown on
previously to covering with soil will do much good, especially

on spring-laid turf where soil to fill up the cracks is indis-

pensable. Mow, roll, and sweep lawns and walks, and keep every

thing and every place as clean as possible. Annuals may now
be advantageously thinned, and the thinnings if not too large

may be used for filUug up gaps in the borders. Seedling

Auriculas must be shaded from the glare of the midday sun,

and especially watch the attacks of green fly, which usually

secretes itself in the heart of the plant, and multiplies very

fast in hot weather. Remove the insects as they appear.

Place two or three flat oyster shells on the surface of the soil

in the large pots ; it prevents evaporation, and also saves the

roots from being washed bare in watering them. Polyanthuses
are very subject to the attacks of red spider ; to keep these

pests down shade the plants, and if in a bed keep the soil

strengthen the roots. The bulbs on the offset beds will soon
be ready to take up should dry weather set in. Use every
means before recommended to keep your Carnations and
Picotees free from green fly. If the insects become numerous
the bloom will suffer severely. Tie-up diligently and top-dress
with some very rotten manure. Pinks do not appear so hable
to the attacks of the green fly as the before-mentioned flowers.

Water seedlings, and pull up those which are single or have
serrated leaves. They are not only worthless, but their removal
will benefit those whicli remain. Continue to put in cuttings

of Pansies. Those slipped nearest the root succeed best, the
thinner they are the better; strong shoots seldom make good
plants. The stakes ought to be put to Dahlias without delay,

and the plants will be better of a mulching of rotten manure.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSERVATORY.
New conservatories, where a collection of climbers has been

planted this spring, should now be kept as hot as a stove, and
as damp as water can make them day and night ; it is bad
policy to use the common routine for such a house the first

season. We often hear of large conservatories becoming too

hot and injuring the plants in summer, but it is the want of

moisture in the atmosphere and not the heat which causes the

mischief. All spare places and under the stages in any con-

servatory should now scarcely ever be dry. Plants in flower

here must be constantly shaded while the sun is strong upon
the glass. Ladies when viewing the large Pelargoniums at the

metropolitan shows are often heard to say how much they
would like to have some of their own plants trained in the

same way. Nothing is easier if there are plenty of plants of

each sort to be so trained. When the plants are just coming
into flower put four or five of them into one large pot, keeping

the best side of the plants outwards, and with a little training

a specimen of any ordiuary size can be made at once ; and if

the soil is good the plants will flower in this way much longer.

Keep the greenhouse moist by frequent syringing ; turn the

plants round from time to time, that they may not become
one-sided ; and allow them to have plenty of room on all sides,

which is the grand secret in growing these plants to perfection.

The flower buds of such young plants as are intended to

become specimens ought to be picked off in order to encourage

their growth. There is nothing more general or more difiicult

to manage than attempts at growing and flowering these plants

in the same house ; but then they cannot by any possibility be

grown to anything like perfection. House plants in our climate

must have large portions of water thrown over or amongst
them, to keep up a moist atmosphere while they are growing,

and flowers will not stand this with impunity.

STOVE.

Clerodendrons, Vincas, and other stove plants intended to

flower in the conservatory through the summer should now be

removed to the coldest part of the house. There is hardly a

stove plant which may not be thus inured in summer to flower

in the conservatory. Most of the Orchids are well suited for

this purpose, and as few ladies can endure the close heat of

the stoves, unless the inmates of these houses are so managed
their beauty is in a great measure lost.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
We continued in the daily expectation of rain, which did

not come until Friday and Saturday, when we were quite pre-

pared for it. We well cleaned a second tank in good time, and

should have been vexed if the pure soft rains had become

mixed with what had remained for the greater part of eighteen

months, with frequent additions from every shower. In the

very dry days of the first part of the week, ending on the 23rd

inst., two things struck our attention—first, the boldness with

which all crops that had been surface-stirred or mulched met

the heat and drought ; and, secondly, the rapidity with which

Lettuces, Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c., grew in the latter warmer

days of the week, when not assisted at all in the way of water-

ing. The genial warmth made all the difference, the warm
nights as well as the warm days. The sun was quite as hot in

the earlier days of the week, but the air was drier, and more

parching, and the nights much colder. All our smaller crops,

as Onions, Carrots, Parsnips, &c.. had a good hoeing with the

Dutch hoe, so as to leave the surface loose and clean.

Box Edfiinij.—Vfe shall not yet be able to do anything to

ours, but "from this to the middle of June is a good time for

^ ^ ^ .__ cutting it in rather freely, when that work is done only once in

moist 'around"lherQ. ' Break 'off the capsules of Tulips to ' the season. After this'time there will be httle risk of frost
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blackening the young growth, and the lines will look tolerably

neat for the year ; but, of course, not bo well as those nipped
several times in the season. Box will always have its admirers,

just as anything tlint grows is to many more interesting than
the inert thing that is made ; but tiles and even slate make
very neat edgings, and, requiring no annual labour to keep them
right, they are ultimiitely much more economical than Box,
and afford nothing like the same refuge and hiding place for

vermin. Young straight Box edgings are best clipped square
on the top, then a line strained tight in the centre, and the

sides cut square or pointed to it. Edgings which are stronger

and better established are often cut with the scythe. A goud
workman who can command alike a lirm wrist and a good eve,

will leave work behind him that would rival that of the beat

clipper, and with much less labour.

Sea-kale.—Tliat which we planted out suffered from the
dryness, and the best plants with bold and good crowns
suffered much more than those set, which consisted merely of

bits of roots with no perceptible bud, being merely pieces of

the ends of roots from i to 6 or 7 inches in length. These,
planted with merely the upper end about level with the surface,

have thrown out several buds, green and flourishing, whilst

many of the good plants with prominent buds do not look so

flourishing as when put out, and will require this rain or a water-
ing to give them their due advantage. In the case of the plants,

they were growing a little before being planted, and the trans-

planting gave them a check, which we ought to have counter-

acted by two or three waterings in the dry weather, but these

we could ill afford to give. The pieces of roots without visible

buds had nothing to do but secure the moisture in the earth
to preserve their vitality, and hence the warm weather, when it

caused the latent buds near the surface to break, induced also

the lower part to put out fibres to keep up a supply of sap to the
expanding buds. This affords a proof that it is often best to

move plants and trees when in a state of comparative repose,

and that when moved in a growing state there should be as

little check as possible involved in the moving. Had we done
justice to these plants with buds, they would have been as much
before these pieces of roots now as we have no doubt they will

be a few weeks hence.
As the cutting season is now over, all the plants should be

dressed and cleared gradually of their flower beads, except
the plants intended to be left for bearing seed, and these
should not be forced next season. AVe use the word gradually
intentionally, as these flower heads make a delightful vegetable
cooked in the usual way, and thus afford a change for a week
or two. When this use is not approved of, then the heads may
be cut off, and taken to the rubbish heap at once. Our Cauli-

flowers are coming in nicely, but in the occasional break be-

tween them and Brocculi a basketful of Sea-kale flower-heads
makes a good change at the hall table at least ; and we have
heard the most refined gentlemen speak highly of the dish,

just boiled as a woman in a cottage would do, using boiling soft

water, and a pinch of soda in the water.

One fact more. Against the convictions of oiar experience
we planted out a number of the roots we had taken up to force

first. These, however plump and fresh they look, seldom do
well when planted out again. A good many thus treated

have rotted away. lu the dryness we would not have been
surprised it they had shrivelled up a little, but they rotted.

Now the plants thus taken up for forcing are useless after-

wards in proportion to the earliness and the crops taken from
them. Plants that yield later gatherings in spring, and are

cut only once, do not suffer in the same way from being taken
up. There is a simple way in which we can be independent
of all such early-forced plants, even if we do not give ourselves

the trouble to raise plants from seed, and there is generally a
little trouble involved in this, first from rats, &c., purloining the
seed, and then from birds and turnip fly making inroads among
the young seedlings. In taking up plants to force in mild hot-

beds. Mushroom beds, &c., the size of the header top when we
cut it for table will generally be in proportion to the thickness

of the root, and the prommence and size of the bud or buds at

its point, and but little in proportion to the length of the root.

These tuber-like roots may be dug up with their rootlets to

a length of from 12 to IS or more inches, but we have always
found that G or 8 inches in pots or beds just yielded as good
gatherings as if the roots were double the length ; nay, though
we would not at present recommend the practice, yet we have
found large roots of 3 and i inches in length yielded as good
produce in such circumstances as longer ones. Supposing you
took for forcing roots of from G to lU inches in length, what a

quantity of the smaller roots, and even larger ones from a
quarter to half an inch in diameter, would thus be cut off ; and
each of these cut into G or 8-inch lengths, and laid thickly

along the ground in a trench, with tho points out, and a little

hhort litter over them during the winter, would bo just suitable

to plant out in well-prepared ground next spring, and the
strongest might be forced in the first winter, and the weakest
in ihe second. We are the more particular on this matter,

because we know there are so many who consider Sea-kalo to

be a desirable luxury, but think that it is beyond their means,
and we wish to shov/ that any one may have it who can devote a

few rods of the garden to grow it in summer, and that without
mounds of fermenting dung in the garden in the winter.

i'eiietable Mnni>ici< and TUdjc Cucumbers.—Filled the trench
and replaced the earth as alluded to lately, and the soil having
become so warm by being exposed when dug out, wo set some
hand-lights on and planted at once, contrary to our general

custom in such cases, which is to wait until the earth is

warmed. In warm places there is little necessity for this care,

but the old plan of producing a little heat below the ridge is

good, and the heat can be easily supplied where there are

stumps of winter stuff to be disposed of, a little long litter to

be had, and mowings from the lawn to mingle with it. The
litter neutralises and retains the heat from the grass, which
otherwise would be too violent and evanescent.

Cucumbcr.i.—Moved cuttings, seedlings, &o., from a couple of

two-light frames over a mild hotbed, formed much as above
stated, forked over the upper and sweetest portion of the bed,

added a ridge of littery manure and leaves all round so as to

elevate the frame when put on, leaving a trench in the
centre for the soil, and as that soil had been exposed to the sun
of the previous hot days and well warmed, we turned out the

strong plants at once, as the produce may be desirable, and we
can dispense sooner with the early bed if we like. That two-

light bed has borne wonderfully and almost exhausted itself,

but on cutting most of the fruit, removing the older leaves,

and giving it comparative rest for eight days, it is now break-

ing afresh with vigorous fruitful shoots.

Mehms.—What we have said above about warmed soil, we
would have put in operation with Melons in cold pits, but in

one case we wanted the room for Beans, which we wished to

turn out of a vinery, and in the other we could not raise at the
time the bedding plants growing in the soil. The practice we
intended following, and which we have followed successfully

years ago, we may mention for the benefit of those who have a
pit or frame that will now be emptied of the bedding plants,

and who have no dung heap to afford the means for obtaining

artificial heat beneath the soil for Melons. In such a May as this

success would have been certain. We used to get the soil in

the place fresh and rather stiff and not at all fine, and just a
little rotten dung or leaf mould in it. This when it had re-

mained for a day or two with the glasses shut, and exposed to

the sun, would be turned over, and the operation repeated

several times until the soil was well warmed throughout, the

warming being accelerated by covering up the glass at night.

With such treatment, and husbanding sun heat. Melon plants

turned out in the end of May and the beginning of June with

no artificial heat, yielded good returns early in autumn. We
have planted out strong plants over slight hotbeds because we
had the chance to do so, and in a dull season they will be more
sure than if they had no artificial heat.

FKUIT GARDEN.
The rains will beat all our watering as respects Strawberries,

and, in fact, these were tolerably well before the rains came,
except the Black Prince, which showed signs of a little suffer-

ing, and which hitherto has been much valued for jam and
other preserving purposes. We hope to litter a good many of

our borders and quarters on Monday, and thus keep the mois-
ture in and the fruit clean. A considerable amount of trouble

is now requisite to keep up a good regular supply of Straw-

berries from under glass. We do not expect much from the

open ground for three weeks. The earliest-forced ones planted

out are beginning to show the flower buds, and will come ia

useful when the general crop is gone.
OrcJmrd Houxe.—Removed the earliest Peas, and the second

and third will follow ere long, as the first-transplanted ones of

the taller kinds out of doors are now coming in. Had the
houses emptied of most of the flowering plants that stood

beneath the trees in pots; and as these pots wanted much
watering during the last three weeks, the mulching has almost
disappeared, and must be replenished if possible next week.
It is of no consequence if this mulching of rotten dung, &c., is
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placed considerably above the rim of the pot if two things be
insisted on, otherwise there will be risk of danger. First, in
watering, the waterer must avoid jetting the water into what
would soon be a hole close to the stem of the plant—a practice

which, besides having a tendency to leave the outside soil

unwatered, has ruined more tender plants than perhaps any
other bad practice. The potting-higb of hair-rooted plants
might never have been so general if the waterer would have
kept water from dashing against the stem, or rather collar

of the plant. In the case of these mulched orchard trees let

the water be poured over the whole of the surface, and more
particularly be directed to the circumference rather than to the
centre. Secondly, never be satisfied with the mere surface
appearance, or even ringing the pots if partly plunged, but
examine, with a linger or the point of a stick, a few inches
below the mulching ; otherwise you may have a moist surface
and great dryness of the roots an inch or two beneath the sur-
face. When used to it you can tell when a plant is in danger
from this cause as you pass along ; but until that aptitude is

learned from observation there must be no disdaining to examine
the state of the soil, which is better in every way than an in-
discriminate pouring from the water pail. The mulching
lessens the frequency of watering, and prevents hardening the
snrface soil too much, but it likewise conceals defects as to too
much or too httle moisture that can scarcely be found at first

without such particular manual examination.

_
In other houses the work was much the same as in the pre-

vious week. We keep the late vinery warmer now, as the Grapes
are coming into bloom. In a week or so we will keep the first

orchard house closer and shut up sooner for the same purpose.
ORNAMENTAL DEPAHTMENT.

Our work here has been heavy, consisting of rolling, mowing,
clearing the lawn of Daisies with the knife, and digging and
preparing beds and borders for planting. We remember the
•2'2nd of May last year, and how we escaped by a little patience.
The rain will cause the ground to work beautifully, and most
likely we will turn a good many plants out next week before
this is read. To beginners we may say, If we have much rain
and the soil is at all heavy and stiff, avoid planting out when
the surface soil is wet and claggy. If you do, you will repent
it during the season. It will be months before such clagged
soil becomes kindly. It is in every way better to wait until the
surface has become rather dry. Of course our advice does not
*Pply to small beds, where one can plant without even setting

a foot on the bed. We know that the advice in many quarters
is " Choose a rainy day to plant in." We say, on the contrary.
On all stiff heavy soil that will run together when pressed wet,
and not be easily disintegrated when dried, plant when the
surface is rather dry, either before rain is expected or after it

has come. In such a condition of the soil the work can be
better, more quickly, and more comfortably performed.
Our second golden rule would be. Give time and care to the

planting. When we did much more flower gardening than
now, we one year could have boasted how very quickly we
turned the whole out. We would never wish to have the
power to make such a boast again. Of course, in rain or in

sunshine a slit for a plant is soon made, the roots slipped in
and the earth squeezed against them. It will be generally
true economy to make first a hole or a trench, and give the
roots full justice in having well-pulverised soil around them,
without leaving the mark of a foot on the ground.
Our third rule would be. Water to moisten just a little beyond

the roots, resurface with the drier soil, and avoid surface-
watering, unless in some great emergency. The first watering
will serve the plant for a considerable time ; and if it shows a
little distress, and you are sure there is moisture enough at the
roots, give it a little help by shading, or wetting the foliage,

merely to arrest a rapid perspiration—too rapid for the roots
in their new quarters at once to meet.

American Plants.—In answer to " Puzzled," who has a bed
of Azaleas that looks as if dry, and which no watering seems to
improve. Try what mulching will do ; but before being satis-

fied with that raise a plant or two, and examine the ball care-
fully, as for orchard-house trees in pots. We once helped to

make a valuable bed all right that seemed going beyond hope
of recovery. The plants had been turned out of large pots into
a bed of heath soil and sandy fibrous loam. On examination at
the roots it was found that the plants had been turned out of
pots with the balls dry, and all the barrels of water lavished on
the bed had passed the balls like raindrops from the wing of a
duck. The plants were lifted, their balls put standing in a tub of

they were then replanted, and bloomed and grew beautifully
the same season, and, as far as we know, ever afterwards. In
raised beds, even established plants can scarcely have enough
of moisture without mulching.—E. F.

CO^'ENT GARDEN MARICET.—May 27.

A STEADY Supply and a rather better demand for superior goods have
been experienced during the past week. Strawberries from the open air
in the western counties ore now plentiful, there have also been large con-
signments from France with the other usual jiroduce. Good early Peas
from Kent and elsewhere are now in, as are also early Ash-leaf Potatoes.

Apples h sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

Chestnuts bush.
Currants j sieve

Black do.
Figs dos:. 12
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries . . quart
Grapes, Hothouse, -lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes doz.
Asparapru3 100
Beans. Kidney 100
Beet, P.'ed doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brus. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fonnel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

8. d. s.

8 Oto 5

2 4

9
4

Melons each 6

Nectarines doz. 10
Oranges 100 4
Peaches doz. 18
Pears fdessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb. 8
Plums i sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries., per lb. 4

Walnuts bush. 10
do per 100 1

d. a.

0tol2
20

TEGETA.BLES.

. d. B. d
I

to 4 Leeks bunch
8 Lettuce per score

6 Mushrooms .... pottle
8 Mustd.& Cress, punnet

9 10 Onions.... per bushel
Parsley per sieve

16' Parsnips doz.
{ Peas per quart
I Potatoes bushel

8 i Kidney do.
6 2 1 Radishes doz. bunches
6 16 Rhubarb bundle

Sea-kale basket
3 Shallots lb.

8 Spinach bushel
8 Tomatoes. . . . per doz.

5 Turnips bunch

d. B.

StoO

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
••• We request that no one will write privately to the depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage

Gardener, and Country Gentleman.'" By so doing they

are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solehj to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc, 171, Fleet

Street^ London, E.G.
K.B.—Many questions must remain unanswered until next

week.

Journal of HoRTicULTtmE Prizes {An Intendinrf Exhibitor).—The
first considerations with the Judges in awarding onr prizes at the Royal
Horticultural Society's Exhibition at Leicester, on the 16th of July nest,

will be the excellence of the fruits and the taste with which they are

arranced. The exhibitors must find their own dishes. Seven dishes of

fruit better grown and better arranged would be entitled to a prize in

preference to any larger number deficient in these qualifications. There
are no stipulations as to *' points.'" The Judges will award the prizes to

the collections which in their opinion are of the fruits best cultivated

and most tastefully set upon the table.

Leicester Show (TT. Williaim).~ki)-p}y to Mr. Eyles, Royal Hort;icul-

tural Society, South Kensington, London, W., and he will furnish you
with every information,

Peterborough Exhibition CBcnrij Porter).—The wording of the
schedule is so indefinite as to the classes you mention, that we cannot
advise you. You had better consult the Committee.

Fowls' Dung as a Manure for Roses (A Suhscriher).—"You are in

error in supposing that chickens' dung, old or new, solid or liquid, on the
surface or next to the roots, killed youi- Roses. Roses planted this spring,

if not properly planted and carefuUy attended to, and watered both over

the folinge and roots, would probably die or suffer greatly. Fresh cow dung,

solid or liquified, is admirable for almost all kinds of plants, especially

for Hollyhocks and Dahlias. It is cool, does not contain much uric acid,

and I never knew it injure anj-thing to which it was applied. You
had better mulch your freshly-planted Roses, lull the aphides, cut off the

leaves spotted with orange and other fungus, thin out leaves where they
are tangled, syringe the trees well, and apply water copiously to the

roots. Honeydew is more abundant than I ever knew it before ; it is a
\iscous secretion from the tree, of which insects are fond, but of which
they are not the cause. It must be washed oflF, as it stops the pores of

the'leaves. Roses open here abnormally with green centres. Take them
off at once.—W. F. Rahclytfe, Ok^ford Fitzpaine:' A liquid manure
made of 1 lb. of fowls' dung to each gallon of water would be the propor-

tions we should employ, and give it once a-wcek ; and the same might be

applied to ordinary- bedding plants and culinary vegetables ; for the latter

2 lbs. to the gallon would not be too much.

Blighted Rose Trees (C. JB., GodaZmiTrp).—" As far as I can judge of

the smashed leaves sent, the blight appears to be mildew—white fungus.
- - ^

, If you have only a few plants so affected you may on the first appearance
water for ten minutes after any air- bell had ceased to appear ; ' rub it ofi"with your finger and thumb, some Rose-growers use sulphur
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Of the two kinds, black salphnr is tbo better. I nae for Roses 2 ozs. of
blue vitriol dissolved in hot water and then mixed with a stable bucketful
of cold water. 1 know not how it may act on the leaves of other plants.

When a tree is hopelessly mildewed I cut off the branches and leaves.
I have thus treated a second time tbis schboq a tree of Triomphe do
Rennes, 12 feet hiKh. AVith regard to inducing the soedlinn Hybrid Per-
petaal to bloum, do not attempt it if the plant is weak. U it is stronj?

take off the points of the shoots and side branches.—W. F. RAccLVFrE.*'

Graves Xottinghamfnsis).—The Muscat Escholata is tbo same as
Whito Muscat of Alexandria. We consider Scbiras a very excellent
early Grape. Is yours the tree one ? We cannot discern what book your
third question refers to.

Peabs Bestboyed by Insects (W. S.).—The beetle-like insect which
destroys your orclmrd-house Pears by eatiug through their stalks, is the
Curculio macularis, or Spotted Weevil. It conceals itself in the soil

during the day. and feeds at night. Your best remedy is to shake each
tree over a wliite sheet at night, and destroy the insects which fall upon
it. If this bo repeated on two or three successive nights you will extir-
pate the marauders.

Eakly Pea.—Mr. G. Edgerton. Strawberry Hill, has enclosed us
(May 20th), some pods of Dickson's First and Best early Pea, and says
he finds it about a week earlier than Sangster's No. 1 and several other
varieties, so«-n January 2L'th in pots, and planted out on the first favour-
able opportunity.

WiREWoRMs {Injelix).—We do not know of anything that will destroy
wireworms without causing injury to the crop. If, when you sow Peas,
Jtc, you were to give a good dressing of soot, and were to point it in
where the rows are to be, it would in a great measure drive the wirewoms
away from the Peas. You might also make a number of holes along the
sides of the rows of Peas, drop into each a potato, and cover it with soil.

These may be examined twice or thrice a-week. and the wireworms de-
stroyed. It is well to thrust a stick through each potato, for it will eerve
both as a mark and a handle by which to puU the baits up for exami-
nation.

Calasthe testita (S.).—The young growths of the present year will
form the sUvery bulbs of next year, and from their base will proceed
flowers this or next year if they be properly matured. The present
silvery bulbs will die away after they have flowered, or when new growths
have been produced by them ; but they may not die for some time after
the new bulbs are formed. It is not liliely they will flower in autumn, or
that new growths will proceed from them next season. It is quite un-
nanal.

CiELOGTNE cBisTATA WEAKLY (Wfm).—We think your plant is weak,
imd that last year's growth was very poor ; but according to your descrip-
tion it is progressing favourably, and will, with encouragement, produce
a better growth and bulb this season.

Dendroeicm nobile Leaves Erowx (Irft-m).—The leaves turn brown
and rapidly decay from their being kept in too cool an atmosphere, and
from being too much watered over. Give more heat and maintain a moist
atmosphere, avoiding the wetting of the leaves to such an extent as to
cause water to hang upon them.
PLUiis NOT S\\-zi.LiNG (K. £".).—We can only suppose that your tree

has suffered Hke many others from frost, and that we beheve has been
the cause of the fruit falling shortly after setting. We have not a heavy
crop on our standard, bush, and pyramid trees, although they gave great
promise. On trees against walls we have a splendid crop of 'Plums, and
the fruit is larger than we remember to have seen it in May.
BroDiKG Plum Trees (T. T. 5.).—Plum trees are best budded ; indeed,

grafting Plums is not general. The best time to bud is as soon alter the
middle of June as the bark parts readily from the wood. All budding is
done in the same manner as for the Rose, only Plums are budded about
6 inches from the ground and on the side of the main stem.

Budding Roses (Old Subscriber, Ireland).—There is no pamphlet on
Rose budding, but you will find full particulars in Rivers's " Rose Ama-
teur's Guide, ' published by the Messrs, Longman. Thomson's styptic is
not necessary for budding Roses, but it may be used lor the purpose, and
is thought by some to be an advantageous appUcatioa. It may be pro-
cared of any seedsman.

Thinning Kectarixes (D. TD.^You should reduce the five hundred
Nectarines on a tree 15 feet by 6 feet, to half that number: but if your
tree is not very vigorous, we would not leave more than two Nectarines
per square foot, or 160, and if weak we would reduce the number to 150.

Crop for a Vine (Id'^m).—Your Yine with three rods will certainly
bring to maturity twenty-four bunches, better than a Vine with the same
number of bunches on a single rod ; but you must bear in mind that the
size of the bunches has much to do with the quantity that may be left on
a Vine. If you have large bunches on the Vine witii three rods, then you
must not expect them to arrive at the same degree of perfection as if less
bunches were on the Vine with a single rod. If you have large bunches
you must allow fewer of them to remain than were the bunches smaller,
for a Vine with but eight bunches may give a greater weight of Grapes
than one with twenty-four bunches upon it.

Boilers (Jmateur).—Your boiler may be a very good one. One charac-
teristic we contend for is simplicity, and we are also of opinion that the
setting and the management are more important than the mere form of
the boiler. Most boilers that need no brickwork, unless supplied with an
air-tight jacket, waste heat much more than if set in brickwork, for
what is absorbed by the brickwork will be radiated back again. Boilers
without brickwork are chiefly useful in small places, and where moving
the boiler and all appurtenances is a matter for consideration, A large
boiler on that principle we do not look upon as economical so far as
heating is concerned. (Anxious Ijiquirer).—We think that water tubes
are not so good for firebars as iron bars where inferior fuel is used. Your
obtaining so high a temperature so easily at one time, and the difficulty

of getting the water warm at another time, show that there is something
different in the management. If one course of management will so easily
heat the water, we can see no reason why that should not be done again
if the same draught is secured, and most furnaces require cleaning out,
to clear out clinkers, &c. By the management of the furnace bars, a
brisk or a slow combustion can be obtained. In the one case keep them
open for air, in the other keep them comparatively close to exclude much
air. We prefer a little smaU coal to mix with coke in lighting, and the

;

little extra smoke is connterbalanced by the quickness of ignition. If

this is not allowed small broken coke sbonid be kept on purpose for

lighting. If you become tireman because your young men cannot manage
the fires, there will soon be something else they cannot do.

CcTTiNGS OF Golden Chain Pelabgonicm (C. P.).—There are two
periods for striking Golden Chain— first, in July and August, in sandy
Bnil in the open air ; and in February, March, and onwards, in a hotbed.
We cannot say why your Mushrooms after sho^ving do not grow, but we
would reduce the temperature of the house to from 50^ to €0^, seldom
above 55 , and see that the soil do not want for requisite moisture.

Rose Tree vtith Pendulous Branches (P. S.).—No Ro?e except a
drooping or weeping one will long endure having the principal branches
drooping down. If you have not irremediably injured the Solfaterre

Rose, pruning it and allowing the shoots to grow upwards, or at least not
below the horizontal, will give it :i chance of recovery. If you wish to

cover to the pot with such a Rose, you must not have a standard, but
shoots as low as the rim of the pot.

Floweb Beds (Jacfctnani).—We neither exactly know what you aim at,

nor the position of the beds. The following would look well in the beds,
each 10 feet in diameter, and each having four bands and a centre—thus,

first bed. 1st row, Venub's Looking-glass and Virginian Stock; 2, Silene

pendula ; 3, Yellow Hawkweed ; 4, Blue Branching Larkspur ; 5, Prince's

Feather. Second bed— 1, Yellow Heartsease; 2, Blue Nemophila,
3, White Candytuft ; 4, Lobel's Catchfly; 5, Delphinium formosum. Third
bed— 1, Purple' and blue Heartsease ; 2, Tom Thumb Yellow Tropaolum ;

3. Purple Jacobiea ; 4, White and Blue Branching Larkspur ; 5, Love-
lies-bleedii2g.

Peaches Falling (Old Subscriber).—"W&nt of ripeness ef wood, owing
to the strong growth, is, no doubt, one of the reasons why your fruit

buds fall and do not set. Try what less watering will do ; if that do
not give firmer wood, and root-pruning in winter is so ineffectual,

try lifting and replanting the trees in the first days of October. We do
not like much root-pruning in summer, but we have done a little to over-

vigorous trees with advantage. See " Doings of the Last Week " of May
21st, on thinning buds, &c. Watering with guano, or with lime and soot

water, will start the ants from your houses. Sugar and arsenic mixed
together in a saucer, and a saucer put over it, with a thin slip of wood
between the two, to leave room for the ants and for nothing larger to

enter, will soon put an end to those which partake of such a dainty.

Peaches, &c., in Orchard House (W. H.,Dt'pt/ordi.—See the previous

reply, and we also refer you to * Doings of the Last Week " in last week's

Journal as to thinning buds and fruit. We think two circumstances are

against vou—the smoke of the town to which you are so near, and the
using old kitchen garden soil for your orchard house, especially after so

well securing drainage, &c. Meanwhile we do not see anything wrong in

the colour of the foUage, and a little soot water would help to make it

darker. As the trees grow so well and strongly there cannot be much
the matter with the soil, though we would prefer it fresher, but our own
trees are just in the old border. However, aa the bushes do best, it shows
the soil is not so much at fault as free growth, and if these pyramids were
ours, and we could not ripen them, we would lift and replant in October.

The size of the wood does not look as if they were too luxuriant, and
it strikes us that vonr soil may be rather dry in winter and spring before

the bloom opens." Try what a little more moisture will do. The speci-

men shoot Lf Nectarine sent seemed to indicate that the fruit had too

much exposure to the full sun, and the small fruit showed the tree was also

making a selection for itself. Trv a thinning early in spring of the buds
that cluster too thickly; hut above all, see that the soil is moderately
moist before the buds begin to swell ; and to hasten the matnration of

the wood give little water, and a dryish atmosphere after you gather the
fruit.

Grcb, &c. (Anxiety).—How to get rid of the " grub" that is eating up
yonr Cerastium plants, is a question difficult to answer, not knowing what
insect your mean by "grub." If it is the larva of the cockchafer that

has eaten ap the roots below the surface, then we can advise no better

plan than to take the Cerastium up, examine every bit carefully to see

that there is no fat grub concealed in it. remove the soil to the depth of

a foot, and add fresh before planting. Before doing so try what a strong

watering of lime and soot would do. Birds are our best friends for

thinning these marauders, and, as they remain in the larva state fully

three years, the destruction thev do to crops, to pastures, and even to

such ornamental plants as Cerastium, is very great indeed. The wirewonn
is even a worse larva if possible, as it exists in that state some five years,

but a little tar scattered on the ground in winter before digging, or even
the application of soot and lime to the ground will generally send it off,

and when present among crops. Potatoes and Carrots may be inserted in

the soil as traps, and be examined every mornmg. The Musk plant will

make a good bordering for bedding Pelargoniums and other things, but
unless well watered it will die down early in the autumn. The herbaceous

plant enclosed is Arabis alba variegata. The variegated Vinca makes
a good edging plant.

White Blotch on Peaches (Dorset).—V^e think you must have had a

little mildew on the Peaches last season, and that has increased this

season. The blotches on the fruit are cither the result of mildew, or of

sunstroke when the fruit was wet, and little or no air admitted to the

bouse. We think it is mildew, and in that case would dust the parts with

sulphur, daub sulphur paint on any open parts of the wall, give more air,

and keep the atmosphere drier.

Pruning Labuencms (1?'. JT. B.).—The Laburnums may be pruned in

winter, but better still in spring, before the buda break, but when they

show signs of moving. If for timber and planted rather thickly they

will need no pruning, and if for picturesque ornament they will merely
need a little regulating, and that will often be as well let alone.

Golden Feverfew (W^m).—The Golden Feverfew makes a good bed-

ding plant, and will do best as an edging. It bears nipping or cutting

to any height well.

Ants (31. A. E.).—Ants do harm in greenhouses and hothouses, especi-

allv where fruit is grown. A little sugar and arsenic, either dry or in a

liquid state, vrUl tempt them. Cover it over to keep animals getting to

it. leaving an opening, say of one-eighth of an inch for the ants to enter.

We have also put honey and water in a pot, and then the honey stuck to

their legs and trapped them by hundreds. Watering their haunts with

guano or other ammoniacal water will expel them. A gentleman lately
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told UB that ants kept down the green fly in hia houses, but we do not
believe it. The artful busy ants treat a fat green fly much as we treat a

milch cow, and in either case, fly or cow, are too valuable to be destroyed
by those who are nourished Iv either.—R. F.

EucoDONOPSis N,EGELioiDKs (A, 1'.).—The following deecription of this

was given in "The Gardeners' Year-Book," for 18b7 :—" A beautiful dwarf
stove perennial with the habit of a Gloxinia, the leaves cordate ovate,

deep green, and the veutricose flowers rose colour, dotted in the manner
of a Tydjen, and deflexed from the top of a stalk supporting them above
the leaves. It is a hybrid between Eucodonia Ehreubergii and Naegelia

zebrina splendens."

Action of Napthaline on Insects.—The son of the late distinguished

Professor Pelonzo, M. Eugene Pelouze, has found that napthaline pre-

vents plants from being attacked by insects. It neither kills the plants
nor the insects, but scares the latter awaj'. A very small quantity suffices.

—[Scifiitijic Iicvieu\) A correspondent (A. Tate), wishes to know how the
napthaline is applied.
Agaricus fimentaritts (Mrs. C.).—It was a Coprinns, although called

as above in the letter read at the meeting. A correct drawing of Scilla

verna has been published, and a copy will be sent to you gratis if you
send your address to our office.

Names of Flints (F. C.i.—Cratiegus crus-galli. (H. N. I.}.—The plant
you enclosed is not Viola cornnta. Of V. auricula we never heard. We
cannot determine the name of a plant from the leaves alone. {M. H.A.).
—Euuuymus latifohus.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending May 26th.

Datb.
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and night at intervals, and some of the eggs get chilled. Again,

I often go at night to see the sitting hens, and with a young hen

it is quite common to finil one or more eggs out from under

her, even if she has only seven or eight eggs. As they all

come outside in turn, this must do much to spoil the whole

brood."
The last remark I can corroborate from my own experience.

It the hen be not too heavy the fault can bo guarded against

by making rather a deep hollow in the nest, which keeps the

eggs together ; but a large hen often breaks eggs in a nest so

made.
And now in reply to the kindly request of " Veritas," that

I would give my own views upon his courteous communication,

I must frankly admit " that ' Nkmo ' does 7wt attend to his sit-

ting hens so well as he misht." It is, alas, too true ; hut when
I inform him that my hobby has to be ridden within the pre-

cincts of a small town garden, and that my business avocations

require my presence every morning by (i A. 51., he will under-

stand that this arises " from circumstances over which I have

no control." That I am not ignorant of the plan he recom-

mends may, perhaps, be proved by the fact that in a work on

poultry, which most readers of " our .Journal " know to be

written by me, I have given, from " Poules et (Eufs " (a sort of

compendium of " Le Poulailler "), not only a description of the

process, but the very engravings (by permission) with which it

is illustrated ; still I do not think the French .system adapted

to this country for several reasons. In the first place, in our

climate the hens would become infested with vermin if only

allowed to dust themselves now and then, and the eggs get

chilled, as my friend describes, unless, as the French do, an
apartment is set apart for the process, and kept warm. Further,

except in cold weather, I incline to the opinion that half an
hour's absence is better for the eggs than a very short period.

I may be singular in this notion ; but when the weather gets

warm I have never found that a very close sitter brought such

good broods as one which remained off a fair time (possibly

my Scotch friend again I) In the early days of incubators the

eggs were kept heated without any intermission ; but although

this seems to answer perfectly in Egypt, I believe that here a

periodic cooling is found important to success. But, lastly and
chiefly, I altogether differ from " Veeitas " in his opinion, that

chickens thus hatched are stronger than those produced on the

ground. It is necessary, to have any success at all, that the

eggs be damped, and by adopting this precaution chicks may
be hatched on a shelf with no difficulty ; but my experience is,

that apart from all question of moisture, there is a something
in the ground itself (by ground I mean real earth), which gives

a vigour to the broods nothing else can impart. " Veritas "

confesses to having lost many. It will be seen I have had a

tolerable number, and scarcely any have died, whilst those few

are nearly all accidents, or from one brood, whose mother from
the first stood up all day instead of brooding them as she

should do.

Another objection is, that very many hens are not quiet

enough to be put back in their nests by hand. Cochins and
some Dorkings will do so, but with many you would find your

bird all " alive and kicking," to the damage of the egg shells.

On the whole, therefore, while I believe that for very early

broods, with quiet hens, some such plan as "Veritas" de-

scribes may be adopted with advantage where possible, I far

prefer the natural method of giving the hen a small run and
leaving her to herself in ordinary seasons. The run should be

small, and she should be alone in it ; with these conditions and

a, proper nest I believe that the average result will surpass

that of any other treatment, if the number of chicks actually

reared to maturity are, as they should be, taken into the ac-

-count.

With regard to packing, the last eggs I hatched and which,

so far as they themselves were concerned, it will be seen were,

without exception, fertile and vigorous, came to me from Lanca-

shire and were thus packel. Each egg was wrapped in paper

and then enveloped in a wisp of hay. Thus guarded they

were bedded rather loosely but steadily in a small flat-topped

hamper, a layer of hay about 2 inches deep being placed over

and under them. Hay was also padded between the eggs and

the sides of the basket. This is a first-rate method, if any-

thing superior to bran, as described by me the other day, but I

would use either according to the journey, weather, and other

circumstances.

—

Nemo.
P.S.—I cannot exactly give reasons, but I have a very strong

impression that, entirely apart from temperature, an east wind

bus a very prejudicial or at least retarding influence upon

hatching. Can any of your readers either confirm or contra-

dict this from their own experience ?

ON POULTRY SHOWS IN GENERAL AND
ONE IN PARTICULAR.

One of the main objects in securing prosperity to poultry

shows, is to inspire the exhibitors with confidence ; but not

often is that taken into consideration. Tbe question naturally

arises, How can it be effected ? and my object is to answer that

question.

I object to any of the members of the committee showing

their own specimens for competition. As a general rule, and

where practicable, the committeemen are chosen from those

taking an interest in the breeding and rearing of fancy poultry,

&c., which is not what I object to, only (except in rare cases) they

generally study their own interests before that of the show, and

in some cases even make their office a means of furthering the

object they have in view. Now, I ask, would it not bo wiser, if

for that once, the committee, or riither intending exhibitors on

the committee, would withhold their specimens from exhibition ?

Perhaps there may be some who think, that in excluding the

committee I have taken too wide a range. Well, then, m
illustrating my case, I will only object to secretaries showing

for competition. They, at least, ought never to do so (and one

having the interest of the show at heart would not), and for

these reasons : They know every entry, and can either enter

their own specimens or not, according to pleasure, or, what iS

more probable, their chance of obtaining a prize. In illus-

tration I beg to submit the following :—Suppose a secretary is

awarded a medal or other prize, with a pair of birds of far in-

ferior merit to others exhibiting for that same prize, what is

the inference many would draw? Again, suppose three prizes

are advertised for award to a certain class, the first and second

are given, but the third is withheld (not for want of merit, as

the specimens are highly commended), and given to a single

hen belonging to the secretary, what is the inference drawn?

Another case, and I have done. Suppose the judge is a dealer,

amongst the exhibitors there may be one or more of his

customers—say, for instance, the secretary is. The ]udge

recognises his birds, and awards them prizes. What, I ask,

again, would be the inference many would draw ?—Carolina
DccK.

.

BREEDING PILE GAME FOWLS.

I QUITE dissent from "Newmarket's" views on the breed-

in" of Piles, and other cross-breeds. He describes the old

cefebrated Cheshire Piles as white-legged, white skinned birds.

I happened to have the acquaintance of the late Mr. Ashley,

who was the originator of these birds, and, in fact, bred almost

all tbe Cheshire Piles, and I am very intimately acquainted

with his son, the present Mr. K. Ashley, who, I think, breeds

as many and as good birds as any man in Eugl.and, often sup-

plying ilr. Fletcher, Mr. Brierley, and others, who are not, with

the exception of Mr. Akroyd, breeders, but buy and show and

do not breed. Well, the late Mr. Ashley bred these Piles from

white-legged Black Keds and White Game. They were but

very few in number, and as they were not found so good

as desired, although fair birds, they were crossed with willow-

legged Black Reds, thereby giving the yellow leg and yeUow

skm. This breed is considered the original Cheshire Pile.

"NEWMiRKET" says that the white-legged white-skinned

birds are good, if well bred. This only puts them in the same

position as anv well-bred bird, and if not well bred it is not a

good bird. I would ask. Where are now the Cheshire PUe, and

the Lemon Pile of Lord Derby? neither, I believe, to be com-

pared with the present Blood Piles for beauty or courage, for

show or pit purposes. These remarks are gathered from

upwards of fifty years' experience in breeding Piles.

I aho take exception to " Newmarket's " remarks on Greys

being bred from Brown Reds. Greys bred from or crossed with

Brown Reds have nothing to recommend them but their fighting

qualities, being the ugliest Game birds I know. They are

mottle-breasted, "toad-bellied," both defects entirely destroy-

ing their chance of prizes. But while entirely dissenting from

"Newmarket" in the above particulars, I think his general

d»Ecnption of Game fowls is correct, as, for instance, that Brown

Reds should have the gipsy face, the hens having a brown-

marbled, or laced body ; but where are the judges that would

give prizes to hens not having " rook bodies?

"
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Black Beds should have clean red faces, but if we are to

"improve on Nature," and give our Brown Beds the clean red

face, shall we not also give them the shape, and looseness and
softness of feather of the Black Bed. instead of the beautiful

symmetry, closeness and hardness of feather, so essential to

the Brown Bed ? It we cross breeds like Black Beds and Brown
Beds, how are we to get one peculiarity without another ?

I should have liked to have had my say on tails, but am afraid

I am occupying too much space.

—

Chanticleek, Nantivich.

LIGHT VERSUS DARK BRAHMA POOTRAS.
If any of our noted breeders of Dark Brahmas intend accept-

ing my challenge they must do so before June be out, as I

consider they have had quite time enough to think about it, if

they intend to meet me. " Nemo " was quite right in question-

ing my additional conditions ; and in reply, I beg to state

I do not wish any concessions from tho " Standard of Ex-
cellence," simply the additions thereto as mentioned in my
challenge. My reasons for such shall be given at some future

time.—F. Crook, ]'ine Cottage, Forest Ilill.

CANKER AND ROUP IN PIGEONS.
Having read the whole of the correspondence upon these

subjects in your Journal, I felt inclined to send you a brief

outline of my experience in the matter during the last two
months, hoping that it may bring forward some one who can
throw more light upon the matter, for we appear still to be in

the dark both as to cause and remedy.
The roup first made its appearance in my loft in the beginning

of March. It showed itself about the same time in two young
Carriers and one young Dragoon, all in separate nests. The old

birds at that time were healthy ; the young birds died, but not
before two of the old ones had taken it. From that time to

the present it has continued spreading. I have tried Mr. Heath's
and Mr. Eose's remedies ; the effect was beneficial in some
cases, in others the birds died under the treatment. After losing

several of my best birds I tried Baily'a roup pills ; the effect so

far has been good, but as the time is short I cannot speak
positively upon it. Certainly I have not lost one bird since,

although I had some bad cases that I tried them upon.
After carefully watching the effect of the disease for several

weeks I am surprised that any experienced fancier should say
roup is not contagious. The cases brought forward do not prove
it to my satisfaction. I have several cases in which one bird

is very much affected with the disease, but the mate is in per-

fect health ; but I have more cases the reverse of that. I will

give you one instance. I have a Short-faced Kite hen that took

the roup in March. She was mated to an Almond cock ; he
caught it of the hen and died. I then put to her another cock
bird that was in perfect health, and he caught the disease and
died. She has partially recovered. I could state several other

cases which to me demonstrate that roup is highly con-

tagious. Who would say that the small pox is not contagious ?

and yet how frequently it attacks only one individual in a large

family

!

The canker I care but little about ; if taken in time I find it

easily cured, although I have generally found that when one
young one in the nest is attacked, the other takes it unless the

remedy is applied promptly.
Being an amateur I read with interest the articles on match-

ing for colour, ttc, and have been waiting to see some of the

promises fullilled in the shape of other letters upon similar

points. There is a great want felt by amateurs which I am
sure could be well supplied by your able correspondents. We
read often enough what we should not do, but we want to know
what we should do. We have heard what is a bad match for

Black Pouters, but no one has said what is the best. A few
practical letters like Mr. Simpson's would do much to improve
the various strains of birds. I hope we shall see them, but
above all I would like to see every letter writteu in a good
spirit. I think if we differ in opinion we should still display

the spirit of friendship.—L. Ween, Lowestoft.

P.S.—I have found that all the young ones died that were
affected by the roup. No remedy that I could try would save

them, and the disease generally assumed a different form in

the old birds which died from what it did in those which re-

covered.

Staveley Poultry Snow.—The Committee of the Staveley

Poultry Show have just issued the prize schedule of their first

Exhibition. We hope it will prove a success. Six silver cups
are comprised in the schedule, besides a considerable amount
of money prizes. The Committee on their prize sheets state

the names of the two gentlemen engaged as Judges.

A GUIDE TO CANARY-BREEDING.—No. (i.

As I stated at the commencement of these brief articles, I

have not attempted a learned disquisition on Canaries. I have
tried to make them what they profess to be, and what I wish
the Editors of the Journal had entitled them, " An A B C
Guide," with duo emphasis on the ABC. I am somewhat
sorry that I have provoked no discussion, but 1 infer from this

that the matter I have adduced has been so very elementary
as, perhaps, to leave but little room for any. When I have
inserted my paper-knife week after week into the uncut folios

of the Journal, always commencing at the " Poultry, Bee, and
Household Chronicle," as I have no doubt those genial souls

the " Wiltshire Bector " and " D., Deal," do at the other

end, I have often admired the plucky manner in which " New-
market " and his opponents buckle on their spurs and fight

on behalf of their combative proteges. Pigeons, too, can evoke
columns of spirited discussion ; while the "Devonshire Bee-
keei'er" and other apiarians have a friendly bout now and
then, enriching our stock of knowledge from their own weU-
stored hives. "D., Deal," who is equally at home among
roses, camellias, and potatoes, will relate his experience, and
tell us the names of a score of approved sorts of either, with a
detailed statistical account of their merits or faults. Each and
every pursuit which may be supposed to find a home in the
country gentleman's house has its niche in your Journal, and
friends who maintain all shades of opinion. But excepting a
solitary query now and then, one hears but little pro or con.

respecting a fancy which numbers its supporters by the thou-
sand. I thought that the proposition which emanated from
Polefield Hall, and which was supported by Mr. Warren, of

Southampton, and myself, would have met with a ready re-

sponse ; and that your columns would, week after week, have
teemed with articles from enthusiastic correspondents, till the
subject was thoroughly ventilated, and something like an all-

England association formed, with its complete schedule and
standard of excellence. Granted that breeders are too fully

occupied with their birds just now to pay much attention to

these matters, but I hope that before the autumn shows com-
mence some definite conclusion will be arrived at touching
certain points which the liberal extension of prize schedules is

beginning to develope. The value of a perfect cap in a Lizard ;

what constitutes the difference between marking and variegation

in Norwich and other classes ; whether Ticked and Variegated
Belgians should be shown in the same class ; the proper clas-

sification of Created Norwich, &o., are questions of interest

which I should like to see discussed.

In drawing these articles to a close, I will just add a word or
two on running one cock with two or more hens, which it is

sometimes advisable to do. The modus operandi is either to

keep him in a separate cage, and introduce him to the hens
when they evince a disposition to nest, and then leave the
rest to the good breeding and feeding qualities of the hens, or

to single out one, the best, as his mate, and confine him with
her till she lays her first egg, when he can be introduced to a
second. By the time she has built and laid, the first will have
chipped, when he can be returned to his first love to assist in

family duties. I have seen two hens in one cage each attend-

ing to her own nest, and each receiving attentions from the
cock without showing any symptoms of jealousy, and it is not
uncommon in such a case to find either hen assisting the
other in feeding. Polygamy is tolerated among Canaries as

among other domesticated feathered tribes, and the cock will

be found faithful to all his loves, even alter a very prolonged
absence.

I may at a future date, as occasion may suggest, request the

favour of a corner in these columns in advocating the claims

of the Canary. Few hobbies pay their working expenses
better, and Mr. Eedwell's observation, which I quoted some
time ago, showing that the sale lists of our exhibitions prove it

to be as remunerative as "breeding pelargoniums or bees" is

very true. No one can spend an hour in a breeding-room
without learning lessons of kindness, gentleness, and affection.

I spend many an hour there with my children—no greater

treat to one than to dispatch him with my basket to the fields

for the daily supply of green food, and no greater pleasure to
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another than to allow her to tidy the room, while a third is too
young to do much else than purloin my egg, build houses with
the sand, upset the water, and other amusements. Still, who
can resist the gentle tap at the door, and " Papa, may .tacky

come in and help?"—W. A. Blakston, Sccnlari/, North of
England Oiiiitlioloijical Associativn.

HINTS ON CANARY-BREEDING.
I AM very successful in breeding Canaries, but I like them to

look pretty as well as comfortable. I take away the two ugly
boxes meant for nests, and also the wires, as I like only a pair

of birds in each cage. I next Arrange little branches of pretty

evergreens in the place of the boxes (avoiding Box, for its smell

13 very unpleasant), and tlien a handful of hay. Afterwards I

hang up the nest bags sold for birds, and add fresh moss and
white feathers. I like to see the birds building.

I always open the cage door, and give the hen the option of

bathing whilst she is sitting by placing a glass dish on the top of

the cage. I take the opportunity of cleaning the cage whilst she
is out. They always are ready to go in again when everything is

ready for them ; and if the plan of the evergreens is once tried

I am sure the two equare boxes would never be used again.

—

An Old Hen.

FECUNDITY OF THE QUEEN BEE.
I SEE in the report of the May meeting of the Entomological

Society, which appeared in page 3G1 of " our Journal," thas

Mr. Desborough stated that "a single queen had produced at

many as 108,0tW eggs, which would be about 20,000 a-year."

There can be little doubt that Mr. Desborough has arrived at

this ridiculously low estimate of the breeding powers of the
queen bee by observing one in a unicomb hive, where her
fecundity has been thwarted and rendered of no avail by the
very limited number of breeding cells which she has had at

her disposal. Dzierzon gives four years as the average dura-
tion of life in the queen bee, and considers that during that

period an especially prolific queen may lay more than 1,000,000
eggs. No one who is acquainted with the internal economy of

a strong stock will consider this an over-estimate. It is nothing
unusual to see from 15 000 to 20,000 cells occupied by brood
during certainly three months of the year, and when we add to

this period the spring and autumn months, during which breed-
ing takes place, first in an increasing ratio until it reaches the
culminating point which I have indicated above, and after-

wards decreasing, until in October or November it entirely

ceases, and consider that during this protracted period the
tenants of the brood cells are renewed every three weeks, we
may form some idea of the enormous fecundity of the queen
bee.—A Devonshire Bee-keeper.

NEW BOOK.
Prnfitahlc Bee-keepinij on Improved Principles, Chiefly Desicined

for the Use of Cotlaaerx. By the Rev. P. V. M. Fillecl, M.A.
London : Cliristian Knowledge Society.

This is a reprint of a series of papers on profitable bee-
keeping from the pen of the Rev. P. V. M. Filleul, better known
to the readers of this .Journal first as the '• Countuy Cceate,"
and more recently as " B. & W.," which appeared last year in
the " People's Magazine."
The highest praise which we can award to this little brochure

is to say that it is eminently practical and worthy of its accom-
plished author, in whose words we may state that " if the
reader will only be careful to follow its instructions, he will

find bee-keeping far more sure, not more troublesome, and
much more profitable than he has yet found it." We extract
the fnllowing description of the wooden hive recommended by
Mr. Filleul ;—" One of the best hives that can be made is a
common good-eized bucket without a handle, and with the
bottom knocked out. It will last almost for ever, which cannot
be said of any sort of straw hive. In this respect it will be
found much cheaper in the end. Turn it up on a bench or
st.«ol with its broadest end uppermost, and cover it with a flat

round board, and you have a most excellent bee hive. Any
cooper would make these without a bottom cheaper than a
Jiucket. The board at the top must have a 2-incli hole in the
middle of it, aud must lie so close upon the hive that the bees

shall find no crack or crevice by which to creep in or out. At
the same time it is better not to fasten this top to the hive, as
the bees very soon fasten it down for themselves. It is well,
however, to place a flat stone or thick slate upon it, with a
trick or two to prevent it from curling or warping, and the
whole should be covered over with an earthenware pan to shoot
oil the rain. The hole in the top board can be stopped up
with a bung, or covered over with a piece of slate. A hive of
this shape can easily be made of straw, but in this case it is

better to work the round of straw both at top and bottom on a
hoop of stout wood, such as coopers use. These hoops wiU
preserve the straw much longer, and make the hive sit well on
its stand, and the wooden board on its top.

" The use of this hive is great, for, in the first place, it is

very convenient for putting a cap on in the honey season ; but
its advantage will chiefly appear in the end of summer at the
time of the honey harvest. One of the greatest objections to
the common hive is the impossibihty of taking away the honey
without destroying a quantity of comb, which would be of value
to the bees another year—much more valuable than the wax
to be got from them would be to the bee-master. Not only so ;

there is often an immense quantity of brood (or young un-
hatched bees), destroyed, which if preserved would add greatly
to the prosperity of the hive another year, as these young bees
will live till spring. Now, this hive with a flat and moveable
top will remedy both these evils ; for, after getting rid of the
old bees, you may remove the top board by passing a knife
with a thin blade completely under it all round, so as to sepa-
rate the combs from it. Then the comb which contains the
honey can be easily cut out without injuring the lower part of
the combs at all, especially if there are sticks in the middle of
the hive to support them."

WIDTH OF ENTRANCE TO SUPERS.
I AM putting supers on my Woodbury hives. Can you in-

form me the best way to prevent the queen entering? I had a
large quantity of honey spoiled last year from this cause. I
have this year tried wires three-sixteeeths of an inch apart, which
appear to answer very well, with the exception of one, in which
I used brass wires, I think a little closer. The bees entered
the super, but in the course of two days I found about two
thousand dead, apparently all young bees. Should you think
the entrance too narrow for them to return, or were they
poisoned by the brass ?— S. Thorne.

[We think the brass wires must have been rather too close
together, as we do not believe the bees to have been poisoned
by them. We should be glad if others would afford us the
benefit of their experience upon the point with regard to which
information is sought by our correspondent, as we are not our-
selves quahfied by experience to offer an opinion upon it.]

Silkworms.—We are informed by Mr. L. Harman, of Catton,
near Norwich, that he has 200,000 silkworms, consisting of
mulberry breeds, producing yellow, white, and green silk, and
our readers may embrace the opportunity of making experi-
ments in silkworm-rearing if they apply to him during the
next fortnight.

SILKWORM-REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. 10.

An ounce of silkworms' eggs, numbering between forty and
fifty thousand, having been hatched, it is necessary to follow a
good system of management in order to rear the worms. I
shall premise all the worms to have come forth from the eggs
on the same day, although in reality they may have done so on
four consecutive days, and that they occupy four sheets of paper
or calico, it the latter be used, of the dimensions already named.
By judicious management the majority of the worms may be
brought to spin together, or within a couple of days of each
other—viz., by placing the first hatched on t'ae lower stages, and
the last on the higher ones. The higher the position the warmer,
and the worms so placed will eat more voraciously thfin those
lower down, aud, consequently, will grow faster. However,
their arriving at maturity on three or four consecutive days is

of no particular consequence, but where many are kept it is

advantageous, for the work of attending to them is belter
divided.

To rear the worms, from 1500 to 2000 lbs. weight of mulberry
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leaves are required. The precise quantity it ia impossible to
fix, as it varies mncb according to quality and other circum-
stances. I will not say it is always necessary to weigh the
leaves, for any person will soon understand by the consumption
what quantity to supply. With regard to the surface the worms
should occupy, between every two there should always bo at
least the space of a third. The more they are at liberty to
crawl about, the purer is the air around them, and, conse-
quently, the greater is the chance of their growing strong and
healthy. This is one of the important points in silkworm-
rearing. When worms are placed on a sheet of paper, its sur-
face should never be even half filled with them, so that plenty
of room may be allowed for their growth.
The First IWiod and Sleep.—The first period, up to the first

Bleep, lasts about six days, during which time the worms are to
be fed every five hours. They will consume from 12 to 15 lbs.

of clean, fresh, finely-cut leaves, which are to be lightly dropped
over them. On the first day a few ounces will be enough, on
the second 2 or 3 lbs. will be required, and the quantity must
be gradually increased on the third and fourth days, the
worms requiring more food, but their demands diminish
sensibly on the fifth and sixth days, because their dormant
state is at hand.
On the morning of the fifth day it is desirable to shift the

young worms to clean sheets of paper, forming two parts of
one, by dividing the insects. Many persons leave this operation
until after the sleep, but I consider this early cleanliness goes
far in establishing the future health of the silkworms. They
will occupy, by the time the first sleep comes on, about 20 feet
of space.

The operation of removing them to the fresh sheets of
paper is executed by giving the worms their first meal of
whole leaves, or leaves merely torn up the middle. The
leaves are to be laid over them, stalk upwards, and by these
they are lifted away as soon as filled by the worms, and
put where required. The worms remaining, because tliey did
not go on the leaves, must be again covered with leaves, and
afterwards any left can be lifted away by some portion of the
old leaves.

This first sleep lasts about two days, after which the worms
cast their skins, and are soon again in want of food. During
the sleep keep the temperature at 70°, whatever slight fall may
at other times have occurred. Do not, now the worms are
small, attempt to touch them, for they are easily crushed ; in-
deed, great care is requisite even when large, otherwise they
seem to suffer. In feeding, distribute the cut leaves equally to
the worms, so that all may have the chance of eating without
loss of time, otherwise their sleeps cannot come on together,
which will make it necessary to continue feeding those which
are later.

The Second Period and SZccp.—The second period like the
first lasts about six days, during which time the worms will eat
about 40 lbs. of cut leaves. On the first and and second days
they will require 10 lbs. or 12 lbs. ; on the third and fourth,
about 20 lbs. ; on the fourth and fifth, 10 lbs. By the time
this sleep comes on they will occupy 35 or 40 feet of space, or
nearly one entire stage, if allowed plenty of room. No papers
should be allowed to become too full of worms without dividing
these, which operation will generally be found necessary the
day after the first sleep, and again on the fifth day before the
second sleep. On each of such divisions the insects are
transferred to fresh papers as before described, and the refuse,
dirt, &c., removed.
The meals should be repeated every five hours. It is

customary on the Continent to give the last more plentifully
at 11 P.M., and the first in the morning as soon as sufficiently
light for one to see, which would be about 4 or half-past 4 a.m.
As the worms go into their sleep give frequent light meals to
those which are backward, to push them along. Inequality
among them arises from neglecting this, and not keeping them
in a space proportioned to their growth. It often happens,
even with every care, that some of the first to sleep, awake and
shoot their skins before others on the same paper begin to
Bleep. In this case light meals must be continued frequently
until all take their sleep. Then immediately remove the for-
ward worms upon whole leaves, or leaves attached to the young
shoots, to other papers, leaving the sleeping ones until they
again become active, and can be transferred to another
paper by themselves. There is a method much adopted to
maintain equality, by observing when all are asleep, and then
starving the most forward on waking, even for twenty hours, to
await the later ones. I condemn this as unnatural, for al-

though they do not die in consequence of going without food
even for several days, they must suffer. I do not, however,
think any ill effect follows confining this starving te intervals
of eight hours from meal to meal.—L. Hakman, jdn.

OUR LETTER BOX.
White Dorkings (Ifftifc Bortin?).—It is said that the original Dorking

w.as a white fowl. There is no proof of it. A Mr. Evelyn is said to have
introduced them into Surrey. They are excellent birds, second only to
the Grey of the same breed. Their colour has hindered their being more
numeroHsly kept. They are beautiful in a clean atmosphere, but they
show smoke ; they will not do in towns. An average bird of the breed
will cost 25.9. They may have double or single conihs, but a pen mast
not be composed of both, and it is advisable to have all the birds in a
yard either with double or single combs. The rules for them are the
same as for the Grey. They must bo well made, have five claws, white
legs, and square^bodies, and be of large size. We have seen them almost
as large as the Grey. Combs are no test of purity.

Death among Grey Dorkings
f
F. .S.).—We are at a loss even to guess

the cause of the death of yoar Dorkings. They have all the advantages
of locality, and your feeding seems judicious. Give them camphor and
wormwood in their water. If they have it not, provide them and the hen
with plenty of dust for the necessary dust bath. If the hen is not con-
fined, confine her ; do not let her drag the chickens about, as hens often
do in rain and dew till they perish. Are they fed at daybreak? if not
that will account for the death of some of them. They must have food
as soon as they are able to see it. Failing that they perish.

Weak Feet in Chickens (A Constant iicader).—What do you call the
stump of the leg? Do they walk or rest on their knees? If they do,
they are suffering from general debility, and can only be restored by
generous diet, snch as chopped cooked meat, boiled egg, ground oats,
wormwcod, and bread and ale. If they walk on the ball of the foot that
may generally be traced to bad flooring of the poultry house, such as
stone, wood, or brick. If yon have such remove it.

Feeding Rabbits (A. T.].—Tame Rabbits require a few oats, plenty of
bran, green food, and water. They also require to be kept clean. You
must judge the quantity necessary by watching what they eat, not what
they waste.

Caponising (Idem).—Making capons is not anywhere considered a
simple operation. We hold it to be wanton and useless cruelty. The
young fowls in this country that are only just arrived at the age when
the operation becomes possible, are larger and better than the French
capon that is ten months old. instead of resorting to cruelty to enable
you to eat poultry all the year, you will find it a great economy of food
and saving of trouble if you will arrange your hatching so that you will

have tender birds of proper age for table every month. The London
poulterers are without rivals in Europe for the quality of their poultry ;

and while " the consumptive capon on the table " is still found on the
continent, we in England have fowls larger and heavier, much younger,
and more tender, that have consumed only half the food, aad that are
not the survivors of scores.

Gapes (C. X. H.).—If you make the bird inhale the vapour of spirits of

turpentine, let the bird remain in the box five minutes each time. Give
it also a pill of camphor the size of a pea daily.

Boiled Eggs for Sitting iJ. L. L.).—We said from "the neighbour-
hood of Halifax,'* not, as you say, " at Halifax." We cannot refer to the
subject further. You can have a stamped copy of our Journal if you
order it.

SoBDRBAN Pottltry SHOW'S (C. A. J.).—We know of no better guide to
them th ait.ir weekly-published list. Sea Anemones will not permanently
thrive in ^' marine aquarium, and least of all in one which never has the
water changed.

Hen Canaries Eating Their Eggs iR. N. A.).—" I have never had a
hen which persistently followed this bad habit. If it be done before she
has laid her full complement, furnish her with a diop-nest. which is

simply an ordinary nest with a hole in the bottom through which the egg
falls into a chamber below, taking care, of course, that a suitable bed of
cotton, wool, or other soft material be ready to receive it. If it be a con-
firmed habit, indulged in at any time during incubation, blow an egg and
fill it with Cayenne pepper. This not being so palatable will, except with
very depraved appetites, effect a cure. I know a hen, however, which,
after hawing been cured last season by this treatment, has returned to
her former propensity, and two eggs duly prepared have disappeared
without any good results in the desired direction. I think I would try a
rotten egg, as savoury as possible. Failing cure, give her eggs to a nurse ;

if she is not valuable, twist her neck.—W. A.Blakston."

Poisoning Black Beetles {An Old SuhscriberK—The article yon re"

ferred to appeared in No. 353. The address is—Mr. Chase, chemist,
14, Holborn Bars, London.

Limes and Orange Peel {Nullus).—We have no information relative

to the subjects you name.

POULTRY MARKET.—May 27.

There is a slight improvement in trade, and the snpply of goslings,

ducklings, and chickens has somewhat increased. We hope there will

soon be a steady demand at moderate but remunerative prices.

Large Fowls
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who amongst them does not grow Pelargoniums, which are to be
fonnd in the cottages of the most humble and in the gardens
of the most wealthy 7 Those who are fond of plants possess-
ing finely-marked foliage can have ample choice in the Golden
Zonal and Tricolor-leaved sections ; and then for beauty of

foliage and richness of colouring in the flower, the stage Pelar-
gonium is not easily surpassed

; to this must be added easy
cultivation. I do not wish to occupy space with any lengthened
details, but only to offer a few hints on the propagation and
after-management.
When I resided in Scotland I always preferred to propagate

Pelargoniums in May, as they made much finer plants before
winter ; in the neighbourhood of Loudon July and August are
as suitable, but any time between the first and the last-named
months will do. I am well aware at the same time that they
may be propagated in any month in the year. For this purpose
I prepare a number of clean 60-sized pots, by carefully crock-
ing them, and placing a little moss over the crocks. I theu
fill them with a compost of fine loam and leaf mould, with the
addition of a little silver sand, pressing it in so as to be mode-
rately firm, place a thin layer of silver sand over the surface,
and with a small dibber insert one cutting in the centre of

'each pot. In pressing the soil round the cutting care must be
taken not to injure the part which is under ground. The best

I position for the cuttings is a shelf near the glass, and they
ought to be placed there at once, and receive a good watering

I through a fine rose. They require no shading, except it be for

a day or two if the sun's rays are particularly scorching. I
propagate all the finer Zonal and Tricolor-leaved varieties in
this way, as they have then a great advantage over plants
rooted in boxes, or a number of cuttings placed together in
larger pots ; for separating the plants afterwards always gives
them a serious cheek.
As soon as the small pots are full of roots the plants ought

to be shifted into pots one size larger, and in growing Pelar-
goniums of whatever variety care must be taken not to over-
pot. Under proper management the plants will be as fine,

and the flowers will be more perfect in small pots than they
will be in larger ones. I continue to shift the plants as they
require it until they receive their last shift, and I rarely plant
a Pelargonium of any variety in a pot of a greater inside dia-
meter than 8 inches.

The compost I use when I plant them in the pots in which
they are intended to flower consists of pure turfy loam and one-
eighth part of manure, composed of equal parts of cow dung
and horse droppings, with enough silver sand to keep it open,
and I add a little leaf mould when I can obtain it, but this
last, I think, is immaterial.
The plants in every stage of their growth ought to be kept

near the glass, and should on no account be crowded together

;

it is better in every way to have three good plants than six in
the same space, if they have not enough of room to allow the
foliage to expand properly.
Watering is most important, and especially so in the winter;

at that time they require looking over about once a-week,
and those that are quite dry may be watered. Of course,
as the season advances, and the pots become full of roots,

more water will be required. As soon as the trusses of

Sowers begin to appear, give liquid manure twice a-week,
and the quantity used may be increased or the application
withheld according to the strength of the plants. Too much
manure water is a fertile cause of spot, as it affects the
young and tender tips of the roots so that they cannot per-
form their functions. At this stage of growth none of the

,
plants must be allowed to become very dry. When in flower
they ought to be looked over twice a-day. There is oue
thing I ought not to omit to state, and that is to have the
plants thoroughly cleansed from green fly before the blooms
expand, as the tobacco smoke causes all the expanded flowers
to drop off.

The best form of glass structure for growing Pelargoniums
is a subject on which I would like to see some discussion in
your columns, as well as which is the best form of glass struc-
ture for growing other sorts of plants. I believe that a half-

span roof facing the south is the best for growing the stage
Pelargoniums, and a span-roofed house with its end to the
south the best for all the Zonal and variegated-leaved varieties.

Of course they can be moved to any position in the green-
honse or conservatory when they are intended to keep that
gay-

I offer these few remarks at the present time, as I know
they will be useful to numerous growers of this class of plants

who are also readers of yonr Journal, and to whom a few plain
hints are valuable.—J. Douglas.

STONES AND THEIR UTILITY IN A SOIL.
Aberckomdie and other old garden writers gave directions

for the various soils used in potting to be very carefully sifted
through a fine sieve, removing everything that was lumpy,
whether of stone or earthy matter. This doctrine held good
in many instances up to the period when gardening periodical
publications made their appearance ; but at last some innovator
boldly attacked the practice, and a less finely-sifted potting
material became the order of the day ; even turfy bits of half-

decomposed vegetable matter were allowed to take their place
in the mixture, and soon, as if innovation could not be carried
too far, these turfy pieces of material were thought to be better
if taken direct from the place where grown and used the same
day. This extreme, however, is but seldom adopted ; neverthe-
less, fresh turfy soil, of which the grass may have been in a
growing state from three to six months before, is thought to
be the nearest approach to perfection that can be made in a
potting soil, or ono adapted for a fruit or conservatory border,
assuming it not to be too stiff, and its qualities for a good
pasture to have been established before. Now, I am not sure
ibut we have often run into error on this score, and it is an
attack on this practice in certain cases that the present article

is intended to make, for there are often instances in which the
carrying-out of the recommendation to use only decayed turf
has not been satisfactory.

If we take a survey of the natural products of the earth in

the shape of fine specimen trees, good agricultural crops, or

other things on a large scale, we shall see that in very many
cases one of the ingredients of the soil in which they are grow-
ing is very often left out in our composts—I mean stones.

Perhaps the reader will be inclined to say, " And very properly
left out, too,'\but I am not sure of that ; on the contrary, the
reverse of successful cultivation is the case when they are too

extensively removed from some places, and this has been
proved in many cases in the time of our grandfathers, or per-

haps before, and they gained their experience no doubt in the

first instance in that way which imparts conviction most truly

—namely, by paying for it ; bad crops following the gathering

of stones from their land, and succeeding generations have
found this practice wrong, as it is prohibited to some extent in

many places. Now, if stones form such a necessary ingredient

in the composition of a soil required to grow a crop of com, a
hedge, or a tree, why are they not equally so in the growth of

plants of other kinds ? We cannot say that stones are un-
necessary, and that the soil is as well without them, for the
fact of farming crops being diminished by the too-extensive

gathering of the stones proves their presence in the soil to be
necessary. This being admitted, why do we deny them a place

in our potting-bench mixtures ? Of late years it is true they

have been admitted, and extensively, too, into oar Vine borders,

but cannot they be allowed for plants in pots that are large

enough ? It may, perhaps, be urged that the liiaited quantity

of soil enclosed in a pot will not afford room far stones ; but
when we see the manner in which most of the plants grown in

pots cling to the drainage, we are led to inquire why they

would not relish more or less of stones as well as the broken

pots. The latter is a less-natural product, and it is question-

able whether it is better than stones or not. I imagine the

utility of both consists in their retaining a certaia quantity of

moisture, which they part with when it is wanted to the roots

that embrace them, and in this respect stone would seem as

suitable a substance as the crocks, or perhaps lEore so, pro-

vided the stone used is in accordaiwe with the so3 it is mixed
with, which is not always the case when artificial soils are

formed, as will be shown hereafter.

I have been led into the foregoiag notice of tbe utility of

stones in the soil from the occurrenee of a case in which they

were wanting. Sorse alterations were being carried out on an
elevated tract of thin stony land that was in pasture ;. a large

quantity of turf was taken sff to the usual thickness > it was cut

to lay down again, and most people envied the gardener who
hud the good fortune to obtain so vahtable an addition to his

compost yard. The ground was very stony, but it would ap-

pear that the stongs had been carefully picked oS the top

when it was laid dcwn in grass, so that the sward could be

pared off without maay stones being i» it, while below that the

stones could not furaa less than thrse-fourths of Sjs whole.
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This ttirf was carted home and used as wanted ; but, strange

to say, it exhibited a tendency to run togetlier into a more
compact body tlian other turfy soil from ground of quite a stiff

character, so that a much greater proportion of sand was
necessary to keep it open, and tho kind of sand to be had not
being suitable to tho composition of the soil, tho result was
not so satisfactory as was expected. Perhaps it may be asked.

How did the grass grow on it? This is easily answered ; tho

roots of the grass had access to tho stony medium below, and
the issue led me to infer that turf obtained from such a source

was not a fair sample of the soil, and used alone its deficiency

became apparent.
In confirmation of the opinion given above, I may mention

a case which occurred here some years ago. Some beds of

Ehododendrons were made on a soil apparently the very reverse

of that in which the plant flourishes, it being a pale yellow-

coloured soil mixed with three-fourths of its bulk of stones,

varying in size from 3 lbs. or 4 lbs. weight to small ones, but
not what are either called gravel or sand, as the stones were
mostly angular. The ground being broken up some plants were
put in without any additional material, and some had a por-

tion of the turf taken off the same ground chopped up and put
around their roots, and the plants planted in the latter manner
did not do so well as those which had less attention paid them.
The ground, I may remark, was so thickly covered with stones

after the work was completed, that scarcely an inch of it was
visible. Here was an instance in which stones were evidently

of service in the case of one of our most librous-rooted plants,

BO densely fibrous, indeed, that it is not an easy matter to free

the roots of the earthy material they are growing in ; and yet

these roots seemed to find their way around and between the

stones that formed so important a proportion of the soil, and
I was led to the belief that the very stone itself furnished its

due share of the food the plants thrive upon ; for although the

latter did not succeeed so well as they might have done in a

proper peaty soil, they did much better than others in a good
rich garden soil and in a situation apparently much more in

accordance with their habits.—J. Eobson.

can lay claim to much beauty ; but this particular species is,

perhaps, the sweetest-scented climbing plant in cultivation,

one truss being suflicient to fill a whole house with perfume.
The plant generally commences to bloom in May, and con-

tinues more or less in beauty during the summer months. It

is easily propagated, and even email plants will grow well in

lieat and loam.

—

Cuaeles Robektb, Durjold Uall.

IN-DOOR CLIMBERS.
PERGUL.IRIA ODOR^TISSIM.I.

Pergitl.iria 0D0K.ITISSI3IA was first introduced into this

country as long since as the year 1781 ; but it is so seldom
met with, that I hope the following account of its merits may be
the means of placing it in a more favourable position than it

now occupies.

Many beautiful old-fashioned stove climbers have doubtless
been thrown out of cultivation from the change that has latterly

taken place in the heating of garden structures. A few years
ago tan was the material in general use for supplying bottom
heat to Pine Apples, and large pots plunged in the corners of

pineries for the most p:irt contained such plants as that under
notice. In such a position the roots had the chance of passing
through the bottom of the pot and running amongst the tan,

while the pot was a sufficient check to induce the plant to

produce a greater profusion of bloom than it otherwise might
have done. I do not know that we have gained much by our
change in heating such places, except, perhaps, a little saving
of labour and increased neatness. In most Pine stoves bottom
heat is now supplied by hot water ; and where that mode of

heating is adopted there is hardly plunging material suiEoient
to cover the pots, and the dry heat underneath prevents the
roots from spreading in that direction.

In the Pine stove here nothing but tan is employed for

bottom heat, and a plant of the Pergularia is plunged in one
comer. On renewing the tan a few weeks ago I found the roots

running amongst the tan at ."i feet from the surface, as if they
Jully enjoyed their situation; and I maintain that climbers add
great interest to such places, particularly as many of them will

not grow in cooler houses.
Pergularia odorati.'ssima is an evergreen twiner which grows

freely when in good health, but, like some others, it requires
time to make a good stem before it commences to flower well.

As regards special treatment, when once the plant has covered
the space intended for it all the shoots should be cut closely in,

similar to the short pruning of Vines. The flower trusses issue
from the anils of the le&fstalks, and each shoot produces, ac-

cording to the vigour of the plant, from three to six trusse?,

each compesed of from thirty to forty flowers. These are light

green wit& a yellow tboeat. None of the plants of this genus

SKELETONISING LEAVES.
If you wish to make a bouquet, the first thing to do is tO'

select the leaves and seed vessels that you intend to use. If

you have never tried your hand at this kind of business, it

would be better for you to try such leaves as those of the Oak
or Maple, for the reason that the veins in those leaves are

stronger than in most others, and come out of the bleaching
process more perfect than thinner ones.

When you have selected your leaves and seed vessels, brush
off any particles of dirt that may possibly cling to them. It i&

necessary that this should be done in order to insure their

perfect whiteness ; for if any dust or dirt adheres to them when
put to soak, it will be apt to stain them in their long bath, and
the stain thus given will be hard to efface.

Take a wide-mouthed jar—one that will admit of putting in

and taking out the leaves without cracking or bruising titem.

Lay in your leaves evenly—the stems all turned one way, to

avoid getting them tangled when you take them out.

When you have your jar as full as yon wish, pour over them:

warmed rain water. There should be enough to completely

cover them. Let them stand where they will be kept warm.
Change the water once a-week, at least ; every two or three

days would be better. Cover with a plate, or something that

will exclude all dust. The water should be pure.

In two or three weeks the fleshy part of the leaves will be
reduced to pulp, and can be removed with a soft brush. Be
careful to brush away every particle of the pulpy matter. When
you have them skeletonised, as this part of the work is called,

they are ready to put to bleach.

To prepare material for bleaching, take a quarter of a potmd'
of chloride of lime, and put it in some clean vessel with one
and a half pint of cold, soft water. Stir briskly, breaking all.

the lumps. When the lime has settled—and it will not take

long for it to do so—the solution may be poured off and bottled .

for use.

"When ready for bleaching, place yonr skeletonised lea-ves in

a large-mouthed vessel. It is necessary that the moH.th of the

dish be large enouth to admit your hand, as the delicate luos-likc

leaves break very easily, and should not be bent if it can be
avoided. Place the leaves in the vessel, and add enough water

to cover them. A tablespoonful of the bleaching solution may
then be added to every pint of water. If seed vessels arete

be bleached, keep them by themselves, as they are apt to tear

the lace-like network of the leaves, and add more of the bleach-

ing solution, as the thick stems are harder to bleaoh than any.

other part of a bouquet, and require more chlorids to eiiect thie

part of the work satisfactorily.

A day will probably be long enough to whiten them com-
pletely. Take out one carefully, and you can toll by that when
they are sufficiently bleached. When you think they will dO;

remove them carefully, and lay them in a large dish filled with

clear soft water. Wash them carefully, and pour o3 the water
;

after which, rinse thoroughly through two or three waters

slightly warmed. They must be rinsed iree from all the

chloride of lime, or they will be apt to ehange to a dingy yellow.

When you have them washed, place them between sheets of

blotting paper to dry. A very short time will suffice for them to

dry in. Bo not allow them too get too dry and crisp for hand-
ling without breaking, before you form them into bouquets.

When you can bleaoh Oak, Maple, Beech, and such leaves well,

you can try more delicate ones ; and if you are careful in yonr
work, you will succeed in preparing some fine specimens.

—

E. G. KEXFomj.

DESTROYING WIREWORMS.
Let " Infelix " (see page 395), try a heavy dressing of lime

to get rid of the wireworm. I took my present place in October,
ISliG. Every thing and every place was infested with it. It was
no use to attempt to grow Celery—in fact, it was as bad as it

could be. I asked questions right and left, but no one conld

give me a cure. 1 thought I would try lime. I put, I should
ihink, as nearly as possible three tons per acre. Last year t
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had splendid Celery, and my gardener says there is scarcely

such a thing as a wireworm to be found in the place. I was
also overrun with snails ; since putting in the lime I have not
1 per cent, of the number I had before. I may mention that

the gardener had been eleven years in the place, and had never
known any lime used.—Diuiios Gkeen.

NEW BOOK.
Gleaninsx from French Gardens. By W. Eodinson, F.L.S.

London : Frederick Warne & Co.

This volume is a reclmnffc of what the author has written

in a series of articles in various journals during the past twelve-

month, and which ho considers of sufficient importance to be
embodied in a collected form for the permanent benefit of

British horticulturists. With very few exceptions there is

nothing contained in Mr. Eubinson's book which has not been
treated upon over and over again in the pages of this and other

garden journals ; so that these " Gleanings " are nothing more
than the author's view of certain features of French horti-

culture, which subjects have all been discussed before ; and
such operations as are described in the work as being most
worthy of adoption, and are suited to our climate, have
already been introduced into our garden practice. All that the

author has written on Fruit-tree Pruning, Gladiolus Culture,

Eose Showing, the Parka and Gardens of Paris, and other

minor subjects, have all been made familiar to the public before

by other writers, and however interesting they may have been
as fugitive pieces in periodical publications, they are not of

that importance to require the permanent form in which they
now appear. Among his certain features most worthy of adop-
tion, let us take for instance " Mushroom Culture," at page 213,

and we ask any ordinary English gardener wherein the French
process described by Mr. Itobinson differs essentially from that

practised in this country :—
'* They begrrr with the preparation of the manoro of course, and

collect that of the horse for a morrth or six weeks before they
rrrake the beds ; this they prepare in sorrre firm spot of the market
garderj. arid take from it all rubbish, particles of wood, and miscfcllu-

ueouR matter's ; for, say they, the spawrr is not fond of these bodies.

After sorting it thus, they place it in beds '.i feet thick, or a little more,
pressing it with the fork. "When this is done the mass or bed is well

stamped, then thoroughly watered, arrd finally again pressed down by
stamping;. It is then left in that state for eight or ten days, by which
time it has begun to ferment. After these eight or ten days the bed
ought to he turned well over and re-made on the same place, care being

taken to place the manure that was near the sides of the first-made

bed towards the centre in the turning and re-making ; then they leave

the mass for another ten days or so. at the end of which time the

rrranure is about in proper condition for makrng the beds that are to

bear the Mushrooms. If they do not tind the stuff 'sweet,' unctuous,

and of a bluish-white colour in the interior, they do not expect mrrch

success ; hut by carrviug out the foregoing simple directions there is

little chance of having it otherwise. Then they make the little ridge-

shajied beds—about 2G inches wide, and the same in height—formed
like ' the back of an ass,' and placed in parallel lines, at a distance

of 20 inches one from the other. The manure is made into close

little beds gradually and carefully, the man pressing it down well with

the fork, so as to give the whole mass a firm close-fitting texture, so to

speak, and gradually narrowing as be builds till Iris little ridges are

finished. Of course the length of those ridges will be determined by
the wants of the grower ; in a market garden they may extend over

and cover a considerable extent. The beds once made, the manure
soon begins to warm again, but does rrot become unwbolesomely hot

for the spread of the blauc or spawn. When the beds have been made
some days the cultivator spawns them, having of course ascertained

beforehand that the heat is genial and suitable. Generally the spa^vn

is inserted, the boles being made in one line around the bed, ^Yithin a

few iucbefl of the base, and at about 13 inches apart in the line.

Some cultivators insert two lines, the second about 7 inches above the

fli'st. In doing so, it would of course be well to make the boles for

the spawn in nn alteraate manner. The spa'wn is inserted in bits

about the size of three fingers, and then the manure is closed-in over

and pressed firmly around it. This done, the beds are covered with

about 6 inches of clean litter. Ten or twelve days afterwards they

visit the beds to see if the spawn has taken well. When they see the

white filaments spreading in the bed they know that the spawn has

taken, and that it is good. If they do not see that it has begun to

spread, they do not leave the bed alone, as too many do amongst our-

selves, but take the spawn tliey suppose to be bad and replace it with

better. But, using good spawir and beiuR practised hairds at the work,

they rarely fail in this particular ; and u'hen the spawn is seen spread-

ing well through the bed, then, and not before, they cover the beds

with fresh sweet soil to the depth of about an inch or so."

It is evident, from the perusal of this hook, and as our

readers will judge from the above extract, that Mr. Eobinson is

not himself sutticiently instructed to enable him to instruct

others, else he would not have offered this as a feature of

French gardening worthy of our adoption. Like most young
travellers who visit strange countries for the first time, every-
thing he saw in France with which he himself was not familiar

was noted down as new, and the self-confident tone with which
he assailed the criticism of practical men of greater experience
who commented on the subjects upon which he wrote gave for

a time an importance to them which they would never other-
wise have possessed, and which has now entirely subsided.

There is one chapter for which we must give Mr. Eobinson
credit, and that is the first, on " Subtropical Gardening," which
has more freshness about it than all the rest of the book
besides.

There are one or two errors which Mr. Eobinson should
correct in the next edition. In every cate he calls M. Jamin,
of Bourg-la-Eeine, " Jamain," M. Jamaiu being of an entirely

different family, though also a nurseryman ; and he calls

M. Eose Charmeux, M. Charmeaux. These are, of course,

trivial mistakes, but they are apt to suggest that the other

contents of the book have been got together with a similar

want of regard to perfect accuracy.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
May 27th and 28Tn.

The grand features of the Exhibition were the Roses exhibited by

Mr. William Paul, and Mr. Turner's mognifictnt Azaleas which were

the admiration of every one. and when viewed from the opposite side of

the Exhibition they looked most imposing and extremely beautiful.

The only fault I could detect was the want of a few more green leaves

to reUeve the glowing masses of colour produced by this splendid

group of plants. I hear they have passed into the hands of a private

grower, Mr. Turner having sold them.

The next grand feature of the Exhibition was the magnificent

Pelargoniums exhibited by Mr. Fraser, of the Lea Bridge Road. Tbey
were certainly the best-grown lot of plants ever exhibited, the only

fault noticcalde in the collection of Fancy kinds was the want of one

or two lighter shades of colour. Most of the varieties were of dark

shades. In the class for nine large-flowered varieties the colours were

more evenly balanced. In both of the above classes no diificnlty

could have presented itself to the .Indges in awarding the first prize,

for the plants were as much superior to all other collections as Mr.

Turner's Azaleas were to all other exhibitions in that class.

The Orchids were also good and numerous, likewise the stove and

greenhouse plants. Cape Heaths were also exhibited by Mr. Peed

and Messrs. Jackson & Sons. It is a pity that this fine class of

plants shonld have ceased to create the interest they did in former

years. "When Mr. Smith, of Norwood, produced his finely-grown

plants they were deservedly considered the gems of every exhibition

they were shown in. It is to be hoped Heaths wUl again regain their

proper jjosition at our exhibitions.

Mr. James, gardener to W. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, staged the

most marvellous collection of Calceolarias I hare seen. They were

perfect masses of bloom, averaging about '2 feet 6 inches or 3 feet

through, and the most perfectly-grown plants I ever saw exhibited.

Their names were—Master Faruell, Picturatnm, Prince of Wales,

Gratitude, and Conqueror.

The eight greenhouse Azaleas staged by Mr. C. Penny, gardener

to H. H. Uibbs, Esq., Regent's Park, were well worthy the highest

award. They were well grown and exhibited in good condition. In

several of the plants the fresh green foliage was pleasingly interspersed

^Yith the fiowers, a circumstance which gave them a much fresher and

more agreeable appearance, and a finish not to be seen in any other

collection in the Exhibition. This style of exhibiting them should

be more encouraged, and would do away with the nionotonons appear-

ance presented by such immense masses of colour, without the

natural proportion of green with which Nature when left to herself

accompanies her floral productions.

Fine collections of Ferns were exhibited by Mr. B. S. Williams, of

Holloway, and others. These give a fine character to any exhibition,

and wonderfully relieve the eye.

Amongst the novelties exhibited was a pretty white bedding Pelar-

gonium named White Stella. It appeared to have all the good qualities

which Beaton's famous Stella possesses, but instead of producing a

crimson flower it is pure white. I think this will become a valuable

bedding plant. It was exhibited by Mr. Aldred, of 22, Bridge Street,

Maida Vale, together with several very'promising Tricolor- leaved and

other Pelargoniums. Mr. Mann, of Brentwood, again exhibited a

splendid box of Zonal Pelargonium Lord Derby. This is, without

doubt, the finest Scarlet Pelargonium ever raised, and if it retain its

fine character when bedded out, will indeed be a most valuable

acquisition to the flower garden. I strongly recommend all onr readers

interested in this class of plants to at once procure Lord Derby.

Near Mr. Mann's beautiful box of Lord Derby was a pretty col-
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loctiou of hardy, horlmcooufl, and nlpino plants exhibited hy Mr.
VVai'o, of Hale Fiirin NurstTiiH, Tottcuhain. Amongst theso I noted

tha following as likely to prove useful for binlding ]>ur[H)so9— I.>iplotrtxis

tcnuifolia vurii'Rftta. havin;^ a protty, white, vaiiopatod Chrysautho-

mara-liliti Itiaf, doo])ly jaj^^'cd, a bud of this edited with blue Lobelia or

scarlet Verbena would have a line effect, or a bed planted alternately

with thi3 and the beautiful new Colons MarshalUi would produce one

of the f^nuulest etToets ever seen in any boddin;^' arranj'ement. Another
pretty varie^'uted plant in this collfrtion, anii likely to prove useful on

acconnt of its neat habit, is /I'^i^opodinm poda^'raria variopata. Mes^'r3.

E. G. Henderson exhibited some pretty plants suitable for bedding

purposes. Foremost anion;;st these is Ceutaurea rafjusina compacta,

certainly the linest of all the frostud-silver plants for bedding' pur-

poses. This if used as an ed^int^ to a bed of Coleus Marshallii

would produce a tino ctVeet. I can conceive nothing more boautifnl

then a larfjo bed planted as follows, the bed to be surrounded with

grass :—Supposiui^ the bed to bo 1*2 feet ac.ro33, I would plant tho

centre with Colour Marshallii. This should occupy "> feet. Nest to

it I would plant a ring 2 feet G inches wide of Centaurea rac^^sina

compacta; next to this a rinj; of Lobelia speciosa, 2 feet 6 inches

wide, tinishinp; with a '2-feet edgiuG; of the pretty golden Pyrethrum
Golden Feather, or Little Golden Christine Pelargonium—either would

do—next the grass. The latter would, however, have tho finer effect

as it produces immense numbers of pretty pink flowers borne well

above its neat yellow foliage. These would harmonise beautifully

with the bric;ht blue Lobelia, the green grass surrounding, and tho

neat yellow foliage. Or, in lieu of this, the Leantiful golden Colens

Telfordi anrea might be nscd with good effect. This will undoubtedly

prove one of tho tinest yellow-foliaged bedding plants in cultivation.

Visitors to Battersea Pari: during the snnimer will have an oppor-

tunity of judging for themselves of the effer't produced by the two

beautiful Coleuses—Telfordi aurea and Marshallii. I feel sure a bed

planted according to the arrangement I have suggested above would
have an extremely fine effect.

The mention of the two Colenses above reminds ma that most of tho

varieties lately sold by the lioyal Horticultural Society were exhibited

ou this occasion. Mr. W. Bull also exhibited his collection of varie-

ties raised by himself. From the kinds exhibited a good selection

may be made, and this is the order in which they stand in my estima-

tion. For cultivating in pots for conservatory decoration— 1, Coleua

Marshallii; *2, C. Bausci ; 3, C. Berkeleyi ; 4, C. Telfordi aurea;

5, Gem; G, Elegant. For bedding purposes— 1, C. Marshallii;

2, C. Telfordi aurea, and 3, C. Berkeleyi. It is generally admitted

that C. Marshallii is tho best of the whole series for all purposes. If

I make a wrong assertion in thus placing Marshallii I am open to

correction, and willing to cancel the opinion I have formed of its

merits. Having made this selection of the varieties exhibited up to

the present time, I thiulc all the others may be easily dispensed with.

The above six have all received first-class certificates, and several of

them have been awarded this distinction by three societies.

A very handsome plant was exhibited in Mr. Bull's collection nuder
the name of Coprosma Baueriana variegata. I have great hope of

thia making a first-class bedding plant; it has beautiful glossy green

leaves, which are edged with a deep band of creamy white, they are of

gi'eat substance, and the plant has an erect or sturdy style of growth
;

I have booked this as tirst-rate. It would have a fine effect if planted

with the dark-foliaged Coleus. Mr. Bull also exhibited some pretty

Petunias, suitable for bedding purposes.

Mr. W. Paul exhibited several good bedding plants, amongst these

a Gold and Silver Tricolor leaved Pelargonium, named Prince Silver-

wings, with a Stella habit and style of growth. This is a very pretty

and useful plant. His Cottington, Scarlet, or Double Tom Thumb,
I think will prove most useful for bedding purposes. It is a most

profuse- flowering variety, and the flowers appear to remain ou tho

plant a long time in perfection ; they are semi-double. A basketful

of a very pretty neat bedding hybrid Pelargonium, in the way of

Shnihlaud Pet, also came from ]NIi'. W. Paul ; this was named Little

Gem.
In the collection of Messrs. J. Veitch &: Sons there were gems in

tlie way of stove plants, including some of the Colenses named above,

the carious and beautiful Begonia bolivieusis, some new Alocasias,

and carious double-flowared Gloxinias. Messrs Carter & Co. exhibited

some fine Tricolor-leaved Pelargoniums. Their Prince of Wales
promises to be a very great acquisition, also Mrs. Duunett. The
same firm likewise exhibited some fine Echeverias; one named metal-

lica, is remarkably fine, having large thick leaves of a metallic colour.

This will also prove a very handsome plant for bedding jjurposes.

Echeveria sanguinea, also exhibited by the Messrs. Carter, is a fine

bedding plant.

Messrs. Dobson & Son, of Isleworth, exhibited a fine lot of their

splendid Pelargonium Mac;net. This I think will prove a splendid

market plant. Every plant was as even as if it had been turned out

of a mould. Space will not permit me to refer to the carious hybrid

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums exhibited by Mr. Wimsett ; these must form
the subject of another paper.—J. Wills, F.R.H.S.

vancement of Science, will be on a very liberal scale. A3 an
example, for twelve stova aud greonliouae plants the lirst prize

is £10 ; the second, £7 10«. ; and the third, £5,

ROYAL HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SUMMER
snow.—JuNi: 2ni) to r»TH.

TnE glories of Chiswick were revived on Tuesday last in the

magnificent Show of the Royal Horticultural Society at South

Kensington, which, for the splendour of tho plants, the un-

usually propitious weather, and tho brilliancy of the company,

has not been surpassed. Rival exhibitions have for many

years bid high for popular favour, and for a time shared tho

honours of horticulture with the old Society; but the tide is

again on tho turn, and the prestige which by precedence and

prescription belong to the Society, but which was lost for a

time, has again returned, and horticulturists find in its regene-

rate state all the attractions of a first love. Notwithstanding

the diversion of the groat Show at Manchester, to which many

of the plants of our great metropolitan exhibitors were attracted,

there was such a profusion in the conservatory and covered

arcades of South Kensington, that space could hardly be found

to accommodate them, a refuge for some having been found in

the open arcades. What struck thoughtful observers on Tues-

day was the sad want the Society has to contend with in not

having a suitable place wherein to hold the exhibitions. Grand

as the Show of Tuesday was, its finest features and tho capa-

bilities of the material of which it was composed to form a

splendid effect, were entirely lost through being confined to

those dark one-sided arcades. The conservatory was all that

could be desired, and all was done that could be done with it

under present arrangements ; but if that Exhibition had beert

held in a place suitable for the purpose, it would have made a

display such as has not been seen since the great Internationa!

Show of 18GG. Contrast the rigid formality of this with

Messrs. Waterer & Godfrey's glorious exhibition of Rhododen-

drons in the great tent, and it will be seen on what side the

advantage lies. The Council has, with Mr. Gibson's assistance,

made a most successful alteration in the arrangement of the

ground in this tent, and if they could be persuaded to erect some-

where in the garden a permanent structure adapted to the

present improved style of plant exhibitions, not only would

they secure the support of all the leading exhibitors, to whom

dark arcades and similar inconvenient places are peculiarly

discouraging, but they would find that all the circumstances

attending the exhibitions would tend to make them far more

attractive and profitable. There is a dead dullness about the

lower end of the garden, where all sorts of ineffective attempts

at "bedding" have been carried on, which might be much more

usefully employed were some such structure erected there,

and if connected with the eastern and western arcades, would

form a dry and well-sheltered promenade all round the garden.

Without depreciating the efforts of other societies and public

bodies who have established rival exhibitions, it is not to be

forgotten that though the power of numbers has not always

of late years been with the Society, it has continued to pre-

serve so much of its influence and prestige as have enabled it

through great difficulties to maintain tho first position, and

always to be regarded as the nucleus round which all purely

horticultural matters instinctively centre. All that is now

wanting is a proper place in which the Society can exhibit the

power of its influence.

Norwich Hotiticultuhal and Florai. Fete.—This, which
will be held at Norwich from the 19th to the 22nd of August,

during the visit there of the British Association for the Ad-

This, the best display which the Society h.as yet held at Kensington

commenced ou Tuesday last, and wiircontiiiiie till Friday even-

ing. Its extent will be judged from the facts that prizes were offered

in the schedule in nearly seventy classes, that nearly all of these were
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taken, and that not witliont in most cases severe competition. The
subjects thus brou£»ht together extend from the north-east entrance to

the eastern arcade, and through the conservator}', where they are

closely packed on a doable row of staging, to a point far down in the

western arcade, and for their great variety and general excellence they

are such as are rarely equalled. Besides the other attractions of the

Show, there is in Captain Fowke's immense tent, the grand exhi-

bition of Rhododendrons by Messrs. Waterer ifc Godfrey which is cer-

tainly the finest display of the kind that has ever been seen in this

country. Altogether the gi-eat Summer Flower Show is the greatest

success of the season in a horticultural point of view, and we think it

will also be a success, judging from the vast assemblage of visitors on
the first and second days.

In Class 1, for nine Azaleas, Mrs. Glendinning it Sons are first with

magnificent plants of Madame Miellez with large white flowers beauti-

fully flaked and dotted with purple, Eulalie, Variegata, Lateritia,

Prince Albert Victor, Gledstanesii. Petunifeflora, Purpurea magnifica,

and Gem, the last two, though fine in colour, being smaller plants.

Mr. Carson, gardener to W. R. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch Park,

Cheam, is second with large splendid specimens, very even in size and
training, of Sir C. Napier, salmon. Triamphans, the yellow Sinensis,

Holfordii, very showy rosy crimson, Broughtonii, densely covered with

flowers, Murrayana, Exquisite, Formosa, and Apollo, the last a dazz-

ling mass of scarlet flowers, Mr. Turner is third with Etoile de

Gand, Iveryana, still one of the most effective of the white kinds.

Glory of Sunninghill, Gledstanesii, small plants of Chelsoni, Mars,

and Leopold I, with two others. In the nurserymen's class, however,

Mr. Turner takes the first prize with six magnificent plants standing

7 or 8 feet high, consisting of Sir C. Napier, Optima, Gledstanesii,

Madame Miellez, Variegata, and Brilliant, the scarlet flowers of which
are beautifully interspersed with a few of the leaves. Mr. Williams
comes second. In the corresponding class for amateurs Mr. Penny,
gardener to H. H. Gibbs, Esq., Regent's Park, takes the first position

with splendid examples of Brilliant, Chelsoni, Iveryana, Gem,
and Sir C. Napier. Mr. Carson, who is second, has a fine plant

of Juliana, about 4 feet high, and Model is also tine ; and Mr.
Wilkie, Oak Lodge, Kensington, is third. Of plants in pots not exceed-

ing 12 inches in diameter, two fine collections are furnished, the one

by Messrs. Ivery, the other by Mr. Turner, and which respectively

receive first and second prizes. Messrs. Ivery's plants are neatly

grown, finely bloomed pyramids, standing from 3 to 4 feet high.

Duchesse de Nassau is especially fine ; the others are Gem, President,

Chelsoni, Extranei, Criterion, Charles Enke, Due d'Aremberg, Varie-

gata superba. Mr. Turner sends Due de Brabant, Flower of the Day,
Flag of Truce, Elegantissima, and some of those already named, the

whole being in fine condition, and several of them wonderful speci-

mens for such small pots.

Of Roses in pots Mr. William Paul is the only exhibitor, and takes

first prizes in all the classes in which he exhibits—namely, for nine

plants in IS-ineh pots, for twelve in 10-inch pots, and for six new kinds

sent out in 1865 and 1866. Juno. Coupe d'Hebt-. andLrrlia in the first-

named class are remarkably fine. His six new kinds consist of

Black Prince, Fisher Holmes, Mademoiselle Marie Rady, Rose Per-

fection, Camille Bernardin, and Prince de Portia ; but though well-

Woomed plants, when we saw them they had suffered, notwithstanding

the awning, from the sun and heated atmosphere of the conservatory,

which was densely crowded on the afternoon of the opening day of the

Show. Mr. W. Paul's group of twelve also consists of nicely bloomed
plants. Of cut blooms twelve fine boxfuls are shown by Messrs. Paul
and Son and ten by Mr. Turner, who receive extra prizes ; and Messrs.

Lee, of Hammersmith, send some charming blooms of new kinds.

Pelargoniums of all kinds are exhibited in overpowering numbers,

and of a perfection which is but rarely approached. The nine plants

from Mr. Eraser, of Lea Bridge Road, are especially remarkable for

their size and profusion of bloom, particularly Lilacina and Sanspa-

reil. The others, but little inferior to them, are Excelsior, Desdemona,
Ariel, Caractacus, Leander, Lord Clyde, and Conqueror. Mr. Turner
is second with Pericles, Lord Clyde, Fairest of the Fair, Mary Hoyle,

Desdemona. Exhibitor, Fair Rosamond. Congress, and John Hoyle,

all of which are also large and fine plants, tiiongh not equal to Mr.
Fraser's. Mrs. Dobson tt Sons, of Isleworth, are third. For six

Mnds Mr. Eraser is again first with Lilacina, Candidate. Conflagration,

Pericles, Diana, and Fair Rosamond. Among amateurs Mr. Nye,
gardener to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, is first with very tine

examples of Empress Eugenie, Conqueror, Miss Burdett Coutts, Des-

demona, Lord Chancellor, and Fair Rosamond. Mr. Ward, gardener

to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, who is second, also has plants in very

fine bloom.
Of Fancy Pelargoniums, always so beautiful, the finest six in the

nurserymen's class come from Mr. Fraser, who exhibits plants about

3 feet across and remarkably fresh, consisting of Ellen Beck. Deli-

catnm, Clara Novello, Roi des Fantaisies. Arabella Goddard, and
Lucy. Mr. Turner is second with smaller plants, very compactly
grown, and well bloomed. Among these Tormentor, tlark crimson
flushed with rose and having a light eye. is very attractive. Mrs.

Dobson & Sons are third. In the amateurs' class, Mr. Windsor,
gardener to J. R. Ravenhill, Esq., is the only exhibitor, and takes a
first prize with medium-sized plants of XTndine, Mrs. Ford, Deli-

catum, Madame Sainton Dolby, Roi des Fantaisies, and Multiflorum.

Of Zonal Pelargoniums there are several fine collections which

constitute a very attractive feature of the Exhibition. The best six

(Nosegay and Variegated kinds excepted), come from Mr. Catlin,
gardener to Mrs. Lormitte, Finchley, and consist of large, finely-

bloomed specimens of M. Rendatler, Scarlet Globe, Clipper, Madame
Vaucher, Eugenie Mii-zard, and Excellent. Mr. Windsor, who is

second, sends Virgo Marie, M. Rendatler, Great Eastern, and Louis
Rceseler. Mr. Weston, gardener to D. Martineau, Esq., is third. In
the class for nurserymen, Mr. Fraser is first with splendid plants of

Rose Rendatler, Eugenie Mezard, Jules Cesar, Clipper, rcmarkablj
fine ; Leonidas, orange scarlet ; and Louis Veuillot.

For the best specimen Pelargonium of any kind, Mr. Fraser takes
the first prize with a very large plant of Desdemona ; Mr. Nye being
second with Pericles, about 3 feet in diameter ; and Mr. Turner, third,

with a Sue plant of Exhibitor.

Fuchsias are always very attractive when well grown, but are not
numerously shown, still those staged are generally in very good bloom.
Mr. G. Osborn, Finchley, has the best four in the nurserymen's class.

These are Vainqueur de Puebla with a double white corolla, very fine ;

Conspicua, single white corolla ; Rose of Castille, and Prince of Orange.
Messrs. August & Wright, Haverstock Hill, are second with Roderick
Dhn, scarlet sepals and riolet blue corolla ; Puritani, carmine sepals,

white corolla
; Catherine Parr, white sepals, salmon rose corolla ; and

Enoch Arden, very large, scarlet sepals, blue and red corolla. In th^

amateurs'class,Mr. Weston, gardener to D.Martineau, Esq., is firstwitb

well-bloomed pyramidal plants of Comte Cavour and Universal, dark;
and of light kinds, Rose of Castille and Annie. Mr. Filce is second;
and Mr. Foreman, gardener, Denmark Hill, and Mr. August, Beding-
ton, equal third. The last-named also sends the best specimen plant^

and Mr. Osborn the second best.

Of herbaceous Calceolarias, Mr. James as usual sends splendid

examples ; and of Lilium auratum good pots come from Mr. Bull and
Mr. Tamer. The latter has also the best twelve early Pinks. Scarlet

Gem, Helen. Device, Ernest, and Rubens, are very good. Mr. August
takes the second prize for Pinks ; and Mr. Turner, Notting HiU, the

third.

Orchids follow next in the order of the classes, and of these Mr.
Penny has a very fine collection of twelve. Among them are Cattleya

Mossiae, remarkably fine, the beautiful Odontoglossum Alexandrae with

three spikes, C)-pripedium vLllosum, Lycaste Skinneri superba, Cypri-

pcdium barbatum superbum, and Dendrobium macropbyllnm gigan-

teum, which, however fine, has a most offensive odom\ Mr. Peed,

who is second, has among others Dendrobium clavatum, a handsome
orange kind with a dark spot, Cattleya Mossi© with unusually large

flowers, good Ai-rides, and the sho\vA' Epidendrum vitellinum. In the

nurserymen's class for ten Mr. Williams is the only exhibitor, and
takes the first prize with a collection in which we particularly noticed

Aerides LarpentK, odoratum, and Lindleyanum. Saccolabium guttatum

Holfordii, fine Cypripediums, Dendrobium nobile, Cattleya Mossiae,

For six Orchids Mr. Penny is again first, and has the showy new
Thunia Bensoniee, Oncidium sarcodes, one of the handsomest of

Orchids, the Foxbrush Aerides. Odontoglossum Pescatorei, and a pale

variety of Lycaste Skinneri. Mr. Burnett, gardener to;W. Terry, Esq.,

Fulham, is second, and Mr. Young. Leigh Park, Havant. third. Mr.
Bull also takes a first prize for a collection of six ; and for the best

specimen Orchid Mr. Penny is first with Cattleya Waraeri with eight

large, hi.hly coloured flowers ; and Mr. May second with Aerides

Lindleyanum with two branching spikes.

Stove and Greenhouse plants ai-e shown so numerously that our

remarks on these must be brief, especially as among these plants but

few fresh subjects of exhibition have been introduced of late years.

The best collection of twelve is that from Mr. Peed, gardener to Mrs.

Tredwell, Lower Norwood, and it includes a very large bush of Erica

Cavendishii; E. ventricosa magnifica. likewise large, and very bright

and fresh in colour; two large Eriostf-mnns. Acrophyllum venosnm.

Azaleas, and Dracophyllum gracile. Mr. May, gardener to T. P. W.
Butt, Esq., Arle Court, Cheltenham, is second, and has in his collec-

tion Allamanda grandiflora ; Erica jasminiflora alba, with charming

white flowers ; Phoenocoma prolifera Barnesii : Ixora coccinea, with

about a score heads of bloom, some of which are remarkably fine;

Ixora salicifolia, not well furnished at the base, but producing fine

heads of its orange flowers ; a very neat well-bloomed plant of Stepha-

notis floribunda ; Azaleas, and the large-flowered showy Franciscea

calycina. Mr. Wilkie is third with Azaleas, Ixoras, a Heath, a well-

grown bushy Genetyllis fuchsioides, and other plants. In the nur-

serymen's class Mrs. Glendinniug &: Sons are first with a nice collec-

tion, Mr. Williams second, and Mr. Tauton, Epsom, third. In the

amateurs' class for six plants Mr. Peed is first with fine specimens of

Clerodendrou Balfourii, very showy and effective by its white and

crimson flowers ; Dracophyllum gracile, 4 feet across ;
Ixora coccinei,

splendid ; Franciscea calycina. and Phoeuocoma prolifera BamesiL

Mr. Burnett is second with well-grown neat plants of Rh\-nchospermiua

jasniinoides, Stephanotis floribunda, Aphelexis macrantha rosea, and

Acrophyllum venosura. Mr. Wilkie is third, and an extra prize goes-

t)Mr. May. Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., sends a

remarkably fine DracophvUum gracUe, Clerodendrou Balfourii in fine

condition, Genetyllis tnlipifera, and other well-grown plants ; and Mr
Carr, gardener to P. L. Hinds, Esq., Byfleet, a very tine example of

Rhyuchospermum jasminoides. The first prize for the best specimen

stove and greenhouse plant goes to Mr. Peed for Acrophyllum venosum,

4 feet high and little less in diameter ; Mr. W^ilkie being second with
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Dipladeuin amabiUs, well ^own, but with only six flowers ; and Mr.
May third with Ixora coccinoa.

Heaths, thongh there are many very well-grown plants^ are not

remarkable. The beat sir come from Mr. Peed, and amoiiR them are

Depressa, Candolleana, Eximia, and MasHoni, all of them very j^ood

specimens. Mr. Ward, who is second, has Rood examples of Kairrie-

ana, candidissima, Easoniana, Maaaoni major, Dopressa, and Tricolor

elegans. Messrs. F. & A. Smith are third, and Mr. Williams takes

an extra prize.

The only specimen standard Rhododendron shown is one from Mr.
Wilkic, which, however, is not remarkable ; and to complete the

section for flowerin-:! plants there is a class for twelve AmarylUds, in

which Mr. Williama is the only prizetaker. One of the varieties he

exhibits, named (iraviana, is a fine scarlet with a white band ; and of

the others Aekermanni pnlchorrima, a well-known kind, and Eldorado,

light, but rather narrow iu the petal, are the most showy.

We now come to the plants with ornamental foliage, and nobler

specimens than some of these, except at the London International

Horticnltnral Exhibition of 1806, we never remember to have seen.

The best collection of nine comes from Mr. Fairbaim, gardener to the

Dnke of Northumberland, Sion. Notable among these plants are

Antharium acaule, with leaves 4 feet long and 14 inches across at the

widest part ; Alocii^ia metal Liea ; Alocasia zebriua, with very conspi-

cnonsly marked kufstalks; and Alocasia macrorhiza variegata, with

its broad foliage very extensively splashed with white, sometimes one-

half the blade being so occupied. He has besides a very fine Latania
borbonica and Anthurium magnificnm. Mr. Taylor, gardener to

J. Yates, Esq., Highgate, who is second, has also fine specimens.

among which is Cycas circinalis. which has a very graceful appearance
when, as here, it is viewed from a lower level, Sabal Blackbnrniana, and
Dion edule. He has, besides, Encephalartns caffra, Rbopala corcova-

dense, and Curcnligo recurvata. an Amaryllidacenns plant with grass-

green ribbed leaves. Mr. Williams, who is third, has fine Crotons,

especially C. angustifolium, Anthnrinm regale with leaves 2 feet long

by 15 inches broad, Dracsnas, and other plants already named. Mr.
Barley, Albert Nursery, Bayswater, also sends a good collection. For
collections of six Mr. Taylor, Mr. May, Mr. Fairbaim, and Mr. Yonng
take prizes in the order in which they are named ; and they send some
fine specimens of Alocasias, Crotons, Pandanads, Palms, Theophrastas,
Dracaenas, Marautas, the Rush-like Littsea joncea, Anthuriums, and
Oaladinms.

To Caladiums, however, a class is specially assigned, in which are

exhibited some remarkably fine specimens of argyritea, bicolor

splendens. Belleymei, Houllettii, Cannartii, Chantini, Wightii, ttc,

by Messrs. Smee, Fairbaim, and Wilkie. Anthnrinms likewise have
a class, in which Mr. Williams takes a first prize with magnificum,
acaule, and an unnamed kind with dark green leaves.

Of Ynocas, fine pairs are shown by Mr. Bull and Mr. Williams,

the latter having tall specimens of the variegated Aloe-leaved kind,

and he also takes first prizes for Agaves, a pair of Dracfena lineata.

standing about 10 feet in height, and for noble examples of Dicksonia
antarctica, the trunk of one of which cannot be less than 12 feet in

height and 18 inches diameter.
Ferns, stove, greenhouse, and hardy, are very numerously shown,

so much BO that it would be a hopeless task to attempt to particularise

more than a few as being fine. Such are Cibotium princeps and
Schiedei, Cyathea Smithii, Gleichenias, Cyathea dealbata, Dicksonia

antarctica, Todea africaua, Pteris tricolor and argyrea, Lomaria gibba,

Marattia elegans, and Alsophila contarmnans, spreading 12 feet across.

The principal prizetakers are Mr. Williams, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Young,
Mr. May, Mr. W^ilkie ; and for hardy Ferns, Messrs. Ivery and Mr.
Salter, who each show beautiful collections.

In the section for plants shown for their foliage, are Variegated Zonal
Pelargoniums, and of these Mr. Turner and Messrs. F. &: A. Smith
have equal first prizes for fine collections. The former has Lady
Cnllum, Mrs. Turner, Sophia Dumaresque, Lady of Shallot, Princess

of Wales, and May Queen, the last named only having white-edged

leaves. Messrs. F. & A. Smith have Meteor, Banshee, L'Empereur,
Miss Burdett Coutts, exceedingly fine, Exquisite, and Sunray. Mr.
James ia third. The new plants are very numerous and interesting,

but as many of them have been already described in these pages, even

if space permitted it would be of little utility to do more than men-
tion them. Messrs. Veitcli take the first prize for the best six in or

out of tlower. with Alocasia Jenningsii, Begonia boliviensis, Croton
tricolor, a green-leaved Mud with a yellow baud by the sides of the

midrib, and coral -coloured stalks, Dracxna Chelsoni and regina, and
Thonia Bensonije. Mr. Bull is second with Coprosma Baueriana
variegata referred to in another column, Maranta virginalis with silvery

bands, Cnrculigo recurvata variegata broadly striped with cream colour,

Dalechampia Roezliana rosea, Encephalartos gracilis, and Cibotium
regale. Mr. Williams also sends a collection.

For a new plant shown for the first time in flower, Mr. Bull is first

with Lasiandra macrantha with fine, large, violet flowers ; and Messrs.

Veitch second, with a Rhododendron with small yellow flowers and
narrow leaves. For a new plant not yet in commerce. Mr. Cross,

gardener to Lady Ashburton, is first with Actiniopteris radiata with

very small, semicircular, fan-like leaves ; and Mr. Bull second with

his LasiauiU'a. For seedling florists' flowers and garden varieties

several certificates were awarded, which will be found in the Floral

Committee report which is appended.

Miscellaneoug jdants are so nuraerona that wo cannot particnlarisa
much. Mr. W. Paul scuds a very interesting collection of IricB,
Aucubas, Ligustrum ovalifolinm variegatnm with beautiful yellow-
variegated foliage ; Ligustrum coriacenra with dark green leaves of
great substance, very unlike those of an ordinary Privet; EuonymneeB,
a beautiful golden-leaved Elm, Pelargoniums, &c. Mr. Parsons, gar-
dener to R. Attenborough, Esq., of Acton Green, has some beantiinl
pans of Lycopods and cones of the same 2J feet in height, grown on
peat and wire framework, and which are very fine examples of what
can be done in this way. Near these Mr. Earley exhibits a fine Ly-
godium Bcandens, about 12 feet high. Messrs. Veitch and Mr. Bull
have large collections of new plants, among which are several remark-
ably fine specimens of these. Mr. Burley has a collection of Palms;
Messrs. Lee a mixed collection chir-fly uf uew plants ; and Messrs,
Oabom the Variegated New Zealand Flax, the scarlet-flowered Gesnera
Donckelaarii, Dasylirion acrotrichum, tfec. ; Mr. Salter, Pteonies,

Pyrethrums, succulents, and hardy finc-foliaged plants ; Mr. Ware
fine collections of herbaceous plants ; and Messrs. Carter Coleuses
and Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums, of which Prince of Wales well
maintains its character as a splendid variety. Mr. Wimsett also
sends Coleus Telfordi aurea, Marshalli, itc. In addition, Messrs.
Downie, Laird, & Laing, and Mr. Hooper, of Bath, send stands of

Pansiea ; and Mr. Turner, Pinks. For the awards to these and other
Bubjects we must refer the reader to the ofiicial prize list.

FRTjrr.

The show of Fruit is not large, but what is shown is very good,
Some very good Pine Apples are exhibited, the best being a Queen
from Mr. W'illiamson, Whiteliaven Castle. Mr. Middleton, gardener
to Sir W. Watkin Wynn, W}-niistay, is second. Mr. Neale, gardener
to R. Cartwright, Esq., Banbury, third. The best dish of Black
Grapes comes from Mr. Bannerman, Blitbfield, who has large beauti-

fully coloured bunches of Black Hamburgh. Mr. Sage, gardener to

Earl Brownlow, Ashridge, is second with large and fine bunches of

the same kind, and jet black. Mr. Aedy, Lee, Kent, is third. Mr-
Standish, of Ascot, is first iu the class for white Grapes with very
well-ripened Muscats for this time of year ; Mr. Kettlewell, Potter's

Bar, being second with White Frontignan, and Mr. Osborn, Finchley,

third with Bnckland Sweetwater, small, but well-ripened bunches of

which also come from Mr. Bannerman. Of Peaches, Royal George, very
fine, from Mr. Sage, gardener to Earl Bro^Tilow, Ashridge, are first

;

and the same kind from Mr. Lynn, gardener to Lord Boston, Hedsor,
second, Mr. Tegg being third with Bellegarde. Of Nectarines, the
best are Violette H;Uive from Mr. Lynn, which are very large

;

Mr. Gardener, Eatiugton Park, is second, and Mr. Cadger, Luton Hoo
Park, third, with Elruge, very highly coloured. The best dish of

Figa ia Brown Turkey, from Mr. Fairbairu, Sion, and Mr. JMilea, gar-

dener to Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey Gardens, is next. For
Cherries Mr. Miles is first with Black Tartarian, remarkably fine, Mr.
Tillery being second, and Mr. Lynn third.

In Strawberries Mr. Douglas, gardener to F. Whitbnm, Esq., Lox-
ford Hall, nford, is first with British Queen, very fine, Mr. Young
being second, and Mr. Fairbaim, Sion, has a third prize; fine

dishes of Dr. Hogg and Sir C Napier are also shown. The prizes

for the best Green-fleshed Melons went to Mr. Young for Bailey's

Eclipse, and Mr. Mackay for Golden Perfection ; Mr. Whiting and
Mr. Cadger taking those for Scarlet-fleshed kinds, the latter with
Scarlet Gem.
Mr. Middleton, and A. Smee. Esq., Wallington, each send a dish of

Apples, those from the latter being from pot trees ; and Mr. Middle-
ton also sends the Caj^e Gooseberi-y, PhysaUsedulis.

Fruit Comutttee.—On this occasion a special ceriificate was
awarded to Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridgewortb. for a collection of Cherries,

among which were the following—viz.. Black Hawk, an American
variety, very fine ; Guigne marbre prijcoce : Early Purple Gean, a
large black early variety, which proved the best ; Brandt ; Noir prc-

coce de Strasse, a small, black sort ; Empress Eugenie, a large, pale
variety ; Guigne tn-s prt!-coce ; Rose h;itive de Lyon, large and excel-

lent, rather pale in colour, with firm flesh ; Beile d'Orlf ans, pale-

coloured, and excellent in flavour ; Werder's Early Black, and
Bigarreau Jaboulay. Standish it Co. sent the Early Ascot Frontignan
Grape, of which the bunch is medium-sized ; the berries middle- sized,
greenish yellow, oval, with a Frontignan flavour resembling that of

Frontignan Ottone. It appears to be a very good early Grape, but the
consideration of its merits was deferred till there should be a ful-

Committee.
Flor-U. CointiTTEE.—At this great Exhibition, although compnral

tively few certificates were granted, the novelties were very attractive.

The following first-class certificates were awarded :—Messrs. Ivery,

Dorking, received first-class certificates for two new twd distinct hardy
Ferns, Athyrium Filix-fcemina grandiceps pumila. ud a variety of

Lastrea dilatata. Messrs. Carter had a first-class certificate for

Coleus Dixii, one of the Society's hybrids. Mr. Bull exhibited his

eautiful new plant Lasiandra maciantha. which received a first-classs

bertificate. He likewise had similar awards for hybrid Coleus Gem
and Coleus Nonsuch. Mr, Stone, gardener to J. Day, Esq., had a
first-class certificate for a very curious and beautiful Orchid Nanodea
INIedusa?. Mr. C. Tumor. Slough, received first-clnss certificates for

each of the following :—Nosegay Pelargonium Fire King, large-flower-

ing Pelargoniums Heroine and Royal Bride, and Fancy Pelargoniiun
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Marmion. Mr. Mann exliibited fine specimens of his Zonal Pelargo-

ninm Lord Derby, and several otlier very fine seedliuj^s ; but Lord
Derby has brought up the standard of merit so high, that the others

coold not attain it. Mimas is a beautiful flower, and received a first-

class certificate last year. Prince of Wales, a rosy salmon : and The
Baron, a bright scarlet Nose^'ay, were also shown. Mr. Cannell sent

two seedling Zonal Pelargoniums, also Verbena Beauty of Kent, but

not in condition,

SciENTiFio Committee.—Dr. Thomas Thomson, F.R.S., in the

chair. A conversation took place on the nomenclature of plants,

arising out of the names given to the seedling varieties of Coleus

raised in the Society's garden at Chiswick, between C. Verschaffeltii,

Veitchii, Gibsoui, and Blumei, in which the custom of giving to

varieties names which are usually employed in distinguishing species

was deprecated. On the question as to whether either or any of tho

above were really species though found growing in indigenous locali-

ties, Mr. Bentham stated, that the only one he knew to he a species

was C. Blumei, which he himself had founded.
George Pollock. Esq., sent pieces of the wood of Scotch Fir attacked

by an insect, of which specimens were not provided, and which is re-

ported to commit such ravages in his plantations at Bagshot, as to

destroy a great amount of timber. The further consideration of the

finbject was adjourned till the next meeting for more detailed in-

formation.
Dr. Gilbert gave notice of a subject which he had placed on the

agenda paper, and which ho truly stated was one of vast importance
ijoth to horticulturists and agriculturists, and that is, the effect which
certain manures exercise on different j'lants in various soils. After

giving an outline of the elaborate experiments in which Mr. Lawes
and he are engaged on this subject, the consideration of it was re-

ferred to the Chemical Sab-Committee, with power to associate some
eminent physiological botanists with them. Dr. Gilbert stated in the

course of his remarks, that whereas on some soils certain manures
caused some plants entirely to disappear, by the encouragement of tho

growth of others of a totally distinct kind ; by a change of tho manure
the original plants may be restored, and those which displaced them
in their turn are supplanted. Dr. Gilbert, however, said, that in all

the experiments hitherto instituted, no agent had yet been discovered
to remedy the defect in land known to farmers as "clover sickness."

Gener.^l Meetixg.—G. F. Wilson, Esq. F.R,S., in the chair.

This meeting was merely formal, the business being confined to the
election of eleven new Fellows, and the admission into union with the
Society of the liyde (Isle of Wight) Horticultural Society.

Messrs. "Waterer & Godfrey's Exhibition of Americ.\n Plants.
—To this allusion has already been made ; but it would not be just to

pass over such a splendid exliibition with a mere casual mention, for

it deserves all lliat can be said in its praise—indeed it is the finest

exhibition of what are known as American plants that has ever been
witnessed. The entire internal arrangement of the tent has been
changed, monnds having been thrown up here, little vallies created
there, and the formal character which the planting exhibited in former
years has given place to a most picturesque appearance, and when
viewed from certain points the scene which the huge masses of brilliantly

coloured blossom present is lovely ; indeed the most lively imagination
would fail to form any conception of its beauty.
Among the finest of the newer kinds to be seen here are Mrs. John

Clutton, a remarkably fine white ; Charles Bagley, cherry red Sir T.
Sebright, puiqile with a bronze blotch; H. W. Sargent, with very large
trusses of crimson flowers ; Caractacns, with fine trusses of purjdish
crimson flowers ; H. H. HunneweU, dark crimson ; Stella, pale rose :

and Purity, a fine white, with lemon-coloured spots.

LARGE BROCCOLI.
I EXHIBITED two heads last week that must have weighed at

least 7 lbs. each, and on May 16th I cut two dozen and a half
that averaged 7 lbs. each, many being over 9 lbs., and some
lew 10 lbs. each, when closely trimmed. I certainly never saw
such a lot anywhere else, perfectly white, firm, compact, and
circular. The only objection raised was, that the pots were not
large enough to cook them.—C. C. E.

Mr. John Wateeee's American Show.—This is held in the Koya
Botanic Society's Gardens, Regent's Park, and as usual presents a

charming spectacle. The undulations of the ground in the tent, to

which we have frequently referred in previous reports, greatly tend to

enhance the beauty of tlie display, which is always one of great merit,

and on a very extensive scale, as may be judged from Mr. Waterer's

Btatement that between *20UO and 3U00 plants, many of them of the

largest size, are employed to produce it.

Among the varieties which are the most recent we noted the follow-

ing—viz., Mrs. .Tohn Penu, ro.sy crimson, luiautifuUy spotted ; Princess

Mary of Cambridge, light centre edged with rosy puiq)le, fine both in

the truss and the individual flowers ; Mrs. Thomas Longman, lively

rose ; Duchess of Sutherland, white, edged with rosy purple ; Lady E.
Cathcart, blush, finely spotted ; Minnie, white, with orange spots

;

Michael Waterer, rosy scarlet ; La 'Viyaudicre, large snowy white

trusses ; and Henry Bohn, rosy crimson. Besides these we might
enumerate many, more brilliant varieties, and specimens remarkable
for their size.

INSECTS.
{Continued from page 387.)

Thrips.—These long, narrow, active insects, mostly confine
their attacks to the under sides of the leaves of plants. The
insect whilst young is white, and almost stationary, but when
mature is of a bright brownish black, and remarkably active. It

is a great plague to the Fern. grower., and equally so in almost all

departments under glass. In hot, dry seasons it attacks plants
in the open air, but is not general on these. The plants chiefly

attacked are those with smooth leaves ; the Myrtle, Azalea,
Humea, Ferns, Melons, and Cucumbers, are great favourites

with it; indeed, there are but few plants which at some time
do not suffer more or less from it.

The leaves of the plants on which it has made its appearance
are spotted with whitish green, and the spots enlarge with the
spread of the insect, the leaves ultimately becoming white, and
falling off. It is one of many insects which are in a great

measure preventible, being fostered by a close, dry, hot atmo-
sphere, which tends to enfeeble the plant. In a moist, well-

ventilated house, plants are mostly proof against the attacks of

thrips ; but there are periods when it is hardly possible to
escape it, as at a time when water and cold cannot be brought i

into play against it; thus the plants may have arrived at such-
a stage of growth that water cannot be used as a destructive
agent, on account of the greater evil likely to arise from a damp
atmosphere. When, however, plants can be syringed, water is

the beat preventive and remedy, the plants being syringed
forcibly with water directed against the under sides of the
leaves. The next best course to adopt is to afford no more fire

heat than is necessary for the well-being of the plant. Another
good way of keeping the insect in check is furnishing air early,

and yet not inducing cold currents, or by lack of water causing
a stunted, hard growth ; and, above all, see that the night tem-
perature is considerably lower than the day, and that the
plants are not kept constantly exhaling, but shut up early, and
with considerable moisture, especially during the growing-,;

Beason.
Thrips is a very fast-breeding insect, it requires a watchful

eye to be kept on the plants liable to its attacks. Whenever a
plant exhibits any white specks on the under as well as the
upper surface of the leaves, look for the cause of their sickly

appearance ; and if a long, narrow, black, dark-coloured, or
even white insect be found, lose no time in proceeding with the
work of extermination, for delay will only allow the enemy to

increase its hold, and destroy the foliage, if not the plant itself.

The best remedy for thrips is tobacco. Whenever I find one
thrips I do not strive to find its companion, but decide to
fill the house with tobacco smoke on the first calm evening,
taking care to have the foliage of the plants dry, which is liked

by the thrips, and it preserves the plants from being scorched
or injured by the fumigation. The house is, of course, shut up
closely, and if convenient the glass is covered with mats or
canvas, so as to keep in the smoke. The house is filled so full

of smoke that a plant cannot be seen from the outside. In the
morning the floors, walls, and other surfaces, but not the leaves
of the plants, are syringed or sprinkled with water, and the
house is kept as close as possible consistently with the safety of

the plants. In the evening following the fumigation, the
plants are syringed, the water being forcibly directed against
the under sides of the leaves, and in the morning this is

repeated. In the afternoon the plants are examined, and if

any thrips are found, as there assuredly will be if the plants.

were much infested, fumigation is repeated to the same
extent as on the preceding evening but one. Next morning
the plants are thoroughly syringed, and again in the evening.

This will be found an effectual means of destroying thrips

which are hatched, but no amount of fumigation with tobacco
will kill the eggs, and in cases of severe or rather continued
attacks, eggs will be plentiful, and the insect will appear in a
few days as if no means had been taken to ward off its attacks.

In such cases I usually syringe the plants with 2 ozs. of soft-

soap in a gallon of soft water, applying the liquid especially

to the under sides of the leaves, and turning the plant round,
it being laid on its side in the first instance. The foliage,

stem, and every part of the plant should be thoroughly wetted.

It must be borne in mind, that all plants cannot endure the

wetting of their foliage with soft-soap solutions, and among;
these are the Vine, Cucumber, Melon, Pelargonium, Azalea,
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Calceolaria, and Hnmea ; but there are some to which soft-soap

Bolutions can be used without injury, as the Peach, when the

Iruit ia bihuH, the Myrtle, Camallia, ' and most plants with

smooth leaves.—G. Adisev.

(To bo continuoil.)

RHODODENDRONS AND THKIll CULTURE.
As this is the time for the lovers of Hhododendrons to bo

on the alort, a few remarks on the subject may be upeful.

Rhododendrons may be cultivated in a variety of ways, and
may with care bo made objects of the highest interest for

decorative purposes both in and out of doors. They are

moisture-lovinp; plants, but the water must not stagnate about

their roots. They almost adapt themselves to any climate if

they are properly cared for, succeeding either in beds or as

single specimens. They should have proper drainage afforded

them, and with that view the place intended for them should

have the soil taken out to the depth of 1 feet, and a foot deep

of drainage placed at the bottom. Cover the drainage with

htter to prevent it from becoming choked, and lill up with the

compost, raising it above the surface to allow for settling.

Good peat, if it can be obtained, mixed with fibrous loam will

answer for them ; but in many places peat cannot be had, there-

fore other soils have to bo used. I have found llhododendrons

succeed well in the following compost—viz., bog earth, leaf

mould, and mellow loam in equal parts with a liberal sprinkling

of sand. A little well-decomposed cow dung will be of service.

If the Rhododendrons are planted in beds, I prefer these to

be rather below than above the surface, for should the season

be dry a sort of bason is thus formed to water in, and room is

afforded for top-dressing or mulching if such bo required.

Some people raise mounds or banks for them ; but I think that

plan is objectionable if it can possibly be avoided, for in dry

weather I have known them suffer very much from drought,

and in time die altogether. If they are planted on the sides

of banks we must leave them to take their chance.

1 know of some instances in which Rhododendrons have
succeeded in pure loam without any preparation. In some
counties, Radnor for instance, Hereford, and other places, I

have seen line specimens of Rhododendrons growing without

any preparation of the soil ) ravious to planting, and in York-
shire too, if I recollect aright, many years ago I saw growing in

Dr. Herbert's garden at Spofforth, Yorkshire, Rhododendrons
planted in loam, the substratum being granite rock, and at

that time they appeared in good health. Those who may have
seen the Rhododendrons at Stourbead and other places where
they are grown extensively, cannot but admire their diversity

of colour and the proportion of their growth. Such sights are

well worth a day's journey to see, and would be more so could

some of the more brilliant-coloured varieties now to be met
with be worked on the already-established plants.

My idea of a bank of Rhododendrons is thi-! :—I would have
the plants prepared for the purpose, tall ones for the back, and
others of lower growth for the front, thus forming the bank
with the plants instead of heaping up the soil, which ia often

done to the injury of the plants.

I trust ere long to see Rhododendrons much more exten-

sively cultivated than they are at present. I know of no ever-

geen flowering shrub that presents such a diversity of colours,

nor any that has been so much improved in the present gene-

lation as the Rhododendron. Nothing can surpass at this

season a good selection of the beautiful varieties, exhibiting

nearly all shades of colour, from the purest white to the deepest

maroon.
Rhododendrons are mostly well adapted to pot culture for

in-door decoration, and will bear forcing well in gentle heat, but

it ia not wise to force the same individual plants successively

if it can be possibly avoided, for if this be practised they soon
become exhausted. Planted out in a conservatory they afford

a magnificent display while in bloom, and if grown in boxes or

pots for the same purpose, they can be removed at pleasure

when their beauty is over to make room for other occupants.

Thp following are a few species and varieties of this noble

race that answer well for pot culture—viz., Ciliatum, a splen-

did white, sometimes tinged with rose, and which when gently

forced (and it bears forcing well), is one of the very best ; Glo-

riosnm, a beautiful blush in early spring; Gibsoni, another

favourite as a pot plant ; Venus, of a fine blush when opening,

changing to white, very fine ; Jasminiflorum, which requires

time to make a specimen, but will repay any amount of care

when in bloom ; Dalhousire, one of the largest white kinds in

cultivation, best kept from frost ; Nivaticum, white spotted

with yellow, very good ; Glaucum, very dwarf in habit, of a

])loaBing light rose colour, the leaves having a white appear-

ance on the under side, a line sort for pot culture ; Dauricum,

nearly purple, a splendid plant when in bloom, but of rather

bad habit, and requiring time, patience, and care to become

a specimen, but which when such is once formed will repay

any amount of care with its beautiful blooms iu-doorsin winter;

Grand Arab, a most beautiful crimson, which ought to be in

every collection ; lago, very dark and good, crimson purple
;

Black Blotch, one of the very best ; Everestianum, pale blush,

beautifully fringed, very fine ; Fulgeus, bright scarlet, having

very compact trusses ; Victoria, crimson pur))le, a beautiful

variety ; and Onslowianum, a pretty blush, fine yellow eye,

very beautiful. I must not omit the Countess of Haddington,

with beautiful blushes on her lovely cheeks, the flowers some

;i inches in length, and nearly as much in diameter, and the

plant of first-rate habit. There are many more too numerous

to mention, for all Rhododendrons make fine pot plants, and

will repay any amount of care bestowed upon them.

The following are a few among this numerous race that I have

noticed do well with ordinary cultivation in beds, or as single

specimens, and are now in bloom. Fastuosum flore-pleno, an

excellent sort ; Coriaceum, a beautiful white ;
Everestianum ;

Mrs. John Waterer, one of the brightest-coloured varieties we
have ; Blatteum, fine, large, purple ; Onslowianum, blush

tinged with yellow; and Nivaticum, fine white with yellow

spots. Dauricum will almost grow anywhere, and is the

earliest of all out door Rhododendrons, sometimes flowering in

midwinter and early in spring. It should be planted in a

sheltered place, and have protection from frost and wet while

in bloom, then it lasts in beauty a long time. Other kinds

well worthy of cultivation are—Mrs. Loudon, very fine ;
Erec-

tum, a fine trusser ; Grand Arab, one of the most showy kinds

we have; Mrs. Snowdon, a good useful kind; Barclayanum,

very beautiful ; Sir Charles Napier, Nigricans, Sir Isaac

Newton, Reedianum, Archimedes, Rosea elegans, Blandyanum,

Arboreum, Maximum, Robustum, William Downing, Diadem,

Gloriosum, Chancellor, lago, and Caucasicum is a fine white

of dwarf habit. Vandyke, though a late bloomer, is one of the

finest Rhododendrons in cultivation. When the colours are

nicely blended nothing can surpass a moderate collection of

these beautiful plants at this season.—M. H., Acldam Hall,

Middlcshrough-on-Tccs.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCrrEN GARDEN.

Asparagus, except for some particular occasion Asparagus

should not be cut after this time in private gardens. Broccoli,

plant out once a-fortnight to supply young heads in the

autumn, and see that the seed beds do not become too much
crowded. Cahbagc, plant out a few young Cabbage plants abou}

once a-fortnight to keep up a supply of young heads in tha

autumn ; also do not allow the seed beds to become crowded,

as will soon be the case in moist weather. Cmdijlou-ers, a few

young plants from the spring-sown beds had better also be

transplanted at short intervals rather than a large breadth at

a time. If those now coming into use are likely to be more
abundant than is required for the daily consumption, some of

them should be checked to keep them back, if only by pushing

in the spade on one side to cut half their roots. Celery, a

short row of this may be put out and well watered to carry OB

the early succession, and the young plants for the main crops

will require a regular supply of water if the rain do not find its

way to their roots. Suecesxiun crojjs of Lettuces, Kidney Beans,

Peas, &c., sow these according to the state of the last sowings,

and see that the hoe is always in motion among crops in rows,

whether there are weeds or not. There is one kind of work

which is rarely thought of in summer—namely, trenching

vacant pieces of ground as they fall in, but no method of im-

proving heavy soil is equal to trenching it when perfectly dry

in summer.
FSDIT GAItDEN.

I suppose the Tomatoes planted out against the walls must
be dignified with the notice of a fruit, if only to tay that, Uke

the ridged Cucumbers, they are often allowed to become too

much crowded at the starting-off. The first high wind will

then shake them about in all directions, two-thirds of their

shoots must be cut off to make room for the rest, and this

check throws them back ten days more ; after such management!
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people say in Octeber the season was too cold to ripen the fruit,
or give some other excuse equally groundless. Continue pinch-
ing, pruning, and nailing-in summer wood ; and if insects
make their appearance on any part of the walls or on bushes
or standard trees, give them no rest till they are destroyed.
Boiling water is the shortest way of dealing with ants when
you find their nests. Remove all suckers from Filberts as they
appear

; examine the young fruit, and look after caterpillars,
as they are making sad havoc in some places. Shorten and
remove the summer wood of Currants and Gooseberries in the
manner recommended for fruit trees lately. Allow the leading
shoots to grow a fortnight or three weeks longer before stopping
them

;
the result will be superior fruit, and finer-swelled and

better-ripened buds for next season.

FLOWEB GARDEIf.
Where the beds in the flower garden were prepared for plant-

ing-out as directed some weeks ago, it will be necessary, after
the ground is properly moistened, to hoe tbem over, distribute
the soil from the sides over the surface of the beds, and then
regulate the plants for the season. Make good all failures, and
in pegging the plants down place them as much as possible
with their heads pointing to the north, which will cause tbem
to be drawn upright by the sun more eflectually than if they
were pegged out at random. As soon as the leaves of seedling
Tulips become withered take up the bulbs. Great care must
be observed not to injure them, as in most cases they push a
bulb down several inches into the ground. Let them dry
gradually in the shade. The beds of Ranunculuses should be
frequently examined, as the green caterpillar, scarcelv dis-
tinguishable from the stalk, often lodges just beneath them

;

they are also much infested with the ouckoo-spit (Tettigonia
apumaria). Both are seriously detrimental to the bloom.
Still persevere in the extermination of the green fly on Carna-
tions, cither by brushing off or by the use of Scotch snuff.
Take off the laterals as they appear, and reduce the stems
thrown up by strong-growing seedlings to one, so that the
energy of the plant may be directed to the buds left. If you ex-
amine the buds of Pinks closely you may find some attacked
by a small grey grub, which eats its way through the lower
part of the calyx and devours the inside. An infusion of sheep
manure will prove highly beneficial to the plants by being
poured on the surface of the bed occasionally. Continue to
propagate Pansies by slips or cuttings, and every seedling of
inferior merit, or which is not a decided improvement on the
varieties already in cultivation, may be pulled up.

OBEENHOCSB AND CONSERVATORY.
Many of the greenhouse Polygalas might be so managed

(with a little pruning about this time, and keeping them in-doors
through the summer), as to come into flower early in January.
Try also Goodia latifolia and some of the Crotalarias in the
same way. Perhaps there are some who are not aware that all

the Correas treated after this fashion—that is, kept in the
greenhouse in vigorous growth all the summer, will begin to
flower late in the autumn, and continue to do so throughout
the winter, supplying the place of the Fuchsias. The Mexican
Fuchsia splendens is a late spring flowerer, but if it is treated
for the next three or four months as one would forcing Helio-
tropes—that is, cramped at the roots and allowed no more
water than will just keep it alive, then giving a good shift and
forcing it with the Roses, it will flower by the end of February.
The planting-out in the open ground of Fuchsias to be taken
ap in the autumn to furnish the conservatory is an excellent
practice which cannot be too much followed. This is about
the right time to plant out such plants. Leonotis leonurus
thus treated will produce double the quantity of flowers that it

would under pot culture. The Brugmansias also do well in
this way. Luculia gratissima delights in this treatment, but
about the beginning of July will be time enough to plant it out.
Gardenia florida and radicans improve very much under this
treatment. Turn them out about the beginning of July in
peat mixed with one-third leaf mould, and they need not be
taken up until the approach of frost in October ; then let them
be put in a close frame for wintering, whence they are brought
to theforcing pit in succession. Watering and training, with
attention to shading, are the principal points to attend to now
in the conservatory.

STOVE.
The Hedychiums, Clerodendrons, Tineas, and other store

plants mentioned last spring as useful auxiliaries for flowering
in the conservatory in summer, should now be in good condi-
tion for flowering, and have large portions of air to inure them

to the ohanse. The stove requires more air now, but still keep
up a strong moist heat, and let the plants stand clear of each
other.

COLD PITS.

Camellias, Chinese Azaleas, and the finer hybrid Rhododen-
drons that have been kept in heat since they flowered ought
now to be turned into these pits for three weeks or a month
before they are put out of doors ; and as they will be nearer to
the glass than they have been in the houses, they ought to be
shaded slightly during hot sunshine. The best time of the
whole year to graft them is when the bottom of this year's
growth is bard and begins to turn brown, and the three families
will take by grafting as freely as the Apple and Pear. Cold
turf pits are just as useful in summer as they are in winter;
and if they are only covered with the thinnest calico stretched
on frames hundreds of plants will live and thrive in them
better than anywhere else. Some of these should have a thin
laver of soil to plant out young seedlings in, or newly rooted
plants, and for young tender Roses, &o. All sorts of flower-

garden plants may be propagated in them for the next three
months, either in pots, or, which is better, planted out in abed
of light soil covered over with an inch of sand. Many other
uses for them will occur in practice. Any labourer can put up
such pits, and their size should correspond with that of the
Melon pits in the same establishment, so that the frames may
do for either.—W. EIeane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

SccH heat after the rain was trying to some of our vegetables,

and Caulijlowers heading nicely began to hang their leaves, so

that we were forced to give a little water, as we had not time
to shade. The soil on examination was found to be moist
enough, but the little additional water just kept the leaves bold

and unflagged ; if they droop much even in bright sun, though
all right in the morning, the heads are apt to come more open.
To insure whiteness as well as compactness, it is well to turn
some half-broken leaves over the flower, as the whiter the

vegetable is sent to table the more delicate it looks. Except a
piece of fresh-planted Cauliflowers, all other vegetables have
been left to their fate.

Cabbages, i'C, have swelled up wonderfully, so that our
different plantings for succession threaten to come in too much
at a time. Yeitch's Matchless Cabbage still proves itself a fine

variety for the amateur having little room. It can be grown to

great perfection if planted one foot apart each way. Neverthe-

less, some of the larger kinds are useful when a large number
of servants have to be supplied. In a nice plantation of Veiteh's

there are only three or four " rogues," and of the different

sorts grown there has not been a single plant that has com-
menced running to seed. All the vacancies we owe to our
visitors the rabbits. Some years ago we had many bolters.

We hardly knew how the rabbits got out, but we found out how
they got in. They went up outside a wall some 8 feet in height

by means of some pea sticks and the bole of a tree, traversed

the top of the wall for a distance of 40 feet, and then dropped
down inside, a depth of more than 6 feet. Seeing the mark
where they dropped, one or two were trapped ; but their sys-

tem was only stopped by placing wire netting across the top of

the wall, past which they could not go.

Our other work was chiefly confined to routine, sowing Peas,

Cauliflowers, Turnips, Radishes, i-c, and giving water to Pota-

toes at the foot of walls, where they were becoming very dry,

though almost fit for using. We may also mention that in

forwarded and protected crops we have only met with two roots

that had a trace of the dreaded disease. We have had nothing

of that peculiar rotting of the stems below the surface alluded

to last season.

FBUIT GARDEN.
Melons.—We are much obliged to Mr. Hall for his valuable

remarks in page 387. We have long been so struck with the

propriety of the cause he points out, that though we cannot

always secure what we want, yet we would rather, if possible,

not wet the foliage of Melons at all, if when under glass we
could not have the leaves dry at least before the sun struck on
them. In fact, if all be right, we hardly syringe Melons on
this account, and we have had fine crops, which, besides water-

ing the soil when necessary, never had any moisture on the

foliage that could be avoided. Mr. Hall will perceive that we
left air on at night, so that there was no confined vapour.
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However generally applicable tis remarks, and the having the

foliage dry in the evening before much artificial bent is given

we consider to be of first importjince, still that will not ex-

plain the mystery how these two lights iu the pit have been

similarly affected for some years in the case of Melons, and
nothing else, whilst the other three lights have generally

escaped. If there be any diiTerence in the artificial heat, that

heat must be lowest iu these two lights, as farthest removed
from the boiler.

On a very sunny afternoon lately we noticed that the brick

end of the pit inside was rather whiter than we like in

summer, and we thought that the reflection of heat from the

whitish surface in the afternoon might have something to do

with this parching-up and scalding of the older leaves. A
brush and some soot water soon darkened the wall sufficiently

to make it an absorber rather than a reflector of sun heat, but in

the two following mornings the large leaves iu the plant nearest

the end were as bad, if not worse, than before. We have trained

strong vines from plants planted 5 or (1 feet from tlie end to

fill the space, and these as yet are untouched in this way in

their foliage. In this case the mystery is to us a mystery still,

though we hope to benefit, and many more will be likely to do
so, from Mr. Hall's very appropriate remarks as to dryness of

the foliage, especially in early forcing.

The dung frames have tiioroughly beaten the pit this season
as to Melon-cutting, but, then, the pit was planted later, and,

besides, the rats made such havoc with the young fruit. These
rats found their way chiefly through the wall plate, and in addi-

tion to taking a ferret all through the beds every night, to leave

at least some scent behind him, we shut him up in one of the

worst haunts some nights. But as a hint to those with lots of

young game near at hand, we may mention that the ferret

scratched a way for himself up the wall, and made a hole

through the somewhat-soft wall plate, and was only found after

being at liberty a couple of days. There can be no question

that the trail of the ferret gives a notice to the rat that he had
better be out of the way.

After one of the hottest days last week, with the thermometer
85° in the shade, a blight seized some of our fruit trees, at-

tended with hone;/ lieu-, and lots of insects, especially on the
Cherries. In this case the honeydew appeared before the fly,

green or black. Some insist that the fly is the cause of the

honeydew ; wo are inclined, on the other hand, to consider that

the fly is a consequence rather than a cause, and that it comes
to partake of the sweet food thrown out by a debilitated state

of the tree. The observation of the circumstances at the time
clearly showed that the trees were unable to meet the vast

amount of evaporation demanded from their perspiring surfaces

in such a high temperature, and that there was in consequence
a thickening of the juices of the plant, and the more sugary
part in a viscous state was forced through the foliage, which
for a time would arrest the very free perspiration. This in

cultivated trees would, if let alone, do this too much, and hence
the syringe and the sponge are used in extreme cases to remove
it. It appears less frequently under glass than in the open air,

as under glass plants are not exposed to such sudden extremes.
When the leaves are thoroughly varnished with honeydew they
are as incapable of performing their functions as if covered
with a coating of glue or isinglass. We did not do all that was
necessary in the way of syringing, &o., but will have more time
to lash those out of doors well before this meets the eye of the
reader. Clean soap water one evening, followed by clean water
the evening following, wUl generally make all right out of doors
if persevered with.

In our orchard houses in these very hot days we prevented
extreme heat by just sprinkling the outside glass with water
coloured by whitening, and sprinkling with water the floor

inside.

Vineries.—Thinned Grapes when cool in the second vinery,

and have most of the plants out of the first. In the late

vinery the weather has been everything for Yiues in bloom and
setting, and that with only a brisk fire heat in the few dull

days when we had rain. The sun has been powerful enough
to give a temperature from 75° to 85° during the day, and that,

with damp paths and floors slightly sprinkled, gave a nice

temperature for setting, with sun heat alone, and a moderate
application of air, chiefly at the top of the house. Muscats
have just had a dry hand pulled gently along their bunches—

a

practice which is a good one. This should be done when the
sun shines brightly, and a few minutes will suffice to go over a
great manj- bunches.

These late Vines have never seen the syringe or water on

the canes or foliage. Most likely, when all the bunches are set

we shall give the house a good syringing to clear off more effec-

tually all the remains of bloom, ite. The rods or stems gene-

rally break as well without damping or syringing as with it in

the case of late Vines, and our water is generally such that we
are afraid to use it much among Vine foliage. What rises as

vapour from floors and pathways will be as clear and free from
sediment as if distilled.

We notice on some of our Peach trees already a greyish-like

appearance on the foliage, the result of sediment from frequent

syringinga with water, not so pure as we would wish it. Per
dread of the red spider we have been afraid to avoid syrinying

altogether in the case of the I'each, as we have long done in
the case of the Vine ; but when we have tried Peaches on a
smaller scale under glass, and paid extra attention to syringing

liaths, floors, exposed walls, &c., before shutting-up, we did not
find that the red spider was very troublesome, the foliage was
bright green to the end of the season, and often in the morn-
ing the points and even edges of the leaves would be hanging
with tiny dew drops.

Of course where water is clear and pure, free from earthy
and chalky sediment, the syringe or garden engine is a great

refresher and promoter of cleanliness ; but when water holds
such sediment, however clean it looks, it will leave the foliage

anything but bright green at the end of the season, then it is

well to know that we may do with less syringing if we do
not soak our floors and borders, so as to paralyse root-action

if the roots are there, but use about the same quantity of

water in syringing the exposed surfaces as we would have done
over the trees. In a hot day this may often be done at mid-
day with advantage. The plants absorb the vapour as it rises,

and distressing perspiration is for a time lessened, and such
slight waterings on the ground or floor wUl never encrust a
leaf with an earthy sediment.

We would not advise any reader to enter so fully into these
remarks as to keep the syringe at rest as respects foliage, but
we would certainly like if some of our enthusiastic amateurs
would try a few trees in a small house with little or no syring-

ing overhead, and report faithfully the result. Very trifling

circumstances often lead to great changes in practice. But for

such considerations as those referred to by Mr. Hall, and the
knowledge that the Melon comes naturally to fine maturity
with moisture enough below, but little moisture overhead, we
might have gone on syringing Melon plants every night. But
for water not free enough from sediment when frequently used,

we might have syringed Vines overhead night and morning
before they began to colour, as we used to do, though we are

not aware that any bad result has attended the disuse of the
sprinkling over the foUage, and it is seldom, indeed, that we
have seen red spider on Vines even with no syringing.

From what little we know of the very varied climates of

Persia, its excessive colds and burning heats, its hard clays

and sterile sands, we should come to the conclusion that the
finest Peaches and agricultural produce would be obtained

from its northern parts, where in summer the climate is

warm and moist. The latter produced more from exhalations

from the marshes, and from the Caspian, than from the rain-

fall at that period of the year. Such gentlemen as Mr. Burton,
of Hatfield, who could tell us from their practical observation,

under what circumstances the Melon and Peach thrive best,

and produced the richest fruit in such a country as Persia, of

which the Peach is popularly supposed to be a native, might
give us much help in the culture of such fruits here. True,
under artificial circumstances, as under glass, we may, and, as

in the case of the Pine Apple, do succeed all the better by
not following too strictly the teachings of Nature ; but still, the
circumstances under which plants thrive best when grown in

their natural habitats always furnish us with valuable ideas

for regulating our practice, though it might be unsuitable to

imitate these circumstances exactly. The idea we would wish
to throw out for consideration is, whether in this comparatively
dull and variable climate of ours, we do not in our bouses have
rather too much of the shower bath over the foliage, and
whether that practice even when the water is pure, does not
help to give size at the expense of flavour in the case of fruit,

and spongy watery wood instead of smaller but firm shoots.

In addition to the Vines referred to, we may mention that per-

haps the finest flavoured Melons we ever grew were thus treated.

Strong plants in 7-inch pots were used, just beginning to rnu
freely. They were turned out into rather stiff fresh soil—in
fact a clayey loam, and made somewhat moist before planting,

so that it was beaten pretty firmly together, and trodden firm
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after planting. By means of Bmall holes this stiff soil waa well
watered afterwards, and as soon as the surface was a little dry
an inch of dry riddled mushroom dung was placed over it to
prevent evaporation from the soil. In one case no more water-
ingor syringing was given. In a second case, by means of
upright drain tiles water was transferred to near the bottom of
the soil, just as the Melons commenced swelling to ripening.
Neither foliage nor the surface of the soil was wetted from the
day of planting, but a few pans were set inside supplied with
water. These experiments are best done in small places where
the experimenter can attend to all himself. An assi-stant or a
labourer may easily derange the whole. Vfe merely mention
it that people may see that the daily shower bath" over the
foliage is not ahsolutely necessary. These Melons had no great
amount of artificial heat except in dull weather, and with a
temperature averaging 60° at night, with air given early. So
little was air given, that the thermometer often rose to 90°,

and 5° more in the heat of the day when the sun was bright

;

but it rose gradually and fell gradually, and there was no con-
fined scalding vapour.

OP.NAMENTAL DETAKTMEXT.
The hot days were trying to some fresh-planted subjects

;

but instead of deluging the ground with water and thus cooling
the soil about the roots, and as shading such numbers of plants
would be out of the question, the garden engine was employed
twice or thrice during the day just to sprinkle the foliage, and
what fell on the soil was soon raised about the plants by eva-
poration. One engine full of water would thus do a great deal
of this refreshing work. One reason why our planting the
flower garden takes so much time is the necessity of supporting
most of the plants on account of the wind ; and for this pur-
pose we use rough bushy twigs, not very pretty at first, but
which are soon concealed, and then they hold the plants quite
firmly and securely through the season.—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET—Jlne n.

We have bad n cnntimious steady snpplv, and bnsinesa is rnther more
satisfactory than it was, but still falls far short of what we have been
accustomed to at this season. Pines, Peaches, Nectarines, and Grapes
are lower-priced than usual, and broupht in ranch larj»er quantities.
French produce is also amply supplied, and consists of Apricots, Cherries,
Figs, Melons, and Strawberrios, with the usual description of Salads, &c.
Large arrivals of non- Potatoes have reduced the price to 23«. per cwt.

FRUIT,

i. d. B. d
Apples ^ sieve 3 0to5
Apricots doz. 2
Cherries lb. 2 O
Chestnuts bush.
Currants ^ sieve n

Black do.
FiRS doz. 12 18
Filberts lb. 10

Cobs lb. 9 1
Gooseberries ..quart 4
Grapes, Hothouse, .lb. 8 12
Lemons 100 8 12

Melons each 4
Nectarines doz. 10
Oranges 100 4
Peaches doz. IS
Pears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb. 8
Plums ^ sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries., per lb. 1
Walnuts bush. 10

do perlOO 1

d.

0to8
2!)

d

35

10

10

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney ....100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts ^ sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucnrabers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlio lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

VEGETABLES,
e. d. B. d

I

2 Oto3 Leeks bunch
2 6 Lettuce .... per score16 Mushrooms .... pottle 2
2 3 Mustd.4 Cress, punnet

9 1 0, Onions.... perbushel 4
0; Parsley per eieve 310 1 6

I

Parsnips doz. n

I

Peas per quart 110 Potatoes bushel 4SO 8 ' Kidney do. 416 2 I Radishes doz. bunches
4 1

,
Rhubarb bundle

10
]
Sea-kale basket

3 0] Shallots lb.

8 0' Spinach bushel 2
3

!

Tomatoes per doz. 3
3 5 1 Turnips bunch

d. fl. d
3 toO
fi 1

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no one -will write privately to tbe depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All
communications should therefore be addi-essed solely to
The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture^ d-c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

Currant Trees with Yellow Leaves (C. C. 17.).—The leaves are very
beautiful, and it the trees would permanently praduce such golden foliage

they would he an acquiRition as ornamental shrubs. We think that the
seven trees which produro them must be decHninET in vi(^imr. If so, the
addition of manure and mulching the surface over the roots would
restore the natural green colour.

AucrTHA Pollen {jB. M. Royds).—The male blossoms have passed away
a fortnight since.

Daphnes (.7. iecl.—You can obtain them from any nurseryman. Thera
are many species, and they vary in price.

Vine Cuttings tor Nfav Zealand {T. I-nrtf).—We think that they
would arrive in a condition capable of vegetating if hermetically enclosed
in gutta percha and stnt by mail rid Panama.
Polyanthuses iAuricula, Duhlin).~0\\T correspondent, as well as

many otliers, wishes to purchase a collection of these and other old-
faaliioned flowers. If florists who have them would advertise that fact,
and state their readiness to send catalogues, we think they would find
the announcement remunerative.

Floral Committee lA Sub»criber, P.).~No fee is needed. Send your
seedling Pelargonium on the Monday preceding the day of meeting, and
write to the Assistant Secretary, Mr. Richards, at the same time.

Seedling Pansies and Mimdlus (C. S., Hilhrde Cottartr).~The white
seedling Pansy is a very tine fl<nver, but not better than nor distinct from
Queen of England und other whites. The hybrid Mimulus between cupreus
and another is a nicelv formed flower, but too dull in colour. The seed-
ling from Stuart's hybrid is bright and well marked. There are many
seedlings like it.

Candle Plant Lin Inquirer).—If you send ns a specimen we will en-
deavour to identify it.

Nectarine Leaves Blistered {Old Siibiirr[hcr).—The leaves are
I blistered in consequence of cold nights Bucceeding hot sunny days. The
circulation of the sap is obstructed, the whole or part oif the leaves
become inert crumpled masses, and are uidstly attaeUoJ by white fungus
or mildew. There is no remedy, but the evil may be prevented by
affording a warm covering at night. It never shows itself on trees under
glass. The blistered leaves should be picked oflf at once, and every
encouragement afforded the tree to produce fresh healthy foliage.

Green Fly on Roses (E. A. S.)-—"I hand-kill and syringe. This is a

sure cure. I hnve no faith in remedies. The leaves of my wall fruit

trees (about 188 Peaches and Xectfirines), are clean and beautiful. I never
knew tbrips and aphides so abundant. The Peach aphis and the Aphis
rosie are not the same. Soft-soap contains arsenic ; this and quassia, as
you suggest, would injure nothing.—W. F. Radclyfee."

Nehiusi Culture (^(7lrtOl/^^0—It is a good practice to place the pots
in saucers kept full of water during the season of growth. They delight
in moisture and a hot bright atmosphere.

Pot Roses Mildewed (T'/cih).—Mildew usually shows itself on plants
kept in a close moist atmosphere. The best remedy is to dust with
flowers of sulphur the parts aflected. A good preventive is to wash the
walls of the house with lime and flowers of sulphur, in equal quantities,
brought to the consistency of whitewash with a solution of soft-soap,

2 ozs. to the gallon. Also lightly coat the hot-water pipes with sulphur,
brought to the consistency of paint with soapy water. Apply it with a
brush.
Propagating Perennials (jY. <?.).—Saxifraga hypnoides is propagated

by division of the plant after flowering, the divisions being taken off with
a small portion of root to eawh. Plant them in light santly soil, and keep
moist and shaded until they become well rooted. Yellow Alyssum is in-

creased by cuttings from now to September, the cuttings being taken
from the growing point with a portion of tbe preceding year's stem to
e.\ch. Insert them in sandy soil, afford t^hade, and keep them moist until
well rooted. The white may also be propagated by cuttings and seed,
and so may the yollow by seed. Now is a good time to sow it. The Double
Lychnis may be propagated by cuttings of the young shoots from 4 to
6 inches long, taken with a small heel. Delphiniums are increased by
division of the roots in spring. Each division should be taken off with a
portion of root attached to it, and may be planted at once where it is to
remain. They may also be raised from cuttings ; tbe side shoots rising
from the crown and not flowering may he slipped off, preserving a email
heel to each, which should he pared smooth at the end, and inserted in
sandy soil, giving shade from sun, and keeping them moist until rooted.
Delphiniums are also raised from seed, which may be sown now. The
herbaceous Veronicas are increased by division in spring, or now if they
are not in flower, each shoot or division being taken off with a portion of
root, inserted in sandy soil, and kept moi»t and shaded until growing
freely. The shrubby Veronicas, as V. Andersoni, are propagated by
cuttings, the young shoots lieing taken off with three joints, cut across
below the lowest joint, and the leaves removed from tbe two lowest ones,
putting in the cuttings round the sides of the pot and up to the leaves
left. The pot should he well drained, and filled to within an inch of the
rim with sandy soil, and then to the rim with silver or sharp sand.
Place it in a frame, and keep close, moist, and shaded until the cuttings
be rooted.

Taking up Crocuses [Idem).—li is well not to take them up oftener
than every three years, and then only for the purpose of dividing the
roots, affording them more room, and enriching the ground, planting
them again immediately. The operation is best performed as soon as the
bedding plants are removed, or early in October.

Forget-me-not for Spring Blooming {Idem).—The best blue Forget-
me-not for spring blooming is Myobotis montana; but M. palustris,

M. arvensis, and M. alpestris are most generally grown. The seed should
be sown at once.

Sowing Annuals to Bloom in October (/(Z-^m).—Annuals to flower
in October should be sown from the middle of June to the first week in
July, and Gladioli to bioom at the same time ought to be planted in the
second or third week in May.

Pelargonium Grafting {Idem).—Yon may graft your Giant Pelargo-
nium with any of the Zonal kinds, but we do not think budding would
be successful. Madame Rendatler, rosy salmon; Clipper, scarlet; and
Rebecca, cherry, would be suitable kinds.

Maiden-hair Fern Fronds Destroyed (ij. H. M. P.).~We think tha
fronds must be cut off by slugs, of which you may probably discover tbe

I traces, and if so, examine the plants after dark with a lantern. You will
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find full instructions in tho " Forii Manual," publittheU nt oiiroftifio. It

%vill suit ynu. You can hftvo it froo by post if yoii Bond eixty-Xour
postn^o Mtuinps to our olHco with ytmr uJiirort!*.

Mki.on Leavks ScoRcnKD (//()rfrn«)t).~Therp is no red spid<>r on tho
loaf Hent us, nur can we perceive nny trnco of tlie Icuf hnvinR boeu in-

fested witli tlmt insirct. Wo think tho lout has hevu floorched by tho
sun's rays actiii(T powerfully on it whilnt wet, or from want of air durini^
the early part of the day. The b'af irt tho thiIlnp•^t and most rusted wo
ever saw. Give nioro nir, nnd affitrd alight shado from hright sun.

Wateuino Plants in a Greenhouse (/•'. K. yl.).—Tho bfst time for

watering i)lants at this season in a groenhouso or elst-whero is in tho
evening, bs the plants havo the full benofit of the water for repairing the
waste through evajioration during the day, and tlie moisture jirodiiced

by watering is very benclieial to tho plants at night, ub they then inhale
moisture.

Red Spider on CnccainERS (C. R).—Wo suppose your bouse is heated,
nnd in that rase we would havo the pipes warmed tn Ifif)^, not more, and
paint them whilst at that heat with a composition of Kulphur. brought to

the consiHtency of paint by a solution of soft soap, 4 o7,s. to the gallon of

water. The house should bo shut np close and the pipt-s noated on every
part with the sulphur eomposition, applying it with a brush. A few light

sprinkliDg** over the pipch it is well to give after they are coated with the
sulphur conlpo^itiou, water being employed of the same temperature as
that of the bouse, or rather of the pipes, so as to raiso a good nteani in the
house, and th'-rou'^hly impregnate tho atmosphere with Bulphur fumes.
This should be done in tho eveninc, nnd a good watering given to the
plants, and a thorough syringing in the morning. The* back wall (if any)
should be painted with the same composition as the Hues or pipes. We
would further ndvisa your syringing with soot water, made by pouring
thirty gallons over a peclc of fresh soot, stin-ing it well, and syringing
with the liquid when it becomes clear. The liquid well stirred up may be
also used for watering the plants, and is an excellent manure for them.

STorpiNG Melon Plants {Idevt).—Tlie shoot on which the fruit is

produced, after ln;ing once stopped, should havo the points of all succeed-
ing growths taken out at the first joint above where last stopped. If the
plants are weak tho shoots may be allowed to make two or three leaves,
then take out tho points of the shoots. Without good foliage there can-
Dot be tine fruit.

CuTTiNO OFF Wood above Qraft (A. J? ).—The union of stock and
graft being complete, and the graft growing froely. you may cut away tho
wood of tho stock opposite thu grift quite close to it now, Imt wo prefer

iloing it the last week iu Juno or beginning of Juno. It should bo cut off

Hhtyiugly, tho knife beiu:^ drawn towards the graft, and the face of tho
out will then slope from, instead of at) at present to the graft.

RGPOTTiNa Peach Tkees C*. /'.)—You may Tepf>t your Poach trees

now if you do not value the fruit on them. Bo sure thoy are well watered
lirst, and tho potting done (irmly.

Pelaroonttim Seed f.S/ifr'ioiirH-"!.—Pelargonium seed sown in pans and
covered lightly with fmo soil will, on being placed in a hotbed of C5- to

SO'', produce aoodlings within a fortnight.

Veruhnas im Poor Dry Sou- (7'^^^:).—Mulc^l tho bed or beds all

over witli an inch thickness of leaf mould or short manure mixed with
an equal quantity of soil. Give tlie plants a good watering onco or twico
a-week with guano water, 1 oz. being dissolved in a gallon of water.

Watering PRAni and Nectarine Trees d'trm).—The trees may havo
a thorough watering with guano water, at tho rate of I oz. to tlie gallon,

once every week in dry woatlier, and fortnightly in moist weather, until

tho fruit commences ripenint'. A good syringinc witli water every even-
ing in hot dry weather will bo of groat benellt, discontinuing it after tho
fruit commences rijiening.

Insects (C. M.),—Your Pe^icb and Apricot loaves have their under Bidea

gnawed by the caterpillars of one of the case-hearing Mollis, Ooleophora
hemerohiella. We know no other remedy than hand-picking and buming
the small luoveablo cases and their inhabitants. (If. F. H.).—\Ve found
no insocta^n!the smaGhod box which contained your gnawed Laurel leaves.

We suppose thoy have been attacked by tho caterpillar of some Moth;
but in tho absence of more precise information we can only recommend
careful examination of the trees.—W. (Stockport).—It is one of tho milli-

pedea, Julus pulchcllns. It is foaud on the roots of Beans, Cabbages, &c.

Names of Plants tP. Kcirton).—VnssiQora (Tacsonia) raanicata, {A
Comt'int ijfafier).—Callistemon lanceolatus. [H. H. P.).—\, Veronica
chamiedrys ; '2,Cotonea9termicrophylla ; 4, Asphodelusluteus. f W. S. IT.).

—1, Cydonia japonica; "2, Pnlygala myrtifolia grandiflora ; 3. Mesembry-
anthemum formosum; 4, M. attonnatum. (A CoTistant Subscriber).-^

1, Leptospermum aooparium ; 2, Fabiaua imbricata.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending .Tune 2nd.

DATS.
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bury. .Second. Col. H. B. Lane. Third, Col. Stuart Wortley. Com-
mended, .T. If. Reed, Calstoci, Cornwall.
Brahma i-.wtra (Light).—First, F. Cmok, Forest Hill, Kent. Second,

H. Dowsett, Pleshey, near Chelmsford. Third, E. H. James, Plymouth.
Commended, J. Pares, Postford, Guildford.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).— First, Rev. G- S. Cmwys,

Crmvys Morchard, Tiverton. Second, A. Travers, Falmouth. Third,' S.
Matthew. Cbiltou Farm, Stowmarket. Hishly Commended, S. Dupe,
Evercreeoh, Bath.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys and Blues).-First, S. Dupe. Se-

cond, S. Matthew.
Game (Any other variety). — First, Rev. G. S. Crnwys. Second. S.

Matthew. Third, Rev. F. Watson, Kelvedon, Essex. Commended, A. D.
Edwards, Huddersfield.
Hamedrghs (Golden-rencilled).—Firft. S. E. Harris, CnsRarne, Gwen-

Bap.near St. Day, Cornwall. Second, F. Pittis, jun., Newport, Isle of
Wight. Third, F. D. Mort, near Stafford. Commended, F. Piltis, jun.
Hambl'Eghs (Silver-pencilled).—First, C. Haworth, Hnslingden. Se-

cond, P. Pascoe, Trevales, SUthians, Cornwall. Third, N. Barter, Ply-
mouth.
Hahbdeghs (Golden-spangled) —First, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton. Mottram

Cheshire. Second, J. Medway, Kewton Abbott. Third, J. Strick, Devon
Great Consols, Tavistock.
Hambdrghs (Silver-spangled). — First, J. Robinson, Farlsworth, near

Manchester. Second, N Barter. Third. J. A. Taylor.
Polish (Black, with "White Crests).—First. Mrs. E. Procter, Hull. Se-

cond and Third. T. P. Edwards, Lyndhurst, Hants.
Polish (Silver).—First, Mrs. E. Procter. Second, J. Hinton, Hinton,

near Bath.
French (Any variety).-First, J. K. Fowler. Second and Third, Col.

Stuart Wortley.
Any other Distisct Variety (Except French).—First, F. Pittis. jun.

Second, Miss S. II. Northcote, Upton Pvnes, Exeter. Devon. Third, R. H.
Nicholas. Highly Commended, J. K. Fowler ; J. Hinton. Commended,
Col. Stuart Wortley.
DnCKS (White Aylesburv).—First and Second, J K. Fowler.
Ducks (Rouen).—First. E. Burton. Second, J. J. Stott, Quarry Hill,

Rochdale. Highly Commended, H. Dowsett ; L. Patton.
Ducks (Any variety).—First, C. N. Baker, Chelsea (Mandarin Ducks).

Second, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton (Carolina Ducks). Third. T.C.Harrison,
Yorkshire (Pintails). Highly Commended. S. Dupe (East Indians).
Commended, Mrs. A. C. Thynne (White Call Ducks) ; T. C. Harrison
(Carolinas and Mandarins).
Geese.—First, S. H. Stott, Quarry Hill, Rochdale. Second, J. K.

Fowler. Highly Commended, L. Patton. Commended, P. Knuckey,
Treleaver, Mabe, Cornwall.
Turkeys.-Prize, L. Patton (Cambridge).
Bantams (Gold or Silver-laced).— First and Second, Rev. G. S. Crnwys.
Bantams (White or Black).—First, E. Camhiidge, Stoko's Croft Road,

Bristol (Black). Second, Messrs. S. & R. Ashton (Black). Highly Com-
mended, Messrs. Tonkin & Tuckev, Bristol (Black); W. H. ToniUnson,
Newark-on-Trent (Black). Commended, Rev. G. S. Crnwys.
Game Bantams.—First, J. R. Robinson, Sunderliind. Second, F. Pittis,

jun. Highly Commended, E. Cambridge ; T. J. Gilbert, Truro ; E. Foder,
Little Carlton, near Newark,

SINGLE COCKS.
Spanish.—Prize, E. Jones.
DoBEiNGS.-Kirst, Rev. E. Cadogan, 'Walton Pargonage, Warwick.

Second, L. Patton.
CocHlN-CHiNA.—First, Mrs. Christie, Glyndebonme, Glynde Station,

Sussex. Second, J. K. Fowler. Highly Commended, U. Yardley, Market
Hall, Birmingham ; W. A. Taylor.
Brahma Pootra.—First, 'j. Hinton. Second, Mrs. A. C. Thynne,

Penstowe, Stratton, Cornwall. Commended, H. Dowsett.
Game.—First, S. Mattthew, Chilton Farm, Stowmarket, Suffolk. Se-

cond, M. A. Forde, Castle Gary, Somerset-
Any other Distinct Vari'ety.— First, Col. Stuart Wartley (French).

Second, A. C. Thynne (La Fleche). Highly Commended,' J. Hinton
Silyer Poland).

PIGEONS.
Carriers (Any Colour).-First, H. Tardlev, Market Hall, Birmingham.

Second, R. Fulton, DiiJie Street, Deptford. Highly Commended, G. S.
Hockey, Durdham Down, Bristol; C. Bulpin, Bridgwater, Somerset:
E. Fulton.
Tumblers (Almond).—First and Second. R. Fulton. Highly Com-

mended, J. Ralph, Perranarwortbal, Cornwall.
Tumblers (Any variety).—First and Second, R. Fulton (Black Mottled

and Agate Mottled). Very Highly Commended, J. Ralph (Red Mottles)

;

C. Bulpin.
Pouters.—First and Second, E. Fulton. Highly Commended, H. Yard-

ley ; C. Bulpin.
Jacobins.—First, R. Fulton. Second, C. Bnlpin. Commended, S. Dupe,

Evercreech, near Bath ; C. Bulpin.
Fantails.—First, C. Bulpin. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended,

Eey. W. S. Shaw, Beechen CUff VUlc, Bath; H. Ya'rdley ; C. Bulpin.
Owls.—First, H. Yardley. Second, C. Bnlpin. Highly Commended,

F. T. Parker, Rosewarne, Camborne, Cornwall.
Trumpeters.—First, C, Bnlpin. Second, Mrs. C. Gilbert, Truro.
Barbs.—First, E. Fulton. Second, C. Bulpin. Commended, H. Yardley

;

C. Bulpin.
TuRBiTS.-First, R. Wilson, Thirsk. Second, F. T. Parker. Highly

Commended, T. Phillips, Hendra Farm, near Truro ; H. Yardley. Com-
mended, M. A. Korde, Castle Cary, Somerset.
Nuns.—First and Second, C Bulpin. Highly Commended, H. Y'ardley
Dragoons.—First and Second, H. Yardley. Highly Commended, C.

Bulpin.
Archangels.—First, H. Yardley. Second, C. Bulpin. Highly Com-

mended, R. Wilson ; H. Yardley.
Any other New or Distinct Vahiety.—First and Second, H. Yardley.

Very Highly Commended and Highly Commended, C. Bulpin. Com-
mended, H. Yardley.

Edwd. Hewitt, Esq., of Eden Cottage, Sparkbrooli, Birmingham,
oiiiciated as the Judge.

NOTES OX FANCY PIGEONS.—No. 11.

THE HOKSEJIAN AND PEAGOON.

The father of Pigeon-fanciers, at least tbe father of writers
on fancy Pigeons—John Moore, a.d. 1735, was a man of edu-
cation. Thus he latinised the names of each variet.y, and in
his work there are marks of decided literary ability. One little

touch we have in the Latin names which he gives to the Horse-
man and Dragoon. He calls the former " Columba tabellaria
minor," the latter " Columba tabellaria minima," thus mark-
ing the ditiferenoes with nice exactness. I would also mark the
difference between the Horseman and Carrier. In the English
army there are heavy dragoons and light dragoons, and this
just applies to these two classes of birds. They are similar in
shape, but differ in bulk, each part from beak to leg differing
in size. It is clear that, once adopt the vulgar spelling " dra-
gon "—Moore spells the word "dragoon"—you lose the nice
distinction indicated by Pope's "learned friend of Abehurch
Lane." I suppose ignorant writers were more familiar with
the " George and Dragon " public houses, and with the three
jolly postboys said to be drinking there, than with the gentle-
men in Her Majesty's cavalry service : hence their mistakes.
Further, the two names are both connected with the idea of
motion—tbe Horseman the heavy dragoon, the stronger but
not so swift for short distances as the rapidly galloping light
dragoon. Hence by what I have written in the article on the
Carrier, that the Horseman is the original of that breed and
not a mere degenerate Carrier, and by what 1 now say concern-
ing the spelling of the word dragoon, and considering the
antiquity of the breed, neither variety should be lost sight of,

and their characteristics should be clearly given.
As the Carriers should be always black or dun, so the Horse-

man and Dragoon should never be of those colours. This
would tend to keep up the distinction in each variety, and no
one would be under any difficulty as to where the Carrier ended
and where the Horseman began, or as to where the Horseman
ended and the Dragoon began.

I would have prizes for Horsemen greatly dependant upon
colour, its clearness, and soundness—thus, clear goodEeds and
sound Buffs, not washed-out colours ; also Pieds, and Mottles

as Trumpeters.
The Horseman, although interesting from its antiquity, is in

itself scarcely so pleasing as the Dragoon, it being a type of

strength minus grace, whereas the Dragoon is rather a type of

grace minus strength. There are scarcely any of the minor
varieties of fancy Pigeons more pleasing to the eye. First

among colours are the Blues, in which the metallic hues on the

neck are most beautiful. The fancier who can see without ad-

miring a pair of first-class Blue Dragoons must bo either

very prejudiced or deficient in powers of appreciation. Next
to Blues I rank 'tt'hites, which are singularly graceful, and
when flying look like flakes of snow. The one fault of both
Horsemen and Dragoons is their extreme pugnacity. I recently

had one of the latter who would tyrannise without a minute's
cessation over the other birds, following them from roof to

roof, and tile to tile, his whole life being tyranny ; and he, as

all tyrants ought, was put to death after every attempt being
made to cure him. Dragoons still maintain their supremacy
on the wing, as 1 saw at two recent flying matches it was re-

ported in each case, " a Pigeon of the Dragoon tribe won."
Of their rivals, the Antwerps, I must say a very few words.

For exhibition they, as not being birds of colour or points,

are useless. Their beauty is as nothing to that of the Dragoon.
'Wild, restless birds, of no manner of interest save as flyers-

home, breed they seem to have none, and one pair produces
birds of different colours. "If birds of the Dragoon tribe"

beat them, what is their value ? Nothing at all. And as the

Antwerp is, so is the Skinnum. But on all account pursue

steadily the breeding of the Horseman and Dragoon.

—

'U'ili-

SHiKE Eectoe.
P.S.— Still not a word by first-class Carrier breeders? Are

there no writers of the class of Messrs. Huie, Ure, &e. ?

Surely there are. If there are not. Pouters may hold their

heads higher than ever, and parade the earth in conscious

supremacy.
—

'\V. E.

PIGEON-JUDGING.
Allow me to inform the committees of forthcoming Pigeon

shows, that the principal requirement is too often neglected

—

viz., the selecting of the judge or judges.
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It is a woll-known fact that many good fanciers and ex-

hibitors Imvo of late given up tlie idea of sending their birds

for competition, owing to tlieir, in too many caees, having the

mortitication of seeing their birds beaten by others of third

or fourth-rate merit. I consider that any man who takes the

ofHoe of judge ought to state distinctly in tlie report of the

show where he considers the first-prize bird beat the second

and third. It would give the exhibitor who could not attend

the show some satisfaction to know where his birds were de-

ficient, and it would also give exhibitors some proof of the
judge or judges selected being capable of at least knowing
first-rate from inferior birds.

If committees wish to have their pons well filled they wil

do well to have men selected to ofticiate as judges who have
given proof of their sufliciont knowledge. — Rout. Fultom,
Shandon Cottage, Duke Street, Deptford.

STRONG VEBSus WEAK SWARMS.
I HAVE all along advocated in these pages the superior ad-

vantages obtainable by keeping bees on the non-swarming or

oombination-of-swarms system, as compared with their sub-

division into numerous single weak colonies by the swarming
plan. The contrast is never more marked than during a poor

honey season, such as the last, when swarms hived singly had
too generally to be liberally fed to save them from a miserable

death by starvation, while non-swarming or combiued-swarm
colonies, besides laying-up for themselves an ample store for

winter's u?e, yielded in addition a fair though by no means
average harvest to the bee-master.

To parties engaged in business away from their homes
during the day, this system
is peculiarly well adapted,

as all that is required is

a little attention during a
morning or evening to see

that the wants of the colo-

nies are duly provided for

by a gradual extension of

the breeding and storing

space, and in due time the
bee-keeper is certain of reap-

ing as rich a honey harvest
as the district and season
can be expected to yield.

He is saved all risk of

stocks dying from want, and
trouble and expense of feed-

ing, as such strong colonies

usually lay up ample store,

generally in excess of their

requirements, and is spared,
too, the mortification of

finding on bis return that
swarms have escaped unob-
served during his absence,
and are nowhere to be found.
It is a poor season indeed in
which swarms combined do
not yield honey enough to

cover their value, while if

established separately they
often give nothing and re-

quire feeding. What a treat,

toe, awaits their owner, at

least once a-week, or on an
odd hoUday, to witness early

in an afteraoon such stocks

in full work, the crowds that
pour out and in, the air re-

verberating with their sweet-
est music, and such a brisk,

happy, "all the more the
merrier," look about every
individual bee, bespeaking
great internal prosperity,

and a sort of infectious de-
termination to "go at it,"

quite cheering to behold;
while at an adjoining weak
colony will be seen the odd dropper on the landing-board,
possibly heavily pollen-laden, resting to draw its breath ere it

struggles in out of sight, met by an outgoing forager who takes
aleisurely survey whilst resting the wing, all telling too plainly
that there will be difficulty here to make the two ends meet
that is positively saddening to look at.

The great secret of successful bee-keeping is to possess
strong combined colonies in suitable hives, offering ready
facility for supering and nadiring as required, and so advanced

that these large bodies of reapers are all ready to turn to at the
moment the main source of supply of the district is available,

be it clover, lime, or heather. Under judicious management
results may then be attained almost beyond the belief of the
bee-keeper who weakens his stocks by indiscriminate swarm-
ing. Before such swarms hived separately can have their new
domicles furnished for full work, the staple is disappearing

and the season lost. This combination system is of vital im-
portance to us poor northerners, whose honey season is

exceedingly short, and the weather so cold and variable to gather

it in.

Swarms hived singly and weak colonies must each have
their queen, comb-builders,

nurses, and guards, as well

as stronger ones ; indeed,

a much greater proportion
must remain within- doors to

keep up the required tem-
perature, and, consequently,

fewer foragers can be spared
to go abroad, resulting too

frequently, instead of a divi-

dend to the bee-master at

the season's end, in a most
peremptory " call " in the

shape of a liberal supply of

sugar ; whereas, the strong

colony during the same sea-

son will yield a good return

with a considerable addition

to the " rest " account. If

the small antiquated manu-
factory, with its manager
and heads of departments,
will not pay, while a hand-
some profit at the same time
accrues to the proprietor of

the large establishment with
modern improvements—if it

is found Eow-a-days, that

the small vessel with its cap-

tain and officers in pay will

leave a loss to the owner, at

a rate of freight that to the

proprietor of the full-sized

ship gives a remunerating
return—is it to be wondered
at that the former are being

rapidly displaced by the lat-

ter, and why should we bee-

keepers be behind the ' spirit

of the age?'

It is solely to these prin-

ciples being so well under-

stood and practised, that the

Ayrshire bee-keepers are en-

abled to send annually to

the Glasgow market those

fine octagon supers of clover

honey, whose dazzling pu-

rity, straightness of work,

and completeness of finish, are unapproachable anywhere, so far

as I have seen, and a source of delight and puzzle to all bee-

keeping tourists. Whatever they are in their own department

of " flower honey," a correspondent of mine (Mr. Matthew
Mitchell, Abington), ranks equally high in "heather honey," as

he has shown this season by sending some of his beautiful

workmanship to Glasgow. He has made the storing of the

high-flavoured product of the heath, in glass, his especial

study, and for his success in this direction stands unrivalled,
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having for upwards of twenty years carried off the prizes at

the Moffat Show against all comers, holding in addition five

silver medals and one gold one for extraordinary specimens of

his skill. Dissatisfied with all English and even French glasses

which he could procure, he has of late years had such made of

the purest crystal, after an original design of his own, which
he found to answer the purpose admirably, and from the

facility they afford of storing are now being generally em-
ployed in hia own district.

These glasses, although uniform in pattern, are variable as

to size, containing from 10 up to 70 and 80 lbs. I send you
herewith a photograph of one, whose weight filled is 87 lbs.,

which is at present being exhibited for sale at his Glasgow
agent's, Mr. James Clark, 99, Sauchieball Street, and is attract-

ing considerable attention, from its great size, beauty, and
completeness of finish. It is better adapted for a bee-keeper's

drawing-room ornament, or the centrepiece of some large

honey-warehouse, than to be set on the breakfast-table of

ordinary people. These glasses are complete in three portions,

the body being removeable from the pedestal or stalk to set

upon the hive, the bees being admitted through a circular

aperture at bottom 3 inches in diameter, and when filled the

glass is replaced on the stand to set upon the table ; the upper
portion forming the lid, on raising which the honey can be

removed as required. The vase-like form of the glass, the

broader portion being uppermost, the reverse of ordinary

glasses, has obvious great advantages for supporting massive
combs.
Having already encroached too much on your valuable space,

I must reserve till a future paper a description of the hive em-
ployed by Mr. Mitchell, and his mode of inducing bees to work
in glass, which like the glasses themselves are quite original,

and cannot conclude these remarks mure appropriately as to

the advantages of strong over weak colonies, than giving his

own words in a letter before me, as to the colony which yielded

the large glass above referred to. He says, •' I put the first

swarm in the box in the middle of July, added another in two
weeks after, and in another week put a third swarm into it,

then put on the large glass about the second week in August,
and by the 10th September it was full as you saw it, and by the

end of September the same. The colony yielded me altogether,

in addition to the large glass, six smaller ones filled, and
three others partly so, in all 109 lbs. of Loney of the very best

quality ; the box when I took it weighed 75 lbs.—244 lbs. of a

harvest altogether, so you will agree with me there is nothing
like large quantities together. I had other swarms equally

good, but as they remained single the best of them did not
make over 20 lbs. of glass honey."

I had the pleasure of inspecting another beautiful glass of

83 lbs., toeether with several smaller ones, the whole being the

produce of last season's work. When it is taken into con-

sideration that Mr. Mitchell's apiary consisted of but twelve

hives in all, and his situation is so very bleak, backward, and
cold that his stock had to be fed nearly till the heather came
into bloom, and that all the time he had to devote to his hobby
was the short intervals he could be spared from his official

duties—to his credit be it told, he has notwithstanding these

many discouragements, with a numerous family to support on
his weekly wages, struggled onwards to the attainment of such
a high measure of success as to elicit the warmest sympathy
and sincerest congratulations of all his apiarian brethren, as

well as—A Renfkewshihe Bee-keeper.

FEEDING CONFINED BEES.
In describing ray friend's plan for preventing his Ligurians

from crossing, I omitted to state that the nucleus box should

be Hberally fed during the period of incarceration.—M. J.,

Lockerbie.

[During our novitiate in bee-keeping, we once entirely de-

stroyed a stock in a single night by feeding it, and keeping the

bees confined to their hive at the same time.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Chickens Dying (iUissJcnncr).—We see nolbing wrong in yonr treat-

ment of the chickens. Give thcnl bread soaked in ale once daily. Put

the hen under a coop on grass during fine dnys, and on no account take

the chickens from her. The eggs boiled hard aie good for them, but give

a little cooked meat on alternate days instead.

Game Cock's Spur Broken {North Drvon SuhHcriber).—The cock is

not at all injured for exhibition. That only is injurious which might be
done purposely to conceal a defect.

GoLDEK-SPANGLED HAMBunon CttlCKEUfi (Constant Suh^crtbeT).—Yonr
feeding (custard, bread and milk, and groats), is good, and the chickens
can only die from some cause which is not mentioned in your letter.

You might add some meal slaked with milk. Are your chickens fed the
lirst thing in the morning, and frequently throughout the day ? Have
they dust in which to bask? Have they shelter from the mid-day sun if

they require if.' Are the coops out on grass ? Is the hen quite confined

in one ? If any of these things are wanting, supply them. Put worm-
wood in their water.

Eggs Broken in the Hen (.V. 0.).—Your Ducks are heated. All

poultry die invariably from an egg breaking internally. It is impossible

to extract it, and the broken shell lacerates the delicate membrane of the

egg passage, causing death. Take a wing feather, and dipping it in oil

lubricate the egg passage thoroughly. It is an easy and effectual

remedy.

Buckwheat for Fowi-s (Idem).~~'Sone of our English fowls do well on
buckwheat, although it is the staple poultry food of France. We have
tried it thoroughly without success. Tailing wheat is in our opinion ex-

travagant food for adult fowls. It does for chickens as part food and
part play, but it is not good for adults. It is not good enough. We know
no food' equal to ground oats, slaked with milk if possible. You must
judge for vourself how much food thev require. A good green Goose
should weigh 6 lbs. Oatmeal is very good food for fattening ducklings ;

a little meat helps them.—B.

HouDAN Chickens (E. H. P.).—Yonr Houdan chickens should be

hatched black and white. They should have five toes ; six are too many,

Ijut they are not so objectionable as four. A Houdan with four toes

cannot compete ; it may with six. We will sliortly give all the points of

Houdansin detail. At present wo can only say they should be square-

bodied heavy fowls, have black and white speckled five-toed legs, top-knot

and beard. The cocks mav have straw-coloured feathers, but positively

no red ; the latter disqualify. Neither legs nor plumage should be en-

tirely black.

Bantam Chickens (G. X. /r,).—Bantams require to be longer with the

hen than other chickens. Much depends on the time of year. Now,

when there is scarcely any real night, and no cold or chill, the cbickens

are verv independent of their mother. Still, as the brooding is heneficial,

we leave them as long as she cares for them. Toooften thebcn is spitefnl

towards them at this time and in this weather. It would seem as though

she knew her cares were of less value than when the elements arc

cnntrnrv. If the hen will keep them they should not be taken away till

thev are ten or twelve weeks old. A Dorking hen should not be dis-

qu.aUflcd for any accident, but the loss of part of a toe is qrite immaterial

Cocks Fighting (Peace).—There is no possibility of preventing cocks

fighting at times. Wo allow them to have it out, and the 0™*^°

bird has generally discretion enough to choose a walk of his owu. When
thev arc bent on fighting we generally tie a bag or an empty pillow case

to the end of a hng polo or rod, and as tlio birds spar before they attack,

we buffet each of them, striking right and left. If this is continued for

a short time they generally give it up. If not. there is little risk ih

allowing them to take their chance ; they are never, or very seldom, killeo.

Spanish Corn not Crowing (.7. B.).—Give him bread and ale, and

of camphor pills one every day. the size of a pea. If wo could bo assurea

of their health, we often wish the cocks had lost their voices.

Poultry in Confinement {mack Berf).—Wo quite approve your place

and vour food. Still we thinit you might have more change without in-

curring expense ; chopped kitchen scraps, bread and milk, are not en-

pensive. We think von might allow your chickens to run in the garden

if vou shut the hen in her rip. We have had the gravel paths of the

kitchen garden studded with rips, in which the hens were conuucd wnue

the chickens r.an about. Until the fruit begins we think they do far more

good than harm in the kitchen garden, and thn animalculfc. of wnicn

they rid the place, agree with them marvellously. The plainest answer

to vour question will be to advise von to provide in coutinement as nearly

as bossible all that fowls like and get when at liberty : dust for the bath,

clean and cool water, sods of growing grass cut with plenty ollresn

earth, and an occasional lettuce. It miist be borne in mind, fowls do not

like their food cut up. Thev want all green food in such form that its

weight will afford sutBcient resistance to enable them to tear it in

pieces.

Breeding Age of Eouen Ducks (Su!)scri6er).—Rouen Ducks may be

bred from till they are three or four years old. With Ducks of that age

we prefer a young drake. The run wiU do perfectly well for HaraburgliB,

and they will be good egg-producers. Those fowls will thrive best that

have the first half of the day for their liberty.

Short-faced Tumbler Diseased (Incyiuro).—We fear your bird is

very old. The season, however, is in his favour. Let him have plenty ot

sunlight, bathing, and wanning food, such as hempseed. Watch for in-

sects. We greatly fear that in spite of all care and pains your bird win

he useless, and, perhaps, after a short time will die.

Pigeons Unsettled {A. U. B. ,1/.).—We should think that your Pigeons

are alarmed by hearing or seeing rats or cats, and are consequently

unsettled. Wo judge from your drawing that tlie Pigeons for which yoa

want a name are red-shouldered Turbits, or, if not, some of the many
modern German Toys.

BuLLFiNcn Conr.niNG (.Vnrdiierife).—There may be a possibility of

curing a bird of a cough and shortness of breath by putting a little

saffron in the water, and removing the bird to a warm, but not too hot

temperature. Birds wiU not do weU kept in a room in which gas or a

coke stove is used.

Caxary with Long Claws (Mary Peck).—The nails of the bird should

be cut with a pair ot sharp scissors ; but care must be taken not to cut

too far, as it would cause the toe to bleed. Too-deep cutting can be

avoided by holding the bird up between you and the light whilst you are

operating.

Capping a Hive (N. G.).—A cap may be put ou about three weeks

after the swarm was hived, and the bees are likely to take possession of

it more readily if furnished with guide combs.
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to screen some nnsiglitly object, and has answered the purpose
for Bome years, it is very annoying to find some spring that the
winter frost has killed it to the ground, and the object it was
intended to' hide is fully exposed to sight. If the Colchian
Laurel will exempt ns from such a misfortune it will be of no
small value, and even those who in consequence of their
favoured position may not require it, would be glad to make
use of it, (lest a more intense frost than that of January, 1807,
shoold occur, or a repetition of it in places not affected at that
time should make all sufferers.—J. Koesos.

STEAAVBERRY FLOWERS SCOECHED.
SiKAWEEEKT blossom has been unusually beautiful and

abundant this season, giving promise of an enormous yield of

that most estimable fruit. The weather has been all that
could be desired for the setting of the flowers ; warm, with
bright sunshine ; no sharp frosts as in the case of last year,

when they destroyed nearly all the expanded blossoms, leaving
OB but a partial crop. This season we have suffered to the
same extent from the opposite extreme—too much heat. On
Tuesday, the 19th ult., the thermometer in the shade registered
87°, in the sun it actually rose to 147° ; extremely high tempe-
ratures for this season, higher than are experienced during the
whole course of some years.

* I have been taking notes of the various forms, &c., of Straw-
heny flowers this season. On the evening of the 18th of May
every bud, open flower, and fruit was perfect ; next evening I

fetind them scorched up and withered, as you will observe by
the enclosed example. This is not a solitary instance, but is

general all over the garden ; every flower that was open, and
Tery many of those in the bud, being destroyed. This result
oould have arisen from no other cause than the extreme heat
of the sun, helped, no doubt, by the great dryness of the soil.

The plants, I imagine, must have flagged considerably, although
I did not observe them so affected, and suffered in consequence,
M frequently happens with forced plants.

Frorn the great abundance of blossoms on the plants, there
will, I infer, be no actual loss of crop, as there were far too
many flowers for the plants ever to bring to perfection ; indeed,
the flowers that are destroyed are just those that in forced pot
plants are always cut off by good cultivators to allow of the
better development of those remaining. Nature herself has
here done what we seldom or ever think of doing with our open-
air Strawberries, and that is to thin the blossoms when super-
abundant, so as to allow a better means of development for
those that are left. It is from such lessons as these that we
gain knowledge and experience.—A. B.

NEW ROSES.
I HAVE just flowered one of the new Roses, which I think

promises tc be a beauty. It is Mademoiselle Marie Larpin.
It is of a pale flesh colour, deeper in the centre, somewhat of
the colour of Caroline de Sausal, of exquisite shape, and good
constitution. 1 shall watch its future flowering carefully. I
have since bloomed La France, which fully justifies all my an-
ticipations. It promises to be the premier Rose of the season

;

large ,in size, quite distinct, and with a most delicious per-
fume.'^- How wonderfully early Roses are this year ! and how
wisely the Crystal Palace Company have acted in fixing their
exhibition for June 20th ! and how valuable a stock the Manetti
is I have proved this year. I did not move mine until March,
and yet they are now blooming very vigorously, whereas had
ihey been on Briars they would have most likelv perished.

—

J*., Deal.

POTTING ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES.
In page 391 it is recommended that the cr.llar of potted trees

bekept high in order that water may not 1 .Ige there. Is not
this contrary to the practice at Sawbridgi- torth ? There you
see the top-dressing piled up round the pot, so as to leave a
depression in the centre. I am perfectly aware that, as a
general rule, trees should be planted high and dry, but potted
trees in orchard houses are placed in exceptional circum-
stances. In the autumnal top-dressing the ball is left from
year to year undisturbed, while round the edges of the pot new
soil is placed. This new soil, until it becomes filled with new
roots, is liable lo turn sour if overwatered, while the cen-
tral ball remains a hard dry mass. Again, the action of the
sna upon the sides of the pot has a tendency to cause the

earth to shrink, and allow water to run off at the circum-
ference. To counteract this last difficulty I have had many
pots painted, first with linseed oil, and then with a coat of oU
paint, so as to diminish evaporation ; but the effect is only
partial, and I still adhere to the plan of watering as near the
centre of the pots as possible.—G. S.

[Quite the reverse of our recommendation. On the other
hand, the potting-high of hair-rooted plants might never have
been so general if the waterer had kept the water from dashing
against the collar of the plant. Every man to his taste. You
prefer a hole in the centre, we do not for reasons given. Even
on your own premises—the earth shrinking from the circum-
ference of the pot—we see a reason against your plan for pour-
ing the water in the centre. We have no notion of a space
between the ball and the pot.]

INSECTS.
{Continuedfrom page 109.)

Thrips, continued.—As there are plants which cannot safely

be syringed with soft-soap solutions after fumigation, as I have
recommended in page 408, a thorough syringing with pure
water should be given to such twice or thrice a-week for a fort-

night or three weeks, after which all danger from the eggs will

be past. iShould the syringings, however, not keep the insect

in check—indeed, should one appear, fumigate the house, and
this repeatedly whenever a thrips is perceived ; for when once
established they are difficult to drive away, as though the

original insects may be destroyed, they leave so many of their

progeny behind that some time must elapse before they can
be completely destroyed : hence the necessity for exerting great

vigilance, and taking prompt measures to destroy the insect.

It may seem a wasteful proceeding to fumigate a house for

the sake of one thrips. Without wishing to be considered ex-

travagant, I submit that there is no economy in proceeding
against such pests as this by half-measures. The means must
be thorough, effectual, and the best mode of prevention is to

treat a clean plant as if it were infested. There may be seasons

when the attacks are not likely to be general ; then the plant

attacked may be treated singly, fumigated by covering it with
canvas, or by placing it along with others in a small house, or if

the plant will endure syringing with the soft-soap solution, that

alone will be effectual, the plant being removed from the house
for the purpose. A few thorough syringings will in most cases

prove a good remedy in autumn and winter, though it is well

even then to fumigate or dust the plants on the under sides of

the leaves with tobacco powder, which is, perhaps, the best way
of clearing individual plants, sprinkling them beforehand with

water. The plants dusted should have a thorough syringing

within twelve hours, and if delicate, as Ferns, the powder
should be washed off' again within six hours. The tobacco

powder is also a good remedy for thrips on Melons, but is

diflicult to apply, as it is of no avail unless put on the under

sides of the leaves, and that is difficult enough with plants in

frames.

Melons are rather impatient of fumigation with tobacco. No
harm, however, results to the leaves if the smoke be delivered

cool, the foliage be dry, and a moist atmosphere be preserved

during the following day, along with shade from bright sun.

It is well to fumigate on two consecutive evenings, rather tian

to give one powerful dose that may destroy the crop. The same

remarks apply to Ferns. They will not endure very powerful

fumigation, hence care must be taken not to overdo it, and to

have their fronds dry ; but as they cannot subsist in a dry at-

mosphere every surface may be sprinkled with water prior to

fumigation, sofar as it can be done without wetting the fronds.

Avoid the use of soap solutions with Ferns, Melons, and

similar-leaved plants ; it is a certain means of rendering them

black, and destroying them. Much may be done towards free-

ing plants of thrips by, in the case of Ferns, washing them

with water by means of a sponge ; and any large-leaved plants

—that is, such as have smooth glossy leaves, may in the same

manner be sponged with a soft-soap solution, at the rate of

2 ozs. to the gallon ; but after some experience, I am convinced

there will not be two opinions as to what is the best material,

and the best means of applying it for the destmetion of thrips

—viz., tobacco smoke.
,

Plants in the open air are sometimes attacked with thrips.

In that case make an infusion of 2 ozs. of tobacco in a quart of

boiling water, and allow it to stand until cool, then strain, ami

add one gallon of the soft-soap solution (2 ozs. to the gallon).
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With thU syringe the plantn, or dip them in it, and repeat the
application if necessary, ejrinping tliB plants every evening
in dry weather, and adopting other means calculated to insure
healthy free Rrowth.
Water as already stated being a natural enemy of thrips, the

plants should be well syringed when making new growths, and
afterwards, when these are mature, a good syringing occasion-

ally will do good, and the temperature ought to be kept as low
as is consistent with the health of the plants. It is tiie main-
taining a dry, hot, close atmosphere that encourages thrips to

take a hold on plants, and the way to escape its ravages ia to

give abundance of air, to keep the atmosphere cooler at night
than by day, and to afford moisture plentifully.—G. Abbbt.

(To be continued.)

THE JUDGING at the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

The Council of this Society does not seem to have made a
very happy selection of Judges for the late Exhibition. One
very glaring mistake was made in judging Variegated Zonal
Pelargoniums ; and I am sure one of the gentlemen selected to

act as a Judge in this particular class is well qualified to fill such
a position without fear or favour ; but what was Mr. Grieve to

do if ho was opposed in his judgment by two others acting with
him who were unfit, and incapable of distinguishing the differ-

ence between a Variegated Pelargonium and what is called a

Variegated Zonal Pelargonium ? The class to which I allude

is intended for Variegated Zonals, and the schedule distinctly

states, for " six Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums."
In the first place I would ask. Of what use is it for the Eoyal

Horticultural or any other Society to print and distribute a
sohedulo inviting exhibitors to attend the exhibitions, if the
Judges appointed will not act according to the instructions set

before them in the schedules ?

In the class for Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums there were
four collections exhibited, two of which ought most certainly to

have been disqualified. A first prize was justly awarded to

Messrs. 1"". & A. Smith, of Dulwioh, whose plants were staged
in a very neat way, were very even and compact, and, above all,

every plant was a Variegated Zonal Palargonium. Mr. Turner's
collection ougLt to have been disqualified, instead of having an
equal first prize with Messrs. Smith's, for this reason—one of

the plants (May Queen), shown in his collection was not a
Variegated Zonal. No trace of a zone can be seen in it. In Mr.
W. Paul's collection there was also a kind named Snowdrop
Eoneless. This will show that only two collections were worthy
of any award, and in justice to the other exhibitors the Council
ought at once to publicly announce that it has rescinded the
awards of the Judges, and that in the class for Variegated
Zonal Pelargoniums only one first and one second prize will

be given—namely, the first to Messrs. Smith, of Dulwich, and
the second to Mr. J. Janes, the other two collections being
disqnaUficd.

The following is the order in which the plants were ex-

hibited :

—

Messrs. F. & A. Smith had Sunray, a fine Tricolor, in the
way of Lady Cullum ; Exquisite, a pretty Silver Tricolor, like

Italia Unita ; Miss Burdett Goutts, a handsome Silver Tricolor,
and a decided improvement on Italia Unita ; L'Empereur, a
variety very much like Sophia Dumaresque ; Mettor. very
much like Mrs. Pollock, certainly little if any improvement on
that variety; and Banshee, another Silver Tricolor, which
appears to be a very finely improved form of Burning Bush.
The above, were, however, well grown, the plants very even in
size, and nicely got up.

Mr. C. Turner exhibited in his collection May Queen, a
white-variegated Pelargonium, very much like Bijou, having
no "zone ; Lady of Shallot, like the Countess, Silver Tricolor,
having a faint pink zone ; Princess of Wales, Silver Tricolor,
very mnch like Italia Unita ; Lady Cullum, one of our very
best Tricolors, but the plant exhibited was a small one and
looked quite lost by the side of Mrs. Turner, which is bo much
like it that it would puzzle almost the best judge in England
to tell the two apart if the labels were removed ; Mrs. Turner

;

and Sophia Dumaresque, also like Lady Cullum.
Mr. W. Paul exhibited two plants of his distinct and

pretty Prince Silvarwings, a mixed Silver and Gold Tricolor,
and likely to make a very handsome bedding plant. The habit
is very compact, and the style of growth neat and vigorons

;

Snowdrop, very much hke Mountain of Lig'it, a variety having

no zone; Plutarch, a fine Golden Zonal, having a fine, bold,
and vigorous style of grosvth, with good flat loaves, very moah
like Florence ; two plants of Louisa Smith. These, however,
had very little colour, and did not appear to he any improve-
ment on Mrs. Pollock.

Mr. J. Janes's collection, which should have been placed
second, contained the finest and best-grown plant of Lady
Cullum I have ever seen exhibited. It was a glorious mass of
colour. Italia Unita was also a fine plant and beautifully
grown, and if the other four had been better varieties, eqo^
in size, and as well grown, they would havo been the finest six

TricoloES ever exhibited, I would advise Mr. Janes to procure
four of the varieties shown in the preceding collection and
present them in the fine style in which Lady Cullum and
Italia Unita appeared in the dull and gloomy arcades (which
are very little better than the dark arches of the AJelphi for

exhibiting plants in), and I will undertake to say he will carry
all before him. The other four shown in his collection were
badly grown, and varieties possessing no merit. They were
—Amy, no better thau a badly-grown Mrs. Pollock ; Beauty of

Guestwick, Mrs. Benyon, and Little Pet, having a small and
crumpled leaf. It is to he hoped that the Council will act

more wisely in the selection of the Judges on the occasion of

the Special Pelargonium Show which is shortly to take place.

In conclusion, I would suggest to the Floral Committee of

the Koj^al Horticultural Society the propriety of affixing all

their awards, properly describing the objects that have been
awarded certificates, on the various plants before the public are

admitted to see them. At the late Show I noticed a great

array of certificates on plants on the third morning after the
Exhibition was opened that were not on them the first nor the

second day of the Show. To the names of the plants was
simply added the inscription, " First-class certificate." This is

a practice likely to mislead the public. It is highly important
that the Society should publish a proper list of the awards
given on the first day of tho Exhibition. A Society like the

Royal Horticultural of England should not show more favour

to one exhibitor than to another. If this is not sufficiently

intelligible to the Floral Committee, I shall be glad to have an
opportunity of explaining my meaning more fully.—J. W<

PLANTS IN FLOWER IN MAY.
ACKLill HALL, 1IIDDLESBB0^GII•0^•-TEES.

May 4, Paeoaia tenuifolia May 18, Sorbus aucuparia
Iberis sempervirens Fraxinus escelsioc
Spartium scoparlnm Quercus robur
Sambucu=5 nitTa v.iriegata cerris
Kerria japouica Acer pseudo-platanue
Myrica gale Pieonia ofl&einaUs
Euonymus europicus Acer campestrie
Prunus iiadus CrataigUB laeiniata
Laurels pninifulia

„ 9, Convallaria majalis „ 21,-Iomiuils
multiflora Polemonhim cairalenm.

Euphorbia cypariBsias Kich;irdsoni
_

lifturustinuB Aquilegia vulgaris
Fritillaria meleagris ^laudulosa
Ebodiola rosea Skinueri
Asperula odor.ata' 'Weigela rosea

„ 12, Red and Black Cun-ant ,, 25, Ilex scotica
Cratjegus oxyacautba Cytisos capitatus
Viola tricolor MespUus germanica

., 15, Centaurea montan.i TE^cnlus nibicunda
PyruB cham.'pmespilus „ 27, Prrnettya mucrouata
Orchis morij Kalmia glauca
Brompton Stocks Ilex lucida
Saxifraga umbrosa Cratie^'us cocciaea

rotuudifolla Laburnum
ilentata Pteouia moutan
granulata plena Cornus ganguinea
Andrewsii Cotoueaster atiiuis

Coronilla emerus Viburnum lautana
Cerastium tomentosum „ 29, Tulipa gesneriana, VOW.
Dodecatheon meadiit Troilius europasua
Viola canina Primula ffiriuoBa

Nemophila insignis Rhododendron ponliculDi
Ilyacinthus nou-scriptua Veronica gentianoideB

nutans Camafisia esculenta
„ 18, Azalea pontica Triteleia uniflora

Andromeda axillaris Ajuga reptans alba

—M. H., Acklam Halt.

FRUITING OP THE ROSE APPLE.
TuETvE appears to be some error respecting the first indi-

vidual who fruited the Rose Apple (Eugenia jambos), in thiB

country. Neither Mr. Carr nor Mr. Mundell can claim the
, credit, and I cannot say with certainty who can. Mr. Vair had
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the above-mentioned plant in frnit at Dangstein eight or nine
years ago, and he says that Mr. Scott, of whom he received the
cuttings, fruited it before that time in the gardens at Leigh
Park, near Havant, Hants.

—

Geoege Newlyn.

STRAWBERRIES FROM PREVIOUS YEAR'S
RUNNERS.

"Fkcit Eater" in his list of about forty kinds of Straw-
berries taken from the previous year's runners, and stating
what proportion of them was then in bloom, omitted two kinds,
which, from my experience, I should place amongst the best of
our early Strawberries ; I refer to Oscar and Eclipse.

I took three or four hundred runners of the above last
autumn, merely removing them with a trowel from the bed
where they had rooted, and ninety-nine out of every hundred
have not only bloomed, but fruited, and most of them very
heavily (some from forty to fifty berries, and very large), and I
gathered a very nice dish of ripe fruit from Oscar on the 26th
of May, and a dish from Eclipse the next day.
My soil is similar to that described by " Fruit Eater."—

J. D., Siietjd Park.

EARLY PEAS.—SUTTON'S RINGLEADER.
The introduction of a new early Pea is not an event calcu-

lated to cause any great commotion in the gardening world, as
very few seasons pass without one or more being brought for-

ward, many of them being, as the Irish sergeant would have
it, " an advance backwards," and some are only slight varia-
tions of old sorts. Indeed, so comparatively small has been the
progress made during the last dozen years, that if the earliest
sort previous to that date be sown side by side with the very
earliest we now have there wiU not be much more than ten
days between them.
These ten days earlier, however, are a great matter, and the

only Pea which can perform that feat, with me at least, is
Sutton's Ringleader, one which will, there is little doubt, become
the parent of many better and still earlier varieties, and head
a new chapter in Pea lore. From rows of it sown in the first

week in February, I am now (June 1st), gathering well-filled
pods, which is early for this cold humid part of the country,
whilst a single row of Dillistone's Early and four of Sangster's
No. 1 are only just beginning to fill the pods, although all were
sown at the same time and on the same border. The last two
sorts will, however, produce much heavier crops, and continue
longer in bearing, as Ringleader, when grown on light soils,

ceases flowering soon after the first pods begin to fill.

One circumstance in connection with this variety may be
worth mentioning. As is well known, it is still somewhat high
in price, resulting, no doubt, from the great demand for it

during the last three seasons, so last year I managed to save
about a pint of seed, which was sown along with those we are
now gathering from, and the difference between the two lots is

most marked, those from the home-sa%'ed seed being more than
6 inches taller, greener, and in every way more robust, and
also four or five days later. This I am at a loss to account
for, as it goes quite against all my other notions—they may,
perhaps, be nothing more—about change of soil being beneficial
to most crops. In the case of Potatoes, which for farm pur-
poses we frequently exchange for others from a distance, and
from different soils, it most undoubtedly is beneficial, and
acting under the same impression I have procured Strawberry
runners from a distance, instead of using those from plants
which had been long grown in the same garden. Can the
difference between the Peas be the result of wholesale cross-
ing with some other sort in flower at the same time ? or can
the fact of the other seed having been grown in a sunnier,
drier climate influence the habit in the succeeding year ?

—

Ayr-
shire Gardenek.

NEGLECTED HARDY ORCHIDS.
I AM much pleased to see that some of your readers are at

last paying attention to neglected border flowers. I should like

to recommend to them the cultivation of the hardy Orchids.
As I grow about thirty species in the open borders, I can say
from experience that there are few flowers more interesting,
more ornamental, or more easy of cultivation. I have had
this year Cypripedium pnbescens with nearly fifty flowers on
one plant, C. calceolus with nearly twenty flowers, and I have
now in flower a good clump of C. speotabile with flower stems

nearly 2 feet high, and the flowers more than 3 inches across.

These require peat soil, but I find that all the rest will grow
almost anywhere. The common Orchis mascnla is a handsome
plant to dot about a spring border, and I know few flowers

more ornamental than 0. maculata well grown. The whole
family does well in rockwork, where the roots are shaded, but the
flowers can come up into full light and air. In such a place

I find no difliculty in growing even the Marsh Orchids, such
as Epipactis palustris and Liparis Lceselii. The only difficulty

is in first establishing them, some of them being rather im-
patient of removal, but when once established and left undis-

turbed, they grow without any dilEculty. — H. N. E., Bitton

Vicarage.

\^SITS TO GARDENS PUBLIC AND PRIVATE.
archdeacon croft's, saltwood, near hythe.

On (so say the meteorologists), the hottest day in May that

we have had since 18SS, in company with some friends who
were staying at the " Pavilion," Folkestone, I drove to seethe
grounds of the Venerable Archdeacon Croft, more especially

The Alders, as they are locally called, although it might be
better named the Rhododendron Valley. The drive was broil-

ing, the dust was tremendous, but the treat at the end amply
repaid all ; and I came away with the feeling that the impres-
sion it made upon me some fifteen years ago—that it was one
of the choicest pieces of landscape gardening I had ever seen

—

was in no way diminished by this sight of the place after so

many years. It is just one of those places which it is impossible

to describe, for words cannot, any more than drawing, set before

us the varied beauties of such a spot
;
yet I would fain give

some notion of it, so that if in another spring time any of the

readers of the Journal should be in the neighbourhood, they
may enjoy such a sight as they will not find in many places.

We sometimes hear of the Rhododendrons in such a place

being so beautiful, but when we go there we find simply a mass
of the commoner kinds which have obtained a congenial home
and grown vigorously ; but the case is entirely different with
this beautiful spot. It was originally, thirty years ago or more,
nothing more than a deep fissure, something like a railway

cutting ; and it has been transformed into its present beautiful

condition by the taste and skill of Mr. Acomb, the gardener,

and the liberality of the Archdeacon, the former enjoying the

rare happiness of seeing the child which he had thus cradled

growing up to its full perfection, the admired of all comers.

This deep fissure has, then, been widened out ; small pieces of

water have been formed ; and the most judicious and careful

planting of Conifers, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kalmias, &c.,

has been made. Here you come upon a view, in the fore-

ground of which is a fine plant of Araucaria imbricata, close to

it a noble Rhododendron, and in the background some lovely

plants of Azalea indica alba. On seeing these with their clear

beautiful foliage and their profuse bloom, I could not but com-
pare them with the tortured crinolines, and pyramids, and
umbrellas that one has seen at exhibitions at home and abroad,

and could only say, "O.' si sic omnia!" And why should

they not be ? This over-training is a mistake ; and I believe

ninety-nine persons out of a hundred would prefer the more
natural growth. But to return to the garden. These Azaleas

have withstood 20° of frost before now ; and this only shows
how hardy they are, and causes one to wonder at the way in

which they are tortured and coddled in private collections at

times. Now we take another turn, and masses of the orange-

coloured Ghent varieties and Rhododendrons meet the eye.

Here, again. Ferns luxuriate in all their gracefulness, and now
a huge tree of Kalmia unfolds its sunny blossoms ; and so at

every fresh step fresh beauties break in upon your view, and,

if you be cuiious in such matters, new varieties unfold their

blossoms for you. The Sikkim species flourish here, but as

they bloom earlier than the other kinds, they were out of flower

before my visit was paid.

Among the wonders of the place I may mention that Ca-

melUas grow here in the open air with only a slight thatching

of the Brake Fern in winter. The size of some of the plants

of Rhododendrons is very large, showing how thoroughly their

treatment agrees with them. One in particular covers a very

large space, and was much larger—I forget exactly the dimen-

sions ; but it was greatly injured by a severe snowstorm two

winters ago, which broke the head out of it. The Archdeacon

grudged no money to add to this beautiful collection ; but I

was struck by what his gardener said on this point—viz., that

he used at one time to go up to London to visit the exhibitions
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of Azaleas, itc, and was frequently tempted to buy Bomo that

he saw under canvas, but that when ho obtained them and

flowered them in the open air, there was very little if any im-

provement on the older kinds ; and so, although you may find

many of the newer varieties here, yet the older and hotter-

known kinds are the moat relied on. After all, it is not so

much the individual plants as the judicious massing that makes
the charm of this garden ; and I venture to say that no one

who takes my advice and visits this garden will be disappointed,

but, on the contrary, will say that I have given a very poor

idea of its unique beauty.—D., Deal.

OUR WILD PLANTS ON THE ROOF OF A
LONDON RESIDENCE.

When in the west end of London the other day I saw what
I think you may be interested to know. I was staying at the

house of a lady who is fond of Ferns, and who, in summers'
outings in Scotland and Westmoreland, had collected some
plants to form, if possible, an oasis in the desert of town life,

and thought, and truly, that her success had been great. On
the leads, without any shelter, or any care beyond that which
ladies know so well laow to give, I saw amongst many others

two healthy plants of Osmunda, a fair Allosorus crispus, and,

what astonished me more, a very fine plant of the Grass
of Parnassus. You may judge how often such a sight has re-

freshed the owner, who, though an ardent lover of the country,

is aeoessitated to live in town.—W. Stokes Shaw.

NOTES ON THE MANCHESTER HORTICULTURAL
EXHIBITION.

The demand for building sites has hemmed-in not only the
London parks but similar places near other large towns, often

much to the detriment of the trees, shrubs, and other plants
there cultivated. So it has been with the Manchester Botanic
Garden ; for although it might at one time have been com-
paratively clear of the smoke and dirt inseparable from a large

manufacturing city, the increase of trade is, of course, at-

tended with a corresponding augmentation of all the evils

which affect vegetation. Factories and dwelling houses rise

up where smiling meadows and corn fields once refreshed the
eye ; long lines of streets and lofty manufactories vomit from
their chimneys that black smoke which taints everything it

comes in contact with. This state of things is by no means
confined to the Manchester Botanic Garden, nor can it be well
avoided, for to remove such a garden to what may be called a
safe distance, would be to deprive so many of its use that the
remedy would be as objectionable as the evil. Considering the
evil, therefore, as one which could not be avoided, 1 was
pleased to find on the late as well as on a former occasion
when I visited this garden, that the plants under the care of

the able Curator and his assistants were very well grown, al-

though the trees and shrubs showed unmistakeable tokens that
all hopes ©f their attaining their proper proportions were out of

the question. Soot, thick almost as the bark that encases
them, formed an outer covering excluding all access of air,

and giving that gloomy appearance to the whole which the
spectator from a more healthy district sees more readily than
those who are accustomed to a smoky atmosphere. To contend
against this is extremely difficult, and can only be done suc-
cessfully in the case of subjects whose existence is short, or
which are immediately under the care and control of the cul-

tivator—in other words, only plants cultivated under glass, or
which occupy the flower beds during the summer. No doubt
these would do better if they were in a more healthy neigh-
bourhood ; but as it is, those in the Manchester Botanic Garden
are creditable, and many of those under glass are well-grown
specimens, showing that much care and skill had been exercised
in their management.
The Botanic Garden of the great metropolis of the cotton

trade occupies a nearly level position on the south side of the
town. The country, it may be remarked, is level for several
miles round, not so dead a level as those alluvial lands known
as fens or marshes in other parts of the kingdom, but desti-

tute of any great elevation. The soil is of a black, sandy
nature, evidently well adapted for the Rhododendron and
Potato were the atmosphere more pure ; and many other
placts would thrive well in the garden were it not for its

proximity to chimneys. The entrance is a fitting one, with

suitable offices adjoining it; and, partially concealed by trees,

to the left is the range of houses for plants, while to the

right is the large conservatory which, like that at Kensington,

is more used as a receptacle for plants exhibited at the various

shows than for those grown in it. Indeed, tlie building, I believe,

was designed solely to hold the horticultural shows in ; but

shows, like other things, outgrow their original dimensions,

and additional space was, in the case of the recent exhibition,

obtained by uniting the exhibition building to a large tent, or

rather a series of tents. In one of the principal of these the

ground is thrown up into a series of terraces and turfed over bo

as to form stages for the plants, instead of the latter being placed

on the too-common wooden tables covered with green baize.

Other tents adjoining were devoted to cut flowers and some
special purposes, but the bulk of the flowering plants (Pelar-

goniums, Calceolarias, and Fuchsias excepted), were in the ex-

hibition building and the tent with the turf banks. A sort of

elevated platform where the two united gave the visitor a good
view of both.

I now come to the subjects of exhibition, and in the first

place may say that most of the stove plants. Orchids, and other

tender plants were placed in the permanent building, and the

more hardy ones under canvas. The arrangement of the former

was necessarily confined by the nature of the building, and as

a whole did not look so well as the latter, many of the plants

being at so great a distance from the observer. The house

was divided longitudinally, and the plants staged against the

two sides, with a large space for a path in the centre. Most
likely it would be difficult to arrange the plants otherwise ; but

if it could have been done so as to have placed some of the

plants that were 12 or 15 feet from the spectator somewhat
nearer, it would have been better. As it was, those at the

back were only imperfectly seen, and the groups were not so

well defined as at some other exhibitions ; nevertheless, the

general effect was good.

Many of the plants were very large, and those from the

garden of H. Micholls, Esq., of Bowden, and from Messrs.

Cole, nurserymen, Manchester, were excellent specimens of

cultivation. Not less so were those of other cultivators, who
showed them in smaller numbers. An important prize for a

group of plants deserves to be more generally adopted by the

managers of exhibitions ; it was one for ten plants in flower

and ten fine-foliaged plants. The combining of the two in one

group had a good effect, and deserves to be repeated at most

shows of a like kind ; only where such combinations are made
it is certainly advisable to exclude the mathematically trained

Azaleas and other plants, which present too rigid and formalan
outline to keep company with those having graceful and flowing

foliage. There can be no objection to Azaleas and similar plants

forming part of the group, but it is certainly bad taste to intro-

duce those which are stiffly trained ; and if the latter had showed

less conspicuously that they were indebted to wires, sticks, and
strings for the form they appeared in I would have liked them
much better—in fact, I am not sure but that the whole would

have been better without being trained at all if they could have

been brought to the Show, but this is more difficult to do than

with a stiff-trained plant. In the mixed group stiff training

ought to be excluded.

I'elargoniums of the Show and Fancy varieties were less

numerous and hardly so well managed as I have seen them at

some of the London shows ; but the Calceolarias were good,

and there were several groups or collections of the now popular

Tricolor Pelargoniums, including most of the varieties already

known to the gardening world, and several new ones. A large

collection of seedlings from some one whose name I failed to

find out, promised to be very fine. Other novelties there

were, amongst which I noticed a collection of Coleuses from
Messrs. Veitch, which I was told were those recently purchased

from the Royal Horticultural Society. Of the merit of these

it may yet be premature to give an opinion ; but unless the

after-foliage improve in appearance there seems really little to

admire in them.
Cut flowers were hut sparingly exhibited, and I missed the

baskets of cut flowers which I have seen elsewhere. Haiid

bouquets of the usual type were numerous, and the prize

wreaths for the head were the prettiest I have seen. The
bridal bouquet was also well arranged. Maiden-hair Fern
formed a portion of almost all the bouquets exhibited.

A tent devoted to the Tulip was very sparingly occupied, and ,,

the merits of those exhibited might have been better under- j^
stood some forty or fifty years ago than npsr,,,,,,A%it,,y;^, tji6.,^,(j

general public paid them little attention.
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Frnit was good, bat leas in quantity than might have been
expected in a locality where it is so well grown as in Lancashire,
besides which, the liberal prizes offered might have tempted
exhibitors from a distance as well. The prize Pine was from
Hertfordshire, and it well deserved the distinction it received.

A Qaeen of Gibs, in May is not a frait often to be met with
;

but it may be as well to remark here, that the Pine chiefly

grown in this part of England is the Jamaica, just as the
Cayenne is in Scotland, and the Queen around London. Black
Grapes were good, but the white ones were, perhaps, hardly
ripe, and the collection of four kinds was far from being good.
Strawberries were not remarkable, it being too early for the
out-door fruit, and perhaps those grown under glass were be-
coming scarce.

Of other subjects exhibited, there were numerous examples
of boilers, one or more with a quantity of piping being at work.
Some of the boilers were not intended to be encased in brick-
work, but to stand open. Economy in fuel was also one of the
features aimed at. The friends of the tabular boiler are cer-

tainly fewer than they were some years ago, but I expect
farther improvement in the saddle boiler, some of those exhi-
jbited being of a sort intermediate between that and the conical.

Amongst the boilers exhibited some were very useful, and
it is certainly important that such should bo made known
at exhibitions. Although not connected with horticultural
heating, I noticed some ingeniously-contrived chimney tops
to care smoky chimneys. One with a revolving top %vas so
contrived that its spindle turned a sort of winged screw, not
unlike in construction the wings of the screw propeller of a
steamboat ; to appearance this must pump up, as it were, the
air in the chimney, and so long as it keeps in motion one
might expect exemption from smoke. There were also some
modifications of this screw, some of the wings being nearly of a
cup form. I was not surprised at the attention paid to this
contrivance, evidently by those who were sufferers from smoky
chimneys.

Garden seats were exhibited in great variety, also mowing
machines of all sizes, syringes, tools, and implements of all

kinds ; but one of the most common of all was here, as it gene-
rally is on all similar occasions, conspicuous by its absence

;

for, notwithstanding the improvements every article has been
subjected to, we never see nor hear of a wheelbarrow at such
exhibitions, and nothing in everyday use is more in need of
improvement. A neat handy barrow for garden use is one of
the rarities one meets with only once or twice in a lifetime,
and I am not sure that I have ever done so yet.
The arrangement of the whole Exhibition was admirable,

and I hope was duly appreciated by the manufacturing public,
ot which Manchester is the centre ; for the Show was to con-
tinue open about a week, the latter days at such a price as to
admit the million on the most important holiday week they
have in the year—namely, Whitsun week.
A notice of this kind would not be complete without men-

tioning that the flower beds in the panel garden immediately
in front of the Exhibition house were all planted with their
summer occupants, consisting of Pelargoniums, Lobelias, Cal-
ceolarias, and similar plants ; while in a reserve ground behind
I noticed a quantity ot plants that had evidently been removed
thither only a few days, being the " spring gardening " bulbs
and plants. The system of having two crops of flowers on the
same ground is trying alike to the energy of the cultivator and
the qnaUties of the soil. The latter I expect will be enriched
by manure, either liquid or solid, and there is no doubt as
the summer advances the display will be good, as the plants
were certainly planted thickly enough. Of course a favourable
season or otherwise influences everything ; but in the moist
climate of Lancashire one of the elements of success—rain, will
probably not be wanting, as it has been in some districts. All
parts of the ground were in good keeping, and the walks being
mostly composed of gas tar and crushed Derbyshire spar, or a
hard white stone resembling that substance, looked well, and
many of the public walks in the district were made in this
way, with now and then a dash of crushed brick as well. The
mottled appearance such walks present contrasts strongly with
the dull brown gravel used elsewhere, and I need hardly add
that such walks are always clean. A visit to the great metro-
polis of the cotton district will reveal much that is useful in

this way ; but if the traveller be from a favoured rural district

in one of the southern counties, he will feel reconciled to its

not having the advantages which a manufacturing district pos-

sesses, on observing how dwarf, dingy, and unhealthy every
shrub or tree appears ; while the care, skill, and energy dis-

played in the culture of plants under glass, and the success
achieved with them, will convince him that all the skill and
dexterity of the dweUers in these districts are not absorbed in
mechanical pursuits, for those following the more ancient
calling of the gardener are as a body second to none of their
brethren in other parts of the kingdom.—J. Eoeson.

FERTILISING SHY-SETTING GRAPES.
Much has been written upon the setting of Muscat and other

shy-setting Grapes ; and in The Jouenai, of Horticulture of
.January 30th I read the following paragraph written by Mr.
Budd, gardener, Cobham Hall :—" To set the Muscat of Alex-
andria like the Black Hamburgh, keep the day temperature at
75° by fire heat, and 85° with sun heat. Keep the night tem-
perature at 70°. Damp the paths at 7.30 a.m. and at 4 p.m.
Keep the whole of the atmosphere of the house in perpetual
motion night and day. When the blossoms are fully expanded
give each bunch a shght shake once a-day. This is all that is

necessary to ensure well-formed bunches."
My experience from having set and fruited our new Grape,

Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat, on many occasions in pots, with
smaller canes growing for sale, where the atmosphere must as
a rule be kept very moist, led me to believe in and adopt Mr.
Badd's plan to the very letter. The whole of the vines here
have set better this year than I ever saw them. The small
house in which Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat is growing is truly

a sight worth seeing. The bunches really touch each other

;

and as I shall have to take off more than half, I send you apart
of a bunch, that you may see that every berry has set. I shall

be glad to know if others have tried Mr. Budd's plan.

—

Samuel
Randall, Manager to Lucombe, Pmce, <t Co., Exeter.

[Nearly every berry was set in the portion of the bunch sent.

—Eds.]

CKOSS-BREEDING THE POLYANTHUS.
New varieties of the Polyanthus, indeed of all florists"

flowers, are raised from seed, and in fertilising them the experi-

mentalist may vary his operations according to his taste,

judgment, or requirements. If size be wanted, take Buck's
George IV. for the seed-bearing parent, if refinement, Saunder'E

Cheshire Favourite, and impregnate them with the pollen from
a flower containing such properties in colour or marking as yon
wish to impart. The modus operandi is as follows : Take a
strong truss of the variety selected for the purpose : remove
the small pips, leaving five or six to be operated upon; take

out the anthers with a pair of small forceps or tweezers as each

pip opens ; when fully expanded collect the pollen from the

best pips of the variety selected for that purpose, with a camel-

hair pencil that will not scatter it ; introduce it into the tube,

and forcibly turn it round upon the stumps of the removed
anthers ; repeat this process several times ; cover the truss

with the piece of glass mentioned before [see page 375], to

keep wet or insects from injuring the fertilised pips, and Nature

will work her own way.
When the seed-pods are turned brown, and just about to

open, gather them ; store them in a dry place until you sow
them : the best time for this is probably in February. Fill

some boxes, pans, or shallow pots to within 1 inch of the top

with rich garden mould, then sift or rub half an inch of very

fine soil, and sow the seed ; only just cover it with fine-sifted

soil, water with a small-rose pot, and take care never to let the

seeds get dry after they begin to germinate. When the seedlings

are large enough to handle, transplant them in a shady border,

free from drip, about 3 inches apart ; attend to watering and
top-dressing, and in due time this labour will be rewarded by
the appearance of some " gems of purest ray serene."

I will just mention a method I have adopted as a temporary

shade, and I find it well adapted for a sunshade during the

summer months. On the back of the short stake in which I

fix the piece of glass for protection to the bloom, I hang with a
single tack a piece of perforated zinc, about 5 inches by 7

;

this admits a free circulation of air, and prevents the rays of

the sun striking directly upon the plants.—Deba (in The Qm-
dcncr).

Ckystal r\LACE Rose Show Breakfast.—The refreshment

contractors promise to provide breakfast at 10 a.m. if they are

informed how many are likely to require it at that time. Last
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year we conid get nothini; like a broakfaet nntil twelve o'clock.

Will such exhibitors as intend to avail thempelves of the con-

tractors' offer kindly drop me a line by tho IGth instant ? and
I will communicate tho probable number to tho contractors.

—

K. B. PosTANs, JSntiticood, A'.vsc.r.

PORTRAITS OF PLANTS, FLOWERS, AND
FRUITS.

CruBiEiCM PENnuLUji, var. ATRO-pnnrOKF.A (Purple-flowered

pendulous Cymbidium).— Wii(.o)-<i.,Orchidaceu'. /,inH.,('cynan-

dria Monandria. Native of Java. Flowers purple, green-tipped

;

lips white, rose-tinged, and purple-blotched. — (Bot. Mag.,

*.5710,)

Eranthehdsi aspeusum (Speckled-flowered Erantbemnm).

—

Nat. ord., Acanthaceip. Linn., Diandria Monogynia. Stove

shrub, introduced from Solomon Islands by Messrs. Veitch.

Flowers white, blotched and sprinkled with dots of purple.

—

{Ibid., t. 5711.)

Ophp.vs insectifeu,^, var. ahanifera (Spider Ophrys).

—

Nat.

ord., Orchidaoeio. Linn., Gynandria Monandria. Native of

England, but specimen here portraited came from Mentone.

—

{Ibid., t. 5712.)

Steophanthus capf.nsis (South African Strophanthus).—?/a^

ord., Apocynacero. I. inn., Pentaudria Monogynia. Conserva-

tory evergreen climber. Native of the Kaf>a-berg forest, near

the Cape of Good Hope, at an elevation of 5000 feet. Flowers

yellow and orange.^(/^i(i., t. 571.'5.)

Erytheonihm oigantehm (Gigantic Erythronium).

—

Nat.

ord., LiliaceiP. ii)i>i., He.\audria Monogynia. Native of North-

west America. Flowers white ; claw green behind, yellow in

front.— [Ibid., t. 571-1.)

Stob-ea spH.ERocEPHiLA (Round-headed Stobfea).

—

Nat. ord.,

Compositic. Linn., Syngenesia superflua. Native of South
Africa. Heads golden yellow.

—

(Ibid., t. 5715.)

Hybrid Perpetual Rose, Duke of Kdinhnrgh.—Raised by

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt. Deep eoarlet crimson, petals

large and stout.

—

(Floral Map., pi. .389.)

EpiDENDEtist ip.AfiUENss.—Introduced by Messrs. Backhouse
and Sons, York, from the elevated regions of the Mexican Cor-'

dilleras, where the temperature in winter falls to 40°, so that

this Orchid would endure cool treatment. Flowers scarlet

orange.— (ft trf.. J)!. 390)
CA5IELLIA, Madame Amhroise Verschnffelt.—Raised

Verschaffelt, of Ghent. Pale blush, with pink flakes.-

pl. 391.)
'^

Tricolor Pelakcjonium, Star of India.—Raised by Messrs.

EoUisson. Flowers bright scarlet ; leaves green-centred, with a

band of crimson, and a yellow edge.

—

(Ibid., fl. 392.)

LiLiuM TnnNiiERGiAN'nM pardindm (Leopard-like Thun-
bergian Lily).—" The bulb of this beautiful Lily was purchased

by G. F. Wilson, Esq., of Gishiirst Cottage, Weybridge, at a

sale of Japanese bulbs, and formed part of a mixed lot, com-
prising L. tigrinum and L. auratura. It is very distinct from

all the Japanese Lilies known in England, and appears to be

nearly related to L. Thunbergianum, though it differs somewhat
from that species in its narrower leaves, and in the warty

instead of glabrous surface of the base of the petals. The
colours are also distinct, the centre of the petals being stained

with golden yellow, and the whole surface being dotted over, as

in the Tiger Lily, with dark spots. It is one of the most
beautiful hardy Lilies we have seen. It has the general habit

and aspect otL. bulbiferum, but differs in the flowers being

quite smooth on the outer surface, and in the colour and mark-

ings. We suspect it may be a hybrid, in which case it might

bear the name of L. pardinum.
" We learn from Mr. Wilson that the plant grows about a

yard in height. It has a stoutish stem, which is furnished

with smooth lanceolate acute leaves, those beingnearly an inch

broad and -I inches long, with about three principal ribs ou

each side the central one, and several smaller ones lying between

them. The flowers are each about 5 inches across when
expanded, and are arranged in a terminal umbel, containing

several flowers, the pedicels of which are branched so as to give

three successions of buds, and furnished at each ramification

with an ovate acuminate bract. The segments of the perianth

are so far narrowed towards the base as to leave distinct open-

ings at the base of the flower ; they spread out iuto a shallow

vase-Uke form, with the apices incurved ; the sepaline ones are

,
about li inch broad and nearly i. inches long, the petaline fully

' 2 inches broad, and the stamens about 3 inches long. Each

segment has two raised ridges running throughout its length,

forming between them a deep sharp furrow, the lower portion

of which is closed and distinctly boarded with short hyaline

interwoven hairs. Several other indistinct ridges appear near

the base of the segments, but these break up more or less into

prominent warts, some of which are tipped by a black spot,

and others by a stellate tuft of hairs. The filaments and style

are orange red.
" The ground colour of tho flower is of a reddish orange colour,

the central portion of each segment being of a golden yellow,

and the whole surface nearly to tho edge marked over with

dark-coloured dots similar to those of the Tiger Lily. The
flower indeed may be described as having the general form and
character of L. bulbiferum, tho colour and spotting of tigrinum,

and the golden band of auratum."

—

(Florist and I'omologist,

;i s. i. 12L)

by M.
-(Ibid.,

VIOLA CORNUTA ALBA.
Another valuable addition has this season been made to the

collection of desirable hardy bedding plants, and fine combina-
tions of colour may now be produced with the Violas alone.

This latest addition will prove most valuable for edgings, as

there are so few white-flowered plants suitable for the purpose.

Many of the white-foliaged plants used, such as the Cerastium,

the Centaureas, Sec, are too formal, except in geometrical

arrangements ; but for all beds surrounded by grass I consider

the plants employed to form edgings should be neat and grace-

ful, I therefore anticipate that Viola cornnta alba will become
an especial favourite for this purpose. Its foliage is neat,

and its habit very compact ; it may be planted with the other

two gems, Viola cornuta and Viola lutea, and would produee a
charming effect around a bed of Coleus, or any other dark-

leaved plant.

The three Violas may be planted as follows : — Centre,

Coleus, or any other dark-leaved plant ; next a ring of Viola

cornnta alba ; third row, Yiola cornuta ; fourth row, next the

grass, Viola lutea. A fine effect may also be produced with

Verbena Purple King for tho centre, or a good scarlet Verbena

or Pelargonium. This Viola seems to open out a wide field

of change for the better in our flower-garden arrangements.

—

J. Wills.

NEW BOOK.
Select Ferns and Lycopods : British and Exotic, &c. By B. S.

Williams, Victoria and Paradise Nursery, London.

This volume contains descriptions of about nine hundred
species and varieties, with directions how to manage them.

There are also in its pages some well-executed woodcuts, being

portraits of a few of the rarer Ferns, interiors of ferneries, &c.

The details of culture are full, and, we need hardly add, reliable,

for Mr. Williams's skill as a plant cultivator is well and widely

known. We are rather elated at being able to show our better

knowledge in one point. He says that the earliest mention of

Ferns with which he is acquainted is in Sbakespere; but i£

Mr. Williams refers to Lyte's " Herbal," published in 1578,

he will find " Filix-mas," " FUix-foemina," " Osmunde or

Water Feme," " Polypody or Oke Feme," " Stone Hart's

Tongue," " Venus's heare," and several others well described

and portraited. It is quite certain, moreover, that Dioscorides

fully ISOO years since mentions two or more Ferns under the

name of Pteris, and so does Theophrastus, who lived about

three centuries before Dioscorides.

GRiNn THE Tools.—Keep the tools sharp or they will not

cut. A dull tool wastes time, and he who permits it to work
when in that condition is a dull fellow. The best turners are

those who have the sharpest tools ; the most successful surgeons

use the keenest knives, and the most enterprising and ener-

getic men in civil life are those whose wits have been early

ground sharp, and whose perceptive faculties have been whetted

by sore experience in early life. A dull tool is a useless im-
plement, and a thick-headed unobservant person is. the only

one who should be found wielding it. The obtuse edge neither

cleaves nor separates, but bruises and works off by attrition

particles of the substance on which it operates. Grind up the

tools and sharpen the wit as well ; if one is keen the other wiU
in all probability be La a similar state, from force of sympathy
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alone A boy with a dull pocket knife is one who swings on
the gate, and who dodges his duty ; he is one who in after-life
will be a dniice and a cumberer of the ground; he will add
nothing to the world of science, neitier wUl he take from it-
his existence IS merely anima), his thoughts and ideas, if he
has any, wholly conventional. His comrade with a keen blade.

makes models of machinery, or boats or steamers, and in time
he so developes his mother wit as to be a decided acquisition
to the community. Let ns have all the tools in good condition
sharp, trenchant, and always ready for service ; then, and then
only will the result produced be equal to the time and labourexpended.— {Scientijic Aiiurican.)

HULL bota:n'ic.vl garden
I WAS told that HuU would soon weary me, that it well de-

serves its central place in the
Yorkahireman 's hope for escape
from "Hell, Hull, and Hali-
fax," and that William lll.'s

equestrian gilded statue in the
llarket Place, is the object
most noteworthy. So I went
prepared for a lack of pastime,
and I have come away with the
conviction that I never was in
a town much more full of sub-
jects of interest. The un-
equalled fleet of steamers from
all parts of northern Europe,
the crowds of German emi-
grants, the sj-stem of unload-
ing WTieat by hands taught to
act as accurately as if moved
by clockwork, the bales of Sea
Grass, Zostera marina, for
stuffing mattresses, the old
brick residences—for be it re-

membered that here Sir
Michael de la Pole revived the
art of brickmaking—all, and
many other objects engaged

i

me long and gratified, so that
j

time passed unheeded, and i

lees than I wished was left for
me to examine the Botanic i

Garden.
I wish that very many more

Bnch gardens were established
throughout our country. No
largo town should be without

one, and they might easily be founded and sustained like
that at Hull.
Their value as
sources of in-

struction, health,

and amusement,
are above all

price.

The Hull Bo-
tanical Garden
originated chiefly

from the exer-
tions of J. G.
Parker, Esq., and
was opened in •-.

&e Jane of 1812,„ JHw;
iiusw TBcn sJnBl.r edi io stnos .„..„^. .

BJoaiq riorra -A-iam ol elirfw diio/r ed JiIsTaTST

,mf,..A ^oo5 „= ,.-3 =-.- -NOTES AND GLEANINGS. rn .-:•,» Jx^.t 4. >:
\ n°..

Fig.l.

Fig. 2.

five hundred transferable shares of five guineas each, and
the annual subscription is one gu.'nea and a half. It is
so well supported and valued that, although occupying sis
acres, its enlargement, or the purchase of a new site, is^con-
templated.

In the beds and in pots the plants are grouped accord-
ing to the Natural System, and I never saw more interest-
ing or more numerous famiUes than some of them. For
example, there were about 120 species of Saxifraga in pots in
one group.
Whilst examining these in company with Mr. Niven, the

courteous and thoroughly competent Curator, I was not a little
attracted to a blind botanist led into the garden by a httle
lad. His name is Carey (I never knew a Carey that" was not
intelligent), he was formerly a solicitor practising in Hull,
but became blind some thirty years since. This is'a world of
providential compensations, and to Mr. Carey the compen-
sation for the loss of vision is an increase in the delicacy of
the sense of touch, and in strength of memory

; he sees, as
it were, with the tips of his lingers, and he remembers what
they reveal to him. To test this a pot containing a very
small plant of Rubus arcticus was placed in his hands, and
another in which was growing an equally small Kubus'cha-
mnmorus. There was something abnormal in their leaves
which rather puzzled him, but he succeeded after awhile in
feeling them out.

In the designing of the garden there is much skill shown
in compensating for, and in obviating its flat surface ; and in
the details—such as the banks for Alpines, made of clinker
bricks—there is much worthy of commendation; but some
raised beds contrived by Mr. Niven most especially pleased
me. They are oval, about 12 feet long, and about 5 feat
across in the widest part. The sides, 18 inches high, are
formed of slates, and kept upright and linn by cast>-iron
supporters of the form represented in fig. 1. These are
about 21 feet in length, with heads 10 inches broad, and a
quarter of an inch thick. Painted brown, and the slates

painted stone co-
lour, with a pen-
dulous growing
edging of Ivy or
other plant, the
beds must be
very artistic.
The supporters
are placed so
closely together
that their heads
nearly touch
each other, and

^^^^-^^^^^T^^'^^
(JQ

Pr-fl' -^T-f? m im{^h .H-_

,^.._-^., .,. the boundary of
il4;among them about

|
the bed then hag the,-»ijB^WW<?R^wnjui4;j9k>2. G.

Bislau ,7.' if! go.-t. .ii'i.'j -g soiJssTi fclo boog a .seai.

ni77 ai bsctftoHacr •^nl'xf moil '

a ai msdJ ogsX

'. The want of a good horficnltnral library has been long fett,

Snd more especially so after the dispersion of that which the
old Horticultural Society possessed at Regent Street ; but now
that the Trustees of the LisriLET LimuRT have become a
legally constituted body, not only will that want be supplied
by the valuable collection of books over which they will have
command, but they have determined that every student in
Horticulture, Botany, and Kndred subjects shall have free
Moess to it. With the view of still further increasing its

Utility, they also solicit assistance by presents of books or the
means of obtaining these, and, doubtless, many scientific

fco^es and private individuals will be glad to contribute to so
deeirable an object. Such as may feel inclined to do so »re
invited' to eommunioate to the TruBtees of the Lindley labrwy,
hofl Horticnltnial Soef^ty, Botitli Emeiogtos, IjoaaoD, Vf.

Thk Royal Agricultural Sociaty of England having
determined to hold their Show in 1869 at Manchester, we are
glad to announce that the Royal Horticultural and the Man-
chester Botanical and Horticultural Societies will hold in con-
junction with it a gr«at Horticultural Exhibition, which
promises to be on even a grander scale than that which is to
be held at Leicester thie July.

At the Salb op OBCHrns forming the collection of the
late J. A. Turtier, Esq., of Pendiebtiry Honse, Manchester, 00
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th iust. the biddings which the auctioneer,
Mr. Stevens, of King Street, Covent Garden, obtained amounted
to £2*24. The following are some of the pricee realised :

—

Odontogloseum Ba<vinm majus was knocked down to Meesiti
Veitch for £65, and the latDe firm pnrohaied • fine "plaat «t
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for £30; Dondroohilnm filiforme, £6 lOii ; and Saccolabium
guttatum giganteum, £72 !•>•. Mr. WilliamH, of Ilolloway, was
Ukowise au extensive buyer, giving for Ai'ridos nobile, £1:);

Oncidinm Lanceannm, .£1! li.-i. ; Co^logyne pandaruta, £7 1U.<.

;

Anguloa lUiokeri, £H ; Angr^ieum caudatiiin, L'17; I'halM'nop-

sis grandillora, £',t ; Ai'rides Larpentiv, £17 Kf. ; Aiaides odo-

ratum purpurascens and Lidia gigantea, £14 each ; Cypripe-

dinm barbatum giganteum, £10 lO.s. ; Lmlia elegans, £19;
and Catt.leya Mossiaj magnitica, £20. Among private buyer?,

S. Mendel, Esq., who was an extensive purchaser, gave for a

young plant of S'uuJa Lowii £2;> ; for a line Acrides I'leldiugii,

£34; Saccolabium pr:umorsum, £10; Lujlia elegana, .€lo

;

Aeridcs Lindleyanum, £11 lis.; Dendrobium Falconeri, £21

;

AiJrides Farmeii, £27 Ci. ; Aiirides SchriiJeri, £55 ; A. cyliu-

dricum, £17 ; Cattleya labiata purpurea, £.91 10s. ; Saccola-

bium ampullaceum, a superb specimen, £10; S. retuaum,
£23 2s. ; S. pramorsum, £13 ; and Cypripedium caudatum gi-

ganteum, £14. E. Warner, Esq., W. Agnew, Esq., Mr. Dixon,
Mr. I'arlier, J. Day, Esq., of Tottenham, Dr. Ainsworth, T.

Salt, Esq., and Mr. Medley, also gave liberal prices ; but to

attempt to enumerate more than a few out of nearly eiglit

hundred lots would occupy more space than we can alford.

Wn. J. N. Lee, who has been for some year.s the Sub-
Editor of our vaUiable contemporary, " Dell's Weekly Mes-
senger," is a candidate for the Secretaryship of the lloyal Agri-

cultural Benevolent Society, vacant by the re.signation of iVIr.

Shaw. We sincerely trust that that excellent Charity ma.y be

fortunate enough to secure the service of a gentlemen in every

way so qualified to promote its proapeiity as Mr. Lee.

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCHEK GARPEN.

BTOcenli, get as many as are ready planted out. Like all

hardy seedlings this season they soon crowd eacli other in the

seed beds. Do the same with Caiiliiloirer and C<i}>hnftc plants.

lieaiis and I'fiis, except for the earliest crops of these, pieoplo

seldom think of stopping them ; but they should all be stopped
if only to keep them within reasonable bounds. Sow suc-

cessions of H/'i'hs, such as Basil, CJirrvil, PinsUine, Parsley,

&c. It is a good plan to sow plenty of the latter in a quarter
of Gooseberries or Currants, as it will be found useful in Feb-
ruary and March, when to be scarce of Parsley is very awkward.
Endive, plant out a few of these for the first supply, and a few
more ten days hence, after which they will enter among regular
succession crops. Onjoiis, these have grown so fast lately, that
unless they are well thinned out they will injure each other.

Sow also Turnips and Kadishes for succession ; the last crop of

Broad Beans, Marrow Peas, and Scarlet liunners, and Dwarf
Kidneij Beans for succession. One crop of the last might be
Bufficient all the season if the ground were well manured, the
plants supplied with water, and no pods allowed to become large

for seed. Plant out Herbs, such as Basil, and Marjoram, in a
warm situation, and Cabbages, Savoys, Bmssebi Sprouts, and
Celery, the last-named in trenches, also in beds for future re-

moval, shading the latter. Sea-l(ale, and Asparayus, fork up the
ground of the beds

;
give them a dressing of rotten manure, a

moderate sprinkling of salt repeated at, intervals, and a good
watering of drainings from the dunghill, if you can afford it,

and your bods ar« not in a damp situation.

FRUIT GARDEN.
This is about the best time to' gcarify the branches or stems

of hide-bound trees, a good old practice which has fallen into
disuse, probably from being performed in winter, when it did
more harm than good, by opening up wounds which could not be
healed till the return of ihe sap next summer ; but if per-
formed now, the incision will be filled upin two or three weeks
with a layer of soft matter from top to bottom, along which the
returning aap wall find a ready channel tp the roots. Just try
a, branch or two this way, if only for experiment. 1 am satisfied

from experience that it is a safe and useful plan to invigorate
stunted branches, , but it must be done at the right time.
Proceed with thinning, nailing, and tyipg-in young shootg.
There will be a. fair crop of Apricots and Peaches in most places
tiiis season. ttuMd against leaving- too much fruit, and too
many shoots. It is advisable neither to exhaust the tree by
<»ver-cropping, Bor to allow more wood to remain than can be
properly ripened, la unfavourable situationg, after seeing that
the borders are not suffering from drought, keep them clean
tnd smoothly >ak«d. near the. wall, or. cover them to the width
«{4.>^d witb (il$8 ;. th#. reA««ti9n;Pt.hei»t! touH th« tilea. Mid

keeping the borders rather dry, will insure the earlier ma-
turation of the wood, but if the soil be allowed to become
soaked with rains in the autumn, all the extra labour will be

worse than thrown awny.

FLO-nUB G.MIDKS.

About the beginning of .Tune is generally the time for bud-

ding Hoses that are wanted to push into heads this season,

such as we call Monthly Hoses ; but already we are in the be-

ginning of the month, and hardly a bud can be inserted as yet,

the wood of both bud and stock being so green and soft ; it is

also time to begin to put in cuttings of all the China and

Climbing Boses, taking the young stubby shoots which form

along the main branches, and are about 1 or 5 inches long.

These are now nearly ready for making into cuttings, and

simple as this process is, there are many who do not know it.

Except where American plants are mulched, they must receive

a thorough deluge of water, by forming basins round them,

and afterwards covering the wet soil with dry earth or some
kind of mulching. Those who have lioses in pots may now
use them advantageously for budding, and on the Tea and

China varieties will obtain grosvth, and probably flowers in the

autumn. Auricula and Polyanthus seed will now be becoming

ripe ; as soon as the capsules assume a brown colour, and give

indications of opening, they must be gathered. Dry them well

and put them in small tin boxes. Put a glass shade over the

Tulips, the seed vessels of which are intended to be saved, to

prevent the wet lodging in the apex. Those bulbs, the leaves

of which have suffered from canker, or have sustained injury

from early frosts, may be taken up, as they are apt- to mildew

if allowed to rem;un in the ground too long. CarefuDy shade

the lianunouluses intended for exhibition ; semi-double flowers

for impregnation must not be covered, as the sUn and air are

essential in the process of fertilisation. Water the paths

about the beds so as to make the surrounding atmosphere as

moist as possible. W'etting the foliage at this season, espe-

cially with spring or hard water, is rather detrimental than

otherwise. Continue to tie Carnations with Soft worsted;

examine those previously fastened, and see that the tie is

sufliciently loose on the stick to allow the stem to elongate.

Thin out the buds, the crown or topmost bud ui^ually produces

the largest and best bloom. If the plant is strong, reserve five,

on the contrary three are sufficient if the plant Js weak. Pmks
are not generally lacing well this season. Pipings must be kept

regularly moist, and well protected from the direct rays of the

sun. Continue to put in cuttings of Pansies.

GREENHOUSE AND CONSEKV-ATORY.
' Of all the great families of conservatory plants, the Chinese

Azalea has made the most rapid improvement in size, shape,

and colour, and being amongst the easiest to force early in

spring we may have some of them in flower for this house

from the end of January to this time. In ordering them from

the nurseries, amateurs who are not well versed in the culti-

vation of plants should order " worked plants," while some

gardeners prefer them on their own roots, in order to keep

them dwarf tor particular situations; but they are much
more easily managed when grafted, and this is a good time to

graft them. I would strongly recommend, when young plants

of Azaleas are brought in, that they should be turned into a

bed of sandy peat in a turf pit or common cold frame for the

next three or four months ; they can always be removed with

safety into pots. The general routine of watering and train-

ing greenhouse plants, with attention to cleanliness, is all that

needs attention nosv, unless some of the plants may want

another shift. It might be worth while to mark such plants

as flower from April to June that may be becoming too large

or straggling, and are not in good health. Keep them in a

warm sheltered place, and when winter.forcing is begun take

them in to see how early they can be flowered. In very many
oases pknts iq flower do not require bo much water as when
they are in more active growth ; bat the strong-growing con-

servatory climbers planted out in the borders can hardly hSve

too much moisture now.
; • . STOTB4

.

,'
.,

• Besides the daily routine of wfitering, shading, giving ait,

and training the plants, with an occasional shift to f"^^?^

more promising specimens, there is little to be remarked olr

just now. The great fault in almost all plant houses is the^
being too full of pjants, and consequently the plants injure one^

another ; but as a number of atove plants are much baaefif*^,

by a change into sopje of the eooler honaeSf this hpusa.^eT^fti'.

nee<i\baiiasri5uiaj,sg9.^M ,mj»»P9»§f.v,a i^rcfh.oj;:^ i^^^
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FOKCING PITS.

The yonng stock of Gardenias, with all the novelties recently
propagated, are the chief occupants here ; and now begins the
propagation, by grafting, of Camellias, Rhododendrons, and
Azaleas. Where expedition is preferred these may be kept in
a strong, moist, and close heat till the grafts are united ; but
they will do perfectly well in a close cold frame well shaded,
only they take longer time.—W. Keahe.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

Here, with the exception of planting Cauliflowers between
rows of early Peas, where the former would be protected by the
shade of the Peas, no planting was attempted, as the ground
and the atmosphere were alike dry. We have read of storms
and downpourings of rain, north, south, and ail round us, but up
tothis, the 6th of the month, we have had only a few drops of

rain in our district ; and though established crops in the
kitchen garden stand well, especially when assisted with mulch-
ing, it would be useless to transplant much, unless shading of
some kind were given. In such weather garden pots afford
good shading for a few days to all the Cabbage tribe, when
the plantations are not extensive, removing the pots at night,
and replacing them before the sun becomes very powerful. As
much watering with us is entirely out of the question, we
neutralised the excessive heat and dryness by surface-hoeing
with the Dutch hoe, and mulching Cauliflowers, Peas, &c., with
litter and short grass.

During the last days of the week the atmosphere was very
dry with us—a fact we arrived at by no scientific instruments,
but from the simple observation, that though there was a
fierce sun all day, and a clear sky the most of the night, there
was next to a complete absence of dew in the morning under
the very circumstances in which we would have expected abun-
dance, if there had been much vapour in the air near the
ground to bo condensed into dew. In such a state of things we
forbore planting Celery and other crops, as it was much easier
to water where the plants were close together in beds, than to
spread the watering over a larger surface.

Potatoes.—Partly from press of other work, and partly on
purpose, we have earthed-up but little. If planted G inches or
more from the surface, Potatoes are little better of the earthing-
np. In very dry seasons they are the worse of it, as the roots
do not obtain enough of moisture, especially when the ridge
resembles the point of an acute-angled triangle. In very wet
summers and autumns, we think the lidged-up Potatoes are less
liable to the disease. In loose, open soils, we do not see much
use in the earthing-up, so as to make an open gutter between
every two rows.

IlVfiis.—The hot weather made these grow so fast that we gave
up bedding-out in the flower garden on the Saturday, in order
to have at least one day's cleaning and surface-hoeing. It is

bad policy, if it can be avoided, to permit seed weeds to require
to be treated with anything but the Dutch hoe. In such
weather as the last days of the week, ground hoed shallow will

not only have a loose surface, but every weed cut up will soon
disappear under the drying of the sun, and multitudes of weeds
would be destroyed by the hoe that could scarcely be discovered
with the eye. Weeding by the hand should be avoided as
much as possible.

FRUIT GARDEN.
Very much the same as last week. Mulched our fruit trees

in pots heavily so as to save watering, which the mulching does
very much. In this case it chiefly consisted of rather fresh
horse droppings, and a little litter, rather fresh, which had
been in a heap for ten days, and heated violently. We used
the centre of this heap, after passing it through a rough open
sieve of rather more than 1-inch mesh] to exclude the longer
pieces of litter. We know we lost fertilising power by this
heating, but we killed all the oats that might have been in
the droppings, also the stray seeds of Wheat that might have
been in the straw for litter ; and it this is not done, mulching
with such material will provide plenty of future work in weed-
ing the surfaces of the pots. Just now, and before we get our
tanks replenished, we must be very economical of water.

Strawberries.—Some idea of the dryness may be formed from
the fact, that blackbirds and thrushes, which have visited ue
in clouds this season, have begun their ravages on Cherries
and Strawberries which are yet quite green out of doors. It

is not likely that we shall gather Strawberries out of doors for

a week at least, but the berries of Keens' Seedling, Sec, are of

a good size though quite green, and great numbers of these are
picked and eaten, a sure proof that the birds can obtain no
other juicy food. In such weather old gardens generally eufier

greatly, but a good rain relieves them for a time from the birds,

as the latter then find succulent food elsewhere.
We have now removed most of the Strawberries from under

glass, except in the front of the orchard houses, where they have
done good service, and where we hope to gather until we have
them out of doors, if we can keep the birds from them. The
blackbirds helped themselves to some fine fruit of the British
Queen in the Peach house, forcing us to net the openings for

ventilation. From having a fair amount of ligbt and air, the
Strawberries in the orchard house are almost as good in flavour

as when grown in the open air, and better than out-door ones
in dull and drizzly rainy weather. All Strawberries are best

the fresher gathered they are, as a general rule, but to have
the full flavour they should be gathered dry. Those picked
in the morning will be more juicy ; those gathered in the after-

noon after a sunny day will be more sweet and better supplied

with saccharine matter. When we have wanted Strawberries
early in the morning, before they would be dried after a dewy
night, we have found it a good practice to gather on the evening
before whilst the fruit and leaves were quite dry, and place the
fruit thinly on fine paper for the night. This may be of use to

those who wish to have their Strawberries at the best. The best

fruit are comparatively insipid when gathered out of doors

after a rainy day. Sun and dryness are necessary for flavour.

ORNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT.
Laun.—We have used the daisy ktife several times, just to

make all look green. A few tough bents appear here and there

to take ofi the uniform level, when examined close at hand,

but looked at from a little distance the grass appears as well as

if mown and swept several times. We shall be very unwilling

to mow until rains come. All is now green ; hut if closely

mown and another week of parching weather should come, we
should expect a brown surface instead of a green one. The
only disadvantage of the knife, instead of mowing or ma-
chining, is that we shall be obliged to use the scythe instead of

the machine, and that will take more time at the first going-

over. No flowers on a lawn will compensate for the want of

greenness, and many a lawn might be green instead of brown
but for the merciless cuttings it is subjected to in hot parching

weather. The mere knocking-over of Daisies and Plantains,

&c., is very different from cutting down so short in such

weather the tender blades of grass. Better, in our opinion,

have a green surface if not quite so short. If some of the

grass should be 2 or 3 inches in height there will be no trouble

in walking on it in dry weather, and when wet comes it will be

easily mown, and then the machine may be used, though even

then we like to employ the scythe occasionally, as it keeps all

more level and nice at bottom.

Plantinij.—Gave up on Saturday owing to the excessive dry-

ness, and much hoeing and cleaning being required. Deferred

planting lots of annuals from the same cause. A little delay

in such cases is often as good as too much forwarding. "What!
not done planting yet?" has now no terrors for us as it used

to have. What is planted is standing the test of the weather

well. The plants were well watered at the roots, and the dry

earth replaced on the surface ; and though most of them were

not turned out of pots, but lifted from earth beds in which they

had been planted, they showed but little distress with all the

bright sun until the 6th (Saturday), and instead of n-alering, the

syringe and the garden engine were employed, just to spirt over

the foliage and ground, on which the water did not rest long, but

it arrested evaporation from the plants, and what was spilt on

the ground refreshed them, too, as it rose again into the atmo-

sphere, and by the evening every leaf was as erect as possible.

Such damping of foliage can scarcely be called watering.

Many would be afraid to do so. Counsels out of number are

given never to water, and, above all, never to wet the foliage of

a plant when the sun shines, or dire were the results that

were sure to follow, in scalding and burning even out of doors,

if the sun shone on damped foliage. At present we say nothing

of plants under glass, though even there, if the glass is good,

no burning spots in it, and there is plenty of air to prevent

condensed vapour, the danger in many cases is more problem-

atical than real, but out of doors we have never noticed this

wondrous scalding and burning. On the other hand, we have

often noticed how gorgeous and lovely vegetation looked when

after a heavy sunny shower, the sun came forth and all vege-

table nature se'eined to rejoice, instead of being in the least
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sensitive to approaching danger. Will any of our obBerving
readers tell ua of instances witbin their kuowledpe in which
vegetation was blotched and scalded after a sunny fliouer ? So
much for matters in the extreme. Our readers know well that

wo disapprove of watering in sunshine when it can bo avoided.

On the same principle, after this season it will bo best to water
during fflie afternoon and evening, as the plants then slowly

and leisurely absorb the water and derive tho benefit of it.

When watered in the morning, the sun takes tho moisture all

away too quickly. We prefer watering house plants in the
morning from tho middle of October to the end of April, where
no very high temperature is maintained, as the watering will

always tend to lower tho temperature, and that is best met by
the rising temperature of the day, instead of being decreased

by the waning temperature of the night. We have gone, how-
ever, from our starting point, which was merely to hint that

newly-planted subjects out of doors in very bright days may
often be benefited by a sprinkling overhead, when deluging at

the roots would hardly have the same result, if they are wet

enough already there ; and it is certain that one pailful of

water will do as much good over the foliage, when put on as a
fine bedewing, as twenty pailfuls would do at the roots.

We intended saying something abs-ut cutting flowers, the
advisability of having plants for show, and plants for cutting

from, and a definite place for each; also, on the moving of

plants when done flowering, as Camellias, Azaleas, Epacrises,

and Heaths ; on pruning the latter two, and never cutting into

the old wood, unless rarely, however short be the spur left of

the last year's wood ; the importance of a suitable place for all

these plants, and when young the importance of pits, and
better still of wooden boxes for such purposes ; the superiority

of the wooden box being that not only can you give air top and
bottom as in a pit, but by setting the box on a brick at the

corners you can also have a free circulation of air beneath, and
through among the pots as well as the tops of the plants. Un-
fortunately such matters must wait, but much that we intended
saying will be found in the last articles of Mr. Keane, to which
we would refer our readers, as many details are there carefully

given,—E. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—J'Vifw' lO-

Very little vtiriation is to be noted hnre. Supplies are ample, and there
are large quantities of Strawberriea from the open air. Old Potaioes
are almost superseded now by the new ones. The latter from Lisbon
bring from 15s. to 2Us. per cwt. ; Ashleaf, from 18y. to 22s. ; Comisb,
from 12s. to 15». I'l .i 't. :->)';;1>_ t

il ; FRUIT, --.''

9. d. B. d
a oto4
2 4

Apples ^^ Bieve
Apricots doz. 2 4
CberrieB lb. 9 3
Cbestnats bush.
Currants i. sieve

Black ."
. do.

Figs doz. 10 15
Filberts lb. 10

Cobs lb. 9 10
Gooeeberriea .. quart 4 8
Grapes, Hothouse. .lb. 8 12
Lemons 100 8 12

s.

Melons each 4
Nectarines doz, 10
Oranges 100 4
Peaches doz. 18
Pears (dessert) ,, doz.
Pine Apples lb, G
Plums ij sieve
Quince"! doz.
HaspbcrriAS lb.

Strawberries . . per lb.

Walnuts bush. 10
do per ICO 1

d
0to8

d

20
10

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, kidney ,...100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts ^i sieve
Cabbage .". doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
CucomberB each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlio lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

B. d.

2

61

2

1

VEGETABLES
. S. d
to 3

1

3
1

2
3
8
s

S

Leeks bunch
Lettuce per score
Mushrooms pottle 2
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions...', per bushel fi

Parsley per sieve 3
1 6 Parsnips doz. o

Peas per quart 1

Potatoes bushel 4
B Kidney do. 4
2

I
Radishes doz. bunches

1 Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kale basket

' ShaUots lb.

I
Spinach bushel 2

d. B. d
8 too
6 1

3

Tomatoes.... per doz.
Turnips bouch

8
4
1

TRADE CATALOGUE RECEIVED.
James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nurserv, King's Eoad,

London, S.W.

—

Catalogue of New and Beautiful Plants.

'^rhr

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Floweb Bed ix a Churchtahd (<V/i(trr'nyrt.iY;i.—Your semicircnlar bed

would look well thus arranged—white Cerastium outside border, then

blue Lobelia, yellow Calceolaria, and Pcrilla for tho centre ; or a pretty
bed might be carpeted with Mi{;nouctte, aud dotted with Uttle groufw of
white PulargoniuuiK.

Seedlino ."VKTlEnuiNUMs (./. CaricT).—There i« nothing new among
your seedhng^. One, u large yc-Uuw variety, beeuis the best and would
be worth cultivating. Tho others rohcmble many other seedlings.

Lettuce ron Wintku and brniNo [U. C.).—For use late in autumn
and early in winter you mny sow in the middle of July, but the main
winter sowing should take piacu in tho second or third wueJc in August.
Auuther sawing made three weeks later may be useful for spring if the
winter bo tolerably mild.

Ammoniacai, LiQDon (.7. H. TT., Banbury).— Thni referred to in the
work you uamo is the bhujo as the U<iUor Iruui tho gas wi>rks, but it varies
iu strength, and must, therefore, be used with gi-cat caution even after
being diluted witli several times its huik ol water. We would not recom-
mend itd application to a Vino border.

Ghapes Decayed (J. B. Boyd).— Tho berries you enclosed were de-
stroyed by what gardeners call " the spot." We believe it to be occaf^ionod
by the growth of the Vino and its crop being fafeter than the roots can
supply sap to sustain. Keeping the roots wtirmer, and the hou&e rather
cooler and freely ventilated, are the most ed'cctual remedies.

Grapes (Nottinghavientiis).—Tho Jluscat Escholata is a synonym ol
the Muscat of Alexamhiu. Fertilisfition ghould be assisted as recently
directed. We do not knowthe book on Vines which you mention.

Duration of a Vine Branch's Phoduotiveness {Jersey).—The time
that a Vine stem on the spui'-pruning system will continue to produce
fine fruit depends entirely on circumstances. We have known Vines
thus produce without any signs of decay for l^etween twenty-live and thirty
years. We have seen others that seemed as if they needed the stimulus
of fresh wood in five or ten years. In our own practice we seldom
renewed such a stem at once. We would begin by leaving a shoot at the
base one summer, which would Qll a third or a half of tlie length of the
rafter next season, tho ppurs on the old stem being cut off for that
length ; and only when we had a new stem and shoot to reach the top of
the house did we eutiiely remove the old stem. This is a good plan, for
renewing the strength of old Vinos, and there need be no inicmiisfclon of
crop. The only difference in treatment is, that there are few laterals
left on the bearing shoots of the old stem, but more strength is thus
thrown into the young ehoot, which Keeps up a good root action.

Vine Leaves Bhowned (Mrs. M. 6'.).—The Vine leaf has the signs Ol
scalding with hot vapour, and early air-giving is the remedy. As only
one Vino is affected, and one side of your Peach tree, we think as the
latter is undoubtedly burned, so tbo Vine may also be burned. Examine
the glass carefully, and you will be tm-e to iind some scars and faults,

and daubing them with white paint ^vill prevent the bui'ning the Peach
leaves.

Holes in Vine Leaves {E. S., Chelsea).—Tho mode of planting the
border and general management have nothing to do with the holed and
eaten appearance of the Vine leaves. This is done by weevils, which yon
must watch for at night. If you spread a sheet beneath the leaves and
shake them at midnight, you will most likely see some of your visitors
drop. After thus clearing the Vines, fix sjme wool or wadding dipped in
oil aud turpentine on the stem of the Vine near the gi-ound, tn prevent
them getting on the Vine so easily. We know no method of extirpating
them except by night-watching.

Vine Blosso^i Injured {Black Hamhro^).—Yova Vine blossom has been
scorched by the late excessive heat before it was enabled to be developed.
There does not appear to be any disease.

Deodoriser for Sewage {Opoponax).—Powdered charcoal, gypsum,
and chloride of lime (more properly called chloride of calcium), are all

deodorisers and might bo added to the sewage. They would promote
rather than iuinre vegetation. The earth itself is a powerful deodoriser;
and if you dug-in the sewage, or poured it into the trench made by the
spade aud covered it vrith the next spit, the offensive smell would at once
be removed.

Gas Ammoniacaii Liquor (K, B. J.I.—The proportion depends entirely
on the strength of the gas water. We should be afraid to use it strong,
jjCtter be tru the safe bide.

Management of Manetti Kose Stocks {Wijlde Green)—"Manetli
stocks cannot be planted too shallow if they are rooted plants; neither
can they be budded loo low. For this purpose it is best to plant them
in shallow trenches. It is preferable to bud them on the main stock ; but
they may be budded low on one or more branches if so desired. It is
usual to leave one shoot growing aud to cut the others off. This may be
done when winter sets in. or in the i-pring. I bought last winter a lot of
Manetti Roses in dormant bud with the plants cut d0T\*n. I planted them
in a trench, filled the trench with stable litter, and closed with earth
over the Utter loosely, so as net to exclude the air from the concealed
buds. They are now growing beautifully. If you wish to increase your
Manetti stocks by cuttings you may, without injui-j', let all the ?hoots
stay on till you wish to plant the cuttiutrs in September. The cuttings
should be 10 inches in length, and planted 6 inches deep, a leaf or
two being left on the tops of tbe shoots. They should be trodden-in
firmly, and horse litter or straw placed among them. After the shoots
have grown long they may be stopped by pinching off the tops. With
regard to Briars, where wind does not prevail, or where the shoots are
not so heavy as to break themselves down, they may be left on. It la,

however, safest to cut them back to 10 inches. Before budding water all
kinds of stocks well, and after tho stocks arc budded, if the weather is
hot and dry, it is a good plan to tie a dock or Some other leaf over the
bud to act as a temporary shield. If Manetti stocks are budded early, as
soon as the bud has token and swells you may cut off the shoot of the
Manetti to within 3 inches of the bud, ana flower the Rose in the
year of its bnddiog; but it is not good to do so late in tlie season.—
W. F. Radclyffe."

Budding Roses in June {A Budding Greenhorn).~-''Fi{j.l in x>^ge2Ql
is a view looking down on the top of the stuck, and what appears to be a
Rose is the grain of the wood. The budding knife is shown in halves^
because both ends are made use of—the blade in /p. 2, and the handle,
which is of bone, in fio. 1. Theao knives can be procured at any seed
shop.—T. J. S."
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Rose Plo\verihg Once in Two or Three Years (J. Allen).—We do
not know the Rose that blooms only once in two or three years. Some
strong-growing Roses will not bloom if prnned closely ; but if several long
shoots are lefc and nre well ripened, small flowering shoots will come
Irem every bud on theso long sboots in the following year. This may be
the case with your Rose. Sow the Walcheren Broccoli now.

CoccMBER Plants in' Boxes (Lnncnshire).—At this season we shonld
have liked boxes larger than 14 inches by 10 by for Cucumber and
Melon plants, but they will do, only they will require well watering. As
soon as established, use weak manure water and frequent mulchings
with sweet rotten dung. We have had sach boxes topped up several inches
above the rim with mulching.

CucuaiBER Leaves Flagging (Whit Mondatj).—Less heat, more air,

and less moisture will benefit the Cucumbers, and render them less liable
to injury from the sun. We do not like the brushwood and long dung
over the pipes for bottom heat. Either the roots go through it and are
acorched, or the heat will not rise freely.

Cacti not Flowering (7J^m).—Expose the Cacti under glass as much
as possible. In August set them out in front of a fence fftcing south, and
give no water excei)t what is wanted to keep them from shrivelling.

Cutting out an Old Vine RoD(7(ft';H).—If you do not cnre for the fruit
on the old stem of the Vine you may cut it away now, to strengthen and
aflford space to the young shoot which yon intend to take its place, more
especiaUy as that already reaches the top of the house.

Medinllla magnh'ica {Idcm).—It is a native of the Philippine
Islands.
Pelargonium Leaves Diseased {11. H. 3*.).—We think the leaves much

withered have been scalded by condensed vapour about them when the
son shone on them. We recommend r drier atmosphere and plenty of
air, so that the foliage may be kept drj-. Some of the holes resemble
those made by spot, and the above is the best cure and preventive.
Others look as if they had been nibbled liy weevils; and these insects
must be looked for at night, or tempted with something sweet, as sugar
aad arsenic.

STRA^VBERRY PLANTS BARREN (Dr. D(.ron).^As this is the second
season such numbers of your British Queen Strawberry have proved
barren, we would remove the plants and save runners from those that are
fruitful. We saw ft fine bed of British Qaeen last September twelve-
month. The plants were then heavily mulched with rich manure, and
were receiving strong manure-waterings. Comparative dr>'ne?s would
have been better. The plants grew very fast, but they yielded scarcely
any fruit last season. Left alone, about hnlf are shelving bloom this
season. If the barrenness is from overfeeding last year you may try
again ; but if not, we would remove the barren plants.

Destroying Scale on Peach Trees (5itfcscn7)er).—Syringe the trees
with soft-soap water, one ounce to the gallon, using it at 90- or 100*^, and
nest winter apply it to the trees as hot as possible. The ant=i like the
scale and other insects, using them as we do a milch cow. They do no
harm to the tree, but woe betide your frnit when it ripens. See late
numbers for modes of trapping and destroying ants.

Peaches Mildewed {C. P.).—Your Peaches are mildewed. Apply
flowers of solphui", and give plenty of air.

Training Red Currant Trees (E. if. J5. .^.).—Red Currant trees will
he much benefited by being pinched back now, just as you propose for
dwarf standard fruit trees. Perhaps the best way of growing them and
Gooseberries is espaUer fashion to a strained wire trellis. A quantity of
fine fruit may thus be obtained, and the ground round or between the
trees may Be cropped.

Clijieers for an Eastern Aspect {E S.}.—Any of the hardy Cle-
matises, Honeysuckles, and climbing Roses will suit you.

CLOrEERS AND PLANTS FOR CONSERVATORY {A. H. F.).—A feW gnod
climbers for a conservatory are Clematis Fortunei, double white;
C. lanuginosa, lavender; Sollya linearis, blue; Kennedya inophylla flori-

bunda, blue; Lapageria rosea, rose ; Passiflora raceniosa rubra, reddish ;

Rhychospermum jasminoides, white; Tropa^olum Triomphe de Gand,
orange ; and T. tricolorum, orange and yellow. Of plants you may-have
Camellia Fimbriata, white ; Leeana superba, crimson ; Storyi, rosy pink;
Valtevareilo, rose; and Queen of Beauties, blush, veined with pink;
Azaleas Chelsoni, orange scnrlet ; Gledstanesii formosa, white, sti-iped
and blotched with scarlet: Etoilo de Gand, shaded salmon; Queen Vic-
toria, white, striped and spotted with purple ; Criterion, salmon pink
with white edge, and spotted v.ith lake ; and Mars, orange scarlet. Of
other plants the follo\ving vould be suitable :—Epacrises Lady Panmure,
The Bride, and Hyacinthiflorn ; Acacia longiflora magnifica, A. oleifolia
elegans, and A. Drnmmondi, all yellow ; Chorozema cordatum splendens,
brownish orange; Con-ea Brilliant, scarlet; CycJarocn pcrsicum ; Erios-
temon intermedium ; Drai?ophy]lum gracile, white ; Epiphyllum Russelli-
anum. salmon ; ImantophylUim miniatum, orange and yellow ; Indigofera
decora, bluish pui-ple ; Kalosanthes coccinea superba, rosy red: Mono-
chietum ensiferum, rosy purple; Pimelea Hendcvsoni, pink; Polygala
Dalmaisiana, purple; Rhododendron iasmiuiflorum, white; Statice
br33sica?folia, lavender; and Vallota purpurea, scarlet. We hope we
liave not named too many, but you may reduce the number, and add to
them by plants from seed, which mav now be sown, as Cinerarias, Cal-
ceolarias, Fuchsias, Petunias. Primulas, and Pelargoniums. These will
flower finely in the spring and summer of next year, and you may add
to them by sowing next spring such annuals as Balsam, Cockscomb,
Globe Amaranth, Celosia pyramidalis, and other tender and half-hardy
annuals.

Laurel Cuttings (I:. .4. S.)-—Laurel cuttings should be put in at the
end of September, and not later than the middle of October. The
cuttings should have an inch or two of the old wood in addition to the
growth of the current year, and be inserted two-thirds of their length in
the soil, which should be made firm about them. Scarcely a cutting
tails.

Cutting-back Broom (/(fern).—Broom may be cut back as soon as the
flowering is over, but leave some portion of the young wood to furnish
new shoots, for if cnt-in to bare stumps old plants sometimes die. The
above remarks apply equally to double-blossomed Furze. Old plants are
best replaced by young plants.

Ro3B CoTTaNoa (Jdem).—Put in ^oap cuttings in July, just when the
shoots have slied their flowers

;
place them in a frame, and keep them

close and shaded imtil rooted. It is a Buccesstul mode of propagation.
You will find an answer to your other question in " Our Letter Bos."

Plants for Spring Blooming (3f. E. M.).—\t you now procure good
plants of the Cliveden Pansies you may by making every available portion
into a cutting, and continuing propagation up to August, secure enough
plants for two small beds. We should plant them in the beds as early in

October as the removal of the bedding plants will allow, but planting
may be deferred until March; then remove the plants with a good ball to
each. The seed of Silene pendula should be sown in the end of Septem-
ber, and the seedlings pricked-ofT in a warm situation when large enough
to handle, and planted out in spring; or they maybe planted out in

autumn on the removal of the bedding plants. The seed of Myosotis
sylvatica should be sown now in light sandy soil, the plants being
prieked-ofl* when large enough to handle, and removed to the beds in

autumn or spring with a ball of earth to each.

Removing Large Evergreen! Trees (T. N.).—We have Httle hope of

your removing a Cedar of Lebanon 30 feet high and 3 feet in circum-
ference at 1 foot from the ground. The tree may probably be moved at

great expense and with great difficulty by hand power, and though it

would be more easily moved by machinery, we are very doubtful of

its ever thriving afterwards; indeed, we would much prefer planting a
young tree, which we know from long experience would after some years
make a handsomer tree than one removed. We have never known a
Cedar of the size and kind you name do any good after removal ; but we
have seen many instances of supposed successful removal, in which after

a few years the trees became unsightly objects. The removal of large

deciduous trees can be efl'ected with greater safety and prospect of growth
afterwards than that of such trees as the Cedar of Lebanon, which
make roots very distant from the stem. The removal of large evergreen
trees is best effected in summer as soon as the growth has become firm

;

then is the best time to move all sorts of evergreen trees and shrubs,

both young and old, and the transplanting of deciduous trees is best

performed when the leaves are falling. The moving of all trees and
shrubs is facilitated by taking out a trench round them in the autumn or

spiing preceding that in which they are transplanted.

Removing Shrubs {J. B.).—The best time to remove the Thorn would
be as early in November as the leaves assume their autumn tints. Tho
Cypress and Arbor Vit.Tes would be best removed as soon after the middle
of September as the weather is cloudy and showery. In removing them
care should be taken to preserve to each a good ball of earth, and to re-

tain as many roots as practicable. Digging a trench round them should

have been done before growth took place, and fully twelve months pre-

vious to the contemplated lifting. In case your shrubs make but little

growth this summer their removal had better be deferred until next
April, except in the case of the Thorn, which should be removed in

November.

Laburnum with Various-coloured Flowers (TT. Boyd).—It is Cy-
tisus Adami, and was originally produced upwards of forty years ago in

budding Cytisus puTpureus on the common Laburnum. In this process

it is supposed that a cell of the one species became divided and united to

a cell of the other, and the result has been a plant producing not only

flowers of each species separately, but others partaking of the characters

of both. There are other instances in the vegetable kingdom in which
a similar union of cells is believed to have taken place, but Cytisus

Adami ia the best known and best established. The subject has been

referred to several times in the volumes of this Journal.

Painting Flower Pots (C^ny).—See what "G. S." says to-day.

Water Weed (C. If.).—The water weed you enclosed is Conferva floc-

cosa. but we cannot say how you are to get rid of it, unless perhaps by
emptving the pond ; and, as the bottom is concreted, give it a good dress-

ing of salt.

Propagating Clematises (L. 3r.l.—The present time is not the best

for the propagation of Clematises, but the operation maybe done now,

the shoots being layered when the wood is about half ripe. A small pot

should be one-half or three-parts filled with sandy loam, adding a slight

admixture of sandy peat and silver sand. The pot should be sunk in th<-

ground to the rim, and the shoot to be layered should cjross the pot ata
joint, which should have a small slit cut in it with a sharp knife, as in

layering Carnations ; but on account of the siwalluess of the shoot of the

Clematis tho cut must be of less depth and length—indeed, it will be
enough if the shoot be slightly cut immediately under the joint. The
shoot may bo laid across the pot and secured at the joint with a peg;
then fill to the rim of tho pot with fine soil. The part of the shoot beyond
the pot may be tied to a stake placed in the pot. and in dry weather give

water to keep the soil moist. The shoot will most likely be well rooted by
autumn, when it may be detached from tho old plant. If no shoots are

situated near enough to the ground to permit of the layering in a pot

sunk in the ground, the pot may be raised and the shoot layered, onlythe
pot in this case will require constant daily watering in summer. Cuttings

of the half-ripened wood inserted now in pots filled with light sandy loam
and peat, and placed in a cold frame or pit, and kept close and shaded

from bright sun. would in all probability root well. The cuttings should

have two good joints, one of which should be inserted in the soil, but

some Clematises are only to be propagated by layers.

Najies of Plants (0. Z.).~-\ and 3, Asplenium bulbifernm; 2, A. flac-

cidum ; 4, A. lucidnm; 5, DavalUa sp. ; 6, Gymnogramma tartarea;

7, G. ochracea. (r.P.u-Kot possibleto name such young specimens. {A

SHftscTi6<T).—Combretum racemosum. [M. H. if.).—Carex pentlula. (Mr,

Co66,'(().—Cratajguspyrifolia. (T. pz-oraon).—1. Cotoneastcrrotundifolia;

2, Euonymus europjeus. {F. G. Sftfrren).—Lastrea dilatata. (W. H. M,).

—All Cystopteris fragilis. (W. B. .S.t.—The Gueldres Rose, Viburnum
opulus, a native of England. {H. E. S.).—We cannot name plants from
leaves onlv. (A. £.).—We cannot identify Saxifrages, nor any other

plants from their loaves only. (G. A. S.).—2, Pteris flabellata; 3, Cyrto-

mium falcatum ; 4, Adiantum diaphanum ; 5, Blechnum occidentale;

6. Asplenium bulbiferum ; B, Doodia cordata ; 8, DavaUia nova?-zea-

landifp; 10, Onoclea sensitiva ; 11, 12, 18. Cystopteris fragilis; 14, Ne-
phrodium exaltatum ; 15, AthyrinmFiUx-foe.mina. (P(p?i».~Melittiame-

lissophyllum. ( J. ^1. 2it>i/(i).—Polypodium dryopteris. (J. W. Dick).—

1, Neottia nidus-avis; 2, Galium cruciatum ; 3, Anthriscus sylvestris

;

4, Lychnis dioica. (J. Scott).—^iixHraaa elatior. (T.B. }V.).—l and y, bad
specimens; 3, Habrothamnus fascionlatus. (T. C.>.—1, Erinus alpinus

;

2, Veronica cham^drys; 3, Chrysosplenium oppositifoUum, (£. Z>. S.).—

Onosma stellulatum. {J. C. O.).—Menyanthes trifoliata.
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by accident. They have a good run in a farmyard, and I feed

them on rice, barley, crushed oats, millet, and boiled potatoes-

—W. Birch, Barnack.

H&ao ?ii.j'A' i .-vj' ..fii — -—

BEDLIKGTON POULTRY SHOW.
The fourth annual Show of the Eedlington Society was held on the

5nd and 3rd inst., in a larpe marquee erected in a ticUl belonging to

the Secretai-y, Mr. Robert Swan, and met with much encouragement
and support from the gentry and agricultarists iu the diBtriot. The
quality of the birds shown was of a vei-y superior kind, and some really

fine ornithological specimens were exhibited. James Dison, Esq., of

Bradford, officiated as Judge of poultry, and declared tlie thirty-five

pens of Game contained some of the finest fowls he had seen. The
Brahnas were also -well represented ; Mr. Shorthose, of Hartford,
showing three pens of birds which were Tcry perfect in breed, thon*;h

somewhat too youufi to comjiete with others of greater maturity. The
prize pair in the Cothm- China class were fine birds, especially the
cocli, which excited much admiration and attention. The presence of

a pair of Buff Poles in the Show—the fti-st ever exhibited in the North
of England, was noticed with much gratifiw^atiou and curiosity by the
bird fanciers.

The show of ri<jrons was an indifferent one, and not so good as last

year's, when the prizes offered for competition were considex-ably less.

Mr. J. Shorthose. of Hartford Bridge, and Mr. Robinson, of Sunder-
land, judged the Pigeons.

There were only five hutches of Rahlnts, but these contained noble
animals, and were an attractive feature in the Show.
The arrangements were most complete, and reflected credit on the

Managing Committee, and Mr. R. Swan, the Secretary. The miners
in the distnet take much interest in breeding the finer specimens of
poultry, and it was pleasant to see them take such a high position in
the Show. The following is the prize list :

—

Game (Any variety).—CotV..—First, J. Achinpclass, Barringtou Colliery.
Second, J. Brough, Carlisle. Third, M. Mycroft. Bebside. Highly Com-
mended, W. Eamsay, West Cramiingtou (Black Red) ; R. Shnrpe. Bebside.
Ga3ie (Elack-breasled and other Reds).—First, J. Mason, Worcester.

Second, J. Erough. Third, G. Armstrong, Netherton. Highly Com-
mended, H. SI. Julian, Hull ; E. Rutherford, Eedlington Colliery. Com-
mended, R. Sharpe.
Game (Duckwings and other Greys).—First, J. Mason. Second, J.

Brough. Third, H. HI. Julian. Highly Commended, J. Jobes, Bebside ;

Eev. J. G. Milner, Bellerby, Yorkshire.
Game {Anv other varietv).—First, J. Brough (Lemon Piles). Second,

T. Davison, Netherton (White). Third, W.Drysdale, New Delaval (Piles).

DoEKiNGS.—First, H. Pickles, jun., Earby. Second, J. Shorthose, Hart-
ford Bridfje Cottage. Third, Mrs. Seamons, Aylesbury. Highly Com-
mended, T. Bell, CraraUngtou.
CoCHiN-CmNA.—First, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Second, J. Short-

hose. Third, T. Fenwick, Netherton. Commended, R. Hine, Bedlington.
Bbahma Pootras.—First, E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, J. Shorthose.

Third, J. Audere^on, Seghilt. Highly Commended, J. Scott, Netherton
;

W. Swann, Whinney Hill, Choppingtnn. Commended, J. Shorthose.
Spanish.—First, T. J. Harrison, Singleton Park. Second, J. Stalker,

West Sleekbum. Third, Messrs. Bowman & Fearon. Whitehaven.
Polish (Anvvarietv).~First, Mrs. E. Prtictor, Hull. Second, S. S.

Mossop, Long Sutton (BnlTl. Third. R. Parsons. Sh-ekhurn Cottage (White-
crested). Commended, G. F. Allan, Sunderland (White-crested).
Hamburghs (Golden-spangled).— First, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Se-

cond, H. Pickles, jun. Third, R. Swan, Morpeth. Highly Commended,
G. Johnson. Barriugton Colliery. Commended, W. Whitfleld, Hetton-le-
Hole ; H. Piokles, jun.
Hambcrgus (Silver-spangled).—First and Third, H. Pickles, jxm. Se-

cond, W. Hall, West Sleekbum. Commended, J. Howe, Cowpen; C.
Armstrong.
Hamburghs (Gold-pencilled).—First and Second, H. Pickles, jun.

Third, Messrs. Bowman ik, Fearon.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled).—First and Second, H. Pickles, jun.

Third, R. Huntley, Glebe Farm, Bedlington. Commended, W. Whitfleld.
Barndoor Fowls.—First, W. Swan. Second, T. Roddam, Hetton-le-

Hole. Third, Miss Knbinson, Stanniugton East Farm.
Guinea Fowls.—First, J. Swann. Second, T. C. Harrison, Hull.

Third, Miss Robinson.
Any other Distinct Variety not previously mentioned, except

BAHTAMS.—First, R. Draper, Seaham (Malays). Second, Rev. J. G. Milner,
Bellerby, Yorkshii-e (Houdan). Third. G. M.Byers, Seaton Sluice.
Game Bantams (Black-breasted nnd other Beds).-First, J. R. Robin-

son. Second and Third. J. Douglnsa, New Delaval. Highlv Commended,
F.Powell, Kuaresbornufjh; T. CLark, Sunderland; F. E.'Scofield, Mor-
peth ; Mesare. Bowman &, Fearon ; W. Hodgson, Darlington ; J. Harvey,
Jedburgh.
Game Bantams (Anv other varietv). — First, W. Dixon, Sunderland

(Duckwings). Second,"T. C. Harrison, Hull. Third, H. Sharp (Duck-
wings).
Bantams (Any other variety except Game).—First. J. R. Robinson,

Sunderland (Black Rose-comb). Second, W. A. Taylor, Manchester
Third, T. C. Harrison. Highly Commended, Akeroyd& Scott, Sunderland
(Silver-laccd Sehrights). Commended, W. Dixon (Black Rose-comb);
J. Robson, Bebside.
Duces (Aviesbury).— First and Second, Mrs. Seamons. Third, J.

Swann, Bedlington.
Ducks (Kouen/.—First. E. Leech, Rochdale. Second, Rev. J. G. Milner,

Bellarby, Yorkshire. Third, Mrs. Brown, Bebside Farm.
Ddoks (Any other variety).—Second, J. Fairless, Wideopen (Buenos

Ayrean).
Cottagers (Any variety).—First, J. Aisbitt, Bedlington Colliery (Black

Red Game). Second, J Stalker, West Sleekbum (Spanish). Third, E.
Rutherford, Bedlington Colliery <Black Red Gnme).
Selling CLAss.—First, G. Taylor, Bedlington ColUei-y (Duckwing

Game). Second, J. Achingclass, Barriugtou Colliery (Golden-spangled
Hamburshs). Third, P. Wilkinson, Bedlington (Game).
Turkeys.—First. E. Leech. Second, Miss Robson, Dinnington.

PIGEONS.
CABnrEHS.—First, John Thompson, Wideopen, near Newcastle. Second,

H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Tdmblkrs (Almond).—First, John Thompson. Second, H. Simpson,

North Stfatuu.

Tumblers fAny variety).—First, Jesse Thompson. Binqley (Yellow
Mottled). Second. H. Yardlev. Highly Commended, John Thompson.
Croppers.— First, H. Yardley. Second, John Th' mpsom
TuRBiTS.—First, J. Clark, Thirsk. Second and Highly Commended,

Jesse Thompson.
Owls.—First, J. Clarlt, Thirsk (White African). Second, H. Simpson.
Jacobins.-First, K. S. Bell, Hull. Second, J. Grindley, East Hartford.
Fantails.—First, H. Yardley. .Second, J. Grindley.
Any OTHER Variety not Previously Mentioned.-First, H. Yardley.

Sacond. Jesse Thompson. Highly Commended, W. Whitfield, Hetton-le-
Holo (Trumpeters) ; H. Yardley.
Selling Class.—Fii'st, Jesse Thompson. Second, T. W. Crozier, Hirst,

Woodhorn (Jacobins).
RABBITS.

Long-eared.—First, W. Neal, York. Second, T. Gordon, North Seaton.
Any other Varietv.—Fii'st, W. Neah Second, A. H. Easten, Hnll

(Silver Grey). i, ., , . , . ;

THE SHEFFIELD ORIGINAL FANCY RABBIT
SOCIETY'S SHOW.

The half-yearly Show was held on June 1st and 2nd at the Inker-
man Tavern, Alma Street. The Show ivas larger and better than any
of the previous ones. A valuable collection of Canaries exhibited bj
Messrs. W. Mauey. W. Smith, W. Martin, and J. Leigh, considerably
added to its attraction. The following Rabbits took prizes in their
respective classes :— '"^

Length of Ears.—First, — Allison, grey buck. Length of ears,-

23 inches ; width. 5j inches. Age. 8 months S days. Second, — Mangbam,
grey doe. Length of oars, 21^ inches; width, 5 inches. Age, 4 months
8 days. Third, — Carr, smut doe. Length of ears, 21 inches; width,
5 inches. Age, 5 months 3 days.
Black and White.—First, — Allison, doe. Length of ears, 213 inches J

width. 5g inches. Weight, 6 lbs. 7 ozs. Age, 5 mouths 29 davs. Second,
— Nicholson, doe. Length of ears, 20 inches ; width, 4^ inches. Weight,
7 lbs, 7 ozs. Age, 4 months 23 davs.
Blde and White.—Fii-st, — Allison, buck. Length of onrs, 20^ inches;

width, 4J inches. Weight, 4 lbs. 7 ozs. Age, 2 months 24 days. Second;
— Frith, buck. Length of ears. 20^ inches ; width, ij inches. Weight,j
5 lbs. 5 ozs. Affe, 2 months 2G days.
Grey and White.— First, — Lindley, doe. Length of ear3,21.'i inches;:

width. 5 inches. Weight, 7 lbs. 4 ozs. Age, 7 months 5 days. Second;:
--Falkner, doe. Length of ears, 201 inches; width, 44 inches. WeighV
5 lbs. 7 ozs. Age. 4 montlis :J days.

' "

,

Yellow and White.—First,— Leigh, doe. Length of ears, 20A inches j

width, 4^ inches. WeiRht, 5 lbs. 10 ozs. Age, 4 months 9 days. " Second,^'
— Leigli, buck. Length of ears, 20^ inches ; width, 4f inches. Weight*
5 lbs. 3 ozs. X^e^ 4 months 2o days.

,
:

TortoisesHELL.—First, — Maugham, buck. Length of eara, 22 incheff'^

wid 1, i>i inches. Weight, 6 lbs. Age, 4 months 9 days. Second, —^

Nicb >hon, doe. Len«th of oars, 20^ inches; width, 5 inches. Weight,
7 lbs. Age, 4 mouths 23 days.
Self-Colocr.— First, — Liudlcy. yellow buck. Length of ears, 21|

inches; width, 6i inches. Weight, 7 lbs. 4 ozs. Age. 7 months 5 days.
Second. — Maugham, yellow doe. Length of ears, 21^ inches; width».

4t inches. Weight, 6 lbs. B ozs. Age, 4 months 3 days.
'Weight.—First, — Moore, brown and white buck. Weight, 7 lbs. 6oZ3,t

Age, 7 months 5 days. Second, — Carr, smut doe. Weight, 7 lbs. 2 ozs.-
Age, 5 months 3 days.

—George Lindley. llou. Stc.

BKEEDING NORWICH CANARIES.
In reply to your correspondent " T. C. C," my own practice

is that detailed in " The Guide." When my young birds are

able to shift for themselves I transfer ihem to a large Hight

cage. I usually allow them to remain in an intermediate cage

with the cock during the time the hen is sitting on her nest
neot, and then keep them by themselves until another lot of

young ones is ready to displace them, when they are removed
to the flight, being by this time fully able to attend to their

own wants.
While in the intermediate cage I give the birds now and

then a little soft food, gradually decreasing the supply, and
when they take up their abode in the flight they receive

nothing but hard seed and green food. Here they remain till

they show signs of moulting. Being, however, of a rather

pugnacious disposition, quite at variance with the ideas of their

amiable character which we learned in the nursery rhymes of

our youth, they do not always agree, but " fall out, and chide,

and fight," and like children of larger growth, are very apt in

their quarrels to tear the clothes from each other's backs in a

most uufeeliug manner. One or more birds are sure to come
off losers in these squabbles, and as soon as any one of them
begins to assume a ragged appearance, each of his companions
will take a pleasure in assisting him down-bill, seldom passing
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him without giving him a kick in the shape of a pluck at his

feathers, which, as often as they are replaced by a rapid and
more handsome growth, continue to fall victims to the depraved
appetites of his persecutors. An hour or two is amply sulli-

cient to lay hare the back of a bird, if the attacking party make
good use of their time, which, rely on it, they will do. When
you notice a bird moving along the perch in a quiet, easy, olt-

hand sort of way, making for a place next to some unsuspect-
ing, plump, well- feathered individual, who, possibly, has taken
up his quarters next the wall to protect at least one side, bo
sure that gentleman has an eye to business of a fraudulent
kind, and the way in which he will help himself to a few
feathers from his neighbour's coat is the perfection of cool

impudence. The quill end of these he will nibble with infinite

satisfaction, and if they be young and contain a little blood, so
much the better, and the more delicious they will be. There is

generally a ringleader in those games, and the best plan is to

remove him, and such as appear likely to become victims to

his bad example, to separate cages, when the remaining birds

will most likely conduct themselves decently.

I think that birds moult better, and on the whole do better

in all respects (especially show birds), when confined separately,

though Mr. Walter, of Winchester, one of our most noted ex-

hibitors, who always brings his birds out in the bloom of high
condition, assures me that he moults a number, say twenty,
together. I do this myself with ordinary birds, but those
which show promise of becoming stars of greater or less mag-
nitude, I prefer to separate. My young birds all receive the
same treatment as regards food, itc, whether intended for exhi-

bition or not—indeed, I do not see how you can well determine
what are fit for show and what are not till they are moulted,
since some apparently promising birds disappoint one, while
others of less pretentious appearance turn out gems of the
first water.

We labour under great disadvantages here in the north in
our large manufacturing towns as regards moulting Canaries.
Iron works, spelter works, gas works, chemical works, glass

works, and bottle cones, with huge chimneys continually pour-
ing out dense volumes of smoke, are not in a general way very
conducive to a clear atmosphere ; and while our southern
friends can keep their birds an entire season almost as clean as
when fresh moulted, ours in an incredibly short season become
like little sweeps. To guard against this we are obliged to

have recourse to various expedients to keep them clean, cover-
ing them up with sheets and other appliances, in spite of which
they will get dirty. A friend of mine uses cages with glass

fronts and small ventilators, but the everlasting smoke creeps
in through the smallest crevice and tarnishes the gilding of our
gems.
One thing is essential as a means of inducing a high colour,

and that is keeping the birds from the light. As soon as they
begin to strike out new feathers cover them up immediately.
If they are in separate cages cover the front with brown paper,
leaving only sufficient light at the bottom to admit of the birds

seeing their seed and water, or darken the window. Under
any circumstances exclude the light, cover up from dust and
smoke, feed high, and you may expect good results.

There are not many men, except a few of the Norwich and
Derby schools, who can bring out a Norwich bird in his glory.

I have conversed with many on the subject, and find that

opinions as to mode of treatment differ widely. Some prescribe
one thing and some another ; but the above treatment and a
skilful application of soap and water will bring a bird out fit to

meet all comers, provided only that the quality is there to

begin with. I should recommend beginners to try Crested
Norwich. In the first place they are very beautiful birds, are

rapidly rising to a very high place in public estimation, and
the chances of obtaining prizes with them are much greater

than with clear birds, since the points requisite to constitute a
first-class bird are distributed over a larger area. It is true

that the classes for these birds have hitherto been somewhat
circumscribed at many of our great shows, but I see no reason
why that should not be remedied.—W. A. Blakston.

STRONG vERsu.s WEAK SWARMS.
I HAVE read with considerable interest the paper under the

above heading in page 413, and shall be glad to learn how it is

that Mr. Mitchell, of Abington, manages to obtain glasses of

honey of 70 or 80 lbs. weight without bee bread or larva;. I

find in my own practice that it is difficult to obtain supers of

C> or 8 lbs. without brood and bee bread ; and any information
which would enable mo to come at all near Mr. Mitchell's

results would be gladly received.

Of the advantages of strong swarms over weak ones I hava
long been convinced, and generally (in the case of second
swarms universally), I pin two and sometimes three together

in the manner advised by Mr. Taylor in the various editions of

his "Bee-keeper's Manual" (page W-i of the last edition).

This plan applies to the common cottage hive. With improved
systems I have had little or no expeiience, except with Nutt'S

collateral hives, but I could not prevent swarming, nor brood
in the side boxes, and gave up the plan. I shall be exceedingly
glad to be taught a system which will prevent swarming, and
give me CO or 80 lbs. of pure honey from each hive.

I learned from a neighbour how great are the advantages of

strong swarms. He said he knew a man who kept bees, and
who had two hives which swarmed at the same time in May,
and united. Chancing to have a very large hive, ho shook
them into it, and the season being a remarkably fine one, the

bees filled the hive in eight days to such an extent that the

new combs were not able to sustain the weight of the honey,
and broke down, and he had to drive the bees into a new hive

;

but in those eight days they had gathered such a store that he
obtained CO lbs. of clear honey from the hive besides what was
wasted by the breaking down of the combs. This seems to be
a marvellous story, but I have no other reason to doubt the
truth of my informant.

I think the advantages of strong swarms are self-evident.

Suppose it requires five thousand bees to keep up the tempe-
rature of a hive to the point necessary to secure the health,

and progress of the brood in the combs, and that the swarm
is a second or third swarm consisting, say, of seven thousand
bees, there are then, according to supposition, only two thou-

sand to carry on the work of the hive ; but suppose we add
another swarm cf six thousand to this hive, there will then
bo the five thousand to keep up the temperature and carry on
the internal work of the hive, and eight thousand for out-

door labour, or four times as many workers in one case than
there are in the other.—T. G.

RAISING QUEENS.
In forming the nuclei to raise queens, given in The Joubnai,

OF HoBTicCLTUnE of April, ISQtT. it is said. " All this must
not, however, be left to chance." I have twice failed this

spring, the bees would not start royal cells. In that case what
am I to do with the nucleus? Are the spare combs to be
empty ones or full, that are placed on either side?—J. E. F.

[The passage which you quote refers to the number of bees

remaining in the nucleus, which if insufficient should be re-

cruited in the manner described afterwards. When the brood

comb is well covered with bees, they scarcely ever fail sooner

or later to start royal cells. Should they, however, neglect

doing so until the whole of the brood in the comb is sealed

over, it should first have all the bees brushed off it, and then

be exchanged for another comb containing brood in all stages,

which with the adhering bees should be put in its place, and
on this queen cells are pretty sure to appear. In certain rare

cases the expected production of royal cells may be frustrated

by the presence of fertile workers, whose existence is evidenced

by the appearance of new-laid eggs in the cells. The presence

of these abnormal creatures throws so many difficulties in the

way of queen-rearing, that when once their existence is as-

certained it is better to start another nucleus rather than lose

time in persevering.

The spare combs are better if either wholly or partially filled

with honey. When they are empty, feeding often becomes
necessary to save the embryo colony from starvation.]

SILiaVORM-REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. 11.

Third Period and .lleeji.—At the completion of this period

the worms will occupy about 80 feet of space on the stages.

From 90 to 100 lbs. of' leaves, cut somewhat larger than during

the two previous periods, will be required. The worms having

been transferred to their fresh papers, or calico if the latter be

used, are again fed every five hours. The wooden trays will now
begin to be required for transporting the papers of worms from

one stage to another, as also the steps or ladders to reach the

upper stages. ' '' ...... ^ ,—.,..~ ,
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The consumption of leaves on the first and second days will

be about 30 lbs. ; on tbe third and fourth, 40 lbs. : on the
fifth, sixth, and seventh, 30 lbs. On the fifth day the removal
to fresh papers, and the clearance of the dirt, refuse, &c., must
be attended to. To facilitate this work the finer nets may be
used ; they can be laid over the worms and the leaves supplied

by their help. When the worms have all passed through the
meshes of the nets to the leaves, tbe nets can be raised and
secured to the stage above by means of small hooks, while the
space below is cleaned and arranged with fresh papers, after

which the worms are lowered, or some can be transported on
the trays to fresh compartments if necessary.

Maintain the temperature at 70°, and keep the air of the
room pure by ventilation. Fresh air is life to silkworms, and
it cannot be shut out entirely from them without injury. The
ventilators should be opened more or less according as the
external temperature admits. Sometimes the doer may be
opened, and in fine, warm, calm days the windows as well. In
damp weather, a flame produced by burning straw, shavings,

&c., on the hearth will he beneficial, by promoting a change or
movement of air in the rearing room.

It is not imperative to use the nets now, or, indeed, at all

for the quantity of worms of which I am speaking, but the ad-

vantages arising from their use become more manifest in
larger rearings. Many persons use no nets until the worms
are near the fourth sleep.

Fuiirth Period and Sleep.—At the end of this period 200 feet

of space, more or less, are required, and from 200 to 250 lbs.

of leaves, which do not require to be cut before being given to

the worms. The day after the third sleep the change of papers
and removal of excrements, refuse, &c., must take place as

before. This must never he neglected, for the accumulation
of a bed of dirt under the insects is most prejudicial. This
period lasting seven days, it will be advantageous to perform
this operation three times. The consumption of leaves during
the first and second days will he about 50 lbs. ; on tbe third
and fourth days 100 lbs. ; on the fifth, sixth, and seventh days
it again decreases to 50 lbs.

During this period gathering the leaves, feeding the worms,
and cleaning them will occupy the entire time of two women.
It would be well to have the assistance of two extra ones to

give the worms their last meal at night, or first one in the morn-
ing. Attend to the temperature and the ventilation by open-
ing the ventilators more or less. If the weather is sufficiently

fine during the day, open the door and windows. The fourth
sleep lasts somewhat longer than the preceding ones, and it

is also the most difiicult. While it lasts the temperature
should not be allowed to fall below 70°, night or day.

Fiftli Period, and last before spinning.—This is the most
difficult period, for the rearer has to contend against a large

amount of watery vapour every day transpired by tbe
insects and evaporated from the leaves, likewise the putrid
emanations from the excrements, which much iucrease. The
thermometer and odour in the room must serve to indicate

when more ventilation is needed. At the completion of this

fifth period, occupying about ten days, from 450 to 500 feet of

space will be necessary on all the stages, excepting the top
cme of each castle, and altogether from 1500 to 1600 lbs. of

uncut leaves to be distributed in abundant meals, almost cover-

ing the worms from sight, every five hours. The day after the
fourth sleep clear away tbe excrements and provide fresh

space, repeating the same care every three days at least. In
this period the worms eat voraciously, grow fast, and, of course,

iheir excrements increase in proportion ; therefore, do not
neglect cleanliness and ventilation. During the first two days
about 100 lbs. of leaves are necessary, during the following

two, 250 ; in tbe next two, 400 ; in the next, 400 ; and in the

last two something under 200 lbs. When the worms consume
their meal within an hour and a half, a fresh one should be
given, or what I will term an intermediate meal. This is also

necessary during any of the preceding periods.

During the whole time the ventilators should be con-

tinnally open, or partially so, and fire heat must maintain
the temperature at as near 70° as possible. It is never neces-

sary to exceed this degree, nor is it advisable to let it fall

below 60°. Sometimes from variations of temperature or other

Causes, this period is prolonged one, two, or more days, as in

the case of the preceding periods, but the maturity of the

worms ia very evident, for many may be seen crawling over

the leaves without eating, as though seeking for some retreat,

and many will be directing themselves to the edges of the

taUee or itages. They appear transparent when looked at

against the light ; silk is seen issuing from their mouths over
the leaves ; the rings round their bodies contract, the skin
about their heads becomes crisp, and they evacuate soft greenish
matter.

—

Leonard Habman, jun.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Hastexiso Mori.TlNo (W. n. J!.).—Hempsoed will precipitate the

operation of moulting by destroying nil life in the old pluniape. Canary
seed will cause the feathers to fall off. That, however, wliich causes the
losb of the old feathers is sometimes anything but favourable to the new.
The heat of the hcmjiseed and the relaxing properties of the canary do
not favour growth, This is one of those cases in which we believe Nature
unassisted will do well; but endeavours to forestall or to retard her
operations end in failure.

Moistening Eggs \vhile Hatching {St. Edmunds).—The waternsed
for moistening eggs may be cold. The process is a base imitation of
Nature. The hen of any sort leaves her eggs in the morning while the
gras? drips with dew ; she remains searching for her food till her breast
feathers are quite saturated with the cold dew water. She does not even
shake herself, but sits down ou her eggs. We believe that in five out ol

six cases the failure of eggs is from the neglect of damping.

Geese Scffering from Weakness (M(?fn).—Your Geese are sufTcring
from weakness caused by insufhcient or improper feeding, or from being
shut up in a floored house at night. If they are shut up in a place where
there is stone, brick, or wooden flooring, goslings would suffer as you Bay
yours do. Feed on oats, oatmeal, bran, and gravel, mixed iu a trough
with water, and let them roost where they stand on bare earth.

Pigeons not Sitting (J<;<'i«).—Mate your Pigeons afresh, dividing the
pair that neglects its important duty.

Food Required by Fowls (T. T.).—We arc unable to answer your
question properly. To enable us to do BO you should describe the run
and the accidental food the birds obtain. At this time of year, when the
earth teems with vegetation, there are many things fowls find that are
better for them than corn. Where thrashing is going on, or where many
horses are kept, and the birds have access to the yard, they find helps
that should diminish the consumption of corn. If your fowls have
nothing but that which is given to them, and you give them nothing but
corn, each fowl must have two " grasp " handsful dailj'. We, however,
repeat that which we have often said, you must he guided by circum-
stances.

Hull Poultry Show.—Tho first prize for Coloured Dorkings at this
Show was awarded to Mr. John White, of Warlaby, and not toMr. KobBon,
of Louth.

The Black-breasted Red Cock, first at Birmingham in 1867, men
mentioned by " Newmarket." on May 2l8t, is not of Sir St. G. Gore's
strain. The bird was only his property, and is now in my possession.

—

William H. Wheeler, Carlton, ntar Nottingham.

Insects in Poultry House {Sitbscriber, Favcrshavi).—They are one o4

the Acari or mites. Limewash the interior of the house, adding half a
pound of flowers of sulphur to a bucketful of the limewash.

Paduan Fowls (J. E.).—The following is their description as given in

the "Poultry Keeper's Manual." Size and shape of medium Dorkings;
legs short and white ; cock's hackle and saddle feathers bright orange

;

back and wings dark red ; breast chestnut, green iridescence on wings;
tail a rich greenish black ; comb single. Hen's breast chestnut or fawn-
coloured ; hackle golden, edged with brown ; back and wings brown
in shades, each feather marked like those of the Partridge. Excellen'
layers and Bitters ; good table birds ; eggs average size ; shell dark cream-
coloured.

Fowls Eating Feathers (L. P. E.).—Where fowls take to eating
feathers, or picking each other's flesh, it is a sure sign they are in a very
pampered or diseased state. Purge them well with castor oil, a table-

spoonful at a time ; give them lettuce to eat ; feed sparingly, and let the
food he ground oats. Let them have dust in their house, and rub the
spots bare of feathers with compound sulphur ointment. They should
have no food by them at any time, and he sparingly served at each meal.
They do not eat each other or their feathers because they are hungry, but
because they are sufi'ering from a vitiated appetite.

Kemoving a HrvE to a Bee House {Chatham).—We should transfer
the hive from its bracket to some kind of moveable support, and then
shift it little by little very gradually, until it reaches the bee house abont
20 yords off.

Preserving Peas {E. A. S.).—They may be preserved until the next
spring if some of the summer crop are treated as follows :

—" Pick them
when full grown, shell them, dry them gently bot thoroughly, and then
store them iu canvas baps in a dry place. When required lor use soak
them in water (or a few hours until plumped up, and then boil them."
The following mode has been reported to us by a person well qualified to

judge of such matters as being very Bnccessful :—Carefully shell the Peas,

then put them in tin canisters, not too large ones ; put in a small piece

of nlum, about the size of a horsebean, to a pint of Peas. When the

canister is full of Peas fill up the interstices with water, and solder on th®
lid perfectly air-tight, and boil the canister for about twenty minutes ;

then remove them to a cool place, and they will be found in January but
little inferior to fresh, newly-gathered Peas. Bottling is not so good—at
least, we have not found it so; the air gets in, the liquid turns soar, and
the Peas acquire a bad taste.

POULTRY MARKET.-^UNE 10.

There are indicatione of a better supply, and trade has somewhat
improved.

s

Large Fowls 4
Bmaller do 4
CbickcQg 2
GoBlinRB 6
DuckliugB B

FlfleMi

d. e
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liohen is better than one vrith it, for althongh it may not

t^e more food from the growing tree than it docs from
the inert oak post or paling, it must take some, and where
the trees are growing on a high and dry sitnation, and the

atmosphere aflords the lichen less food, it most likely supplies

the deficiency from the juices of the tree. As a proof of this,

the oak paling placed on the dry ground is in a great measure
free from it. while the Apple trees there, which ought only to

be in their prime, are covered to an extent which cannot be
otherwise than injurious.

Assuming, therefore, that this parasite is more indebted tor

its existence to the atmosphere than to the material on which
it is growing, let us see in what way we can account for its

greater prevalence during the last few years than formerly.

Here we enter the regions of conjecture, and in Kent I attribute

this resnlt to the greater amount of moisture we have had in

the summer months for the last three seasons than io previous

years (1S63 so far is an exceptioni ; but our pasture and
other crops hare snSered less from drought in the last three

summers than before that time, and probably the lichen

has taken advantage of that, to make the formidable pro-

gress which it has done in some parts of the country. In
Kent, however, I am not sure that it has increased so much as

elsewhere. It has always been prevalent with us, and gives

many of the orchards an unsightly appearance in winter, and
a stranger would hardly suppose that such large leaves and
good-sized fruit would follow in summer. The trees would, no
doubt, be better without such a burden as the lichen is ; but,

strange to say, they thrive well under it, and trees fourteen
or sixteen years old often become much infested with it, and
are double the size of others lately pointed out to me in Lan-
cashire that were free from the parasite : so much for climate.

The soil in Lancashire I wonld account the better of the two
;

but along with the more rapid growth of the tree we have also

that of the moss, and the prevention of the latter is one of

those problems not easy to solve. A partial remedy, however,
is often resorted to with considerable success, and its applica-

tion is easy and inexpensive.

One of the cheapest of remedies for moulds and other low
types of vegetation has been brought into use here ; it is lime,

the employment of which is not so general as it ought to

be. Taking advantage of a mild moist morning in April, before

the buds were so far swelled as to be sure of their not sustain-
ing any injury, ladders were placed against the orchard trees,

and men arrayed in garments suitable for the work scattered

fresh-slaked lime amongst the twigs and branches ; and this

adhering to the moss in consequence of its being wet, killed or

very much injured a considerable part of it, and soon afterwards
it began to look brown and discoloured. Of course much of

the lime falls on the ground as well as on the tree ; but it will

do no harm there and may do good, and the tree is much
rdieved of its incumbrance. It is also advisable in some caees

to whitewash the bole and a portion of the branches ; but if

lime dustings be persevered in for a few years in succeesioD,

the moss will be kept down, and the trees have a better appear-
ance. Some orchards, however, are so liable to moss, that it

is difficult to keep it under ; and where the expenditure is

not certain to be returned by a commensurate increase of crop,

the trees are allowed to take their chance. Many tenants of

orchards spare nothing likely to improve their trees, and lime-

washing and lime-dusting are commonly practised in the spring.

The remark has been generally made that moss has been
more prevalent during the last few years than it nSed to be,

trees being attacked at an earlier age. and elder ones to a greater

extent than was the case thirty or forty years ego. Possibly,

as already suggested, three or four successive seasons may have
been more than usually favotrrable to its growth, as we have
not in these snficred from the want of water. I'Ossibly these
may be followed by a cycle of dry summers, and if we then find

this lichen diminishing we may safely conclude that its greater
abuGdacce of late has been owing to the causes assigned. At
the same lime this affords no reason for neglecSng the means
of diminishing a covering which is not Only injurioDS to the

tree but unsightly, and the means pointed out is within the
reach of all. Although I have mentioned it only in its appli-

cation to fmit trees, there is no reason to donbt that forest

trees operated on in the same way would be equally benefited.

In those districts where moss is troublesome it woold be
worth while to consult the returns of the rain during the past
year, and if the quantity falling in the summer months has
exceeded the average, the evil may be due to that cause.
As it is well to try any means of destroying moss likely to

prove efiectual, those whose fruit trees are mnch infected, and
who may object to lime as being unpleasant to handle, may
perhaps obtain good results by syringing with salt water in
winter, taking care not to use it too strong, and not to apply it

so freely as to iujure the under crop if there is any. As an
experiment I have tried this and recommend it to others, but
I am not quite certain whether its utility in abating one evil

is not counterbalanced by its injury to the land : while in the
ease sf lime, which is used on scores of acres of orchards every
year, its only objection is the unpleasantness of dusting it over

the trees, and this is not so serious a matter if the time be
judiciously chosen and the operator take his position to wind-
ward. He will, however, have to be above the branches, as

the hme cannot well be thrown upwards ; but a little practice

will enable him to perform the work with less annoyance to

himself than he expects at the beginning, and the trees will be
grateful for the incumbrance removed from them.—J. Eobsos.

THE PERFECTION' OF TYPE IX
STRAWBERRIES.

When Mr. De Jonghe wrote his excellent article on the

above subject (if I recollect right, in the columns of your con-

temporary, the Gardeners' Chronichi, I Uttle thought that in

three or four years I should be found following in the same
direction.

It is now pretty generally known that for some time past I

I

have devoted a considerable portion of my leisure hours to the

I

cultivation of fruits, and of the Strawberry more particularly ;

1
and latterly I have devoted my time in pastures new—to the

I

raising of seedlings, which accounts for my long silence and
apparent abandonment of fragarian pursuits. My last com-

I munication to your valuable Journal was in commendation of

' La Constante, which sort appeared to me to have been unduly

attacked at that time ; and it was this great Strawberry,

doubtless, which formed in Mr. De Jonghe's mind his heau

id^'al of perfection, when he wrote the article I have above

alluded to.

It will be said by some who read this communication, " What
do we want of so many kinds of Strawberry ? There are Straw-

berries enough already to satisfy any reasonable person."

This is quite true, and, donbtless, a great deal of trash may
be thrown on the public in the way of seedlings, everybody

thinking his own pet the best production. But what if a

.Strawberry as handsome or handsomer than La Constante,

with perfection of form, colour, and flavour, and all the other

I

requisites of fertility and hardihood can be produced so as to

ripen some fortnight or so before that variety ? I would fain

believe, then, that I have accomplished that object ; and having

as far as I can judge from my point of view done so, I think it

; my duty not to hide my light under a bushel, but to tell my
I brother fragarians what I iiave achieved, how the matter came

I
to pass, and what induced me to try my hand at this interest-

' ing and exciting subject.

! I may say, then, that having cultivated first and last some

I

three or four hundred varieties of the Strawberry, I am pretty

I
well acquainted with ti;e merits and characteristics of all the

j
known leadiifg sorts. Amongst many kinds which have from

I

time to time been sect to me from various parts of the world

!
to test, I received some five or six years ago an unnamed con-

tinental variety, which to this time has not received any

further attention that I am aware of. I was struck by the

beauty of the plant; but, alas I two or three years in suc-

cession the plant grew and multiplied, but only about one in a

dozen plants bloomed, and that sparingly. At length I ob-

tained one very beautiful berry, and I thought to myself, " If I

could only render this sort fertile, I would not wish a finer or

better Strawberry." but I got tired of planting year after year

to no purpose. I accordingly sowed the seed of that same

fruit in the autumn of Isfis! The seedlings, about fifty in

number, were pricked out from the seedling bed in the nest

spring. In the following autumn the plants were rernoved to

their fruiting bed, and I was both pleased and astonished to

find that with only two or three exceptions all these seedlings

were in due time fertile. ''."'.
.

Four or five cf them^T^bf'sncli merit when they fruited

la?t Tear that I at once'Balne^ them, and this yetr (having

multiplied each sort eg mncb as I possibly could), my antici-

pations have been more than realised. The remainder cf the

seedlings are still in the oririnal bed, and, doubtless, many of

them are also valuable ; but the first five I dropped upon are so
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excellent that it will be quite sufficient at preseot to describe

the leading traits of these only.

No. 1 from its earliness and proUficacy I named Early
Prolific. This variety has a bright green leaf distinctly den-
tated, and the plant is an excellent grower and of very elegant

habit. I took forty plants from the parent, each ranner having
three or four plant?, and all of which, large and small, bloomed
so early that aboat one-third of the bloom was killed by the
spring frosts, which with ns this year have been intense and re-

markably persistent, scarcely having subsided even now. These
plants are now pictures of beauty, and have been giving ripe

fruit from the 1st of the month. Fruit large, beautifully conical,

and never gets out of shape, bright glossy crimson colour,

getting a little darker when thoron^y ripe ; seeds bat slightly

embedded ; flesh pare wliite, witb|the narrowest possible margin
of colour on section, firm throughout, juicy, and with a most
delicat« Pine flavour, which cannot fail to be appreciated by a
connoisseur in Strawberries.

No. 2 I have named the Duke of KfJinbiirrih. It may be ob-

served that there is a sort of masculine and feminine character,

Eo to speak, about the general habit of the Strawberry plant

and its fruit, which leads one to name them accordingly, and
this fine handsome fellow at once suggested to my mind the
above name. Fruit large, and very large. I took twenty run-
ners of this kind from the parent ; for this and the following

kinds happened, unfortunately, to be near a tree which robbed
them of their powers, so that when I get this variety under
full culture I have no doubt that the fruit will be classed as

very large. Foliage bold and dark green, somewhat irregularly

dentate, with lon^ stifi leafstalks ; leaves less numerous than
iu No. 1, and quite a contrast in colour and habit ; fruit obo-
vate, very handsome, with a perfect outline, and never departs
from its normal shape, small reflected calyx, and glossy neck

;

in colour rather darker crimson than ^^o. 1 ; seeds numerous
and prominent ; flesh white, but a duller white than No. 1

;

flavour piquant and excellent. Fruit now in full gathering,

and has been ripe from the 5th inst., rapidly succeeding Early
Prolific. Every plant, however small, is a bearer.

No. 3. I purpose to name this variety, if it turns out to my
Eatisfaction as to size, Madame Gloede, as a little compliment
to my friend Mr. Gloede, than whom there docs not exist a

more enthusiastic, enterprising fragarian, and whose geniality

and kindness of disposition deserve a small tribute at my
hands. Foliage of medium colonr, with small regular serra-

tions ; plant neat and compact ; fruit roundish and occasion-
ally obovate, bright red ; flesh pale red, solid, juicy, and of

first-rate flavour ; seeds numerous and prominent ; size at

present large medium, but as the plants have not had the
benefit of good ciUture, I anticipate that the size will be
ordinarily large.

No. 4 I propose to call Sir Hobert SopUr. Foliage bright
green, with a yellower tinge than No. 1 ; leaf firmer than that

variety, and not qaite so broadly serrated ; fruit rather longer
cone than Early Prolific, and occasionally slightly angular and
flattened ; calyx semi-reflected ; seeds numerous, and decidedly
prominent ; flesh pinky white and sometimes pink, firm and
juicy, with a piquant brisk aroma.

No. 5, The Sultan, in honour of His Majesty's visit to this

country. Dark green foliage, and plant of similar habit to

No. 2, but leafstalks shorter, and leaves not quite so dark as in

that variety. Fruit large, obovate, and roimdish, type as to

shape not quite so perfect as in the Duke ; colonr dark crimson ;

seeds thickly disseminated and slightly depressed ; flesh darkish
red throughout, firm and juicy : flavour vinous and delicious.

The above five varieties it will be observed are totally dis-

tinct in almost every particular from each other, and none of

them like the parent. They ripen in succession in the order
placed, and the respective fruits are for the most part larger

in the same order, save that No. 2 as an early second is larger

in proportion than the rest. The two first varieties I consider
so valuable as handsome additions to our early Strawberries,

that I think I should not be justified in keeping them to

myself. I intend, therefore, when the stock is sufficient (which
cannot be before next season), to take some means of bringing
them before the public ; and if no other channel opens, I may,
probably, give my gardener, who has necessarily taken much
trouble oS my hands during these long-continued operations,

the privilege of so doing. As a professional man, actively

engaged in various ways, it is doubtful whether I can go through
the usual routine of exhibiting these seedlings, but I shall do
so if time and circumstances permit ; but at any rate I hope
to give the Editors an opportunity of eiamining their merits,

aa there ought to be some gnarantee to those at a distance
who cannot see my beds of the correctness of my descriptione.

Those who see the plants growing, see them to greater ad-
vantage, and many excellent judges of fruit in this neighbour-
hood who have visited my gardens have been struck with the
beauty and excellence of these varieties. I shall be happy to

see any one who feels disposed to give me a call, either this

season or next.

The Early Prolific is so early, so handsome as a fruit and as

a plant, and so delicious in quality, that I feel sure it has no
compeer in its season of excellence, if form, colour, size, and
flavour combined in the same variety, are to be considered the

types of perfection ; whilst as to the Dake we have at once
a larger, handsomer Strawberry if possible than La Ccnstante,
before that splendid sort growing by its side is scarcely half

swollen, and certainly cannot be ripe in any quantity for some
fortnight or so to come.
Amongst the remaining seedlings is a handsome, large-leaved,

large-fruited, variegated variety. Ibe fruit is not sufficiently

ripe to describe now, but 1 mention the subject because one or

two notices have lately appeared in the Gardenirf' Chronicle,

of a variegated variety in Devonshire. I was not aware of any
sHoh variety of bold growth and bearing large fruit being in

existence. I knew there were one or two Email-leaved sorts,

occasionally, but not very frequently, bearing a fruit about the

size of the wild Strawberry, remarkable only as curiosities

;

but Mr. Foote tells us in the GardfjiTi' Chronicle, of May 23rd,

that the Strawberry in question was found in a bed near Exeter,

in July, 1866, but whether it is a sport or a seedling he is unable
to say. I mast say, with aU due deference to the opinions of

others, that I do not believe in sports as to Strawberries.

Either it is a seedling or an unnoticed variety previously in
existence, there is no such thing as a sport ; but I quite agree

with Mr. Foote, that a handsome variegated variety equal even

as a bedding plant to some of our best Pelargoniums, must
ere long attract attention, and I felt myself very fortunate

(though, as Lord Dundreary says, "it's a thing that no feUah
can understand'), in having raised such a Strawberry, and
which I shall take another opportunity of noticing when I have
saved a little stock and know more of its qualities. That the
above, which I have temporarily named Pandora, is a genuine
seedling and from a good strain I know, from the fact that I

gathered and sowed the seed myself, and have witnessed
already the virtues of its allied seedlings.

The foregoing and other facts within my knowledge have
only strengthened my opinion, that Mr. De Jonghe's theory as

to the utter uselessness of artificial fertilisation las enunciated

at page 363, Vol. VIII.. of Jocbsal of HcBnccLirEEi, je

perfectly sound and correct. Besides the above varieties, raised

from a sort nearly barren, which I have enumerated partly to

illustrate the truth of his theory, I have a similar instance in

the case of the celebrated large early sort. Marguerite, raised

by M. Lebreton. This sort, prolific enough on the continent,

with me almost refuses to bloom. Year after year I have cul-

tivated the plants under all kinds of circumstances, but nothing
would induce fertility. At length, previous to entirely giving

it up, I determined to sow the seed of the first fine fruit I

could get. I did so. and raised sixty seedlings, the whole of

which are fertile, and only one of them at all approaching to

the style of the parent, and many of them are so early and so
much higher flavoured than the parent (the chief desideratum),

that next year I hope to be able to speak of them.
I have had delicious fruit from these seedlings without any

efforts as to situation, itc, from the 2Snh ult. The present

terribly dry, scorching weather in the midland counties is, how-
ever, very much against the runners, which I am endeavouring
to classify and save for the above ptupose.

li another illustration were wanted in favour of Mr. De
Jonghe's theory, I have some seedlings from La Constante,

one o£ which (No. V2i, is very early, and of quite a distinct

shape and flavour, and extremely delicious. Another i^o. ^,
is a bold grower, with a bright green leaf hke Victoria, but
handsomer, with a firm, bright salmon red, perfectly-globular

fruit, which might but for its origin be justly called a much-
improved Victoria. Here is a perfect departure from every

characteristic of the parent, but the fruit is, nevertheless, in
another direction, a type of perfection.

I have large quantities of other seedlings coming on. of

different strains to those above mentioned, from which I expect

great results ; and I may here observe that all depends upon
good hick in getting the right strain. With the same attention

and knowledge of the subject one man may be more fortunate
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in o given period than another ; for unless the operator hit

apou a good strain, he may sow seed of half the torts in his

ooUection, and have only to mourn over his continual disap-

pointments. Stick, therefore, to a {;ood strain, and from the
same Strawberry, as I have myself witnessed, sorts may be
raised as wide asunder as Black Prince is frcm Trollope's

Victoria.

One word as to the flavour of Strawberries. This every fra-

^rian knows varies very much with soil and situation. I

apeak from my own soil, and in the majority of instances

Strawberries are good and keep to their characteristic flavour
;

occaeioually, however, we observe a great departure. Sir

Charles Napier and Victoria on Mr. Bivers's soil, I recollect,

are so acid that the addition of sugar is absolutely necessary,
whilst on my ground these sorts, the latter especially, are sweet
awid refreshing. Within two miles of this place, again, Victoria

ifl 80 Bour and different in flavour, that but for its form and
oolour I should scarcely recognise it. Possibly, on the other
imnd, by the same rule, Strawberries raised on my soil may be
richer in flavour elsewhere. Form, size, and colour are not so

much infitienced, and these are the more unchangeable types
«{ perfection which lend such a charm to success in raising a

new Strawberry.

Of midseason varieties there are plenty, and there is scarcely

loom for improvement. What we want is better early and late

BOrts; and if I should be as successful in raising late varieties

with these attributes of perfection, as I trust I have been with
early ones, I shall have done some little service to horticulture,

if only in contributiug to the decoration of the dessert. At any
tate, these are, in my humble opinion, steps in the right direc-

tion.

—

William Eoden, M.D., A.M., The Grmvjc, Kiddcr-
minaier.

£We have been favoured by Dr. Koden with an opportunity
of examining and tasting two of his new seedlings. Early
Fiolific and Duke of Edinburgh, and we were greatly impressed
with the wonderful advance these two varieties are on all other
early kinds, both in size and flavour. The former produces
its fruit literally in bunches, and is as early as Black Prince,
with fruit three times the size; the latter not quite so early,

but nearly so, and the fruit immensely large, one specimen we
hod being over 2 inches in diameter, and the flavour remark-
ably fine. These are most valuable and characteristic acquisi-

tions to the already too-numerous varieties of this estimable
Sroit, and they must become essential in every garden.]

down south ; it is that which Mr. Turner so suocessfaUy
follows, though I am aware that other successful growers treat

them differently.—D., Deal.

JUDGING AT THE ROYAL HOnTICULTURAL
SHOW.

" J. W." says, page -419, that Mr. Turner's and Mr. Paul's

eoUections of Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums ought to have
been disqualified, for that they did not fulfil the conditions

required by the schedule. I differ from him entirely. May
Queen in Mr. Turner's, and Snowdrop in Mr. Paul's collections

are true Variegated Zonals. Zonal is a term used and well

onderstood as applying to a section of Pelargoniums,.and dis-

tinguishing it from the florists' large-flowered, the French, the

Fancy, and other kinds of Pelargoniums, and a Zonal in this

sense may, anomalous as it appears, show no trace of a zone
at all.

If it were intended that gold green and red, or white green
and red Zonals (tricolors or quadricolort), should alone be
eligible for exhibition in the class in question, it seems to

me it should have been so expressed. As the wording stands

I Bubmit that Mr. Turner and Mr. Paul had a right to exhibit

the plants they showed in this class.—P.

POTTING AURICULAS.
I SEE that you have inserted a paragraph by Mr. Hepworth,

from " The Gardener," on the best time for potting the Auri-

eula. He says July. Now, I beg to differ, and for the very

reasons that he has advanced, and say that it is better to pot

them as soon as the bloom is over. They have then a better

chance of making their growth and filling the pots with roots

than if potted in July, when they are somewhat at rest; and
lest it might be thought that they would remain too long in

the pots without change of soil, and so get soured, it must be

borne in mind that from November to February they hardly

lequire any water at all, and then a good top-dressing renovates

them amazingly. I used always to pot in August, but of late

jears have adopted this plan, which certainly answers better

AMONG THE FIRST TRACES OF OUR NORMAN
FOREFATHERS.

Three tourists met on the Grand Parade at Eastbourne
during last week—fair specimens of the classes into which
such travellers may be divided. The Utilitarian observed, "I
never saw such healthy, abundant crops—Wheat, Hay, Apples
—all splendid. We may expect a quiet winter, for plenty and
peace are a cause and effect."

The Valetudinarian added, " And what splendid weather !

—

temperature 85° in the shade. I do hope now to be released
from this fettering rheum.itism."
The Lover of the Beautiful, while those comments were

uttering, was rewarding a little bare-legged girl for a spray of

Boses she had presented, and well they merited the reward,
for they were beautiful specimens of the old Cabbage Kose,
and, like all the Bjses in this vicinity, intense ol colour and
without an insect or a blotched leaf to mar their effect by a

reminder of decay. " Have you seen such Buses as these
since you were boys ?" asked this third of the tourists, and
then added, " How they revive memories of my old home, and
make me forget that I alone am left of the group once gathered
there." Full sympathy was expressed in that feeling, and this

comment might have been quoted, " The charm of flowers to

the lonely-hearted is often more than words can tell. They
are a pleasure and delight ; they recall happy days, bring kind
friends to mind, and soothe and please in the saddest hours."
Those tourists passed a week in close companionship, and

the following are jottings of their " sayings and doings."

This present rapidly increasing resort for bathing is not the

East Bourne of the olden time. Tliat is situated a mile and a

half inland, deriviug its name from a bourne, or rivulet, rising

on the eastern side of the Downs, terminating at Beachy Head,
and which extend throughout the length of Sussex, Hampshire,
and Wilts. The head-spring of this bourne issues from the

chalk in a field attached to the parsonage, passes through the

garden of the Manor House, and mingles with the sea at Broad-
bourne. From that stream the Bomans drank eighteen hun-
dred years ago, for the mosaic pavement of the rooms and bath

of a Roman villa were discovered many years since near the

western end of the Grand Parade.

That Parade is formed of three broad terraces or promenades,

the lowest of which is washed by the sea. They rise one above
the other, and the bank sloping from the higher to that below

is planted with that perverse dinger to our warm sea-bord the

Tamarisk (Tamarix yallica). Such a belt as this will form
when a year or two older will be unmatched. The Tamarisk
deserves the epithet of perverse because it refuses to grow ex-

cept on our southern coast. This retLa k induced an old

resident who overheard it to rejoin, " The Oak is as perveree

hereabouts, for there are but two near Eastbourne, aud one of

them is nursed in the garden of Oak Cottage, and that would
not be if the cottage did not belong to the Pendrells, descend-

ants of those who saved Charles 11."

This led to the just observation that the gardening around is

worthy of high commendation. The climate is friendly to ex-

otics ; flowers flourish in the open air, and that which readily

rewards our labour has that care readily bestowed. The love

of gardening seems to be in all classes. The areas in some of

the streets are filled with flowering plants, and in their shadiest

corners are rookeries tenanted by vigorous Ferns. In the

windows of the cottages are Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Calceo-

larias, and other flowers, looking so healthy and so intense of

colour as to command notice, and the gardens around the cot-

tages are well stocked with cleanly-cidtivated vegetables and
iiuits.

Among the fruits must the old orchard trees he well remem-
bered. Who can tell how old those Apple trees are, the stumps
of which, alive yet, are in the garden adjoining the ruins of

Hurstmonceaux Castle? or of those in some of the old gardens

at Wunnock ? It was too early in the year to identify the

varieties, with but one exception, and that exception was the

nearly extinct Old Codlin. Its leaves and fruit, though young,

were unmistakeable. It is in a cottage gardeu, and the old

dame there resident, overhearing its praise, came forward to

tell that it was strong " 'cause it was grafted on a Black Jack."

I What this stock is called in a less local vocabulary did not then
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appear; bnt Mr. Aahwell, the proprietor of the Strawberry
Gardens at Wnniiock, explained that the Norfolk Beefiu ia

known aliout Eastbourne as tlic " Black Jack."
Those Strawberry Rardena are woU worthv of a visit. They

h'Bve been jieldiog Strawberries ever since 1702. They occupy
abont four acres, and as much of the beds are under fruit trees,

and as many of our modern varieties are cultivated, and as

there is a stream of water winding through and dividing the

gardens, the supply of fruit is larg<! and lonR-oontinned. The
gardens are open to tlio public, and in tlie season forty visitors

during a day vi^it them to banfjuet on Strawberries, cream,

and bread and butter. Mr. Ashwell is rapidly adding to the

means of fruit culture there, and visitors are treated too cour-

teously not to be induced to repeat their visit.

It was observed durin;; the tourists' visit that Wannoclc is a

corrnpt pronunciation of Walnut Street ; that nut tree flourishes

in the neij^hbourhond, as it does in all alluvial soils in the

vicinity of the chalk formation. There aro some very fine

specimens near Old Eastbourne.
The streams, such as that at Wannock, and the widely-ex-

tending levels around Eastbourne aro so favourable to the

growth of aquatic and marine plants, that nowhere in England
are they to be found more tine or in greater numbers. The
beautiful Butomnf: umbeUatuf, or Flowerini; Rush; C'althn

palMtris. or Marsh Marigold, here called " Water-blob ; Crambe
marilima. or Sea-kale, near Beacby Head ; Glaucium htteum, or

Horned Poppy, near the beach ; Nuphar luti'a, or Yellow Water
Lily, and Nijmphaa alba, or White Water Lily, in the still

waters of Pevensey Level, and many other smaller aquatics

were found by the tourists. On the Downs of Beacby Head and
its vicinity also were noticed the Ophrijs apijera. Bee Orchis;
Ophnjs mimclfera, Fly Orchis; Orchis mtulata, Dark-winged
Orchis; Orchis cono/)sca. Fragrant Gymnadenia ; Orchis pijra-

midalis. Pyramidal Orchis ; Orchis maicida, early Purple Or-

chis ; Orchis fusca. Brown-winged Orchis, in the marshes ; and
Orchis latifolia, in the moist meadows near Polegate.

No place in England is more associated than is Pevensey
with memorable events and personages. It was the " Anderida
Portus " of the Romans. Its castle is partly of Eoman, partly

of Norman architecture ; it was the last stronghold of Harold,
and the first stronghold of the Norman William. It and the
surrounding districts were granted to his Norman followers,

and the names of places around mark how the Norman mastery
prevailed. Langley Point is Langnez, or Long Nose Point

;

Pevensey, Hurstmonceanx are all compounds of Anglo-Saxon
and Norman names. The present race cling to the Norman
French, for even the bellman of Eastbourne still prefaces bis

announcement with the old " Oyez, Oyez, Oyez," which some
of your readers may not know is " Hear ye, Hear ye. Hear ye."

Then Pevensey was, too, the birthplace of Andrew Bordo,
the wandering friar and physician of Henry VUI., who punned
upon his own names, and designated himself Andreas Ferfo-
ratus, or Bored Andrew, and was through life so jocular as to

have given occasion to a jester being called a Merry Andrew.
Wilmington has no other connection with Pevensey than

that the tourists visited the ruins of its priory on the same
day. Those ruins are trivial, but the Yew tree in its church-
yard ia not, for the trunk of that tree is 22 feet in circum-
ference, and its branches overshade a circle 80 feet in diameter.
That church is on an eminence, and may serve to sustain the
opinion that one of the reasons why such trees were planted
near churches was that they might shelter those edifices. At
all events, the last statute passed in the reign of Edward I.

was entitled " Ne Rector arhores in crcmntrio prosttmat " (The
Rector shall not fell the trees in the graveyanl), and the pre-

amble of the statute states that the trees planted there were to

screen the church from the wind. Churches in those times,
as Daines Birrington observes, were built low, and the thick,

wide-spreading evergreen foliage of the Yew answered for
shelter better than that of any other tree.—G.

CARBOLIC ACID.
NoTiciMG in TjTE JouE>»AL OF HouTicuLTCRK for May '2l8t,

that carbolic acid will prevent Oi'lium, *c., I placed a dish or

two in a large vinery in which Oidium was showing itself, and
after leaving it in for three or four days, I am very much dis-

appointed at finding that it has no effect on the OTdium, and
has injured the foliage of the Vines to a most disastrous extent
Can any one else givetheir experience on this matter?— G. ft.

[We published only an extract from another journal, and that
extract only says that it will -'prevent," not that it will de.

stroy mildew. We sbsU be obliged by relative icformatio*
from any of our readers. The above communioation will Mt
an a warning to bo careful in trying the efficacy of the acid ia
question.—Eos.]

ROYAL IIOIITICULTURAL SOCIETY
.Tl .M: KiTir AND ITtii.

Bpkcial Pkizk ani> Phlaroonhiji Snow.—Tlioogh this waa pi»~
perly one of tlio Society's minor shows it attained nearly the dimea-
sions of a threat show, and, from ilio uivcrsity of the sabjectQ which it

broni;ht tiigf^tlinr, was of a very interesting chariietcr. As regards the
extent of tho Show, it filled a portion of the north-eastern consorvatoij
arcade, the conservatory itself, and the wholo of tho noi-th-weafflm

arcade, ia which wore densely-packed multitudes of Variegated Zona)
Polargoninms. The arrangement of the tables in the couseivato^
was much more effeetivo than on former occasions, there being a smaU
octagon stage at each end, the one tilled principally with specimeB:
Orchids, the other with a charming miscellaneous grotpin which then
were also several Orchids, contributed hy Messrs. Lee, of Hammer-
smith. In the centre was a stage of similar form to thoao at each end
and occupied with Kose.^, whilst between tho central and end stages

were two oblong ones divided ap tho centre. Tho whole had a flym-

metrical appearance, and only wanted something to conceal the wood-
work to maLo it all that could he desired in the absence of a plAoe
specially adapted for holding exhibitions.

Taking now the classes in the order of tho schedule, those frOfle

1 to 7 were for special prizes offered by members of tho Oonncily to
which the Society' added about half tho amount as second prizes.

The Doke of Buceleuch, President of the Society, offered in Class 1
a prize for the nine host cultivated Azaleas ; hut as it is now getting

late for fine specimens of that plant, especially after tho hot weather
of the last fortnight, no one came forward to claim the prize.

The same nobleman also offered a prize for the nine best cnllivated

Koses in pots, which was taken hy Mr. WiUinm Paul with Paul i^caot.
La Reine, Anna de Dicshach, jiladame A. do Rougemont, Baroit A.
de Rothschild, Celine Forestier, Senateur Vaisse, Catherine Gnilldt,

and Lrclia. These were well-grown specimens, and covered witb
llowcrs, but the latter in consequence of tho heat had lost thatfreah-
noss which in the earlier part of the season rendered tho Rosea ex-

hibited more than usually beautiful. Mr. W. Paul also exlubitea a
collection in small pots, for which an extra prize was awarded, and
Messrs. Paul & Son had one for boxes of cut blooms, among
which we noticed a large example of the ucw Rose, Duke of Edin-
hnrgh, and Bonle do Neiga, a fine white Hybrid Perpetual.
In Class .'J, which was likewise for a j>rize offered by the Diika df

Buceleuch, the subject being the nine best cultivated Zonal Pelar-
goniums in bloom, BIr. Weeton. gardener to D. Martlneau, Ksq.,
Clapham Park, was first, with iineiy-gro^vn plants from 3 feet to
^\ feet in diameter. These consisted of Herald of Spring and flxcel-

leut, scarlet, Monsieur Martin, Kmily V.aucher, Sparkler, Eagenie
Mczard; Sensation, Amelina Grisau. and Beautc des Parterres, lilae

rose Nosegay. Mr. G. Wheeler, gardener to Sir F. Goldsmid, Bart.,

M.P., Regent's Park, was second, but tho plants were rough, and
showed to a great extent the wire on which they were trained. Among
them, however, were' some very good kinds, as Dr. Lindley, whicb
makes a fine pot plant, and Mrs. William Pan! with fine large flowers.

Class -1 was for a prize offered hy W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., and
which had for its subject the ten best cultivated Orchids. This was
taken hy Mr. Williams, of Holloway, who had Epidendrnra vitelli-

nnm ; VjCnda tricolor ; Vauda suavis, good, though not specially rt-

morkable ; Onoidium Icopardinum witli nine spikes of yellow aud
browu flowers ; Laeha purpurata with two spikes, each with tour thiely-

colonred flowers ; Cypripedium barbatum supcrhum, with twenty-eight
blooms ; Acrides Larpenta^.with three spikes ; Aerides odoratnm majoa,
a splendid plant with eleven racemes of bloom ; the bright-eolonred
At'rides Lobbi, and Cypripedium superbiens with a dozen blooms.

In Class .5, the best twenty herbaceous plants in flower, Mr. Saundefs
likewise offfercd a prizt;, which went to Mr. Ware, of Tottenham.
Among the plants which he exhibited were Dianfhns atrornbens and
proeumbt-ns, the former with rich blood i-ed, the latter with small bnt
pretty pink flowers ; Statice maritima rubra, with fine heads of A&f
r )-;e-colourcd flowers : Orchis foliosa, ornamental aUko by its spotted
baves and neat heads of flower : Oxalis spectabilis. with lilac pnrple
fl)wers, aid h- leaves prettily marked with purple; Campanula ^»-
merata alba ; Veronica maritima alba, with very neat heads of white
flowers ; double whitg Spir.Ta filipendula ; and Scilla peruviana alba.

The same exhibitor also had an extra prize for cut flowers of herba-
ceous plants, among which were several of tho above. Lychnis cbal-*

cedonica. Foxgloves, Pa-onics, Irises, and Lilies ; and he likewise sent
cnt Roses and .\ntirrhinums.

Class was for the best display of bedding plnnts in wooden Nnws
10 inches square by 5 inihes deep, the prize here being also nrercd'by
Mr. Wilson Saunders, and it was awarded to Messrs. E. G. Hender-
son, of the WelliuL'ton Nursery, for the tinestaiid nio-t intevstriig ool-

e ticns of these plants which we over saw e\h bited. Altoget ex it

coniprind one linndred species and varieties, cousibUug ui Pwiar-
goniinijs of var'oiis classes, Sempervivums, several of which were
most dfsirable for edgings; SaxifrageSj Echeverias, Coltuses, Ceni-

tanreos and other while-leaved edging plants^ variegated GraaSea,
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Kaonymnsea, Iresine Herbstii, Perilla, and so many other plants that
their names constituted of themselves a small cataloKoe which was
freely distributed. The whole was surrounded by Ketinospora lepto-

clada, forming very neat, small, pyramidal plants. The example
which Messrs. Hendt I -on have set will doubtless be followed by others,

and in this way the j'ublic will have an opportunity of comparing and
selecting for bedding; and other purposes a vast number of plants the
merits of which are but too little known.
The last class in which a special prize was offered was that for the

best collection of Lilies iu pots, the donor being G. ¥. Wilson, Esq.
This was taken by Mr. Burley, Albert Nurserj-, Bayswater, who sent
several pots of Lilinm aiiratum, the Tiger, Martagon, common white,
and Turk's Cap Lilies, an Amaryllis, and one or two other plants
not properly Lilies, though belonging to that family. The best col-

lection of Lilies, however, were those furnished by Mr. Wilson himself
as cat spikes, to which the Floral Committee awarded a special
certificate.

Of new plants there was a fine show, to which Messrs. Veitch largely
contributed. They took the first prize for the best sis new plants sent
out in 1866 and 1S67 with Itetinospora plumosa, a very graceful
species, and well deserving its name from its feather-like appearance

;

Sanchezia nobilis variegata, the yellow-veined foliage of which renders
it one of the most handsome of variegated plants ; Anthurinm regale,
with noble white-veined leaves; Marauta Veitchii, one of the finest of

omamental-foliaged plants ; Nepenthes hybrida maculata. hung with
numerous pitchers ; and Diilechampia Itoezliana rosea, with rosy
bracts. Mr. Bull was second with the Jast-named plant; Maranta
roseo-picta, with beautifully-marked foliage ; Encephalartos gracilis,

Trichininm Manglesii. Zamia villosa, and Echites rubro-veuosa, with
leaves beautifully veined and reticulated with red. Mr. Williams
sent Maranta roseo-picta, M. Veitchii, Gleichenia circinata glauca,
Fittonia argyroueura with leaves veined with pure white, Miconia
peruviana, with Spha-rogvue-like leaves, and IJipladenia amabilis,
with glowing deep rose-coloured flowers.

For the best sis new plants sent out in 1S6S Messrs. Veitch were
again first with Begonia bolivitnsis, Alocasia Jenningsii, Retinospora
filicoides; Croton interruptnm. with bright red midribs to its narrow
leaves ; Davallia parvula, a charming little Fern with minutely divided
leaves

; and Alocasia intermedia, witli large metallic green leaves
having a silvery lustre. Mr. Bull was second with Cibotinm regale ;

Alocasia Jenningsii ; Cyrtodeii-a chontalensis, with brownish leaves
with a band resembling frosted silver longitudinally along the centre ;

Dicffeubachia eburnea, with white markings ; Maranta virginalis,

banded with white ; and Panicum plicatum foliis uiveo-vittatis, with
leaves lA inch wide, exhibiting a few narrow white stripes, but inef-

fective as shown.
The best new plant shown for the first time in flower in Great Britain

was Dipladenia boliviana from Messrs. Veitch. The flowers are very
distinct in colour from those of the other Dipladenias, being whit« with
a yellow throat, and measure about *2 inches in diameter. Messrs.
Veitch likewise exhibited Osbeckia virgata, with purple flowers and
prominent yellow stamens. It is a native of Ceylon. Mr. Bull was
second with Lysimachia tubinoides with small white flowers.

For the best new omamental-foliaged plant Messrs. Veitch were also

first, exhibiting Croton Wisemannii. with leaves beautifully mottled
and marbled with green and yellow, and a rich yellow band along the
centre of the leaf. The same firm likewise sent Alocasia Chelsoni,
with magnificent bronzed leaves, especially when young, and being
then remarkable for their splendid metallic lustre. For the best new
garden seedling in flower, ^Messrs. Veitch took another first prize with
a hybrid Cattleya raised between C. Chelsoni and C. Ackldndiee, iu

which the colours are puqile. white, and brownish green spotted with
purple. Mr. Bnll was second iu the same class with Ivy-leaved Pelar-
gonium Princess Thyra. with for its class large pale rose flowers, lined

in the upper petals with crimson.
A class for six fine-folinged and six flowering plants followed next

in the schedule, and in it Mr. Williams was first, with a fine Croton
yariegatum, Dasylirion acrotrichum, Latania borbonica. Yucca quod-
ricolor, Pandanus ornatus, Drnc:ena Hneata, a fine specimen of Pime-
lea decussata, an Ixora, and other flowering plants. Mr. Wilkie, Oak
Lodge, Kensington, was second iu the same class, having a good
specimen of Pimelea, a balloon-trained Rhynchospermum jasminoides,
the Cocoa Palm, Variegated Aloe-leaved Yucca, and other plants with
ornamental foliage.

In the next class for the best twelve Stove and Greenhouse plants,
Mr. Ward, gardener to F. G. Wilkins, Esq., Leyton, had a first prize
for a well-grown collection, iu which were good specimens of Dipla-
denia crassinoda, Aphelexis macrantha puri>nrea, Barnes's variety of

Phoeuocoma prolifera. the showy Kalosanthes Phouix, and good
Heaths, Sec. Mr. Wilkie, who was second, had good Heaths, Clero-
dendron fallax, and other plants. Mr. Tanton. of Epsom, had a
thii'd prize for a collection in which Allamanda Hendersoni was con- -

spicuous by the great size and abundance of its flowers, in addition to

which he had Heaths, Aphelesis, and Statices.

The Subscription prizes for Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums excited
much interest among exhibitors, and they brought a multitude of

varieties, many of them very nearly approaching each other, but be-

tween which the shades of distinction were infinite.

In Class 15, for the best Golden Variegate! Zonal Pelargonium not
io commerce, Messrs. E. G. Henderson wero first with Mrk Griere, a

splendid variety with large leaves having a broad dark crimson zone
and a distinct yellow edge. Mr. Stevens, of Ealing, was second with

Achievement, also splendid, having a crimson and nearly black zona
and a narrow yellow edge. Messrs. Carter were third with Ettie

Beale, with a bright and dark t-rimBon zone, green centre, and regular

yellow margin, a very pretty variety. M-r. Mann, of Brentwood, was
fourth with Masterpiece, having fine large leaves very well marked.
Messrs. Lee, Turner. Grieve, Tanton, F. & A. Smith, Garaway, Salt-

marsh, and E. G. Henderson, also exhibited in this class, and some of

their varieties were also fine.

The best Silver Variegated Zonal not in commerce, came from
Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, and was named Mrs. John Clutton,

It has large leaves with a fine white edge, and a dark zone with fiery

markings. Mr. tirieve. Culford Hall Gardens, was second with Lass
o' Gowrie. having a broad white margin, and a rosy crimson and dark
crimsou zone, a finely-marked variety. Messrs. Carter were third

with Princess Beatrice, having a broad white margin surrounding a
dark crimson zone with flushes of bright crimson. Mr. Turner, of

Slough, took the fourth juize with Miss F. Stevens, with a finely-

marked dark zone flushed with rose.

For the best Gold aud BronV.e Pelargonium not in commerce,
Messrs. F. & A. Smith took the first prize with Criterion, a magnifi-

cent variety, having a rich deep brownish red zone, which, as well as

the golden margin and centre, is very regular. The same firm was
second with Arab, having a broader margin and a somewhat greener

ground colour, but with the zone very rich and distinct. Mr. Turner
was third with Mrs. Simpson, also a handsome variety, but not so

regular in outline : and Messrs. Lee were fourth with Lady Famham,
with a broad reddish brown zone and distinct yellow edging.

The best Golden-leaved variety not in commerce was Goldeu
Emperor with large golden leaves, with a slight tinge of the palest

green, and very beautiful. This came from Messrs. Downie & Co.,

and the second prize went to Messrs. Saltmarsh for Golden Queen with

pale golden leaves, scarcely less beautiful. Mr. Keeler, of Lewisham,
was third with a kind also called Golden Queen, and Messi". F. & A.

Smith fourth with Golden Gem.
In the next class for the best Silver-edged Pelargonium not in com-

merce, Mr. Turner was first with May (iueeu, with a fine pure white

margin, and apparently of free habit of growth. The second prize

went to Mr. Turner for Bright Star, also an excellent variety ; and the

third to Messrs. E. G. Henderson for Bridal Bouquet, with a leaf

flatter than most others, and broadly edged with white.

The next class was for the best tliree Golden Variegated kinds not

in commerce, and in this the first prize went to Messrs. Carter & Co.
for Sir R. Napier, having a splendid blackish crimson zone and being

very distinct ; Prince of Wales, which maintains the high character

which it gained as a seedling ; and Mrs. Dunuett, with a fine,

broad zone. Messrs. E. G. Henderson were second, and Messrs.

F. & A. Smith third, with Jetty Lacy, verj' fine, Viceroy, and lung.

The laat-mentioned firm was first in the next class, that for the best

three Silver Variegated kinds, showing Banshee, Peri, and MissBurdett

Coatts ; Mr. Tamer being second with Excellent, Clara, and Mrs. F.

Stevens; and Messrs. Garaway third with Silver Pheasaat, JuHetta,

and Cup of Beauty. '^' '

In the class for the best three Gold and Bronze varieties not in

commerce, some very fine ones were shown. The first prize w^s token

by Messrs. F. A' A. Smith with Goldfinder. having a broad reddish

chocolate zone ; Plutus, darker in colour ; Sibyl, with a broaj deep-

coloured zone and narrow margin, the gronnd colour greenish yellow

These varieties were very beautiful, bold, and effective. Messrs.

Carter & Co. came second with Black Prince, with a broad vexy rich

chocolate zone, Cleopatra, and Anthony, very pretty, with a broad
golden edge. The third prize went to Messrs. Saltmarsh for the Hon.
Mrs. Claughtou, Plutus, and Bronze Queen.

The best twelve Zonal Pelargoniums—Variegatetl, Gold aud Bronze,

or Golden-leaved—came from Mr. Turner, and consisted of Excellent,

Beauty of Gnestwick, Clara, Beauty of Salthill, Sophia Dumareaque,
Mrs. Turner, Mdlle. Christine Nilssou, Lady Cullum, very Jine,

Empress Eugenie, Queen Victoria, Dr. Simpson, and Princess of

Wales. Messrs. F. & A. Smith were second with a very evenly-grown

set of plants, the kinds being Sunray, Exquisite, Bullion, Banshee,

Coronet, Miss Burdett Coutts, Louisa* Smith, L'Empereur, Enchant- .

ress, Plutus, very fine. Sultan, and Impt-ratrice Eugenie. Messrs.

Carter & Co., who were third, sent Prince.-^s of Wales with a beauti-

fully coloured zone, Goliath, Fairy Land, Aurora, Sultan Abdul
Aziz, Royal Standard, Ruby Ring, Marian with a bright crimson

zone, Josephine, Egyptian Queen very effective and good, Prance of

Wales, and Daybreak. Messrs. E. G.* Henderson also showed Lady
Cullum, Italia Unita, and several other fine varieties in this class.

Class 21 was for the best six of any class, nurserjmen only exhibit-

ing, and in this the prizes were awarded respectively to Messrs.

Carter, Messrs. Downie it Co., and Mr. Turner, who each exhibited

well-grown plants. In the corresponding class for amateurs, Mr.

Janes, of Highgate, was first, and the second prize was withheld.

For the best six Gold or Silver Variegated Zonal varieties, the prizes ,,,

went to Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Mr. W. Paul, and Messrs. Le^, of
.

Hammersmith ; and for the best six Gold and Bronze kinds, to Mx..

,

Cannell, Messrs. Downie A' Co., and Messrs. F. it A. Smith. '-

^ ..

The best three plants of any Golden or Silver Variegated Zonal ^•

variety in commerce, in G-inch pots, were Howarth Aahton, from Messr_
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K. G. Henderson, and which exhihited a fine UticJcish crimson zone

;

Messrs. Perlnns, of Coventry, were second with Countess of Craven
;

;uid Mr. Tnruer thii-d with Mrs. Turner.
The best six Nosegay Pelarf^ouiums in yfU came from Messrs.

I>owmo it; Co.. and consisted of Duchea:^ of Sutherhind witli splendid

tru^-es of magonta-tingod rose-coloured tlowera, Le (rrand, King of

the Nosegays, very fine, orange scarlet; Counte.ss of Strathuiore. Mrs.

liaiuy, and Rose Stolla. Xho second \m/.o was withheld, and the

third went to Mr. "Wheeler.

lu the nnreerj'nien's class for six Zonal Prlur^ouiums in C-inch

pots, Mr. W. Paul exhibited some small plants of fine varieties.

Among these were Suqmsse Reaut'i de Snrc->iics with beiintiful lilac-

lo.^e Howera. with a white blotch at the base of tht> uppnr petals;

*Tlotre do Douai, brilliant orange scarlet, and the Howcrs in largt-

trasses; Aurora, rosy salmon, and Madame 'J'hibant, deep salmon.

lu the corresjioudiug class for amatenifi, third nud fourth prizes were

awarded respectively to Mr. August, of Bcddingtou, and Mr. O.
Wheeler, tlie first and second bciug withheld. The best Bin^:le speci-

men came from Mr. Weston, being a plant of White Tom Thumb,
measuring 4 feet across, in fine bloom. Mr. Wheeler was second with

La Peyrouse.
Among miscellaneous subjects. Messrs. Iice exbibitod a fine group,

which has been already referred to, consisting of Orchids. Heaths,
tiue-foliuf'cd and flowering stove and grreenhou-e plants. The same
firm also furnished Hemerocallis Kwanso. with leaves boldly striped

with white, a pretty dwarf gold-variegated Box. Khus glabra with

handsomely cut leaves, a Tropicolum witli &howy yellow flowers and
small glaucous foliage, and Acauthopanux vuriegata with small

leaves neatly marked with cream-coloured variegations. Messrs.

Downie. Laird, A; Laing sent Calndlums. among which was M.
Kolb, light green, becoming of a deeper greeu towards the edges

of the leaves, and blotched with carmine. Messrs. Veitch had new
Bichorisandras, Maranta roseo-picta. Cofi'ea beugalensis with pretty

white tlowers, Dendrobium crjstallinnm, a fine collection of Glox-

inias, of which Bergerette and M. Broguiart received second-class

certificates from the Floral Committee, the splendid Begonia Veitchii,

and other new plants. Messrs. Veitch also had a collection of

Delphiniums, of which Madame H. Jacotot and Gigantoa were two of

the finest. Blr. Sampson, of Yeovil, and Messrs. Windebank &: Kings-
bury, of Southampton, sent numerous seedling Pclargnnioms of vari-

ous classes, and Mr. Turner, Messrs. F. &: A. Smith, Messrs. Downie
and Co., Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Messrs. Saltmarsh, Mr. Mann,
sent several collections of new and old kind;*, Mr. \V. Paul also con-

tributed several varieties, among which were -Tason, Prince Silver-

wings, Plutarch, Rouge et Noir, and Goldfineh. These we omitted
to mention in the proper place. Mr. Bull furnished new Coleuses,

Areca Baueri, and other plants. Lastly, Mr. Green, gardener to

>y. AVilson Saunders, Esq., sent several rare and curious plants.

FttiTir Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S., in the chair.

The Committee met on Monday last at Chiswick to examine the trials

of Early Peas, when the following decisions were arrived at. confirm-
ing the decisions of last and former years. Sutton's Ringleader,
Dillistone'a Early, and Carter's First Crop were found to be syno-
DTmons.

Dickson's First and Best, Young's Early. Po\-nter's Early, Sutton's
Improved Early Champion, and Taber's Perfection were all syno-
uymous with Sangster's No. I

.

Wheeler's First Early proved to be the same as Dillistone's, or an
inferior stock of that variety.

Nutting's Improved No. 1 is a very fine stock of Dillistone's Early.
Paul'a Tom Thumb is a true stock of the old Tom Thumb.
Stuart & Mein's Improved Early is closely allied to Dickson's

Favourite, and only a second early Pea.
Laxton'a William lat. A fine early green Man-owPea, vrith a bean-

titttl pod, ripening only four days after Sanystcr's No. 1, and a week
in advance of any other green Marrow.

Laxton's Alpha. The character of this Pea docs not yet appear to

l»e fixed, as the pods exhibited a varied character, some being very

large, full, and as early as Dillistone's, and others were hollow,

I'^arly Emerald, sent by Mr. Turner, is very much like Little Gem.
Nutting's Multnm in Par?o. This is a fir.st-class early wrinkled

Marrow Pea. The plant is of dwarf habit like Little Gem, but with
immense pods. A first-class Pea.
Sudbury Al, wrinkled, is a more robust grower than ilaltum in

Pervo, and not so early.

Nelson's Vanguard was not distinguishable from Cliinax.

Nutting's No. 1, wrinkled, similar but not equal toMnltum inParvo.
Nutting's Early Seedling does not differ materially from Multum

in Parvo.

Carter's Dwarf Waterloo is a Pea of the highest excelleuco. It is a
dvarf, lA foot high, producing large pods like the Tall Waterloo, and
in anch abundance as to be quite marvellous.

Thi: Committee again met at South Kensington, on Tuesday, when
Mr. Charles Bates, of the Metropolitan Sewage Company, Uarking,
exhibited a basket of very handsome fruit of British Queon Straw-
berry, grown under the influence of the Loudon scwagp, the flavour of

which djd not corrcEpond with the fine ap])earance of the fruit. Mr.
?4iaelair, gardener to R. AUisonj E8»i^, Woolton Haves, Liverjjool

sent a seedling Melon which was not of good flavour. Mr. Higgs,
gardener to R. Driver, Esq., Crabwood, Southampton, sent fruit^of

tbo Loqnat perfectly ripened and of unusually good flavour.

Flor.vl CoMariTTEK.-—This being tho great and special day for

the Variegated Zonal Pelargoniums, tho snbjects for examination
were comparatively few. Messrs. Veitch contributed new and valuable

I'lants largely as usual. Two (iloxiuias were selected out of some two
dozen varieties and were awarded second-class certificates—Monsieur
Broguiart, a curiously-spotted flower ; and Bergerette, a soft rose and
white flower. Angratcum falcatum, a small, dwarf, delicate white
Orchid, sweetly scented, received a second-class certificate. M. Ver-

schallelt sent again iiis variegated-leaved Passiflora trifasciata. Thia
will, probably, prove a valuable foliage plant, and as a climber will

lie a great acquisition— first-class certificate. Mr. Garaway exhibited

three varieties of crested Athyrium Filix-fo mina, one the nsual form
cristatum, another Athyrium F.f. scopieformc,the truename. Thisplant
received a first-class certificate when exhibited by Messrs. Ivery under
a wrong name. Also Athvrinm F.f. encephalum. Both of these received

iirst-class certificates. Mr. Green, gardener to W. Wilson Saunders,
I'jsq., brought four interesting plants which received a special certificate.

Cypripedium arietinum, a hardy North American plant ; Callipsyche

sp., a bulbons-rooted plant ; Primula sikkimensis, and a beautiful

little Orchid Promeujta ntapelioides. Each of these plants was very

attractive and novel. Mr. Wm. Paul was awarded a first-class cer-

tificate for a donble Pelargonium, Madame Lemoine, a delicate rose

and pink-colonred flower. Messrs. Henderson received a first-class

certificate for the same. The specimens exhibited by this firm were
stronger and larger plants, showing moat undeniably that this is a first-

rate plant.

Mr. Cole, Worthington Nursery, sent a beautiful specimen of a seed- '

ling Fern. Lomaria gibba cris]ia, which received a first-class certificate-

Mr. C. Noble exhibited Spinea palmata (Thunberg), a most graceful

plant, with deep pink clusters of flowers—first-class certificate.

G. Wilson, Esq., sent a collection of cut Liliums, which were
awarded a special certificate. Among them were L. auratum, L. lon-

giflorum, L. tostacenm, L. candidum, L. japonicum, L. aurantiacum,

and two varieties of L. Tbnnbergianum ; the Lilinm anratum were
specimens of two distinct varieties. This made a very beautiful group.

Mr. Hally. Blackhcath, sent some seedling donble Pelargoniums, but
no advance upon those in cultivation. Mr. Mann sent a Zonal Pelar-

gonium Countess Of Derby, a fine flower, but much resembling Persian

and othei-s ; it is, nevertheless, a first-class plant and a fine flower, a
worthy companion of his lordship. Mr. Turner sent variegated Pelar-

goniums, but none of any great merit. Messrs. Lee also sent a col-

lection of Zonal Pelargoniums, and Mr. Stevens, of Ealing, the same.
Messrs. Veitoh sent Coffea bengalensis.

GjJNEjiAL jS(lEETi>"r».—G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.K.S.. in the chair.
,

The business was confined to the election of five new Fellows.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S SHOW.
The second Rreat summer Show of this Society opened yesterday,

and will be coutinned to-day. In the plant department there ia a

fane display of ornameutal-foliased plants, of which Mr. Fairbaira, .

Rardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Sion, sends some magni--.

ticent specimens ; and amoui; nurserymen, Mr. "Williams sends fine

collections of Kxotic Ferns and Palms, besides many other snbjects.

Of Orchids. Mr, Penny, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Geduey, Mr. Williams, and
Mr., Parker have good collections ; and of new plants, Messrs. Veitch

and Bull send extensive collections. E. J. Lowe, Esq., of Hif;hfield

House, near Xottiii;;h.am, has a very numerous collection of new
forms of Ferns ; and Mr. Perry, of Castle Bromwich, has a splendid

stand of Verbenas, in which are two line seedlings—viz., Mrs. Perry

and Florence Fiddian, also Mrs. Turner, James Birkbeck, W. Dean,
and others of his tine new varieties.

Azaoug the. stove iind greenhouse plants. Mr. Peed has some very

fine specimens, especially Allamanda graudiilora, and a splendid

example of Dipladeuia aniabilis, on which the flowers are not only

numerous but larfie. Heaths are represented in naral>ers, and among
them are excellent ppecinieus. Pelargoniums both Show and Fancy,

as shown by Mr. Fraser, Mr. Donald, Mr. Nye, and others form a fine

bank. Cut flo-vTots, especially Eoses, are in great force both as regards

numbars and beanty.

Of Finit there are several heavy Queen Pine Apples. Mr. Ward, of

Bishop SUutford, having one upwards of li lbs. in weight, and Mr.

Barnes, of Bieton, one of 5 lbs. 7 ozs. Mr. Hannan, gardener to

K. T. C'ruwahay, Esq.. Cyfarthfa Castle, has a Providence of Vi lbs.

7 ozs., liiKiJy ripentid, but not quito perfect in tho swelling-oft at the

top. ,.;-.,.
Of Black Hamburgh Grapes there are numerous splendid bunches,

and Jlr. Lynu. and Mr. Meads have fine bunches of Black Prince.

Kucklaa.1 "SwMtwater, from Mr. Douglas, Loxford Hall, is finely

ripened, t'specinlly two bunches from a giafted Vine, and with these

another bunch from the Vino on its own roots does not compare ad-

vantageously. Messrs. Lane also show excellent bunches of the same
kind. ' Fine, compaet, large-berried bunches of the Koyal Ascot are
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sho^ii by Messrs. Standish & Co., from Vine grafted in May, 1867.
Bpyal George and Violette Hative Peaches are large and well ripened ;

and of Stniwberries, immense berries of Dr. Hogg are shown by Mr.
Douglas, along with President, also large and fine. The Metropolitan

Sevage Compao; send Britiah Qaeen, also of very large size.

INSECTS.
(Continued from page 419.)

Ked Spider.—This is one of the smallest and most inveterate

of the enemies witii which the gardener has to contend. There
is scarcely a house requiring fire heat for the successful cul-

tivation of its inmates, in which these do not at some time
suffer from red spider. Its attacks are mainly confined to the

nnder sides of the leaves, bat if allowed to establish itself it

•will destroy the young shoots. Whilst deriving food from the

plants, it greatly impairs their health and vigour, and in the

case of those which bear- fruit the flavour of that is to a great

extent destroyed. Indeed, if the red spider be allowed to have
its own way, the crop will be worth little, and the buds in the

axils of the leaves will be so imperfectly formed that they will

either fall in winter, or be so puny at the time of flowering that

there will be no hope of the blossom setting and of their bring-

JDg to maturity a good crop. The vigour of the tree, likewise, is

not 80 perfect in the foUowina year as that of a tree not attacked,

for the pai'asite feasts on the juices of the plant, appropriating

to its use that which would otherwise be expended on the forma-
tion of buds and the perfection of the current ye.nr's growth,

and depriving the tree of the stored-up sap on which its vigour

in the following year in a great measure depends.
The red spider is of a bright red colour, and has the appear-

ance of a minute red speck no larger than a grain of silver

sand. In its young state the insect is pale grey, but varies

considerably in colour ; indeed, there are several kinds of it.

The red is, perhaps, the most common, but is not the most in-

jorions, nor is it lio difficult to destroy as the dark grey, which
has a whitish head, is far more active, and multiplies with
greater rapidity. It forms for itself a web of the slenderest

threads conceivable, and marches along its labyrinth with in-

Credible swiftness.

The best indication of the presence of red spider is the upper
surface of the leaves exhibiting minute yellowish brown specks,

and if the under sides of the leaves are examined there will be
fonnd a small red speck, which may, by touching it with the
point of a pen, be set in motion. If the specks are more of a
blotch than speck, and spreading, it will mostly be found that
the specks on the under side of the blotched leaves are not red,

bnt of a dark grey hue, and that they are moving to and fro.

The upper surface of the leaves will show the presence of red
spider beneath, and when the least sign is noticed, no time
should be lost in attempting the destruction of the insect.

Commence by giving a thorough syringing with water, direct-

ing its force against the nnder sides of the leaves, driving the
insect and its web ofi the leaves. This syringing should be
given every evening and morning as long as it is practicable

to do so without injuring the ripening of the fruit and of the
nood. This syringing may be thought injudicious, for some of

OBX best cultivators seldom syringe their fruit trees, but fruit

trees which are syringed morning and evening from the setting

of the fruit until it swells or changes colour for ripening are

never attacked by red spider. I would in all cases recommend
syringing where soft water can be obtained, and it may be
collected in most places, if provision be made to catch all the
xain water falling on the garden structures. There cannot be a
doubt that water in some places is not good for syringing with,

tmd especially where it is derived from springs ; but even such
may be made suitable for the purpose by exposure to the sun
and air in an uncovered cistern, and it may be rendered quite

equal to soft or rain water by adding one peck of soot to every

thirty gallons, stirring the soot well up, and allowing the whole
to stand forty-eight hours. Syringe with the clear liquid.

Either this or syringing with rain water is a complete preventive

to, as well as care for, red spider.

There are cases in which the water cure cannot be em-
ployed, as where syringing one plant attacked would be injuri-

ons to other plants in a state of growth for which a dry at-

mosphere is needed. In the case of a solitary plant being
attacked it may be removed, and, if smooth-leaved, like the Gar-
denia and Fuchsia, it should be syringed with a solution of

soft-soap at the rate of 2rzs. to the g<ilon, the pot being laid

on its side, and the soapy water directed against the under
sides of the leaves, the plant being turned round so as to give

every leaf a forcible syringing. The solution should be used at
a temperature of 120° for plants in growth, and at 140° for those
whose growth is perfected. This application repeated once or
twice will free the plants of the insect.

Cucumbers and Melons in frames and pits cannot well be
syringed, and other means must, therefore, be resorted to. It

is well in all cases where plants subject to red spider are
grown, to give the woodwork of the house a thorough cleaning
with soft-soap water, using a brush and sponge, and taking care
to keep the soap from the glass, which, however, should be
thoroughly washed with clean water ; and the walls ought to
have a thorough whitewashing with equal quantities of lime
and flowers of sulphur, bringing them to the consistency of

whitewash by adding a solution of soft-soap at the rate of 2 ozs.

to the gallon. This is a good preventive, and yet not always
effectual. If the red spider appear fill the evaporation troughs,
if such exist, with guano water, 1 lb. being dissolved in a gallon
of water, and as it evaporates replenish them, and keep them
full for three weeks. This effectual cure was first brought into

notice by Mr D. Thomson, of Archerfield. It is eligible for

all descriptions of houses having evaporation troughs, and
where there is none the paths may be kept wet with goano
water. This sprinkled over the paths, walls, and put in the
evaporation troughs, is an excellent preventive, and increases

the vigour of the plants. I'our ounces of Peruvian guano to

the gallon will be sufficiently strong, and yet safe.

If there are no evaporation troughs and red spider appear,
mis 1 lb. of flowers of sulphur with 1 cz. of gum arabic

dissolved in a quart of water, make into a paste, and add to

three gallons of water. Syringe the plants on a fine afternoon

with this liquid so as to wet them thoroughly, shutting the

frame close, and shading to prevent the leaves being scorched.

The syringing may take place at 2 p M. if shade can be given,

but an hour later if none can be afforded. The sides of the

frame or pit should be painted on the inside with a compo-
sition ol sulphur brought to the consistency of paint by the

addition of 4 ozs. of soft-soap in a gallon of water. This
must be kept from the leaves of the plants, as soft-soap will

destroy the foliage. Shut up early for a fortnight afterwards,

and repeat the syringing with sulphur water within a week if

it has been washed off the leaves in wateiing. This is an
etfectnal remedy for red spider on Peaeh trees, whether in

houses or against walls, adding 2 ozs. of soft-soap to every

gallon of water, but omitting the soft-soap if the fruit is more
than half swelled. This remedy must not be employed for

Vines.
I will now say a few words in favour of a cheap remedy, and, I

think, the best of all applications for destroying red spider^via.,

soot. One peck of soot in thirty gallons of water applied every

evening with a syringe for three weeks is a cure, and dusting

the leaves with dry soot till they are quite black is still better,

the foliage being previously wetted. For Strawberries in pots

or in the open gi-ound there is no better cure than strewing

soot over the plants and soil till the whole is quite blaok.

Violets, too, so liable to red spider, are effectually freed by a

thorough dusting with soot, and it is a remedy, unlike many
others, that acts as a manure. For this remedy 1 am indebted

to the Journal and the Rev. W. F. Eadcljffe.

Opposed as some are to syringing Vines, and as it cannot

always be practised upon them, other means must be adopted,

though I never saw the least injury result from a daily syring-

ing with clear soft water from the setting of the fruit up to the

time of its changing colour, except where air has not been

given early ; then I have seen the leaves scorched and the

berries spotted, bnt quite as often when no syringing was
practised, for condensed moisture en the leaves and berries is

as frequently the cause of scorching and spot as moisture

from syringing, if not more so. Preventive measures being

always the best, the house ought every season before the Vines

are started to be thoroughly cleaned, the woodwork washed

with soap and water, the glass cleaned wiih water only, for

soapy water ought never to touch glass, and the walls should

be washed with sulphur and lime in equal proportions, brought

to the consistency of whitewash by adding 2 ozs. of .soft-soad

dissolved in a gallon of water. In addition to this I woold

strongly recommend keeping the evaporation troughs filled with

4 ozs. of guano to the gallon of water, sprinkling the floors

at least once daily with the same liquid. Should red spider

appear notwithstanding these precautions, a paint should be

made of sulphur and 2 ozs. of soft-soup to the gallon of water,

and the pipes being heated to a temperature of 140° or 150°,

coat every part of them with the srJfhnr paint, and then
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sprinkle them with water of the same temperature as the pipes
until the house is full of steam and sulphur fumes. The house,
of course, must be shut up closely. This may be repeated if

necessary within a week. It is not necessary to 8yrin(?o the

Vines, but it may be done if the state of the crop allow. The
walls should be painted with sulphur and soft-soap water, 4oz8.
of the latter being dissolved in a gallon of water. This paint
mnst not bo put upon flues unless it is quite certain that they
will never be hotter than IGO", for should the sulphur ever
burn it will destroy the foliags and, of course, the crop.

To destroy red spider in houses having no heating apparatus,
the following method will he found effectual :—Take some
11-inch flower-pots, half fill them with fresh lime (unslaked),

and place one at each end, and the others 8 feet apart along
the front of the house. Pour water over the lime so as to

cover it, and sprinkle a small handful of flowers of sulphur in

each pot. In the morning syringe thoroughly, but if syringing
cannot be practised, as when drapes are ripening, make the
floors, walls, and other surfaces quite wet. This is an excellent

remedy but requires care, as if the snlpbnr ignite the foliage

will be scorched. Ba careful, therefore, not to put in too much
sulphur, and to give enough water to the lime to thoroughly
slack but not drown it.

Water is the natural enemy of red spider, it will prevent
and destroy it. A moist atmosphere and a plentiful supply
of water and nutriment at the root are the best means of
preventing the attacks of this insect, and these conditions
being afforded red spider will not be difiiouU to got rid of.

—

G. Abbey.
(To be continned.)

NOTES AND GLEANINGS.
Cm more than one occasion we have asked for the attention

of our readers to the Likdi.ey Library, and we now place
before them this circular recently issued by the Trustees. If

they would publish a list of the works already in the Library,
donors would know which to present that would not be du-
plicates.

"Notice 13 hereby given, that the Committee of the International
Horticultui-ol Exhibition having offered to invest the balance of the
profits realised bv that Exhibition (over £1850, after presenting £1000
to the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution) in the purchase of books to
form a Ubrarj in connection \tith the Royal Horticnltaral Society,
and to be called the * Linilley Library,' in t?stimony of the respect
in which the lato Dr. Lindley'^; memory is held, on the condition that
the books so purchased, and any others which might hereafter be pre-
sented, should be vested in seven Tmstees, and that the books should,
under rule';, be available for the use of the Fellows of the Society, and
other horticultural students,—the Council affreed with pleasure to
accept the offer, and appointed W. Wilson Saunders, Esq., a Vice-
President of the R.H.S., John Clntton, Esq., the Hon. Treasurer of
the R.H.S., Col. H. Y. D. Scott, R E., the Hon. Secretary of the
R.H.S., as their three Trustees; and the International Committee
appointed Dr. Robert Hogg, Dr. Maxwell T. Masters, and Thomas
Moore, Esq., to represent them ; and the six having agreed, nomi-
nated Sir C. Wcntworth Dilke, Bart., M.P., as the seventh, and the
trust-deed has this day (May 5th, 1S68) been signed. The first pur-
chase made by the Trustees is Dr. Lindley's Botanical and Horticul-
tural Library, at a cost of £'300. and steps are being taken to make
the library available. As the Trustees are unanimously of opinion
that the addition of such a library to the Horticultural Society would
be a great boon to student.^ of Horticulture and Botany, and also mti-
terially promote the best interests of the Royal Horticultural Society,
and as the Trustees wish to make it as perfect as possible, they think
it right to call upon the Fellows of the Royal Horticultural Society
to aid them with funds and presents of books, to extend the useful-
ness of the library which has thus been commenced.
"The Trustees have the gratification of being able to announce

that Her Majesty the Queen has been graciously pleased to present to
the ' Lindley Library ' a botanical work of the value of twenty-five
guineas.

" The Trustees are also happy to be able to state that already
several Fellows of the Society, and other gentlemen, have promised
valuable assistance, amongst others

—

Georee Bentham, Esq., Pres.
Linn. Soc.

Kev. JI J Berkeley
Messrs. Erfidbury, Evans, & Co.
•John Glutton, E?q.
Sir C Wentworth Dilke,Bart.,M.P.
W. M. Fladgate, Esq.
Dr. Hoag
Dr. .Tosepb D. Hooker, P.R.S.
G. W.JohnBon, Esq.
Tiiomas Lee Esq.

" Any presents to be addressed to The Trsstnes of the Lindley

X. Lindley, Esq.
Dr. Uaxwell T. Masters.
Tbomns Moore, Esq.
Prof. E Morren. Lifige.

W. WiUon Saunders, Esq., P.B.S.
Col. H. Y. D. So.'tt, B.E.
M. Henry Vilii oriu, Paris.
B. S. Williims. Kfq.
Mrs. C. A. Chalfleld, and
Mrs. Inwood Jones.

Library,' Royal Horticultural Society, 8oDth Eenaington, Lon-
don, W.

(Signed)

John Glutton Thomas Moobk
IlOBKKT Hoo<; W. WnjoN SiiTNDBBa
Maxwell T. Mastkrs H. Y. D. Scott.
C. WKNTWORTn DiLKK

" Trustees of the TAndley Library,"

EvF.r.Y gardener knows the " Wardian case," by the
agency of which living plants have been introduced after half
circumnavigating the world, and which bad defied all efforts to
preserve them, until that case was invented. Its inventor,
Nathaniel Bagshaw Ward, died on the 4th inst., at St.
Leonards, aged 77. He had been Master of the Apothecaries'
Company, and one of its Examiners, for which duty ho was
additionally qualified bj- his botanical knowledge. He wag
also a Fellow of the Royal, the Linnean, and other scientific

Societies, and for forty years vaccinator to the National Vac-
cine Establithment. He resided successively in Wellolose
Square, and Clapham, and in his houses he most strikingly
demonstrated how healthfully plants may be cultivated in con-
fined spaces, and in the smoky atmosphere of a city. He pub-
lished "Observations on the Growth of Plants in Cloaely-
glazed Cases."

WORK FOR THE WEEK.
KITCnEN GARDEN.

Everyone who has had the benefit of the late rains will be
planting, sowing, and thinning. As soon as convenient let the
surface of the ground be well stirred with the hoe or fork, to
prevent the moisture evaporating. The late very dry weather
will have forced several matters upon the consideration of
many, such as the importance of so choosing the site of a
garden as to have a plentiful supply of water ; the construction
of tanks in gardens to receive the water from drainage, hot-
houses, and frames. It is an ascertained fact, that in general as
much rain falls on a dwelling house as will supply the inmates
during the season. Why should such a fact not be taken
advantageof in gardens ? In most pit and frame grounds much
valuable water is lost every heavy rain, which would be of great
service for summer crops. The past season will likewise have
demonstrated surface-watering to be insufficient, the import-
ance of keeping the surface of the soil loose, and the great
advantage of digging or trenching deeply for all the main crops.
About the end of June and beginning of July, as the early Peas
and Beans are cleared off the ground, is the usual time for
planting out Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, &c. ; but if

room is scarce these may be planted out between the rows of
standing crop? that are expected to come off soon. No one
ever thinks of planting any of the Cabbage tribe without first

manuring the ground. CoUworts are much sought after in
places, but in some families they are never used. This is

about the time to make the first sowing of them, and in many
late situations it is high time to sow Cabbages to come in early
next spring, but in good situations a fortnight hence will be
time enough. Celay. another trench or two may be planted
out, but a fortnight hence will be time enough for the main
crop in most places. Peas and Beam; the earliest varieties Of
these should now be sown for the last time, but some Early
Frame Peas may he chanced as late as the second week in July,
and if we have fine weather in October they will afford some
dishes which will be very acceptable.

rBCIT GAKPEX.
If the tops of shoots of Currants or Gooseberries should

become infested with insects, as they often do about this time,
the best way is to cut off the tops at once, which will do no
harm to the bushes so late as this in the season. A good
washing with the engine occasionally will be of service to the
wall trees, and unless they are attacked by insects ckan water
is as good for this purpo.se as any mixture" See that the Vines
never get loose or grow too long before they aro tied-in, and so
with all w.<ill trees. IV-;; down the shoots of Cucumbers and
Vegetable Marrows under hand-lights.

JLOWER GAKPEN.
Everywhere in the flower garden the greatest order and neat-

ness should prevail ; not a dead or fading flower should be
seen, not even in the wildest corner of the shrubberies. No
plants requiring support should be a day without a neat slick.
The flowering of many of the annuals may he prolonged i£
their seeds be cut off as they begin to form ; some, again,
would do better if the strongest shoots were cat back all
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over the bed or row. Never let Salvia patens come up with a

centre stuui
;
pinch this olT close to the bottom, and half a dozen

Ehoots will spring np instead of one. This is better than thick

planting. Some people treat Hollyhocks in the same way, and
by that means obtain preat masses of late-flowering shoots.

Chrysanthemums which have been planted out and are now
growing tall may have their branches regularly pegged-out, so

as to have the tips turned up preparatory to their being layered

towards the eud of next month. Continue to prick out seedling

Auriculas in pans or bo-^es, shading them from the sun. Poly-

anthuses may be parted now iu showery weather, renewiug
the bed with decayed cow manure and leaf soil. The general

coUeotion of Tulips may now be taken up, provided the foliage

has assumed a yellow hue ; shako the soil from the roots, but

do not yet remove the fibres or cuter skin from the bulbs.

Place them in their respective compartments in boxes, and
wrap them in very thin paper. The late dron;:ht has been
seriously against the Ranunculuses ; any of which the foliage

has begun to decay must bo immediately taken up, or rainy

weather will cause them to start again to their almost certain

destrnction. In sunny weather dust any of the flowers

which it may be desired to seed with the pollen of the best-

formed semi-double flowers that can be obtained. Follow the

directions given last week as to Carnations, pinching off the

laterals, disbudding, tying, keeping free from aphis if possible,

&e. Put in pipings, marking each lot of cuttings, so that

when the layers from which they are taken bloom, if they

should chance to be " run," or full of colour, the pipings from
such foul flowers may be destroyed.

GEEENHOnSE AND COXSEr.VATORT.

Common Pelargoniums are now being struck from cntlings

in the open ground round London, in multitudes. The old

plants might also bo shaken out of their pots ; and planted iu

the open ground, to be taken up early in the autumn, so as to

have them well established in the pots before winter, they

would make excellent plants for forcing next spring. The mid-
summer cuttings will make strong plants by next October, and
if they are well encouraged early in the spring, they will make
beautiful flowering plants by this time next year. All the best

varieties of the Chinese Primrose should now be divided and
planted out in a shady situation, in very rotten leaf mould, to

be taken up next September for winter flowering. Seedlings

of them should also be planted out now in spare pits, well

shaded, there to remain till they all flower, when the inferior

sorts may be thrown away. All the best specimen plants are

still to be kept in-doors in the greenhouse, but the paths are

flooded over every evening to keep the plants in a moist at-

mosphere, and when a portion of the hardier stove plants are

introduced among them, the doors and ventilators had better

be shut up late in the evening. All the coarser plants being

now removed out of doors, more attention must be paid to the

watering of the more delicate plants which are kept in-doors

throughout the season ; train out and stake them till you have

them handsome in shape.
STOVE.

This is about the best time to perform any necessary repairs,

painting, &a., as the greater portion of the plants may be safely

removed into other houses; indeed, all plant houses ought to

have a slight coat of paint annually. Any moveable sashes

may be done from the ontside, by turning them on purpose.

The lights of pits or frames at work may he painted at any

time in dry weather, by turning them in the same way. Many
of the Boftwooded stove plants flower best while they are young,

and about the end of June is a good time to propagate these

for flowering next season. Plants iu this house have their

young wood so well hardened that they may have air largely

every day. There is hardly a week till the beginning of August

in which some plants will not want a shift into a larger pot.

riTS.

Prepare to malie in these useful structures, a large planta-

tion of choice and dwarf young plants turned out of their

pots for two or three month's, in suitable composts. One who
has not seen the good effects of this plan can hardly conceive

the improvement it makes in the plants, particularly on

Heaths, Epacrises, and other delicate plants which are diflicult

to manage in dry, hot seasons under the ordinary pot culture.

It is advisable to syringe all plants here in the afternoon, and

to leave the lights off at night where the hardier plants are,

and only put them on about breakfast time. Most pot plants

lequire to be somewhat screened from the sun out of doors for

a few weeks, till the nights become a little longer, when the

dewB will, in a great measure, counteract the effects of strong

sun. For growing a stock of young plants in summer no struc-
tures are so good or economical as pits properly constructed.
Place the pots on a bed of sifted coal ashes, and if clean moss
free from slugs can be procured, it is an excellent plan to place
a thin layer of it between the pots. After it is well damped
you have a source of constant moisture, which, passing ap
among the foliage, is very beneficial to all plants in Bummer,
and they require less shading when they are thus managed.

—

W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
riTCUEN CABIIEN.

Fkoh want of rain, I'cas and some other crops are suffering,
but less than might be expected in the scorching heat. With
Peas and young Cauliflower plants our chief means of counter-
acting drought was niiilc'iiini with grass and dry litter. In
some cases, as with young Turnips, we shook dry litter thinly
over the foliage to arrest the evaporation, and yet allow enough
of light to pass to keep all healthy. A heavy shower would
place the most of this sprinkling away out of sight close to the
ground. Our strong Celery would have been planted out long
ago but for the drought and the scarcity of water, as it is

easier to water it when it stands thickly than when planted
out in beds or rows. Lettuces wa have sprinkled overhead
thinly with clean litter to keep the moisture of the earth from
so freely escaping, and gave a little water when it could not be
avoided. In sowing Turnips, Lettuces, Radishes, itc, we have
watered the rows after the drills were drawn, sown the seeds,

covered them with the drier earth, and then covered all over

with litter or mats until the seedlings appear. This plan is in

many respects better than watering the ground on the surface,

saves much watering, and secures moisture for the roots for a

considerable time, even if the surface soil should become dry.

If that surface be kept loose this watering the drills before

sowing often saves all watering afterwards. Peas are generally

treated in this way, and when well drenched they do all the

better in such scorching weather if the surface soil is compose<J

of dry earth rather flue and loose, which acts like a mat or other

covering in preventing the moisture from so freely escaping.

We never had first and second crops of Cauliflowers better.

but they were mulched well with short dung, and then with

dry litter wrought up as far as possible among their stems and
on the grouud immediately contiguous, so that the moisture

that was evaporated was chiefly that which transpired from

their large leaves. Potatoes are doing well.

Ti'ofcr and ]','atrriini.—Such seasons as this show clearly the

impropriety of having large gardens in positions where little

or no water can be depended on, except that which falls directly

from the clouds, and must be secured in ponds and tanks.

In all such cases, to keep plants at all near the mark, extra

cure and watchfulness and much extra labour are demanded.

With all our care to lessen the necessity of watering, the

indispensable watering is a heavy item of labour, as all the

water must be wheeled in water barrels, and often brought

from a distance in a horse-and-cart large barrel. In the latter

case, to make the most of the horse, much labour must be

employed to empty the barrel quickly, and in such a case water

must often be applied at anything but the best time for water-

ing, as the nearer the evening it is now applied the greater will

be the effect of the watering, whether under glass or in the open

air. We have watered in the open air during a scorching snn,

merely to keep plants from suffering; but if even dry earth

was placed over the moist, the water too quickly found its way
into the atmosphere without the plants deriving the benefit

which they would have done if they could have absorbed it

quickly after the snn was getting low.

By means of piping in connection with a pump and pond

we hope to lessen Ihe labour of carrying and wheeling, but

even then we shfili be far behind those places where the water-

ing chiefly consist.-, in fixing a hose to a tap and so taking the

water to' where it is wanted. This, without great espense,

cannot be done on the highest ground in the neighbourhood

unless there is a stream in the valley, from which water may
be sent by means of a water ram constantly at work. Id all

new gardens of any extent the water supply should form a

subject of primary consideration. In these days of economy
people are apt to compare the expense of one garden with that

of another something similar in size, but they are rery apt

to overlook the great difference in labour when few and many
crops are grown in winter, or when a house is appropriated to

one purpose or to many pnrpoBeg, there being in the latttceftse
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n great increaso of labour involved in moving ; and secondly,

they are vtry apt to forget the difference in watcrint;, when
water has to be oarrieil into the garden, into houses, .tc, and
where little more is rccjuired than the dipping of a pail, or the

turning of n tap.

As a matter of economy it is of first importance then in

every glass house, or at least in every short range, that there

should be a water supply. As respects ourselves, could we
depend on the snppl}' from ponds, and that could bo done by
increased drainaj;e, a greater supply of piping from an elevated

cistern filled by a fovje pump would in a short time save in

labour all the expense for piping, cisterns, ttc. We are no
great admirers of merely having a tap in a house from which
water may be had at pleasure. If the cistern is so elevated

that you can apply a small hose on the top and merely have to

walls round the house with the hose to give all the watering,

all is well ; hut if the tap is merely to fill pails as wanted, there

IB apt to be a waste of water, or a waste of time in waiting for

the pail filling, but all this is avoided when the pail is filled at

once by a dip in a cistern or tank. On the same principle wo
look on a tap in a water barrel, to he wheeled by a man, as a

nice-enough contrivance for an amateur, or a lady or gentle-

man, bat quite unsuitable for a workman, who, by dipping, or

turning the barrel on the pivots on which it is hung, would
empty the barrel whilst a pailful or two were running from
the taps. All such matters prove the importance, not only of

a water supply, but liaving it so fully at command as to in-

volve the least amount of labour, (or in many seasons where
all water must be carried, the cost of watering must be very

great. The position of a garden is, therefore, of much cou-

eeqaence. On elevated ground there is less risk from spring

and autumn frosts, but there is a greater risk of suffering

from summer droughts, unless there are means of securing the

rainfall, or of bringing water up the hill.

AVe must not omit to mention, that where water is most
abundant there is a danger of using it too freely. We have
seen crops in kitchen gardens suffering from almost a flooding

daily with water from the hose fixed to a pipe. Wo have seen

flower beds drenched in June and July by the same means
from an elevated cistern, and yet they did not look any better,

nor BO well, in fact, as beds the plants in which had merely a
little water at the roots once or twice a-week, and the surface

stirred to keep the moisture in. We saw a year or two ago a

flower garden watered overhead every night, and the plants

were anything but flourishing in the baked caked soil. All

Buch matters re,]uire discretion, and the injury done was most
hLkely owing to the cold produced by evaporation in somewhat
unnatural circumstances, as when we have natural waterings

< by rain we have the cloud that arrests evaporation, a very dif-

ferent afiair from a wet soil and a scorching sun. lie this as it

may, the facts remain, that it is of first importance in a gar-

den to have water at command, as the ease and the difficulty in

itB application make a great difference in the labour necessary.

-is regards iiianur(; initerin^, three or four cases have been
brought to our notice of the injury done to plants and fruit

trees from an over-dose of rich liquid. Cue person emptied
the cesspools of a large stable on his Vine border, and appa-
rently the roots will never want another watering. Another
watered Cauliflowers freely with gas ammcniacal water, and
they died by degrees, and left nothing for the cooking pot

;

and here is another correspondent who has ruined some fine

Peach trees in pots, because he watered them from a cesspool

connected with a stable, believing that the stronger the liquid

was the better the trees would like it. From what we have
seen of such liquid, altogether free from a drop of ordinary

water, we would not have api)Iied it without the addition of

from six to ten times the quantity of pure water. The lesson to

be learned from all this is, to make sure that all manure water

ia weak enough not to injure the roots. It is better to give it

often, instead of too strong at any one time, end just as it is

well for us to change our food, so plants like a change in the
quality of their water. Soot, the droppings of different ani-

.iinala, superphosphates, guano, A-c, furnish plenty of variety.

« Jf droppings are used fresh, they should ferment in the water
. for some days. Guano is safer used at the rate of an ounce to

a gallon than stronger, if it is really good.

FRriT GARDEN.
Wc have netted all our Cherries and all the earlier Straw-

- berries, or the latter would never have been allowed to ripen
;

this, aa already referred to, being the first time that we have
noticed green Strawberries eaten and carried off in quantities.

For the last few days ooi flocks of thrashes and blackbirds

have decreased, and many that appear are very weakly—scarcely

deeming it worth their while to get out of the way, which we
attribute to two causes—the green fruit not agreeing with them,
and the great difficulty thoy must have in getting more nou-
rishing soft food in the way of worms, slugs, snails, itc. Keenc'

Seedling Strawberry is now coming in; and just before it

I'residcnt and British Queen are doing good servico in the

front of the latest orchard house.

In the orchard house we dashed the glass a little with water

just whitened, to lessen the quantity of water that would other-

wise be needed inside ; and though giving air early, wo seldom
opened the ventilators fully in front, as the less draught pre-

vented such rapid drying. In the hottest days wo sprinkled

at midday the ground and the lower part of the trees in pots

from the syringe, which cooled the house considerably. With
abundance of water at command we should not have dulled the

glass, though with large squares it is no bad plan in such
scorching weather. Provided air is given early or left on con-

stantly, we are not afraid of a high temperature during the

day. We have finished some of our Cherry trees in pots,

which were heavily loaded ; and others are coming in rather too

heavily cropped, and would have been better if more thinned.

Plum trees in small pots are very heavily laden with fruit, and
we have done little in thinning it. As we expected, some has
dropped and saved us the trouble ; but to have fine fruit we
must thin. These trees have all been well mulched, as stated

lately ; and now and then we throw as much soot as can be

heldwith the thumb and iwo fingers over each pot—say once
in ten days, alternating it with as much of dissolved bones or

superphosphate. These trees in pots we should like to pot

afresh this autumn, if we gave them no larger pots, as they

have not been potted for a number of years. We believe they
might remain in the same pots for many years by top-dressing

every autumn. The pots are fully half-plunged in the border

to save watering, and all they have hitherto had done to them
is merely lifting them up every autumn, so as to break all the

roots that had run through the bottom of the pot in summer.
Proceeded with thinning late Grapes as we could get at them.

The Peach house yielding nicely we sprinkle several times with

water along the floor and path in the hottest days, and give

plenty of air, netting the openings as the blackbirds had begun
on the soft Peaches. Vineries have had no syringing, but the

paths and stages were damped in the hottest days, and in the

house where Grapes are coming in a little air is left on all

night, and this prevents condensed moisture lodging on the

berries. JIany years ago we called on a friend one Sunday
morning ; he did not get up early that morning, and on enter-

ing the vinery the ( Irapes nearest the top of the house, nearly

ripe, were found to be very wet. The sashes were drawn
down to admit plenty of air, and the rapid drying of the bunches
left watermarks on them, which disfigured them for the table.

If a space of from half an inch to an inch had been left open

all night at the top of the house for air, such condensation of

moisture on the bunches would have been prevented.

ORN'AMEXTAI, PEPAKTMENT.
A trying time it has been for bedding plants. Some of otir

Pelargoniums lifted out of earth beds have shown a few

withered leaves, and as yet we have allowed them to remain, as

they shade the stems and the ground a little. With the little

water at our command the plants on the whole have done very

well, we rather think better than where they were watered every

day in such weather. Even Calceolarias are holding their own
well ; but in their case we have commenced mulching the

ground about them with a little rotten dung, which will keep
the roots cool and moist. Give the Calceolaria coolness and
moisture at the roots, and then it will be the better of all the

sun it can get. We find that with our small supply of water

carefully given the roots of the plants are pushing well, and
the buds along the stems are nice and prominent, only waiting

for a change of weather to throw out a profusion of short

stubby flowering shoots. Pinks and Carnations we would have
watered well if we could, but we have been forced mostly to

content ourselves with surface-stirring.

How deliciously the air is scented with Pinks just now

!

They and Carnations and Picotees are best supported with

twisted wires, as then no tying is necessary ; all that is required

is to place the stems in the twists of the wire, and they are

held securely. For fine flowers the pod should be tied to prevent

splitting. Cuttings or pipings should now he made, and the

quickest way to do so is to catch the shoot with the left hand,
and pull out the point of the shoot at the second joint with

the right hand, when in general the cutting will be fit to in-
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sert, and the old plant will be little disfigured, as tbe leaves

conceal the wound made by pulling the cutting out at the joint.

A ahadj place, a sandy soil, and a hand-light are the best con-

ditions for insuring success. In a sunny spot shade daring

the day, and give a little air at night.

Ranunculuses will now need a considerable quantity of mois-

ture. A firm, moist, well-drained soil is their delight. One of

the best methods for securing these conditions in such weather

is to loosen the mere surface, make some holes in it, and water

the soil well, touching the leaves with the water as little as

possible ; and then as the surface becomes rather dry, cover

with riddled rotten dung. This will keep the roots moist
without the necessity of wetting the foliage.

As soon as possible we will have verandahs, corridors, con-

servatory, &o., fresh arranged, and thus get many Pelargoniums
of the florist and fancy kinds out of doors, first in a shady
place, and then in a sunny spot to harden the wood. Azaleas

now in corridors, will be removed (o the conservatory, where
they can bo kept a little closer by themselves. In limited

space it is impossible to give just what such plants like now
without injuring others. Even an unhealed glass house would
suit such plants well that had growth to make, as a close moist

atmosphere could be kept about them, and more air when
needed. The sun can now make any place under glass a hot-

house. A cold pit for grafting, inarching, and other purposes,

in such weather is just as good as a hotbed.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—June 17.

Heavy arriTols of rongli goods are now coming to band daily, much
in a poor condition for want of rain. Strawberries and Cherries have
aleo largely increased in bulk, and the demand for them has been very
steady, and most of tbe stands have been cleared.

Apples a sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.

ChestnntB bush.
Cnrrants 3^^ sieve

Black do.
Figs doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.
Gooseberries ,. quart
Grapes, Hothonse. .lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus 100
Beans, Kidney ....100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Bras. Sprouts % sieve
Cabbage doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bunch
CanliSower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
Garlic lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish . . bundle

8. d. B. d
2 0to4
2 4
1

4
1

9
4

8

1
n
8

8 12

Melons each 4
Nectarines doz. 1ft

Oranges 100 4
Peaches doz. 12
Pears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb. 6
Plums }-^ sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspbcrrjps lb.

Strawberries . . per lb.

Walnuts huBh. 10
do per 100 1

d. s
Oto8

2')

10

10

1
1

24

n

lu
2

YKGETArLES.
8. d. B. d

I

2 to .1

62
1
2

(I

1
n

3
1

1 G
S
n

1 6

Leekp bunch
Lettuce .... per score
Mushrooms .... pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet
Onions.... per bushel
Parsley per sieve
Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes buthel

Kidney do.
Radishes doz. bunches
Rhubarb bundle
Sea-kale basket
Shallots 'V
Spinach 1 1 8h3
Tomatoes.... poi uo^,.

Turnips ...... bunch

d. s.

3 too
6 1

3
2 <'

n 7
4

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
•«• "We request that no one will \^Tite privately to tbe depart-

mental writers of the "Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Counfry Gentleman.*' By eo doing they
are subjected to unju?;tifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solphj to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, dc. 171, Fleet

Street^ London, E.G.

ADVEETisnJO HoRTiCULTURAL BooKs,—" Is it Dot a Very short-sighted
policy on the part of booksellers, publishers, and authors of horticulture,
4c., not to advertise their works? Many books on such subjects are
reviewed by you and other journalists, but it is vain to look in your
columns for an advertisement of the books themselves, and many parties,
of course, would not run the risk of ordering books without knowing the
price of same. I could quot« endless instances of the want of inform-
ation on this point.—W. H. B."

Books (T. H. Dogahun).—Keane's "In-door Gardening" details the
management of stove and greenhouse plants. You can have it tree by
post from our office if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your
address. {A Youna Qardener).—Read Johnson's '* Science and Practico
of Gardening,'* and the "Cottage Garderers' Dictionary." If you write
to Mr. Richards, A=»8iBtant Secretary, Royal Horticnltural Society, South
Kensington, he will give you information relative to the examinations.
The two bouka we have named can be had from oar offloe, post free, if

you enclose 9s. in postage stamps with your address. (P. Y.).—Lance'a
"Hop Farmer" is the only modern work on tlie subject that we know.
(C It. H.).—Lowe's " British Ferus " will answflr your purpose.

Grapes Cracking (J- B. C/(i7/0H)i—Your Grapes were so smashed in
the letter we had difficulty in making anything of them. They appear to

have what is called rust, and the tissue being hard and dry will naturally
crack. Give air cautiously, and do not allow a cold current to pass over
the Grapes early in the morning.

CiiASSELAs Napoleon or Bicane Grape (T. E. Partridge).—^Mr.

Knight is not a nurseryman, but now gardener to the Duke of Roxburghe,
If you write to Mr. Rivers you may procure it from him.

Mildew on Ghapes {A Suhitcrihcr).—'Wc have repeatedly eradicated the
mildew from the berries by literally covering the bunches with flowers of
sulphur in a eonp phite held beneath them and rolling the bunches in
them. The sulphur may also bo dusted over tho leaves, ami the stemB
painted with a mixture of it. clay, and water. Tho mildewed berries will

crack if they are 7tot sulphured.

Vine Leaves Diseased ( W. B., Lancaster).—Your Vine leaves are very
curiously affected. It is a tendency to fasciation of the tbree principal
veins in the middle of the leaf. It is very curious, and we shall have the
matter investigated. Do not the Vinos exhibit languor in their growth ?

Vines in an Engine HonsE (T. W. B.).—We would wiUer the Vines
outside, and in this hot weather we would damp the tiled (loor inside the
house, at least at midday, or oftener if it dries quickly.

Vine Culture (P. S ).—You may now discontinue fires, the hotifle

being closed early, and a little air should bo given all night. In doU
damp periods a ceutle fire or heat will do good, and especially later in
the season, to thoroughly ripen the crop and wood. The stages, floors,

&c.. should he kept damp until tho Grapes are advanced in ripening, and
syringe the Vines in the evening with clear soft water until the berries
change colour for ripening, air being given early in the morning. Good
root action and the thorough matTU-atinu of the wood are essentials of
Vine-growing. The Vines may be pruned as soon as the leaves have fallen.

Azalea Cdltcre (Idcvt).—Azaleas require to be placed in a boose
where there is a gentle heat, after flowering, and should bo kept there
until they have made good growth and have set the flower buds. In a
houfce devoted to them tho atmosphere, after flowering, should be kept
closer, and mnisture should be piven abundantly. This is not the treat-

ment required for Heaths, and we do not consider Azaleas and Heaths
succeed well together. Azaleas should not bo turned out of doors after

they hav*^ made their growth, but be kept in a cool, well ventilated
house. Placing them outside will tend to keep down thrips, bnt it is not
desirable to turn them out of doors in summer on that acc^imt ; indeed,
it is a bad practice.

Maggot in Onions (Id^vi).—Soot applied to the ground, giving a good
dressing, so as to make the surface quite black, is the best preventive.

It should he neatly pointed-in in-ior to sowing. There is no remedy

;

bnt as soon as the presence of the insect is detected, those plants of
which the leaves have flagged and are turning yellow should be pulled
up and burnt, and the beds watered with lime water, 10 lbs. of fresh
lime being sufficient for thirty gallons of water, or the beds may be w^
watered with strong soapsuds, and then sprinkled with soot so as to

make the surface quite black.

CAMELLiis IN Pots and in Borders (Idem).— Camellias thrive quite

as well planted in borders as in pots : good management is all that is re-

quired in either case, but there are instances when the heat cuUivatoi;s

at times fail.

Grasses {L. H.^.—'^e know of no better volume on English andforeiga
Grasses than that by Miss Pines.

HoT-WATEB Heating (Kent).—We do not know any dealer in second-
hand boilers. From 60 to 90 feet of 4-inch piping would heat your honse
if ynu did not propose forcing. Those who advertise in our columns
would be the best to refer to A small saddle-back boiler, new, would cost
from 50«., furnace fittings 30.*., and piping from 9(^ to 1». per foot, with
extras for curves and bends.

Green Colouring for Glass (Jlf.).—We cannot tell what the green
colouring matter was which you saw on the glass of greenhouses in a
nursery in your neighbourhood, but green colour mixed up with size

water or even with milk will last the most of the summer. Wo have seen
blue used with good eflect, and would be glad to know what cheap colours
could be safest and most easily obtained.

Peach Leaves BtisTEEED {A. Atkinf:on).—The leaves of your Peach
tree are blistered and mildewed. Apply flowers of sulphur.

Cuttings of Pelargoniums (fi. H.).—We do not know where you can
get cuttings of Variegated Pelargoniums. You should try some florist.

Mildew on Fekns (G. A. S.).—Mildew on the stipesis generally caused
by the plants being kept in a close moist atmosphere. It may be de-
stroyed by dusting with flowers of sulphur the parts affected. Mildew so
seldom sbows itself on Ferns that we should be obliged by your sending
us a frond with its stem iufestci with mildew as you describe. We make
no charge for answering queries.

Nectarines Cracking {T. O.).—Wo should advise you to s}Tinge only

in the evening. Nectarines are much more apt to crack than Peaches.

Probably the foliage of ho trees is scanty, and the sun's rays fall directly

on the fruit. In that case we would t^hade the portion of roof over tbem
for a few hours, when the sun's rays fall most directly on the trees, and
continue this until the fruit begins to ripen.

WooDLiCE in Hdtbed (T. H., Bolton).—The "spiders" we think afe

woodlice. Nothing is so t fifectual as to tread the sides of the frame inside,

making the soil very firm for a di--tanc6 of 4 inches or so all around; and
the first thing in the m *rniug pour boiling water acainst tho sides of the

frame inside, and on the firm portion of the bed. This repeated occasion-

ally will thin their numbers ponsiderably, and a toad placed iu the frame
would keep them down.
RosE3 AT Paris (Eingsbridpe).—The first fortnight in July is too late in

any year to see the Ro?e gardens in the neighbourhood of Paris, but

especiallv eo in this exceptionally early spn-,(*n. Tbe most worthy of

no'e are M. Charles Verdier and M. Eugene Verdier at Ivry, and Monfi.

Margottiu at Bourg-la-Reine, the latter one of the best rosarians, and ftn.

hour's chat with him is a great treat. We hope for notes from an earlidr

visitor.
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Pltim-trbk Leaves Whitkned (T. 6.).—The whitish or glaucons op-
Pfloranco of tho troes sent ua wo think is caused by tho lato powerful suu
heat, and the treo being iu want of water at tho root. Wo tbluk a few
good Boakin^^s of water at tho root, and a tliorouKb syringinR with an
InfuAion of 2 ozs. of tobacco iu a gallon of watci\ would free tho trco of

the few aphides which wc think exist on tho tree; or you may syriu!s'u it

with a Boluti"n of 2 o/.h. of Boft-Honp to tho gallon, and rIvc a good
syringing with clear water as often as you find couvcnionl. There in no
appearance of disease in tho leaves sent, only there aro traces of aphidcK.

Sowing AuatcuLA Seeo (K. U. ^.).—Tho seed should ho sown iu good
time, say the beginning of March. Tho seed pans should bo well drained,

and filled to within au inch of the rlin with rather light turfy loam merely
cboppRd with a Bpado, so as to make it rathor smiill, then fill to tho rim
with finely sifted soil to which has been added a little well reduced loaf

mould or old manure. Give the pan a gcntio tap on tho potting bench,
and make the surface tjuite smooth by patting it gently witii tho bottom
of a Hiuall thiwcr pot. Scatter tho seeds tolerably thickly, and cover with
not less than tho eighth of au inch nor more than tho quarter of an inch
in depth of light soil. A geutlo watering should be given, and tho soil

should alwave bo kept moist but not wet. Sot the pan on the front shelf

ol a cool greenhouse, cold pit, or frame; place it near tho glass, and
where it will not bo shaded in any way. If the seed is good the seedlings
will niiiko their appo aaneo in a month after sowing, but it ni:»y bo more ;

and in eight or nine weeks they will need to he removed to a more shady
situation, where thoy ciiu liave the sun up to 9 or 10 o'clock a.m., and be
shaded during tbo remainder of tho day. Keep them well supplied with
water. At tho end of Juno or earlp in July they should bo pricked-off in
a shady situation, planting them nbout S or 4 inches apart, and giving a
gentlu watering. Water moderately every two or three days during tho
summer.
IIoDSE FOR Camellias (F. G.).—Wo should prefer the house upon

which the sun's rays strike all day. The Camellias, and such Rhododen-
drons as Nuttallii and Edgworthii, would succeed well in tho same houso.
You can shade tho cuttings, or have a glazed case within tho houae,
which would bo best, as tho Rhododendron must have plenty of aii*.

Berberidopsis corallin.a and Poinciana Gilliesu Cdltdre (Idem).
—Berberidopsis corallina succeeds admirably iu a cool house, and in a
compost of two-thirds fibrous loam and one-third sandy fibrous peat. It

also succeeds again&t a wall in sheltered situations iu the open ground,
and is one of the handsomest evergreen shrubs intri)duced of late years.
Poinciana Gillesii requires a cool bouse, a wall with a south or south-west
aspect, or a warm sheltered situation. It then grows freely, and is of
easy cultm'o.

Narcissus albus tlencs odoratus Forcing (J. TT. E.).—This vei-y

fine and swt-et Narcissus may be foreed as easily as any of tho family, bnt
should not be brought on too rapidly. It should bo forced slowly, the
plants or bulbs being taken up in October with balls, and potted iu pots
suflSciently large to hold them well. In November tho pots may be placed
near the glass in a cool house, and in December should be introduced
into a house where there is a gentle heat, not forcing much until the
flower buds appear; then give more heat, keep them near tho glass, and
give air freely. We hardly expect you will have them fine in February,
but in March and April they will be very good.

Pasbiflora vanigata (P. J. .V.)i—Passiflora (Taoaonin) manioata will
suooeed iu a grconhouso, but not in a cool ono, by which we moon a
house iu wbicli no fire heat is employed. It will do well, however, in an
ordinary groonhouse. Uad w« a border wn should plant out, but brick-off

a portion of tho bonier so as to confine tho roots, otherwise the plant
mitkoM growth instead ol flowers. It should have gorid dniinage, and be
well supplied with water when growing; but when it Ims iiiado good
growth water should bo {jraduilly withheld and a stale of rest induced,
keeping it dry in winter. The shoots should not bo allowed to become
thick, but bo kept rather thin and trained near the glass.

Melons (Coval).—These arc ditficult to keep true, more especially it

two varieties are grown near each other. We had several kinds last ycai

from seeds produced by Golden Perfection. Wc do not know Scarlet

Perfection.

Carbolic Aciti (W. ff.)'~Scc a commuuication in our Jonm&l to-day.

New Plant iJ. E. 3/.)-—There is no rule by which to dccido what is a
" now plant." Ouo discovered two years before the award was not wrongly
admitted.

Loniceha japosica ArEEO-RETiciJLATA {A. Ciodicatd),—li'i hloomlng is

quite common.
Roses {James Philips).—Wc cannot name florists' varieties. Yonr seed-

ling is not equal to many others, and would not boII.

Watering with Tepid Water (Alttcer Fnllax).—There is an advan-
tage in using heated water out of doors, until, as now, tho natural exposed
water is warm enough. The genus Callirhoe was named after the daughter
of Scamauder, a Grecian fabulous chartbctcr.

TsRiPS.—"R. F." is much obliged to Mr. Hali. Nothing is farther
from his intention than controversy ; but the mystery is still nncxplained,
as he knows tho signs and the sight of thrips t.oo well to bo deceived in

jinything respecting them. He would know by the appearance of a leaf

whether thrips had been there or not. Thus f.ir it should bo stated that

the plants that suffered in those two lights were from old seeds, but a
plant from fresher seed, and he same as nourished in frames, itc., was
aflected in the sime way. There may be soraethiog in the f^lass, but
nothing else has suffered except Melons ; and the same thing has happened
for several years as respects tho first crop. *• R F." believes that getting
the folifige'dry in certain circumstances as those referred to is of first

eonsequonce.
Larue Fragrant Rose (A Lady in Cheshire).—"I recommend Charley

Lefebvre. It is red, has the desired qualities, and can be pot-grown. It

has no equal. Senateur Vaisso and Madame Victor Verdier also would
please. As a pink Rose Jules Mirgottin has no equal. Anna AlesicfF is

also large and fine, and good for your purpose. Of a rose-colour Baronne
Provost would suit. John Hopper, rose with crimsonifih centre, is splen-

did. These all would supply what you require—namely, 'the earliest,

largest-flowering, and most fragrant Roses to be grown in a pot to be
placed iu a hall when in flower.' They are all flne-constitutioned, free

and abundant bloomers. I advise you to have also Prince Camillo de
Rohan, dark velvety maroon or purple—the lai-gest, finest, and hand-
somest dark Rose known.—W. F. Radclyffe."
Names of Plants {Richard Graves).—Yq\ix planl ifl Clitoria tcmatca,

and has been long in the country.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS in the Suburbs of London for the week ending June IGth.

Date.
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liuutod and all countries, proof of whicli mav bo seen by the fact tie
drat pri:'.e went to Warwick, the second to Dublin.
Tte Hume classes were excellent. Here, again, there were no errors

m judgment to mate decisions easv. The Black Kcds held their own
well agr.inst the Brown Reds, and the raerits of the Duckwings as
liame birds was almost equalled by their merits as birds of feather.
The Pulands were very good, but brought only six entries. The

I'IpamsA shown were worthy of any exhibition. The same may bo said
of the (Jolden Ifambiiyrjhs. Pencilled and Spangled, but the Silvers
hardly maintained their reputation.
There were twenty-two pens of ISrnhma Pouiras, twelve Light aud

ten Dark, showing most of our leading exhibitors iu both classes.
The names, however, that mostly stand iu the front rank did not on
this occasion.

Fifteen pens of e-scellent Game Bonhwis. Here we would waru
oxhihitors these birds must not drop their wings like Sebrights.
Two cocks shown would seem to have been chosen for this bad (|uality.
They were otherwise excellent birds. TbciO were fifteen pens of
"Various" Bantams, some of them beautiful specimens. The lirst-

prize pen were highly meritorious.
The French fowls were good. The !,n Fliclic are losing ground

—

one pen only was shown. The tluuthns were not so good as tho
Crrrc- Occurs.

There were all sorts of curiosities and many very pretty " oddities
"

iu the class for Any variety. The Duct's were excellent. There was
oals an excellent show of 7'igeons and liabh'ds.

DOREINGS.—First, Mrs. E. G. Nonis, Hatcbford Parsonage, Cobham,
Surrey. Second, Lieut-Col. Lane, Bracknell. Iligblv CommeuJed,
Liem-Col. Lane; Miss J. Millward, Ncwtou, St. Loe, Bristol : D. U. Camu-
bell, .M.D., Brentwood.
tuLHiNS. — First, Rev. S. C. JIamerton, Warwick. Second, O. F.

Staunton, Clondalkin, Dublin. Highlv Commended, Mrs. Christie,
(rlyndelourne; W. W. Pyne, Lancing; S. A. WvlUo, East Mousley ; H.
Yardley, Birmingbam. Commended, F. G. Stebbiug, Fleet, Wiuchljeld :

E. \N . Boys, Wincbester.
G.\iiE (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, \\. W. Pyne. Second

H. Loe, Ai>t,ledureombe, Isle of Wight. Higblv Commended, M. C. Dear!
^ortb Stonebnm Park, Suutbamptou: Rev. G. S. Cruwvs, Tiverton
Commended, T. R. Hulbert, Old Alresford ; W. H. Stagg, 'Netheravon

JRev. G. S. Cruwys
; S. Matthews. '

Game (Any other variely).—First, S. Matthew. Stowmarket. Second,
Miss Hales, Canterbury. Highly Commended, Hev. G. S. Cruwv.-.
Pol iNos.—First, Mrs. Pettatt, Ashe Koctorv. Second. T. P.'Edwards,

Lyndhorst. Highly Commended, Mrs. Pctta'tt : D. Mutton, Brighton.
Commended, Mrs. Pettatt.
Sp-vnish.—First and Second. P. James. Peckham Rve. Uighlv Com-

mended, Rev. J. De L. Simmonds. Chilcombe Rectory '

HAsmiinoHS (Gold-pencilled}.—First and Second V
Commended, Miss Hair

. Pittis,jun. Highly

HiSILCHr.ns (Silyer-pencilled).-First, H. Pickles, jun., Earby, Skipton.
second, F. Pntis, jun.

u
>

.r, r

HA5IBCR6BS iGold-spaDgled).—First, H. Pickles, iun. Second, T.
Walker, jun., Denton, Manchester. Highly Commended, H. Loe.
HAUBORGHa (SiWer-spangled).- First, H. Pickles, iun. Second, H.

Loe.
Brahma PooTRA (Light).- First, H. Dowsett, Plesbev, Chelmsford.

Second, H. M. Maynard, Holmewood, Rvde. Higblv (jommcnded, J.
fares. Fosttord, Guildford. Commended, Miss Harvey,"Sarisbury, South-
ampton. '* "
Braiuia Pootra (Dark).—First, J. H. Croff, MetropoUtan Cattle

Market, London. Second, J. K. Fowler, Aylesbury. Highlv Commended,
Uieut.-ool. Lane. Commended, S. A. WvlUe, East Mouisev.
Game Bant.vms.—First and Second, F.'Pittie, jun. Highly Commended,

G. Johnson, lurubam, Surrey: Rev G. Ravuor, Tonbridge, Kent.
b-ANXAMs (.Any other variety).—First, Miss Hales. Second, Messrs.

ronkm & Tuckey, Bristol. Highly Commended, H. M. Mavnard; Cnpt.

S'., .."''SfJ-'"''^'- ?• S- Cruwys
; Messrs. S. & E. Ashton, Mbttram; Mrs.

Pettatt. Commended. Mrs. St. John.
FKEsiH,—First and Third. Col. Stuart Wortlcv, Grove End P.oad,

Lon.lon. Second, J. K. Fowler (Cn-vc-Ca'urs). Highly Commended, J.
Bnrghopo. jun .Stroud (Crive-Ctt-nrs). Commended, Mrs. St. John;
H. M. Mayuaid (Houdans).
Any VaWetv not before Mentioned.—First, J. Hinton, Hinton

(Malays). Second, Col. Stuart Wortley (Frizzled Japanesej. Third, Mrs.
St. John. Highly lOommended, F. Pittis, jun. Commended, J. Pares
(Sifliies) ; Mrs. Morant.

-

Ducks.—First, J., K. -Fowler. .Second, Mrs. E. G. Noiris. Highly
Commended, F. Pittis, juy.; Mrs.,Morant. Commended, lU-s. Morant;
J. K. Fowler. -

. -

--
""•'' fttJEftNS. ' •' -^''' '" -

CiEiiiEHs.-First, H. M. Maynatd. Second, H. Yardlev." ffigbly Com-
mended, J. Lufkin. Fnruhajn.

. = j

TnMELERs.--rirst, J. Lufkin. Seeoud, H. Yardley. Highly Commended,
G. Hill, Winchester

i
E. Sheorinaii.Chclmsf.ird.

?'j*'3['/.'^^'''^*' ^- ^- y-3yn»ri. .Sccnn.l, H. Yardley. Highly Com-
mended. Miss J. Millwnrd ; n. Y'ardlcy

; W. S. Lodcr. Bath;
TKr.MPETERs.—First. E. SheermflD.- Second, H. Yardley. Highly

Commended, A. P. Maurit* ; G. Hill. Commended, H. Yardlev.
Magpies.—First, H.. Yttvdl&y. Second, F. Pittis. jun.Any Variety noi,^.i;ore JIextioned.-First, S. Loder. Second, J.

LnHun. Highly Commended, H. Yardley : W. S. Lodcr: H. Yardley : F.
Pittis, jun.

^

'...-','.
"-'- ' RABBITS.

Longest Ears.—First. G.HIH. Second, G. Jones. CoDamondod, C.
Gravil, )un., Thome : F. James : H. Y'ardlcy.
FOBEIGK.—First, Mrs. CburcUer, btratton, Mitchcldever. Second, H.

lardley.

Vabietx, to iNSLonB Aiji, PoiMig.—First, G. Jones. Sejiond, C.
Gravjl, jun.

,

Highly Commended, G. Hill; A. £..SniithfcG«BPQi:t. Com-
mended, Master B. d. Bennett, ahiliaark,,SaUsh«i!y. ^..^ :;,e;,u».1 ::.i-

Mr. B ally was the Judge.
'

- ciwj^sant tu^-^ u

POULTRY CULTURE.
At a recent meeting of the Food Committee of the Society

of Arts, B. Shaw, Esq., in the chair, Mr. George Manning, o£

Springfield, attended, and gave information respecting Poultry
Culture as follows ;

—

Mr. Manning said—In looking for new sources and for the farther
development of the old means of animal food, I cannot but think that
poultry claims our attention before many others, as having once formed!

an important part of our meat supply, as being simple and inexpensive
in culture, and everywhere ready to hand. Of late years, however,
poultry has fallen into neglect ; and this kind of meat can now be pro*
cured at such prices only as to render it an expensive luxury rathec
than a reasonable portion of daily food. The farmyard seems to be
the proper home of the rasorial order of birds

;
yet it is here that tho

neglect is most evident, whilst farmers, for the most part, deny the
usefulness of this portion of stock, and tolerate it only from habit. It

is not only the farmer, however, who raises objections to this kind of

food. The consumer has certain prejudices. On the part of tho
farmer it is said :

—
1. That poultry stock does not pay.
2. That even if it did pay it is too unimportant to engage his atteutioa.
8. That it damages the .stack yard.
4. That it is iujui'ious to the crops.

On the part of the consumer it is urged :

—

1. That the retail price of poultry is such as to place it out of the list

of daily foods.
'2. That, even if it can be produced at reasonable prices, it is a poor

substitute for butchers' meat, and does not contain sufhcieut animal
nouri.shmeut.

If poultry-keeping does not pay, and under existing circumstances ia

the majoi-ity of cases it probably does not, the reasons are to be found
in tho following facts :

—

1. That no attention is paid to the choice aud management of stock.

'

li. That food is in-egularly and wastefully administered to it.

3. That no regard is had to the roosting, and particularly to the laying*
places of hens.

4. That the demand is restricted by the market system.
5. That farmers' wives have ceased to be henwives.

With regard to the choice and management of stock iu poultry, w©
find ou farms generall}', mongrel-bred birds, which, from continued in-

breetUng, have deteriorated in size and stamina. The barndoor fowl

of the olden time has changed, particularly within the last few years*

becoming continually less useful for food. It is true that the barn-

door fowl was always a mongrel ; but when farmyards were the nur-

series of fighting cocks, where landlords, by covenant inserted in the

leases, required the tenants to " walk " a Game cock, or number of

cockerels, and tenant farmers bred birds for the pit on their owtt

account, there was a continued infusion of new and vigorous blood into

the progeny of the hens that stocked the yard. That custom has happily

nearly passed away. The deterioration, however, begun by the loss of

these high-bred cock birds, was completed shortly after the Cochilk'

China mania, when by the introduction of cock birds of this variety

(valuable as the hen birds are for certain purposes), a race of spare-

breasted, leggy birds has been the result, wanting the chief merits of a
table fowl, .^gain, when the flail and a careless system of farming
made the barn door a golden feeding ground, chickens had opportuni-

ties of growth which they now have not, and which most be suppUed
to them more economically and jadiciouely by hand if rearing poultry

is to be profitable. This, plan, however, has been neglected, for

poultry, unlike other farm stock, has not only not advanced, but has

gone back in value, and consequently in estimation. The average

weight of barndoor fowls sold from farmyards is 3i lbs. From thiH

must be deducted 3 ozs. for feathers and 12 ozs. for offal before they

become food. The Game cock, as bred for the pit, rarely exceeded

4i lbs. ; but by crossing with the Malay they may be brought to 6 lbs-

or 7 lbs. in weight. Dorkings, when not inbred, but well and carefolly

fed as chickens, will reach to 71 lbs. as pullets, and to 9 lbs. a«

cockerels ; higher weights, such as 10 lbs. for hens, and I- lbs. for

cOL-ks, can be obtained, but these are exceptional. Dorkings, howeverv

are not suited for cold clays and damp soils. Of food birds, besides

Dorkings, the Game and the large Surrey and Sussex fowls (whick

last always command a high price), there are the Brahma Pootra

fowl and the Iloudan, or French Dorking, well adapted for nae. Of
these the Dorking and Surrey fowls are beyond all question the beat

for the table, in delicacy and weight of flesh ; the Game the most

tavoury, although deficient in size ; the Brahma Pootra not so deUcate

in flavour as the others, but hardy, weighty, and easily fattened ; the

Houdan having the good without the bad qualities of the Uorkinjj

—

precocious and small-boned, being uon-sitters, and almost nninter-

rupted layers of large eggs. The Brahma Pootra seems to be a usefal

stock on 'which to build other varieties. Of these, the cross with the

Dorking is most strongly recommended ; and a cross with the Hoadaa
produces table chickens of a fine size. At the last Chelmsford and
Essex Poultry Show, the birds which took the first and second prizes

for dead poultry, trussed as by poulterers, but not drawn, were, the

one l:! lbs. 12 ozs., the other, 13 lbs. 10 ozs.. the pair at five months

old. They were the direct offspring of a Brahma Pootra cock bird

aud Dorking hens. For stock it would be a better plan to put a
Dorking cock with Brahma Pootra hens, and the pullets of thia nnioa

with Dorking cocks in no way related to the ancestors of the pallets.
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Very hardy and weii^hty table birds may thus be prodncod. Hy answers

to inquiries, mid by rt-fereuce to the booka of a farm including tho

last six. years, 1 tind that tlie uvorapu price paid by biRRlers for baru-

door fowls of tbu averH^e weij^hts lirst meutiouod is *J.f, for coop-fod,

and Is. Sf/. for yard-fed birds. The tu^t of feudiiit^ and rearing the

prize birds at C'lielmsford was probably very little, if at all, more than

that of raising the others. AVith regard to feeding, our system of

icanng chickens to shift for themselves until ntich tinio aa they are

ready or wanted for the coop is all wrong. No attempt at after-

fattening will increase frame if the feediuLj of infancy has benn disre-

^arded. Again, the indiscriminate emptying of apronfula or sievefuls

of grain in a heap on tho ground, \Yhil3t it serves to gorge tin; power-

ful, leaves chickens and weaker birds to starve, pieking up liere and
there a gi'aiu, whilst sparrows and small birds have a large share

iu the feast. I see that Mr, Mechi has published the results of

an experiment in the cost uf feeding a single heu. shut u]> and without

access to any food but that which was given by hand. The result

shows that Ti lbs. of barley at the average of 1'/. per Ih. (or -lO.s". the

tjuarter), will make 1 lb. live weight of )»oultry food, worth *)//. per lb.

I say it is quite ]>ractieable to feed poultry moro cheaply, and conae-

tjuently to sell them clieaper than shown by this method—that is

supposiug them to be at large ; but I am sure Mr. Mechi will pardon

me for saying that I think this statement of feeding in confinement is

i-ather low, a circumstance which may arise from tho fact that the

bird pined at first. I have tried the same cNporimcnt with two pens
of birds, consisting of a cock and two hens, confined for a long time to

sei)arate but very small wired pens. I tried it iu March last year,

and iu the month just ended, and I found that my birds consumed
about '^i pints to bis '2\ joints in the week ; but then I dare say the

barley I used was of foreign growth, and of much lighter hulk, iiirds

having a free run would cost \er\ considerably less. I must not occupy
your valuable time with the details of whiit is uooessary for the housing
of birds and, for theii- places of laying and incubation. It will be

enough to say that they should be. what they arc seldom in farmyards
—namely, cleanly, convenient, and attractive.

Gaptain Grant : Do yon think a hen's nest should be high or low?
Mr. Manning : It should be on the ground, if there is no danger

I lorn rats, for laying and also for hatching ; and the roosts should be

low, particularly when they are heavy hird.s. I believe the sore and
injured feet, which are not unusual in large poultry, are often cansed
by their jumping down almost perj^iendicularly from a high roost.

i''owls will always choose the highest perch, probably because it is the

warmest, and when this is in a largo open shed, as a cart lodge, they
have room for some length of flight before reaching the ground, but

ia a small poultry honse they come down verj- heavily. If the perches

are arranged iu steps one above the other they will jump them one at

a tiino until they reach the highest, but they will not come down
that way. I do not approve of artificially warming the fowl hoase

;

it should be well built, and brick is better than wood, being warmer,
and more easily cleaned ; but I think if tho introduction of hot-air

pities is allowed it mnst pi-oduce such a warmth that on going out into

the cold air the fowls are apt to get chilled, and to havo an attack of

the *'roap."

Mr. Hosl^ns : I have a small flue passing through my fowl house,

and \ find that it tends to improve the regularity of laying, and does

uotj^produce any ill effects.

sir. Manning : It may be usefnl if very judiciously employed, but I

am ^Iways afraid of it. It would depend, too, on the breed; the

Brahma Pootra and Cochin-China are very hardy, whilst the Dorking
is vm-y delicate. On the point that the demand for poultry is restricted

by tap market system, I would call attention to the fact that poultry

protlace stands at a costly rate to the consumer, and at a poorly re-

muuerative one to the producer, by reason of the irresponsible middle

men through whose hands it passes before it reaches the retail seller.

Agi^ju, in its perishable nature the producer is liable to much loss in

a dqll qr a glutted market. In this matter I would venture to suggest

the ejstahlishiuent in London, and the great towns of the United King-

dom,, pf. wholesale markets, either apart from or in connection with

the meat markets, subject to police and other regulations, to have
sales by auction, so tliat no part of the consignment need be returned

to the proJacer, or destroyed as unfit for food; to exteud the same
prLueiples of markets and sales to other towns in the kingdom on their

market, days. One of the reasons already given for the neglect of

IwuJttv.'y stock was, that farmers' wives have ceased to be henwives.

Perl^jLpa in the altered state of society it is unavoidable. It is,

however, to he regretted. But poultry-growing, as a part of farm
stock, fljid an item of our daily food, will need henmasters rather than

heuwiVe^. I mean that if it were cairied on by the husband as a

regular part of his business, he would, feed his poultry the same as he

does his horses and his stock ; hut when it is left to the wife, there is

often a complaint of the quantity of food required for the poultry, and
a little sly barn robbery the result of waste.

ftlr- C. W. HoskTus: But part of the economy of pooltry-keeping

consists in the fact that the wife is able to attend to it.

Mr. Manning : Oh, yes ; and it should be .so. There is nothing in

the management of poultry which goes beyond an ordinary woman's

capabilities ; the only thing is to see that they have food enough with-

out waste, and that i-hickeus are carefully reared.

Mr. Hoskyns : Are there not many oleaginous seeds which might be

aacd with a-dvantage in feeding ?

Mr. Manning ; Yea ; I hfive tried brank or buckwheat, which ia very

good, and so is Indian corn. Cheapen a necensary of life, and a

demand follows instuntly ; this is a maxim illustrated every day.

Simplify the market system and improve the means of production ;

yt)U will then remove the consumer's first objection— vi/., price. Tho

second objection as to nutriment is answered by the fact that, as a flesh-

forming food, poultry is more nutritious than bed. It ia only inferior to

beef as being less fattening, for it contains a little less water, a fraction

per cent, less albuminous matter, and a greater proportion of salts-

To the remaining objections urged by the farmers, that poultry damage

the stack yard, I have little hesitation in suying that this in a mistake

wliere stacks are set upon frames, and birds regulaily and judiciously

fed. The other—namely, that poultry damage the crops, will, I think,

receive a conclusive and practical unswer from Mr. Muchi. Mr, Mechi

keeps three hundred head of poultry, which have free actress to the fields

near the homesteads, and he finds that they do more good than harm-

AVith regard to the system of sales by auction, this plan has already

been adopted by Messrs. Broome & Co., meat and poultry salesmen in

Newgate Market. Theii- manager, Mr. Brooke, has been in Normandy,

and "the other poultry districts of J^'rance, to ascertain the French

methods of feeding, and of poultry management generally, which appear

to be more systematic and economical than our own. Messrs. Broomo

have kindly consented that their manager Bliould attend before you, if

desired, to give any information thut may ho of value. Taken in con-

nection with the statements of the weight and the cost of rearing barn-

door fowls, it may be usefnl to place side by side the prices quoted in

Newgate and Leadenhall Markets at two periods of the year, which

Will represent plenty and scarcity of produce.

Sept. 21 St, 18G7. March 27th, 1868.

Surrey fowls, per couplo li!-.-. to I'J* 10*. to 12«.

chickens „ Gs. 6(/. to ?« 6*. to Ss.

Barndoor fowls „ 48. 6d. to Gi 5». to 7*.

Mr. Mechi is now getting 7fi. tj(/. a-pair wholesale for chickens. It

is impossible at present to procure any reliable information with regard

to the home produce and the consumption of birds and eggs in this

country. It has beea variously and vaguely estimated. The story of

our imports, however, tells a startling tale :

—

In 1&19 we imported 98.000.000 of eggs.

Inl8ti6 „ : -•-- 438,8.8,880

Inl867 „ iJ9?,984,520

The cause of this reduction in last year's imports I am not prepared

to give. The price of English eggs per hundred in Newgate and

Leadenhall Markets varies from tw. 6f/. to i:is\ ordinarily in the

season : the difference between the prices of English and French egga

being, for the most part, Is. per hundred. The cnstom-house return

of eggs and poultry imported in l^GG (the totals, except in the case of

eggs, not being yet made for 1867), gives the following details :—
Eggs.

Imported from ^^'eat hundred.

Hamburgh 16,630

Belffium 1&1.7S3

Fr.?ce 3,369 802

SpHiu 80,055

Cbannel Islands ?„'^^
Other parts 17,764

Hundreds ^'^''^^
Long hundred l™

Ei?g3 438,878,880

Poultry.
Imported from Value.

Hoi and ^£16.815

Beliium S'-OSa

other parts __1l!f?
£174,971

Value of eggs (at 6». 6(/. per 120), £1,188,6.10; total value of egRS

and poultry imported in IWJtS, .J;l,•26:^,li(Jl. If the foreigner can

undersell us in oar own markets in eggs, and can send a very large

amount in value of poultrv into this countrj- ; if our own eggs, in spite

of this competition, maintain invariably a higher price, it is beyond

question that there is—at all events, in our own production—a demand

unsatisfied, and a profitable source of food neglected. I have made

several inquiries into the matter of artifi.ial hatching, and I am not

satisfied with tho results. The great difficulty is in reaniig the

chickens when they are hatched. 'VVe have no evidence to show whether

the cultivation of poultry is increasing; there are no returns of the

nuantitv sent into the market, and it is impossible to get accurate

information from the farmers to a sufficient extent to foi-m an opinion.

If you took the railway returns yon would probably bo unable to

separate the hame-bred'from the foreign poulti-y.

The Chairman: Before proceeding any further with the discussion

I will read a letter which we have received from Mr. Mechi, which is

as foUows .—
__ Tintrce Hall, near Kelvedon, Essex,

".War^h 21st, 1868.

" My Deab Mr. Foster.-I am not ollon iu town, but hope to be so in

aweok or ten days, and -will endeavour tn meet the tommittee. My
experience teaches me, flrat, that there is an abundant demand for

poultry iu our morkets, even at the present extravagant prices that

whUe potdUy sella at lully 9d. per lb. Uve weight, the best beef and
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mntton only nt 4\d. per lb. live weight (5s. per stone of 8 lbs. nett dead
weight] ; Ihatit costs no more to produce 1 lb. of ponltry than 1 lb. of meat;
that poultry are tho farmers' best friends, consuiTiinp no end of insects,
and utilising and economising all waste grain ; that they should have
free access to pasture and to our other fields near the homestead; that
care should bo taken as to their breeds, as in sheep, bullocks, and pigs

;

that first crosses, having regard to the demands in the market, are
advantages; that tb-- lunnure from poultry is of first-rate quality. My
poultry (about three linndred) have free access to my corn fields at
almost every period of the year. Of course, poultry, like sheep, bullocks,
or pigs, mast be well and properly fed if they are to he well developed in
siae and condition. 1 do not know that I could say mnre than this to the
Committee. " Yours faithfully,
" P. LoNevo Foster, Esq." "J. J. MECai.

Mr. Chester: There is no doubt that in France there are a great
many more eggs and poultry produced than in England, compared with
the population. I should like to know what is the reason of that ; and
whether we coald, by putting out any practical suggestions, increase
the supply. We shall not see the price reduced or the distribution
improved until the number produced is increased.

Mr. Wilson : I think the cottier system, which is so prevalent in

France, is very favourable to the production of poultry. Have you ever
tiied the experiment, which, I believe, has been tried in France, of
having a moveable ponltry house, which can he taken from field to field ?

Mr. Manning: 1 have not tried it, but I should think it would be
very euccessful. The only objection is that the }ioultry are left un-
protected. My attention has been principally directed to ponltry Icept

in email places, and I don't think it can be carried on profitahly in

that way, bccaas'3 all the food must be parchased
;
you must then sell

at fancy prices. If a considerable number are kept in a confined place,

there must be some arrangement for changing the soil, which, in most
cases, would occasion a difficulty. I kept three CocLiu-China fowls for

about three months in a small space about -Ift. by 4 ft., with a little

hot behind for roosting; but then I had the droppings continually

removed and the soil constantly dug up. The prices paid to tbc

producer by the higgler are 2s. for a coop-fed, or l.f. 8*^/. for a running
fowl, weighing on an average 3.1 lbs. I see nn reason why poultry

should not be sold by weight ; I think it would be a very great im-
provement if all ])rovision8 were required by law to be sold by weight.

The size and weight of the eggs from a Spanish and a Hamburgh fowl,

are very different, but they are all sold at so many for a shilling ; and
a retail dealer told me that he allowed a good customer to pick out

which he liked. I have used Indian com for fowls, and it answers
very well, but just at present it is very dear. You cannot always keep

to the same kind of food, whatever it is. In Sussex they use a good
deal of bruised oats ; I have used a mixture of bruised oats, rice, and
toppings, with success. I doubt the advantaiie of feeding fowls with

meat ; the kind of flesh which the fowl picks up naturally is very

different to anything we coald gi-re them. I have seen the reports of

the large poultry farm in France, and Ilcnow them to be wholly untrue.

I am certain that no experiments have been made on a large scale in

this country to feed poultry on horseflesh mixed with farinaceous food,

but I cannot say what has been done abroad. Graves and other

animal food have been given to force the laying of hens, hut I believe

the tendency is to wear out the hen very quickly.

Mr. Wilson : Would it not answer to do that ? To get all the eggs

yon can, and then fatten the fowl for table?

Mr. Manning: Perhaps it might. An old hen may be made to eat

very well by boiling it first, and then roasting it. I keep breeding

fowls about three years, then I sell or eat them. The eggs are not so

good for breeding from the first year as the second and third ; in the

foiirth year they begin to fail, according to the constitution of the bird.

The best breed for cold clay soils is the Brahma Pootra or the French
sort, !the Houdan. I think a cross between the Brahma Pootra and
the Dorking gives the most useful bird for farmyard purposes. The
Brahma has a good deal of the Cochin-China in it ; it lacks breast a

little, but not so much as the Cochin ; and when crossed with the

Dorking it produces a very fine bird, with all the hardihood of the

Brahma Pootra and the meat properties of the Dorking. If the soil

is good, no bird would answer better for a cottage than the Dorking.

Lime must be supplied, of course, if it is not naturally present in the

B(ril, where birds are in confinement. I have had no experience with

Ducks, Geese, or Turkeys. I think poultry-keeping would be carried

on more saccessfuUy on a large scale than by individual cottagers.

Mr. Wilson : la there not a great tendency to epidemics amongst
ponltry kept together in large numbers ?

Mr. Manning : I think Mr. Mechi woold answer that by sa^ ing, not

if the yards are kept well supplied with lime and salt. If the fowls

were free to run in the fields it would be a long time, indeed, before

the ground became tainted. It would be almost an impossibility.

Mr. Wilson : Should you feel inclined to go into the speculation to

the extent of thousands ?

Mr. Manning : I think Mr. Mechi could answer that question tetter

than I can. He has three hundred. I think the great difficulty with

small farmers would be in finding a good and ready market. The
large breeder has a salesman in town, to whom he sends his produce,

but the cottager and small farmer might not have those opportunities

;

they must depend on the middleman or higgler. I do not think it

would answer for the amall farmer or cottager to breed fowls for his

own ase.

Mr. WUson : Would not a Goose or a Dnck forage for itself until it

wae timo to fatten it?

.

Mr, Manning ; I do not know about that ; but the farmer \ronld Hol
like to see the cottagers' Geese wandering over bis fields.

Mr. Chester: Do you think it better io adhere to a pure breed, a
siiecific sort, or to let all sorts mn together, and trust to natnre to
produce the best result ?

Mr. Manning : On a light soil 1 should prefer a pare Dorking.
taking care not to inbreed ; if it were not a light soil T would have a
cross between the Brahma Pootra and the Dorlting; in all cases I

would have tho Dorking, either pure or crossed. If yon require onlv
eggs, you may dispense with the cock bird altogether ; for breeding yoii
should not have more than eight hens to a cock, and if breeding for
exhibition or fancy purposes the number should be still further
reduced. I don't think the eggs are quite so palatable where the hens
run alone. I think it would be well if in ponltry exhibitions there
were move classes for farmyard poultry, and if, ae has been done at
Chelmsford, dead poultry were included. The Hamburghs, Spanish,
and French varieties produce most eggs, but they never ait. I believf-

tho most delicate-flavoured bii'd of any for the table iathe Dorking. T

can quite imagine that there may be an impression in France that the
Houdan is superior, but I should attribute that to a national feeling.
The Houdan produces very early chi^'keus ; but the earliest are th*»

Cochins ; they are very hardy and can be reared even in the snow. T

cannot say exactly why cheap poulti7 are always bad. but a fowl that
has been fattened will keep longer than oue that has not. I have not
experimented on artificial hatching, and speak only from observation
and information on that question. The difficulty is in rearing the
chickens. I believe Mr. Schroder, at Rickmansworth, is trying it on
a large scale. Colonel Stuart Wortlcy has invented a new incubator.
The great diiEculty is in rearing chickens from them fit for the
market. This is the opinion of the salesmen.

PACKING EGGS.
Although numerons modes of paching egps are advocated

from time to time in jour Journal, I have felt reluctant to

state my individual opinion ; but as "Constant Eesdek" in

the number of the dtli inst. has been the first to advocate saw-
dust, it may bo useful to add my practice to his experience.

They perfectly coincide.

During the last three years I have had about 600 dozen of

eggs forwarded to places far and near, each egg rolled in paper,

and packed on end in sawdust ; a layer of soft hay lining the

top, bottom, and sides of the basket, which is tightly fastened

with pliable wire. Their exemption from breakage when
packed in this way is marvellous, and I cannot learn that their

fecundity is in the least impaired by it. Moss and cotton are

difficult to manage, and expensive; rolls of hay are clumsy;
and, as your correspondent avers, sawdust i? cheap, cleanly,

and comatable.—J. C. Coopek.

ANTICIPATIONS OF PIGEON FANCIERS-
ANTWERPS—DEAG00N8.

1 HAVE been an enthusiastic breeder of Pigeons for the last

seventeen years, principally abroad, and I am happily now
acquainted with many enthusiasts in this country, who justly

value your .Journal quite as much as I do. Since the PoHt«r

controversy began, I and those I allude to anticipated great re-

velations and important reforms in regard to our shows, which
should be the principal point of all interested ; and I beg here

to ask, What has become of the amalgamation of the two great

metropolitan Societies ? I, and many more, hailed with the

greatest pleasure the union, and expected most anxiously every

week to receive "our Journal," and satisfy our expectations.

I consider the first and most important point to us all, is the

selection of judges for our shows. I suggest, therefore, that

the great metropolitan Society will take the initiative, and I

am positive that every society in England, and one of the first

that of which I have the honour to be a member, will be ready

to co-operate in memorialising the committees of the principal

shows to discontinue selecting judges from dealers. That

done (and it will be our fault if left undone), the greatest evil

has passed.

Then, I suggest, with all due respect to the metropolitan im-

partial judges, that local judges should also be selected, and I

believe there are, or must be, many in this country, so that

breeders will have the opportunity of knowing the opinion of

siTeial, and not only the few privileged principal metropolitan

gentlemen ; and my reason for suggesting this is, the often-

heard conversation between us, " So-and-so will judge, we must
show such and such a colour, such a stjle, eye, &o."

Thou, again, "They (expecting the same gentlemen), have
' given the firist prize to such a colour in such a class last year.
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bat to another colour this year. They will give the turn next

(o the one which had the prize two years ago."

However singular these remarks between fanciers may be to

those unacquainted with such controversies, they are based on

the experience of years. On a certain class one of the Judges

was heard to say, " We have given that variety plenty of prizes,

we must give the chance toothers for encouragement." Another

great Jndge has it as his motto, that a pair of birds to obtain a

prize, " must be as nearly alike as two pins ;" and I often

wonder if he is aware that the exhibitors finding this to be

his principle of judging, have invariably presented for his judg-

ment, in a certain class, two cock birds, and I know those who
obtained the prize in this way repeatedly, for it is impossible

in certain classes to match the birds so exactly in colour as to

appear "as nearly alike as two pins." Now, is this judging:'

What matters it how many prizes a variety has had, as long

as it is worthy of the honour ? If a judge who had not judged

the same show in the year previous was to officiate, that con-

sideration will disappear, and things will be more fair to all.

I shall be most happy to contribute my experience on the

different varieties which I have kept, my mode of keeping them,
and my treatment of some of their diseases which I have most
effectually cured.

Just as I wrote the last sentence, I received " our Journal,"

and I perceive, in " Notes on Fancy Pigeons," by " Wilt-
shire Kector," some most astounding revelations in respect

to Dragoons and Antwerps. According to " Wiltshiee Rec-
tok's " views all fanciers possessing Blue Carriers, must in

future call them Dragoons, however "heavy" they may be,

and all who possess Yellow Dragoons must in future call them
Horsemen. I know a great Dragoon breeder who considers a

good pair of Yellows above all other colours, and this we are

sufficiently convinced is the view of the principal Judges, as

when there is a good pair of Yellows they are always the first.

And now a word about Antwerps—the racehorses of Belgium.
I have promised " our Journal " to a friend in Brussels, who
visited me last week, and I wonder what he will exclaim when
he reads that his seven-hnndred-miles flying birds, which won
for him four prizes last year in the national race, and hopes to

be successful again this year in the great race from near
Bordeaux to Brussels, " not being birds of colour, or points,

are useless ! " Our foreign friends have proved to us re-

peatedly, that there is not a Dragoon or Horseman in England
which can compete with the Smerl, which when bred for ex-

hibition is capable of bearing comparison in every respect, and
will be found even superior to either, simply because it beats

them both in the only property tbey were intended for, as I

consider, iu colour. We see Blue Antwerps quite as good as

the best Blue Dragoons ; but there cannot be any of the latter

in colour as fine as a good Dun Antwerp, grey-beaded, purple-
necked and breasted, and well barred, or a good Blue Chequered
or Red Chequered, with the carriage of a Dragoon, and a head
as intelligent and symmetrical as a Barb's, and capable of per-

forming a longer journey till old age puts a stop to this great

property.

I believe " Wiltshire Eecior " makes a mistake in sup-

posing the Pig3on of the Dragoon tribe, which was reported to

have won the match, to be a Dragoon of his recommendation,

I am almost certain it must have been an Antwerp (if it was
anything like a match), as we all know that Antwerps are con-

sidered of the Dragoon tribe, but much more distinct, as what-

ever colour they may be, though we have four recognised

colours, yon cannot call them anything else, while many
authorities on Pigeons allude to the Dragoon as an inferior

Carrier.

I trust " WiLTSHiKE Eectok's " remarks will not in the least

discourage any Antwerp fancier, for they can well afford in

answer to say. We rather breed Antwerps which are not liable

to be lost easily, most likely to return home two or three years

after they have been disposed of, looking rather venerable, and
almost unknown, and ready to breed, and rear two, three, and
even four young ones of other delicate varieties—in fact, to do
what no other variety can do in this respect, than to try to

breed his grand Cirriers, Dragoons, or Horsemen, the first of

which has become disfigured, as a good Carrier was not, in my
opinion, intended to be a bird which when three years old is

not able to pick up the grain he is to sustain life with, unless

it is supplied in a trough; or the second, which is liable to

changing his name by his colour.—A Fokeioneb.

interested in the perusal of the various opinions of the writers

in your Journal, and I was particularly so in those in the
number for June 4th.

Labouring under the disadvantage of very indifferent accom-
modation for giving my birds their liberty to fly, I have given

up many varieties which I most admire, and have kept princi-

pally to Antwerps, only having besides one pair of Dragoons

;

and having given much time and attention to their require-

ments and improvement, I have acquired a liking for the

former, which brooks not the sweeping condemnation that " for

exhibition they, as not being birds of colour or points, are

useless."

First, there are four distinct colours approved by our most
eminent judges, and to which prizes have been awarded, colour

too often having taken the precedence of points, which this

breed certainly possesses rather to excess than otherwise, as

proved by the fact that scarcely two judges agree as to what
character of bird should take the first rank. Having been
guided by their decisions, I find myself in possession of several

distinct varieties, with any of which I should not feel afraid of

entering the lists of competition with other Antwerp fanciers,

as they each cnrry points, though of slight variation in the

whole sufficient to recommend them to notice, if not to ad-

miration.

Now, the question naturally arises. How is it that more than

one variety should be maintained by a breeder for competition

in one class ? Simply because there is wanting a " Standard

of Merit," and as such can only be effectually agreed upon by
judges and extensive breeders, there should be no time lost in

carrying into practice to the fullest extent the suggestion of

Mr. Fulton in respect to the selection of judges. Hitherto in

this respect Antwerps have been sadly neglected, the conse-

quence being that this large class has been made up of birds

varying from those finely-developed specimens, many of which

j

appear annually at Birmingham and other Shows, and some
I little better than Blue Eocke.

I I believe the travelling properties of both Antwerps and

Dragoons are, or may be good, but the best strain of " racers "

j

I know are Antwerps, and they are also handsome birds.

Distance from home about 130 miles.

That one pair of birds will produce young of different colours

is a fact often verified, but is not confined to Antwerps, as I

' need not remind most breeders of fancy Pigeons, presuming

j
that all have experienced the truth that the gems for exhibition

for colour, as well as other points, are the exception, not the

I
rule.

Will Mr. Fulton kindly name those he would like to see as

judges at coming shows?—J. I. B.

Havino kept Pigeons about twelve years, and still with
inoreaaiug pleasure have them about me, I always feel deeply

HIVING BEES.
When bees are allowed to swarm naturally, everj-thing should

be in readiness before the swarming season- arrives, so that

when swarms come off there may be no confusion or difficulty

in hiving. Hives should be kept cool, and if old they should

be well cleaned. If a swarm is seen issuing from a hive, do

not get in a " flurry." but keep cool. Do not be so foolish as

to blow horns, ring bells, and scare your bees to the woods

;

but stand quietly and watch their movements, and nineteen

times out of twenty they will cluster all right. As soon as they

have settled prepare to hive them, an operation which may be

successfully done, and without the least difficulty, as follows :

—

First, bring a dish of cold water, and with the hand or a

whisk of grass sprinkle the cluster well. This will make them
perfectly quiet and easy to handle. Bring out a table, or, if

that is not convenient, spread a cloth or boards upon the

ground ; and if they are to be hived into a common box or

straw hive, set it upon the table or place prepared for it, raise

up one side an inch or more, and put under a stone or chip to

hold it. Then shake your bees into a pan, basket, pail, or any

dish that will hold them, and turn them down near the hive,

and they will at once commence to enter. If it is desirable to

have them enter faster than they are naturally inclined to do,

take a wing and gently wing them in. As soon as all or nearly

all are in, the hive should be carried to its stand, and well

shaded if the sun is shining. New hives or newly painted

hives should be shaded for several days, as bees cannot stay in

an overheated hive. If the bees cluster upon a limb, from

which it would be difficult to shako them, the limb may he cut

off with a saw and laid near the hive ; the bees will soon leave

and enter. Sometimes bees will cluster upon the body of ti
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tree, when it is more difjficult to get them off without irritating

them. They should be well sprinkled, and very carefully

brushed off with a wing or quill feather into a dish, and carried

to the hive as before slated. An inexperienced person or novice

should in this case wear a bee-protector. It will give them
courage, and they will move more carefully.

This plan of hiving will be found much better than the old

method of shaking the bees into a hive and then turning it

over upon a table or board. I have known the queen to be
killed by turning over the hive, and more or less bees are

always killed in the operation. If moveable comb hives are

nsed, they should be so constructed that the bottom board may
be dropped at the rear of the hive for the purpose of putting
in the bees when hiving. Swarms should never be allowed to

stand where they are hived until evening, as is the practice

with some, but should be moved at once to their stands, as

eome of the bees will go into the tield to work in ten minutes
after they are hived ; and if left until evening large numbers
will have commenced to work, and having marked the spot will

return there the next day, and not finding the hive will wander
about, and many will be lost. Second swarms are generally

far more irritable than first or top swarms, hence these are far

more likely to sting ; but cold water will soon quiet them, and
they may then be hived with safety.

—

(American Paper.)

SILKWOBM-REARING IN ENGLAND.—No. 12.

The ?Iouiit and tlie Crop.—On the first appearance of ma-
turity among silkworms, the " mount " has to be provided
for. Silkworms are termed " on the mount " when full-grown,

and seen crawling to the materials among which they are to spin.

Towards the period when the worms mount, the most for-

ward should have been removed to the top stage but one, and
Bo in succession lower down for the later ones. This might
be done at the previous change, or clearing-off of the refuse,

&c. The insects must not be handled roughly at any ti*e,
especially when large, and near spinning. Care must be taken
when placing them in their spinning quarters not to let any
fall to the ground, or they might buret, letting out the silk-

lorming fluid.

Whichever of the systems I have before described be adopted,

the upper stages next the ceiling are to be first prepared, and
the others in succession, by placing the spinning materials in

rows across them, at 18 inches apart, so as to give easy ad-

mission to the trays, when placing the worms between.
In using brooms according to ancient custom, their tops

should be sufficiently long and elastic to bend beneath the
ceiling or stage, forming an arch, their bottom part standing on
the cross pieces of the compartment of the stage below, and not

on the paper on which the worms are, for that should be left at

liberty, bo as to be removed with all excrements, &c., after the
mounting. None of the brooms must m the least extend or

lean outside the stages, otherwise many worms might fall to

the ground. Their branches should spread out in fan fashion,

as well to allow of the free circulation of the air as to afford

room for the insects to labour.

Having placed the brooms in position many ripe worms will

easily find their way into them, but any not doing so may be
gently placed near them, and this is a necessary attention

during the entire mount.
Several Italian authors recommend laying light, dry branches

or twigs of oak, elm, &c., over the worms for these to crawl on,

then to bring the branches near tlie feet of the brooms. During
the mount give the worms between the rows frequent light

meals, in order to hasten their spinning. As soon as the greater

part of them have mounted, clear away the refuse, without dis-

turbing the spinning materials, placing the remaining insects

in a smaller space, otherwise too many leaves will be wasted in

feeding them.
I would impress on the rearer the necessity of constant ven-

tilation during the mount, and the expediency of using fire

heat if the temperature falls too much below 70' ; for the worms,
if subjected to much cold, cannot eje^t the silken thread in

consequence of the silky matter being hardened.
As I have previously described the various ways of arranging

the spinning materials, it is unnecessary to say more now,
but I particularly like using laths for placing the brooms on.

The bridge system, and that in which the materials are already

partly arranged, are good, and so, doubtless, is that of Count
Delprino. Whichever of the first methods be adopted, it is

desirable at each end of the stages to form a kind of fence

3 QX 4 inohea vide, by simpl; Uying materials up to the stage

above, and so securing it firmly from falling. All the most
forward worms should be mounted in one of the castles, and
those that are two or three days later consigned to the other.

None, in fact, should be allowed to mount in the same castle

after the fourth day. Any so much behindhand will be better

removed to a temporary stage apart from the others, perhaps at

the side of the room, and rather nearer the stove, there to be
supplied with food and spinning materials, the latter placed in

rows about IH inches apart, and covered at top with paper,
under which the worms will work. It is customary with the
best Italian rearers to transport these backward worms, called

"pigri," or lazy, to another ventilated room, where they are

treated to a temperature of 75^ or even 80°, placing them be-

tween the rows of materials ready prepared on the requisite

number of stages. The most suitable material to use in this

case would be a mixture of shavings, dried spear grass, and pea
haulm, in which the worms work readily.

With all the care exercised in placing the spinning materials

on the stages so as not to extend beyond the sides, it often

happens that some worms do fall to the ground, and to prevent

their destruction by breaking the fall, it is proper to place

straw, shavings, itc, on the floor round the sides of the castles,

and there cocoons will be produced which otherwise would be
lost. Some rearers make the middle and bottom stages of the
castle 2 inches wider than the rest in order to catch the falling

worms, and this is not abad precaution.

—

Leo>'aedHaii3Ian,jun.

OUR LETTER BOX.
Dur-K Laying InREOur.ARLV {Ditck^.—Ducks, like fowls, form the egg.

but they want help for tlie shell. Fowls sec-k for pieces of challi, failing

which, they pick mortar from between bricks. The skin of oats contains
much lime or chalk, and is therefore good to give. In a state of inflam-
mation the etrgs are often obstructed. The application of the oiled

feather was proper and successful. It should have been repeated. The
egg would then have been laid iu due course, although the shell was
weak, unless it were broken. A broken egg in the passage is certain
death. Have your Ducks access to water? if not, make them a puddle;
put in gravel and a few oats. They will then get right.

Hens for L.aying only (Quite a Brpjnnrr).—Hens will lay quite as
many eggs without a cock as with him. Some say they lay more ; we are
not able to dispute or affirm that. Cocks are needed only to render eggs
fertile, and have nothing to do with the production of them.
Errata.—In seventeenth line from bottom of first column, page 429,

*' fine match cocks " is printed " fine March cocks." Also, in the article

in the Number of May Slst, second colun^n, twentieth line from top,

page 382, " Btrstins of the same colour" is rendered "strains of the
Game colour.''

Book (C. 2".>.—Taylor's " Bee-keeper's Manual." Get also " Bee-keep-
ing for the Many," price 4^.. and "The Gardener's Almanack" for 1868,

price Is. Either or both of these may be had free by post direct from
this office at the cost of au extra stamp for each.
Driving Bees (Suatex Bcc-ttfrjifr).—We cannot tell why you failed to

drive your bees, but should advise you to " try again," as we have known
a novice succeed under precisely siiailar circumstances. When bees
return to their hive after having swarmed, it is generally found that thexi"

queen is missing ; but we know of no reason why this accident should be
more common in the present than during former years.
Treatment of Weak Stock (A Lover of Bt-cs).—We do not Bee that

you can do more for your bees than you have done. The stock will pro-

bably raise another queen, and may next season be a strong one ; but the
rapid increase of buildings around you is by no means conducive to Bue-

cessful bee-keeping.
Feeding Confined Bees (M. J.. Lockrrhie).—'When you directed beee

to be confined " for two or three days," stating afterwards that they
" should be liberally fed during the period of incarceration," there can
be no doubt that, whether intentionally or unintentionally, you did in

point of fact recommend tlie liberal feeding of confined bees. Not being
now in our novitiate there was of course no risk of our being misled into

following your instruction-!, and rt-o related our early experience in order
to put others on their guard. If yoa intended to convey any other
meaning than that which your words implied, you should certainly have
been more explicit.

Pigeons Sitting for Weeks IPoiiffr fanriiv).—We fancy the hens
yon mention are very old ones. We meet with nothing of the sort among
ours.
Pigeons (Fred. TT^i/l.—You were treated ill by the party who returned

the hen after having kept her long enough to have eggs from her; but
you received her back, and have no remedy.
Young Doves Dying tFnntaUi-'.)^ If young Doves or Pigeons are

found dead in the nests with their crops full, they have died from cold ;

if with their crops empty, from starvation. Feed your old birds on wheat
and canary seed. Tares though excellent for Pigeons are fatal to Doves.
Avoid henipseed, except a very litUe iu cold weather. Perhaps you have
given this to your birds too freelv.

Canaries (FK.D.S.).—Mr. Blackston's address has been published in

this Journal. It is 22, Norfolk Street. Sunderland. Vou can have Brent's
" Canary, &c.," from our office, free by post, if you enclose twenty postage
stamps with your direction.

Teaching a Goldfinch to Rijjg (.^ .SH6^cn7>*'r).—We never heard of r

Goldfinch being taught to whistle a tune. We imagine it is a bird that

could not be taught to do so. In Germany Bullfinches are taught by
constantly playing a small bird organ to them.
Death of Canary IA Yotinp Soldier).~\Vecon\dnoi detect the cause of

death ; decomposition is rapid in this weather. There is nothing amiss
with the seed and sand you enclosed. Birds are benefited by green food

daily. Brent's " Canary and other Cape Birds'' can be forwarded to you
free by post if you enclose twenty postage stamps with your address

Rewaed {J. Wright).^YoxLT proposed advertisement is a libel.
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simply tied round with a bit of soft mat. I may add that I

have had a number of buds that have not taken; but on the
whole the experiment baa been successful. I find the Ivy-

lejaf varieties take, perhaps, better than any.—J. H. M.

SEDUMS AS EDGING PLANTS.
The increasing demand for hardy plants capable of taking

the places of tender ones in the flower beds has beenthemeans
of bringing into notice more than one of the favourites of bygone
years as well as fresh subjects not hitherto employed in the

flower garden. The plants up to this time most sought after

have been those of a dwarf compact habit of growth, and pro-

ducing a long continuance of flowers, or remarkable for their

foliage. The Saxifrages, Violas, Gentians, and other genera
have furnished recruits to the army of bedding plants. Not a

few likewise have contributed materially in producing the equally

important spring display. There are, however, some low-grow-
ing plants of whose existence many may not be fully aware,
and as their easy culture places it within the means of every-

one to grow them, they cannot be too well known. Those
which I shall mention are all dwarf, quite hardy, and interest-

ing to the lover of plants as well as to the botanist ; and I am
not sure but that those who delight in high flaring colours

will find a relief in contemplating the sober yet far from dull

hue of the plants about to be described, and which are not by
any means new.
Sedum cALiFor.NicDM.—This fleshy-leaved Houseleek differs

from the kind so often met with on the tops of low buildings

and other places where it is grown for its supposed medicinal
properties, as the Californian Sedum is of more sturdy habit,

and the leaves are all deeply tipped with purplish brown. The
plant seems to thrive well in most situations, but likes a dry
and sunny one, increases freely, and bears transplanting at

any season. It forms an admirable edging to a small bed, and
for places where a permanent edging is required it is extremely
suitable. Occasionally it flowers, but not frequently, and when
it does the sturdy stem bearing a head or corymb of flowers is

not without beauty. It is less disposed to flower than either

of the following two species. In habit of growth it much
resembles the common Houseleek, the thickly-clustered heads
pushing each other out of place, and by degrees rising into a
sort of mound. As already stated, it is not particular as to soil,

but likes the snn.
Sedum glaccum.—Differing widely from the preceding, this

low-growing spreading plant quickly occupies its allotted space,
and unlike many others may easily be kept to that line. It is

of a pale whitish green colour, and looks well all the year
roiind. About the middle or end of May it flowers abundantly,
the bloom being of a greyish tint, not by any means unsightly,

but rather the reverse when viewed from a distance. The plant
prefers a dry situation and grows very fast, so that when once
it has established itself it quickly covers the given space, and
it does not seem to die off when it becomes old. Although I

have had it in use for several years, I have never known the
centre or old portion of the plant die off or grow into an un-
sightly lump ; on the contrary, it would preserve its original

height of about 2 inches, and the flower does not rise more
than 2 inches higher. The plant appears to accommodate itself

even to the most prominent point of rockwork where there is

only a very small quantity of soil. I have used it occasionally
in winter gardening, and the grey hue of the plant was seen to

advantage when the soil was dark-coloured with moisture.
For a permanent edging it is all that can be desired in habit.

Sempekvitum GLODiFERuii.—In habit thisis more like Sedum
oalifornicum but is less robust, and the whole plant is of a deep
emerald green, the opening foliage looking like a partially-

opened Rose bud. In most respects it resembles Sedum cali-

fornicum, excepting that it flowers more freely, and the in-

dividual flower stems are remarkably sturdy for so small a
plant. I believe it is less plentiful than either of the first-

mentioned two, but I have had it for several years, and the
hardest winter does not take any effect upon it. Like the other
members of its family it delights in sunshine and a dry situa-

tion, yet with me it is grown in many instances as a per-
manent edging around small circular beds containing a young
specimen Pinus or other tree, and for such a purpose it, as well
asthe other two Sedums, is admirably adapted. It may be ad-
mired every day in the year, which is not the case with many
ornamental objects.

X hope to continue this subject on another occasion, as there

are other deserving plants not sufficiently known to the general
public, but those named I have had for several years, and can
highly recommend where economy and a prolonged good
appearance are desired.—J. Bobson.

NOTES ON GLADIOLUS.
A coRRKSPOKDENT in a contemporary, who hails from Dundee,

and styles himself "Davie Dibble," is very strong upon the
subject of Gladiolus spawn ; and in reference to a statement
made in this Journal, that Gladiolus spawn blooms the first

year of planting, expresses himself plainly to the effect that he
does not believe it. He cannot get his Gladiolus spawn to
bloom the first year. If he were in my garden now, I could
show him some which will do so this year; only then, perhaps,
he would say that the bulbs must be older than I said.

When Gladiolus bulbs are taken up there will be, accord-
ing to the variety (some being much more productive than
others), a number of bulblets, varying in size from that of a
pin's head to a filbert. Now, I do not mean to say that every
one of these will bloom the next year, but that if you can get
them of the size of a pea or upwards without any trouble these
will flower the next season. Some do as I have done when I
had time for it—viz., plant them at once in pots, leaving them
nearly dry during the winter months, and starting them into
growth in the spring. Others keep them dry, and do not plant
them until the spring, and if the outside skin be carefully taken
off their growth will be considerably quickened. There is no
mystery about it ; and although "Davie" does not believe it,

I can assure him that in the south and in France it is

constantly done, and surely the Scotch growers, who in all

florists' flowers so excel, can give their testimony that this is

the case.

The present season, trying as it is to all flowers, is especially

so to the Gladiolus ; and all growers of it would do well to
mulch their beds or cover them with cocoa-nut fibre refuse,

which is much neater, and give copious waterings. I fear that

in all light soils it will be very difficult to keep Gladioli alive,

and even in deep soils great care and attention will be required.

I almost wish now that I had erected some kind of protection

over some of my beds to keep off this broiling sun, but not
having done so, must only keep the water-pot going. Happily
I have a good supply of the precious element, and my soil is

naturally close but not over stiff. As yet I see but little, if any,
symptoms of the disease which proved so fatal to my collection

last year ; and as it developed itself long before this period,

I am in great hopes that I shall escape, in some degree at any
rate : but should this long drought continue what hope of a
good bloom can we have ? The flowers wiU no sooner show
themselves than their beauty will be gone.

As far as I have been able to see, the new varieties are re-

markably vigorous, Semiramis, La Fiancee, Norma, and Prin-

cess Alice having very strong grass, and looking as if they
meant to do work. This, as in all florists' flowers, is a great

point ; for it is most trying to give money and expend time on
them, and then after all to find that they will not repay one
for either. This is the case in Eoses. Such kinds as Madame
Furtado, Souvenir de Comte Cavour, Josephine Beauharnais,

&'C., are very beautiful, but so terribly miffy, that after a little

while, under the same care that otheis have received, they go
off; and so with sorts like Achille, Napoleon III., &c. It dis-

figures the bed to find them failing.

It seems strange and is much to be lamented, that no encou-

ragement is given to the Gladiolus in or near the metropolis,

save at the Crystal Palace. Surely now that it is becoming
more popular, an effort might be made to make a Gladiolus

exhibition at the end of August or beginning of September,

and to invite growers from all parts to join it. If we could

devise anything on the principle of the National Eose Show,
and hold the exliibition at the same time as the Crystal Palace

Autumn Show of Flowers, the Company would give every facility

and act with their usual liberality. 'Many Gladiolus growers

would hail it with much satisfaction. I can only say that_ i{

such a proposal meet with favour I shall be happy to receive

any communications addressed to the office of The Joubnai, ob

HoRTicuLiuEE. I would also willingly subscribe towards it,

and do my best to exhibit as well. It is a matter worth thinking

about, for there is no autumn flower more deserving of culti-

vation. Growers would perhaps meet ; we might discuss

disease, best method of growth, habit, merit of new varieties, &o.

I hope to see in a few days M. Souchet's collection, not in
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flower bnt in the growing state, and shall then be able to say

what I think of his method of growth, and to report how they

look this season.—D., Deal.

FRUITING OF THE ROSE APPLE.
In the year 1853, when I had the care of the large oonsor-

Tatory at Chatsworth, under the late Sir Joseph Pnxton, I

fruited the Jambosa vulgaris (Eugenia jambos). The trees

then stood on the north-west quarter, and must have been
planted from fifteen to twenty years. They were between
12 and 15 feet high, and about 12 feet through. Being in very

robust health they did not produce much fruit. I believe the

Rose Apple has now been in this country nearly one hundred
years, and I have no doubt it had been fruited even before the

above date.—T. Jones, the Ganli n.-<, Ribston Hall, Wclhcrhij.

In regard to several communications in late numbers of

The Jocknal of Horticultdre concerning the fruiting of the
Rose Apple, it has occurred to me that it will be interesting if

all who may have fruited it would send an approximate state-

ment of the time and place of its fruiting, and so the date when
it first fruited may be set at rest.

I can myself state when and where it was fruited anterior

to the dates already noted in these pages ; but before I do so

it may bo well to rectify a slight error which has crept into the
discussion concerning the award lately given to fine examples
of this fruit by the Fruit Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society. The certificate was awarded to the fruit as

being exhibited for the first time at the Committee's meetings
in a properly ripened state ; and so well developed was the
fruit that it met with the Committee's approbation in the
points stated in the report, and upon which that body is bound
to adjudicate. The fact that the Rose Apple has been fruited

before does not confirm anything concerning its flavour.

The Rose Apple was fruited in the plant stove at Dynevor
Castle, South Wales, in 1850. The plant was grown in a large

pot set upon a tan pit, had a fine clean bole, was about 5 feet

in height, had a round head about 3 feet in diameter, and bore
from six to eight fruit. The fruit was of a somewhat peculiar
flavour, otherwise it does not occur to me now to have been
very remarkable for excellence. I would not venture to say
whether the examples were good of their sort or not ; certainly
they were not so good as those lately exhibited. The gardener
at Dynevor at that time was my late lamented friend Mr. Henry
Bundy.

—

William Eakley.

THE COMMON AND COLCHIAN LAURELS.
In reference to the hardiness of the Colchian Laurel, I beg

to Bay, for the information of your correspondent, Mr. Eobson,
that its capabilities of withstanding the severities of a hard
winter have been well and suflieiently tested in this establish-

ment many years ago, having passed through that ever-
memorable winter, to horticulturists, of 1800-01.

As many thousands of this invaluable Laurel are grown in

this nursery, I have had many opportunities, especially during
the spring of 1807, of pointing out to visitors its merits as

contrasted with the old common Laurel, large numbers of

which were occupying an adjoining piece of land. Seen at a

little distance, the latter had more the appearance of a "quarter"
of young Beech, they were so brown, than Laurels, while our
Colchian friend was as " green as a Leek.—J. Mayor, Walton
Nurseries, Liverpool.

In this neighbourhood nearly all the common Laurels were
killed down to the ground by the severe frost of January,
1867, but as far as I had an opportunity of observing, the Col-
ehian Laurel was quite uninjured.—F. L. S., Blackheath.

BUDDING MARSHAL NIEL ROSE ON GLOIRE
DE DIJON.

Those of your readers who possess a strong plant of Gloire
de Dijon, will be well repaid if they devote a part of it to
Marshal Kiel. Two years since I budded a shoot about half-

standard high ; last year by closely pinching all the shoots 1

formed a bushy head, which this year is a glorious cluster of
blooms. The stock appears to have sufficient influence to
colour the outer petals of a rosy buff, closely resembling the

Gloire de Dijon ; the inner petals are the deepest yellow, and
the flowers are wonderfully solid and well formed.—T. F. B.,
Sawbridiiewurth,

BRITISH FLOWERING PLANTS.
It may not be generally known, that some of the Narcissus

family grow wild in certain districts ; for instance, near here,
both on cultivated land, and in many places in the woodB,
where, in all probability, the soil has never been under cul-
tivation. Narcissus uniflorus grows by the thousand. A
neighbouring farmer last spring ploughed up a field which had
been two years in grass, and after the harrows had been over
the land one could very soon have picked up half a dozen
bushels of the bulbs.

This Narcissus comes very early into flower, and its flowers

are very sweet-scented ; but some people consider them un-
pleasant when a handful is kept for a short time in a close

room. Still, being such an early-flowering plant (it flowers in
March), it will always be welcome. Many of the thimble-
like cupped flowers are very delicately fiinged round the
mouth. The flower stems being strong, and the flower itself

capable of being carried to a distance and afterwards remain-
ing in good condition for days, many an unwelcome hand
from the nearest towns ruthlessly pulls thousands of the
flowers, no doubt for sale.—G. Dawson, Chilworth, Romsey.

MY ORCHARD-HOUSE JOURNAL.
Slay 25.—The first Cherries ripe, the Guigne Tn'-s Prccoce,

a round black Cherry with a short stalk, the earliest of all,

and very sweet.

May 30.—The Early Purple Guigne Cherry quite ripe.

Stalks very long and slender; fruit large, of a deep purplish
black, very beautiful, and most delicious. This sort is too de-
licate for open-air growth unless against a wall, and is very
liable to gum. The Guigne Marbrue Prccoce Cherry ripe. This
is the sort sent from France to London early in the month ; its

colour marbled red, and its flesh hard and flavourless. When
fully ripe its colour is dark purple, and its flesh melting and
juicy.

June 3.—Cherries, a sort much like Early Purple Guigne,
Noir Precooe de Strasse, Bigarreau Jaboulay, and BeUe d'Or-

leans, ripe. The second is a rather small black Cherry, now
dead ripe, and very sweet.

June 10.—Early Lyons Cherry (Hative de Lyons), ripe.

A very large dark red fruit, of firm flesh and excellent flavour.

Werder's Early Black, ripe.

June 14.—Cherries Bradford Prolific, Black Tartarian (with

larger fruit than the Prolific), Napoleon Noir, with very small
stones. Brant, Large Black Bigarreau, Black Hawk, Bohemian
Black Bigarreau, and a host of other large black Cherries ripe

;

all remarkably rich and good, owing to the sunny weather.

June 18.—Montgamet Pr^eoce Apricot ripe ; rather smaU,
juicy, and agreeable, the earliest of all. I saw this sort in the
beginning of the month at Messrs. Webber's in Covent Garden.
The fruit had just arrived from Bordeaux.

June 20.—Sardinian Apricot (Abricot de Sardaigne), ripe.

Under glass this is a delicious fruit ; its flesh is white, juicy,

and like a sweetmeat. Prococe d'OuUns Apricot commencing
to ripen. This is a few days earlier than the Oulins Early
Peach, but is not so rich.

Jane 22.—The Early Beatrice Peach commencing to colonr.

This is as yet the earliest Peach known. ~S^
The following are the registers of temperature for the week

just past, in dense shade in the open air, and the same in the
orchard house at 2 p.m. each day :

—

Open air. Orchard house*
June 14 81 93°

„ 15 75° 87"

„ IB 75^ 86°

„ 17 84° 96'

„ 18 76° ; 88°

„ 20 83° 90°

„ 21 82° 89*

—T. R.

VARIETIES OF THE GENUS VIOLA.
I OBSERVED in page 428, some remarks by Mr. J. Wills on a

new white Viola, Viola cornuta alba, which he anticipates will

become an especial favourite for edgings, its foliage being neat,
and its habit compact and procumbent. He also considers
that it will form a fine associate to Viola cornot4i and lutea.
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Being like Mr. Wills an admirer of the Viola tribe, I last year
began to hybridise, with the view of obtaining improved va-
rieties. I crossed Viola cornuta with the Imperial Blue
Pansy, but I am sorry to state that I could not get a seed to
oome up. I Lave also crossed Mr. Tyerman's Viola montana,
but I cannot say what the result may be.

I liked the habit of Viola lutea well, but not the flowers
;

they were so unshapely and paltry-looking. To improve it I

crossed a few flowers carefully with blues, and the best yellow
compact- growing Pansies, and I am pleased to say I have in a
great measure attained my object, for the seedlings which have
already bloomed have flowers very superior in shape to the
original plant. Already 1 have a variety of a deeper yellow
than the original, a primrose-coloured one, and a third which
I mean to call Viola lutea striata, in which the upper petals of
the flowers ere distinctly striped with blue. The flowers of all

are much superior in shape to those of Viola lutea. I have
many other seedlings to flower, and should any prove of value,
I will send an account of them.

—

William Melville, Dal-
nuny Park.

NOTES ON THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S PELARGONIUM SHOW.

Few, I think, could complain of the manner in which the
prizes were awarded at the Special Prize and Pelargonium
Show, held at South Kensington on the 16th and 17th inst.
It was evident the Judges were alive to their duty. They very
properly disqualified several tine collections, owing to these
not being exhibited in accordance with the wording of the
schedule. This is as it should be, and a few more examples
like this will make exhibitors more careful, and the part to be
performed by the judges will thus become much more simple
and agreeable.
Many and various are the opinions as to who has the best

Gold or Silver Tricolor Pelargonium, and so changeable are
these varieties, that it is not often that one can be shown in
zeally good condition many limes in succession. It is only,
therefore, when any particular variety happens to be in good
condition just at the time the exhibition takes place, that its
owner can hope to gain a prize with it.

In glancing over the numerous and beautiful collections ex-
hibited the other day, few plants could be found amongst them
having a decided and permanent character like Mrs. PoUock.
The young leaves were bright and beautiful as butterflies, but
their beauty only lasts a short time. No plant could be found
with any of the fully-developed leaves retaining their beauty
so long as Mrs. Pollock does ; for this reason Mrs. Pollock will
retain its position, the same as Flower of the Day has done, for
many years. I consider, therefore, the Judges did quite right
in bestowing their hi^^hest favour on Mrs. Grieve, for in my
opinion it was decidedly the best variety exhibited on this
occasion, and the only one likely to become a formidable rival
to the beautiful Mrs. Pollock. It appears to have the same
freedom of growth that Mrs. Pollock possesses ; there is a good
substance in the leaf, and, above all, a good foundation of
green in the composition of the leaf. This will enable it to
retain its beauty for a much longer period than many of the
other varieties which appear for the time more beautiful and
bright than Mrs. Grieve.
The next best Golden Zonal, in my opinion, is Sir E. Napier,

exhibited by Messrs. Carter & Co. It is perfectly distinct from
everything else exhibited on this occasion, and appears to
possess a good constitution. It has a neat and compact style
of growth

; the leaves are flat, of good substance, with a splen-
did crimson Eone waved with blackish velvety crimson. To
the above may he added Masterpiece, Howarth Ashton, Prince
of Wales, Mrs. Dnnnett, Ettie Beal, and Countess of Craven.
Amongst the Silver Tricolors, Miss Burdett Coutts staDds

first, in my estimation. Mrs. John Clutton is also good. To
these may bo added Lass o'Gowrie and Prince^^B Beatrice.
Amongst the Bronze and Gold Zonals, Criterion must be

CAnsidered a splendid variety, only suitable, however, for pot
culture. The plant exhibited by Messrs. F. b A. Smith was
a splendid mass of colour, and was deservedly awarded the
first prize. Mrs. Simpson and Arab are also fine varieties.
Amongst the Golden self varieties, Golden Emperor, from

Messrs. Siiltmirsh, was decidedly the best.
First-claas certifioates were awarded to Mr. W. Paul and

Messrs. E. O. Henderson on this occasion for the beautiful
donble-flovered Pelargonium Madame Lemoine, the best of all
the double-flowered section. The habit is very dwarf and

compact, and, unlike most of the other double kinds, it is a
very free-flowering variety. The flowers, which are very double,
and of a pretty peach colour, are borne on stout footstalks well
above its neat foliage, which is slightly zoned. This will, un-
doubtedly, become one of the most popular plants of the day.
Amongst the subjects for the awards of the Floral Committee,

Mr. C. Noble exhibited Spiraa palmata, one of the handsomest
hardy plants in cultivation. It has tine, dark green, palmato
leaves, and above these are produced immense clusters of
bright peach-coloured flowers, which are double. It is, certainly,
a most graceful and useful plant, and if it will bear forcing in
pots like the Hoteia japonica, will prove one of the most valu-
able decorative plants we possess. It was deservedly awarded
a first-class certificate. I predict a brilliant future for this
lovely plant.

Mr. Cole, of the Worthington Nursery, exhibited a beautiful
seedling Fern, Lomaria gibba crispa. This handsome Fern
was also awarded a first-claas certificate.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson produced a grand display with
their little square wooden boxes, in which were exhibited one
hundred species and varieties of plants suitable for bedding
purposes. This was, undoubtedly, the most interesting feature
of the Show ; it was not only interesting, but highly instruc-
tive to the flower gardener, for a very large number of plants
were here brought before him, which would at once suggest
their use in bedding arrangements. The way in which these
were arranged reflected the highest credit on Messrs. Hender-
son and their skilful assistants. At some future time I shall

give a list of flowering and other plants suitable for producing
tine combinations with many of the little gems in this exhi-

bition. It is to be hoped that Messrs. E. G. Henderson will

still retain this pretty collection of plants in the boxes just as
they were exhibited at the late Shows at Kensington and
Regent's Park, so that many gardeners who may have been
prevented from seeing them on the occasions referred to, may
see them at the nursery, where they will find many other
subjects that will prove quite as interesting, if not quite so

instructive.—J. Wills.

CRYSTAL PALACE ROSE SHOW.—Jcne ^Oth.

As might have been expected, the Roses even thus early have shows
nmnistakeable symptoms of the effect of the scorching, almost tropical

weather, which we have had for some time. Never, probably, were

so many Hoses shown ont of character as they were on this occasion,

and more especially was this the case with the dark varieties, the

colour being fairly driven out of them by the sun. Some kinds were

really hardly distinguishable ; notably was this the case with a box of

John Hopper, which no one could have recognised as that fine variety.

Charles Lefebvre in many boxes had a mottled appearance, also, no
doubt, the effect of the san ; but although this was the case, and it

may seem a strange anomaly, yet I may also add that I never saw
finer blooms of some varieties, but then they had been evidently

bloomed under shading. Thus, for example, in Mr. Hedge's and Mr.
Pochin's boxes there were blooms which were, beyond doubt, as fine,

&a fresh, and clean as we have ever seen them. Some wonderful

boxes of yellow Roses were exhibited ; amongst others by Mr. Hedge
and Mr. Cant, Marechal Niel, L'Enfant Tronve, and Triomphe de

Rennes, were exceedingly fine.

Leaving, however, other hands to deal with this portion of the

Show, I would confine my observations to the new Roses, of which

there was not a very plentiful supply, some of the boxes, too, being

disquahfied for not complying with the rules, which only admitted

Roses sent out in 1866 and 1867. Mr. Keynes took the first prize,

and Mr. Cant the second. Among the best Roses of 1866 were FeUx
Genero, Fran9oi8 Treyve, Horace Vemet, Madame George Paul,

colour somewhat flown, but a fine Rose in cool weather ; Mademoiselle

Annie Wood, a first-class Rose of bright colour ; Monsieur Noman, a

Rose I had too hastily condemned ; it is veiy fine, in the way of Mar-

guerite de St. Amand, and a box of it shown by Mr. Cant was most

lovely. Thorin is bright, but has too little stuff in it ; Boutin d'Or,

Tea, is excellent, and Madame Margottin, very fine.

Of the Roses of 1867 but very few were exhibited. Madame No-
man is a lovely Rose in the style of Mademoiselle Bonnaire, and Vir-

ginal, white with light flesh-coloured centre; Baronne Adolphe de

Rothschild, a lovely light pink if it is full enough—as shown it was

not ; Prince Humbert, very bright, bnt its shape not what I should

like ; but I think the new Roses must be respited for another time,

for it would be very unfair to judge of them this season, when Rosea

are so ont of character. I think we may say, however, that Rosea

which show now well will be worth keeping.

It falls quite within the legitimate sphere of floral notices to draw

attention to the very beautiful decoration of the Royal Box, showing

that the tasteful decoration of rooms is not a spedalitc of our French

neighbours, for it is entirely owing to the good taste and judgment of

Mr. Wilkinson, the able and active manager of the flower shows, that
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iho control ball, if wa maytio call it, id a marvel of boauty. A foantain

plays iu the ceutre, surrouuded by Qao-folia^ed and doweriu^ plants of

^^at beauty, whilo tbrough an openiug on ouo side is socd a water

nympb, Tvith a. foantaiu casting dowu a sheet of water all rotiud,

lighted from above by gaa, wUicU brings oat beautiful prismatic colours

iu the water. It is a most charming; arrangement, and docs iofinite

credit to tho designer.—1)., iJcaL

NOTWITBSTANDLNG tho recent Bcorching weather, the display of

looses at the Crystal Palace on Saturday last was excellent in quantity,

and in quality vastly better than oven the most eanp^no conld have

expected. Of course many of the flowers had been "' touched " by the

son, and bad, consequcutiy, lost that freshness which constitutes so

great a. charm in a Koie, and many were showing stamens ; but

theu again there were whole stands, and thc?e, too, from a distance,

in which tho blooms exhibited all tho freshness and -lerfection which
one could have desired iu the most favourable weather. On the

whole, notwithstanding all drawbacks, the Show was magnificent, and
despite the heavy rain which fell during pai-t of tho day and other

attractions elsewhere, mora than 13,000 visitors inspected the Ex-
hibition.

In Class 1, for single trasses of aeventy-two varieties, Messrs. Paul
and Son took the iirat place with remarkably tine blooms, conspicuous

-among which were Doke of Kdiuburgh, rich crimson scarlet ; Marie
Baomann, a splendid carmine liose of tine form, hitherto uot frequently

esdiibited, but good in almost every at^nd m which it was shown;
Madame Charles Wood, glowing crimson; Alfred Colomb ; Made-
moiselle Marie Rady, another brilliant-colourtd variety- ; Senateur
Vaisse, Xavier Olibo, Devouiensis, Fran';oi.s Trcyvc, Marechal Niel,

magnificent, as indeed it was in most of the stands : Louise Magnan,
fine white ; Madame Victor Verdier, Maurice Bernardin, Lord Ma-
canlay, Mademoiselle Thercse Levet, Olivier Delhommc, Mademoiselle
Annie Wood, Princo Camille de Rohan, and Mademoiselle Bonnaire,

small, but beautiful. Mr. Cant, of Colchester, who was second, had
fine examples of Marechal Niel, Madame Bravy, Madame Victor

Verdier, Duchesse de Caylus, Niphetos, President. Klizabeth Vigneron,

Gloire de Vitry, Olivier Delhomme, Prince Camille de Rohan, Souvenir

d'Elise, Devouiensis, Celine Forestier, Horace Vemet. Maurice Ber-

nardin, Marie Baumanu, and others. &Ir. Mitchell, of Piltdown

Nurseries, Uckfield, who came third, bad also excellent blooms, and
some very fine, soch as Charles Lefebvre, Mdlle. Marie Rady, and
Charles Verdier. Mr. Keyuos, of Salisbury, was fourth.

Class '2, three trusses of forty-eight varieties, always affords a rich

and eflfective display, and on this occasion waa quite a feature of itself.

Messrs. Paul & Son's stand, which took the first prize, contained

many remarkably tine trasses, especially those of Madame Furtado,

Victor Verdier, Ville de St. Denis, Duke of Edinburgh, Beauty of

Waltham, Niphetos, Madame Rivers, Marechal Niel. Marie Baumann,
Maurice Bernardin, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Pierre Xotting. Alfred Colomb,
Dnchesse de Caylus, and Gloire de Santenay. In the second-prize

collection, from Mr. Keynes, were Madame Yidot, Marie Baumaim,
Camille Bernardin, Charles Lefebvre, Mar^^uerite de St. Amand,
Princess Mary of Cambridge, Souvenir de Malmaison, Gloire de Dijon,

Madame Sertot, Alba MutabUis, Mrg. Ward, lilac rose ; Bernard
Polissy, confused-looking ; Xa-vier Olibo, fine ; Alfred Colomb, Mdlle.

Marie Rady, Francois Lacharme, Triompho de Rennes, Boule d'Or,

Bladame Knorr, and Madame Willermoz. Mr. Cant, who came third,

had also very fine trusses of some of the varieties just named, as well

as Rubens, white, tinged with rose; Fisher Holmes, John Hopper,
Comtesse de Chabrillant, Exposition de Brie, splendid colour ; La
Brillante, Dr. Andry, and Devouiensis. Mr. Fraser, of Lea Bridge

Road, Leyton, took the fourth prize with, among others. Prince de

Porcia, very fine iu colour; Fiaher Holmes, Duchesse de Caylus,

Marie Baumann, John Hopper, Madame Boutin, Madame C. Wood,
Monsieur Neman, and Antoine Ducher. Mr. Mitchell also exhibited

in this class, but the warm climate of Sussex, which gives him so

great on advantage sometimes, was against him, as the sun had some-
what affected his otherwise fine blooms. Messrs. Francis contributed

good examples of William Rollisson, Madame Vidot, and some others.

In Class 3, for three trusses of twenty-four varieties, Mr. Keynes
took the lead with splendid examples of Marechal Niel, America,
Triompho de Rennes, Souvenir d'un Ami, Souvenir de Malmaison,
Devouiensis, Marguerite de St. Amand, Alfred Colomb, Victor Verdier,

Mdlle. Marguerite Dombraio, Charles Ronillard, Princess Mary of

Cambridge, and Charles Lefebvre. Messrs. Paul & Son, who were
second, had Pierre Netting, Maurice Bernardin, Prince do Porcia,

Alfred Colomb, and others, fine in size and colour; whilst Mr. Cant,
who took the third place, had a splendid example of Marie Baumann,
and eeveral others, very good. Mr. Clarke, Streatham Place, Brixton,

was fourth. Mr. Cattell, of Westerham, sent, among others. Beauty
of Westerham. a lively-coloured variety of English origin.

The next Clasa, 4, was for single trusses of the same number of

varieties. In this Mr. Keynes was again first, and had a magnificent
bloom of Marechal Niel measuring about 1 inches in diameter, and
fine examples of Mario Baumann, Hippolyte Flandrin, Marguerite
de St. Amand, America, Souvenir de Malmaison, Souvenir d'Elise,

Souvenir d'un Ami, Charles Rouillard, and Pierre Netting. Mr.
Parker, Victoria Nursery, Rugby, who was second, had Martchal Niel,

not large, but extremely rich in colour, and excellent examples of
Madame Victor Verdier, Charles Lefebvre, Alfred Colomb, and

General Washington. The third and fourth prizes went respectiTOlj

to Mr. Clarke, of Brixton, and Mr. Mann, of Brentwood.
In the amateurs' classes tht exhibitora were very numerona, an^

many of the stands were excellent, cspocially those ihown by Mr.
Hedge, Mr. lugle, the Rev. E, N. Pochin, and Mr. Postana, which
contained some superb blooms, and withal wonderfully fresh. We
can only notice a few of tho best varieties in each class.

For single trusses of forty-eight kinds, Mr. Hedge, of Heed Hall,
Colchester, took the first place with Boule d'Or, Expot^ition de Brie,

not large, but fine in colour ; Prince Camille de Rohan, Rubens,
William Griffiths, Madame Morgottin, Triompho de Rennes, Marie
Baumann, Pierre Netting, L'Enfant Trouv6, and Marechal Niel, the
last of the richest golden colour. Mr. Tngle, gardener to Mrs. Round,
Birch Hall, Colchester, who was serond, had John Hopper, Senateur
Vaisse. Charles Lefebvre, Pierre Netting, very fine ; Rushton Rad-
clyffe, Dnchesse de Caylus and Souvenir de Malmaison. Sir. Thomey-
croft, Floore, Weedon, was third ; Mr. Chard, gardener to Sir F. H.
Bathurst, Bart., Salisbury, fourth.

In Class 6, for thirty-six single trusses, Mr. Hedge was again first

with remarkably fine blooms, especially those of Marechal Niel, very
deep in colour ; Dr. Andry, Madame Boll, and Alfred Colomb. Mr.
Draycott, gardener to R. Studd, Esq., was second with Victor Verdier,

Due de Rohan, Louis XTV., Olivier Dclhomme, and Madame Bravy ;

and good trusses of other varieties came from him : from Mr. Keen,
gardener to J. G. Sheppard, Esq., Campsey Ash ; and from Mr. Ingle.

In Class 7, twenty-four single trusses, the Rev. E. Pochin, Sileby

Vicarage, Loughborough, had the first prize for beautiful examples,

both as regards size and freshness, of Senateur Favre, Victor Verdier,

Souvenir de Malmaison, Charles Lefebvre, Madame Furtado, Dr.
Andry, Due de Kohan, magnificent, Comtesse de Chabrillant, Jules

Margottin, Louis Peyronny, Marechal Niel, Climbing DevonienaiB,.

John Hopper, Marguerite de St. Amand, and Madame C. Wood-
There was not a bad Rose in the stand, and the greatest credit is due
to its exhibitor, as likewise to Mr. Postans, who took the second prize,

and whose blooms were also excellent. Mi-. Stoddart, Wivenhoe Port,

and Mr. Nichol, gardener to T. H. Power, Esq., Bury St. Edmunds,
were third and fourth.

Tho next Class, 8, was for twelve varieties, and in it Mr. Pochin and
Mr. Postans were again first and second, exhibiting beautiful examples
of Madame Furtado, Charles Lefebvre, Climbing Devoniensis, Mare-
chal Niel, General Pelissier, Frau'jois Louvat, Xavier Olibo, Niphetos,

Abel Grand, Pierre Notting, splendid, Marie Baumann, Madamo
Willermoz, Madame C. Wood, Due de Rohan, and Madame V. Ver-
dier. Mr. May, Slisted, who was third, had among others Marechal
Niel, very fine, and the fourth-prize stand of Mr. Ingle contained a
very large and fine Charles Lefebvre.

Collections of Roses, any variety, were furnished by Messrs. Paul
and Son, who exhibited numerous varieties, and Mr. Cant, who had a
stand of magnificent trusses of Marechal Niel. To each of these

exhibitors a first prize was awarded, the second and third being taken

by Messrs. Francis, of Hertford, and Mr. HoUamby, cf Tunbridge
Wells. The latter also sent several boxes not for competition, and
received an extra prize.

Of yellow Roses, Mr. Keynes sent numerous fine trusses of Louise
de Savoie. Gloire de Dijon, Triomphe de Rennes, Boule d'Or, and
Marechal Niel, the last splendid, and he received a first prize ; the

second going to Mr. Hedge, who had L'Enfant Trouve. very beautiful

;

Jaune de Smith, Celine Forestier, Narcisse, and some of those just

named. Mr. Stoddart was third, and an extra prize was awarded to

Mr. Bristow, gardener to Mrs. Orme, Broadwater.
For Tea-scented and Noisette varieties there were cla?ses both for

nurserymen and amateurs, Mr. Cant, Mr. Eraser, and Mr. Porker,

of Rugby, being the prizetakers among the former ; and Messrs.

Hedge, Bristow. and Postans among the latter. In the various stands

shown by these gentlemen, there were beautiful trusses of Niphetos,

Madame Willermoz, Marechal Niel, Devoniensis, Comte de Paris,

Moiret. Souvenir d'Elise, Vicomtesse de Cazes, L'Enfant Tronve,

Madame Margottin, a fine new pot Rose ; Gloire de Dijon, and Celine

Forestier.

The best basket of one hundred flowers was one of Marie Baumann,
from Messrs. Paul & Son ; Mr. Fraser being second with Madame
Victor Verdier interspersed with Asparagus, and Maiden-hair and
other Ferns; and Mr. Chard , third.

Among miscellaneous subjects were collections of bedding plants

from Messrs. E. G. Henderson ; Downie, Laird, & Laing; F. & A.

Smith ; and Mr. Mann, of Brentwood. Mr. Guyett, gardener to

J. Perrott, Esq., Heme Hill, sent finely-fruited Vines in pots; M. Van
Houtte, Iresine Lindenii, with purplish chocolate leaves; and G. F.

Wilson, Esq., Weybridge, fijie cut spikes of various Lihes.

PJIODODENDRONS AND THEIR CULTURE,
I WAS disappointed that in the article thus entitled, which

appeared in page 409, no mention was made for out-door

culture of what I know as Rhododendron caucasicum, which

is dwarf, hardy, the first to flower, and haa flowers streaked

with rose while in the bud state, delicate sulphur-coloured

when blown. Nor is mention made of the double, which is

equally hardy, large, and handsome in stem and trasses.
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These, with nnmeroas fine Tarietiea, thrive admirably here in
the north-east of Scotland, at an elevation of 700 feet above the
sea level.

Then, for pot culture, how can your contributor omit E.
Edgworthii and Nuttallii, one so handsome a plant, the other
ledeeming the rough coarseness of its leaf, and rather crabbed
growth, by the size, beauty, and deUcious fragrance of its

flowers ?—H. C. J.

LICHENS ON FRUIT TREES.
The espalier Apple and Pear trees here, both in their trunks

and branches, I found on my arrival, two years ago last April,
" 83 green as grass." I bought a mason's whitewashing brush,
and having slaked some lime I made a thickish wash of it,

added a little soot, and laid on the wash over the lichens in

Tfinter. The trees are perfectly clean, and I have seen no re-

newal of the lichens.

I have drained all tbree of my gardens 3 feet 6 inches deep.
I believe lichens betoken a want of drainage, but also that
they may be attributed to other causes. They harbour insect
pests, and can no more be beneficial to a tree than scurf on
the skin to an animal. The skin is the second lung, and per-
forms the o£Bce of leaves till these are formed. Stoppage
of the pores of the skin cannot be advantageous to health.
Attention must be paid by arboriculturists to the skin and
leaves of trees, and as much attention should be paid to the
roots as to the branches. We want gardeners to be as " well
up" in the roots as in the branches.—W. F. Eadclyffe, Oke-
ford Fitzpaine,

NAMING PLANTS IN PUBLIC GARDENS.
The spirited and artistic manner in which the public gardens

in the neighbourhood of the metropolis are managed, at once
proclaims the desire of those who have their direction to pro-
vide the public with the means of pleasure and gratification of

the purest and most healthy nature ; and the thousands who
escape the smoke and din of city life to avail themselves of

spare moments to breathe the breath of flowers, return invi-

gorated to their multifarious duties, their mind provided with
a fresh train of thought, which must, perhaps imperceptibly,
exert a beneficial influence over their nature. As regards the
town population, the objects of public gardens are to a great
extent answered. These visitors come to enjoy a feast of
heauty, and their presence in turn gives energy and pleasure
to the promoters. Thus the enjoyment is reciprocal.

There is another and an important class of visitors, who
bom the very extremity of the kingdom, and even beyond its

limits, periodically visit public gardens near London, but with
an object different from that of their city brethren. A mere
least of flowers is not the primary object of their visit, these
they leave at home in abundance. Public gardens are by this

class of visitors regarded as standards of excellence, and they
are anxious to see how near their own approach this standard

;

or such gardens are looked upon as experimental gardens,
where objects are examined with a critical eye, their adap-
tations and quaUties duly noted, and conclusions arrived at

as to the desirability of the plants for the home plots. These,
in numbers of cases, are so limited as not to admit of un-
proved novelties. Every bed is under the eye, and must be
planted in confidence to give a good return. Viewed from this

stand-point public gardens are not only establishments of

pablic interest, but are emphatically institutions of public use-
inlness; and as the directors are evidently desirous of contri-

fcnting to the public good, they would greatly enhance the in-

terest of these gardens it the plants employed were legibly and
correctly named. This omission is a drawback common to

most of them. At the Crystal Palace, Hyde Park, Eoyal Hor-
ticultural Gardens, Battersea Park, &c., the public cannot learn
the names of the plants employed except by going to a con-
siderable amount of trouble. If the men who happen to be
^forking on the spot are appealed to for information, it is ten

to one if they are able to give the names promptly and cor-

rectly, and as long as the authorities withhold from the public

the means of acquiring the names in a proper and legitimate

manner, so long will these men be troubled and hindered in

their work by the queries of visitors, who from curiosity or

more solid motives are naturally anxious to know what they

are looking at and admiring. The omission is certainly incon-

venient, and a remedy would, I am sure, be hailed with plea-

sure by thousands.
From a variety of considerations it might not be desirable to

have names appended to the plants all over the garden ; bnt
would it not be desirable to reserve a plot as a sort of garden
of nomenclature, where a plant or two of every kind might
have its name attached in a position accessible to all, and
in such a manner that it would not be necessary to remove
the label in order to read the name? This would be a
feature in these establishmen's which would be attractive, in-

teresting, and useful. This is the suggestion of a gentleman,
a patron and lover of horticulture, who visits periodically

the various public gardens for the purpose of acquiring in-

formation, and each time returns disappointed at his in-

ability to acquire the names of many plants which he would be
glad to know, and which he thinks ought to be provided. He
reasonably only regards himself as the representative of many
others similarly circumstanced, and thought the subject of

sufficient importance to be mooted in the columns of The
JouBNAii OF Horticulture.—J. W.

JIAKING SKELETON BOUQUETS,
When your leaves are dry enough to work handily, com-

mence forming them into bouquets. Take the larger leaves

and those with the longest stems and place them in a sort of

semicircle on a sheet of plate paper ; or, if you wish to form
them into a sort of wreatb, ctmmence near the top of the

sheet and work in a circle, bringing the sides of the wreath

together at the bottom and fastening them in a knot of blue or

straw-coloured ribbon. Those colours look best with the snowy
iacework of the leaves, though some might prefer green. If

a wreath is formed, a small picture may be placed in the

centre. A Rose, in bright colours, with a few buds, and a

growth of vivid green leaves, would look beautifully if sur-

rounded by the frosty network of the skeletonised leaves. The
leaves, I should have said before, may be fastened to the paper

by just touching the backs of them where they join the stem

with a drop of colourless glue. They will overlap each other

and hide all traces of their being glued. 01 course, they should

not be laid on flat, one over another, as such an arrangement

would spoil the effect. They must be disposed as naturally

as possible. Nature is always an excellent guide in these

matters, and the more closely we imitate her the better we shall

succeed in our experiments. Some of the leaves should be

curled over the fingers and then fastened along the middle of

the wreath, or in the central part of the foreground of the

bouquet. They will He up among the others, and their gracefnl

curl will relieve the whole collection from any prim, stiff ap-

pearance, and make it look airy and light. If a bouquet is

made, it should be rounded-up towards the middle in front

Uke a bouquet of flowers. You will understand what I mean
better, probably, if you imagine a bouquet cut in halves, and

one-half laid on a sheet of paper before you. You will observe

that it is rounded from the side. If a bouquet is made, leave

several long stems of nearly an equal length below the leaves,

and glue on a knot of narrow ribbon as though that held the

cluster together.

A nice case for these wreaths or bouquets is made as follows

:

—Take four pieces of thin light board, and make a box about

6 inches deep. Colour the outside with some dark colour, and

line the inside with smooth white paper. The box, of course,

will be made to correspond to the size of the sheet on which

you have made vonr wreath. The sheet should fit in nicely

and smoothly, and it will, if you are careful and particular in

making the box. I ought to have mentioned that a groove

should be cut in the box to admit the glass in front.

Now, when you have your pictures fitted nicely in the box,

or, perhaps, it should more properly be called a frame, if it

looks unfinished (and very likely it will), you must go to work

and make some sort of a flat frame, the inner edge to be of the

same size as the deep or box frame, which can be fitted on over

the latter with strong glue. Make it neatly, and give it a

colouring of umber, nitric acid, or some such stain. Ihen

exercise your taste in forming pretty figures on it with seedB-

of different plants. If you place a row along the outer and

inner edges, it will look very pretty, and if Peas or Beans are

used they will give it the appearance of being "beaded," as

carpenters term it. Beans or Peas must be spht before being

used, and coloured after being put on.

Groups of Burs look extremely well ; besides, they need no

colouring. They are of fine shape, and when placed in clusters

have a decided resemblance to some kinds of flowers. Yon

can iavent many ways to make your frame very ornamental.
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and your own judgment and taato will guide you in the worki

and create something that will not cast a disagreeable contrast

on the beautiful, frost-like, airy ghosts of Bummer's leayes

insido the ease.—£. G. Bexford.

THE LILY OF THE VALLEY.
EvTiBYONE fond of flowers admires this graceful and pleasing

little harbinger of summer. Despite the rage for exotic plants,

the Lily of the Valley remains a favourite, and many thou-

sand spikes of its flowers are disposed of in Covent Garden
Market ; indeed, the flowers of no other British plant, probably,

are in greater demand.
In several parts of the -woods here, the Lily of the Valley

grows very freely, and the places where it succeeds best seem

to be little better than beds of very fine sand. Some of these

spots are overshadowed by Oak trees, which afford protection

from the sun during the heat of summer, and generally there

grows amongst the plants such a close covering of Pteris aqui-

lina, that it appears when in full leaf sufficient to choke, if not

to entirely kill them. I have had this impression, but when
visiting in the following May the places where the Lily of the

Valley was growing, I found it again in full force. Its leaves

soon die down when exposed to the heat of summer, and I have
never seen it in a wild state so strong as it is when grown in

shady places in gardens, especially when not disturbed for

years.

It is generally very impatient of removal, and often some
years will elapse before it acquires in a new position the same
degree of strength which it exhibits when grown in good sound
soil in a shady situation. I have often seen it doing well in

beds at the back of a high wall ; the north side answers best, as

the plant does not seem to enjoy full exposure to the sun's rays.

It might be asked. Why not at once imitate its native habitat

during the summer mouths ? I do not perceive the propriety

of doing BO, except to a limited extent near some fernery or

rockery adjoining pleasure grounds.—G. Dawson, Chilworth,

Eonisey.

VIOLA CORNUTA, AND ITS FAILURE IN
DRY SEASONS.

Most of our ornamental plants are from climates which are

warmer and more sunny than our own, and where the weather
or locality is cold and sunless the result which they afford

cannot be satisfactory ; but we also cultivate a class of plants

from moister climates, and where rain instead of sunshine
prevails they flourish. Thus, whatever be the character of the

weather in England, we can always enjoy something, and the

most adverse season never passes away without its proving

favourable to certain plants ; and it that which is successful

be only recently introduced, we are apt in our enthusiasm
to give it a higher degree of importance than it deserves, and
the reverse if the contrary should be the case. The more
popular the plant, too, the greater the outcry when it fails.

Now I expect to hear complaints against a plant which has

been highly lauded during the last two years, and especially if

the summer should be dry and hot. Viola cornuta was in

everyone's mouth as a plant of the first merit, and there was
some controversy as to who had first introduced it as a bedding

plant. Without giving any opinion on this point, I antici-

pate that after a dry summer it will be ejected from most
places where water is scarce, and that it will be exclaimed
against more than it ought to be. Without wishing to dis-

parage this plant, I have always maintained that it is better

suited to a moist season or situation than to a dry one, and as

daring the past two years there has been no lack of rain in the

growing summer months, it has prospered much better than it

may do in 1808. I anticipate its total failure this year in

places where its planting-out was left until the usual bedding-

ont time arrived ; for, like the Cerastium, it ought to be planted

early in spring, or, which is better, in the autumn. Mine
were all planted at that time, and were in full bloom when the

bedding Pelargoniums and other plants were turned out ; but
even with the advantage of being established six months or

more, dry weather begins to have an effect upon it, and I

anticipate a short season for this plant, though during the
previous two years it continued longer in bloom.
Now, we have no reason to find fault with this. No plant is

so constituted as to prosper alike in all seasons, and we must
regulate our planting by what we know of our soils, and by
what we can guess of the coming season. On the average of

seasons it will be found that this plant will bo in better con-

dition when the rainfall is abundant than where scanty, and

,

the north of England and Scotland would seem to be its home.
Let us not discard it altogether, for although it will not endure

for successive weeks the bright hot sunshine which makes the

Pelargonium flourish, it has its time and place.—J. ItoiiSON.

SCARLET FLOWERS.
Among all the colours that blooms assume, none are less

associated with fragrance than scarlet. We cannot at present

recollect a bright scarlet blossom that ia sweet-scented—yet no
other colour among flowers is more admired and sought after.

Scarlet prevails among Balsamina, Euphorbia, Pelargonium,

Poppy, Salvia, Bouvardia, and Verbena, yet none of the scarlets

are of sweet perfumes. Some of the light-coloured Balsams
and Verbenas are sweet-scented, but none of the scarlets are.

The common Sage, with blue blooms, is odoriferous both in

flower and foliage ; but the scarlet Salvias are devoid of smell.

None of the sweet-scented-leaved Pelargoniums have scarlet

blooms, and none of the scarlet bloomers have sweet scent of

leaves nor of blooms. Some of the white-margined Poppies

have pleasant odours ; but the British scarlets are not sweet-

scented. The British white-blooming Hawthorn is of the

most delightful fragrance ; the scarlet-flowering has no smell.

Some of the Honeysuckles are sweetly perfumed, but the

Scarlet Trumpet is scentless.

All the Beans with light blossoms have pleasant odours, bnt
not the Scarlet Kunner. The liose gives fragrance to all its

colours, but the Gloire de Eosomene, which approaches nearest

to scarlet, is as scentless as the Yellow Harrison. The florists*

varieties of Tulip have a gentle odour, but the scarlet has as

little perfume as the yellow. Many of the flowering shrubs

have very fragrant blossoms ; but the scarlet Cydonia has no
smell. Carnations and Gilliflowers have some blooms approach-

ing to scarlet—they are fragrant.

There are plants that bear scarlet blooms or scarlet fruits,

suitable for every department of ornamental gardening, and
every department should be adorned with scarlet, or a near

representation thereof, for no decorations are complete without

it. In glass houses there are Bouvardias, Cupheas, Euphorbias,

Alonsoa, Pelargonium, Gilliflower, Leschenaultia, Manettia,

Salvias, with scarlet blooms, and Poinsettia with scarlet bracts,

and Ardisia with scarlet berries. For out-door flower beds,

Canuas, Balsams, Carnations, Gilliflowers, Cacalia, LobeUa
cardinalis. Lychnis, Bouvardias, Pelargoniums, Cupheas, Sal-

vias, Gladiolus, Tulips, Verbenas, Zinnias, &c.

For Climbers, Scarlet Trumpet Honeysuckle, Manettia,

Cypress vine. Scarlet Eunner Bean, &c. Amongst trees, Cercis

canadensis, gives a representation in blooms in early spring,

and Scarlet Oak and Eed Maple, with leaves in autumn.
Among Shrubs, Sorbus and deciduous Euonjmns, and Eed
Snowberry, with fruits all fall and partly through the winter.

Cydonia, with blooms in early spring, and Tartarian Honey-
suckle, Sweet Briars, &c., with fruits through the autumn. In
those different departments the eight can be feasted upon
scarlet all the year round ; and the scent can feast upon the
fragrance of very many other kinds of plants.

Many of our enterprising florists and seedsmen have given

a fresh impulse to the love of floriculture, with their finely

illustrated catalogrjes, within the past few years. They would
even be more intelligible if they had abbreviations of the colours

of all species and varieties, and then the purchase! s could

select, sow, and plant more knowingly, to adorn their ) arterres

with all colours, and especially dazzling scarlet.

—

Walteb
Elder [American Gardener's Jlonthhj).

A Quick Growth.—The new early Peas, Eingleader, sown
on the 12th of February, were last week harvested—fully ripe,

at Messrs. Sutton's Farm, London Eoad, Beading.

WORK FOR THE "WEEK.
KITCHEN GARDEN.

The ground is now in good order for the reception of autumn
and winter crops, and no delay should occur in planting out a
quantity of the most forward Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, and
Broccoli. Those who have their fiist Peas cleared off the ground
will be so far fortunate, but there are not many places where
there is ground enough to enable the gardener to have only one

' crop on the ground at once. Broccoli, large breadths o£ the
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winter and spring sorts should nOw be planted out as vacant

pieces of ground fall in. Celery, now is a good time to put in

the first main crop. A few trenches will have been previously

planted. To save ground it is recommended to plant it all in

ieds about 4 feet wide, with ridges of the same width between,

sowing a row of Peas along the centre of the ridge, and using

the trench for Lettuces, &c., before it is wanted for Celery.

The beds intended for late Celery are narrower, should be

mannred as soon as possible in the spring, and should be

planted with early Potatoes to succeed those in frames. The

trenches should be formed with a high and low side resembling

a turf pit, strong stakes to be laid across from side to side,

upon which common hurdles wattled with spruce fir branches

are to be drawn up and down according to the weather. This

method may be useful to the amateur who is fond of Peas and

Celery, and has but little ground at his command. CauUflim-en,

Endice, and other autumnal succession crops, to be planted out

at regular intervals ; and see that there are no plants left to

inn to seed among beds of Carrots, Salsafy, Soorzonera, Skirret,

and Chicory, all of which are liable to throw up seedstalks.

FRUIT GARDEN.

The routine of thinning and tying-in the summer growth,

and the destruction of insects, must still be attended to. All

stone fruit trees may now be budded, spring grafts looked

over, the clay broken, and the bandages loosened. The grafts

must have stakes put to them, or they will be broken ofi the

first windy day. Those persons who have Vines trained on a

cottage or in other parts of the garden should examine and

carefully regulate the branches, taking care to retain no more

young wood and fruit-bearing shoots than the Vines are capable

of supporting and bringing to maturity. The fruit-bearing

branches, if it has not already been done, should now have

their tops pinched off two eyes above the bunch, and the others

may be stopped in the same manner when they have reached

about 20 inches in length. After this stopping, at most of the

eyes the Vines will in all probability throw out laterals, which

Bhonld be nipped off immediately above the first joint, taking care,

however, not to injure it for fear of prematurely starting the

hud at the base. No more shoots should be allowed to remain

than are necessary to cover the space there may be for training

them. It is always better to keep Vines thin and open than to

crowd the branches together, for loading the plant with a super-

abundance of wood only serves to weaken it and rob the fruit

of much of its nourishment.

FI.OT\'ER GARDEN".

From the beginning to the middle of July is the best time in

the year to increase Hoses from layers. The shoots are less

brittle now, and on that account easier to handle than when

they are ripe. There is also much time saved by summer-

layering, as the lasers will be rooted and fit to be beddedout

in nursery rows next November. Besides, there need be no

cold fingers as when the work is done in February or March.

Those who intend to grow Boses in pots for exhibition or

private use, and for early forcing, should have their plants

worked on some of the free-growing China Boses. These are

now throwing up from near the bottom strong suckers or shoots,

which may be layered for stocks and budded immediately.

The height at which these should be budded is a matter of

taste. A few standard Boses are very useful in the conserva-

tory early in spring, and their ugly stems can always be hidden

by other plants. For exhibition, on the other hand, stan-

dards will not do at all, unless they are exceedingly well man-

aged, and rather dwarf than otherwise. For mere pot culture

stocks of the common China Eose are as good as any. The

Boursaults, however, possessing the softness and excitability

of the Chinas with the hardiness of the Ayrshire, are considered

by growers to be the best stocks for general purposes. Any

variety of this section will answer ; Drummond's Thornless is

one of them. In preparing the shoots for layering be very

particular in picking out all the buds below the places where

the new buds are to be inserted. This will keep the stocks

always free from suckers and side shoots—not, however, unless

the shoots are of this year's growth, as we have no power over

older shoots, which are already coated over with a layer of

organisable matter that can throw out buds anywhere, barly

Tulips, Hyacinths, Narcissus, &c., may now be taken up, dried,

and cleaned in a dry shed, and be put up in the seed room till

planting-out time. To have beautiful little plants ot Chrysan-

themums with large heads of flowers, you must begin now ty

geleoting the strongest shoots on the plants growing m the

open ground, draw them out along the ground, and at S or

4 inches from the top peg them down. They will soon turn
up their points again, and in about a fortnight or three weeks
you may sink pots full of rich mould under the bends, and
layer these shoots, letting the bend down near the bottom of

the pot. The pots will soon be full of roots, and on a damp
evening you can cut off the shoots and remove your plants to a

close frame.
OREENHOCSE AND C0N8EEVAT0RV.

(ireenhouse plants will now do well enough with the usual
routine of watering, syringing in the evening, tying, staking,

and training, as may be requisite. As all but the very best

specimens are now removed from this house you will have
room to introduce annuals, placing three or four of them JD
large pots ; with a little care they will be useful for the conser-

vatory. There is no scarcity of flowers in the conservatory
now. The usual routine of training the climbers and keeping
the other plants in order, together with neatness, is all that is

immediately wanted ; but keep a good eye to your winter stock.

Camellias that have formed their flower buds may now be
potted ; those of them that are to flower early should be kept
in-doors all summer, but the spring-flowering ones may be
turned out. Anne Boleyn Pinks for forcing ought now to be
in a forward state, and if they show symptoms of flowering

pinch off the stems as they appear. This is the proper time to

attend diligently to such plants as will flower from October

to May.
STOVE.

If any established stove plants require another shift this

summer let it be given soon, but avoid shifting large speci-

mens so late if you can ; rather encourage them with a little

liquid manure ocoasionally. Young plants may be potted ae

they may require for the next two months. Do not neglect to

make cuttings of .lusticias, Clerodendrons, and similar useful

plants early in .Tuly for flowering next year. These will fonn
beautiful plants before the end of October. Pentas camea
belongs to this class ; it is a very useful plant in winter, and
may be had in flower all the year round. Air, moisture, and
cleanliness, as usual, are requisite.

PITS AND FRAMES.
These are the best places to grow the most choice sorts of

greenhouse plants in summer. Heaths that have not yet

flowered should not have auy shade over the glass, as they set

their flower buds much better in the full sun. Syringe all the

plants here every evening, so as to preserve a cool refreshing;

temperature all night.—W. Keane.

DOINGS OF THE LAST WEEK.
The work has to a great extent been of a routine character,

and besides Grapethiuuing, potting, &o., the great aim has
been to keep everything growing with as little watering as

possible.

KITCHEN garden.
Some fine rows of Peas coming into bloom we were obliged

to water, and then mulch along the sides to keep the moisture
in, as the foliage was becoming of a light slaty colour, and the
blossom was refusing to set. A plantation of Cauliflowers, our
third succession, was also changing colour, and we were afraid

they would knot for bloom too soon, and come to little, and
these we watered, then covered the ground with dry litter, and
shook a little of the cleanest over the leaves to moderate the
force of the sun's rays. Strawberries iu pots, which we in-

tended planting, but could not, after being watered were
sprinkled over with litter rather more thickly to keep the

heat from evaporating the moisture too soon. Having a tank

to clean out, and at no great distance from the Celery-bed

trenches, we planted several beds, raising the plants with large

balls, and turning them out into well-aired soil pretty liberally

supplied with rotten dung. After watering them well we
scattered litter over the plants as well as the beds, and the

hottest sun seemed to have little effect on the plants. A brisk

wind or a heavy shower will send the litter off the plants, and
it will do no harm lying on the surface. Finding that Turnips

would be bitter where fully exposed, unless they had more
water than we could give them, we likewise afforded them a

little shade by a similar means. Such a mode of slightly

sprinkhng with litter answers better than the shade of a mat,

&c., for common purposes, not so well, of course, as tiffany

would do ; but then that, however used, will tell in the garden

expenses.

For a long time we have had little to do with shading material
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lor honees, bat for these nothing answers better than a screen

•f white tiffany or other light textile material, fised with rings

inside daring the summer months. It will thus take off the

force o( the sun's rays, and will not make the houses too dark

in a dull day. The lessoning of evaporation from the foliage

by any such moans enables the plants to withstand hot weather

longer without watering. Four years ago we were obliged to

eOTer up many plants in a shady place ; but though we are

obliged to bo moderate in watering, still it would bo some
weeks before we should be reduced to such a strait as that,

and snoh summers otton do good in leading us to contrive how
to save water that otherwise would run to waste. With more
care in thus saving the water in large reservoirs, a force-pump

to raise the water to an elevated cistern, and connecting pipes

with onr tanks, we feel we could be almost as independent as

the gardener not far from a river, who had, nevertheless, most
of the water to carry. With a cistern high enough we could

use a hose at once.

In sowing Carrots, Turnips, Beans, Lettuces, &c, in such
weather, we find it is a useful plan to draw the drills, water

them before sowing, cover in the usual way, and then slightly

litter the ground before the seeds are up, when the litter can
jba moved from the rows to prevent the young plants becoming
drawn and weakly. If such weather continue it is better to

depend for salads on Lettuces sown, rather than on those trans-

planted, and much watering is thus saved, as the sown plant

sends its roots deep and is nearly independent of watering even
in dry weather. In fact, but for scarcity of ground, we would
thronghout the summer prefer sowing all the Lettuce tribe

thinly.

Far too often there is a scarcity of ground in the kitchen
garden, and huge unwieldy lawns that might in many cases be
better turned into park scenery. A gentleman is content to

receive, with many drawbacks, from £1 to £2 per acre for

his agricultural land, which, after cleaning and fallowing,

seldom produces more than one crop in the year, and yet he
expects numerous crops in the season from similar land
because it ie called a garden instead of a field. For our-
selves it was quite a change to see this summer a piece of

ridged-np bare ground on which Raspberries had grown, and
which were stubbed-up after a succession was secured. But
for pressing matters that ground would not have been idle,

and it is now cropped with Peas at wide intervals, with half a
dozen rows of Winter Greens, the most forward, between the
rows of Peas.

Cropping.—When many crops are taken from the land, and
several are coming on at the same time, the produce individu-
ally will not be so good as when the land bears only one crop at

a time. For instance, it cannot be supposed that Broccoli
planted between rows of Peas or Potatoes will yield such mag-
nificent heads in spring as that which has had the ground
wholly to itself, and the plants have been no closer than
30 inches on the square from each other. Very good heads for

the table can bo had from the close rotation, and the varied
simnltaneons system of cropping; but that is not the plan to

have large individual heads that would require almost a basket
for each.

Do not let it be supposed that we advocate large walled-in

gardens as a rule, for in many cases they are as much a mis-
take as large pleasure grounds with insuthcient labour to keep
them well, believing as we do, that ten poles of a lawn that
cannot be improved, will bo more satisfactory than ten acres

that have merely a semblance of keeping. On the other hand,
we know several places where the kitchen garden is too small,

where fruit and vegetables, and plenty of them for a large

establishment are expected from something like an acre of

ground. Now, in such cases, it is necessary either that the
garden outside the walls should be enlarged, or that the root

and other rough crops should be grown in the field, and the
garden thus relieved of such continuous cropping. In some of

these places we have known a free succession of gardeners, able,

intelligent men : and the employers, kind-hearted and con-
siderate, would much rather they had remained, were satisfied

with their conduct, and would in several cases have held out
extra remuneration for them to remain, knowing well that if

there are advantages at times in changing, there is more likely,

for a time, at least, to be disadvantages, as it will be some
time before a new man gets acquainted with the place, and
with the peculiar wishes of the family and establishment. It

is very pleasant to hear a gentleman say, " I am so sorry that
Mr. A would leave me. He was such a good, industrious,
faithful servant ; bat I hope he will get on well wherever he

settles. I shall always esteem him, &c." Now, the secret of

leaving, to our knowledge, in a number of such oases, was the

smallness of the garden. The gardener saw that with the

same ground the demands every year were increasing, and he
felt that the time would come when inability to meet the grow-

ing demand might lead to disappointment ; and as hints as to

increased room, or growing some of the crops in the field passed

unheeded, he preferred leaving instead of encountering any
unpleapautness from such a cause. In tho whole of such cases

it would have been easy to have taken from a field or park out-

side the walls the ground that would have been necessary, sur-

rounding it with a Privet hedge, a wire fence, or a picturesque

bank of Laurels, i-c. ; or to have made arrangements that beyond
the earlier crops the bulk of the root crops should have been

grown in a field, and so grown they are generally sweeter and
better than when cultivated long in an old kitchen garden. A
huge walled garden may be a huge mistake. A very small

kitchen garden may also be a mistake, and fruitful of dif-

appointment and unpleasantness.

ir.UIT GARDEN.
Air-ifii-infi.—To lessen the necessity of so much watering, we

afforded little front air, but gave it at night and early in the

morning. We are not yet fully convinced, in general, how
gradually a house rises in temperature with air early given,

and with the heated air outside partially shut out. A Pen-

insular officer, who, bold among the bold, had also a keen sense

of the comfortable, told us how after a hot march in Spain, he
cooled his wine by hanging the bottle in a worsted stocking

full in the sun, and had a lad to stand by and keep the stocking

moist. The evaporation from the stocking cooled the bottle.

He also contended that the true plan for keeping rooms cool in

summer, was to keep the heated air of the day from entering.

After the evening and earl^- morning the windows were kepi

close and shaded. -\ glass corridor was likewise kept shut,

the doors and windows of rooms connected with it also shut

and shaded, and though outside the temperature was melting,

that of the rooms resembled the coolness of the passages of an
ice house. This furnished proofs on a large scale of what we
have several times alluded to, that confined air is one of the

best non-conductors of heat. Could the corridor have been air-

proof, the coolness of the rooms in summer and their warmth in

winter would have been more thoroughly secured.

We could not carry out such an idea iu our glass houses

without double glass ; but even for the saving of water we
gave less air than we otherwise would have done, and we
observed no ill eft'ects until about the middle of the week we
noticed some leaves of Peaches coloured by the attacks of red

npiiler in the orchard house, though previously quite free from
it, notwithstanding the heat and our unwillingness to syringe,

as we otherwise would have done freely, on account of the water

not being quite to our mind. We syringed with soot water,

followed with weak clear soft-soap water next day, and then
we did what we should have done a month ago—daubed the
open places of the wall with a paint of sulphur and soft soap.

We have examined a number of the leaves to-day with a glass,

and though finding some dead, we found none alive. We shall,

therefore, use clear soot water in syringing, and syringe a little

more than we have done ; but the sulphur fumes given off by
the wall where daubed iu a clear sun will be one of the best

means for settling those there, and keeping other spiders from
trespassing. How suddenly such vexations come ! A couple

of days previously we could not see a discoloured leaf. We
are sorry to say that the red spider seems bent on attacking

Dwarf Kidney Beans out of doors. Some of these we pulled

up and burned, as they were near trees that might soon be
affected. Such scorching weather is just the delight of this

insect. Weak soap water and clear soot water do much to

keep it away. Damping the floors has not kept it quite out of

the orchard house, and now the insect must be overcome, or

farewell to fine-flavoured fruit.

OKNAMF.NTAI. OErAHTMENT.
Much the same as last week. Used little water in beds for a

week, only when plants were suffering. As a rule they are

doing well, and rooting freely, only needing a drizzling cloudy
day or two to give them a chance to push out their dormant
energies.

We have many plants, as Antirrhinums, Everlastings, and
even Sweet Peas, to plant out; and they must go out and be
watered if we have no rain, though we would have preferred

the ground to have been damper and cooler before turning them
out.

Now is a good time to mark all Finks, if the pipings or cnt-
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tings are not taken off directly. Cuttings of Pansies may now
be inserted under glass in a shady place, and air given at night.
Plants from seed sown now will bloom in the autumn. Holly-
hocks and Dahlias need plenty of watering and mulching where
this dry weather prevails. Several beds in which we mean the
brown Coleus to be a prominent feature we have not yet planted
out ; but the strong plants in pots are freely exposed, and we
hope they will not become dirty brown with us this season.
In the flower garden as a whole we are becoming reconciled

to feathered intruders ; only that for the sake of the families
of young pheasants, rather too young to take themselves farther
afield, we cannot have a beat for the rabbits, which are rather
vexing us by eating close to the ground lines and edgings of

Lobelia. Without netting it is diiEcult to know what to do.

We strewed with a trowel on each side of such rows a line of

fresh lime and soot, and then sprinkled these lines sparingly,
without touching the plants, with flowers of sulphur. For four
nights the Lobeha has been let alone by the intruders. The
fumes given off seem to be not to their taste. We expect that
when heavy rains come the remedy will have lost its power.
At present the application has been useful, and the fumes are
rather strong. The plants are growing strongly, and though
later than desirable, would yet do well if let alone, and not
cropped down again.

Much time has been taken up in arranging corridors, cou-
servatories, &c.—a matter more difficult than it used to be, as

the roofs of our fruit houses are too thickly covered to permit
after this season of growing much beneath them. For the
same reason we must keep many of the Azaleas in a place by
themselves in the conservatory, and syringe and keep them
closer there, whilst flowering plants at the other end will have
more air. These matters are more easily managed when such
plants after flowering can be put in a house by themselves ; but
many must do what they can when they cannot accomplish
what they would.—R. F.

COVENT GARDEN MARKET.—June 24.

We have experienced a large increase in onr supplies since last week,
and consequently a frreat reduction has tahen place in the price of some
articles, and especially of forced fruits. Grapes and Pines are much in
excess of our requirements, and there are very few Peaches and Nec-
tarines that come up to a good standard. Some pood Shaw Potatoes are
now coming in from Kent, and in many places the new crop of Potatoes
will soon be ready for lifting. Piices range from 4s. to 6s. per bushel.

Apples }. sieve
Apricots doz.
Cherries lb.
Chestnuts bnsh.
Cjirranta ^.\ sieve

Black do.
FigB doz.
Filberts lb.

Cobs lb.

Gooseberries .. quart
Grapes, Hothouse . . lb.

Lemons 100

Artichokes doz.
Asparagus lOO
Beans, Kidney 100
Beet, Red doz.
Broccoli bundle
Brns. Sprouts ^- sieve
Cabbage ". doz.
Capsicums 100
Carrots bonch
Cauliflower doz.
Celery bundle
Cucumbers each
Endive doz.
Fennel bunch
GarUc lb.

Herbs bunch
Horseradish .. bundle

8. d. B. d
1 GtoO Melons each 3

Nectarines doz. 6
Oranges 100 12
Peaches doz. 8
Pears (dessert) ..doz.
Pine Apples lb. 5
Plums '- sieve
Quinces doz.
Raspberries lb.

Strawberries . . per lb.

Walnuts bush. 10
do per 100 1

d. B
0to6

1')

4
6

d

VEGETABLES.
B. d. B.

2 OtoS
2 6
1

2
1 6
S

6

6

d. B.

4 too

Mushrooms pottle
Mustd.& Cress, punnet

\
Onions per bushel

:
Parsley per sieve

I

Parsnips doz.
Peas per quart
Potatoes bushel

I

Kidney do.

I

Radishes doz. bunches
I

Rhubarb bundle

I

Sea-kalo basket
Shallots lb.

! Spinach bushel

I

Tomatoes. . . . per doz.
1 Turnips bunch
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
••• We request that no one will vrnie privately to the depart-

mental wi-iterg of the ''Journal of Horticulture, Cottage
Gardener, and Country Gentleman." By so doing they
are subjected to unjustifiable trouble and expense. All

communications should therefore be addressed solehj to

The Editors of the Journal of Horticulture, d-c, 171, Fleet
Street, London, E.G.

Books {Atlai).—If yon -m^h only to manage a small plot, "How to
Farm Two Acres Profitably " will suit you. You can have it free by post
from our office if you enclose fourteen postage stamps with your address.

Royal HonTicui.TDRAL Society's Leicester Show (H. T.).—Apply
to Mr. Eyles, Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington, London, W.
Golden-leaved pELARooNinMs at the Royal HobticulturaIi

Society's Show.—Golden Emperor which received the first prize as the
best Golden-leaved variety not in commerce, was exhibited by Messrs.
Saltmarsh &. Son. of Chelmsford, and not by Messrs. Downie & Co.* as
stated in page 438. The report there given was originally correct, but
finding by the official prize list that the variety referred to was ascribed
to Messrs. Downie & Co., and thinking that some mistake had occurred
in the cards (and of such we have met with several instances lately),

that which was correct was altered to that which was wrong.

Rennet (Retnette) Apple {Alpha).—Your inquiry why that name
was applied to various Apples is best answered by the following quotation
from Drayton's Poliolbion ;—" When a Pepin is planted (grafted), on a
Pepin stock, the fruit growing thence is called a Rcnate, a most delicious
fruit, as both by sire and dam are well descended." We quote the extract
from old Fuller. Heinettpy literally, is a little queen.

Eradicating Thistles { ).—The best way to eradicate Thistles in
pasture land is to cut them with a spud a few inches below the surface.
It should be done early in Juno and again in August. The best spud is

one to which is attached a box for salt, and on the spud being thrust into
the ground and withdrawn salt is deposited over the root. The root then
seldom recovers. The Thistles may be kept under by cutting them with
a scythe close to the ground three times a-ycar—namely, at the end of
May or early in June, in the middle of July, and at the enrl of August.

Cucumbers and Lettuces at Christmas [hJem).—You may have
Cucumber? nt Christmas if you have a small house or pit which can be
heated to 60" or 63- at night, and 70" or 75 by day. There must be a bed
for bottom heat in which the plants can be planted. No great expense
need be incurred in the growth of winter Cucumbers. Lettuces may be
had at Christmas by lifting a number of plants iu October or Novem*
her with good balls of earth, and planting them in a cool house, pit, or
frame. Give a good watering after planting, then water sparingly, and
give plenty of air and protection from frost.

Camellias not Flowerini; (A. H. Hr,ldfn).—T'he temperature you
name is much too high for Camellias. One of from 60" to 7o' is certainly-

desirable for a time after the flowering, or from March to the end of

June, but after that the plants would be better of a cool house where
there is no artificial heat. We think that the atmosphere is much too
dry, and the plants not sufficiently supplied with water, and that there-
fore the leaves fall off. Keep the plants cooler and give a plentiful

supply of water. It will be enough if they are kept from frost in winter.
A few degrees of frost will be far better than a high temperature at that
season.
Budding Apple and Pear Trees (A Novice).—li is an excellent

practice to bud Apple and Pear stocks on which gi'afts have failed in the
spring. The end of the present month and ear'y in July would be a good
time to hud, and it may be practised with Plums and Cherries as well.

The Manetti Rose is a free-growing kind, extensively used as a stock for

grafting and budding Roses on for dwarfs. It may be had of almost all

nurserymen. Any nurseryman would procure plants for you. Tha
present is not a suitable time unless they are in pots.

Pelargonium and Geranium (Grctvi).—What are frequently, but in-

correctly, termed Geraniums are Pelargoniums ; and if you see the same
plants under both heads the only distinction is. that in one case the
proper generic name is applied, in the other the improper but customary
one. The genus Geranium has been divided into three genera—Geranium,
Pelargonium, and Erodium. They all belong to the natural order Gera-

I
niaceie. Pelargonium is characterised by having usually seven stamens,

} and unequal-sized petals; Geranium, by having ten fctamens, and equal-

I

sized petals ; and Erodium, by having five fertile anthers usually.

Pelargonium Culture (Castle).—When your Pelargoniums are done

I

fioweriug set them out of doors in a sunny place, and then cut them well

I

back, and they will grow dwarf and stubby. If you have plenty of room
' do not prune back so much, but bend down the stems, and shoots will

come from each joint.

Lawn {J.D.).—Y'our lawn must be very wet to encourage the growth
of moss at this season. A dressing of superphosphate of lime may be
given, but we would not applvit until the ground is wet and rain likely to

follow soon after the dressiug.

Stra'^'berry Beds (Liem).—We have hnd very productive beds of

Strawberries at the end of sis years, but of late we have not kept our
beds beyond the third or fourth year. We break up a number of beds
every year and miike a new plantation. We have, therefore, no lack of

supply, as we find the seasons have a great influence on the crop. With
us the plants produce the best crop in the second year, and in very rich

ground we have found the crop greater in the third than in the two pre-

ceding seasons. We plant early in August, putting a number in beds
rather thickly, and these plants are verv useful for filling up any blanks
in the new plantations ; and moved witii balls they are excellent for new
plantations. March is a good time to plant those put in rather thickly in

beds in August.
Pears Blackened and Falling (Lemon BuJi').~Thc Pear sent ns is

destroyed by some insect entering by the eye of the fruit and completely

destroying the interior. The specimen was so smashed in passing through
the post office, that we could not detect the insect causing the mischief.

We have many young fruit turning black as yours are, and falling, chiefly

owing to imperfect fecundation. The Pears which thus fall are seedless.

Sowing Saxifrage Seed (K"?"?j7 r/ifO(for<')."Now is a good time tosow
Saxifrage seed. Well drain the pot or pan—indeed fill it to within an
inch of the rim with pieces of sandstone, or grit, and crocks ; then to the

rim with a compost of turfy peac, sandy fibrous loam, and silver sand in

equal quantities. Make the soil very fine, level the surface, sow the seed

rather thickly, and give the least possible covering of very fine soiL

Place the pot in a shadv place, and cover it with a bell or hand-glaas,

keeping the surface moist. When the surface becomes green give air by
tilting the glass, admitting more as the plants grow, and when of a size

fit to handle prick them off in pans prepared iu the same manner as the

seed pot. Protect with a frame during the winter, giving an abundance
of air in mild weather and a Uttle at all times. The seed may be procured

of any seedsman, and plants obtained from the principal nurserymen.
We cannot recommend one in particular.

Sowing Pelabqonium Seed (Idem).—The seed should be sown as soon
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as it is ripe, any time from now np to October, in pots or pans placed
near the glass in a groenhoaso. Thero is but one mode of croasfertiliR-

Ing—that is, liy tiiking the pollen from one spoclos or variety and apply-
ing it to the eti^'ma of another. The puUen it) best applied wilU a cauiL-t's

luur pencil.
CuERiuEd Fat.lino {Cli/tonienais).—The fruit sent haa not stoned,

and that is the cause of its falling. It its, of course, seedless. Wn think
the reason is the aspect, and consider the Downton variety succeeds
l>etter as a standard than agiiiust a wall with a north aspect, which, how-
ever good for the Morello, does not answer for the Downton. it succeeds
and well deserves a place against an east wall.
Yauious (T. T.).—\\e approve of most of your arrangements, but not

©f your proposed painting or dotting the glass with white lead, :ia it

will make the root permanently opaque, which is not desirable, par-
ticularly as your house receives no sun in winter. Instead of tlie wliito

load wo would advise you to paint the glass inside, when the sun becomes
powerful, with a mixture of Spanish white, brought to the consistency
ol paint by the addition of milk. It can be easily repeated if necessary,
and may bo washed ofl" in autumn. You will not have room for more
than a dozen plants in each house ; and of stove plants we would have
Alocasia raetallica, Anthuriuni f-eherzerianum, Crotou variegatum, C. an-
gustifolium, Marauta Veitcbii, Caladium Chantiui, Pandanus japonicus
variegatus, Draciena stricta, Gardenia citriodora ; Ixora crocata, tiesnera
refulgens, Rondeletia speciosa major. Climbers for roof—Stephanotis
floribuuda, which will cover the whole roof. For baskets—Pothos ar-

gyrea, Pontas carnea, and .Eschynanthus speciosus and pulchellus.
The back wall may be covered with Cedrus discolor. The plants may be
occasionally syringed, but it is best to keep up a moist atmosphere and
syringe in the evening only. For the cool division—Acrophyllum veno-
sum, Boronia Drummondi, Chorozema cordatum splendcns, Crowea
saligua major, Monoch«?tum cnsiferum, Pimelea Hcndfrsoni, Genetyllis
tulipifera, Kalosantbes miniata grandillora, Luculia gratissima, Nerium
rnbrum plenum, Imantuphyllum miniatum. Climbers—Hoya carnosa,
Mandevilla suaveolens, and Mutisia decurrens. For baskets—Stanhopea
octUata, S. tigrina, Adiantnm setulosura, and Platycerium alcicorne
The back wall may be covered with Habrothamnus elegans, or Luculia
gratissima. The ouly means of knowing how much tobacco will be re-

quired for the fumigation of the house, is to fill it so that a plant cannot
be seen from the outside through the glass. The fumigation should then
cease, and not till then. Halt a pound of tobacco leaf chopped or cut up
roughly will be sufficient for one of the compartments. We do not know
of any one likely to meet your wants with respect to a gas stove and
boiler. Gloxinia leaves curl from being kept in too dry an atmosphere,
and under too powerful a light. Shade from bright sun for a few hours
daring the hottest part of the day, and give water liberally, with a moist
atmosphere. Variegated plan s, as a rule, are impatient of sj-ringing,

and should therefore be well supplied with atmospheric moisture by
sprinkling the paths, floors, walls, &c., two or three times a-day. An
occasional syringing will not do any harm providing air be given early,

SO as to have the foliage ary by the time the sun's rays fall on the plants.
Heliotropes succeed well in a compost of turfy sandy loam two-thirds,
and leaf mould ono-tbird. Voltaireanum, Etoile de fllarseilles, and peru-
Tianum are good sorts of Heliotropes for a wall. They should be repotted
in spring when they are beginnirg to grow, and have a shift into a larger
pot in June. The treatment is very simple ; tbey merely require plenty
of water when in free growth and flowering, and when at rest keep the
soil rather dry, but not so much so as to cause the wood to shrivel and
perish. After the plants have had a rest prune them in as required, and
encourage growth by a moist atmosphere. Cocoa-nut refuse is still ex-
tensively used as a compost for Ferns. It is a good substitute for peat if

mixed with loam, but is not suitable for Heaths, nor for the very delicate
thread-like fibres of such plants as Azaleas until it is reduced by age to

a black close mass, and then it answers quite as well as peat, silver sand
being liberally added.
MvPTLE-LEiVED Oranue Losing ITS LEAVES (A Subiicriber).— We

would at once examine the drainage, and if bad rectify it. We would, if

necessary, repot the plant in a compost of loam from turves taken from a
pasture where the soil is a loam of good medium texture, but not very
strong, pariug off the turf 1 ^ or 2 inches thick, and with the hand tearing
it in pieces about an inch square. Remove most of the old soil, and pot
rather firmly in the new compost. No manure need be used, but add
one-fourth part of sandstone, broken to the size of a hazel nut, using the
small pieces as well as the lumps. If convenient, place the plant in a
house where there is a brisk heat of from 60^ to 65'^ at night, and from
75^^ to 80** by day, a moist and rather close atmosphere being maintained,
with shade from bright sun. Avoid saturating the soil until the roots

are working freely, then water liberally. The plants should be syringed

overhead twice or thrice a-day. The head being very fall of small shoots
or twigs, thin it and cut them well in. When a good growth is made
harden off by degrees. The manure water, it not tou litrong, would
not cause the leaves to fall ; but a powerful done of H<iuid nitmure may
have destroyed the roots, and so have caused tho leaves to liill. Water*
ing with liquid manure would conduce rather to growth than i<- fruitful-

ness, and we think the barrenness not attributable to a want ul cuflicient

support. The reverse would be the case.
iiEARiNG-uACK A Peach Tiiee (A Suhxcribcr).—Wo do not pcb what

you will gain by heading-back to li, unless you have shoots on the lowest
horizontal branches that could bo trained in place of those cut away. II

you cut off tho head of tlio tree at B, and have no shoot near B on the
side branches which could be trained as leader, we think you will lose

the bead entirely, as you cannot expect shoots from a branch 7 inches in
girth, and it is likely gum would follow cutting it, if not the dying-back
of the stem below tho cut. We presume you have enough Hide shoots;
in that case leave tho tree as it is, and by closely stopping tlie shootB
and laterals on the branches between A, A, the sup will bo divei-ted into
the lowest side branches, aud by not stopping them you may renew them
by traiuing-in a well-disposed shoot in place of the weak side branches.
Peach-tree Leaves Blistered (Wfm).—The blistering of Peach-tree

leaves is caused by cold, especially when preceded by a period of warmth,
and is very prevalent this season, the days being very bright and hot,

and tho nights cold though not remarkably frosty. There is no remedy,
but the evil may be prevented by affording a warm covering. Tiffany
would be a much better protecting material than netting. No. 3 tiffany

would be equal to canvas, and is a very good material. It would repay
the cost. Tiffany when used as netting must not be left over the trees

constantly, but be drawn up in fine mild days and let down at night. On
cold days the covering may remain over the trees.

Scarlet Gem Melon Plant Fasciated {J. Flemhtfi).—It is evidently

a case of fasciation, and one of the most interesting specimens of it

which we have seen. What are the circumstances under which tho plant

has been grown?
Vine Leaves Warted (J. Jtf.).—The Vine most likely will grow out of

the warts on the leaves. The warts are produced by a rather moist at-

mosphere, and too much moisture at the roots, and the leaves cannot
part freely with the moisture by evaporation. More air and less moisture
are the best remedies. The Black Hamburgh in this respect is a weaker
Vine than the Muscat of Alexandria.
Vine Blossom Scorched {Black Hajubro'),—In such a case as yours

we would open the ends of your ground vinery. We would prefer doing
this to opening the roof, as the heated air would freely escape at the ends
in such short lengths. We cannot account for the scorching with all the
air on at the sides, but in hot days we certainly would like to have the
ends to move, especially tbe half next the ridge.

Roses (An Old Subscribcr).~'We cannot undertake to name florists'

flowers. They are too numerous, aud so many are nearly alike.

Seedling Pklargoniums, -^c. (N.).—Not so good as many others of the
same colour. The Rose appears worth keeping for garden decoration,

but tho specimen sent would not satisfy a florist.

Pelargonium (J. Tomki7is).—We cannot undertake to name florists'

flowers.
Insects (i?. F. W.).—Notonecta glauca. This water bug (misnamed

novocata, and spoken of as a beetle), feeds upon other water insects. It

is common in every piece of standing water. (M. A. M.).—The small

snails sent are half-grown specimens of Zonitis pellucida. a small British

species. They and all snails are especially fond of brewers' grains,

which they will eat in preference to your Orchids. The grubs are the
larvai of the pretty Asparagus beetle, Crioceris Asparagi. Hand-picking
is the only really effective remedy. {C. B.).—We still believe the curling

of your Rose leaves to have been caused by mildew or other atmospheric
cause, which brought them into a state especially agreeable to some of

the many species of small caterpillars which feed on the leaves. Yours
were so dried up as not to allow of investigation.—W.
Names of Plants (Julia) —Astilbe rivularis. (Yorkshire'^.—Yellow,

Cotula. sp ; Red, Gaultheria reticulata. (E. M. R.).~l, Erica sTilendens

;

2 and 3, E. jasminiflora; 4, E. decora. (W.).—1, Nepeta Mussiui ; 2, Es-
callonia rubra. (Wexford Subi<criber).—Asplenium macrosorum. i O. A.S.).
—1, Davallia lineata ; 2, Onoclea sensibilis ; 3, Nephrodium flaccidnm

;

5, Adiantum cuneatum. (Youn{i Garderur).—1, Pbiladelphustomentosus ;

2, Teucrium fruticosnm ; 3. Corydaiis lutea. ( W. L.).—l, Trifolium pro-

cumbens ; 2, Euphorbia helioscopia ; 3, Veronica agreslis ; 4, V. arvensis ;

5, V. serpvUifolia ; 6, V. Buxbaumii. (J. O. i.).—Pajanella Rheedii
(large): Co"lutea frutescens (smalli. [G. M. C. IK.).—1, Sca^vola crassi-

folia; 3, Zeuobia speciosa; 4, Spiraea Douglasii ; 5, Ribcs speciosa;
6, Spiraea arioefolia.

meteorological observations in the Suburbs of London for the week ending June 23id.

DlTE.
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one book on poultry got him into more hot water than every
other act of his life. Half the poultry-keepers in France fell

foul of him. He said too much for one breed, not enough of
another. He was overwhelmed with unprofitable correspon-
dence, pulled down hia houses, sold his stock, and turned to
other pursuits ; nevertheless, he remains the greatest authority
we have on these breeds.

We will now give the principal points he describes as belong-
inp to the CrC-ve-Cceura,

Ample body, square-built, wide, standing well on substantial
legs ; back almost horizontal, falling slightly towards the tail

;

breast, thighs, and wings well developed; limbs short; very-

large head ; top-knot, whiskers, and beard ; double comb in the
shape of horns ; wattle long and pendant ; deaf ear small and
hidden ; four-toed

; breast and belly feathers long and plenti-

ful ; flight feathers of the usual length ; sickles and tail coverts
very long ; in excellent specimens plumage quite black, in ordi-
nary ones yellow aad whitish. Gait proud and serious.
An adult should weigh from 7 to S lbs. The flesh should be

very abundant, bones weighing only one-eighth of the whole.
Top-knot, ample, voluminous, heavy. The pointed feathers
should fall all round the head in good specimens ; the middle
feathers should stand upright, and some should fall in front.
Whiskers very f till.

Beard long, voluminous, and falling below the wattles.
Comb variable, but always forming two horns ; now parallel,

upright, and fleshy ; now joined at their base, slightly uneven,
pointed and dividing at their summit, but always having some
interior ramifications like the horns of a young stag.

Deaf ear whitish, of ordinary size, nearly hidden by the
feathers of the whiskers and top-knot.
Wattles long, fleshy, and pendant. Nostrils open, large,

and prominent.
Physiognomy of the Lead:—The eyes nearly disappear be-

neath the feathers of the top-knot. The comb, taking the form
of horns, gives to the face of a Crove-Coeur the appearance of

a satyr.

Colour of the leg black, or deep slate blue.
The plumage should be entirely black, relieved by metallic

reflections, blue or greenish about the neck, on tlie hackle,
wings, tail coverts, aud large and small sickles. The rest is

dead black save the featheris of the abdomen, which are of a
brownish black. The top-knot generally becomes whitish at
the back after the second or third moult.
Many specimens have the hackle, saddle, and tail coverts

straw-coloured. They are pure, and breed pure birds, but they
are less esteemed by judges.

Such is the description of the cock. The full-grown hen
should weigh Gibs., should have a large head, and full top-knot.
The latter differs somewhat. In some cases the feathers are
short, leaving the eyes uncovered. In others the feathers are
80 abundant that the head is hidden in them, and the bird can
only see things that are on the ground. Beard long, pendant,
and strong, larger at bottom than at top

;
gills very small

;

deaf ear small and whitish, hidden in the top-knotand the
whiskers.

The top-knot, which is black at first, becomes whiter and
whiter each time after moulting.

GAME FOWLS IN FORMER YEARS.—No. -i.

The most celebrated cock-fighting feeders of the last gene-
ration, before the sport was abolished by law, were (HUiver,
of Coleshill ; Potter, the late Earl of Derby's man, Gilliver's
principal opponent ; the two Hashes, Walters, Leycester, Neale,
Tom Spring, Peter Crawley, Harry Gomm, Frank Redmond,
Mountain, and others, chiefly provincial men. Gilliver was
the most successful of them all, bought a house out of his
earnings, and died in 1.932, leaving a son, or nephew, who lives
at Polesworth, North Warwickshire. Gilliver, senior, was a
really good and well-known authority on all matters connected
with Game fowls, though he fought "far better birds, it is said,
than he ever bred himself, and so was a better fighter and
feeder than a breeder. Gilliver won seven of the largest and
best-fought mains in England. Coleshill (1), Lichfield (2),

Chester (3), Newton, Lancashire (4), Oxford (5), Manchester ((i),

and Preston, Lancashire (7). The one fought at Manchester
was his best-fought main and was only just won. He was
once well beaten at Manchester by the celebrated Manchester
Brown Beds, and the Dark Greys and Cheshire Piles (white
legs).

Cmiiver won prinoipftUy with the Brown Reds, aud he classed

the beet breeds of Game fowls in his district, the midland
counties, as follows:—For the pit— 1st, Brown Beds, brown
breasts, greatest winners ; 2nd, Dark Greys, hardest, least beaten
of any—these two breeds the best birds ; 3rd, Piles, red eyes,
white legs, quite as sharp; 4th, Black-breasted Reds, white
legs, less sharp ; 5th, Duckwings, red eyes, willow legs, not
quite so good. Black-breasted Reds (willow legs), Blacks, and
most other colours he classed as inferior birds.
A Cheshire correspondent sent me the following list, classed

in quality for the pit, at the present time in his district in
Cheshire, the first-named not common :—1st, Birchen Duns and
Reds, quickest (dun breasts, however, are softer), provincial

;

2nd, Brown Reds, most used for the pit ; 3rd, Dark Greys, not
common ; 1th, Blood Piles, red eyes, yellow legs ; 5th, Black-
breasted Reds, dark birds, willow legs. Duckwings inferior
there, and white-legged birds scarce, as are Whites. He says
Game cocks run 6.j lbs. there as an average, which, I think, is
heavy. This is a much higher weight than the old Cheshire
white-legged or other Che.-ihire breeds used to average.

In London these three sorts were chiefly used for the pit :

—

1 st. Brown Reds, most common and most used ; 2nd, Dark
Greys, hardest and best birds of all ; 3rd, Black-breasted Reds,
red eyes, white legs, with the wheaten hens. These last not
quite so good.

In my own district in the country the strains stand aB
follows, as good winners in the pit at present :—Ist, Eed-
breasted Ginger Reds, bright red eyes, yellow legs ; cocks bright
red, hens light ginger partridge colour, a peculiar provincial
strain, bred in East Suffolk, and formerly at Newmarket,
Cambridgeshire side. These have not been beaten for thirty-

five years, and are ^ ery fast. 2nd, Dark Greys, grey breasts, the
hardest birds of all; 3rd, Brown Reds, red-brown breasts, the
most fought of all; Ith, Bright Red Blood Piles, marble-
breasted cocks (bred from Ginger Red hens originally), with
white legs and bright red eyes (the old Cheshire Piles).

Of these. Ginger Reds and Piles are quickest, and Dark
Greys and Brown Reds the hardest. We have also two strains

of Black-breasted Reds with willow legs and red eyes, with very
red cocks, that beat the Brown Reds. The hens of one strain

are wheaten, and in the other Partridge-coloured. Both are
originally from Newmarket, and are, 1 think, the best in

England.
I hear that yellow and willow-legged Piles are now preferred

in some places to the white-legged. I prefer the white-legged

as gamer birds myself. I also hear that English Game fowls

are now fought in France, the French breeders near Paris

buying them up through their agents in London, especially

about Hanworth, Hounslow, and Hampton Court. I have
been informed that the English jockeys at Paris have brought
this about.

I have quoted a little though not much, from " British

Sports," by Capt. Delamere Blaine, as to the Duke of Leeds's

breed, and some of the titled breeders and the feeders' names.
The characteristics of the fighting qualities, and the notes on
Gilliver, are copied chiefly from the old sporting records in

London and Newmarket, and will, therefore, be found to be
quite correct. 1 have, however, chiefly quoted from my own
notes and experience.

—

Newm4iiket.

PACKING EGGS.
Having read in .your paper the letters of " Constant Beadeb "

and Mr. Cooper, I can fully verify their statements as to the

safety of packing eggs in sawdust ; at the same time I wish to

mention that the eggs when boiled taste of the sawdust. I

now use bran.—J. G. I.

PRIZES FOR BRAHMA POOTRAS.
At this season the committees of some of our leading winter

poultry shows are revising their schedules to meet the growing

claims of the more popular breeds. Permit me, very briefly,

to remind secretaries and committees of the strong and general

expression of public opinion which was manifested during the

winter months by a great number of letters in your columns
and elsewhere in favour of liberal and equal prizes to both

Light and Dark Brahmas. These letters came from various

sources, from breeders of one and of both varieties, from secre-

taries of shows, from those who were impartial and who kept

no Brahmas at all. Differing as they did in their origin, they

were heartily unanimous in their demand that the growing

popularity of the liight birds should be recognised byjj^eir
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being placed on a perfect eqnality, both as to caps and prizes,

with the Dark Ilrabmaa.

Managers of uhowa are ueually observant of and anxious to

meet the wanti of the public. Thoy may rest well assureil of

two simple facts— Brot, that no classes are more popular than
those for Crnbnias ; secondly, that where equal prizes are offered

to each variety there will be an equal if not a larger entry of

Light Brabmas. At Winchester the number of entries was,

Park, ten ; Light, twelve!

—

Odservkk.

GHICKENIIOOD.
" Early chickens, or, iuJoed, chickens at any period of the

year, are all vevy well for those who can have them, and for

those who have patience to see after them," said a farmer's

wife; " but patience is a rare thing now-a-days, not one girl

in ten will take the trouble, ' bother ' she calls it, to see to

them. Why ouly last February I had eight Brabmas batched
as fine and strong and likely to live as any May birds ; what does
the housemaid do but stir up the kitchen fire in a temper.
They none of them like birds, no, not one of them. I half

fancy we should not, if we were in their place. Well, the
chickens were never seen after that vigorous poke of the fire.

Hot cinders tumbled out in profusion, fell into the basket,

burned up blanket, and birds, and everything—nothing but a

few charred embers could be found on the hearth."
Most people complain of failure in the rearing of chickens,

and no wonder ; very few know how to do it sucecBsfully, even
of those who have tried tor years. There are so many things to

consider, so many chaptors of accidents to pass through, and
then the chickens are usually left to the care of men or boys,
and the latter are no more fitted for the task than they would
be to polish Dresden china. Then some owners of poultry do
not let those in charge have the least chance of success. I am
not speaking of the hatchiug of expensive eggs, or the rearing
of chickens for show purposes—these are often ovcrcared for,

but of such as are kept in country homes for household use

—

reared, in fact, as an article of food.
Now, there is Squire Bentley ; he delights in eggs and

chickens, would have fresh-laid eggs on his breakfast table

every day in the year, and chickens never come amiss to him,
however dished up. He io quite sure his poultryman fails far

oftener than he succeeds ; they have few eggs, and half the birds
hatched never attain any size. A few years ago he made con-
siderable alterations in bis grounds near the poultry-yard, and
raised the adjoining road a foot higher than the yard, so that
all the surface rain water from a large garden drained into it,

consequently keeping the soil cold and damp, even when it

had the appearance of being dry. No amount of generous feed-

ing could overcome this evil, or in the matter of success, com-
pete with indifferent food on a dry warm soil; and "yet,"
said the man, "master never thinks that a poor hen must
provide herself with flesh and feathers, before she can think
of eggs, or anything else. The poultry would soon pay the ex-
pense of raising the yard a few inches higher than the sur-

rounding ground." But this Squire Bentley does not under-
stand; it is an economy of Nature he has never studied, and,
therefore, would not believe, and he looks upon the matter of

raising the yard as ao much useless trouble and expense.
There is also Mrs. Martin ; she keeps poultry, not for the love

of it, but from necessity, for living far away in the country
she could not otherwise easily provide her household with eggs
and chickens. The fowls are there as it were only on suf-

ferance, for shi does not wish them to be seen or heard. If

there had been a kind of fowls, doing their work in silence,

puUets that laid eggs in plenty, without rejoicingly proclaiming
the news to equally noisy partners, they would have been the
very sort for Mrs. Martin. As it is she has removed them as
far as possible from her abode. Their roosting place is every-
thing that can be desired, their run a fine largo one covered
over with wire, so that the smartest Hamburgh could not pos-

sibly escape; they are well fed, and have green food in abund-
ance, yet they do not succeed. The chicks die off in numbers
before they are a month old, and the henwife says she " cannot
think how it is, for they have everything heart could desire."

Two long rows of elm and beech trees interlace their branches
over this poultry-yard, and make almost perpetual shade, so

much so, that the fowls try in vain to catch a glimpse of the

summer sunshine, so spend their days fretting when they
should be nursing chickens.

Then there is Mrs. Thornton ; she often loses her chickens
not from the want of aanshine, or from the effects of a damp

soil, bat from an injudicious mode of feeding. She is quito

sure the little things can want for nothing when they roam at

large with their mother, and feels no apprehenpion when the

sloppy bread and water is eaten up but slowly, or when the

meal stirred up with cold water settles down to the dish bottom,

and after standing days must be thrown away. To scald their

meal with milk, or to boil young chickens a few eggs now and
then, just to carry them safely through a cold time, when some
bitter east wind is turning the green grass brown, such would

be an extravagance Mrs. Thornton would not submit to. So her

birds fail, they have not strength to face adverse winds. They
might live on through some summer of exceptional mildness;

but cbickenhood in England must encounter various gradations

of warmth and cold, of damp and dryness, all extremes of which

are injurious to them.
Now, there are some things, and they are very simple and

inexpensive, perfectly indispensable in the successful roaring

of chickens. They should have a good shelter from wind and
rain, a run over fresh clean grass, and be kept close to the

person who feeds and cares for them, and one person and one
only should be responsible ; divide the responsibihty and you
increase the chance of loss. They should be near so that they

may be frequently fed, and the food should be taken away when
they have eaten their fill, not left to be trodden into the grass

or gravel, or stolen by birds. Now, if the chickens are reared

a long way from the house, they will often be forgotten, will

have to wait for their dinner until some storm is over, or it

may be go supperless to bed. To leave food standing might

seem to avoid this evil, but then it is wasteful to do so ; it

encourages a false appetite, a constant craving after dainties.

The hen and her chickens should have a run to themselves,

there should be no intruders, not even another hen with

chickens, for the day of battle would come, and though the

mothers might not harm each other, the chickens would suffer.

Nor is it well to coop two hens near each other, and let the

young ones wander abroad, tor they might not always return

to their own mother ; then a skirmish would ensue, and the

poor little birds would be terrified. Two hens with broods of

about the same nge were from necessity during a wet season

sheltered in an old barn, the hens were confined to their coops,

but the chickens were free to roam over the place ; they were

so nearly the size and colour of each other, that no evil result

was anticipated. All went well for a time, then it was found

that one mother had stolen all the chicks, wiled them away
from their own mother. They were taken back to her, put

under her wings in the dark—to no purpose they rushed back

to their self-adopted mother on the first opportunity, and she,

proud of her large family, stretched out her wings wide as they

would spread, and yet vainly strove to cover four and twenty

chickens, while the poor forsaken mother after grieving for a

time made the best o! her circumstances by beginning life

anew.
It is also an unwise, yet a very common practice, to give a

hen more eggs than she can well cover. It is a kind of greed

very pleasant to indulge in, for most poultry-keepers are apt

to count their chickens before they are hatched, yet the after-

counting would average more if one less than the bird could

easily cover, rather than more, were given to her. Many people

fancy if the eggs are under the hen's wings they must do, for-

getting that the hen can only spare a certain portion of heat,

however fat and well feathered she may be, and it is possible

to spread out that heat until its effective power is lost. If yon
wish your chickens to have their mother's care and shelter for

some time, as in the case of Black Spanish, and the hen cannot

stay too long with them, do not allow her to indulge too much
in the chickens' food, for chopped eggs and such dainties are

not necessary for her health, and would only put her into good

condition too soon, and then she would find out that it was

much pleasanter to have little chicks than big ones, and so

think she would seek a new nest, and leave the old birds to do

as they could.

Now, this pitiful time comes to all chickens when the old

mother turns them odrift—a sad time it is for them, how-

ever big and strong they may have grown. She no longer

answers their eager call, or warns them of coming danger, or

catches flies for them, or waits aside from the food until their

hnnger is appeased. No, the flies and dainty bits are all for

herself now. She does not appear to care in the least for her

orphaned little ones, leaves them for the society of others like

herself, and quietly trims out her disordered feathers on soma

sunny slope, suddenly grown deaf to their troubles. If she be

an easy-tempered hen, she just leaves them alone, takes no
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notice of them, or it may be for a time permits them to follow

her, even to nestle close up to her at night ; but then it is for

her own sake, she likes their warmth. But the chances are

that her leave-taking is once and for ever, and comes to them
without any softening gradations. Then the poor birds wander
up and down, making a piteous wail. Sometimes they stray far

from their accustomed walks, and must be sought for, or they
rush about after every upgrown hen, thinking they have found
their lost mother, only to be sent away with little pecks and
snaps, and angry tones. At this period of their lives they often

meet with an untimely end ; every stray chicken, notwithstand-
ing the proverb, does not come home at night to roost.

In the warm summer evenings a leafy tree has more charms
for them than the pent-up hen house. In such a position they
are not safe from cats, to say nothing of storms that may sud-

denly come down upon them. At such times if they are con-

sidered of any value, they must be well looked after, counted up
morning, noon, and night, and the person who feeds them will

ever have most influence over them. Chickens may be so taught
that they will obey the first sound of the voice, and come from
a long distance in answer to it ; but then to insure this, they
must not be deceived—only called for when they are wanted to

feed ; and if this be done regularly, they quickly learn to seek

their homes, not only for food, but for protection from dangers
which they are not strong enough to battle with. This great

change in their lives once safely over, they take upon them-
selves as it were an individual independent action, rely upon
themselves, and grow up fast, and well repay the care and
trouble bestowed upon them during the days of their chicken-

hood.

—

Maud.

THORNE POULTRY SHOW.
The arrans^ments of the Committee for this Show, heM on the 17th

inst., were admirable, and the p;enerality of the specimens exhibited

were snch as are rarely met with. By the kind permission of Makiu
Durham, Esq., there was fully double the extent of show-ground as

compared with that afforded on previous occasions, and the pens
throughout being in single tier, the Exhibition was seen to great ad-

vantage. The weather being exceedingly clear and sultry, the birds

appeared to suffer much from the continuous sunshine, and we noticed

many exhibitors busily engaged fastening pieces of newspaper, and
even pocket-handkerchiefs, to shade their particular pens ; for the

poultry, more especially about the middle of the day. panted from

sheer exhaustion. This is a disadvantage that will ever attend out-of-

door exhibitions where no shelter is provided, but constant heavy
rains bring far more inconvenience ; therefore, we can heartily con-

gratulate the Managers on the favourable weather they this year

enjoyed. The gi-ounds, which have recently been laid out with great

care and good taste, were thronged with a highly respectable company
almost from the very hour of opening to the time of closing, and we
nnderstand that great promptitude was evinced in repacking the birds.

The competition in most of the classes would bear comparison with

the largest of our poultry exhibitions, and though in a few instances

moulting was rapidly progressing, the generahty of even the Game
fowls proved to be in excellent hard feather and condition. The
classes devoted to birds of the current year were well filled, and with

Bpecimens very nearly at maturity, consequently this portion of the

Show proved most attractive. The sales effected through the number
of pens " claimed," w^as considerably in advance of former years, and

in the '* Selling classes " great numbers changed hands.

Spanish.—First, H. Beltion, Bingley. Second, J. Thresh, Bradford.

Highly Commended, Messrs. Burch & Boulter, SheflBeld. Commended,
Messrs. T. C. & E. Newbitt, Epworth ; E. Brown, Sheffield.

Cochin-China.—First, C. W. Brierlev, Middleton. Second, T. Stretch,

Ormskirk- Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley ; W. A. Taylor, Man-
chester; W. Harvey, Sheffield.

Brahma Pootra.—First, E. Leech. Rochdale. Second, F. E. Hoyle,
Hooteu Levett. Commended, Lady Hawke, Womersley.
Dorking —First. H. Pickles, jun., Skipton. Second, J. Elgar, Newark.

Highly Commended, W. H. King, Rochdale ; H. Beldon.
Game (White nnd Piles).—First, J. W. Thompson, Southowrani. Se-

cond, Messrs. G. & C. Furness, Accrington. Highly Commended, Messrs.

Sales & Bentley, Crowle.
Game (Black-breasted and other Reds).—First, C. W. Brierley. Se-

cond, Messrs. Sales & Bentley. Commended, B. Jarvis, Mansfield.

Game {Duckwings, and other Greys and Blues).—First, J. Mason,
Worcester. Second, E. Aykroyd, Bradford.
Game (Any breed).—First tind Cup, E. Aykroyd. Second and Third,

J. Fletcher, Stoneeloush. Hi^rhly Commended. H. M. Julian, Hull.

Game Cock (Any breed .— First and Cup, C. Challoner, Steetley. Se-

cond, H. M. Julian". Third. W. H. Wheeler, Carlton.

Hamboeohs (Silvor-spangled).—Fiist and Second, H. Beldon. Highly
Commended, H. Pickles, Skipton.
Hamedrghs (Goldeu-spangledi.—First and Second, H. Beldon. Highly

Commended, J. S. Senior, Dewsbury.
Hamburghs (Silver-pencilled) —First, H. Beldon. Second, H. Pickles,

jun. Highly Comnu-Hded. H. Beldon ; Messrs. W. A J. Barstow, Bingley.

Hamburghs (Golden-pencilled).—First, J. R. Jessop.HuU. Second, H.
Beldon. Highly Commended, Messrs. Burch & Boulter, Sheffield.

Any OTHEa Variett.—First, H. Beldon (Polands). Second, J. S.

Senior. Highly Commended, W. Harvey. Commended, Rev. G. Hustler,
Stillingflcet (Malays).
Game Bantams (.Any breed).—First and Cup, W. F. Entwistle, Leeds.

Second, E. Toder, Little Carlton. Third, J. S Senior.
Bantams (Silver or Golden-laced).—First, T. C. Harrison, Hall. Se-

cond, W. Charter. Driffield.
Bantams (Black, White, or any coloured).— Second, Messrs. S. & R.

Ashtnn, Mottram. Highly Commcndpd, T. Burgess, Brighouse. Com-
mended, J. R. Jessop ; T. J. Charlton, Bradford.
Bantams (Any breed).—Coct.—First, H. Beldon. Second, W. Harvey

(Polnnds) Hitjhly Commended, J. Barnett, Walsall ; J, Cousins, Allerton
Park (Game Bantam). Commended, Rev. G. Hustler (Dorkings); E.
Brown, Sheffield ; J. S. Senior; W. Bearpark, Ainderbv Steeple, North-
allerton. Hcji.t.—First, J. White, Warlaby. Second, J. Thresh, Bradford.
Highly Commended, W. A. Taylor, Manchester. Commended, E. Brown,
Sheffield ; J. S. Senior. Chickrns.— First, E. Aykroyd. Second, J.
Soraerville, Rufiord Abbey. Highly Commended, C. W. Brierley ; W. R.
Roberts, Barnetby ; J. Jackson, jun.. Ingbirtehwirth; W. Harvey.
Guinea Fowls.—First, T. C Harrison, Hull. Second, H. Merkin,

Driffield. Highly Commended, Mies A. Jackson, Bankside; Miss Cheater,
Dykesmarsh ; N. Biney. Manchester.
"Turkeys.—First. H. Merkin. Second. Lady Hawke, Womersley.
Geese.—First, J. White, Whitley (Toulouse). Second, O. A. Young,

Driffield. Highly Commended, Rev. G. Hustler. Commended, W.White,
Whitley (Toulouse); J. Somerville.
Gibs.—First, Mrs. J. Fnmiss, Crowle Wharf. Second, Lady Hawke.

Highly Commended. Miss B.Aldam, Epworth; Lady Hawke ;
J.Hepworth,

Bearswood Green; H. Hepworth, Bearswood Green.
Ducks (Any breed).—First, T. C. Harrison (Pintails). Second, C. W.

Brierley, (Teals'. Highly Commended, W. Charter, Driffield (Muscovy).
Commended, Lady Hawke.
DucKfl (Aylesburyi.—Prize, Rev. G. Hustler.
Selling Class.-First, W. A. Taylor. Manchester.". Second, J. S. Senior,

Highly Commended, G. Holmes, Driffield.

PIGEONS.
Carriers.-First, H. Yardlev, Birmiugham. Second, W. Harvey,

Sheffield. Highly Commended, E. Horner, Harewood ; J. Deakin,

Sheffield.

Croppers.—First, W. Harvey. Second, H. Yardley, Birmingham.
Hit-'hlv Commended, J. Hawley, Binglev.
Tumblers First and Second, J. Hawley. Hichly Commended, T.

Balderstein, Derby. Commended, E. Brown, Sheffield.

Jacobins.—First, J. Thompson, Bingley. Second. Messrs. T. C. & E.

Newbitt. Epworth. Highly Commended, J. Crossland, Huddersfield; E.
Homer, Harewood.
Ndns.—First, J. Thompson. Second. R. Moll, Hull. Highly Com-

mended, J. T. Lishman, Girlington ; E. Horner. Commended, O. A.

Young.
js J T

Trumpeters.—First, E. Horner. Second, J. Hawley. Commended, E.

Homer.
Turrits.-First, E. Homer. Second, J. Thompson. Highly Com-

mended, E. Horner. Commended, J. T. Lishman; T. Stather, Hull;

H. Yardley; J. Thompson.
Fantails.—First, J. Hawley. Second, H. Yardley. Highly Com-

mended, J. T. Lishman ; E. Horner. Commended. Master C. MoU.
Owls.—First, Miss F. Easten, Hull. Second, A. Dove, York. Com-

mended, Master C. Moll.
B^RBs.-Firstand Second, E. Horner. Highly Commended, A. Dove,

York; E.Brown, Sheffield.
, « u

SELLTTflG Class—First, J. Hawlev- Second. J. Deakin, Shemeld.

Highly Commended, C. Gravel, jun., thorne ; Messrs. T. C. & E. Newbitt;

E. Homer. Commended. G. Kenyon, jun., Thome; T. Balderstein,

Derby; T. Stather; E. Homer.
RABBITS.

Lop-EvrED (Buck and Doe).—Firbt, A. H. Easten, Hull. Second, C.

Gravel, Thome.
Lop-eared (Buck).- -First, A. H. Easten. Second, H. Yardley, Birming-

ham. Highlv Commended, C. Gravel.
Lop-eared (Doe\—First, G. Jones, Birminghftm. Second, C. Grave).

Highly Commended, A. H. Easten. Commended, W. Grant, Doncaster.

Heaviest.—First. J. Taylor, Sheffield. Second, A. H. Easton. Highly

Commended, H. Gravel. Commended, G. Jones.

Extra Class.— Fir6t.,'J. A. Rowland, Doncaster (Himalayan). Second,

A. H. Easten (Silver-Grey). Highly Commended and Commended, C.

Gravel.
The longest ears were 2U inches, and the widest, 5 inches, easy

measurement ; and the heaviest Rabbit, 13 lbs.

The Judges were Mr. Edward Hewitt, of Sparkbrook, Birmingham;

and Mr. E. Hutton. of Pudsey, near Leeds.

GLASGOW AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW.
This Society held its fourteenth annual Show on the 10th of June,

in the Cattle Market. The Exhibition was well patronised, the

weather being fine.

The show of poultry was very small. The Socie^ maL-ing it a rale

that persons wishing to exhibit must pay a subscription of 10s., and

an annual subscription of 5s. before being allowed to exhibit any kind

of stock, there is no inducement to send birds for competition where

a first prize is 20s., and for Bantams lOs. It is a great mistake to

require exhibitors of fowls to pay the same entry money as those who

enter cattle or horses, the prizes for the latter being from £3 to £6.

This drawback must prevent many exhibitors who would willingly send

birds from taking any interest in the Show, and deprive visitors of

the pleasure of witnessing a good competition. Besides the sum men-

tioned, exhibitors are reqniied to pay 5 per cent, on prize money,

and provide pens for their own birds. It is to be hoped that more

satisfactory arrangements will be made by nest season.

Dorhiti'is were not extraordinary. Cot7(('».9 were very good. Ham-
hui-fjhs and Scotch Grays were fair. The first and second pens oS
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Game were good. Bantams were very middling, one of the hens in

the first-prize pen (Black Red Game), having white earlobes. Ducks
were very good.

The following ia the prizo_li8t :

—

DoEKINO.—First, H. Heys, Bnrrhfftil. Second, J. Logan, Eaatshiold'
Camwath. Third, Miss E. Oswald, St. Qnivoi, by Ayr.
CocmN-CuiNA.—First and Third, J. Stuart, Thistlobank, Ilcleuaburgb.

Second, Miss E. Oswald.
Hasibdiioh (Goldon).—First, W. Thomson, Glasgow, Second, J. Logan.

Tliird. R. Wilson, Forebouse, Kilbarcban.
Hambukuh (Silver).- First and Second, .1. Lopin. Third, .1. H. JI'Nab,

South Artburlie, llarrhead.
Spanish.—First, J. Logan, Second, M. Henderson, Ardrossan. Third,

J. H. M'Nab.
Scotch Gsky.—First, R. Wilson. Second, H. Heys. Third, J. Logan.
Game.—First, H. Heys. Second, D. Gellatly.Meigle. Third, J. Logan.
Bantam.—First, Miss E. Oswald. Second, E. Wilson. Third, I).

Gellatly.
An\ other Bheed.— First and Second, J. Logan. Third, .1. H. M'Nub.
Ducks (White Aylesbury).—First, J. Dryburgh, Arklestou, Paisley.

Second, H. Heys. Third, A. Bulloch, Milliken, East Kilpatrick.
Ducks (Rouen).—First, J. H. M'Nab. Second, E. Wilson. Third, J.

Logan.
Any other Variety.—First, Second, and Third, J. Logan.
Gjeese.—Prize, H. Heys.

HATCHING RESULTS.
Seeing that you have details of hen and chicken progres.'i,

I offer my mite of information in the same department, be-

lieving you will not receive a more successful report during the
year. My nine hens and one cock are Cochins and Dorkings.

Sitting. Date. No. of Eggs. Chickena.
1 .TanuaryB U :j

2 January 24 13 5
S February* 11
4 February 13 II
5 March 17 13

March 22 IS
April 4 13
Aprils 18
May9 13
May 15 14
May 15 IS
May 17 13

One Dorking hen has not yet sat at all. I have no grass
rnn for them, but a cribbed and narrow space for hens and
chickens

; and added to the above, I have had 582 eggs laid.

—

Adele de Sli-N.iNGE.s, TzinhrUliie Wells.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

10
12
7

IS
10
10
14
11
11

ENTRY FEES AND PRIZES FOR' PIGEONS
AT POULTRY SHOWS.

Aftek carefully analysing the results of several poultry
shows held last year, and examining prize list.s of forthcoming
shows, I am confirmed in the opinion I have held for some
time—that exhibitors of Pigeons have not justice done them
at the generality of poultry shows. I took up four catalogue.',

one each from tho north and west of England, and two from
the east. In three of them the Pigeon exhibitors paid for entry
fees the amount given in prizes within a fraction, and in the
fourth the fees exceeded the value of the prizes ; and yet at

the same shows the amount given in prizes for poultry exceeded
the entry fees in one case by £40, another by £60, and in one
by nearly £100.
The charges for Pigeon pens are not proportionate to the

prizes when compared with those for the poultry. I have
before me a prize list of a forthcoming show where the entry
fees for a single pen of poultry will be 10.5. , but that pen has
the chance of winning a cup value £5 5s ; whereas for a single

pen of Pigeons the fees are 8s., and the highest prize to be
gained by that pen is £1.

1 think, as a rule, committees copy prize lists without
giving themselves the trouble to look at the matter, otherwise
such charges would not be repeated time after time ; for I am
convinced that there are first-class business men on many
committees who would without reference to any other list lay
down a scale of fees and prizes on business principles that
would be more equitable, and give greater satisfaction to all

classes of exhibitors.—L. Wken, Lowestoft.

ARTIFICIAL SWARMING IN COMMON HFV'ES.
Would you be kind enough to inform me in what way I

could make my bees swarm ? I have sixty old stocks, and have
had only four swarms out of the lot. Some have been hanging
out at the mouth of the hive for a month. They are all very
heavy, and I have no doubt that they are fuU of honey. I am

Boiry to trouble you, but as I take a great interest in bees, I

should feel obliged by a little information.—J. M. E.

[The best mode of making artificial swarms when common
hives are used has been repeatedly described in our columns—
first by Mr. Woodbury, in No. Ifjl, then brielly recapitulated

in reply to a correspondent in No. 271, and, lastly, detailed by
" B. & W.," in page 170 of our present volume.]

THE GERMAN CENTRIFUGAL HONEY-
EXTRACTING MACHINE.

The external appearanceof this apparatus is well represented

in the engraving, which is taken from a machine which was
made to my order in Germany, and which ia fitted to accom-

modate four of my frames. It consists of an octagonal box

made of inch wood 2 feet 3 inches in diameter outside, by
12 inches deep, which rests on a square jilatform with oaken

cross-pieces underneath at each end to prevent warping, and
cut thicker at the back than in front, so as to give the whole a

slight inclination forward.^. The cover is also formed of inch

wood, and is moveable, being merely fitted on without being

fastened in any way, whilst the front part is hinged bo as to

be readily lifted for the purpose of inserting full combs and re-

moving empty ones. The two uprights on either side are

20 inches high, and with the cross-bar at the top are made of

li-inch wood 4 inches wide, the tops of the former being mor-
ticed through the ends of the latter, and secured by keys

driven through the tenons. A Ij -inch hole in front, stopped

by a turned wooden plug, affords the means of drawing oil the

honey after it has been extracted from the combs.

The internal apparatus which is represented in the annexed
engraving, consists of a
wooden spindle 2j inches

square at the bottom, but
rounded where it projects

through the cover. At
the lower end of this

spindle is a square plat-

form with the angles cut

off, and with four stout

uprights fixed at the

corners, conne(!ted to-

gether and supported by
a top rail. Round the

framework thus formed,
and strained to the ex-

tremest tension, is wound
fine whipcord or fishing-

line, the turns being about three-eighths of an inch apart,

and forming a kind of strainer or grating, which is further sup-
ported by slender wooden uprights on the outside. This appa-
ratus revolves with the utmost freedom on two centres fixed in

either end of the spindle.

The machine is used by standing four combs, from which
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the cell covers have been previously sliced off, inside the
gratings formed by the strained lishing-line ; and then hitching
the spliced eye of a stout cord on an iron pin near the top of

the spindle, the latter is slowly turned round so as to wind the
cord upon it. A fnlornm being then obtained by placing the
left hand on the machine, the cross-handle attached to the
other end of the cord is grasped in the right, and a vigorous
pull sets the four combs spinning at such a rate that they are

speedily half emptied of their liquid contents. When this is

effected the combs are turned round, and another spin com-
pletes the job by emptying the cells on the other side.—

A

Devonshire Bee-keepek.

IMPROVED WAX-MELTING APPARATUS.
Wiij- you or any of your numerous subscribers kindly in-

form me the best way of making beeswax?

—

Ignoramus.

[I have recently had a wax-filtering pot made in tin, which
has a moveable strainer somewhat more than half way up from
the bottom. It is used by filling the lower part with combs,
which are kept down by the strainer. Water being then poured
in until the strainer is submerged an inch or two, the pot is

placed on the fire and boiled for some time, when the wax
rising to the top may be poured off in a tolerably pure state. I
poor all the liquid contents of the pot into a large pan three
parts full of cold water, in which the wax solidifies. All the
refuse having been thrown away the wax is then collected, tied
np in a bit of muslin, and placed on the top of the strainer. A
small quantity only of water being put in the pot, the whole is

again placed on the fire and boiled until the wax has melted
through the muslin, when it may be poured into a mould, and
the process is complete. I derived the idea of this apparatus
from the description which Dr. Bevan gives of the one used
by him, aided also by the inspection of one shown in the
Gierman department of the International Exhibition of 1862.
I have, however, contrived some essential improvements, espe-
cially as regards the prevention of the combs burning and ad-
hering to the bottom. This pot can be readily made by any
ordinary workman ; but as it is diflScult to give precise directions
for manufacturing it, I think of having a few made by my own
tinman, and will forward one to any address on receipt of post-
office order or stamps for 5s.—T. W. Woodbury, Hlount Bad-
ford, Exeter.l

RHUBARB WINE.
CooLD you favour me with a receipt for rhubarb wine ? Which

is the better plan— to boil the rhubarb in the water, or to steep
the cut rhubarb in the water for a certain time, and not boil ?

1 have met with a failure in both ways.

—

Ecosomist.

[The following produces the best wine, is the most successful
receipt we know, and is an answer to your query.

Take of rhubarb stalks (unpeeled) 60 pound?.
,, loaf-sugar . . 30 pounds.
„ red argol (powdered) . . 4 ounces.

,, water, a suflScient quantity.

The rhubarb stalks should be bruised one by one with the
mallet against the side or bottom of the tub. Four or five

gallons of cold water should then be poured upon them, in
which they should be allowed to macerate for twelve or sixteen
hours. The stalks should now be put into the press, and all

their juice pressed out. This, with the liquor in which they
were macerated, together with the sugar and the argol, should
be mixed in the tub, and the quantity made np to ten and a
half gallons by the addition of cold water. (It would save
trouble in measuring, if a mark were previously placed in the
tub to indicate when this quantity was contained in it.) This
mixture is the artificial " must." The tub should now be
covered with a blanket, and placed in a temperature of from
55° to 60'. Here it may remain, being occasionally stirred,

for two or three days, according to the symptoms of fermenta-
tion it may show ; it should then be poured off, straining
it through flannel into the cask, which should be filled to

the bung-hole, and placed across the tub, in order that the
scum and yeast which will be thrown oft' may be caught and
removed. Tha superabundant must, which will be one and a
half gallons, must be poured into the jar, in order that as the
fermentation in the cask proceeds, and the liquor diminishes,
there may be a supply in readiness to fill up the cask, which
most always be kept full or nearly so. In about a fortnight

the bung may, most probably, be put loosely in, and in another
week firmly fixed, and the cask placed in the cellar ; but this
of course depends upon the state of the wine. If the sweetness
has disappeared, or nearly so,—or if, on the sacoharometer
being placed in it, the index marks a specific gravity of about
40,—the wine has fermented far enough for cellaring ; if it has
not reached this point, the wine should be well stirred, and the
temperature kept up to promote further fermentation. In a
month or six weeks after cellaring it may be fined and drawn
off into a clean cask, or the same properly cleaned and, if

necessary, sulphured to stop further fermentation, before the
wine is returned. The cask may now be finally stopped
close, and if an effervescent wine be desired, allowed to re-

main until March, when it should be bottled, the corks wired,
and the bottles laid down. But if a still wine, like hock,
be desired, nother year in the wood, or even more, will he
advantageous.
The only difficulty about this process is to find out the pre-

cise period at which the fermentation has reached the desired
point. The saccharometer will show this correctly. About
35, as marked on the scale of Thompson's saccharometer, would
indicate proper attenuation for wine intended to be effervescent

;

if it is to be still and dry it may be lower— 25 to 30. But the
taste may be educated so as to form an approximation to truth.

As long as sweetness exists to any extent the fermentation is

incomplete, and after eating a small piece of crust most persons
may readily detect the presence of too much sugar in the wine.

In this case the wine should be shaken or stirred, that the wine
may " feed," as it is termed, on the lees ; fining, on the con-
trary, will check fermentation ; end when it has gone far

enough, sulphurous acid gas stops it, as in the process of " sul-

phuring," which may be readily done by burning a few sulphur

matches within the bung-hole, the cask being inverted.

Fining is generally performed by means of isinglass pre-

viously dissolved, or partly so, in a little of the wine. About
a drachm of isinglass so dissolved and poured into the bung-
hole, the upper part of the wine being stirred at the same
time, will probaby be found sufficient.

Thompson's saccharometer is costly ; but a simple glass one,

quite sufficient for our purpose, may be procured for a few

shillings. It is called Roberts' Saccharometer.
In using this saccharometer, two things are necessary to be

observed :—1st. The temperature of the liquor to bo examined
must be 60° ; and 2nd, the division on the scale must be
multiplied by 5 to obtain the correct specific gravity. For

instance, should the must raise the instrument to 24°, as marked
on the scale, multiply 24 by 5, and yon will prove the gravity

to be 120 ; about the proper gravity of the must, before fer-

mentation begins.

As a rule it mav be observed, that the finer the sugar, the

more alcohol is produced from it. It may be noted, that as

the rhubarb juice will iron mould linen, care should be taken

when the stalks are bruised.]

OUR LETTER BOX.
Black Red Game Bantasis' Earlobeb (7*. B.).—The colour of the

earlobes of Black Red Game Bantama i3 not essential, bat we shonld
prefer them red.

SrLVKR Hambdrghs {J. W.).—The accidental loss of an eye is a mere
diBadvantage in competition ; it is never a dieqnalificatioD. We do not
believe it ia possible to tell the sex of the chicken from the shape of the
egg. We do believe the earlier eg3s produce more cocks than later ones.
We shoald prefer the April to the July chickens.

Bees not Swaeming <A Bt-ginnfr).—Swarming appears to be very
capricious this season. Many issued early in our own neighbourhood,
hot we have ourselves ordered swarms from four different bee-keepers,
and up to the present time have received but two from one of them.
You may possibly by the time this appears have had a swarm ; if not, if

might, perhaps, be well to buy a stock or a swarm that has aiready been
hived In the latter case it will be better to wait until the weather
become cooler before removing it. Yon will see that a rorrespondent

states that he has had but four swarms from sixty stocke-

s d.

POULTRY MARKET.—June 24.

The supply is better, and the traie improves. Hot weather always
increases the demand for poultry'. As it also spoils a large quantity, it

tends to keep up the price.

n. d 8. d
Pheasants to
Partridges
GuinoiFowls 2
Hares
Babbits 14 15
Wilddo 8 9

Lar^e Fowls 4 6 to 5
Smaller do 3 C 4
Chickens 2 2 6
Goslings 6 6 C
Ducklings 2 6 SO
Pigeons Ob 9
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